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Example
at

1.

— It

any lighthouse

is

desired to

know what

is

the description of illuminating apparatus

—under any of the General Authorities

Circular III., and the Question will be fomid as (No. 21) XXI.
Search in the map for the number of the Lighthouse in question ; say No. 1 Fern, in
England.
Search for No. 1. under the heading -Circular No. III., England, and the information
will be found. Vol. II. p. 65, opposite to the No. XXL, and the same information for
every Lighthouse will be found opposite to the same Number,
-

Open out

—

— XXL

Example

2.

—

desired to

know

the opinion of

John Smith, Mariner,

as to the best
shapes and colours for buoys.
Open out Circular VIIL, Mariners' Questions, and the question which elicited the
information will be found opposite to
No. 17Search for Smith's number in the alphabetical list of Mariners, page 466, and opposite
to his name is the number 292.
Look for 292, under the heading Question 17, Mariners' Evidence, page 526, and the
evidence of John Smith on this point will be found
" 292. The nun buoys, black or red, are best seen at night."
It

is

—

—

:

—

Example 3. It is desired to know what is the bearing of the evidence given on the
same point by the whole of the witnesses.
Look to the Abstract, page 587, and the result of the evidence of 657 witnesses will
be found opposite to Question 1/, which elicited the information.
Example

—

4.
Information is wanted relative to a Local Authority ; say Liverpool.
Search for the question in the Circulars, and for the name of the Local Authority
under letter L, and under the heading Local Authorities, England ; and the answer to
the question will be found under the Marginal Heading, and the number of the Circular,
and of the Question, page 326.

—

—

Example 5. The opinion of a Scientific Witness is wanted on any point raised by a
question in Circulars IX. and X.
Search for his name, in the list on the Circular, and his evidence will be found under
the number of the question.

Example

—

6.
Information is wanted as to some foreign country.
In Circular XI. search for the name of the country and for the question, and look to
the return under the number of the question for the answer.
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SIGN ON LIGHTHOUSES,

ID TO SCIENTIFIC MEN,

MANUFACTURERS,

&c.

&c.

—

low used or proposed for buoys do you think best for riding in all weathers
tides and heavy seas, with the least possible strain on the moorings, and
you suggest any improvement in the form of buoys, or the method of
I

you recommeT'd for sheltered situations ?
method of rendering buoys luminous at night V
any system generally applicable for buoying coasts, harbours, rocks, shoals,
absence of pilots, and without the aid of a cliart, vessels might be safely
ss to describe it, and to state whether it is apjilicable to buoys now in use.
i
e

t

„Th

ACOUSTICS.
most capable of penetrating a fog?

What method do you

consider best for

you recommend as the most serviceable 7
id guus are used, as also reflectors and other contrivances for directing and
d steam tvhislles. f)-c., hare been sugffested.)
concentrating sound, or for throwing it in pai-ticular directions ?
Do you
e mariners to distinguish with sufficient certainty the direction from which a
e

placed, so as to be heard at the greatest i)ossible distance''

METEOROLOCiY.
uld be desirable that lights should generally be i)Iaced on the coasts of the
these facts, \iz., the higher the light the greater the distance to which the
epted by the horizon ' 'ITie lower the light the less likely it is to be obscured
ed to certain lighthouses and light-vessels at salient ])oints of the coast, what
hich it would be most desirable to transmit to passing ships, and how and in
received and communicated by light-keepers?
i you recommend for general adoption in connexion with lighthouses at
the
the state of the tide by day and by night, to persons in the offing?
coloured
lights,
illuminated
wluding balls, flags,
figures moved by the tide, ^c,
est

any good system for identifying lighthouses and floating
now jised for identifying them by night ?

lights

by day?

snt in the systems

IRCULAR
IFIC

:\o.

X.

MEN, MANUFACTURERS, &c.— No.

nissioners

would be greatly obliged to you
I

(Signed)

for

any

replies that

11.

you may be

am, &c.
J. F.

CAMPBELL,

Secretanj.

ntage in constructing dioptric and catadioptric illuminating apparatus for
informed on receiving an order
sea at which it is intended to place the light ? and
)ded to be illuminated?
he efficiency of the apparatus that this information should be furnished to
prisms, &c.. arc made and ground, and before they are finally adjusted in
ultimate position with reference to the lamp is decided on ?
3 from which the angles required ior constructing an a[)]);iratus to illuminate
laced at a given elevation, could be readily calculated by the manufacturer
iving the order?
informed) now furnished by lighthouse authorities to the makers of illnre in all cases

:

\) the

mce of
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follovnng Witnesseti will befomid
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ENGLAND.

Questions in

Gimdar

I.

CONSTITUTION OF GENERAL LIGHTHOUSE AUTHORITY,
L

I.

Ketl'RN to Requisition, dated

yuESTiox

"

1.

i?7th

May

whatsoe\er (e.\cept as director or member), or in any way
under the control of the same, nor if he be at the time a
broker, wharfinger, or shopkeeper.
That if any of the Maritime Members shall accept either
of a command in His Majesty's Na\'y, or shall take the

185^.

Rules AND Regulations now

in force

for the admission of Younger Bretlu-en, and the Election of EUler Bretliren.''

Rules and Reoulations

in relation to the

command

of or any situation in a merchant vessel, or shall
accept of any appointment under any public body, corporadepartment or indi\-idual whatsoever, so as to be under
the control of the same (except as a director or member), or
shall become a broker, wharfinger, or shopkeeper, he shall
be considered to ha\-e fallen nithin the terms of the charter,
which provide for the displacing of Elder Brethren, and
shall be dis])laced accordingly ; and the Elder Brethren
shall thereupon proceed to a new election in the manner
herein-after provided, and shall elect either the person so
displaced or any other who shall be eligible, according to
the foregoing regulations.
That on the death, resignation, or removal of any Eluer
Brother, the vacancy thereby occasioned shall be notified at
the next Monthly or Sjiccial Court, when it shall be determined whether the vacancy shall be filled by an Honorary
or by an Acting Member, and a time ajipointed for a
Special Court to be convened for the election of a successor,
at such interval as shall allow of ten days' notice thereof
being given.
That at the Court convened for the election of an Elder
Brother, if it shall have been resolved to fill the vacancy by
an Honorary Brother, the election shall be made by the
majority of \oices of the Elder Bi-ethrcn present ; but if it
shall ha\e been resolved that the successor shall be chosen
from the maritime service, to take active part in the discharge of the duties of the Cor|)oration, then the book
containing the List of Candidates shall be handed by the
Secretary to each Member present, beginning \rith the
junior, who shall make one scratch against the name of
each of three eligible candidates ; and the names of the
three candidates which shall have the greatest number of
scratches, shall be placed on the balloting box and be balloted for, and whoever has the greatest number of balls^
jiroWded such number be that of the majority of the
Brethren present, shall be by the Master or his Deputy
declared duly elected ; but if the balls are so divided that
such majority is not given to either of the three, then the
names of those two who shall have the greatest number
shall be again placed on the box and balloted for, and whoever has the greatest number of balls shall be in hke
manner declared by the Master or his Deiiuty duly elected
whereupon the Court shall be adjourned to a subsequent
day, upon which the Elder Brother so elected shall attend
to be swoi-n, and to take his seat at the Board.
But if in
this proceeding it be found thr.t the balls are divided in
equal numbers, either upon the first, as regards tiiree, or
upon the second ballot as regards two. the Master or his
Deputy shall adjourn the Court to a future day, when the
ballot shall be renewed, and the electitm made in the
manner herein-before directed.

admission of

Younger Brethren and the Election of Elder Brethren
of the Corporation of Trinity House of Deptford

tion,

Strond.

At a Court held on Thursday, 12th February 1835,
It was Resolved, That all Regulations which have
been at any time established respecting the qualificaand admission of Younger Brethren and (Candidates, and the qualification and election of Elder
Brethren, be rescinded, and that the following Regulations be estabhshed in lieu thereof; viz.

tions

That any person desirous of becoming a Younger Brother
upon the
any one Elder Brother, and ^^•ithout ballot,

shall be admissible at the jileasure of the Court,

jjroposition of

as heretofore.
'ITiat the Thirtj-onc Elder Brethren shall consist of not
less than Twenty Persons, bred in the maritime sen-ice of
the United Kingdom, who shall be deemed the acting
Elder Brethren and the remainder of either Ministers of
State, Xaval (Itficers of high rank, or other chstinguished
characters, who shall be considered Honorary Brethren,
and not required to take active part in the discharge of the
duties of the Corporation, although not restricted from so
doing, should it be their pleasure to attend the Courts or
Boards.
'I'hat any Younger Brother desirous of being admitted a
candidate for the situation of a Maritime Elder Brother,
shall, on notifying the same to the Deputy Master or other
Member of the Court, be questioned as to his eligibility, bjmaritime service, to be elected an Elder Brother ; which
having been ascertained, the proposition for his admission
to the List of Candidates may be made to the next Monthly
Court, when the proposer and seconder shall declare that,
to the best of their knowledge and belief, the person proposed is strictly ehgible accorthng to the regulations here'
after stated, so far as they relate to maritime service ; and
at the ensuing Monthly Court a ballot shall be taken upon
that proposition.
That no Younger Brother shall lie eligible to be placed
upon tht List of Candidates to fill the office of an Elder
Brother in room of any of the Maritime Members, who
shall not have attained the rank of Commander in His
Majesty's Navy for at least four years previously, and have
served as such afloat during part of that time, or shall not
have served as Master in the Merchant ser\'ice on foreign
voyages for at least four years.
That no candidate shall be eligible to be elected an Elder
Brother, on a vacancy occasioned by the death, resignation,
removal, or otherwise, of either of the Maritime Members,
who shall at the time be in the command of a vessel in His
Majesty's Navy, or who, having been admitted a candidate
from the Merchant service, shall be in the command of a
merchant vessel, or shall at the time hold any commission
or warrant in His Majesty's Navy, or shall be in the employ
of any public body, corporation, department, or individual
;

IL

A

J.

P.

Trinity House, London,
16th December, 1859.

3

Herbert,

Secretarj'.

H. Bekthon.
Secretaiy.
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May

1
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II.

III.
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TI.
(

Names, Rank, and Profession of the present Members of the Trinitt House Board of
Deptford Strond, distinguishing the Honorary from the Acting Members, and proximate Age of each
at Time of Election. Tvith the Dates of their Admission to the List of Younger Brethren, and Length of

Question II.)

Time on

that List before being elected an Elder Brother.
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APPENDIX— LIGHTS, BUOYS,

Circular

t.

Question IV.

AND BEACONS:

—

REPLIES TO

Return

to

CIECULAB NO. I.—ENGLAND,

Constitution of Gbnekal Authoritv, &c.
1859,
sen-ice.
To examine or

Reouisition. dated 27th May

Question V. " Division of Duties of the Elder Brethren,
with names of indi^duals filling each oflice or composing each Committee, \Wth mode of appointment,
describing the functions of the General Board, and the
amount of executive or administrative powers vested
in each Committee."

;

:

The Wardens, of which the Deputy Master habitually
For all duties connected with treasury
acts as chairman.
and finance, including questions of light dues collection,
the
supen'ision of the accounts of every
repayment,
and
branch of the service, the examination of claims on the
consolidated duties of customs, the examination or preparation of all forms of contract, and the acceptance or rejection
sujiervision of the
of tenders thereon, the immediate
general working of the establishment and service, and all
subjects connected with other departments involving special
attention and consideration, referred to joint committees by
the Board.

—

For the
2d. The SupervisdYs of the Ballast Department.
general supervision of all matters connected with the ballastgetting service in the Ri\-er Thames below London Bridge,
the regulation of a jjroper and prompt supply of ballast to
the trade, the superintendence of the building and repair of
all dredgers, lighters, and barges, and of the management
and efiiciency of their crews, the investigation of all cases
of collision with ballast craft, and the adjudication thereon,
the examination of the accounts of receipt and expenditure,
and attention to all the various matters of detail connected
with the service.
The supervisors are also charged with the regulation of
the ballast-heaving service of the river, so far as the heavers
have voluntarily placed themselves under the protection of
the Corporation.

No. of dredging vessels 3
Men employed therein 24
lighters
52 \
„
(,,q
"
>>
"
'6/
barges
„
- 145
ballast heavers
„
3d. The Examining Committee. To examine into the
quahfications as pilots of masters in the navy, and other
persons referred to the corporation by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, and to certify the result

—

for transmission to their Lordships.
To examine into
the competency and qualification of persons applying to
be licensed as pilots under the authority of the Corpora;ion, and into the capacity of masters and mates in the
merchant service, to pilot vessels of which they have
charge, or others belonging to the same owners, for the
rivers Thames and Medway, or the channels leading thereinto ; also to the westward as far as the Isle of Wight, and
to the northward to the Baltic, and as far as "^'armouth
Sands and Smith's Knowle, including Harwich, the Blackwater and Chelmer to Maldon, the Coin and Burnham, and
vice versa; or for any intermediate distances.
Also of
persons desirous of obtaining an extension of the limits
granted under the authority of previous licences ; but the
Committee cannot in either of the cases mentioned proceed
10 the examination of any person who has not been previously approved by the Committee for Pilotage, nor unless
a warrant for his examination has been issued under the

6th.

as regards

all fi'esh

duties of the

applicants, in 1853, the functions of the

applicants for occasional relief,
the Corporation's almshouses.

to issue, as well as all subjects

and of the candidates

for

—

7th. The Committee for House Affairs.
^To take charge
of the maintenance and repaur of the house on Tower Hill,
to regulate the official and domestic accommodation therein,
and to superintend the disbursement of all expenses connected therewith.

—

II.

—The

Committee on that head have nearly terminated. Their
remaining duties are to investigate the qualifications of

which may have for object the practical improA-ement of
navigation or the advancement of nautical science.
4th. The Committee fur Pilotar/e.
To consider all subjects which are brought under the notice of the corjjoration
vnth reference to pilotage in the home district and at the
outports, and either to give immediate directions thereon
or recommend a course of proceeding for adoption by the
Board, as requisite. To supervise the proceedings of the
superintendents or rulers of pilots at the Cinque Ports and
Gravesend, and of the sub-commissions at the out-ports,
more particularly with regard to the maintenance of a
prompt and efficient supply of able and qualified men, with
vessels for the pilotage service.
Personally to
superintend and regulate the pilotage business at the port
of London, including the character and conduct of all
pilots, and the investigation of any complaints which mav
be rnade against them. To visit the outports to inquire
into important questions that mav arise connected with the

The Committee for Pensioners.

Pension Committee formerly comprehended the grant and
payment of all charitable pensions, but these having ceased,

signature of the Deputy Master. The Committee also make
an annaal examination of the sands between Yarmouth
and the South Foreland, and other localities where changes
are likely to have taken place, and all notices to mariners

suitable

—

least

1st.

them previous

Enolavd

The Committee for Lighthouses, <^c. To visit, at
once in each year, every station and store, including
rock stations when possible to land, thoroughly inspect
their efficiency, suggest needful alterations and repairs, and
procure estimates for the same. To v\s\t and inspect every
light ship in like manner, to muster the crews, inspect
their logs and expenditure books, and inquire into all complaints, accidents, &c.
To take all fight vessels to and
from then' stations
to superintend the construction
and repair of all light vessels, buoys, and beacons. To
regulate the employment of the steam and sailing vessels
of the Corporation. To examine into the fitness of persons
applying to be appointed lightkeepers or seamen. To take
the general management of all such servants, and prepare
recommendations to the Board in regard to removals, promotions, suspensions, grants of pensions, &c., and on all
jjoints connected with the due organization of a large body
of men. To take preliminary steps in regard to contracts,
and to arrange the tests for oU, stores, &c. To attend at
the testing of mooring chains.
To suggest, arrange, and
superintend all experiments connected'with the improvement of lighting apparatus, systems of lighting, buojnng,
&c. To examine into the expenditure of oil and other
stores, to regulate the same, and order supplies to the
stations.
To see that the light-keepers are supplied
with the portable libraries provided for their use, that
divine service is performed on board the light vessels
or stations remote from churches, and that every station
on shore or afloat is maintained under the most fa\-ourable conditions as regards sanitary arrangements.
To
prepare the annual estimates connected with the department. To examine the accounts of disbursements by the
agents and all other accounts relating to the business of
the Committee, to ascertain that due economy is exercised
in providing the suppUes of necessary articles, and in conducting each establishment, and that the accounts of the
tradesmen, when not at contract prices, are charged at fair
and reasonable rates, and on approval to certify the same
for pajTnent by the Committee of Wardens.
To give daily
attendance at the house by one or other of their members
in case of any exigency arising, and in the event of accident or collision to proceed at once to the station, and
make the best arransement practicable, both as to temporary measures and the settlement of salvage claim.s and
awards for sernces rendered. To take measures for procuring lighting apparatus, stores, &c. for lighthouses
abroad, when requested to do so by the home government.
To furnish foreign governments, on application, with such
jiai'ticulars as may be required relative to the Trinity House
system of lighting and buoying. To consider ail letters
and reports from the agents and others relative to the
estabhshment or condition of the several lighthouses and
floating lights, steam vessels and tenders, storehouses, buoys,
and beacons, and to give such directions as are requisite, or
make report thereon in their minutes to the Board or Court.
The members of the Light Committee are also chargeable
with the i)ersonal superintendence of all the duties afloat in
the home district, the monthly relief of light \'essels, halfyearly buoy-shiftings, &c., &c., and, as a general rule, every
committee afloat is made to include one or more members
of the Light Committee.
5th.

For the efficient performance of the various duties of the
Board the Elder Brethren are divided into committees, as
follows, each committee taking its separate department

are referred to

V

prepare all pilotage accounts and
ffeiierally to carr>' out the provisions of the fifth part of the
Merchant Shipping Act, 1854.

-

Under the charter of incorporation the Elder Brethren
are also required to assist the Judge of the High Court of
Admii-alty on the hearing of cases in which questions of
nautical experience are involved.
Two attend at each case,
on the requisition of the Judge.
All the Elder Brethren are eoe officio members of the
Ramsgate Hai'bour Trust, the Deputy Master and three
others being at present on the Executive Committee.
Two of the Elder Brethren are also members oi the
Thames Conseri'ancy Board ; one, the Deputy Mi ster, ex
by the Court of the
officio, the other being apointed
Corporation.

AS

-^^
Circular
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—
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the individuals at present fUhng each othce
composing each Committee are as foUows

The names of
Circular

I.

:

gj.

AND BEACONS

Constitution of General Authority, &c

V
Englan-d.

:

Robert Gordon, Deputy

Rear Admiral

Master.

The Wardens,

(The Deputy Master acting as Chairman.)
Captain A\' E. Farrer, Rental Waiden.
Henry B. Ba\.
,.
.

Charles Weller.
„

William Pixley.

The StiperrisoTS of

the Ballast Dejjarlmenl.

Captain Hein-y Shuttleworth.
Gabriel

.T.

Redman.

Examining Committer.
Royal Nanj.
(For the Examination of Masters, ^-c. in the
Masters and Mates in the Merchant Service, Pilots, SfC.)
Captain T. Narramore Were.
William Pigott.
„
.lohn Fennick.
.,
James Drew.
Committee for Pdotaye.

Captain J. Sydney Webb.
.,

„

Frederick Madan,
Charles Farquharson (Lieut. R.N.)
John Fulford Owen.

Committee for hiijhthouses. &c.

Captain Mark C. Close.
.,

George Baylv.
Richard W. Felly. K.N.

„

Edward Parry

„

Nisbet.
Frederick Aitow.

Committee for Pensioners.
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Constitution of General Authority, &c.

VII.

VII.

Daily Attendances of the Elder Brethren
and showing those

in 185/ and 185S, including those for Courts, Boards, and Committees,
Purposes of General Supervision of Details of Committees.

for

Circular

I,

Queitiou VII.

Number

of
Brethren

who

Numher
Keason

who

attended.

attended.

1857.

General Purposes.

1

April

Ditto.
Ditto.

Sunday.
General Pur; oses.
Committees and Court.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Pui-poses.
Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.
16

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
Ditto
ditto
General Purposes.

May
Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Court.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
Ditto

ditto

General Purposes.
Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
7

of

Brethren

for Attendance.

Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Court.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.

Committees and General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.

Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.

Committees and General Purposes.
Committees and Board.

-

Reason

for

Attendance.
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Number

of

Brethren
Date.

who
attended.

1857.
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for Attendance.
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Constitution of General Authority, &c.

VII.

Number

VII.
Circular I.
Qnestion VII.

Number of

of

Brethren

Brethren

Reason for Attendance.

who

who

Reason

for Attendance.

attended.

attended.

1858.

Generel Turposes.

1

General Purposes.

April

Good

Ditto.

Friday.

Sunday.
13
19

General Purposes.

7

Sunday.

General Purposes.
Committees and Court.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

General Purposes.
Committees and Court.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

Ditto.

Sunday.

Ditto.

Sunday.

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

Ditto.

Sunday.

Ditto.

Sunday.

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

Ditto.

Sunday.
8

Ditto.

Sunday.

General Purposes.
Committees, Board, and Audit.
Geteral Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

General Purposes.
Committees, Board, and Audit.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
Ditto

Ditto.

Sunday.

May

1

ditto

General Purposes.

Simday.

General Purposes.
Committees and Court.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

General Purposes.

Committees and Court
General Purposes.
Committees and General Pm-poses.
General Purposes.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Sunday.

Sunday.

General Purposes.

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

Committees and Adjourned Court.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Sunday.
Sunday.

Committees and General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Sunday.
Sunday.

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Sunday.

Simday.
31 Trinity

General Purposes.
Committees and Coart.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

1

Monday

19

Court.

Committees and Court.

Jime

General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Sunday.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purpose*.
General Purposes.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Sunday.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposea.
General Purposes.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Sunday.

Sunday,
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
Ditto

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Ptirposes.
General Purposes.

ditto

General Purposes.

6

Sunday.

Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.

General Purposes.
Committees and Board
General Purposes.

B2
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Number

of

Brethren

Rjason

for

Attendance

who
attended.

1858.
1

Committees and General Purposes.

July

General Purposes.
Special

Sunday.
19

Court

Committees and General Purposes.
Committees and Court.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

11

Ditto.

6

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.

General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.
14

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Comu.ittees, and General I'urposes.
General Purposes.
"Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees, Board, and Audit.
General Purjxises.
General Purposes.
( (mimittees, and
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Court.
General Purp<ises.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.
General Pvirposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
Gener.ll Purposes.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Sunday.
23

„
„
„

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

11

„
„
,,

Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
Genera! Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

„
„

September

2

3

General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

„

1

..

Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees, Com-t, and Board.
Conmiittees and General Purposes.
Ditto

Ditto

11

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.

15
IG
17

18
19

ditto.

General Purposes.

10
12
13
14

AND BEACONS:

Constitution of Genekal Authority,

General Purposes.
Ditto.

Sunday.
General Purposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes.
General Purposes.

20
21

22
2.3

24

Ditto.

Sunday.
General l*urposes.
Committees and Board.
General Purposes.
Committees and General Purposes
Triuitv House. London,
"l6th December 1859.
.
,
rr
furnished by the Trimty
\„,e —This portion of the return
necessary to prmt them.
required ; but it was not thought
•

&c.
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Constitution of General Authority, &c.
VIII.
England.
VIII.
buoy ; 25th, at Cowes ; visited the Needles
Return to Requisition dated 27th May 1859.
Rock
and
Totland
Bay
Station
visited
the
Ou^sti\)n^Vni
Question VIII. Names of Elder Brethren who had
Hurst Lighthouses
coaled at Southampton
been employed oii Special Services or Inspecreturned to Cowes. 27th. proceeded to Ramson
Services
describing
and
1858,
tions in 1857
gate took in empty tins, buoys, &c.
28th, at
which they were employed, and time occupied in
.

;

''

;

;

;

Blackwall.
Captains Redman and Farrer. April 22 to May 2.
Committee to St. George's Channel. 23d, off
the Eddystone, unable to land ; proceeded for the
Catwater. 24th, oiF Longships, unable to land
proceeded for Lundy Island, unable to land

—

such Services.

The

duties afloat belong more especially to the
Light Committee, but other Elder Brethren
are frequently associated ivith them, or are
appointed by the Board to a particular duty.

—

1857, Jan. 7 to 9.
Captain Were.
Relieving crews of light-vessels, &c., London
district.

Captains

Shuttleworth and Close.

—January

steered for Milford.
25th, visited buoy stores
and inspected lighters. 27th, landed on Smalls,
inspected lantern, supports, &c.; visited works
at Solva
landed, and inspected South Bishop
and Bardsey. 28th, visited South Stack, and
inspected plans of new dwellings, &c. ; visited
Skerries.
29th, landed stores; and inspected
Menai and Point of Air, and house and buoy

19

;

to 21.

inquire into the
charges made against the Corporation's superintendent there, by a discharged seaman.
Captain Redjian (with Messrs. Walker and Burgess,

Attending

at

Plymouth

to

store at Hilbree Island.

—

Engineers).
January 26 and 27.
Inspection of the Maplin Lighthouse, which
had been struck by a vessel.

Captain

Were

February 4

Relief duty,

London

Owen

at Ramsay
hama Bank

;

30th, visited buoy store
delivered stores, and inspected Bavisited St. Bees, and
;

light vessel

returned to Loudon.
Captain Shepherd, Deputy Master
Rear-Admiral
Gordon, Captains Bax, Redman, Drew, and
Were (Captain Sulivan, of the Board of Trade,
with the Committee). May 6 to 2Q.
Committee to West of Ireland and round
Scotland.
7th, inspected Longships
met the
" Vestal " with committee of Port of Dublin
corporation off Queenstown.
9th, unable to
land at Fastnett Rock lauded on and attempted
ascent of Bull Rock ; visited Skelligs steered
round the Foze Rock
examined the Blaskets ;
anchored in Valentia Harbour.
11th, examined
Achill Head, Black Rock, &c.
anchored in
Broadhaven Bay. 12 th, anchored in Bally castle
Bay.
13th, brought up off Crinan
proceeded

to 6,

;

district.

—

and Drew. February 12 to 16.
Committee to Padstow, to investigate into the
charges of neglect on the part of the pilots of
that port, preferred by the Receiver of Droits

Captains

—

thereat, in the matter of the loss of the

—

—

smack

"Ann"

of Jersey, and the grounding of the
steam ship " Royal Adelaide."
Captain Shuttleworth and four other Brethren.

;

;

;

February 23.

;

new steam vessel "Argus."
Captains Bax, Drew, and Were. March 4 to 6.
Trial trip of the

—

;

London district.
Captains Shuttleworth, Redman, and Close,
March 4 to 11.
Committee to Bristol and St. George's ChanRelief duty,

—

;

to

—

4th, visited Milford and works at vSolva ;
5th, inspected lantern and apparatus and dwellings at Bardsey.
6th, inspected St. Ann's and
nels.

Oban

for coals.

14th,

inspected locality of

Corran Point; returned to Oban. 15th (with
Mr. Stevenson, C.E., and Mr. Anderson, master
of the "Pharos"); landed on the island of
Pladda or Bladda proceeded through sound of
Jura examined Ruiidh Rock or Grime ; landed
on the Skuervoile or Iron Rock
proceeded
towards the Sound of Islay landed at McArthur's Head
landed and examined the Black
Rocks landed at Rhu Vaal proceeded to Loch
Leagh, and anchored.
16th, through lona and
Korrera sounds to Oban for coals. 18th, passed
Lismore, Ardnamurchan, Isle Oronsay, and Guil;

examined Caldy
Caldy establishment. 7tli, placed
in the fairway from Caldy Roads.
9th,
placed a wreck buoy
inspected Tuskar Beacon
inspected Nash.
10th, inspected Usk and Flatholm, and placed the Cockburn Spit buoy
visited the Avon Light
proceeded to Bristol,
and returned to London.
Captain Were. March 24 to 27.
Buoy shifting duty, and verifj'ing correctness
timber

Sound
a buoy

for

;

Smalls lighters

;

;

visited

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

lan Island lighthouses ; took refuge in Portree.
19th, passed through Rona Sound, to inspect
lighthouse passed Rhu Rea, Priest Island, and

of position of each buoy, &c.

;

Captains Shuttleworth, Farquharson, Bax, and
Redjian.— April 1 to 4.
Coiinniftee to the Varne Shoal.
Left London
with buoy in tow. 2d. parted hawser off Dover
with heavy sea ; bore up for Ramsgate. 3d,
left Ramsgate without buoy ; examined shoal ;

Morehead

landed at Stourhead, and examined
surrounding coast proceeded round Cape Wrath,
and anchored in Scrabster Roads. 20th, proceeded through the Pentland and round the east
coast
landed, and inspected Buchanness
arrived at Aberdeen. 21st, Captain Sulivan and
Mr. Stevenson left
proceeded from Aberdeen ;
visited Bell Rock Lighthouse
moored alongside

—

laid several

watch buojs

;

laid a

;

;

;

wreck buoy
Dover Roads.

;

;

;

weather being hazy, proceeded for
4th, weather continuing thick, proceeded for
Prince's Channel, and substituted a smaller buoy
for that at the North Tongue sounded along the
edge of the Girdler Spit visited Nore Light
vessel, and returned to London.
Captains Were and Pigott. April 1 to 6.

;

Grantou Pier. 22d, coaled. 23d, visited outer
Fern
landed on Coquet Island. 24th, visited
Seaton and Tees buoy store.
25th, examined
Tees Navigation with Mr. Lister, the agent
stopped in Hawk Roads ; visited Spurn lighthouses
proceeded for London.
Captains Pigott and Fentvick.
May 7 to 9.
Relief duty, and changing position of the
;

;

;

;

—

;

Buoy-shifting duty, &c.
Shuttleworth (with Mr. Burgess, C.E.)
April 9 to 11.
To Point of Air Light.
chasm having
opened in the sand near the foundations.
Captains Bax and Were.
April 22 to 28.
Committee to the Varne Shoal, Needles, ^-c.
Anchored at Nore. 23d, laid a wreck buoy at
the Mouse ; landed oil and stores at Ramsgate
;
examined the Bunt Head and South Brake ;
sounded the Varne, and returned to Ramsgate.
24th, left Ramsgate with the Varne buoy, and
laid it
put a new globe on the Royal Sovereign

Cai)tain

—

Bunt Head buoy.
Captains Shuttleworth, Bax, Close, Fenwick,
and Batxt. June 9 to 13.
Committee to Portland and the Isle of Wight.
Anchored in Margate Roads on account of

—A

—

—

—

weather.
10th, in
Totland Bay ; visited
Needles, and landed oil and stores ; visited
Hurst Lighthouses, and landed oil and stores.
11th, at Portlaud; landed stores, and visited
lighthouses, &c. ; proceeded for St. Catherine's,
but found too much sea on to land ; proceeded for

;

B

3

;

u
Englanii.
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BUOYS,

Captain Fen^vick.

and anchored in
Cowes, landed
Inspected and landed stores
gt. Helen's Roads.
and South Foreat' Beachy Head, Dungeness,
land returned to Blackwall on 13tli.
and

stores,

;

Were, and Fenwick.

Captains Bax,

VIII.

—June

—

18 to

;

19th, inspected
Committee to Yarmouth.
and wharf and St. Nicholas Light Vessel
sounded along the west side of the Scroby and
boarded the
the Coclile and Barber Sands
Stanford Light, and returned to Lowestoft
20th, examined Stanford Channel
Harbour.
sounded about the Newand Pakefield Gat
;

;

;

Milford.

combe Sand laid a wreclv buoy in position, to
which the Stanford Light Vessel was subsequently moved sounded about the Kettlebottom,
South 'Seroby, and back of Cross Sands relaid
the South Barber buoy, and returned to YarFarree, and SnuTTi.EWORTH.—

unable to land at
inspected Avon
Vessel
17th, landed stores and inspected
Burnhara.

—

.

;

—

;

Captains

;

;

;

;

11th.

sumed.
chored

—The

above service re26th, an25th, coaled at Plymouth.
;

;

;

store at Cowes ; inspected Beachy Head
sighted Royal Sovereign and Varne buoys.

Rear-Admiral

Gordon

and

Captain

Redman.

;

—

23.

To North Foreland Lighthouse and Reading
Street Beacon.

—

—

—

;

Lundy ; commenced landing cases of
inspected establighting apparatus and stores
lishment ; ^jroceeded to Milford, and coaled.
27th, inspected ground proposed for new buoy
store at Wear Point ; inspected coal hulk and
spare light vessel for Seven Stones ; took the
latter in tow, and anchored at Scilly. 29th, took
the spare light vessel in tow, and moored her ;
proceeded for St. Mary's with old vessel in tow ;
bore up, and anchored at East Grimsby in con30th, proceeded for
sequence of heavy sea.
Plymouth ; saw that the Seven Stones was all
coaled at Millbay ;
right ; sighted the Wolf
inspected the Breakwater Light; anchored at
Portland for empty tins. 1st July, in Totland
visited
Bay ; inspected Hurst Lighthouses
off

buoy

Shcttleworth, Pixley, Pelly, Close,
and Webb. August 12 to 25.
Committee to East Coast and Heligoland.
13th, visited and supplied the Winterton, Haisvisited the
bro', and Cromer establishments
Dudgeon Light Vessel, and anchored in Hawke
Spurn
Point
establishthe
visited
14th,
Roads.
ment anchored in Bridlington Bay landed, and
exavisited Flamborough Head establishment
mined cliff and headlands, for the purpose of

Captains

;

2.

;

;

—

July

—

;

Captains Close and Bayly.— June 19.
Cojnmittec to'shift Seven Stones Light Vcs.^el,
and for Liutdy Island. When off Broadstairs,
discovered new cylinder cover of the engine to
be defective and dangerous returned to Blackto

—

;

;

June 24

to 11.

Committee to the Oicers, Caskets, S^c. 6th,
surveyed the Owers Sand, and changed the
moorings and position of the light vessel ;
anchored off St. Catherine's, and visited the
7th, made fast at Alderney,
establishment.
blowing too hard to proceed to the Caskets. 8th,
Monday,
still blowing hard with a heavy sea.
landed stores,
10th, proceeded for the Caskets
returned to
and inspected the estabhslmient
Alderney landed the agent and labourers proon the
arrived
there
and
London,
ceeded for

;

wall.

Redman, Bax, Fexwick, and Bayly.

August 5

coaled at
touched at Falmoutli
proceeded for Eddystone unable to
took in empty tins at
visited Start
land
Portland landed at Dungeness laid a wreck
buoy between Folkestone and Dover anchored
arrived at Blackwall.
in the Downs
;

6.

Relief duty.

;

;

at Cardiff.

turned to London by rail.
August 5 and
Captain Drew

;

;

Cardiff.

Bisliop ; inspected the Bardsey and South Stack.
21st, inspected Menai and Black Rock Beacon ;
visited Slvcrries, and proceeded to Milford. 22d,
inspected establishment at St. Ann's, and re-

;

;

18th, inspected
20th, landed
to
land at South
unable
inspected Smalls;

Burnham; coaled at
Usk and buoy store
.and

master instructed to proceed to

Totland Bay when practicable. 19th, off the
moored in Mill Bay, and
Start, unable to land
20th, landed oil and stores at Lizard
coaled.
inspected station, and received empty tins ;
visited Longships
landed at Sennen Cove
anchored
visited Longships Light
dwellings
Monday 22d, in St. Mary's Roads;
at Penzance.
;"
inspected work on shore for the "3ishop
Steamed round the " Bishop ;" unable to land
examined premises at St. Agnes. 23d, returned
to Sennen, and re-inspected dwellings with sur&c.

;

;

Committer of Inspection and Supply to the
westward. The Tortoise lighter taken in tow
account
off Southend, but cast off at the Nore on

;

landed stores,

;

;

mouth.

;

Helwicks;

stores for

Caldy Sound
;

;

veyor,

in

1.5th, relieved and inand visited lighthouse.
spected Helwicks Light Vessel visited Bideford,
and landed stores inspected Nash and Flatholm,
and landed stores; supplied stores to and inspected English and Welsh Grounds Light

;

Plymouth

received

14th,

two buoys

laid

;

of weather

9.

Relief duty.

stores

Captains Pixlet,
June 18 to 26.

—July 8 and

Captains Close and Bayly.— July 9 to 22.
Committee to the zvestward. 10th, anchored
and coaled at Plymouth. 1 1th, inspected Breakstood out to the Eddystone, but
water Light
found too much sea on to land; landed and
visited Lizard ; attempted to land at Bishop, but
too much sea on ; landed stores at St. Mary's,
and inspected Seven Stones Light Vessel there.
13th, attempted to land at Longships, but too
much sea on ; landed stores, and inspected establishments at Trevose and Lundy anchored at

—

22,

June

AND BEACONS

Constitution of Gen ERAL Authority, &c.

Vjjj_
oil

Question VIII

;

:

Captains Bax and Drew. June 26 to 29.
Committee to the Tees. Arrived at Stockton ;
called on secretary to Tees Conservancy Board;
had interview with
proceeded to Middlesbro'
dockmaster ; weather too thick to see beacons
had interview with a commissioner and the engineer ; returned to Stockton, after ascertaining
that the only safe channel was buoyed off.

—
;

;

;

;

;

ascertaining the best site for a fog signal station ;
anchored off Hartlepool, loth, landed stores at
Seaton ; proceeded to North Shields for coals ;
unable to land at the Coquet, there being too
much sea on ; anchored under the Inner Fern
Island in a thick fog. 16th, visited and supplied
the Ferns ; returned to the Coquet, where the
in assisting landing
proceeded to Bridlington
18th, profor a surgeon, and landed the man.
19th, surveyed the cotceeded for Hehgoland.
with
surveyor
and
agent
tage, &c., in company
proceeded to Gluckstadt for coal. 21st, called
22d,
at Heligoland for empty tins and cases.
inspected the Leman and Ower, Haisbro' and
Vessels
anchored
off
HunLight
Lynn Well
Monday, 24th, too much sea on to
stanton.

carpenter

leg

broke his

chains, sinkers, &c.

;

;

board any of the light vessels off Yanuouth
proceeded for Lowestoft visited the establishanchored at
ment, as also that at Pakefield
;

;

;

Harwich.
the

25th, visited the establishments and
Vessel, and returned to Black-

Sunk Light

w^all.

Bayly.— September 2
Bembridge Light Vessel.

Captains Close, Bax, and

To

place the

to 5.

'
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VIII.

—

—

light, it

to inspect the apparatus of that

being out of order.

— September 23

—

;

to 26.

Buoy

shifting, &c.

Captains Bay-ly, Webb, and Fenwick.
29 to October 2.
Buoy shifting, &c.

— September

Captain Shepherd, Deputy Master, and other
October 13.
Brethren, with Mr. Faraday.
Committee to Brentwood. To observe experiments made at Blackwall for testing the relative
power and efiiciency of different systems of illu-

—
—

;

mination.
Ditto - ditto.

— October 20.
Hornchurch. — The same.
—November
Hornchurch. — The same.
Committee

Committee
-

to

to

Captains Shdttleworth, Were, Fenwick, Bayt-y,
Webb, and Nisbet. February 2 to 6.
Committee to Antwerp. Accompanying the
Royal Yacht conveying their Royal Highnesses
the Prince and Princess Frederick William of
Prussia ; proceeded down the river from Gravesend, about two cables' length in the wake of the
Royal Yacht, and anchored at the Nore. 3d,
proceeded ahead of the yacht, sounding at times ;
received a despatch from the yacht for Her
Majesty ; handed same to the master of a Belgian
arrived at Antwerp.
steamer bound to London
5th, proceeded for London ; anchored on the edge
6th, arrived at Blackwall.
of the Cant.
Captains Bayly, Bas, and Nisbet. March 3.
Relief duty.

—

10.

ditto.

—

Captains Siiuttleworth, Close, and Nisbet.
October 14 to 28.
Committee to the Westward. 16th, coaled at
Plymouth, and anchored at Scilly. 17th, took
the Seven Stones Light Vessel in tow ; when
clear of the islands found too much swell, and
wind freshening ; bore up, and anchored in
18th and 19th, a fresh gale.
St. Mary's Sound.
20th, left with the light vessel, and moored her
at her station ; weighed moorings of the Spare
Light, and took her in tow, and arrived at
Milford on the 21st.
Examined the plot of
land for Corporation's store pointed out by
the Admiralty.
22d, proceeded to the northward ; when off St. David's Head encountered a
heavy gale at north-east, with a high sea running;
deemed it prudent to bear up ; returned to

—

23d and 24th, gale still continuing.
Monday, 26th, left Milford landed, and examined
Lundy Island anchored in Falmouth Harbour.
27th, received empty tins at Plymouth, and
Milford.

;

;

—

—
—

Captains Bax and Fen^vick. March 10 to 16.
Committee to the Tees. Ai-rived at Stockton,
and had a conference with the secretary to the
Conservators as to putting out the Bran Sand
Lights.
11th, a further conference on same
12th, prosubject with secretary and engineer.
ceeded to Seaton, a strong gale blowing in;

15th, examined
spected the buoy store, &c.
the Channels ; took bearings, &c. ; arrived at
Middlesbro', and proceeded on to Stockton ; met
three of the commissioners and the engineer, and
conferred respecting the placing of temporary

Captains Bax, Farquharson, FEN^VICK, and Bayly.
to 31.

—

Committee to Sea Reach and the Medwuy.
Landed a temporary beacon on Canvey Island
proceeded up the Medway
the weather coming
on thick, anchored at Sheerness
proceeded to
Canvey Island fixed beacon sounded at low

—

;

arrived at Blackwall on 28th.

—October 29

lights.

—

;

;

Bayly and Webb. March 18 and 19.
To shift the Swin Middle Light Vessel.

Captains

;

;

;

water over the Yantlett Middle ; placed temporary buoys ; took angles, &c.
anchored in
Leigh Roads. 31st, sounded round the Yantlett
Middle proceeded np the Medway, examining
marks up Chatham Reach landed near the Scar
Houses, and determined the position for a beacon
on Canvey Island, to lead open south of the
Chapman Light House into the best water
between the Yantlett and river Middle returned
;

;

;

;

Captains Pixley, Suuttlewortu, Close, and NisMarch 17 to 24.
bet.
Committee to the Westward. Left Blackwall
with the Godrevy Light Vessel in tow, and anchored for the night on the Cant. 18th, proceeded,
and coaled at Plymouth. 20th, arrived in St. Ives
Bay engaged a crew, and proceeded (accompanied by the harbour-master, Lloyd's agent,
and two of the most experienced pilots and
took
others,) to select a spot for the light vessel
marks and angles, and placed two temporary

—

;

—November 4

to 6.

towed out the light vessel, and moored
on sounding round the Stones, discovered
the mast of a sunken vessel, of the loss of which
the authorities at St. Ives were unaware placed
buoys
her

Shepherd (Deputy Master) and Bayly and
two other Elder Brethren. — November 7.
To Woolwich, to inquire into the fitness of

Captains

Bax

—

;

;

;

a 6 ft. bnoy outside the Stones, to test the quality
of the holding ground ; too much swell to land
on Godrevy ; anchored in St. Ives Cay ; light
Monday, 22d,
exhibited the same evening.
landed, and inspected Longships ; anchored at
Sonnen Cove, and inspected oil store and Dwellings ; proceeded, and moored in Plymouth
Sound; coaled. 23d, stood out for the Eddystone.
but unable to land proceeded, landed, and in
spected the new lighthouse at the Needles ;

for fog signals.

and Were. November 5 to 9.
Committee to the Tees. To mark the alterations in the entrance of the Tees, and to shift
lights and buoys accordingly ; and to Redcar, to

Captains

—

;

to Blackwall.

Captains Bayly and Fenwick.
Relief duty.

maroons

to 4.

—

to 25.

To Yarmouth, Lowestoft, and Pakefield.
September
Captains Bayly, Webb, and Fenayick.

—

enable the Board to report upon letter from Earl
of Zetland to the Board of Trade relative to
lights to guide fishing vessels into the anchorage
in the " Lead."

;

B

4
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JaCaptains Redman. Close,
nuary 14 to 23.
Committee to Holyhead i^c. By railway to
Milford ; went on board the " Vestal," off the
15th, steamed to Milford, and inspected
Point.
the " Solva " tug proceeded to Nayland, to select a site for proposed store ; anchored in Dale
Roads. 16th, inspected Bardsey establishment ;
Monday, 18th, proanchored at Holyhead.
ceeded to the telegraph station, accompanied
by INIr. Rigby, to make arrangements for experiments with gun and maroons ; inspected the
19th and 20th,
South Stack establishment.
blowing very hard. 21st, left Holyhead Harwitnessed experiments
bour for South Stack
Inspected
with fog-bell, gun, and maroons.
23d,
Skerries ; returned to Holyhead Harbour.
returned to London.

Shuttleworth and one other Elder Brother.

Captain

^

—December
and Nisbet. — 1858,

Relief duty.

To Lundy,

ENGtANB.

Webb, and Nisbkt.—

Buoy shifting.
Captains Bayly and Fenwick.

to 18.

Ditto

VIII,

Captains Bayly", Fenwick,
November 10 to 13.

Captain Batly. September 8 to 13.
To South Sand Head, Goodwin and Aldbro' Knapes.
September 15
Captain Kediian (witliMr. Wilkins).

22

16

I.

^^

;
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Cioestion

Webb, and Owen.— April 6 to
Falmouth. To inquire into

—

to

loss of the ship "

Northern Empire," in

15.

the

—

—

Buoy shifting.
Shuttleworth and Close

—

April

and 24.

19th, to the south-

ward, blowing hard ; anchored off the Haisbro'
Lighthouses. 20tli, at Blackwall,
Captains Shdttleworth, Pixley, Were, Fenwick,
and Bayly-. May 20 and 21.
To remove the Girdler Light Vessel, examine
Rcculver, and report on new buoy.
Captains Farrer and Webb.
May 20 to 22.
Committee to Ri/e, Dover, Deal, and Ramsgate.
Inspected the pilot cutter building at
Rye; proceeded for Dover. 21st, inspected the
new boats building, the store, "look out "tower,
and the pilots on shore ; proceeded to the office,

—

so far as

the question of pilotage and proper anchorage
is concerned, and also into the practice of pilots
anchoring vessels so as to impede the Channel
and its entrances.
From thence to Bristol and Netvport. To
inquire into a complaint made by the Bristol
Channel pilots that the Newport pilots continued
in charge of vessels out of their district.
April 19 to 21.
Captains Bayly, Bax, and Nisbet.

Captains

;

;

18th, coaled at Hartlepool.

shifting.

Commiltre

in.

\

head returned
on board, and proceeded southward visited and
delivered oil and stores at the Ferns and Coquet.

—

Captains Farrer,

&c.

for a lighthouse on a projecting

I.

Buoy

AND BEACONS
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YIII.

inspected the Calshot Light Vessel, and arrived
on the 24th at Bhickwall.
VIII
Captains Bayly, Nisbet, Webb, and Fenwick
Marcli 30 to April 1.

Circular

"

:

23

—

—

and inspected the books, &c. left for Deal, and
inspected the pilots on shore, the " look out
house, &c.
attended at the office, and inspected
the books
examined the sails, he, for the
cutter ; proceeded for Ramsgate. 22d, inspected
pilots, &c., and returned to London.
Captains Siiuttlewoeth, Fenvhck, Bayly, and
Nisbet. :May 2o to 29.
Committee to the fVesticard. Replaced the
West Girdler Buoy, and put a new cage on the
" Royal Sovereign " Buoy landed oil and stores
at Beachy Head, Portland, Casquets, and at
Ramsgate, and brought awa}' the empty tins,
visited and inspected Dungencss
he.
and
South Foreland, and returned to Blackwall on
;

;

;

—

Committee to Harwicli and Orford. Left
Blackwall with oil and stores for Harwich inspected light establishments and buoy store
landed oil and
visited liglit at Languard Fort
24th, proceeded to Orfordness, and instores.
inspected tjuutleet, and
spected establishments
returned to Blackwall.
Captains IJedman, Fenwick, and Nisbet. April 23
;

;

;

;

—

to 27.

Committee

to

the

Ramsgatc

District.

— In-

Light Vessel

;

;

Light Vessel, to assist in clearing her moorings
landed, and visited the North Foreland Lighthouse, the Reading Street and ISIonckton Bea27th, proceeded
cons, and North Down Tower.
to the Gull Light, and laid out mooring chain
took
in
empty tins; shifted
returned to Ramsgate;
East Tongue Buoy, which was waterlogged, and
;

returned to Blackwall.
Captains Wellee, Shuttlewoeth, Drew, and Close
(with Captain Sulivan, of the Board of Trade,
and Mr. Walker, the Corporation's engineer.)
April 27 to ^lay 1.
Committee to the Channel Islands, S)C. 28th,
inspected St. Catherine's Lighthouse, visited the
Needles Lighthouse, building, and inspected the
Hurst establishments ; moored off Cowes, and dis-

—

—

charged oil and stores for the district coaled
(here Captain Sulivan and Mr. Walker joined).
landed, and exa29th, proceeded to Alderney
mined the outer and inner Hanois proceeded to
Guernsey anchored, landed, and made inquiries
30th, proceeded to
respecting the tides, &i;.
Jersey, but in consequence of bad weather bore
lip for Alderney, and there landed stores for the
Casquets
proceeded to Cowes, received the
empty tins, and on 1st May returned to Blackwall.
Rear- Admiral Gordon and Captain Redman. April
To North Foreland and Reading Street
Beacon.
Captains Bayly and Fenwick. May 4 and 5.
;

;

;

;

;

—

—

Relief duty.

—

;

;

moored in
24th, visited the North
Ramsgate Harbour.
Sand Head Light Vessel passed close to and
examined the monster buoys outside the Good]\Ionday, 26tli, left Ramsgate for Gull
win.
spected the Nore

—

—

Captains Bayly and Were. May 6 to 10.
Shifting the Swin Middle Light Vessel.
Eear-Admiral Gordon, Captains Bax, Redman,
Close, and Nisbet (Captain Sulivan, of the Board

—

]May 12 to 20.
of Trade, with the Committee).
Committee to St. Abb's Head.— ISih, in
Whitby Harbour. 14th, landed the lantern work
for the new lighthouses, and inspected the buildings, loth, proceeded to the northward, and
made fast to a buoy near to Berwick Harbour.
Monday, 17th, stood out and joined the Northern
Lights vessel " Pharos," off St. Abb's Head
landed on the north side, and walked to the
iiead,
accompanied by three uf the Commissioners and Mr. Stevenson, and selected a site
;

the 29th.

Captains

Were

and Weller.

—June 2

to 5.

Relief duty.

Captains Redman and Pixley, Rear-Admiral Gordon and Captain FENWICK.^-June 9 to 16.
Committee to the Westward. When off South
returned, and
Foreland a thick fog came on
anchored in the Downs. 10th, proceeeded to
Cowes ; anchored, and landed stores ; visited
Needles new lighthouse, and anchored in Tot11th, anchored off the Start landed
land Bay.

—

;

;

and inspected the establishment. 12th,
landed stores, and
anchored off St. Agnes

stores,

;

inspected est.iblishment landed at the Bishop,
and inspected the lighthouse. Monday, 14th, left
visited the Seven Stones ;
St. Mary's Sound
unable to land at Sennen Cove and Godrevy ;
Longships telegraphed " all well ;" landed Longships' stores at Penzance ; left there, and anchored in the cove of Lauderwednock ; landed
inspected the Lizard
stores with much difficulty
loth, coaled at Plymouth
establishment,
put
stores on board the tender ; stopped off the
Eddystonc ; took in the empty tins at the Start;
arrived at Blackwall on the 16th.
Captains Bayly, Bax, and Pelly. .Tune 17 and 18.
;

;

;

;

—

Committee

Anchored

to

Harwieh and Beach End.

—

abreast of Langu.ird Fort.
18th,
took angles, he. at high

Beach End

landed at
and low water sounded about Beach End I)Uoy,
and removed same into proper position landed
inspected tender had an interview
at Harwich
with Colonel Wulff, relative to erection of
proceeded removed
buildings at Beach End
Girdler buoy into proper position, and arrived
at Blackwall.
June 9 to 23.
Cai)tains Close, Webb, and Nisbet.
Committee to the Bristol Channel.— "WeAther
thick and foggy ; anchored for the night under
Dungeness. 10th, proceeded, and anchored at
Plymouth. 1 1th, co.iled, and proceeded ; stopped
made
at the Longships ; inspected lighthouse
several experiments witli lamp and reflectors,
mark
the
Rundlestone;
bore
up
with a view to
inspected light vessel ; landed on
for Godrevy
the island, and inspected building ; anchored in
St. Ives Bay ; landed keepers' furniture, he.
12th, proceeded to Trevose ; landed stores, and
proceeded to Lundy ;
inspected establishment
prolanded stores, and inspected establishment
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

:

;

;

—

";

;;;
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VIII.
lauded stores, and inspected
cliored in Holyhead Harbour.
ceedetl to Caldy
21st, visited
circular I
anchored off Tenby. Monbuoy store arranged with Captain Priest to Question VIII.
the establishment
take charge of signal gun visited South Stack ;
day, 14th, sea too high to land at South Bishop
inspected new dwellings
bore up for Dale Roads landed stores at St.
visited RhoscoUyn
Ann's visited establishment proceeded to Naj'Beacon and Skerries Lighthouse landed stores,
land ; selected a position for the moorings of
anchored in Menai Straits. 22d, Menai Lightlanded, and selected place for
coal hulk, &c.
house inspected
stores landed
anchored in
anchored at Milford.
store
loth, weighed for
Bangor Roads ; proceeded for Point of Air
Bristol Channel
weather Ijecoming thick, with
Pile Lighthouse visited, and supplied with oil
a fresh gale, anchored at Dale took on board
and stores attention called to insufficiency of
empty tins, and returned t Milford to coal
fog beU dwellings visited anchored in Hoyle
had an interview with solicitor to Colonel GreRoads.
23d, landed at Hilbree Island; inville, respecting the sale of the land at Milford.
spected buoy store and dwelling anchored in
16th, proceeded to Caldy
took in empty tins
Douglass Roads
buoy store visited Bahama
supplied and inspected Helwicks Light Vessel ;
Bank Light Vessel visited anchored in Whitetoo much sea on to land at the Nash
prohaven Roads ; St. Bees Lighthouse and dwellings
ceeded to Flatholm landed stores, and inspected
inspected.
24th, disembarked, and
ordered
establishment.
18th, proceeded to the Avon
steam vessel to return to Milford.
examined Monkstone Rock inspected the road
Captains Bayly and Drew. July 22 to 24.
19th, visited Burnham and Usk
at the Avon.
Shifting the St. Nicholas Light Vessel.
anchored, and coaled in Penarth Roads. 20th,
Captains Bayly, Webd, Were, and FEN^VICK.
inspected the "Satellite" tender, and proceeded;
August 3 to 5.
landed stores, received empty tins, and inspected
On relief duty.
proceeded to Bideford,
the Nash establishment
Rear-Admiral Gordon, Captains Bax, Redman,
inspected the establishment, and landed stores
Owen, Pigott, and Drew. August 3 to 13.
proceeded to Lundy for empty tins visited the
Committees to Cherbourg and Antwerp. In
north end of the island, to consider site for
attendance on Her Majesty, in conformity witli
Fog signal ; steamed close past the Longships,
ancient custom, and in accordance with the wish
and examined efiect of experimental lamp, &c.
of H.R. II. the Master. 3d, left for Southampton
22nd, pro21st, Sunday, anchored off Ryde.
anchored off Osborne. 4th, Captain Pigott receeded, and anchored below Gravesend.
23d, at
turned to town, being unwell. The " Irene
Black wall.
was directed to follow Her Majesty, the other
Captains Bayly, Were, and Drew. June 24 to 26.
vessels being ordered in advance; proceeded for
Committee to Sea Reach and Canvey Island.
Cherbourg.
6th, returned to Osborne Roads ;
Ancliored, and landed spars for the purpose of
Captain Denman communicated Her Majesty's
enlarging the beacon on Canvey Island. 25th,
pleasure that the " Irene " should accompany the
" Victoria and Albert " on the lOtli proceeded
landed carpenters and seamen on the island
proceeded to Southend, and landed the second
to the eastward, and anchored in the Park.
officer to attend the tide gauge
sounded in the
7th, arrived at Blackwall.
Monday, 9th, the
channel, and took angles where necessaiy proCommittee met on board at Blackwall (except
ceeded for the Reeulvers
landed stores, and
Captain Redman, unwell).
10th, proceeded to
returned to Sheerness landed, and inspected the
Gravesend joined the squadron, and left for the
beacon. 26th, landed mechanics to finish the
Scheldt anchored off Flushing. 1 1th, proceeded
beacon; snaked the channel between the River
up the Scheldt, and anchored off Antwerp Her
Middle and Yantlett Shoal proceeded to River
Majesty's pleasure was intimated that the "Irene"
Middle buoy to test appearance of beacon, and
should be in readiness to accompany the " Vicreturned to Blackwall.
toria and Albert " on the return voyage on
Redman
Close
Captains
and
(with Professor Fauathe 30th.
I2th, anchored ofl' Flushing.
I3th,
day). July 7.
proceeded replaced the cage of the East Blyth
Committee to Birmingham, to inspect appabuoy, which had been fouled, and arrived at
VIII.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

>

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

ratus for

Whitby Lights

works.
Captain Bayly.

—July 7

at Messrs.

Chance's

Blackwall.
Captain Close, with Mr. Burgess, C.E.

to 9.

To Lundy

—

Captain Bayly. .July 14.
Replacing the Nore Light Vessel.
Captains Bax, Remlan, Shcttleworth, Close,
and Nisbet. July 14 to 24.
Committee of Inspection to Seilli/ and St.
Stopped at the Nore, and
George's Channel.
again abreast of the South Foreland, and observed relative power of dioptric and catoptric
lights,
loth, called at Cowes; proceeded for
Totland Bay delivered lantern for Needles into
"Tortoise" lighter; inspected Needles workshops; proceeded; thick fog off the Start. 16th,
anchored in 13 fathoms weather cleared, and
proceeded co.aled at Mill Bay proceeded for
St. Mary's, Scilly, and landed apparatus for the
" Bishop." 17th, delivered stores; weighed, and
steamed round the " Bishop," but unable to land
proceeded for Milford arrived there at 9'10 p.m.
19th, landed stores, and took in apparatus for improvement of South Bishop; landed at the Smalls
inspected the Pile Lighthouse and the Stone To w er
building steered for the depot at Solva, to land
a heavy iron door for the tower visited South
Bishop, but were unable to land the apparatus
anchored in Fisguard Bay. 20th, steered for
Aberdovey were unable to land recommended
alteration in beacon
inspected Bardsey
an-

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

IL

—August

5

to 7.

Relief duty.

;

C

Island, to inspect the
to the lighthouse by lightning.

Captain Bayly.

— August

6.

To the West Blyth.
Captains Close, Pixley,
August 11

damage done

Bayly',

to 21.

Nisbet

and

—

to the E»st Coast.
When off Orcommenced a comparison of the two
anchored in Yarmouth Roads.
12th,
inspected the St. Nicholas Light Vessel, and put
stores on board
proceeded to the Protector
Shoal to place a buoy, but found the weather too
hazy; anchored off Bridlington, and landed
stores
inspected lighthouse at Flambro' Head ;
proceeded, and, being foggy, ancliored off Kettleness.
I3th, landed stores, &c., and inspected
Tinmouth Lighthouse and dwellings coaled at
Shields.
14th, landed chains and a buoy, and
inspected the store at Seaton visited the beacon
on the Bran Sand, and the buoys landed, and
inspected the lighthouses building at Whitby,
and anchored ofl" Scarborough. Jlonday, I6tli,
discovered the buoy off Filey Brig to be out of
place
took bearings, &c.
landed at Flambro'
Head, to inspect the gate and road
took on
board empty tins at Bridlington laid the buoy
on the Protector Shoal, and anchored in Hawk
Roads.
I7th, landed stores, and inspected the

Committee

fordness,
lights

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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VIII.
Constitution of General Authority, &c.
board Royal yacht, and stood down the Scheldt
company anchored in Dover Roads ; her
ill
Majesty landed at Dover
Committee parted
Vessel steered for the Protector Shoal, to verify
company
with the Royal yacht, and proceeded
liazy
inspected
found it to be too
;
the angles
for Blackwall.
anchored off Hunthe Lynn Well Light Vessel
Captains Weller, Were, and Bayly.— August 31
stanton landed, and inspected the establishment.
to September 3.
18th, anchored alongside the Protector buoy
Committee to the South Channels. Left
the
Dudgeon
inspected
verified the marks, &c.
Blackwall ; shifted the East Blyth buoy.
1st
Light Vessel anchored off Cromer visited the
September, sounded through tlie Prince's Clianinspected the Ilaisbro' establishlighthouse
nel
shifted
the
South Girdler buoy sounded
ment. 19tli, visited the IIaisbro',Leraan and Ower,
over the Girdler Spit, and moved the buoy
and Newarp light vessels examined into the
sounded in tlie Queen's and Horse channels.
circumstances of the loss of the carpenter of the
2nd, sounded through tlie Gulls and over the
latter vessel, and into the subject of the Leman
South Brake and Bunt Head, and shifted the
parting from her moorings ancliored at WinSouth Brake buoy.
3d, the weather too untlie
ostablisliment
landed
inspected
terton, and

VIII.

England

took on board
Spurn lighthouses and groynes
empty tins, and inspected the Spurn Light
;

C!ircular

I.

Question VJII

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

at

Yarmouth

visited the store, &c. 20th, visited
Nicholas and vStanford light vessels ;
;

the St.
landed at Lowestoft, and inspected establishments ; landed at Pakefield, to investigate obanchored at Ilarwich,
struction to the light
and visited the lighthouses. 21st, strong breeze;
unable to visit the Gunfleet ; arrived at Black;

wall.

Weke

and Fenwick.

—

August 17 to 24.
Anchored
'^Pakefield Gat.'"
18th, proceeded to tlio
near tlic Cork Light.
sounded
through
the
Barnard
buoy
North
;
Gatway to the southward ; snaked across tlie
channel ; moved the South Newcomo buoy ;
placed a new buoy, to be called the S.W. Newcome ; landed at Pakefield, to adjust the light
for tlie Gatway ; returned, and anchored in the
Gatway, to try the light ; landed to effect a little
alteration, and again returned to the Gatway.
19th, landed again, to inspect the light ; proceeded for Orfordness ; sounded at the Sizewell
Bank and at Aldbro' Ridge ; moved the buoy ;
sounded about the Napes, and snaked across it ;
found the N.E. Whiting buoy out of position
gave instructions for its alteration ; sounded
about the heads of the Sand, and on the S.W.
Bawdsey, over the Kettlebottom, and on to the
S.W. Shipwash repainted the latter buoy, and
20tli, visited the
entered Harwich Harbour.
Shipwash Light Vessel ; too much sea to get
correct soundings ; sounded inside the Shipwash
to the middle buoy, and bore up for the Wallet;
anchored at the entrance of the Colne ; weather
clearing, proceeded for the Blackwater, and

Captains

Cominittce

—

to

;

anchored near Osey

Isle.

21st, proceeded

down

Eagle and
Knowle, and through the Swiu Spitway sounded
a
about and over the middle on the Heaps
heavy sea getting up, anchored in the Whitaker
proceeded for Ilarwicli Harbour.
Channel
Monday, 23d, proceeded, and examined the West
Rocks and Gunfleet proceeded up tlie IMedway;
turned in Limehouse Reach, observing marks,
and passed Garrison Point, down over the Flat
of the Cant, tlirough the five fathom and about
the Gaze and Nob channels
past the East
Spaniard, across to the Gillman, Shivering Sand,
and througli the Nobs passed the East Gaze,
and anchored to the westward of tlie River
Middle buoy, and arrived at Blackwall on
the

river

;

between

passed

the

;

;

;

;

;

;

t

the 24th.
Captains Bax and

—

Drew. August 25 to 28.
Shifting the St. Nicholas Light Vessel.

—

Captains Bax, Close, Webb, and Nisbet. August
27 to 31.
Committee to and from Antwerp. In attendance on Her Majesty. Left BlackwaU, and
anchored at Antwerp the same day ; reported
arrival on board Royal yacht.
On the SOtli
Her Majesty the Queen embarked on board tlie
Royal yacht, the " L-ene," proceeded down tlic
Scheldt, and brought up about six miles above
Flushing.
Proceeded to Flushing, to land a
Queen's messenger, and returned with him to
tho Royal yacht.
31st, sent "Irene's" pilot on

—

settled to get soundings outside the Goodwin
Sands ; proceeded for Blackwall.
Captains Weller, Redmax, Owen (up to the 15th),

—

SnuTTLEAVOKin, Drew, and Bayly. September
9 to 17.
Committee to the Westward, and to observe
and report upon the comparative practical advantages which the dioptric and catoptric
systems of illuminations present in those stations
where they are placed in immediate juxta-position.
Left Blackwall proceeded to the South
Foreland, and commenced observations on the
lights
took angles, &c. endeavoured to compare Beachy Head and Grisnez, but the state of
the atmosphere prevented seeing clearly.
10th,

—

;

;

;

made

to the

fast

buoy

Cowes Roads

in

;

deli-

vered stores for the new Needles light coaled
in Mill Bay.
11th, visited St. Anthony's Lighthouse tested the position of the beacons off
the Rundlestone
unable to land at the Longships or Sennen Cove
anchored at St. Ives ;
insjiected Mr. Herbert's monster beacon.
13th,
landed, and inspected the tower, 8cc., on Godrevy
Island
inspected the Godrevy Light Vessel ;
unable to land at the Longships
visited the
storehouse, &c. at Sennen Cove
proceeded for
Scilly inspected the Bishop Lighthouse ; visited
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the

dwellings at St. Mary's.

St.

Agnes Lighthouse

;

visited

14th, inspected

Mr. Augustus

Smith, for the purpose of arranging the terms,
&c. for the occupation of his premises at St.
Mary's landed a supply of oil and water at
;

the "Bishop."
15th, moored in Mill Bay, and
coaled ; visited the Breakwater Lighthouse, and
proceeded again tried to see Beachy Head and
Grisnez lights at the same time, but failed to
;

do so.
16th, anchored in Ramsgatc Roads
steered for Orfordness, and proceeded to make
observations on those lights
|iroceeded through
;

Hoseley Bay, and anchored off the Cork Light
Vessel. 17tli, weighed, and proceeded southward
and arrived at Blackwall.
Captains Were and Nisbet.— September 16 to 18.
Commitlee to Harwich.
Stopped off the
Beach End sounded over it, and ))laced a boat
with a light on the S]iit, to cut the Laudguard
Fort and Harwich Lights.
1 7th, moved the
Beach End buoy ; proceeded to Woodbridge
Haven, and approved of the new beacons for the
new svvatchway opening to the northward ; laid
a bell buoy near the Maplin Spit ; anchored in
18th, proceeded outside the
the Gore Channel.
Goodwin Sands, and took soundings ; anchored
in St. Margaret's Bay; visited the South Foreland lighthouses, and proceeded for BlnekwaU.
Captains Were, Fenwick, and Nisbet.
September 21 to 25.
Committee to Yarmouth. 22d, joined the "Beacon" in the harbour ; too much wind to proceed

—

;

—

—

visited the store, &c., and the Newarp
to sea
Light Vessel under repair.
23d, proceeded out
sounded through the Cockle Gatt,
of harbour
round the Scroby, and out Hewitt's Channel,
outside the Cross Sand, over the flat of the
Newarp, across the Kettlebottom, through the
;

;

;
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VIII.

Stanford Channel and Pakefield
24th,
Gat, and anchored in Lowestoft Roads.
weighed, and sounded over the Inner Shoal,
of
the
Stanford
Channel,
west
side
the
through
and to the southward ; anchored at Pakefield
near the lighthouse, and visited the light ; passed
out through the inner channel between the Inner
Barnard and Covehitlieness buoys ; at the
Sizewell Bank buoy compared Orford low and
high lights ; stood to tlie east-north-east about
four miles, just dipping tlie low light, then to
the south-west, west and north-west ; anchored
25th, proceeded for Harwich,
in Hoseley Bay.
and returned to London.
Captains Redman. Batly, and Nisbet. Sept. 28
to October 6.
Committee to Jlliithy, ifjc. Examined Orford
lights, with reference to relative value of catop29th, laid a wreck
tric and dioptric systems.
buoy near the Dudgeon ; anchored in Whitby
new lightlanded, and visited the
roads
east side of

;

;

;

—

;

the

and

stores

liglit-keepers'

luggage were landed, and despatched to the lighthouses, which were again visited, and instructions given for lighting up on the evening of
1st October, proceeded for
the following day.
Coquet Island and the Fern Islands unable to
hard
anchored in Skate
very
blowing
land
October 2d, landed, and inspected the
Roads.
inner and outer Fern Lighthouses inspected the
prolighthouse and buoy store at Coquet
ceeded, and anchored in Whitby Roads weighed,
and commenced observations on the lights. Monday 4th, landed, and had an interview with the
owner respecting the use of a spring of water for
;

;

;

;

;

;

visited the lightthe lighthouse establishment
houses when lighted ; weighed, and stood towards
the Whitby Rock buoy, on which a lantern had
been placed ; took bearings, &c.; made further
5th, anchored off
observations on the lights.
inspected the lightliouses, &c. ;
Haisbro' ;
;

proceeded for Yarinspected the Winterton
mouth ; inspected the Newarp Light Vessel, and
arrived at Blackwall on the 6th.
Rear-Admiral Gordon, Deputy Master, Captains
Weller, Bax, Pigott, and Drew. From Octo;

—

ber 13 to 16.

—

Committee to Harivich. The weather being
anchored off the Gunfleet. 14th, anchored
landed, and examined the lantern
oiF Orfordness
inspected both establishof the high light;
ments proceeded for Harwich visited the Cork
sounded round the Beach End
Light Vessel
landed,
placed two boats to mark the channel
and selected sites for the proposed Dovercourt
to
examine
of
harbour
out
proceeded
Lights
anchored inside the Beach End;
position, 8cc.
landed, and fixed upon a spot on the beacli for
exhibiting a light instead of the one in Lan15th,
brought up off the town.
guard Fort
boats
anchored near the Beach End buoy
stood out past
sounded round the Beach End
returned,
the Andrews, sounding the channel
Dovercourt
near
site
the
examined
again
and
weighed, and proceeded up Swin observed that
the experimental bell buoy near the Maplin had
received a blow, and did network unshackled it,
and moored it astern of the Mouse Light Vessel
anchored off the pier at Marfor the night
16th, weighed,
gate, and visited the lighthouse.
and proceeded to the Mouse took the Bell buoy
thick,

;

;

;

;

;

England.

;

—

30th,

VIII.

much

sea on to land at the Longships ;
landed and inspected the store and dwellings at
Sennen Cove ; proceeded to Scilly anchored in
St. Mary's Pool, and commenced landing the
plank for the dwellings inspected the dwellings
in process of erection.
Monday 18th, and 19th,
taking on board the chains, stores, &c. at
20th, weiglied and proceeded ;
St. Mary's.
passed inside tlie Rundlestone ; passed the Lizard, and steered for and examined the Manacles
arrived at Millbay, and coaled.
21st, too much
sea on to land at the Start
passed Portland ;
consider it necessary to have a light ship placed
on the eastern end of the Shambles landed at
the Needles Lighthouse ; arrived at Blackwall
on 22d.
Captains Were and Webb, October 21 to 28.
Committee to the Horse Channel. Anchored
22d, proceeded down the
oif the " Girdler."
Prince's Channel for the Horse Channel ; dropped
a temporary buoy oft" the South Spit, Margate
Sand ; placed a tide gauge at the Hook Beacon ;
sounded, and laid a temporary buoy for the South
Margate, which buoy was found out of position ;
moved it ; placed a black buoy close to the Spit
of Margate Sand ; took angles and bearings ;
placed a red buoy for the Reculvers buoy ; removed the Gore Patch buoy ; moored the East
Last buoy ; replaced the Middle Last buoy ;
sounded between Margate Hook Beacon and the
23d, proReculvers buoy ; took angles, &c.
ceeded in the cutter; sounded and took angles,
16th, too

tlie

—

houses.

No. I.— ENGLAND.

;

;

;

&c. between Margate Hook Beacon and the
after sounding through the
Reculvers Buoy
Horse Channel, and laying the Middle Last buoy,
proceeded up the river to Blackwall.
Captains Redman and Drew. October 21 to 26.
Committee to the Whitby Lighthouses. At
Whitby on 22d, and having verified the bearings, and tlie red shades being completed, made
proceeded
arrangements for their exhibition
out of harbour in a tug, northward, and ex23d,
amined the appearance of the lights.
visited the lighthouses, and the red shades were
in the evening
fitted in the Northern Lighthouse
again proceeded in the tug northward to observe
Monday 25th, again visited the
the lights.
lighthouses had an interview with the Harbour
Commissioners respecting the pier lights ; left
Whitby, and arrived in London on the 26th.
;

—

—

;

;

;

—

Captains Drew and Webb. November 3 to 5.
In the evening
Committee to Deal, 4'C
4th,
visited the South Foreland Lighthouse.
attended at Deal, to hear the objections of the
pilots to certain proposed regulations. 5th, again
visited the South Foreland establishment, to
examine progress made for the exhibition of the
magneto-electric light.

Captains

;

Were, Fenwick, and Nisbet.

to 11.

;

—

^Nov.

9

—

Committee to Stanford Channel. Proceeded
10th, emb.arked there, and proto Lowestoft.
sounded
ceeded for the Stanford Channel
through the channel and about the South Holm
buoy moved the East Newcome buoy sounded
in the Pakefield Gat, at the South Newcome and
North Barnard buoys proceeded to Yarmouth,
11th, proceeded through the Cockle Gatway ;
sounded round the head of the Scroby sounded
over the north end of the Cross Sand and along
the eastern edge proceeded for Yarmouth, and
returned to London.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

in tow for Blackwall.
Captains Close, Batlt, Fenavick, and Nisbet.
October 13 to 22.
Left BlackCommittee to the Needles, Sfc
wall with the ligliting apparatus for the Needles
Lighthouse and the lantern and apparatus for

—

—

Captain Batlt.

— Nov.

10 to

13.

Shifting the Royal Sovereign buoy.

Captains Close and Batlt.

To

—Dec

1

to 4.

the Prince's Channel and Sheerness Middle

Godrevy. 14tli, anchored in Totland Bay discharged the lighting apparatus, and proceeded,
loth, anchored in St. Ives Bay landed the buoys
for the Bristol Channel and cases for Godrevy.

buoy.

;

Rear-Admiral Gordon, D.M., Captains Weller,
Farker, and Were (with Mr. Faradat). Dec.
8 and 9.

;

C2

—

Circular

I.

Question
III.

—

—
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Circular

Committee

to the

South Foreland

to observe

the magneto-electro light.

I.

Question
VIII.

Constitution of Gen ERAL .\UTHORITY, &C.

VIII., IX.

England.

Captains 0\^^:N,
Dec 9 and 10.

Committee

Ff.nwick, Batxt, and
to the

AND BEACONS:

South Foreland

Webb.

—

to observe

At a General Court held by adjournment on the 23d October 1823 it was resolved
That an Elder Brother not present at an adjourned
Court

the magneto-electric light.

Captains Pigott, SncTTLEWORXH, Drew, and Pelly.
Dec. 10 and II.
Committee to the South Foreland to observe
the magneto-electric light.
P. H. Bektoon,

X., XI.

days and at the hour appointed for the meeting of each
respective Committee, shall forfeit the sum of ten shilhngs.

the hour of meeting shall forfeit the

at

sum

Trinity House,
18 .

Secretary.

Secretary.

Trinity House, London,
Tth January I860.

Trinity House, London.

Lighthouses, &c.
X. Gross Income for the Years 1857, 1858.

Return to Requisition,
IX.

dated 27th

Question IX. " Standing Orders

May

185!).

for the guidance of

Board

and Committees."
Tliere are no other standing orders for the guidance of
Boai-d and Committees tlian the regulations described under
section 5. as the division of the duties of the Elder Brethren,
but the annexed resolutions in regard to fines for nonattendance are submitted for the information of the

Commissioners.
P.

Trinity House, London,
2-lth

At

December

H. Berthon,
Secretary.

185!*.

Court held on "th November 1822 it was
on the recommendation of the Special Committee

a General

Resolved,
Tliat each merchant Elder Brother who may be absent at
the hour ai)])ointed for the meeting of the Courts of the
Corporation shall foifeit the sum of forty shillings.
That such Brcthrtn as may be absent on the days and at
tlic hoiir ajijiointed for the Audit of Accounts shall forfeit
the sum of forty shillings.
That such Brethren as may be Members of Committees
or Sujjervisors of the Ballast Ufhce, and are absent on the

of forty

shillings.
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Circular

I.

Statement B.

Question XI

Spurn

-

-

.

Dudgeon
Lynn Well
Lein.-Ln ?.nd

Ower

-

Haisbro'

Cockle

.

.

-

flXew-irp
St. Nicholas Gatt
^Stanford

743 II
729 11
743 12
730 11
730 II
729 II
729 II
72>J

-

11

729 11-

.

Shipwash Cork Ledge'

72.5

l.i

cGalloper
Kentish Knock

Sunk
Princes Channel
<fSwin Middle

.Mouse

-

-

-

Nore
Girdlcr

747 12 6
743 4 10
732 16

-

Tonpvie
<• Goodwin
/Gull

South Sand Head

Oners
^Bembridge
I

AND BEACONS

Constitution of General Authority, &c.
Detailed Account of Expenditure on Lightvessels, in the Year ending

XI.

England

Warner
Calshot

ASeven Stones
English and Welsh Grounds
Hel wicks

Bahama Bank
substitute Vessels at

I.13<;

13

727 14
730 lli
730 13

11

:

XI.
31st

December 1S57
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CIRCULAK

No. I.— ENGLAND.

Constitution op General Authority, &c.

XI.

Detailed Account

of

XI.

Expenditure in Steam and Sailing Vessels and Tenders, District Storehouses,
and Superintendents, in the year ending 31st December 1857.
Statement D.

Steam Vessels.

23

England.
Circulaj

I.

Questioa XI.
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AND BEACONS:

Constitution on General Authority,

XI.

Detailed .Vccount

of

Expenditure on Lighthouses,

Question XI.
Statement A.

in the

&c.

Year ending 31st December 1858.

XI.

REPLIES TO
XI.

Detailed Account

of

CIRCULAR

No. I.— ENGLAND.

Constitution of General Authority, &c.
Expenditure on Ltghtvessels, in the Year ending
Statement B.

XI.
31st

December 1858.

England.
CuTular I.
Question XI.
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Detailed Account
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Constitution of General Authority, &c.

XI.
of the

XI.

Expenditure on Steam and Sailing Vessels and Tenders, District Store-

houses, and Superintendents,

in the year ending iilst

Statement D.

December 1858.

: :

:

:
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Constitution of General Authority,
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XI.

Detailed Account of Expenditure
ANNUATION ALLOWANCES Continued.

December, 1857 and 185S.

Statement G.

Statement G.

Englanh.

SUPERCircular I

Question XI.

— continued.

1857.

Brought forward
LigHvessels' Inferior Officers

:—

Establishment

Official

and Seamen

Butterfield, Charles
Butterlield, John H. (from
3cl Feb. 1357, at 75/. 19s.
Cole. Julius W.

Farrett,

Cotton, Benjamin

4th

Duval, Philip S.
Hall,

May

(from

1857, at 10/. 8s.)

Pannel, Charles
Puxley, William

James

Herbert, Jacob
Ritherdon,
Robert

August

14th

—

Thomas

Hutton, Joshua
Littleboy, Richard
Millbank, Joseph
Nicholas, Benjamin

James

Stacey,

(from

1857,

_

_

12 10
16 10
16 12

-

Fortune, William
Bartlett, William

at

123/. 6s. Srf.

White, Henry A.

_
James (from 18th

Button, John
Ellender,

wniliams, William
Wright, Robert
Hodges, Thomas

Dec. 1857, at
308 19
93 15

-

(IK

Died

4

^lillar,

June

1858, at 18/. ICs.)

Widows of Officers and Men in

—

Lightvessel Service

George
-

Comben, Robert
Comben, Richard
Cornish, James Davis, William S.
Finch. John
Fredericks, Paul

-

.

-

-

BaUey, Elizabeth
Baldwin, Mary A.
Ely, Anna Maria (from 16th

20
48 15

20
4S 15
31 10

Nov.

31 10

8if.)

Davis, Elizabeth
Elliott, Alice
Elliott, Christiana

Hugh

Thomasine

Elliston,

Hth.Feb. 1857, at 27/. Is. 8<f.)
Harvev, James
Owen, William
Richards. Roger (from 4th

Fassam, Mary A.
Fisk, Sarah

21 13
21 13
52 10

Furzey, Elizabeth
Girdlestone, Mary
Harris, Sarah
Jenkins, Jane
Knight, Sarah A.

at 52/. 10s.).

Smith, William
Smith, William
Terry, William
Trahair, Richard

1856, at 3/. Gs.

Chadd. Rachel
Dale, Sarah Ann
Davey, Ann
Davey, Elizabeth

Houguez, Lucas
Howgego, William (from

18.57,

-

-

Thurgar, Dennis
Richards. Benjamin
Bone, William (from 24th

—

May

-

Shorten, Harvey

Weynton, Mrs. Maria

Griffiths,

James

Pollard, .Tohn

year.^

Parsons,
"William
(from
10th April 1858, at 39/.)
Jones, Mrs. Elizabeth

Lig/UJceepcrs
Christophers,
Clark, James

18/. 16s.)

Jones, William

13 Dec. 1857.

>

-

.
-

-

-

Langham, Sarah
Loosemore, Nanny
Maxted, Sarah

Vansten, James
Whiley, WilUam

(at Is.

per

day).

Nutter,

June

Ann

Oldman, Mary

1858, at 15/.)

Scardetield,

Simmers,

Brown,
.

;

Mary A.
Youngs, .Susannah Gowing, Sarah (from

Yates,

Comben, Mary

May
'-

Gibbs,

18.58.

arrears from

date of husband's

May

Sar ih

Howard, Anne

Mary Ann (from
18,58,

Ditto.

1st

at 7/.)

Sept. 1858, at 2/. 17s.)

6 13
8 15
(\ year.

Steam and
7 10
year.)
12 12 g

12 10

(Iw year
12 12

-

Officers

Jenkins.

Mackenzie, Mary

4 13
(1

)
!i

P-ige, RIary

Richardson, Harriet

Mary

Simmonds. Elizabeth
Simpson, Sarah

31

10

1*

31 10

4 11

10 10

10 10

50

.50

July 1858, at 14/.)
Dibbens. James (from 6th

Smith, Sarah
Smith, Ann
Stratton, Elizabeth
Turner, Elizabeth
Thomas, Marv (from

July 1858, at 16/.)

12 10
16 13
15

Cowdry, Mary

Ann

George, Mary

-

_

Hudson, Susan
Mc.^usland, Mary
Spence, Hannah
Slott, Elizabeth

2Gth

Nov.

1S57, at 7/. 4s. id.)
Tavlor, Martha (from 2n
Oct. 1S.57, at 3/. 15s.)
Barnby, Harriet (from 2r
June 1858, ; 10/.)

3 15
r,

19

.

coo
5
GOO
13

2
ilgents.

Masters
Ablett, Joseph

Thomas

Musgrove, John
.
Segar, Martin
Holcomb, John (from 201h
Nov. 1857, at 26/. 16s.)
Winter, John (from 22nd

;i year.)

Mordey, Mary

Lightvessels'

f'essels'

Kendrick. Thomas
Lewis, George
Llovd, WilHara
Mcteod, Daniel

Lamping, Sarah

(V year

Sailing

and their Widows

Barnard. Robert

(?i

Jones, Penelope

Artis,

Died

With

1st

8</.)

Watson, Hannah (from 22d

Graham. Elizabeth
Grylls, Mary

Sherries,

1858, at 8/. Gs.

.\.

Fairchild, Ann
Fletcher, Ann
Gilpin, Mary

,

Ann

iVIatilda

Whitacar, Maria

Cload, Mary
Clouston, Anne
Colrein, Elizabeth

Hodgst

10

Thomas, Ann

Widows

Amy

Fagg, Elizabeth

6

Oxford, Emma
Pender, Jane
Powditch, Biidget
Robinson, .'Vnne

Cooper, James (from 1st De.
cember, 1857, at 16/.)
May, Samuel (from 24th

Lighikeepers^

GOO
GOO

Munday, Caroline

40
22 11
(Itoyear.)

Collectors,

^,

their Widotrs;^
Bowen, Wllliaih

—

Boyns, Nicholas

Edmund

Banks, Isaac (from

1.5th

Brewer, Marmaduke

July

Cole, Elizabeth
Davis, R.

1857, at 47/.)

Cribb, Joseph

Ditcham, John
Hand, Peter
Lock, Benjamin (from 14th
Feb. 18.57. at 55/.)
Mayor, William (from 18th
Dec. 1857, at 50/.)
Sidney, John (from 1st Oct.

Goddard, Joseph

40
35
45 16

Hurry, George Y.

51 17

1857, at 40/.)

Lightvpssels* Mates
Gibbs, George

30
6

—

30
176

7

6

1858, at 205/. 8j.

per

At

per

Ou' ye.ar.)

Green, James

40
40
21

Hayhow, Arthur
Snooks, William

C arricd forward

5

-

D2

6/.

Is.

8<f.

—
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Constitution of Gener.vl Authority.

XII., XIII.

England.

XII.
Circular

I.

Question
XII.

Mode

of Audit.

The finances of the Trinity House arc administered by
to committees for
the Court itself, details being delegated
and each item ot
the department to which they belong,
Board at an audit
the
by
receipt and expenditure examined
held four times a year.
The cash book is balanced monthly, and checked by the
each item of revenue
rental warden, who takes care that
disbursement is
advised is accounted for, and that every
examines the state
properly vouched. The rental warden
the wardens
to
same
the
repoits
and
of cash every week,
committee.
Master
At an audit of accounts held quarterly, the Deputy
Elder Brethren,
reads each item from the cash book to the
have the books of detail and check distributed amongst

who

books
them, and who read in reply from their respective
proceeds to
each item so caUed, before the Deputj- Master
the next.
small,
The principle of pa-^-ment is, that no sura, however
Court or a
be disbiu-sed without an order of the
Brother
voucher bearing the written authority of an Elder
being the chairfor the iiavment, such Elder Brother either
under
acting for the Chairman of the Committee
shall

The account of monies received for lighthouse, &c. reis kept distinct from that of monies disbursed for
expenses, though both are kept in one account at the Bank
England,
the only payments out of revenue monies being
of
those to the paymaster general.
venue

AU revenue from lighthouse, &c. toUs is remitted by the
London and outports either direct to the Bank
of England to the account of the " Trinity House, London,
Public Account,'" or by draft on a London Banker, which
Each
is paid into the bank, to be collected when mature.
collector remits at stated periods (those at London and
Liverpool daily, others weekly, monthly, or quarterly,
according to the average collection at the respective ports),
and renders an account quarterly in detail, showing the
amount collected from each vessel, the total agreeing with
the amount remitted. These accounts are examined in
detail, each vessel being checked by the Table of Light
Duties, and any error, siu-plus or minus, is referred to the

collectors at

collector for correction.

So soon as a sufficient sum is accumulated at the Bank,
the rental warden reports the same to the wardens' committee, and an amount of 10,000/. or 12,000/. is ordered to
be paid over to Her Majesty's paymaster general, a request
for authority to do so being first sent to the Board of Trade.

or

whose sanction the expenses were incurred.

The modes of payment are,
1. By cheque on the Bank
•2.

3.

By
By

of England.

cashier at the Trinity House.
district or local agent at the outports.

The account of gross revenue is made up quarterly, submitted to the wardens' committee, signed by the deputy
master and two wardens, and rendered to the Board of
Trade; the balance shomi by such account is ordered to be
paid in to the paymaster general, as above described.

liy the
Cheques on the Bank of England are signed first
and requires
rental warden, who examines the vouchers
ot a
Chairman
the
by
signed
be
shall
voucher
that every
except in
Committee, and countersigned by the accountant,
secrethe
by
signed
are
which
Court,
copies of orders of
warden,
The cheque is aftenvards signed by another
tary
or assistant
and, when issued, is signed by the secretary
Each cheque must be signed by two wardens,
secretarv.

Tlie revenue is \m\d in gross, deducting only repayments
The commission on collection is paid and
of duties.
charged as a disbursement.

The necessary monies for the current and ordinary expenses of the establishment, and for meeting the bills due
under building and other contracts, as well as for the
regular maintenance of lights, buoys, and beacons, are
obtained by imprest from the pajTnaster general, with the
authority of the Board of Trade, in sums varying in amount
The imprest is requested by the comas the need occurs.
mittee of wardens on the rental warden's report of the state

secretary.
and countersigned by tlie secretary or assistant
assistant
Cash payments are made only by the secretary or
from time
advances
secretary, to whom the rental warden
disbursesmaU
meet
to
require
they
as
sums
"such
to time
as the rental
ments. They are governed by the same rule
accounts
warden as to" vouchers and signatures, and then'
and
made up and balanced at the end of each month,

are

examined by the rental warden.

of cash.

Ught, &c.
\gents at outports pay all local expenses of the
small repairs,
establisliments, such as wages, boat hire,
dislmrsesuperannuations, &c. AU expenses incurred and
Uoard,
ments made by them must first be sanctioned by the
superannuations,
either by general order, as wages, rents,
supphes.
and
repairs
special authority, such as
&c., or

by

Stores and supplies are procured

competed

by contract publicly

for.

The Board

of Trade require

XIII.

the previous week's receipt, expenditure, and balance in
hand. The mode of examination and check is described at
length in the paper headed " Mode of Audit."

m

man

AND BEACONS;

all

is placed by the paymaster general
of the " Trinity House, London, Public
the Bank of England, and is a])plied in cash
jniyments to tradesmen in London, and to the establishment
expenses, and in remittances to district or local agents and
builders, and other large contractors for works at the outThe mode of disbursement b}- cheque, &c., and the
ports.
authority- required for each payment, is detailed in the paper
"
headed Mode of Audit."

The amount of imprest

to the credit

Account,"
1

at

Specifications to be sub-

mitted to them before tenders are in^ited, and also to have
such tenders before them previously to their acceptance.
P. H.

Berthox,

Secretary.

Trinity House, London,
7th January, ISGO.

Remittances to

district

superintendents and local agents

amounts fixed on by the
for the current ordinar\- exj)enditure of
each district or agency, such as ^\-ages, rents, kc. Each
agent transmits quarterly an account with receipts and
vouchers for the disbursements made, and submits bills
incurred in the period for approval, for which, after being

are

made

Board

periodically, of regular

sufficient

submitted to a committee, remittance
required for payment.
XIII.

XIII.

..

Return to Reouisition dated 10th June 1859.
Det.mled Account of the System employed in conducting the Financial Department of the Estabhshmeut,
showing how and where the Mon.^s rroived for
Lights, Buoys, and Beacons are retained pending the
process of final deposit, and also mode adopted for
obtaining and disbursing the necessary Monies for
the current and ordinary Expenses of the Establishment, and for meeting the Bills due under Building
and other Contracts, as well as for the regular Maintenance of Lights, Buoys, and Beacons.

The

financial business of the estabUshment is conducted
direct personal super\'ision of the senior or rental

under the
warden,

who

reports every

week to the wardens' committee

is

made of the amount

All repairs, supplies, and requisite disbursements are
submitted to and approved by the committee to whose
department they relate, before being incurred, and when
completed the biUs are checked with the orders, signed by
the receiver or superintendent and submitted to the committee before payment.

The

detailed account of disbursement

is

made up quar-

the charges paid

i« the quarter for which
submitted to the wardens' committee,
it is rendered ;
signed by the deputy master and Uvo wardens, and transmitted ^^•ith the vouchers to the Board of Trade.

terly,

showing

all
it

is

P.

Trinity House, London,
1st March If60.

H. Bertuon,

Secretary.
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XIV., XV.

Constitution of General Authority.
Return to Requisition, dated 10th June, 1859.

XIV., XV.

Circular

DeptfordX\jiES of all Officers on or connected \vith the Establishment of the Trinity House of
le-Strond, employed in the Departments of Lights, Buoys, and Beacons, stating Ages and Dates of Appointamount
.Salaries and allowances of each.
and
of
performed,
duties
held,
Office
specifying
and
ment,

Birthday.

Peter

Date of
Appointment.

next

Name.

Henry Berthon

-

Amount
Office held

of Salaries

and Allowances of

and Duties performed.

each.

I

10 October 1816

by

1,000?. increasing

Secretary

per ann. to

50/.

1,200/.

by

600/. increasing

Assistant Secretary-

26 Dec. 1832

George Herbert

700

per ann. to

25/.

800/.

Robin Allen William Townley
Charles G. Maclean

John Inglis C. A. F. Brad

At Custom House

-

light

for

H.

J.

Fare

Duncan

Brain J. H. Poulter
E. Darvall

-

J. E.

J.

300/. increasing by

Office

2 Sept. 1856
25 May 1859
28 Feb. 1860
20 July 1852
4 Feb. 1836

."

600/.

Account Office „
Assistant Clerk, Light Committee

220/. increasiug 10/.

per ann. without
limitation.

Jimior Clerk, Secretary's Office
at Blackball

Aug. 1856

per ann. to

20/.

-

29 Sept. 1853
1 Jan. 1856

5

Mayo

Light Committee

Assistant Clerk, Account Office
Secretary's Office
„

3 June 1856

T. Evton
T. H. Howe
H. F. Freemont
Professor Faraday

Collection

„

25 Feb. 1850

8
-

-

Account

„

duty

•work, 18 Aug.
1830; transferred
to Trinity House
2 Jan. 1837.
2 Nov. 1852

H. L. Farrer J. M. Wingfield
J. JI.

Senior Clerk, Secretary's Office

24 April 1837
25 Jan. 1838
22 Nov. 1838
7 Dec. 1847

„

Secretary's Office

„
„
„

Account

Office

Account

-

increasing by
per ann. to

SO/,

10/.

Office

200/.

Account

Office

Librarian and Keeper of Charts
Scientific

per ann. to

10/.

300/.

Office

Collection

,,

by

200/. inereasuig

-

Account

Collection

66/. 134-. id.

Experiments on

Adviser in

200/.

Lights, &c.
-

James AValker

1

.Jan.

18581

At
Nicholas Douglass
Richard Suter Thos. Gaster

C. H.

Simmonds

Ed. Long

a salary.
5 Jan. 1847

Engineer in Chief

.

.

-

1,500/.

-

300/.

J

1822
14 July 1856

12 July 1832

4 June 1841

Superintending Engineer
Clerk of the Works
Survej'or of Shipping
.

Messenger
Ditto

-

.
.

-

-

100/.
-

-

-

-

-

.

.

80/.

-

-

-

-

f70/. increasing 2/.
per ann. to 1 1 0/.
Apartments, &c.
i
2 suits of clothes,
I

I

and

L
Chas.

Dubery

1

hat.

J

increasing 2/.
per ann. to 100/.,

70/.

2 suits
8 April 1858

House Messencer

and

hat.

1

increasing 2/.
per ann. to 100/.

70/.

Boards in house.
2 smts
Jas. Perkins

-

Wm. Wilsher

-

Mrs. Keighley

-

1843
30 March 1858
1

July 1841

Gatekeeper
Night Watchman

Housekeeper

and

wk.
wk.

l/.ls. pr.
1/.

pr.

80/.

J

of eight Domestic Female Servants, whose wages amoimt in aggregate to

hat.

1

"1

suit

1

&

increasing

to 100/.

A staff

England.

115/. per ann.

1

hat
2/.

I.

Question

XIV.
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XV., XVI.

England.
CireiUar

I.

Question

XV.

and forward them to the board -n-ith theu- recommendation,
without knowledge of the name of the candidate they
approve. After the board have finally determined on the
selection to be made, the corresponding envelope is opened,
and the name of the successful competitor becomes kno\ni.
Each candidate is required to produce certificates of his
age, of his being of sound health, and of character from his
last

AND BEACONS;

Constitution op General Authority,

schoolmaster or employer.

Lighthouse Service.

Candidates for admission are nominated by the Elder
Brethren Ln turn, and if they can produce satisfactorj- cerage (which must be under 28 years), qualification,
character, health, and prenous occupation, they are recommended by the light committee for apjiointment to the
board. These men are subjected to a course of preliminary
instruction whilst supernumeraries at Blackwall.
tificates of

Steam and Sailing Vessel Service.

Lir/ht Vessel Service.

Seamen under 35 years of age who can furnish certificates
of good character are selected by the hght committee, and,
Apprentices are
if approved, are appointed by the board.
taken by the Corporation for seven years, and should their
conduct prove satisfactory throughout that tei-m, and they
desire to remain in the sen'ice, j)reference is given to them
Both mates and masters
for ajipointment as second mates.
undergo strict examination in pilotage and na^gation by
Superintendents of districts are
the examining committee.
generally selected from this service.

XVI.

XVI.

Return

to

XV., XVI.

&c.

Seamen under 28 years of age, who can furnish certificateg
good character, are selected by the light committee, and
appointed by the board. The inferior officers (lamplighters)
of

are chosen from such men in this class as can read and
and are further promoted, upon good conduct and
as vacancies occur, to be mates and masters, undergoing
for these latter offices a special examination as to their knowledge of the locaUty in which the light vessel is stationed.
write,

Trinity House, London,
18th April, 1860.

Requisition dated 10th June

1859.

P.

H. Berthon,
Secretary.

XVI.

List of Persons in Receipt of Pensions, Superannuations, or Similar Allowances derived from Services
connected with the Lights, Buoys, and Beacons Departments, their Ages, the Date of Superannuation,
Length of Service, and reason assigned for placing them on the Retired List, stating Amount of Pension,
Superannuation, or Allowance paid to each in 1851 and 18,58.
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Constitution of General Authority, &c.
List of Persons in Receipt of Pensions, Sec. continued.

XVI.

XVI.

—

Amount paid
Date of
a Superannuation

•g .2

Remaeks.

£
Wilson, John

Oct. 1840

June 1841

Cock, William

Thompson, Sally

-

11-J

Agency

abolished
compensation
allowance granted.
Advanced age, &e.
Lightkeeper, age, &c.

Mary

Aug.

„

Sept.

„

Bee.

„

Widow

of a lightkeeper

Do.
Do.

(j

-

Elizabeth
Troth, Judith
Vansten, James

Jan. 1842

Inability to perform further duties
from injuries received.

Williams, John

July

For

Sept.
„
Feb. 1843

Infirmities of age

Stratton,

Gumey, Leonard
Hannah

-

Spence,

ITairchild,

WUHam

Iddes, George
Bailey, Elizabeth
Daines, Elizabeth

March

„

May

„

-

do.

Widow of a tender keeper
Do.
lightkeeper "
Spinal affection Unfit for farther duty
Widow of a master
Widow of a seaman

-

Age and infirmity
Widow of an Elder Brother drowned

Aug.

Einch, John Jones, Elizabeth

do.

loss of situation as coxswain
at Skerries under former proprietors.

Ann

Websdale,

Oct.

1
3
12 10

.38

100

while on duty.

Nov.

Lewis, George
II.

Stedder, Step.

,,

Jan. 1844

-

Age and
Agency

infirmity
for

the Flathohn light
Compensation aUowauce granted,
abolished.

Ely,

Thomas

-

Feb.

-

Oct
Nov.

„

Hypochondriack

irritation,

unfit

for further duty.

Fisk, Sarah

George, Mary
Evans, Grace
Davey, Elizabeth Smith, James
Terry, William
Ferryman, Benjamin
Hasling,

Thomas

Widow

„
7 Jan. 1845

4 Feb.

,,

March „

-

Wilson, Isaac
Musgrove, John
Jones, Elizabeth

Jones,

Ann

June

-

McLeod, Daniel
Farrett,

14 Oct.

Thomas

„

of a mate

Do.
Do.
Do.
Age and
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

seaman
an agent
a lamplighter
ill

health

do.
infirmity
do.
do.
Injuries received while in execution of duty.
Widow of a lightkeeper (husband

drowned while on duty).
Lightkeeper, age, &c.
Gravel complaint, &c. -

4 Nov.

„
„

Rheumatism

2 Dec.

„

Advanced age

and

weakness

of

-

-

24 16
12 10
13 10
10

30
50
12 10

sight.

Francis
Hand, Peter Puxley, AVilliam
Ellis,

-

Stacey, James
Fletcher, Ann
Eartlett,

William

-

Wood, Elizabeth

-

Snooks, William

-

-

Mental and bodily infirmity

35

3 liar. 18'46

Age and

16 10
10

4 Aug.

Widow

,',

Sept.
„
2 Feb. 1847

infirmity

of a lightkeeper
Infirmities of age, &c. Widow of a lamplighter

Age and

inability to

-

perform

his

duties efficiently.

Davis, Elizabeth

-

Weynton, Maria

-

.Jones,

Hall,

William

Ann

4 May
IS „

„
„

5 Oct.
„
7 Mar. 1S48

-

Clemens, John

Cowdry, Mary Ann
Hawkins, James
St. Leger, Susannah
Langham, Sarah Oxford,

Emma

2

May

6

June

4 July

„
„
„

Alice Smith, William
Elliott, Christiana Robinson, Ann Eliz.

2 Jan. 1849

Harris, Sarah

6 Mar.

Scardefield,

Gilpin,

Mary

Aug.

,"

Oct.

„

„

-

Do.
Do.

Bad health

7>Aug.

„

Widow

Mar.

-

5

-

2 April

May

„
„
„

25
6

-

-

master

„

2 Oct.
„
Jan. 1850
5 Feb.
„

20
150

do.

June

5

who

do.

Age and infirmity Widow of a lamplighter
Injuries received while
Rheumatic affection

-

Ann

Hudson, Susan
Anderson, Eleanor
Townley, Charles
Hutton, Joshua
Shorten, Harvey
Friedericks, Paul

1

Brother

died fi'om exposure, Sic. in execution of duty.
Defective vision, rheumatism, &c.
Widow of a lamplighter
Enlargement of the heart, SiC.
Widow of a seaman
Age and infirmity
Widow of a lightkeeper Do.
lamplighter Do.
master of a lightvessel

Do.

Elliott,

Barnard, Robert
MUbank, Joseph
Houguez, Louis

Widow of a master
Widow of an Elder

-

-

on duty
-

of a mate of lightvessel

Do.
Do.

-

12 10
12 10

-

55

-

.
.
cook
seaman
300
Advanced age
16 10
Age and infirmity
13 10
Do.
ni health
Wife of a lightkeeper husband a
;

lunatic.

D

4

s.

6 13

:

Richardson, Robert
Sherries,

in

Reason assigned.

d.

4

yeai-.)

England.

:
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England.

XVI.

CON.STITUTION OF
List of Persons

Circular

I.

Question

XVI.
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AND BEACONS

GENERAL AUTHORITY,

RiiCEiPT of Pensions, &c.

&C.

— continued.

XVI.

REPLIES TO
XVI., XVII.

CIECULAR

No. I.— ENGLAND.

Constitution of General Authority, &c.
List of Persons in Receipt of Pensions, &c. continued.

—
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England.
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E.SCLAND.

XVII.

to

Circular I.
Q!uestion

XVII.

Name.

XXI.

AND BEACONS;

Constitution of General Authority, &a
Names of Local Agents, &c. contimted.

—

XVII.

to

XXI.

BEPLiES TO
XXII. & XXIII.

XXIV. & XXV.

CIKCULAR

No. I.— ENGLAND,

Constitution op General Authority, &c.
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& XXIII.
XXIV. & XXV.
XXII.

England.
Circular

Return to Reouisition,
'The Names of
Date of

all Lighthouse Keepers and Masters of Floating Lights appointed since the 1st January 1854, the
Appointment, their Ages at the time of their Appointment, their previous Professions or Employments,
Employments when appointed, by whom they were selected, and the mode of Examiuation (if any),

theu-

their actual

dated ITth June, 1859.

and of testing

their Quahfications."

I.

Question

XXII.
XXIII.

XXIV.

XXV.

August,
I.

,""

^H5.f
A A. VI.

XXVI.

XXVI.

England.
Circular
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— Eeference had

Faraday, who
and of a patent

to Professor

favourably both of the oil
lamp by Messrs. -\Vilkins.
Three of Wilkins' patent lamps fitted at North
j-eports

Foreland.
Superintendent reports, and states consumption.
14th October. Report from Mr. Faraday.
28th October. Further in relation thereto.
Further reports from superin1846, January.

—
—
—

tendent.
July.

—Mr. Faraday adjusts smoke tube the
know
—Order of House of Commons of Select
to

lamp.
August.

to

whether we have adopted recommendation
Committee, and what saving of expense has accrued.
(The return to this order was dated 26th January
1847.)

of Board suggests trial at Winterton
there, and at Haisbro' and Caskets.

Member
made

;

trial

—

November. The watch on board Cockle and Newarp lightvessels concur that Winterton is neither so
bright nor so strong since the change.
Agent to make inquiry as to management.
The obiection to this lamp consisted in the narrowness of the ilame, owing to the form of the chimney, and the consequent limitation of divergence.

—

Mr. George Herbert, Trinity
introduce a lamp invented by him, suitoil instead of sperm.
rapeseod
able for burning
Referred to light committee, who
1847, January.
think it shoidd" be investigated. Copy of proposal
sent to Mr. Faraday with lamp.
March. Report received from Mr. Faraday.
Further report from Mr. Faraday on same lamp,
January.

1847,

To

House.

—

—Messrs.

Brotherton desire to tender,
formed that no particular form is needed.
1850.

May.

1849, January to

— Staite's Patent.

Electric

Semi-official correspondence with solicitor to
and to the Patent Electric Light Company,

light.

Mr.

In-

Staile

but without result.

—

Geo. Charlton, Almsperson, Dept1849, August.
To exhibit a light produced by a certain
vegetable gas ignited in seal and otlier oils.
Acquainted that Corporation have
1849, August.
no occasion for such an invention.

ford.

—

—

W. Fletcher, Lightkeeper, Burnham
1850, April.
Lighthouse. Plan which he thinks will improve Argand lamp, and enable it to burn commoner oil.
Informed that it is not regarded as
1850, April.
having anjthing of novelty in it to induce Board to
incur expense.

—

—

A

W. W. Bonncy, Fulham.
1850, September.
method of producing and sustaining for a longer
period than hitherto a most powerful electric light
for use in lighthouses ; will prepare model, provided
we defray expense, &c.
(Mr. Bonney's plan also included the illumination
of buoys, for which see Buoyage and Beaconage
Returns.)
Acquainted tliat Elder Brethren
1850, September.
decline to accede to his proposition.

—

—

when

with a central deflector.
This lamp (without the deflector) was universally
adopted at the catoptric stations in the course of
fitted

the same year.
1848.
Mr. Herbert applied for remuneration
200?. granted.
Mr. Herbert, for further allow1849. January.
ance in consideration of great saving that has ac-

—

;

—

crued.

—

February. Declined.
Mr. Herbert renews application.
1853, September.
Not complied with.

—

1846, January.

—

Acquainted that wc have no pre1846, January.
sent intention of using gas in the Corporation's lighthouses.

—

This gentleman
^Mottc.
W. R.
1847, May.
appears to have been in semi-official correspondence
with the secretary on the subject of a newly -invented
light, but without ulterior result.
"''.

Has in1847, August.— R. Rettie, C.E., Ham.
vented a new light for lighthouses ; requests to know
undertake trial at cost not
whether Corporation

wU

exceeding 50/. to
1847, August.

ing

80/.

— Acquainted

that Corporation decline to sanction expenditure in testing merits of an
invention with the principles of which, and the mode
of its application, they are entirely uninformed.

That dock

—

tractors.

Dub-

;

burnfound good
has been used by

that

it

is

—

—

]Mosselman, Borough.
Sample of oil
1852, May.
which he imports from France requests permission
;

to tender.
Informed that
1852, June.
sion for supply of that article.

—

1852, November.

An

— Dr.

J.

electric light generated

we have

not any occa-

G. W. Watson, Adelphi.
by galvanic battery, and

on account of the residuum
being valuable in the manufacture of colours.

supplied at a

cheap

1852, November.

rate,

— Time

to

be fixed for viewing,

communication with Dr. Watson and Professor
Faraday.
20th December. Dr. Watson places himself in
Mr. Faraday
communication with Mr. Faraday.
draws up memorandum, as to requirements and tests.
Approved by Board. Dr. Watson to be asked if he
in

—

concurs.
1853, January.

arranges

trial

— Dr. Watson concurs.

at

'Mi.

Faraday

Trinity House with great lamp of
lighted for purposes of com-

apparatus,

dioptric
parison.

—

May. Deputation from Electric Light and Colour
Will be ready to submit light in
received.
about a month. Dr. Watson to communicate with
Mr. Faraday, when ready, upon conditions agreed on.
June. Experiments arranged for third week in
July.
August. Mr. Faraday's report thereon received ;
the best thanks of the Board returned to him for it.
Dr. Watson informed that essential qualities of
simplicity of arrangement and steadiness of action
are not sufficiently matured to render its adoption
advisable at present time.

Company

—

—

Submitting
1848, February.— Messrs. Brotherton.
a patent oil.
Light committee to make trial.
1848, February.
Found to be about eijual to oil supplied by con-

Ballast Office,

trustees, Liverpool, use patent

refined from olive oil

oil

and reasonable, and inquiring if it
this Board, and found to answer.
Informed that Board has not
1851, Februarj-.
used the oil to which he adverts, and that olive oil
has not been tried in the Corporation's lighthouse.^.

—W.Nicholson, Universal Gaslight
—

Company, Drury Lane. To burn gas at the North
Foreland or any other station. Will fit apparatus,
find fire, fuel, and attendance, for "il- per week.

February.— 11. Vereker,

1851,
lin.

;
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Colour Company advising Ihat new lamp will be
Thanks
burning for a fortnight <at their office.
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made for further trial of sis
months' duration, upon payment of 350/., for use of
complete apparatus. The management to be entirely

returned.

in

XXVI.
May.

1855,

— Chairman

of

Electric

Light

and

July.

—

September. Mr. Howe requests to be informed if
Dr. Watson's electric is used by the Corporation.
Acquainted that it is not, being considered too

—

—

Trade.)

—

;

available.

—

—

1857, February.
light

for

— Professor
lighthouses

Holmes.
;

requests

Magnetoleave to

submit patent process.
Leave granted.
1857, February.
March. Exhibited at Blackwall, before Deputy
Master and committee, with Professor Faraday.

—
—
April. — Professor Holmes requests leave

to instruct
Is requested to state cost and arrangement
keepers.
The Professor's
for application to lighthouses.
reply sent to Mr. Faraday, who makes observations
thereon.

—

May. An agreement made for a trial at South
Professor Holmes to erect instruments,
Foreland.
and conduct trial for two months, for 400/.
Commencement of experi1858, 8th December.
ments at South Foreland. French lighthouse authoand
requested
to favour us with
advised,
rities
Three committees
observations from French coast.
of Elder Brethren make observations on consecutive
Keepers at neighbouring lighthouses and
nights.
lightvessels, and crews of pilot cutters, ordered to

—

observe.
1 5th December.

—Professor Holmes asked whether

he would like to break off to perfect arrangement,
and as to cost, &c.
30th December. Temporarily discontinued.
Several panels of dioptric lens
1859, February.

—
—

re-adjusted.

March.

— Light resumed, with improved adjustment

Professor Holmes requests that inspection
may be delayed a week.
committee of Elder Brethren ob7th April.
of lamp.

—A
—
—
—
transmitted herewith.)
3rd IMay. — Report of Elder Brethren.
7th May. — Light discontinued, the two months
having expired.
Calais transmitted
May. — Observations
serve.

20th April. Deputy Master and committee, with
Professor Faraday, observe.
26th April. French lighthouse authorities visit.
(Copy
29th April. Professor Faraday's report.

]

at

2tli

from French authorities, sent to Mr. Faraday, with
those from English stations.

Payment made

to

Professor

Holmes of the

400/.

agreed on.
June. Information required as to cost.
29th June. Mr. Cutler, for Professor Holmes, in

—

1858, June.

Oxyhydrogen
to submit.

Chevalier Hiihner. An application
1854, April.
of the electric light which shall be regularly intermittent.
1S54, April.
PhTced in communication with ProNot recommended for adoption.
fessor Faraday.

electric

—

1 858, April.
Referred to Mr. Faraday.
May. Report received from him to the effect that
he is not aware of any principle or method by which
steam can be applied with advantage to flame.
Copy sent to Board of Trade, with statement that
Elder Brethren fully concur.

—

—

reply.

E

— Major

W.

the Hon.

light (a secret process)

—Leave given

E. Fitzmaurice.
;

requests leave

Elder BrethMr. Faraday, witness an exhibition at
Kensington Gore.
July.
Report from Mr. Faraday. Elder Brethren
point out difficulties to Major Fitzmaurice, and propose that he should communicate in confidence with
Mr. Faraday.
August. Major Fitzmaurice agrees.
29th August. Mr. Faraday's report in conse1858, June.

to submit.

ren, with

—

—

quence.

—
August. — Major

Fitzmaurice, stating that
30th
Kensington Gore was private, and requesting
comparative exhibition with usual light.
31st August.
Major Fitzmaurice proposes delay,
on account of private business.
13th December
Is ready for competitive trial.
Letter sent to him pointing out
21st December.
the necessity of his proving it suitable for lighthouse
purposes use of experimental lantern at Blackwall
offered to him.
Major Fitzmaurice is prepared
1859, January.

trial at

—

—

;

—

for

any

Board may

trial

Board order lantern

desire.

at Blackwall to be placed at his disposal.
April.
Permission given to his agent to inspect

—
lantern
Blackwall. Requests loan of
August. —
Fitzmaurice
prepared

reflector.

at

iSIajor

is

for trial

at Blackwall.

September.— Elder Brethren absent on official duty,
postponed in consequence.
October.
Lantern at Blackwall placed at his disposal for purposes pointed out to him in December,
1858.
trial

—

—
—
—

A. H. Ronton, Adelphi.
Oxy1858, December.
hydrogen light (Prosser's) requests leave to submit.
Leave given to submit.
Sub1858, December.
mitted at Trinity House.
I\Ir. Renton is ready to exhibit at
1859, Januai'y.
South Foreland, or elsewhere at his own cost.
Informed that Corporation is already under engagement to try two other systems, and that we
regret

we

;

cannot at present accede to his request
will be read}^ at any

Mr. Renton stating that he
future time.

1859,

June.—Professor

A new form of

J. T.

Way, Welbeck Street.
which use of carbon

electric light, in

electrodes is altogether dispensed with ; steady, continuous, and uniform, capable of new adaptations for
signalling, and less expensive than any other.

—

Examination made by Deputy
1859, 22d June.
Master and Committee at Professor Way's residence.
Subsequent inspection by Mr. Faraday.
27th June. Report from Mr. Faraday.

—

3
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hands of Corporation's servants.
22nd August
Exhibition resumed.

1858, April.— F. C. Cope, C.E., Frankfort. Calling
attention to the illuminating power of a jet of steam
thrown upon a strong light. (Addressed to Sir John
Pakington, and sent to Trinity House by Board of

complicated.

Board of Trade. Voltaic light: For
1854, March.
information to enable their Lordships to answer question in House of Commons, "Whether any experiments
" have been made with a view to ascertain whether the
" mode of producing the voltaic light, recently dis" covered b}' the Reverend Dr. Cullen, of Maynooth,
" can be made available in lighthouses during fogs and
" snow storms ?"
Their Lordships informed that it
1854, March.
has not in any manner been brought under our
experiments as to electric light, as adopted
notice
by another person, jjrove it not at present practically

—Arrangement
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12 th July.—Dr.

Vi'ay requests opinion as to appli-

cability for lightboiise purposes.

ncssed by Elder Brethren.
to be paid.

(A

_

luibnned that the requirements ot his
14th July.
to ordinary
are not considered applicable
management at a lighthou-^e.
informed ol
18th July.— Dr. Way requests to be

lio-ht

precise nature of objections.
conditions,
21st July.— Is informed of the essential
not in its present
mo"st of which, we consider, it does

report from Mr. Faraday on this subject

was

subsequently transmitted to the Trinity House.)
]\Ir. Gordon informed that
1848, 29th August.
trial of his apparatus, as compared with an ordinary
Ai-2and lamp and parabolic reflector, will take place
at The Buoy Wharf, Blackwall, and be viewed from
North Woolwich Station. Requested to pay previous
visit to wharf, and inspect arrangements.
Con30th August. Mr. Gordon visits wharf.
cludes, from angles marked on frame, that course
in
misoriginate
made
likely
to
be
observations
of
WUl witness exhibition on 31st; but,
conception.
owing to shortness of time, must delay remarks or

—

—

state fulfil.

Section.— Proposals

relative to Lightitig

Glass,

Apparatus,

fyc.

That, in reEddystone, panes of glass by different
be placed in
should
manufacturers, properly marked,
order that comthe upper part of the lantern, in
parative qualities may be tested by time.
,
Suggestion concurred in, and carried into
1845.

April.—Professor Faraday.

184.5

84Z. for apparatus ordered

alazin"' the

.

.

suggestions.

—

31st August. ^Experiments made. First Lord of
Admiralty and Lord John Hay present.
Mr. Gordon asked for remarks
2d September.
Further trial proposed for following
or suggestions.

—

,

Tuesday

(5th).

—

Renewed experiments.
Mr. Gordon repudiates trials.
what he considers fair, if Board wiU
give him opportunity and means of carrying it out.
Services and expenses should be considered, and
5th September.
6th September.

effect.

agent. Isle of
1845, September.— Captain Love,
with
Wight district. To line reflectors at Needles

red glass.

„
Report from
.

184.').— Sent to

Jlr.

Faraday.

,

.

him.

Suggestion not adopted.

WiU

time paid for.
lath September.
judicious.

October.--Mr. rhelps, principal lightkccper,
Lundy. Model of improved lamp.
Mr. Wilkins directed to adapt improve184.5
Twenty-five
ment to one of his patent lamps.
way.
burners were afterwards fitted in the same
184.5,

—

specify

Are

—

Board consider trials fair and
quite ready to receive remarks, but

decline to remunerate.
Admiralty request loan of best
1849, 31st July.
ordinary reflector, and of Mr. Gordon's apparatus,

—

in order to compare both witli reflectors for Cape Pine
Light, at Woolwich. Lent to Admir.alty. Premises
at Blackwall placed at disposal of their officers for

observing experiments.
17th August. Trial made at Woolwich Barracks,
and viewed from Rainham.
Letter from Mr. Gordon, with
7th September.
copy of letter addressed by him to Admiralty relative
to observations made by Admiralty officers at Rainham, wherein he states that smoke from a chimney
Proat Woolwich interfered with just comparison.
poses to Trinity House to make another trial at
Blackwall. Board decline to comply.

—

A

"new
Road.
1846. October.— J. Smith, New
artificial light."
reflecting apparatus, applicable to
to call on
1846. October.— Committee appointed
Find it to be a small triangular
inspect it.
him and

Report thereon. Light Comrefracting apparatus.
its present state,
mittee of opinion that apparatus, in
service.
cannot be made available for the Corporation's
Alcxr. Gordon, C.E., Fludyer
the course of experiments, he has
to accompUsh
arrived at the certainty of being able
the following ; viz. :—
,
,
,
„
which shall
beacons
1st. Illumination of buoys and
not require attendance more than once in a
month or six weeks.
lightvessels in a
2d. Illumination of floating
manner that the light shall be of equal brilin the calmest
as
roughest
liancy in the
1847, Februarv

Street.'

That,

iii

•

weather.
3d.

entirely new and economical catadioptric
arrangement of fixed, revolving, or flashing
recomlin-hts, and such as he would strongly
m'end for the lower light at the South FoieThe appearance from the sea would,
land.
appearance
in that instance, be similar to the

An

of the present lower light.
The production and distribution of sound to
indicate tlie proximity and position of lighthouses, lightvessels, beacons, and buoys.
The third of'thcse propositions appears to have
been the only one considered at the time.
4th.

—Read

subject reAt Board
Deputy Master to confer with
Corporation agree to pay for reflector
on his principle, estimated by Messrs.

1847, February.
ferred to Committee.

Mr. Gordon.
and refractors

;

Deville at " not less than SO/."
October.— Mr. Gordon reports apparatus nearly
every
complete, and that it answers expectation in
Requests that his partner may examine arresjiect.
Lighthouse.
ransrements at Purfleet Experimental
Exhibition at Trinity House wit-

December.

—

Has a
Edinburgh.
.L Napier,
March
Refor improving lighthouse machinery.
machine
him
to
get
enable
20/.
to
remittanceof
quests
made.
Acquainted that Elder Brethren
1847, March.
decline to comply with his request.
1847,

method

—

—

Admiral Owen, Captain Shortland,
1848, JIay.
R.N., and Mr. Hutchinson. ISIachine invented by
Jlr. Hutchinson for producing in lighthouses the
effect of a revolving light.
1848, May. Attended and submitted it.

—

—

1849, February. Professor Faiaday. An apparatus to enable keepers at dioptric stations to adjust
mirrors ; and suggestion for lowering outside cases
of burners to prevent light being intercepted from

lower mirrors.
Approved. Ordered for Coquet, Hunstan1849.
ton, Orford Low, South Foreland, Start, Breakwater,
Lundy, Skerries, Bardsey, and Flatholm.
Dioptric apparatus with
Messrs. Wilkins.
1851.
a peculiar mode of producing short eclipses.
Exhibition, but not
Great
at
Inspected
1851.
This apparatus was afterwards altered and
taken.

with additional vertical lenses, and oftered to
for Lundy, but a holophotal arrangement
made from a drawing obtained from France was
adopted instead.

fitted

the

Board

—
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Calling
Jcis.
Cliilds,
Brentford.
1851, July.
attention to his newly-invented lamp at Great Exhibition.

—

Committee inspect it at Great
1851, August.
Exhibition, and report principle to be the same as
fountain lamp, but offer no opinion as to merits
without an opportunity of comparison with ordinary
lamps of same descrijjtion.
(Mr. Childs had been in Mr. Wilkins' employ.)

—

Messrs. Wilkins. Improvement in
1852, March.
central burner for dioptric lights, by dispensing witli
the central wick and introducing a perforated conical
tube with a small breaker therein.
Experiments made, current of air found to
1852.
be thrown with greater force into contact with the
other wicks, and the brilliancy of the light increased;
tlie consumption of oil being also rather greater.

—

Adopted accordingly.
By Order of Board.
the

first

introduction of the dioptric apparatus

English glass, manufactured by Cookson, was used at
several of the Corporation's lighthouses, and in 1840
the Board were engaged, ^\^th the assistance of
Mr. Faraday, in an elaborate comparison of refracting
apparatus of English and French manufacture. At
that time the advantage was ibvmd to be greatly in
favour of the French, which was consequently
adopted, but subsequently to that j)eriod Messrs.
Chance, of Birmingham, were in communication with
the Board, who in 1852 lent them a French lens from
the Trinity House for purposes of comparison ; and
in

March,

—

1853.
Mr. Faraday reported favourably on a
specimen of Messrs. Chance's glass.
Messrs. Chance state that they
1854, February.
Permission given
have succeeded with a section.
them to fix it at this house. Examined by Mr. FaraFrench
apparatus
it
equal
to
the
day, who reported
in the experimental room.

—

May.

— Messrs.

mised the first.
1855, February.

Chance request

order.

Are

pro-

— Corporation lend Messrs. Chance

a 6th order apparatus.

— Corporation

decline to lend them a work
lights, but will give them
notes from it.
making
every facility lor
September. Trinity House invite Messrs. Chance

March.

in the library

JVo.
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—

England.

January.
Messrs. Wilkins.
Plan for
arrangement of lamps and reflectors for flashing light.
1855.~-Tried at Black wall.
1855,

—Richard

Clark, Metropolitan Light
in lights for
lighthouses, patent burner, &c. ; requests permission
to exhibit.
1855, April.
Board depute an Elder Brother to
inquire.
24th April. Arrangements made for exhibition.

1855, April.

Company, West Strand.

Improvements

—
—
15th May. — Mr. Clark prepared
exhibit certain
burners.
22d May. — Mr. Clark sends observations on dioptric
to

is

lights.

To lie on table.
29th May. Mr. Clark sends burners.
12th June.
Trial made against concentric wick
burner considered unsuccessful. Mr. Clark obtains

—
—

;

To use glass of English
manufacture in dioptric apparatus.

On

—

—

on American

—

leave for further trial after certain alterations.
July.
Further trial, unsuccessful as on first occasion :
Admits this by implication in letter of lOtli August.
Prays payment of outlay. Allowed 66/. Gs. 8d. for
burners supplied.

—

— Mr. Clark borrows
December. — requested
return
1856, April. — Calls attention
September.

one

of

these

burners.

Is

to

it.

to his patent to
supersede dioptric lenses, and use silvered sphere or
column instead.
Complains of infringement by
Messrs. Wilkins.
May. Further as to use of silvered sphere with
lamp and parabolic reflector to illuminate it, and proposing to produce parabolic reflector of four feet
diameter.
Is requested to return lamp lent in 1855.
June. Asks leave to retain it longer. Is reminded
of the time he has had it, and that we expect return
within a month.
1856, December, and 1857, April.
Return of lamp
again requested, and proceedings threatened.
Mr. Clark submits his projects to
1858, April.
Board of Trade, complains that he could not get them
investigated by Trinity House.
Precis of the whole matter furnished to Board of
Trade.
(The lamp above referred to has not yet been
returned.)

—

—

—

—

apparatus for Bardsey.
goes to Birmingham to
inspect an apparatus of Messrs. Chance's, and reports

to tender for catadioptric

October.

—Mr.

Faraday

1

thereon.

—

order of the Board. Experiefficiency of different

power and

twice.

The arrangement, which revolved at various rates
of speed in the course of the experiments, was as
follows, viz.
1st.

:

Seven lamps and parabolic reflectors on one
occupying one fourth of the circle.
great annular lense lighted by a Fresnel

face,

2d.

—
—

E

—By

test relative

systems of illumination.
1857, 13th and 20th October and 10th November
Experiments made at the Buoy Wharf, Blackwall,
and observed by Deputy IMaster, Committee, and
Professor Faraday (with Admiral FitzRoy on one
occasion), from VVarley once and from Hornchurch

—

—

857, October.

ments to

Refused,
Messrs. Chance request copy of rejiort.
but Messrs. Chance informed that their glass is quite
equal to the French.
Messrs. Chance renew request for
December.
copy of report. Refused. Reminded that apj)aratus
is not in practical operation.
Slessrs. Chance's apparatus for
1856, April.
Bardsey accepted. Tender invited from them for a
peculiar arrangement for Luudy, which Board proMessrs. Chance state that
pose should be French.
they can undertake its manufacture.
Board determine that competition may include
English glass.
May. Messrs. Chance's tender for it accepted.
November. Bardsey apparatus fitted.
Lundy apparatus tried at Blackwall.
1857, June.
Substance of Professor Faraday's Report sent to
Messrs. Chance.
July
Lundy apparatus fitted at station.
Messrs. Chance have since constructed the apparatus for the Whitby, Cani Kocks, and Vancouvers
Island lighthouses, and are always invited to compete
when lighthouse apparatus is required.

A

lamp, occupying, a second fourth of the circle.
sets of three reflectors each arranged
as at Buchanness, occupying a third fourth of
the circle.
4th. Four lenses forming a part of the apparatus
originally intended for the Bishop Rock light
Each
(but ultimately fixed at Godrevy).
lens 9 inches wide but 50i inches high, .ind
each accompanied by refracting reflectors above
and below, 24 to the circle, occupying the
remaining fourth of the circle.

3d.

4

Two

Circuliir T.
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Faraday to the effect that the .-^even reflectors
have pre-eminence and are superior to the great

fessor

the lesser arrangement, known as the Bishop,
being sliglitly superior to the reflectors arranged on
the plan of the Buchanness.

lens

1859, October.

May.

— By

order

of

Board.

Professor

red.

—

Professor Faraday is not aware of
1858, May.
any fresh arrangement. The Director-in-Chiof of
French lighthouses addressed relative to red light
on the Malakofl' lighthouse at the entrance of the

M. Keynaud

Bordeaux River.

furnishes information

in reply.

—

^Memorial from
Board of Trade.
1858, June.
Mr. B. Moncrieff, Liverpool, for improvements in

be provided with a
their light may be
kept in constant reciprocate motion in a straight
length
of which is to be
line,
the
whole
vertical
shown to the mariner.
Board of Trade acquainted that in1858, June.
formation supplied is insuflScient to enable us to form
an opinion.

lighthouses,

they

that

.-should

mechanism by means of whicli

—

1859.

need

order of the Board.

Experiments to
methods for pro-

—

Scclioii.

— Projiosals for Distinguishing Lights.
—

February. Rear- Admiral Ward (through
Admiralty). " That the lights on the principal and
" prominent headlands should be revolving, a portion
" of which should exhibit a coloured light, say, about
" tliree minutes of the most brilliant white then,
" two minutes of coloured inste.ad of total darkness,
' or tliree minutes of white preceded by half a
" minute coloured, and followed by the same
then,
'•
one minute dark."
Scilly, Seven Stones ; as they are, being very
1847,

;

;

good.

—

be.

—By

moting combustion of oil in a central dioptric lamp.
Experiments have been made at the Trinity
lgo9.
House before the Elder Brethren and Mr. Farad.ay,
which have resulted in the selection of a plan by
Mr. Wilkins, liy which the oil is raised by pressure
applied to the surface of it, and so made to overflow
the l)urner nmch more copiously than at present.
Lamps of this pattern have been ordered for
Dungeness and Smalls lighthouses, in which the
fourth wick has also been resumed.

Longships red.
Lizard ; green.
Eddystone
a red shade revolving every five
minutes within the circle of the glass. The
of
whole
the lights, with the above exception,
to be revolving, either with three minutes of
bright white light, and then two of coloured,
and no dark, or one minute dark, then half a
minute coloured, then three minutes white,
half a minute coloured again, and then dark.

That metal
Professor Faraday.
May.
framework of the dioptric apparatus is thicker than
1859,

reflectors

—

test the relative merits of various

Faraday consulted as to his knowledge of any recent
improvement in the exhibition of lights coloured

XXVI.
For leave to

submit an improved method of polishing
by machinery.
Leave given.
1859.

;

1858,

— Messrs. Wilkins.

;

;

—

Mr. Wilkins consulted thereon, and
1859. May.
reduction in thickness agreed to.

—

1859.
Messrs. Chance. Suggest increased number
of upper and lower prisms in second order holophotal apparatus.
Referred to Mr. Faraday, and ultimately
1859.
adopted for a light in Ceylon.

—

St.art

;

blue.

Casquets yellow, or as they are.
Portland red.
Needles green.
;

;

;

—

A

3G-inch reflector, 14
Messrs. Wilkins.
1S59.
inches in depth, 6 inches focal distance, which has
been tried against smaller reflectors, and appears to
be as powerful as a first-class revolving dioptric
apparatus.
1859. Acquainted that we have." no objection to try
the

efl'ect

on the

first

suitable occasion.

—

Mr. Jones, principal keeper, Maplin.
1859, May.
lower the support or bearer of the central breaker
and thereby remove obstruction
to the draught further from the light.
1859.
Referred to Messrs. Wilkins, who see no
Committee apreason why it should iwt be done.
prove suggestion, and order that it be carried out as
burners are forwarded for repair.

St. Catherine's

—

—

1859, August. Board of Trade. Calling attention
to proposal of Mr. Alexander Gordon for use of
moulded glass for lighthouse; purposes, as invented
by M. Degrand, Engineer to the French Lighthouse

Board.

;

South Foreland
North Foreland

;

green.

;

blue.

— Admiralty

informed that wc
entirely concur with Admiral Beaufort, "tliat the
" means proposed wiuld lead to inextricable con" fusion."
1847, February.

—

.John Ri.iley, North Shields.
1847, April.
To
diiiereut coloured light at a certain point of
the compass when ships come within the limits of
danger.
Read, and to be acknowledged.
1847, April.

show a

—

—

1S4S, February.
"J. S.," Hull. To prevent ships
mistaking one light for another as well as to effect a
great saving in the expense, by rendering unnecessary
revolving lights altogether.
Suppose, for instance, all the lights on the coast

,'

I

>

\

of—
;

—

Consideration deferred pending
August.
examination by a Committee of Elder Brethren, with
Professor Faraday, of the lighthouse at Point de
Walde, Calais, which is fitted with this glass. This
examination has since taken place, and the Board are
in correspondence with the French authorities on the
subject.
Sections have been sent from France, and
are in course of examination.
1859,

it is.

;

To

in the dioptric lamp,

as

;

Beachy Head blue.
Dungeness red.

Essex are white
Suflblk, blue

j

;

Norfolk, red
Lincolnshire, green ;
Yorkshire, again, white
and so on round the kingdom. Or two counties might
be joined in one colour, but keeping always the above
rot.ation
or, perhaps, better only three colours.
Again, supposing each light on each respective
coast, besides its name, was numbered 1 upwards,
;

;

—

—
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these numbers might be represented in their respective colours by three lights, thus
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—

1851, January.
Acknowledged.
1852, May.
Mr. Davey enlarges

—

England.

on the same

1852, May.— Laid before the Board.
Informed
that the ideas are not in any manner novel.

12

3
4
5
6
7
In the Irish channels and coasts on both sides the
colours should correspond on the same parallels,
for sake of better remembering vicinity, and for
uniformity.
Liverpool, red

;

Dundrum Bay,

red

;

Man, white.
might be fixed, and never out of

Isle of

All

tlie

lights

when once seen, as revolving
February.— Read.

sight

lights are.

1848,

—

1848, February.
J. Penrice.
A method by which
he proposes to distinguish lighthouses.
1848, February. — Attended and exhibited a working model.

— George Wells.
May. — Attended, and

May.

A

telegraphic

—

1851, July.
R. Smith, Chelsea.
That present
lighthouses be furnished with a small steam boiler
and the ordinary whistle to be fixed thereinto. Each
lightliouse to be furnished with a certain number of
signal whistles in rotation, according to the station.

The

boiler to be fitted with a crank and barrel similar
and with the aid of the steam to be made

to an organ,

The turning of the barrel to open a
valve and admit the steam into the several pipes in rotation, the sound to be confined to each whistle for ten
seconds ; and each pipe or whistle to have a distinct
sound, so that the given number of each may be
counted, when the sound will cease for half a minute.
By such rule any person may know the name or
situation of the lighthouse.
copy sent from Admiralty.
1851, July.
Attended and explained.
self-acting.

A

—

Admiralty informed

lighthouse

tliat

Mr. Smith had attended.

(as per plan herewith).

submitted model.

him a trial at Purfleet.
Mr. Wells proposes that he should not be

Board

—

1851, September.
Joseph Joplin, St. John's Wood.
That the roof of a lighthouse should be a form com-

offer

at

any

posed of a cone and a spherical dome, intersected

expense.

—
—

scientifically.

June. Board cannot accede, but desire to offer him
every facility.
July.
Mr. Wells, that he is preparing for trial.
Informed that Board will appoint time if he will
indicate place, and that Elder Brethren will attend.
No further proceedings.

roof,

The

conical and spherical parts of the

as well as a portion of the cylindrical shaft

which they

rest,

may be

on

glazed with difierent colours,

or one may have white glass.
In this way a series
of distinctly different appearances for lighthouses
may be given, eaoii Iiaviiig the iieculiarity of indicating north, south, east and west, and their intermediate
parts.

—

December. T. Aston (Madras Cavalry), Bedford
Plan for adding distinguishing or proof lights

Row.

to the present lighthouses (as per plan herewith).

Copy transmitted by Admiralty.
December. Acquainted that Corporation are not
disposed to encourage him to proceed' further, but are
willing, if he wishes, to inspect models illustrative of

—

practical effects.

Admiralty informed of reply to Mr. Aston.

If the south side exhibit most of the conical form,
a part of the sphere will be seen over it, and the
north side would present the greatest portion of the
spherical part, with a wing of the cone on each side
at the bottom.
Approaching on the east side the
cone would appear to the left, presenting about ai.
equality of surface to that of the sphei-e on the right.
On the west side these parts would appear reversed ;
viz., the cone to the right, and the sphere to the
left.

Offers to attend appointment.

—

—

E. Plumley, Battersea.
1849, December.
That
the space during which a light is visible shall represent a certain numeral, and that the number so
represented shall be precisely the number of minutes
during which the light is visible.
Mr. Plumley then suggests modifications of this
principle by regarding the obscurations of the light
as representative also, and by the employment of red
light
and submits tables showing the means of
representing any of the nine numerals or the cypher,
Thinks that seconds might be used
as required.
instead of minutes ; that red light is objectionable, on
account of absorption.
Suggests process of the Company for illuminating glass to increase luminosity and
power of lenses ; and finally with regard to flashing
lights, proposes to give to each figure its number of
flashes or scintillations as rapidly as they can be
counted, with intervals of darkness of sutficieut
length between each figure and at the conclusion.
Thus the number 225 would require two flashes
for the first two, then an interval of darkness, say
half a minute ; then two more flashes and a like
interval ; and then five flashes and a double interval,
say of one minute.
1849, December.
Informed that his proposal is
not regarded as adapted for practical purposes.

1851, September.
Thanked for communication.
Informed that it will not be necessary to trouble him
to attend.

1851,
Square.

—C.

Babbage,

F.R.S.,

Dorset

occultation and reappearance of light.
Upper part of cylinder to be enclosed by thin
tube of metal, and to be made to descend slowly
before flame, and allowed to start suddenly back.
Lighthouses not to be numbered in order of position, but so that no digit occurring in the number
denoting the several lighthouses nearest it on either
side shall have the same digit in the same place of
figures, so that two out of any three figures would
always detect any error in observing the third.
These occultations would distinguish lin-hthouses
from casual lights.
Whole illuminating power

would be employed undiminished by use of coloured
glass, &c.

Lighthouses might thus be made telegraphic with
vessels in distress, and system might be developed
to the extent of making the identification of a lio-ht
instantaneous by peculiarities in the character of the
occultation.

—

(Private pamphlet,
"Notes respecting Lighthouses.")
See Suggestions for Lighting Buoys under
proper head.

—

1851, January.
J. Davey, Devonport.
That the
lanterns should be hexagonal, and on each side a number, the whole height of the lantern, painted in black
upon the glass.

IL

November.

To make each lighthouse repeat its own
number during the whole time it is lighted, by

;

These suggestions were not adopted.

F
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1857, September.— Captain Hall, H.M.S. "Calcutta," transmitted through Board of Trade. That at
certain hours particular lighthouses in the Channel
should throw up blue rockets.
Board of Trade acquainted that, in opinion of Elder
Brethren, cases of mistake between ships' lights and
those from lighthouses or vessels must be of exceedingly rare occurrence, and that plan proposed would
be inefficient, inasmuch as coloured rockets would not
generally be seen so far as the light itself.

—

0. D. Bouton, Dinan. Whether jets
1859, May.
could not be so fixed on the globes of lighthou.ses, and
so placed as to form, if not the whole name, the first
four letters of the name of the lighthouse ; as, for
Cask
Scil,
instance, the Caskets and the Scilly
which, by aid of strong reflectors could be seen at
such a distance as to avoid any danger to ships or

—

—

1847, November.
W.N. Clay, Ongar. Adverting
to former proposal for foundation of lighthouse on the

Goodwin. Thinks Sands may be recovered.
Acquainted that Corporation has no present intenand that " recovery " of the Sands is not

tion, &c.

within

;

its

province.

1847, November.- G. Shepherd, C.E., Fleet Street,
Sends copy of " Mining Journal," containing an
article respecting construction of lighthouses on
dangerous sands.
Suggests the principle upon which quicksands arc
dealt with in mines
and to sink a cylinder, 30 feet
in diameter, hermetically sealed, and forced down to
the chalk by Dr. Potts' atmospheric apparatus. Sand
and chalk to be afterwards taken from interior, and
piles driven, and concrete used.
Outer circle of pro;

tecting piles, concrete, &c.

vessels.

1859,

May.

—Receipt acknowledged.

1847,
cation.

— Proposals
Lighthouses, or
Goodwin or other Sands.
1845, March. — Sir Samuel Brown, Hanover
relative to

Section.

Foundations,

07i

'heir

the

Street.

To

place bronze columnar lightHouse, with parabolic
foot and base filled with concrete, on Goodwin, or
elsewhere, in six or seven fathoms water, for 11,000/.,
and guarantee it for a year.
,
Acquainted that experience of Elder Brethren
indisposes them to entertain project for erecting lighthouse whose base rests upon surface of sand. Will
consider any plan he may submit for lighthouse at
Kundlestone, Rocks off Scilly, or Shoal of the Lead.

— Thanks returned communiFebruary. — Attends with dramngs and

November.

for

1848,
explanations.

Subsequently informed that Elder Brethren have
not any intention to attempt to construct a lighthouse
on the Goodwin Sands.

—

1848, January
J. De La Haye, Liverpool. Lighthouse on Goodwin. A wrought-iron cylinder to be
sunk 30 feet, 200 feet diameter, in 12 distinct pieces,
with flanges for quickly bolting together; divided
into 12 compartments, by partitions extending only
half the depth
to be sunk by patent steam hammer,
or pneumatic process
to be covered with timber,
and iron platform. Lighthouse of sheet iron, with
inside masonry.
Iron bars from a ring round the
tower, at 50 feet from base, to extend to edge of
platform, to be covered with sheet iron, and form a
heavy gradient for waves to roll up before reaching
tower. Interior of this part to be nearly filled with
;

1845, October.
for

— Rev. F. A. Glover, Dover. —A plan

foundations for lighthouses on sand or rock in

any depth of water.
(Mr. Glover also submitted a plan for Island
Breakwaters in 1850.)
Attended with model.
1845, October.
November. Mr. Glover submitted observations
Receipt acknowin reply to remarks of Brethren.

—

—

stones.

Immense weight of structure
keep

ledged.

it

to

compress sand, and

steady.

—

1846, March.

—

J.

De La Haye,

Liverpool.

—Light-

Six wrought-iron shafts or
each placed in an iron cylinder to
sink them by atmospheric pressure, to be bound
together with hoops or rings, and form a circular
skeleton tower, through which the waves could

house

;

on

Goodwin.

1848, January'.
Informed that Corporation has not
any present intention to erect any structure uu the
Goodwin.

pillars in the sand,

pass, &c.

—Informed

1846, March.
spheric pressure

Mr

iJe

skeleton

la

is

that principle of atmo-

not new.

Haye

lighthouse,

replies,

to

that his point is the
of waves passing

admit

through.
Informed, in reply, that the method of construction
by open piles has been applied in ihe case of the
Smalls, built in 1788, and in subsequent erections at
Maplin, Fleetwood, River Dee, and Belfast.

—

Iron base
C. Wise, Westminster.
1847, August.
Goodwin Sands and anchors, including one for
mooring floating lighthouse.
Acquainted that plans have been laid before the
for

—

W. Vincent, Birmingham. Light1848, February.
house on Goodwin or other sands. Open piles, hollow
at lower end, and loaded with iron ballast, spreading
out from a centre, with barbs at the bottom, to prevent sinking too far, and to act as stays. Chains to
be wound spirally round piles, &c.
Acquainted t\^t this Cor1848, 16th February.
poration has no present intention of attempting to
erect a lighthouse on the Goodwin Sands, but that if
he desires to send plans there is no objection.
23d February Mr. Vincent sends plans.
4th March. Informed they have been laid before
Board.
27th March. Mr. Vincent inquires as to decision.

—

—
—
30th March. — Referred
Board's views remaining unaltered.
employment
November. —
to

tion.

Board.

—

poration.

communication.

Solicits
under CorporaInformed that Board have no occasion for his

services.

Bolton Bolton, Pimlico. To buOd
1847, October.
a lighthouse on the Goodwin Sands for 82,000/., or
to convert them into a harbour of refuge.
Acquainted that Corporation has not any present
intention of attempting to erect a lighthouse on these
Sands ; and that construction of harbours of refuge
does not come within the province of this Cor-

first

—

Adverts to plans, prays pecuniaay
Informed that funds of Corporation are

1849, August.
assistance.

not applicable to his

relief.

— Mr. Vincent again urges adoption of plan.
view
of
December. —Informed that
1850.

his

lighthouse
Board, &c.

is

altogether

at

as to utility

variance with

that

of

'
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Iron well of 27 feet diameter formed
of vertical bends, double skin, to be sunk through
sand to solid bottom ; sand to be dredged out, concrete filled in.
Platform to be raised above top of
well, by hollow iron pillars filled with concrete ; column
to be of sheet iron cylindeis.
Light 98 feet above
low-water mark, cost 7,000/.
Thanks returned. M. Piron acquainted that Corporation has no present intention to attempt erection
of lighthouse on the Goodwin.

J.

;

crew.

Acquainted that construction of breakwater

is

not

witliin province of Corporation.

—

Renewing pro.J. W. Horend.
1853, February.
Estimate 580,000/., or, on
posal, with modifications.
a lesser scale, for 68,000/.

1850, February._J. E. Serrall, New York.
Lighthouse on Goodwin.
crate, 150 feet diameter, of
copper or iron rods braced with diagonals, and with
inner circles 15 feet apart; in the centre a tube 15
feet in diameter.
Crate to be filled in with rubble,
except the shaft, and fresh crates added as the others
sink
solid bottom to be ultimately reached, perhaps
at 110 feet.
Lighthouse above with three lights vertical, upper
lantern 150 feet
estimate, 100,000/.

—

G. C. Redman, City of London
1848, February.
Fort on the Goodwin, with lighthouse atClub.
tached ; has submitted it to the Duke of Wellington,
who refers him to Corporation as regards the lighthouse ; requests report to his Grace.
May. Acquainted that construction of forts not
being within province of Corporation, Elder Brethren
decline to put themselves fti communication with his
Grace thereon.

A

—

;

;

Thanks returned.

June.—J.

lighthouse on those sands.

and fixed on wooden piles.
June.^Acquainted that Elder Brethren have not

—

iron,

1850, February.
B. Armstrong, Poplar. Lighthouse on Goodwin; to be builtin place of safety, floated
to station, jjressed down by atmospheric pressure, and
forming water-tight caisson filled with concrete, &o.
Foundation assumed at 70 feet inner part half of
perfect sphere 100 feet in diameter, outer part 120
feet diameter, divided into eight water-tight compartments
lighthouse to be placed on top of outer
sphere.
Steam engine on top of inner sphere to exhaust air, pump sand out, &c.
Acquainted that Corporation has not any intention
to erect a lighthouse on those sands.

any present intention of attempting to erect a lighthouse on these sands
are obliged by opportunity
;

afforded

them of inspecting

Mr. Serrall acquainted, that
any intention of erecting a

this Corporation has not

Goldfinch, Shepherd Market, May
Fair.
Lightliouso on Goodwin, with refuge and
sailors' chapel.
To be made of cast and wrought
1848,

plans.

;

1848, September and December.

—

Reverend J. B.
Inquiring as to possibility of erecting
structure on the Goodwin, and calling attention to
new material for use in sub-marine foundations.
Informed of existing arrangements at Goodwin,
and that Corporation have no present intention of
attempting to erect any additional mark.

;

Robinson.

March.—Alex. RobertBMi, C. E., ClerkenLighthouse, for placing on rock, sand, or gravel
bottom, without any. previous substructure or foundation, and could be erected in a week.
Main shaft
of iron, lower end fitted into cast-iron plate. Into the
upper end is keyed a wrought-iron shaft, to receive
platform, &c.
Standard supported by mooring it to
crabs or struts, with means of adjusting shaft in
perpendicular line.
Outer crab connected with inner
by lever, and outer mooring chain acting on end of
1850,

May.

— E.

well.

Evans, Dorking. Lighthouse on
Goodwin, desires to submit plans.
Acquainted that this Corporation has not any
present intention of erecting a lighthouse on tlie
Goodwin Sands.
1849,

]

849, June.

—H. Harbord.

Plan and model for erect-

A

ing a lighthouse on Goodwin.
circular iron plate,
60 feet diameter, to be placed at the bottom, and one,
30 feet diameter, some height above it ; to be connected by eight iron pillars, 50 feet long
to be
planked 2 feet up from the bottom, and hold 200 tons
of clay and stone
the rest of the structure open to
egress of wind and wave.
To be floated out and
sunk and moored with anchors. Circular lightvessel
on top of it.
1851, June.
H. Harbord. Adverts to above proposes now to force a rod, l^ inch diameter, through
sand into chalk sufficient to liold it, with screw joints
to lengthen it
then round it, at proper distance,
stones to be thrown overboard, and come up in form

that lever.

Estimate, 1000/. to 1500/., and upwards.

Attended and submitted.

;

—

;

—

of cone.
to

Acquainted that Corporation has not any intention
attempt the construction of a lighthouse on the

Goodwin.

1849, June.
Oxford Street.

— W.

King,

For leave

8,

Woodstock

to submit plan for

Street,

Good-

win.

Acquainted, that Corporation has not any intention to erect lighthouse on the Goodwin, but that we
will inspect model if he continues to desire it.

1849, July.

1850, December.
G. Grazebrook, Liverpool. Has
a plan for the Goodwin.
Cost of building will be
than for ordinary kind of lighthouse proposes
that it should be built at Corporation's expense, and,

less

;

;

—M. Duval

if

Lighthouse

;

found to answer after a year's

trial,

that he should

be paid 100,000/. for his invention.

—

1850, 1 1th December
Acquainted that Elder Brethren decline to accede to his proposition, and that
Board has not any intention of erecting a lighthouse
on the Goodwin.
12th December. Mr. Grazebrook replies, urging
importance.
18th December.
Informed that Board differ with
him as to utility of lighthouse on Goodwin, and that
although his plan should appear feasible would decline
to adopt it.
21st December.
Mr. Grazebrook thinks it so important, that he will communicate plan without prospect of reward if we will proceed with it, should it
be considered practicable.
1851, 2d January.
Informed that sands have been

—
—

—

—

marked by
Piron, Paris.

Englaxd.

on Goodwin.

Horend. Permanent breakwater at Goodwin, with liglithouse
thereon with basis 600 feet square, and proposing a
toll of one penny per ton on all shipping, and graduated scale of charge for master, officers, and
1848, February.
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etli

January,

iuibniK'd if

we

May.

1851,

—Mr. Grazebrook will

be glad to be

cliauge views.

—

S.

Borrass, Liverpool.

Iron

liglit-

house on Goodwin ',or other sands, or in deep or
Requests leave to sulimit plan.
shallow water.
Acquainted that Corporation has not any intention
of a lighthouse ou the Gooderection
the
to attempt
win.
Further as to
S. Borras, Liverpool.
1851, June.
plan ; can submerge lower part of building in 40
Iron
to be used
water.
shallow
or
in
water,
fathoms
as coifer dam, and stone building inside.
Acknowledged, and acquainted that letter has been

—

November

1853,

—

:

Morris,
Street.
Lighthouse applicable for
foundations similar to Goodwin.
Acquainted he might attend.
Attended and submitted.
J.

S.

XXVI.
Upper Thames
situations

and

—

1S54, May
J. F. Stanford.
To know if we will
sanction a seamark on the Goodwin, and how far wo

and grant privileges.
Acquainted this Corporation has not any intento erect a lighthouse or other mark upon the Goodwin, and that Elder Brethren must decline giving
encouragement to any private enterprize having that

will assist

object.

laid before Board.

—

October.— T. E. Smith, Hackney.

To

establish

lighthouses on or through shifting sands, by first
sinking an iron tube through the sand to the rock
beneath, large enough to allow a man to pass for the
purpose of excavating the standards to be passed
through the tube and soldered into the rock, and the
tube to be withdrawn by lighters, &c.
Offers to attend and explain further.
Acquainted that attendance to explain plans will

John Neale, Chatham. To sub1856, January.
iron vessels filled with concrete, after
being floiited to positions fur foundations of lighthouses, instead of present slow process of masonry.
To lie on table for consid§ration.
stitute large

;

1856, August.— W. E. Hall, Middleton Square.
Offers to submit model for lighthouse on Goodwin.
Thanked ; declined.

not be required.

—

by combining melted bitumen from Trinidad with
it on sand banks or
Drawing shows
sand consurrounding
and
cone with extended base
submerged
form
to
petroleum
with
glomerated

sand and gravel, and ])ouring
shoals

to

constitute

a lifrhthouse on these sands.

foundations.

— A.

Chard, C.E., Brixton. Lighthouse on
Cylinder of sheet iron 100 feet
diameter, 50 feet high.
Outside this another expanding cylinder of same diameter at base, but 150
feet diameter at top.
Thus a water-tight wedge-like
space 25 feet in width at the top would be left, the
base forming a circular wedge to work its way
through sand to a solid bed to be floated out imd
sunk with chalk in outer circle, then angular blocks
of Portland stone in interior until basis like breakwater at Plymouth is obtained, &c.
Acquainted that Elder Brethren
1857, January.
have no present intention of attempting erection of
lighthouse on Goodwin, but are ready to give best
consideration to any plan he may desire to submit.
Thanks expressed for explanatory
February.
1857.

Goodwin Sands.

rampart.

Thanks returned.

—

G. Sinclair, Parthenon Club.
1852, February.
Lighthouse on Goodwin. Foundations on principle
of Plymouth Breakwater.
1853,

1856, October.
Ralph Stennell, of Lynn. Desires
submit new principle which would secure solid
foundation for light on Goodwin.
Acquainted
that Corporation do not purpose
making any further experiments for the erection of
to

— Earl

of Dundonald, Belgrave
Street. Foundations for lighthouses on Goodwin, &c.,
1852, January.

November.— Renewing

proposal.

Copv received from His Koyal Highness the Master
and one from Tri^asury.
Thanks returned. Acquainted that Elder Brethren
have not any intention to erect a lighthouse on the
Goodwin.

—

Lighthouse
C. James, Marylebone.
1852, July.
on Goodwin" by sinking a shaft in the nearest suitable
part of the adjacent shore, and building a tunnel for
permanent passage of communication, and thence
working upwards.
Acquainted that this Corporation has not any
intention to erect a lighthouse on the Goodwin
Sands.

—

B. G. ilartin, Maidstone. For
1852, September.
permission to submit model for laying down foundaor any other sands.
Goodwin
off
tions on or
September.— Acquainted tliat he may attend any
Attends
Tuesday that may suit his convenience.
and submits model. Requests opinion thereon.
Informed that it is hot the practice of
October.
the Corporation to offer any opinion on models sub-

—

mitted for their inspection.

;

—

—

statement.

Mr. Chard inquires as to approval. Referred to
previous letter. Acquainted that Elder Brethren are
not prepared to give sanction to any scheme for
erectinn; a lighthouse on the Goodwin.

—

W. S. Ashby, Chelsea. Has a
1857, February.
plan for a lighthouse on the Goodwin.
Acciuainted that this Corporaiion has no intention
of attempting the erection of a lighthouse
on these
"
sands.

—

W. Austin, C.E., Wandsworth. Im^
1857, May.
perishable stone blocks for lightliouses, and cast iron
annular ring double-fanged and trough-suuked to
receive dove-tailed stone blocks, to form footing for
lighthouses on soft ocean beds.
Ordered that Mr. Walker be asked about Invention.

Inquir1852, September.— "ST. Darley, Sheerness.
ins as to most dangerous points on coast.
October. Proposing to build lighthouses, &c. at

—

Goodwin and Nore.
Acquainted that Elder Brethren have not any
intention to erect lighthouses on Goodwin or Nore.

No

further proceedings.

—

T. K. Winder, Admiralty Pier
1857, December.
Works, Dover. For leave to submit plan for erection
on Goodwin.
Ordered to lie on table.

*
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—

1858, April. Lieut. E. Manico, R.N., BuclslersTo obtain foundations by moans of his patent
biirycaisson de fcr.
(As per plan herewith.)
Acquainted that it has been laid before the Board.

—.James
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England.

1852, September
veyor of Shipping.

Hall, Trinity House, SurPresents two models of lightvessels, one a full the otiier a sharp bowed vessel, and
forwards testimonials from master mariners of the
superiority of sharp over full-bowed vessels for riding
in all kinds of weather.

—

Messrs. Mitchell's method of obtaining foundaby the use of screw piles had been
adopted by the Corporation for some years prior
The Maplin lighthouse was built on this
to 1845.
The Chapman in 1851, and tho
principle in 1842.
Gunfleet in 1856.

tions in sands

Section

Proposals relative

to

Lightvesseh,

Sfc.

—

Hon. and Rev. A. Percival.
1846, November.
To transfer semaphores used on shore to hulls
stationed at proper distances, and secured by mushroom anchors and chain cables, and furnished with
lights, gongs, &c.

Acquainted that the experience of the Elder
Brethren does not permit them to give any encouragement to the ))rosecution of his plan.
Further as to same subject.
1850, October.

—

1852, September.
Thanks returned. Light Committee to consider subject whenever new lightvessels
are required.

—

1853, December.
George Herbert, Trinity House.
Circular lightvessels on principle of hollow bottom
and central mooring, as previously applied to buoys;
accompanied by a paper furnishing "reasons for con" sidering that the form of a ship is not the best form
" for a stationary floating body, and for supposing
" that a circular vessel moored from its centre of
" gravity is a much superior form for that purpose."
1853, December.
Referred to Committee.
1854, March.
Letter from Mr. Herbert with plans
and estimate of cost.
Board of opinion that principle should have en-

couraging attention.
Mr. Sarauda who prepared plans to attend
Board.
April.

—

Alex. Gordon, C.E., Fludyer
1847, February.
Illumination of floating lightvessels in a
that the^ight shall be of equal brilliancy in
the roughest or in the calmest weather.
Not specially considered ; submitted with other
propositions, for which see section Lighting AppaStreet.

manner

ratus, p. 38.

—

A

harbour of
l?obt. Banner.
1848, September.
refuge on Goodwin by floating breakwaters, with one
or

more advanced lights.
Acquainted that construction of harbours

within the province of

Mr. Banner

tliis

is

not

Corporation.

Corporation decline to enter into subject for reason
above stated.

—By order of Board.
1850, November. — Drawing

1

850.

To

use dioptric appa-

ratus in lightvessels.

from French maker

(M. Lepautc) obtained by Mr. Wilkins.
Experiment made with spare lightvessel near the

Chapman.
Report of Committee not favourable.
Board order further trial under another arrangement.

— Small apparatus from
Tongue
1856. — Small apparatus fixed
1851.

Mucking

fixed

at

light.

adrift,

— R. Grieve

and others, masters of
breaking
the lights may be kept burning and a night

1850, March.

That

attended and expressed very
favourable opinion of the plan.
Reference to Joint Committee to consider what
steps to take to ascertain whether the properties of
the invention are practically applicable to the floatation of a largo circular body, as they have already
been proved to be to that of buoys.
June. Large beacon ordered.
October
Large beacon placed at South Sand Head,
answered in a satisfactory manner whilst afloat, but
foundered in November, owing, as it is supposed,
to some defect of construction.
1855, January.
Sir Charles Fox.
Design for
floating wrought-iron lighthouse on foregoing prin-

—

in the event of a lightvessel

signal adopted.

The 16th Article of the Instructions to Masters
and Mates reconsidered, and " Additional Instructions," giving discretionary power, issued 6tli January,
1852.

—

—

1855, January.
Sir C. Fox informed that having
regard to present diflicidty of directing the movement
of such a body to a place of safety in event of casualty,
and to the plan not having undergone sutficient test
in forms of lesser magnitude, we cannot at present
sanction.

June

—

A

Sir Charles requests return of design,

and

reiterates faith in soundness of principle.

Design returned.
1855, September.
Board of Trade. Forward
letter with resolution from Shipowners' Association,

—

Liverpool, in fiivour of light in fairway of St. George's

Channel on same principle.

—

1855, October.
Letter in reply, that Elder Brethren
do not see necessity, and pointing out dangers both
to the trade and to the crew of the vessel if it broke

1856, April.— Board of Trade.
Adverting to proposal to light Blackwatcr Bank, and inquiring as to
suitability of floating light of Mr. Herbert's construction at that station.
1856, April.— Reply, not prepared to recommend
lightvessel on Mr. Herbert's principle in so exposed a
situation.

shipwreck

Transmitted by Admiralty.
Admiral Taylor informed that, appreciating his
motives of humanity, the Elder Brethren will not
object, provided there is nothing to mislead or obstruct navigation.

F

—

Mr. Renton, Adelphi. Proposal and
1856, May.
plan for floating light tower on Herbert's principle in
Prince's Channel.
1856, May.— Reply, not prepared to adopt it on this
occasion.

—

Rear Admiral Taylor.
1852, July.
asylum on the Goodwin.

—

from moorings, &c.

at St. Nicholas.

vessels.

tho

—Mr. Samuda

ciple.

replies.

—

—

—

December. Mr. Renton, Adelphi.
Proposal for
one to seaward of the " Stones," St. Ives, asserts it
to be no more unmanageable than a lightvessel, and
more easily brought up when adrift, &c.

—

December. Reply, not prepared to adopt it for this
purpose.
Board.
1857, January.
To Mr. Renton that
recent destruction of beacon on Rundlestone affords
opportunity of again testing principle of Herbert's

—

3
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Circular

I.

Question

suflScient
Patent, will do so upon condition that
all
Guarantee bo tjivcn, securing Corporation from
,,y^j,^, of failure, for two years.
January.— Mr. Renton requests to be insubmitting proposal, of the spot in
before
formed,'
which it is to be moored; encloses letter from Captain
thereto.
Williams, of the Admiralty Survey, relative
February.—Board reply that spot suggested by

;„

Jjjji^jijjy

1857,

beacon
Captain Williams will be adopted, provided
from the
be moored not more than two cables' length
rock.

.

Renton, that he will provide and
feet
deliver a beacon 20 feet diameter, showing 27
above the waterline, with a 6 cwt. fog bell, rung by
year
one
for
floats, for 1,600/., or, with a guarantee,

March.—Mr.

two years 2,850/. Moorings additional,
and, according to character, either 358/. or G2ol.
Amends this proposition (upon explanation in

2,150/., or for

regard to payments which ho misunderstood to be
withheld during time of guarantee) into offer to place
and maintain for twelve months for 2,085/.
Board rejoin that they are willing to test
April.
Ronthe efficiency of this description of beacon if Mr.

temporarily supplied by a buoy purchased by contractor of the Corporation ; and a second beacon, on
the same principle as the one destroyed, was placed
on 20th September. This parted from its moorings
in the gale of the 1st November, drove on shore
under Pentreath Cliff, since which no report of its
condition has been received.
Light1858, August. Messrs. Harvey, St. Ives.
vessel on Herbert's principle for the Ilanois Rocks,

—

Guernsey.

—

Acquainted that we have no intention of
1858.
placing a floating light there.
Board of Trade. Transmitting
1859, September.
Letter from Mr. Lindsay, M.P., with memorials from
commanders of ships in foreign trade, at Liverpool,
for a light on Herbert's principle in fairway of

—

St.

George's Channel.

—

Elder Brethren request refe1359, September.
rence to letter to their Lordships, in October 1855,
reiterate observations as to dangers, and state, that
having regard to improvements in lighting the
channel, they retain their opinion that the exhibition
of a fairway light in the position proposed is neither

ready to comply with following additional
viz., a guarantee for two years, and, if
of
adrift during first year, repayment to Corporation
second year, repayment of
if adrift in
2,000/.
of
property
become
to
case,
each
in
beacon,
1,500/.
contractor that if Corporation desire renewed trial,
contractor,
all expen.scs of repair, &c. to be borne by
and the two years to date from time of remooring.
thinks
accede
to
declines
Renton
Mr.
April.
15th

required nor judicious.

principle has been successfully established in buoys,
and that the unusual character of the guarantee compels him reluctantly to decline offer.
22d April. Elder Brethren consider negotiations

with.

ton

is

stipulations

;

;

;

;

—

:

—
October. — Board

as terminated.

With jiroposal from
of Trade.
Victoria Foundry (also received direct) to place floattower, lantern. 1st(vessel,
principle
this
on
light
ing
class dioptric, 40 feet above water, signal gun, and
accommodation for keepers,) to northward of
full
Stone's

Rock

for 12,000/.

Will maintain

it

for re.a-

and, if not successful, will build
sonable period
lighthouse on Godrcvy without extra charge.
Board of Trade think trial of this principle should
be made ; would have suggested present instance but
for contracts for Godrevy Lighthouse ; think there
may be some place where it may be expedient to try
this description of lighthouse on future occasions.
Memorials from the West of England were sent to
the Board of Trade in favour of this proposition, and
B deputation had an interview with the President.
The completion of the contract for building a lighthouse on Godrevy was suspended during the consideration of this proposition, which was ultimately
;

declined.

—Board

A

beacon buoy
of Trade.
but that if we consider it would not
be likely to stand the sea, then an iron skeleton
beacon on the Outer Stone.
Board reply, proposing trial of
1858, March.
beacon buoy on Herbert's principle. Will put themselves iu eommnnicatiou with patentee, and submit
such proposal as he may make, subject to guarantee for
1858, March.

off the Stones

win and in various places round the coast.
Acquainted that Elder Brethren will not object,
but that he must come to the Board An each occasion,
in order that it may be seen that the marks of direction, by day and night, are in no way interfered

—

C. CartwTight, Great Trinity
1854, October.
Lane. Has a plan for placing a light on'Goodwin

Sands.
Mr. Cartwright called. Secretary
1 854. October.
explained to him that light on Goodwin was not

—

required.

1857, February.

Lane.

and perinauence.
Mr. Renton submits terms, not including guarantee.
Board require guarantee.
Mr. Renton offers it for two years, excluding
damage by collision.

efficiency

finally .imended, to include collision,

beacon

of 17 feet diameter, 25 feet elevation, to be replaced
at station within two months if adrift, and conspicuous sea mark meanwhile, 885/.
These terms accepted by Board.
1858 and 1859. This beacon was placed on 14th
January 1859. Broke adrift in a gale on 4th February, and, after driving a few miles to the northward,
was destroyed amongst the rocks. Its place was

—

Recurs

— C.

Cartwright, tireat Trinity
of vessel or vessels tor

to proposal

preservation of
mariners.

life,

and assistance

to

shipwrecked

(Addressed to Lord John Russell, as an Elder
Brother.)
Acquainted that Corporation has no intention of
placing vessels on those sands with the object he
propo.ses, and reminded that there is already a lightvessel moored at each end of Sands.

—

J. Brown, Railway Place, Fenchurch
For leave to submit model of improved

1855, June.
Street.

formation of the bottom of lightships, to prevent
them in some degree from rolling and i)itching, and
to cause them to ride much easier.
Attended Board.
1855, July.

—
May. —^By

;

—

Terms

To moor a large
]854._Baron von Reinagle.
number of floating platforms (asjdums) off the Good-

order of the Board.
To make
1856,
of iron lightvessels.
The subject of iron lightvessels was under consideration in 1843, but they were not then deemed

trial

desirable.

—
—
July. — Surveyor of shipping
August. — Proposal made

1856.
Particulars requested from Liverpool, where
iron lightvessels were in use.
Specifications from shipbuilders obtained,
June.
and compared. Lloyds' surveyor consulted.
to

prepare specifica-

tion.

to Board of Trade.
Board of Trade request copy of report from LiverReport sent, and Board of Trade's sanction
pool.

obtained.
September.- Tenders invited.
Messrs. Xapiers' accepted.
October.
The first iron lightvessel was placed at the Goodwin in July 1857.

—

—

REPLIES TO
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Two more are

at this time building
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by Messrs.

Vernon, of Liverpool.

—

By order of Board. That disagents should be supplied with signal rockets,

1857, February.
trict

to enalile

them

to

answer signals which may be made

from the liehtvessels.

—

Richard Roberts, Manchester.
1858, November.
That present system of floating lights is objectionable,
on account of oscillation, rendering dioptric system
unavailing that lightvessels, consequently, too nearly
that, on other hand, shore
resemble ships' lights
lights not being in direct course to be steered involve
;

;

great nicety of calculation.
Submits plan of a floating lighthouse, with light
shown on principle of " gyration," so that belt of
dioptric lenses will always maintain parallelism with
horizon.
This lightvessel was to be circular, moored in a
particular manner, and the machinery driven by
engines in the hold.
To lie on table for inspection.
1858, November.

—

Section.

—Miscellaneous.

—

G. M. Goodwin, Almshouses,
1846, October.
The divergence of
Deptford.
light ladder."
the lights to be so arranged that the width of the
from
the shore.
shall
the
distance
beam
indicate

"A

Two

points of compass lighted only.

Width of

Note the first appearance of
the light, measure the distance
until you lose it ; then enter
the table with this distance,
opposite which will be the
ship's distance from the light..
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Board of Trade transmit copy of same proposal

XXVI.
of sheep
conspicuous places. Bells of the description
two at night.
bells, but larger, and a lantern or
Prays remuneration.
the Board,
liiformed that it has been laid before
remuneration
and that it is not the usage to grant
numerous
the
of
transmission
for the production and
Board's notice.
designs which are submitted to the

Acquainted that suggestion has been hiid before
the Board.

February.—Dr. M. R. Fletcher, St. Andrew's,
Brunswick. Tidal alarm apparatus.
Thanked for communication acquainted that plan
Corponot in any way applicable to service of
18.53,

New

;

is

ration.

House, Far1853, March.— J. Ridley, Hope Coffee
Has several plans for the improverino-don Street.
which
ment and safety of ships, &c., one or two of

come under the management of the Trinity

will

House.
...
Attended the Board, and submitted sketches illusconduce to
trative of a plan by which lie proposes to
various
the safety of shipping, by placing beacons of
.

,

,

,

for

observations.

forms at the entrances of harbours.

July.— George Herbert, Trinity House. Iron
and apron to prevent the tide from scouring the
sand away from the base of piles.
Referred to Mr. James Walker, the Corporation's
1853,

That
1858, May.— A. and M. D. Grissell, Hoxton.
cast-iron towers are by far the best construction for
stone,
to
equal
is
endurance
their
lighthouses, whilst
and that 5,000/. or 6,000/. would erect a secondclass lighthouse

and dioptric light

in

any part of

England.
(These observations were contained in a letter,
wherein Messrs. Grissell invited the Elder Brethren to inspect a lighthouse they had constructed
for the Russian government.)

1859, January.

—Lewis

Gompertz.

A

substitute

Instead of having a building with
a light at the top, to employ a small balloon of suffisupport
a lamp to be hung under it,
cient power to
and being attached by a string to a post or barge,_
the string to be of great length, a mile or more if
necessary, so that the light would be seen very far,

for lighthouses.

&C.

To

on table.

lie

collar

engineer,

recommended by him

for trial

;

adopted at

Mucking.
Telegr.aph wires to
1854, January.—,!. W. Dilke.
transmitted by command of His Royal
Highness the Master.
His Royal Highness informed that Board consider
diffithe swinging of light vessels would cause great
driving and
culty, and that ships in inside channels
light
that
and
wires
grapple
;
would
dragging anchors
&c.
vessels are furnished with signal guns, rockets,
light vessels

August.— Capt.Acklom,
and beacon

lights,

;

Cape
1854, November.— T. McBean, TJitenhage,
That he has written a treatise that
of Good Hope.
lighthouses are false and dangerous, and requesting
Corporation to publish the same.
Acquainted that we are unable to assist him.
1855.
February. Mr. McBean acknowledges receipt of
our

Jersey. Self-acting
designed for Elizabeth
Castle Causew.ay, but capable of universal application, by tidal float acting upon gas lever cock, and
turning on or shutting off a large double batwing
burner, to be kindled by a small burner constantly
1859,

tide pilot

burning.

Acquainted that Elder Brethren cannot depart
from the usage of the Corporation, in abstaining from
the expression of an opinion in respect of any invention with the merits of which they have no practical
experience.

Fog

Signals.

—

Mr. Walker, Queen's Harbour
1848, September.
On the subject of the bell at the
Master, Plymouth.
Breakwater lighthouse, suggesting a method by which
he considers the sound may be conveyed.
not carried out.
]SIr. Faraday consulted thereon
;

letter.

July.

—Acknowledgment read.

1855, April.— W. Fletcher, Lightkeeper, Caldy.
For improvement in construction of lighthouses gene-

and particularly Caldy.
In these plans the lighthouse dwellings are clustered round the tower like the pedestal of a column,
wdtli a method of ventilation similar to one proposed
by him in 1850, when at Burnhani, for which, it
having been found to answer, he received in 1853 a

rally,

gratuity of 10/.
Receipt of plans acknowledged. Mr. Fletcher informed that no change at Caldy is contemplated at
present.

Plan for erecting
1856, January.— N. Douglass.
iron lighthouses at sea. (Proposal annexed.)
The approval of the Elder Brethren at the ingenuity
he has displayed therein communicated to him.
Stoqueler, Russel Court,
Patent Elevator, capable of
being raised to a height of 100 feet without oscillation, might serve the purpose of an impromptu light-

1856,

St.

November.—J. H.

James.

That

his

house.

To

lie

on table.

That lightships
1858, May.— T. Brady, IMargate.
on dangerous sands should be fitted with electric
telegraph to sound alarnr on nearest shore, in case of
wi-ecks in their vicinity.

—

Admiralty. Calling attention to
1848, December.
Mr. Wells' instrument for producing shrill sounds
by atmospheric pressure, propose trial at South
Foreland.
1349.

—

Arrangements made for trial from 29th
January to 3d February persons in charge at North
and South Sand Head and Gull Stream lightvessels
Admiralty advised. Admiralty
directed to report.
o-ive directions to officers of coastguard afloat and on
Committee of Elder Brethren obshore to report.
Sound to be heard on board
serve in the " Vestal."
not heard from
very faint
miles
ths
yacht at 2/5
South Sand Head or Gull Stream, nor at Ramsgate,
;

;

Dover.
February- Mr. Wells states, that he heard it from
South Sand Head, and that machine was not pre-

De.al, or

—

viously in order.
Result reported to Admiralty.
Admiralty request our opinion thereon.
Admiralty informed that we consider instrument
capable of producing loud and penetrative sound,
that sound may be prosubject to influence of wind
duced without delay, and may be continuously
;

maintained.

March. Mr. Wells states that he has constructed
a larger whistle, should we desire a further trial.
Mr. Wells informed that experiment was made
solely at request of Admiralty, and that we do not
contemplate any further proceeding unless Admiralty
desire

it.
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—Mr.

Smithfield.
in his patent fog screamer.

—

Referred to Light Committee.
Mr. George Wells, Upper East
1853, October
Proposing to submit fog signal.
Smithfield.
Appointment at this house.
January.
1853,

—

— Committee

—

May. Professor Faraday reports on
Mr. J. Walker reports on it.
Ordered for

Attended and expl.ained plan. Requested
tain cost of suflScieutly large working model.

^

report to Board as
applicability to light establishments.

to

1857.

its

Referred

it.

thereon.
adoption.

on board lightvessels.
Report of comparative trial on board

September.
" Mouse " light.
good-sized bell, strucic sharply
by machinery, considered to surpass any mode yet

A

tried.

— Barbarin

and Sims.

to ascer-

Electro-magnetic fog

bell (transmitted l)y Bo.ard of Trade).

trial

—

XXVI.

1856, March.
F. Millen, King's Cross.
Has a
plan for increasing sound of bell by ringing instead of
striking, which has been apjiroved.
April.
Requested to state by wliom.

made

March.

49

—

George Wells, Upper East
Submits improvements which he has

1850, October.

No. I.— ENGLAND.

Professor Faraday, who reported
Board of Tr.adc informed of reasons against
to

1857, April.— Board of Trade transmit plan by B. S.
For working fog bell on Flamborono-h

Sawden.
Head.

—

—

Mr. Wells requested to remove
1854, January.
apparatus from Buoy Wharf.

1857, April.
Board of Trade informed that it
appears to be similar to that already in constant use.

1850, April
J. G.Woodward, Cecil Street, Strand.
Submitting proposal for a bell (Jones's) which shall
adopted by Lighthouse
be rung instead of struck
Commissioners in New Brunswick ; prays compensa-

1857, September.
Chamber of Commerce, Hull.
reference to a fog bell at Flamborough Head.
Direct our attention to a jilan for sounding one on that
lieadland, published by Mr. Milne, of Bridlington,
about 1815.

—

With

;

tion for expenses.

1850.
ferred.

—Model inspected
—

;

furtlier

examination de-

October.—Board of Trade. Tri.al of maroons
by Captain Boxer, R.A.,
Royal Laboratory, Woolwich.
1857.
A communication was opened with that
officer, and experiments were made at Holyhead and
at Woolwich, which resulted in proving large maroons to 1)6 very costly, and in the expression of a
suggestion of Captain Boxer's for a very simple gun
arrangement, not requiring the employment of more
than one man.
Committee conferred with him thereon, and considered relative cost.
Tlus plan has not yet been
1857,

for fog signals, as suggested

24th April. Mr. Woodward acquainted that we
decline to grant compensation
that we may possibly
make practical trial of apparatus on board lightvessel, but have not at present decided to do so.

of

:

—

Admiralty. Transmit suggestion
1853, March.
from Lieutenant Syraes, R.N., that fog bells should
be fitted at all lighthouses.

—

tlie

—

1853, March.
Acquainted that bells have for some
time been in use at several lighthouses, and that each
is furnished with a gong ;
that Elder
Brethren are at present disposed to doubt whether
bells would be useful at all lighthouses, but that it is
still undetermined whether a bell or shrieking instrument will be best for fitting at those stations where
they may be likely to be of service.
At this time the Board were in communication
with Mr. Faraday as to the application of reflectors in connexion with the use of fog bells or
whistles, and in August remitted it to the Light
Committee to consider best mode of striking bells.
large bell, made by Messrs. Mears, was placed
at the Soutli Stack.
Mr. Faraday was consulted as
to construction of belfry for sound, and Mr. E. Cooper,
C.E., submitted method for sounding the bell.
This
bell was subsequently disused, and maroons and fog

1847, February.— Alexander Gordon, C.E., FludStreet.
The production and distribution of
sound to indicate the proximity and position of lighthouses, lightvessels, beacons, and buoys.
Not specially considered
submitted with other
propositions, for which, see " Section, LightingAppa-

guns tried in

ratus," p. 38.

adopted.

lightvessel

—

1858, September.
Board of Trade. With copy of
dispatch from New Brunswick, relative to improved
fog gun to be fired by clockwork, and copy of proposed reply to Colonial Office.
Acquainted that we concur generally as to proposed
reply, and informed of present state of negotiations

with Captain Boxer, relative

A

— Grubb and Co., Dublin.

Mode

;

The question of best sort of fog signal still engages
the serious attention of the Board,
committee has recently inspected the mode of
striking fog bells in use at certain L-ish lighthouses ;
and another has visited Boulogne, for thelpurjjose of
observing an adaptation of fog signals at that port.

of ringing

A

Thanked for communication. Informed that Board
have already decided on another plan.
1857.

— Grubb and Co., Dublin.

Renew

maroons.

yer

its place.

1854.
fog bells.

to

proposal.

—

1854, October.
A. Todd, Manchester. Suggesgongs by the agency of the revolving apparatus in lighthouses.

Appendix.

tions for striking

Thanked

for

List of Papers herewith

communication.

:

Report from Mr. Faraday relative to magnetoelectric light.

1855, April.

—Lieutenant Cook, R.N., Addiscomhe.

Model of machine

for

sounding

alarm

in

Mr. Wells's plan for a telegraphic lighthouse.
Mr. Aston's plan for distinguishing lights.
Mr. Douglass' plan for iron lighthouses at sea.

foggy

weatlier.

Machine exhibited.

Lieut. Manico's plan for caissons de fer.

Expense of model I6l.6s,8d.,

P. H.
Trinity House, London,
2olh November, 1859.

defrayed by Corporation.

—

1855, November.
By order of Board. Particulars
requested relative to fog bells from United States
Lightliouse Board.

1856, October.

IL

— Received.

Thanks returned.

Note.

Bekthon,
Secretary.

— The

gested, but

it

return was made hi the form sugwas found more convenient to print it

as above.
Several of the suggestions are omitted,
because without drawings their merits cannot be
anvreciated.

G

England.
Circular I.
tiuestion

XXVI.
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Question

XXVI.

AND BEACONS
XXVI.

XXVI.

By Royal Letters Patent.
Imi'rovements

Lighthouses,

in

Beacons, &c.

for

marine banks or rocks of any description, either tidal
the
or totally submerged in any situation required for
purposes of commerce also applicable to the construction and erection of piers, breakwaters, batteries, and
;

other similar erections.

By X. Douglass,
Engineer.
Ha\-ing been requested by the late Deputy Master and
some of the Elder Brethren of the Honourable Corporation
for erecting
of Trinity House to turn my attention to a plan
English Channel, I
a lighthouse on a rocky slioal in the
effective
and
certain
have i)lanned and matured a more
mode of obtaining a foundation and raising a permanent
structure on a bank of any descri])tion, wliether soft materemoves all the
rial or the hardest rock, which at once
usual delay and imcertainty attending the erection of such
near :)() years
has
had
"inventor
the
which
structures" of
e.\])erience.

cast-iron cylinders, which, to render
I employ wrought or
imperishable in salt water, I enclose in an outer casing of
iron or zinc, with a simce between filled with bitumen, run
destroyed,
in hot, so that when the outer casing is entirely
the main cylinder is enclosed in an impermeable material.
The eyhnders I construct on shore, and fit with tem])orary
water-tight bottoms they are then to be fitted into a raft
or pontoon of a peculiar construction in their projier posiraft
tion, and so that they may be let down through the
The raft to be formed of large wrought-iron
to any depth.
;

cylinders, with all necessary staging, cranes, and workmen's
barracks. &c. erected thereon, and the whole to he floated
to the projiosed site for the erection; the cylinders are
then let domi through the raft on to the bank and filled,
thereby forming a teni])orary structure for further operaIf required on a bank of loose material, 1 proceed
tions.

—

The
with the cvlinders one or more at a time, as follows
bottom is "first to be removed, and the material excavated
digging,
or
any
misering
or
machine
dredging
cither by a
other method, depending on the nature of the ground, the
sinkor
shaft
well
as
in
depth,
any
cvlinders being sunk to
ing for mines, until a proper strata is arrived at for the
foundation, so as to be safe from any future shifting of the
:

I'ank.

To give the cylinders increased hearing surface for either
strain, I let down to the bottom of
each a cylindrical foot ith hinged flanches, which on being
bottom sj)reads out and gives any
the
against
drawn up
quired ; the cylinders are then to be
extra bearing surface
concrete, or any other ajiproved
filled up with cemei.
material, and connecte together above high water in a solid
body, without the use of stays of any description; upon
this can be raised any sujierstructure desired.
If required on a rocky bottom, after olitaining a temporary
fixing on the site as before, the cylinders are to be fitted
with tem])orary man-holed covers, and air forced int() them,
thereby expelling the whole of the water, and enabling the
workmen to go do«ni and cut the rock to obtain a projicr
fixing ; the eyhnders ai'e then to be filled and connected
together at "the top, as before, for recei\-ing the sujjerupward or downward

..

:

,

1

structure.

London,

1st January, 1S56.

the slightest ordinary care, prevent the recurrence of the
dreadful disasters referred to.
The existing lighthouses are objectionable in three particulars

:

First. 'ITieir unnecessary elevation, which gives them the
a])pearance of being at a greater' distance than they really
are,
a dangerous delusion.
Second. In gi>dng coloured fights to some, which is worse
than useless, as in hazy or foggy weather the density of

—

the atmosphere creates such an optical illusion, as completely to \-ary all description of colour, and consequently
to lead the seaman to hesitation, and thence, too often, to
destruction.
Third. Tlie general insufBciency of the light, and its
similarity in appearance, which not infrequently misleads
the mariner as to the actual locality of the lighthouse and
the course of his ship ; as was evidenced, amid many other
instances, in the fatal disaster that befel the unfortunate
" Great Britain," though under the guidance of as experienced a sailor as ever trod a plank.
To obWate such awful and afflictive mischances, the

now under consideration is suggested
as a snfe and unerring suhslitiite for the present system,
being, from its pointed designation, simpliciti/ of intelligence,
and clearness of character, totallij secured from any possihility of misapprehension, having the further advantage of
being understood by mariners of all nations.
The process of the ])roposed change in the existing lighthouse i.s exceedingly simple, and the expense of it com])aratively trifling, bearing in mind the security it would
insure; being no more than the cutting four or more
circular ai)ertures in all the present erections, just below
the lantern, and fitting the openings with glazed sashes of
ground jilate glass, with the initial letter of the particular
lighthouse jiainted in an ojjaque colour thereon, the light
being so reflected as to render the unpointed glass transparent, and thus exhibiting the letter itself in bold reUef,
as shown by the letter f-j in the vignette.
The length of the letter being twice the size of the light
of the lantern would be more clearly ^-isible, and leave no
doubt as to what the lighthouse is, and where situate.
" 'Tis the few moments lost in thinking what lighthouse it
is, that allows the ship to be drawn by wind or current
upon the iron-bound rock, where all arc lost.'
This alteration is suggested for the exisiing lighthouses,
but where it might be necessary to construct new ones, it
would be better they should not he carried to the i>rescnt
altitude, as the nearer the light is level to the eye, the less
probabihtv would exist as to any mistake in the distance

telegrajihic lighthouse

of

it.

model of this proposed fighthouse has been exhibitci'
Northampton (Presidem
of the Royal Society), and was honoured by the especi-!
notice of His Royal Highness Prince Albert, and man;The press has also declared its
scientific persons present.
approval of the proposed plan.
Tlie

at the soirees of the Mai'quis of

George Wells,
Admiralty, Somerst House.

B\ Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent.
Caisson de Per, for obtaining foundations for marine and
other structures.
caisson de fer is three feet square, made of three-inch
by half-inch flat bar iron, put together with three quarterinch screw bolts and nuts, and when filled ^"ith rough
stones, and the interstices with sand, weighs upwards of

The

Plan and Suggestions for a Telegraphic Lighthouse, as
an improvement on the present Ughthouses, by Geokc;e
Wells, Esq., of the department of the Admiralty,
Somerset House.
Tlie numerous, serious, and fatal accidents that vessels,
and particularly steam ships, have encountered within the
last few years, owing, in many instances, to the mistakes of
mariners" as to the distance and position of the several

hghthouses which abound on our dangerously navigable
coast, render it unnecessary to waste any time in an attempt
to prove that there must be something radically wrong in
the construction of these beacons of the deep, and the mode
of warning for which they are intended.
It is not enough that they are based upon the several
points of danger, whether shoals, sands, or rocks, so long
as the possibility exists of their being mistaken one for
another, which, unhappily, from the want of a more distinctive character, has been too freqeuntly the case, involving
the sacrifice of life to an awful extent, and the minor,
though heavily injurious, loss of property.
To remedy such frightful evils, the inventor of the telegrajih lighthouse has long and anxiously turned his attention, and now oilers to the government of the country a
plan, which, by giving to c\'cry lighthouse a determinate
and unmistakeable character as to its position, must, with

two tons.
ITiese caissons de fcr, possessing the power of arresting
the violence of the sea, can be advantageously used on any
exposed coast, where vessels are so frequently lost, when
caught in bad weather, for want of a place or shelter to
run for. ITiey are also well adapted for the construction
of floating docks or canals, reclaiming land washed down
by the sea, and especially for erecting works on dangerous
sand banks. For this purpose they are intended to lie let
down on the bank, into which they will subside to the
foundation, the sand fUling in whatever space may be left
between them. In this subaqucan work is securely retained
the aUu\-ial deposit which is constantly agitated by the
currents, and a solid increasing embankment is hereby
created, whereon any sui)erstructure may be raised with
perfect safety ; affording efficient protection to shipping
by these means in less time and at less cost than any
harbour work on the coast.
E. Manico, Lieut., R.M.,
Inventor and Patentee.
4, Barge Yard, Bucklersburj", E.G.

SthAprU, 1858.
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Return

Separate letter

Debt

to

to Requisition, dated

Bank

of England.

;

3d May 1?59,

" All Correspondence between the Trinity House and the
" Board of Trade relative to the Debt due to the
" Bank of England for Monies Ijorrowed for ]nir" chasing Lighthouses ;" also for, " Copies of all
" similar Correspondence relative to Proposals for the
" Reduction of Light Dues made by the Trinity
" House to the Board of Trade."
official

correspondence has passed between the two

Boards.

The Debt due to the Bank of England was incurred at a
when money was comparativelv cheap, with a view to
pay off or reduce the debt to Her ^Majesty's Treasurii' and
time

outstanding bonds to sundry individuals, which were bearing
a higher rate of interest.
The general del)t incurred

by the Corjioration for the
under the provisions of the Act
William IV. c. /!). amounted to 1,182.546/. This
sum was obtained from various sources, and was gradually
rejiaid at the rate of 7,5(10/. per annum («ith one exception) until 184-1, from which time repayments were made
purcha.se of private lights
()

&

at a

7

much

larger rate, viz.

—
—
—
_
—

In 1844
1845
1846
1347
1848

And

£
74.000

In 184.0

1850
1851
1852
1853

ll>;i.00il

1(17,5111)

119,500

—
—
—
—
—

when the Merchant

£

s.

d.

I81,4!)8

-'

4
4

C-VJ81 VJ
71.081 4

7

87,0(K)

45,000

Shipi)ing Act came
of (i7,500/. alone

sum

into operation (October 1853) the
remained to be liquidated.

Before October 1853 the power to reduce light duties
rested with the Trinity House, subject to the assent and
confirmation of Her Majesty in Council ; and although the
Board of Trade, as being the Committee of the Council
to whom the propositions of the Trinity House would be

exercise having been limited, so that it should be " con" sistent with the charitable and other inirijoses and intents
" for which the said Coqjoration has been established and

" maintained," and that the debt above adverted to -n-as
secured upon the surjilus dues until, therefore, the bulk
of it was discharged, the Elder Brethren were not in a position to effect any extensive reduction in the rates for lighthouse tolls, although in 1849, as a measure of immediate
relief, a reduction was made on oversea and coasting vessels amounting to about 80,000/. per annum, and in 1852
the rates, for coasting vessels only, were fiu^her reduced to
the extent of between 30,000/. and 40,000/. per annum.
;

The amount unliquidated

in 1854, viz., ()7,5O0/., was
moderate instalments, and being comparatively
Board of Trade were then enabled to carrv into
immediate effect reductions which the Corporation had for
a long time contemplated as the result of the liquidation

repaid

in

of the debt.
These reductions have not been so extensive as regards
English lighthouse tolls as might have been the case had
the revenue arising therefrom not been carried to a common fund ujion which the charges of the three lighthouse
boards have been consolidated.
Since 1853 the initiative in reductions has always been
taken by their Lordships under the provisions of the
Merchant Shipping Act.
P.

pf

Answer

to

No. XIX.,

;

Questions XLV.,
ans\ver to
(In
Remarks.
Lighthouse Special Return; LIL,
LIIL, LIV., Floating Light Special Return; XXIV.,
A, i,j, Buoys and Beacons.)
Complaints or representations as to " Tariff of Dues,"
" Overcharge," or " Mode of Collection," are seldom made
against ])articular lights ; the three which have occurred
since 1st October 1853, one for the Owers, one for the
Eddystone, and one for the Bardsey, are given in their
General

XLVL, XLVII

,

places ; the objection of the Corporation to the imposition of
a toll for the Bishop is also stated in the return for that
light.

The complaints

or representations of a general character

have been as follows

;

April, 1856.

Representa-

as to light dues," or refusals to jiay them, were received on account of vessels with limestone, chalk, &c., at

tions

ExplanaTruro, Milford, and Woodbridge resiicctivcly.
tions were given, and a rule enforced that vessels should be
charged provided they have more on board than is sufficient
for purposes of ballast, say one thu-d of tonnage.

March, 1854. The Newcastle, Shields, and Gateshead
Chamber of Commerce (to Board of Trade) projiose [\ that
of the
lights should be maintained from general resources
)

count) y; or,
That no further
duties than

may be

value, in proportion to their bulk, such as coals, stone,
the like, should only be subject to half dues.

and

—

Rcpty.
(1) That Elder Brethren consider present system
of charging vessels for lights actually jiasscd the most equitable principle; that, in other countries were hghts are
maintained out of the general revenue, vessels are subject to
E tonnage duty, which is applied to general purposes of the

the state.
That present revenue (1854)
to meet expenses.

is little

more than adequate

That plan would be found most inconvenient and
embarrassing, and could not fail to be constantly productive
of disputes between the collectors, and masters, or agents,
and would tend to encourage fraudulent evasions,
(2)

February, 1859.

The Newcastle,

Shields,

and Gateshead

Chamber of Commerce (to Board of Trade) propose that
vessels carrying cargo to the extent of not more than onetenth of their register tonnage may be exempted from payof light dues ; the present system causing nearl)- every
one of the himdreds of French vessels which come to the
north-eastern ports for coals, to come in ballast ; and nearly
every one of the hundreds of British vessels which cany
coals to the northern ports of France, to return to the
Newcastle district in haUast.
Reply.
Elder Bethren of opinion, that present charge for
light dues for return voyages from the north-eastern ports
of France, does not operate as a total prohibition to the
earning freight ; the amount of duties chargeable on a vessel
of 200 tons for the voyages in question being, to or from
Dunkirk, fouriience ; to or from )>orts south of Dunkirk to
Die])i)e, ten shillings and fourpcnce to or from ports west of
Dieppe to Havre, fifteen shillings and fourpence ; and that
it would not be practicable to carry out an exemption from
jiavment of light dues in favour of vessels having only a

ment

:

First, as to Tnriff nf Dues.

December, 1853; July, 1854

Secretary.

Dues, &c.

Lighthouses General
No. XX., Floating Lights (icneral Return
Return
and entire answer to h. i,j. No. XXIV., Return on
account of Buoys and Beacons.)

^pjfj

H. Berthon,

Trinitv House, London,
ad'Febnian- 1860.

Dues, &c.

Dues complauits,

may have been communicated with on the subject,
no official correspondence took ]ilace.
The questions of the Coqioration's debt and of the
reduction of light dues have this bearing on each other,
that the power to reduce and alter light duties under the
5(!th and 57th section of the Act 6 & 7 William IV. c. 79.
was a continuation and extension of the power to reduce,
previously and for the first time given to the Trinity
House by the 4th section of the Act 3 Geo. IV. c. 111., its

trifling tlie

:

141,0(10

at the time

;

referred,

FOR

No

AND BEACONS

sum should be

levied

m shape

of hght

requisite for maintenance.

payable in proportion to the
(2) That duties be only
quantity of merchandize carried, and that minerals of small

—

:

j)ortion of theu-

tonnage on

freight.

April, 1859. Chamber of Commerce (1) demur to accuracy
of figures, and state that either Trinity House have veiy

;
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Dues, &c.
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Dues, &c.

grossly mis-stated facts, or Custom House, Newcastle, very
grossly o\'crcharged vessels.
(2) Do not consider objection of Tiinity Hoxise as to practibility M'orthy of a moment's notice ; that it would be an
insult to officers of customs to supjiose they would not be
capable of protecting the lighthouse fund.

—

Reply.
(1) Elder Brethren point out that duties for lights,
&c. on east coast, with tlie exception of those for " Tees
buoys," are payable once only for the whole voyage out and
cargo and that, consequently, a vessel of 200 tons carrying
home ; to Dunkirk may return to any north-east coast port,
fully loaded, at a charge of fourpence only, and from the
other ports as stated.
(2) Elder Brethren reiterate opinion that it would not be
practicable, and have reason to bel'eve officers of customs in

Dues

clearing for Odessa for the purpose of obtaining
a larger
quantity of bonded stores.
Reply.
The corporation's solicitor consulted; vessel
held to be bound by clearance ; application for return
not
complied with.

—

June, 1857. Messrs. Dunlop and Schwabe, agents for the
V anderbilte Steam Line. Conceive that the "
North Star,"
and other vessels from New York to Cowes, and thence to
Hai're and Bremen, should only be charged lights
as far as

Havre.
i?e;j/y.— Informed that dues are properly and legally
chargeable to Bremen but that if whole of "cargo, and
all
the passengers are landed at Havre, the board will
consider
question of return.
;

London

coincide with them.

Kemp and Co., Fleetwood,
on a Sunday, and paying dues on
the Monday for lights passed on the Sunday, are not
exempt from paying again for same lights up till midnight
on Monday, under the 24 hours e.vemption clause, and
February, 1855.

Whether

Messrs.

vessels, arriving

Sunday being a dies non.
Reply.
Acquainted that Elder Brethren do not consider
the clause in the tables (" Vessels are to be charged for one
" passage only in any one day, although any number of
" passages more than one may be made ; the day to be

—

:

" computed from midnight to the midnight following");
provides for such exemption, either directly or by the most
extended application of the words.

November, 1859. The Scilly Islands Steam Navigation
Comijany, trading from Scilly to Penzance, and vice versa,
pray exemirtion fi-om light dues one way.
Reply.
Informed that it can only be granted if lights
are passed the second time within the 24 hours.

—

July, 1855 ; June, 185(). Collector, Faversham. That the
owner of certain oyster-boats refuses to pay the commutation.

October, 1857. Application from Mr. Clift for exemption
of dues on the " Eagle," which put into Falmouth,
\vith loss
of spars.

Ke/j/y.— Collector reports, that although the vessel had
spars as represented, she came to Falmouth for
which on her arrival she received. Dues to be

lost her

orders,
levied.

June, 1858. Collector, Cowes, reporting that a Belgian
had refused to pay dues when caUing for orders,
" she not having entered the port or cast anchor."
Reply. —OvmtT acquainted with his liability through
the
British Consul at Antwerp. Amount paid.

vessel

March, 1857. Mr. Churchward, Dover, claiming exemption from dues on the " Vivid " and " Princess
AUce,"
"vessels 6ana >(/e the property of Her Majesty."
Reply .—Vo-anA to be lent to the contractor for commercial and postal jmrposes.
Dues ordered to be charged.

November, 1858. Agent to manufacturers of submarine
cable, praying exemjition from dues on vessels
employed in laying cable in North Sea.
iJpyj/y.— Regarded as liable.
telegi-aph

-Ordered to be enforced.

August, 1866. Collector, Yarmouth. That a lugger
with a bought cargo of salt herrings from Whitby refuses
payment.
Reply.— Ordered to be enforced.

November, 185G.

Letter fi'om Collector, London, vnth.

remonstrance from Mr. Saunders, and others, in reply to
demand for payment of light duties on vessels bringing into
the port of London fish caught by other vessels ; the
owners claiming exemiition from jjajanent thereof under the
Billingsgate Market Act, !) & 10 ^'ict. cap. 34(!, sect. 17.
Reply.
Informed that Act quoted is controlled by Merchant Shipping Act, 1854, and that exemption not being in
table of light dues, is virtually of no effect
but opportunity was taken to re-consider the whole subject of light
dues paid by fishing vessels, and an Order in Council was
obtained, enacting that " all vessels, smacks, and boats
" supplied with ordinary fishing gear, and employed solely
" in fishing, shall be exempt from the payment of light
" dues whilst they are employed in carrying to port fresh
" fish from the fishing grounds."

—

March, 1856. Board of Trade informed of corjioration's
many years' standing of allowing a commutation
on transports tqken upon monthly pay, and requested to
sanction continuance thereof, under present altered cir-

practice of

cumstances of disposal of lighthouse tolls.
JJe;j/y.— January 1><57.
Board of Trade state that they
have been in communication with Admiralty, who concur
with them in thinking that ships taken up by Government, should be placed on the same footing as to payment
of light dues as all other merchant vessels; but that change
should not a])ply to ^-cssels now under contract, and that
due notice should be given.

;

March, 1859.

Collector,

Shoreham.

That owner of an

from Jersey, ]ileads exemption under commutation pa}inent from Jersey to Stangate.
Reply.
Dues to be charged from Jersey to his port,
unless vessel is bond fide a fishing vessel carrying fresh fish
oyster-vessel

—

to port.

beyond Cowes.
ile/;/^.— Acquainted with liability for lights, which ship
must pass in prosecuting \'oyage to completion.

May, 1857. Collectors at Sunderland and Newcastle
represent that vessels clear for Rotterdam and Archangel
the latter port being inserted in order to obtain a larger
amount of duty-free stores.
Reply.
Instructed to charge light dues on that voyage
on which most lights are passed, and that question of
re])ayment on ground of \-essels ado|)ting nearest port will
be taken into consideration, upon evidence of having done

—

so

1856. In 1856, the method of cheeking the clearances of
coal ships from the north-eastern ports to foreign destinaby examination of reports of arrivals in the " Shijiping

tions,

Gazette," being under review, and there being reason to
that many vessels cleared short of the voyages

believe

on which they actually proceeded, an arrangement was
made (in 1857), through the instrumentality of the Board of
Trade, by \\-hich British consuls at foreign jiorts furnished
lists of English vessels arriving thereat, a suggestion
was
to the Board of Trade that these consular returns
should include /ore/^)! vessels from Enghsh coal ports, but
Reply.
Board of Trade think it objectionable to invite

made

—

of foreign governments to recover British light dues
e\'aded by their \-esscls, and having regard to difiiculty of
recovery, do not think it %vorth while to put Her Majesty's
aid

October, 1855. Mr. W. S. Day, agent for the " Cornells
Gips," from Akyab to Cowes, and thence to Amsterdam,
considers that there can be no further charge for light dues

and discharged

all

the cargo there.

G

corn-

February, 1858. Messrs. Lange, Brothers, request return plaints
of lights on a vessel which cleared from Newcastle for
Rotterdam and Odessa, but proceeded only to Rotterdam;

consuls to the additional trouble.
These foreign vessels are accordingly still traced by
reference to " Shipping Gazette," and any evasions recovereii
upon next appearance of vessels in this country.

December, 1853. Collector, Shoreham, observes upon
reductions in light dues by percentage abatement, " would
" it not be better to adopt the principle of the
penny
" postage, and adopt the charge per vessel, thus vessels
" coastwise under 50 tons, dd.; from 50 to 100 tons,
6rf.,
" &c., &c., which would avoid fractions and conqjlication in
" the accounts. Something similar might be adopted
as to
" oversea vessels."
Reply.
Read.
:

—

—

u
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No.

of Trinity
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;

3.
4.

Fern Outer, Longstone.
Coquet.

6.

Tynemouth.
Whitby, North.

7.

"Whitby, South.

8.

Flarabro'.

9.

Spurn High.
Spurn Low.

10.

11.
\'2.
1.3.
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II.-LTGHTHOUSES.-GENERAL RETURN.

House of Deptford Strond,

Trinity House, London, E.G.
List of Lighthouses under the superintendence of the
Trinity House
L Fern Inner, High.
2. Fern Inner, Low.

5.

No. II.— ENGLAND.

V. Dioptric,
tric.

VI. Dependent upon the extent of the arc to be illuminated.
VII. Fixed, revolving, flashing, and intermittent.
VIII. Dependent upon lights in the vicinity.
IX. Attached.
X. Small lithographic drawings sent.

TABLE OF PRICES.
-

-

-

Ordinary repau-s

-

J Consumption

""
f-..,

I

.r^.

Cost

/Consumption

,

Price

_

_
-

-

-

Ordinary repairs

1st order.

18/. Os. 2d.

U.

Flashing* 1,217/.

—

-

^"

lOgals. 3qrts. lipts.

nr- ,
vvicks

/Consumption

1yd. Oft. lin.

...

-j^g^^j

Price

_

_

-|j^_

Revolving*,

19.

Ordinary repairs

^"
>-

option
Wicks i J^o"f'
Cost L

fPrice

-

order.

L
Dioptric.
5th order.

I

rxr-

Catoptric.

30

69.
70.

^"

-

-

-

1

/.

4s.

.3

doz.

72^.

Revolving 610/.*
13/. 13s.

n'l

^"

1

XI. The stores usually supplied by public advertisement
oil, the London sujjply of coals, cordage,
canvass, and ship chandlery. Those procured by
competition from several well-known firms are
proi-isions, paints, white lead, soap, tallow, and

are

packing cases, coals for distiicts, uniform
stores, &c.
Chain cables of
manufacture are sujjpUed upon an annual
Messrs.
Lenox,
and
lighting stores
price list by
also upon a price list by Messrs. AN'ilkins.
The
oil is tested by comparison with that of the previous year which has been found of good quaUty.
Chain cables are tested by hydraulic pressure at
Messrs. Lenox's, under the superintendence of the
Light Committee ; other stores by comparison with
samples or with previous stock.
XII. Experiments are still in progress with a viev/ of more

ohve

oil,

clotliing, cleaning

Light, the Bright one.
Light, the Red one.
Light.

special

Ann's Head High, Milford Haven.
Ann's Head Low, Milford Haven.

Smalls.

general adoption of fog signals at lighthouses.
Bells are at present used in preference to gongs,
and are placed in positions where they can moat
readily be heard.
XIII. Not in use, except at Bideford, for which see Special

76. Bardsey.

South Stack, Upper Light.
South Stack, Low (occasional) Light.

79. Skerries.
80. Menai.
81. Air.
82. St. Bee's.
83. Hehgoland.

Return.
The " Ordinary Repairs " include charges for ventilating apparatus,
the tubes of which require frequent repair.
t At the Spurn Low Light (the only light of this class), the charges
being included in those for High Light, separate expense cannot be
•

84. Gibraltar.

(A Chart was

...

Cost

1

21. 10s.

I

Low.

Low.

South Bishop.

l

Fixed, 450/.*

15 gals.

/Consumption 16gal3.3qrts.lpt.
- 2/. 16s. 3rf.
tCost 8ii.
IV
r Consumption 2 doz.
(cost
7H
C^'"^'

Low.

75.

^

-

/ Consumption
t Cost / Consumption

Ordinary repairs
I

Nash Eastern or High.
Nash Western or Low.

St.

'"^

Price

8 burners J

Trevose Head High.

St.

Wk

Catoptric.
1

Ud.

2\d.

«»"'

...

p..,

Godre\'y.

Caldy.

7778.

I

Falmouth Harhoiu'.

71.
72.
73.
74.

new;

/Consumption l^wick.

,

"Price

Lizard Eastern.
Lizard Western.
Longships.
St. Agnes, Scilly.
Bishop, Scilly.

67.
68. Flatholm.

Not

2qrts. li pts.

- 2s.

Ordinary repairs

Usk Upper
Usk Upper
Usk Lower

4d.f

Fixed.

Revolving* 910/.
Ordinary repairs
17/. 16s. \d.
7 Consumption 22gals. 3qrts.
Oil
Cost
3/.
15s. lOrf.
t
^. , / Consumption 3 doz. 4Jf
S^d.
\ Cost -

Eddystone.

Avon.

'

' -

4f rf,

Price

burners;!:

Plymouth Breakwater.
Plymouth Breakwater Lower Light.

65.

qrts.

JJjin.

2ft.

1/. l/s.

Consumption
Cost

^"""MCost

59. Lundy Low.
60. Bideford High.

66.

-

-

Oil

Dungeon.

()4.

12/. 13s. 6d.

- 81/. 18s.

|

f

44. Start.
45. Start Lower Light.

Burnham High.

1,154/. \5s.*

Ordinary repairs

Dioptric.

6th order.

41. Caskets, St. Peter's.
42. Caskets, St. Thomas.

Bumham

Cost

I Price

'

62.
63.

/ff(«.

adapted from part of an
exptTimcntal appai'atus.

Hurst Low, Lower Light.
Hurst Low, Upper Light.
3.'>.
Portland High.
40. Portland Low.

61. Bideford

1yd. Oft. lin.

-

/Consumption

fPrice

37.
38.

56.

16s. 4irf.

1/.

/ Consumption 5 gals. 2
- 18s. 4rf.
1 Cost -

Oil

Wicks

South Foreland High.
Low.

No experience.
lOgals. 3qrts. lipts.

-

I

<;

31. South Foreland
32. Dungeness.
33. Beachy Head.
34. St. Catherine's.
35. Needles.
36. Hurst High.

-

Ordinary repairs

Dioptric.

2nd

-

/Consumption
tCost -

^.,

Chapman.
Mucking.
North Foreland.

57. Trevose Head
58. Limdy High.

1495/.

fitting, trans-

port, &c.

25. Gunfleet.
26. Maplin.

47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

I6s.4id.

1/.

inclutUng

OrfordHigh.
20. Orford Low.
21. Harwich High, Upper Light.
22. Harwich High, Lower Light.
23. Harwich Low.
24. Languard Fort.

7s.

J Consumption
tCost -

18. Pakefield.

46.

16s. 4irf.

1yd. Oft. lin.
.|^^_

,-.,

Dioptric.

Haisbro' Low.
15. Winterton.
16. Lowestoft High.
17. Lowestoft Low.

Fixed* 1,313/. 10s.
lOgals. .iqrts. IJpts.

-

-

WICKS ^j,^gj

Hunstanton.
Cromer.
Haisbro' High.

43. Caskets,

CatopCircular II.

rPrice

14.

27.
28.
29.
30.

England.

second, fourth, and sixth order.

first,

fin-nished.)

embracing largest arc of horizon and best
indicating the dangers of the locality.
IV. Entirely dependent on locality.
III. Position

G

accurately stated.
I These have been given as ciamples
different numbers of burners.

;

other catoptric lights have

—

Lighthouses.

England.
,

IT

rcular II.
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;
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Uuestion

—

— General,

application
XIV. Nature, and dates of any memorials or^.„„..
.1
:..
1,1 „;»„„
t„„„„„.
for lighthouses on new or old sites, since January
replies
and
dates
of
nature
1845, and
,.

,

:

XIV.

Return.
Folkestone Harbour.

—

May. .South Eastern Railway Company, requesting sanction for light.
Accorded.

Stations in England and Wales.

River Lune.

—

184:5.

August. Commissioners of St. George's
Lancaster, requesting sanction to light.

Liyht on Jl'orms Head.
April.

—The Mayor, &c.

Carmarthen, proposing

one.

The Hehvicks
entii'e

lightv-essel placed instead,

with

concurrence of memorialists.

Blyth Sand.

—

October. Masters of vessels and others, requesting that small light may be placed thereat.
Light ultimately placed on the Chapman.
Foicey Harbour.

1846.
Beaumaris
June.

November.

Pier.

— Council of Borough, requesting sanction

for light.

— Collector

men

nautical
tageous.

of H. M. Customs, that
consider light would be advan-

Requested to state
tamed.

Accorded.

—

Xa\-igation,

of

requesting

Accorded.

—

Banks of Thames, from IVoohcich to Note.
September. G. M. Goodwin, reverting to proposal made in 18-J-l, for lighting the Thames by
means of masked retiectors placed at each angle.

—

Acquainted that

it

November.

— Commissioners thereof, requesting

Pile Harbour, Lancashire.

November.

—

Messrs. Nelson and
questing sanction to light.
Sanctioned.

— Collector of

1848.

—

sanction to light.
Sanctioned.

Littlekampton Pier.

—

July.
Harbour
sanction to light.
Sanctioned.

—

—

ennen.
objection to coloured lamp, but that
Hastings being red, this had better be green.

Have no

Xeu)bi)/gen.

requesting

Morte Rock.

—

March. Lloyd's, forwarding representations in
favour of light thereon.
If general trade express wish for hght, measures
niU be taken for its estabUshment. Buoy subsequently placed.
Fonvarded to Admiralty, with obsei-vation that
two leading lights would appear to be most
(Lightvessel at the Warner ultimately
effectual.
placed.)

Tongue and Goodicin Sands.
P. Jordeson, St. Mary-at-Hill, proposing a lighthouse on each of those sands.
acknowledged.
Receipt
.\liril.— T.

—

Earl Grey, forn'arding memorial
December.
from fishermen thereat for a light on Newbiggen
Point.
Not considered necessaiy for general trade, but
application for sanction for light will receive consideration.

lSi7.
Studland Bat/, Liijht on Old Harry.

—

Collector of H. M. Customs. SouthFebruary.
ampton, with letter from Mr. J. Goodridge, whose
views are concurred in by Mr. Geo. Babot, both
being master mariners of long standing, recomlight.

Referred to Committee,
being done.

Commissioners,

1S.50.

H. M. Customs, Rye,

that it is proposed to erect a light.
Particulars requested.
November. >lr. \V. R. Row, that it is to be a
guide for fishing vessels.
Sanctioned.
Clerk of Lighting Inspectors,
1857, March.
proposing red coloured laiup at seaside for fish-

re-

Corporation of the Borough, requesting

Eastbourne Harbour.

November.

Wynn,

Poole Harbour.

May.

Ports of Portsmouth and Milford.
October, January 1849, and March 1852.
G. M. Goodwin, that copy of jilans have been
tiansmitted to Admiralty (for lighting by means
of masked reflectors).
Receipt acknowledged.

its

can be main-

sanction to light.
Sanctioned.

has been laid before the

Board.

mending

light

1848, June.
Inhabitants of Fowey, requesting
that light may be placed thereat.
Requested to state how light can be maintained.

Warkieorlh Harbour.

Lowestoft Harbour.

Xorfolk Railway and Lowestoft Harbonr
July.
Company, requesting sanction for light.
Accorded.

at

how

—

River nibble.

June. Directors
sanction for light.

Quay

Accorded.

who do not recommend

February.— H. D. Seymour, M.P., with
memorial from merchants of Poole for light on or
near Durlstone Head.
Tliat hght in that position must be regarded as
a local light, but that Corporation would not offer
objection to its exhibition, if placed and maintained by local authorities.

18.51.
Bishop Bock.

—

January. C. Movie, C.E., to place a light
in the lower part of the lighthouse at St. Agnes,
and reflect it on the Bishop Rock, or to build a
small lighthouse on the nearest island sufficiently
high as to appear at the same elevation as that of
St. .\gnes when at two cables' lengths from the

Rock.
.\c(fliainted that Coqioration ; resolved some
since to erect a liglithouse of stone on
the Bishop Rock, and that works have been com-

months

menced.
Dover Pier.

18(iO,

West Hartlepool Harbour.

—

March.- Dock and Harbour Company, requesting sanction to light.
Bell and Company, furnishing parApril.

—

ticulars.

April.

—Town

Clerk,

requesting

sanction

to

light.

Accorded.

1853.
Breakwater Light.

—

November. Mr. L. C. Bailey, R.N., suggesting
additional lights, white and green, to lead vessels
clear of the Knap, Panther, and Draystone.
.\ single bright light was placed so as to open
immediately on passing the Draystone buoy from
the west, and the buoy of the Knap from the
east.

Sanctioned.
Bli/th

Kicker Gill (JVarner).

Harbour.

—

March. Treasury, \rith representation from
Mr. John Ste])henson, Pilot at BIyth, as to wuiit
of standing light in harbour,

Acknowledged.

—

November. Sub-Commissioners, Portsmoutn,
with enclosure from Mr. J. Main, pilot, jirojiosing
light on the Kicker (Jdl, or some convenient spot
near, as a guide between the Horse Sand and tlie
Warner,

—
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1854.
March.

Llandly Harbour.
Commissioners, requesting

September,

— Harbour

Whitby.

— Shipo^^Tiers at Dundee, Sunder.and, and
May. — Shipo^iaiers at Scarbro' and Shields,

April.

light.

placed.

Bay, Stones, Godrevy.

Shipowners, &c., at Barnstaple, Cardiff, Hayle,
Agnes, St. Ives, St. Mawes, Truro, Waterford

St.

Chamber of Commerce.
The Trinity House put themselves

into

commu-

Board of Trade ; an abstract of
consequent correspondence is given in answer to
Question XVH., and the correspondence itself is
set forth in a Parliamentary Paper printed by order
of the House of Commons, 8th February 1858.
nication with the

—

November. Proposal for light.
Concurred in.
Weymouth Harbour Light.
November. Mayor and Town Council, that
light will be discontinued a short time owing to

—

February.
Harbour Trustees, recommending that light should be maintained as a general
light until proposed lights at High Whitby are

—

established.

unavoidable accident.
Trust that special care will be taken to exhibit
an efficient light in substitution during discon-

Are disposed to comply.
March. Board of Trade decline to sanction

—

necessary expense.

tinuance.

1857.

Lyme Harbour.
August. Authorities propose to remove green
glass lamp, and place one having a green bull's
eye on a plain white ground.
See no objection.
1859, May.
Found not to be an improvement
propose further alteration by placing red bull's eye
in room of i)resent green one.
See no objection.

—

Alban's Head.
February.
Mr. G. Biddlecombe, R.N., recommending light on Anvil Point, and small lighthouse on Grove Point, Portland, instead of light
St.

—

Shambles.
Hoped th^t New Needles may be made available
(which has been satisfactorily done).
March. G. A. Ackers, Esq., recommending
light on Anvil Point, and that Old Needles Light
should continue to be shown after new one is

—

at

—

1859.

lighted.

Hoped that New Needles may be made
answer purposes he has in view.
Doubts the New Needles being sufficient.

Carnarvon Harbour.
to

April.

—

Council, that e.xhibition should
night instead of as at present, when
there is only 15 feet water, and that green shade
be substituted for red one when the depth of
water is less than 15 feet.
Sanctioned.
all

Bttllslaughter

September.

— Rev.

—

light.

Bay.

W.

Allen,

Light being of local character, cannot properly
accept surrender; recommended to apply to Parliament for increase of toll.
July.
Harbour Trustees, representing impedi-

recommending

light.

and

Caldy

St.

Ann's

Lights

that they intend to

Requested to state circumstances luider which
they do so.
>Iay.
Harbour Trustees, that allhough the
light is of general utility, their funds are not
sufficient for its maintenance.
Sanction to its discontinuarce declined.
June. Harbour Trustees, requesting further
consideration, or that Corporation will take the

Penzance Pier.

be for

— Harbour Trustees,

discontinue light.

—Town

—

considered

ments which exist in ajiplying to Parliament, and
expressing hope that measures may be adopted to

sufficient.

Redcnr.

—

them of burthen.
Sanction to extinction still withheld ; recomto apply to Board of Trade for satisfactory arrangement of the matter.

relieve

October. Board of Trade, forwarding letter
from the Earl of Zetland recommending light.
Consider that two green lights would be beneficial, and that we see no objection to their exhibi-

mended

tion accordingly.

Stations in Scotland.

Swansea Harbour.
December. Trustees, that red light used at the
Swivel Bridge only when passage is clear shall be

—

altered to green light when passage is clear
bright red when obstructed.
See no objection, and sanction accordingly.

Caithness Coast.

In 1844, the. Northern Commissioners had
transmitted memorials, &c. for a light on Caithness Coast, and had suggested Sarclett Head.
Correspondence ensued and in 1845 they were
ad^ised that the Elder Brethren had examined the

and

;

1858.

and that Noss Head was considered to
present the most advantageous site.
1845, May.
Northern Commissioners state
that they have appealed to the Privy Council
against Noss Head.
locality,

Saundersfoot Harbour.

—

—

Harbour Master, to exhibit red light
Head in lieu of white one, liable to be mistaken for those in d«'ellings.
February.

at Pier

Receipt acknowledged.
November. Northern Commissi jners informed
their appeal has been referred to
Elder
Brethren for report, and copy of said report
sent

Entirely concur, and sanction accordingly.

—

Needles and Hurst.

that

—

June. Lieut. Hay, R.N., to mark the channel
between Warden Ledge and the Shingles by means
of blue hght from New Needles, and green from
High Tower at Hurst.
Acquainted that in judgment of Elder Brethren
the light fi'om the Needles, as intended by them,
will be sufficient for all practical purposes,

n.

to them.

1846, February.— Northern Commissioners,
that
rivy Council have directed light to
be erected on
iNoss Head, assume that under

1

circumstances

IS

not necessary to ask sanction of Corjioration.
Trinity House,
Sanction not requisite,

—

H

Circular II.
tinestion

XIV.

Sheemess, Garrison Point.

18.56.

Whitby Pier.

June.

Lory, R.N., recommending

—

October. Acquainted that, having regard to
the vicinity of Lizard and Falmouth Harbom*
i-ights, a lighthouse on the Manacles would be
jf doubtful expediency, but that experiments are
in progress for suitable fog bells, to be appHed at
various points round the coasts.
1859, October.— Com. Lory, R.N., calls attention to a wreck which might have been avoided
had there been a light on the Manacles or the
point ^i-ithin.
Acquainted that the Elder Brethren see no
reason to alter opinion expressed in October 1858,
that the buoy at the Manacles has been recently
increased in size, and that having regard to the
recent occurrence of the American Ship " Gjuebee,"
running in broad daylight on the Eddystone Rock,
tliey are apjirehensive that no lightjiouse would
be effective in counteracting the carelessness displayed by some masters of vessels.

Hartlepool,

iS^ Ives

—Com.

light thereon,

Accorded.

Two lights

Enoland.

Manacles.

sanction to light on Whitford Sker.

recommending

57

it

but
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Lighthouses.

England.
character of
Circular II.

Question

XIV.

— General

when determined on shoidd be

lisj'it

submitted.
June. Northern Commissioners request sanc-

—
—

tion as to particular site and character.
Approve site ; suggest
Trinity House.
Julyreconsideration as to colour.
Offer to meet Mr. Stevenson at Edinburgh

—

thereon.
Concur in final proposal for revolvOctober.
ing light without colour.

—

1845.
Ardiiaimirchan.

—Northern Commissioners, requesting
—
House. — WiU inspect.
October. — Sanction.

March.

sanction to light.

May.

^Trinity

Cairn Ryan.
July.

— Northern

Commissioners, proposing to

convert beacon into light.
Sanction.
October.

Moray

Firth.

— Northern Commissioners propose
troducing red colour on certain bearing.
Trinity House. — Have no objection to
March.

in-

oifer.

Start Point of Sandy, Orkneys.

—
—

Northern Commissioners propose to
March.
it about 50 feet, and fit improved apparatus.
A pril. Aj)proval communicated.

Hoy Sound.
May.

—John

Robertson,

Esq.,

recommending

light therein.
Referred to Northern Commissioners.
October. Northern Commissioners jjropose to

—

on (Jra-msay.
December. Sanction given, and to additional

erect light

proposed change.
Northern Commissioners pro1854, March.
pose temporary light on Bound Skerry during
ensuing winter.

—

.\])ril.

—Trinity House concur.
— A visiting committee

of the

Elder

lirethren inspect the locality, find Boimd Skerry
in ever}' way eligible for erection of lighthouse,

1S4.6.

raise

XIV.

—

1852, November.
Northern Commissioners
find that Bound Skerry is very much ex])osed to
assaults of waves, which occassioually jiass completely over it.
That rock exhibits in some parts
proofs of rapid and very recent disintegration, that
there would be risk of tower being injured by
masses of rock which the sea is frequently detaching
and scattering about, and therefore propose change
of site to Islet of Gruna.
The season being unfavourable for personal
inspection on the spot, i,n 1 the Elder Brethren
being unwilhng to be the cause of further delay
in proceeding with a lighthouse where one was so
urgently needed, and relying on the statement of
the Commissioners, were induced to concur in the

July.

—

Coresea Sherries,

Return.

—

that the sphere which would be illuminated from
it seaward to the northward and southward would
be much more extensive than from Gruna, (273
against 201°,) and that the outer danger, as also
the long stretch of foul ground extending from
the coast in that immediate locality, would be
effectually covered by a bght on the outer or
Bound Skerry, and not liy that proposed on
Gruna. A jirotected site was found a short distance west of tlie centre of the Skerry^ and the sea
between it and Gruna observed to be so landlocked as to leave no doubt of the possibibty of
Under these circumfrequent communication.
stances, the Elder Brethren could not hesitate as
to their duty, but revoked consent given for
Gruna in November 1852, and decided on Outer
Skerry, on which the lighthouse has since been built.

light at Clestron to oct as a leading light.

Kyleakin.

(See Sound

—

Skye

of

in 1853.)

Northern Commissioners, requesting
October.
sanction to light.
Devour.

—
December. — Granted.

October. Northern Commissioners, requesting
sanction to light.
Lochindaal, Islay.

— Northern Commissioners, proposing
1817. Seirtember. — Approved, and recommended

October.

light thereat.

that the light should show red in the direction of
Laggan Point instead of being masked.

185.3.
Port Gordon.
July. The Duke of Richmond, forwarding
letter from Mr. Balmer expressing wish of fishermen to place two lanterns in line with entrance to
harbour.
Informed that controlbng power is with Northern
Commissioners, and that letter and note have
been forwarded to them.

—

In December 1853, the Northern Commissioners
submitted proposals for eight lights at or near
Tobermorey, Bressay, Cantick Head, Rona, Sound
of Skye, Stour Head, Sound of Islay, and Thurso
Bay. The Trinity House inquired as to tonnage
likely to be Uable to toUs, and in January 1854

Tobermory, Bressay,
Skye, Islay, and Thurso should be treated as local
and that light on Rona might be superfluous
if first-class bght for Stour Head or Rhu Rhea
were placed on the latter headland. The sites
were visited in July 1854.
were' of opinion that lights at

Sanna.
October.

—Northern

light thereat.

Commissioners, proposing

—

—

November. Trinity House. Removal of Mull
of Kintyre light not to be ])ressed if Sanna be built.
December. Sanction to Sanna.

—

Langness Point,
October.

of Man.
transmitting documents

Isle

—Admiralty,

bght thereon.

Lights at Calf of Man and at Douglass considered sufficient to avoid dangers off that point.

1848.
North Ronaldshay, Dennissness.

March.

— Northern

sanction to light,
at Start,

April.

Commissioners, requesting

and propose to suspend works

Sandy.

— Granted

;

inquire as to apparatus.

1850.
Arnish Point, entrance

to Stornotcny.

— Northern Commissioners, requesting sanction
November. — Granted.
January. — Northern Commissioners,
1852,
November.

to light.

requesting sanction as to character.
Granted.

1851.
fVhalsey, Shetland.

—

Tobermorey,

—

1847.

in favour of

lights,

November. Northern Commissioners, requesting sanction to light on Bound Skerry.
Granted.

in

Mull.

December. Northern Commissioners. A small
light near Tobermorey in Mull, to indicate the
northern entrance to the Sound of Mull, and at
the same time, as far as ]iracticable, to show through
the Sound, and open the bay and anchorage of
Tobermorey.
Elder Brethren of opinion
1854, August.
that light should be on outlving north-east point

—

of Mull.
Northern Commissioners send
1857, February.
suggestion of Commander Bedford to Board of
Trade that green light should extend over arc,
including the whole of the rocks betwen Tobermorey and Loch Sanart.
Entirely concur as to range, but unless special

—

reasons exist, think bght should be deep red.
(When the Elder Brethren offered this suggestion they had not been apprized by the Northern
Commissioners of the character which it had been
determined to give the light towards the western
entrance of the sound.)
Bressay, in Shetland.

December.

— Northern

Commissioners,

small hglit in the Sound, to open up
to the valuable refuge and anchorage
Trinity House.
1854, August.
should be placed onoutermost point
temess.

—

for a

the entrance
of Lerwick.^

— ITiat

i
!

j

light

of Kirkabis-

•

]

"
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December. Northern Commissioners, for a light
on Cantick Head or Switha Island, Orkney, to
indicate the enti-ance to the anchorage of Longhope and the entrance to Scapa Flow.
Trinity House.— That light
1854, August.
should be on Cantick Hesid in preference to Switha
Head.
Rona.

—

Sovnid of Applecross.

— Concur.

Sound of Skye.
Northern Commissioners, for a
December.
small light to guide vessels through the southern

—

Sound

of the

Ardnamurchan.

of

Skye,

after

losing

—

—

August. Trinity House. That light
should be on extreme jjoint seaward of Isle of
Gillian ; recommend also for this locality a light on
Oronsa, one on Ushenish, and that the beacon on
CoUechstone Rock be enlarged.
1854,

Stour

December.

Head

or

Rhu Rhea.

— Northern Commissioners, for a

first-

on Stour Head or Rhu Rhea as may
be afterwards resolved on.
Trinity House, That light
1854, August.
should be a general passing light on Rhu Rhea, if
the trade will bear it,;'making Oronsa a local light,
class light

—

and with no need for Stour Head.
Board of Trade inquire as to placing this light
so as to open up Loch Broom.
Elder Brethren select South Ear,
1857, June.

—

Stour Head.
1860, January.
Northern Commissioners, as to
character of Stour Head relatively to Butt of

—

Lewis.

When

character of

Stour Head

is

under con-

sideration, the Elder Brethren will give obser\'a-

tions attentive consideration.

Sound of Islay.

December.

— Northern

Sound

Sound

both as to north and south.
Trinity House,
1854, August.

—

That

fully,

light

would be seen when

vessel is fairly in the entrance
or abreast of it to the northward, yet it would
not guide a vessel to tlie entrance, and that its
usefulness to vessels entering the Sound from
the southward would be stiU more circumscribed,
say to less than 4 degrees.
Elder Brethren, Tliink light should be on Rhu
Vaal, as useful in guiding vessels to entrance from
the northward, and in leading to an anchorage in
Sound, if wind were well to westward or southward.
Regard southern entrance as almost too
dangerous to be taken at night, and that single

would scarcely be sufficient.
No\ember.
Northern
Commissioners forward letter, &c. from Commander Bedford
demurring to site, and suggesting comparison

light

—

Carraig More.
1855, June.
Board of Trade transmit letter
from Commander Bedford.
July.
's'iews
of Trinity House, as above,
explained to Board of Trade.
1856, July.
Board of Trade transmit letter
fi'om Admiralty, with enclosure from Commander
Bedford and others relative to change of site from
Rhu Vaal.
Opinions expressed by Trinity House in July
1855 reiterated.
1857, February.
Trinity House and Board of
Trade concur that light should be fixed.
July.
Trinity House deteiTnine that light
should be white to N.E., and south as a guide for
navigation of Sound of Islay, and visible to westward as a warning to keep off the dangers abreast
of Colonsay and Oronsay, and coloured red only
\vith

—

—

—

—

—

in direction of east coast of Colonsay and Oronsay, Tvdth a view of warning vessels approaching

too near those islands
Sound of Islay.

masked

in absence of distinctive character, are not prepared to recommend that masters of vessels should,
under any circumstances, take a course defined
by compass bearings alone between Islay and
Oronsay in the night season.
Sailing directions
prepared.
Northern Commissioners consider modification
of sailing du-ections necessary, in consecj[uence of
light being seen over low part of Oronsay.
Modification made.
Subsequently to this the Northern Commissioners have called attention to the inconvenience
and liability to error from the red hght sho\ving
over the low parts of Oronsay, and Commander
Bedford represented danger to a vessel from misconception of cliaracter and intention of light.
Elder Brethren suggested fresh issue of sailing
directions.
Again insjiectcd in summer of 185!),
and determined that the red light, which used to
show over the low part of Oronsay, should be

masked.
Thurso Bay, Holburn Head.

December.

when bound through the

Northern Commissioners of opinion that this
tlie westward wiU ngt be understood

white light to

H2

—

Northern Commissioners, for a
light of small size for Thiurso Bay, to lead to the
i)roper anchorage in Scrabster Roads.

—

TrinityHouse, That light should
1854, August.
be a local one, inside Holburn Head.
Northern Coumiissioners
1857, January.
fonnal pro])Osal.
February.
Sanctioned.
Northern Commissioners propose
1858, April.
tliat character should be fixed, colour green.
Trinity House advert to previous opinion of
Northern Commissioners, that flashing light
would be more suitable, consider it should be
a white flashing light.

—

—

Commissioners, for a
Askaig in the

light at or near Port
of Islay, to light up that

first-class

red, or

—

December.
Northern Commissioners, for a
small light on northern extremity to open up the

portion

XIV.
and should be

Board of Trade transmit correspondence with Northern Commissioners and
copy of proposed notice to mariners, with request
that we will insert sailing directions, and transmitting also paragraph suggested by Cajjtain
Sullivan, relative to opening passage between
Islay and Oronsay.
Elder Brethren, ha^-ing i-egard to dangers, and

—

1854, August.

Return.
as a warning light,
altogether.
1858, October.

Cantick Head.

59

—

North Unst, Muckle Flugga.
of a light either in the neighbour-

The question

hood of North Urjst or of Whalsey Skerries had
lieen under consideration at a time when it was
proposed to place only one light on the north of
east of Shetland, but in
1854, March.
The Board of

—

letter fi-om

Trade forwarded
Admiralty, urging the erection of two,

and the placing of temporary lights meanwhile.
In July the site was visited. Lambaness had
been
preferred by the
Northern
Commissioners, their engineer stating on one occasion
that it was not practicable to erect and mainFlugga,
tain a
lighthouse on the Muckle
although Mr. A. Stevenson, his predecessor,
appears to have reported on four several occasions
in its favour, as the site most proper for the
general purposes of navigation, and deserving of
the

first

consideration.

The Commissioners had also considered that a
Ught on Muckle Flugga would also have the effect
of drawing \'essels injuriously to the southward,
but the Elder Brethren observed that the wind
during a large proportion of the year prevails from
that under such circumstances
the ivestward
ships would do well to keep to the windward, and
that the light on Flugga would enable them to do
so ; that there were no engineering difiiculties
greater to contend with than those v/iiich have
been already overcome by the improved skill of the
present day, aiul that Flugga being the great landfall for vessels from the north, the north-west, and
the north-east,
and being the northernmost
danger ^with the exception of the stack lying a
short distance off), should be taken as the most
important and prominent site for a light.
;

18.54..

Start Point.

March.

— Northern

Commissioners,

to

alrer

character of light fi'om revolving to fixed bright
when intended revolving- light at North Ronaldshay is in operation.
April,

— Concur.
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XIV.
Frith of Forth.

1857.
Sound

—

Southern End.

rif Islaij,

—

Januarr. Xortliem Commissioners transmit
copy of communicatian made to Board of Trade
relative to liirht at south end of Islay, ard to
lighting Somid of Jura.
Trinity House. Think that single liirht v.'ill not
l)e available for both Sounds, and would sanction
light on Black Rocks for Islay.
Islay visited in course of summer, and Black
Rocks" found so difficult that McArthur's Head

was

preferred.

Northern Conunissioners reply.
Elder Brethren will postpone
September.

until

decision

—Elder Brethren suggest
)ronsay.
use
— Northern Commissioners

apjilication

of principle in

at

(

send

Januarj'.

1S()(),

on

Abb's Head and Fifeness.
Elder Brethren consider light
St.

plan.
lildcr Brethren approve

on

St.

Abb's

Head desirable as regards Fiifeness, are not prepared to notify approval.
Northern Conunissioners forward application
from General Steam Navigation Company for
light on St. Abb's Head.
May. Trinity House, Sanction light on St.
;

—

Abb's Head

after

—

Northern Commissioners proM.irch.
pose as character for McArthur's Head a revolving
2nd order.
Elder Brethren prefer fixed 2nd order.
185!),

visit.

Februarr. Board of Trade request opinion as
to i)roposal of Northern Conmiissioners for lights

^-isit

to

site.

1859.
Hebrides.

—

February.
Board of Trade forward correspondence with Northern Commissioners.
Elder Brethren visit sites, select westernmost of
Monach Group.
October.
Northern Commissioners decline to
express opinion on site selected.
Elder i$retlu-en suggest that Monach should be
quick revolving, Barra Head changed to a fixed
bright light, and Butt of Lewis fixed briglit.
November. Board of Trade with correspondence.
Northern Commissioners have resolved
to build on westernmost of Monach Group.
18()(),
January.
Elder
Brethren sanction
Monach, both as to site and character deem it
unadvisable to alter Ban-a Head at present.

—

—

it.

Sound of Jura.
Northern Commissioners, rel!-57, Fehruarj-.
commending Rhuadsgier and Goat Island for

—

—

;

sites.

—Northern Commissioners
June. — Elder Brethren consider
May.

request sanc-

tion.

Sker\'oile pre-

Goat Island, and that Rhuadsgier

ferable to

is

Stations in Ireland.

less

184G.

urgently rer|iured.

March.

ISo!),

— Northern Commissioners propose

fixed .'ird order for Skcrvoile.
I'^Ider Brethren concur, but light to show
J uly.
'Sent in April, but misred southward of rock.

—

carried.)

Phladda or Blodda.

— Northern Commissioners sanction.
— Elder Brethren concur.
January. — Northern Commissioners as to
character.
February — Elder Brethren, that Board of Trade
May.

for

June.
180!),

.

suggest arc of red light.
if

—

Trade.

Referred to Irish Board.
Irish Board, that inspector considers that Cable
Island would not be the best situation, but that
if Elder Brethren continue to jjrefer it will proceed.

Acquainted that Elder Brethren do so.
March. Irish Board concur on full consideration,

—
— Accorded.
April. — Board

and request sanction.

April.

Denham

of Trade, that Captain
considers Ballycotton the most eligible

site.

.Vcquainted that Cable
preferable.

Caledonian Canal.

November.

—

Corrrni.

—

Northern
May.
Corran Point.

Commissioners

Island

is

considered

— Admiralty, fom-arding a|)proval of

site (Cable Island) from Admiral Beaufort, Commanders Wolfe and Eraser, and the Ballast Board
of Cork.
See 1848, Balti/cotton and Minekead.

Board of Trade suggest light.
Sent to Northern Commissioners.

February.

recommend

Sanctioned.
Northern Commissioners re1851), January.
quest sanction to character.
Informed
that Board of Trade sugFebruary.
gest extension of bright light to northward.
Northern Commissioners adhere to original

—

—

view.

—

January.
AV. C.
Morgan, forwarding two
memorials from Cork for lighthouse thereon.

IS-17,

Northern Commissioners think additional arc,
all, should be green.
March. Elder Brethren concur with Board of

at

Cable Island.

Cape Clear and Old Head of Kinsale.
February.
Irish Board advert to observations
of Elder Brethren in 18-14, jiropose to alter sites.
Elder Brethren entirely approve.

—

Dinrjle Harbour.
September. John Hickson, Esq., recommending light thereat.
Referred to Irish Board.

—

Dundalk Harbour.

—

March. Trinity House concur with Northern
Commissioners.

—

February. Board of Trade, with correspondence
with Northern Commissioners.
Elder Brethren, having regard to works in progress, jiostpone consideration for the present.
Su1)sequently sanction.

May. Northern Commissioners for sanction.
1861), January.
Elder Brethren, that character
should be fixed bright.
Northern Commissioners, that it should be
reTolving.

February.

—

—

1847, February.
sanctiyn.

if

expenses are defrayed
Board, further as to

Irish
toll

being only chargeable

1847.
Beeves Rock.

February.— Irish Board, requesting sanction to
light.

Accorded.
Brethren see no reason

to

alter.

March.
1S.5S.

—

—

Sanction confirmed,
on local trade of port.

—

— Elder

Irish Board, requesting sanction to

lights.

Novembe. Granted,
from local revenues.

Butt of Lewis.

—

October.

two small

Ushenish.

Northern Commissioners propose
January.
extension of arc upon that originally arranged to
both nortk and south.
Elder Brethren approve range extending to ItJ
miles of outlying danger on south coast ; would
nut hu\c concurred as to red colour, if character
had been originally submitted, agreeably with
requirement of 17 and IS Vict. c. 104.

full extent of lie of shore,

—

Rathlin Island.
Irish

Board, requesting sanction to

light.

Trinity House, Advert to previous discussion
with reference to relati;-e importance of Ught on
Rathlin Island, and those on MuU of Cantyre, &C.
1852, July.
Trinity House inquire as to
character, on account of Devaar.

—

August.— Irish Board propose

that

it

should be

intermittent.

Elder Brethren concur, but suggest a fixed
light below, in the

same tower.

;;
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September.
Engineer.

—

Irish

— General

Board transmit report from

House adhere

Trinity

No. II.— ENGLAND.

to original opinion.

Glasscarrick Point.
Editor of " Liverpool Mercury," calling
April.
attention to " Brief Notes " therein, proposing a

—
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England.

In March 185.9, the character of the Rock-aBill Lighthouse came under consideration, and it
was determined that it should be quick, flashing,
bright to seaward, red to westward fjetween Cloger
Head and Bailey Head, and consequent thereon
that the fore and mizen lanterns of the Kish
shculd be lowered no alteration in Carlingford
or in Howth Bailey, but St. John's Point to be
changed from bright to red, to render it more distinct from South Rock.
A letter was received fi'om the Board of Trade,
suggesting that the Kish should be made a single
revolving light instead of lowering the lanterns
and that the period of revolution at St. John's
sho Id be altered instead of making it a red light.
A copy of this letter was sent to the Irish Board,
with an intimation that the Elder Brethren see no
reason to alter their expressed views.
;

light.

Board.

.Sent to Irish

—

June. Irish Board reply, suggesting two buoys
on outer edge of Blackwater Bank.
Elder Brethren concur and sanction.
Fastnett Rock.

December.

— Irish Board propose to place

light

thereon, in lieu of south-west Point of Cape Clear.
Elder Brethren inquire for further particulars.
Elder Brethren send sanction.
1848, January.

—

1848.

1854.

Tralee Bay.

January. — Irish

if

harbour light or

— Harbour Ught sanctioned.
Ballycotton, Minehead.
March. —
Board forward
Irish

letter

two

lights are

to Kill cany

lights are pro|)osed,
are the best situations

Minehead

;

from Ad-

Ballycotton and
sanction granted

accordingly.
1850, April.- Irish Board as to character, propose that Ballycotton should be flashing. Minehead intermittent.
May. Elder Brethren concur if distinction be
accuratel.v marked ; inquire further.
June. Irish Board explain details.
Elder Brethren approve.
Shipowners, &c., Liverpool, T. C.
April.

—

—
—
—

1857.
South-west Coast.

—

March. Irish Board propose to erect lights on
Galley Head, Bull and Foze, and Black Rock.
April.
Trinity House.
Will sanction Bull and

—

Acquainted with the arrangement which had
been sanctioned above.

Rock

—

July.

Hook Tower, Waterford.
Irish Board propose to paint top

—

March.-Irish Board, requesting sanction to light.
Harbour Ught sanctioned.
Lights on South Coast.
April.
Trinity House sends memorials from
Liverpool and Youghal.
May. Irish Board thereon.
Trinity House inquire further.

—
—

1859.
Spit Bank, Cork Harbour.

March.

— Irish Board propose increase of power,

Concur

as to power ; character should not be
further altered by addition of flashes, as had been

Crookhaven.

March.

—

—Trinity House inquire further.
1850.
Galley Head.

Jan.— Irish Board, requesting sanction to light.
Not considered by Trinity House that an
additional coast light is necessary ; would not
object if expense be local.
Lord Bernard, forwarding recommendaApril.
tion from Grand Jury of Cork County for light.

—

Above ojrinion forwarded.
July.— Lord Bernard, forwarding recommendaGrand Jury of Cork County for light.
Above opinion forwarded.
Irish Board renew application.
18S7, March.
Trinity House reply as before.

tion from

—

Galway Bay.
January. Irish Board jiropose light on Inishere Island and on Rock Island, and to discontinue that on Arran Island.
Suggested by Trinity House whether it would
not be desirable to defer proposed erection on
Rock Island, and confine operations to light on
Inishere Island, and retain Arran Light ; but if
Irish Board consider both lights should be proceeded with, sanction vnW not be withheld.
February.
Irish Board concur in suggestion.

—

—

Alderman Rock

Board proi)ose

to colour arc over

red.

Concur.

—

Island,

Galway.

May. Irish Board to show a lower light
coloured red, to indicate channel between Black
Rock and Margaretta Bank.
Concur; afterwards advise that Board of Trade
cannot allow charge on Mercantile Marine Fund.
Liffht

on Cahore Point.

See Blackwater

Bank

Lightvessel.

July.

—

Arranmore.
Irish

Board request

sanction

to

re-

lighting.

Elder Brethren inquire as to character.
October.
Irish Board propose single flashing,
and that Rathline O'Birne be changed from

—

flashing to single fixed.

November. ^Elder Brethren concur.
Spit of Passage, Waterford.

December.

—

Irish Board, requesting sanction to

light.

Elder Brethren do not consider it of such general advantage as to justify their forwarding proposal for sanction of Board of Trade.

Copeland Island Light, ^-c.
December. Irish Board pro])ose removal.
Elder Brethren cannot pronounce opinion until

—

after visit.

Stations in the Channel Islands.
1846.

1858.

—

Irish

Mutton

Broadhaven Harbour.
Irish Board, requesting sanction to light.

August.

red.

Concur.

&e.

Yourjhal Harbour.

—

—

if in substitution for Skelligs and Black
or Achill Island.
June.
Sanction " Bull " if Skelligs be discontinued ; " Calf," if they remain ; sanction Foze
sanction Black Rock, Achill Head being too far
to the eastward.

Foze,

Anstey, M.P.

July.

facilitate

Bay and Gregory's Sound, and would

be advantageous to fisheries ; is to be regarded as
alone for the purposes of the locaUty.

necessary between
of Kinsale, and

memorials in favoiu- thereof.
Elder Brethren consider that one light only
would be best placed on Cable Island, but that

now two

light.

it

March.

Hook Tower and Old Head

— Board of Trade inquire as to utiUty
of proposed small harbour
Trinity House. — That would
entrance
November.

lights.

miralty, that

Straw Island.

Board, requesting sanction to

hght on Samphire Island.
Elder Brethren wiU sanction

Guernsey.

January.

Bock-a-Bill.

October. Irish Boai-d advert to previous correspondence in 1838, request sanction to light.
November. Accorded, provided tolls for Balbriggan Light become local.

—

H3

thereat.

February.

— Mr.
recommending
—Acquainted that proceedings
Sadler,

light

be
taken in relation thereto on receiving requisition

from trade.

will
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jyiaroh.

light
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XV.
XVI.
XVII.

—General

Return.

— Chamber of Commerce, stating that no

Both acquainted that Corporation

light.

—

decline taking

fnrther step? therein.
Mr. Sadler, forwarding copy of letter he has
addressed to Chamber of Commerce.

Elder Brethren continue to entertain opinion
that light would be useful on south-west part of
island.

Acknowledged.

Mutual Insurance Society, contradicting
ments made by Mr. Sadler.

June.— Board of Trade, that they are
communication with authorities of the

state-

mends an
Trinity

when

iron hghthouse.

House consider Ught should be

granite.

application for
"Trinity House
light is made by shipping interest, consideration

—

—Mr. Sadler, further recommending

—

—

It was resohed to build a light1859, July.
house, which is now in course of erection on
Le Biseau, one of the Haiiois group.

Acquainted Committee had visited Island, and
find opposition to light continues.
Mr. Sadler, calhng attention
1848, February.

—

1856.

to wi-eck of the ""Emanuel."
March.— Mr. Sadler, calling attention to wreck

"Five

Jersey.

—

Sisters."

C. Crespinal, Esq., recommending
August.
Ught on the Corbierre.
Forwarded to authorities at Jersey for obser-

Copies forwarded to parties who object to light.
Mutual Insurance Society, that light would be
of seri'ice to coasting trade.

April.— Chamber of Commerce,
to I'Sht.

December.
,

Lloyd's requested to furnish particulai-s in relation to this wreck.

—

Mav. Lloyd's furnish particulars.
Attention of Licut.-Governur directed to these

1858.

the expenses of a light.

Alderney, Harbour of Refuge.

June.— Lieut.-Govemor, transmitting resolution
light.
of Chamber of Commerce objecting to

December.— Admiralty, whether there

Mr. Sadler, advocating exhibition of Ught.
Rev.D. Dobree, suggesting that Tortoval Church

XV.
conditional

.

1845°—
Expenditure

on Channel
.

October.— Lieut.-Governor, transmitting papers
light.
fi-om Mr. Sadler and others in favour of
Mr. Sadler, forwarding copy of
November.
memorial to Corporation sent in 184G, in relation
hght.
to security vessels would derive from
Counsel (Mr. Robinson) of opmion that Corerect lightto
present
poration have no power at

—

houses on the Channel Islands.
Counsel's opinion to be forwarded

to

Mr.

Sadler.

Mr. Sadler, urging that measures may be taken
by those who have authority for exhibition of hght.
Lords of H.M. Treasui-y to be addressed on the

1845
1846
1847
1848
184q
1850
1851

-

185-?

-

1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1868

-

.

-

-

-

305,363
333,142
341,014
323,429
271,507
290,986
286,961
292,856
236,1/2
253,497
304,648
267,624
255,122

4
27,244 10 4
32,922 9 8
32,5.34
3 II
23,412 9 5
28,721 14 2
25,384 12 I
29,260 6 3
27,963 7
21,022 12 7
26,796 7 2

9i .£34,019 17
9
5
4
8^
»i

12
5
1

9
19
13 11
18 8
10 5
19 6
3 5
9
11
10
13 3

H

.33,693

34,148
25,115

8 11
9 3

3

3

,

1849, January, Mr. C. Crespmal, representing
want of light.
Acquainted with the powers of the Corporation.

February.

—Treasury have forwarded communi-

that he
cation to Sir George Grey, with a request
will address Lieut.-Governor thereon.
April.—Treasury are prepared to receive suggestions in relation to light.
opinion
Informed that Elder Brethren concur
have
that light is necessary, but that Corporation
erecto
RefeiTed
it.
erect
to
no power at present
tion of Hghts at Gibraltar and Hehgoland.
October.— Board of Trade, forwarding copy of

m

addressed by Mr. Sadler to Mr. Labouchere,
with
consider arrangements more properly rest
Treasury.
inand
Copy to be forwarded to the TreastuT-,
contemplate
quiry made whether their Lordships
of
the adoption of any measures for the erection

stated are the
For the years preceding 1B55 the amounts

for EngUsh lights ; subsequent
total of Ught duties coUected
at English Ports.
years show the totals collected

XVI

Considered by Board ; refei-red by them to Mr. tarathe experiday ; tried at the Trinity- House or
mental lantern at Blackwall and, if preliminary
lighthouse.
at
finally
a
it.
investigations warrant
Trade for
Dates of aU appUcations to Board of

m

;

XVII

reason
tion
:

18.54.
Orford.

.

December.— Lieut.-Governor inquires whether
coUection of tolls in Guernsey for hght thereat
would be likely to lead to liability for hghts
which may hereafter be erected on the Bntish
side of the channel.
Acquainted that Board has no intention or wish
should do

so.

alter light-

power to construct or reconstruct or

final
houses since 1st October 1853, with date of
the
approval, and in case of non-compUance,
appUcathe
from
de^-iation
any
for
given

letter

it

.

for

Liphthoiiscs.

Total Income.
.£-319,325 19

Income.

subject.

that

any

and beacons, and total expenditure on maintenance
of Ughthouses, in each year since 1st January

m relation to

Islands.

is

objection to tn'o lights thereat.
Acquainted that there is no objection.
Total income for lighthouses, floating lights, buoys

July.—Lieut.-Governor, transmitting resolution
of Chamber of Commerce expressing
approval.
Opinion of counsel to be obtained
powers of Corporation to erect lights

requesting opinion in

Referred to Visiting ^Committee.

representations, and inquiry made whether there
would be any objection to a moderate charge for

steeple be appropriated for light.

—Admiralty,

relation to proposed light on Vercluit Pier.
No objection to offer thereto.
1858, April.— Board of Trade, fon\arding letter
from master of " Prince of Wales," and C. Crespinel, Esq., recommending Ught on the Corbierre.

^
„
IN abob.
^,

,

W. Wilson, referring to loss of the

Mr.

vations.

objecting

still

,

built of

Messrs. Han-ey, Hayle, offering
1858, June.
to moor and maintain a lightvessel on Herbert's
plan for reasonable period, and if found not to
answer, to build an iron lighthouse for 15,500;.
Acquainted that there is no intention of placing
a Ught\'essel thereat.

of subject wiU be resumed.
Mr. Sadler, with memorial from
18-17, May.
light.
certain shipowners, praying establishment of
Governor of Island communicated with hereon.

of the

island

Board of Trade, that Mr. A. Gordon recom-

—

reply that

in

still

thereon.

Acknowledged.
June. Mr. Sadler, with opinion of Rev. D.
Dobree, Rector of Tortoval, as to advantage of

September.

xn.

I

—

Lieut.-Governor, suggesting an
December.
arrangement for providing and maintaining hght.
Forwarded to the Lords of the Treasury.
Board of Trade, forwarding me1857, March.
morial from Chamber of Commerce for Ught.

required.

is

Mr. Sadler, further recommending

:

for expenJanuarj- 30th.— Requesting sanction
damage caused by
diture necessary for repaunng
of
secunty
future
for
pro^ading
and
hi^h tide

buildings.

,
,.n
,
c
approval.
February 1st.— Board of Trade final
,

i

Needles.

expendiJune 24th.— Requesting sancrion for
Ught on outer Needles
ture required for erection of
elevated position.
rock in Ueu of Ught on present
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1855.

January 16th,

—

Board of Trade

— General

XVII.

—

boat and storehouse at Sennen Cove.

—

— BoarJ

November

7th.

Maplin.
15th.
Requesting sanction to expenditure for certain works necessary for security of
structure.
September 3rd. Board of Trade sanction.

of Trade final

—
10th. — Requesting

Whitby.

Fern.

— Requesting

sanction for expenditure necessary for erection of a new lighthouse on
the cliff east of Whitby.
July 20th. Board of Trade sanctioned.
November 1 7th. Trinity House. Recommending that two lights should be exhibited.
23rd December. Board of Trade approve.
1856, February 28th.—Trinity House.
Requesting sanction for expenditure necessary for
exhibition of light on Whitby Pier as a general
light until coast Ughts are completed.
March.
Board of Trade. Sanction declined,
their Lordships being of opinion there does not

—

September
sanction to expenditure for increasing power of light on Longstone.

September 15th.

—

—

—

September 10th. Requesting sanction to expenditure for additional lamp thereat.
September 15th. Board of Trade sanction.

—

1856.

—

Bideford.

Requesting sanction to expenditure for repairing sea defences.

1858, October. — Trinity House. — Requesting

February 21st.— Board of Trade sanction,

sanction to expenditure for purchase of extra
spring of water.
November.
Board of Trade.
Approve purchase if supply be adequate ; suggest lease with
right of purchase.

Harwich.

—

February 19th. Requesting sanction to rent a
cottage for hghtkeeeper of Languard Fort light,
and to put the same in repair.
February 2Sth. Board of Trade sanction.
1858, July 19th.
Requesting sanction to erect
structure to serve the double purpose of dwelling
for keeper and place from which to exhibit hght
instead of at Languard Fort.
Board of Trade. Request further particulars.
1859, May 13th.
Trinity House, Requesting
sanction for exjienditure for new lighthouses on
the CHif at Dovercourt and on Languard Point.
June 15th. Board of Trade sanction.
September 21st. Requesting sanction to expenditure for temporary dwellings for lightkeepers

—

—
—

1855.
St. Ives

Bay.

— Trinity House. — Preliminary

January 23rd.

])roposal for expenditure necessary for erection of
lighthouse therein.
Februaiy.
Board of Trade. Will give full
consideration on receipt of particulars.
July 13th. Elder Brethren have adopted recommendation of Committee that light should be
on Uodrevy, the cost of erection on the Stones
being assumed to be too great.
September 12th. Board of Trade find that
Admiralty have been surveying; wUl be glad of
estimate for light on northern Stone.
September 19th.
Trinity House. Advert to
Committee's report in which the Stones was considered most eligible site, and that it was question
of expense alone which prevented its recommen-

—

—
—

—

at

—

Air.

—

—

liundy.

March

diture for

—

Board of Trade. Request estimate of
October.
difference of cost between inner and outer Stone.
Trinity House. Difference (2,000/. to 3,000/.)
found

to

be too inconsiderable to

—

May

— Board of Trade sanction.
Bardsey.

—

29th.
Requesting saction to expend
ture necessary for improving light thereat.
April 3rd. Board of Trade sanction.

—

Haisbro'.

—
—
April
— Requesting sanction necessary
expenditure
erecting keepers' dwellings.
April 18th. — Board of Trade sanction.

—

March

29th.
Requesting sanction to expenditure necessary for impro^-ing light thereat.
March 31st. Board of Trade sanction.
Caskets.

—

10th.
for

—

May 14th. Requesting sanction necessary for
expenditure for repairing Low Lighthouse, and
for continuing piling round the high tower.
May 19th Board of Trade sanction1859, September 1st.
Requesting sanction
necessary for expenditure for sea defences.

—

South Foreland.

—

—

North Foreland.

—

—

July 2nd. Requesting sanction for expenditm-e
for erecting keepers' dwellings.
July 21st.— Boai-d of Ti-rle sanction.
1858, May 5th.
Requcoijig sanction for expenditure for improving light by substituting dioptric

Portland.

—

—Trinity House.

Requesting sanction to expenditure for adaptation of old tower
to new light and for lightkeepers' dwellings.
October 16th. Board of Trade. Sanction as

apparatus, and

—

making

lantern applicable.

May 12th.— Board of Trade sanction.
June 28th. Requesting sanction for expenditure

—

regards adaptation of tower ; request modification
of jilans to reduce outlay for dweUings.
1856, July 12th.
Reduced estimate sanctioned.

for iron girders in lieu of
port lantern.

—

H

for

Spurn.

—
—

April 10th. Trinity House. Requesting sanction to expenditure for erecting lightkeepers'
dwellings.
April 17th.
Sanctioned.

9th.

13th.

March

—

August

— Requesting

new

landshp.

recommend

adoption.
Board of Trade negotiate with War. Office for
site on St. Ives Head.
Trinity House. Request1856, September 13th.
ing sanction for expenditure necessary for erection
of Ughthouse on that site, which all parties agree
in considering the best, viz., the Stones.
November 25th. Board of Trade. " Stones"
admitted to be most eligible site, but cost too great,
having regard to the trade to be benefited to justify
chai-ge on Mercantile Marine Fund ; their Lordshijis therefore sanction Godrevy.
Trinity House, Requestmg
1858, March 5th.
sanction for expense of lightvessel during erection
of lighthouse.
March 13th. Sanctioned.
Trinity House, Requesting
November 6th.
sanction for expense of fog bell.
November r2th. Sanctioned.

—

10th.

sanction to expenlighting apparatus.
May 19th.— Board of Trade sanction.
1857, May 7th.
Requesting sanction to expenditure for repair of road rendered impassable by

Mr. Walker's estimate, 40,000i. to 45,000/.

sent.

—

Languard.
September 27th.— Board of Trade sanction.

March 6th. Requesting sanction to expenditure for repair of structure.
March 13th. Board of Trade sanction.

—

datioi).

—

February 18th.

exist urgent necessity.

—

— Board of Trade sanction,

Pakejield.

—

—

— Board of Trade sanction.

—

August

approval.

—

Cu-cular II.

August 18th. Requesting sanction to expenditure for erection of lightkeepers' dwellings and

June 24th. Requesting sanction for expenditure necessary for erection of new lighthouse of
stone instead of present structure on wooden

June 24th.

England.

Longships.

Smalls.

January 16th, 1855.
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Lighthouses.

England.
Circular II.

Question

XVII.
XVIIl.

XIX.

—

— General

July Cth. Board of Trade sanction.
Requesting; sanction for
1859, February 1st.
expenditure for stone stairs and making building

—

Return.

Statement shonang

fireproof.

Board of Trade inquire as to cheaper method.
House send reasons for i)roposed plan.
Board'of Trade sanction, but require tenders to be
obtained from not less than six builders, and forwarded to them.
Trinity

—

June 23rd. Final sanction.
November 2!)th. Requesting sanction

—
—

for ex-

penditiu'e for coating tower with cement.
December 3rd. Board of Trade sanction.
Gunfleet.

— Requesting sanction for expense
and apparatus.
of fog
October 31st. — Board of Trade think such works
October 21st.
bell

should be put out to contract.
Trinity House explain that arrangement for
striking has been devised by Mr. Wilkins, and
that it was not thought fair to lay it open to inspection and competition.

1857.
South Stack.

—

June 11th. Requesting sanction for expense of
erecting lightkeeper's dwelling.
July -Jth. Board of Trade sanction, but think
amount very high; request that in future no
orders may be given for preparation of plans with-

—

out their knowledge.
Heligoland.

—

Requesting sanction for expenditure necessary for increasing dwelling accommodation for keepers.

December.

December.

— Board of Trade sanction.
1858,
Dunyeness.

—

December. Requesting sanction for expenditure for fog bell.
Board of Trade sanction.
1859, January.
1859, July.— Requesting sanction for expenditure for new lantern and lighting apparatus.

—

18.59.

Burnham.

—
—

August. Requesting sanction for expenditure
for improving lightkeejiers' dwellings.
August. Board of Trade sanction.

18G0.
Wolf Rock.

—

Requesting sanction for expenditure for
April.
erecting lighthouse thereon.
Board of Trade inquire whether lightvessel

would not answer every purpose.
Trinity House explain why not.
Board of Trade request further information.
May. Trinity House reply.
Board of Trade concur in expenditure
Juiie.
necessary for lighthouse; suggest that work
should liot be commenced until after completion
of the Hanois light, when the tug and staff employed thereon would be available.

—
—

Xash.

—

May. Requesting sanction for expenditure for
upholding chff thereat.
Boaid of Trade sanction portion of proposed
outlay ; consider rest of work far from urgent, &c.
June. Trinity House fonvard Mr. Walker's
observations ; state that two new cracks have
apjjearcd, and that Boai-d ai-e confirmed in opinion,
that the most economical course wiU be to carry
out entire work at once.
XVIII. The papers required were furnished.
XIX. Answers to Questions of a general character in the
(See Circular III. for the QuesSpecial Returns.
tions to which the following are Answers.)
I. The Corjioration of Trinitj' House of Deptford Strond, Trinity House, London, E.G.
^'. -•Vs a general rule, whenever it appeared desirable to the Elder Brethren to exhibit a new hght,
it was the practice of the Corporation (previous
to October 1853) to ascertain the views of parties
likely to be affected thereby, who then signifitd
their mllingness to pay the toll requisite for its

—

XIX.

the Taxes paid on account of
each Lighthouse in 1852, and the Expense for Repairs
in 1852 and 1858.
Lighu.

;

CIRCULAR

REPLIES TO

CIllCULAR

No.
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III.-LIGHTHOUSES.-SPECIAL RETURN.

THE CORPORATION OF TRINITY HOUSE, LONDON.
The Lights are numbered

to correspond with the Index

Map.

1.

2.

FERN INNER HIGH.
Near the S.W. Point of the
.

Samuel

JI.

FERN INNER LOW.
Near the N.W, Point of the

Island.

King, North Sunderland, near Chathill, Northum-

3.

Samuel M. King, North Sunderland, near

berland.
.

Tho, bearing N. by W. i N., S. by E. 5 E., 1S7 yards. The
Longstone forms part of the Fern group, for which see

December 1673. Patent granted to Sir John Clayton and
George Blake to erect lighthouses on Fern Islands. JIarch

1st

1775, renewed.
.

Two, bearing N. by W.

See General Return,

oil light.

Builder, Joseph Nelson,

Engineer, Daniel Alexander. Not
by contract.
Sea light.
Stone ; solid wall ; at base 2 feet 6 inches, at top 2 feet ; coated
with cement; white; circular; lantern gallery with iron

,

,

11.

Rough

12.

Perfect revolution in 3; minutes, showing tho full face of a reflector every half minute.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
Argand lamp, burner

circle.

in.

22.

One

23.

No

London.

Lamps, &c.,

diameter over the flames of the lamps,

ventilators in the lantern pedestal.

28 days.

feet.
Height : pedestal, 3 feet 6 inches ; glass,
5 feet; glass to vane, 12 feet; total, 20 feet 6 inches.
Two
lanterns, one for high and one for low light, including

apparatus and fitting, 3,928/. Os. lOrf.
Three lighthouses, 36,445/. 13s. 2d. December 1824, redemption of the lease.
since construction, including
stone.

40/. 8s. 9</.

low

light

and Long-

by foremen painters about once in four years.
Three for the two inner Fern lights one, 65/., one, 46/. 10s.,
and one, 45/., a suit of clothes annually, coal, oil, and fur;

;

;

niture for dwellings.
Included in price of lantern.
1857, 6/. 15s. 6t/., including low light; 1858,

—

Argand

cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross.

28 days.

29.

30.

Included in Fern
Completed.

31.

Diameter, 6 feet 6 inches.

1857, 7s. \d.

•

1858, 7s. Gd.

2 inches.

46, 47.
Nil.

,

32.

Three lighthouses, 36,445/.
demption of the lease.

As No.
As No.

34.
35.

36.

.

.

;

;

Argand

41.

Nil.

42.
43.
44.

.

.

.

.

.

IL

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
See Return for Fern Inner High Light.
ditto
and see Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto
Nil.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
46, 47.
February 1857. Receiver of wreck at Berwick to Board of
Trade, who transmit it, " that the leading light should be
moved from the Big Fern to the Megstone." Decline to
adopt recommendation ; disapprove of giving further encouragement to vessels using the inner channel at night time
Nil.

52.

Committees of Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 23rd May, 17th August. 1858, 17th Mav,
1st October, 2nd October, (weather prevented a landing).
Agent 1857, 1st, 24th, 27th .lune 2nd July; 1st, 5th, 22nd
August; 1st, 23rd September; 2nd November.
1858, 1st
1st, 5th, 10th July
2nd August 1st Seploth, 24th June
tember 2nd, 4th, 12th, 21st October; 1st, 29th November;
3rd, 24th December.
No.

53.

One lamp, with burner complete

51.

;

:

;

;

;

;

house.

;

relieved.

cost included with high

6d. per gross;

49.

;

No.
Three lamps, with burners complete in the basement of tower.
Diameter of oilcellar, 12 feet; height of oil cellar, 8 feet.
Internal thermometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Signal for life-boat, black ball on the flagstaff' in the day-time
;
rockets at intervals of ten minutes at night.
For code, see
Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

Not

cotton, 2s.

50.

;

.

1824, re-

or in thick weather.

19.

;

;

December

29.

Included in consumption of high light.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

;

;

;

Three for the two inner Fern lights. One, G5/., one, 46/. 10».,
and one, 45/. per annum, a suit of clothes annually, and
coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings,
As No. 29.

40.

48.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 23rd May, 17th August. 1858, 17th May,
1st October (weather prevented a landing), 2nd October.
Agent 1857, 1st, 24th, 27th June 2nd July 1st, 5th, 22nd
August 1st, 23rd September 2nd November. 1858, 1st,
10th, 24th June
1st, 5th, 10th July
2nd August 1st September
2nd, 4th, 12, 21st October; 1st, 29th November;
3rd, 24th December.
:

2d.

39.

38.

S^d.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Nil.

13s.

29.

37. Ditto.

3s. 5(/.

Nil.

,

Height: pedestal, 3 feet 4 inches
glass to vane, 7 feet 10 inches; total, 15 feet
;
Price included in that of the high light.

33.

1852,504/. \3s.9d.; 1858, 590/. 3s. 4</., including low and outer
light (Longstone) ; and see Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

.

light.

glass, 4 feet

45.

See Lightliouses, General Return, 19.
For the three lights: ^1852, 448/. 13s. 7-W.; 1858, 284/.
4s.

high

iiiner

light.

Nil.

Total for 1852, 1,340/.

diameter over the flame of the Lamp.

28.

5/. ISs. 3d., ditto.

For the two lights
1857, oil, 312 gallons; wicks, 34 dozen.
1858, 309 gallons; 36 dozen.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
:

alteration.

None.
None.

1810: two lighthouses, 5,215/. 5s. led
1842: three dwellings,
2,406/. 3s. \\d.
1846: site, 193/. 10s. Id.

Completed.
Diameter, 9

pai'abolic

Wilkins and Son, London.

27.

26.

and

burner.

25. Faraday's tube, IJ inch

alteration.

19.

; of an inch,
reflector 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

24. R.

R. Wilkins and Son, London.
Faraday's tubes, li

W.

21. Catoptric.

19.

Reflectors, frame, &c., Geo. Robinson,

.

45 feet.

Not revolving.

17.

Clockwork revolving machine.
Seven burners.

.

Dr. Faraday's.

19.

16.

Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners 5 of an inch in diameter
and parabolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep'

.

stone; solid wall; at base 1 foot 6 inches, attoplfoot;
not coated; white; octagonal; lantern gallery with irou

15. 11 miles.

The whole

30/. 6s. Id.

Not by

light.

railings.

14.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

,

Engineer, Danl. Alexander.

contract.

Sea

Revolving; bright.

and
None.
None.

Northum-

E.; 187 yards.

Builder, Joseph Nelson.

10.

12 miles.
15° north; N. 15
Fixed; bright.

No

i

The

18.

360°.

,

by E.

13. 27 feet.

railings.

Dr. Faraday's.
43 feet.
87 feet.
10 miles.
15 miles.

,

S.

9.

19.

best position with regard to the Megstone and adjacent
dangers.
20th January ISll, as

an

W. and

8.

7.

1776, as a coal fire; rebuilt 1809-10.

,

\

See General Return, 19.
Trade of Berwick, Alemouth, and northern ports.
site best adapted for a low light to serve as a leading mark,
in one with the high light, to guide ships through the channel
between the two shoals called the G«ldstone and the
Plough.
1st February 1811.

6.

Capt. John Blackett, and the trade of Newcastle, Sunderland,
VVhitby, and the north country coasting or fishing trade.

The

.

4.

5. 1810.

Special Return.
.

Island.

Chathill,

berland.

Diameter of

;

oil cellar,

in oil cellar at high light-

12 feet; height of

8 feet.
54.

None.

55. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

Ditto,

56.
57.

Not

relieved.

ditto.

oil cellar,
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:

Corporation of Trinity House, London.
3.

FERN OUTER.

COQUET.
The

Longstone Rock, one of the Outer Staple
Islands.
3.

Samuel

JI.

agent. Principal keeper acts as local agent.
Darling, Coquet Lighthouse, Amble, near

King, North Sunderland, near Chathill, Northum-

berland.
.

4.

One onh but
,

classed generally witli the Inner Ferns.

For

5.

Jlarch 1775.
Return, 19.

6.

1775, Capt. J. Blackett

7.

its

March

removal,

See General

1810.

and trade of the northern ports. 1810,
Mr. Robert Gladstone and the old Shipping Company of
Berwick-upon-Tweed.
On consideration of the position of the previous light on the
Brownsman Island relatively with the outer danger called
the Navestone, it was removed to its present site as being of
greater utility to the general trade.

.

.

8.

15th February 1826 (from the Longstone.)

9.

Builder and Engineer,

Joseph Nelson.

.

for stone
.

.

Sea

11.

Rough

light.

stone ; solid wall; at base three feet, at top two feet;
not coated ; red ; circular ; lantern galier)' with iron railings.

.

,

.

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

13.

85

.

feet.
.

14.
15.

75

feet.

9^ miles.

16. 15 miles.
The
17. 360P.
18.

.

.

.

whole

circle.

Revolving; bright.

19. Perfect revolution in

two minutes, showing a

every 30

flash

seconds.
.

20.
21.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners seven-eighths of an inch,
and parabolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, nine inches
deep. Clockwork revolving machine.

22.

12 burners.

23.

No alteration.

.

U

25. Faraday's tubes,

27.

inch diameter over

llie

flames of the

,

laniiis.

None.
None.

,

.

.

29.

1826, lighthouse and adjoining buildings,
1842, dwellings, 2,63». 18s. SJ.

30.

Completed.

Ms-

4.771/.

7<'.

.

4 feet; glass, 6 feet;
Price 1,144/. lis. 8d.
(includes illuminating apparatus and cost of fitting.)

Redemption of lease, three lighthouses (the Outer Fern
December
then on the Brownsman), 36,445/. 13s. 2</.
1824.

33. Included in Fern Inner High Light.

Included in Fern Inner

About once

High Light.

four

in

.

36.

;

Included in price of lantern.

Revolving apparatus,

1858,

6rf.

4/. Os.

108/.

General Return,

cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross.

1858, oiL395 gallons

;

19.
9s. 2(/.

1858, is. id.

,

,

,

19.

:

—

,

1852. pane of glass broken

tinguished about 20 minutes.
53. 7 lamps with burners complete.
54.

55.

Ditto,

Not

relieved.

adjoining,

Foreman
65/.,

one

painters.

at 46/. 10s.,
first,

none

one

in four years.

at 35/., a suit

to the other,

of clothes

and

coal, oil,

8/. 12s.

(including fitting of lantern.)

486/. 15s. Id.

6d.

1858,

8/. 17«.

8d.

1857, oil, 451 gallons; wicks, 84 yards.
wicks, 72 yards.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Concentric cotton, li^d. per yard. 1857,

1858, oil, 436 gallons;

21.

12s. 6d.

1858,

2/. 5s.

Nil.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

Total for 1852, 374/. 9s. SJd.
1858, 54/. 3</.
1852, 130/. 2s. IJd.
(includes the Coquet Buoys, &c.)
1858, 287/. 15s. \0d. See Lighthouses,
286/. Is. 3d.
General Return, 19.
General Return, 19.
Lighthouses,
See
Nil.
47.
46,
49. In 1854, the Corporation having adopted a red shade for
marking rocks to the southward, and the Committee of Elder
Brethren on the spot having concurred in the .suggestion of
Mr. Hepplewhite, Harbour Master, Warkworth, for a red
li<yht from the lantern in a northerly line to lead vessels
clear of Boulmer Rocks, it was fitted.
1852,

Committees of the Elder Brethren.
Committees; 1857, 2Srd May, 15th August weather prevented
1858, 2nd October, 1st October
a landing, 17th August.
weather prevented a landing.

by a wild duck; ex-

In the basement of the tower.
Diameter of oil cellar, 16 feet; height, 11 feet.
Barometer wnth thermometer attached. External and internal
thermometers.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

56.

57.

;

;

;

Not by contract.
About once

since construction.

Id.

1857,

;

March

17s.

.

;

;

Buov store

2<i.

illuminating apparatus.

.

,

Committees of the Elder Brethren agent in 1858.
Committees;— 1837, May 23rd, August nth; 1858, May 17th,
1858, 3rd,
October 1st, weather prevented a landing. Agent
24th March; 3rd, 27th April 1st, 10th May; 1st, 10th, 24th
June 1st, 5th ,inth Julv 2nd -August 1st September 4th,
3rd, 24th December.
1st, 29th November
21st October

52. ISth

fitting

1,426/. 7s. 4(/.

,

;

3,268/. 5s.

feet.
Height: pedestal, 4 feet 7 inches; glass,
glass to vane, 11 feet 9 inches; total, 26 feet
Cost of fitting included in that
Price, 665/. 3s. 5</.

Three; one at

,

1857,

See Lighthouses, General Return,

;

Completed.
Diameter, 13

,

49. Nil.

51.

12 days.

Lighthouse and dwellings,

24/.

ditto.

Ditto,

Faraday's tube, 4A inches diameter over the flame of the lamp,
in lantern pedestal.

23/. 9s. 5f/.

48. Nil.

50.

Cookson and Co., Newcastle. Zones, Henry
Frame, lamps, &c., R. Wilkins and Son,

and by openings
None.
None.

.

.

45. 46, 47. Nil.

Refractors, Isaac

.

10.*:.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
See Return for Fern Inner High Light.

44.

19th December 1851, zones substituted for mirrors.
January
1854, red shade fitted to strike Hauxley Point buoy at suggesMarch 1854, red shade titted
tion of inspecting committee.
No alteration in character.
to strike Boulmer Rocks.

and furniture for the dwellings.

41. Nil.

43.

1st order.

of

,

39. See Lighthouses,

Argand

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Six refractors of 10 to the circle, with 19 zones
Dioptric.
of prisms, 13 .above and six below the refractors. Fountain,
four concentric wick lamp, with regulating condeusor. Red
shades on lens.

Not purchased.

Id.

38. 1857, oil, 395 gallons; wicks, 44 dozen.
wieks, 40 dozen.

42.

180°.
N. 18 E., S. IS W.
Fixed ; bright and red.

Not revolving.

.

,

40.

14 miles.

of clothes

suit

87. 1857, 4/. 3s.

feet.

9| miles.

annually to the two

one at 80/., one at 45/. per annum, a
annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.

Two

feet.

10 feet;
4 inches.

years.
35.

72
83

671/. 14». id.
.

Height: pedestal,
31. Diameter, 12 feet.
glass to vane, 11 feet ; total, 21 feet.

34.

four-sided, with turreted parapet.

;

Dr. Faraday's.

London.

28. 21 days.

32.

Acklington,

Lepaute, Paris.

London,

24. "William Wilkins,

26.

,

Wni. Brooks

Northumberland.
One.
April 1826. See General Return, 19.
Lieut. Jones, R.N., and persons connected with the northern
coasting trade (per the Duke of Northumberland).
To keep vessels coming from the southward outside the reef off
Hauxley Point.
1st October 1841.
Builder, Robert Dunn, Alnwick. Engineer, James Walker.
Superintendent of Works, Alexandor Howe. By contract.
Sea light.
Sandstone; solid walls, 3 feet 9 inches; coated with cement;

w hite
Contract

only.
10.

South-'west Part of the Island.

No

,

No.
Three burners ; two reservoirs ; two receivers. In the bottom
of the tower. Length of oil cellar, 10 feet lOA inches;
breadth. 8 feet 8i inches

;

height, 10 feet 9^ inches.

Barometer with thermometer attached. Aneroid barometer
with thermometer. Internal thennometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

ditto.

Ditto,

Not relieved.

ditto.

;
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
5.

6.

WHITBY, NORTH

TYNEMOUTH.

Near Ling

The

Castle Yard.
.

I.

Samuel
agent. Principal lightkeeper acts as local agent.
Wesencraft, Tynemouth Lighthouse, near North Shields

No

,

.

.

.

.

One.
19.
.

As being the preferable headland about High Whitby, and
affording a plain mark to coasters for clearing the Whitby

record, not having been erected by Trinity House.

No

High Whitby.

of Whitby.

See General Return,

Not known.
Not known.

.

About 1662
Not known.
Sea light.

.

Sandstone

.

Hill,

John Gatenby, Skinner Street, Whitby, Yorkshire.
Two. S. by E. i E., N. by W. j W. 258 yards.
June 1844. See General Return, 19.
Shipowners of Sunderland and Trustees of the Piers and Harbour

as a coal

fire.

Built by Sir

11th March 1802
Edward Villiers.1

an

as

Scar.

oil light.
,

October 1858.

1st

William Falkingbridge, Whitby. Engineer, James
Walker. Superintendent of the Works, Henry Norris. By

Builder,

contract.

solid wall, at base 4 feet 9 inches, at top 2 feet
;
5 inches coated with cement ; white ; four-sided or square
lantern gallery three parts round.

Sea

:

light.

.

Dr. Faraday's.

.Stone; solid walls; 3 feet; not coated;
lantern gallery with iron railings.

.

79

Dr. Faraday's.

feet.

154

.

feet.

67i feet.

13J miles.

.

,

.

18 miles.

.

202° N. 18

.

Revolving

.

Perfect revolution

E., S. 40.
;

W.
minutes, showing a face every

three

Fixed
,

S. 17

E.

bright and red.

revolving.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
.

18 burners.

No

19.

Dioptric. 5 refractors of 8 to the circle, with 19 zones of
prisms, 13 above and 6 below the refractors. Red shade
outside the lens. Fountain, 4 concentric wick lamp, with

regulating condensor.

alteration.

1st order.

Frame of apparatus and revolving machine, George Robinson,
London. Reflectors and lamps, &c., Robert Wilkins and

.

Not

;

19.

inch and
lamps, burners
5 of an
reilectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.
Clockwork revolving machine.

.

W.,

190°. N. 28

in

Argand

Catoptric.
parabolic

.

feet.

23 miles.

bright.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

240

16i miles.

minute.
.

white; octagonal;

October 1858, red

31st

No

Board.

shade

added

by direction

of the

alteration in " character.''

Son, London.

Chance, Brothers, and Co., Birmingham.

Rlessrs. R. L.

Faraday's tubes, 1| inch diameter over the flames of the lamps,
and by openings in the pedestal of the lantern.

.

,

None.

.

.

None.

.

.

.

32 days.

.

Not known.

.

Completed.

.

Built by private proprietor.

,

Height: pedestal, 3 feet 6 inches; glass
feet.
glass to vane, 11 feet; total, 21 feet 6 inches. Price

Faraday's tube, 4^ inches diameter over the flame of the jamp.

None.
None.
Eight in the three months October, November, and December.

Two

lighthouses, north and south, including dwellings and
storehouse, 5,250/. 10s. Id. Site, 437/. 14s. 3d,

.

Completed.

.

Diameter, 14

.

Not purchased.

.

Not lighted

.

Has not been painted or coloured since construction.

.

Two; one

Diameter, 12

.

7 feet

;

not known.
1st

.

January 1841.

.

Since purchase,

.

Since

26/. 15s. 5d.

purchase, 21?. 10s. Sd.
Once in four years.

Two

.

;

one at

Foremen

painters

generally.

per annum, one at 45/. per annum, a suit
annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for

80/.

of clothes
dwellings.

Original price not known.

.

1857.

.

1858, 18/. lis.

8/. 15s.

.

1857, oil, 721 gallons; wicks, 120 dozen.
wicks, 112 dozen.

1858,

oil,

734 gallons;
,

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

.

Argand cotton,

1857, 25s.

.

Nil.

.

,

2s. 6d.

per gross.

,

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

.

1852, 831/.

548/.

7s.

,

3s.

1858,

2J(/.

lOd.

Total

for

1852,

2,800/. lis. Sd.

1852, 268/. 16s. \d.

.

General Return,
46, 47.

,

Nil.

,

1858, 319/. 16s. 2d,

and see Lighthouses,

19.

,

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

;

8 feet

See Lighthouses, General Return,
Ditto,

.

Not

at 45/.

per annum, a suit of clothes

and furniture

for dwellings.

and transport included.

778/., fitting

Not lighted

oil,

until 1858.

1858, oil (during the three months ending 31st December),
150 gallons ; wicks, 8 yards.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
Concentric cotton, 7id. per yard.

19.

1858 (for 3 months),

5s.

Nil.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
Toll not collected

None
46, 47.

till

after

19.

Midsummer

1858.

for 1852.
Nil.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

Nil.
Nil.

.

Committees of the Elder Brethren

,

Four lamps, with burners complete on the ground floor of
lightliouse.
Diameter of oil cellar, 14 feet 3 inches; height,

.

and one

of 1858.

;

agent in 1858.

Committees: 1857, 14th May. 1858, 14th August, 29th and
30th September; 4th and 23rd October. Agent: 9th and
24th December.

No.

Barometer with thermometer attached.

at 65/.

.

Committees of the Elder Brethren.
Committees: 1857, 15th August; 1858, 13th August.

,

after the first quarter

1858, 23s. id.
,

.

till

annually, and coal,
,

.

.

feet.
Height: pedestal, 5 feet 1 inch; glass,
10 feet; glass to vane, 13 feet 6 inches; total, 28 feet
Two lanterns, one for each lighthouse, 3,055/. 5s.
7 inches.

124,678?. 17s. 2d.

Internal thermometer.

No.
5 lamps, 2 reservoirs, 2 receivers, 1 set of red shades ; in the
bottom of tower. Diameter of oil cellar, 12 feet; height,

9

feet.

Barometer, with thermometer attached.
thermometers.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

Ditto,

ditto.

relieved.

Not

12

relieved.

ditto.

19.

External and interna'

:

.
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CoRTORATIOX OF TkINITY IIoUSE, LoNDON.

WHITBY, SOUTH.
Near Ling
Two.

High Whitby.

Hill,

John Gatenby, Skinner

FLAMBRO'.

Street,

About 400 yards

within the extreme point
of the Head.

Whitby, Yorksliirc.

by E. i E., N. by W. J W.
Sec General Return, 19.

258 yards.

3.

John Gatenby, Skinner

June 1814.

4.

One.

Trade of Sunderland and Trustees of the Piers and Harbour of
Whitby.

5.

S.

6.

to the other headlands, and allbrdin'; sutlicient
elevation to render the light visible over the north cheek of
Robinhood Bay, and as a mark open E. of the North Light
for clearing the Whitby Scar.

As preferable

7.

p.

Engineer, James
William Falkinj;bridge, Whitby.
Walker. Superintendent of the A\'orks, Henry Norris. By

Builder,

light.

s.

contract,

in.

Sea

11.

Brick, solid wall ; at base 3 feel 6 inches, at top 2 feet 1 inch ;
not coated; white; circular; lantern gallery with iron

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

Stone; solid walls; three feet; not coated; white; octagonal;
lantern gallery with iron railings.
Dr. Faraday'

About 1674. Nciv tower erected 1806. 1st December 1836,
from present lighthouse,
Builder, John JIatson, Bridlington. Engineer, Samuel Wyatt,
London. Superintendent of the Works, Nathaniel Gott.

By

contract.

Sea

Whitby.

;

the point.
8.

October 1858.

Ist

Street,

renewed November 1805. See General Return, 19.
1674; Sir John Clayton. November 1805, trade of London
and northern ports.
Its being the most prominent headland.
Present site selected
in the same line of direction as the old tower, but nearer to
1674

light.

railing.

13. 87 feet.

48 feet.

240

14. 214 feet.

feet.

15

]6i miles.

16.

23 miles.

17.
1

N. 2R W.,

190°.
.

S. 17 E.

Not revolving.

20, See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
',;l.

1!).

with regulating condensor.

R. L. Chance, Brothers, and Co., Birmingham.

uneter over the llamc of the lamp,

Faraday's tube, 4\ inch
and ventilating wind^

,rd

,

on lantern.

1
1

inch; glass,
Price

inch.

Not purchased.
till

afte the first quarter

No

alteration.

24.

Reflectors

26.

None.

Two; one at

one

65/.,

annually, and coal,
36. 1,003?. (fitting

Not lighted

38. 1837, nil.

.it

site, 136/. 10s.
.SO,

32.

Not purchased,

33.

Since 1822,

per annum, a suit of clothes
and iurniture for dwellings.

35.

Two

and transport included).

oil,

months ending

167 gallons; wicks, 11 yards, during three

December.

31st

.

,

,

Toll not collected
1852,

Nil.

.

Nil.

.

.

after

19.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

;

;

cliff;

extinguished three minutes.

5 l:imps, 2 reservoirs, 2 receivers ; in the bottom of the tower.
Diameter of oil cellar, 13 feet ; height of do., 9 feet.

Internal thermometer.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto,

Not

oil,

and furniture for dwellings.

1858,9/. 18s.

Ud.
1858,

39. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
1857,
40. Argand cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross,
7s.

1/. 6j.

oil,

849 gal-

lOJd.

1838,

8id.

41. Nil.
42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19,

.Alidsummer, 1832, 1,222/. 15s. 7(/. ; Jlidsummer, 1858, 885/.
Total for 1852, 4,3.sO/. I4s. lli</.
17s. lid.
320/. 4s. Srf. ; 1858, 330/. 3s, Id.
See Lighthouses,
General Return, 19.
NiL See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

1852,

45, 46, 47,

Committees of the Elder Brethren agentinl858.
Committees: 1857,14th Slay. 1858, 14th August 29th, 30th
.September; 4th, 23rd October. Agent: 1858, 24th, 31st
December.
Down draft caused by the eddy wind from
1st October 1858.

.

.

suit of clothes

1857, oil, .857 gallons; wicks, 129 dozen.
lons ; wicks, 133 dozen.

44.

Jlidsummer 1858.
months only.

n four

per

48,

Nil,

49,

Nil,

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, HthAugust. 1858, 12th and 16lh August.
Agent: 1857, 24th February; 26th May; 21st August lOlh
November. 1838, 13th March; 19th 'June; 30th Septem13lh December.
ber; 24th November
Pane of glass broken by a wild duck
52, 21st November 1851.
50,

the
.

till

1838, lighted for three

46, 47. Nil.

,

,

nil.

Foremen

38.

Nil.

See Lighthouses, Gener.il Return,

5(f.

at 46/. lOs.

1837, 12/. 14s. 5d.

4.1.

,

one

Included in price of lantern.

6s. lOjd.
,

;

24/. 4s,

at 63/,,

,S6.

17.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
yard.
1858 (for three months),
7i(/.
Concentric cottoi

39.

one

37.

until October 1858.

1858,

36/. 12s. 8(/.

annually, and coal,

4G/. 10s.

oil,

Completed.

31. Diameter, 13 feet. Height: pedestal, 3 feet 6 inches; glass,
8 feet ; glass to vane, 1 1 feet (1 inches ; total, 2.1 feet,
ajiparatus
2.894/. lis- 8J,, including illun
all charges,

34. Since 1822,
years.

on858.

34. Has not been painted or coloured since construction.

37.

23.

29. Lighthouse, 3,121/, 16s. lit/.; adjoining buildings, 977/. 13«.6(/.

Not lighted

35.

21 burners,

None.

;

,

machine.
22.

28. 31 days.

Height: pedestal, 5 feet
Diameter, 11 feet.
10 feet
glass to vane, 13 feet ; total, 28 feet
included in high light return.

.

Catoptric, .\rgand lamps, burners seven-eighths of an inch,
and par;tbolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.
Red shades over seven of the reflectors; clockwork revolving

27. None.

Completed

,

two

None.
Eight (in the three months October, November, December).
Included in high light return.

.

face cverv

and revolving machine, G. Robinson
Lamps, &c.,
R. Wilkins and Son, London.
25. Faraday's tubes, IJ inch diameter over flames of the 1 lips, and
by openings in the lantern pedestal.

1st order.

None.

.

ing a

Fixed; bright.

Dioptric. 4i refractois of s to the circle, with H) zones of
prisms, 13 above and 6 below the refractors, and three and a
half spherical reflectors; fountain, 4 concentric wick lamp,

,

295°. N. 28 \V., S, 87 W.
Revolving ; bright and red.

19, Perfect revolution in six minutes,
minutes; 2 faces, bright, 1 red.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

,

8

15^ miles.
20 miles.

ditto,

51,

;

;

;

extinguished about 30 minutes,
33,

Four lamps, with burners complete in the base of the tower.
Diameter of cellar, 14 feet 2 inches; height of ditto, II
;

feet.
54. Barometer, with thermometer attached.

thermometers.
55. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
5(5.

relieved.

57.

Ditto,

No:

relieved.

ditto.

Internal and external

;

-

CIRCULAR

REPLIES TO

No. III.-

ENGLAND.

G9

CoRi'ORATiox Of Trinity House, London.
9.

10.

SPURN HIGH.

SPURN LOW.

Spurn Point, Mouth of the Humber.
I,

:.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;.

:.

1672, by Mr. Justinian Angell
1661, bythetrade to Newcastle.
and trade of Newcastle and northern ports.

To

lead

up

to the

.August 1661

.

1661,

.

.

contract.

light.

Brick; solid wall; coated with cement; at base 3 ft. 9 in., at
top 1 ft. 7 in.; red; circular; lantern gallery with iron

.

16th April, 1675, as a temporary light.
1st September 1776,
from a wood tower or " swape." 1816, as an oil light from
brick tower. 24th June 1852, from the present building (in
the same line .is reg.irds the high light, but to the northi\ard, the previous building to the southward having
been

Thomas Hutchings and Company. Engineer, James
Walker. Superintendent of the Works,' Henry Norris. Bv

Builders,

Dr. Faraday's.

.

.

.

93

contract.

feet.

Sea

.

feet.

15 miles.

.

W

N. 28 E., N. 17

.

Fixed; bright.

.

.

Not revolving.

.

,

,

,

.

,

12 miles.

November 1853, present apparatus fitted in'substitntion
for 24 argand lamps and parabolic reflectors by the Board's
direction.
No alteration in '* character."

Fixed; bright.

.

Not

29th

Frame, lamps,

Paris.

,

.

.

.

None.
None.
39 days.

Not known.

Dwelling

2,443?. 3s.

lOd

for

High and Lo«

.

.

Height: pedestal, 7 feet; glass, 10 feet
2,218/.' 17s. 11</.
total, 28 feet.
;

glass to vane, 11 feet

1st
309,531/. 4s. 6d. (two lighthouses.)
fourth.
1st April 1841, three-fourths.
.

.

41/. 7s. 3d.

27/. 8s.

Not by

39 days.
2,913/. 19s.

Three (for both lights.) One, 65/., one, 46/. lOs., one, 15/.
per annum, a suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil,
and furniture for dwellings 51. per annum for keep of a

.
.

1857, 30/. 14s.

(including low light.)

lOrf.

1858, 25/. 19s. lid.

(ditto.)

.

.

.

.

1857, oil, e.?-) gallons (for both lights); wicks, 60 yards (high
light only.)
1858, oil, 635 gallons; wicks, Gl yards.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
Concentric cotton,

7irf.

per yard.

;.

'.

19.

1857, 37s.

6t/.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

.

.

.

quarter, 1852, 1,726/. 9s. Id. (for the two lights);
1,323/. 2s. 9d. (ditto.)
Total for
1852, 6,771/. Ss. OJd.

1852, 509/. 10s. Sd.

1858, 519/. Os. 8d. (for the

two

Nil.

.

.

complete ; one reservoir.
Diameter of oil cellar, 20 feet

In the
;

':

f.

Ditto,

Not

4(/.

1353 8s

3d

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Sec Return for Spurn High Lighthouse.
46, 47. Nil.

ditto.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

Nil.
Nil.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and A^ent.
Committees: 1857, 25th May; ufli August
ISjS 17ih
August. Agent: 1857, 24th Februarj- ; 21st March
•17th
June; 5th, 22nd August ; 9th November. 1S5S, I5;h March
21st June; 1st July; 29th September; 23rd
November'*
31st December.
No.

.

Two

lamps,

with burners complete; one reservoir
High Lighthouse; diameter, 20 feet

cellar of the

10 feet.

Barometer, with thermometer attached. Internal thermometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

i.

per yard.

wicks-' 1SS7 .

Nil.

.

heiglit,

10 feet.
:.

SJrf.

•

'

•'

;

;

burrt<frs

11/. 7s. Sd.

;

Ditto,
,

19.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and agent.
Committees: 1857, 25th I\Iav; 14th August.
1858, 17th
August. Agent: 1857, 24th February; 21st March 27tn
June ; 5th, 22nd .\ugust 91h November. 1M5S, 15th March
21st June
1st July
29th .September 23rd November, 31st
December.
No.
lamps, with

24/. 4s.

Is57, 7s.

.

bottom of the tower.

:

Concentric cotton,

.

.

Two

Once in four

Included in Return for Spurn High Light.
oil included with High Li"ht
°
16 yards ; 1858, 18 yards.
19.

Nil.

;

81/. 18s. id.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

;.

one'-

Three (for both lights). One, 65/., one, 46/. 10s., one, 45/.
per annum, a suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and'
furniture for dwelling ; 5/. per annum for keep of a pony.

lights.)

;

I.

January 1841,

Included in Return for .Spurn High Light.
Included in Return for Spurn High Light.

19.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

46, 47. Nil.

;

:.

309,531/. 4s. 6d. (two lighthouses.)
1st
fourth.
1st April 1841, three-fourths.

I.

.

.

including temporary light and and repair
to

Consumption of

I.

Midsummer

See Lighthouses, General Return,
,

5£f.,

i.

1858, 38s. U</.

Nil.

Jlidsummer quarter, 1858,
.

&c ''

Completed.

years.
i.

.

'

895/.

.

;

.

lamps

Di.ameter, 9 feet.
Height: pedestal, 4 feet, 6 inches- glass
7 feet ; glass to vane, 12 feet 6 inches ; total, 24 feet.

Coated once

pony.

.

Frame,

None.
None.

Groynes.

in four years.
,

Optical parts, Henry Lepaute, Paris.
^^illiam Wilkins, London.

Faraday's tube, 3J inches diameter over the flame of the
lamp '
and by iron grating in the lantern floor.

.

I.

contract.

•

20th January 1S48, present a])paratns fitted in lieu of argand
lamps and parabolic reflectors by the Board's direction.
No alteration in "character."

.

January 1841, one-

since construction (including low light.)

(including low light.)

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Dioptric.
Complete lenticular .ipparatus; fount.iin, two con
centric wick lamp, witli regulating condenser.
5th order.

.

Faraday's tube, 4^ inches diameter over the flame of the lamp,
and by openings round the lantern pedestal.

Completed.
Diameter, 14 feet.

circle.

revolving.

i*vc.,

Lights,
.

The whole

360°.

.
.

feet.

feet.

.

1st order.

Optical parts,
Henry Lepaute,
William Wilkins, London.

76

SO

.

.

,

Dr. Faraday's.

7^ miles.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Dioptric. 7 refractors of 8 to the circle, with 19 zones of
prisms, 13 above and 6 below the refractors; fountain, -l
concentric wick lamp, with regulating condcns(»r.

,

light.

Brick; solid wall, two feet; coated with cement; red; circular; lantern gallery with iron railings.

lOJ miles.
315°.

;

washed away).

.

.112

of the

renewed 1672. See General Return, 19.
by the Newcastle trade. 1672, by Mr. Justinian Angust
and the trade to Newcastle and northern ports.
To lead up to the mouth of the Humber.

.

mouth of tlie Humber.

16th April 1675, from a temporan,' " swapc.'" 1st Sept. 1776,
from the present tower. 20th July 1819, as an oil light.
29th Nov. 1853, as a dioptric light.
Builder, William Taylor, of York. Engineer, John Smeaton.

Sea

Mouth

William Davie, Yarmouth, Norfolk.
Two. N.W. i N., S.E. i S. 158 yards.

railing.
.

the Point, at the

Humber.

Two. N.W. i N., S.E. 1 S. 158 yards.
August 1661; renewed, 1672. See General Return, 19.

By
.

On

William Davie, Yarmouth, Norfolk.

Internal thermometer.

.

See Lighthousei, General Relr.rn.

.

Not

Ditto,

ditto.

relieved.

13

'

.

relieved.

ditto.

19.

In oil
hei^'ht

"

:

;
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70

Corporation of Trinity House, London.
11.

12.

HUNSTANTON.

CROMER.

Top

of the

About 250 yards from

Cliff.

One.

19See General Return,

Exact date not known.

Before 1663.

Owners and masters of ships and other mariners

4.

5.

1674.

6.

1674, Sir

;

the distance of about 12
Boston Bar and Burnmile?, and extending the light to the
ham Flats buoys.
3rd September 1840,
light.
oil
an
1777, as
1665, as a coal fire.
as a dioptric light from new tower.

commanding

highest elevation

7.

Present site selected in (M)nsequence of a
of the old lighthouse.

Sea

,

11.

12.

brick tower; stone gallery floor;
6mches; coated with
base 4 feet ,S inches, at top 3 feet
with iron nulmg.
n^tic; white; circular; lantern gaUery

274

14.

feet.

15. 17| miles.

.

63

.

109 feet.

17. 192°.

.

11 miles.

18.

Revolving; bright.

19.

Perfect revolution

miles.

Fixed

Not

I.

S.60W., S. 75E.
bright and red.

;

20.

revolving.

'

a

face every

work revolving machine.

;

Sde

lamp, with regulating condensor.

22.

30 burners.

23.

No

alteration.

and revolving machine, Messrs. Robinson and
Wilkins, London. Lamps, &c., R. Wilkinsand Son, London.

24. Reflectors

i.

2nd order.

1.

No alteration.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Co,
Optical portions, J. Cookson and
Son, London.
Frame, lamps, &c., R. W.lkins and
lamp,
of
flame
3J inches diameter, and by
the
Faradv's tube over
lantern.
the
of
ventilators round the pedestal

;

38E.

S.

in- three minutes, showing
minute.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

Dioptric.

I.

N. 50W.,

Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and para21. Catoptric.
Clockbolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
with 8 tiers of c^oncavc
5 refractors of 8 to the circle,
red shade outXrors 5 above and 3 below the refractors concentric
wick
3
fountain,
refractors;
the lens or

I

23 miles.

16.

feet.

.225°.

front

Dr. Faraday's.

Dr. Faraday's.

1.

cliff in

13. 61 feet.

.

.16

of the

Engineer, James Walker. SuperBaily. By contract.
intendent of Works,
Sea light.
Stone and brick ; solid wall, at base 4 feet, at top 3 feet ; coated
with cement ; white ; octagonal ; stone lantern gallery.

light.

Stone plinth;

fail

Builders, Messrs. Freeman.

9.

10.

soUdwall^ at

John

29th September 1719, as a coal fire. 8lh September 1792, as
an oil lamp. 29th June 1833, from present tower.

8.

Engineer James
Builder, Williiim Candler, Lynn, Norfolk.
Dalrympleand Duncan.
Walker. Superintendet^ts 'of works,
contract.
By

Renewed

1718. See General Return, 19.
Cla.vton.
1718, Edward Boweli, of Ipswich, and
in the coal trade belonging to Newcastle,
of
vessels
masters
Yarmouth, and ports northward.

inhabitantsof

the Port of King's Lynn.

The

the CHtT.

Henry Sandford, Cromer, Norfolk.
One.

3.

William Davie, Yarmouth, Norfolk.

25. Faraday's tubes,

l^inch diameter over the flames of the lamps,
in the pedestal of the lantern.

and by openings

None.

26.

None.

27.

None.

28. 45 days.

"None.
29. 3,8927. Os.

12 days.
13s. 3d.
Light'tower and two dwellings, 2,696/.

30.

Completed.

31.

Diameter, 12
gl.-uss

Height

feet.

to vane, lOfeet

total,

;

1,2217. 0,.8rf., lst.Ianuary;

Total,

glass 8 fee.
Price 1,03 ,/. 16». la.

pedestjd, 4feet

:

22

feet.

^Sil. 2s.

M,

;

8 feet
;

197. 3s. S<7.

4th February, 1837.

32.

at 657.,

one

annually, and coal,

Not by

contract.

Cue

Price

Transport, SI 7.

!>167.'l2s. lid.

1857, 107. 15s.

per annum ajV*'
and furniture for dwellings.

o*"

at 45?

oil

in tour

34.
35.

Two

6(7.

;

,3s.

wicks, 52 yards.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Concentric cotton, 6W. peryard. 1857,

,

.

,

:.

I.

I.

oil,

256 gallons

_

„,

I

687. 15s. 3(7.

;

1858. 417. 16s.

1852, 2627. 4.S. 6(7. ; 1858, 1987. 4s.
neral Return, 19.

I.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Argand cotton,

41.

NiL

Total for 1852, SOOi 18s.
9(7.

See Ligh'houses, Ge-

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

2s.

6(7.

43. 1852, 1.0547. 13s. 5{(7.
3,9187. 3s. 104(7.
44. 1852, 394?. 6s.

Return,

Nil.
45. 46, 47.

Nil.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and

.\gent.

48.

Trans-

1858, oil, 968 gallons;

19.

per gross.

1857, 26s.

10A(/.

1858,

1(7.

19.

1858, 7117.

1858, 3737. 19s.

5s.

7(7.

Total for 1852,

See Lighthouses, General

4(7.

19.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

Nil.

49. Nil.
50.

51.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and .Agent.
Committees. 1857, 13th -August. ISSS, 18th -August. Agent:
31st Jlay; 30th June.
1857, Slst January; 2Srd February
31stMarch; 30th -April;
185R, 31st J,inuan,'; 28th February
31st August; 30th Sep31st May; 3.ith June ; Slst July
tember; 31st October; 30th November Slst December.
;

;

No.
burners, one reservoir, one receiver, one refractor, two
mirrors, one red shade. Oil stored in acellar orvault at the
Diameter, 12 feet ; height,
base of tower, underground.
9 feet.
Barometer, with thermometer attached, and external ther-

;

Two

Ditto,
relieved.

;

52.
53.

54.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Not

Fitting, 397. 10s.

old).

39.

28s. 2,7.; 1838,27s. 74(7.

46,47. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

;,

from

1858, 157. 18s. \d.

970 gallons; wicks, 129 dozen.
wicks, 124 dozen.

19.

mometer.
1.

9(7.

38. 1857, oil,

.

Committees: 1857. 23rd.\ugust. 1858, 17th .\ugust. .\genf.
25th August;
18.57, 27th February; 29th March ; 28th May;
1S5S, 7th March ; 22nd June ; 28th Sep7th November.
tember ; 25th November.
!.

1857, 237. 13s.

25s. 10(7.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

7(7. (part adapted
port, 1067. 7s. 4(7.

37.

1858,

one at 657., one at 457. per annum, a suit of clothes
;
annually to one keeper, and coal, oil, and furniture, for

36. 5377. 6s.

Fitting, 2287. 6».

Nil.

71852,

1822.

since 1822.

dwellings.

'^°'^'''

1838, 157. 16s. 9(7.

1857, oil, 258 gallons
wicks, 51 yards.

pedestal. 4 feet 6 inches; glass,
total, 25 feet 6 inches.
;

13 feet

Not purchased. Lease expired

147. 12s. 10(7.

years.

Two; one

Height;

feet.

glass to vane,

33. 147. 7s. Id. since 1822.

since purchase.
since purchase.

;

1,0567. Is. 11(7.

1,60.^/. Ss. 6rf.

287. 2s. 9(7.

7(7.

Completed.
Diameter, 14

ditto.

19.

No.
Seven lamps, with burners complete. Lower floor of the towerDiameter of oil cellar, 17 feet ; height, 8 feet 2 inch.
Barometer, with thermometer attached, and internal thermometer.

5 5. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
56.

57.

Ditto,

Not relieved.

ditto.

.

CmCULAR

REPLIES TO

No. III.— ENGLAND.

71

Corporation of Trinity House, London.
13.

14.

HAISBOROUGH HIGH.

HAISBOROUGH LOW.
S.S.E. of Haisborough Church.

S.S.E. of Haisborough Church.
3.

Two.

N.W. iW.,S.E.iE.

5.

1789.

See General Return,

6.

Mr. Henry Taylor, of North Shields, and trade of Newcastle,

7.

The Haisbro' shore

8.

1st

4.

William Sturgess, Bacton, near North Walsham, NorfoIR.
Two. N.W. A W., S.E. i E. Half a mile.
1789.
See General Return, 19.
Mr. Henry Taylor, of North Shields, and trade of Newcastle,
Whitby, and Scarbro'.

William Sturgess, Bacton, near North Walsham, Norfolk.

and

"Whitby,

Haifa

mile.

19.

Scarbro'.

The Haisbro' shore

lights, with the floating light, were established for the safe guidance of vessels passing inaudout
of
Haisbro' Gatway.

lights, with the floating light, were established for the safe guidance of vessels passing in and out
of Haisbro' Gatway.

1st

January 1791. (The lights at Caistor and the small light
Winterton then discontinued as unnecessary.)

at
9.

10.

Brick ; solid wall, at base four feet, at top three feet ; not coated
white; circular; lantern gallery with iron railing.
12. Dr. Faraday's.
13. 94 feet.
14. 137 feet.
15. 124 miles.
It).

London.
Sea

;

74

feet.

101 miles.

N. 26W.,

S.

15 miles.

9E.

Fixed; bright.

197°.

Fixed

revolving.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand lamps, burners 1 of an inch, and parabolic
Catoptric.
reflectors 21 inches diameter, nine inches deep.

No

reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

and frame, Geo. Robinson, London. Lamps, &c.,R.
Wilkins and Son, London.
25. Faraday's tubes, li inch diameter over the flames of the lamps,

13 burners.

No

araday's tubes, li inch diameter
and ventilators fixed in walls.

Lighthouse (1790), 3,924?. 17s. Id., including low lighthouse
dwellings (1842), 1,706/. 18s. ; site of dwellings, 143/. 13s. Id.
Completed.
Diameter, 14 feet 6 inches. Height: pedestal, 3 feet 5 inches;
glass, 7 feet

;

glass to vane, 9 feet

;

11 days.

19 feet 5 inches.

total,

32.

two lanterns and lighting apparatus,

Included in High Lighthouse.

1,851/. 7s. lOd.

Not purchased.

Completed.
Diameter, 12

,

33. 40/. 2s. Id. since 1822, including Low Light.
Light). Not by contract.
34. 33/. ISs. lOd. (including

feet.
Height pedestal, 3 I'eet 4
glass to vane, 8 feet ; total, 1 7 feet 4
;
included in High Light Return.

,

Low

Two

keepers ; one at 65/., and one at 45/. per annum, a suit of
clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.
36. Included in price of lanterns.
1858, 20/. 18s. 7d.
37. 1857, 30/. 10s. 7d., including Low Light.

.

Not purchased.
Included in High Lighthouse Return.
Included in High Lighthouse Return.

.

Two

.

.

ditto.

442 gallons; wicks, 76 dozen.
1858, oil, 452 gallons ;
wicks, 87 dozen.
39. .See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
6d. per gross.
2s.
1857, ;i5s. lOd.
40. Argand cotton,
1858,
88. 1857, oil,

.

.

.

18s. l^d.

41. Nil.
.

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.
.

43. 1852, 1,564/. 15s. 9}d. 1858, 900/. 14s. Totalforl852,5,650/.16s.7d.

Low Lighthouse and Newarp Floating

(Includes the Haisbro'

ditto.

Low

Light.

1858, 631/. 7s. Id.,

45. 46, 47. Nil.

.

.

50.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

51.

Committees: 1857, 13th August. 1858, 18th August ; 5th
Agent: 1857, January 1, 7, 13, 19, 24, 30; February
Jlarch

2, 7, 11, 16, 21,

27

;

.

April

1,

52.

No.

53.

Two

;

December

;

Ditto,

Not

30; October

4, 9, 12, 17, 22, 24,

2, 5, 8, 13, 17, 24.

.

ber
No.

.

Two

2, 7, 12, 17,

25

;

December

4, 8, 14, 20, 25,

30;

Novem-

2, 5, 8, 13, 17, 24.

lamps, with burners comple ; on ground floor of the
Diameter of oil cellar, 19 feet 4 inches; heio-ht.
;

8 inches.

54.

Barometer, with thermometer attached,
internal thermometers.

55.

See Lighthouse

thermometer.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

56.

;

3, 7, 11, 17, 23,

tower.

54. Internal

57.

19.

28 ; December 1, 7, 10, 16, 23, 28. 1853,
January 1, 6, 12, 18,23, 24,30; February 3, 8, 14, 19, 24March 1, 7, 9, 15, 20, 25 ; April 2, 6, 12, 18, 23, 28 ; May l'
6, 13, 18, 22, 28 ; June 2, 7, 9, 15, 21, 23, 26
July 1, 3, 8, I2',
13, 19, 26, 28, 29 ; August 1, 4, 8, 13, 16, 18, 29; September

lamps, with burners complete. On the ground floor of the
tower; diameter of the oil cellar, 15 feet; height, ditto, 9
feet.

55.

1858, 13s. 9d.

Committees of Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 13th August. 1858, 18th August. Agent,
February 2, 9, 14, 19, 25
1857, January 1, 7, 13, 19, 24, 30
28; March 2, 7, 11, 16,21, 27; April 1, 7, 12, 18, 23, 29;
May 1, 7, 12, 15, 21, 27 June 1, 6, 12, 17, 24, 26 July 1 6*
12,15,21,26; August 1, 7, 13, 16, 19, 23, 26; September
1, 3, 6, 11, 17, 21, 28; October 1, 8, 14, 19, 24, 29; November

;

25

Do.
See Lighthouses, General Return,

;

7, 12,

;

7, 12, 17,

12s. lid.

;

Oct,
2, 9

18, 23, 29; May 1, 7, 12, 15, 21, 27 ; June 1,6, 12, 17, 24,26
July 1,6, 12, 15, 21, 26; August 1, 7, 13, 16, 19, 23, 26
September 1, 3, 6, 11, 17, 21, 28 ; October 1, 8, 14, 19, 24, 29
November 3, 7, 11, 17, 23, 28 ; December 1, 7, 10, 16, 23, 28.
1858, January 1, 6, 12, 18, 23, 24, 30 ; February 3, 8, 14, 19.
24 ; March 1, 7, 9, 15, 20, 25 ; April 2, 6, 12, 18, 23, 28
May 1, 6, 13, 18, 22, 28 ; June 2, 7, 9, 15, 21, 23, 26 July
1, 3, 8, 12, 13, 19, 26, 28, 29 ; August 1, 4, 8, 13, 16, 18, 29
September 4, 9, 12, 17, 22, 24, 30 October 4, 8, 14, 20, 25, 30

November 2,

1858, oil, 472 Gallons;

Nil.

,

49. Nil.

;

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand cotton. 2s. 6d. per gross. 1857,

Nil.

48. Nil.

19, 25, 28

1857, oil, 449 gallons; wicks, 62 dozen.
wicks, 66 dozen.

46, 47. Nil.

,

,

14,

keepers, one at 65/. and one at 45/. per annum, a suit of
clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.

Do.

19.

Price

Included in price of lantern.
Included in High Lighthouse Return.

19.)

See Lighthouses, General Return,

glass,

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
See Return for Haisbro' High Light.

.

(See Lighthouses, General Return,

;

ches.

Nil.

,

Light.)
44. 1852, 541/. 9s. 9d., including

ches

:

6 feet

Once

in four years.
35.

Lamps, &c.,

the flames of the lamps,

c

None.
None.

,

Price,

alteration.

Reflectors and frame, Geo. Robinson, London.
R. Wilkins and .Son, London.

and ventilators in walls.
None.
None.

28. 17 days.

31

bright.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Catoptric.
Argand lamps, bi-rners J of an inch, and parabolic

24. Reflectors

30.

N. 26 W., S. 9 E.
;

Not revolving.

22. 13 burners.
alteration.
23.

29.

•

'

feet.

100

Not

27.

Joseph Stannard, Norwich.
;
Richard Norris,

Norwich

Dr. Faraday's.

18.

26.

;

Wilkins,

contract.

light.

19.
20.
21.

By

Brick ; solid wall, at base 3 feet, at top 2 feet not coated
white; circular; lantern gallery with iron railing.

;

17 miles.

17. 197°.

William

Engineers,

;

1 1

James Green, Wroxham

Builders,

James Green, Wroxham, Norfolk Joseph Stannard,
Norwich, Norfolk. Engineers, William Wilkins, Norwich ;
Richard Norris, London. Built by contract.
Sea light.

Builders,

January 1791. The lights at Caistor and the small light at
Winterton were then discontinued as unnecessarj'.

relieved.

ditto.

19.

Ditto,

56.
57.

I 4

Not

relieved.

,

General Return,
ditto.

19.

and external and

;

:

;

APPENDIX— LIGHTS
CoUrORATION OF TRINITY HoUSE, LoXDON.

On
,

,

,

19.

record (a purchased liglithousc.)

November

23rd

1791 as an

oil liglit.

built by lessee.

light.

light.

with

;

;

Not known.

cement

railings.

Sea

Dr. Faraday's.
,

Dr. Faraday's.

.

53

feet.

9—105

miles.

.

N. 16 W., S. 34 E.

162°.

.

Fixed

,

;

bright.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners

and

an

of

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Lamps,

Geo. Robinson, London

fr.ime,

,S;c,

U

No

,

par.ibolic

alteration.

London. Lamps, &c., R. Wilkins
Frame of apparatus, W. Wilkins ;md Co.

Reflectors, Geo. Robinson,

,

and Son, London.
Faradai

one.

and

None.

tubes,

i

ver the flames of the lamps.

diai

round the

iiuilators

'

inch

1 i

None.

81 days.

known

not

Lighthouse

;

by

built

Two

les

None.

veilings.

27 days.

l,lil2/. 13s. C(/.

Tower not known.

Completed.
Height: pedestal, 3 feet 7 inches; glass,
fett.
e feet 6 inches; glass to vane, 9 feet 8 inches ; total, 19 feet

Diameter, 12
ches.

1(7.

the \\'intenon and two Orford Lights,

f(

1st

337. lis. since 1836.

Two; one

.

Not by

since 183C.

contr.act.

clothes annually, and coal,

Once

oil,

I

and furniture

suit of

8(7.

1858,

;

,

1858, 415 gallons;

2s.

6(7.

per

gross.

1857,

15s.

75(7.;

Two; one

Lighthouse.

Lighthouse. Not by contract.

Once

and one 457. per annmu, a suit of clothes
annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.

3177. 19s.

at 657.

1856, frame and ajiijaratus for lamps, 54/. lis.

6(7.

1857, 457. 15s.
house.

."See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
cotton,

Low

llings.

fi

177. 2s. 7(7.

dozen.

including

in four years.

Not known.

1857, oil, 440 gallons; wicks, 75
wicks, 76 dozen.

Low

since 1S22, including

497. 128. 10(7.

four years.

at 457. pi

.

Argand

feet.
Height; pedestal, 3 feet 6 inches; glass,
7 feet, glass to vane, 13 feet G inches ; total, 24 feet.

Diameter, 13

277. 18s. 2(7.,

per annmii, one

at 657.

1857, 127. Us.

5857. Is. 3(7.

Not purchased.

January 1857.
207. 10s. 1(7.

Dwelling

Completed.
,

37,S9y/. 7s.

1858, 277. 2s. 2d., including

4(7. ;

1857, oil, 477 gallons
wicks, 90 dozen.

1858,

;

wicks,

HI

dozen.

Sec Lighthouses, General Return,

15s. 10(7.

Argand

Nil.

,

and

11 burners.

.

and

19.

Catoi>tric. Argand lamps, burners J of an inch
reflectors 21 inches diameter, 6i inches deej).

alteration.

Robert Wilkius and Son, London.
Faraday's tubes,
inch diameter over the flame; of the lamps
and by air tube* through the walls,

W.

22

S.

Not revolving.

,

,

Reflectors

N. 37'E.,

165°.

Fixed; bright.

11 burners.

No

16 miles.

.

.

parabolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inch

feet.

12 miles.

.

Not revolving.
,

feet.

.119

14 miles.
,

light.

Brick; solid wall; .at base, 3 feet
inches, at top 3 feet;
coiitcd with cement; white; circular; lantern
gallery
with iron railing.

,

661 feet.

97

,

Cliff.

Two. N. i E., S. i W. 1,013 yards.
Not known. See General Return, 19.
Not known.
The best situation for the high light to serve as a leading mark
for the Stanford Channel vihen in one with the low light.
1609.
Rebuilt 1628 and 1676. 25th Januarv 1796 as an oil

See General Return,

cnalfd
inches
Brick solid wall, r. f
coloured red; octagonal; laiUi-n

,

the

One.

Sea

,

On

the Point (Wiutertonness.)

About 1615.
Not known J

,

WINTERTON.

William Davie, Yarmouth, Norfolk.

No

,

16.

LOWESTOFT HIGH.

Robt. Rising, Horsey, near Yarmouth, Norfoll<.

About 1615.
Not known.

,

15.

cotton,

2s.

6(7.

1858,

oil,

Low

Light-

474 gallons

19.

per gross.

1857,

17.

3s.

li(7.

;

1858,

18s. 9(7.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

,

1852, 2,7047.

,

Is.

9;(7.

185S, 1,G557.

13s.

Nil.
2(7.

Total

for 1852,
.

9,8607. 5s. 10^(7., includes the

two Orford lighthouses.
.

1852, 2387. 19s.

Return,
,

46, 47. Nil.

.

Nil.

1858, 2847. 10s.

9(7.

See Lighthouses, General

19.

See Ligtithouses, General Return,

See Lighthouses, General Return,

1852, 3837.0s.

19.

19.

Total for 1852,
1852, 1,5787. 12s. 9S(?.; 1858, 90s7. IC.?. 8(7.
5,6577. Ss. 7(7., includes the Lowestoft, Low, and Pakeflcld
lighthouses, and the Stanford floating light.
8(7.

;

1858, 3647. 17s.

2(7.,

ijicludingLow Light. See

Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
,

46, 47.

Nil.

Nil.

.

Committees of the FJder Brethren and Agent.

Nil.

.

Committees;

.

1858, 19th .\ngust, 5th
1857, 13th August.
Agent-. 1857, 1st, 31st January; 1st, 14th, 28th
.Srd, 13th, 3Ist March; 1st, 30fh April; 1st, 30th
May; 2nd,,'!0th Jj-.ie; 1st, 28th July; 1st, 11th August; 2nd,
30th September lst,31st October; 1st, 19th, SOth November ;
1858, 1st, 31st January; 1st, 27th
1st, 26th December.
February; 2nd, 12th, 29th March; 1st, ,30th April; 1st, 31st
May; 1st, 16th, 26th June; 1st, 11th, Slst July; 1st, SOth
August 1st, 9th 23rd, 30th September.

,

October.

.

February;

.

I.

No.

.

complete; on the ground floor of lightDiameter of oil cellar, 12 feet 3 inches; height,

5 lamps, with burners

house.

.

8 feet 2 inches.
I.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Internal

and external
,

Not

relieved.

;

Three lamps, with burners complete. In the bottom of the
tower, underground. Diameter of oil cellar, 14 feet 6 inches;
Barometer, with thermometer attached

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

ditto.
.

'.

;

No.

Ditto,

Ditto,

I.

;

height, 12 feet.

Rarometer, with thermometer attached.
thermometers.

.

>.

;

:

;

,

19.

Committees of Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees 1857, 24th August 24th Septeinber. 1858, 20lli
August. Agent 1857, 5th, 22nd January 17th, 28th Febru'arv; 1.3th, 26th March; 27th April; '5th, 26lh June;
17ih,'27th July; Slst August; 14th, 2Sth September; 5th,
28th October; 5th November; 1st December. 1858, 11th,
28th January
26th Februarv 29th March 28th April
4th June; 5th July; 5th August; 5th, 27th October; 25th
November ; 29th December.
;

;

;

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Nil.

Not

relieved.

ditto.

19.

;

iiUernal thermometer.

;
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Corporation op Trinity House, London.
17.

18.

LOWESTOFT, LOW.

PAKEFIELD.
South Part of the

Lowestoft Beach.
4.

William Davie, Yarmouth, Norfolk.
One.

5.

No

6.

No

3.
3.

William Davie, Yarmouth, Norfolk.

4.

Two.

5.

Not known.

N.

E.;

i

6.

Not known.

7.

To enable

S.

1609.

W.

1,013 y.Jrds.

oil light.
23th January 1796, improved.
from present lighthouse.

1S32,

Bemment, Lowestoft

By

8.

Jlay

9.

Builder,

;

Engineer,

Richard

10.

contract.

10.

Sea

Lantern erected on a framing of timber upon a brick foundation.
White ; Square building, with a gallery of wood,
enclosed by iron railing.
•

45

James Taylor, Yarmouth

By

11.

Brick; solid wall,
Dr. Faraday's.

1 foot 2 inches, coated with
circular lantern, gallery with iron railino-.

13.

34 feet.

14.

68

15.

Nine miles.
Nine miles.

feet.

Engineer, Richard Suter,

;

contract.

12.

16.

14.

1832.

1,

London.
Sea light.

light.

12. Dr. Faraday's.

compo

white-'

;

feet.

feet.

Eleven

17. 73°.

18.

N. J W.
Fixed ; red.

19.

Not revolving.
See Lighthouses, General Return,

17. 6°.

15. 74 miles.
16.

application.

The best position for lighting the channel between the Newcome and Barnard Sands.

1730 as an

May

Builder, Joseph
Suter, London.

48

7.

Channel from the

11.

13.

application. Proposed by an Inspecting Committee of the
Elder Brethren in July 1831. See General Return, 19.

19.

vessels to p.Tss into the Stanford
southward, with the two lights in one.

1st
9.

S. A

See General Return,

Cliff.

(11).

S3i E.

S.

S.

;

39i W.

;

W.

N. J

18.

Fixed; bright.

20.

19.

Not revolving.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

21. Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners i of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

19.

inside lantern

Argand lamps, burners 1 of an inch,
21. Catoptric.
reflectors 21 inches diameter, 7 inches deep.

and parabolic

22.

Two

23.

September

Three burners.

23.

No

24.

Robert Wilkius and Son, London.

alteration.
24.

26.

flames

of

tlic

None.
Seven

at suggestion of
1855. No alteration

July

in

27.

an
in

William Wilkins and Company, London.

25. Faraday's tubes,
inch diameter, over the flames
and by air tubes in the lantern pedestal.
26.

None.

27.

One burner added

1855.

U

tubes, 1^ inch diameter, over the
lamps, and by ventilators round the lantern.

25. Faraday's

28.

Red shade

glass.

;

burners.

Inspecting Committee
"character."

22.

19.

of the lamps

None.
None.

23. 17.
29. 821/. 9s. 4Arf.

(7).

Framework,

29. 1832.
30.

Completed.

31.

Diameter, 8 feet 6

303/. Os. 9d.

inclies.

glass, 5 feet 6 inches

Price, altered

;

from old

;

dwellings,

&-c.,

283/. 17s.

Height ; pedestal, 3 feet 6 inches ;
glass vane, 10 feet ; total, 19 feet.
light, 91/. 10s.

30.

Completed.

31.

Diameter, 12 feet G inches.

Height

pedestal, 2 feet 3 inches
9 feet 3 inches ; total, 15 feet

glass, 4 leet; glass to vane,
6 inches. Price, 380/. Is. Sd.
32.

lid

•

:

Not purchased.

33. 25/. 10s. Id. since construction.
32.

Not purchased.

33.

Included in High Light.

34. Included in
35.

One,

63/.

35.

"

per annum, a suit of clothes annually, and coal,

from old

oil,

18 dozen.

1858,

oil,

131 gallons;

wicks, 18 dozen.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Argand

per gross.

1857, 3s. 9d.

40.

;

1858, 3s. 9d.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

See Return for Lowestoft High

cotton, 2s.

43.

157/.

4s.

Sd.

General Return,

19.

43, 46, 47. Nil.

Liglit.

6rf.

per gross.

1857, 3s.

Nil.

48.

do.

See Lighthouses General Return,

19.

49.

1858,
1

187/.

5s.

50.
51.

(See Lighthouses,

9.)
19.

Cowing, Sons, and Rounce sugcest
and the buoyage of Pakflield
Gatway; the brig " Wilbeitbrce " having grounded
midway
between tlie South Newcombe and the North Barnard.
This channel repeatedly alters; a slight change
was made at
aiessrs.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 24th August and 24th .September
185S
2, th August and 24th September.
Agent: 1857, 9th and
22nd January; 17th February 12th and 26th
March- 27th
April ; 5th and 26lh June
17th and 27th July
31«t
August; 14th September; 5th and 29th October
;'5th N^
veuiber. 1858, 1 1th and 28th January
26th Februarv 09th
March ; 28th April; 4th June
5th Julv; 4th and «Oth
August; oln and 27th October; 25th November;
30th Da-

;

;

•

;

cember.

52.

No.

53.

One lamp,

In a room at the renr of
wit'n burner complete.
the lighthouse adjoining the kitchen. Dimensions, 10 feet
4 inches by 8 feet 5 inches ; height, 8 feet 11 inchjs.

54. Internal

52.

No.

53.

Two

lamps, wjth burners complete

basement of the tower.
inches

thermometer.

;

height, 10 feet.

one reflector. In the
Diameter of oil cellar l'
" feet 4

54. Internal

See Lighthouses, General Retm-n,

19.

53.

Ditto,

56.

relieved.

n.

ditto.

thermometer,
See Lighthouses, General Return,

56.
57.

'

1858, 3s 9d

;

;

Not

4</.

lUd.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

August, 1858.

87 "
"allons

this period.

Committees of the Elder Bretlnen and Agent.

51. Committees; 1857, 24th August ; 24th .September.
1853,20th
August, .\gent: 1857, 5th and 22nd Jaiiuary; 17th and 2Sth
February; 13th and 26th March; 27th April ; 5th and 26'th
June; 17th and 27th July 31st August; 2nd and 28th September; 5th and 29th October; 5th November; 1st December.
1S58, lull and 29th January; 26th Februarv ; 29th
March ; 28tll April ; 4th June ; 5th July ; 5th August
5th and 27th October ; 25th November ; SOth December.

57.

oil,

alterations in the leading light

49. Nil.

53.

1S3S,

19.

See Lighthouses General Return, 19.
See Return for Lowestoft High Light.

48. Nil.

50.

Argand

General Return,

42.

44. 1832,

42.

45. 46, 47. Nil.

IW.

41.
19.

41. Nil.

Do.

4/. Is.

wicks, 18 dozen.
39. See Lighthouses

39.

44.

1858,

38. 1857, oil, 84 gallons; wicks, 19 dozen.

light.

38. 1857, oil, 127 gallons; wicks,

6if.

"

36. 190/. 18s. 6d.
37. 1857, 18/. 4s. 3d.

Included in High Light.

cotton, 2s.

One

annually, and coal,

and furniture for living rooms.

37.

Two.

High Light.

36. 55/. Is. Cd., altered

Not by contract, coated once in four years.
one 43/. per annum, a suit of clothes
65/.,
oil, and furniture for dwellings.

34. 8/. 7s. 2d.

Ditto,

Not

relieved.

ditto.

19.

;

;

APPENDIX— LIGHTS
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:

Corporation of Trinity House, London.
20.

19.

ORFORD, LOW.

ORFORD, HIGH.
On

On

Orfordness

The Light Committee of the Board.

,

.

.

S.W. by W.

Two.

N.E. by E.

1634.

See General Return,

;

1,439 yards.

Two.

N.E. by E.; S.W. by W. 1,439 yards.
See General Return,

the Board.

1634.

6.

Sir

For leading between SizewcU Bank and Aldbro' Napes to the
northward, and between the Cutler and Whitin" and BawdBay.
sey to the southward, and to the anchorage in Hoseley

7.

For leading between Sizewell Bank and Aldbro' Napes to the
northward, and between the Cutler and Whiting and Bawdsey to the southward, and to the anchorage in Hoseley Bay.

19.

John Meldrum, and masters of
on the east coast.

8.

;

About

1634,

oil light

;

vessels of

London and

ports

from a timber building 14th October 1793, as an
January, 1838, as a dioptric light.
;

Not known.

9.

10.

Sea

11.

Brick, solid walls; at base, 3 feet 10 indies, at top, 3 feet
Octagonal. Lantern gallery, «ith iron
1 inch; stuccoed, red.

Dr. Faraday's.

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

89 feet.

13.

72

feet.

83 feet.

14.

63

feet.

9J miles.
14 miles.

15. 8 J miles.

Sea

light.

Brick, solid wall; at base, 3 feet 8 inches; at top, 2 feet 3
stuccoed ; red. Circular. Lantern gaUerj-, with iron
i nches ;

.

4.
5.

About 1634 rebuilt 1792-3. 6th Way 1793, as an oU light
from new tower.
Engineer, William 'Wilkins, Norwich.
Builder not known.
Whether by contract or otherwise, not known.

.

The Light Committee of

and ports

19.

Sir .Tohn Meldrura, and masters of vessels of London
on the east coast.
'.

Orfordness.

3.

light.

railings.

railings.

,

2070.

,

Not

.

S.

7UVr.

revolving.

Catoptric.

19.

Not

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Two burners added on suggestion of an
16th April 1859.
Inspecting Committee in October, 1858. No alteration in

23.

Frame, lamps,

revolving.

August 1850; zones substituted

19.

for mirrors on suggestion of
alteration in character.

No

an Inspecting Committee.

&c.,

Cookson and Company, Newcastle. Zones,
Henry Lepaute, Paris. Lamps, &c.,'R. Wilkins and Son,
London.

24. Refractors, Isaac

U

inches diameter, over the flames of the
Faraday's tubes,
lamps, and by openings in the lantern pedestal.

None.
None.

25. Faraday's tube, 4^ inches diameter, over the flame
and by openings in the lantern pedestal.

15 days.

26.

.

Not known. Built by lessee (Lord Howard).
rooms and outbuildings to dwellings, l,342i 9s.

,

Additional

27.

3d.

Diameter, 12 feet. Height: pedestal, 3 feet 4 inches; glass,
6 feet 3 inches ; glass to vane, 8 feet 11 inches ; total, IS feet
6 inches. Price not known.
37,896?. 7s. Id.; 1st Januarj' 18,17 (including Orford Low and
Winterton Lights).
67/. 16s. since purchase, including Low Light.
53/. 19s. 6d., including Low Light; not by contract; once in
four years.
Two; one, 65/., one, 46/. 10s. per annum; a suit of clothes

.

,

.

,

annuallv, and coal,

oil,

29.

Not known;

30.

Completed.

31

Diameter, 1 4 feet. Height pedestal, 4 feet 6 inches ; glass,
10 feet; glass to vane, 11 feet 2 inches; total, 25 feet
Price 1,633/. Is, 6d,
8 inches.

.

.

llj.(/.

35.

;

Two; one 65/., one

1858,

18s. Urf.

Committees of

tlie

42.

1858, oil, 426 gallons;

1857, 25s, 7id.

1858, 255.

See Return for Winterton Lighthouse.

Barometer, with thermometer

attat".rd,

meter.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
Ditto,
relieved.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19,

50.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Blackwall Superinten-

51.

53.

Committees: 1857, 24th AprU, I S58, L'4th April, 20th August,
14th October, 16th September (weather prevented a landing).
Blackwall Superintendent 1857, 3rd January, 29lh March,
27th June, 24th September, 13th November.
1858, 1st
Januarj', 26th March, 29th June, 29th September, 22nd November, 29th December.
No.
Three burners, one refractor ; at the base of the tower ; oil

54.

Internal thermometer.

dent.

;

Not

of clothes annuallv,

19.

Included in High Light Return.

45. 46, 47, Nil,

Elder Brethren and Blackwall Superinten-

Committees: 1857, 24th April. 1S5S, 24th April, 20th August,
14th October, 16th September (weather prevented a landing).
Blackwall Superintendent: 1857, 3rd Januarj-, 28th March,
1858, 1st
26th June, 25th September, 13th November.
•lanuarj-, 26th March, 29th June, 29th September, 22nd November, 29th December.
No.
Six lamps, with burners complete in the base of the tower,
oil cellar (semi-circular), diame er, 21 feet ; height, 11 feet

3.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

:

52.
i

cellar semi-circular;
10 feet 9 inches.

10 inches,

>.

.suit

19.

44.

8s. Irf.,

dent.

I.

a

High Light Return.

40. Concentric cotton, 7id. per yard.

.Nil.

!.

;

11/. Os. 2d.

41. Nil.

48. Nil.

!.

annum
;

See Lighthouses, General Return,

49. Nil.

.

per

39.

Nil.

t.

45/.

and furniture for dwellings.

1857, oil, 423 gallons; wicks, 41 yards.
wicks, 40 yards.

.

.

January 1837 (including Orford High

38.

1,

i.

coal, oil,

37. Included in

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
See Return for Winterton Lighthouse.
1852, 490/. 19s. Ud., including Low Light; 1858, 493/.
ditto. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.;
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
46, 47. Nil.

.

Id., 1st

Included in Orford High Light Return.

36. 825/. lis. 2d.; 116/. 10s. 6d.

Nil.

.

dwellings, 2,4291 10». 6d.

:

and

1857, 18s.

lessee, 1843;

34. Ditto.

and furniture for dwellings.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
.\rgand cotton, 2s. 6(/. per gross.

.

by

and Winterton Lights),
33.

1857, 26/. 5s. 7Jd., including Low Light; 1858, 22/. 4s. 6d, ditto.
1858, oil, 471 gallons
1857, oil, 462 gallons ; wicks, 91 dozen.
wicks, 87 dozen.

.

built

32. 37,896/. 7s.

Not known.

.

of the lamp,

None.
None.

28. 9 days.

Completed.

.

f.

S.

22. 1st order.

character.

George Robinson, London.
William Wilkins and Compony.

;

of 10 to the circle, « ith 19 zones of prisms,
13 above and 6 below the refractors, fountain, 4 concentric
^vick lamp, with regulating condensor.

16 burners.

Reflectors,

W.

N. 42 E.
Fixed; bright.

21. Dioptric, 6 refractors

reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

.

73

18.

17. 211°.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand lamps, burners j of an inch, and parabolic

.

13 miles.

16.

N. 44iE.;
Fixed; bright.

,

ditto,

and internal thermo55.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
Ditto,

56.
57.

diameter, 16 feci 5 inches; height,

Not

relieved.

ditto,

19,

;

;
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
21.

22.

HARWICH, HIGH.

HARWICH, HIGH.

Harbour, South of
Light in High

Entrance of Harwich

Town.

the

Upper

Entrance of Harwich Harbour, South of the
Town. Lower Light in High Tower.

Tower.
3.

3.

The Light Committee of the Board.

4.

4.

Two

5.

5.

November

6.

towers. N. W. by N. ; .S.E. by S. 218 yards ; two lights
in the High Tower.
Upper Light 33 feet above the lower.

See General Return, 19.
Sir William Batten, Surveyor to the Navy, and 104 owners and
masters of ships trading to Newcastle, Sunderland, and

The Light Committee of the Board.
Two in one tower; Lower, 33 feet below the Upper Light.
November 1664. See General Return, 19.

WiDiam Batten, Surveyor of the Navy, and the trade to
Newcastle and northern ports.

6.

Sir

7.

In consequence of extension of the " Beach End," to lead into
the harbour.

8.

9th February 1848.
This date refers to the exhibition of the
light from its present elevation.
The original High Light
was shown from about the same height.

9.

Builder, Mr. Lee; Engineer, Daniel Alexander.
or otherwise, not known.

1664.

farther northward.

low

7.

Best position
harbour.

8.

About

9.

Builder, Mr. Lee; Engineer, Daniel Alexander.
tract or otherwise, not known.
Built by lessee.

in

line with

the

light

lead

to

into the

an

31st March 1818, from new tower as
1,665.
light; raised to its present position, 1822.

oil

If by con-

10.

Sea

11.

Brick (on a wood pile foundation) ; inner and outer wall
(inner wall, 9 inches
vacuity, 6 inches ; outer wall, 12
inches) ; octagonal ; gallery railing before the lightroom

light.

railing

Brick,

.

Dr. Faraday's.

Not coated, white.

round the base.

12. Mr. Faraday's.
13. 85 feet.
14.

69

by contract

on a wood pile foundation ; inner and outer wall
(inner, 9 inches; outer, 12 inches ; vacuity, 6 inches). Not
coated, white ; octagonal ; gaUery railing before light- room
window ; railing round the base of tower.

.

;

window;

If

.

85 feet.

.

36

.

6| miles.

.

9 miles.

.

6°. S.

.

Fixed ; red and bright.

feet.

feet.

15. 9 miles.
16. 13 miles.
17. 110°.

W.

S. 20A

;

S.

89J E.

18.

Fixed;

19.

Not revolving.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

briglit.

19.

21. Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners f of an inch,
bolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

and para-

22 E.

S.

;

28 E.

.

Not revolving.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

22. 9 burners.

23.

No

.

alteration.

24.

Robert Wilkins and Son, London.

25.

Faraday's tubes, 1^ inch diameter, over the ilames of lamps and
air openings round the tower, witii pipes leading to ventilator
in centre of lantern floor.

26.

27.

.

:.

None,
None.

.

i.

Catoptric and dioptric.
.Argand lamp, burner J of an inch,
and spherical reflector ; 1 section of a 1st order lens ; red
glass shade on the lens.

One

burner.

None.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.

None.

28. 15 days.

29.

Not known

30.

Completed.

31.

No

built by lessee

;

two dwellings,

9237. 6s. 2d.

lantern. Diameter of lightroom, 10 feet; height of window, 5 feet 8 inches ; width of ditto, 9 feet 5 inches.

32. 31,730/. Is. (the

34. 25/.

1st

8/.

None.

I.

Not known. Built by

I.

Completed.

Not by contract.

13/. 2s.

including

3d.,

40.

.

No

31,730/. Is. (the

.

Included in Return for the Upper Light in high tower.

Harwich Low Light

43.
44.

.

316 gallons; wicks, 37 dozen. 1858, oil, 328 gallons;
wicks, 56 dozen. For both lights in High Tower.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross. 1857, 7s. 85d.; 1858, lis. 8d.
For both lights in High Tower.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
1852 ,1,016/. 12s. lO^d. ; 1858, 676/. 5s. 2d.
Total for 1852,
3,850/. 16s., including the Harwich Low Lighthouse.
1852, 306/. 3s. 5d., including Low Light. 1858, 267/. ISs. 8d.,
ditto.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
46, 47. Nil.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

45.
48. Nil.

51.

:

.

Included in consumption of Upper Light in High Lighthouse.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

Argand cotton,

;

No.

.

54.

55.
56.
57.

with burners complete ; in vault under the baseDiameter of oil vault 15 feet ; height,

Upper

19.

See Return for Harwich Upper Light.

46, 47. Nil.

ditto.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

1 9.

NiL

,

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Blackwall Superintendent.

,

See Return for Harnich Upper Light.
No.

One lamp, with burner complete one
stored in the vault of High Tower
;

height, 14 feet.

Barometer, with thermometer attached; internal thermometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

Not

See Lighthouses, General Return,

feet.

Ditto,

cost included with

Nil.

ment of the tower.
14

19.

;

Nil.

Ditto,
,

.

53. Six lamps,

per gross

;

27th Februai-y ; 25th March ; 28th April ; 28th Slay ; 28th
June ; 26th July ; 26th August ; 27th September ; 29th
October; 21st November; 29th December.
.52.

2s. 6d.

Light.

;

;

Fitting, 44/. 2s. 7d.

13/. 8s. 4d.

;

;

Lamps and frame,

Included in Return for the Upper Light in High Tower.

;

;

ditto.

Three for the two lighthouses ; one at 65/. per annum, one
at 46/. 10s. per annum, and one at 45/. pel annum, a suit
of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwel-

.

.

;

January 1837.

lings.

,

Committees
1857, 15th August.
1858, 23rd April
20th
August
14th October.
Superintendent
1857, 2nd and
28th January
26th ilarch
26th February
28th April
30th May ; 27th June
26th August
g5th July
25th September; 14th and 27th November.
1858, 28th January;

1st

Lens adapted from an external apparatus.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Blackwall Superintendent.

two lighthouses),

.

.

49. Nil.
50.

lantern.
Diameter of light-room, 13 feet 6 inches; height
of window, 2 feet; width of ditto, 3 feet. Cost, 23/. 14s. Id.

Ditto,

1858,

lis. lid., ditto.

41. Nil.
42.

lessee.

.

38. 1857, oil,
39.

15 days.

;.

in four years.

Three for both lighthouses ; one at 65/. per annum, one at
46/. 10s. per annum, and one at 45/. per annum, a suit of
clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.
Not known.

36.
37. 1857,

None.

.

January 1837.

Low Lighthouse.
including Low Lightliouse.

2d.,

19s.

Once

two lighthouses),

1.

including

33. 547. 6s. lid.,

35.

;

.

,

None.
See Lighthouses, General Return,

ditto.

relieved.

K2

Ditto,

ditto.

Ditto,

ditto.

19.

;

red glass shade,
Oil
diameter, 15 feet

.

;

.

:
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:

CORPOEATION OF TRINITY HoVSE, LoNDOX.
24.

23.

LANGUARD FORT.

HARWICH, LOW.
Entrance of Harwich Harbour, South of
the Town.
3 The Light Committee of the Board
S.E. byS. 213 yards.
4. Two towers. N.W. by N. ;

Light placed
3.

The Light Committee of the Board.

4.

One.

5.

No

6.

P roposed by

7.

To

facilitate the

8.

1st

October 1848.

9.

Not

.

5.

November 1664.

6.

Sir

See General Return, 19.

trade to
William Batten, Surveyor of the Navy, and the
Newcastle and northern ports.

High

in line with

7. Best position

Light for leading into

the

harbour

March

1818,

from new tower

as

an

oil

8.

About 1665;

9.

If by contract
Builder, Mr. Lee; Engineer, Daniel Alexander.

31st

light.

or otherwise, not known.

Sea light.

10.

wall (inner
Brick (on a wood pile foundation); inner and outer
inches) ; not
wall, 9 inches; vacuity, 4A inches; outer wall, 9
w incoated white ; octagonal gallery before light-room

11.

;

dow

round the base of the tower.

IS. 40 feet.

16.

5J miles.
10 miles.

17. 44°.

S.

11.

Not known.

12.

None.

13.

Not known.

14.

Not known.

15.

Not known.

16.

4 miles.

;

56 E.

S.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand lamps, burners
inches in
parabolic reflectors 21

revolving.

21. Catoptric.

19.

Not

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

24.
J

of an

inch,

diameter,

9

and

No

alteration.

Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
the flames of lamps,
25. Faraday's tubes, li inch diameter over
and air openings round the tower, h ith pipes leading to
ventilator in lantern floor.

26.

None.

27.

None.

28.

No

29.

SO.

Return.
Completed.

;

built by lessee

;

dwelling included in High Light

diameter of light-room, 10 feet 6 inches ; height of
window, 5 feet 4 inches ; width of ditto, 9 feet 2 inches.
1837.
32. 31,730/. Is. (the two lighthouses), 1st January
33. Included in High Light (I'pper) Return.
Return.
(I'pper)
Light
High
Included
in
34.
one at 65/. per annum,
35. Three keepers (for both lighthouses),
a
46/. 10s. per annum, and one at 45/. per annum,

No lantern

of clothes annually, and coal,

oil,

and furniture for

Included in High Light (Upper) Return.
92 gallons ; wicks, 14 dozens. 185S,

38. 1857, oil,

oil,

ICO gallons

40.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand cotton ; 2s. 6<i per gross.

41.

NiL

44.

1

length,

inch;

34.

NiL

35

Two, one

52/.,

at

2s.

Hi

at 46/. 10s. per annum, a suit of
l.vmg
coal, oil, and turn.ture for

and one

clothes annually, and

rooms.
36.

adapted from

Lens
15/.

old

one in store

;

lamp and

fitting,

5d.

10s.

37. 1857, 21. 5s.

Id.

1858, It 10s. lOd.

wicks, 4 dozen.
38. 1857, oil, 27 gallons;

1858,

oil,

31

gallons;

wicks, 4 dozen.

39

See Lighthouses, General Return,
cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross.

40.

Argand

41.

Nil.

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

1857, lOd.

45. 46, 47.

No

1858, lOd.

See Lighthouses, General

1858,69/.2s.7</.

9</.

;

19.

No toa
Return,

1858,

19.

19.
toll.

48. Nil.

General Return, 19.

49. Nil.

See Return for Harwich High Light.
Ditto,

45. 46, 47. Nil.

50.

ditto.

Blackwall SupermtcnCommittee of the Elder Brethren and
dent.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

M

Superintendent
Cemmitte- I85S, 14th October. Blackwall
June 28th October.
Ts?r «6thFebriarv; 28th April 29th
27th May; 2Sth June;
;

Superinten50. Committees of the Elder Brethren and Elackwall
dent.
51. See Return for Harwich High Light.
52.

No.

53.

One lamp with burner complete in vault under basement of
of
tower. Diameter of oil vault, 12 feet 6 inches ; height

52.

No.

«

Two

"

54. Internal

ditto, 6 feet 7 inches.

Ditto,

Not

relieved.

in an apartment on the
lamps, with burners complete ;
leet 1 ,nch ; length,
samefloir as light-room. Height 6
8 feet 11 inches

;

54. Internal thermometer.
55. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

;

^Ss.t-rth JanuarV; 2Sth April;
26th July ; 27th August.

49. Nil.

57.

6 feet

Not purchased.

48. Nil.

56.

preparing light-room.

of lightroom: height,
width, 8 feet 7 inches.

;

44. 1852, III/. 19s.

1857,

9i(/.

42. See Lighthouses,
43.

Dimensions

43.

wicks, 23 dozen.

4s.

31

at

Not known.

S9.

Completed.

;

dwellings.

37.

14s. ad. for

30.

33. 5/. 12s. 3d.

Not known

36.

19.

of an inch, and section of a

record kept.

297451

32.

£8. 24 days.

one

i

R. Wilkins and Son, London.
diameter over the flame of the lamp.

21 feet

None.
None.

suit

Argand lamp, burner

inciics

24.

31.

revolving.

25. Faraday's tube, 13 in.

deep.
23.

W.

6th order.
and discontinued by direction of
23 1858. Green shade removed
the Board. No alteration in character.

Not

Three burners.

N. 34.

22.

19.

22.

;

Fixed; bright and red.

,

12 E.

W.

S.I1.

18.

small lenticular apparatus.

Fixed; bright.

27.

navigation into Harwich Harbour.

by the Corporation.

built

21. Dioptric.

18.

26.

the Board.

10. Local.

14. 25 feet.
15.

and in 1848.
application ; proposed by the Board in 1812
See General Return, 19.

17. 135°.

None.

12.

Barracks.

in the

;

railing

;

Window

in a

55.

37.

width, S feet

Return,
See Lighthouses, General
Ditto,

56.

ditto.

;

Not

,

inches.

thermometer.

relieved.

^'t°-

19.

.

;

.
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
25.

26.

MAPLIN,

GUNFLEET.

South-east Part of the Sand.

The

South-east Part of the Sand.

?.

1.

5.

The Light Committee of the Board.

3.

.5.

4.

One.

5.

January 1849.

6.

James Laminn;.

7.

7.

The most

8.

1st

9.

Builder,

Sec General Return,

:i.

19.
?.

George Henry Saunders ; Engineer, James "Walker
Superintendent of the Works, James N. Douglass.
By

).

Sea

1.

Iron,

2.

i.

69 feet.

1.

3t> feet.

light.

Iron; on Mitdiell's
open gallery with

12.

pile foundation;

sc

filings

ire

and

red;

six-:

J.

H.igstafr,

13.

I

feet.

S. 76 W.
;
Fixed; red and bright.

3.

Not

!).

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

1.

41 feet.

14.

15. 7 miles.

16.9 miles.

I.

3.

The

17. 360°.

\vl)ole circle.

Revolving; red.

18.

Ik minutes, showing

19. Perfect revolution in

a flash every 30

i.

seconds.
J.

20. See Lighthouses, Gener.-il Return, 19.
21. Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners i of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.
Red shades on
the faces of reflectors ; clocku ork revolving machinery

22.

Nine burners.

24.

5.

Eishtdavs.
Eight days-

9.

4,943/. Gs.

3.

Completed.
Diameter, 12 feet 6 inches. Height: pedestal, 3 feet G inches;
glass, 7 feet 6 inches; glass to vane, 12 feet; total,
23 feet. 805Z, IGs. 4rf., including fitting lighting appa-

William Wilkins and Company, London.

25. Faraday's tubes, liinch diameter over the flames of the lamjis,
and by ventilators in lantern pedestal.

27.

of3 cvvt., sounded by clockwork machinery.
Twelve days.

28.

Twelve days.

26. Bell

29.

14,567/. 7s.

30.

Completed.

ratus.

Not purchased.

3.

25/.

17s.

2rf.

4.

17/.

2s.

Qd.

Three; one

6.

366/. lis. 3d., fitting included in price

Is. G(/.

7.
8.

8/. 6s.

34.

Nil; coated about once in two years.

and

per diem

coal, oil,

1.

1852, 470/. 5s. S^d.

:4.

1352, 275/.

at 48/. i)er

fitting, 78/. 6s. Si/.

37. 1857, 4/. 5s. 5d.; 1858, 11. 19s.
38.

General

1857, oil, 365 gallons; wicks, 71 dozen.
lons; wicks, 79 dozen.

1858,

oil,

371

Argand cotton,
16s. 5U.

41. 339/. 9s.

per gross.

6d.

2s.

18,

49.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

1852,

481/.

4s.

2d.

;

1857, 14s.

9!.d.

;

1858,

12s.

Total for 1852,

9d.

1,706/. 3s. 6d.

44.

1852, a floating light;

1858,393/. 12s. 9d.

See Lighthouses,

General Return, 19.
45,46,47. Nil. See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

48. Nil.
49. Nil.

50. Committees of the Elder Brethren,
dent in 1858.
51.

and Blackwall Superinten-

Committees: 1857, 1st January; 7th November: 1858,24th
Super.\pril
21st August, weather prevented inspection
;

.

intendent: 5th February; 9th June.
50.

52. No.
53.

Three lamps, with burners complete; 3 red shades; in the
apartment next living room height, 9 feet Iciigth, 12 feet
;

;

width, 7 feet 9 inches.
54.
55.
56.
57.

Aneroid barometer, with thermometer attached.
thermometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto,

51.
52.

53.

Internal
54.

ditto.
55.

Once a month: two of

;

;

1858, 13s.

Total for

1852,

8irf.

Id.
1S5S, 322/.
Return, 19.
13s".

95.

4d,

See Lighthouses,

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
February 1855; wreck returns to Board of Trade from ComScott, transmitted by their Lordships, wherein it
i.s stated that Mouse and Shears (Maplin) are not sufficiently
strong and properly directed to guide vessels navigating that
part of river Thames, masters having been unable to distinguish Mouse Light from lights shown by vessels at
anchor.

19.

1858, 206/.

lOrf.

llrf.

261 gallons

mander

llrf.

42.

1858, 208/. 18s.

oil,

5, 46, 47. Nil.

gal-

39. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
40.

1S5S,

M.

0.

and one

(including transport);

654/. 16s. 5</.

of lantern; transport,

:2.

,

two

for living rooms.

1858, 16?. 9s. 4d.
1857, 36/. 5s. 3d.
1S57, oil, 257 gallons ; wicks, 22 yards.
wicks, 24 yards.

1,690/. 5s.

36.

and furniture

annum,

S5. Three; one at 60/., one at 49/- 10s.

in

at 49/.

per diem for victualling, a suit of clothes ancoal, oil, and furniture lor living rooms.

9.

Is. 6d.

60/.,

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Concentric cotton, 6^rf. per yard. 1857, lis.
132/. lis. 9d. (bell not new).
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

lid.

nually,

at

5/. 10s. 4rf.

1,067/. 10s. llrf.

Not purchased

coated about once

10s. each per annum, and
for victuallino;, a suit of clothes annually,

two

5.

and

33.

since construction.
;
not by contract;

years.

3d.

32.

0(7.

2.

31. Diameter, 12 feet.
Height ; pedestal, 5 feet ; glass, 7 feet
6 inches; glass to vane, 12 feet 6 inches; total, 25 feet.

and

revolving.

Dioptric. 6 refractors of S to the circle; hydraulic, three concentric wick lamp with regulating condensor ; red shade
outside refractors.
2nd order.
1S49, Bright light opened in direction of Shivering Sand at
suggestion of Deputy-Master and Inspecting Co^jimittee.
No alteration in character.
Refractors, Isaac Cookson and Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne;
fraaae, lamps, &c., R. Wilkins and Son, London.
Faraday's tube, 3^ inch diameter over the flame of the lamp,
and ventilators in lantern pedestal.
Bell of 3 cwt., sounded by clockwork machinery.

S.

7.

1.

23. None.

G? miles.
Similes.
252°.
N. 4 E.

^.

7.

None.

light.

on Mitchell's screw pile foundation, painted red; sixsided; open gallery with iron railing and flagstaff.
Dr. Faraday's.

>.

11.

One.

and Company, IMessrs. Gates and Home ; Engineer, James
Walker; Superintendents of the Works, James Lei; and
John Stretton. Bv contract.

;

contract.

Sea

•

the Board.

November 1837. See General Return, 19.
Directors of the General Steam Navij^ation Company.
The most suitable for guarding the Maplin Sand.
2ard July 1S3S, from a teminrary lightvessel ; 10th Febiniary
1S41, from Pile Lighthouse.
Builders, Alexander Mitchell (screw piles), Messrs. Gordons

suitable for guarding the Gunileet Sand.

August 1850, from a temporary lightvessel moored in nine
fathoms on the northern side of the East Swin ; 1st Slay
1856, from Pile Lighthouse.

10.

The Light Committee of

the three keepers are constantly at
Relieved by
the lighthouse and one on shore in iut,ltion.
sailing tender.

56.

57.

Wrecks (on the Blacktail Spit) found to have occurred in
two cases during heavy snow and continual squalls from
the north-east, and in the third in dull squally weather, the
lead in this last case having been hove only every half-hour.
Board of Trade informed that Elder Brethren are of opinion
that losses are not attributable to inefficiency or want of
strength in either of the lights mentioned or in the Nore,
which are perfectly effective for the purposes intended,
especially for clearing the Alaplin and Blacktail Sands, provided the masters of vessels payproper attention, but that they
resulted in each case from the want of ordinary precaution
and seamanship, and from recklessness in being under weigh
at such times and in such weather.
Committees of the Elder Brethren, and by officer in charge of
monthly relief.
Committees, 1857, 25th January IB5S, 19th March.
No.
;

lamp, 3 burners, 1 refractor, 1 reservoir, 1 receiver, 1 red
shade; oil stored in room adjoining living room; diameter
of oil room, 8 feet ; height, 7 feet.
Aneroid barometer with thermometer attached; internal thermometer and compass.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
1

Ditto,

Once

vessel.

K3

ditto.

a month; t'.vo of the three keepers are constantly at the
lighthouse and one on shore in rotation. Relieved In sttuni

:

,
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Corporation of Trinity House, London

27.

28.

CHAPMAN.

MUCKING.
Mucking

Chapman Head, Sea Reach, River Thames.
Board.
3. The Light Committee of the
4. One.
5 October 1847. See General Return, 19.
steam and other vessels, omiers
6. James Laming, and masters of
navigation ot the
of coasters, and others interested in the
River Thames.
Middle.
River
7. To guard the
August 1851
lightvcssel.
8. 1st October 1849, from a temporarj-

Eno-ineer,
D. thristie.

By

4.

One.
October 1847. See General Return, 19.
James Laming, and masters of steam and other vessels, owners
of coasters, and others interested in the navigation of the
River Thames.

6.

clear the Scars and the Chapman Head to the east, and the
Ovens to the south-west.
October 1849, from temporary lighthouse. Sth April 1851,
from Pile lighthouse.
Builders; foundation pipes, Simpson and Co., London ; other
castings. Fox, Henderson, and Co., London; superstructure, Gates and Horne, London.
Engineer, James Walker.
Superintendents of Works, N. Douglass, J. N. Douglass.

To

7.

1st

8.

other castings,
Builders: foundation pipes, Simpson and Co. ;
and Horne.
Fos, Henderson, and Co. ; superstructure, Gates
the Works,
ot
Superintendent
James Walker.

n

The Light Committee of the Board.

5.

from Pile Lighthouse,

9.

contract.

10.

Sea

II

Iron- on Mitchell's screw pile foundation;
open gallery, with iron railing and Hagstalf.

liglit.

.

By

.

red; sis-sided,

Sea

10.

contract.

light.

on a hollow pile foundation. Black and white
Bridge painted while.
nate horizontal bands.
No.

11. Iron,

12.

No.

13.

74

feet.

12.

14.

40

feet.

13.

66 feet.

15.

6J miles.

14.

16. 11 miles.

15.

40 feet.
6J miles.

16.

11 miles.

E. 17S.

17. 180°.

18.
19.

»0
"1.

22.

23.

;

W.

bright and
Not revolving.

Fixed

;

17 N.

red.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
circle
Dioptric. Four refractors of 6 to the

shade outside
; red
concentric wick lamp, with
the refractors ; fountain, three
regulating condensor.

2nd order.
None.

,„
w.
Henry Lcpaute, Paris. Frame, lamps, &c.,
Wilkins, London.
ol the lamp,
flame
the
over
diameter
inches
Faraday's tube, 3}
and by ventilators in the lantern-floor.

24. Refractors,

05

26. Bell of 3 cwt.,

sounded by clockwork machinery.

79° E.

17.

135°.

18.

Fixed

19.

Not revolving.

S.

;

S. 56°

Dioptric.
outside

22

2nd order.
None.

23.

Refractors, Henry Lepaute, Paris.
Wilkins, London.

25.

Faraday's tube, 3| inches diameter over the flame of the lamp.

26 days.

28.

26

29.

Included in cost of

.30.

31.

Completed.
Diameter, 12

32.

Not purchased.

Height pedestal 4 feet 6 "^hes ; glass.
31. Diameter, 12 feet.
vane, 11 feet; total, -J Itct
7 feet 6 inches; glass to
:

34

since construction.

33. 28/. 15s.

wharf at
paint only ; labour by men from the
coated about once in two years.
per annum, a suit
Three • one at 60/., one at 49/. lOs., one at 48/.
and furniture for livingof clothes annually, and coal, oil,
"/ 15s. 5d. for
;

rooms
of lantern.

included in price
36. 37S/. Is. id., fitting
37. 1357, 12/. lis. Id.

1S58, 15/. 14s.

272 gallons
38. 1857,
wicks, 28 yards.
oil,

;

40.

43. 1852,385/. 16s.

1858, 300/. 3s.

4d

oil,

273 gallons

;

14s.

Irf. ;

1858, 15s.

2rf.

Total for 1852, 1,662/. lOs.

6(i.

48. Nil.

1858, 24/.

206 gallons

;

Is.

Ud.

wicks, 30 yards.

1858, oil, 205 gallons

;

39. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

Concentric cotton, 6kd. per yard. 1857,

16s. 3J.

;

185!!i,

22s. 2j(i.

41. 77/. 18s. 5d.

42

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

See Return for

Chapman

19.

Lighthouse.

17s. 4d.
44. 1852, 194/. 12s. Id. 1858,159/.
Return, 19.

45. 46, 47. Nil.

See Lighthouses, General

See Lighthouses General Return,

19.

43. Nil.
49. Nil.

50.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Blackwall Superinten-

51

Committees: lS57,8th January; 4th March

dent.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Blackwall Superinten-

9th .luly ;
; 9th Jlay;
July ;
6th August. 1358, Sth March ; Sth .May; 3rd June; Sth
1st De6th and 26th August: 2nd and 25th September;
March;
Sth
cember. Superintendent at Blackwall: 1857,
1858, lUth .May; 2nd
16th May; 4th July; 21st October.
September ; 22nd October.

dent.

6th
Committees: 1857, 9th January; 6th March 8th May;
Sth
August; 5th November. 1858, 8th March ; 6th May ;
April.
13th
Superintendent
August.
3d
July ;
;

:

No.
53 Three burners,
52.

Oil

is

7 feet
54. Internal

;

one

reservoir,

receiver, one red sh,ide.
to living room. Diameter,

one

stored in room next
height, 9 feet 3 inches.

No.
three burners, one receiver,
In room adjoining living
refractors.
about 7 feet ; height, 9 feet.

One lamp,

thermometer and compass.

55. See Lighthouses, General Return,

57.

per aniuim, and a suit of
and furniture for ihvellings.

10s.
oil,

37. 1857, 25/. 19s. Id.

49. Nil.

56.

at 46/.

included in price of lantern.

19.

These figures include income for the Mucking Lighthouse.
See Lighthouses, General
1858, 310/. 9s.
44. 1852, 274/. 15s.
Return, 19.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
45. 46, 47. Nil.

51

one

36. 378/. Is. id., fitting

wicks, 41 yards.
1858,

wicks, 26 yards.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

contract; coated about once in two years.

at 65/.,

clothes annually, and coal,

41. 78/. 8». 5d.

!>0.

6s. id.

since construction.

By

Two; one

35.

38. 1857, oil,

8d

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Concentric cotton, 6W. per yard. 1857,

42.

6i

34. 26/L 6». Id.

40.

39.

Dwellings, 1,238/.

Light.

2,854/. OS. id.

Not purchased.

Blackwall

35

Chapman

Heiglit: pedestal, 4 feet; gl.iss, 7 feel
feet.
6 inches; glass to vane, 7 feet 6 inches; total, 19 feet.

2,737/. 9s. 4d.

4</.

d.iys.

Site, 182/. 15s. \0d.

Completed.

32.

Lamps, shades, &c.,

of 3 cwt., sounded by clockwork machinery.

27.

33. 19/. 14s.

Wm.

24.

26. Bell

Mucking Lighthouse.

W.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Four refractors, of six to the circle; red shades
the refractors ; fountain, three-concentric wick
lamp, with regulating condensor.

20.
21.

28. 12 days.

30.

in alter-

bright and red.

;

27. 12 days.

29. 7,110?. 5s. lOJ., including

Thames.

Fiat, Sea Reach, River

3.

19.
.

ditto.

Ditto,

.

two of the three keepers are constantly at the
Relieved by
lighthouse, and one on shore in rotation.
steam vessel.

Once a month

;

Internal thermometer and compass.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto,

56.
7.

Not

relieved.

ditto.

me

reser\oir, three

room.

Diameter,

A

;;

REPLIES TO

CIRCULAR

;

No. III.— ENGLAND.

Corporation of Trinity House, London.
30.

29.

NORTH FORELAND.
On
3.

James White, Trinity

1.

One.

).

J.

SOUTH FORELAND, HIGH.

the Head.

On

Store, Ramsgate.

See General Return, 19.
Sir Jolin Meldrum, and masters of vessels, pilots of tiie Navy,
and others, inhabitants of Sandwich, Dover, and other
1634.

.

.

.

ports.
.

'.

I.

For leading vessels through the Downs and to entrance of
the Thames.
About 1634. 1790, as an oil light. 26th Jlarch 1860, as a

,

dioptric light.
,

I.

Not known.

I.

Sea

.

light.

.

Dr. Faraday's.

92

.

203

;

See General Return,

1634.

19.

John Meldrum, and masters of vessels, pilots of the Navy,
and others, inhabitants of Dover and other ports.
For leading vessels clear of the Goodwin Sands, through, the
Downs, and up and down Channel.
About 1634.
1793, as an oil light.
2nd May 1843 as a
dioptric light.
Tower raised, and partly rebuilt, 1841-2.
Builders, jMessrs. Bushell and Denny
Engineer, James
Walker; Superintendent of Works,
Garrett this applies
Sir

—

Stone, with an inner briclc lining ; solid wall, at base 4 feet
3 inches, at top 3 feet 9 inches ; coated with cement
white ; octagonal ; lantern gallery with iron railing.

.

the Head, 2| miles from Dover.

James White, Trinity Store, Ramsgate.
Two. E. by S.
W. by N. 449 yards.

;

;

to the rebuilding.

Sea light.
Stone ; solid wall, not coated ; at base, 6 feet
White, square castellated tower.

feet.

at top,

;

3 feet.

Dr. Faraday's.
feet.

,

15y miles.

.

20 miles.

.

260°.

69 feet.
372 feet.

N. 50. W.

•

20J miles.
27 miles.

S. 30. \V.

;

.

Fixed; bright.

246°.

.

Not

Fixed; bright.

revolving.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
6 refractors of S to the circle, with 19 zones of
Dioptric.
prisms, 13 above and 6 below the refractors, and 2 spherical reflectors ; fountain, 4 concentric wick lamp, with regu-

.

.

Not

lating condenser.

Optical parts, Sautter, Paris

.

4^-

zones (as above) substituted for mirrors, by direction
of the Board. 1852, spherical reflectors, by direction of
the Board.
No alteration in " character."

Optical parts,

diameter over the

inches

R. Wilkins

flame of the

lamp.

,

,

,

26 days.

None.
None.

Not known.

45 days.

4,409/. 4s. 3d.

Completed.
Diameter, 14 feet. Height: pedestal, 7 feet 6 inches; glass,
10 feet; glass to vane,
feet; total, 28 feet 6 inches.

with the two South Foreland Lighthouses, for
8,399Z. 16s., July 1832.

28/. 7s. 2rf.

Two

,

;

suit

H

since 1832.

1,828/. 17s.

not by contract

once in four years.
one at 651. per annum and one at 45/ per annum, a
of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture lor

27/. 6s. 3d.

,

;

;

8,399/. 16s. (three lighthouses),
30/. 17s. lOd.,
22/. lis. 8d.,

dwellings.
1,018/.

,

10s.,

all charges.

Two
1858,

7/.

lis. Sd.,

714 gallons; wicks, 113 dozen; by the catoptric
1858, oil, 703 gallons; wicks, 130 dozen, ditto.

1,003/.

cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross.
1857,
catoptric light.
1858, 11. Is. Id., ditto.

3s. 6J(/.. for

1/.

the

See Lighthouses, General Return,
5,298/.

16s.

6rf.

General Return,

14/.

lOs. id.,

1858,

oil,

494 gal-

1858, 288/. 17s.

Od.

19.

1857,

1/.

17s.

6d.

;

1858,

13s. 9d.

Nil.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
See Return for North Foreland Light.

See Lighthouses,

19.

1852, 467/. Os. ad.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

46, 47. Nil.

,

1858,

1/.

1858, 1,149/. 15s. 6d.
Total for 1852,
(includes the two South Foreland Light-

houses.)
1852, 301/. 2s. Id.

.

Low

Light.

4s. 9d.,

Concentric cotton, lid. per yard.

19.

1852, 1,473/. 7s. 9Jrf.

.

including

1857, oil, 511 gallons; wicks, 60 yards.
lons ; wicks, 54 yards.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Nil.

.

51/. 12s.; 28/. 9s. 11

ditto.

Argand

.

;

1857, 23/.

See Lighthouses General Return, 19,

.

;

dwellings.

oil,

light.
.

once in

one at 46/. 10s. per annum, one at 45/. p^r annum, a
suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for

ditto.

1857,

.

July 1832.

Low Light, since 1832.
Low Light. Not by contract;

including
including

four years.
including

1857, 14/. 16s. 4d., for catoptric apparatus.

.

'

:

Purchased,

.

&c

1841, rebuilt, 1,068/. 15s. 9d.
1843,
dwellings, and alteration to towers of High and Low Lights,

Height pedestal, 5 feet ; glass, 10 feet
feet.
glass to vane, 13 feet; total, 28 feet.
1,235^. 10s.

.

frame, Limps,

Lighthouse not known.

Completed.
Diameter, 14

,

Henry Lepaute, Paris;
and Son, London.

Faraday's tube, 4J inches diameter over the flame of the lamp,
and by openings in the lantern pedestal.

None.
None.

.

revolving.

1851,

William Wilkins and Company, London.
Faraday's tube,

.

W.

1st order.

frame, lamps, reflectors, &c.,

;

77

.S.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
6 refractors of S to the circle, with 19 zones of
prisms, 13 above and 6 below tlie refr.ictors, and 2 spherical
reflectors; fountain, 4concentr ; wick lamp, with regulating
condensor.

1860, dioptric substituted for catoptric apparatus of IS Argand
lamps and reflectors, by direction of the Board. No alteration in " character."

.

HE.;

Dioptric.

1st order.

,

N.

19.
,

1858, 569/. 14s. lod., including

;

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
See Lighthouses, General Return,

46, 47. Nil.

Low

Light.

19.

NIL
Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees
1857, 2nd April
22nd June ; 5th September
1858, 7th March; 20th April
1st Way.
Agent: 2nd and
28th February
24th Blarch
23rd June ; 25th September
23rd October ; 23rd December. 1858, 24th March
16th
June; 25th September ; 9th November; 28th December
No.
Under the basement of tower; length of oil cellar, 18 feet 9
:

Nil.

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Not

;

;

,

.

height of ditto, 8
.

19.
.

Ditto,
.

;

;

inches ; breadth, 9 feet 8 inches ; height, 8 feet 3 inches.
Barometer, with thermometer attached. External and internal
thermometers.

,

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 2Sth February; 22nd June. 1S5S, 9th and
11th December. Agent: 12th and 25th March
26th June;
28th September
5th November
28th December. 1858,
27th Jlarch ; 29th June
27th February
9th and 29th
September 24th December.
No.
Two burners, one reservoir, one receiver, one refractor, on the
basement floor of lighthouse. Diameter of oil cellar, 15 feei

ditto.

relieved.

.

K4

feet.

Barometer, with thermometer attached. External and internal
thermometers.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

Not

Ditto,
relieved.

ditto.

;

APPENDIX— LIGHTS

so

:

Corporation of Trinity House, London.
31.

32.

SOUTH FORELAND, LOW.

DUNGENESS.

On

Extreme of the

the Head, 3 miles from Dover.

3.

James White, Trinity Store, Ramsgatc.

4.

Two. E. by

S.

W. by N.

;

449 yards.

3.

James White, Trinity

4.

One.
Before 1615

5.

See General Return, 19.
Sir John Mcldruni, and masters of vessels,
inhisbitants of Dover and other ports.

5. 1634.
6.

others,

8.

Engineer, James
Builder (of present tower), H. P. McKenzie;
Jiy
Superintendent of Works, Joshua Robinson.

To mark

9.

the low point of Dungeness.

Sea

1 1.

Brick

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

light.

; solid wall ;
at base, 4 feet 1 inch, at top, 1 foot 7 inches ;
ciiated with cement; red; circular; lantern gallery, with
"^
iron railing.

light.

13. 49 feet.

oil light.

known.
10.

12. Dr. Faraday's.

23rd February 1792, as an

Builder not known; built by private proprietor. Engineer,
S:unuel Wyatt.
^^'hether by contract or otherwise, not

Walker;

inner waU'
Stone, inner and outer wall; vacuity, 4 inches;
feet '2 inches, 3 feet
9 inches; outer wall, 3 leet 8 inches, 3
leet
Wall at level of lantern floor under gallery, solid, 2
white ; an octagonal
6 inches in depth. Not coated ; painted
castellated tower.

See General Return, 19.
and merchant^and others interested in the

1615; rebuilt 1792.

8.

contract.

Sea

U.

exact date not known.

;

Sir Edwd. Hayivard,
navigation.

;

;

9.

6.

7.

through the
For Ic-iding vesseU clear of the Goodwin Sands,
Downs, and up and down Channel.
tower.
1795 as an oil light 1846 from present
.'\bout 1G34

7.

10.

and

pilots,

Point.

Store, Ramsgate.

13.

108 feet.

14.

92

15.

101 miles.

16.

IS miles.

feet.

N. 50 E.

N. 52 W.

17.

238°.

18.

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not revolving.
Sec Lighthouses, General Return,

;

14.

275 feet.

15.

175 miles.

16.

24 miles.

17.

199°. N. 56 E.

18.

Fixed; bright.

22. 18.

19.

Not revolving.

23.

No

24.

Reflectors,

25.

Faraday's tubes, 11 inch diameter over the flames of the
lamps, and by air openings through the pedestal and centre
ot' lantern door.

26.

None ;

27.

None.

20.

;

S.

75

21.

W.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand lamps, burners 3 of an inch, and parabolic
21. Catoptric.

20.

deep.
reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches
22. 15 burners.

No

23.

alteration.

R. Wilkins and Son, London.
inch diameter over the flames of the lamps.
25. Faraday's tubes,
No other mode.

24.

U

None.
None.

26.
27.

.
u
with
"664/. 10s. 4d., exclusive of site, which was purchased
included in
the three lighthouses (see No. 32); dwellings
S.F. High tight Return.

transport of the illuminating apparatus.

33. Included in

;

2s.

clothes anat 65/., one .nt 45/. per annum, a suit of
coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.

and

6d

,

exclusive of cost of fitting

#

No. 31.)

Included in South Foreland High Light Return.
1S5S, oil, 048 gallons
38. 1857, oil, 647 gaUons ; wicks, 144 dozen.
wicks, 125 dozen.
39 See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
1/. 10s. 1858, 1/. 6s. OW.
40. Argandcotton,2s.6</. per gross. 1857,

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
See Return for North Foreland Light.
See Return for South Foreland High Light.
See Liglithouses, General Return,

48.

Nil.

49.

Nil.

50.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

31.

Diameter, 16 feet 9 inches. Height: pedestal, 4 feet; glass,
5 feet 2 inches ; glass to vane, 10 feel 3 inches ; total,

built

;

by private proprietor.

Not known.

32. 20,954/. 2s. 5<t; 1st Januarj, 1837.
33. 20/. 6s.

81I.

34. 21/.; not

since 1836.

by contract

;

once in four years.

at 65/. per annum and one at 45/. pjr ar.:':im, a
suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture lor

35.

Two; one

36.

Not known.

S7. 1857, 91. 8s.

2t!.

1858, 391 Os. 2d.

38. 1857, oil, 638 gallons; wicks, 141 dozen. 1858, oil,

G15ga! Ions;

wicks, 117 dozen.
39.

Sec Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Argand

41.
42.

1/. 4s. 4W.
NIL
See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

Midsummer

44.

1852,

cotton,

2s.

19.

6d. per gross.

1857,

1/.

9s.

4iW.

185S,

19.

quarter, 1852, 1,076/. 12s. lli</.
Midsummer
Total for 1852, 4,107/. 13s. id.
quarter, 1858,922/. 4s. llii

53.

Two

lamps, w ith burners complete ; on the basement floor of
the tower. Diameter of oil room, 13 feet 8 inches ; height
of ditto, 7 feet 6 indies.

54. Internal

thermometer.

55. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

Ditto,

SS.

Not

relieved.

ditto.

,See Lighthouses,
19.

48. Nil.

49. Nil.

51.

:

No.

185S, 254/. 19s. lid.

19.

Committees 1857, 12th June. 1S58, 28th Jlay, 18th SeptemAgent: 1857, 12th and 25th .'\iarch, 26th
ber, 3rd November.
June, 2Sth September, 5th November, 2.Sth Dccembci.
June, 9th and 29!h Sep18.58, 27th March, 15th April, 29t]i
tember, 24;h December.

52.

26S/. OS. Sd.

General Return, 19.
Sec Lighthouses, General Return,

45. 46, 47. Nil.

50.

57.

fitted.

Nil.

45. 46, 47. Nil.

SI

lamps, &c., R. Wilkin

Not known

and transport (see

37.

44.

;

dwellings.

ditto.

Two one
nually,

43.

be

London

Completed.

South Foreland High Light Return.

Ditto,

42.

bell intended to

n,

30.

July 1S32.
32. 8,399/. 16s. (for the three lighthouses),

41.

George Robii
and Son, London.

19 feet 3 inches.

Height: pedestal, 6 feet 6 inches; glass,
31. Diameter, 14 feet.
inclies
feet
10 feet- "Kiss to vane. 11 feet; total, 27
fitting and
Price 941?. 165. Sd., which includes the cost of

36. 379/.

alteration in character.
1860, dioptric apparatus of the 1st
order will be fitted by direction of the Board.

29.
.

30. Completed.

35.

and para-

28. 15 days.

28. 45 days.

"9

19.

Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners { of an inch,
bolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

Committee of the Elder Brethren in ls;8, and by .\gent in
1857 and 1S5S.
Committees 1857, Nil. 1358, lOih December. Agent 1857,
13th and 27lh Manrb, 19th and :i2nd -May, 5th ana 25th June,
:

.

27th July, 26th August, 26th September. 1858, ;:5th .March,
21st May, 2Sth August, 2Slh October, 29th December.
52.

No.

lamps, with burners complete ; two burners on the ground
floor of the tower. Diameter of oil cellar, 23 feet 6 inches;
height of ditto, 13 feet 6 inches.
54. Barometer with thermometer attached ; external and internal

53.

Two

55.

thermometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return,
Ditto,

56.
57.

Not

relieved.

ditto.

19.

;

CIRCULAR

REPLIES TO

No. III.— ENGLAND.

81

Corporation of Trinity House, Londo.v.
33.

34.

BEACHY HEAD.
Belletoute Cliff, 300 feet below the Summit
of the Head and 96i feet distant from the
Edge of the Cliff.

On
.

.

3.

Capt.

James

.

Ilewett, R.N., Eastbourne, Sussex.

.

4.

One.

5.

First,

6.

1670, John William Russell, Silas Titus, and Edward Andrews.
1812, Capt. Harvev, R.N., (through the Admirahv).
23rd
December 1826, Capt. .Alingaye, R.X., and Thomas Baylev,
Pilot of Deal.

S.

October 182S, from a temporary wooden building; 11th
October 1834, from the present lighthouse.
Builder, William Hallett ; Engineer, James Walker ; Superintendent of the Works, George Burrell. By contract.
Sea light.
Stone, with facing of granite; solid wall, at base 3 feet 9
inches, at top 3 feet; not coated; white; circular.
Lantern gallery with iron railings.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Seaiight.
Stone; solid wall, at base 4 feet fi inches, at top 2 feet
coated ; white ; octagonal with turreted parapet.
Dr. Faraday's.
178 feet.
14| miles.
221°.

Not

See Lighthouses, General Return,

completing the circle.
Fountain, 4 concentric
wick lamp, and regulating condensor.

reflectors

.

work revolving machine.

No

No

27.

revolving machine, Sec, Robinson & Wilkins,
London. Lamps, &c., R. Wilkins & Son, London.
Faraday's tubes, IJ inch diameter over the flames of the lamps,
and openings round pedestal and in the roof of the lantern.

None.
None.

,

.

28. 39 days.

.

29.

In 182S, 4,482/. 13s. 7rf. including lantern and apparatus.
ations in 1835, including all charges, 3,324/. Os. Id.

30.

Completed.
Diameter, 13 feet flinches. Height: pedestal, 4 feet 6 inches;
glass, 7 feet 6 inches ; glass to vane, 10 feet ; total, 22 feet.
Included in No. 29.

31.

Alter.

.

Not purchased.
not by contract

Two; one

36.

Included in No.

37. 1857, 91/.

29.

lOrf.

.

40.

29/. 15s. 2d.

.

23/. Vs. Gd.

.

1858, 16/. 16s. lOd.

Site,

Height: pedestal, 7 feet; glass, 10 feet;
Price 1,882/. 15s.

3(/.

;

one

not by contract

;

one at

at 65/.,

1,2221

1857, 22/. 12s. 9d.

.

1857,

6s. 8c/.

oil,

;

oil,

;

once

46/. 10s.

in four years.

per annum, a suit of clothes

and furniture for dwellings.

99/. 7s.; 41/. 16s.

3d.

1858, 13/. 8s. lOd.

404 gallons; wicks, 28 yards.

1S5.S, oil, 431

gallons

;

wicks, 28 yards.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Concentric cotton, 7Jrf. per yard. 1857,

.

Nil.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

Jlidsummer quarter, 1852,

19.

966/. 10s. 9jrf.

Total for 1852, 3,893/.
44. 1852, 420/. 4s. Id.
185S, 417/.
General Return, 19.

51.

Two

.

Urf.

42.

50.

2d.

since construction.

.

41. Nil.

45. 46, 47, Nil.
48. Nil.
49. Nil.

feet.

annually, and coal,

oil, 981 gallons; wicks, 183 dozen.
1S58, oil, 1,001
gallons ; wicks, 231 dozen.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand cotton, 2s. Gd. per gross.
1S57, 1/. 18s. liJ.
1858,
2/. 88.

17s.

Not purchased.

.

38. 1857,
39.

7,G73/.

;

at 65/.

15.S.

Completed.
Diameter, 14

glass to vane, 11 feet; total, 28 feet.

once in four years.
and one at 46/. 10s. per annum, a suit of
clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.
;

35.

76 days.
182/. Os. Sd.

33. 29/. 9s. Dd. since construction.
34. 18/. 4s. Id.

Bo.ard.

Cookson and Company, Newcastle. Zones,
Henry Lepaute, Paris. Frame, reflectors, lamps, &c., R.
Wilkins and Son.
Faraday's tube, 4A inches diameter over the flame of the lamps,
and ventilators round lantern pedestal.
None.
None.
Lighthouse and adjoining buildings,

,

.

-^2.

by direction of the

alteration in character.

Refractors, J.

'

26.

1st order.

1849, zones substituted for mirrors

alteration.

24. Reflectors,

25.

19.

6 refractors of 10 to the circle, with 19 zones of
prisms, 13 above and 6 below the refractors, and 4 spherical

Dioptric.

19.

Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, .and parabolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.
Clock-

Thirty burners.

79 E., N. 38 W.

bright.

;

revolving.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

21. Catoptric.

23.

S.

Fixed

W.

Revolving; bright.

not

19 miles.

.

Perfect revolution in six minutes, showing the full ace of the
reflectors every two minutes, and a flash every fifteen
seconds.

;

122 feet.
,

.

18.

22.

March 1840.
Thomas Dashwood, Ryde, Isle of Wight; Engineer,
James Walker, London. Superintendent of Works,
Adie.
Bv contract.

Builder,

1st

19.

20.

of Wight.

lighthouse.
1st

.

the he.idland and clear the shoals to the eastward.

Dr. Faradav's.
47 feet.
285 feet.
18 miles.
23 miles.
1S5°.
S. 53 E., N. 48

Isle

December, 1780. See General Return, 19.
17.80, William Tatnall, junior, and the trade using or interested

—

To mark

9.

the Point.

Robert Willis, East Cowes,
One.

in the navigation of the English Channel.
Southernmost point of the island considered the best

1670; rcneued in 1S12 and 1826. See General Return, 19.

7.

10.

CATHERINE'S.

ST.

Us. 3d.

1858, 917/. 16s. 2d.

See Lighthouses,

See Lightliouses, Genenil Return,

19.

17s.

Gi/.

1858 17s.

6A

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
See Return for the Needles Light.

.

1852, 245/. lis. Id. 1858, 212/. 5s. 6d. See Lighthouses, General

.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and .\gent.
Committees: 1857, 12th June, 1st July.
1858, 27th May.
Agent 1857, 1st and ISth January; Is't and 12th February ;
1st and 14th Jlarch
1st and 1,5th April; 1st and 15th May
1st and 14th June
1st and 15th August
1st and 15th July
1st and 15th September
1st and 14th October
1st and 12th
November. 1858, 1st and 10th January; Ist and 14th February 1st and 14ih March; 1st and ilth April; 2nd and
13th' May; 1st and 17th June; 1st and 12th .July; 1st and
16th August; 1st and 14th September; 1st and ISth October; 1st and 16th November; 1st and 16th December.

,

No.
Seven lamps, with burners complete ; in the basement of the
tower; di.imeter of oil cellar, 10 feet 8 inches; height, 9

.

19.

Return, 19.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

46, 47. Nil.

.

Nil.

,

Nil.

:

;

.

;

;

;

:

,

;

;

52.

53.

feet.

56.
57.

Not

Ditto,
relieved.

II.

;

;

.

No.
1 lamp, 3 burners
cellar, 14 feet

;

;

in the

basement of lower

.

.

Not

External and internal

Ditto,

ditto.

relieved.

;

di.ameter of oil

height, 9 feet.

Barometer, with thermometer attached.
thennometer and compass.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19

.

Barometer, with thermometer atlaclied.
thermometers.
55. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
64.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees 1857, 6th August. 1858, 2Sth April ; 28th September; 11th June, weather prevented a landing. Agent;
1857, 28th March; 24th June; 5th September; 7th November. 1858,22nd and 26th February; 12th June; 16th
July; 29th August 29th September 19th November.

;

ditto.

External and internal

;

:

APPENDIX— LIGHTS
Corporation of Trinity House, London,
35.

36.

NEEDLES.

HURST, HIGH.
The Beach

West End of the Outer Needle Rock.
3.
4.

Robert Willis, East Cowes,

Isle

of Wight.

One light.
December

1780. See General Return, 19.
Stephen Mignan, and the trade
C. WiUian^ Tatnall, jun., and
sing or inter. 3ted in the navigation of the British Channel.
in substitu7. To mark the entrance of the Needles Chainiel, and
tion of light on the Isle of Wight, frequently obscured by
5

9.

Robert

4.

Two

11.

15.

of Wight.

8.

27th August 1812.

9.

Builder, Win. Colborne, Lj-mington
ander ; by contract.

;

Granite; solid wall, at base 3 feet 6 inches, at top 2 feet;
not coated nor coloured; circular; open gallery, no

109 feet.
80 feet.
9i miles.

;

Engineer, Daniel Alex-

Sea

11.

Brick; solid wall, at base 2 feet 9 inches, at top
inches ; coated with cement ; red ; conical.

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

light.

76

feet.

17.

23°.

18.

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not

circles of red shades outside the lens and zones; fountain,
4 concentric wick lamp, with regulating condcnsor.
22. 1st order.
Argand
23. 1859, dioptric, substituted for catoptric apparatus, ol 13
lamjis and reflectors, by direc-tion of the Board. No altera-

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

22.

Three burners.

tion in character.
Optical parts, Henrv Lepaute, Paris. Frame, lamps, shade, &c.,

23.

No

24.

Reflectors and frame, G. Robinson,
R. Wilkins and Son, London.

25.

Faraday's tubes,

26.

None.
None.

20. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
zones
21. Dioptric. 7 refractors of 8 to the circle, with 19
prisms, l.'i above and 6 bcloiv the refractors, and 2 sections

of
of

19,830/. 5».

30.
31.

Completed.
Diameter, 14

27.

Diameter (of lightroom) 8 feet C inches; height, 11 feet;
height of window, 4 feet 3 inches; width of ditto, 3 feet

32

Not purchased.

1/.

16s.

4s.

6jd.

Not exhibited

Olrf.

36.

See Light-

one at 65/. per annum, one at
annum, and one at 45/. per annum, a suit of
and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.

8s.

3d.; 1858,5/. 16s. lOd., including low light.

38.

1857, oil, 129 gallons; wicks, 22 dozen. 1858, oil, 129 gallons
wicks, 24 dozen.

39.

Sec Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Argand cotton,

41.

Nil.

2s. 6d.

per gross.

;

19.

1S57, 4s. Id.

1858, 5s.

SeeLighthouses, General Return, 19.
43. See Return for the Needles Light.
44. 1852, 558/. 15s. 9d. for Needles, Hurst High, and Hurst Low
Lights.
1858, 530/1 13«. lOd., ditto.
See Lighthouses,
General Return, 19.
Nil.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
45. 46, 47.
42.

January 1859. Hydrographer, Admiralty, obser\ed th.it
proposed bearing of white light to W.J N. passeswithin one
mile of Durlstonc Head, suggests W. J S., or other alteraThis was an error in the preliminary notice; limit of
tion.
W. i N. closer to Durlstone Head than was intended, light
Notice to that effect issued on
actually bears to due west.
exhibition of light.

48.

;

:

53. 5 L-mips, with burners complete, 2 reservoirs, 2 receivers, 2 sets
of red shades ; oil is stored in the basement of tower
diameter of oil cellar, 14 feet 10 inches ; height of ditto,
10 feet B inches.
54. Barometer with thermometer attached ; internal thermometer.
55. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
ditto.
Ditto,
56.

two of the three keepers are constantly at the
and one on shore in rotation ; relieved by sailing

Nil.

49. Nil.

50.

and Agent.

Committees: 1857,25th April; 10th June. 1858, 3rd Slarch
.\gent
21st February; 27th
10th June; 21st October.
March; ISth June; 19th October; 26th December. 185S,
llthJIarch; 28th June; 24th September; 10th DecemThese inspections apply to the light on the Point.
ber.
No.

lighthouse,
tender.

light.

Cannot be ascertained.

37. 1857,9/.

1858,

houses, General Return, 19.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Nil.

Once a month

low

not by contract; once in four years.

;

46/. 10s. per

from present tower.

49. Nil.
50. Committees of the Elder Brethren

58/. 8s. 10(1.

clothes annually,

Total for 1852,
5rf.
(includes the Saint Catherine's and two

in those years

.

35. Three (for both lighthouses);

551 gallons; wicks, 173 dozen, by the catoptric
1858, oil, 538 gallons ; wicks, 179 dozen, ditto.

43, 46, 47.

57.

Lighthouse included in building Hurst
Light.

31.

34.

Hurst Lighthouses).

52.

Id.

33. 60/. lis. 6d., including

1/. 17s. 35rf., for the catoptric light.
41. 244/. 15s. 6d.
42. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
43. 1852, 1,925/. 16s. 8Jd. 1858, 1,883/. 15s.

51.

g.?.

6 inches.

See tighthouses, General Return, 19.
1857,
cotton, 2s. 6rf. per gross.

1st

Lamps, &c.,

London.

in.

Low and Old Needles

36. 1,087/. 10s., including all charges.
37. Not exhibited in those years from present tower.

48.

H

30. Completed.

34. Not vet painted or coloured since construction.
and
S5. Thre'e ; one at 60/. per annum, one at 49/. 10s. per annum,
one at 48/. per annum ; Is. 6il. per diem for victualling, a
for
suit of clothes annually, and ci al, oil, and furniture

44.

19.

diameter over the flames of the lamjis,
and by openings in the lower part of the lightroom.

tion.

7,879/.

73W.

alteration.

29. Dwellings, 1,563/.

.

feet. Height: pedestal, 4 feet 6 inches; glass,
inches.
10 feet ; glass to vane, 14 feet; total height, 28 feet
Price 1,382/. 19s. 3</.
S2. Not purchased.
Old ight, 46/. 12ii. since construc33. No average yet obtained.

li'Jht.

50 W., S.

28. 24 days.

29.

Argand

S.

revolving.

21. Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors 21 inches in diameter, 9 inches deep.

William Wilkins'and Company, London.
lamp,
25. Faraday's tube, 4^ inches diameter over the flame of the
and by openings in lantern pedestal.
26. Bell of 3 cwt., sounded by clockwork machinery.
27. Not in use till 1859.
28. 75 days ; this applies to the light on the Point.

39.
40.

foot 6

15. 91 miles.

13 miles.

1857, oil,

1

13. 87 feet.

16.

38.

bridge through the

10.

14.

16. 9 miles.
17. 290°. N. 68 E.,S. 42 E.
IS. Filed; red and bright.
19. Not revolving.

21.

feet

Needles Channel to Hurst Point.

railing.

14.

Isle

7.

6.

29th September 1786, from the Point ; rebuilt 1854-58 ; 1st
January 1859, from the present tower.
Superintendent of the Works,
Encineer, James Walker
Thomas Ormiston contract for stone only (De Lank
Granite Company).
Sea light.

12. Dr. Faraday's.

13.

Cowes,

No application. Sec General Return, 19.
No application.
Leading mark with the Low Light over the

;

10.

Willis, East

N.E. by E. A E., S.W. by W. i W. ; 252 yards; 25
;
above the lower light in the Low Lighthouse.

5.

fog
e.

3.

of Hurst Point.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

51. Committees: 18S7, 10th June; 1st July.
1858, 29th April.
.\gcnt: 21st February ; 27th March ; i8th June; 7th July;
18js, 11th and
18th and 28th September; 26th December.
27th -March; Sth Way ; 11th and 28th June; 7th and 24th
52.

September; 22nd November
No.

53.

Two

;

27th December.

lamps, with burners complete ; in the basement of the
tower ; diameter of oil cellar, 13 feet ; height of ditto,
8 feet.

54. Barometer, viith

thermometer attached, and internal thermo-

meter.
55. SeeLighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto,

56.

;

57.

Not

relieved.

ditto

REPLIES TO
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
38.

37.

HURST, LOW.
Beach of Hurst Point,

The

Low

I^ight in

Robert Willis, East Cowes,

4.

Two

feet

below the upper

light.

December

C.

Wra. Tatnall, junior, and Stephen Mignan, and a numerous
body of merchants, owners and masters of vessels.

7.

Leading mark with the high light, over the bridge, through
the Needles Channel to Hurst Point.

8.

29th September 1786.

9.

Builder,

See General Return,

3.

Robert Willis, East Cowes,

4.

Two

19.

Colborne, Lymington.

60

feet.

29

feet.

;

Engineer,

No application
No application.

7.

For leading up the

8.

27th August 1812.

9.

Builder, Thos.

5.

R. Jupp,

wall, at

solid

;

;

proposed by the Board. See General Return,

19.

.Solent.

Sea

Colborne, Lymington.

Engineer, R. Jupp,

light.

11.

Brick; solid wall, at base 3 feet, at top 2 feet 3 inches;
coated with cement ; red; lantern gallery with iron bars.

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

13.

60

feet.

14.

49

feet.

base 3 feet, at top 2 feet 3 inches;
red; lantern gallery with iron bars.

Dr. Faraday!s.

14.

of Wight.

London.

coated with cement

13.

Isle

N.E. by E. J E., S. W. by W. i W. 252 yards:
low tower, upper 20 feet above the lower

6.

10.

12.

;

lights in the

light.

London.

11. Brick;

towers

two

5.

Thos.

of Hurst Point, Upper Light in

Low Tower.

of Wight.

Isle

one tower ; lower 20
1780.

The Beach

Tower.

3.

in

HURST, LOW.

Lower

15. 7^ miles.

15. 5re miles.

11 miles.

17.

34«.

18.

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not revolving.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

10 miles.

16.

16.

17. 30°.

S.

47

W.

;

S.

77

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not revolving.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

21. Catoptric.

^

Three burners.

No

of an inch, and parabolic

22.

One

23.

No

alteration.

and frame, George Robinson, London.
R. Wilkins and Son, London.

24. Reflectors

25. Faraday's tubes,

U

Lamps, ^c.)

25.

28. 13 days.
29.

See Return for Hurst High Light.

30.

Completed.

window (on

third stage

31.

Lightroom

32.

Not purchased.
Included in High Light Return.

of low tower), height,

None.

27.

None.

28.

13 days.

29.

See Return for Hurst High Light.

30.
31.

32.

Three (for both lighthouses ]), one at

35.

651.,

one

at 46/. 10s.,

45/. per annum, a suit of clothes annually, and coal,
furniture for dwellings.

one at
and

33.

oil,

Return for Hurst High

Not purchased.
Included in High Light Return.

Light.

ditto.

Ditto,

34.
35.

36. 37. See

Completed.
Diameter, 12 feet. Height: pedestal, 2 feet 4 inches ; glass,
4 feet 2 inches ; glass to vane, 11 feet. Total height, 17 feet
6 inches.

ditto.

Ditto,

34.

and frame of apparatus, George Robinson, London.
&c., R. Wilkins and Son, London.

Faraday's tube, IJ inch in diameter over the flame of lamp,
and by openings in the pedestal of the lantern.

26.

4 feet; width, 5 feet.

33.

alteration.

Lamp,

inch diameter over flames of the lamps,

None.

27.

Three (for both lighthouses), one at 65/., one at 46/. 10s., one
at 45). per annum, a suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil,
and furniture for dwellings.

38.

1857, oil, 172 gallons ; wicks, 19 dozen (for both lights in low
1858, oil, 164 gallons; wicks, 19 dozen (ditto).
tower).

36.

SeeHeturn

39.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

37.

Included in High Light Return.

40.

Argand cotton,
3s. lUd.

38.

Included in consumption of Lower Light in

39.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Argand

2s.

6d.

19.

per gross.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

1857, 3s.

llhd.

1858,

Included in Return for Hurst High Light.
General Return, 19.

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.
44.

19.

50.

51

No.

Two

lamps, with burners complete (for both lights in low
tower) ; in the basement of tower ; diameter, 7 teet ; height,

See Lighthouses, General Return,
See Return for the Needles Light.

19.

See Return for the Hurst High Light,
See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

No.

53

in low
Two lamps, with burners complete (for both lights
oil cellar,

.

54.

55.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

57.

relieved.

8

Diameter ot

Internal thermometer.

56.

ditto.

L

29th April.

Committees: 1857, 10th June, 1st July. 1858,
18th, 25th
A"ent- 1857 21st, 26th February, 27th March,
26th
Tune 7th July, 16th, 28th September, 19th October,
11th, 28th
December. 1858, 11th, 27th March, 8th May,
December,
27th
June, 7th, 24th September, 22nd November,

52.

9 feet.

Ditto,

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

In the basement of tower.
height of ditto, 9 feet.

None.

Not

Cost included with Lower

49. Nil.

Committees: 1857, 10th June, 1st July. 1858, 29th April.
Agent: 1857, 21st, 26th February, 27th March, 18th, 25th
June, 7th July, 16th, 28th September, 19th October, 26th
December. 1858, 11th, 27th March, 8th May, Uth, 28th June,
7th, 24th September, 22nd November, 27th December.

.

per gross.

Lighthouse.

48. Nil.

Conunittees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

.

2s. 6d.

Low

19.

45. 46, 47. Nil.

Nil.

.

cotton,

High Light.

41. Nil.

See Lighthouses,

Nil.

,

for Hurst

Light.

19.

See Return for the Needles Light.

46, 47. Nil.

and parabolic

burner.

24. Reflector

None.

26.

19.

Argand lamp, burner v of an inch,
21. Catoptric.
reflector 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep,

retlectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

23.

W.

19.

Argand lamps, burners

22.

73 W., N. 73

S.

W.

18.

Ditto,

Not relieved.

ditto.

19.

,

s
tower).
7 feet;

APPENDIX— LIGHTS
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.

39.

40.

PORTLAND, HIGH.

PORTLAND, LOW.

Bill
3.
4.

Bill of Portland.

of Portland.
Robert

Robert Willis, East Coucs, Isle of Wight.
N.N.W. i W., S.S.E. 4 E. ; 503 yards,
;
l!i.
February 1G99 ; renewed 5th May 1713. See General lii-lurn,
Captain Holman and the Corporation of Weynioutb, and the
lienewcd application by Uobert
trade to the westward.

T»o

Two

5.
G,

Weareand Willi.-im linrrett, jnnr.
To lead, in combinatiaii with the Low

7.

10.

and Shambles.
August 1788 as an oil light.
Not known built by lessees.
Sea light.

11.

Stone; solid wall,

.S.

9.

Ca])tain

To

9.

Builder,

See General Return,

renewed

19.

Weymouth, ami the

ap|>liiation

22nd October 1789, as an

By

by

Robert

from

light

oil

19.

Not

20.

See Lighthouses, General Ketiirn, 19.
Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners ! of an inch, and parabolic

not

Eni!

;

kii

contract.

10.

Sea

11.

Portland stone;

W.

Weymouth

William Johns,

light.

solid wall,

base

at

3

top 2 feet

at

feet,

Diameter of tower (outside), at base 20

6 inches.

265°.

Not coated; white; conical;

feet, at

lantern gallery

with iron railings.

Fixed; bright.

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

13.

82

14.

145 feet.

revolving.

reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.
22. 17 burners.
23. No alteration.
24. Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
inches diameter over the flames of the
25. Faraday's tubes,
lamps, also ventilators connected with the outside and in the
floor of the lantern.

U

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

;

tower.

17.
18.

21

503 yards.

1713.

Borrett, junr.

1716; rebuilt 1789.

feet 3 inches, at

1

N. 26

May

the Corporation of

combination with the High Light, between the Race

lead, in

top 10 feet.

N. 69 E.

of Wight.

E.

and Shambles.

12.

16. 21

Isle
>

westward

tlie

Weare and W.

Light, between the Uaee

top 1 font 10
white; circular; lantern gallery with

inches; not coated;
iron railings.
Dr. Faraday's.
13. 36 feet.
14. 222 feet.
15. 15? miles.

Cowes,

W., S.S.E.

>

Holman and

trade to

;

;;

N.N.W.

;

February 1699; renewed

171G.

at base

Willis, East

None.
None.

feet.

15.

12j miles.

16.

IS miles.

17. 229°.

N. 70 E.

;

W.

N. 61

18.

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not revolving.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

.\rgand lamps, burners

21. Catoptric,

J

of an inch, and parabolic

reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

36 days.

Not known.

Completed.
Diameter, 10 feel 3 inches. Height pedestal, 3 feet 9 inches ;
lass, 6 feet ; glass to vane, 6 feet 3 inches ; total, 16 (eel.
f'rice not known.
Lease expired 10th October 1777.
32. Not purchased.
31

22.

15 burners.

23.

No

alteration.

;

Low

dwellings.

25. Faraday's

including

Low

Light.

1858, 21/. 6s.

and

Robinson

frame,

tubes,

H

Wilkins,

London

;

inches diameter over the flames of the

lamps.
26.
27.

None.
None.

28. 13 days.
29.

Irf.,

and

Reflectors

lamps, &c., R. Wilkins and Son, London.

Light.

33. 46/. 13s. Id. since 1822, including the
Not by contract ; once
34. 27/. lis. llrf., including the Low Light.
in four years.
suit
35. Two; one' at 65/. per annum, one at 45/. per annum, a
of clothes aniuiallv. and coal, oil, and furniture for
56. Not known.
37. 1857, 20/. 6s.

24.

Not known.

80.

Completed.

31.

Diameter, 10

32.

Not purchased lease expired 1777.
Included in High Light Return.

3(/.,

feet.

Height:

pedestal, 3 feet; glass, 6liel,

ditto.

38. 1S57, oil,

790 gallons; wicks, 139 dozen. 1858,

wicks, 125 dozen.
39. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
1857,
40. Argand cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross.

1/.

oil,

8s.

796 gallons

ll.;./.

ls5,K,

43

33.

34.

1/. 6s. OJ(i.

41. Nil.
42. See Lighthouses,

glass to vane, 9 feet

:

General Return,

1852, quarter, 1,019/. 14s.
Total for 1852, 4,123/. 9s.

IJrf.

Us.

Not know n.

!.«.

6t!.,

37.

Included in High Light Return.

of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1S57, 11th June. 1858, 27th May. Agent; 1857,
26th June; 25th September Kith No6th and 25th Blarch
vember. 1858, 24th March; 25th June; 15th July; 27th
September; 23rd November.
No.
in
Four lamps, witli burners complete
Length
tached from the lighthouse.
;

;

;

3 inches; v\idth, 9 feet
54.
55.
56.

;

oil,

45/. per annum, a suit of
and furniture for dwellings.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Argand

oil,

1S5S,

oil,

C61 gallons;

wicks, 117 dozen.

1/.

4s.

cjtton,

2s.

19.

per gross.

C</.

1S57,

1/.

1S58,

3s. 9d.

4y/.

41. Nil.
42.

43.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
See Return for Portland High Light.
Ditto,

44.

ditto.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
See Return for Portland High Light.

45. 46, 47. Nil.

48.

19.

49. Nil.

50.
51.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 11th June. 1858, 27th Slay. Agent: 1857,
26th June
25th .September; Kith
6th and 25th March
November. 1858, 24th March 25th June; 15th July -7ih
September ; 23rd November.
;

;

;

;

52.

No.

53.

Four Lamps, with burners complete. Lower room of the ligiitheight,
house. Diameter of oil room, 13 feet 6 inches
;

13 feet.
54. Internal

depth, 8 feet 3 inches.

dilto.

642 gallons; wicks, IHdozen.

1S57,

39.

;

Barometer, with thermomuter attached; internal thennonieter.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

Ditto,
57. Not relieved.

and coal,

38.

49. Nil.
50. Committees

53.

per annum, one at

36.

'-tl.

45 46, 47. Nil. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
sanctioned expenditure
48. In December 1858, the Board of Trade
of lightvessel off Shambles, liut in doing so suggested
whether, "ben the lightves-iel was so ])laced, one of the
lights on the Hill of I'orllaiul ini,L,'lit not be dispensed with.
Their Lordships were aeqnainUd thai the purpose served
bv the two lights at Portland is not only that of giving them
a'distiiieti\e character, but also that oi' leading vessels with
the li";hts in one between the Shambles and the Race, which
channel is now much frequented, and would be rendered no
longer available during the night by the discontinuance of
one of the lights.
January 1859, their Lordships rejoin that they are still of
opinion that it is not necessary to have leading lights to clear
a danger as well as a lightship on that danger, but that, as
Elder Brethren consider it important to retain both the
Portland lights, they do not desire to press the objection.

52.

ditto.

at 65/.

2!(/.

1858, 656/.
44. 1852, 508/. 17s. 6(/., including Low Light.
See Lighthouses, G'eneral Return, 19.
ditto.

51.

Ditto,

Two; one

clothes annually,
985/.

Price not known.

total, 18 feet.

35.
19.
l?5s<, ipiarter,

;

;

55.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
Ditto.

56.
57.

thermometer.

Not

relieved.

ditto.

19.

;

;;
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
41.

42.

PETER'S

ST.

The Highest

T. N. Barbensen, Alderney.

4.

Three, triangular.

The Highest

St. Peter's

N.W.

J

W.

24 yards from

Three, triangular. St. Thomas .S.W.
geon, and .S.E. j E. 24 yards from

ports.

7.
S.

9.

10.
11.

of the Casket Rocks.

N. Barbensen, Alderney.

T.

traders of London and tlie outSee Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
To mark the southern side of the English Channel.
30th October 1724 (O.S.) as a coal fire ; 25th November 179(),
as an oil light.
Not known ; built by lessee, M. Le Cocq ; raised 30 feet in
1854.
Builders, Messrs. Jackson and Bean ; Engineer,
James Walker. By contract.
Sea light.
1
walls, 5 feet ; coated
Rubblcstone ; rough cast outsidi
battering form
stone
with cement ; white ; circular

6.

(Caskets).

.St.

62 yards from Dungeon.
See General Return, 19.

| S.

7th November 1722.
M. Le Cocq and about SCO

5.

THOMAS

ST.

of the Casket Rocks.

3.

Thomas, and W.

(Ccaskets).

7th

November

v

W.

46 yards from

Dun-

St. Peter''s.

See General Return,

1722.

19.

M. Le Cocq, and about 800 of

the principal traders of London
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

and the outports.

To mark

the south side of the English Channel.

30th October 1724 (O.S.)
as

an

25th

;

November 1790

oil light.

Not known;

by lessee; tower raised 30 feet in 1854.
Builders, Jackson and Bean
Engineer, James Walker. By

,

;

built

;

lantern gallery.
12.

Dr. Faraday's.

13.

68

contract.

Sea light.

feet.

14. 113 feet.
15.

llj miles.

IG.

16 miles.

17.

18.

lantern gallery.

The

360°.

Revolving

19. Perfeijt

Rubblestone; rough cast outside; solid wall, 5 feet; coated
with cement; white; circular, in a battering form; stone-

.

Dr. Faraday's.

.vhole circle,

bright.

68 feet.

,

in one minute, showing a flash every 20

revoluti

113 feet.

seconds.
20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

llj miles.

.

Argand lamps, burners 1 of an inch, and parabolic
21. Catoptric.
reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep. Clockwork re-

16 miles.

volving machine.

360°.

.

22.

12 burners.

23.

None.
William Wilkins and Co., London.

24.
25.

26.

None

27.

None.

(See Dungeon.)

at St. Peter's.

circle.

.

See Return for

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

flames of the

Faraday's tubes, li inches diameter over the
lamps ; no other mode.

The whole

Revolving; bright.

,

See Return for

.

(Caskets) Light.

St. Peter's

19.

St. Peter's

(Caskets) Light.

St. Peter's

(Caskets) Light.

12 burners.

.

28. 13 days.

not known.

29. Original cost

dwellings,

1,917/.

9s.

Raising tower, 4,748/. 17s.
lOrf.,
including St. Thomas

None.

Crf.

and

See Return for

.

Dungeon.

Do.

Completed.
31. Diameter, 12

do.

30.

None

Height: pedestal, 5 feet 6 inches; glass,
feet.
7 feet 6 inches; glass to vane, 11 feet 6 inches; total, 24
3,164/. Os. lid., including St. Thomas and
feet 6 inches.

Dungeon Tower.
32.

Not purchased

;

7s. 2d. since 1822,

including

See Return for

Thomas and Dungeon

St.

at a

cost

of

18s. 9f/. ; only once painted
242/. 16s. lid. the three light towers; not by contract; in
future once in four years.
35. Four (for the tliree lights) ; one at 60/., and three at 49/. 10s.
per annum ; Is. 6i/. per diem per man for victualling, a
suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for
living rooms.

externally,

34. 3/.

.

Eicmcter, 12 feet. Height pedestal, 5 feet 6 inches glass,
7 feet 6 inches; glass to vone, 11 feel 6 inches; total, 24 feet
6 inches.
1 rice, see Kiluru lor St. Peter's (Cuskets) Light.
:

;

,

See Return for

9(/.,

including

St.

Thomas and Dungeon Towers.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand cotton, 2s. ad. per gross. 1857,

2/. 12s. Id.

;

1858,

Do.
>.

Included in Return for

'.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

i.

Included in Return for

2/. 5s.

for the three lights.
41.

Nil.

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

1852,

Midsummer

quarter, 1,032/.

Total for 1852, 4,170/.
44. 1852, 624/. 18s. 2d.

Return,
45. 46, 47. Nil.

19.
8s. 5d.

.

1858, ditto, 993/. 3s. 7d.

1858, 900/. 12s. 8d. See Lighthouses, General

50.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

Included in Return for

(Caskets) Light.

,

Nil.

Committees of the Elder Brethren in 1857 and 1858. Agent
not required to visit except under special circuinstances.
Committees: 1857, 10th August. 1858, 27th May; (7th Au10th August.
gust, weather prevented a landing.)

46, 47. Nil.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

See Return for

,

St. Peter's

Do.

53.

Four lamps, with burners complete in basement of the tower.
Diameter of oil cellar, 52 feet 6 inches ; height, 8 feet.

Ditto,

(Caskets) Light.

do.

No.

;

19.

,

See Return for

St. Peter's

(Caskets) Light.

Barometer, with thermometer attached

,

;

external and internal

thermomet<n*.

ditto.

Once a month;

three of the four keepers are constantly at
the lighthouses, and one on shore in rotation; relieved by

hired cutter.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Do.
Sec Return for

Lg

19.

Nil.

,

54. Internal

57

do.

Nil.

,

No.

56.

St. Peter's

19.

52.

55.

19.

(Caskets) Light.

.

Do.

thermometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return,

St. Peter's

Nil.

19.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

(Caskets) Light.

St. Peter's

.

Os. 3d.

49. Nil.

51.

(Caskets) Light.

Do.

250 dozen; 1858, oil, 1,320
1,375 gallons; wicks,
gallons ; wicks, 216 dozen ; for the three lights.

48.

St. Peter's

Do.

1858, 79/. Os. ad., ditto.
38. 1857, oil,

40.

Peters (Caskets) Light.

Not known.

37. 1857, 67/. 15s.

39.

St.

Completed.

Towers.

36.

(See Dungeon.)

Thomas'.

13 days.

lease expired 1785.
.

33. 64/.

at St.

None.

10.

do.
St. Peter's

(Caskets) light.

;
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:

Corporation of Trinity House, London.
43.

DUNGEON

44.

START.

(Caskets).

140 yards inside the S.E. extreme of the

The Highest

of the Casket Rocks.

3.

T. N. Barbenscn, Alderney.

4.

Three,

triangular. Dungeon, E. J N., 62 vards from
Peter's; N.E. i E., 46 yards from .St. Thomas.

5. 7th

November 1722.

See General Return,

6

See Return for

7.

Ditto,

ditto.

S.

Ditto,

ditto.

9.

Ditto,

Point.

Thomas Edward Ditcham, Alma

4.

Two

5.
!

6.

19.
7.

(Caskets) Light.

St. Peter's

10.

Sea

See Return for

light.

(Caskets) Light.

St. Peter's

Dr. Faraday's.

13.

45 feet.

July 1836.

1st

9.

Builder,

Hugh Mcintosh ; Engineer, James Walker ; Superintendent of the Works, John Abernethy. By contract

10.

Sea

11.

Granite; solid wall, at base 4 feet 3 inches, at top 2 feet;
not coated; white; circular, with castellated parapet.

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

13.

92 feet
204 feet

14.
12.

light.

15.

15s miles.

16.

20 miles.
N. 15 E.,

17. 255°.
14.
15.

113 feet.
II miles.

Flashing; bright.

19.

Perfect revolution in eight minutes, showing a flash every

20.

The whole

circle.

W.

18.

16. 16 miles.
17. 360°.

Place, PljTnouth.

one tower ; upper light 12 feet above the lower.
February 1S27. See General Return, 19.
Rear-Admiral Sir Thomas Masterman Hardy (through the
Admiralty). See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
It being the easternmost headland in that part of the Channel.
in

8.

ditto.

11.

— The Upper Light.

3.

minute.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
8 polyzonal lenses of 8 to the circle, with 7 tiers of
concave mirrors above the lenses; fountain, 4 concentric
wick lamp, and regulating condensor ; clockwork revolving
machine.

21. Dioptric.

18.

Revolving; bright.

19.

See Return for

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

21.

See Return for St Peter's (Caskets) Light.

(Caskets) Light.

St. Peter's

22. 1st order.

19.

23.

None.

Cookson and Company, Newcastle; frame,
revohing machine, &c., R. Wilkins and Son,

24. Optical parts, Isaac

lamps,

22. 12 burners.

London.

23.

None.

24.

William Wilkins and Co., London.

£5.

See Return for

25. Faraday's tube, 4^ inches

and by

(Caskets) Light.

St. Peter's

26.

None

27.

None.

;

diameter over the flame of the lamp,

chamber under

air

bell

lantern.

of about 40 cw t. intended to be placed near the

lighthouse.

of 12

26. Bell

in a stone bell tower about 50 feet from
tower, sounded by clockwork machinery.

civt.

Dungeon
27. 13 days.
28.

13 days.

29.

See Return for

St.

Peters (Caskets) Light.

St.

Peter's (Caskets) Light.

I

79 days.
29. Lighthouse, 4,773i
30. Completed.
28.

Completed

31.

See Return for

32.

Not purchased ;

33.

See Return for

adjoining buildings, 1,119JL

17». Id.

31.

32.

Not purchased.

33.

9t

Is.

Price 1,117/.

5s.

since construction.

34. 16/. 19s. 5<i; not by contract ; once in four years.
35. Two (for both lights) ; one at 65L, and one at 45/. per

lease expired 17S5.

a suit of clothes annually, and coal,

(Caskets) Light.

St. Peter's

;

Diameter, 14 feet Height: pedestal, 4 feet 6 inches; glass,
7 feet 6 inches ; glass to vane, 12 feet 6 inches ; total, 24 feet
6 inches.

30.

16s. 4d.

oil,

annum,

and furnituie for

dwellings.
34.

Ditto,

ditto.

35.

Ditto,

ditto.

36.

1,217/. 7s.

;

190/. 10s. 6d.

87. 1857, 19/. 16s. Id.

;

99/. 19». lid.

1858, 15/1 15s. Id., including lower light.
yards.
1858, oil, 498 gallons;
; wicks, 75

;

38. 1857, oil, 479 gallons
36.

Ditto,

ditto.

37.

Ditto,

ditto.

39.

St. Peter's

38.

Included in Return for

39.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Included in Return for

(Caskets) Light

40.

wicks, 54 yards.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
1857,
Concentric cotton, 7id. per yard.
1/.

St. Peter's

19.

(Caskets) Light

41.

NIL

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43. 1852,

41. 545?.

3.<. 6rf.

13.

Included in Return for

St. Peter's

44. 1852,

45. 46, 47.
48.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

51.

49. Nil.

See Return for
Ditto,

51.
52.

St. Peter's

53.
56.

57.

19.

1858,

930/. 95.

(Caskets) Light

St. Peter's

(Caskets) Light.

1858,

238/.

9s.

8d.

Total

for

1852,

lOd., including lower

NiL

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

1858, 26th June.

No

other date recorded.

No.
receiver; in
lamp, 4 burners, 1 refractor, 1 reservoir, and 1
height
the bottom of tower. Diameter of oil cellar, 18 feet ;

of ditto, 8 feet 2 inches.

Sec Lighthouses, General Return,
Ditto,

Id;

;

thermometer.

Sec Return for

15s.

cember.
52.

See Return for

225/.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 19th June (weather prevented a landing)
1858,11th June; 21st October (weather pre24th June.
June;
vented landing). Agent: 1857, 30lh March; 191h
September 29th October; and 25th De25th
July
23rd
;

ditto.

No.

54. Internal

OJd:

NiL

53. 1

53.

15s.

49. Nil.
50.

48. Nil.

50.

945/.

light

(Caskets) Light.

ditto.

Ditto,

45 46, 4". Nil.

1858,

3,858/. 3s. lljd.

Return, 19.
42. See Lighthouses, General

44.

6s. lOJd.

2/.

13s. 9d.

19.

dit'oSt. Peter's

(Caskets) Light

54.

55.

Barometer, with thermometer atUched ; external and internal
thermometers and compass.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto,

56.
57.

Not

relieved.

ditto.

;

;
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Corporation of Trinity House, London,
4.5.

46.

START, LOWER.
On

the

Thomas Edward

S.

Two,

4.

in

Ditchani,

Alma

Lower 12

one tower.

February 1827.

5.

PLYMOUTH BREAKWATER.
The West End

Watchroom Floor of the Tower.

of the Breakwater.— The
Upper Light.

Place, Plymouth.

feet below'the

See General Return,

upper

light.

Edward Ditcham, Alma Place, Plymoutli.
one tower. Upper 15 feet above the lower light.
November 1812. Lighthouse proposed,
November 1820, by
the
Thos.

3.

Two,

4.

19.

5.

6.

Rear-admiral Sir Thomas IMastermau
Admiralty).

7.

That

it

might lead

vessels

up

to

Hardy (through the

Admiralty.

1st

9.

Builder,

Hugh

Admiralty).
^'

''°Sound'"^

15th July 1813, from a lightvessel.
1st
present lighthouse.
Builder, not know^ (built by Admiralty).

8.

Engineer, James Walker. Superintendent of the Works, John Abernethy. By contract.
IVIcIntosh.

9.

10.

Sea

light.

11.

Granite ; solid wall, at base 4 feet 3 inches, at top 2 feet
coated white ; circular, with castellated parapet.
Dr. Faraday's.

;

13.

92

192

15.

14| miles.

16.

15 miles.

10.

11.

feet.
12.

feet.

13.

14.
15.

N. 60 E.

17. 15°.

William Stewart.
Sea light.

not

;

16.

N. 75 E.

June

from

1844,

Engineers, Messrs.
.Superintendent S{ the Works,

Rennie and Whidbey.

12.

14.

See Lighthouses, Gener.-il Return, 19.
several merchants of Plymouth (through
the
See General Return, 19.
tbrough the western entrance into Plymouth

The mayor and

b.

Torbay.

July 1S36.

8.

in

Not known

as to contract

Granite; solid wall, at base 5 feet 6
inches, at top 1 foot 9
inches; not coated or coloured;
circular; lantern gallery
with gun-metal stanchions.
Dr. Faraday's.
'
76 feet.
63 feet.
8i miles.
9 miles.

The whole

17. 360°.

circle.

18.

Fixed; bright.

18.

19.

Not revolving.

19.

Not revolving.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Dioptric.
4 refractors of 6 to the circle, with 17 zones of
prisms, 12 above and 5 below the
refractors; fountain,
3-concentric wick lamp, with regulating condenser;
red
shade outside the lens.
2nd order.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

21.

Argand lamp, burner of an inch,
reflector 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

21. Catoptric.

-;

22.

One

23.

None.

24.

Robert Wilkins and Son, London.

25.

None.

and parabolic

burner.

22.
23.

Fixed; red and bright; 298° 7" 30' red

26.

None.
None.

28.

79 days.

29.

See Return for Start Upper Light.

.52" 30' bright.
°

August 1845. Red shade fitted by direction of the Board.
January 1853. Zones substituted for mirrors.
Henry Lepaute, Paris. Frame, lamp, shades,
&c., R. Wilkins and .Son, London.

25. Faraday's tube,

3J inches diameter over the flame of the lamp,

and ventilators in lantern floor.
of 7 cwt., sounded by clockwork machincrv
''

26. Bell

'

27. 14 days.
28. 14 days.
29.

Not known;

30.
31.

Completed.
Diameter, 12 feet 6 inches.

Not purchased.

built

by the Admiralty.

30.

Completed.

31.

Lightroom window, height, 3 feet 31 inches
Fitting up lightroom, 34i 5s. 6(/.

32.

Not purchased.'

32.

33.

28/. 5s.

33.

Included in Return for tapper Light.

34.

1/.

35.

Three (for both lights)

35.

61°

24. Optical parts,

27.

Ditto,

34.

;

;

brc.ndtli, 2 feet.

Height pedestal, 4 feet 9 inches •
glass, 7 feet 6 inches; glass to vane, 10 feet
9 inches- total'
23 feet. Price not known.

2s.

Not

ditto.

Slanagement

transferreil to Trinity

since construction.
(internal and lantern only).
painted or coated externally.

(for both lights) ; one at 65?., one at 45/. per annum, a suit
of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.

House

9rf.

Srf.

;

one

at 65/.,

Not by contract

one at

one at
each, per
and fur-

46/. 10s.,

45/. per annum, and house rent, one 15/., two
annum, a suit of clothes annually, and coal,

Two

36. 31/. 15s. 6d.

:

10/.
oil,

niture for living rooms.

Fitting included in Return for Upper Light.

36. Apparatus not known.
Zones, 538/. 7s. Freight, 13/ 7s id
37. 1857, 16/. 10s. lOrf., for both lights.
1858, 10/. 5s. Id. ditto.
38. 1857, oil, 195 gallons ; wicks, 32 yards.
1858, oil, 207 gallons:
'

37.

Included in Return for Upper Light.

38. 1857, oil, 43 gallons

;

wicks, 9 dozen.

1858,

oil,

wicks, 24 yards.
39. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
40. Concentric cotton, 6hd. per yard.
1S57,

43 gallons

wicks, 10 dozen.
39.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

40.

Argand

1857, Is. 10|rf.

id.

17.«.

1858, 13s

41. 77/. 9s. Sd.
,

cotton, as. 6d. per gross.

41.

Nil.

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

See Return for Start Upper Light.

1858,

2s.

Id

42.

See Lighthoues, General Return,

43.

No

19.

toll.

246/. 13s. 3d.
1858, 256/. 6s. 9d
See Lighthouses,
General Return, 19.
47.
Nil.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

44. 1852,

44.

Ditto,

45. 46, 47. Nil.

19.

45. 46,
48. Nil.
49. Nil.

ditto.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

50.

19.

51.
48.

Nil.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 30th June; 11th July; 14th and 27th
October. 1858, 10th September 1st October. Agent: 1857,
17th January 22nd February ; 26th March; 27th April;
5th, 6th, 11th, 25th, and 29th May
1st, 11th, ISth, 20lh, and
29th June. None recorded in second half year. Agent 2nd,
5th, 6th, and 22nd January,
13th and 17th February
5th
and 18th March; 8th and 20th April; 4th and 27th May
10th and 15th June 7th and 31st July; 4th, 16th, and 20th
August; 1st and 13th September; 10th and 21st October
13th and 27th November 14th and 22nd December
No.
;

;

49. Nil.

;

50.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

51.

Committees: 1857, 24th June; 19th June, weather prevented
a landing.
1858, 11th June; 21st October, we.ither prevented a landing. Agent; 1857, aOth JIarch ; 19th June
23rd July; 25th September; 29th October; 25th December.

:

;

1858, 26th June.

No

other date recorded.

52.

No.

53.

Two

54.

None.

55.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

;

;

52.

53.

lamps, with burners complete. In the cellar at bottom of
tower; diameter, 18 feet; height, 8 feet 2 inches.

54.
55.

19.

56.
56.
57.

Ditto,

Not

ditto.

;

;

;

57.

lamp, 8 burners, 2 reservoirs, 2 receivers, 6 red shades ; oil
stored in a room at the base of the tower. Diameter of
oil room, 8 feet 8 inches ; height, 7 feet.
Barometer, with thermometer attached, and internal thermometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
1

Ditto,

Once a month

Ditto.
;

two of the three keepers are constantly at the
one on shore in rotation.
Relieved by

lighthouse, and
sailing tender.

relieved.

1*4
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
48.

47.

EDDY STONE.

PLYMOUTH BREAKWATER.
of the Breakwater.— The
Lower Light.

On

The West End
3.

Tliomas Edward Ditcham, Alma Place, Plj-mmilh.

4.

Two,

in

Lower 15

one tower.

below the upper

feet

Sec General Return,

5.

JS'ovember 1853.

6.

L. C. Baily, R.N.

4.

One.

5.

6.

About 1698.
Not stated, except

7.

To

liglit.

For

8.

1st

between the Draystone and the Knap.

Icadiiij!

June

Sea

10.

1698 as a coal fire; rebuilt 1734, and Lith November 1759,
(present lighthouse) : 10th September 1810 as an oil light.
Smeaton. Contract for stone

See Return for I'pper Light.
Dr. Faraday's.

13.

76

feet.

14.

48

feet.

15.

7J miles.

Sea

11.

(Jranite; entirely solid

S.56 \V.;

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not revolving.

S.

One

refractor of
burner J of an inch in diameter.

Henry

24. Optical part,

L'^jaute, Paris.

and

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
ith 17 zones of
Six refractors of six to the circle,
Fountain,
efraclors.
prisms, 12 above and live below thi
three concentric wick lamp, with reg ulating condeusor.

2nd

alteration in cha-

Frame,

Paris.

26.

See Return for I'pper Light.

See Return for I'pper Light.

37.

Included in Return for Upper Light.

General Return,
per gross.

Argand

41.

See Return for Upper Light.

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

No

44.

See Return for Upper Light.

2s. 6d.

185S, oil, 34 gallons;

Sd.

Is.

1858,

Is.

5W.

to act

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1S57, 30th June; llthJuly; 14th, 27th October.
Agent 183 1, lith
1858 10th September; 1st October.
6th,
January 22nd February- 26th March 27th April 5th,
-.

;

;

;

14th,

No.

53.

None.

54.

None.

55.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

10s.

1858,

llrf.

General Return,
45.

48.

Ditto,

19.

ditto.

Two

1858,

407/.

of the three keepers are constantly at the
Relieved by

one on shore in roution.

4s.

ikl.

See Lighthouses,

NiL
\'isited

by Committees of the Elder Brethren.

(See No. 51.)
51.

Committees prevented landing by the weather: 1857, 23rd
1858, 23rd .March.
April; 25th June; 10th July.
Inspections by Agent 1857,14th, 26th January, Ilth June; 3rd,
8tH, 19th,
27th July; 24th August; 26tli September.
:

1858,

15th

February;

17th April;

H

57.

May;

l2th

inches.

Barometer, with thermometer attached.
thermometers.
55. Sec Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
56.

lath, 30th

September.
No.
One lamp complete; three burners. In upper storeroom
Diameter,
(second room over staircase from entrance).

5'..

li"hthouse, and
sailing tender.

Id.

19.

12 feet 4 inches; height, 7 feet

Once a month.

14s.

August 1858. H. King, Penzance, complaining of charge for
tddystone and Breakwater lights in and out of Plymouth for

49. Nil.
50. By Agent.

In base of the tower.

57

1857,

the 'same cargo, the vessel not having broken bulk, thinks
the lights not due twice for the same voyage. Informed
that lights are due each time of passing, unless the second
jiassage be made within the same day of 24 hours, counting
from midnight to midnight.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
46. 47. Nil.

22nd December.

52.

412/.

44. 1852,

52.
53.

53.

1858, oil, 221 gallons

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Concentric cotton, Sid per yard.

;

None
20th, 29th June.
11th, 2.5th, 29th May ; 1st, 11th, 18th,
22nd
recorded for second half year. 1858, 2nd, 5th, 6th,
January 13th, nth Februarv; Sth, 18th March; 8th, 20th
7th, 31st July; 4th,
'^uril- 4th, 27ih May ; 10th, I'Sth June ;
iwh, -iOth Aniust ; 'ist, l.ith September; 10th, 21st October ;
NoVember

38. 1857, oil, 210 gallons; wicks, 26 yards.
wicks, 18 yards.

41. Nil.
42. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto, 1858, 1,844/. 3s. Id.
43. Midsummer quarter 1852, 1,905/. 9s.
Total income for 1852, 7,865/. 19». 2J</.

Floating light reimmediately.
with sufficient distmctflector in use not marking the limit
ncss, a fourth order refractor was substituted.

27th

lease expired.

Not by contract. Once in four years.
34. 16/. 7». 3d.
35. Four; one at 60/. and three at 49/. lO.s. per annum ; Is. Gd. per
for victualling, a suit of clothes annually, and
diem per
coal, oil, and furniture for living rooms.
Fitting included in that ot lantern.
Transport,
36. 1,154/. 15s.
85/. is. Id.
1858, 10/. 18s. Id.
37. 1857, 10/. 13s. lOrf.

9s. 9d.

19.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Harbour-masler,

;

Not purchased,

39.
40.

1854, Mr. Thompson, Queen's
the
Plvmouth, that the additional light lately placed for
tin
purpose of marking the Knap and Draystone shows to
Knap.
of
the
east
the
and
Draystone
west of the

49 Committee deputed

2,818/. 10s. 9ti

feet.

toll.

Nil

lessees.

33. 22/. 17s. lOd. since 1822.

19.

1857,

40.

November

Constructed by

man

38. 1857, oil, 46 gallons; wicks, 8 dozen.
wicks, 7 dozen.

cotton,

Not known.
Completed.

32.

Sec Return for Upper Light.

39. See Lighthouses,

None.
None.

28. 16 days.

:

36.

13tli',

Henry Lepaute,

parts,

Height pedestal, G feet 6 inches ; glass,
31. Diameter, 10 feet.
8 feet 9 inches; glass to vane, 12 feet 9 inches; total, 2S

Light-room window, IS inches by C inches.

51

lamps and parabolic

lamps, &c.,
R. Wilkins and Son, London.
diameter over the flame of tlie lamp.

24. Optical

29.

mode.

26. 27, 28, 29, 30.

SO.

order.

racter.

,30.

special

45. 46, 47.

circle.

20.

27.

Wilkins

Lamp, Win.

London.

48

The whole

Not revolving.

25. Faraday's tube, 3^ inches

1854. 12-inch parabolic reflector talcen away,
lens substituted by direction of the Board.

32, 33, 34, 35.

ith iron railing.

Fixed; bright.

No

and Argand

three to the circle,

December

31.

w

19.

23. 1845, light alteretl as above from 24 Argand
reflectors by direction of the Board.

22. 6th order.

No

g.illery

18.

22.

25.

Lantern

21. Dioptric.

W.

G"

20. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

lamp

12 feet from base; solid wall
b.ase, two feet six inches, one foot
Red and white in alternate hori-

to

from

89 feet.
14. 72 feet.
15. 9 miles.
16. 14 miles.
17. 360°.

21. Dioptric.

up

feet

13.

18.

23.

light.

nches. Not coated.
zontal bands. Circular.
12. Dr. r

16. 9 miles.
17. 11°.

10.

commencing 26J

light.

12.

19.

only.

I'jiper Light.

11.

of

at the request

was erected

See Lighthouses, General Return,

indicate the position of the rock.

Builder and Engineer, John

9.

1854.

See Return for

9.

Plymouth.

Place, Plymouth.

that lighthouse

the navigation.

19.

off

Thomas Edward Ditcham, Alma

.S.

8.

7.

Rock

the

Ditto,

Once

External and internal

ditto.

a month. Three of the four keepers are constantly at
Relieved by
the lighthouse, and one on shore in rotation.
sailing tender.

;

REPLIES TO
.

;

QIECULAR

No. III.— ENGLAND.

49.

50.

FALMOUTH HARBOUR.

LIZARD, EASTERN.

Extreme of the low W.S.W. Part of
Anthony's Point.

St.
3.

Thos. Edwd. Ditcham,

Alma

One.

5.

December 1830.
Mayor and trade of the Port of Falmouth.

7.

Lizard Cliff or Point.

Place, Plymouth.

4.

6.

Thomas Edward Ditcham, Alma
Two ; W. by N. northerly, E. by

20th April 1S35.

9.

Builders, Jacob

and Thos. Olver, Falmouth.

22nd August 1752 as a coal

11.

Granite; solid wall, at base 3 feet 6 inches, at top 2 feet
6 inches ; not coated ; ^ white ; octagonal; stone lantern

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

Not known;

13.

63

feet.

14.

72

feet.

15.

9 miles.

20.
21.

22.

23.
24.

25.

27.

iron railing.

13 miles.

.

,

30.

.

None.

.

Reflectors and frame, George Robinson, London.

.

.

None.
None.

.

39 days.

.

Lighthouse not known; alterations,

.

Completed.

.

Diameter, 13

apparatus, 10,277/.

7rf.

Two; one

at 65/.,

one

annually, and coal,
37.

1857,

4/. 8s. 9rf.

1858,

once in four years.

at 46/. lOs.
oil,

per annum, a suit of

5/. Os.

9d.

339 gallons; wicks, 51 dozen.
wicks, 34 dozen.
39. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

Argand

Not purchased ;

.

30/. 8s. 4d. (for

.

30/. 5s. (for

.

Three (for both

clotiies

6d
1858,

38. 1857, oil,

40.

.

and furniture for dwellings.

36. 467/. 2s.; 88/. 16s.; 78/. 14s.

feet.

including lanterns and

8s. 6rf.

Height

:

pedestal, 3 feet 6 inches

7 feet 6 inches; glass to vane, 11 feet
included in cost of lighthouse.

33. 19/. Is. lOd. since construction.

35.

cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross.

oil,

7W.

1858, 7s. Id.

.

.

43.

Midsummer quarter,

total,

22

;

glass,

Price

feet.

both lights) since 1S22.
;

not by contract

;

once in four years.

45/. per
; one at 75/., one at 65/., one at
of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furni-

lights)

suit

ture for dwellings.
.

1S57, 10s.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

;

lease expired.

both lights)

annum, a

306 gallons;

41. Nil.
42.

>

Faraday's tubes, 1^ inch diameter over the flamesof the lamps,
and by air tubes round the pedestal of the lantern.

Not purchased.
;

Lamps, &c.

R. Wilkins and Son, London.

Height; pedestal, 4 feet 6 inches
glass to vane, 13 feet 6 inches; total, 25 feet.

not by contract

and parabolic re-

19 burners.

.

Completed.
Diameter, 12 feet 6 inches.

;

i inch,

flectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

Lighthouse, 2,894?. 18s. lOd.; adjoining buildings, 985/. 16s. 6d. ;
site, including law charges of disputed possession, 662/. 16s. 8d.

19/. ISs. 9d.

19.

Argand lamps, burners

Catoptric.

.

34.

revolving.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

ventilators in the lantern pedestal.

;

miles.

Not

,

None.
None.

874/. 15s.

feet.

16i-

235°.
E., N. 35 W.
Fixed; bright.

,

H

glass, 7 feet

32.

229

21 miles.

.

.

31.

Thomas Fonnereau.

61 feet

,

28. 12 days.
29.

lessee,

Dr. Faraday's.

,

S. 46 E., N. 45 W.
Revolving; bright.
Perfect revolution in 2 minutes 40 seconds, showing a flash
every 20 seconds.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners i of an inch, and parabolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep. Clockwork revolving machine.
Eight burners.
None.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
Faraday's tubes,
inch diameter over the llaraesof the lamps,

and
26.

by the

Brick; solid wall, [at base 4 feet, at top 2 feet 9 inches;
coated with cement ; white ; octagonal ; lantern gallery with

17. 270°.

19.

built

.Sea light.

gallery.

18.

16th January 1812 as an oil

fire;

light.

10. Local.

16.

southerly; 74 yards.

Being the southernmost headland of that part of the Channel.

Engineer, James

By contract.

Walker.

Place, Plymouth.
S.

September 1748.
Capt. Richard Parish and trade of the City of London, also
Trinity House, Hull, and the northern ports. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

See Lighthouses,
General Return, 19.
To mark the entrance of Falmouth Harbour, and in connection
with the Lizard to clear the ^lanacles.

8.

89

Corporation of Trinity House, London.

19.

Included in cost of lighthouse.
1857, 24/.

6s.,

for both lights.

1858, 21/. 15s.

1857, oil, 765 gallons; wick-s, 85 dozen.

ditto.

8c/.,

1858, oil, 767 gallons;

wicks, 87 dozen.

1852, 176/. 19s. "iid.
2s. 2hd.

Do., 1858, 259/.

9s. 2d.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

Argand cotton,

.

Nil.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

Midsummer quarter,

19.

Total income for 1852, 837/.
44. 1852,

200/.

3s.

id.

1858, 200/.

Id.

12s.

See Lighthouses,

General Return, 19.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
October 1859.
Commander Lory, R.N., St. Keverne. " That
the Falmouth Harbour Light, being in the bight of the bay, is
useless as a guide to vessels going up and down channel, and
the weather in general being hazy during the winter months,
approaching the Manacles.
it cannot be seen by vessels
If the Elder Brethren had caused it to be fixed on these rocks
instead of St. Anthony's Point, it would have guarded against
every danger as well as be a safe guide to Helford and Falmouth."
These observations were incidental to Commander Lory's
proposal for a light on the Manacles, and were not concurred

45. 46, 47. Nil.
48.

46, 47. Nil.

.

Nil.

.

Nil.

I.

53.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, EOth June; 11th July. 1858, 14th June;
10th July. Agent
20th February
1857, 2nd January
27th March; 26th June; 30th July; 27th September
10th
and 29th December. 1858, 11th and 26th March ; 17th April
26th June; 28th September; 23rd November 30th Decem;

;

27th September.
52.

(for both lighthouses.)
5£/.
1858, 536/. 8s. 9(f.,
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

1852, 492/. lis.

,

49. Nil.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 23rd June. 1858, 11th September. Agent:
1857, 1 9th February; 27th March; 14th May; 5th August
1858, 25th

March

;

15th April

;

24th June

;

;

;

;

ber.
;

22nd November.
No.
Three lamps, with burners complete. In a room adjoining the
tower leading underground and level with the bottom floor.
Dimensions of oil cellar; length, 12 feet; breadth, 12 feet

!.

I.

No.
Eight lamps, with burners complete ; in the bottom of the
tower.
Height of oil room, 8 feet 4 inches; diameter of
ditto, 9 feet 6h inches.

I.

Barometer, with thermometer attached

>.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

2 inches; height, 9 feet 4 inches.
54.
55.
56.

Barometer, w itir thermometer attached ; internal thermometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto,

1858, ISs. Ui/.

19.

1852, 1,017/. 4s. 5id. Midsummer quarter,
Total for 1852, 4,181/. 14s. IJrf.
1858, 993/. 12s. Urf.
(For

.

.

51.

1857, 17s. 81d.

both lights).

in.

50.

per gross.

2s. 6(/.

Ditto,

3.

ditto.

1.

57. Not relieved.

M

Not

relieved.

ditto,

19.

;

internal thermometer.

;;

APPENDIX— LIGHTS
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Corporation op Trinity House, London.
51.

52.

LIZARD, WESTERN.

LONGSHIPS.
The

Lizard Cliff or Point.
Thomas Edward Ditcham, Alma Place, Plymouth.
W. by N. northerly, E. by S. southerly 74 yards.

3.

Two

4.

largest

and highest of the Rocks

3.

John N. Tremearne,

4.

One.

St. Ives,

5.

October

6.

The foreign and coasting

7.

also
Captain Richard Parish and trade of the City of London,
LightTrinity House, HuU, and the northern ports. See
houses, General Return, 19.
Reing tlie southernmost headland of that part of the Channel.

8.

22nd August 1752 as a coal

15th January 1S12 as an

September 1748.

5.

6.

fire.

Not known.

Built by lessee

To mark

8.

29th September 1795.

9.

Builder not known, built by private proprietor. Engineer,
Samuel Wyatt. Whether by contract or otherwise not

known.

11.

Brick; solid wall, at base 4 feet, at top 3 feet 9 inches ; coated
with cement ; white ; octagonal ; lantern gallery with iron

light.
1

Granite ; solid wall, at base 4 feet, at top S feet ; not coated
white; circular; lantern gallery with iron railing and flag-

1.

staff.

railing.

Dr. Faraday's.

12.
12. Dr. Faraday's.

13. 61 feet.

15.

1

feet.

Similes.

18.

S.

13.

52

feet.

14.

79

feet.

15.

9 J miles.

14 miles.

16.

16. 21 miles.
17. 232°.

17. 259°.

W.

87 E., N. 35

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

revolving.

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not

revolving.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

20.
19.

1

19 burners.

None.

None.

tubes,

U

lamps, and by

ait

Reflectors and frame, George Robinson, London.
R. Wilkins and Son, London.

Lamps, &c.,

and frame, George Robinson, London.
R. Wilkins and Son, London.

24. Reflectors

Faraday's tubes, li inch diameter over the
lamps, and by openings in lantern pedestal.

inch diameter over the flames of the
tubes round the pedestal of the lantern.

None.

None.
None.

27.

None.

10 days.

28.

39 days.

29.

See Return for Lizard Eastern Light.

30.

Completed.

26.

Completed.

.

man
.

765 gallons
wicks, 88 dozen.

;

wicks, 84 dozen.

1858,

oil,

769 gallons

.

1/. 7».

1857, 17s. Cd.

1858, 18s. id.

.

1852, 566/.

,

46, 47. Nil.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

.

Nil.

.

Nil.

48. Nil.
49.
50.

51.

NiL
Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 20tb June; 11th July. 1858, 14th June;
Agent 1857, 2nd January ; 20th February
10th Julv.
2Gth June ; 30th July ; 27th September; 10th
"7th March
and 29th December. 1858, lltb and 26th March; 17th
April 26th June ; 2Sth September ; 23rd November ; 30th
December.

I.

.

;

;

;

;

52.

No,

53.

Eight lamps, with burners complete ; in the bottom of the
tower. Di-iraeter of oil room, 9 feet Oh inches ; height, 3
feet 4 inches.

54. Internal

.

.

i.

55.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.
'.

Ditto,

55
57.

Not

relieved.

ditto.

1858,

Is.

6d.

1858, 536/.

4s.

Sd.

lid.

See Lighthouses,
19.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees
1857, 7th Jlay, 24th April, 20th June, 13th
1858, 22nd Jlarch
July, weather prevented a landing.
11th June, 14th June, 11th and 13th September, Kith OcAgent: 1857, 16th
tober, weather prevented a landing.
October. 1858, 23rd January Cth May.
7th October 1857, seven of the 19 lamps extinguished by the
sea peneti-iting between the lower part of the cow. and the
"petticoat;" duration, one hour.
:

;

.

;.

thermometer.

8it/.

19.

General Return, 19.
See Lighthouses, General Return,

ditto.

Ditto,

45. 46, 47. Nil.

7s.

766 gal-

1852, quarter, 3,036/. 12s. 3J(f. 1858, quarter, 2,975/. 6s.
Total for 1852, 12,638/. 17s. SJd.

.

44.

1/.

oil,

6d.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

41. Nil.
42. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
43. See Return for Lizard Eastern Light.

1858,

Nil.

.

per gross.

1858, 36/. lis. 2d.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross. 1857,

.

;

I

64

9s. 9d.

oil, 744 gallons ; wicks, 133 dozen.
lons; wicks, 132 dozen.

39. See Lighthouses, General Retuni, 19.
40. .'irgand cotton, 2s.

1836.

1857.

,

ditto.

38. 1857, oil,

March

60/., three at 49/. 10s. each, and \s. Gd.pvr diem per
for victualling, a suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil,

1857, 47/.

.

See Return for Lizard Eastern Light.

37.

26th

not by contract; once in four years.

;

and furniture for living rooms.
Not known.

;

Ditto,

2rf.,

Id. since purchase.

Four; one at

Three (for both lights) one at 75/., one at 65/., and one 45/. per
annum, a suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and ftirniture
for dwellings.

S6.

3.1.

21/. 19s. 9<f.

.

ditto.

Ditto,

37,475/. 9s.
36/.

lease expired.

;

See lieturn for Lizard Eastern Light.

35.

&e.,

of the

Not known.

32 Not purchased
34.

Lamps,

Haines

Diameter, 12 feet 6 inches. Height: pedestal, 3 feet 9 inches ;
flass, 7 feet 3 iuches ; gl.ass to vane, 1 1 feet ; total, 22 feet,
Ventilating ajiparatus, 59/. 19.'. 6rf.
antern not known.

Height: pedestal, 3 feet 6 inches; glass,
31. Diameter, 13 feet.
8 feet ; glass to vane, 11 feet ; total, 22 feet 6 inches. Price,
see Return for Lizard Easteri. I ight.

33.

19.

Argand lamps, burners i of an inch, and paraCatoptric
bolic eflectors 1 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

£2. 19 burners.

25. Faraday's

34 E., N. 45 E.

S.

18.

21. Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners I of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

23.

the westernmost rocks off the Land's End.

Sea light

10.

Sea

232

trades using the British and St.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

7.

(Thomas Ponnureau).

10.

14.

790.

1

George's Channels.

oil light.
9.

Cornwall.

;

;

6 lamps, with burners complete; oil is stored in the living
room (in tower). Diameter, 14 feet; height, 8 feet.

Barometer, with thermometer attached
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto,

;

internal thermometer.

ditto.

Once a month. 3 of the 4 keepers are constantly at tlie
Relieved by
house, and one on shore in rotation.
sailing boat.

light-

hired

;

REPLIES TO

;

CIRCULAR

No. III.—ENGLAND.
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
54.

53.

BISHOP ROCK.

AGNES.

ST.

Scilly, the

SciUy.
3.

Hugh

4.

One.

5.

1679.

6.

Sir .Tohn Clayton

7.

To mark the

3.
4.

One.

5.

No

Tregarthen, Tresco, Scilly.
6.

7.

8.

8.

also by the East India Company and trade
;
of London and ports generally. See Lighthouses, General
Return, 19.

of the Scilly Islands.
30th October 1630 as a local fire (stationary).

9.

10.

11.

9.

10.

locality

1 1.

1790 as an

light (revolving).
Built under superintendence of Captains Hugh Till and
Bayly, Elder Brethren. Not by contract.

oil

Simon
12.
13.

Sea light.
Stone; solid wall, at base 6 feet 6 inches, at top 3 feet 8 inches;
circular ; not coated, white; lantern gallery with iron railing.

14.

"15.
16.

74

14.

138 feet.

15.

12i miles.

feet.

18.

The whole
Fixed; bright.
Not

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
8 reflectors of 3 to the circle, with 19 zones of
prisms, 13 above and 6 below the refractors; fountain, 4
concentric \\ick lamp, with regulating condensor.

31.

glass, 3 feet;

5rf.

34. 22?. ISs.

8rf.

Two one

dwellings,

896/.

12s.

site

5(Z. ;

36.

Not known.

37.

1857, 15/.

Not exhibited until

38.

1858, oil, 190 gallons, wicks, 12 yards, during the
1857, nil.
4 months ending 31st December.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Concentric cotton, lid. per yard. 1857, nil. 1858, 7s. 6d. (for
4 months).

40.

;

once in four years.

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

Not established

6d.

cotton, 2s.
id.

per gross.

19s.

9id.

1858,

41. Nil.
42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

1852, quarter, 1,516/. Is. 2-}c/. 1858, quarter, 1,522/. 9s.
for 1852, 6,377/. 17s. 2id.

44. 1852, 350/. 9s. Id. 1858, 342/. Os.

Return,

8(/.

19.
7f/.

Total

See Lighthouses, General

See Lighthouses, General Return,

49. Nil.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 22nd June; 11th July; 17th October.
1858, 12th June; 14th September; 16th October.
Agent:
1857, 4th, 17th, 28th Febru.ary ; 31st March; 2nd May;
2nd, 5th, 26th June; 2Sth July; 31st August; 1st, 31st
October; 4th December. 1858, 5th, 29th Januai-y; 26th
February; 26th March 19th April; 25th May; lath, 21st
June; 22nd July 31st August; 18th September; IJth October; 2nd November; 1st December.
;

;

No.
Seven lamps, with burners complete ; two reflectors ; revolving
machine on the ground floor of the tower. Diameter of
oil room, 15 feet 9 inches ; height, 11 feet 5 inches.
:

54.

55.

Barometer, with thennometer attached
thermometers and compass.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto,

56.
57.

Not

;

internal

Toll not collected

that there should not be
consideration of its having been
before the passing of the Slerchant Shipping
Act, 1854, and of the trade not having invited its erection
nor pledged themselves to contribute ; the work having
been regarded as an adjunct to the Scilly Light, the tolls for
which are sufficient to maintain both.
The Board of Trade considered principle now acted on
to be that a toll should be imposed for every new lighthouse,
and that if the aggregate sum collected for light dues
amounts to more than is required for the erection and maintenance of lighthouses generally, the surplus should be
dealt with by reducing the tolls generally, rather than by
making any special exemption in the case of any particular
toll for this light, in

An Order in Council was accordingly prepared by their
Lordships, and transmitted to the Trinity House, upon receipt
of which the Elder Brethren stated that they could not fail
to mark with regret that the amount of the toll proposed
by their Lordships to be levied in this case should entail so
heavy a charge upon ships passing the light to or from

19.

48. Nil.

53.

1858.

light.

19.

45. 46, 47. Nil.

19.

Midsummer

commenced

1858, oil, 984 gallons

1857,

after

The Elder Brethren were of opinion
any

1858, 16/. lis. 3d.

960 gallons ; wicks, 95 dozen.
wicks, 112 dozen.
39. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

till

1859.
44. Nil in 1852.
till

45.

3d.

1st

41. 244/. 15s.

not by contract

Is.

Fittingincluded in cost of

September 1858.

37.

39.

since 1822.
;

Delivered at the works.

lighthouse, &c.

Height: pedestal, 2 feet 7 inches;
glass to vane, 12 feet; total, 22 feet 7 inches.

38. 1857, oil,

52.

Tower on Rock and dwellings on mainland.

Not purchased.

36. 1,313/. 10s.'

for

;

51.

for

1,452/. Is.

32.

at 65/., and one at 45/. per annum, a suit of clothes
annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.

35.

50.

9rf.

Completed.
Height: pedestal, 5 feet; glass, 10 feet
3 inches; glass to vane, 12 feet 9 inches; total, 28 feet.

Price not known.
Not purchased.

33. 37/. 19s.

1/. 3s.

None.
days in the four months, September, October, November,

31. Di.ameter, 14 feet.

Completed.
Diameter, 14 feet 6 inches.

Argand

Frame, lamps, &c., W.

Paris.

33. 34. Not exhibited until 1st September 1858.
35. Four ; one at 53/. per annum, and three at 43/. 10s. each per
annum. Is. 6d. per diem for victualling, a suit of clothes
annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.

Lighthouse, not known;
dwellings, 175/. 18s.

40.

Henry Lepaute,
WiUdns and Co., London.

29. 36,559/. 18s.
30.

None.
None.

32.

Optical parts,

December.

28. 26 days.

SO.

None.

24.

28. 10

tower.

29.

circle.

revolving.

23.

26. 27.

George Robinson, London. Lamps, &c., R. Wilkins
and Son, London.
Faraday's tubes, IJ inch diameter over the flames of the
lamps, and by windows opened from the first floor of the

27.

lantern gallery

25. Faraday's tube, 4a inches diameter over the frame of the lamp,
and by openings in the lantern pedestal.

24. Reflectors,

26.

;

22. 1st order.

30 burners.
None.

25.

or coloured ; circular in a battering form
with iron railings and flagstaff.
Dr. Faraday's.
147 feet.
110 feet.
lli miles.
16 miles.

19.

The whole circle.

Revolving; bright.

revolution in three minutes, sliowing a face every
minute.
20. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand lamps, burners i of an inch, and para21. Catoptric.
Clockbolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.
work revolving machine.

23.

:

21. Dioptric.

19. Perfect

22.

application
proposed by Inspecting Committees of the
Elder Brethren.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
To mark the westernmost rocks of the .Scilly Islands.
1st September 1858.
Engineer, James Walker. Superintendent of the Works, N.
Douglass. Contract for stone only, Messrs. Freeman.
Sea light.
Granite tower, entirely solid to 45 feet above high water
solid wall, at base 4 feet 9 inches, at top 2 feet; not coated

18.

16. 18 miles.
17. 360°.

South-'westernmost of the Group.

Tregarthen, Tresco, Scilly.

17. 360°.

12. Dr. Faraday's.
IS.

Hugh

British ports.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
46. 47. Nil.
48, 49. Nil.
50. Committees of the Elder Bretliren; Agent in 18SS.
1857, 22nd June, 10th July, we;ither prevented a
51. Committees
landing. 1858, 12th June ; 12th, 13th September. Agent:
1858, 28th September; 16th, 17th October; 7th November,
7th, 9th, 14th, 28th, 30th December, weather prevented a
:

landing.
52.

No.

53.

Five lamps; 5 burners, 1 reservoir; 1 receiver. Oil stored on
the first floor of the lighthouse. Diameter of oil cellar, 12
feet 6 inches ; height, 8 feet 1 1 inches.

54.

Barometer, with thermometer attached
thermometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

and external
55.

ditto.

56.

relieved.

57.

Ditto,

2

external and internal

ditto.

Once a month. 3 of the

4 keepers are constantly at the lightbouse and one on shore in rotation. Relieved by sailing
tender, with the assistance, when necessary, of a hired
boat's crew.

M

;

;
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
56.

65.

TREVOSE HEAD, HIGH.

GODREVY.
Island, St. Ives Bay.

Godrevy
3.

John N. Tremearne,

4.

One.

St. Ives,

6.

ports

Penzance, Hayle,

:

Mawes,

St.

Cardiff, Triiro,

trade of the

St. Ives, St.

Agnes, Barnstaple,
See Lighthouses,

and Falmouth.

8.

9.

Builders,

B. H. Bailey, Milford, Pembrokeshire.

4.

Two

5.

August 1809

6.

1809, Capt. E. P. Penrose, through the Admiralty.

from lighthouse.
Thomas Eva, and Thomas WiUiams,Helstone. EngiWorks, James
neer, James Walker. Superintendent of the

By

7.
8.
9.

10.

ID.

solid wall, at base 3 feet

Dr. Faraday's.

IS.

86

14.

120

11.

1 st floor at top of
wall, 4 feet 6 inches ; at base, outer wall
;
feet Scinches, vacuity 2 inches, inner wall 4^ inches;
total, 4 feet 9 inches ; at top, outer « all 2 feet 8J inches,
vacuity 2 inches, inner wall 4^ inches ; total, 3 feet 3 inches
Not coated ; white ; circular ; stone hintern gallery,

oil cellar

4

no railing ; terrace at foot of tower at seaward, with ceireted parapet.

16. 16 miles.

The whole

circle.

18. FLoshing; bright.
4 miitutes, showing a fl.Tsh every 10
19. Perfect revolution in
seconds.
19.
20. See Lighthouses, General Return,
wit'J zones
24 polvzonal lenses of 24 to the circle,
Dioptric
fil
founiain, 4 conof prisms, ISabove and 6below the lenses;
condensor. Clockwork
centric wick lamp, with regulating
'.

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

13.

87 feet

14.

204

feet.

15. is; miles.
16.

20 miles.

17. 274°.

86 E., south.

S.

18.

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not revolving.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
6 refractors of 8 to the circle, with 19 iones of
prisms, 13 above and 6 below the refractors; fountain,
4 concentric wick lamp, with regulating cundensor.

21. Dioptric.

revolving machine.
S3. 1st order.

22. 1st order.

None.

Frame, lamps, revolving
Optical part.s Henry Lcpaute, Paris.
machine, &e., W. Wilkinsand Co., London.
the flame of the lamp.
over
diameter
inches
4*
tube,
25. Faraday's
24

23.

None.

'

27.

BellofScwt. sounded by clockwork machinery.
days.
BeU not in use till 1859. Gong on board lightvessel 21

28.

23 days

26.

29. 7,082/.
30.

81

15,-!.

111.

Completed.
Diameter, 14

32.

Not purchased.

S3.

No

pedestal. 7 feet ; gl.iss. 10 feet;
Price l,35Si lis. lOrf.
total, 25 feet.

Height:

feet.

glass to vane, Sfcet

;

Ditto,

ditto.

Three- one at
per dav per

60/.,

and

man

coal, oil,

and furniture for liring rooms.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

See Lighthouses. General Return,

Not exhibited

45^ 46, 47. Nil.

19.

Two

and adjoining buildings,

light towers

Completed.
31. Diameter, 14

32.

Height:

feet.

7,SS1/. 4s.

Srf.

glass to vane,

pedestal, 4 feet 6 inches;

glass,

13 feet 6 inches ; total, 28 feet.
in one contract, fitted com-

2,(3.'JO/.

14s. 9rf.

Not purchased.

33. 32/. 9s. 6d.

since construction, including

34. 31/. 13s., including
years.
35.

Low Light

Low Light

Not by contract

Once

in four

for both lights ; oneat65J. andone at 45/. perannum, asuit
of clothes annually,and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.

Two

36. Included in cost

of lantern.
1858, 27/. 10». 6d.

37. 1857, 7S/. 4s. SJ.

lights.

until 1859.

1S58,

2/. 16s.

19.

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43. 1S52, 827/. 6s. Ijrf.
3,195/. 2s. lid.

50

Light not established in 1857.
and Agent, 1858.

51

Committees

:

1858, 20th

Committees of Elder Brethren

March

11th June; 13th September;
Agent: 14th

December.
62. No.
one receiver. In the basement of
63 Three lamps, one reservoir,
feet; height, 10 feet
the tower. Diameter of oil cellar, 15
1 inch.
;

external and internal

1858,

19.

760/.

1858, 341/. 3s.

ISs.

5rf.

Sd.

Total for 1852,

See Lighthouses, General

19.

NiL See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

54.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and .\gent
Committees: 1857, 13th February ; 1,3th July. 1858, 12th, 19th
'
June. Agent
1858, 13th April
1857, 23rd November.
Sth December.
No.
3 lamps, 3 burners, 2 reservoirs. In the basement of the tower.
Diameter of oil cellar, 14 feet ; height, 9 feet 6 inches.
Barometer, with thermometer attached; external and internal

55.

thei-mometersand compass.
See Lighthouses, General Return.

50.

51.

:

53.

ditto.

of the three keepers are constantly at the
Once a
Relieved by
lighthouse, and one on shore in rotation.
hired sailing boat.

45. 46, 47.
48. Nil.
49. Nil.

52.

thermometer attached
54. Barometer, with
thermometer.
General Return, 19.
Lighthouses,
55. See
month. Two

44. 1852, 314/. 10s. id.

Return,
;

landing.
21st October, weather prevented a

Ditto,

lOid. ditto.

41. Nil.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

49. Nil.

57

25 days.

29.
30.

wicks, 124 yards, for both lights,
;
1858,
876 gallons ; wicks, 91 yards, ditto.
39. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
1857, 3/. 17s. 6d. for both
40. Concentric cotton, lid. per yard.

48. Nil.

60.

28.

flame of the lamp,

oil,

1859.
43. Toll not collected until
44.

Frame, lamps, &c.,

Paris.

38. 1857, oil, 805 gallons

exhibited in those years.

41. 244/. 15s. Gd.
42.

27.

None.
None.

26.

plete,
at 49/. 10s. each per annum, \s. G<I.
for victualling, a suit of clothes annually,

and two

" ""'l

Not

Henry Lepaute,

and Son, London.

Lantern and lighting apparatus

(Purchased in 1852 for the Bishop Rock.)
11«- 6''this station, 339/. 6s. lOd.
"'"cost of alteration and fitting to
those years.
37. Not exhibited in
ditto.
Ditto,
38.
40.

parts,

R. Wilkins

25. Faraday's tube, 4A inches diameter over the
and ventilators in lantern pedestal.

10 feet;

35

89.

24. Optical

average yet obtained.

84.

86

that part of the coast.

Sea light.
Stone ; inner and outer walls, but solid under

feet.

15. 11« miles.

23.

1813, trade

Builders, Jacob and Thomas Giver, Falmouth. Engineer, James
W'alker.
Superintendent of the Works, H. ^'. Norris.
By
contract.

feet.

17. 36Cy^.

renewed, February 1813 and December 1832.

;

jiorts in

As the most projecting headland on
1st December 1847.

gallery course
10 inches, at top 2 feet 10 inches ; granite at
battering
coated with cement, stone colour ; octagonal in a
form ; lantern gallery with iron railings.
12.

base.

its

Cornwall, &.C. (perthe Members of Parliament for
the county). 1832, trade of Padstow, per James Slason (collector of Customs). See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

of

contract.

Sea light,
n. Rubble stone bedded in mortar;

;
lower 50 feet in advance or to seaward of the upper,
approached by a covered way from the tower, and on a level

with

1859,

Sutcliffi

Part of the Head, about 2|
miles from Padstow.

3.

foUowmg

General Return, 19.
objected to.
Because the cxi>cnse of building on the stones was
1st March
BOth March 1858, from a temporary lightvesseL

7.

N.W.

the

Cornwall.

December 1854.
Chamber of Commerce, Waterford, and

5.

On

56.
57.

Ditto,

Not

relieved.

di

19.

,

.
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
58.

TREVOSE HEAD, LOW
The N.W.

LUNDY, HIGH.
Chapel

Part of the Head, about 2i

miles from Padstow.

3.

Lundy

Hill,

Island.

B. H. Bailey, Milford, Pembrokeshire.

4.

Two

3.

B. H. Bailey, Wilford, Pembrokeshire.

5.

March 1803

4.

Two, lower 50

6.

1803, Thos. Hogg and trade of Bideford (per Sir Vere Hunt),
1818, trade of Liverpool, London, Bideford, Cardiff, and

5.

August 1S09; renewed, February 1S13 and December 1832.
1S09, Captain E. P. Penrose (through the Admiralty).
1S13,

7.

The most

approached
with

6.

its

advance or to seaward of the upper light,
a covered way from the to\ver, and on a level

feet in
liy

base.

19.

To

give distinguishing character.

8.

1st

December

9.

Builders, Jacob

Thomas Olver. Falmouth. Engineer,
Superintendent of the Works, Henry Norris.

and

contract.

1.

Sea iight.
Stone; inner and outer walls, but solid under

2.

top of oil cellar, 4 feet 6 inches ; at base, outer wall 4 feet
2^ inches, vacuity 2 inches, inner wall 4^ inches total,
4 feet 9 inches ; at top, outer wall 2 feet 8i inches, vacuity
inches; tot-al, 3 feet 3 inches. No*t
2 inches, inner wall
coated; white; circular; stone lantern gallery, no railing;
terrace at foot of tower to seaward with turreted parapet.
Dr. Faraday's.

first floor

at

;

^

3.

87 feet.

4.

129

5.

12 miles.

6.

17 miles.

7.

176°.

S.

Fixed; bright.

9.

Not revolving.

3.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

1.

feet.

None.

4.

5.

9.

See Return for Trevose High Light.

0.

Completed.

1.

Diameter, 14

3.

See Return for Trevose High Light.

S.

9.

35.

36. Apparatus
37. 1857, 31/.

2d.',

fitted, 1,495/.

;

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
See Return for Trevose Head High Light.
Ditto,

4.

46, 47. Nil.

S.

Nil.

0.

Nil.

0.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

1/.

lights.

17s. 6d., for

1858>

both

48

19.

51.

4.

Internal thermometer.

quarter,

1852,

19.

495/.

12s.

Ditto,

6Jrf.

Low

1858.

Light).

49. April 1S58, Mr. Heaven, Lundy, that light is not of the
slightest use to vessels when most in want of it, in thick and
blowing weather, but also in many :lark nights, because when

54.

5.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Committees: 1857, 26th June, 15th September, 26th October;
24th April, weather prevented a laiiding. 1858, 12th June.
Agent: 1857, 29th May. 1858, 17th February, 27th April.
No.
Three lamps, with bxirners complete; one reservou"; one
receiver; oil stored in a vault below ground floor of tower.
Diaiueter of

;

Ditto,

1SS8.

4.'</.

the island itself is free from it, the lighthouse stands so high
that it is capped by fog. Suggests low- lighthouses on north
and south extremities of island, one with bell, the other with
gong or cannon.
The question of additional marking for the Lundy in foggy
weather is still under consideration. The Elder Brethren
propose to place a gun on the west side of the island.
50. Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

52.
53.

Not

19s.

Total for 1852, 1,796/. 12s. S-Jrf.
44. 1852, 362/. Is. 5rf. ; 1858, 301/. 13s. 9d. (including
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
45. 46, 47. Nil.

Committees; 1857, 13th Febru,irv; 13th July. 1858, 12th,
19(h June. Agent: 1857, 23rd November. 1858, 13th April;
8th December.
No.
3 lamps, 3 burners.
rvoirs.
In the basement of the tower.
Diameter of oil ci
14 feet height, 9 feet 6 inches.

6.

1/.

424/. 19s. Id.

ditto.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

5.

1858.

OS. Ihd.

Midsummer

SI.

Light.

1S5S, oil, 435 gallons;

wicks, 33 yards.
See Lighthoilses, General Return, 19.
Concentric cotton, "ild. per yard. 1857,

See Lighthouses, General Return,

cotton, ltd. per yard.
1857,
1S5S, 2/. 16s. lOiJ., ditto.

Lundy Low

including

wicks, 63 yards.

43.

Nil.

7.

lis.

42.

2.

3.

completely

dwellings.

1.

2.

Height: pedestal, 4 feet 6 inches; glass,

fitting

41. Nil.

Included in cost of lantern.
See Return for Trevose High Light.
1857, oil, 805 gallons ; wicks, 124 yards, for both
oil, 876 gallons ; wicks, 91 yards, ditto.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

buildings.

23/. 19s. 4d., ditto.

S9.
40.

ditto.

Adjoining

lid

17s.

(for both lights); one at 65/. and one at 45/. per annum,
a suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for

lights.

1.

9,781/.

vane, 13 feet 6 inches; total, 28 feet.
(including fitting a new
in 1843
apparatus), 1,902/. 185. 4(/.
Not purchased.
71/. 12s. 6d. since 1822, including Lundy Low Light.
19/. 14s. ; not by contract; once in 4 years (including Lundy
Low Light).
Two (for both lights); one at 65/. and one at 46/. 10s. per
annum, a suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture
for dwellings.

Lantern and

Two

X Concentric

3.

towers,

395/. 2s.
30. Completed.
31. Diameter, 14 feet.
10 feet; glass to

38. 1857, oil, 421 gallons

Not purchased.

7.

Two

Height: pedestal, 5 feet; glass, 10 feet;
feet.
glass to vane, 13 feet ; total, 28 feet.
Lantern and lighting
apparatus in one contract, 1,994/. 12s. 5d.

2.

of the

lamp.

34.

Ditto,

present apparatus substituted for dioptric ajjparatus,
with mirrors, by direction of the Board. No alteration in

1857,

26. None.
27. None.
28. 76 days.
light
29.

32.
33.

None.
None.
25 days.

5.

1.

19.

3.

3.

dioptric light.

" character."

Optical ])ortion, Henry Lepautc, Paris. Frame, lamps, &c.,
R. Wilkins and Sons, London.
Faraday's tube, 4i inches diameter over the flame of the lamp,
and ventilators in pedestal and floor of the lantern.

4.

1st

24. R. L. Chance, Brothers, and Company, Birmingham.
25. Faraday's tube, 4; inches in diameter over the flame

7.

S.

21st February 1820.

Builder, Joseph Nelson. Engineer, Daniel Alexander. Superintendent of the Works, James 'TurnbuU. By contract.

W.

53

concentric wick lamp, with regulating condensor.
1st order.

November 1842 as a

8.
9.

23.
S.

Dioptric. 4 refractors of 8 to the circle, with 19 zones of
prisms, 13 above and 6 below the refractors ; fountain, 4

3.

19.)

22. 1st order.

N. 49E.,

2.

(See Lighthouses, General Return,

elegible for the purposes of navigation on entering
the Bristol Channel.

Sea light.
Granite ; inner and outer wall ; at base, 3 feet 6 inches, vacuity
3 inches, at top 2 feet ; not co
d; white; circular; lantern
gallery with iron railings.
12. Dr. Faraday's,
l;;. 96 feet.
1 4. 540 feet.
15. 24^ miles.
16. 32 miles.
17.360°. The whole circle.
18. Revolving; bright.
19. Perfect revolution
in 16 minutes, showing a flash every 2
minutes.
20. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
21. Dioptric.
8 refractors or polyzonal lenses of 8 to the circle,
with 24 zones of prisms, 18 above and 6 below the lenses
fountain, 4 concentric wick lamp, with regulating condensor. Clockwork revolving machine.
1

1847.

James Walker.
0.

light.

;

10

7.

Bv

one tower; the upper 70 feet above the lower
renewed, December 1818.

Newport.

trade of ports in Cornwall, &c. (per the Members of Parliament for the county). 1832, trade of Padstow (per James
Mason, collector of Customs). See Lighthouses, General

Return,

in

5;-

ditto.

M3

store,

17

feet

inches; height, 7 feet

71

55.
56.
57.

Not

19.

relieved.

oil

inches.

Barometer, with thermometer attached
and compass.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto,
relieved.

ditto

;

intern.il

Ihcrmometer
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
59.

60.

LUNDY, LOW.

BIDEFORD, HIGH.

Chapel

Hill,

Lund}- Island.

Ti.

1.

T«o

Lower 70

one tower.

in

feet

River.

below the upper

li^ht.
3.

6.

March 1803; renewed, December 181S.
1803, TliomasHogg and trade of Bideford (per

7.

To

5.

Braunton Burrows, North Side of the

H. Mailey, Milford, Pembrokeshire.

3.

Vere Hunt).
1818, trade of Uverpool, London, Bideford, Cardiff, and
Newport. (See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.)

B. H. Bailey, IMilford, Pembrokeshire.

N.W.

4.

Two.

5.

January 1819.

6.

clear the rocks in the vicinity.

February 1820.

'Jlst

9.

Builder, Joseph Nelson. Engineer, Daniel Alexander. Superintendent of the Works, James Turnbull. By contract.

To

See Lighthouses,

vicinty.

November

1820.

8.

10th

9.

Builder, Engineer, and Superintendent of the

Not by

Works,

Jos.

contract.

light.
10. Local,

Granite; inner and outer wall, at base 3 feet 6 inches, at top
2 feet, vacuity 3 inches; not coated; white; circular;
gallery with iron railing outside lightroom window.

11.

its

lead vessels over the Bideford bar.

Nelson.

Sea

311 yards.

Trade of the Port of Bideford and
General Return, 19.

7.

8.

10.

J N., S.E. i S.

Sir

Wood;

11.

fir;

foundation of concrete, and brickwork framing of red
oak head and sills four strutts about 12 inches square ;
oak shingles; roof covered with copper. M'hite;
;

exterior,
12.

Dr. Faraday's.

13.

96

octagonal.

feet.

15.

23 miles.

16. 2.5 miles.

N. 22i W., W.

17. 90°.

IS.

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not

revolving.

87 feet.

14.

86

15.

10 miles.

16.

14 miles.

17.

15°.

IS.

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not revolving.

20.

Between sunset and

feet.

N. 23 W.; N. 38 W.

Nine burners.
None.

24.

Robert Wilkins

.-md .Son,

tubes,

London.

li indu'S diameter over the flames

of the

23.

One

23.

None.
Robinson and Wilkins, London. Lamp, &c., R.
Wilkins and Son, London.
diameter over the flame of the lampi
and. trapdoor in ceiling of lightroom.

None.

None,

26.

28.

76 days.

27.

None.
None.

29.

See Return for Lundy High Light.

28.

40 days.

Completed.

29.

Two

SO.

2,049/. ISs.)

and towers,
32.

Not purchased.

33.

See Return for Lundy High Light.

33. 54/. 14s. 6d. since 1822,

(for both lights) ; one at 65i
num, a suit of clothes annually,

Two

and one at 46/. IDs. per anand coal, oil, and furniture

for dwellings.
5</.

40.

Transport,
that of lantern. High Light.
See Return for Lundy Higli Light.

13s. 3d.

4/.

1858,

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand cotton, 2». firf. per gross. 1S57,
1858, 9s. -iid. per gross.

oil,

332 gallons

;

Sec Lighthouses, Geneial Return,

43.

See Return for Lundy High Light.

lil.

per gross.

51.

Two

See Lighthouses, General Return,

dwellings.

39.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

-Argand cotton,

2s. 6(i

per gross.

19.

Ditto,
relieved.

Is.

lOhd. 1858, Is. lOirf.

1858, 42/. 14s.

Low

19.

Total for 1852,267/.
Light.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Ss. lOrf.

1858, 164/, 5s, 5(i,
19,

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19,

49. Nil.

51.

ditto.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 15th July. 1858, 19ih June; Gth August.
A"cnt: 1857, 25th November. 1S5S, 12th April; 21st May;
11th December.

52.

No.

53.

Two

54.

Barometer, with thermometer attached
and compass.

55.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

56.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

57.

Not

thermometer.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Not

19.

1857,

42. See Lighthouses, General Return,

50.

inches.

56.

contract.

Included in cost of tower.
1S5S, 1/. 17s. lid, ditto.
37. 1857, 1/. 7s. Sd., including Low Light.
1858,
38. 1857, oil, 48 gallons; wicks, 9 dozen, for both lights.
dozen,
ditto.
wicks,
9
gallons
oil, 46
;

ditto.

lamps, with burners complete. In oil store of High Light.
Diameter of oil store, 17 feet 74 inches; height, 7 feet 5i

54. Internal

Light.

Not by

48. Nil.

Committees: 1857, 26th June ; 15th September; 26th October;
»4th April, weather prevented a landing. 1S58, 12th June.
Agent: 1857, 29th Way. 1858, 17th February ; 27th April.

53.

Low

Light.

(for both lighu) ; one at 65/. and one at 45/. per annum, a
of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for

45. 46, 47, Nil.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

No.

57.

including

Low

suit

19.

See Return for High Light.

52.

55.

Two

43. 1852, 88/. 12s. 3jd.

ditto.

Ditto,

45 46, 47. Nil.

50.

35.

including

44. 1852, 163/. Is. Sd., including

42.

48, 49.

17/. 15s. id.,

41. Nil.
12s.

41. Nil.

44.

Light

36.

Fitting included in

'" 1842; not entirely new.

dozen.
38. 1857, oil, 287 gallons; wicks, 58
wicks, 45 dozen.
39.

apparatus,

Not purchased.

34.

ditto.

Ditto,

and

lightroom

including

towers,

2», lOd,

Completed.
31. Lightroom, 11 feet 2 inches by 9 feet; height, 8 feet.
room window, 2 feet 11 inches by 2 feet 2 inches.
30.

32.

li).<.

light

4,53U

length, 11 feet 6 inches; width,
31. Dimensions of lightroom:
(Altered
in glass, 4 feet 5 inches.
i; feet 6 inches ; height
from old lantern built 1829. Cost, with that for High Light

87.

and parabolic

25. Faraday's tube, IS inches

27.

36 93/

Num-

ditto, 1858, 1,955.

;

burner.

26.

35

from half flood to half ebb.

24. Reflector,

lamps.

34.

sunrise,

ber of hours shown, 1857, 1,981

Argand lamp, burner J of an inch,
21. Catoptric.
reflector 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

23.

25. Faradav's

13.

22.1 S.

20. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and para£1. Catoptric.
bolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inclies deep (in two
tiers arranged concavely against the wall of the tower).
22.

Dr. Faraday's.

12.

H. 470 feet.

lamps, with burners complete. Onthe ground floor of the
tower. Diameter of oil store, 17 feet 6 inches; height, 20
feet 6 inches.

Low

19.

19,

Light.

relieved.

19.

;

external thermometer

and Return

for Bideford

;
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Corporation op Trinity House, London.
62.

61.

BIDEFORD, LOW.

BURNHAM, HIGH.

Braunton Burrows, North Side of the

East Side of the Entrance to the River
Parrett.

River.

William Jpnes, Bridgwater, Somerset.
Two. E. byS. JS. ; W. by N. J N. 500 yards.
August 1813, for the light (which had been for some years
exhibited at BurnhamJ to be continued.
Renewed 1829
(for two lights).
Masters and owners of vessels belonging to Bridgwater, or
trading thereto, and parts adjacent.
Renewed by trade of
Bridgwater and Society of Merchant Venturers of Bristol.
See Lighthouses, Gene'ral Return, 19.
For leading to the entrance of the river Parrett.
Some years before 1813. Exact date not known. 1st December
1832, from present tower.
Builder, Engineer, and Superintendent of the Works, Joseph
Nelson. Not by contract.

B. H. Bailey, Milford, Pembrokeshire.
Two. N.W. i N. ; S.E. i S. 811 yards.

.

January 1819.
Trade of the Port of Bideford and
houses, General Return, 19.

See Light-

vicinity.

its

lead vessels over the Bideford Bar.

To

lOtli

November

10th

1820.

May

1832,

from present building.

Builder, Engineer, and Superintendent of the Works, Joseph
Nelson. Not by contract.
Local.
piles;
(a moveable room), on skids placed upon
Diframing below first floor oak, above ditto, red fir.
mensions of exterior, 11 feet 4 inches by 9 feet 3 inches;
White ; weatherinterior, 10 feet by 7 feet 11 inches.
boarded outside ; inside lined with copper ; four sided.

Wood

No

Local.

Brick ; solid wall, at base 3 feet 6 inches, at top 2 feet
coated with mastic ; white ; circular ; open lantern gallery
with iron railing.

conductor ; building insured.

Dr. Faraday's.
99 feet.

15 feet.

91 feet.
10? miles.
15 miles.

44 feet.
7 miles.

62°.

11 miles.

N.

17.

W.;

Intermittent

N. 23 W.

15°.

Fixed

;

N. 38

W.

bright.

;

half flood to half ebb between sunset and sunrise.
ber of hours shown, 1857, 1,981 ; ditto, 1858, 1,955.

From

Catoptric.
Argand lamp, burner i of an inch,
reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

Num-

lightroom window
machinery.

burner.
,

Faraday's tube, li

in.

ventilators in floor

diameter over the flame of the lamp, and
and trapdoor in ceiling of lightroom.

None.
I

40 days.
,

Lighthouse rebuilt in 1832,

377/. 3s. Sd.

Completed.

Dimensions of lightroom, 9
7 feet high.

by 7 feet 11 inches;
by 2 feet 2 inches.

feet 3 inches

'VV'indow, 2 feet 11 inches

,

ditto.
,

Two

one at 65?. and one
(for both lights) ;
per annum, a suit of clothes annu.illy, and coal,
furniture for dwellings.

.it

451.

oil,

and
,

See Return for Bideford High Light.

,

.

Ditto,

ditto.
,

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross ; cost included with High

,

.

.

Light.
.

Nil.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

,

46, 47. Nil.

,

.

Nil.

.

Nil.

.

.

ditto.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

,

.

.

.

lighthouse purchased for 13,681/. 17s. 3d., August, 1829.
since construction, including Low Light.
including Low Light; not by contract; once in
four years.

18/. 14s. 3d.

13/. 13s. id.,

Three (for both lights) ; one at 65/. and two at
annum each, a suit of clothes annually, and coal,

45/.

])er

oil,

and

furniture for dwellings.
Price 197/. Is. 4rf.
Fittings, including Low Light, 87/. 8s.
Transport, ditto, 31. 15s.
1857, 1/. 19s. 9d., including Low Light; 1858, 4/. lis. -id.,
1857, oil, 155 gallons; wicks, 22 dozen.
wicks, 21 dozen.

1858,

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand cotton, 2s. 6<i. per gross. 1857,

4s.

Id.

oil,

155 gallons

185S,

45.

;

ild.

Nil.
19.

1852, 163/. 2s.

1858, 144/. 17s. Id.

Total for 1852, G81/.

Low Light; 1858, 255/.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Nil.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19

1S52, 266/. 10s. 7d., including

2s.

14s. Id.,

46, 47.
Nil.

Diameter, 17 feet 6 inches

;

ball 8 feet in diameter,

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 16th July, weather prevented a landing17th July. 1858, 18th June. Agent: 1857, 31st January
;
19th Februarj'; 26th March; 20th April
19th May; 12th
and 25th June; 31st July; 15th August; 24th October;
10th November.
1858, 2dth January
18th May ; lOlh
July, 10th September ; 15th and 27th November.
No.
;

;

height, 20 feet

Two

lamps, with burners complete. On the second floor of
the tov/er. Diameter of oil room, 14 feet 6 inches ; height,

None.

A

52 days.
Lighthouse, &c., and lightroom, 2,702/. 7s. 5rf.
Completed.
Diameter of lightroom, 10 feet 6 inches ; do. of window, 6 feet
Height: floor to glass, 4 feet; height in glass,
6 inches.
4 feet 6 inches; glass to vane, 11 feet 6 inches; total,
Price of ventilating apparatus, including fittin<'
20 feet.

Nil.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 15th July. 1858, 19th June 6th August.
Agent: 1857, 25th November. 1858, 12th April; 21st May;
11th December.
No.
One lamp, with burner complete. In the oil cellar of the High
Lighthouse.
6 inches.

.

,

Reflectors, See, Robinson and Wilkins, London.
Lamps,
R. Wilkins and Son, London.
Faraday's tube, li in. diameter over the flames of the lamps,

ditto.

;

.

moved up and down by clockwork

See Lighthouses, General Return,
,

Ditto,

is

19.

See Return for Bideford High Light.

.

3i

ditto.

Included in consumption of High Light.

.

visible'

109/. 9s. 9d.

,

See Return for Bideford High Light.
Ditto,

is

One

Not purchased.

.

Light

19.

and by openings round the lightroom.
None.
None.

None.

,

stationary.

Four burners.
None.

Robert Wilkins and Son, London.

,

arc

Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.
Shutter of

and parabolic

None.
,

W.

N. 79

bright.
reflectors

minutes; obscured i minute.
See Lighthouses, General Return,

Not revolving.

One

;

Lamps and

hoisted by day at
In the night time the

coloured red,

11 feet 6 inches.

is

half-flood, and lowered at half-ebb.
light is exhibited at half-flood, and extinguished at half-ebb.
.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

Not

Barometer, with thermometer attached
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

19.

Ditto,

relieved.

Not

M

4

relieved.

ditto.

;

internal thermometer.

;
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:

Corporation of Trinity IIquse, London.
63.

BURNHAM, LOW.
On the

Flat of the Berrow Sand.

William Jones, Bridgwater, Somerset.
SCO yards.
S. i S. ; W. by N. i N.

Two. E. by
6, 7.

1st

As

in

Return for High Light.

December 1832.

Builder, Engineer,

Kelson.

Wood

;

Not by

and Superintendent of the Works, Joseph
contract.

on a fr.miins of timber, 10

feet square in the clear

piles are of oak ; white, with a black streak
of li''hthouse one-third of its breadth.
12.

down

the centre

—
;

CIRCULAK
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
65.

66.

USK.

USK.

Western Side of Entrance to the River.
Upper Light, the Bright one.
two in lantern, one bright, one
Three in one tower
Upper 23^ feet above lower light.
;

1807

5.

Upper Light, the Red

B. H. Bailey, Miliord, Pembrokeshire.

3.
4.

Western Side of Entrance to the River

red.

li.

Tliree in one tower; two in lantern,
231 feet above lower light.

Company and trade of Newport and its
neighbourhood. 1820, by Sir Chas. JMorgan and trade of
Newport, &c. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

T.

To mark

8.

1st

the entrance of the

December

Usk River.

one bright.

red,

No

application.

Proposeil by

a.

Xo

application.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

7.

To show up

5.

2Sth December 1843.

9.

As

1821.

Benjamin Batchelor and John Williams, of Newport.
Engineer, James Walker. Superintendent of the Works,
Ralph Walker. By contract.

one

3.

1807, by the Canal

6.

H. Bailey, llilford, Pembrokeshire.

i.

4.

renewed February 1820.

;

—

one.

Upper

Board, October 1843.

tlie

19.

the River Usk towards Newport.

Return for Upper (Bright) Light.

in

0. Builders,

10.

Local.

11.

Brick;

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

13.

55 feet.

39

15.

6§ miles.

Id

11 miles.

54 E.

17.

130°.

Fixed; bright.

S.

;

S.

7G

W.

Not revolving.
See Lighthouses, General Return,

Argand lamps, burners

Nine burners.
None.

None.
None.

30.

Completed.

31.

Diameter,

N. 52 E.

19.

Not revolving.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

Argand lamp, burner

i of an inch, and parabolic
inches deep; red shade on the

4if

-2.

One

23.

None.

24.

Robert Wilkins and Son, London.

burner.

26.

None.

27.

None.

U inch

diameter over the flame of the lamp.

other mode.

:

Completed.

31.

Window

32.

Not purchased.

33.

See Return for Upper (Bright) Light.

in lantern; height,

As

34. 35.

struction.

not by contract; once in four years.

;

3 feet 6 inches; nidl.i, 2

feet.

Return for Upper (Bright) Light.

in

including upper, red, and lower light, since con-

6rf.,

34. 13/. Os. lOrf.

See Return for Upper (Bright) Light.

,

Not purchased.

33. 18/. 17s.

29.

30.

10s, 4r/.

12 feet 3 inches. Height: floor to glass, 3 feet
glass, 5 feet glass to vane, 15 feet 6 inches total,
;
24 feet.
Included In cost of lighthouse.
6 inches

Two

(for the three lights)
one at 65/., one at 45/. per annum,
a suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for
dwellings.
;

36.

Ditto,

ditto.

37.

Ditto,

ditto.

38.

Included in consumption of Upper (Bright) Light.

39.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Argand

19.

Included in cost of lighthouse.

37. 1857, 6/. lis. Id.,
38. 1857, oil,

the three lights.

445 gallons

;

1858, oil, 451 gallons

See Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Argand

cotton,

2s. 6d.

1858,

13/. 14s., ditto.

per gross.

19.

1857, 22s. Id.

41. Nil.
42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

See Return for Usk Upper (Bright) Light.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

lO^d 1858,

44. 1852, 209/. 2s. 3d.;

1858, 206/.

Total for 1852,

5s, 7(/.

the

S2-1/. 14s.

three lights.

9WSee

Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
45. 46, 47. Nil.

Ditto,

44.

19.

192/. Is.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

1858, 21s. 5hd.

41. Nil.

43. 1852, 206/. 12s.

Cost included with Upper

cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross.

Bright Light.

wicks, 106 dozen, for the three lights.
; wicks, 103 dozen, ditto.

39.

42.

;

28. 13 days.

Lighthouse, including lantern and apparatus, 2,054/.
adjoining buildings, 2,24tj/. 4s. 2d.

36.

15°.

Fixed; red.

No

Robert Wilkins and Son, London,
Faraday's tubes, 1' in. diameter over the flames of the lamps.

28. 13 days.

35.

N. 37E.

17.

18.

25. Faraday's tube,

29.

32.

6f miles.
9 miles.

21

reflectors,

27.

15.
16.

reflector.
19.

I of an inch, and parabolic
inches diameter, 7 inches deep ; reflectors
arranged concaveiy.

21. Catoptric.

26.

Upper (Bright) Light.

reflectorl2inches diameter,

19.

25.

for

feet.

21. Catoptric.

20.

24.

39

feet.

18.

23.

As in Return

11. 12, 13.

14.

solid wall, at base 2 feet 6 inches, at top 1 foot 9
inches; coated with cement; white; circular leaning tower;
semicircular lantern -gallery.

14.

22.

10. Local.

19.

48. Nil.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

51.

Committees: 1857,10th March; 18th July. 1858, ISth June.
Agent: 1857, 10th and 16th March 20th November. ls58,
15th April 5th December.

52.

No.

19.

4S. Nil.
49. Nil.

50.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

51.

Committees: 1857, 10th March 18th .July. 185S, IStJi .Tune.
Agent: 1857, 10th and 16th March; 20th November. IS5S,
15th April 5th December.

49. Nil.
50.

ditto.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

45. 46,47. Nil.

;

;

;

;

53. Six

53.

lamps, with burners complete

house. Dimensions of oil room
feet ; height, 7 feet 8 inches.
54.

;
:

55.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
Ditto,

56.

57.

Not

relieved.

n.

ditto.

Dimensions of the
;

oil

;

lower room of the light-

room

;

54.

Barometer, with thermometer attached,
meter.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

Ditto,

5 6.

57.

Not

width, 14 feet; length,

height, 7 feet 8 inches.

55.

Barometer with thermometer attached, and internal thermometer.

One lamp, with burner complete
house.
12 feet

lower room of the lightwidth, 14 feet; length, 12

relieved.

ditto.

19.

internal thermo-

;
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:

Corporation of Trinity House, London.
67.

68.

USK.

FLATHOLM.
South Point of the Island,

Western Side of Entrance to the River.—

Lower Light.
3.

B. H. Baik-y, Milford, Pembrokeshire.

4.

Three in one tower.

5.

No

G.

No

Lower 23i

below the upper

feet

See Lighthouses, General Return,

application.

7.

To mark entrance of Channel between

fi.

.till

9.

As

December

4.

One.

5.

January 1732.

lights.

application. Proposed by an Inspecting Committee
September 1854.

G.

William Crispe and the Corporation of Merchant Adventurers
and other traders (12" in number) of the City of Bristol
using the Bristol Channel.
See Lighthouses, General

7.

To mark

in

19.

Return,

7lh September 1820 as
;
as a dioptric light,

s.

1737

Not known

an

oil light

j

5th August

1839

lessee.

Sea

11.

Stone ; solid wall, at b.-ise G feet, at top 2 feet 9 inches; coated
with cement; white; circular; lantern gallery with iron

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

13.

90

14.

156 feet

10. Local.

11, 12,

by the

built

;

10.

Return for Upper (Bright) Light.

in

19.

the island and adjacent dangers.

9.

the buoys.

1S.'>4.

off Cardiff.

B. H. Bailey, Milford, Pembrokeshire.

3.

light.

railing.

As in Return for Upper (Bright) Light.

\:i.

feet.

14. ISifeel.

15. 4 mile."!.
16.

15. 13S miles.
16.

C miles.
N. 9

17. 15°.

\V.

18.

Fixed

19.

Not revolving.

red.

;

18 miles.

The whole

17. 360^.

N. 24 W.

;

circle.

bright

18.

Fixed

19.

Not revohing.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

;

19.

10 refractors of 10 to the circle, with 5 tiers of concave mirrors above the refractors; fountain, 4 concentric
wick lamp, with regulating condenser.

21. Dioptric.

20. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

.\rgand lamp, burner J of an inch, and parabolic
reaectorai inches diameter, Si inches deep; red shade on
lightroom window.

21. Catoptric,

22. 1st order.

23.

None.

24. Optical portions, Isaac

Cookson and Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
R. Wilkins and Son, London. Lamps,
Co., London.

22.

One

23.

None.

24.

William Wilkins, London.

26.

25.

None.

27.

None.

28.

73 days.

29.

Lighthouse and adjoining buildings not known

burner.

Frame of apparatus,
&c., W. Wilkins and

25. Faraday's tube, 4^ inches diameter over the flame of the lamp.

26. 21, 28, 29.

As

in

Completed.

31.

No

32.

Not purchased.

lantern.

Lightroom window: height, 2

feet

11 inches;

feet.

As

in

Return for Upper (Bright) Light.

;

Completed.

31.

Diameter, 11 feet 6 inches. Height: pedestal, 4 feet ; glass,
6 feet ; glass to vane, 10 feet ; toul, 20 feet Not known.
;

March

1823.

; once in four years.
and one at 45/. per annum ; a suit of clothes
and
furniture for dwellings.
annually, and

34. 30/. 78. 4d.
35.

Light.
37. Included in Return for Upper (Bright)

not by contract

;

Two one

at 65/.,

•

coal, oil,

38.

Included in consumption of Upper (Bright) Light.

.'(9.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Argand cotton,

36. 980/. 6s. 5d.

;

37. 1857, 15/. Is.

per gross.

by lessee

S3. 29/. 2s. Sd. since purchase.

36. 421. 18s. 3<i, fitted complete.

2,<. Gr/.

built

30.

32. 16,057/. 9s. 6d.

S3, 34, 35.

;

lOd.

site, 67/. 4s.

30.

width, 2

Return for Upper (Bright) Light.

None.

19.

Cost included with Upper

192/. Os. 3d.

;

201. 10s. 7</.

1858, 17/. 5s. 2d.

38. 1857. oil, 509 gallons
» icks, 84 yards.

;

wicks, 78 yards.

39. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
40. Concentric cotton, l^d. peryard. 1857,

(Bright) Light.
41. Nil.

2/. Ss.

1858, 549 gallons

9d. ;i85S, 2/. 12s. 6</.

41. Nil.

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

See Return for Usk Upper (Bright) Light.
Ditto,

44.

45. 4G, 47.

Nil.

42. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

19.

Midsummer quarter,
43 Midsummerquarter,1852, 458/. 7s. lljrf.
Total income, 1852, 1,695/. lis. lid.
1858, 369/. Os. id.
See Lighthouses,
1858, 240/. 2s. 104
1852, 246/. 12s. 4d.

ditto.

44.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

General Return, 19.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

19.

45, 46, 47. Nil.
4S. Nil.

48. Nil.

49. Nil.

49. Nil.

50.

50.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent

51.

As

52.

No.

53.

One lamp with burner complete lower room of tlie

in

51.

December (weather prevented a landing).

Return for Ipper (Bright) Light.
52.

54.

None.

55.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
Ditto,

56.
57.

Not

relieved.

ditto.

lighthouse.

No.
Three burners, two reservoirs, one refractor

ma

stored
; oil is
tower, on the north side of it Length,
width, 10 feet 6 inches ; height, 9 feet o inches.
attached, and internal andexternal
54. Barometer, with thermometer

53.
;

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent
June.
Committees: 1S57, lOth March. 16th July. 1858, 16th
April,
Agent: 1857, 10th March, 26th November. ISaS, IGth

room adjoining the
19 feet

19.

55.

thermometers.
See Lighthouses, General Return,
Ditto,

56.
57.

;

Not

relieved.

ditto.

19.

;
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
69.

70.

NASH, EASTERN
On
:.

Nash

NASH, WESTERN

HIGH.

or

On

Point.

B. H. Bailey, Milford, Pembrokeshire.

N.W. by W. i W. ;

.

Two.

.

February 1830.

'.

the

3.

S.E. by E. i E. 333 yards.

4.

Two. N.W.byW. iW., S.E.byE.iE.
333
February 1830.

6.

Thomas

See

Builder and engineer, Joseph Nelson.

^'

^"ward"'"'
S.

Works, George Burrell.
Sea

Not by

See

19.

^^^ ^'^^' '° '"^^ "'^^

°''"'*^

dangers to thewest-

September

1st

'

light.

Stone ; solid wall ; at base 4 feet 2 inches, at top 2 feet, not
coated ; white ; circular ; stone lantern gallery with iron

S"P<^rintendent of the
^"workT^Ce^nrf
works, George'T""'
^u"'^^^'i''°"Burrell.
>ot
by contract.

10.

Sea light

11.

Stone

solid wall, at base 3 feet 6 inches,
at top 2 feet; coated

;

113 feet.

13.

Dr. Faraday's.

67 feet.

167 feet.

13.

13| miles.

14.

123 feet.

19 miles.

15.

114 miles.

S.

34E., N.

'

rronrTufngs!

Dr. Faraday's.

163°.

1832.

Superintendent of the

contract.

railing.

51W.

'"'"''"' ^"'"^ 1^""^'" S^Hery with

16. 17 miles.

Fixed; bright.

17. 180°. S.

Not revolving.

IS.

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

See Lighthouses, General Return, No.
,

Protheroe, of Newport, and 439 owners
or masters of

Lighthouses, General Return,

September 1832.

1st

.

,

yards.

vessels ot the prmcipal ports in
the Bristol Channel.

In line with the low, to lead clear of the dangers to the westward.

,

,

Nash Pomt.

B. H. Bailey, Blilford, Pembrokeshire.

5.

Thomas Protheroe, of Newport, and 439 owners or masters of
vessels of the principal ports in the Bristol Chanrcl.
Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

.

the

LOW.

or

19.

Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep, arranged concavely in two tiers.

17E., N. 17

revolving.

concavely

Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
Faraday's tubes, 1^ inch diameter over the tlames of the lamps,

22.

12 burners.

m two tiers.

°

23.

None.

and ventilators in the lantern pedestal.
None.
None.

24.

Robert Wilkins and Son, London.

23 days.

26.

None.

27.

None.

Two

light towers

25. Faraday's tubes,

and adjoining buildings,

feet.

Height

inch ; glass to vane,
Price 603/. 16s. llrf.
1

5,1961. 14s. Id.

Site,

pedestal, 4 feet ; glass, 6 feet
10 feet 11 inches j total, 21 feet.
:

Not purchased.
40/. 7s.

(including Western Light) since construction.

33/. Is.

(including Western Light).

Not by

contract.

23 days.

29.

See Return for Eastern or High Light.

30.

Completed.

31.

Diameter 14 feet. Height

Trans-

32.

Not purchased.
See Return for Eastern or High Light.

35.

wicks, 101 dozen.

1858, oil, 488 gallons

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
1857,
2s. 6d. per gross.

;

Us. 3d.

Fitting

and transport included

Light.

See Return for Eastern or High Light.
38. 1857, oil, 412 gallons; wicks, 74 dozen.
wicks, 72 dozen.
39. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

1/.

Md.

Is.

IS5S,

5d.

Nil.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Midsummerquarter,1852,499/.0s.6irf. Do., 1858,436/. Ms.
Total income for 1S52, 1,824/. 12s. lOd.
1852, 399/. 7s. lid., both lights.

in that of Eastern

1858, 375/. 19s.

lOrf., ditto.

40.

Argand

2s. 6d.

per gross.

427 °
"-allonsi'

oil,

1857, 15s. 5d.

1858, 15s

41. Nil.
42.

See

43.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Included in Return for Eastern or High
Ditto,

44.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

cotton,

1858,

ad.

Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
19.

45. 46, 47. Nil.

Nil.

48.'

Nil.

Lio-ht.

ditto.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19

Nil.

49. Nil.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 15th July. 1858, 17th June
16th June,
Agent; 1857, 9th March.
weather prevented a landing.

50.

;

51.

1858, 15th April.

6 lamps, with burners complete.
In the basement of the tower.
Diameter of oil cellar, 19 feet 6 inches; height, 13 feet.

Barometer with thermometer attached,
mometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto,
relieved.

Committees of Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 9th March. 1858, 17th June; 16th
June
preventing landing.
Agent
1857, 9th March'
^^fl^^^.
1858, 15tn Apru.
No.
:

No.

Not

ditto.

37.

Argand cotton,

Nil.

inch •
Price
"-'^

Three (for both lights) one at 65/., and two at 45/. per
annum
a suit ot clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture
for

36. 388/.
;

wicks, 98 dozen.

46, 47.

Ditto,

1

dwellings.

18s. 4rf.,

ditto.

:

33.

34.

dwellings.
Fitting (both lights), 83/. 7s.
Apparatus, 415/. 3s. 3(f.
port (both lights), 128/.
1857, 17/. 5s. Id., including Western Light. 1858, 17/.

pedestal, 4 feet ; glass, 6 feet
vane, 10 feet 11 inches; total, 21 feet
'

,

603/. 16s. lOd.

in

four years.

1/. Os.

28.

glass to

Once

Three for both lights ; one at 65/. and two at 45/. each per annum,
a suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for

1857, oil, 450 gallons

U

inch in diameter over the flames
of the
lamps, and ventilators in the lantern pedestal.

252/. 17s. llrf.

Completed.
Diameter, 14

19.

Argand lamps, burners i of an inch, and
parabolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9
inches deep, arraneed

21. Catoptric.

13 burners.

None.

W.

ditto.

52.

with burners complete. Under the basement
of tower
Diameter of oil cellar, 1 5 feet 6 inches ; height, 9

53. 6 lanips,

and internal ther-

feet 6 inches!

54. Internal
55.

Ditto,

56.

57.

N2

thermometer.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Not

relieved.

ditto.

19.

APPENDIX— LIGHTS:

100

Corporation of Trinity House, London.
'2.

71.

ANN'S HEAD, HIGH.

ST.

CALDY.

Milford Haven.

South Part of the Island.
3.

B. H. Bailey, Jlilford, Pembrokeshire.

S.

Cabot Kynastoii, Caldy Island. near Tenby.

One

4.

Two

4.

Jlarch 1827.

5.

March

5.

B

Thomas Beecroft

light.

(for the Pcmbrcy Iron and Coal Company),
trade to ports and
.he Corporation of Carmarthen, and the
See Lighthouses, General Keplaces in Cannarthen Bay.

6.

7.

lights; N.

To

by E. J E.

203 yards.

.\llen.

indicate entrance to Slilford Haven.

See Lighthouses,

Lights in line clear

Crow and Toe Rocks.

turn, 19.

To mark

8.

26ih January

9.

Works, Joseph
Builder, Engineer, and Superintendent of the
Nelson. Not by contract.

10.

Sea

Local

11.

Stone;

12.

Dr. Faniday's.

13.

75

14.

192 feet.

15.

14| miles.
20 miles.

the island.

8.

1714.
20th June 1800 as
dioptric light.

9.

Not known;

18'J9.

light.

solid wall, at base
Limestone, with an interior lining of brick ;
white ; circular ;
3 feet, at top 2 feet 6 inches ; not coated ;
lantern gallery with iron railings.

11

S.

;

Captain Thomas Hide and Mr. Joseph
General Return, 19.

7.

10.

by W. j W.

1712.

built

by

an

oil light;

January 1851 as a

21st

lessees.

light.

solid wall; coated viith cement; white;
lantern gallery with iron railings.

circular;

feet.

12. Dr. Faraday's.

13. 56 feet.
14.

210

feet.

16.

15. 15J miles.

16.

The whole

17. 360°.

N. 72 E.

17. 270°.

20 miles.
circle.

bright.

Not revolving.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
6 refractors of 8 to Ihc circle, with 19 zones of
prisms, 13 above and 6 below the refractors.
Fountain, 4
concentric wick lamp, with regulating condensor.

;

bright.

18.

Not revolving.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
an inch, and parabolic
Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners J of
mches deep, and
reflectors, 1.1 of them, 21 inches diameter,
and three 22 mches
four 20 inches diameter, 8 inches deep,

21. Dioptric.

21.

;

22.

20 burners.

two red shades fitted by direc23 lS4fi, two burners added a.id
1st November 1855, two red shades taken
tion of the Board.
away.

No alteration

in ch.iracter.

Robinson and AVilkins, London. Lamps,

ii.

Reflectors, See, Messrs.

25

R. Wilkins and Son, London.
of the lamps,
FaradaVs tubes, li inch diameter over the flames
parts of lantern
and by ventilators in the upper and lower
pedestal.

27.

None.
None.

28.

24 days.

26.

22. 1st order.
23.

diameter, 7 inches deep.

SO. Completed.

Height: pedestal,

31. Diameter, 12 feet.
vane,
to
class

Ham

26.
27.

12

fei.-t

;

total,

feel; glass, 6
foUll
22 Icel.
1

feet;
cost.

29.

Not purchased.

33.

25/. 13s. 4d.

Low

not by contract; once in four ycirs.
10s. per annum a
Tivo one at 651. per annum, and one at 46/.
oil, and furniture for
suit of clothes annually, and coal,
dwellings.
•

wicks, 145 dozen.
S8. 1857, oil, 773 gallons;
lons; wicks, 130 dozen.
39.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Argand
1/. 7s.

cotton,

2s.

6d.

1858, oil, 785 gal-

1/.

10s. 2id.

1858,

17s. 9d.

1858, 371/,

lis.

See Lighthouses,

3d.

General Return, 19.
See Lighthouses, General Return,
45. 46, 47. Nil.

36.

Apparatus

;

Low

included in cost of lantern;
Light). 185S, 13/. 4». 8d., ditto.

wicks, 108 yards.

1858, oil, 622 gallons;

40.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Concentric cotton, 7id. per yard. 1857,

41.

Nil

39.

3/.

7s.

6d.

1858,

iid.

45. 46, 47. Nil.

Is.

5d.

Total for 1852,

Light). 1858, 454/. 7s. lid.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19

49. Nil.

51.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 6th Jlarch 22nd July; 20th October.
14th March.
Agent
1857, 29lh
1858, 15th Januan'
January; 2nd and'eth March; 29th May; 14th August
15th October. 1858, 26th February; 24th
19th September
March; 27th April; 4th June; 12th July; 11th August;
;

;

:

;

;

;

tion not recorded.

29th October.

52.

No.

53

Nine lamps, with burners complete on the lower
tower. Diameter of oil cellar, 12 feet 6 inches

54.

Barometer, with thermometer attached, and internal theimo-

;

floor of the
; heiglit of

52.
53.

10 feet 6 inches.

meter.
55. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19,
relieved.

Low

48. Nil.
19.

50.

Ditto,

1858, 1,361/.

44. 1852, 511/. 7s. 5d. (including
ditto.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, fith March; 14th July. 185S, 12th and 16lh
of inspecJune. Agent resides near the lighthouse dates

Not

1,152/. 10s. 8d., fltting

transport, 17/. 14s. 7d.
37. 1857, 17/. 5s. 7d. (including

Nil.

57.

Light).

in four years (including

furniture for dwellings.

49. Nil.

56.

Low

Once

; one at 65/. per annum, and two at 45/.
each per annum, a suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and

Three (for both lights)

43. 1852, 1,571/. 10s. lljd.
6,040/. 2s. 7id.

quarter, 1852, 193/. 14s. Id. Do., 1858, 161/. 16s. 5d.
Totalincome for 1852, 584/. 12s. Id.

Midsummer

ditto,

Not by contract.

42. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

Id.

348/.

18s. 4d.

Light).

21. 14s.

1857,

42. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

51

A dwelling, 9S2/.6s. lod.;

Lease expired about 1800.

35.

19.

per gross.

41. Nil.

50.

lessee.

since 1822 (including

3S. 1857, oil, 640 gallons
w icks, 87 yards.

12s. \0d.
SG. 326/. 17s.; 139/. 10s. Srf.; 46/.
1858, 7/. 18s. ad.
37. 1857, IS/. 14s. Irf.

40.

Total cost, 3,129/.

inches.
32.

34. 191 19s. Id.;

48.'

Lighthouse not known; built by

30 Completed.
Height: pedestal, 5 feet 1 inch; elas.s,
31. Diameter, 14 feet.
10 feet ; glass to vane, 12 feet 1 inch; total, 27 feet 2

34. 19/. 2s. 6d.

Not purchased.

44. 1852,

of the lamp,

None.
None.

28. 47 days.

33. 16/. 6s. 8d. since construction.

43.

Lepaute, Paris. Frame, lamps, &c., Wil-

Wilkins, London.

25. Faraday's tube, 4^ inches diameter over the flame
and by openings in lantern pedestal.

TiiV/. io.«. iirf.

35

1851, present apparatus fitted in lieu of catoptric apparatus
by direction of the Board. No alteration in character.

24. Optical parts, Henrv-

site, 390/. 7s. 7d.

adjoining buildings, 1,309/. lis. 6d.;
29. Lighthouse, 2,071/. Os. It/.;
Gi;c, 440/. 7s. 3d.

32.

N. 18 W.

Fised

19.

20.

;

IS.

19.

Fixed

ditto.

54.

55.
56.
57.

No.
Three lamps ; on the ground floor of the tower. Dimensions of
oil room, 14 feet by 9 feet 6 inches ; height, 9 feet.
Barometer, with thermometer attached ; external and internal
thermometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Ditto,

Not

relieved.

ditto.

;
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
73.

74.

ANN'S HEAD, LOW.

vST.

SMALLS.

Milford Haven.
!.

.

;.

.

.

Two.

N. by W.

March

171 l'.

h

W

S.

;

by E.

E.

i

B. H. Bailey, Jlilford,

203 yards.

Captain Thomas Hide and Mr. Joseph Allen.
General Return, 19.

To indicate entrance to Milford Haven
Crow and Toe Rocks.
20th June 1800 as an

.

1714.

.

See Return for

.

Sea

,

The

B. H. Bailey, ^lilford, Pembrokeshire.

St.

One.

See Lighthouses,

'.

.

To mark the

.

1778.

oil light.
.

Ann's Head High Light.

erection.

Stone ; inner and outer wall ; coated with cement ; white
octagonal ; stone lantern gallery with turreted parapet.

.

;

Sea

light.

Wood, on oak

pillars, 40 feet high ;
red, with white topj
(9 in number), black. Lantern a
gallery, with flag-

pillars

Dr. Faraday's.

159 feet.
.

.

13^ miles.

.

,

18 miles.

.

270°.

.

Fixed; bright.

.

Not revolving.

.

.

N. 72 E.

W.

N. 18

;

.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

,

18 burners.

,

None.
Reflectors and frame, George Robii
R. Wilkins and Son.

Faraday's tubes,
lamp's,

.

None.

,

None.

1^

.

Not

.

.

.

None.
Reflectors and

.

5 feet 6 inches

18 days.

.

Not known.

.

170,468/. 7s.

;

glass to vane, 6 feet 6 inches

;

total,

1(3

Not purchased

.

;

lease expired about 1800.

lights)

;

one

per annum, two at

at 651.

43?.

annum each, a suit of clotlies annually, and coal,
furniture for dwellings.

.

Not known.

per

1838,

oil,

658 gal.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross. 1S57, H.
1/. 6s.

G</.

;

1858,

.

Oid.

Nil.
,

See Lighthouses, General Return,
See Return for Milford High

I

,

19.

,

See Lighthouses, General Return,

46, 47. Nil.

1857, 27/. 8s.

llrf.

1838,

13/. 5s.

,

,

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand cotton, 2s. 6'/. per gross.

:

1857,

;

No.

Two lamps, with burners complete. On the ground floor,
Dimensions of oil room, 8 feet
north end of dwelling.
6 inches by 9 feet 8 inches.
internal therBarometer, with thermometer attached ;
mometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return,
Ditto,

.

Not

•

1857,

1858, 1,199

Ml.

4s.

1853

Nil.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
1852, 6,045/. 12s. 3j£f
22,759/. 2s. Id.

46, 47.

19.

1858, 4,938/.

1858, 556/. 19s. lid.

6s.

6rf.

Total for 1852,

See General Return,

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Nil.

19.

19.

Nil.

Committees 1857, 27th April
20th July. 1858, 19th July.
Agent 1857, 18th August
29th January and 2nd iMarch,'
weather prevented a landing. 1858, 24th March
1st November ; 30th October, weather prevented a landiii".
No.
:

;

;

:

6th March ; 22nd July ; 20th October.
1858, 15th.Tanuary; 14th JIarch. Agent; 1857, 29th .Tanuary
2nd and6thi\Iarch; 29th Jlav 14th August; 19th September;
13th October. 1838, 26th February ; 24th March ; 27th April
4th June; 12th July ; 11th August ; 29th October.

Committees

,

6 feet

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.

.

glass,

Nil.

19.

Nil.

Nil.

.

;

Id

1857, oil, 1,190 gallons; wicks, 212 dozen.
Ions ; wicks, 232 dozen.

1852, 627/. 15s.

Liglit.

ditto.

Ditto,

feet

2/. 8s. 4(/.

7s.

,

.

4

feet.

living rooms.

.

,

1S57, <iil, liri.-i gallons ; wricks, 132 dozen.
lons ; wicks, 125 dozen.

22

1836.

at 60/. per annum, two at 49/. 10s. each, and one
at 48/. per annum, and Is. 6fl. per diem for victualling, a
suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture lor

Four; one

and

oil,

Original cost not known.

Part renewal, 1844, 234/. 5s. 3fZ.
Included in High Light Return.

pedestal,

:

total,

;

104/. 3s. 3rf., including painting since pin-chase.
By contract.
Included in cost of repairs.
Annual contract for ivorks

.

ditto.

Three (for both

,

Height

March

required.

Included in High Light Return.
Ditto,

,

feet.

26th

;

feet.

.

,

Built by private proprietor.

.

Completed.
Diameter, 13

feet; glass,

4

S02Z. 3s. 6d.
,

None.
None.

glass to vane, 12 feet

Height: pedestal,

and parabolic

frame, George Robinson, London. Lamps,
R. Wilkins and Son, London.
Faraday's tubes, IJ inch diameter over the flames of the lamps,
also by openings in the lantern floor, and in the pedestal
and top of lantern.

.

'.

Com.pleted.

.Diameter, 12 feet 6 inches.

19.

.

inch diameter over the flames of the

3(1.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

London. Lamps, &c.,

5,375/. 18s.

circle.

revolving.

Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners {of an incli,
reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.
27 burners.

.

and by opening passage door.

tower and dwellings in 1841,

The whole

Fixed; bright.

47 days.

New

feet.

13 miles.
360°.

.

.

65

8| miles.

.

.

.

71 feet.

.

| of an inch, and parabolic
retiectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

Catoptric.

Dr. Faraday's.

.

Argand lamps, burners

.

.

o

J

39 feet.
.

.

rock.

Builder and Engineer, Henry Whiteside. Whether by contract
or otherwise, not known. New stone tower now in course
of

light.

staflf.
.

and merchants of Liverpool and other
in the trade of the Irish and Bristo
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

Phillips,

Channels.

.

.

John

Blr.

ports interested

lights in line clear the

;

Smalls Rock.
Pembrokeshire.

Six lamps, with burners complete.

In a small general storeroom under lantern, and in a cellar made in the rock.
Dimensions of oil cellar about 10 feet long, 6 feet broad'

Ditto,
19.

'

6 feet deep.

Aneroid barometer, with thermometer attached ; internal thermometer and compass.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19,
ditto.

Once a month; three of the four keepers are con=tantlv
lighthouse, and one on shore in rotation.
Relic"

ditto.

steam vessel, and occasionally by hired pilot smack.

relieved.

Ns

at th

hy

;

;
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76.

75.

BARDSEY.

SOUTH BISHOP.
The Easternmost

or Highest Point of the
Rock.

South-west Part of Bardsey Island.
3.
•i.

S. B.
4.

5.
e.

7.

H. Bailey, Milford, Pembrokeshire.

5.

One.
October 1831 ; June 1834.
Ciistoins).
1831, trade of Cardigan, (per J. Lloyd, Collector of
trade
1834, David Propert (per Sir John Owen), and the
Lighthouses,
See
Channels.
St.
George's
and
Bristol
of the
General Return, 19.
To mark the dangers of the locality.

6.

5th August 1858 as a dioptric light.
Engineer, James Walker. Superintendents of the Works, D.
Frazer and G. Burrell. Not by contract.

9.

8.
9.

14th February 1839.

11.

Sea light.
Stone; solid wall; coated with cement;

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

10.

Return, 19.
the projecting point between Cardigan and Carnarvon

7.

To mark

8.

Bays.
24th December 1821. 1st August 1838 as a dioptric light.
Builder and Engineer, Joseph Nelson. Contract forstone only,

10.

11.

13.
14.

William Thomas.
Sea light.
Grey marble; solid walls, at base 4 feet 3 inches, at top 3
feet ; not coated ; white ; four-sided or square ; lantern
gallery with iron railings.
102
132

16. 18 miles.

The whole

circle.

18.

S. 87 E., N. 48 E.
Fixed; bright.

19.

Revolving; bright.

Not revolving.

20.

Perfect revolution in 2 miinites 40 seconds, showing a Hash
every 20 seconds.
20. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
fountain, 4
21. Dioptric; 8 polyzonal lenses of S to the circle;
Clockconcentric wick lamp, with regulating condcnsor.
work revolving machine.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

August 1858, light made dioptric, previously "catoptric;"
8 Argand lamps and parabolic retiectors. Alteration suggested by a Committee of the Elder Brethren. IV'o alteration
in "character."

Cookson and Company, Newcastle. Frame,
W, Wilkins and Company, London.

24. Optical parts, Isaac

lamps, &c.,
25. Faraday's

22.

23.
24.
25.

1st order.

23. 5th

tube, 45

inches diameter over the flame of

the

26.
27.

39 days.
Lighthouse and buildings, 5,470/. 12s. 6d.
Completed.
Height: pedestal, 6 feet 6 inches; glass,
31. Diameter, 14 feet.
10 feet; glass to vane, 12 feet 6 inches; total 29 feet. Price
29.

.'10.

2,950/. 16s. Id.

None.
None.

29.

81.

Not purchased.

.'J3.

35/. 10s. Sd.

35.

Lighthouse and buildings, 11,255/. 5s. UrI.
Completed.
Diameter, 14 feet. Height: pedestal, 4 feet 6 inches; glass,
10 feet ; glass to vane, 12 feet 6 inches ; total, 27 feet.

Price 1,493/. 8s. 6tl.
32. Not purchased.
33. 16/. 14s. 6tl. since construction.
34. 20/. lai. C(/. ; not by contract; once in four years.

Three

35.

40.

Present

and

fitted, 198/. 8s.

1858,

7/.

9s.

8(i.

as a

wicks, 64 dozen. 1S58, oil, 375 gallons ;
wicks, 34 dozen and 35 yards.
39. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
40. Argand and concentric cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross, 7^rf. per vard.
38. 1857, oil, 372 gallons

;

1858, 7s.

1857, 13s. id.

1/. Is.

Irf.;

I0\d.

;

total,

1/. 8s. 11,;(/.

41. Nil.
42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

Midsummer

quarter,

85/. 13s. 6d.

45. 46, 47. Nil.

1852,

19.

187/.

10s.

Total for 1852, 494/.

Os.

'2d.

IJt/.

Ditto,

42.

1858, 336/. Os. id.

1S5S,

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees: 1857, 27th April 20th July, state of the tide pre-

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

Midsummer quarter,

49. Nil.

50.
51.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent.
Committees 1857, 5th March ; 27th April 20th July. 1858,
16th January; 20th July. Agent: 1S57, 5th March. 1858,
;

:

23rd March.

3 lamps, 3 burners; in the basement of the tower ; diameter of
oil cellar, 12 feet ; height, 9 feet.
54. Barometer, with thermometer attached ; external and internal
thermometers and compass.

53.

57.

1858,

48. Nil.

52. No.

66.

3d.

6s. 3d.

ships.

;

vented a landing. 1S5S, 19th July; 14th June, state of the
Agent: 1S57, 29th January; 17th
tide prevented a landing.
August ; 2nd March, weather prevented a landing. 1858,
24th Jlarch; 1st November; 30th October, weather prevented a landing.

55.

6s.

443 gallons

The Elder Brethren considered it would be objectionable
to pursue a different course at Liverpool to that followed at
other ports, and that the alteration suggested might probably
involve a loss of revenue, but that a notice should be posted
up at the Custom House explanatory of the charge for the
Bardsey light, to prevent any erroneous impression as to
foreigners paying more for the entire voyage than British

49. Nil.

51.

1/.

oil,

British ships.

19.

4S. Nil.

50.

1858,

1852,927/. Hs.S'ti. Ditto, 1858,652/. 2s. gd.
Total for 1852, 3,069/. 14s. 3id.
44. 185'2, 231/. 19s.6rf. 1858,231/. 7,'. 4f/. See Lighthouses, General
Return, 19.
45. 46. See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
47. On oversea voyages the Bardsey light is chargeable once
only for the whole voyage out and home, but is collected on
the first half of the voyage, that is to say, on the outwards
passage of a British ship, and on the inward passage of a
In September, 1856, a letter was received from
foreigner.
the Collector at Liverpool, advising that it should be collected
on the inwards passage from all oversea vessels indiscriminately, lest the distinction British exempt in and foreign
chargeable in, should give rise to an impression that the
privileged vessels were subject to greater exaction than
43.

6Jd.

See General Return,
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

44. 1852, 350/. 18s.

6(/.

one

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Concentric cotton, l^d. per yard. 1857,
1/.

at 60/., one at 49/. 10s., one at 48/. per annum.
per diem for victualling, a suit of clothes annually,
and furniture for living rooms.
(Original cost,
apparatus removed from Lundy.

1,452/. 3s. 2<f.), altered

;

41. Nil.

coal, oil,

37. 1857, 3/. 13s. Id. as a catoptric light.
dioptric light.

since construction.

not by contract ; once in four years.
;
at 65/., one at 46/. 10s. per annum, a suit of clothes
annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.

Two

36. 1,343/.; 35/. 7s. ; 90/.
1858,3/. 16s. Id.
37. 1S57, 89/. 14s. 3rf.
38. 1857, oil, 439 gallons ; wicks, 42 yards.
wicks, 42 yards.
,39.

one

;

Is. 6d.

and
36.

32.

34. 21/. 16s.

28. 47 days.

SO.

None.
None.

28.

lamp.
27.

19.

7 refractors of 8 to the circle, with 19 zones of
prisms, 13 above and 6 below the refractors ; fountain, 4
concentric wick lamp, with regulating condensor.
1 st order.
26th November 1856, present apparatus fitted by direction of
the Board. No alteration in " character."
R. L. Chance, Brothers, and Company, Birmingham.
Faraday's tube, 4^ inches diameter over the flame of the lamp,
and by ventilators in the lantern pedestal.

21. Dioptric.

19.

16.

feet.

17. 315°.

15. 12| miles.

P.2,

feet.

12J miles.
16. 17 miles.
15.

144 feet.

18.

1 820.
1820, trade of Car1816, Lieutenant Thomas Evans, R.N.
narvon and principal ports in the Bristol Channel, also
ports in St. George's Channel (except Liverpool), and the
.Shipowners' Society of London. See Lighthouses, General

12. Dr. Faraday's.

13. 37 feet.

17. 360°.

One.
September 1816; renewed April

circular;

white;

lantern gallery with iron railings.

14.

B. H. Bailey, Milford, Pembrokeshire.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
Ditto,

Once a month

;

two of the three keepers are constantly at tlic
on shore in rotation. Relieved by Eleam

lighthouse, and one

by

53.

liired pilot

smack.

No.

Four burners. On the lower or basemen! floor. Dimensions of
oil room, 14 feet 8 inches by 10 feet 10 inches; height, 8

feet 6 inches.
54. Barometer, with

19.

ditto.

vessel, occasionally

52.

55.
56.
57.

thermometer attached

thermometers and compass.
See lighthouses, General Return,

Not

Ditto,
relieved.

ditto.

19.

;

external and internal

;

CIRCULAR

REPLIES TO

-

No. III.— ENGLAND.
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
11.

SOUTH STACK, UPPER.

SOUTH STACK, LOW, or " Occasional,"

N.W.

the

Point

of Holyhead Island.

Northern Face of the South Stack Rock.

!?.

B. H. Bailey, Milford, Pembrokeshire.

3.

4.

Two

4.

December

5.

; 42 yards.
The south light is an " occashown in foggy weather only.

north and south

;

sional " light

B. H. Bailey, Milford, Pembrokeshire.

5.

Two north and south.
No application.

6.

Established

7.

Sec Return for South Stack High, or Upper, Light.

8.

March

9.

Builder and engineer,

To mark

8.

9th February 1809.

9.

Builder, Joseph Nelson.
contract.

10.

Sea

Rough

the westernmost projecting rock off Holyhead.

Engineer, Daniel Alexander.

Sea

10.

Not by

stone; solid wall, at base 3 feet 6 inches, at top 2 feet
9 inches ; not coated ; white ; circular ; lantern gallery with
iron railings.

Wood;

12.

No

13.

Height of lightroom, 10
50

84

15. 7 J miles.

14.

201 feet.

15.

15 miles.

16.

20 miles.

17. 229°.

Revolving; bright.

19.

No

Perfect revolution in six minutes, showing a face every two
minutes.

20.

From

N. 60E.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and parabolic

21. Catoptric.

perfect revolution, shows a face every IJ minutes.

9 p.m. on occasions only of thick or hazy weather
(when the High or Upper Light is obscured).

Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and parabolic
21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep. Clockwork
revolving machine.

21. Catoptric.

reflectors

Clockwork

deep.

;

Semi-revolving, or reciprocating; bright.

19.

9 inches

W.

S. 11

18.

IS.

21 inches diameter,

feet.

feet.

Lighted only in foggy weather.

16.

reflectors

Not by contract

conductor.

13.

E.

Evans.

solid, inch boarding; white; a moveable lightroom
on
wheels ; four-sided.

14.

W.; N. 60

Hugh

light.

Dr. Faraday's.

S. 11

See Liglithouses,

1832.

12.

feet.

of the Board.

19.

11.

light.

17. 229°.

by direction

General Return,

19.
7.

11.

42 yards.

;

1807.

Trade of London, and of Liverpool, Dublin, and other ports
in St. George's Channel.
See Lighthouses, General Return,

6.

Foggj Weather.

for

The South Stack Rock off

revohing machine.
22.

21 burners.

23.

None.

22 Three burners.

and frame, George Robinson, London.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.

Lamps, &c.,

24. Reflectors

25.

Faraday's tubes, IJ
ventilators in
pedestal.

26.

in.

floor

23.

None.

24.

Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
Faraday's tubes, 1a inche
lamps, and by opening i

diameter over the flames of the lamps,
and roof of lantern and in lantern

diameter over the fl imes of the
bottom of lightroom.

Bell of 42 cwt. sounded by clockwork machinery.

Bell of 42 cwt., sounded by clockwork machinery.

27. 27 days.

30 days.

28.

30 days.

29.

Lighthouse, lantern, and apparatus, 11,828/.
l,046t lis.

M.

;

Completed.

31.

Diameter, 13 feet 6 inches.

Lightroom

,

17s. 9(/.; bridge,

dwellings, 1,509/.

30.

124/. 5s. 6d.

Completed.

,

No

lantern.
Length of lightroom, 9 feet 10 inches; breadth,
6 feet 10 inches; height, G feet 6 inches: height of light
room window, 1 foot 10 inches; width, 12 feet 7 inches.

Height : pedestal, 3 feet 9 inches;
glass to vane, 11 feet 6 inches ; total, 23 feet
Price included in cost of lighthouse.

glass, 8 feet

3 inches.

;

.

32.

i

Not purchased.
.

S3. 27/. 16s.

9rf.

since 1822, including

34. 17/. 14s.

3rf.

(including

Low

Low

Light).

Light.

Not by contract; once

Ditto,

36.

Included in cost of lighthouse.

(for both lights) ; one at 65/., one at 46/. 10s. per annum,
a suit of clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for

ditto.

See Return for High or Upper Light.

.

Two

Included in Return for High or Upper Light.

in

four years.
35.

Not purchased.

.

Apparatus,

117/. 6s. 9d., fitting

transport,

included in cost of lightroom:

4/.

dwellings.
37. 1857, 19/. 3s. 2d.; 1858, 18/. 14s.

38. 1857,

oil,

gallons

;

.

lOA

891 gallons; ivicks,
wicks, 147 dozen.

148

39.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Argand
1/.

cotton,

10s.

2s. 6d.

Included in consumption of High or Upper Light.

.

dozen.

185S,

oil,

890

.

.

19.

per gross.

1857,

1/. 10s. 10(7.

41. 722/. 16s. Id.

Midsummer

44.

1852,327/. lis. 9(f. 1858, 328/. 8s. 2c/., including
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

19.
.

1,046/.

quarter,

12s.

1852, 1,553/. lis. Did.
Total for 1852, 5,372/. Ss. loirf.

Ditto,

1S5S,

Low

Light.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Nil.

19.

Cost included with High

19.

See Return for High or Upper Light.
Ditto,
46, 47. Nil.

,

ditto.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

NIL

,

45. 46, 47.

per gross.

6d.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

Argand cotton, 2s.
or Upper Light.

See Return for High or Upper Light.

.

43.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

1858,

7W.

42.

Included in Return for High or Upper Light.

19.

Nil.

.

48. Nil.
49. Nil.
50.

51.

.

Committees of the Elder Brethren Agent in 1858.
Committees 1857, 28th April ; 20th July. 1858, 18th January
21st July. Agent: 1857 (inspections prevented by illness).
1S58, 23rd March.
;

62.

No.

53.

Three lamps, with burners complete ; on ground floor of
tower under first landing. Diameter of oil room, 14 feet
9 inches

54.

55.

;

Ditto,

Not

Committees of the Elder Brethren; Agent

.

No.

.

None;

at the Upper Light on the ground floor of the lightfirst landing.
Diameter of oil room, 14 feet
9 inches; height, 10 feet 4 inches.

house under the
.

None.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

Not

Ditto,

ditto.

relieved.

N4

in 1S58.

Committees: 1857,28th April; 20th July; 1858, 18th January;
21st July.
Agent 1857 (inspection prevented by illness).
1858, 23rd March.
:

height, 10 feet 4 inches.

Barometer, with thermometer attached ; internal thermometer.
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

56.

57.

.

:

relieved.

ditto.

19.
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79-

80.

SKERRIES.

MENAl.

The Highest

Trwyn-du

Island.

N.E. Entrance

or Black Point,

of the Strait.
B. H. Bailey, Jlilford, Pembrokeshire.

One.

3. B.

April, 1GG2; renewed, 1709.

Messrs. Ralph AUdridije and Henr>' Wyatt, and the
trade of Liverpool, Chester,' and other ports ; renewed by
See Lishthoiises.
Captain John Davison and the trade.
Gel eral Return, HI.

First

l)v

For nijrking the

20th February ISO! as an oil light (anil tower raised
26th November 1S44 as a dioptric light.

1711.

,

2a

feet.)

Not known.

Built by private proprietor.

Sea light.
Anglesea stone; solid wall, at base 7 feet, at top 5 feet; coated
with cement; v\hite; circular; stone lantern gallery; no

.

railing.
.

November

6.

1833.

Trade of Liverpool, Carnarvon, Bangor. and Beaumaris (per
Kear-Admiral the Hon. Sir
P.ige(),
See Light
houses, General Return, 19.
I

7.

To mark

8.

28th .Tune 1838.

9.

Builder, David Mcintosh.

the northern entrance to Menai Straits.

Engineer, James Walker.

Super-

By contract.

intendent of the M'orks, George Burrell.
10.

Sea light and harbour

11.

Stone; solid wall (entirely solid from 25 to 30 feet from the
foundation), at base 6 feet, at top 2 feet ; not coated ;

12.

Dr. Faraday's.

13.

96

Dr. Faraday's.

75

,

One.

.5.

Rocks.

.Skerries

H. Bailey, Jlilford, Pembrokeshire.

4.

feet.

light.

white, circular, with turreted parapet.

117 feet.

.

lU

,

miles.

16 miles.

,

The whole

360°.

.

Fixed

.

15.

.

Sec Lighthouses, General Return,

with regulating condenser.

18.

1851, zones substituted fur mirrors by order of
Board. 1860, a red shade will be fitted outside the lens, to
No alteration in character.
strike the Coal Bock Buoy.

Frame, lamp, &c.,

Optical portions, Henry Lepaute, Paris.
R. Wilkins and Son, London.

.

Faradav's tube, 4A inches diameter over flanie of the lamp, and
by a'window opened from the lee side of the tower near the

.

19.

Not revolving.
See Lighthouses, General Return,
tric

None.
None.

.

23 days.

.

Not known; constructed by

private proprietor.

DweUings,

.

Completed.
Diameter, 14

.

444,984/. lis. 3d., 1st

.

44/. 2s. S(/. since

.

28/. 16s. Sd.

10 feet

;

Height : pedestal, 4 feet 6 inches; r;lass,
feet.
inches. Price
glass to vane, 1 1 feet ; total, 25 feet

.

;

one

with mirrors, 979/.
of lantern; transport,

5s.

58/.

included in
zones in 1851,

fitting

2d.,

Gd.

9s.

;

1,027/. 12s. Id.

.

1857, 12/. 15s. ad.

and by n indows of watchroom.
None.

27.

None.

1857, oil, 522 gallons
wicks, 48 yards.

;

Si. 8s.

8d.

1

29.

Lighthouse, 7,221/.

.iO.

Completed.

31.

Diameter, 12

1858,

.

.

Nil.

.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
1852,

.

1852,

5,210/. 4s. 4jt/.
18,567/. 3s. 6kd.

46,

Nil.

.

Nil.

.

.

I.

1.

.

.

oil,

483 gallons

;

1858,

1/.

10.

3.34/.

Two

19s. lid.

;

one

38.

18s. 3d.

me

Bridge and dwellings,

of the lamp.

Height: pedestal, 4
to vane, 13 feet

Ss. Gd.

feet 6 inches; glass,

total,

;

2,4.S.<>/.

24 feet

6 inches.

12s. lOrf.

since construction.

Not by contract Once in 4 years.
and one at 45/. per annum, a suit of clothes
oil, and furniture for dwellings.

at 65/.

;

24/. 15s.

1858, 13/1

Is. 7d.

lS57,oiL 450 gallons; wicks, 42 yards.

1858, 3,814/.

IS-S.

Total for 1S52,

4//.

1858, 325/. 16s. lOJ.

See Lighthouses,
19.

1858, oil, 420 gallons

;

;

internal thermometer.

ditto.

relieved, but the two keepers are allowed to be on shore
Supplies are taken off
for a week each, once in the quarter.
monthly by liired pilot boat.

19.

Concentric cotton, lid. per yard.

1857,

1/.

Cs.

3d.

1858,

3d.

41. Nil.

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

Jlidsummer quarter, 1852, 295/. 8s. 9d. Do.,
Total income for 1852, 1,042/. 18s. 2d.

45. 46, 47. Nil.

19.

1858, 235/. ISj. 9d.

44. 1852, 294/. 7s.

1858, 213/.

12.s-.

7d.

See Lighthouses, General

19.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

48. Nil.
49.
.50.

Nih
Committees of Elder Brethren and Agent.

51.

Committees: 1857, 29th April; 21st July. 1.S58, 23rd July.
Agent 1857, 19th March. 1S5S, 20lh March.

52.

No.
Sburners;

1

Barometer, with thenuomcter attached
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.

General Return,

39. See Lighthouses,

1/. 6s.

reservoir, 1 receiver, 1 refractor, 3 red shades.
Oil is stored in basement of the toner. Diameter of cellar
12 feet; height, 7 feet.

Ditto,

fl;

annuallys and coal,

Return,

3 burners,

Not

28/. Os. lOd.

34. 27/. 6s. lid.

19.

Committees of the Elder Brethren; Agent in 1S5S.
Committees: 1857, 28lh April; 21st July. 1858, 22nd Januarv; 21st .Tulv. Agent: 1857 (inspections prevented by
185S, I6th March.
illness).
No.

1.

.

10s.

1/.

General Return, 19.
47. Nil. See Lighthouses, General Return,

.

Not purchased.

3ii.

40.

.

,

32.

35.

tlie

wicks, 42 yards.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Concentric cotton, 73(/. per yard. 1S5T,

.

feet.

glass

;

37. 1857, 59/. 18s. Sd.

wicks, 48 yards.

Frames, lamps,

4 days.

28.

36. 502/. 17s.; 156/. 18s. 6d.

1S58,

diameter over

26.

Price 1,245/.

at 73/.,

Apparanis
cost

.

Cookson and Co., Newcastle.
and Son, London.

&c., R. AVilkins

7 feet

Not by contract. Once in four years.
one at 54/. 10s. ])er anmun, a suit of clothes
annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.

Two

None.

24. Refractors, Isaac

October 1841.

purchase.

;

22. 1st order.

23.

1,351/. 17s. 5d.

.

fountain; 4 concenwick lamp, with regulating condensor. lied shade round

the lamp.

632/. Is. Sd.
.

19.

8 refractors of 10 to the circle

25. Faraday's tube, 4J inches

base.

.

.

W.

4S

20.

December

,

S.

Fixed; red.

21. Dioptric.

1st order.

.

N. 54 W.,

17. 282°.

19.

8 refractors of S to the circle, with 19 zones of
Dioptric.
prisms, 13 above and 6 below the refractors, and strijis of red
gliLss outside the lens ; fountain, 4 concentric wick lamp,

.

Similes.

16. 9 miles.

>'ot revolving.

,

feet.

14. 61 feet.

circle.

bright.

;

:

53.

oil

stored

on the

first floor

of tower; diameter of oil

6 inches; height, 8 feet 6 inches.
54. Barometer, with thermometer attached ; internal thermometer.
General Return, lu.
Lighthouses,
55. See
cellar, 14 feet

Ditto,

56.
57.

Not

ri'lieved.

ditto.

;

;
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CoRPOKATION OF TbINITY HoUSE, LoNDON.

On

81.

82.

AIR.

ST. BEES.

the Point of Air, River Dee, at

Low

St.

Water Mark.
3.

5.
C.

IVIerchants, traders,

8.

9.

10.

B.

11.

i.

One.

5.

May

Bailey, Milford, Pombrokeshire.

1717.

and others residinj^ in the port and city of
See Lighthouses, General Return, 19,

0.

Trade to and from Whitehaven, Parton, and
See Lighthouses General Return, 19.

For better marking the channel to the entrance of the Dec
than the former site.
1770, from the original tower; 12th September 1816 as an oil
light; 11th February 1844, from pile lighthouse.

7^

Nearest projecting headland to Whitehaven.

Chester.
7.

3.

B. H. Bailey, Milford, Pembrokeshire.

One.
February 1776.

4.

Bees Head, Entrance to the Harbour of
Whitehaven.

Builders, ironwork, Blessrs. Gordon and Co., and Eyton and Co.
woodwork, .1. Cartwright. Engineer, James Walker. Superintendent of the Works, James Lee. By contract.

Sea light and harbour

8.

1718 as a coal

9.

Builder and Engineer, Joseph Nelson.

Sea

11.

Red sandstone;

12.

coated with cement ; white
gallery with iron railing.
Dr. Faraday's.

open

Iron on a hollow pile foundation
gallery with iron railing.
Dr. Faraday's.

13.

49 feet.

13.

73

feet.

14.

333

14.

42

feet.

15. 19s miles.

six-sided

;

15. 7 miles.

16.

16.

9 miles.
bright and red.

Fixed

19.

Not revolving.

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return, 19.
Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners a of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors 21 inclies diameter, 9 inches deep ; red shade on
two of the reflectors.

21.

;

S.

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

revolving.

None.

24.

Robert Wilkins and Son, London.

26.

Bell of 3 cwt., sounded by clockwork machinery.

27.

and by
None.
None.

27.

32 days.

28.

32 days.

29.

New

30.

Completed.

31.

pedestal, 4 feet 6 inches ; glass,
Diameter, 12 feet. Height
7 feet 6 inches; glass to vane, 12 feet; total, 24 feet.
Lantern and alterations to apparatus (1844), 1,284/. 14s. 4r/.

Lighthouse (1844),

5,349/. 5s.

9(7.

Dwellings, 2,052/.

26.

28.

17 days.

New

30.

Completed.

31.

Diameter, 12

;

not by contract

;

36.

Apparatus not known; alterations in 1844 included

37.

1857,

at 05/., one at 40/. lOs. per annum, a suit of clothes
annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for living rooms.

one

in price

51. 7s.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

40.

Argand

1S57,

per gross.

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

Midsummer

19s.

General Return,
45. 46, 47. Nil.

185S, 236/.

Id.

•

Two

36.

Not known.

not by contract

;

once in four years.

;
one at 65/. per annum, one at 45/. per annum, a suit of
clothes annually, and coal, oil, and furniture for dwellings.

Alterations in 1822, 435/. 15s.

8s. U^d.

1858, 8s. id.

19.

14s.

1858,

614 gallons
wicks, 81 dozen,

38. 1857, oil,

;

9/.

12s. Id.

wicks, 80 dozen.

39.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Argand

cotton, 2s.

G(/.

per gross.

1858,

oil,

614 gallons

19,

1857, 16s.

S(/.

1858, I6s. lOjd.

41. Nil.

quarter, 1852, 57/. 10s. Id. Midsummer quarter,
Total income for 1832, 193/. 8s. lid. (in1858, 35/. 7s. lid.
cludes buoys in the River Dee).
244/.

35.

total,

1858, 419 gallons;

41. 192/. 8s. 6f/.

44. 1S52,

7</. ;

;

367/. 18s. 2d.

Lease expired, Michaelmas 1817.

37. 1857, 8/. 15s. 5d.

39.

6rf.

glass to vane, 12 feet 6 inches

;

9d.

411 gallons; wicks, 39 dozen.
wicks, -10 dozen.

38. 1857, oil,

cotton, 2s.

34. 18/. 7s.

of

lantern.

1858,

Height; pedestal, 4 feet 3 inches; glass,

feet.

Not purchased.

Dwellings,

1823, 1,447/. 5s. id.

33. 19/. 6s., since 1822.

once in four years.

Two

8/. 17s.

tower and alterations,
1840, 460/. 5s. 5rf.

5 feet 9 inches
22 feet 6 inches.
32.

35.

;

IJ in. diameter over tlic ilamcs of (ho lamps,
tubes under lantern floor.

air

29.

32. Not purchased.
33. 21/. 15s. Id. since 1822.

and parabolic

25. Faraday's tubes,

4s. 3d.

:

19.

Argand lamps, burners J of an inch,
reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

21. Catoptric.

23.

34. 21/. Os. id.

2 feet;
lantern

34E.; N. 34 E.

18.

None.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
Faraday's tubes, 1 J inches diameter over the flames of the lamps ;
ventilators in lantern pedestal and air openings round the
room below the lantern.

22. 9 burners.

25.

j

25 miles.

15 burners.

24.

contract.

four-sided or square

22.

23.

Not by

at base 3 feet, at top

S. 11 E.

18.

;

solid walls,

feet.

17. 248°.

W.;

17. 259°.

January 1823 as an

1st

light.

12.

;

1822.

10.

11.

painted red

rebuilt

;

from present lighthouse.

oil light,

light.
;

fire

Workington.

9d.

42.

195/. Is.
598/. 8s. lOrf.

See Lighthouses,
44.

19.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43. 1852,

19.

1858,

179/.

19,

Us. Sd.

Total for 1852,

1852, 258/. 4s. 3d. 1858, 249/. 14s. lOii. See Lighthouses, General

Return,

See Lighthouses, General Return,

2;/.

19.

46, 46, 47. Nil.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

19.

48. Nil.
49. Nil.

Nil.

50.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and Agent

51.

Committees: 1857, 29th April, 10th July. 1858, 22nd July.
Agent: 1857, inspection prevented by illness. 1858,22nd
March.
No.
Five lamps, with burners complete; in the old light tower.
Diameter of oil room, 1 5 feet 2 inches ; height of ditto, 7 feet

52.
53.

in 1858.

Aneroid baron! eter with thermometer attached; internal ther-

mometer.
55.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

56.
57.

Ditto,

Not

relieved.

n.

1858,
1857, 30th April.
1857, inspections prevented by illness.

Committees:

23rd

July.
Agent:
1858, 18th March.

No.
Three lamps, with burners complete. In the basement of tower;
diameter of oil store, 12 feet; height of ditto, 11 feet 4
inches.

4 inches.
54.

Committees of the Elde Brethren, and by Agent 18

ditto.

19.

Barometer, with thermometer attached
thermometers.
See Lighthouses, General Return,
Ditto,

Not

relieved.

ditto.

19.

;

internal

and external

;

;
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
83.

84.

HELIGOLAND.

GIBRALTAR.

The Highest

Extreme of Europa

Part of the Island.

Hfinry Gatke, Heligoland.

3.

3.

John Terry,

One.

4.

One

5.

6.

Not known.
Not known.

7.

To mark

7.

8.

Not known.

Not known.
Not known.
.Selected by Government.
1st August 1841.
Built by Corps of Royal Engineers.

4.
5.

Rebuilt by order of Government 1810-11, and
exhibited as an oil light, February 1811.

first
9.

10.
11.

6.

the Island and the entrance to the Elbe.

Engineer, Daniel Alex-

and Banks.

Builders, Messrs. Jolliffe
ander. By contract.

Sea light.
Stone; inner and outer wall, but wall of watchroom solid.
inch; vacuity, 3 inches ; outer wall, 1
Inner wall, 1 foot
Inner wall, 8J inches;
foot 14 inch ; at base, 2 feet 6 inche's.
vacuity, 9 j inches ; outer wall, 8J inches ; at top, •! feet 'ii
inches.
Not coated ; white ; circular ; lantern gallcrj- with

U

iron railing.

75 feet.

14.

258

feet.

15. 17 miles.
16.

20 miles.

The

17. 360°.

Sea

11.

Limestone

light.

solid wall, at base 5 feet, at top 2 feet 6 inches ;
open gallery with llagstafl'on
; limestone colour ;

;

not coated

gallerv' railing.
12. Dr. Faraday's.

13. 91 feet.
14.

166

15.

13§ miles.

feet.

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not

See Lighthouses, General Return,

252°. N. 48 E., N. 60

18.

Fixed; bright.

19.

Not

20.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

revolving.

19.

and para-

and frame, G. Robinson,
R. Wilkins and .Son, London.

Lamps,

Londiin.

1st order.

None.

Faraday's tube, 4, inches diameter over the flame of the lamp,
and by air openings under lantern floor through tubus from
the outside.

26.

None.
None.

27.

28. 6 days.

27.

None.
None.

.•«).

28.

44 days.

31.

Completed.
Diameter, 14

29.

Lighthouse and dwellings, 8,618/.

32.

Not purchased

31.

Not known.

29.

Height: pedestal, 3 feet 9 inches; glass,
feet.
Price,
slass to vane, 13 feet 3 inches ; total, 25 feet.
;
including apparatus and fitting, 4,320/. 5s. 9d.
8 feet

Vested in the

Not purchased.

House

Trinity

in the

year

1836.

7i

35.

Two

9s. 6rf.
;

;

not by contract

one

at 65/.,

one

annually, and coal,

M.

1858,

865 gallons
wicks, 140 dozen.

38. 1857, oil,

;

40.

Argand
1/. 9s.

cotton,

2s.

6</.

1858, oil, 870 gallons

35.

Two

36.

Not known.

lis.

OW.

1858,

Id.

41. Nil.
42.
-:3.

See Lighthouses, General Return,
1852, 1,125/. 6s. 3(i
3,755/. 14s. 6d.

44. 1852, 390/. 6s.

Return,

3(/.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

40.

Concentric cotton,

41.

NiL

1858, 1,093/.

14s.

Ad.

Total for 1852,

42.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

43.

1852,

See Lighthouses, General

per vard.

1857,

Committee of the Elder Brethren

19.

in

1857, .^gent in 1857

and

49.

NiL

50.

By

0».

1858,

9(t

19.

139/. 6».

2rf.

1858, 288/. 17s.

\\d.

2</.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

25th Februarv-

;

23rd.'Vpril;

53. 5

1

1852,

refractor, 30
1 reservoir, 1 overflow or receiver, 1
In an outbuilding in front of the dwellings, 66 feet
west of the tower. Length of oil cellar, 19 feet; breadth,
8 feet; height, 8i feet.

lamps,

mirrors.

Barometer, with thermometer attached; external and internal
thermometers and compass.

54.

Barometer, with thermometer attached
thermometers and compass.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

55.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

ditto.

17th

;

55.

19.

May;
;

;

54.

Ditto,

for

19.

8th, 15th, 30th

;

5-2.

relieved.

Total

See Lighthouses, Ge-

June; ISthJulv; 19th August 1 ih September 7th Octo1858, 8th March
ber; 12th November; 11th December.
9th July ; 12th August
24th
Sth, 30th April ; 31st Jlay
September; 28th October; 1st November; 1st December.
No.

No.

Not

1858,

9rf.

local agent.

51. 1857,

Committee; 1857, 19th August. Agent: 1857 and 1858, inspected two or three times during every month. Dates have
not been recorded.

56.

3s.

48. Nil.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

53. 24 lamps, with burners complete; in the basement of lighthouse. Diameter of cellar, 13 feet; height of ditto, 10 feet
6 inches.

57.

1/.

4</.

245/. 4s.

45. 46, 47. Nil.

1858.

52.

135/.

44. 1852,

'i\d.

355 gallons;

oil,

neral Return, 19.

1858, 382/. 10s.

49. Nil.

51.

1858,

19.

\\d.

606/. 8s.

48. Nil.

50.

39.

19.

19.

45, 46, 47. Nil.

1858, 19/. 10s.

37. 1857, 17/. 6s. lid.

1/. 3s.
1/.

2 Vict.

at 46/, 10s. per annum, a suit of clothes
; one at 65/., one
annually, with oil and furniture for dwellings and 88 dollars,
or 18/. 6s. 8rf. sterling, each keeper for coal and fuel, per

19.

1857,

&

required.

358 gallons; wicks, 38 yards.
wicks, 37 yards.

per gross.

1

Contract each year for works

38. 1857, oil,

wicks, 149 dozen.

See Lighthouses, General Return,

House by Act

Trinity

including painting.

Included in cost of repairs.

7/. 9s. 5rf.

39!

7(/.,

annum.

per annum, a suit of clothes
and furniture for dwellings.

at 45/.

oil,

vested in

34.

every other year.

of lantern.

36. Included in price
37. 1857, 28/. 8s.

;'

;

c. 66.

33. 54/. Is.

33. 26/. 5s. since 1822.

34.

Height: pedestal, 7 feet ; glass, 10 feet;
; total, 26 feet.
Price not know n.

feet.

glass to vane, 9 feet

14s. Id.

Completed.
Diameter, 13

32.

Frame,

25.

&c.,

U

inch diameter over flames of the lamps, also
by openings in the pedestal of the lantern, and by door
leading to gallery.

25. Faraday's tubes,

22.

23.

24. Optical parts, ls;uie Cookson and Co., Newcastle.
reflectors, lamps, &c., R. Wilkins and Son, London.

24 burners.
None.

24. Reflectors

SO.

19.

refractors of 10 to the circle, and 2 spherical
with 7 upper and 4 lower tiers of concave mirrors.
Fountain, 4 concentric wick lamp, with regulating condenser.

S

Dioptric.

revolving.

Argand lamps, burners \ of an inch,
21. Catoptric.
bolic reflectors 21 inches diameter, 9 inches deep.

26.

W.

17.

reflectors,

20.

23.

10.

21.

v\hole circle.

18.

22.

light.

16. 15 miles.

12. Dr. Faraday's.
13.

S.
9.

Point.

Gibraltar.

Ditto,

56.
57.

Not

relieved.

ditto.

19.

;

external and internal

—
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II.-FLOATING LIGHTS.-GENERAL RETURN.

The Corporation of Trinity House of Deptford Strond,
Trinity House, London, E.G.

I.

List of floating lights
Trinity House

II.

:

XV.
Natm-e and date of any applications for floating lights
since 1st January 1845 ; nature and date of

under the superintendence of the

—

replies

1.

Spurn.

2.

Dudgeon.

3.
4.

Lynn WeU.
Leman and Ower.

5.

Haisbro'.

6.

Newarp.

1846.

Bahama Bank.

—

December. R. L'Amont, Esq., that trade are
desirous of ha\ang light thereat.
1847, January.
R. L'Amont, Esq., transmitting memorial from trade.

—

St.

9.

10.

Shipwash.

11.

Sunk.

12.

Galloper.

13.

Cork.
Kentish Knock.
Smn Middle.

14.
15.
Ifi.

Mouse.

17.

Nore.

Complied with

* 24.

Light subsequently found desirable and placed.

1855.
Cardigan Buy.

February.— J. R. Ward, in a letter to an Elder
Brother, on behalf of Port Madoc Committee of
Royal National Society for Preservation of Life
from Shipwreck, representing advantage which
would be derived from light on Causeway running
across Cardigan Bay.

Owers.

2/. Bembridge.
28. Shambles.
29. Seven Stones.
30. English and Welsh
31. Helwicks.

Read.

Grounds.

April.

on

mark dangers, as near to them as the light can be
safely placed.
If as leading lights, dependent on
the character of the channel.
at
Blackwall,
one at Yarmouth, one at
I\'
Four ; two
MUford (at present lent to Admiralty for marking
Holyhead breakwater).
A shipkeeper in charge,
but always a sufficient number of men on shore
from the other vessels to form an available crew
if required.
The spare vessels are partially stored,
and can be sent to sea within a few hours.
V. Name written on side; vai-iation in the number and
character of the lights ; red colour ; globe at each
III. If to

.

Fairway Light,

"
"
"
"

meeting is of opinion that if such a light (Mr.
Herbert's patent) can be securely and permanently established in such a ])Osition it would be
very advantageous to shipping passing up and
" down St. George's Channel."
Elder Brethren are prepared to admit that a
light placed in the Fairway of any frequented
channel might be found useful as an adjunct to
those by which the local dangers are marked,
and offer no objection to im])rovement, provided
a light could be securely and pei-manently kept
in its proper place ; but they fear that a vessel
of that construction so placed would be liable
to break adrift or be driven from her moorings,
and that disastrous consequences might in such
case ensue.
1859, September.— Board of Trade transmit
letter from Mr. Lindsay, M.P., with enclosure
from Liverpool, reneuing proposal to place a Ught
on Mr. Herbert's patent between the Tuskar and
the SmaUs.
Trinity House advert to prevfous reply, and
having regard to recent improvements in lighting
that channel, retain opinion that proposition is
neither requu'ed nor judicious.

masthead.

'

lightvessels.

IX. Fixed ; revolving.
X. Dependent on lights in vicinity.

1

W
L

I

-

-

Ordinary repairs

Fixed.

351/.

-

RevoUdng.

-

71- 13x. 10c/.

/Consumption- 3

^.,

""
4 Burners.

-

- lOlds. 4d
/Consumption- b galls. 3 qts. 04
-U. 2s.8id.
'iCost
/Consumption- 2 doz. li.
V
"
- Sf^rf.
\ Cost

'Price
Catoptric.

-

Ordinai-y repairs

J rci
"'^

'

OF PRICES.

-

"tCost

-

-

398/.

galls. 1 qt.

Of

St. George's Channel.

September.— Board of Trade transmit resolution
of ShipottTiers' Association, Liverpool, " That this

VI. In the case of fixed lights, greater brillancy ; in others,
by a revolving character. Two of the floating
lights show an additional light of a red colour.
VII. Catoptric and dioptric.
VIII. The catoptric principle is found most suitable for

rPrice

— Shipowners and others requesting light

Sam

Badrig.
Visiting Committee to inspect locality.
1858, December.— Board of Trade, with memorial from Liverpool Underwriters' Association, for
an additional light in Cardigan Bay.
Vessel has Ijeen built and light was shown on
1st July 1860.

32. Cardigan Bay.
33. Bahama Bank.

«....„_,,
8 Bm'ners.

J.

intention of placing light.

26. Wai'ner.

Catoptric.

—

Laming, Esq., recommending light
between Tongue and Girdler.
Acquainted that Corporation have no present

25. Calshot.

below.—TABLE

lightvessel placed.

Princes Channel.
April.

GuU.
South Sand Head.

22.
23.

;

1850.

18. Tongue.
19. Prince's Channel.
20. Girdler.
21. Goodwin.

XI. See

;

Stations in England and Wales.

Cockle.
Nicholas Gatt.
Stanford.

7.

8.

107

pts.

Ws.
pt.

lis. lid.

wicks{Co--p*-:ig-4-

1857.
"Price
Dioptric.

-

-

Ordinary repairs

-

FLxed.

-

Not known.

/ Consumption-

ry,

1

gall.

217/.

3

qts.

1

Scroby Sand and Stanford Channel.
November.— Mr. G. Simeson, recommending a
lightship on the inner comer of the Scroby and
another in the Stanford Channel.
Acquainted that his communication has been
laid before the Board.

pt.

"

Gs. 3d.
1 Cost
/ Consumption- 1 foot.
^^^"^''MCost
-lid.
XII. Attached one sheet showing apparatus, lantern, and
revolving machinery, and one sheet showing fifth
:

5th Order.

TIT-

,

;

order dioptric.
XIII. Gongs are in use at

XIV. Not

all

1859.

the lightvessels.

—

in use.

•.

A])ril.
Mr. Thomas, lo, ocd Kidwelly,proposing
a lightvessel or bell buoy for Cefn Sidon Sands.
Acquainted that \,c have subject under consideration.
(See Ileturn for Buoys and Beacons.)

* Since these retm-ns were prepared the Trinity House Jiave placed
a Ligln Vessel to mark the Varne Shoal, first exhibited on the 1st Octo-

her, 1800.

O

Carmarthc

2

——

:
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Circular II.

:

XV.

to

Floating Lights.

XIX.

— General

For the years preceding 1855, the amounts stated are the
Subsetotal of fight duties collected for Engfish Lights.
quent years show the totals coUeeted at Engfish ports.

entrance of English Channel.
Elder Brethren are not in possession of information to enable them to judge of feasibility.
Board of Trade request opinion whether, supposing scheme to be practicable. Elder Brethren
consider light would be of value as a sea mark.
Trinity House decline to express an opinion
upon question of so entirely hypothetical a nature,
more especially as it might influence statutory
subject
assent or dissent if required in the event of
assuming more substantial form.
confeatures
Board of Trade point out various

XVII. Considered by Board; referred to Mr. Faraday;
tried at the Trinity House or at Blackwall, and,
a station.
See also Instructions to Agents sent
with Lighthouses General Return.
Dates of all apphcations for power to place floating
fights in new positions since 1st October 1853,
nith date of final approval, and in case of noncompliance, the reason given for any deration
from the appfication
if desirable, at

XVIII. Attached.

XIX.

:

1856.

nected with proposal, and request opinion of
Elder Brethren as to its use as a sea mark.
Supposing stability and permanence to be estaimporblished, Elder Brethren do not consider any
tant benefit would be derived, but that entertaming
strong doubts of permanence, consider it would be

worse than no light

Prince's Channel.

— Requesting sanction expense
February. — Board of Trade sanction.
18.58.
Shambles.

— Requesting sanction expense
1859, January. — Board of Trade sanction, but

December.

there.

consider one of the Portland lights might be put
out.

1859.
Cardigan Bay.

March.

j

Tarne.

January.

tion as to position, &c.

14 feet liigher, but not on the same mast.
1859, June. Trinity House propose to alter
character to a single filxed bright light, to avoid
possibihty of mistake w-ith Tuskar. Arklow to be
o single quick revolving bright light, and Cardigan Bay a single quick revolving red light.

—

February.

—

The Corporation of Trinity House of Deptford Strond, Trinity House, London, E.C.
5. As a general rule, whenever it apjieared de3.

sirable to the Elder Brethren to exhibit a new
fight it was the practice of the Corporation (previous to October 1853) to ascertain the vievrs of
parties likely to be affected thereby, v.-ho then signified their willrngness to pay the toll requisite for

31

Guernsey.

plan for reasonable period, and if found not to
answer, to build an iron lighthouse for 15,500?.
Acquainted that there is no intention of placing
a lightvessel thereat.

XVI. Total income for lighthouses, floating hghts, buoys
and beacons, and total expenditure on maintenance
January
of floating lights in each year since 1st
Eipenditure for
Total Income.

-

9§
9

305,363
333,142
341,014
323,429
271,507
290,986
286,961
292,856
236,172

12
5

10
19

5

-

25.3,497

3

-

304,648 II
267,624 10
255,122 13

5
9

-

-

maintenance by memorializing the Board

1

9

5

4
8i
Bi

19
13 II
18 8
6

3

Lightvcsscls.

£24,2o\ 19

3

27,009 17 5
33,211
5 II
44,842 5 6
41,216 19 2
50,249 12 7
46,343 16 10
31,430 18 10
34,319 10 7
36,241 15 4
39,229 19 II
37,810 4
40,491
38,235 16

to

estabfish a light in the locafity.
26. From sunsetting to sunrising.

June.— Messrs. Harvey, Hayle, offering to
moor and maintain a hghtvessel on Herbert's

^319,325 19

— Sanction given.

to Questions of a general character in the
{See Circular IV. for the QuesSpecial Returns.
tions to which the following are Replies)

XX. Answers

its

Stations in Channel Islands.
1858.

1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858

sanction for expense of

Board of Trade request more detailed informa-

to take the usual course.
1857, March.— Irish Board, proposing exact
position and character.
Trinity House conciu- with Captain Roberts,
midway
that station should be outside the bank,
between Arklow and Tuskar. Two hghts, one revolving, the other fixed; the revolving one 12 or

185'?

— Requesting

fight\-essel.

July.— Board of Trade concur that floating
Board
light is preferable, and have instructed Irish

-

expense of

;

1860.

Elder Brethren consider a floating light the

-

for

subsequently demur
to period of revolution, " of which whole responsiHouse."
Trinity
biUty rests with

safer guide.

-

sanction

Board of Trade sanction

Mr. Herbert's plan in a situation not under immediate observation from shore.
June.— Board of Trade, submitting observations
from Irish Board on relative advantages of a
Point.
floating light and a lighthouse on Cahore

-

— Requesting

lightvessel.

House consider that Ught may be advantageous, but cannot recommend a vessel on
Trinity

-

of

for

light\-essel.

Blackwater Bank.
FebruaiT.— Alderman Greene, Wexford, recommending light thereon.
April.— Board of Trade, forwarding corresponQence with Irish Board, and requesting to be informed if light is necessaiT ; and if so, whether
one of Mr. Herbert's vessels might not be tried

-

of

at all.

1856.

-

for

February.

lightvessel therein.

Stations in Ireland.

1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851

XIX.

Return.
Income.

Channel.
Telegraph Station at Entrance of English
December.— Board of Trade transmitting copy
others for a
and
of a memorial from merchants
station in
floating fairway light and telegraph

7

3
8

tyes,

.

Lanterns round masts, suspended by lantern
lamps gimbled and balanced.

36. In this sum are included the costs of the
lanterns and apparatus, the moorings, and all
fittings.

37. Ordinary repairs are usually effected at the
No fight\-essel is
station by local tradesmen.
Extrakept in repair by jieriodical contract.
orchnary repairs are generally done in London,
and
Seven
Stones,
Bahama
Bank,
Xewarp,
the
others have been sometimes repaired at the outports.
39.

The difference in the wages of the seamen
from the fact of the men who have entered
since October 1853 not being entitled to pensions
for their widows, in lieu of which they have been
required to insure their fives, by payment of 5s.
per month, their wages being increased 2s. 6rf. to

arises

them in so doing.
41. The master is aUowed Is. 6d. per man per
for ^^ctualfing, according to scale annexed,
and has to aUow the men 1 s. 3d. each per day when
thev ai-e on shore.
42. The amount stated is that which the present
moorings would cost complete at the prices of
1858, and includes both the moorings in use and

assist

dav

the anchors

and

cables in reser^-e.

—

REPLIES TO

CIRCULAR

Flo.^ting

XX.
44.

The sum

49.

From revenues

stated includes glass cylinders,
wear and tear, and cleanincr stores consumed.

lights,

derivable from dues for
buoys, and beacons, paid into the Pay-

master-General's Office to the account of the
Mercantile Marine Fund but the Admiralty, by
an annual payment, upliold the " Warner."
;

51. The amount stated for 1852 differs from
that showTi in the Parliamentary Return for that
year, as the latter included the cost of collection
(now defrayed by the Custom House), and a
proportion of the expense of the steam or sailing
tender by which each light was served, &c. The
whole sum disbursed on the light\'essels in each
year is given. The expenditure varies according
to damage sustained, general repairs undergone,
or lapse of time since the last general repairs.
62. 03, 54. .See Return in Lighthouses General
45, 46, 47, Lighthouses Special

Return, to
Returns.

By

of guns and rockets.
Each
with two carronades, and is
also supplied with a buoy and coir hawser, for
the purpose of veering to any boat in distress.
64. See day signal code sent with Lighthouses,
see also answer to XVIIL, Floating Lights, General
Return, " Additional Instructions, &c."
The Gull lightvessel has a special signal for life
63.

vessel

boats.

is

No. II.— ENGLAND.

Lights. — General
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Retuhx.
65.

XX.

Not considered

England.

necessary.

Circular

Scale of Victualling referred to at XX., 41.

Ordered,

when

— That

afloat,

the under-mentioned rations,
and money in lieu thereof when on

be allowed to the crew of each lightvessel
belonging to this Corporation, viz.
shore,

:

AVheu afloat,
Meat Bread

-

101b. perwcck each man.
71b.

Flour Peas
Potatoes

Suet

-

Tea
Sugar
Beer When on shore, one shilling and threepence per
day each man, in money, in lieu of [jrovisions.
Ordered, That a copy hereof be fLxed up in the

—

signals

cabin and galley of each lightvessel.

fitted

Ordered also, lliat no provisions whatever be
removed from the vessel.

—

By

order of the Board.

Trinity House, London,
1st January 1845.
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IV.-FLOATING LIGHTS.-SPECIAL RETURNS.

IVo.

CORPORATIOX OF TRINITY HOUSE, LONDON.
The Lights are numbered

to

correspond with the Index Map.

2.

1.

DUDGEON

SPURN.

Near the

Off the Point at the Entrance of the

Humber.

.September 1734.
David Avery and principal merchants,
owners, and commanders of vessels using the northern and
eastern navigation. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

William Davie, Great Yarmouth.
Trade of Hull and ports on the north-east coast.
.\pril 1819.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

.

.

To mark the entrance

.

to the

Humberand

To Uad

clear adjacent shoals.

One

.

.

Length, extreme, 80 feet

only.
;

breadth, 21 feet.

145;; tons.

163 tons.

Blackwall

bv 210 fathoms riding chain to a mushrooni anchor
ground tackle, two bower anchors, 135 fathoms chain.

llooreii

Patent proved short-linked chain IJinch iron.
anchor, 32cwt. ; one bower anchor, 20 cwt., one
,

38

14cwt.

38

feet.

feet.

61 miles.
10 miles.
Fixed ; bright.
Not revolving.

10 miles.
Revolving; bright.
Once in two minutes, showing a flash every thirty seconds.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and parabolic
Clockwork revolving marellectors of 12 inches diameter.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

20.

Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners; of an inch,
reflectors of 12 inches diameter.

and parabolic

Eight burners.

chine.

None.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.

Four burners.
None.
William Wilkins and Company, London.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Gong.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

Gong.
18 days.
IS days.

19 days.
19 days.
.

;

U

Mushroom
ditto,

Co., Millwall.

6i miles.

.

breadth, 21 feet.

;

Green, Wigrams, and Green.
Forward, 7 feet ; aft, 8 feet.
Red.
Red ball at the masthead. Name on the sides of the vesseL
One mast 69 feet long ; one lugsail ; one staysaiL
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to chain
rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the water,
floored by 225 fathoms of riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackle, 2 bower anchors, 105 fathoms chain.
Patent proved short-linked ehain,
inch iron.
.Musbioom
32c-.vt. ; best bower anchor, 20 cwt; spare ditto, 14 cwt.
Brown, Lenox, and Company, 3Ii(lwall.

; 'WiUiam Pitcher.
S feet aft, 7 feet 4 inches forward.
Red.
. ,^
,
A red ball at the masthead ; name on the sides of the vessel.
One mast 69 feet long ; onelugsail; one staysail.
n
to
cliai
plates
metal
connected
by
Wire rod above the masthead
rigging and copper bands down the sides to the water,

About

Brown, Leno.f and

shoal.

\\ood.

Wood.
Blackwall

,

Dudgeon, and mark the

(Jnc only.

Length, extreme, 80 feet
.

inside the

Since about June 1736.

Since 27th March 1820.

,

Shoal.

10 fathoms; stones; 3 knots.
William Davie, Great Yarmouth.

10 fathoms; coarse sand; 4 knots.

.

WELL),

(or

2,253?. Os. 3d.
3,296/. 2s. lid.
1852-3,
63/. Os. 2d.

.i,100?. 35.

general repairs, 1,554/.

2s.

6d.

4.297/. Os. 3d.
7
,

M.

8s.

No

extraordinary expenditure.

11.

39.

£
.

'

1

1

s.

per mon.

:

1

suit

uniform

o

mate

1

5

seamen

- 2

7

40. 301/. 2s. 6d., victualling
41. Is. 6d. perday per man.
20.

„

„
„

(

additional

Argand

5

on

3s. 3d.

seamen
6d.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

50.

Midsummer

quarter, 1852, 693/. 10s. 8d.
Total for 1852, 2,413/. 17s. 3jd.

.

Argand cotton

.

21. 13s.

.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

.

Midsummer

.

1852,

,

.

By Committees

i.

to the station.

oil,

288 gallons;

per gross.

1857,

1/. 4s.

9^

18SS,

quarter,

2,464/.

Ditto,

1858,

20.

1852, 1,101/. 4s. lljd.
for 1852, 4,090/. 14s. 4</.

Income

6s. 5d.

1858, 917/. 2s. 6d.

See Floating Lights,

20.

NiL See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
NiL
By Committees of Elder Brethren and by Assistant Agent
charge of monthly reliefs.
.\t the time of effecting the monthly reliefs.

53, 54.
56, 57.

in

:.

No.
Aneroid barometer, with thermometer attached, and three com-

1,

64, 65,

J.

Once

I,

61.

passes.

!.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
a month. The master or mate and sis men are always on
board ; the master or mate and three men on shore in rotaRelieved by steam vessel from Great Yarmouth.
tion.
By steam vessel from Great Y'armouth once a month.

>.

Y'es,

;

63.

2s. 6d.

at

General Return,
,

1858,

lO^d.

734/. 3j. lid.

51. 1852, 808/. 12s. Id.

By steam vessel from Yarmouth once a month.
Yes, at Yarmouth ; as soon as she could be tow ed

See Floating Lights, General Re-

1857, imperial gallon, 91b., at 4s. per gallon, 55l
1858, ditto, at 3s. 3d. per gallon, 46/. 16s.

Ditto, 1858, 347/. 5s. 2d.

of the Elder Brethren and Assistant Agent in
charge of the monthly reliefs.
59. At the times of effecting the reliefs.
60. 61. No.
62. An aneroid barometer, « ith thermometer attached, and three
compasses.
63, 64, 65. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
The master or mate and six men are always
66. Once a month.
on board the master or mate and three men are on shore
in rotation. Relieved by steam vessel.

I

Rapeseed.

per

55, 56, 57. Nil.

7

.

1858, ISs. 74d.

See Floating Lights,
1858, 867/. 15s. 6d.
General Return, 20.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

1

1858, 14/. ISs. lOd.
1857, 10/. 14s. lOd.
1857, oil, 275 gallons ; vincks, H9dozeu.
wicks, 129 dozen.

;

52. 53, 54. Nil.

2

rent,

allowance of
< 10 per cent
additional on
wages.
t_

O

per day per man.

1/. 6s.

1S57, 12s. 6d.

per ann.

f .\tpresentan

turn, 20.

l'2s.

cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross.

49.

67.

20/.

:

525/. 16s. 3d.
721/. 15s. 3d.
,

48. 2/. 13s.

58.

uniform

suit

301/. 2s. 6d., victualling allowance.
Is.

176 gallons

176 gallons; wicks, 60 dozen. 1S5S, oil,
wicks, 75 dozen.
1S5S,
1S57, 4s. per gallon, 35/. 4s.
46. Rapeseed oil.

mate

1

allowance.
See Floating Lights, General Return,

45. 1857, oil,

47.

1

-400

3 lamplighters 2 12
2 17
1 carpenter

Lwages.

42. 545/. 8s. 4rf.
4S. 393/. 15s. 1 Id., including revolving apparatus.
44. 1857, 8/. 8s. 1 Id. ; 1858, 8/. Stf. 9d.

gallon, 28/.

:

house

per ann.
house rent.
f.\t present an
allowance of
< 10 per cent
20/.

:

I

S lamplighters 2 12
1 carpenter - 2 17
I

per mon.

master

d.

- 5

master

at

Y'armouth

station.

;

as

soon as she could be towed to the

:

CIRCULAR
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IV.— ENGLAND.

No.

IIJ

Corporation of Trinity House, London.

LEMAN AND OWER.

LYNN WELL.
Hook

Off' the

of the Long Sand,
Deeps.

rough stones

Lynn

Between the Leman and Ower Sand, and
near to the

6.
7.

Since

26 fathoms

4.

.

William Davie, Great Yarmouth.

January 1S47. The trade of Lynn, Yarmouth, and neighbouring
ports.
See Floating Lights, General Return, £0.
The best position for safety of navigation to port of Lynn.
Since 22nd February 1828.

5.

.

.

.

;

.

Two,

.

Length, extreme, SO feet

;

4 knots.

;

breadth, 21 feet.

Wood.

.

Blaekwall

William Pitcher.

Forward, 6 feet 6 inches

Red

;

aft, 7 feet

13.

6 inches.

.

Two

.

,

15.

Name on

the sides of the vessel.

16.

masts, one 69 feet, one 6(1 feet , one fore lugsail, ona
main lugsail, one fore staysail, one main staysail.
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the water.
Moored by 210 fathoms riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackle, two bower anchors and 150 fathoms chain.

17.

18.
19.

14 cwt.

,

,

.

.

.

.

Upper, 38 feet ; lower, 27 feet.
Upper, 6t miles; lower, 5i miles.
10 miles.
Upper, revolving ; bright. Lower, fixed ; bright.
25. Upper, once in four minutes; showirig a flash every minute.
Lower, not revolving.
26. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
27. Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners ^ of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors of 12 inches diameter.
Clockwork revolving
machine for upper light.
28. 12 burners; upper 4, lower 8.
29. None.
30. Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
31. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

Co., Millwall.

22.

feet.

23.
24.

65 miles.
10 miles.
Fi.xed; bright.

Both stationary.
See Floating Lights, General Return,

-0.

Argand lamps, burners v of an inch,
Catoptric.
reflectors of 12 inches diameter.

and

I'arabulic

16 burners, 8 in each lantern.

,

Co., Alillwall.

21.

Brown, Lenox, and
34

fore staysail, 1 main staysail.
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the water.
Moored by 210 fathoms of riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackle, 2 bower anchors and 135 fathoms chain.
Patent proved short-linked chain, li inch iron. Jlushroom
anchor, 32 cwt.
best bower anchor, 20 cwt. ; spare ditto,

Brown, Lenox, and

20.

15 cwt.

,

breadth, 21 feet.

;

Patent proved short-linked chain, 1-i inch iron. Mushroom
anchor, 32 cwt. ; best bower anchor, 20 cwt. ; spare ditto,
,

;

Blaekwall ; Green, Wigrams, and Green.
Forward, 7 feet; aft, 8 feet 6 inches.
Red.
Red ball at each masthead. Name on the sides of the vessel.
Fitted with two masts, one 69 feet, one 60 feel; one lugsail, one

14.

ball at each masthead.

heights.

Wood.
158U tons.

12.

Red.
.

Two, unequal

Length, extreme, 80 feet

11.
;

1st January' 1S40.

8.
9.

10.

1635; tons.
.

17

2.

horizontal.

latter.

fathoms; coarse sand; 2i knots.
William Davie, Great Yarmouth.
December 1838. General Shipowners' Society and trade of ports
generally on the east coast and in the English Channel
renewed April 1839 by the Baltic and Hambro' trade. See
Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
To guard the Leman and Ower Sands.

.

None.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
See Floating Lights, General Return,
Gong.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

£0.

20 days.
22 days.

Gong.
17 days.
22 days.
2,253/. Os. 3d.
3,474/. 15s. 9i

i852, general reiiair, 1,400/. 8s. 9d.

95/. 5s. 5rf.

3,128^. 8s.

4,299? 15s. 5d.
.

1856, general repair, 2,468/.

58/. 6s. 2d.

£
-

17.<.

39. 1

Id.

s.

pennon.

5

1

:

n

;

1

carpenter

4

seamen

per ann,

7

9

.

301/. 2«.

.

Is.

(.wages.

allowance.

per day per man.

cotton,

at 2s.

6</.

per

49.

50.

Rapeseed.

.

Argand

-Is.,

111/. 4s.

1858,

.

21.

1857,

gro.ss.

I/.

7s. 3i(/.

1858,

52.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

Midsummer

quarter, 1852, 300/. 8s. 4d.
Total income, 1852, 1,009/. 10s. SJrf.
1858, 982/.

9s.

1858, ditto, 119/.

Id.

8s. 7d.

;

1858,

General Return, 20.
53, 54. Nil.
See Floating Lights, General Return,

10s. lOrf.

1S58,

charge of monthly reliefs.
At the time of effecting the monthly

.

O

compasses.
See Floating Lights, General Return, £0.
a month. The master or mate and six men are always on
board ; the master or mate and three men on shore in
Relieved by steam vessel from Great Yarmouth.
rotation.
By steam vessel from Great Yarmouth once a month.
Yes, at Great Yarm.outh ; as soon as she can be towed to the

64, 55.

.

Once

.

.

station.

4

reliefs.

1858, 1st to 5th February, chain parted, and position oi vessel
made it necessarj* to extinguish the lights. Ligh extinfLiished during the nights of the 1st, 2nd, 3ra, and 4t h
ebruary.
1849, 29th to 31st December, chain parted, nearly 2i days.
4 days.
ditto,
1858, 1st to 5th February,
Aneroid barometer, and thermometer attached, and three

,

20.

the station

20.

of Elder Brethren and by .Assistant Agent ni

By Committees

.

.

;

1/-

56, 57, Nil.

.

By Committees of

Once a month. The master or mate and six men are always
on board the master or mate and three men on shore in
rotation. Relieved by steam vessel from Great Yarmouth.
By steam vessel from Great Yarmouth once a month.
Yes, at Great Yarmouth ; as soon as she could be towed to

1857,

,

.

20.

cotton, at 2s. 6d. per gross.

12s. 6d.

,

See Floating Lights,

compasses.
63, 64, 65. See Floating Lights, General Return,

68.

390 gallons

quarter, 1852, 930/. Is. \d. 1858, ditto, 791/. IGs. lOii
Total income for 1852, 4,017/. 5s. lOrf.
See Floating Lights,
1858, 1,306/. 4s.
1852, 3,215/. 4s. 2d.
General Return, 20.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
53, 54. Nil.

20.

the Elder Brctlu-en and by Assistant Agent
in charge of monthly reliefs.
At the time of eUccting the monthly reliefs.
60,61. No.
thermometer attached, and three
62. Aneroid barometer, with

67.

oil,

at 4s., 85/. 12s.

13s.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

59.

66.

1858,

lbs.

Midsummer

55, 56, 57, Nil.
58.

including revolving apparatus.

.

21. 13s.

12s. Id.

8(/.,

.

6id.

51. 1852, 1,007/.

10 per cent.
additional on
(.wages.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

wicks, 156 dozen.
1857, imperial gallon, 9

.

.

48.

per ann.

I

2 9 6
victualling allowance.

1858, 18/. 2s.
1857, 19/. 4s. 9d.
1857, oil, 428 gallons; wicks, 148 dozen.

]/.

imperial gallon, 91bs. at

ditto, at 3s. 3d., 89/. 7s. 6d.

1/. 8s.

20/.

house rent.
At present an
allowance of

ditto, at 3s. 3<i, 63/. 7s. 6d.

185S,oil, 550gallons;

556 gallons; wicks, 131 dozen.
wicks, 137 dozen.

Argand

I

:

<

-

day per man.

1,204/. 7s.

.

45. 1858, oil,

47.

6(/.,

6d. per

.

1858, 17/. I85. 5d.

1857,

-

545/. 8s. 8d.

43. 943/. 2s. lOr/.

Rapeseed.

(

-270

.

.

46.

uniform

20.

42. 566/. 8s.

44. 1857, 16/. 12s.

suit

1

-

-

"

I

6

perr

mate

3 seamen
2
„

I

2
2

40. 301/. 2s. 6rf., victualling
Is. 6rf.

20/.

house rent.
present an
allowance of
\ 10 per cent.
additic
"tionalon

3 lamplighters

41.

;

f At

mate

1

master

4
3 lamplighters 2 12
- 2 17
1 carpenter
1

./.
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
5.

HAISBRO'.
Near the North End of the Sand.
rocky ; three knots.

4.

15i fathoms;
Wil!i.am Davie, Great

5

November

6.

To murk N.W. end

7.

Since

1st .lanuarj' 1832.

8.

Two

horizontal.

9.

Length, extreme, SO feet

2.

1S.)0.

Yarmouth.

Trade of London and Newcastle and ports

•renerallv on the east coast of England and Scotland, and
§hip<>"n'ers' Societies of Hull, Newcastle, and Sunderland.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

of Haisbro' Sand, and entrance to the

Wold.

10.

;

;

breadth, 21 feet.

Wood.

11. LIS,,? tons.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

17.

NorthHect ; Willi.im Pitcher.
Forward, 7 feet ; aft, 8 feet 2 inches.
Red.
.
.,
Red ball at the masthead. Name on the sides oi the vessel.
Two masts, one 69 feet, one 60 feet; one lugsail,one fore sUysail, one main staysail.
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rio-^ing, and copper bands down the sides to the
,

,

water.
18.

19.

Moored by 210 fathoms riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackle, two bower anchors and 13.') fathoms chain.
Mushroom, 52
Patent proved short-linked chain li inch iron.
cwt. ; best bower anchor, 20 cwt. spare ditto, 14 cwt.
;

20. Brown,
21. .38 feet.

Lenox, and Co.,

Jlillwall.

22. 65 miles.

2 J. 10 miles.

Fixed; bright.
Hoth sLationarv.
X6. See Floating Light?, General Return, CO.
Argand lamps, burners ; of an inch,
27. Catoptric.
reflectors of 12 inches diameter.
2S. 16 burners; 8 in e.ich lantern.
24.
25.

29.

and parabolic

None.

30. Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
31. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
32.

Gong.

33.
34.

20 days.
22 davs.

35. 2,9787. 2s. 6rf.
36. 3,74;>/. 13s. Id.
.37.

!)5/.

18s.

S8. 11.
39.

1

master

5(1.

,

ISJG, general repair, 1,0,8/. 13s.

,

.

Irf.

;

CIRCULAR

REPLIES TO

;

No. IV.-

ENGLAND.

113

Corporation of Trinity House, London.

COCKLE.

North End of the Kettlebottom Sand.
i.
1.

4.

10 fathoms; sand; 3 knots.
William Davie, Great Yarmouth.

5.

1707,

6.

To mark

2.

).

renewed in 1714, 1738, and January 1S26; 173S, by
Robert Hamblin, of Lynn, Norfolk ; 1826, by Lieut. Hewett,

7.

See Floating
R.N. (through the Admiralty).
General Return, 20.
the northern entrance to Yarmouth Roads.
Since 20th December 1843.

S.

One only.

9.

Length, extreme, 80 feet

10.

Lights,

i.

'.
>.

'.

;

breadth, 21 feet.

i.

Wood.

.

158 JL tons.
Northfleet; William Pitcher.
13. Forward, 7 feet 3 inches ; aft, 7 feet 8 inches.
11.

;.

12.

14.
15.
16.
17.

.

.

Red.
A red ball at the masthead. Name on the sides of the vessel.
1 mast 69 feet long, 1 staysail, and 1 trysail.
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the
water.

IS.

19.

2L 37
2.

6-^

'.

i.

.

.

Moored by 210 fathoms riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackle, 2 bower anchors, 105 fathoms chain.
Patent proved short-linked chain U inch iron. Mushroom, 33
cwt. best bower anchor, 20 cwt.
spare ditto, 14cwt.
Brown, Lenox, and Co., flJillwall.

.

;

;

20.

feet.

.

.

liles.
.

,

10 miles.
.

,

Revolving; bright.
Once in four minutes, showing a tlash every minute.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and parabolic
of

reflectors

12

inches

.

.

.

.

Clockwork revolving

diameter.

machine.
4 burners.

None.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
See Floating Lights, General Return,

.

.

20.

Gong.

.

18 days.
18 days.
2,978/. 2s.

.

.

1857, general repair, 466/. Os.

3(1.

-

1

suit

uniform

:

pcrann.
house rent.

„

fAt present an

„

„

allowance of
10 per cent.

,

.

506/. 3s. lOd.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

-

2

7

{

.

.

.

.

1.

1858, oil, 173 gallons
oil, 164 gallons ; wicks, 84 dozen.
wicks, 77 dozen.
Rapeseed. 1857, 4s. per gallon. 1S5S, 3s. 3f/., ditto. Cost for
2s.
Sd.
for
1S5S,
28/.
1857,32/. 16s.; ditto
1857, 17s. 6d.
Argand cotton, 2s. Gd. per gross.
1858,
16s. Ohd.
1857,

13s.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

20.

1852, 782/. 7s. U±d. Do., 1858, 449/. 16s. 3d
Total for year 1852, 2,800/. Os. 6^d.
1852,847/. 7s! 1858, 851/. 9s. lid. See Floating Lights, General
Return, 20.
53, 54. Nil.
Sec Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

Midsummer quarter,

56, 57.

Nil.

,

of Elder Brethren in 1858, and by Assistant
Agent in charge of monthly reliefs.
At the time of etfecting the monthly relief.
1849, 28th to 31st December, chain parted and position of
vessel made it necessary to extinguish light; extinguished
during nights of2Sth, 29lh, and 30th December. 1856, 12th
and isth November chain parted, and position of vessel
made it necessary to extinguish light ; extinguished from
5.40 a.m. on the 12th Noveinber and during the night of
the 12th and 13th November.
1849, 2Sth to 31st December, chain parted nearly 31 days.
1856, 12th to 13th November, chain parted about thirty
hours.
Aneroid barometer, with thermometer attached, and three

1.

.

mouth.
By steam vessel from Great Yarmouth once a month.
Yes, at Yarmouth; as soon as she could be towed to the

''.

Both
Both

fixed ; upper bright, lower red.
stationary.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Upper, catoptric. Argand lamps, burners ^ of an inch, and
parabolic reflectors of 12 inches diameter. Lower, dioptric
small lenticular apparatus complete with 2 concentric
wick lamps ; red shade round the lamp.
Upper, 8 burners ; lower, 5th order.
1st November
]Vo alteration in character of upper light,
JS56, red (lower) light (irst exhibited.
William Wilkins and Co., London.
Catoptric. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20. Dioptric,
lantern and lamp fixed on short mast 12 feet above the

Gong,

1,751/. 10s.
2,781/. 5s. 9d.
64/. 18s. 2d.
1851,
390/. Os. 7rf.

general repair, P96/.

15.«.

1S5S, ditto,

Prf.

,1.

master

per mon.;

>

1

suit

uniform

:

station.

20/.

per ann.

house rent.
1

mate

fAt present an

- 4

3 lamplighters 2 12
1 carpenter - 2 17

.
.

.

301/. 2s.
li-.

(irf.

6(/.,

'

O

allowance

oi

10 per cent.
additional on

victualling allowance.

per day per man.

602/. 2s. 2d.
Catoptric, 298/. 16s. 3d.

Dioptric, 217/. 8s. 2d.
1857, 15/. 4s. 5d. 1858, 11/. 13s. Sd.
1858, oil, 353 gal1857, oil, 354 gallons; wicks, 89 dozen.
lons ; wicks, 77 dozen. Both lights for oil.
.Rapeseed. 1857, imperial gallon, 9 lbs. at 4s., 70/. 16s. 1858,
ditto at 3s. 3d., 57/. 7s. Sd.
Argand cotton, at 2s. 6d. per gross. 1857, 18s. ejrf. 1858,
Concentric cotton, at S^d. per yard. 1857, 19J
16s. Oid.
1858, lOJ yards, 4s. llrf.
yards,"8s. 93rf.

.

.

.

.

.

2/. '138.

.

Sec Floating Lights, General Return,

.

Midsummer quarter,

1852, 789/. 6s.

.

,
,

.

.

.

.

.

,

1852, 833/. 12s. 9d.

.

Do., 1858, 454/.

See Floating Lights,

General Return, 20.
See Floating Lights, General Return,

53, 54. Nil.
56, 57. Nil.

By Committees

7s. 9(/.

lOrf.

1858, 1,355/. 19s. 2d.

20.

of Elder Brethren and by the Assistant Agent

in charge of monthly reliefs.
At the time of effecting the monthly reliefs.
1857, 9th and 10th Ularch, 7.20 p.m. on the 9th

to 6.20 a.m. on
the 10th; position of vessel when chain parted made it
necessary to extinguish light (duration 11 hours).
1857, 9th and 10th Jlarch, chain parted for 19 hours.
Aneroid barometer, with thermometer attached, and three
compasses.
64, 65. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Once a month. The master or mate and G men are always on
board the master or mate and three men on shore in rotation. Relieved by steam vessel from Great Yarmouth.
By steam vessel from Great Yarmouth once a month.
Yes, at Great Yarmouth as soon as slie could be towed to the
;

.

20.

5i</.

Total income for 1852, 2,828/. 15s.

64, 65.

n.

Name on the sides of the vessel,
ball at the masthead.
2 masts, one 69 feet long, one 12 feet ; and 1 staysail.
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the
water.
floored by 210 fathoms ground chain between two mushroom
anchors, with 150 fathoms bridle chain to centre ring.
Ground tackle, two bower anchors and 105 fathoms chain.
Patent proved short-linked chain 1-^ inch iron. Two mushrooms
33 cwt. each ; best bower anchor, 20 cwt. ; spare ditto, 1 4 cwt.
Brown, Lenox, and Co., AliUwall.
Upper, 38 feet; lower, 14 feet.
Upper, 61 miles ; lower, 4 miles.
10 and 4 miles.

39. 1

By Committees

compasses,
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Once a month. The master or mate and six men are always on board; the master or mate and three menon shore
in rotation. Relieved by steam vessel from Great Yar-

!,

Frederick Preston.

aft, 8 feet 1 inch.

- 2

„

422/. 19s., including revolving apparatus.
1858,7/. 16s. 9d.
1857,7/. 12s. 2d.

2/.

;

Red

23 days.

20.

.

;

24 days.

20/.

,,

<
,,
„
additional on
„
„
9 6
„
l_ wages.
301/. 2s. Gd.j victualling allowance.
See Floating Lights, General Return,
Is. 6f?. per man per day.

4 seamen

.

155 tons.

Great Yarmouth
Forward, 7 feet
Red.

.

.

4
3 lamplighters2 12
1 carpenter - 2 17

.

;

Wood.

.

.

Opermon.

5

mate

1

;

deck.

3,859/. lis. 6d.

1

; sand ; 3 knots.
William Davie, Great Yarmouth.
JMay 1826, by Captain IVIanby, of Great Yarmouth renewed
May 1^34, by General Shipowners' Society and trade of
London and ports generally on the east coast. See
Floating Lights, General hetnrn, 20.
To mark the fairway between the Scroby and Gorton Sands,
entering Yarmouth Roads through Hewett's Channel.
Since 1st January 1837.
Two unequal heights.
Length, extreme, SO feet; breadth, 21 feet.

G i'athoms

6rf,

56/. 18s. "id.

NICHOLAS GATT.

ST.

Eastern Side of the Northern Entrance into
Cockle Gatt.

;

station,

.:

;

APPENDIX— FLOATING LIGHTS

lU

Corporation of Trinity House, London,
10.

9.

SHIPWASH.

STANFORD.

the North-east End of the Sand
Orfordness.

On

Near the North End of the Newcorae Sand,
off Lowestoft,

towards Mid-Channel.

9 fathoms; sandy; three knots.

2.

The Light Committee of the Board.
February 1834. The trade of South Shields, Newcastle, and
Tynemonth shipowners and others of the port of London.

4,

4.

fathoms; l>lue clay; :(', knots.
William Davie, (ileal Yarmouth.

5.

November

5.

63

2.

;

6.

Ovvner.i and master.s of ships of Newcastle.
Hull, and other northern parts interested in the coal, Baltic,
and coasting trade. See Kloating Lights, General Return, 20.
For leading clear of the Newcome and through the Stanford

7.

Channel.
Since 21st August 1815.

8.

Two;

9.

Length, extreme, 73 feet

in.

breadth, 21 feet,

Wood.

Length, extreme, 80 feet

17.

Wire rod

14.
15.

17.

water.
18.

'

water.

Jloored by 150 fathoms ground chain between two mushroom
anchors, with 150 fathoms bridle chain to centre ring.
Ground tackle, two bower anchors and lOt) fathoms chain.
inch iron. Two mush19. Patent proved short-linked chain
rooms, 32 cwt. each ; best bower anchor, 20 cw t. ; s])are ditto.

If.

IS.

^Moored by 210 fathoms riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackle, two bower anchors and 105 lathoms chain.
Mushroom
Patent proved short-linked chain I^ inch iron.
anchor, 32 cwt. ; best bower anchor, 20 cwt. ; spare ditto,
14 cwt.

H

14 cwt.

20.

Brown, Lenox, and Co., Millwall.

21.

38

feet.

22. 6j miles.

Lenox, and Co., Millwall.

£0. Brown,
21. 23 feet.

23.

10 miles.

22. 5 miles.

24.

Fixed; bright.

23. 10 miles.
24. Fixed; bright.

25.

Both

38. 11.

£

- 4
o
1 mate
3 lamplighters 2 12
1 carpenter

o
O

1

suit

31.

41. Is. 6rf. per day per man.
'
42. 654/. 8s. ed.
43. One lantern and apparatus
from store.
44. 1857, 23/. 10s.

9rf.

1/.

.38.

22 days.

34.

23 days.
3,833/. 6s.

37. 94/.

uniform

:

per ann.
house rent.
present an
allowance of
10 per cent,
20/.

„
„

„

v.

additional

r.

wages.

39.

1

master

1

mate

1857, general repair. 464/.

\\d.

5*'.

3d., 98/.

per gross.

48. 2/. 13s.
49. See Floating Lights,

per

1

1

suit

uniform

:

per ann.

20/.

liouse rent
^At present an
allowance of

4

3 lamplighters 2 15
- 3
1 carpenter
- 2 10
2 seamen
- 2 12
3
.,

,

,

W.'i. llrf.

r,
One

1

repaired

f

10 per

cent,

additional ov.

wages.

6

per day per man.

42. 506/. 3s. lOd.
43. 323/. 19s. Id.

46

1858, 10/. lis. 6d,
gallons; wicks, 80 dozen. 18S8, oil, 315 gallons;
wicks, 92 dozen.
Rapeseed. 1857, imperial gallon, 9 lbs. at 4s., ,58/. 4s. 1858,

47.

Argand

44. 1857, 8/. Ss. lOd.
45. 1857, oil, 291

.Ss.

fid.

O
-

40. 301/. 2s. 6d., victualling allowance.

,

3dO/.

1858, 28/. 95. Id.

cotton, 2s.

1857,

1/.

lis. 5Jd.

ditto, at

1858,

.3s.

3d., 51/. 3s. 9d.

cotton,

6rf.

2.'!.

per gross.

1857,

Ifis.

8d.

1858, 19s. 2d.

48. 2/. 13s.

General Return,
Included in Return for Lowestoft High Light.
1858. 958/. Is. lid. See Floating Lights,
General Return, 20.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
52. 53, 54. Nil.
20.

50.

51. 1852, 941/. 9s. lid-

55, 56, 57. Nil.

and by Assistant Agent in
58. By Committees of Elder Brethren
'
charge of monthly reliefs.
monthly reliefs.
59. At the time of eftecting the
60. 61. No.
attached, and three
62. Aneroid barometer, with thermometer
compasses.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
men are always on
66. Once a month. The m.ister or mate and six
board ; the master or mate and three men on shore in
Relieved by steam vessel from Great Yarmouth.
rotation.
67. By steam vessel from Great Yarmouth once a month.

49 See Floating Lights, General Return,
50. 1852, 746/. 12s.
2,690/. 7s. 9d.

Great Yarmouth; as soon as she could be towed to the

9;d.

1858,

422/.

1858, 1,144/. 8s.

51. 1852, 843/. 8s. 5d.

20.

3s.

Id.

7d.

Total

for

1852,

See Floating Lights,

General Return, 20.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

52. 53, 54. Nil.

55, 56, 57. Nil.

,
of Elder Brethren and by oflicer in charge ot
the monthly reliefs.
monthly reliefs.
59. At the time of effecting the

58.

By Committee
"

No.
Aneroid barometer, with

60. 61.
62.

63, 64, 65.

station.

20.

4rf.

Id,

11.

41. Is. 6d.

new,

10s. ^\d.

68. Y'es, at

"is.

38.

on

613 gallons ; wicks, 151 dozen. 1858, oil, 604 gallons
wicks, 1 45 dozen.
ISjS,
1857, imperial gallon, 91bs. at 4s., 122/. 12s.
Rapeseed.
46.
ditto, at

Gong.

33.

.36.

45. 1857, oil,

Argand

32.

35. 2,845/. 14». 6d.

allowance.
40. 301/. 2s. 6d., victualling

47.

None.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
See Floating Lights, General Return,

30.

„

-270,,

seamen

29.

jiarabolic

reflectors of 12 inches diameter.

f At

„

-2170

5

Eight burners

d.

s.

-500 per mon.:

master

1

28.

and parabolic

29. None.
30. William Wilkins and Co., London.
31. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
32. Gong.
33. 24 days.
34. 24 days.
35. 1,882/. 6s. 9rf.
36. 3,458/. 13s. 7rf.
37. 617. 15s. 9d.
„,,, „
„j
ISod, ditto, 612/. is. 3d.
38. 1851, general repair. 413/. 9s.

39

27.

Not revolving.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and
Catoptric.

26.

stationary.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Argand lamps, burners J of an inch,
27. Catoptric.
reflectors of 12 inches diameter.
28. 16 burners; 8 in each lantern.
25.
26.

breadth, 21 feet.

158" tons.
Blackwall; U. and H. L. Wigram.
Forward, 7 feet ; aft, s feet.
Red.
Red ball at the masthead. Name on the sides of the vessel.
1 lu{;sail, 1 staysail.
1 mast, 69 feet long ;
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the

staysail.

chain

;

11.

16.

aiiovc the masthead, connected by met,al plates to
rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the

only.

Wood.

1.3.

16.

15.

One

9.

10.

12.

and Westbrook.

Forward, 7 feet 4 inches ; aft, 7 feet 8 inches.
Red.
Red ball at each masthead. Name on the sides of the vessel.
Two masts, 52 feet each; 2 lugsails, 1 fore staysail, 1 main

13.

8.

To mark

(3.
i

horizontal.

11. 129J5 tons.
12. Blackwall ; Garrett

14.

7.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
north-east end of sand and north-east entrance to
Shipway.
Since 1st January 1837.

1814.

;

oft'

thermometer attached, and

three

compasses.

General Return,

Lights,
63, 64, 65. See Floating
66* Once a month. The master or

G7.

68.

20.

mate and six men are always
on shore in
on board; the ma.ster or mate and three men
Blackwall.
rotation. Relieved by steam vessel from
month.
a
once
By sailing cutter from Harwich
towed to the station.
Yes, at Blackwall as soon as she could be
;

-

REPLIES TO
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Corporation op Trinity House, London.

IL

12.

SUNK.

GALLOPER.

Fairway of the East Swin.
10 fathoms;

.

stiff

South-west Part of the Shoal.

clay; three knots.

The Light Committee of the Board.

.

Proposed 1776; applied for by the trade, 1795.
Lights, General Return, 20'

.

To mark

,

20 fathoms ; clay and sand ; 2^ knots.
The Light Committee of the Board.
16th October 1S03, by the Admiralty.
General Return, 20.

See Floating

north-east entrance to East Swin, and to guide vessels

round Long Sand.

To mark

Since 20th April 1802.

,

One

only.

Two

feet.

Wood.

158o\ tons.

Blackball

1585"! tons.

M. and H.

;

Forward, 7 feet ;

Wigram.

L.

Northfleet (Kent)

aft, 8 feet.

Red.

,

Name on

red ball at the masthead.

One mast, 69

feet

long

one

;

lugsail,

sides of the vessel.

one

Patent proved short-linked chain Ih inch iron.
Mushroom,
40 cwt. ; best bower anchor, 20 cwt. spare ditto, 14 cwt.

,

,

6| miles.

,

.

10 miles.
,

bright.

,

Not revolving.

,

See Floating Lights, General Return,

,

Argand lamps, burners

Catoptric.

^

20.

of an inch, and parabolic

'Eight burners.

None.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
See Floating Lights, General Return,

20.

Gong.
21 days.

,

22 days.
2,868/. 14s. 6d.

3,716/. 10s.

.

2(1.

1857, general repair, 331/. lis.

70/. 9s. 2f/.

39. 1

permon.

master

mate

1

9(/.

d.

s.

:

1

suit

uniform

-

3 lamplighters 2 15
- 3
O
1 carpenter
- 2 10
3 seamen
2

-

Is.

,

per ami.
house rent.

20/.

I

allowance of
per cent.

< 10

additional

2 12

on

towages.

allowance.

301/. 2s. 6d., victualli

,

;

fAt pi-esentan

seamen

per day per man.

6d.

524/. Os. 2d.

,

327/. 14s. lid.

.

1857,

.

8/. lis.

3d.

1858, 10/.

4s.

6d.

oil, 288 gallons; wicks, 77 dozen.
wicks, 79 dozen.

1853,

1857,

,

Rapeseed.

,

1857, imperial gallon, 9lbs. at

oil,

303 gallons

4s., 57/. 12s.

;

1858,

ditto at 3s. 3d., 49/. 4s. 9d.

Argand cotton

.

at 2s. 6d.

per gross.

1857,

16s.

O^d.

1858,

16s. 5hd.

13s.

.

2/.

.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

.

.

See Floating Lights,

General Return,

1858, 921/. ^s. 9d.
20.

See Floating Lights, General Return,
Nik
By Committees of Elder Brethren in both years.
1857, 25th August
1858, 27th August.

53, 54. Nil.

,

.

Total for 1852,

3rf.

1852, 850/. 14s. \\d.

56, 57.

.

20.

1858, 1,311/. 3s.
1852, 1,983/. 12s. S^d.
Includes the Galloper.
7,523/. 9s. 0\d.

,

20.

;

No.
Aneroid barometer, with

,61.
.

thermometer attached, and three

compasses.
,

.

.

.

64, 65.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

20.

Once a month. The master or mate and six men are always on
board; the master or mate and three men on shore in rotation. Relieved by steam vessel from Blackwall.
By sailing cutter from Harwich once a mimth.
Yrrs, at Blackwall
so soon as she could be towed to the
;

station.

Both thirty-eight feet.
Both 6t miles.
Both ten miles.
Both fixed and bright.
Both stationary.
See Floating Lights, General Return,
Catoptric, Argand lamps, burners
reflectors of 12 inches diameter
16 burners, 8 in each lantern.

reflectors of 12 inches diameter.

the sides of the vessel.

one

;

lugsail,

one large

Moored by 210 fathoms riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackk-, twi> li.mer anchors and 16,'. fathoms chain.
Patent proved short-linked chain U inch iron. Mushroom,
40 cwt. best bower anchor, 20 cwf.
spare ditto, 14 cwt.
Brown, Lenox, and Company, Millwall.
;

,

;

Name on

masts, one 69 feet, one 60 feet
one small staysail.

Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the water.

^lilhvall.

feet.

Fixed

William Pitcher.

staysail,

;

Brown, Lenox, and Company,

;

Forward, 7 feet ; aft, 8 feet.
Red.
Red ball at each masthead.

Two

staysail.

Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the water.
Moored by 210 fathoms riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackle, two bower anchors and 105 fathoms chain.

38

horizontal.

Length, extreme, 80 feet; breadth, 21 feet

Wood.

A

;

it.

January 1804,

.Since 21st

Length, extreme, SO feet; breadth, 21

,

See Floating Lights,

the shoal and keep vessels to the westward of

;

20,

nch, and parabol

APPENDIX -FLOATING

nc

LIGHTS

CoKi'OR.vTiox OF Trinity House,

13.

CORK.
Near the Cork Ledge, Harwich Harbour.
2.
4.

41 fathoms

;

hard

two knot?.

;

Cjiirnittce ol'tho Bj.ird.

The Light

6.

Sei Floating Lights, General Return,
To mark the approaches to Har-.vich.

7.

Since 1st

5.

May

8.

One

9.

Length, extreme, SO feet; breadth,

10.

20.

1S44.

only.
'Jl

feel.

Wood.

11. 152|; tons.
12. .larrow

13.

14.

;

Forward,
Red.

Thos. and Uobt. Brown.
7 feet

;

aft, S feet

Name on the sides of tlie vessel.
ball at the masthead.
mast 69 feet long, 1 lugsail, and 1 staysail.
by meta plates to
17. Wire rod above the masthead, connected
chain rigging, and copper band; down the sides tothe water.
between
2 -nnshroom
18 Moored by 210 fathoms ground ciiain
centre ring.
anchors', with ISO fathom; bridle chain to the
b:>iver aiiehor^ :\nd 1C).'> fathoms chain.
(iroiind tackle,
mushrooms,
19 Patent proved short-linked chain li inch iron; 2
cwt.
;i2cwt. each best boweranchor, -il cwt.; sp iro ditto, 14

15.

Red

16. 1

Li

;

20.

Brown, Lenox, and

21.

38

Co., .Milhval].

feet.

22. 6i miles.
23.

24.
2.1.
2li.

27

10 miles.

Revolving; bright.
in 2 minutes, sliowing a flash every 30 seconds.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Argand la'nps, burners i of an inch, and
Catoptric.

Once

relledorsof 12 indies di.im.-tcr; cla:!
chine.
28.

4 burners.

29.

None.

31.

and Son, London.
See Floating Lights, General Return,

32.

Gong.

80. Robt. '.Vilkins

33.

20.

'

par.d)>lii

revolv
'

•'

London.

;

CIRCULAR

REPLIES TO

No.

I \^.—

ENGLAND.
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.

.

15.

16.

SV/IN MIDDLE.

MOUSE.

West End of the Sand.

West End of the Sand.

6.

Four fathoms sand and mud
knots.
The Lia;ht Committee ol' the Board.
February 1S34.
London and Edinburgh Steam Packet
Company and shipowners and others of the port of LondonSee Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
To mark the S.W. end of the "Middle,"' and for navigating tlie

7.

Swin.
Since 1st January 1837.

2.
4.
5.

;

;

One

Length, extreme, 84 feet

only.

Wood.

.

.

IG.

One mast, 69

17.

Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the

IS.

Moored by 210 fathoms ground chain between

.

.

;

feet long,

1

lugsail,

I

,

of tjie vessel.

.

staysail.

.

water.

19.

.

.

15.

14.

.

.

Poplar; Joseph Fletcher.
Forward, 7 feet aft, 8 feet.
Red.
Red ball at the masthead. Name on the sides

13.

.

.

breadth, 22 feet.

;

11. 138ii tons.

12.

.

.

8.
9.

10.

'2

,

2 mushroom
anchors, with 165 fathoms bridle chain to centre ring.
Ground tackle, 2 bower anchors and 105 fathoms chain.

38

Revolving

;

only.
;

breadth, 21 feet

Wood.
15S,j:"-

tons.

Blackwall

;

William Pitcher.

Forward, 7 feet ; aft, 8 feet.
Rod.
Red ball at the masthead. Name on sides of the
vessel.
One mast, 69 feet long; 1 lugsail ; 1 staysail.
Wive rod above the masthead, connected
by metal plates to
"^°'"^' ""'' copper bands down the sides to the

wSe"
Moored by 210 fathoms ground chain between
two anchors.
with 165 fathoms bridle cliain to centre!
Ground tackle,
2 bower anchors and 105 fathoms chain.
iron
2 anchors,
anchor, 20 cwt.
;

feet.

Not revolving.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Argand lamps, burn
of ai

bright.

Once

33. 22 days.
34. 22 days.
33. 2,427/. 2s.
36. 3,726/. 7s.

Catoptric.

,

.

Four burners.
None.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
See Floating Lights, General Return,
Gong.

37. 55?. 2s.

.

.

.

20.

.

.

.

.

,

and parabolic

'-

reiiectors of 12 inches diameter.
Eight burners.
None.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
See Floating Lights, General Retu

Gong.
17 days.
1 7 days.
2,669/. 2s. 5d.
3,689/. 18s.

79/. Os. id.

In 1851, 764/.

Ss.

l\d

5f/.

W.

1858, general repair, 565/. 13s. Id.

Opermon.

liter

:

1

suit unifc

n

20/.

:

d.

-5
1

mate

301/. 2s.

6t/.,

.

.

642/. 5s. lid.,

.

1857,

.

.

.

.

.

Rapeseed.

Argand
2/.

6

(_

;

1858,

S/.

,

.

1852, 814/.

1857,

imperial gallon, 9

-id., 26/.

.

13s.

8(/.

1858, oil, 161 gallons;

lbs., at 4s., 32/.

8s.

1858,

f .\t present an

3 lamplighters
1 carpenter

-300

2

seamen

2 10
12

-

I

<

I,

301 i

2s. 6d.
6d. per day
547/. 12s. 5(7.
501/. 6s. lOd.

allowance of
10 per cent.

I

6

;

per ann.

house rent,

O

4

-

additional

on

wages.

per man.

1857, 11/. 3s. lOd.
1858, 11/. 10s.
1857, oil, 295 gallons , wicks, llfi dozen.
wicks. 111 dozen.

1858,

oil,

807 callous

•

'

1857, 4s. total cost, 59/.
1858, 3s. 3d.
total cost '
49/. 17s. 9d.
Argand cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross. 1857, total cost, 24s
"d
1858, 23s. lid.
;

;

21. 13s.

3s. 'id.

1858,

mate

Rapeseed.

1857, 13s.

9;/.

1858, 10s.

1858, 208/. 18s.

5c/.

1,527/.

lOs.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Midsummerquarter,is52,470/.5s.3id. Ditto, 1858,208/ 18s lOd
Total for 1852, 1,690/. 5s. sid.
1S52, 833/. 19s. lid.
1858, 876/. 13s. 6d.

lOt/.

Os. 6ic/.

See Floating Lights.

General Return, 20.
See Floatiog Lights, General Return,

See Floating
o
General Return, 20.
See Floating Lights, Genera! Return "0

Li.'hts,
o

>

53, 54. Nil.
Nil.

See Return for Maplin Lighthouse.
Nil.

20.

By Committees of Elder Brethren and officer
monthly reliefs.
At the time of effecting the monthly reliefs.

By Committees
in charge of the

of the Elder Brethren and officer in
charge
^ of
the monthly reliefs.
At the time of effecting the monthly relief
1852, 27th to 29th December, cable parted, and position of
vessel

made

it

necessary to extinguish light.

Light extinguished

from 3 a.m. on the 27th December and the whole of
the

No.
Aneroid

61.

barometer, with
compasses.

thermometer attached, and three

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
The master or mate and six men are always on
the master or mate and three men on shore in rotation.
Relieved by steam vessel from Blackwall.
By steam vessel from Blackwall once a month.
Yes, at Blackwall as soon as she could be to-.ved lo the

64, 65.

Once a month.
board

.

wages.

1

Is.

13s.

56, 57. Nil.

.

on

10s. Id.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Midsumtner quarter, 1852, 483/. 3s. \Ql%d.

53, 54.

,

per ann.
house rent.

20/.

allowance.

cotton, at 2s. 6d. per gross.

,

.

:

additional

1857, oil, 162 gallons; wicks, 66 dozen.
wicks, 50 dozen.

,

.

uniform

allowance of
10 per cent,

Total income, 1852, 1,715/.
.

suit

including revolving apparatus.

Id.

ditto, at 3s.
.

1

per man.

Is.

9/. 8s.

:

f .\t present

victualli

6d. per day
621/. 14s. Id.

.

Opermon.

4
2 15
3
2 10
2 12

-

3 lamplighters
1 carpenter
4 seamen
1
„
,

See

to the Snin.

miles.
10 miles.
Fixed; bright.

machine.

32.

and mark the entrance

65-

in two minutes, showing a flash every 30 seconds.
26. See Floating Lights, General Retinn, 20.
Ar^and lamps, burners i of an inch, and p.arabolic
27. Catoptric.
retlectors ot 12
inches diameter. Clockwork revolving

31.

One

Length, extreme, 80 feet

38

Co., Millwall.

feet.

23. 10 miles.

30.

lead clear of the sand
Since 25th July 1S3S.

proved short-linked chain 1» ir
single fluked, 24 cwt. each; best
bov
spare ditto, 14 cwf.

22. 61 miles.

29.

To

Patent

14 cwt.

Brown, Lenox, and

28.

;

Brown, Lenox, and Co, Millwall

21.

25.

;

Patent proved short-linked chain 1^ inch iron. Two mushrooms,
r anchor, 20 cwt. ; spare
32 cwt. each; be^t h
ditto,

20.

24.

Four fithoms sandy 2i knots.
The Light Committee of the Board.
November 1837. General Steam Navigation Company.
Floatmg Lights, General Return, 2U.

;

;

station.

P3

night of the 28th December.
1S52, 27th to 29th December, cable parted 41 hours
Aneroid barometer, with thermometer attached,

and three

compasses.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Once a month. The master or mate and 6 men are always on
board; the master or mate and 3 men on shore
in rotation.
Relieved by steam vessel from Blackwall.
By steam vessel from Blackwall once a month.
Yes, at Blackwall; as soon as she could be towed
to the station.

64, 65.

APPENDIX- FLOATING LIGHTS:
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
18.

17.

TONGUE.

NORE.
End

East
2.
4.

5.

6.

7.

East Tongue Sand.

of the Sand.

3 fathoms ; sandy ; 1^ knots.
The Light Committee of the Board.
1732, by David Avery, and principal merchants, owners, and
masters of vessels passing the Norc Sand. See Floating
Lights, General Return, 20.
Best position for entering the Thames and Jledivay, and to
clear the Nore Sand.
Since 1732.

8.

One

9.

Length, extreme, SO feet

11.
12.

Forward, 7 feet
14. Ued.

13.

;

;

breadth, 21 feet.

Red

IG.

One mast 69

To mark

7.

Since

8.

Two

1st October 1848.
unequal heights.
Length, extreme, SO feet

22.
23.
24.
25.

26.
27.

mushroom

2

;

machine.

158i2 tons.

12.

Blackwall; Richard and Henry Green.
Forward, 7 feet aft, 8 feet.
Red.
Red ball at the masthead. Name on the sides ol'the vessel.
2 masts, one 69 feet long, and one 12 feet long, 1 lugsail, and

16.

;

29. None.
30. William Wilkins and Company, London.
31. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
32. Gong.

.

23 days.
23 days.

Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the

IS.

general

repair,

13s.

41/.

18o8,

4rf.

ditto,

cl.

O per mon.:

master

mate

1

suit iinifol

perann.
house rent.
^.\t present an
allowance of
i 10 per cent.

n:

- 4

3 lamplighters2 15
1 carpenter - 3

seamen

-

2 10

I

1858, 6/. 14s. Id.
1857, 7/. 8s. 4rf.
dozen.
45. 1857, oil, 146 gallons; wicks, 52

46

wicks, 53 dozen.
Rapcseed. 1857, 4s. per gallon

47.

Argand cotton,

for 1857, 49/. 4s.

;

2s.

2!!.

55, 56, 57. Nil.
58.

By Committees

59

.\t

Cost
1858,

General Return,

20.

16s.

hee Floating Lights,

seaman

„

-

,

of Elder Brethren and

perann.
house rent.
present an
allowance of
10 per cent.
20/.

:

|'.\t

„

I

„

(

[in

„
„

addition

on wages.

per day per man.
18s.

Dioptric, 101/. 7s.

Gd. (lens only), lan-

1858, 15/. 12s.
45. 1857, oil, .395 gallons (both lights) ; wicks, 100 dozen; ditto,
14 yards.
1858, oil, 394 gallons; wicks, 99 dozen; ditto,
13i yards.
1858, .3s. 3il. ; cost, 64/. Os. 6d.
46. Rapesced. 1857, 4s. ; cost, 79/.
1857, 1/. Os. lOd.
1858,
47. Argand cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross.
Concentric cotton, 5id. per yard.
1857, 6s. 5d.
1/. Os. 7Jd.
1858, 6s. 2Jd.
48.

2/.

49.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Slidsummer quarter, 1852,
Princes Channel:

^
officer

.

.

50.

13s.

—

743/. lis. 9d.,

55,
58.

Total for
lights; ditto, 1858, 646/. 8s. 4d., three lights.
1852, 2,785/. 14s., Hvo lights.
1858, 1,029/. 8s. Id. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
,5.3,
54. Nil.
56. 57. Nil.
By Committees of the Elder Brethren and oflicer in charge of

59.

monthly reliefs.
At the time of effecting the monthly

two

20.
. ,,

in charge of the

the time of effecting the monthly relief.
and position ot
1849, 28th to .-iOth December chain parted,
extinguished
vessel made it necessarj- to extinguish light ;
1851.26th
durin" the nights of 28th and 29th December.
for 10
October, vessel struck by a brig; extinguished

minutes.

December, chain parted nearly 2 days.
coraAneroid barometer, with thermometer attached, and 3

61. 1849, 28th to 30th

Return, 20.
63. 64, 65. See Floating Lights, General

51.

52.

60. No.
61. 1854, 14th to

barometer, with

relief.

parted her cable

;

three

day.s.

thermometer attached, and

three

Aneroid

66.

Once a month. The master or mate and six men are always on
board. Tlie master or mate and three men on shore in rota-

67.

By steam

68.

Yes,

Relieved by steam vessel.
vessel from Blaclcwall once a month.
at Blackwall; as soon as she could be towed to

tion.

;

Relieved by steam vessel from Blackwall.
a month.
67. By steam vessel from Blackwall once
could be towed to the station.
68. Yfcs, at Blackwall as soon as she

nth January,

62.

always on
Once a month. The master or mate and 6 men are
rotation.
board the master or mate and 3 men on shore in

;

„

tern not new.

.

1858, 1,351/. lis. 5d.

monthly reliefs.

66.

suit uiiilorm

44. IS.W, 19/. Is. 9d.

General Return, 20.
General Return,
52, 53, 54. Nil. See Floating Lights,

62.

lampligliters2 15

1852, 878/. 14s.; ditto, 1S58, 644/. 18s. Id.

Total for 1852, 3,737/.

1

1

1858, oil, loo gallons;

lis. Oid.

Midsummef quarter,

per mon.:

mate

42. .506/. 3s. lOd.
43. Catoptric, 369/.

18d8, 3s. 3d. per gallon.
;
ditto for 1858, 25/. 3s. 9d.
1857, 10s. lod.
lid. per gross.

48. 2/. 13s.
49. See Floating Lights,

d.

2
„
2 12 6
„
4
„
40. 301/. 2s. 6d. victualling allowauce.

repairs, 193/. los. 9d.

;

s.

-400,,
O
3
carpenter -300,,
10
1

41. Is. 6d.

Apparatus not new

£
-5

master

1

1854, general repairs, 1,350/. Is. 2d.

-

44.

60

39.

1

42. 758/. Is. 3d.

808/.

12 days.

34. 15 days.
35. 2,857/. 15.V. 5d.
36. 3,854/. Is. 3d.

additional on

man

51. 1852,

;

1

40. 301/. 2s. 6d. victualling allowance.
per day.
41. Is. 6d. per

SO

H

20/.

12

43.

chain.

inch iron. Mushroom,
Patent proved short-linked chain
:i2 cwt. ; best bower anchor, 20 cwi. ; spare ditto, 14 cwt.
20. Brown, Lenox, and Company, Millwall.
light,
light,
38
feet;
lower
14
feet.
I'pper
21.
lower, 4 miles.
22. rjjper, (>5 miles
2.'i.
I'pper, 10 miles; lower, 4 miles.
'J4. Roth lixed, upper, bright; lower, red.
2.'>.
Both stationary.
20. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
27. Upjier, catoptric. .Argand lamps, burners 2 of an inch, and
parabolic reflectors of 12 inches diameter. Lower, dioptric.
Small lenticular apparatus complete, with a two concenRed shades inside glass of lantern.
tric wick jiressure lamp.
lower, 5th order.
28. Ipper, 8 burners
taken
29. March 18.55, two of the burners of the upper light
away by direction of the Board. No alteration in character.
.'iO.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
DiopSee Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
31. Catoptric.
tric.
Lantern and lamp fixed on short mast 12 feet above
the deck.
Gong.
32

37. 54/. 19s. 3d.
38. 11.

38. 11.

4

Moored by 210 fathoms riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
CJround tackle, two bower anchors and 105 fathoms

33.

1,743/. 15s.

2,677/. Is. lOd.
1855,
12s.
48/.
442/. 17s. 8d.

1

1

staysail.
17.

;

as. 4 burners.

39. 1

breadth, 21 feet

11.

19.

U

inch iron 2 mushrooms,
Patent proved short-linked chain
ditto,
.'!2
cwt. each; best bower anchor, 20 cwt. ; spare
14 cwt.
Brown, Lenox, and Company, Jlillwall.
38 feet.
6} miles.
10 miles.
Revolving; bright.
Once in two minutes, showing a flash every 30 seconds.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Argand lamps, burners ; of an inch, .and parabolic
Catoptric.
revolving
reflectors of 12 inches diameter; clockwork

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

;

Wood.

water.

Moored by 210 fathoms ground chain between

chain.

21.

;

10.

15.

with 165 fathoms bridle chain to centre ring.
Ground tackle, two bower anchors and 105 fatlioms

20.

I5 knots.

;

comijanies, and others interested in the shipping of the Port
of London. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
the entrance of the Princes Channel.

(i.

anchors,

19.

sand

;

The Light Committee of the Board.
June 1847. Certain shipowners, directors of steam shipping

11.

water.
18.

5.

13.

Frederick Preston.
S feet.

aft,

;

ball at the masthead. Name on sides of the vessel.
feet long, 1 lugsail, and 1 staysail.
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the

15.
17.

4.

9.

only.

Wood.
155^ tons.
Great Yarmouth

10.

10 J'athoms

2.

station.

tlie

CIRCULAR

REPLiEts TO

IV.— ENGLAND.

No.

IJ9

Corporation of Trinity House, London.
19.

20.

PRINCES CHANNEL.

GIRDLER.
West Girdler Sand.

Between the Tongue and Girdler Lights,
Mouth of the Thames.
2.
4.
5.

Si fathoms; sand;

1

3i fathoms; sandy;

J knots.

The Light Committee of the Board.
By James Laming, Jlanager of the General Screw Ste.am
Shipping Company, and others interested in the navigation
of the Princes Channel. See Floating Lights, General Re-

7.

The

J knots.

To mark western entrance

1850.

to Prince's

Channel and

to clear

adjacent sands.
.Since 1st

One

turn, 20.
6.

1

The Light Committee of the Board.
June 1847. Certain shipowners, directors of steam shipping
companies, and others interested in shipping in the Port
London. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

October 1848.

only.

Length, extreme 80 feet

best for navigating the Princes Channel.

breadth, 21 teet.

;

Wood.
158^ tons.

Since 1st October 1856.

Blackwall Richard and Henry Green.
Forward, 7 feet aft, 8 feet.
Red.
;

;

158 A. tons.
Northfleet

,

William Pitcher.
About 7 feet forward ; ditto, S feet aft.
Red.
A red ball at the masthead. Name on sides of the vessel.
One mast 69 feet long ; one staysail.
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the water,
floored by 210 fathoms ground chain between two mushroom anchors, with 105 fathoms bridle chain to centre ring.
Ground tackle, 2 bower anchors and 105 fathoms chain.
Patent proved short-linked chain
inch iron.
Two mushrooms, 32 cwt. each; one best bower anchor, 20 cwt.; one
;

masthead. Name on the sides of the vessel.
One mast 69 feet long; one lug sail; one staysail.
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands do« n the sides to the water.
lloored by210fathoms ground chain between two anchors, with
165 fathoms bridle chain to centre ring. Ground tackle, two
bower anchors and 105 fathoms chain.
Patent proved short-linked chain li inch iron ; one single
fluked anchor, 30 cwt. one mushroom, 32 cwt. ; best bower

Red

;

anchor, 20 cwt.

U

38

38

10 miles.

62 miles.
10 miles.

Revolving

Revolving
in

feet.

6| miles.

]\lillwall.

feet.

Once

spare ditto, 14 cwt.

;

Brown, Lenox, and Company, Milhvall.

spare ditto, 14 cwt.

Brown, Lenox, and Company,

ball at

two minutes, showing a

every twenty seconds.

flash

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners ; of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors of 12 inches diameter, with red shades.
Clockwork revolving machine.

chine.
,

6 burners.

Four burners.
None.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
See Floating Lights, General Return,

None.

WiUiam Wilkins and Company, London.
See Floating Lights, General Return,
Gong.

bright.

;

Once in two minutes, showing a flash every 30 seconds.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners t of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors of 12 inches diameter.
Clockwork revolving ma-

red.

;

20,

,

,

15 days.
15 days.

,

,

20.

Gong.
17 days.
18 days.
2,857/. 15s. 5d.

2,978/. 2s. 6d.
4,100Z. 2s.,

including fixtures

for store room, but not lantern

apparatus or moorings.
647. 3s. 3rf.

1857, general repair, 941/.

since 1856.

.

3,769/. 9s.

.

68/. 15s. 3rf.

39.

per mon.

5

mate

1

;

uniform

suit

-

1

carpenter

2
3

seamen
„

301/. 2s.

6d.

;

6rf.,

20/.

-300

680/. lis. Id.'

.

Lanterns and

fitting,

.

10s.

1858, 11/. 14s.

1857, 12/. 14s. Sd.

/

Srf.

1

2 12
).

;

apparatus,

88/.

12s.

1858,

oil,

266 gallons;

Rapeseed., imperial gallon, 91bs. 1857, at 4s per gallon,

.

.

.

.

21.

per gross. 1857,

19s. Id.

6d.

393/. 15s. lid.

I.

1857,

i.

1857, oil, 157 gallons; wicks, 44 dozen.

,

56, 57. Nil.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

52/. 12s.

.

By Committees

20.

,

.

.

1858, 11/. 14s. 9d.
1858,

gjillons;

oil,

Rapeseed, imperial gallon, 91bs., 1857, at 45. per gallon, 31/. 8s.
1S5S, ditto, at 3s. 3d. per gallon, 25/. 16s. 9d.
Argand cotton at 2s. 6d. per gross. 1857, 9s. 2d. 1858, 9s. 2d.
21.

1

3s.

,

56, 57. Nil.

.

reliefs.

.

thermometer attached, and

By Committees of Elder Brethren and by officer
the monthly reliefs.
At the time of effecting the monthly reliefs.

in

Once a month. The master or mate and six men are always on
board the master or mate and three men on shore in rotation.
Relieved by steam vessel from Blackwall.
By steam vessel from Blackwall once a month.
Yes .at Blackwall as soon as she could be towed to h.?r station.
;

P4

No.
Aneroid barometer, with thermometer attached,

,

61.

,

64, 65.

three

compasses.
64, 65. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

charge of

compasses.
See Floating

I.igllts,

General Return,

and three

20.

C)nce a month. The master or mate and six seamen are always
on board the master or mate and three men on shore in
Relieved by steam vessel from Blackwall.
rotation.
;

;

.

lOd.

91. 8s.

'

At the time of effecting the monthly
Aneroid barometer with

on

wages.

,

I.

of Elder Brethren, and by officer in charge of

,61. No.
.

additional

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Included in Return for Prince's Channel Floating Light.
1858, 1,052/. 5s. 9d. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
53, 54. Nil.

I.

the monthly reliefs.
.

rent.

At present an
allowance of
10 per cent.

wicks, 44 dozen,

*.

53, 54. Nil.

per ann.

per day per man.

Is.

756/. 19s. 5d.

I.

1S5S, 19s. 2d.

13s.

'^

6

>..

i.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Nil for 1852. See Return for Tongue Floating Light for 1858.
1858, 896/. Is. 5d.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

,

.

at 2s. 6d.

20/.

301/. 2s. 6d., victualling allowance.

'..

4rf.

Ud.

1857, oil, 263 gallons; wicks, 94 dozen.

Argand cotton

I

i

cent.
additional on
towages.

1858, ditto, at 3s. 3d. per gallon, 42/. lis. 6d.
.

suit unifor m:

house

wicks, 92 dozen.
.

1

4
2 lamplighters 2 15

Total, 467/. 3s.
.

:

mate

1

I

378/.

'

!

per dav per man.

Is.

.

per mon.

master

1

\ 10 per

2 10
- 2 12
6
victualling allowance.
-

.

1855, general repair, 1,147/. 5s. 2d.

per ann.

house rent.
f At present an
allowance of

4
3 lamplighters 2 15
1

6rf.

2s. 9tl.

.

By steam

vessel

from Blackwall once a month.
he cnuld be towed tothe

Yes, at Blackwall; as soon ?s

station.

;

;

:

.

APPENDIX— FLOATING LIGHTS
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
21.

GULL.

GOODWIN.
End

Off the North

chalk, aud stones
9 fathoms; sand,

2.

Near the Western Edge of the Sand.

of the Sand.

8i fathoms

2j kno's.

;

8
9!

fine

hard sand

Two;
Wood.

breadth, 21 feet.

Blackwall

\t led

each masthead.

ball at

one 69

le. 3 masts,

feet,

two

„

,

.

j

,

.

.

ditto, 14 cwt.

Brown, Lenox, and

MillwaU.

Co.,

.

Not

25.

27.

28.

;.

16 burners; 8 in each lantern.

reflectors.

revolving.

None.
William Wilkins and Co., London.
Return,
See Floating Lights, General
Gong.

29.

SO.
31.

32.

Both 14 feet.
Both 4 miles.
Both 7 miles.
Both fixed and bright.
Both stationary.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
an inch, and parabolic
Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners 4 of

1.

Return, 20.
See Floating Lights, General
burners I of an inch, and pa.abol.c
Catoptric. Argand lamps,
diameter.
redectors 12 inches
24 burners ; 8 in each lantern.

26.

'

32,

,.
,
,„,„
r, „
Board in J une 1860
Character to be altered by direction of the
flash evcri .'0
from 2 fixed to 1 revolving light, showing a
minutes.
in
once
2
seconds, and revolving
William Wilkins and Co., London.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

Gong.
18 days.
19 days.
2,857/. 15s. ad.

20.
37.

4.197/. 9s.
116/. 10s.

3,630/.

No

"

3**-

•

£.

-500 per mon.:
-400,,

master

39. 1

mate

1

O

3 lamplighters 2 12
- 2 17
1 carpenter
,.

40. 301/. Is.
6rf.

41. Is.

erf.,

per

=.nn.

f .\t present

allowance of

f

additional on
I

18/. 7s. 6rf.

;

2/.

1858,

o,l,

lbs., at 4s., 175/.

per gross.

8.

1858,
,

,„.,,,„,
1/. 14s.
18o7,

.J
4<i

,0,0
1858,

"

'

SeeFloatingLigMsGener.al Return .a

51

1852, 861/! 19s.

52, 53, 54. Nil.

Total for 1852, 8,379/.

19s.

B; Comm!;tees
'

of Elder Brethren and

by officer in charge of

59.

monthly
At the time of

62.

thermometer attached, and 3 comAnero'id barometer, with

63 64 65.

67.
68.

gallon, 9

lbs.,

1858,

oil,

612 gallons;

at 4s., 124/.
1857,

cotton,' at '2s. 6d. per gross.
4s. iyi.

1/. 7s.

1858, ditto,
3id.

1858,

I'ss'" ^080/. 13S. 3d.

i

).

20.

1858, 931/. 5s. 5d.

See Floating Lights,

General Return, 20.
, „
See Floating Lights, General Return,

53, 54. Nil.

^

20.

Mr. H. B. Yule, Master R.N., that if the Gul
would be of much
Liohtvessel were near the Bunt Head, she
would be no longer
^rfater utility, and the Bunt Head buoy
should receive
necessary; acquainted that that suggestion
it was determined
due attention. On mature consideration

March

1859.

is

most advantageous.

in charge of
By Committee of the Elder Brethren and ofBcer
the monthly reliefs.
reliefs.
At the time of effecting the monthly
,.
,^.„,„,
ran foul of lightvessel,
20th Januarv- 1856. American ship
.

extinguished 3 hours.

reliefs.

effecting the

monthly

reliefs.

'".

passes-

Kfi

„

.
,»
1858, 13/. 17s. 3d.

620 gallons; wicks, 131 dozen.

that the present position

8rf.

1858, 1,014/. 13s. 7rf.
Return, 20.
See Floating Lights, General
6rf.

).

58.

wages.

per man.

8o9 gallons

13s.

^M|-;-;^,t7s!9rf.

I,

See Floating Lights, General Return,

2rf.

1/. 6s. Oirf.

50.

additional on
I

6

lOrf.

wicks, 165 dozen.

at 2s. 6rf.

pcraan.

1

O

Argand

lis. 9d.
ditto, at 3s. 3rf., 139/.

Arg.,nd cotton,

2(f.

13/. 2s. 9rf.
oil,

9

20/.

f At present an
allowance of
{ 10 per cent.

RapesSd,"857? imperial

gallon, 9
46 Rapese'ld.'issTimperial

48.

2

1857,

;

47.

unifonn:

1 suit

Lwages.

1858, 17/. lis.

877 gallons

-

1857

1/.

oil,

49.

seamen

650/. 13s.

\ 10 per cent,

6

refitting 151/. 2s.

Not new;

Oper mon.:

-400

301/. 2s. 6d.
Is. 6d. per diem^
798/. 6s. Id.

4rf.

45'.

•

20|.

:

victualling allowance.

44 1857,
1857,

9

uniform

suit

per day per man.
18s.

42. 805/.

43.

2

-

3

1

„
„
„

-270

seamen

2

5

d

s

-5

3 lamplighters 2 12
- 2 17
1 carpenter

experience in iron vessels.

,
general repair

18o3,

8rf.

mate

1

36. 5,587/. 4s. 5d.

(frequently damaged).

Id.

master

39. 1

34. 19 days.

37.

8rf.

708/. 15s.

33. 19 days.

35.

lore

.

.

feet.

Upper, 38 feet; lower, 28
5| miles.
22. Upper, 6 J miles; lower,
lower, 10 miles.
23. Upper, 10 miles;
lower, ditto.
24. Upper, fixed, bright;

1

U

.

21.

,

the water,
chain ri^finf, .-.nd copper bands down the sides to
between 2 mushroom
floored bv^SlO fathoms ground chain
chain to centre ring.
anchors', with 195 fathoms bridle
Ground tackle, 2 bower ai.chors, 105 fathoms chain.
inch iron; mushrooms.
Patent proved short- linked chain
cwt.
32 cwt. each ; 1 bower anchor, 20 cw t. ; 1 ditto, 14
Brown, Lenox, and Co.

.

20.

.

;

plates to
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal

on the

cham.
bower anchors and 105 fathoms

•'

Richard and Henry Green.
^
about 6 feet 9 inches forward.
of the vessel.

connected by metal plates to
Wire Vof'above the masthead,

17.

breadth, 21 feet.

\ red ball at each masthead. Name on the sides
main staysail, and
2 masts (60 feet long), 2 lugsails, 1

sides of the vessel
fore
52 feet each; 1 lugsail, and 1

Name

;

7 feet 10 inches aft

About
and Sons.
the Clyde ; Robt. Napier
inches; aft, S feet 3 inches.

Forward, 7 feet 3

13.

;

1585? tons.

10. Iron.

" Lovan"on

Navy Hoard).

(to the

20.

horizontal.

Length, extreme, 80 feet

Three ; triangular.
Length, extreme, 91

;

3^ knots.

See Floating Lights, General Return,
lead through the Gull stream.
Since 29th Jlay 1809.

Since August 1795.
leet

;

To

6.
7.

;

James White, Trinity Store, Ramsgate.
November 1808. Vice-.^diniral Campbell

lames White, Ramsgate.
bee Floating
applied for by the trade 1795.
5 Proposed 1776;
Lichts, General Return, 20.
Sands.
Goodwin
the
of
end
north
To indicate the

4

See Floating Lights, General Return,

20.

and 6 men are always on
Once a month. The master or mate
3 men on shore m rotation.
board the master or mate and
Ramsgate.
Relieved bv sailing tender from
a month.
Bv sailing tender from Ramsgate once
Yes, at Blackwall

;

as soon as she could be

towed

.0 the station

attached, and 3 cornAneroid barometer, with thermometer

A^i. should the life20.
"
to follow each rocket.
boat bf required, a blue light is
Return, 20.
General
Lights,
Floating
See
63
64,
""
or mate and 6 men ^"•e^l;^) ^
66 Once a month. The master
shore in rotation.
board; the master or mate and 3 men on
Relieved by sailing vessel.
Ramsgate once a month.
67 Bv sailing tetider from
soon as could be towed to the station.
68. Yes, at Blackwall ; as

63.

See Floadng Lights, General Return,

;

CIRCULAR

EEPLiES TO

IV.— ENGLAND.

No.

121

Corporation of Trinity House, London.
24.

23.

OWERS.

SOUTH SAND HEAD.
End

OfF the South
"White,

;

2j knots.

4.
5.

.

14.
16.

Forward, 6 feet 10 inches ;

,

aft, 7 feet

17.

9 inches.
18.

Red.

,

masthead. Name on the sides of the vessel.
One mast, G9 feet long ; one lugsail, one fore staysail.
above
rod
the masthead, connected by metal i)lates to
"Wire
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the water.
Moored by 210 fathoms rifling chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackle, two bower anchors and 105 fathoms chain.
Patent proved short-linked chain 1^ inch iron. Mushroom
best bower anchor, 20 cwt.
spare ditto,
about 46 cwt.
14 cwt.
Brown, Lenox, and Co., Jlillwall.

Red

,

,

,

,

,

ball at the

;

,

;

38 feet.
Gt miles.
10 miles.
Fixed; bright.

8 burners.

None.
Wm. Wilkins and Co., London.
See Floating Lights, General Return,
Gong.

,

,

.

3,212/. 19s. Uil.

.

sol. 16s.

permon:

2

-

-

-

- 2

per

man

1

suit

perann.
house rent.
f At present an

uniform

:

j

I

1

carpenter

2 17

3 lamplighte
3 seamen

2 12

;

8/.

Is. 6rf.

.

oil,

282 gallons;

1857,
1857,

Argand

6s.

3|d.

.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

.

Midsummer

.

1852, 827/. 8s. 5d.

per gross.

1857, lOs. Z^d.

1858,

Total

1852,

.

1858,

984/.

1858, 348/. 9s.

Is. 6<7.

for

See Floating Lights, General

Return, 20.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

20.

55, 56, 57. Nil.
58.

By Committee

59.

of the monthly reliefs.
At the time of effecting the monthly
No.

60.

61. 11th

of the Elder Brethren

and by

officer in charf'e
,

reliefs.

.

.

March

1853, through heaving cable short, which caused
the vessel to drag her mushroom. About noon of the llth
until near noon of 13th Jlareh 1853.

62.

Aneroid barometer, with thermometer attached, and three compasses.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
The master or mate and six men are always on
board; the master or mate and three men on shore
in rotation.
Relieved by sailing vessel from Ramsgate.

63. 64, 65.
66.

Once a month.

67.

By

68.

Yes,

sailing tender
.-It

from Ramsgate once a month.
as soon as she could be towed to the

Blaekwall

.

.

.

,

,

;

,

.

.

were prepared the Trinity House have placed a
""^ ^ ''""^ ^'"'^'- ^"•s' "hibitcd on the 1st Goto-

'^tui-ns

Ii*Jt'vp««!!rf°
be?, 186o!

n.

'^^

9rf.

per gross.

21. 13s.

4,370/. 19s. Urf.

52. 53, 54. Nil.

6d

.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
1,148/.

at 2s.

1857,

1/.

lOd.

1853,

Ditto,

1858,

Os.

3d.

quarter,

1852,

20.

1,808/.

5s.

Total for 1S52, 7,415/.
1858, 1,020/. 10s. 3d.

\d.

10s. id.

See Floating Lights,

General Return, 20.

cotton, at 2s. 6d.

51. 1852, 842/. 6s. 4rf.

;

Argand cotton,

lOs. 2hd.

50. 1852,

lamps and apparatus,

;

oil, 436 gallons
wicks, 100 dozen.
1858, oil, 447 gallons
wicks, 102 dozen.
1857, imperial gallon, 9Ibs., at 4s., 87/. 4s. 1858,

,

48. 21. 13s.
49.

250/. 17s. Id.
Total, 409/. 14s. 9d.
1858, 11/. 4s. 6(/.

fitting,

Rapeseed.

at 3s. 3d., 45/. 16s. 6d.
47.

and

11/. 13s. 9rf.

1,754/. 18s. Id.

lS58,ditto

on

9rf.

.

14s. 8d.

1858,

20/. perann.
house rent.
At present an
allowance of
10 per cent,
:

per day per man.

Lantern

ditto, at 3s. 3d., 72/. 12s.

wicks, 49 dozen.

uniform

suit

additional

158/. 17s. 2d.

,

1857,imperial gallon,^91bs., at4s.,57/.8s.

1

4

1/. Is.

287 gallons
wicks, 49 dozen.

Rapeseed.

mate

per day.

45. 1857, oil,

46.

master

1

575/. 14S.
,

43. 710/. 14s. lid.

1858,

permon.:

1

„

allowance.

42. 528/. Os. 3d.

44. 1857, 8/. Os. 5d.

10s. Id.

301/. 2s. 6d., victualling allowance.

20/.

allowiinee of
J
/ 10 per cent.
additional on

,

„
6

for store room, but not lantern

20.

„

7
9

No

Gong.

S3. 19 days.
34. 20 days.
35. 2,978/. 2s. 6rf.
36. 3,853/. Is., including fixtures

apparatus nor moorings.
1855, general repair, 715/.

„
„

O

40. 301/. 2s. 6d., victualling
41. Is. 6d.

1859, 4 burners added by direction of the Board.
alteration in " character."
William Wilkins and Co., London.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

1854, general repair, 855/. 19s. \ld.

- 4
1 mate
3 lamplighters 2 12
- 2 17
1 carpenter

„

March

30.
31.
32.

6(1.

- 5

seamen

27. Catoptric.

39.

2,129/. 16s.

3

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and parabolic reflectors of 12 inches diameter.

26.

37. 39/. 7s. Sd.

24 days.
28 days.

.

2

22. 6t miles.
23. 10 miles.
24. Fixed ; bright.
25. Not revolving.

28. 16 burners.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners 2 of an inch, and parabolic
reHectors of 12 inches diameter.

,

only.

U

19.

20.
21.

29.

Not revolving.

.

20.

in present position.

;

William Pitcher.
Forward, 1h feet; aft, Si feet.
Red.
A red ball at the masthead. Name on the sides of the vessel.
One mast, 69 feet long; one lugsail, one staysail.
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the water.
Moored by 255 fathoms riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackle, two bower anchors and 105 fathoms chain.
Patent proved short-linked chain
inch iron. Mushroom,
42 cwt. ; best bower .anchor, 14icwt. ; spare ditto, 11 cwt.
Brov<n, Lenox, and Co., Millwall.
38 feet.

13.

Green, Wigram, and Green.

;

Owers Sand.
since August 1857

Wood.

15.

Blaekwall

,

Length, extreme, SO feet ; breadth, 21 feet

the

158 Jj tons.
12. Northfleet;
breadth, 21 feet.

;

145;^ tons.

,

One

9.

11.

only.

Wood.

,

8.

Since 25th February 1832.

Length, extreme, SO feet

.

To mark

Since July 1788

10.

One

.

6.

7.

by Thomas Bayley,and other Cinque Port pilots and trade
of London and ports generally in the English Channel. See
Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
To mark the sonth end of the Goodwin Sand.
IS'28,

of the Shoal off Littlehampton,
Sussex.

19 fathoms; flat sandy rock ; 3 knots.
Robert Willis, East Cowes, Isle of Wight.
1788, by the trade. See Floating Lights, Gencraal Return,

2.

and chalk
Ramsgatc.

13 fathoms; sand

James

End

S.E.

of the Sand.

.

April 1857, Sub-Collector, Chichester, that coasting vessels
from the westward object to pay dues for the Owers,
although they are payable under the consolidated table.
A rule of the table makes all creeks and places to be
regarded as included in the name of the port to which
they severally belong, except where specially mentioned.
Under this regulation Chichester, when a creek of Portsmouth, was exempt from this charge ; but when transferred
by the Customs to Arundel (of which place it is now considered a creek), it became technically liable.
Under the
circumstances the Board ordered the collector not to charge
it on vessels to the westward, and gave directions for the insertion of a note to that efliect in the next edition of the tables.
54. Nil.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Nil.

July 1857, notice having been given of the intended alteration
of the Owers lightvessel three-quarters of a mile in a
S.S.W. J W. direction, Mr. Biddlecombe, R.N., Kevham, suggested still greater alterations, viz., that of placing the vessel
about S. 52 W. true 2^^ miles from previous anchorage on the
line of the leading mark throughthe Swatch. Receipt acknowledged ; not considered desirable to adopt the suggestion
Nil.

Committees of the Elder Brethren and by oflicer
the monthly reliefs.
At the time of effecting the monthly reliefs.

in charge

of

No.
Aneroid barometer, with thermometer attached, and three com-

61.

passes.
61, 65. See Floating Lights,

General Return,

20.

Once a month. The master or mate and six men are alwavs
onboard; the master or mate and three men are on shore
in rotation. Relieved by sailing vessel.
sailing tender from East Cowes once a month.
Yes, at Blaekwall ; as soon as she could be towed to the station.

By

;
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.
26.

•25.

CALSHOT.

WARNER.

Spit off Calshot Castle,
fathoms mud 1 J knots,

r.

3J
Robert Willis, East Cowes.

1.

November

!.

;

Eastern Part of the Shoal.

;

.

20.

.

To guard

i.

mud, broken shell, and gravel ; 1§ knots.
Robert Willis, East Cowes, Isle of Wight.
October 1853 (for a light on the Kickergill), by James Main,
pilot, per the Sub-Commissioners of Pilotage at Poitsmouth.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
To lead ships into Spithead between the Horse and Warner
13 fathoms;

Merchants and shipowners of Southampton
and neighbourhood. See Floating Lights, General Return,
1825.

the spit and to

mark

Southampton

the entrance to

Water.

One

1.

.

Sands.

:.

Since 1st

One

lOOjj tons.

.

Length, extreme, 80 feet; breadth, 21

.

Wood.

.

.

Red.

.

Red ball at
One mast,

Name on

the masthead.
feet,

lugsail,

1

1

the sides of the vessel.

.

.

staysail.

Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the

.

.

water.
.

I.

Moored by 00 fathoms ground chain between two anchors, with
100 fathoms bridle chain to centre ring. Ground tackle, two
bower anchors, SO fathoms chain.
Patent proved short-linked chain U inch iron. Two mooring
anchors, single fluked, 15 and 16 cwt. best bower anchor,
spare ditto, 8J cwt.

;

.

31 feet.

.

.

,

.

,

,

.

Great Yarmouth ; Thomas Barber.
Forward, 6 feet 5 inches ; aft, 7 feet 4 inches.
Red.

Red ball at the masthead. Name on the sides of
One mast, 69 feet long, 1 lugsail, 1 staysail.

.

9 miles.
Revolving; bright.

.

floored by 210 fathoms ground chain between two mushroom
anchors, with 150 fathoms bridle chain to centre ring.
Ground tackle, two bower anchors and 105 fathoms chain.
Patent proved short-linked chain la inch iron. Two mushrooms, 32 cwt each ; best bower anchor, 20 cwt. ; spare

Brown, Lenox, and Co., Millwall.
38 feet
6^ miles.

in four minutes, showing a flash every minute.
Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners i of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors of 12 inches diameter.

Once

,

.See

,

Robert Wilkins and Son, I ondon.
See Floating Lights, General Return,

10 miles.

Revolving; bright
in four minutes, showing a flash every mimito.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Catoptric.
Argand lamps, burners I of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors 12 inches diameter. Clockwork revolving machine.

Once

Four burners.
None.

,

s

20,

Four burners.
None.
W'illiam W'ilkins and Co., London.
See Floating Lights. General Return,

Gong.
37 days.

32 days.
33 days.

1,453/. 8s.

2,056/.

Us.

36/. Os.

\il.

4(/.

1S51, general

;

.•pair, 1,440/.

l,s.

1,694/. 16s. 6c;

11(/.

2,808/. 5s.

4rf.

1851, general repair, 1,442/. Cs.

59/. 6s. 6d. since 1854.

master

p. r

mon.

:

suit

1

per ann.
house rent.
f At present an
allowance of
10 per cent.
-J
additional on

uniform

-400,,

mate

3 lamplighters 2 12
- 2 17
1 carpenter
3 seamen
2
„

,,

O

„

-270,,
-296,,

20/.

leaving

1

1

6d.

,

,

,

495/.,

including revolving apparatus.

1857,

5/. 18s.

185S,

9d.

1857, oil, 156 gallons
wicks, 39 dozen.

.

1858, oil, 160 gallons

wicks, 39 dozen.

,

,

4s., 31/. 4s.

1858,

,

ditto at 3s. 3d., 27/.

Argand

.

cotton, at 2s.

6d.

per gross.

1857,

8.«.

l|d.

1858i

,

.

21. 13s.

.

See Floating Lights, General Return,
1852, 317/. 6s. 0|</.

.

1852, 783/.

,

53, 54. Nil.

,

56, 57. Nil.

1858, 248/.

.

monthly

i

allowance of

10 per cent
additional on
(.wages.

\

-270
-296

seaman

I

201/. 2s. 6d., victualling allowance.

Gd. per

739/. 8s.

day per man.

lOrf.

Apparatus not new.
1858, 6/. Us. Id.
1857, 8/. 18.«. lid.
1857, oil, 158 gallons; wicks, 75 dozen.
wicks, 74 dozen.

Rapeseed.

1857, imperial gallon, 9

1858,

lbs., at

4.s.,

oil,

157 gallons;

31/.

,

2/. 13s.

Is.

\0d.

lOrf.

.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

cotton, at

2s.

6dL

per gross.

1857,

12.<.

l.sjS,

15s.

7id.

1858,

15s. 5d.

Total for 1852,

See Floating Lights,
.

General Return, 20.
Sec Floating Lights, General Return,

20.

,

,

By Committees

per aim.

house rent.
f At presentan

Argand

.

1858, 820/. 13s.

4d.

20/.

i:

1

.

20.

1,142/. 8s. 4rf.
8s.

per

mate

ditto at 3s. 3d., 23/. 10s. 3d.

8s. 15d.

.

after

d.

master

Is.
,

1857, imperial gallon, 91bs., at

Rapeseed.

.

;

3/. 4s. "id.

lli/.,

Nicholas Gatt.

3 lamplighters
1 carpenter

per day per inan.
Cables, 353/. 3s. ; anchors not known.

,

St.

s.

39. 1

I

301/1 2s. 6<i, victualling allowance.
Is.

20.

Gong.

37 days.

1

the vessel.

Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands do«n the sides to the

ditto, 14 cwt.

6 miles.

39. I

feet.

water.
.

;

11 cwt.

Brown, Lenox, and Co.

1854.

only.

154^^ tons.

.

.

.

May

.

.

feet.

Blackwall ; Garrett and Westbrook.
Forward, 6 feet 9 inches ; aft, 7 feet G inches.

:.

.

;.

only.

Wood.

I.

.

1842.

Length, 67 feet; breadth, 18

I.

.

May

Since 16th

'.

of Elder Brethren and officer in charge of

reliefs.

.

No

20.

revenue.

See Floating Lights,
General Return, 20.
Sec Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

1852, not in position.

1858, 825/. Os. lid.

53, 54. Nil.
56, 57. Nil.

By Committees
monthly

of Elder Brethren and officer in charge of the

reliefs.

At the time of eS'ecting the monthly reliefs.
,61. No.
Aneroid barometer, with thermometer attached, and three
.

.

I,

.

,

.

At the time of

elTecting the

No.
Aneroid barometer, with

monthly

reliefs.

CI.

.

thennometer

attached, and three

compasses.
20.
64, 65. See Floating Lights, General Return,
Once a month. The master or mate and six men are alwavs
men on shore in
three
and
or
mate
on board ; the master

,
.

.

.

.

from East Cowes once a month or less.
By
Yes, at Blackwall J as soon as she could be towed to the station.

Once a month. The master or mate and six me" are always on
board; the master or mate and three men on shore in
rotation.

.

rotation.

sailing tender

compasses.
See lloating Lights, General Return, 20.

64, 65.

Bv sailing tender from East Cowes once a month or of^ener.
Yes, at Blackwall ; as soon as she could be towed to the station.

;

CIRCULAR

BEPLiES TO

IV.— ENGLAND.

No.
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Corporation of Trinity House London.
27.

28.

BEMBRIDGE.

SHAMBLES.

Off the Point of Bembridge Ledge, near

Nab Rock.

the
2.

5 falhoms

hard, with small pebbles

;

Robert Willis, East Cowes, Isle of Wight.
Lights, General Retui^, 20.

4.

Jlr.

5.

No

6.

To

See Floating

.

.

and trans-

application ; established by the Government,
ferred to the Corporation, under Act G & 7 Will.

;

8.

15 fathoms

to lead to

Length, extreme, 80 feet

9.

Wood.
156f|tons.

12.

Great Yannouth,

Since

One

.

Barber.

Forward, 6 feet 6 inches
Red.

;

15.

Red

Two

Name

each masthead.

ball at

on the sides of the

vessel.

Red.

masts, one 69 feet, one 60 feet; onelugsail; one stay-

Red

above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the

Onemast, 69

anchors, with

Ground

tackle,

165 fathoms bridle chain to centre ring.
two bower anchors and 105 fathoms chain.

Brown, Lenox, and Co.

21.

Upper, 38 feet

22.

Upper, 6| miles

23.

Both

24.

Both fixed and bright.

25.

Both stationary.

26.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

Brown, Lenox, and

,

lower, 28 feet.

38

,

;

lower, 5 J miles.

Argand lamps, burners

See Floating Lights, General Return,

reflectors 12 inches diameter.

Catoptric.

.

29.
30.

None.
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.

31.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

Co., Millwall.

feet.

Stationary.

.

of an inch, and parabolic

J

the sides of the vessel.

Fixed; bright.

.

16 burners, 8 in each lantern.

Name on

10 miles.

.

28.

6 inches.

6i miles.

.

ten.

27. Catoptric.

aft, 7 feet

Moored by 210 fathoms riding chain to a mushroom
anchor.
Ground tackle, 2 bower anchors and 105 fathoms
chain.]
Patent proved short-linke? chain 11
inch iron; mushroom,
40 cwt. ; best bower anchor, 20 cwt. ; sp:.re ditto,
14 cwt.

;

20.

;

ball at the masthead.

feet long; onelugsail; one staysail.
Wire rod above the masthead, connected
by metal
Cham nggmg, and copper bands down the sidesplates to
to the

Patent proved short-linked chain l^inch iron; two mushrooms,
44 cwt. and 34 cwt. respectively best bower anchor, 20 cwt.
spare ditto, 14 c^vt.

;

breadth, 21 feet.

;

.

sail.

Moored by 165 fathoms ground chain between two mushroom

10.

only.

Forward, 6 feet 6 inches

water.
18.

Harbour of Refuge, and clear
°

September 1859.

1st

Blackwall; WilliamPitcher.

M'ire rod

17.

1859.

to Portland

aft, 8 feet.
.

16.

m

162^1 tons.

.

14.

Areand lamps, burners
mches diameter.

.

Eight burners.
None.

20.
.

William Wilkins and Son, London.

33. 26 days.

.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

26 days.

.

32.Gong.

,

35. 1,971Z. 18s.

36. 2,973^. 18s. 8d.
37. 57/.

18s.

1851, general

llrf.

repair,

1,581/.

1857,

3s.

£
-

mate

-

s.

3,128/. 8s.

4,281/. 45.

.

Not

1
1

carpenter

per mon.

seaman

4

-

-

„

2 12
2 7
2 9

.

301/. 2s. Gd.

.

Is.

.

722/. Os. 5(f.

.

Apparatus not new.

6d.

.

1

suit

uniform

„

f

„
„

20/. per ann.
house rent.
At present an
allowance of

39.

on

I.

.

.

wicks. 112 dozen.
Rapeseod. 1857, imperial gallon, 9

.

Argand cotton,

at 2s. 6d.

per gross.

lbs.,

at

1857,

4s., 135/. 8s

1858,

03d.

1858,

1/. 6s.

4d.

,

56, 57. Nil.

.

.

,

.

Committees of Elder Brethren and
monthly reliefs.
At the time of effecting the monthly
61.

officer in

.

.

.

Is.

Gd.

20/.

per ann.

allowance of
( 10 per cent.

j»

„

rent.

f At present an

»»

j

i>

„

additional

I

on

wages.

per day per man.
2d.

Not

45, 46, 47.

in position until 1859.

21. 13s.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

Not

20.

in position until 1859.

I,

51.

I,

53, 54. Nil.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

20.

NiL

,

56, 57.

,

59, 60, 61.

20.

charge of the
.

Not in position until

Aneroid barometer,
compasses.

1859.

with thermometer attached, and

thren

reliefs.

No

Aneroid barometer, w ith thermometer attached, and

,

tiircc

com-

.

passes.
,

uniform:

snit

",

301/. 2s. 6d., victualling allowance.

Apparatus not new,

I,

21. 13s.

,

.

1

house

>.

I.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
No toll. See Owers.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
53, 54. Nil. See Floating Lights, General Return,

.

per mon.

524/. Os.

1.

1/. 3s.

-

!.

1858, oil, 709gallons

ditto, at 3s. 3d., 114/. 14s. 7i.

.

- 5

mate

^.

per dav
per man.
'

1858, 6/. 14s. Id.
1857, 8/. 18s. lid.
1857, oil, 677 gallons; wicks, 125 dozen.

.

master

4
3 lamplighters 2 17
1 carpenter - 2 12
'
- 2
7

wages.

„

1

i

cent,

1 additional

„

6

:

10 per

.

.

4</.

in position until 1859.

d.

5

4
3 lamplighters 2 17
1

20.

in position until 1859.

.

38. 11.

master

Gong.
Not

34.

.

ditto.

417/. 16s. lOd.

39. 1

20.

of an inch, and parabolic

I

reflectors of 12

.

34.

3J knots.

Wood.

.

I.';.

;

Proposed by an Inspecting Committee of the

Length, extreme, 80 feet

.

Thomas

of the Shoal.

and coarse sand

east end of shoal.

breadth, 21 feet.

;

shells

Robert Willis, East Cowes, Isle of Wight.

;

10.

End

broken

To mark approach

.

Since 29th September 1S12.
Two unequal heights.

11.

;

^'VS''"
d''T
tlder Brethren

4. c. 79.

clear the dangers to eastward of the Isle of Wight
Helen's Road and Spithead.

St.
7.

East

2 knots.

;

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Once a month. The master or mate and six men are always on
board; the master or mate and three men on shore in

64, 65.

Once a month. The master or mate and six men are always on
board; the master or mate and three men on
shore in
rotation.

rotation.
By sailing tender from East Cowes once a month or oftener.
Yes, at Blackwall; as soon as she could be towed to the
station.

Q

64, 65. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

2

.

By steamers once

a month, from

.

Yes, at Blackwall

;

Weymouth,

as soon as she could be

hir-d.

towed to the

station.

:

;
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124.

COBTORATION OF TbINITY HoUSE, LoXDON.
30.

ENGLISH

SEVEN STONES.
Scilly Isles
East Side of the Rocks, between
and Land's End.
2.

4
5'

^-

and sand

slate

about 2i knots.

40 fathoms
Hiiifh Tregarthen, Tresco, Scilly.
of vessels and others
Rj";-;;f
July 1826, bv certain masters
?'
'December 1839, by the Chamber "',^™™"'-^
Channel
^iS-mnel'
ports in the Bristol
the trade of Liverpool and
;

;

and
and Ireland.
To mark the Seven Stones rocks.
Since 1st September 1841.
Two unequal heights.

6.
1.
8.

WELSH GROUNDS.

and

South Side of the Bristol Channel.
2.

41 fathoms

4.

b'.

5.

November

;

mud

sand and

;

3J knots.

H. Bailey, Jlilford.
1834, bv trade of principal ports in Bristol Channel
(except Gloucester), and merchant venturers and Chamber
See Floating Lights, General Reof Commerce, Bristol.
turn, 20.

7.

For navigating the eastern part of the Bristol Channel from
Flatho'lm to King Road.
Since 1st September 1838.

S.

One

9.

Length, extreme, 80 feet; breadth, 21

6.

only.
feet.

;

Length, extreme, SO feet

9.

;

breadth, 21 feet.

11- 1585^ tons.

Wood.

10.

Wood.

10.

Great Yannouth ; Thomas Barber.
About 1 feet forward 8feet aft.

11. I62;; tons.

Blackwall; WiUiam Pitcher.
Forward, 6 feet 6 inches; aft, S

12.
\3.

at each masthead.

\t Rrf' ball

Two

IG

;

feet.

Name on

A red ball at

Name on

the sides of Ihc vessel.

mast, 69 feet ; one lugsail, one staysail.
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to the
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the

the sides of the vessel.

One

staysail,
one GOfeet; one lugsa.l; one

masts, one 69 feet,

the masthead.

water.

Hoored by 150 fathoms riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackle, two bower anchors, 100 fathoms chain.
mushroom
Patent proved short-linked chain IJ inch iron
anchor, 34 c»t. two bower anchors, 20 cwt. each.
Brown, Lenox, and Company.

.

;

and 150 fathoms respectively.
chain 1.^ inch iron; mushroom,
10 Pitent proved short-linked
^°ditto, Ibcwt.
40 cw't™ best bower anchor, 20cwt.; spare
Jlillwall.
Company,
and
20. Brown, Lenox,
lower, 20 feet.
21. Upper, 38 feet ;
lower, 43 miles.
22. Upper, 63 miles

2.5.

ov
28.

).

i

4.

Id

86. 4,41 6t Ss.

4d

1853, general repair, 2,2^2/.

24 days.
24 days.

5.

1,990/. IGs.

G.

3,182A

7.

46/. 5s. Ill/-

seamen

8

3

„

-

2 10

-

2 12

u

..

„
„

perann.
house rent.
f At present an
allowance of
10 per cent,
additional on

6

"
"
"

465/. 7s. 6d.

.

Is. 6d.

6

„

1857, 12/.

I.

1857,

oil,

lSa8,

g/

2/.

13s.

General Return,

t

6d. per d.ay per

man.

5</.

including revolving apparatus.

56,57. Nil.

monthly
.

attached, and three
barometer, with thermometer
compasses.
Return, 20.
General
Lights,
Floating
64 65. See
and twelve men are always
Once a month. The m.aster or mate
shore in
onboard; the master or mate and three men on

!

Ane^roid

rotation.

1

5s. 5d.

,
'

Lights,

20.

off
of the Elder Brethren, and oflicer in charge
,

reliefs.

At the time of effecting the monthly

reliefs.

and three
barometer, with thermometer attached,
compasses.
Lights, General Return, 20.
64, 65. See Floating
on
or mate and six men are ahv.ays
fliice a month. The master
men on shore m rotaboard the master or mate and three
Relieved by sailing vessel.
tion.

Aneroid

;

a month.
Sailin" tender from Cardiff once
station.
soon as she could be towed to the
68. Yes, a't Jlilford as
I

to-.ved to

858,

See Floating

.

By Committees

by officer in charge
of the Elder Brethren and

Tresco once a month
sailing tender from Isle of
soon as she could be
Yes, .at Blackwall or Jlilford; as
the station.

1858, 858/. 19s. lOd.

53 54. NiL

reliefs.

1

13s.

General Return, 20.
See Floating Lights, General Return,

20.

of the monthly reliefs.
monthly
69 At the time of effecting the

By

6

Buoys.

Return, .0.
Sce.Floating Lights, General

b; Committees

'.

9

1852, 1,088/. 15s. Id.

1852, 1,302/. 5s.
Nil.

2

Return, 20.
See Floating Light, General
Total for 1S52,
lid.
185" 632/ 8s. r-d. 1858, 634/. 17s.
Bristol Channel
2^529/. 14s. Id. 'includes Avon Light and the

Return, 20.
See Floating Lights, General
1,899/. IBs Grf.
1858, 496/. 5s. Totalforl852
Floating Lights,
1858, 2,448/. IDS. 7d. See
5d.

2, 53, 54.

10 per cent,
t.\t
additional or.
wages.

29/. Is. 9rf.
1358, ditto, at 3s. 3d. per gallon,
1 857, 1 7s. 8 J</.
2s. 6d. per gross.

;! 52M2/.9';.6K
1.

per ann
house rent

20/.

Argand cotton at

2/. 12s. 3irf.

t)

:

1858, 8/. 2s. 2d.
9/. 8s. 6rf.
wicks, 85 dozen. 1858, oil, 179 gallons;
wicks, 74 dozen.
gallon, 91bs., 4s. per gallon 34/. Ss.
imperial
1857,
Rapeseed.

517 gallons;

dozen.

Arjand

3. 2/.

uniform

1857, oil, 172 gallons

5». lOrf.

''SI

suit

1857,

1858, 11/. los. uldozen.
539 gallons ; wicks, 2a2

wicks

-

638/. 8s. \0d.,

gallon, 107/. 16s.
imperial gallon, 91bs. at 4s. per
, Rapeseed. 1857,
gallon, 84/. Os. M.
1S5S ditto at 3s. 3d. per
1858,
12,. 6<f.
2/.
1857
gross.
per
cotton, 2s.
,.

seamen

427/. 5s.

5r/,

I.

1

301/. 2s. 6d.

per day per man.

926/ 18s.

.

9rf.

present an

998/. 4s. 5d.

;.

O per mo

- 5

3 lamplighters 2 12

Is.

..

1S54, general repair, 1,334/. 19s.

i: 20/.

- 4

S lamplighters 2 15
O
1 carpenter - 3

Is. lOrf.

master

1

mate

burners.

14*-. 4f/.

per mon.
1

Clockwork revolving

diameter.

None,
Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20
Gong.

>.

3.

12 days.

123/. 2s.

Four

;.

2.

85. 3,128?. Bs.

12 inches

machine.

1.

83. 10 days.

of

reflectors

5.

None.
London.
SO Robert Wilkinsand Company,
General Return, 20.
31. See Floating Lights,
32. Gong.
29.

34.

Revolving; bright.
Once in four minutes, showing a flash every minute.
Sec Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and parabolic

i.

Gener.al Return, 20.
See Floating Lights,
burners 5 ot an inch, and parabolic
Ca.oixric. 'Argand lamps,
diameter.
rcriectors of 12 inches
lantern.
16 burners, 8 in each

26.

feet.

Gj miles,
10 miles.

[.

;

24.

38

.

:.

j.

Both ten miles.
Both fixed and bright.
Both stationary.

!;3.

;

1.

;

;
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Corporation of Trinity House, London.

On

the

31.

32.

HELWICKS.

CARDIGAN BAY.

West End of

Sand

the

off

Worm's

Between the South Bishop and Bardse^^

End.
mud

sand and

2.

15 fathoms

4.

B. H. Bailey, iMilford.

;

Island Lighthouses.

2J knots.

;

1845, town council and trade of Carmarthen,
cipal ports in the Bristol Channel, Ciiamber

5.

and the prinof Commerce

4.

B. H. Bailey, Jlilford.

5.

July 1825, Captain George Gosling, of H.M. S. "Harrier;"
renewed March 1825 by the trade of Cardigan, Pwllheli,
Portraadoc, Aberayron, Barmouth, Aberdovey, and Car-

and Steam Navigation Companies at Bristol.
the west end of Helwicks Sand.

6.

To mark

7.

Since 1st October 1846.

8.

One

9.

Length, extreme, SO feet; breadth, 21

10.

Vessel not yet placed.

2.

narvon.

To

6.

only,

facilitate navigation of St. George's Channel, and
to indicate
their position to vessels that may be influenced

Wood.

To be

7.

11. ISSs'j tons.

One

10. Iron.

Red ball at masthead. Name on sides of the vessel.
One mast, 69 feet long; one lugsail; one staysail.

11.

16.
17.

18.

19.

;

Liverpool;

13.

About 8

14.

Red.

15.

A

20.

Brown, Lenox, and Company, Millwall.

21.

38

;

each.

22. 6| miles.

Revolving; bright.
Once in lour minutes, showing the full face of a reilector every
minute.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Catoptric. Argand lamps, burners J of an inch, and parabolic
reflectors of 12 inches diameter.
Clockwork revolving
machine.

28.

29.

U

Patent proved short-linked chain
40 cwt. ; 1 bower anchor, 20 cwt.
20. Brown, Lenox, and Co.
19.

10 miles.

24.

27.

23.

Four burners.
None.

About 9

Revolving; red.

25.

Once

See Floating Lights, General Return,

in Ij minutes,

32.

Gong.

27. Cato))tric.

Argand lamps, burners

35. 2,667/. 17s. 3r/.

28. 9 burners.

36. 3,476/. 16s.

29.

37. 76/. 13s.

5rf.

1853. general repair, 039/. 18s. 9d.

4[/,

38. 11.

£
master

-

mate

s.

d.

per mon.;

5

1

suit

4

-

S lamplighters 2 14
1 carpenter - 2 17
- 2
9

uniform

per ann.
house rent.
f At present an
allowance of
\ 10 per cent.

"
"
"
"

6
6

:

20/.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

32.

Gong.
Not in

3G.

Id
lid

5/.. 19s.

46.

47.

Argand cotton

ditto at 3s.

3d,

Gd.

per gross.

1857, 12s.

3iid.

Vessel not in position.

37.

Vessel not in position.
11.

39.

1

master

- 5

I

mate

-400,,

5

1858,

See Floating Lights, General Return,

50.

Midsummer

quarter,

Id
2s.

1852,

362/.

18s.

lljd

Ditto,

42. 798/.

1858,

Total for 1852, 1,198/. 12s. 2hd,\

2d

1858, 830/.

2s.

Id

uniform:
„

0,,

„

„

„

„

per ann.
house rent.

20/,

r At present an
allowance of
\ lo per cent.
additional on

wages.

By Committees of Elder Brethren and by the
of the monthly reliefs.
At the time of effecting
" the monthly
' reliefs.

per day.

49.

officer in

Not placed

until 1860.

48. 2/. 13s.

20.

charge

See Floating Lights, General Return,

50. 51.

20.

Nik

52, 53, 54. Nil.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

20.

55, 56, 57. Nil.

No.

61. 1857,

3rd to 14th January, drove in storm of 3rd January,
nearly 11 days.
62. Aneroid barometer, with thermometer attached, and three
compasses.

59, 60, 61.
62.

Not yet placed.

Aneroid barometer,

witli

thermometer attached, and

General Return, 20.
66. Once a month.
The master or mate and 6 men are always on
board the master or mate and 3 men on shore in rotation.
Relieved by steam vessel.
67. By steamer (or hired sailing vessel in steamer's absence) from
Blilford once a month.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

Once a month. The master or mate and six men are always on
board the master or mate and three men on shore in rota»
tion.
Relieved by steam vessel or by iiired pilot smack.
By steamer or by hired pilot smack in absence of steamer.
Yes, at Milford; as soon as she can be towed to the station.

Q

three

compasses.
63, 64, 65. See Floating Lights,

;

;

68.

6d
man
13s. 6d
per

44. 45, 46, 47.

55, 56, 57. Nil.

67.

suit

43. 479/. 12s.

See Fl'oating Lights,

General Return. 20.
See Floating Lights, General Return,

66.

1

-270,,

seamen

41. Is. 6d.

20.

52. 53, 54. Nil.

63. 64, 65.

per mon.:

1

49.

60.

d

40. 30!/. 2s.

48. 2/. 13s.

863/.

s.

3 lamplighters 2 17
1 carpenter
2 12

Id

270/. 10s.

20.

Accounts not yet received.

38.

24/. 14s.

at 2s.

London.

use.

£
1858,

149 gallons ; wicts, 59 dozen.
1858, oil, 152 gallons
wicks, 5S dozen.
Rapeseed. 1857, imperial gallon, 9 lbs., at 4s., 29/. 16s. 1858,

Co.,

35. 3,750/.

additional on
towages.

45. 1857, oil,

59.

of an inch, and parabolic
red shades on the reflectors.

J

31.

34.

I

I

victualling allowance.
per day per man.

44. 1857, 6/. 15s. 2d.

58.

;

None.
William Wilkins and

43. 398/. 10s.

51. 1852,

diameter

30 seconds.

20.

30.

33.

40. 301/. 2s. 6^/.,

42. 467/. Is.

12s.

flash every

Clockwork revolving machine.

34. 25 days.

41. Is. &d.

showing a

reflectors of 12 inches

33. 22 days.

1

mushroom,

miles.

24.

26.

1

1

14 cwt.

21. 25 feet.

Robert Wilkins and Son, London.
See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

39.

inch iron;
1 ditto,

;

22. 5j miles.

31.

30.

;

IMoored by 300 fathoms riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackle, 2 bower anchors and 2 cables of 150 fathoms

18.

feet.

23.

26.

Thomas Vernon and Son.

feet 4 inches aft; 8 feet forward.

chain rigging.

14 cwt.

25.

breadth, 21 feet.

red ball at the masthead. Name on the sides of the vessel.
One mast, 69 feet long one lugsail one staysail.
Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal bands to the

16.
17.

;

;

lS3;i tons.

12.

Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal plates to
chain rigging, and copper bands down the sides to the water.
Bloored by 210 fathoms riding chain to a mushroom anchor.
Ground tackle, two bower anchors and 150 fathoms chain.
Patent proved short-linked chain li inch iron.
Musliroom
about 36 cwt.
spare ditto,
best bower anchor, 20 cwt.

July 1860.

only.

Red.

15.

1st

Length, extreme, 91 feet

14.

feet aft.

about

8.

Northfleet; William Pitcher.

Aleut seven

and eight

in position

9.

12.

13.

feet forward

by the in-

draught into Cardigan Bay.

feet.

68.

3

Yes, at Jlilford

;

so soon as can be

towed to the

station.
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33.

BAHAMA BANK.
Uff the South-east Tail of the Shoal (Isle of Man).
2.

sand and gravel;

11 t'athoins;

knots.

'2A

4.

B. H. Baiky, Jlilford, Pembrokoshire.

5.

INIarch 1835, bv the trade of "Whitehaven (per the Collector of Customs); renewed in December 1846, by trade from Liverjjool and
Fleetwood, &c., to Glasgow and ports in Scotland (per Robert Lamont, of Liverpool). See Floating Lights, General Return, 20,

the south-east end of the bank.

6.

To mark

7.

Since 1st January 1848.

8.

Two unequal

9.

Length, extreme, 80 feet

10.

heights.

;

;

breadth, 21 feet.

Wood.

11. 161 tons.
12. Bristol
13.

About 7

14.

Red.

15.

A

Charles Hill and .Sons.

;

feet;

ditto,

1

.ift.

Name

red ball at each masthe.ad.

mast 69

16. 1

forward and 8 feet

feet

60 feet

;

on sides of the

17.

Wire rod above the masthead, connected by metal

18.

Moored by 210 fathoms

19.

Patent proved short-linked chain IJ inch iron.

20.

Brown, Lenox, and Company, Millwall.

21.

Upper

light,

22.

Upper,

6'

23.

Both 10 milei.

feet

.'i.i

miles

and

;

riding chain to a

lower

;

light,

20

vessel.

and 2

2 lugsails;

staysails.

plates to chain rigging,

mushroom

Ground

and copper bands down the sides

to the water.

two bower anchors and 130 fathoms chain.
Mushroom, 42 cwt.; best bower anchor, 20 cwt. spare ditto, 14 cwt.
anchor.

tackle,

;

feet.

lower, 4? miles.

24.

Both

fixed

25.

Both

stationary.

26.

See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
Argand lamp.s, burners J of an inch, and parabolic reflectors of 12 inches diameter.

bright.

27. Catoptric.

28. 16 burners, 8 in each lantern.
29.

None.

30.

William Wilkins, London.

31.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

32.

Gong.

20.

•33. 20 days.
34.

20 days.

35. 2,737?.

86. 3,557?. 19s.
37. 109?. 12».

8rf.

1858, general repair.

Itl.

38. 11.

£

d.

.•-.

per month:

5
4
3 lamplighters 2 12
2 17
1 carpenter
5 seamen

39. 1
1

master

-

mate

-

1

unilorm
„

suit

„
„

„

-270,,

L'O/. per annum house rent.
.M present an .illowance of 10 per

;

cent, additional wages.

„

„

„

,,

„

,,

»

„

„

40. 301/. 2s. 6<i, victualling allowance.
41. Is. 6d.
42. 460/.
43.

man

per

14s.

per day.

2d.

Apparatus not new

;

alteration, 31"/. 16s. lOrf.

1858, 14/.

44. 1857, 13/. 9s. Id.
45.

For both lights: 1857,

46.

Rapeseed.

47.

Argand

48.

21.

49.

See Floating Lights,

50.

Midsummer

1857,

4s.,

oil,

Is.

4<f.

576 gallons; wicks, 211 dozen.
1858, 3s.

cost, 115/. 4s.

cotton, 2s. 6d. per gross.

1857,

3(/.,

1.858, oil,

580 gallons; wicks, 211 dozen.

cost, 94/. 5s.

2/. 3s. lljrf.

;

1858,

21. 3s. 11 Jti,

for both lights.

13s.

G eneral

Return, 20.

quarter, 1852, 182/. 16s.

51. 1852, 1,011/. 12s.

8rf.

IJrf.

1858, 1,383/. lis.

4</.

Ditto, 1858, 75/. 8s. Id.

Totiil for 1852, 514/.

See Floating Lights, General Return,

Is-.

lOJr/.

20.

52. 53, 54. Nil. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.

65, 56, 57. Nil.
58.

By Committees of the Elder Brethren and

59.

At the time of effecting the monthly

60.

No.

61. 1853,18th to 21th

officer in

charge of the monthly

reliefs.

relief.

January, vessel drove about

H cables about6 days.

1858, 12th February, vcssl'I drove about a cable's length,

one day.

Aneroid barometer, with thermometer attached, and three compasses.
63,64, 65. See Floating Lights, General Return, 20.
62.

67-

Once a month. The master or mate and six men are always on board the master or mate and
by sailing tender from Ramsey.
By hired smack froiu Ramsey, Isle of Man.

68.

Yes, at Milford; as soon as she could be towed lo the station.

66.

;

three

men on shore

in rotation.* Relieved
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of Deptford Strond, Trinity House,

Charts were furnished.
II.

London, E.C.

:
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Buoys and Beacons.

England.

Can Buoys.

''•

V.

See answer to "/."

Chains and sinkers ore not set
apart for any particular buoy, but are kupt suitable,

Circular V.

and

in sufficient quantity, for

any casualty that may

occur.

4 feet, nil; 5

feet,

one; 6

feet,

six;

7 feet, 16; 8 feet

13.
j.

Ic.

I.

4

nil ; 5 feet, run foul of by vessel ; 6 feet, five
fouled, one cause not known ; 7 feet, five broke adrift,
five fouled and sunk, fi\e fouled and waterlogged, one
chain broke ; 8 feet, seven fouled, tluee fouled and
waterlogged, three broke adrift.

feet,

By

single chain and sinker or mushroom, and, in several
instances, with double moorings.

Varies according to extent of chain required, by nature
of liolding ground and character of water. The jirices
of buoy chains, &c., delivered in London, were, in

1859,—

H

in. (71 lbs. to

i and

the fathom)

20s. per cwt,
22s.

{-in. -

Cast-iron
Sinkers

2:is.

mushrooms

l-'s. 9fl.
'Js.

„

Gd. „

m. Chiefly procured of one fuTn, in London, Messrs. Shuter
and Co., Shad Thames, at agreed jirices. Chains and
sinkers are supi)lied liy Messrs. Lenox. The chains
of hghtvessels are also con\-ertcd
after three years' wear.
n.

See details at " b " and " e."
in large letters on the buoys.
See answer to " e."

wood

5

wood ; G

a.

4

b.

8 feet, wood.
Plain :—4 feet, 14/. 7s. 3d.

feet,

;

271. 10s. iW.

Staff
32/.

;

feet,

;

7 feet, 251. lOs.

—

wood

feet,

5

:id.

;

8

and globe
6 feet, fi/. 17s. 3d.
Ws. 3d. screwed, 81. 12s. 3d.
:

;

7 feet,

feet 221. »s.

;

feet,
;

M.

wood
f.

;

;

feet,

28/. Is.

(it/.

7 feet, hooped,

8

feet,

hooped,

36/. Is. (id. ; screwed, 8/. 12.s-. 3d.
When
d. No average can be given for each buoy.
repaired, the cost varies from 21. to 6/., according to
Painting is
damage incurred, or exposed ])osition.
done by the men off duty from the lightvessels, the

c

and

e.

4

paint being supjjlied from the store.
feet,

7

10

;

staff

100.

—

.

(i

;

feet,

1 staff

81 plain, 2 staff and globe
8 feet, 66 plain,
;
;

and globe

and globe.

/. 4 feet, 15;

9-

5 feet, 13

S4 plain,

feet,

13

5

feet,

15

;

G feet, 124

;

7 feet, 104

;

8

feet,

into

Names

buoy chains

are also jiaintcd

—

REPLIES TO

CIKCULAR

e.

f.
ff.

spiral

and

staff

1 1

and globe.

H

Fourteen.

2 at Blackball, 6 Yarmouth, 4 Ramsgate,

and
h.

ii)

1

1

E.\raouth,

Milford.

buoy chams, &c.

i and

sufficient quantity for

delivered in

London

l^in.

the fathom)

-

20s. per cwt.

-

mushrooms

Sinkei's

m. See return for

Can buoys.

any casualty that may occur.
>o

j.

Five.

j.

2 collision, 2 broke adrift,

k.

I.

1

waterlogged by fouling.

single chain and sinker or mushroom,
three instances with double moorings.

By

Tlie prices of buoy chains, &c. delivered in
in 1859,—
in. (71 lbs.

if in.
i
f and

two or

Can buoys.
Names

See details at h and e.
letters on the buoys.
See answer to

London were

to the fathom)

mushrooms

m. See return for

0.

in

-

in.

Cast-iron
Sinkers

n.

and

Varies according to extent of chain required by natiu'e of
holding ground and character of water.

li

e.

wcie,

Circular V.

in- (71 lbs. to

Cast-iron

Chains and sinkers are not set apart
for any particular buoy, but are kept suitable and in

See answer to/.

England.

V.

prices of
in 18.5.0,

See return for Can buoys.
1

V.— ENGLAND.

Buoys and Beacons.

V.
d.

No.

are also painted in large

painted

—

Circular

^'

b

c.

d.
e.

9 feet, iron

feet, iron.

;

See return for Hollow Bottom buoys.
See return for Hollow Bottom buoys.
9 feet, two staff and globe ; 1 7 feet, six, four staff and
globe, one staff and cross, one staff and diamond

20

feet,

two

one

;

staff

17

and globe.
three 20

feet,

;

9 feet Seaton Carew (Tees)

feet,

17

;

feet,

two

9 feet buoys, one wood, five iron

a.

iron

Nil.
Nil.

h.

/.

at Blackwall,

i and i

in.

fathom)

-

20x. per cwt.
22s.

Cast-iron muslirooms
Sinkers

-

suppUed from

o.

See answer to " e."

two

staff

bell

;

;

triangle.

g. 9

two

20

;

one.

feet,

one, Blackwall

feet, iron,

one,

;

Plymouth

20

;

feet,

Blackwall.

See answer to "/." Chains and sinkers are not set
apart for any particular buoy, but are kept suitable
and in sufficient quantity for any casualty that may
occur.

9 feet, wood, one tnice

».

in

;

20

two.

iron,

one.

feet,

9 feet, wood, run foul of and waterlogged iron, onenm
foul of, other went adrift. 20 feet, run foul of and

j.

;

sunk.
single chain and sinker or mushroom
instances with double moorings.

By

k.

/.

Hollow

paint

feet,

/. 9 feet, iron,

h.

See return for Hollow

also ]>ainted

;

store.

wood, one mast and globe ; iron, five, tn'O plain,
and globe, one staff and cage 12 feet, one
17 feet, five, two plain, two staff and globe, one
staff and cage ; 20 feet, three, two plain, one staff and

9

9s. f>d.

B.

III.

'M.

Painted by crews of lightvessels while on shore

12s. 9</.

Bottom buoys.
See details " 6 " and " c ;" names are
large letters on the buoys,

6/. I7s.

d.

23s.

-

globe, 9 feet, wood,

Cannot be ascertained ; seldom repaired unless damaged.

single chain and sinker or mushroom, and. in tn'O or
three instances, with double moorings.

the
( 7 libs to

iron; 17 feet,

feet,

c.

By

Uin.

12

;

feet, iron.

UV. Mast and

4/. 9s.

at

Varies according to extent of chain required by nature of
The prices of
holding ground and character of water.
buoy chains, &c. deUvered in London were, in 1859,

20

;

Plain, 9 feet, wood, 47/. 10s., iron, 105/. 14s.; 17 feet,
190/. 3s. 6(/.; 12 and 20 feet, not known, no new buoys
Staff and globe,
of those sizes have been procured.
9 feet, iron, 5/. 6s. Ad.
Staff' and cage, 9 feet, iron,

b.

e.
I-.

j.

V.

Five of these buoys have been constructed under the
Patent, the rest have been adapted to it from other shapes
of the five buoys called 17 feet, three have been adapted
from buoys of that size, and now measure 13 feet only.
Those called 20 feet are all converted in like manner, and
are actually 15 feet in height.

two.

Seaton Carew ; 20 feet, one at Blackwall, one at
.Seaton Carew.
See answer to "/." Chains and sinkers are not set apart
for any particiilar buoy, but are kept suitable and in
sufficient quantity for any casualty that may occur.

one

h.

17 feet, iron

;

complete ;
Plain, 9 feet, (i8Z. 19s. complete ; 17 feet, 130/.
Staff and globe, 17 feet,
20 feet, 170/. complete.
9/.3i. 6</.;20feet,9/.3s.6rf.

/. 9 feet,
g.

;

Buoys and Beacons.

Y_
7.

—

'

:
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E>til.AND

;

Boito.m Buoys (Herberts

Patent).

two or three

in

;

Varies according to extent of chain required by natiue of
holding ground and character of water. The prices of
buoy chains, &c. delivered in London, were, in 1859,
li in. (71 lbs. to the fathom) - 20s. per cwt.

i and i

in.

23s.

-

mushroom

Cast-iron
Sinkers

„

12s.

9rf.

9s. 6rf.

These patent buoys are manufactured by Messrs. Lenox;
chains and sinkers are supplied by Messrs. Lenox.
The chains of lightvessels are also converted into buoy
chains after three years' wear.

See details

at

large letters

" b " and " f ;
on the buoys.

See'answer to "

'"

names

are also painted in

e.

Flat Bottom Bicys,
9

12

a.

H

b.

Plain, 8 feet, 65/.

e.

See return for Hollow Bottom buoys.

d.
e.

feet,

;

iron

feet,

;

feet, iron.

See return for Hollow Bottom buoys.

8

feet,

12
f.

iron

8

two

staff

and globe

9

;

feet,

two

and globe;

staff

feet, one.

feet,

three

9

;

one

feet,

Blackwall, all;

g.

8

h.

See answer to "/."

feet,

12

;

9

feet, nil.

feet,

Plymouth, 12

feet, nil:

Chains and sinkers are not
apart for any particular buoy, but are kept suittpj
and in sufficient quantity for any casualty that

occur.
I.

8

feet,

_;.

8

feet

k.

SCALE OF FEET.
/.

one

;

9

feet,

one twice; 12

feet, nil.

run foul of, and dragged out of place
foul of, and waterlogged.

By

;

single chain

and sinker

or

;

9

feet,

roni

mushroom.

Varies according to extent of chain required by nature
of hold'ng ground and character of water. The prices

—

;
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of buoy chains, &c.

delivered in

London, were,

in

1859,—
Is in. (71 lb. to the

P
f and i

in.

fathom)
-

-

mushroom

Cast-iron
Sinkers

-

-

per

c\vt.

-

23s.

„

-

12s. 9d.

„

-

9s. 6d.

„

and are manufactured by

m. These buoys were designed

Messrs. Lenox. Chains and sinkers are suppUed by
Messrs. Lenox. The chains of lightvessels are also
converted into buoy chains after three years' wear.
V.

See details at " b " and " e."
in large letters on the buoys.

0.

See answer to " e."

a.

8

b.

Plain.

Names

Convex Bottom Buoys
feet,

wood
S

9 feet,

;

feet, 45/.

S.T., 47. 18s.

M.G.,
c.

See return for

d.

See return for

e.

8

;

(Poulter's).

9 feet, iron.

S.G., 5/. 6s. 4d. ; S.C. Al. 9s. lOi.
9 feet, wood, 657. ; S.G., 11. Is. Ad.
9 feet, iron, 61/. 12s. ; M.G., 6/. Is. 6d.
;

;

Can buoys.
Can buoys.

;

one

and globe ; one staff and
and triangle. 9 feet, wood, two staff
three mast and globe. 9 feet, iron, one

staff

and globe
mast and globe.
;

feet,

g.

8

seven at Blackwall, one at Harwich, two at
;
9 feet, wood, one at Blackwall, one at
Yarmouth. 9 feet, iron, nil.

9

feet,

;

9

feet, iron, nil.

feet,

Yarmouth

h.

feet,

three

8

feet,

two run foul

/.

By

;

9 feet,

single chain

Chains and sinkers are not set
apart for any particular buoy, but are kept suitable
and in sufficient quantity for any casualty that may
occur.

See answer to "f."

R

nil.

of,

one broke

adrift.

and sinker or mushroom.

Varies according to extent of chain required by natural
holding ground and character of water. The prices of
buoy chains, &c. delivered in London were, in 1859,
in.

(71 lb. to the fathom)

1= „
f and fin.

8

;

8

1-s

wood, two

/.

ten

i.

j.
k.

four plain, six staff

feet,

cage

Wd.

6/. Is. 6(/.

wood

are also painted

Cast-iron
Sinkers

.

.
-

-

20s.

.

'22s.

-

23s.

per cwt.

„

mushrooms

-

12s. 9c/.

„

-

-

9s. 6rf.

„

-

m. Chiefly procured of one firm in London, Messrs. Shuter
and Co., Shad Tliames, at agreed prices. Chains and
sinkers are supphed by Messrs. Lenox. The chains of
lightvessels are also converted into buoy chains after
three years' wear.
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See. details

"J"and"e."

at

-.t

i
i
Barnes are also painted
i

m large letters on the buoys.

'

0.

:

Buoys and Beacons.

j^r

"*

England.

— BUOYS

Spiral Buoys.

See answer to " e."

Keel Buoys

8 feet, iron.

0.

staff

b. 421.;
c.

(Stoney's Patent).

and globe,

81. 13s.

6d.

Not known.

d.

Do.

e.

One,

/.

NU.

g.

No

and globe.

None

By

Jc.

-

2ns. per cwt.

-

"

-"*•

-

See return for Can buoys.

e.

A

feet,

Cast-iron

mushrooms

Sinkers
m.

One only procured

n.

See details at

-

12s. 9d.

.

9s. 6d.

of patentee.

"b" and "e;" names

are also printed in

6

feet, iron

;

9

feet,

wood.
(i

feet,

one ; 6 feet, wood, one mast and globe ; C
one mast and globe ; 9 feet, one.
six; 6 feet, wood, two; 6 feet, iron, two; 9

feet,

feet,

nil.

at Hilbree ; 6 feet, wood,
one at Harwich ; 6 feet, iron, one
at Blackwall, one at Heligoland ; 9 feet, nil.
not set
See answer to "/." Chains and sinkers are
suitable
apart for any particular buoy, but are kept

g 4

h.

Conway, four

feet,

two

one

at Blackwall,

and

in sufficient quantity for

at

any casualty that may

occur.
i.

4

feet,

j.

9

feet,

k.

large letters on the buoys.
I.

See answer to " e."

;

Can buoys.

See return for

d.

23s.

-

;

c.

and sinker or mushroom.

l*in. (71 lbs. to the fathom)

tI
A and fin.

0.

feet,

u-on,

nature of
Varies according to extent of chain required by
prices ot
holding ground and character of water. The
185J,—
were,
in
London,
buoy chains, &c., delivered in

1.

wood

Plain, 4 feet, ml; G feet, wood, 30/. complete;
iron, :i2l. complete ; 9 feet, nil.

/. 4 feet,
single chain

C feet,

4

b.

placed in 1858.

j. Nil.

wood

a.

reserve.

are not set apart
See answer to "/;" chains and sinkers
suitable and in
for any particular buoy, but are kept
that may occur.
sufficient quantity for any casualty

h.

i.

spiral, staff

and 6 feet, nil 9 feet, one.
run foul of and waterlogged.
;

By single chain and sinker or mushroom.
by nature
Varies according to extent of chain requu-ed
he prices
of holding ground and character of water. 1
were, in
of buoy cliain, kc, deUvered in London,
1859,—
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XVIL

Buoys and Beacons.

....V

Chapel Rock.

-Corporation found that buoy preNovember
used for this purpose.
vinn.lv at the Cheekstone had been
1856.

Local authortties asked

—

Mr. Harris of Hakin,
April 18C0.
through Mr. Bailey.

they intend to leave that danger

if

April 18f)l).— Surveyed, not

""MayN's57.-Reply that much smaller buoy
and promise to replace.

will

do for

it,

WOODBRIDGE BeACONS.
April 1859.— Mr. Johnstone, Agent, at suggestion of
Masters and Pilots, that when imjiossible to enter Haven,
one red hght should be shown from beacons instead of two
bright lights, and a black ball by day, so that ships may at
once run for Har^vich.
Approved.

Cliff, Patch.

Eel Point, Caldy, and High

transmitting enclosure
January 1857.— Board of Trade,
suggesting buoy at Northern
from Commander Aldridge
extremity of ridge.

,

March and July 185?.— Surveyed

buoys placed.

;

Changes in the buoyage and beaconage at Liverpool and
Hull have from time to time been made with the fuU con-

Holm Sand.

currence of the Corporation.

that it has been reAugust 1857.-Collector, Lowestoft,
placed on west part of Hook
presented that buoy should be

°

STATIONS

West Holm.
August 1857.— Placed and marked

— Northern
January 1855. — Sanctioned.
December 1854.

for

discussion

—

East Shoebury Buoy,

October 1855.
October 1855.

House
,

see

no objection

— Northern Commissioners, proposing.
— Sanctioned.

&c.

Beacon on Pabba.

to mark a measured
September 1858.— Admiralty propose

distinctive.

Buoy off Grassholm.

Beacon on Vasa, Orkney.

Herbert's.

'"'September 1858.-Trinity

in-oposing

October 1855.— Northern Commissioners, proposing.
October 1855. Sanctioned.

relative

"
Trade suggest either beacon buoy
to Godrevy," Board of
Stones.
or skeleton "beacon on the
concur, and propose one ot
House
March 185S.— Trinity

;

Commissioners,

Buov off Loch Inchard, Sutherlandshire.
Beacon on Bo Coolas, Loch Inver.

Stones Beacon.
March 1858.— In the course of the

Beacons on Maplin

SCOTLAND.

one.

Commissioners

August 1857.— Swansea Harbour
buoy on south-west end.
xVugust 1857.— Buoy placed.

IN

Beacon on Storna, Pentland.

Outer Green Grounds.

Mr.

deemed

proposing one,

advisable.

—
—

January 1857. Northern Commissioners to Board of
Trade relative to one.
January 1857. Elder Brethren of opinion that spot
should be well defined by substantial beacon, perhaps of less
expensive character than that proposed ^500/.j

made

if

•

,
n.
October 1858.— Details from Admiralty.
1858.—Trinity House concur.

October

Caikn Bulg Briggs.

Carmarthen Buoys.
April 1859.— Burrj- Navigation
buov on Cefn Sidon "sands.
April

1859.— E.G. Thomas,

light vessel or bell buoy.
Trinity House have subject

April

18(!().— Navigation

Company

—Northern Commissioners propose beacon.
FebruaiT 1857. — Sanctioned.

lf<5fi.

propose bell

,
,- ,
„
„„„„
Iscoed, Kidwelly, proposes

,

Sound of Skye.
Commissioners propose beacon on the
Goblack reef and buoys on the Gulnare and McMillan
1857. Northern

,

under consideration.
Company, that No.

Duoy

1

Rocks.

buoy and placed one mile ?eaward of preshould be painted a different
sent position ; that every buoy
buoy should be placed
colour ; and that one additional

should be a

bell

con.

between Nos. 1 and 2.
,
-n i,„
^,
be
buoy wiU
beacon i,
Visited by Klder Brethren. New
of existing ones about
placed and "changes made in colour
1st

Callback Rock, Kyleakin.

— Northern
— Sanctioned.

February 1857.

August 18G0.

Maen

—

January 1857. Grant sanction for buoys, information
without personal inspection for sanction to bea-

insufficient

con.

March 1857.

Piscar and Penrhos Fyddlin, Holyhead.""

memorial for
July 1859.—T. Hirste, Esq., transmitting
a beacon and a buoy.
considered that any
September 1859.— Visited, but not
jirotect the vessels
buoy or beacon could have availed to
the dangers in quesfrom
memorialists
the
by
to
adverted
tion.

Skervoile Beacon.
January 1857.
Trinity

House recommend more conspicuous

Janu£UT 1857Trinity

House recommend buoy on dangerous rock.

ScARGUN Rock.

from AdSeptember 1859.— Board of Trade, with letter
miralty and memorial from Holyhead.
objection to
no
have
House
Trinity
1859.—
November
Board
tn-o other buoys.
offer to bell buoy on Chpera and
may be borne by
of Trade think expense of bell buoy
buoys if within
Mercantile Marine Fund, but that other two
Admiralty.
Umits of harbour should be placed by
of

—Northern Commissioners

Januai-y 1858.
January 1858.

Bay of Salem.

— Northern Commissioners projiose
buoy.
bay
^ia^ch 1858. —Trinity House consider that
if

frequented at night, buoy should not be

Wight.

May
May

.

that

buoyage

is

under

1858

small

much

than eight

—Northern Commissioners propose beacon.
— Sanctioned.

1858.

Burnt

SizEWELL Bank Buov.

,

December 1859.— Board of Trade, with recommendation
week for bell buoy and much larger buoy than

—

less

is

feet.

direction of Admiralti,-.

of receiver of
at present.

projiose buoy.

— Sanctioned.

March 1858.

September 1859.— Admiral Sir E. E. Hamond, Bart.,
suggesting
adverting to present position of beacon, and
white buoy at extremity of reef.
September 1859.— Acquainted

colour.

Carrar.\ Sound.

Clipera Rock, Holyhead.

Black Rock, Isle

Commissioners jiropose bea-

.

,

,

„

December 1859. Trinity House do not consider bell
buoy necessary to guard this shoal, the lead if jiroperly
attended to being a sufficient and infallible guide.

Isles.

October 1858.— Northern Commissioners propose buoys.
October 1858. Sanctioned.

—

Long Craig Rocks.

—Northern
December 1858. — Sanctioned.

November
buc

1858.

Commissioners

propose

'
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Sound of Appin.
February
and buoy.

March

1

859.

1859.

October 1S55.— Board of Trade forwarding suggestion
from Irish Board proposing buoyage of Dunnany Reef and
Castle RncV
Rock.
October _1_855.— Concurred in.
June 1857. Board of Trade forwarding suggestions from
Irish Board that buoy sanctioned for Castle
Rock should
be placed on Imogene Rock instead, and painted
black, the
buoy for Dunnany being red.
June 1857. Concurred in.
April 1858.
Irish Board propose change of position
for
the Imogene buoy.
April 1858.— Concurred in.

— Sanctioned.
Sound of

—

H.\rris.

— Northern
December 1859. — Sanctioned.

Commissioners

propose

—

—

RiDDOCK ShOAL.

—Northern
buoys.
December 1859. — Sanctioned.
December

1859.

Commissioners

propose

Rusk Bank, Cahore Point.

Black Rocks,

Islay.

April 185/.— Irish Board proposing buoy at either end.
April 1857.
Concurred in.

— Northern Commissioners suggest buoy
instead of beacon as originally proposed.
1860.
January
— ConcuiTcd

—

December 1859.

Kay Rock, Valencia.

in.

—

April 1857.
Irish Board jjropose buoy.
April 1857. —Trinity House not disposed to
think
useful to "general shipping."
Will inspect.
June 1857. —Concurred in.

Linne Loch.
March

18fi0.

— Northern Commissioners
— Trinity House have no

propose

four

additional buoys.

March

ISfiO.

would not be justified
cantile Marine Fund.

in

England.

Dundalk Bay.

— Northern Commissioners propose beacon

1859.

Septentber
buoys.

137

Beacons.

.\nd

recommending

objection, but
ex])ense from Mer-

it

BULLOCK.MORE RoOK, DoNEGAL.
July 1857.
July 1857.

Oban.

—
Board jiropose buoy.
— Sanction, but suggest larger one.
Irish

—

Codling Buoy.

March 1860. Northern Commissioners propose a buoy.
March 1860. Trinity House have no olijection, but
in recommending expense from Mer-

—

—

Januaiy 1858. Irish Board propose buoy.
January 1858.— Sanction, but that mark should be an
8-feet spiral beacon buoy.

would not be justified
cantile Marine Fund.

BOGHA NUAGH.

Butter Pladdy Rock, Strangford Lough.

——

March 1860. Northern Commissioners propose a buoy.
March 1860.
Trinity House do not consider buoy
required, the dangers being near the shore and sufficiently

February 1858.
February 1858.

^

— Board propose buoy.
— Sanction.
Irish

Pladda Lug.

marked.

—
Board propose beacon.
July 1858. — Sanction.

June 1858.

(Board of Trade sanction this buoy.)

Jura Sound.

— Northern Commissioners propose
1860. — Trinity House do not consider

March 1860.
buoys.

March
required,

three

Irish

Alderman's Rock.
March 1859. Irish Board propose beacon.
March 1859.— Sanction.

—

l)uoy

the dangers being near the shore and sufficiently

marked.

Beerhaven.
February 1859.— Irish Board jjropose marks.
March 1 859,— Elder Brethren concur as to lai-ge beacon
on Carrig a Vadra, on site of present pillar beacon, and
buoy without beacon to mark outer edge of shoal.

STATIONS IN IRELAND.
KiNSALE Harbour.

— Irish Board
October 1854. — Sanctioned.
January 1854.

propose beacon on Farmer

Buoy

Rock and two buoys.

North Rock

—

or

Carriglass patch.

Black Rock, Galway Bay.

—

May

site for beacon
but as a beacon on the
North Rock will probably be sufficient for the only navigators who ought to use the channel, and is what they ask
for, it is sanctioned.
Suggestion made that Ughthouse
on South Rock and buoy should be coloured instead of

1859.

— Irish

1859.
Concur.
Board of Trade
charge on Mercantile Marine Fund.

cannot

in

allow

Lough Swilly.

—

July 1859.

— Irish Board propose buoyage.

— Sanction. Suggest that one buoy on
each side be chequered.
September 1859. — Board of Trade propose dark coloured
August

Gti'eedore Harbour.

— Board of Trade inquire as to value of
beacon, whether for general or only for
August 1854. — Regarded as useful to shipping using

1859.

buoys on one side, jmrty coloured on the other, white with
beacon for centre dangers.

July 1854.

local trade.

Trinity

House concur.

harbour, but not to general navigation of the coast.

.\rklow Bank Buoys.

— Board propose two.
Octoljer 1859. — Elder Brethren inquire as to height out
water
which
Mr. Stoney's
of
buoys Hoat.
October 1860. —
Board

Bar Rock, Ards.

October 1859.

—

February 1 855. Board of Trade in relation to proposal
from Irish Board, as to its being generally or only locally

Irish

at

Irish

—

February 1855. Trinity House request return of number
of vessels using roadstead, and on receipt of reply are disposed to consider a perch would be beneficial to general

improvement

—

May

September 1854. Irish Board concur, and ask for colour.
Elder Brethren reply that it should be a bright red.

useful.

Board propose

beacon.

;

white.

mark

Feathers, County Do^vn.

June 1854. Irish Boai-d propose beacon.
August 1854. Elder Brethren \'isit. Outer extremity
of danger best

to

Board of Trade think greater portion of cost should be
borne by Admiralty.

.

ti'ade.

—

Trinity

Smith's Rock, Ballycatlin Island.

House concur.

January 1860.

— Board of Trade in relation to proposal
—Trinity House do not consider erection

8-feet
reply.

Elder Brethren concur as to marks, but think lai-ger
buoys should be used.
November 1859. Board of Trade suggest that buoys
should also mark .\rklow Swatch.

—

Irish

Board, ftu-ther as to form and

September 1855.
from Irish Board.
September 1855.

coloij.

matter of great necessity, but are disjjosed to agree in
opinion of Mr. Halpin that such a mark would occasionally
be usefid.

Ji^ovember 1859.
Irish Board ])ropose buoy.
2CoA-ember 1859. Trinity House inquire as to present
perch.

11.

North Briggs Rocks, Belfast Lough.

—
—

s

Circular V.

—

—

.

—

—
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.

December 1859.
December

— Board proposing beacon tower on
—Trinity House think might be of
Irish

Falskirt Rock.
ISoi).

ser-

it

vice to passing trade.

coloured white.

HoBSE Shoe Channel, Wicklow.

— Board propose
— Concur.
Irish

ball white.

/. Insufficient

buoj-.

September
1860.
1860.

— Irish Board propose beacon.
— Concur.

—

use of certain buoys

.

to

to Mariners "

freely distributed

;

adver-

given to other persons to do so.

XXIV. Dates

of complaints or representations made or received by this authority since October 1, 1853,
as to

Nil.
Nil.

e.

Their coloiu-

:

Wisbeach Buoyage.

—

July 1855. Trinity House to "Wisbeach authorities, that
the buoy on Wisbeach Bar, now black, and not readily distinguished from that abreast of it on the Upper Roaring
Middle, might be advantageously j ainted of a different

—

July 1856. Wisbeach authorities propose to alter colour
of Wisbeach Bar and Outer Roaring Middle Buoys; the
beacon buoy at the middle to be black, the bar buoy chequered white and black.
July 1856. Trinity House see no objection, but due
notice should be previously given.

—

Yarmouth Buoyage.
May

— Brady, aDeging that certain buoys in the
bad condition.
1856. — Referred to Superintendent, who reports

1856.

May

J.

district are in

that what Mr. Brady considers nearly red is the rust from
the ironwork ; that it is, however, quite discernible from the
beachmen's look-out; and that the periodical shifting of
the buoys will take place on the first opportunity of
weather.

MixoN Buoy.
August

—

BwcH

He.^d Be.\con.

—

May

1859.
Lloyds, with suggestion from Mr. Price,
.\berdovey, thereon. Transmitted also from Mr. Price,
through the Superintendent.
Woodwork added in advance of the beacon, and the
whole painted white instead of red.
g.

Insufficient notice of accidents or

changes

;

—

June 1858. .\dmiralty, with letter from Lord C. Paget,
covering memorial from fishermen, &c.. Deal, &c., complaining of telegraph buoys.
Inquiiies to be made.
Telegraph Company to be reminded that sanction should have been obtained.
Comjjany explain that buoys have been placed to mark
repairs, and miX be removed on comiiletion.

L.wernock Beacon

Buoy-.

—

d.

Yarmouth

Puffin Island Beacon, Menai.

Telegraph Buoys, off Deal.

tisements in the newspapers.

colour.

under

'

-Vugust 1858.— Colonel Williams, suggesting that apparent light be thrown on it from the Menai.
.\n estimate for carrjnng out this suggestion has been
obtained, but has been found too expensive for the advantage to be derived.

XIX.

XXII. Tlie agent or sub-agent.
XXIII. Pilots and officers in charge of lightvessels are
instructed to report, and every encouragement is

c.

still

Wreck Receiver.
1859.
Buoy is of largest and most conspicuous description (except monster buoys).
Wreck ajjpears attributable
to other causes.

—Admiralty request

8 ee ])aper attached
passing, and by local agents
\vhene\er afloat.
Dates not specially recorded
unless occasion anses.

Nil.

buoys have been and are

Buoys for the Baltic.

XIX. By eveiy committee

Nil.

in bell

Holm Tail Buoy. — Lowestoft.

to place buoys and beacons is vested in
the Trinity House ; but application for the necessary expenditure has to be made to the Board of

b.

Improvements

Buoy'.

Harbour Trust, that beU on

—

The power

a.

require

1859.
Board of Trade with Wreck Return. Master
complaining of want of conspicuous buoy ; concurred in by

Trinity House suggest their construction in Woolwicli
yard, but will lend, if desired, and ultimately do so.

XX. See answer
XXI. " Notices

they

SUPPLEMENTARY.
February 1855.

Tra d e

that

trial.

— Concur as to expediency.

for that service.

X\'III.

MixoN

—

-Vugust 1857.
Swansea
Mixon is too small.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.

February 1858.
Board of Trade transmitting correspondence with Admiralty relative to estabUshnient of
1858.

Mathews,

:

Gr.\nde .\nquette.

March

— Mr.

—

Irish

beacon.

:

Penzance.

—
—

STATIO.VS IN

identification

October 1856. Superintendent rejiorts them to have
been painted twice in the year thinks Mr. Mathews has
mistaken the pole on the Geir, erected by the town of

Board pro])Ose Inioys or perches.
Trinitj- House have no objection,
but
regard them as too local in character to justify recommendation to Board of Trade for charge on Mercantile Marine
Fund.
1860.
1860.

1856.

painting.

Black Sod Bay.

May
May

means of

Diamond and Creasor Beacons, Mounts Bay.

Storks Rocks, Antrim.
March
March

—

October 1858. Trinity House concur.
It was finally
decided that the lower lialf should be black, the upper half

and
February 1860.
February 18()0.

XXIV.

Puffin I.sland Beaco.n, Men.\i.
August 1S58.— Colonel Williams, that it should be

— Swansea

1857.^

Harbour Trust, that

he painted black instead of white.
August 1857. Complied with.

—

it

should

Apiil 1860.
Board of Trade Wreck Retiu'n, representing defective state.
Reply ,-=-That it was only reported to he waterlogged the
day before, and was not er.tirely submerged ; and that
«Teck could not have occurred if saiUng directions had been
attended to.
See letter "e," Wisbeach Buoyage.
See letter " m," Plough Seat Buoy and Beacon.
h. See part of answer to No. XIX., Lighthouses General
Return.
i. See part of answerto No. XIX., Lighthouses General
Return.
Lighthouses General
_;. See part of answerto No. XIX.,

Return
Ic.

Principle or system of buoyage, or

want of uniformity
March 1858. Port of Dut)Un Corporation transmit proposal from Northern Commissioners for uniform system.
Elder Brethren do not think any positive or invariable
rule can ^^•ith safety be laid down ; instance entrance of
Thames, where buoys on port hand of one channel might be
mistaken under various circumstances for those on same
side of contiguous channel ; and are doubtful whether red
and black are sufficiently distinctive when buoys are
oxidized and discoloured.
April 1858. Trinity House to Northern Commissioners,
upon their proposed general system of beacons and buoys,
viz., on entering a port or harbour keep red buoys on the
starboard hand, black buoys on the port hand, while
chequered buoys mark central dangers.
That at entrance of many harbours the system may h*
/.

Its

:

—

—

very advantageous ; but that there are many localities
where it would not only be inapplicable, but might prove

—

EEPLiES TO

CIRCULAR

No.

Y.— ENGLAND.
XXV.

Buoys AN!

XXIV.

Thames, where there are three
and further, that colours black

TuSKAR

danijerous, as at entrance of

confifjuous channels, &c. ;
and red are not easily discriminated in thick or hazy weather
unless paint is kept in more than ordinary degree of freshness.
April, 1858.

— Board

Commander Bedford

of Trade send copy of letter from
of Trade copy of above letter to

Northern Commissioners.

—

Board of Trade, in sanctioning buoySepteml)er, 1859.
age of Louf;h Swilly, suggest that in buoying channels for
starboard hand on entering should
on
first time the buoys
be either black or red, and on the [jort hand black and
white and red and whit;; and that, if necessary to buoy a
middle bank, the buoys at its ends should be white with a
beacon.
Trinity House are disposed to concur ; sanction this principle for

Lough

Swilly.
Irish

November, 1859.

—

Board propose a system,

viz.,

red on starboard, black on port, middle dangers chequered.
Trinity House re])ly. that wherever there are no special
circumstances to require its modification, buoys of a single
colour, either black or red, should be placed on the starboard side on entering from the sea, and parti-coloured
buoys, either black and white or red and white, on the port
hand ; the outermost buoy on each hand being a beacon
buoy if necesiary, and that middle dangers should be
marked by white buoys, with black beacons of various distinctive forms.

m. Delay in replacing

England.

Be.VCOX.
Circular

1858, July.— Board of Trade with report from Coast
Guard, Swansea, that stranding of the " Economy " is
attributed to defective state of Beacon.
Board of Trade informed of destruction by a vessel that
buoy was placed immediately, and measures taken for
restoration ;
that completion has
been unavoidably
delayed, owing to the works at the Crow Rock, and will be
effected in a few weeks.
;

relative thereto.

House send Board

Trinity

139

:

SUPPLE.MENTARY.
Cardiff Sands.

— Board

of Trade with wreck return,
attributing nTeck to defective state of buoy on the spit of
Cardiff Sands.
Telegram sent to agent, who replies that buoy is in good
order and proper position.
Board of Trade informed.

January,

1857.

North Scroby Buoy.

—

November, 1853. Said to be placed too far to northward
by Mr. Tims, master of the " John."
Found to be in right jjlace. Master informed.

Inner Dowsing.

—

J. Harrison, master of the " Chai-ger,"
that he struck the ground, the buoy bearing W. b. N. two
miles.
Superintendent reports no such water ; supposes master

November, 1853.

mistook buoy.

D.VRTMOUTH Harbour.
1846 to I860.— In 1846 the Trinity House presented the
authorities at Dartmouth with a set of buoys, which were
placed on the Cheekstone, the Castle Ledge, and tlie Holm
Stone, upon the understanding that the Local Authorities
would take measures for their maintenance ; but from time
to time as the buovs broke adrift, the assistance of the Corporation was asked and given, until 1853 it was intimated
to the town clerk that no further assistance would be
rendered, and that they must take measures accordingly.
1855.
Correspondence ensued as to placuig the buoys
and the light under the Trinity House.
1856.
The buoy of the Cheekstone was transferred by
the HarboiK' authorities to the Pin Rock, and a smaller
buoy considered sufficient for the Cheekstone.
1857.
Mr. WiUocks complained of the absence of the
Cheekstone buoy, and the danger to his yacht in consequence, and the authorities promised to replace the

—
—

—

buoy.
Since then the question of the Trinity Houi;e taking the
buoyage and beaconage has been resumed, and it rests mth
the authorities at Dartmouth to consent to the toll which
has been considered necessary for the cost and maintenance.

Bridgwater Buoyage.
December, 1853.

Removed upon

— Misleading cask placed by fishermen.

requisition.

Holm Tail Sand.
1855.

— Board

Trade

of

«-ith

letter

Poole Buoyage.

—

1856, March.
Board of Trade with wreck return, stating
that the "Ranger" stranded in consequence of the disappearance of the small black buoy on the elbow of the

Navy under

Pa icefield Gatt.

—

if

necessary.

Middle Buoy of the

—

of

August, I85S. Messrs. Gowing, Sons, and Rounce
suggest changes in buoyage of Pakefield Gatt.
Reply that channel will be surveyed, and changes made

April, 1860.

—

master

Wolf Rock Beacon.

—

October, 1856.
Reported by Master in the
examination, to hive disappeared.
District agent reports it all right.

RUNDLESTONE BeaCON.
1855, June.
Sub-commissioners at Penzance, that two
wrecks have occurred, advert to the circumstance of the
beacon not having been reinstated, offer some observations as to small service of present buoy, and suggest
either new beacon or two additional Inioys, to be so moored
as, with the present buoy, to encircle the rock.
June, 1855.
Beacon buoy placed immediately; preparation of rock beacon forwarded.

from

' Content," relative to loss, and as to position of buoy.
Report from superintendent that it is in right place.

that the East

Found

He.\ps.

— Board of Trade wTeck
buoy

is

return, representing
not far enough to the eastward.

to be in its place.

See also, generally.

Answers ta Questions XVII. and

XXV.
XXV.
"

"
"
"
"
"

" If any buoys or beacons differing materially from those
commonly used have been tried by this authority, or if
any important improvements or alterations ha^•e been
suggested to or made by it nith regard to the shape or
principle of buoys or beacons in any particular, give full
information on the subject, and describe the course
adopted for ascertaining the value of such suggestions."

Hook Sand.

Buoys.

Elder Brethren call attention of local authorities to 394
and 395 sections of Merchant Shipping Act, 1854, and
rely on the buoys being re])laced.
April.
Harbour Master, Poole, contradicts in express
terms charge of inattention and neglect.
April.
Master of the " Ranger" encloses correspondence

—

—
—

with local authorities as regards his claim for conii)ensation.
April.
Acquainted that it is not within our province to
decide any question of hability.

Plough Seat Buoy and Beacon.
(Jurisdiction of Trinity House, Newcastle.)

Form, Material,

Sfc.

—

1845. The attention of the Corporation was given about
this time to the use of iron in the construction of buoys.
One or two were made by Messrs. Ditchbum and Mare,
and the manufacture was taken up by Messrs. BrowTi,
Lenox and Co. in a special manner.

—

W. Lenox, Billiter Square. Models of
for beacon buoys floating with conical
ends uppermost, pear shaped buoys, and with platforms
making them suitable for refuge buoys. Has also been
constructing an 8 feet iron buoy, a barrel buoy.
November. G.
buoys constructed

—

January.— Board of Trade with wreck return
'
advertmg to absence of buoys and beacon.
,,'^"°jfj,House enquire of Trinity House, Newcastle,
who
1857,

aUege difficulties of weather.
Elder Brethren reply, lu'ging replacement,
and e-xplainingpractice of gi\ing immediate
notice in such cases.

S:

1846, January..— Models to be tried in the water, the 8
buoy when completed to be moored for trial in an
exposed situation. Mr. Lenox to send estimate for constructing a 20 feet uon buoy.

feet u-on

June.—The 8

feet iron

20 ft. buoy ordered.

buoy s?nt to Blackwall.

One

V.

;
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beacon buoy, flush rivetted. and an
rivetted on
S feet''ditto, flush rivetted on the head, and snap
for inspection, and adopted.
Blackwall
to
the side, sent
November.— Three large iron buoys, -20 feet by 10 feet,
feet

fi

ordered to be made.
sends
184S, September.— G. "W. Lenox, Bilhter Square,
admission of
plans for self-ballasting iron buoys by the
water.

—

September. Adopted.
November.— Board order another 17 feet iron buoy hke
model, to be experimentally made by Mr. Lenox, and that
the first of
further trial of water ballast be made by altering
the 20 feet buovs that may require repair.
Attention of the Corporation called to
18.50, Octobe'r.
infringethe fact that their water-ballasted buoys are an
ment of the jiatent of Mr. Wakefield Pim. Found on
Pim.
Mr.
to
paid
116/.
case.
the
be
inquii-y to
1851, January.— License taken for future use.
December. ilr. Pim's interest in patent was ofl'ered to

—

Corporation for 250/.. but was declined.
1852.— A patent buoy on Mr. George Herbert's principle. ])laced experimentally by Mr. Lenox.
buoys
1852. November.— Board consider that as regaids
any
best adapted for lieacon buoys, this buoy far suq)a=ses
conand
appearance,
other in stability afloat, distinctness of
venience of stowage.
1855, May.— Hydrographer, Admiralty, transmits report
"
from Captain Otter, R.N., of H. M. S. Alban,"m relation
that he
to apjiearance of certain buoys in the E. Swin, viz..
can confidentlv testify to superiority of that on Herbert's
" Alban '
the
which
buoys
of
the
any
over
riding,
principle in
passed.
(15 of these buoys are at present in position.)
G. W. Lenox proposes to adapt existing
185(), January.
to Herbert's patent, by iron base mth gangbuovs
wooden

—

making them safety buoys. Adverts to
by means of various figures diversely painted on
and thinks a hght might be exhibited from body of

or jiarapet.

signals
staff,

these buoys.
Not adopted.
G. W. Lenox submits buoys of new
1858, February.
construction, flat-bottomcil, with ring recessed, to which
he will be able to fit bell apparatus. (See th-awing here-

—

with.1

Form

(Five of these buoys are at present in

adopted.

position.)

Tir,

^

1847, March.— J. Poulter, Superintendent. Buoy ^^
Blackwall. Ad\erts to buoy with internal heads in heu of
its
external iron hoops, in use for 1-1 years, which keeps
colour as jiainted ; submits that new buoys may be mada
hart,

on same plan.
Board concur, and give

—

directions accordingly.

Submits models showing
an inlpro^•ed mode of constructing the large iron buoys, by
dividing into compartments «-ith internal heads and with
1848, January.

XXV.

J. Poulter.

—

Calling attention to
1849.
Gutta Percha Company.
that material for buoys.
1850.
In 1850 a 20 feet liuoy was constructed of gutta
percha by Messrs. Bonney. of Knightsbridge. The cost of
it, including shackle, was 200/., arising jiartly from its being
a first attempt. This buoy was soon damaged, and in 1852

was

finally

1850.
1850.
1852.

condemned.

— Geo. Peacock. A new kind of mark buoy.
.\ttended and exhibited model.
— Geo. Peacock. Submits printed notice of a buoy

laid off Calshot.

Inspected by committee, and found dangerous as refuge,
two men being nearly drowned in the exjieriment.
1853.
Geo. Peacock. Submits model of refuge beacon
buoy, and suggests that one should be placed at Chalk

—

Roads, Needles.

Informed that
it, is

position

Adopted.

—

—

—

Submits model of beacon
November. J. Poulter.
buov nearly without hoojis, but with a sohd wooden bottom,
In June, 1856, Mr. Poulter
usual.
and" more "base than
submitted a similar buoy, but of stronger construction.
18 buoys" of this character (the convex botApjiroved.

tomed buov)

in jiosition.

—

Suggests a method
J. Poulter.
1854. April.
strengthening the heads of the 3 feet vertical buoys.

Approved.

June.— Lieut. Rodger, R.N.,

buov and a series of distinguishing
hundred and nineteen buoys may be

Chelsea.
figures, so

differently

A

for

beacon

that one

marked by

various combinations of eleven symbols.
Attended and exhibited at Blackwall.
July.
Is constructing
1848, June. J. Kingsley. DubUn.
buovs for indicating shallows. &e., inquires as to mode of
addressing Board, and as to practice in event of inventions

—

—

being adojited.
Aeciuainted that if he will forward a description, it shall
be brought under notice of Board.
November. By order of Board. Beacon buoys [C&n
buoys( to be loaded at the nozle instead of at the bilge.

—

which he proposes to place

—

1852.
1852.

—

Geo. Peacock. That Admiralty have placed one
of his buoys on the Shingles, and adverting to causes of
imjierfect action in buoy inspected by Elder Brethren in
\V. R. Merry, 'WTiitechapcl. Model of safety buoy.
for opportunity of inspection.
1852, October. T. C. Clarkson. Gough Square.
Jiatent cork material which he considers may be suitably
applied in the manufacture of buoys.
.\ sample buoy supjilied and placed at the E. River
Middle .Station. Tliis buoy was received in April, 1853,
and sent to station ; it was condemned as unfit for ser\-ice,
and broken up in January, 1854.
Red])ath and Leigh. To manufacture
1853, February.
buoys with ' a jiatent preparation ot iron that will resist
action of sea water, and ])revent oxidation and the accumulation of any marine, animal, or vegetable matter.'
Board order a small buoy to be procured so prepared.
1855.
Messrs. Young, Son, and Magnay. To construct
wooden buoys on Mr. George Herbert's principle.
One ordered.
1858, December.— B. B. Stoney, Ballast Office, Dubhn.
A patent keel buoy. (See dramng herewith.)
Informed that in conformity with practice in similar
cases we are prepared to cause it to be tried, should he desire
it, at his own expense.
1859.
RepUes that he is not in a position to do this, and
that the buoy has already been proved succe^ful by the
Irish Board transmit report on it from their
Irish Board.
marine surveyor.
May. A 9 feet buoy ordered and placed at the E. Margate Station.
mast buoy of peculiar
I860. Captain Nisbet, E.B.
(See drawing herewith.)
construction.
Ordered to be tried.

Thanked

—

A

—

—

—

—
—

A

Bell Buoys, ^-c.

—

J. Poulter proposes a mast buoy
184!». November.
not likely to be damaged if fouled, but that ^^^ll lise freely
on the other side of a ship's bottom.
Placed at Aldbro' Knajies, and at Stein Rock, Heligoland.
Recommends adoption of
J. Poulter.
1852, October.
8 feet instead of (> feet vertical buoys for beacons.
Directions given that no more 6 feet vertical buoys shall
be fitted with'beacons, except under special circumstances.
Suggests the advantage
185.3, March.— J. Poulter.
which would result from the formation of water-tight bulkbuoys.
wooden
of
centre
heads in the

Adopted.

in

irithin jurisdiction of the Admiralt)-.

1854.

external hoops for fenders.

1845.

;

Buoys and Beacons.

j^yiX

Aut'ust.— A

way

beacons

Bell buo,vs for
A. Perry, Swansea.
1845, January.
faciUtating steam navigation in fogs, each bell to have a
diff'erent note, the sharpest toned bell nearest the harbour,
If suggestion be
the deepest toned bell farthest from it.
considered worthy of reward, will be obliged by a remittance.
Acquainted that his communication has been laid before

the Board.
bell buoy instead
W. Lodge, Swansea.
1846, June.
of a beacon buoy off Breaksea Point.
beacons
have
regarded by th^
such
been
Acepiainted that
Elder Brethren as inefficient, and rather calculated, by producing improjier reUance on varying and uncertain sounds,
to lead into than to warn from danger.
Admiral Owen, Captain Shortland, R.N'a
1848. May.
and Mr. Hutchinson. Machine invented by Mr. Hutchinson
for producing sound on buoys.
Attended and submitted.
1848. May.— N. D. Maillard, Edward Street, Portland
Place.
A bell buoy T\-ith continuous sound. Will supply
fog buoy 8 feet with 2 feet diameter bell, for 35/.
Requests leave to submit invention for employment of
continuous sound in floating and stationary beacons.
Proposal accepted as regards fog buov.
1848, May.
August. Dehvers it at Blackwall, moors it at Ramsgate,
finds engineering defect in moorings.
Appointment
September. .Alters it, reports it ready.
made with him at Ramsgate, which he is prevented from
Requests that it may be again tried in water.
keeping.
Directions given to attend to ^^r. MaiUard's wishes in this
respect whenever he may choose to go to Ramsgate. Mr.
Maillard so informed.
.Admiralty.
Inquire as to Mr. Field's
1848, June.
invention for employment of continuous sound in buoys
and beacons.

—

—

—

—
—

—

A

—

REPLTES TO

CIRCULAR

— Acquainted that the name of Mr. B. Field
unknown to this Board in connection with this subject.
Apparatus
1850, September. — X. Parsey, Oxford
Sti'eet.

for striking a bell by means of a water-wheel,
adapted for an alarm and signal buoy.

which he

regai'ds as

Attended and exhibited model.
floating fence or
A. B., Ramsgate.
1854, February.
barricade to encompass each end of the Goodwin Sands.
Iron vessels 100 feet long and 20 feet wide, with mast and
red ball enclosing large bell. Each vessel to have a separate
strong mooring, and be seciu-ed at each end to next vessel
with strong coujjhng chains Uke railway carriages.
Miss C. E. Blackburn, Exeter. An alarm
1855, April.
beacon (the invention of her late father), a substitute in
many cases for lightvessels. ("I'his proposal was made by
her father in 1844, but he declined to explain it without an
arrangement as to remuneration.)
A]iplication on her behalf that papers
1855, .\ugust.
may be returned if not approved. Papers returned.
Mr. G. W. Lenox. Tenderfor an iron
1855, Xovember.
beU buoy with 4 feet belfry, and dome for beU. (The buoy
Herbert's
])atcnt.)
one of
Accepted, placed at the.Mixon, result not equal to expec-

—

A

tation.

185(i, April.— J. \V., Post Office, Sunderland.
Has a
plan for lighting buoys which may be seen in the darkest
night.
For further particulars address him.

1856, April.

—

every 100 yards, blown by a man on shore with a pair of
blacksmith's bellows. If put into operation requests leave
to blow the first pair of bellows.

Read.
185", March.
Geo. Chowen, James Street, Covent
Garden. To encircle Goodwin Sands with double row of
bell buoys.
Acknowledged, plan to lie on table for inspection.
Captain Close, E.B. Suggestion for
1857, September.

—

—

method of sounding bell on buoy by means of floats.
Approved. Mr. Leno.x's offer to fit the apparatus to one
of the present buoys accepted.
Tliere was a mistake in the fitting of this buoy, which is
rectified.

— Lieutenant

Morrison, R.N. Proposing
bell buoys for Goodivin and other Sands.
Acquainted that the same has been laid before the Board.
1858, July.
Mr. Whettam. Plan for adapting a bell to a
buoy so that it shall ring on the slightest motion.
Not adopted.
1859, January.— Mr. G. W. Lenox.
A patent tidal bel
buoy, worked by an internal wheel.
(See drawing.)
Tried near the Maplin, but found inetficient.
18fi0.
Captain Close, E.B. AnewbeUbuoy. (Drawing

—

—

herewith.)

At present under consideration.

Beacons.
Dr. Potts.— Proposal for driving piles by atmospheric
pressure, as per circular.

Illuminut'wn of Buoys.

—

—

;

for 201.

1848, February.

Board

Messrs. Bro^vn inquire further as to our
they have totally

reiterate opinion that

failed.

1848,

March.

Messrs.

Bro\vn remonstrate.

Offer to

place project in our hands for just remuneration.
Board refer them to pre^^ous letters.

—

1849, July.
E. Brown.
Hears we are going to make
another attempt to hght Goodwin Sands ; again offers
method of illuminating buoys.
Acquainted that he is entirely mistaken in supposing we
have any present intention in regard thereto.
1850, September.
W. W. Bonney, FuUiara. A method
of producing and sustaining for a longer period than
hitherto a most powerful electric light for use in the globes
of buoys ; will prepare model, provided we will defray
expense, &c.
Acquainted that Elder Brethren decline to accede to his

—

proposition.

—

1850, November.
Bolton Bolton, Chelsea. For lighting
up the British Channel and Goodmn Sands with lines of
floating gas lamps.

The first communication from Dr. Potts was made in
1844, and a trial was made at the Blyth Sand in
September of that year. The result was so far encouraging
as to justifH' subsequent jiroceedings.
July,

Dr. Potts offers the use of his patent
^

1845, Fe'bi-uary.
for 1,000/.

Board

offer him an annuity of 100/. per
subject to six months' notice of discontinuance of
which he agrees.
I84(), August.
Dr. Potts offers to superintend work for
Corporation at rate of one guinea per diem for any term
exceeding a week, and at rate of one guinea and a half per
diem for any term less than a week coals being sujiplied
by the Trinity Board for his vessel, the Fly, when in use.
This proposal was not accejited.
1847, March. Dr. Potts states that he has made considerable imjirovements in working his patent.
Admiralty inquu-e as to value of principle.
1847, September.
Admiralty informed of what has
been done with it.

annum,
use, to

;

1847, October.

Information sent to Lieutenant-Colonel

Colquhoun, R.A., and other

officers

forming the Committee

for inquiring into constructions on Sands.
Ordnance Office applies for use of lighter,

which was

lent.

1847,

November.

Irish

Board

inquire.

Information

sent.

1849. Lieutenant-Colonel Abbott, C.B. requests us to
point out site suitable for experiment before applying system

works in India. Board suggest Yarmouth.
Superintendent there directed to afford information.
1852.
Notice given to executors of late Dr. Potts that
use of patent will be discontinued.
Dr. Potts' principle has been applied in the construction
of the following works
A cyhnder of three feet diameter driven into the Goodwin
Sands.
(This ])enetrated 79 feet, and rested on the chalk.
It is
the only beacon on the Goodwin which has maintained its
jiosition, and is veiy ^•aluable both as a sea-mark and a
refuge beacon.)
beacon at South-east Hook of Margate Sand.
beacon at east-end of Blj-th Sand.
beacon on Buxey Sand off coast of Essex.
beacon at South Girdler, and one at the Shingles,
Prince's Channel.
A beacon at the South Calliper of the Goodwin.
The causeway from the shore to the Mucking lighthouse,
460 feet in length, rests upon pUes di-iven by this process.
1845, July.— Messrs. A. Mitchell and Son, Belfast.
Request renewed attention to their screw piles. Offer to provide and fi^x beacons, where depth of water does not exceed,
three fathoms at low water, for 500/
1846, October.— Messrs. A. Mitchell and Son jiropose to
erect upon a single screw pile a beacon possessing the advantages that a vessel running against it would not recei\e
injury whilst the spar, if broken, could be renewed immediately at a trifling expense.
Will undertake erection of such
beacons for 170/. each, including all attendant expenses.
to

:

1847, October.
E. and J. Brown, Preston. Lancashu'e.
Are in possession of a method, (^'oltaic hght.)
Permission given to attend and explain
1847, October.
it.
Arrangement made that Board will bear cost of apparatus if not exceeding 20/.
1847, November.
Messrs. Brown attend and exhibit
voltaic light.
Apparatus referred to Professor Faraday.
Mr. Faraday reports that princi])le is unapplied to buoys.
Messrs. Bromi informed
letter from them in reply.
1848, January.
Acquainted that Board do not consider
they have jiractically demonstrated application, but that they

decision.

Read.

1845, March.

Floating fog
J. Boyce, Drogheda.
1857, February.
whistles rising from a gutta-percha pipe five miles long at

1858, January.

XXV.

(Prosjiectus herewith.)
1850, December. Acquainted that proposition has been
considered by Board, and that we are not disposed
to
entertain it.

England.

—

—
—

may draw

1-11

1851, November.
C. Babbage, F.R.S., Dorset Square.
.\. metliod of illuminating buoys by filling them ^nth gaseous
liquids burning without -(vicks, o"r by agency of metal rod
heated in flame, lighted and put out "by mechanism, or left
constantly burning. New forms of buoys required, probably columnar, weighted at bottom, and attached to moorings by rings fixed at centre of resistance.
These suggestions were not adopted.

—

now being
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1848, June.

is

No.

A
A
A
A

1847, August.

Board of Qfdnance inquire as to success-

ful application of Messrs. Mitchell's plan.

Informed that it has been used for foundations of lighthouse on the MapUn, and for beacon on the Tongue; and
that we have no reason to doubt capacity of piles to beaiweights of magnitude, unless from shifting of sand, which
occuiTed to some extent at Maplin, although remedied
effectually by artificial means.
(The beacon at the Tongue
was subsequently injured and removed.)

The Chapman lighthouse
screw

is

also built

upon

Mitchell's

piles.

1847, October.— J. Lewis, Borough.
Has a plan for a
beacon on the Goodwin.
circular ring of cast u-on with
half-anchors at every five feet, sunk six feet in the Sand,
connected by rods leading inwards mth a smaller and rim.
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Question

XXV.

Buoys and Beacon

XXV.
.similar

Circular V.

AND BEACONS :— replies

rods from

tlie

upjier

rim to

act as stays to a central

shaft.

May submit
134", November.
Does so by letter.

it

in any

way he thinks

projier.

has been laid before the Board but
that the Cor])oration has not any present intention of
erecting an additional beacon on the Goodmn.
Foundation
J. Mvirray, Ph. Dr., Hull.
1S48, January.
on Goodwin. A series of hollow cylinders of galvanized
cylinder
to
fonn
the
centre.
hollow
This
another
with
iron
the
to constitute the necessary framework of the caison
cvUnders
by
Fauvell's
prinsand to be removed from the
ciple or other srniple means, antl muriatic or hydrochloric
acid lowered in cases to perforate the rock below; the
newly-formed muriate of lime to be brought up by the same
cyhnder ; bolts to be lowered and soldered into soUd rock.
Thanked for communication. Informed that Corporation has not any present intention of taking measures for
the formation of a foundation for a permanent erection on
those Sands.
184S.
MaUns and Rawlinson. To galvanize iron used
for beacons.
WV ''Ri'*^ ""
Informed that Corporation do not require use of their

Acquainted that

it

;

—

;

—

patertt.

—

Renewing
1850, April. J. Steward, Tunbridge Wells.
projiosal for his ponderous-footed l)eacon for sand banks.
1850, May. Acquainted that the Elder Brethren are

make trial of beacons constructed in the
described.
M. Chevalier, Jersey. Submits model of
1351, April.
a mast-beacon for half-tide rocks adojited at St. Helier's.
beacon was inspected by committee,
This
1851, July.
not disposed to

manner

—

but was not adopted.
S. Belin, Plymouth.
That buoys and
1353, February.
beacons should be inscribed with texts from Scripture.

—

Index.
Name.

to
XXV., XXVI.
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enumerating the Subjects of Correspondence, since 1853, with the Board of Trade, in which Requests,
Suggestions, or Remonstrances have been made to them on Suljjects which the Elder Brethren have considered of
Importance to the Interests in their charge, but on which the A'iews enforced by them have not met with the Concurrence of their Lordships, and specifying the fu'st and last Dates of the Correspondence in each Case.
To be included in Answer to Questions No. XIX. in General Lighthouse Return, XX. in General Floating
Lights Return, and XXVII. in Buoys and Beacons Return, as per letter from the Secretary to the Commissioners,

A Return

dated 11th June 1859.

Views of

Subjects.

An
in

additional clerk
the collection

account

office.

Views of tlie Board of Trade.

the Trinity House.

That one should be appointed

if their

That they can only sanction temporary

Lordships desire that revenue for
each light should continue to be

assistance pending settlement of the
establishment question.

First and Last Dates of

Correspondence.

1854.
17th Feb.

1854.

22nd Feb.

ascertained.
••1

Collection
dues. ^

of Ught

That accounts should continue to be
kept, so
that
amounts collected
for either English,

Scotch, or Irish

lighthouses should be

known.

Think

want of it will not he
with inconvenience, con-

that the

attended

sidering that if at any time required,
it may be attained without difficulty,

pro hac vice.
1855.

The hope

Official

any

that if

distinct case of

injury arises from the appUcation of
the new scale of pay to clerks appointed before October 1853, upon
their promotion, their Lordships will
be pleased to give it favourable con-

ment.

Do

not find in memorial any sufficient
gi'ound for altering the scale of
salaries as fixed by Order in Council.

March

1st

1855.
6th March

sideration.

a member of the
establishment was transmitted

(A memorial from
official

with the
Liverpool collectors

Portland dwelUngs

-

letter.)

That the salary agreed on for the remuneration of Mv. Hurry should
take date from 1st April 1854.

Cannot consent

Plans for new dwellings, &c.

Modified and reduced by request of
Board of Trade.

9 th

Aug.

The continuance

£52.

31st

Aug.

to alter completed
arrangements, which, in their opinion,

are fair

and

Sth Aug.

liberal.

1856.
Subscription to Lon-

don

of the customary
subscription
of 105/., to
enable the corporation to obtain
to
medical and surgical advice
numerous persons in lighthouse, steam
and sailing vessels and ballastage

10s. lUtlmately sanctioned

24th

May

annual

hospital.

services.

To

Superannuations

increase the pension of Benjamin

Richards from

71.

to

Is.

Hi

15s., in

consideration of his mutilation and
utter helplessness by loss of hands
to explosion of a gun.

Regret inability to comply, have no
power to authorize higher rate than

20th Sept.

1855.
28th Sept.

that already granted.

owing

1856.
Collection

at

the

Motherbank.

To make an
to

the

allowance for boat hire

collector in addition

to his

Think allowance for boat hire objectionable, and that the commission of
10 per cent, will be sufficient for the

commission.

first

New

steam

vessel

" Argus."

Specification

prepared

by

Trinity

House.
Trinity House propose that Messrs.
Samuda's tender should be accepted,
although slightly in excess of another
(10,100/. in six months complete,
against 9,887/. in six or seven
months ready for engines), because
time is of importance, and the vessel
is to be substantially the same as
the one recently built by Messrs.
Samuda, and the design submitted by
them is preferable to that submitted
by the other competitor.

Steam vessel service

To

increase the salary of the master
of the " Irene " 20/.

year.

Modified by Board of Trade as regards
bulk heads and fittings.
That as competition was confined to
a limited number, it is presumed
those only were selected who are
considered competent to perform the
work. Require that lowest tender
should be accepted.

Consider remuneration fully adequate,
but unwilling to oppose recommendation

so

strongly

pressed,

two annual increments of

Liverpool collectors

14th Feb.

1855.
18th Oct.
1856.
9 th

1856.
31st March

May

1855.
18th Oct.

3rd Nov.

1856.
6th Feb.

1856.
19 th Feb.

1855.

sanction
each.

10/.

That Mr. Hurry's retiring allowance
be 276/. \Ss. 2d.

Salary

of agent at

the Ferns.

To

increase

it 1 0/.

per

annum

in con-

enhanced price of proand of his salary being com-

sideration of
visions,

paratively less than
local agents.

that

of other

That as present salary has been sufficient, and no new duties have been
imposed, they are not prepared to
sanction increase.
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Subjects

of the

of

AND BEACONS :— replies

Correspondence

Board

with the

of

to

Trade, &c.

— continued.

II.

Views of

Subjects.

Lnndy

lighting ap-

To

accept

Wilkins' estimate

JVIessrs.

French apparatus in consideration
of arrangement being novel in this

paratus.

First and Last Dates of

Views of the Board of Trade.

the Trinity House.

for

Correspondence.

1856.
10th March

1856.
19th May

Sanction .382/. IO.s. for quantities,
nothing for lowest tenders, considering that if other tenders had been
accepted the expenses would have
fallen on those now proposed to be
reimbursed.

30th April

17th Sept

Consider supply of these works should
not as heretofore be limited to a
single manufacturer,

country.

Compensation

to

builders invited to

tender for Smalls
and Needles.

having been determined not to build
by contract, propose 105/. each to
lowest tenders, and 500/. to the person
employed by the contractors generally
to take out quantities, as a matter of
justice to contractors, and as expedient in case we desire their competition for other works.

It

Superannuations

That Mr. James

Regret that it is not in their power
under terms of Superannuation Act.

3rd July

Skerries light establishment.

To

First suggest consolidation with neigh-

2nd Aug.

\Vliitby Tier light

Hall, surveyor of
shipping, aged 82. having served 22
years, should be allowed -[i^ths of his
salary tor 1 7 years, and Jths of -jVth
for the five years.
class it as a rock station, so as to
give inten-als of relief and freedom
from duty, having regard to desolate
position, destruction of gardens, and
death of wife of keeper.

To

imdertalie the permanent exhibition
of the light on the West Pier, until
the lights at High Whitby are completed, for the purpose of indicating
the danger known as the Whitbv

establishments, and ultimately, do not
feel
justified in
sanctioning proposal to make it a
rock station, but will not object to
small increase of pay to existing
keepers.

bouring

does not appear to them that there
so urgent a necessity shown for
that step as to justify an expenditure

It

is

of public money, upon what
a harbour light.

is

really

Eock.
Superannuations

Mr. Boyns, the agent at the Longships, was pensioned after .32 years
service,
it

on -riths of his salary, but

was found convenient to

11th July

Sanction

following the rule which
the Treasury apply in dealing with
the Cii-il Service.
25/.,

1857.
13th May

1857.
ISth May

retain his

longer, by
entitled
proposed to give

super^nsion three years

which time he had become
another

to

him

12th

;

making

this,

his

pension

27/.

instead of 24/,, as originally granted.

Superannuations

To

grant Mr. Uitherdon a pension in
conformity with practice.

Propose
mately

Treasury abatements,

ulti-

1.5th

July

consent to larger amount,
subject to reconsideration of inability
at end of three years.
This reservation concurred in by
Trinity House.

Superannuations

A

pension

Lloyd

was granted

to

William

one year, subject to reconat end of that time, it
was proposed to make it permanent.
for

sideration

;

Are unwilling

to admit so young a
(aged 39) to a permanent penbut have sanctioned its continuance for three years.

24th Sept.

man

sion,

1858.

remu-

Engineer's
neration.

That
157/.

(Mr. James Walker.)

in

to annual salary,
should be allowed him for

addition

10a-.

an accotintant, specially in consideration of accounts for works not under

Consider

salary should include
duties required to be performed

2nd Feb.

all

by

him.

contract.
Scilly district

agency

Proposal to allow agent lo/. per annum on accoimt of appropriating a
room in his own house for official
purposes.

1857.
5th Dec.

Do

not see any groimd ; presume
business is conducted in his house,
and are not aware of any similar
charges elsewhere.

1858.

Lowestoft and Portland Infirmaries.

Grant of

annuallj' to each in conof medical and surgical
advice to lightsmen, &c.
5/.

sideration

That

it does not appear to them that
the cases which may be considered
as .specially incidental to the Service
are sufficiently numerous to justify a
grant from the '• Mercantile Marine

20th Feb.

Fund."
1858.

Anquette

Beacon,

Jersey.

Propose a design by Mr. Walker, submitted to the States in 1851, with

Require

it

to be

made

smaller and less

additions.

Compensations

That Mr. Simpson and others simicircumstanced (i.e., pension
agents superseded by transfer of duty
to War Department.) should receive
compensation.
larly

26th Feb.

expensive.

In the case of Collectors of Customs
similarly situated compensation has
been refused on the ground that
services performed were of an occasional kind, for which a commission
or per centage was from time to time
received,

and that

their receipts

were

annually decreasing, and would in
the course of a very few years entirely cease.

1859.
19 th Feb.
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Yarmouth and Plymouth agencies.

To make

Bishop Eock Light

That there should not be any

allowances of 5/. to agents
of thei^jiot being
provided with offices as nMher districts, and being compellea to rent
in consideration

the

Board of Trade.

Object to allowances

;

are willing to
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Correspondence.

1858.
19th June

1859.
18th June.

reconsider salaries.

larger houses.
-

toll,

in

consideration of its having been commenced before the passing of the
" Merchant Shipping Act, 1 854," and

of the trade not having invited its
erection nor pledged themselves to
contribute, the work having been regarded as an adjunct to the Seilly
light, the tolls for which are sufficient to maintain both.

Consider principle now acted on to be
that a toll should be imposed for
every new lighthouse, and that if the
aggregate sum collected for light
duties amoimts to more than is required for the erection and maintenance of lighthouses generally, the
surplus should be dealt with by
reducing the tolls generally, rather
than by making any special exemption in the case of any particular

28th July

Ught.
1858.

Hurst light
hUshment.

csta-

To assist the ministrations of a clergyman at Hurst Castle, by payment of
lO.s.

per

service

in

Do

not consider

it

within their power

16th Sept.

24th Sept.

under terms of Act.

considera-

tion of advantage to lightkeepers and
families, who are three miles and a

half distant from the church.

Superannuations

To

grant Arthur Watson, an assistant

keeper, the minimum pension of a
principal (18?. lis. ad.) instead of
15/., Mr. Watson having been a principal keeper for ten years, to which
rank he would have been restored but
for his blindness.

Dartmouth Beacon
Lizard light
blishment.

esta-

Propose design by Mr. Walker

To

sanction

payment of

3/. 3.«.

That they have no power under the

Require
for use

1859.

1859.

llthEeb.

23rd Feb.

Act.

Do

it

to

he

less costly

not consider they have the power

22nd Feb.

29 th July.

23rd March,

29th March.

of pew in church, attended by Ughtkeepers and families (nineteen in

number).

remuneSymes)

Solicitor's

ration (iMr.

To pay billsfor

1858, without subjecting them to the t.axation proposed by

Solicitor to Customs, and to remunerate for the future by a salary of 300/.

per annum, based on the average of
recent years.
Iron liditvessels

To

accept the tender of a London firm,
not the lowest (3,969/.
against 3,75(l/.) on account of the admitted superiority of workmanship
in the Thames, and the great advantage resulting from these vessels being
constructed under the direct personal
supervision of the Elder Brethren
and their own surveyor.

although

Estate at

Nayland

Expenditure

for

dent's dwelling,

Method of inviting
tenders for important -works.

wharf, superintenstore, &c.

buoy

The

selection of one or of several firms
well known from long business connection, whose premises are suitable
for the special work requii'ed, and are
so situated thiit it can be subject from
time to time to the personal inspection and supervision of the Elder
Brethren and their surveyors, construction at the outports having been
found to be unadvisable.

That exceptional items

in acconnts for
years produced a higher
average than would be advantageous
to recognize, and that they have no

1

2th April.

power to overrule taxation.

That as tenders were made by parties
invited and not by public competition,

1859.
10th June.

Trinity House, London, E.G.
1st March 1860.

IL

and

all

tenders

when

1859.

2ord June.

they consider the lowest should be
accepted.

Sanction expenditure, hut suggest that
deduction should be made from salary
of superintendent on his taking possession of the house.

1859.
7th Nov

As

a general rule the Board of Trade
require a more extended competition
or public advertisement.

Other questions, such as the application of the Treasury practice of making
abatements on superannuations, the grant to Yainnouth Hospital, the continuation of the I'ortland Lights, the details of all new works, &c., &c., have
been the subjects of discussion, more or less protracted, with the Board of
Trade, the views of the Trinity House having been finally concurred in.
The number of letters which have passed between the two Boards since
1st October 1853, amount to 2,839 (apart from a great deal of correspondence in explanation of minute queries upon details of accounts), the Board
of Trade requiring to see all specifications and drawings before tenders are
invited,

26th April.

recent

received before .acceptance.

P. H.

Berthon,

Secretary.

1860.

nth

Jan.
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CIRCULAR

No. VI.

EVIDENCE OBTAINED THEOUGH LLOYD'S AGENTS APPLICABLE TO COASTS
UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF THE TRINITY HOUSE.
(Numbered on

the

same system as the Index Map, geographically from East

to JVest

—sunwise.)

1
I.

George Brambles,
Quay.

shi])

broker and ornier. Bridlington

Thomas

I.

under the control of the Trinit)- House, Deptford,
the only lights and buoys in thb district
except the tidal harbour light under control of
the ilarbour Commissioners.
IV. There is great room for improvement in the tidal
harbour Ught.
V. I can suggest no improvement in Flambro' Head Light
nor the Smithic buoys.
VI. See answer to No. XI.
VII. Oil is used at Flambro' Head Lighthouse, candles
for the harbour light.
VIII. The tidal harbour light is occasionally not exhibited.
IX. I know of no displacement that has led to accidents.
X. I know of none.
XI. The tidal harbour hght consists of candles in a
lantern, exhibited on a staff at the north pier
head, and cannot be hghted in very stormy
weather, and when burning can with difficulty be
distinguished at sea from the ordinary town
lights.
Two gas pijjes from the hai-bour masters
office to the j)ier head would enable him to light
from there. Two lights, one immediately above
the other would obviate the difficulty in making
out the harbour light.
I think
XII. X^o fog signals are used in this district.
a bell buoy or other fog signal at Flambro' Head
would be valuable.
are

XIII. X'orth Smitliic buoy, spherical with flat top painted
South Smithic buoy, spherical with black
red.
and white squares.
XIV. I can reconunend no improvement.
XV. Xo local dues are levied in respect of hghts or buoys.
XVI. I am not aware of any complaints.
XVII. I have heard sevend complaints about the tidal

Small, Lloyd's agent, Lowestoft.

LOWESTOFT, NORTH
HARBOUR.

II.

The DISTRICT of BRIDLIXGTOX.
III. Flambro' Head lighthouse and the two Smithic buoys
II.

Mr.

III.

and

SOUTH ROADS

and

W.

Davie, Trinity agent, Great Yarmouth, and
the harbour master at Lowestoft.

IV. Yes.

am

not aware of any improvement that can at present
be made.
understand all the lighthouses bum oil, except the
inner harbour pier lights, which are coloured gas
lamps.
VIII. None to my knowledge.
IX. None to my knowledge.
X. None.
XI. .\ red flag is hoisted at first quarter flood for ships
entering the harbour, and this is sufficient.
XII. A gong is sounded on board the Stanford Lightship
in thick weather, which I think sufficient.
XIII. A black beacon buoy is placed on the south end of
Holm Sand, and a red buoy on the east side of
Newcome Sand which mark the entrance of the
Stanford Channel.
The Pakefield Channel is
marked by a black buoy on the south end of
Sand,
and
Newcome
a chequered buoy on north
end of Barnard Sand.
XIV. The present arrangement is good.
XV. No local dues are le\ned for lights, buoys, or beacons,
except the customary Trinity lights.
XVI. None to my knowledge.

V.

I

A'll. I

XVII. The general feeling is satisfactory.
XVIII. There are no local dues for lights, buoys,

XX. The

beacons.
general opinion

ot

is satisfactory.

hai-bour light.

XVIII. SeeXo.XV.

I.

XIX. SeeXo.XV.
XX. See Xo. XV.

II.

OUver John Williams,

2,

Market

Street,

Harwich, Lloyd's

agent.

HARWICH.

Honoiu^ble Corporation of Trinity.
IV. Well lighted and buoyed.
In consequence of Landguard Beach ha\-ing of late<
years ex-tended so far to the westward, it htti
caused the entrance to Harwich Harbour to tocome veiy difficult for strangers to enter in tliei
right time
would suggest that the low lighti
I
be removed, and so placed as to bring the higlij
and low lights into one, so as to guide strangoai
safely in by 'hight, and that the
Ridge Sandi
might be removed, which is much in the n-ay of
vessels coming into the harbour at night.
VI. Provided the low lighthouse was removed, so
the two Ughts could be brought into one, as
leading mark mto the harbour, no other lij^lla
or buoys would be required.

III.

Goole, 18th January, 18fi(l.
In rejtly to your favour, received 10th December
last, making inquiry on the subject of Ughting and buoying, I have mentioned the subject to several parties, who
think that as we are upwards of oO miles from the mouth of
the Humber, and not requiring any pecuhar Ughts or
buoys, they have nothing to suggest on the subject, an
opinion ^ith which I coincide.
Sir,

I

Lloyd's,

am,

sir,

Your most obedient

G. Halsted, Esq.

sen-ant,

J.\mes

London.

Wake.

Yarmouth, 30th Jan., 1860.
Ix reference to the circular from the Committee
managing the affairs of Lloyd's, of 9th December, 185!',
I beg to remark, having conversed with many seafaring
persons, and others connected with the navigation of this
coast, between Hambro" Head and the River Thames, that
I must return the questions of the " Royal Conunission on
Sir,

"\'.

;

for

Lighthouses," as not applicable, considering that the
arrangements of lights, beacons, and buoys, on the above
length of coast are so perfect, and cared for by the Trinity
estabhshments, that I could not offer a remark against the
present state of these arrangements.
I

am.

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
C. R. Johnson,
Superintending .\gent.

The

Secretary of Lloyd's, London.

VII. Oil.

VIII.

I

have always considered that the hghts, both by
and land, have been kept in excellent order.

IX. The buoys are so well attended to on this coast,
they very seldom get thsplaced.
I do not
l)er an accident having occurred.

c

I

i

X. Accidents have occurred, and I'o occur to stranga
entering Harwich Harbour, in consequence
the low Ught ha\-ing to be kept so much op
whereas they tliink that to enter the harbour t
and it
lights ought to be kept in one
causes them to get ashore on the Andrew's Sho
on Landguard Beach.
XL No signals required ; not a tidal harbour ; accesabl
;

at all times of tide.
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Evidence Collected through Lloyd'.s Agents.
XIII. At the present moment no fog sifjnals are used;
but formerly the church bells were always kept
chiming on a flood tide during a fog. This was
a good guidance mto Hanvich Harbour, but the
practice has been discontinued, because no remuneration was given to the sexton.
I consider it
highly essential, and
continued.

recommend the

bells

to be

XIV. No change required, that I am aware of.
XV. The collector of customs collects a small

local tax for
the Trinity Board.
not aware of any complaints having been made.
X^'I. Quite satisfied the low light is the obstacle, together with the clearance of the Ridge Sand.
XVIII. I never hear a complaint.

XVI.

I

am

;

'

XIV. Not required.
XV. The local lights, buoys,

;

Y

or beacons belong to the
frinity House, and are collected by
the CoUector
" 'customs. Custom House, Colchester.

.

T

vamV^^t°i'^°'"''^'''"*^

^^^""^ ''^"^'^ '"'"^'^ *''^* I

XVII. Ihe manners appear

Robert Dickson, Dovercourt, master mariner.

I.

HARWICH.

II.

III. Trinity House, London.
IV. Yes.
V. In my opinion the low lighthouse ought to be removed
and placed in such a position that vessels entering
the harbour might bring the high and low lights
into one, as was formerly the case before the beach
at Landguard extended so much to the westward. At the i)resent time strangers entering the
harbour frequently make a mistake by keeping

both lights in one, and this sets them on to the
beach or Andrew's Sand.
VI. If the low lighthouse is removed and placed as suggested by me in query V., I do not think that any
other alteration

is

required.

VII. Oil.
VIII.

Am

Do

IX.

not aware that any of the lights have ever bee
accidentally extinguished or not duly exhibited.
not recollect any of the buoys to have been dis-

and dues

XIX. No local
XX. Satisfied.

I.

Wdham

II.

LONDOX.

small tax

is

by the
remitted to the

collected for the local hghts, &c.,

collector of customs,

by

whom

it is

Spratt Elgar, Cinque Ports Pilot,

!)8,

Lower

Kent,

III. Trinity House.
ly. Not quite.
V. An additional buoy below the Shingles beacon
would be
of great service, likewise one below the
Mouse

VI.

A

Light.
lightship
placed,
shi])s

on the Varne, near where the buoy is
would bo of very great service.
Many
coming up channel tlirough hazy weather

and southerly winds, keeping a weather'ly course,
do not sight Dungeness, and lice versii.
VII. Not aware.
VIII. Not to my knowledge.
^JJ;
A
II.

present fog signals very satisfactory.
Various.

^}}'^

J

The

Xl\'.

jiresent system well adajjted for the locality,
with
the exception of bell buoys at the back
of the

Goodwin.

XVII.

arrangement.

A

excessive.

duties are collected.

Street, Deal,

X.

XV.

'I™ ""'are of.

satisfied as to the efficiency of
the hghts, buoys, &c., but they consider
what I
have suggested m' my answers to questions
V. and
VI would be a great benefit.
XVIII. The general feehng amongst mariners
frequenting
the port IS that they do not think
the charges

]jlaced.

Vessels frequently ground on the beach in consequence
of its having grown out so much to the westward
of late years, and masters keeping the high and
low lights in one as formerly.
XI. No tide signals required ; harbour accessible at all times
of tide.
XH. The church bells used to chime on a flood tide during
a fog ; but I understand that now they are not
regularly attended to.
I do not
know of any
system better calculated to be of service than the
above, if well attended to.
XIV. I do not think that any change is required in their

Engi

IX. The buoy of the Wallett liroke adril't
witliin a few
weeks, but no accident occurred that 1 am
aware
of, it was replaced within a few
days.
X. None that I am aware of.
*''^? signals are used; they are not required.
vir ^v
All.
Fog signals are used, viz., gongs on board the
Middle
^'^^^^^'^^^f^' i""'! the Gunfleet hghthouse.
VIII Buoy
r>
AlII.
on the bar red, can Ituoy; Eagle black, can
raoy ; Knowle, black and white striped,
with a
ball, nun buoy, two buoys in the
Spitway, North
buoy red, with a ball, nun buoy South
buoy
black, can buoj'.

XX.

It

has frequently been suggested to me by masters
of \essels that a light on the Varne would be
very

beneficial.
Satisfactory.

Trinity Board.

XVI. Do not know of any complaints having been made.
XVII. Mariners freqiiently complain of the high and low
lighthouses being placed as they are at present.
I.

Edward Bunbury Nott, Captain Royal Navy,

special

agent to Loyd's stationed at Deal, in the county
of Kent.

COAST

II.

generaUy from DUNGENESS to DEAL,
including
SANDS, exclusive of the
harbours of Dover and Folkestone.
All the buoys, lights, and beacons within the limits
above specified are under the control of the corporation of the Trinity House, Deptford Strond.
Yes ; with exceptions named in rci)ly to question

GOODWIN

I.

John Green, Chamberlain Wy\'enhoe, near Colchester,
shii)owner and agent to Lloyd's.

n.
III.

IV.

III.

COLCHESTER.
is no person vested with authority, resident or
Board of
otherwise (except the Honourable
Trinity) for the lights, dues, &c. ; they are received
at the custom house.
consider that the port and the coast adjacent is well
lighted, buoyed, and beaconed, except two or
three additional buoys, beacons, &c. at the spots

There

I

hereafter mentioned.
V. The Whitaker Spit buoy would be better if it were lai'ger.
A buoy or beacon would be desirable if one was
placed on the north sjnt of the Eagle.
VI. The light on board the Gunfleet hghthouse would he
improved if a bright light was exhibited to the
north of the east, and by north and west, and by
south this would lead mariners to know when
they ought to tack to clear the Sand.
It would
also be desirable to have a Ught placed at the
east end of the Middle Sand, this would guide
mariners passing the Middle and Whitaker sands.
VII. Oil only.
;

VIII.

I

do not know a single instance.

T2

IV
V.

No

seems to be required in the position and
size of the buoys now laid down.
In reference to
numbers, see rejjly to question VI. The position,
height, and colour of lighthouses could not be
improved upon.
VI. In reference to question VI., I beg to submit that,
having consulted men professionally experienced
alteration

in the navigation of the part of the coast referred

seems to be the general opinion, that there
ought to be a light vessel placed so as to indicate
at night the proximity of the " Bunie," a dangerous sand, five miles in extent, the north-east end
of which bears S.S.W. i W., 7i miles from the
South Foreland and S.E. i S.', 7i miles from
Folkestone church. Such a light 'would be of
very great assistance to ships that, from wind and
weather, are obhged to keep an offing, and do not
make Dungeness. A light so placed should uossess
to, it

;
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England.
distinctive
y.Liovm^i'^^^

some

mark

in point of

or
"- property;
i-"x.
:

•

^

1

.

being mistaken.
colour for instance, to prevent its
And further, in reference to question VI., I beg
now placed at
to submit, that if the four buoys
divided over
the back of the Goodwin Sands, and
considerably inwere
miles,
eight
of
distance
a
had bells
which
creased in numbers, and the
of preattached to them, it would he the means
or from the
venting many casualties. Vessels to
to the
passing
Sea,
North
or
Holland
coast of
moderate
eastward of the Goodwin with light or
master
the
night,
at
or
weather,
breezes, in thick
half
probably a stranger, is not aware that from
westerly
strong
a
takes
tide
half ilood the

Circular VI.

VIII. None, to the best ofiny knowledge
IX. Yes ; the Sovereign Buoy, in June

supposed to have run

described, and became total
By far the greater proportion of the
wrecks.
happen at
casualties that occur on the Goodwin
winds.
niffht or in thick weather, v/ith moderate

XIII

manner

better.

Back of the Goodwin Sands: North Sand Head
black,
buov, high, red with triangle; Swatchway.
black
with diamond top 3d, to the south, striped
black with
high,
Calhper,
South
cage
with
and
red;
buoy,
Inside Goodwin :—i:)eal Bank
ball.
Bunthead, black and white, rings with ball.
;

;

XIV. No, except

jilace,

as

recommended

in

reply

the Vfth

to

XVIII.

^

XVII. Those that

,

.

.

exist are efficient;

,,
rc(|uircd as
others

I

coUiers and fishing boats from the
have consulted, are of opinion that
would be of

XIX. None are collected.
XX. I know of none.

10
liarling and
shij) agents.

Thomas

I.

Company, agent

and

to Lloyd's,

COWES, ISLE OF AVIGHT.

II.

Admiralty and Trinity Boards.
IV. Y'es, we think so.
V. We cannot ])oint out any improvement necessary.
VI. We know of no additional being required.
VII. OU.
VIII. Wc are not aware of such having been the case.
III.

We ha\-e

IX.

no

recollection of any.

X. Ditto.
XI. Not used, therefore not wanted we presume.
XII. Gongs are used we beUeve at the hght stations, and
we think they might as well be used at the coast
guard stations at the south part of this island, but
in stormy weather, as they might not be distinctly
heard, the fh-ing of guns or rockets at intervals at
Bembridgc, and at the forts at Sandown, Freshwater, and Hurst, might be advisable.
XIII. They are black, white, and red, bell and staff buoys
of conical form.
cannot recommend any.
XIV.
XV. Lights only, and received by collector of customs for
account of the Trinity Corporation.
XVI. We know of no complaints ha\-ing been made to the
authority above.
have never heard them complain.
XVII.
XVIII. Lights being very serviceable and reduced 50 jier
cent, the general feeling seems to be favourable.
should think they are.
XIX.
XX. We are not aware of any.

We

specified.

XVIII. Unknown.

XIX. Unknown.

XX. No.— lyth December

whom

a light ship on the Sovereign Shoal
great benefit to shipping in general.
No local dues levied.

question.

XV. Nil.
XVI. Nil.

vessel

are arranged.

XIV. No.
XV. None levied.
XVI. I know of none.
XVII. The masters of

his vessel
direction, which has the effect of setting
from
immediately towards the sands. As there is
outside of the
8 to 10 fathoms water close to the
apart,
miles
two
sands, and the present buoys are
I he
there is nothing to warn him of his danger.
Ayres to
French ship " De Ruddn," from Buenos
Nonvegian
the
and
40,000?.,
at
valued
Antwerp,
Helsmgfors,
barque, " Ilos," from Newport to
August
valued at 10,000/., both got on the sands in

VII. Supposed oil.
VIII. Nil.
IX. Nil.
X. See above.
XI. Usual signals at the ports.
XII Usual fog signals used; know of no

A

last.

Replaced imme-

down.

X. I know of none where direct evidence can prove it.
XI. None wanted.
XII. None required.
XIII. Red. Conical. I know of no system in which they

ebb to

last in the

it

diately.

I85!».

We

We

Lloyd's and

agent to

Captain, R.N.,
Trinitv House.

James Hewett,

I.

Off EASTBOURNE.
Captain James Hewett, R.N.
IV. I have not heard any complaint.

II.

III.

11

V. Buoys and hghthouse well placed.
vi. No additional lights or buoys required.
good
VII. Oilused at the Beaehy Head Lighthouse; a very
light.

VIII. None.
IX. Yes ; the Sovereign Buoy, in June

,.

replaced

imme-

diately.

XIV. No.
XV. None levied.
XVI. None to my knowledge.
XVII. None but coUiers and fishing boats come
Beaehy Head Light is all that is required.
XVIII.

No

Jonathan

Jolliffe,

Bonchurcb,

Isle of

BONCHURCH, ISLE OF WIGHT.
The only

light in

my

usei-)
there.
liclieve

to be sufficient.

XVII.

I

am frequently having colUers, but
complaint.

I

hear of no

here.

local dues coUected.

12

are collected.

Andrew Snape Hamond, Captain R.N.,
Norton Cottage, Freshwater,

William Kitching, Naval Chief

WEST CHANNEL OF

J.P. and O.L.

Isle of \Viglit.

ISLE OF VvlGHT,

from

Cowes westward.

9

III.

Officer of

Coast Guard.

Off EASTBOURNE.
III. Capt. Hewett, R.N., residing at Eastbom-ne.
IV. No.
V. A hght ship to be placed in heu of the buoy on the
Sovereign Shoal.
VI. The Sovereign Shoal. In consequence of the buoy not
being visible on a dark night.

VII. Oil.

light of

XI. None.
XII. None.

II.

II.

Nab

district is the

Bembridge Point.
IV. The only point where a light could be of any
on Dunnose Point, and, I think, not much
V. The only buoys are off Bembridge ledge, whicli I

I.

I.

Wight, Builder

&c.
II.

III.
,

last,

X. I know of none.
XI. None wanted.
XII. None required.
XIII. Red large buoy on the Sovereign Shoal.

XIX. None
XX. None.

I.

Admiralty.

IV. Well lighted, but not sufficiently buoyed.
shoal recornV. 1st, another buoy on south side of Shingles
mended ; L'nd, a buoy on Pennington Spit M,
Blackrock
a buoy on the north-\\-est coast of
out
ledge, or the present beacon placed further
buoy on outer ledge of rocks between
;

4th, a

Warden

ledge and Cliff's

End

VI. Answered under previous head.
VII. Oil.

Fort.

;

REPLIES TO
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Xiy. None.
XV. None that I am aware

VIII. Not aware of any.
IX. Not a«are of any.
X. Have seen numerous vessels on shore on outer edge
of Black park ; also on Pennington Spit ; also
between Warden Ledge and Cliff's End Fort ; also
on southern side of Shingles shoal.
XI. None wanted.
XII. Fog signal on Needle Lighthouse very usefid.
Query whether aU
XIII. Buoys are of the conical form.
the buoys on the northern shore might not be
one colour, and buoys on southern shore of an

16
I.

Am

PORT

Portsmouth.

PORTSMOUTH.

Trinity Board.
with some addition.
y. Would recommend a beacon on the Deantail buoy.
VI. Monster beacon buoy about six fathoms on south-west
end of Boulder Bank, as when the Prussian frigate
" Thetis," arrived at this port a few weeks since
would ha\-e been on shore had it not been for the

IV. Yes

Black rock.

of

The Government Yard and

III.

;

Selsey Bill pilots.

XVII. Generally very good.
XVIII. None collected.

XX.

J. Gan-att, Lloyd's agent,

II.

XIV. Answered under previous head.
XV. Not aware of any.
XVI. Complaints have been frequently made by masters of
\'essels with regard to want of a buoy on Penalso with respect to

of.

XX. None.

opposite.

;

England.
Circular VI.

XVII. Good.

—

nington Spit

149

of 0])inion that the present

management

is

VII. Oil.
VIII. None.
IX. None.
X. None.

very

good.

XL

None, and not wanted.
XII. None; not required.
XIII. Black and white, circular, with

13
I.

Joseph Harding,

Pilot,

Lombard

PORTSMOUTH PILOTAGE

II.

III.

Street,

flat heads, white on
black on port coming into har-

starboard, and
bour.

Portsmouth.

XIV. None.

DISTRICT.

XV. None.

Her Majesty's Dockyard, and Trinity Board.

IV. Yes, with slight alterations.
V. Ower's hghtvessel to exhibit three lights instead of
one, there being too much similarity between it and

XVI. None.
XVII. Generally good and approved

of.

St. Catherine's.

VI.

A

beacon buoy in six fathoms, on the south-west of
Fuller Bank.
Ships shaping a north-west course

of a flood tide, and
light winds, are liable to be set on that shoal
before they are aware of it ; it being three to four
:niles from the shore.
XIII. Prinrii)ally black and white circular, with flat heads
some beacon buoys ; white port side of channel,
and black to starboard.
into St. Helen's,

on the

first

I

am

aware

Trinity
II.

25,

Penny

of.

Portsmouth,

Street,

first

class

j)ilot.

PORTSMOUTH.

H.M. Dockyard and Trinity Board,
ly. Yes.
V. I consider that there should be a more uniform system
of placing buoys, so that, as far as practicable, all
buoys of a particular colour, say black, should be
left on the same hand, say the starboard, in all
channels.
VII. Oil.
III. Authorities of

Bell

Buoy

at Spit.

RIVER EXE, PORT

VII. No light near.
VIII. No answer.
IX. The buoys may have been occasionally temporarily
displaced, but I am not aware of any accident in
consequence.
X. 1853, December, the " Hoabets Anker" struck on the
Pole Sands, and was wrecked. January, 185-1,
the " Atalanta," Richard, struck on the Pole Sands
and became a wTeck. November 20, 185/, the
" North Star," Cornish master, grounded on the
Pole Sands with a valuable cargo on board, but
came off again vessel injured.
XI. Ships rarely take the bar at night unless of light draught
and in fine weather, and I do not think tide lights
are wanted.
XII. I do not think they are required.
XIII. Black on the starboard hand and wliite on the port
hand coming in, the fairway buoy beine red
;

VIII. No.
IX. No.
XI. Not wanted.
XII. Gongs on board the light vessels.
XIII. Harbour channel buoys, black on port side, white on
starboard, in coming in.
All can buoys, except

XVII. Hs-ve never heard any complaints.

of the

The

Trinity Board exercise control over the buoys in
the harbour and on the bar.
IV. I think a Ught on Straight Point would be very desirable for pointing out the position of the bar at
night, as many accidents have arisen by vessels
touching on the Pole Sands waiting for daylight
to enter the harbour whilst standing oft' and on.
V. I think a more conspicuous buoy, witli a beacon on it
for the outer fairn'ay buoy, would be desirable.
VI. The extreme end of Straight Point, as in thick weather,
it would not be obscured.

14
James Cook,

Starcross, merchant, agent for Llovd's.

STARCROSS, MOUTH
of EXETER.

III.

XX. None.

I.

Henry B. Ash,

II.

;

XIV. None.
XV. None that
XVII. Good.

17
I.

XIV. No.
XV. Local charge for the buoys payable to the Trinity
House of one halfpenny per ton for British or privileged vessels, and

Irf.

per ton for unprivileged

vessels.

15
I.

II.

Wm.

Mair, pilot,

.3

Battery Row.

PORTSMOUTH PILOTAGE

DISTRICT.

HI. Her Majesty's Dockyard and Trinity Board.
IV. Yes; with slight alterations.
Owers light vessel to
exhibit three lights instead of one, there being too
much similarity between it and St. Catherine's.
VI. A beacon buoy in six fathoms on the south-west end
of Puller Bank.
Ships shaping course north-west
into St. Helen's on the first of a flood tide and
light winds are liable to be set on that shoal before
they are aware of it, it being three to four miles

—

fi'om the shore.
XIII. Principally black and white, cu-cular, with flat heads.

Some beacon buoys.

White, port side of channel,

and black to starboard.

XVI. None.
XVII. I have heard it expressed that a light on Straight
Point would be desirable.
XVIII. I am not aware of any complaint.
XIX. Yes.

XX.

I

am

not aware of any.

18
James Bishop, East Looe, merchant and shipowner
II.

LOOE, CORNWALL.

III. Nil.

IV. No buoys.
V. Nil.
VI. I would suggest the placing of a tower on St. George's
or Looe Island, as it is not easily distinguishable
from the mainland in hazy weather.

T3

:

1
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England.

sixpence each vessel. The above dues are paid to
the Trinity House and the corporation of Fal-

,,.
,

Circular VI.

.

y

It

is

been
possible that three «Tecks might have
These
avoided had a tower been on Looe Island.
theu:
know
did
not
vessels got embayed, and

,

mouth,

X\ I Not aware of any
XVI I. That they are efficient.
.

^

XVIII. There does not appear to have been any objection

at Looe Pier when
eight feet of water at the mouth of the
harbour ; at mast-head when there is eleven feet
or more.
,
j
1
The pilots and others consider it to be desirable
or
that a tower should be erected on St. George's
Looe Island.

\ pifot^'flagis hoisted half-mast

XI

there

to these dues.
of ascertaining.

is

XIX. No means
XX. Not aware.

—20th December,

185.0.

•

XVII.

XIX. None

21
William H. Miller, Stratton Place, Falmouth, 36 years
commanding Her Majesty's revenue cruisers, 15
years of which on the Falmouth station, and for
merly several years an officer in the Hon. E. I.

I.

collected.

19

Company's serWce.

William Broad and Sons, general merchants and agents

L

to Lloyd's of

-18

FALMOUTH.

II.

III.

II.

,

,

IV. Yes.
V. None to suggest.
VI. None.
VII. Oil.
VIII. Attendance appears to be veiy regular and
IX. None that I am aware of.
X. None.

Trinity cutter stationed at Plymouth.

IV. Yes.
any ot these points.
V. We can suggest no improvement
VI. None.
VII. Oil is used both at the Lizard and St. Anthony.
knowVIII. No such casualty has ever occurred to our

notify as quickly as possible, on learning of the
Plj-mouth,
drift of the buoy* to Captain Ditcham at
and instant attention has been given.)
aware of any.
the
tide signals are used, and we have never heard

want of them complained of.
necessary
XII. None used, and we presume are not deemed
roads, a
Xlli. There are three buoys in Carreg (or Carrick)
black one on the east, and a white one on the west
bank, denoting the entrance to the channel, and a
black one to the north, showing the fainvay to
the cross channel. The form is conical. Tlie beacon which is on the Black Rock at the entrance of
the port is painted black, with a hollow iron-hooped
ball at the summit to give sound.

„

,

for St. Anthony Light are collected
by the Collector of Customs." There are no charges
for buoys or beacon.
XVI. Not aware of any.
XVII. One of efficiency.
XVIII. Are not aware of any complaints being made, or the

demur to the rating.
can only presume so, the Trinity Board having
the receipts.
The lights and buoys being deemed efficient, public
1 7th
opinion may be "considered as favourable.
least

XIX.

XX.

We

—

December, 1859.

20
I.

Henry Eden, Falmouth, Commander, R.

N.,

Lloyd's

supervising agent.
II.

FALMOUTH.

III. Trinity

House and Admiralty, London.

IV. Yes.

XIV. No.
XV. None.
XVI. Not aware of anv.
XVII. Efficient.
XVIII. No complaints.
XIX. Yes.
XX. No.

22
Francis Baufield and Sons, St. Marj-'s, Scilly, agents for
Llovd's.
II. The RO.iDSTEADS and
of SCILLY, including
I.

PORT

SEVEN .STONES.
The Honourable Corporation of the Trinity House.
IV. The place is sufficiently hghted S'nce the hghting of
the Bishop Rock Lighthouse.
The buoys and
III.

beacons of this place are quite insufficient.
There
being only two beacons, one on the Crow Rock
and the other on the Woolpack, both recent
erections.
There are no buoys whatever.
V. It has occurred to us that, a distinguishing mark of
some kind on the Bishop Lighthouse would prevent the possibiUty of its being mistaken in thick
weather by day for the Eddystone or other rock
lighthouse by shi])S whose reckoning may be much
out from any cause.
VI. It is of great importance that a beacon should be fixed
Also
on the Gunners Rock in Bi;oad Sound.
that buoys should be jilaced on Le Jeffrey and
Old Wreck, two rocks off Annet Head; also that
a buoy should be placed to the north part of Tink
Ledge, in the south-west channel of Broad .Sound,
and a buoy on the Steeple Rock in the north-west
It is also important that buoys should
channel.
be placed on the eastern part of both the Spanish
in St. Mary's Sound.
important that a buoy should be jilaced
"
Hats," in Crow Sound, a
to the south of the
buoy to the south of the " Pots" in St. Mary's
Roads, and one to the westward of Bacon Ledge
in St. Mary's Pool, and a beacon on the Cow
Rock, in the same place, would be verj- useful.
Our reasons for the above are, that they are
urgently needed for the safety of ships bound in
when in charge of pilots, as they have at present
no assistance from buoys and beacons, and it is
in consequence much niore dangerous than it
would be, and buoys on the Spanish and Bartholomew Ledges would be especially useful to
coasters bearing up in eastwardly gales, who often
come in without pilots.

and Bartholomew Ledges

V. None.
VI. None.

It is also

VII. Oil.
VIII. Not aware.
IX. Not aware.
X. Not aware of any.
XL None wanted.
XII. None required.
XIII. One white and three black buoys, can shaped, and
one black beacon on the Black Rock.
'

XIV. None.
XV. For the

efficient.

used or required.
XII. None used or required.
XIII. One buoy on the jioint of the western bank, white.
One buoy on the jioint of the eastern bank, black,
denoting the entrance of Carrig Road channel.
One buoy, black, denoting the fairway to the
cross roads or channel.
One buoy, black, on Lugo
Rock, eastward of St. Mawe's Creek. N.B. All
can buoys.

adrift, but
IX. The Manacle buoy has occasionally broke
has been very speedily replaced by the Tnnity
from
arising
cutter, and we" know of no accident
to
the circumstance. (It has been our province

XIV. None.
XV The local dues

Port

XL None

m

XL No

Customs, and Sub-Commissioners.

of Falmouth.

, „
,
,
SubElder Brethren of the Trinity House by the local
Commissioners of Pilotage, of whom one is the
Collector of Customs. The lighthouse of St. Anthony, and buoys and beacons are more immethe
diately under the care of Captain Ditcham of

X. Not

FALMOUTH.

III. Collector of

years standing.

local light on St. Anthony's Point, on
oversea ships, a halfpenny per ton register, less
50 per cent., and on coasters an eighth of a jienny
per ton register, less 50 per cent. Poleage dues for
the beacon on the Black Rock, two shilhngs and
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We

VII.
do not know, but we believe refined rape oil
.VIII. These have not been accidentally extinguished for
many years at least, but always duly exhibited.
IX. No buoys at present.

Many

X.

England

channel across the Welsh and English grounds
would faciUtate the navigation between Newport
and Bristol by preventing the necessity of going
all round when the land marks are obscured.

losses have occiured on different jiarts of these
islands during the last 20 years, and there can be
no doubt that many of them would have been

VII. Oil.
A. Ships and steamers have ocasionally grounded on Nelson's Point and the Swash, but with the exception
of some delay and expense without injury.
Experienced persons have deviated from the right
channel when the banks are well covered on
spring tides.
XI. Tide signals not needful.
XII. Fog signals are much needed with distinguishing
strokes of a gong, to be struck if possible by
machinery, from the Dunball or Avon light,
Blacknose Point, lightship, and so on doivn
channel.
XV. \s. per vessel for Burnham Light.
XVII. Generally satisfactory.
XVIII. The aggregate paid by steamers for lights is a
large item in the coasting trade where voyages are

prevented if the above recommended buoys and
beacons had been fixed.
XI. Tide signals are neither used nor required.
XII. A bell is rung at the Bishop by machinery, and a
gong is used at the Seven Stones Lightship in

XIII. The beacons are hollow iron cones fixed on the rock,
with iron masts, and a hollow cage on the top,
painted red.

XIV. No.
XV. None levied.
XVI. We know nothing of what complaints may h&ve been
made to the Trinity House.
XVII. That the lights are efficient, but that buoys and
beacons are wanted here in the same way and for

frequent.

the same reasons as for sands and shoals leading
into all frequented harbours.
XVIII. There are none.

XIX. See

25

last.

XX. The lights
Our answers

axe efficiently managed
to the above questujns have been carefully
have also consulted the most experienced

'•

"

We

considered.

Henry Edwards,

and

skilful jiilots, and we would most resiiectfully urge the
importance of the buoys and beacons recommended in our
answer to Question VI., especially the beacon on the Gunner.

—19th December,

TV.

St.

SCILLY ISLANDS.

II.

London.

IV. It

but not buoyed and

is

well

lighted,

beaconed

XL

There are no

tide signals.

on the Bishop Lighthouse worked
by machinery, and a gong at the Seven Stones

XII. There

is

a fog bell

Lighthouse.

XV. There

are no local dues.
as many buoys and beacons as can be are
desirable in a place where there are so many reefs

XVII. That

and rocks.— 19th Dec., 1869.

24
I.

H.

W.

Hartnell, secretary to the Bristol General

Steam

Navigation Co.

dues, id. per ton register coasters; 4rf. per
ton register over sea, when laden, paid to the
harbour commissioners.
Local Ughts belong to
the Trinity, ^d. per ton register, less 5 per cent,

The Ti'inity Board's superintendent at Milford.
IV. The north shore of Bristol channel is so ; the south
III.

is

capable of improvement.

V.

The post on Nelson's Point

VI.

off,

over sea.

XVI. Not heard of any.
XVII. Not much.
XVIII. No complaints.
XIX. Yes.

XX. No.

26
I.

John Smith

Phillips,

Newport, Monmouthshire,

at the entrance of the

Avon

should be replaced by a more conspicuous object.
be placed on the Dunball as a lead to the
deep water channel of the Swash entering the
river.
A buoy at each end of the dee]) water

collec-

tor of harbour dues, &c.
II.

NEWPORT, MONMOUTHSHIRE.

III. The Elder
Brethren of Trinity House of Deptford
Strond.
IV. Yes.
VI. The buoys appear to me to be properly placed.
yii. Oil.
VIII. I beheve the lights have been well attended to, and
duly exhibited for many years.
IX. The " white," or eastern buoy, at the mouth of the
river Usk, has been displaced for a short time, but
was soon replaced, and not any accident occurred
in consequence.
X. 4 do not know of any.
XL Not required in my opinion.
XII. I do not think they are required.
XIII. Colour, one black and one white ; form, cylindrical.
The black or western, and the white or eastern are
placed, one the western, the other on the eastern
side of the mouth of the river Usk.
XIV. I am not aware that any change could he made ; the
only fault is, that white or eastern buoy is not

sufficiently discernible

BRISTOL.

II.

at Petcrston Patch.

XIV. None.
XV. Harbour

:

;

buoy required

white, other black.

sufficiently.

VI. Beacon on the Picked Rock and a buoy on Steeple
Ledge in the north-west channel of Broad Sound.
Beacon on the Gunner Rock in Broad Sound;
buoys on the Le Jeffrey and Old Wreck Ledges off
the north part of the Island of Annet buoy on
the north side of the Tink Ledge, in the .southwest channel of Broad Sovmd
buoys on the
eastern side of the Spanish and Bartliolomew
Ledges, in St. Mary's Sound.
Buoy on the
southern side of the Hats Ledge in Crow Sound.
The reason for my wishing the above buoys and
beacons to be placed as above is for the guidance
of pilots in charge of ships, and also for the
masters of coasting vessels.
VIII. They have been always duly exhibited and not
accidentally extinguished since my remembrance,
nor before, that I am aware of.
IX. There are no buoys.
X. There have been numerous wrecks on these islands
during the last twenty years, many of which
would have been avoided if the above buoys and
beacons had been in place.
I recollect three
or
four total losses on the Bartholomew Ledge, and
several vessels having struck on the Spanish and
the Hats Ledges, and many lost in Broad Sound.

a

feet buoy out of water, painted black.
VI. See IV. and V. ; master mariners, pilots, &
&c. say a buoy
would be very useful.
VII. Oil.
VIIL No.
IX. No.
X. None.
XI. None.
XII. None.
XIII. Two buoys ;' entrance of the river Usk, one painted

Mary's, Scilly, captain of a coasting

III. Trinity Corporation,

NEWPORT, MONMOUTHSHIRE between RUM
NEY RIVER and REDWICK PILL.
No;

y. 12

1859.

23
John Jenkins,

I.

ship agent, Newport, Monmouthshire,

by night.

XV. Nil.
XVI. Nil.
XVII. Satisfied.
XVIII. Not any

XX.

A tower may

T4

I

local dues.

have not heard any opinion expressed as to th«
management of lights, &c. in this port.
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:

Evidence collected through Lloyd's Agents.

England.

XVII. General complaint of there
Circular VI.

George Holland, Cxvm

I.

I\-y

Gower, Llanmadock, near

being

no

light

on

Sleomer Island.
it is good.

XX. That

Swansea.

WHITFORD.

II.

No person is appointed.
IV. Biirry bar and the harbour is well lighted and buoyed.
V. I can "suggest no improvement, but a light at the Worms
Head I consider would be useful.
VI. No lights more are necessary within the limits of Bury
III.

bar.

VII. All lighted isith oil.
VIII. None that I am aware of.
IX. None that I have heard of.
X. I remember none.
XI. .V Ught on Whitford Scarce ft-om half flood till half
XII. I am not aware if fog signals are used.
XIII. Black buoys in the centre of the cliannel.
XIV. I have no reason to recommend i-nv change.
XV. I am not aware if any dues are levi d.
XVI. Have not heard of any com|)laints.

cbl).

XVII. I consider satisfactorily.
XVIII. I have heard no direct complaints.
XIX. I believe so.

XX. None.

28
Llanmadock,

Button,
mariner.

Joseph

I.

near

Swansea,

retired

WHITFORD.

II.

No person residing here.
IV. Hurry Bar, and the harbours within it, are well lighted
and buoyed.
VI. There are no' more lights necessary- within Burrj' Bar.
VII. Lighted with oil.
not aware that any have.
V'lII.
IX. Have not known any accident to have occurred.
X. Do not remember anv.
XI. A light on Whitford Scare, from half flood till half
III.

Am

ebb.

XIII. Black can buoys in the middle of the channel.
XIV. Cannot recommend any change in colour, form, or

arrangement.

XVI. Have not known any

complaints.

29
Rees, Saint David's, Pembrokeshire, late master
mariner, and agent to Llovd's.
II. POORHCLAIS, in the DISTRICT of ST. D.WID'S.

I.

John

IV. No.
V. A beacon.
VI. There is a dangerous rock about one mile and a half
south-west of the port of Poorhclais, which covers
at one hour's flood, and is dangerous to vessels
trading to this port, and to others seeking shelter
at St. Bride's Bay with westerly winds, and a
beacon placed on the same would be an improve-

X. For the want of a beacon on a rock called the Sledges,
w hich lies to the westward of Aberenthy, where
several vessels has been lost, and one in November
which received a considerable damage, and had to
put in to Solva in a sinking state, as reported in
the " Shipping Gazette."

30
MILFORD.

III. Trinity

;

I

know no

,
,
place where a light
,

is

so

much needed.
Sleomer Island.
VI. Weir Point in Milford Haven, and
Vli. Oil.
knowledge.
VIII. None to my
X.

Many

ships have missed the finest harbour in England,
Milford Haven, for want of a signal on

i.e.,

XL

Sleomer Island.
or wanted.

None used
XIV. No.
XV. None.
XVI. None.

DINAS HEAD.
I do not know of anv other than the Trinity Board.
IV. No.
V. I suggest that two beacons should be erected on both
heads at Abercastle. and a Ughthouse on Cringodie
Head, at the entrance of Fishguard Bay, when,
diu-ing that awful night of the 25th of October,
no doubt the " Charles Holmes," from Liverpool
for Mobile, might have been saved, as other
vessels acquainted with Fishgviard Roads brought
up and rode the gale out, without destruction to
property or life. The lighthouse I ])ropose on
Y Penycrincoed Head would lead a light to clear
Stumble Head, and lead to a safe anchorage in
Fishguard Bay.
VI. Beacons at Abercastle ; lighthouse at Penycuncoed,
near the entrance of the roadstead.
VII. Oil.
VIII. Not aware of any.
IX. No other buoy than on the WTeck of the brig " Lady

III.

Kenmare " at Goodwick, which is carefully attended to by the Trinity Board.
X. Refer to the wTeck of the shijis which were lost in
October 1846; if there had been a lighthouse
to direct vessels every soul would have been
saved.

XL

No.

XII. No.
XIII. Green.
Xiy. No.

XV. North Bishop and Bardsey Island.
XVI. Several meetings hanng been

caUed, and well
attended, to petition Her Majesty's Government
to take into consideration the importance of the
bay.
XVII. The general feeling from all master mariners that
Fishguard requires a lighthouse.
XVIII. Would freely pay.
XIX. There are no local dues.
XX. As agent to Lloyd's, I am not aware of any complaint.
I have inquired from the most skilful
master
marinei's, they all agree with me, that the foregoing answers would be of the greatest benefit
to all vessels trading in the St. George and
Bristol Channels, being often blown off by
westerly gales from Cork and Waterford.

32
I.

William Bulkeley Jones, agent for Llovd's, Holvhead.

II.

HOLYHEAD.
The Trinity House.
recommend a bell buoy on the Alipera

IV.

I

\l.

X

rocks, in Holyhead Bay, and a beacon on Salt Island reef.
Memorial sent to the Admiralty by Cajit. Hirste,
in July 185!).
buoy or perch on Maen-y-Piscod Jlock, off Rhanolyn,
in Carnarvon Bay.

XL No

House.

IV. No.

V. Sleomer Island

David Vaughan, agent to Llovd's, Fishguard.
CARDIGAN BAY, from ST. DAVID'S HEAD to

VII. Oil in the lighthouse and gas in the pier-head lamps.
VIII. The lights have been duly exhibited every night.
l.\. The Victoria buoy got adrift about a month ago, but
was replaced without delay. No accident occurred
in consequence.
X. I am not aware of any.

Thos. Jackson, Lloyd's agent and .shipowner, Milford.

II.

II.

III.

ment.

I.

I.

tide signals required here.

XII. Fog signals on the mountain ; a gun fired every halfhour during a fog.
XIII. AU the buoys are painted black, except the Victoria,
which is red and \vhite.

XIV. No change required.
XV. All local dues are paid at the custom house.
XVI. I have heard of no complaints.
XVII. The general opinion is, thatthe hghts are efficient.
have not heard of any complaints.

XVIII.

I

XIX.

shouiii supi)ose they were as they are collected a

I

the custom house.

XX. They

are well

managed under the

27th December 1859.

Trinity Board.

—

—

—

—
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I.

The Provost

The

Greenock.

Sheriff of Edinburgh,

following information
I.
list of the persons who now constitute the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses, giving the name,
rank, and profession of each member, with the
number of years during which he has been a
member, the mode of election, and remuneration,
if any.
II. The duties of the Commissioners and their di\-ision,
with the names of indi\-iduals filling each office
or composing each committee, and the mode of
appointing the committees or other bodies and

„
„

Lanark,
Renfrew,

„
„
„

Bute and Dumbarton,

:

A

„

Fife,

„
„
„

members.

and 1858, with the dates of their attendance.
of members who have l)een employed on special
services or inspections in 1857 and 1858, with a
statement showing the nature of the services on
which they were employed, and the time occupied.
VI. Copies of the standing orders for the guidance of
general or other meetings of the Commissioners
and their sub-divisions.
A'll. Detailed account of the system employed in conducting the financial de]mrtment of the establishment,
showing how and where the moneys received for
lights, bvioys, and beacons are retained pending
the process of final transmission, and also mode,
adopted for maintaining and dispensing the necessary moneys for the current and ordinary expenses
of the establishment, and for meeting the bills
due under builders, engineers, and other contracts,
as well as for regular maintenance of the lights,
buoys, and beacons.
VIII. Names, ages, dates of appointment, and salaries of
the persons composing the establishment of the
office ; and if they are engaged in fulfilling duties
other than those connected %\ith lights, buoys, and
beacons, state what these duties are, the time
occupied in their discharge, and the proportion of

Return,

I.

of Edin-

James Blackadder, Esq., 1st Baihe of Edinburgh.
The Hon. A. Galbraith, Lord Provost of Glasgow.
J.

Houldsworth, Esq.,

1st Bailie of Glasgow.
"Webster, .\dvocate, Pro\-ost of Aberdeen.
Lyon Mackenzie, Esq., Pro^•ost of Inverness.
John Beith, jun., Esq,, Provost of Campbeltown.
David Jobson, Esq., Provost of Dundee.
James Duif, Esq., Provost of Greenock.
John Thomson Gordon, Esq., Sheriff of Edinburgh,
Gloucester Place, Edinburgh.
Sir Archibald Alison, Bart., Possil House, Glasgow,
Sheriff of Lanarkshire.
R. Macfarlane, Esq., 31 , Heriot Row, Edinburgh, Sheriff
of Renfrew.

John

Colin

Robert Hunter, Esq., C7, Northumberland Street, Edinburgh, Sheriff of Bute.
Thomas Cleghorn, Esq., 2{i, Queen Street, Edinburgh,
Sheriff of Argyle.

William E. Aytoun, Esq., 16, Great Stuart Street. Edinburgh, Sheriff of Orkney.
George Dingwall Fordyce, Esq., 5, Forres Street, Edinburgh, Sheriff of Caithness and Sutherland.
Archibald Davidson, Esq., 24, Rutland Square, Edinburgh, Sheriff of Aberdeen.
John Christison, Esq., 3, Great Stuart Street, Edinburgh,
Sheriff of Ayr.
Alexander E. Monteith, Inverleith House, Edinburgh,
Sheriff of Fife.

Alexander S. Logan, Esq.,
Sheriff of Forfar.

Adam

Urquhart, Esq.,

Sheriff of

5,

12,
St.

York

Place,

Edinburgh,

Colme

Street,

Edinburgh,

Wigtown.

E. D. Sandford, Esq., 11, Randolph Crescent, Edinburgh,
Sheriff of Kirkcudbright.
J. Montgomerie Bell, Esq., 2, Forres Street, Edinburgh,
Sheriff of Kincardine.
B. R. Bell, Esq., 5, Rutland Square, Edinburgh, Sheriff
of Elgin.

the

Commissioners

II. The duties of the Commissioners and their division
The duties of the Commissioners are to take charge of
the Northern Lighthouses.
Prior to 1857 these duties were discharged by a committee
of all members resident in Edinburgh, which met every
alternate Wednesday, denominated " The Bell Rock Com:

names, rank, and profes-

:

are ex-officio Members of the
of Northern Lighthouses ; they are not elected, and

mittee ;" but many of the most efficient members having
withdra\vn their attendance on account of the dissatisfaction with, and indeed constant interference of, the Board
of Trade, which they considered prejudicial to the interests
of the Commission, an attempt was made to re-construct

they have no remuneration
The Right Hon. the Lord Advocate.
Mr. Solicitor General.
The Lord Provost of Edinburgh.
:

The eldest Bailie of Edinburgh.
The Lord Pro\-ost of Glasgow.
The eldest Baihe of Glasgow,

the committees, by appointing a committee of three to
attend each month by rotation. These committees were
composed in a great measure of members who, though
equally dissatisfied with the proceedings of the Board of
Trade, yet considered it their duty to continue to act.

'the Provost of Aberdeen,

II.

Edward F. Maitland, Esq., Solicitor General.
The Right Hon. John Melville, Lord Provost
burgh.

A. S. Cook, Esq., 35, Great King Street, Edinburgh,

The following gentlemen
Board

The following are the names of the present holders of
these offices :
The Right. Hon. James Moncrieff, M.P., Lord Advocate.

Sheriff of Ross.

&c.

preceding,

with their

Commissioners,
sion

the

Wigtown,
Kincardine,
Kirkcudbright,
Elgin.

of Inverness.

nuation, length of service, and reason assigned for
placing them on the retired list.
XI. Tlie gross income and expenditure in respect of lights,
buoys, and beacons for 1857 and 1858.
XII. A detailed amount of expenditure for the sarhe
til.
period, and mode of audit, and the names and office
of the auditors.
Should there be any point in Ihis letter on the questions
Ijreviouply sp-t*- to the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses reiall.e to which it may be deemed advisable to
communicate personally with the Lighthouse Commissioners in London, I am directed to state, that Friday the
loth instant will be the most convenient day for the Commissioners to receive the Secretary to the Commission of
Northern Lighthouses.
I am, &c.
(Signed)
J. F. Cajifbell, Secretary.

to

„
„

Forfar,

George Young, Esq., 47, Moray Place, Edinburgh, Sheriff

salary attached to each duty.
of selecting and appointing the officers.
IX.
X. List of persons in receipt of pensions, superannuation,
or similar allowances, the amount paid to each in
1857 and 1858, their ages, the date of superan-

Mode

In obedience
submit,

Orkney,
Caithness and Sutherland,
Aberdeen,
Ayr,

„

The days appointed for general or other meetings.
IV. Names of members who attended each meeting in 1857

Names

Argyle,
Inverness,
Ross.

„
„

III.

V.

IL

of Dundee,

„

1S5!J.

aji

their
',.

June

directed to request that you will move the
Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses, and furnish the

Sib,

Question

II.

Royal Commission, Lights, Buoys, and Beacons,
7, Millbank Street, S.W., London,
4tli

I.

I.— England.)

„

Inverness,

„

Campbeltowiij

u
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IV.

VI

VII

Members who attended each meeting

of

in

attendance.
18,57 and 1858 with the dates of their
'

1857.

Circuls
I.

Questic

George Young,
Bailie Brown Douglas.
W. E. Aytoun, Esq.

vn.

Ordinary Committee, 17th June 1857.
Present,

E. D. Sandford, Esq., Chair.
R. Macfarlane, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 1st July 1857.
Present,
E. D. Sandford, Esq., Chair.

Thomas Cleghorn, Esq.
General Meeting, 10th July 1857.

§1. 1857.

The Hon.

Present,
the Lord Provost of Glasgow in the

Chair.

Ordinary Committee, 6th Januaiy 1857.

The Right Hon. the Lord Provost

Present,

of Edinburgh.

Provost Ewen, Dundee.
Baihe \\ right, Glasgow.
Thos. Cleghhorn, Esq.
Adam Urquhart, Esq.
G. D. Fordyce, Esq.
John Christison, Esq.

Robert Thomson, Esq., Chair.
E. D. Sandford, Esq.
General Meeting, 10th January 1857.
Present,
R. Macfarlane, Esq., Chair.

The Right Hon. The Lord
Robert Thomson, Esq.
Hugh Lumsden, Esq.
John Christison, Esq.
Bailie Brown Douglas,

May

Present,
Esq., Chair.

meetings :—
HI. The days appointed for general
viz.,
There are four general meetings in the year,
January.
of
Saturday
1. Second
2. Third Wednesday of March.
Session rises in July.
3. Saturday before the Court of
4. Third Wednesday in November.
any time.
at
summoned
be
Extra meetings can

V Names

'*•

&c.

Ordinary Committee, 20th

Commissioners found it
After two years' experience, the
of a committee
exiiedient to 'return to the old arrangement
Edinburgh, which meet every
of all the members resident in
and hepAugust
April,
in
alternate AVedresday, except
by th(> general
tember. The committees are appointed
meeting in January.

Provost.

Ordinary Committee, 15th July 1857.
Present,

Thos. Cleghorn, Esq., Chair.
G. D. Fordyce, Esq.

Adam Urquhart, Esq.
W. E. Aytoun, Esq.

On

boai-d the " Pharos," Ardrossan, 18th July 1857.

George Young, Esq.
George Moir, Esq.

Present,
Alex. E. Monteith, Esq., Chair.
E. D. Sandford, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 14th January 1857.

Bailie Brown Douglas.
Thos. Cleghorn, Esq.

Present,
E. D. Sandford, Esq., Chair.

Ordinary Committee, 9th October 1857.

George Moir, Esq.
Robert Thomson, Esq.

John

Special Meeting, 21st January 1857.

Present,
Christison, Esq., Chair.

Thos. Cleghorn, Esq.
Adam Urquhart, Esq.

Present,

,

Ordinary Committee, 21st October 1857.

Robert Thomson, Esq., Chair.
John Christison, Esq.
R. Macfarlane, Esq.
Adam Urquhart, Esq.
George Young, Esq.
Thos. Cleghorn, Esq.
Bailie Brown Douglas.

John

Present,
Christison, Esq., Chair.

Thos. Cleghorn, Esq.
Adam Urquhart, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 4th November 1857Present,

Ordinary Committee, 28th January 1^57.
Present,
Robert Thomson, Esq., Chair.

M.

A.

S.

Bell, Esq., Chair.

Logan, Esq,

General Meeting, 18th November 1857.

George Moir, Esq.
Ordinaiy Committee, 11th February 1857,
Present,

Adam

J.

The Right Hon.

Edinburgh.
,\dam Urquhart, Esq.
Thos. Cleghorn, Esq.
First Bailie of

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.

Christison, Esq.
Thos. Cleghui-n, Esq.

John

John
Ordinaiy Committee, 25th February 1857.

Christison, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 2d December 1857.

Present,

Present,

Adam
John

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
Christison, Esq.

Adam

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
G. D. Fordyce, Esq.

Thos. Cleghorn, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 16th December 1857.

Ordinary Committee, 11th March 1857.

Hugh Lumsden,
M.

Bell,

Esq., Chair.

Ordinary Committee, 30th December 185/.

Esq.

Present,

Adam

Urquhart, Esq. Chair.
G. D. Fordyce, Esq.
In all, 24 meetings.

Present,

John

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.

G. D. Fordyce, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 18th Mai-ch 1857.

Adam

Present,

Adam

Present,

J.

Present,
the Lord Provost of Edinburgh,

Chair.

Urquhart Esq., Chair.
Christison, Esq.

Thos. Cleghorn, Esq.
§2. 1858.

Ordinary Committee, 25th March 1857.

General Meeting, 9th January 1858.

Present,
J.

M.

Adam

Present,

Bell, Esq., Chair.

The Right Hon. the Lord Provost

Urquhart, Esq.

Chair.

Ordinary Committee, 6th
Present,

W.

E. Aytoun, Esq., Chair.
Baihe Brown Douglas.

May

1857.

Adam

Urquhart, Esq.
G. D. Fordyc^ Esq.
John Christison, Esq.
Baihe Blackadder.

of

Edmburgh.

REPLIES TO
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IV.

Ordinary Committee, 13th January 1858.

Ordinary Committee, 7th July 1858,
Special Meeting.

Present,

Adam

Committee on Captain Anderson, 8th July 1858.

Present,

Present,

Adam

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.

John

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
George Young, Esq.
Thomas Cleghom, Esq.

Chi-istison, Esq.

Thos. Cleghom, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 3d Februaiy 1858.

Ordinaiy Committee, 14th July 1858.

Present,

M.

J.

I.

Question
VII.

Adam Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
Thos. Cleghorn, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, '22d January 1858.

Present,

Bell, Esq., Chair.

J.

Adam

Urquhart, Esq.
Baihe Blackadder.

M.

Bell, Esq., Chair.

Baihe Blackadder.

Committee on Capt. Anderson, 16th July 185S.

Ordinary Committee, 17th Februaiy 1858.

Present,

Present,
J.

M. BeU,

Adam

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
Esq.
George Y'oung, Esq.

Esq., Chair.

Thomas Cleghorn,

Bailie Blackadder.

Ordinary Committee, 5th March 1858.

General Meeting, 17th July 1858.

Present,

Present,

Adam

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
John Christison, Esq.

W. E.

Present,

Adam
John

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
Christison, Esq.

Thos. Cleghorn, Esq.
Ordinary Committee,

:24th

March

1

Committee on Capt. Anderson, 19th July

858.

George Young, Esq., Chair.

Urquhart, Esq.

Adam Urquhart, Esq.
Thos. Cleghorn, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 14th April 1858.
Present,

Adam

Committee on Captain Anderson, 21st July 1868,

Urquhart, Esq., Chau'.

Present,

George Young, Esq.

Adam

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
Thomas Cleghom, Esq.
George Young, Esq.

R. Macfarlane, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 27th April 1858.
Present,

Adam
John

Ordinary Committee, 18th October 1858.

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
Christison, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 12th

18.58.

Present,

Present,

Adam

Aytoun, Esq., Chair.

G. D. Fordyce, Esq.
The Right Hon. the Lord Provost.
E. D. Sandford, Esq.
Adam Urquhart, Esq.
A. S. Cook, Esq.
Thos. Cleghom, Esq.

General Meeting, l/th March 1858.

May

Present,

The Right Hon. the Lord
1858.

Provost.

Ordinary Committee, 3d November 1858.

Present,

Present,

E. D. Sandford, Esq., Chau.
G. D. Fordyce, Esq.
A. S. Cook', Esq.

A. S. Cook, Esq., Chair.

Mr. SoUcitor-General.
G. D. Fordyce, Esq.
E. D. Sandford, Esq.

Special Meeting.
Ordinary Committee, lf)th May 1858.

General Meeting, 17th November 1858.

Present,

John

Present,
Christison, Esq., Chair.

Adam

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
Baihe Blackadder.

Adam

Urquhart, Esq.
A. S. Cook, Esq.

John

Christison, Esq.
G. D. Fordyce, Esq.
A. S. Cook, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 2d June 1858.
Present,

Adam

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
John Christison, Esq.
Thos. Cleghom, Esq.
G. D. Fordyce, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 29th November 1858.
Present,

E. D. Sandford, Esq., Chair.
A. S. Cook, Esq.
G. D. Fordyce, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, iHh June 1858.
Present,

John

Ordinary Committee, 8th December 1858.

Christison, Esq., Chair.

Present,

G. D. Fordyce, Esq.
A. S. Cook, Esq.
Adam Urquhart, Esq.
Thomas Cleghorn, Esq.

Adam

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
G. D. Fordyce, Esq.
Thos. Cleghom, Esq.

Ordinary Committee, 22d December 1858.

Ordinary Committee, 23d June 1858.

Present,

Present,

John Christison, Esq., Chair.
Thomas, Cleghorn, Esq.

Adam

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
John Christison, Esq.

Adam

Ordinary Committee, 28th June 1858.

Urquhart, Esq.
In aU, 29 meetings.

Present.

Adam

Urquhart, Esq., Chau.
John Christison, Esq.
Thomas Cleghorn, Esq.

U

2

Scotland.
Circular

Present,

Urquhart, Esq., Chair.
John Christison, Esq.
Thos. Cleghorn, Esq.

Adam
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BEACONS

a.nu

Constitution of Gener.\l Authority, &c
V VI VII.
The Commissioners
special
V. Names of members who have been employed on
services or inspections in

Circular

1S57 and 1S58, wnth a

statement showing the nature of the services on
which they were employed and the time occupied.

I.

Question
VIII.

1.— 1S57.

§.

1.

Names

of

members

:

Ale.vr. K. Monteith, Esq., Sheriff of Fife.
Thos. Cleghorn, Esq., Sheriff of Argyll.
E. D. Sandford, Es(i., Sheriff of Kirkcudbright.
F. B. Douglas, Esq., First Bailie of Edmburgh.
2.

Lighthouses visited and inspected, and other busi-

at Douglas, in
1st. Conference with the local authorities
to the
the Isle of Man. in regard to the proposed surrender

Commissionersofthelight on Douglas Head.
Light2nd. Visited the works in progress at Ushenish
house in South Uist.
3rd. Visited and inspected Barrahead Lighthouse.
esta4th. Visited and inspected Skerryvore and Shore
blishment.
at Khu
5th. Visited and inspected the works in progress
Vaal Lighthouse.
the sites of lighthouses proposed at
fith. Inspected
M'Arthur's Head, Islay, and Phladda Easdale; also those
which had been under discussion at Skervuile and Ruads-

and buoy
7th. Inspected the arrangements for coahng
yard at Oban, and agreed to a report on their inconve-

bound

of

Mull

Lighthouse.
from
9th. Prevented by stormy state of the weather
landing at Ardnamu'rchan, but jiroceeded to Isle Oronsay,
in Skye, and insjiected the works in progress there.
LightlOth. Visited the works in progress at Kyleakm
house, in the Sound of Skye.
Keet,
Goblach
1 1th. Proceeded to Portree inspecting the
on which a beacon had been apphed for, and the Guhiare

and M'Millan's Rocks, on which buoys had been apphed
for.

12th.

'N'isited

new hghthouse
I3th. Visited
nth. Visited

and inspected the works in jirogress at the
of Rona.in the Northern Sound of Skye.
Stornowav Lighthouse, in the Lewis.

Cape Wrath Lighthouse and

jiremises.

1,5th. Visited Pentland Skerries Lighthouse.
Kith. Landed on the Isle of May, and inspected the
lighthouse.
17th. Returned, and landed at Granton.

§ 2.

—Time occupied.

Ardrossan on the 18th July, and landed
at Granton on the 29th, both days inclusive.

Embarked

the same as the
quarterly; and
counted for, or
are required to

at

the

1

7th

May a Committee, consisting of^
Adam Urqnhart, Esq.

E. D. Sandford, Esq.
John Christison, Esq.
Geo. Dingwall Fordyce, Esq.
proceeded to St. Abb's Head to meet a deputation of the
Elder Brethren, in order to fix the site of the lighthouse.
They returned in the evening.
The Committee of the Commissioners which had been
appointed for this year were under the necessity of deferring
" Pharos " requiring some
their visit, in consequence of the
repairs, and other circumstances which prevented her
starting tDl it was too late for the Committee.

IX,

XIII.

VI. Copies of standing orders for the guidance of general

and other meetings.
Ah-eady given mth the General Return

for Lighthouses.

showing
and where the moneys received for hghthouses,
buoys, and beacons are retained pending the process of

How

final transmission

;

and,

and dispensing
the current and ordinary expenses, and meeting bills for
(2.)

The mode adopted

The counterparts

are returned

regularly as received.

on requisition from the Cominto their hands to meet the
disbursements (see letter. No.!)). This money is paid by
the Commissioners to an account kejjt by the bankers

The paymaster

2.

missioners, impresses

called the "

general,

money

Disbursement Account."

From

this account

the Commissioners give the secretarj' tenqiorary advances
The drafts on the
to meet the payments faUing due.
account are signed by the secretary, and countersigned by
two Commissioners.
The mode in which jiayments are
made by the secretary, extending, in sums of all amounts
and payments, all over Scotland, is, in general, by issuing
receipts in the Form No. 10 to the parties, with an authorisation in the corner, signed by the secretary, which is
considered equivalent to a letter of credit.

Tradesmen's accounts are rendered in specific forms (given
General Lighthouse Return, Answer to Query X\ III.,
No. '/), and are jiaid in a similar manner. They are all
checked by the accountant of the Board, and subsequently
pass through the Audit Office, in London. Accounts for
new works are jiaid in a similar way, nith the addition of
a certificate from the engineer of the amount being due.

mth

The Commissioners render their accounts quarterly to
Forms of these have been given \rith
the Board of Trade.
the General Lighthouse Return.
VIII. Names, ages, dates of appointment, and salaries of
establishment.
Alexr. Cuningham (54), secretary and cashier, entered as clerk 1st January 182(i, appointed joint secretar*'
8th January 1842, and principal secretary in 1846, and
Salarj'
secretarv, cashier, and general manager 1855.
900/.
1.

George Steuart

in January
300/.

1847.

(37), accountant, entered the senice
Salary 290/., to rise 10/. a year to

3. John Sherar (58), book-keeper and sub-cashier, entered the senice 18th August 1828, and appointed engineer's clerk and book-keeper and sub-cashier in I85I.

Salary 250/.
4. George Piggott (56), senior clerk, entered the service
as clerk to the accountant in 1837, promoted to his present
situation in 1855.
Salary 150/.
5.

James Murdoch, jun., (24;, second clerk, entered the
26th December 1849. Salary 90/., to rise 5/. jier

sen-ice

annum

tiU

it

reach 100/.

6. William Laiu'ie Barbour (24), third clerk, entered the
senice 11th November 1851. Salary 70/.
7.

John

Sherar, jun. (18), junior clerk, entered the
Salary 50/., to rise 10/. per annum

senice 1st July 1858.
reach 60/.

for maintaining

Scott (59), superintendent of lightkeepers,
8. David
Salary 240/., to rise
entered the service in March 1849.
10/. jier annum tiU it reach 250/.

foreman of lighthouse repairs,
9. Peter Hume (37),
entered the service 24th October 1855. Salary 170/., to
per anniun till it reach 200/.

rise 10/.

The time of the above officers is entirely occupied in the
business of the Lighthouse Board, and their salaries are
whoUy chargeable to the lighthouse funds.

builders, &c. &c.
1. The collectors of customs in each port are authorized
to collect light dues, as per certificate produced. They
grant bond lo the Uueen for then- intromissions, including
the light dues.

dues are received by the Commissioners for Beacons
and Buoys.

No

bill.

till it

VII. Detailed account of the system employed in conducting the financial department of the estabhshment,
(1.)

light

any number being awanting, must be acan immediate inquiry follows. Collectors
remit whenever they have 100/., or once a

and for this purpose, a book of remittance bills is
;
furnished to them at each port on the Form No. 3. These
remittance bills, it will be observed, are made payable to
the bankers of the Commissioners in Edinburgh, but are
sent through the sccretarii-, who enters them as cash, and
sends them on to the bankers. The bankers enter these
in a " Revenue Account," from which periodical remittances
are made to the Paymaster General, conform to letter.
No. -J. It wiU thus be seen that no officer of the Board
receives any cash arising from revenue.
The collectors
render their accounts in full once a quarter (see Forms,
Nos. 5, (i, 7, 8). These are checked by the board's auditor

2.
§ .S.— 1858.

On

These are contained

week

ness:

nience.
8th. Visited the works in progress at the

VII,, VIII.. IX., X.

issue to the collectors light bills (in
in books of 20, 50,
and loo each, and are numbered continuously in each
book. The counterpai-t, it will be observed is numbered

the form No. 2).

IX.

By

Mode

of selecting and appointing these

officers.

a majority of the votes of the Commissioners.

X. List of perscms in receipt of pensions for superannuation in 1857 and 1858, their ages, date of superannuation, and reason for placing on list.

Circul
I.

Questi i
XIII

REPLIES TO
X.,

CIRCULAR

No. I.— SCOTLAND.

Constitution of General Authority, &c.

XL, XII.

Amount

of

Superannuation Allowances

for 1857

and 1858.
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Constitution of Gen Ei;.\L -VlTHOKlTY, &C.

XVI.
1.

"Pharos," paddle steamer, 250 horse power, 300

re-

gistered toniiar;e.
Argyle, Sken-yvore, attending vessel, 17 tons.
boat Inchkcith.
Isle of May at Crail.
Do!
4.

2.

3. Attendiiii;

Bell Rock.
Pentland Skerries.

Do.
Do.

5.
6.

—The Number of Men employed such
of the " Pharos " consists of
Master. — Tn-o mates. — Steward. —Two engineers.
Six firemen. — Two coal trimmers. — Eleven seamen. — Carpenter. — Coxswain. — Boatswain. — Cook. — Assistant cook

X^.

1.

vessels.

i

'file cren-

(boy).
2.

The crew

Master.

of the " Argyll " consists

of—

— Mate. — Carpenter. — One seaman.

for attending Inchkeith is under the charge
of a boatman, who employs his own crew, and who, prewas paid '8s. per trip, but since then, in
to
1856,
vious
order to give liis whole time and assist in the storehouse a
Granton, receives a salarj- of 40/. per annum.
4. The boat for attending the Isle of May lighthouse is
under the charge of a boatman, who has a salary of .55/. ])er
3.

The boat

In attending the hghthouse he
free house.
as circumstances may require, who are geneper trip.
attending
5. The boat belonging to the Commissioners for
the Bell Rock hghthouse is under the charge of a boatman
who employs a crew and charges by the trip.

annum, with a
employs

men

rallv iiaid 2s.

C'd.

attending
6. The boat belonging to the Commissioners for
of a
lue Pentland Skerries hghthouse is under the charge
trij).
the
by
charges
and
crew
boatman, who employs a
stations the use of boats
7. At the following fifteen island
are required for suiiplying the lightkeepers with jn-ovisions
and other necessaries,' but these boats belong to the person
in charge of them, who visits the hghthouse as occasion

and is paid by the trip. These stations arc. Hoy
Sound, North Ronaldshay, Whalsey Skerries, North Unst,
Cape Wrath, Island Glass, Barrahcad, Rona Kyleakin,
Lismore, Rhynns of Islay, Ship Rock of Sanda, Pladda,
Little Ross, and Calf of Man.
XVI. The Expense of maintaining the same since 1853.
" Pharos."
£ s. d.
£: a. d.

requires,

XX.

—

1853.

Sailing erpensi's

-

-

-

...

1854. 'WaKcs
Sailing expenses

1.336
*.1'3

.

1.555 17
S.394 19

•

....---

1855. Wafres
Sailing expenses

.

.

.

-

U

-

Wascs

i

6
«
^
2

3

1,93,S 10
8
3,889 15 10

5,82$
1856.

Waees
Sailing expenses

1857.

Wages
SailinR expenses

1858.

Wa<!es

-

SiulinK expenses

.

...
...
...
-

.

I,6fi5
.

.

.

.
.

16

6

6

8

3,970 IS 11
1,9S0
3,161

5,63« 10

7

5,1*1 10

9

9 in
11

i,6S6 19 10
4,035 15 11
5,722 15

"Argyll."
1853.

Waces
Sailing expenses

1851.

Waces

1855.

Wanes

Sailing expenses

Sailing expenses

350
-

.

-

.

.

-

...

-

-tSS

9
17

4
3

-

10
18S 11

8

-

210
263

5

-

210
251 14

1.17

2

473
1856.

Wages
Sailing expenses

-

-

-

2

464 14
1857.

Wages
Sailing expenses

1858.

Wages
Sailing expenses

...
...

-

-

262 10
429 14

-

210

-

269 16

7

3

£3.303

-VT^j

— Expense of hiring boats each year since 1853.

XVII.-

5

6

XVII.

Cir

REPLIES TO
XVIII.

to

XXI

CIRCULAR

CON.STITUTION OP

—

qualifications.
I

(Signed)

I.

-SCOTLAND.

GENERAL AUTHORITY,

Royal Commission, Lights, Buoys, and Beacons,
7, Millbank Street, S.W., London,
17th June 185.9.
With reference to my letter of the 3d instant, I am
Sir,
directed to state that the Commissioners desire to be furnished with a return showing the names of all lighthouse
keepers and masters of floating lights appointed since the
1st of January 1854, the date of their ajjpointment ; their
profession or employment at the time of their appointment
their ages at the time of appointment; their actual employments when ajjpointed ; by whom they were selected,
and the mode of examination (if any) and of testing their

The

No.

am, &c.

J. F. C'.\mi>bell, Secretai-y.

Secretary Commissioners of

Northern Lighthouses, Edinbingh.

XVIII. List of Lightkeepers appointed since 1st Jan.
185-1. the Date, their Profession and Ages.

&C.
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Constitution of Gener.vl Altiiokity,

XXI.
Circular

Ser\

XXV.

light-keeper, (luring
in

ice.

annexed.

Have you any knowledge of the candidate whom you
recommend ?
nnn o
2. How long have you known about
and the name of his
3. What is his present employment,

He will board with you, for which you will be allowed
the authorized rate of charge.

1.

employer?

•

.

,

,

i

,

Has he been preWously employed under any

4.

person ?

i

I

The

How

6.

Is

i o

i

^

.

,.

candidate, previous to
8. \\Tien did you last see the
warding your recommendation ?
constitution, and
9. Is he able-bodied,' of a healthy
fi-om
10.

any deformity of body ?
Is his eyesight good and

free

to be obsen-ed in educating Apphcants
Admission into the Lighthouse Senice.

Rules

11. Do you
near relations,

know whether

any

he, his parents, or

.

—

„

tree
t

Is

ot Ins

have ever displayed any symptoms of insanity
or eccentricitv of character?
•
Sign here

Date
Northern Lighthouse Office,
Edinburgh,
Commissioners of Northern
seryce
Lighthouses vour ajJidieation to be admitted to the
you that your name ha.s
inform
to
have
I
as "a li-rht-kee'per,
your turn shall
been placed on the list of candidates, until

S;r__Having

come

laid before the

the lenses and mirrors.
4. When at a reflector lighthouse station, he must, in
addition to the general duties, be specially instructed in the
cleansing of the reflectors, the trimming and management
of the lamps.
He must be fully instructed to keep the journal, and
other books of the establishment which may be in use
during his stay at the station. For this purpose he should
be directed to make the entries in them, to read off the
barometer and thermometer and rain gauge, and enter the
same.
(i.
He should in every case be called upon to wTite, if
not the whole, at least a portion of the monthly return,
transmitted to the secretary during his stay, so that a
sjiecinien of his handwriting "may be seen at head quarters.

duties of a lightto be sent for instruction in the

keeper.

„

,

.

.").

-11

,

When your turn does come, of which you will receive
from home,
due notice, you will require to be three months
instruction
which will be divided eijuallv in attendance for
lighting appaof
siiecies
different
with
h'Ththouses
at two
conduct
your
residence there,
if. during the term of
ratus
and in your
be satisfactory-, both in acquiring instruction
be sent to the
general demeanour, of which intimation will
the Ust
'Commissioners, your name will be transferred from
light-keepers.
of candidates to the list of "expectant
turn
your
when
will,
you
occur,
Vroin this hst, as vacancies
appointed as assistant light-keeper, and your

m

comes, be

station named.
If vour conduct, w^hile

v

.

,.

under instruction, be such as to
above,
warrant vour name being put on the expectant hst, as
travelling expenses to and from
your
allowed
be
you will'
you are under
the stations; but no wages for the time
Should vou fail in getting your name put on
instruction.
understand that you
the expectant list, you must distinctly
will receive no allowance whatever.

his dress, sober, active, and
7. He must be cleanly
attentive, and conform in all respects to the principal lightkeeper's instructions.
8. It is desirable that, during the first four weeks of
his attendance, a learner should keej) watch along with the
principal light-keeper.
9. i)uriiig the two last weeks of his attendance, he may
keep watch either along with the princijjal or assistant hght-

keeper, as may be arranged, but during these two weeks he
is to do the Whole duties of the Ughtroom during his
the Ught-keeper attending to aid or advise him in
watch,
case of any difficulty.
10. It is to be distinctly understood, that at no time is
the lightroom to be left under the charge of a learner, with-

—

Please acknowledge receii)t of this letter.
I am, &e..
Secretary.

Northern Lighthouse
Edinburgh,

Office,

Sir,— With reference to mv letter of
,
Northern Lightintimating that the Commissioners of
candidates tor
houses had placed vour name on the hst of
have now to
admission to the service as a light-keeper, I
being sent tor
acquaint vou, that vour time has come for
as soon as
here
and you will require to come
•

,

'

instruction,
directions.
possible, when vou will receive further
])revious letter, as to the terras
I have to refer you to

mv

be allowed your travelhng expenses.
on which vou
traYou must keep a full and j.articular note of all these
is enclosed.
vcUing expenses, in the fonn of wliich a copy
for cart
Should vou have occasion to pay out any sums
you must be carehire carViage of extra luggage, &c.,
and transmit them to me,
ful to get vouchers for the same,
allowed second-class
be
alon^ with vour account. You will
will

fare in steamers, and
fare "In railways, and second-class
while travelling.
4s (id per day, for board and lodging,
and state what day
letter,
this
of
receipt
Acknowledge

you mav be expected

for

After the arrival of the leanier, who will in every case
1
bear a letter of authority from the secretary, it is the first
duty of the principal Ught-keeper to call his attention to
the light-keeper's instructions particularly cautioning him
as to the responsibility he is undertaking, and the invariable
rule of the Commissioners, that if he goes to sleep at his
post, he will not be admitted to the sen-ice.
2.
The usual period for instruction, unless otherwise
ordered, is to be six weeks at a lens Ught, and six weeks at
During these respective periods, the
a reflector hght.
learner wiU be instructed in the full duties of the lightroom, and in the whole duties to be performed by a hghtkeeper generally, as well in relation to other parts of the
premises as in the lightroom.
When at a lens lighthouse station, he must, in addi:i.
tion to his general duties, be specially instructed in the
management of the lamp, in trimming the wicks, in
removing the leather valves of the pumps. Also in cleaning

tor-

,
,
^,
from any detect?

he near-sighted?

Secretarj'.

^i
other

and cleanlv in his dress and person ?
candidate, and whai
7 Do you know the jiarents of the
How long have you known
character do they bear?

them?

am, &c.,

Principal Light-keeper

has he conducted himself in such employment
he sober, honest, obliging, obedient to authority,

5.

XXI.

&c.

you may duly instruct him in the duties of a
"six weeks from the date of his arrival,
conformity with the Board's rules, of which a copy is

in order that

recommending the
Queries to be answered bv aiiv one
Lighthouse
a-.lmiision of a Light-keeper into the

1.

Question

AND BEACONS:

out the attendance of one of the Ught-keepers who n-iU be
held resj)onsible for any defect which may occur, in the due
maintenance of the light, from the neglect or inadvertence
of a learner under instruction.
11. If any neglect of duty, disobedience of orders, or of
these instructions, or any disrespectful or irregular conduct,
occurs on the part of a learner, during the jieriod of his
instruction, the same is to be foi-thn-ith rejiorted to the
secretary.
12. If, at the expiration of the period of his instruction,
the principal light-keeper has reason to be satisfied with the
learner's proficiency and general demeanour, he shall transmit a certificate to that effect, as nearly as circumstances
admit, in the terms annexed, by jiost to the secretary in
Edinburgh. If not considered in any respect quaUfied, the
certificate

13.

must be

Upon

altered accordingly.
receipt of this certificate, the principal light\l. Is., and the assistants

keeper shall be entitled to a fee of
to a fee of 10s. 6d. each.

Lighthouse.

here,
I

am,

&c..

Secretary.

has resided
Sir,— I hereby certify that
days at" this hghthouse, during which time
he has been fuUy instructed in the whole duties of a lightkeejier, in termsof the Board's directions in that behalf, and
I consider him duly qualified to take charge of a
I have also to certify, that
liuht, as assistant light-keeper
diu'ing his stav he lias been at all times attentive to his

for

Northern Lighthouse Office,
Edinburgh,
Northern
Sir.— I am directed by the ("ummissioners of
>
Lighthouses to send to you the bearer

;

EEPLiES TO

CIRCULAR

General Authority,

C0N.STITUT10N OF

XXI.

instniction, cleanly, sober, and respectful, and I have every
reason to be satisfied with his general demeanour.
I am, &c..
Principal Light-keeper.

To

the Secretary,

Xorthern Lighthouse
Edinburgh.

No. I.— SCOTLAND.

Office,
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XXVI.

&c.

the benefit of his wife and family ; but it is to be under,
stood that the Board consider it inexpedient that in any
case they should retain the sum coming into their
hands
for behoof of such widow or family; and that in the
event
of no m-itten directions being left, the Board will apply
such sums for behoof of the widow or family, one or both,
at their discretion, in such way as they may think
most

without having regard to the manner in which
such sums might fall to he di\-ided at common law.
4. That in the e\-ent of no such directions
for behoof of
the widow and family being left by the keeper, the
pohcies,
and sums arismg from them, shall be held by the Board
exclusive of the creditors or other assignees of the
deceased
keeper, the object being to provide a fund to the widow
and
family, where such are left.
5. That in the event of any keeper being
at any time
dismissed from, or lea\ing, the service of the Board,
he is to
ha^-e no claim on the policy, nor for the annual
premiums
paid, nor for its value,— the same, in that case, beinoentirely
at the disposal of the Board
with power to them, nevertheless, if they shall see cause to give up the
poficy to the
beneficial,

Northern Lighthouse Office,
Edinburgh,
received
from
the principal lightkeepers in
Having
Sir,
charge satisfactory certificates of your progress while under
instruction, and of your general conduct while at the hghthouse stations, I have to inform you, that the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses have placed your name
on the list of " expectant lightkeepers," from which you will
be called into the service as assistant lightkeeper, when a
vacancy occurs and you will then be required to give a
statement of your occupation from this time.
Should you, when a vacancy is intimated, be engaged in
any employment which prevents your accepting your appointment, you will be passed over, and receive, on the
next vacancy a second intimation ; but should you then
decline to accept, your name will be struck off the list.
If you should attain the age of thirty before an opening
occurs, your name will be struck off the list.
I am, &c.,

—

;

Secretaiy.

Northern Lighthouse
Edinburgh,

—With

Office,

reference to your appointment as a lightkeeper, recently made by the Board, I am directed to
acquaint you, that although your salary is 40/., yet that
Sir,

the sum of 3/. will in each year after 12th November next
be retained by half-yearly instalments, for the purpose of
repaying an annual premium for an insurance on your life,
under the regulations, of which a a copy is annexed.
The quarterly payments of salary will therefore be made
to you as follows

....

:

Quarter ending 1st January
1st April
„
„
1st July
„
1st October
'

...
-

-

.
-

-

-

In pursuance of this arrangement,

.

-

have

I

now

^10

Company for the sum of
your death. The policy, which is in

after

Commissioners,

is

dated

,

By order

—

to acquaint

payable
the name of the
/.

and N"

,

of the Board,

at

Regulations

as to Insurance on Keepers Lives.
1. That the addition made to the salaries of the lightkeepers by Minute of 5th February 183!) shall in no event
be payable to or assignable by any keeper, or attachable by
his creditors.

this addition

made

to the keepers' salaries shall,

be employed in paying an annual premium
on a policy of insurance on their respecti\-e fives, for such a
sum as can be obtained for such premium, in reference to
the age of the party insured ; the poficy of such insurance
to be taken in name of the Commissioners, and the suras
contained in them to be payable to the Commissioners after
as heretofore,

the death of the keeper.
3. That it shall be competent to every fight-keeper, at
any time during his life, by any writing under his hand,
either in the form of a letter to the secretary, or othenvise,
to direct in what manner he would wish the sum arising
from his policy of insurance, at his death, to be applied for

IL

from Sheriff Lumsden, recommending an inquuy
into the merits of Gerard's reflector, and
enclosing

reflector.

Secretary.

That

of improvements suggested to the Commissioners of Nortliren
Lighthouses, with a statement of the steps
taken.
(Original return pre-fixed to \-olume of
drawings
furmshed by the Commissioners.)
I. Gerarcl's reflector.— 8th
June, 1846.— Letter

37

Assistant hght-keeper

2.

Supplementary return

letter from the provost of Aberdeen
with a sketch
of the lantern, &c.
10th May, 1847.
Letter fi-om Mr. Gerard
enclosing report of shipmasters in favour
of his

is

To

I,

a

delivered to me to be retained for your behoof.
In making this intimation to you, I am directed to call
your attention in a particular manner to the regulations.
The sum contained in the policies, you will observe, falls to
be paid after your death to the Commissioners, in whose
name the policies are taken ; and as the money is to be
ajjplied by them, it is very desirable that you should leave
some written directions behind you as to the manner in
which you would wish the money disposed of for behoof of
your family. This may be done in the simplest manner,
either by a letter addressed to the secretary of the Board,
to any member of your family, or to any friend, which, after
being written unci signed, should be laid aside in your
repositories, where it may be found after your decease.

and

ditions.

\X^

8 10
10
8 10

you that a pohcy has been taken out from the Edinburgh
Life Insurance

;

party dismissed or leaving the service, or to his
family, or
to give its value, or otherwise to dispose of it.
6. That in the event of any hght-keeper
dying and
leaving no wife and family, the Board will stiU
apply the
sums coming into their hands in terms of any written
directions he may leave ; but failing such, and
his dying
intestate, the Board wiU leave the insurance
office to settle
witji his next of kin according to the usual
forms of law
/. That from the salary of every light-keeper,
hereafter
entering the ser\-ice, a sum of 3/. shall be retained
annually
to effect an insurance on his fife, subject
to the above con-

X

I3th May, 1847.— Answer by engineer
(Alan
btevenson, Esq.), saying, he sees nothing

encourage Mr.
ments.

Gerard prosecuting

his

to
experi-

May, 1848.— Further correspondence from Mr.
Gerard, urging merits of his reflector
3d June, 1848.— Letter from Alan Stevenson,
Esq. to Mr. Gerard, saying, he would
endeavour
to have a conference with him.
June, 1848.— Letter from Alan Stevenson,
Esq.
to the Commissioners of Northern
Lighthouses
proposing to test the reflector in comparison
with a
lens-light.

7th June, 1848.— Meeting, "authorise
Mr. Stevenson to meet Mr. Gerard, to institute com" parative trials of the reflector, incurring
such
''
expense as he might think reasonable in relation
" thereto, and to report the result to the
Board."
20th and 26th September, 1848.— Letters fi-om
Alan Stevenson, Esq. to the Commissioners

expense of instituting comparative

as to

trials.

18th October, 1848.— Meeting authorised
the
sum of 100/. to be placed at the disposal of the
engineer for this purpose.
December, 1848.
Engineer reports (annual
report for 1848-9) that he has made arrangements
for a tnal of the light in contrast
with that of

—

Covesea Skerries.

I6th July, 1849.— Letter from Alan
Stevenson
Esq., enclosing a note from Mr. Gerard
regarding
first trial of the heat reflector.

—

1st October, 1849.
Report by the engineer
oeculedly
favour of the lens hght at Covesea
3rd October, 1849.— Meeting dhect no
further
experiments to be made.
II. Herbert's lamp for colza
oil.
6th May, 1847.— Letter from Mr.
Herbert of
the Trinity House, regarding his new
lamp for
Colza.
Remitted to engineer to report upon.
8th June, 1847.— Report by engineer stating
tliat Mr. Herbert's lamp and that
used by the

m

Commissioners had been carefuUy experimented

XXVI
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Copy.

a dozen of Mr Herbert's
ui.on, and suggesting that
a new to test by
burners should be procured with
Ughthouse.
actual trial in a
1848-9, after
December, 1848.— Annual report,
Rock. The engineer does
a year-s trial at the Bell
adopted.
not recommend the lamp to be
23rd November, 1848.—
Ill Voltaic hght.
Commissioners in
Letter from engineer to the
Petrie's voltaic bght,
reference to Straite and
defect which he
a
j.oint,
smallness of luminous
remedied, durect^d to
fears could not easily be
a tnal.
institutmg
correspond with inventor as to
Engineer reports (annual
December. 1848.
corresponsome
had
report 1848-9) that he has
is not yet in a
dence regarding this hght, but
make any proposal as to a tnal ot the

Report

The

;

m

want of suificient ventilation between them, it is
found that in certain states of the temperature
and atmosphere, condensation takes jilace on their

and
inner surfaces, a film of moisture is iormed,
passing through
the h^ht is materiaUy absorbed in
In order to remedy this
these" dun surfaces.
Chance, of Bu'defect, we proposed to Messrs.
mingham, to colour the thick plate wuidow-glass
to be impracstated
of the lanterns ; but this was
window panes
ticable, as the glass of which the
film of red glass
are formed is cast, and a thin
platecannot be incorporated with it. and being
Ruljy glass on the
glass it cannot be stained.
made
be
cannot
blo«Ti,
all
is
which
other hand,
of an inch thick, and is, therefore,
more than
Our
lanterns.
glazing
for
too thin to be used
large chimmes
next proposal was to colour the
Ihe
lamps.
wnck'd
four
for the first-class

1850.—
Illuminated numerals.— lOth June,
Esq. to the CommisLetter from Alan Stevenson,
numerical
ot
svstem
Meeks
sioners regarding Mr.
IV

E.tperiiuents proved that these numerals
16 inches wide) could be
(25 inches high by about
^^l^ether
yards chstance.
ilentified at fully 1000
then- exhibition to
these distances should warrant
the present state
under
not,
could
he
the mariner,
of his information, detenmne.
n , u.^,.

lights

Babbage
out November, 1851.-Letterfrom Mr.

^

system ot disnotes explanatory of his
&c. Remitted to
tinguishing hghts by numerals,
^vith

used

engineer to
""iruecember'?' 1851. -Report by
of more importance than
the eflect that power is
northern
the
as
and
2tinction in hghthouses

reflectors, mth
red colour of catoptric hghts from
smaU argand burners, has long been |)roduced by
plan, so far as
same
the
but
chunnies
;
red
using
the
we are aware, has not yet been employed for
hghts.
dioptric
first-class
in
used
large chimnies
the
difficulties occurred in manufactimng

distmguished in chalighthouses are sufBciently
to adopt Mr
already, it is not expedient
effect of
system, as it would have the

aC

Babbage's

Some

distinction

chimnies for the large lamp, and we comof
municated on the subject mth Mr. lord,
Edinburgh, and Messrs. Chance, of Birmingham,
their work.
both of whom submitted specimens of
ultimately
Messrs Chance, after several trials,
and at
sucecded in making glasses of good cohmr

Mr. Babbage
oitl Decembe?, 1851. -Letter to
Commissioners do not deem it
staling that the
system.
exDcihent to adopt his
from Messrs.
?Uh November, 1852. -Letter
the Board, enclosing
Stevenson, engineers to
of American hghtBache
Professor
from
letrer
copy of the report on
house Board, requesting a
_
Mr Babbage's plan,
-Meetmg authorise a
17th November, 1852.
sent to the American
detailed statement to be

"

red

In order to test the efficiency ot
compared to the shades at
suggestions for effecting
iiresent in use, and other
instituted a series of experiwe
view,
the object in

a moderate cost.

these chimnies

.

,

the

.
Babbage's system.
o
i
Letter from American Board
1st March, 1853.—
lu-knowledeing receipt mth thanks.
1855.-Secretarj' "authorised to
.'1st December,
" communicate to the hydrographer of the
" Admh-alty a copy of the Commissioners report
" on Mr. Babbage's plan for distmgmshmg hght-

"

Captain
2'Hh'Decemher, I855.-Letter from
Commissioners for theu^
•Washington thanking
""

1 ^^3 -Engineer
v!^Electric Ught.-15th June,
pamphlet on the
.„hmitted to the meetmg a
which he had been making
ekctric tht, as to
direct hmi to continue
some inquiries. Meeting

(Dr.

^^liTjun;, 1^53.-Letter from
hght, explaimng process
^'atson) of Aew electric
&c.
expenses comiected therewith,
of exM, tion.
engmeer as to its

o7th June, 1853.-Report by
Trmity House had
and stating that the

S

merits

report

Faraday to
tedrte subjec" to Professor
there are two objections to
[hereon but at presem
luminous point
of
smallness
Adoption, viz.', the
comparison
enormous expense
of

hghrand

m

its

"^Profeedings delayed

till

Mr. Faraday's report

is

-

Engineer reports (annual
^"Dwember, 1853.
it
ou-ing to above reasons,
report 1853-4) that
state be adopted «ith
present
Tannot in its
advantage.

irwi,

!?»>,

tebin hghthouses.— 10th
Mr. W. Fletcher, Caldy
ruarv, 1855.-Letterfrom
the
m
Wales, suggesting improvements

VI Improvement

IrnbV.
construction of hghthouses.

plans.

his
o3d Februar^-.-^^ntten to, to send
submitted, and deehned
28th March.— His plans

they contained
to be adopted, as

nothmg new.

as

ments wliich we may

embodj-ing
o^S; January, 1853.-Statement sent
rejected Mr.
reasons why the Commissioners

patentee

class diop-

first

One of these is that the hght has to pass through
another
the additional siu^'aces of the red shade
consequence of
and more serious e\-il is, that
shades to the
the close proximity of the red
window glass of the lantern, and the consequent

position to

.

colour of

tern.

—

power to

characteristic

red hghts, such as Sanna and Ushenish, has
frames conhitherto been produced by placing
tainmg red glass withm the windows ot the lan"This arrangement has certain disadvantages.
tric

—

creatly sacriticing

Light, by Messrs.
as to Experiments on Red
Board.
D. and T. Stevenson, Engineers to the

A

first-class

briefly explain.

wick'd mechanical lamp was placed

at Inchkeith, in the
in the experimental lightroom
was du-ected
focus of an annular lens, which
towards the Calton Hill, distant about 5J miles

and the foUow-ing coloured media were exhibited
in succession

:

large red shade interposed between the
lens and the pane of the lantern ; the arrangement hitherto in use.
small red shade interposed between the
2d.
1st.

A

A

lens and the lamp.
cyhnder, 12 inches in diameter, and 32
3d.
inches in length, placed outside the chunney
of the lamp.
,
,
,
„ ,
coloured chimney of flashed ruby glass
4th.

A

,

A

of pink coloiu' (the tint produced by
coloured chimney of homogeneous ruby
6th.
produced
glass of bright red colour (the tint
by gold.)
coloured chimney of homogeneous glass
6th.
gold.)

A

A

of dark
copper.)

These

red colour "(the tmt produced

different

shades

and

by

chimmes were

succesexhibited twice on each evening for three
which the apparatus was
sive nights, the order
not
and
altered
occasion
each
on
used beinothe observers. The hghts were observed

m

knon-n to
two last
on the first night bv two, and on the
stationed
nights bv three independent observers
the
Terrace,
Royal
and
on the "Calton Hill
being
whole number of independent obser^-ations
16 on each hght.
A careful rei-iew of these observations shows
dioptric red
that the characteristic of a first class
red chunhght can be secured by the use of the
in
succeeded
nies which Messrs. Chance have
attenddisadvantages
the
that
and
manufacturing,
the
on
consequent
inu- the use of the red shade,
.

additional
transmission of the hght through an
may be
pane of glass, and the condensation
on the
improvement
avoided ; a very important
result ot
present system." The follon-ing is the
of apkinds
different
the observations made, the

»
(

REPLIES TO

CIRCULARS

No.

I.

and No. II.— SCOTLAND.

Constitution op General Authority, &c

XXVI.

experimented on, being set down in their
order, number 1 being the best red light
1st. Chimney of homogeneous gold ruby glass
:

(bright red.)
2d. Chimney or flashed gold ruby glass (pink
colour.)
3rd. Red shade between lens and lantern panes,
the same as now in use.)
4th. Red shade, between lens and lamp.

Red cylinder outside of lamp chimney.
Chimney of homogeneous glass, dark red,

5th.
6th.

(tint

produced by copper.)

Nos. 1 and 2 were the best lights;
were also good lights, but not equal to
the first Nos. 5 and 6 were decidedly inferior,
particularly as regards size.
We have, therefore, to recommend to the Board
to order a year's supply of glasses of the tint and
these

3 and

XXVI.

No

and that they should
be tried in Ushenish lighthouse. It is worthy of
remark that the flashed glasses No. 2, which are
made by introducing a thin film of ruby glass
between two films of colourless glass, and wh.ch
we feared might not stand the heat, were fou'nd
to stand quite as well as those which were made
of homogeneous glass.
We think it would also be desirable to foUow
out this suggestion by getting some of the small
argand chimnies made of homogeneous ruby glass
to be tried in a reflector, and compared with the
chimnies now in use, which are stained by a very
tedious process, and are more costly than the
homogeneous glasses would be.
(Signed)
D. and T. Stevenson.
quality referred to in

paratiis

Of
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4,

;

1.

of Northern Lighthouses,

Edin-

burgh.

wth list sent. Special Returns to be sent.
refer to Mr. Stevenson's Rudimentary Treatise on Lighthouses, Part II., p. 155,
as embodying the general principles founded on

II.

Chart,

III.

The Commissioners

the experience of the Board.
IV. Should not, if possible, exceed 200 feet, but 150 feet
is sufficient under almost any circumstances to
give the range required. This, however, is controUed by each locality. See Rudimentary Treatise, p. 156.
Catoptric, dioptric, catadioptric, holophotal, azimuthalcondensing, apparent.
A' I. VisibiUty, and distinction from adjoining hghts, and
the adoption of such apparatus as in each situation will secure economy combined with the best
effects that can be produced from the flame.
VII. Fixed, revolving, flashing, intermittent, double lights,
revolving alternate colours.
VIII. See Mr. Stevenson's Treatise, p. 155, et seq.
IX. Sent.

XII.

From

the uncertainty of estimating correctly the direcno fog signals have been used by
the Board, excepting in the cases of Bell Rock
and Skerryvore, where bells are tolled by the machinery of the revohing light every half minute,
simply with the view of indicating to vessels the
proximity of danger, and putting them on their
tion of sound,

guard
XIII. None.

XIV. Nature and

dates of any memorials or appUcations for
lighthouses on new or old sites, since January
1845, and nature and dates of replies.
St.

Abbs Head.

X. See below.
-

-

Ordinary repairs (annual)
Catoptric.

^Oil

[

IS Burners.

Cost

-

J Consumption
ICost -

.

Oil

24 Burners.
Wi.cks

Is. 3rf.

Consumption

-

2-22 gallons.

t Cost r Con umption
"tCost -

-

r

Dioptric.

4th Order
1st Class.
1

Burner.

2 Wicks.

\0l. r.is. -id.

17 gallons.
21. 16s. Sd.

Wicks

f Consumption
I Cost

(

-

Revolving.*

-

10/. 4s.

/ Consumption

-

20 gallons.

t Cost r Consumption
1 Cost

-

31. 6s. 8d.

Ordinary repairs
Q-,

^>,1CK»
Wicks
(

I

1

_

Burner.
uvner.

2 Wicks.

12 wicks.

-

7id.-

-

Fixed.*

-

10/.

-

10 gallons.

-

Consumption

-

4d.
9 wicks.

r

-

-|(.^^^

_

Price
Ordinaj'y repairs

-

Q.,

-

J Consumption
tCost

r

-

and would require a report from Messrs.
Stevenson.
6. 23d February, 1858.— Letter from Board of
Trade, stating that a Committee would visit the
materials,

locality.
7. 8th March, 1858.— Letters to Trinity House
and Board of Trade, transmitting copies of pre-

vious correspondence.

24th March, 1858.— Letter to Board of Trade,
desiring sanction to survey.
28th April, 1858.— Letter to Board of Trade,
stating that a deputation of the Commissioners,
with Messrs. Stevenson, will be reaAy to receive
the Elder Brethren, as to a light in Frith of Forth.
10. 2i)th April, 1858.— Letter from the Trinity
House, giving date of the intended visit to St.
8.

still

1/. 13s.

-

5id.
Fixed.*

-

8/. 10s.

-

5i gallons

.

Consumption

1 Cost

-

18s. 4(/.

-

6 wicks.

-

3id.
Fixed.*

9.

Abbs Head.

j

[

Wicks

-{c~'''*'°"

-

l'^"'^
Ordinary repairs

11. 19th May, 1858.— Committee reported on
the meeting which had taken place at St. Abbs
Head on the 17th instant, and resolved to erect a
lighthouse on St. Abbs Head.
12. 19th May, 1858.— Letter to Trinity House

.

2nd Class. J
1

Ud.

Is.

-

Price

Wicks

)'

48 wicks.

Ordinary repairs
Oil

<;

-

-

Dioptric.

4th Order.

Revolving.*

I Cost

Burner.

3 Wicks

—

72 wicks.

Oil

(Price

1

—

Is. 8rf.

-

OU

I

I^Wicks

r

Consumption

>-

<^°^t
J^°^t

^

-{cost'™''-

"

-

S/. 10s.

-

3'2 gallons.
10s. %d.
6 wicks.

-

3irf.

Abbs Head

sioners, stating that they will cause Messrs. Stevenson to make a survey, &c.
4. 27th January, 1858.
Answer from Board of
Trade, stating that Commissioners should not in
the fLi-,3t instance direct a survey to be made, but
should, from ample materials already in their possession make the proposal to the Trinity House
for such lights as they think desirable.
5. 4th February, 1858.— Reply to the Board of
Trade, stating that the Commissioners had no

3/. 14s.

J Consumption

St.

Trade stating that proposal ought to have come
through the Trinity House, and that they are not
prepared to sanction a light on Fifeness.
3. 23d January, 1858.
Reply from Commis-

12/,

-

Ordinary repairs

and

—

4d.

Flashing.*

Fifeiiess

as suitable sites for hghthouses to guide vessels
into the Firth of Forth.
2. 18th January, 1858.
Answer from Board of

I

Dioptric.

2nd Order,

54 wicks.

-

IG Burners.

Dioptric.

31. 5s.

-

(Price

1st Order.
I Burner.
4 Wicks.

Rock, and suggesting

III.

-

Ordinary repairs

Cato])tric.

Fixed.*

"1

[Price

Catoptric.

-

1.

~
Consumption
„
m./.
-J for 100 hours! ^^"^S^^""'
r

—

31st December, 1857.
Letter to Board of
Trade as to WTeok of " MarteUo," &c. on the Can-

TABLE OF PRICES.
-

for sanction.

—

13. 26th May, 1858
Answer from Trinity
House, conveying sanction.
Lighthouse now in course of erection.

See the Drawings furnished in Answer to No. XI. of
this Return.

X

I.,

Question

XXVI.

Circular II.

XI. All stores are supplied by open contract, conform to
samples exhibited, and they are tested by examination on receipt into the store. The oil is tested
by samples furnished anon;\Tnously prerious to
opening offers, and the tests are burning, freezing,
photometrical observations, (vide Treatises, p. 1 77),
and chemical analysis.

\'.

fPrice

Circular

Edinburgh, 20th March, ISGO.

CIRCULARNo. lI.-LIG[lTnOUSES -GENERAL RETURN.
The Commissioners

I.

Scotland.

;
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Lighthouses

XIV.

— General

:

XIV.

Return.

24th May, 1848.— Letter to Mr. Sinclair,
stating that a' deputation of the Commissioners
3.

Oicares.

—

Memorials from ship
184/.
1. December,
owners, &c. of Grangemouth, Alloa, Kincardine,
and Borrowsto\™ess, as to a light on Oxcares,
remitted to engineer.
Letter from Chairman
()th December, 1847.
of Forth and Clyde Navigation Company, regarding the above memorial, and \irging the importance of a light. Remitted to Engineer.
Letter from John
3. 2()th Febnian-, 1S4I».
Laing, desiring to "know on part of Memoralists

—

•-'.

.

—

if a lighthouse is to be erected.
Answer, stating that
4. 2i'd February, 184!).
the finances will " preclude the erection of lighthouses for some time.
John
5. 25th Se])tember, 1855.— Letter from
Laing, urging the necessity for a light.
6. 10th November, 1855.— Answer, stating that
this matter had been under the notice of Government, and for the present there was no prospect of
work l)eing undertaken.

—

Fifeness.
\. 31st December, 1857.— Letter to Board of
Trade, adverting to loss of two steamers. Firth
of Forth, last year, and pointing out practicability
of a hghthimse on Fifeness.
Answer from Board of
2. 18th January, 1858.
Trade, statins that proposal ought to ha\-e come
and that they are not
House,
Trinity
through the
preiiared to sanction the proposed light on Fifeness.
Reply by Commis1858.
3. 23d January,
sioners, stating that my Lords have misapprehended purport of their letter, what they suggested was, that a survey should be obtained n-ith
a view of obtaining probable cost of lighthouse.
Answer from Board of
4. 27th January-, 1858.
Trade, stating that Commissioners should not
which might turn out
survey
a
of
expense
incur
to be entirely useless until they have received

—

—

—

sanction of Trinity House to erect a lighthouse.
Reply by Commis5. 4th February 1858.
sioners, stating that they have no materials to
enable them to submit any definite proposal to the
Elder Brethren, and that the statute requires them
in making such an application, to state fully the
nature of the work proposed to be undertaken,

—

their reasons for

and

doing

—

so.

Letter from Board of
6. 23d February, 1858.
Trade, stating that Elder Brethren will shortly
visit the locality, with a view of selecting a site.
Answer from Commis7. 8th March, 1558.
sioners, stating that they had sent to Elder
which had
correspondence
Brethren cojiy of the

—

passed between them on this subject.
Reply from Board of
8. 18th March, 1858.
Trade, regretting misunderstanding which appears
to have arisen on this subject.

—

River Xess.

—

Application from Clerk
\. 24th March, 1855.
of 1 1 arbour Trustees, Inverness, for light at mouth
of River Ness.

—

28th March, 1 855. Letter to Clerk of Harbour Trustees, wishing to be informed whether the
position referred to for the light, is not locally
2.

situated within the bounds of Inverness harbour.
Answered that it was, and light refused.

yosshead.

See also Parliamentary Report on lighthouses,
1845, Appendix No. 22,"p. 556 (Caithness, S. E.
After much discussion regarding compacoast).
rative merits of Sarclethead and Nosshead, as the
Order in Council, thai
.'ite, the Queen issued an
the light be placed on Nosshead, 2lst Januarj-,
I84fi.

Erected and light exhibited, 1849.

Holbomhead.

2d December, 1846.— Memorial of Trustees
Scrabster Harbour, for a light to open up the

1.

of

anchorage, remitted to engineer to report.
Letter from engineer, with
2. 28ih April. 1848.
extract letter from Mr. Sinclair, of Forss, 18th

—

April, 1848, urging necessity for light.

will visit the locahty.

—

4. 26th June, 1848.
Letter to Trinity Houae,
regarding new lighthouses, and stating that Holbom can only be regarded as a local light.
Secretary directed at
5. 24th December, 1856.

—
—
—

meeting to write to Board of Trade for instructions.
Letter from Trinity
6. 5th February, 1857.
House, conveying sanction to erect lighthouse.
Letter from Board of
7. 12th February, 1859.
Trade, convejing sanction.
Matter postponed, ownng to disagreement about
ground. A full copy of the correspondence has
been sent to the Commissioners.
Cantickhead.

—

29th January, 1848. Recommendation for a
fight in letter from Lieutenant 'l"homson, R.N.
Letter fi-om Trinity House,
2. 26th June, 1848.
v,it\\ reference to Lieutenant Thomson's recommendation, and agreeing v.'ith him as to importance of having a fight.
Engineer proposes that
3. 26th October, 1853.
a light should be erected. Approved.
Meeting resolved to
4. 16th November, 1853.
1.

—

—

—
Trinity
December, 1853. — Letters
sanction.
House and Board of Trade
—
Letter from Board of
23d May. 1854.
Trade conveying sanction.
2d April. 1856. — Contract for building the

erect a lighthouse.
5.

to

1st

for

6.

7.

lighthouse to be entered into.
Erected and fight exhibited 1858.

Ho^ Sound,
See also ParUamentary Report on Lighthouses
1845, appendix j). 557.
7th December, 1846. Trinity House approved
of erecting figbthouses.
Erected and fights exhibited 1851.

—

Grimsness Head.

—

Petition from fish curcrs, fisher1. May, 1855.
men, and others in the Orkney Islands for a light
on Grimsness Head, in South Ronaldshay, as a
guide to fishermen coming in from sea to the

herring fishing stations.
Stating that the Commis2. 3()th May, 1855.
sioners cannot undertake to erect any lighthouse
of a temporary character, such as is wanted.

—

Orkney.

Thieves Holm. HeUvar Holm.
1. 16th September. 1S58.— Memorial from Manager and Directors of Aberdeen Ship])ing Company, to have a light in Shapinsha Sound.
Memorial from Harbour
2. October. 1858.
Trustees of Kirkwafi, as to importance of light on
Thieves Holm, to lead into Kirkwall Bay, &c., or
on headland of Durness.

—

—

Joint memorial from com3. December, 1858.
missioners of supply, and road trustees of Orkney
for light on Thievesholra, as it would conduce to
the safety of vessels navigating Orkney islands.
Report by >Iessrs. Ste4. 3d January, 1859.
venson on merits of Thieves Holm and Hellyar
Holm, but stating that the relative costs of a fight
on either site would be found to have considerable weight in coming to a conclusion.
Petition from ship owners,
5. March, 1859.
ship master and pilots of Kirkwall, and others
(65 signatures appended) urging a light.
Report by Engineers
6. 7th Decejiber, 1859.
that they had made survey, and recommend a
Hellyar
Holm.
Secretary directed
on
light
small
to intimate to petitioners that the Commisssoners
Hellyar
Holm
is the proper
are of opinion that
site, in order that they may have an opportmiity

—

—

—

of fonvarding obser\-ations.
Letter to Mr. Aytoun,
7. 8th December, 1859.
sheriff of Orkney, stating that Hellyar 'Hobn
appears to Commissioners to be the best site.
Answer from Mr.Aytoun,
8. 3rd January-, 1860.
convevin<T obser\ations in favour of Thievesholm,

—

—

as the best site.
9. 12th January, I860.— Letter from Mr.Aytoun. enclosing extract of nunute of commissioners of supply of Orkney, detafiing the superior
advantages of Thievesholm.
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I

10.

12tli

January,

Frazer, Kirkwall, enclosing excerpt from minutes of
trustees for Orkney roads, in favour of Thievcsholm.

—

January, 1860.
Letter from Mr.
.Scarth, Lloyds agent, Kirkwall, stating that the
general opinion of shipmasters is in favour of
Thievesholm.
12. 31st January, 1860.
Supplementary report
by Messrs. Stevenson, that as the question is
entirely as to lighting Shapinsha Sound and the
String, they are stiU of opinion that Hellyar Holm
11.

17th

—

is

the best

site.

The whole subject re-committed to Messrs. Stevenson, as when this report was nTitten by them,
they had not before them the last letters on the
subject.

—

13. 11th February, 1860.
Further supplementary report by Messrs. Stevenson, still in favour of

Hellyar Holm.
14. Letter from Mr. Aytoun, 25th February,
1860, conveying further opinions in favour of
Thievesholm.
15. 13th March, I860.— Letter from Mr. Aytoun,

enclosing a document signed by every ship owner
in Kirkwall (29 in number) recommending lliieves-
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General Return.

—

—

the application seems to have reference rather to
the local wants of Orkney than to the necessities
of general naiigation.
3. 26th June, 1848.
Letterfrom Trinity House,
concurring with Lieutenant Thomson, that a light
on .\uskerry would be useful as a coast light.
Nothing further done.

—

Ronaldshay

16th March, 184S.—Letter to Trinity House,
stating the Commissioners resolution of erecting a
lighthouse here, instead of reno-\-ating Start Point
light, and increasing its range.
2. 1 7th April, 1 848.— Letter from Trinity House,
conveying their sanction.
3. i 1th Januar)', 1851.— Resolved to build the
lighthouse in course of ensuing year.
Erected and light exhibited 1854.
1.

Bressay or Kirkabistemess.

—

16th November, 1853.
Commissioners resolve to erect a lighthouse at the south entrance to
Lerwick.
2. 1st December, 1853.— Letter to
Trinity
1.

—

3. 11th January, 1854.
Reply from Trinity
House, stating that light on Bressay would be
ueeful, but should be considered strictly local

however, in the spring they intend making a personal examination of the localitj', with a view of
obtaining the best site.
4. 2d August, 1854.
Letter from Trinity House,
stating that they have visited the localitj', and are
of opinion that the outermost point of Kirkabistemess is the best site.
5. 10th November, 1854.
Report by engineers,
stating that having made a survey, they find that
Ku'kabistemess commands so great a range of
illumination, that it is preferable to the site suggested nearer Lerwick.
Letter to Board of
6. 27th December, 1855.
Trade, transmitting jilans of proposed lighthouse.
Reply from Board of
7 12th Januarj', 1856.

—

—

—
—

Trade approving of

ditto.

Erected and light exhibited 1858.

—

—

—

Mr. Kinghorn's letter.
9. 3d March, 1854.— Reply from Board of Trade
approving of Commissioners proceeding with the
lighthouse.
10. 7th March, 1854.— Letter to Mr. Kinghorn,
authorizing him to proceed with the works.
11. 14th March, 1854.— Letter from Board of
Trade, enclosing one from .\dmiralty, as to expediency of immediately erecting two lighthouses in
Shetland.
The remainder of the correspondence on this
subject has already been communicated to the

Royal Commissioners.

l!)th

November,

1851.

— Board

resolve

to

erect a lighthovise.
2.

19th November,

Reference in engineer's annual report for
1 850, stating the great expense which would attend
the erection of a lighthouse here.
A light would
be of no great importance.
2. Engineer states (annual report for 1851) that
the necessity for a light cannot be considered as
urgent.
3. 14th March, 1854.— Letter from Board of
Trade, enclosing one from Admiralty, as to expediency of immediately erecting two temporary
lights in Shetland.
4. 23d March, 1854.
Letter from Board of
Trade, requesting urgent steps to be taken for the
erection of the lighthouse.
5. 3d April, 1.^54.— Letter to Board of Trade,
stating that the Commissioners would make aU
the necessary arrangement for the erection.
The remainder of the correspondence on this
subject has already been communicated to the

1851.—

Letter

—

Royal Commissioners.
Side Skerry.
(30 miles north of Cape Wrath.)
27th February, 1852.— Application from Mr.
Sinclair Thurso, for light or beacon on this dangerous rock.
2. 3d March, 1852.
Letter to Mr. Sinclair
stating that Commissioners cannot hold out any
1.

—

prospect of a lighthouse Ijeing erected ; the expense would be great, the efficiency doubtful.
3. 15th October, 1852.— Letter 'to Mr. Sinclair,
stating that the Commissioners had visited the
Sule Skerry, and that although the expense of
erecting a beacon would not be great, still the
locality was not suitable for the erection of one,
and that the height of rock itself ser\-ed as a conspicuous mark.
4. 10th December, 1852.— Letter from Mr. Sinclair, hoping the Commissioners may further consider the subject.
5. Engineer reports (annual report 1853) against
the establishment of a light, o^\'ing to expense,
other engagements, &c.

Buff of Lewis.

—

16th August, 1854.
Letter from Board of
Trade, directing attention to the Butt of the Lewis,
as an ehgible site for a lighthouse, the erection
of which the Commissioners last year considered
as desirable for the safe navigation of the west
coast of Scotland.
2. 15th November, 1854.
Engineer submits
plans showing proposed site for a hghthouse.
3. 24th December, 1856.— Letter to the Board
of Trade, stating that as the lighthouses, ajiproved
of in 1 853, were nearly completed. Butt of Lewis
and others might be constructed.
4. 14th January, 1857.— Answer from Board of
Trade, stating that they do not find that any definite plans for this lighthouse has been sanctioned
by the Trinity House
1.

—

niiahey.
1.

— Letter from

Nort7i Vnst.

1. 7th February, 1848.
Letter from Admiralty,
with enclosure from Lieutenant Thomson, R.N.,
recommending inter alia, a light on island of
Auskerry.
2. 10th February, 1848.
Engineer reports that

for sanction.

.'ith

1.

Auslcerry.

House

XIV.

January, 1864.

Board of
Trade, declining to sanction estimate for lighthouse.
6. nth January, 1854.
Letter to Mr. Kinghorn, requesting him to suspend any preparations
for the completion of his constract.
7. 24th February, 1854.
Letter from Mr. Kinghorn, requesting to be informed whether the Commissioners intend to proceed with the execution of
the contract.
8. 25th February, 1854.
Letter from Commissioners to Board of Trade, transmitting copy of
5.

holm.
Consideration delayed.

'North

16-5

to Trinity

House, mshing their sanction.
3. 27th November, 1851.
Reply from Trinity
House, conveying sanction.
4. 5th October, 1853.— Offer of Mr. Kinghorn

—

to build lighthouse for 6294Z. 9s. 3d., accepted.
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— General

20th May, 1857.— Letter to Trinity House,

desiring sanction.

12th June. 1857.— Reply from Trinity House,
(J
enclosing a letter they had m'ittcn to the Board of
Trade, communicating their views on this as well
other proposals.
Letter from Board of
7. 20th January, 1859.
Trade, stating that lighthouse on Butt of Lewis

—

should be proceeded

mth

as soon as possible,

and

requesting plans.
8. 14th April, 1859.— Letter to Board of Trade,
transmitting plans of lighthouse.
9. 2(1 June, 1859.— Letter to Board of Trade,
transmitting tenders and recommending offer of
Me.ssrs. Barr to be accepted.
10. 1th June, 18,59.— Re])ly from Board of Trade,
approving of Messrs. Barr's offer.
Lighthouse in course of erection.

:

Return.

XIV.

be proceeded with as soon as possible, and requesting plans.
5. 3d June, 1859.— Letter to Board" of Trade,
transmitting plans and estimate of lighthouse.
6. 13th July, 1859.— Reply
from Board of
Trade, stating that my Lords are not prepared to
sanction so high an estimate, and that the execution of the work must be postponed.
7. 15th July, 1859.
Answer from Commissioners, explaining why estimate is so high.
8. 19th July, 1859.— Reply from Board of Trade,
wishing further explanation.
9. 4th August, 1859.
Answer from Commissioners, giving ditto.

—

—

Rhu Rhea.
1 st

1

December, 1 853.

— Letter to Trinity House,
—

on Rhu Rhea.
11th January, 1854.
Reply from Trinity
House, stating that they intend visiting locality in
the spring.
3. 2d. August, 1854.
Letter from Trinity
for sanction to erect lighthouse

Stornowity.

2.

—

Letter from engineer,
1. 29th March, 1848.
enclosing one from Admiral Beaufort, and report
by Captain Otter, in favour of light at Stonioway.
'2. 29th March, 1848.— Letter to Admiralty,
stating that proposal for a light has been remitted
to a sub-committee.

—

Commissioners
3. 20th November, 1 850.
solved to erect a lighthouse.
Erected and lighted January 185.3.

re-

Monach.
Huskier.
Hebrides.
Letter from Board of
1. 18th January, 1859.
Trade, with enclosure from Captain Otter, as to
necessity for a light.
Letter to Board of
2. 27th January, 18.59.
Trade, saying that a deputation of the Commissioners would visit the locality, and report.
.'1 8th February, 1859.
Answer from Board of
Trade, proposing a joint inspection of Elder
Brethren and Commissioners.
A committee of the Commissioners met the
Elder Brethren and Cajitain Otter, and thought
that a lighthouse might be advantageous to guide
coasting vessels clear of the dangerous rocks and
shoals of that part of the coast.
4. fith October, 1859.— Letter to Board of Trade,
desiring their sanction to survey being made.
Letter from Trinity
5. 19th October, 1859.
House, stating their o])inion that a light on the
islands
would
be beneficial.
Monach group of
6. 9th November, 1859.— Letter from Board of
Trade, stating that they quite agree with the
Trinity House, as to placing a light on west of
Monach group, but do not consider further sun'ey

—

—

—

—

necessaiT.

—

Report by Engineer,
7. 7th December, 1859.
saying a further survey is necessary.
Letter froirf Trinity
8. 4th Januarj', 18(10.
House, appro\-ing of a lighthouse being built on
the Monach.
9. 11th Januarj', I860.— Ditto, from Board of

—

Trade

ditto.

—

30th January, 1860. Commissioners remit
Messrs. Stevenson to prepare plans, &c., of
lighthouse.
10.

to

—

House, stating that having visited the locality,
they think that a general jmssing light should be
erected on Rhu Rhea, and a local light on Rona.
4. 11th August, 18.54.— Letter to Board of
Trade, stating that Commissioners had received a
report from the Trinity House, and that they
would now proceed to survey.
5. 10th November, 1854.
Engineer submits his

—
—

report of survey.

14th November, 1854.
Letter from Board
of Trade, approving of erection of lighthouse on
6.

Rona.
Letter to Board of
7. 24th December, 1856.
Trade, stating that as lighthouses sanctioned in
185.3 were nearly completed, Rhu Rhea, along
with others, might be constructed.

—

Rona.
1 to fi, same as Rhu Rhea.
Erected and light exhibited, 1857.

Kyleakin.

See also Parliamentary report on lighthouses,
1845, appendix No. 2, \t. 577 (Castle Moil, Sound
of .Skye), remitted to engineer.
1. 4th December, 1844.
Application from Hugh
Mc.Vskill, Esq., urging necessity for a lighthouse.
2. 23d December, 1845.
Engineer re])orts that
a lighthouse is needed, and suggests the liest site.
3. 21st October, 1846.
Commissioners resolve
to erect a lighthouse as soon as the other engagements of the board will admit.
4. 27th October, 1846.
Letter to Trinity House,
intimating resolution of Commissioners.

—
—
—

—
— Answer

November, 1846.

from Trinity
House, stating that the subject would receive
attention jiending i'urther communication.
6. 19th November 1846.— Letter to Trinity
House in terms of statute.
Letter from Trinity
7. 7th December, 1846.
House, that they would \-isit the station.
8. 10th September, 1847.— Letter from Trinity
5.

.5th

—

House, approving.
Erected and light exliibited 1857.

Ushenish.
1.

3d August, 1854.

—

Communication from

Trinity House, as to desirability of a hghthouse at

Ushenish.
Report by engineer,
2. 10th November, 1854.
with plans of lighthouse.
Letter from Board of
3. 14th November, 1854.
Trade, approving of lighthouse being erected.
Erected and lighted November 1857.

—
—

Stourhead.

24th December, 1856.— Letter to Board of
Trade, stating that as lighthouses approved of in
1853 were neai-ly completed, Stourhead and others
might be constructed.
2. 20th May, 1857.— Letter to Trinity House,
requesting sanction.
Reply from Trinity House,
3. 12th June, 1857.
enclosing a letter they had wTitten to Board of
Trade, gi'i'ing preference to a projecting lump
called "South Ear," as a site for the Hghthouse.
Letter from Board of
4. 20th January, 1859.
Trade, stating that lighthouse on Stourhead should
1.

—

—

Isle

Oronsay.

1 to 6, same as Rhu Rhea.
Erected and lighted November 1857.

Ardnamurchan.
See Parliamentary report on lighthouses, 1845,
appendix No. 22, p. 556. Resolved on, and trade
to be consulted.
Circular to trade.
1. 24th January, 1845.
2. Answer from various bodies, fa\ourable.
Committee resolve to
3. 28th February, 1845.

—

—

erect a lighthouse.

—

March, 1845. General meeting approve,
and remit to the committee to proceed.
5. 27th March, 1845.- Letter to the Trinity
House, intimating resolution.
6. 8th May, 1845 —Answer, that Elder Bre4.

19tli

the locaUty.
1845.
Letter from
Brethren, appro\ing.
Erected and light exhibited, 1849.

thren
7.

\vill ^-isit

22d October,

—

Elder
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Sound of Mull.
1
'

2.

same as Khu Rliea.
14th November, 1854.
Letter

to 5,

6.

—

fi-om

Board of

Corran.

December, 1845.

—

Letter from .Admiknow if the Commissioners have
any intention of erecting a lighthouse on Corran.
'2. ;31st December,
1845.
Report by engineer,
that a light would prove useful.
3. Uth June, 184().
Letter from Engineer, rei27th

1.

XIV.

20th May, 1857.— Commissioners submitted

to Trinity House, in terms of Act, for their sanetion to build lighthouse.

11th June, 18.57.— Letterfrom Trinity House
to Board of Trade, stating that committee had
availed themseh-es of the opjjortunitj' of inspecting
Phladda Island, and think the best position would
be on a rocky ledge on the S.E. point.
4. 24th June, 1857.— Letter from Board of
Trade transmitting copy letter from Trinity House,
and sanctioning lighthouse.
In course of erection.
3.

Trade, appro\-ing of erection of lighthouse.
Erected and light exhibited 1857.

ralty,

167

Return.

wishing to

—

—

commending

the establishment of this

liglit

—

—

many

other stations.
Letter from Secretary
7. 22d January, 1848.
of Caledonian Canal, stating that he does not find
any disposition on part of officers of treasury to
recommend the canal commissioners to undertake
the erection and maintenance of a Ught on Corran,
and trusting that Commissioners of Northern
Lighthouses \vill attach some weight to the claims
of Corran Point for a lighthouse.
8. 25th January, 1848.
Report by engineer or
to local character of light, and that the same
urgent wants of the mariner must be attended to
after

—

—

in preference.

—
—

9. 2d February, 1848.
Letter to Caledonian
canal commissioners in terms of report.
10. 24th May, 1848.
Report by secretary as to
his proceedings while in London, endeavouring to
get clauses introduced into the Caledonian Canal
Commissioners Bill before Parliament, to empower
them to exhibit and erect lights. (Not complied

with.)

—

11. 2d December, 1852.
Letter from engineer,
Caledonian Canal, and enclosure from a ship master
as to necessity of having a light on Corran Point.
Secretary to report on previous proceedings and

correspondence.

1.

—

14th January, 1857.
Letter from Board of
Trade regarding the erection of various lighthouses
in Scotland, and wishing Commissioners to consider as to exhibition of a small light at Corran
lis.

Ferry.

it.

—

11th June, 185/.Letter from Trinity
House to Board of Trade, stating that committee
had availed themselves of the opportunity of
inspecting Corran Point, and found it a very
eligible site for a small lighthouse, and recommending the early establishment of one there.
16. 24th June, 1857.
Letter from Board of
Trade transmitting copy of letter from Trinity
House, and sanctioning lighthouse.
In course of erection.
15.

.

—

Lady Rock, Lismore.
Recommendation from Capt.
7th March, 1860.
Bedford for a reflected light from Lismore to mark

—

the beacon on this rock.
Stevenson to report.

—

December,

for

sanction

1853.
Letter to Trinity
to
erect
lighthouse at

Portascaig.
2. 11th
January, 1854.— Reply from Trinity
House stating that a light at Portascaig would
only be useful to vessels passing through that
Sound, and should, therefore, be considered as a
local light, but that they intend ('isiting locahty in
the spring.

—

3. 2d August,
1854.
Letter from Trinity
House, stating, that having visited the locahty
they do not approve of this position, and that Rhu
Vaal Head would be the best.

—

1. 20th May, 1857.
Commissioners submitted
to Trinity House in terms of Act, for their sanction
to erect a lighthouse on Ruadsgeir.

11th June, 1857.— Letter from Trinity House
stating, that ha-\-ing Wsited the
they think that though an eUgible site for
a Hghthouse, tliey consider it less urgently required
than Skervuile or Phladda.
3. 24th June, 1857.— Letter from
Board of
Trade transmitting copy of letter from Trinity
2.

to

Board of Trade,

locality,

House

as to this.

Colonsay.

—

27th November, 1852.
Letter from Mr.
May, Caledonian Canal, enclosing one from
Captain Taylor, regarding importance of a light
on north end of Colonsay.
2. 11th January, 1853.
Engineer reports that
it wUl be necessary for him to visit the locality.
Rhu Vaal lighthouse, Sound of Islay, has "been
built instead of one on Colonsay.
1.

—

Rhu
Separate return
1859.

Vaal.

transmitted

on

13th

June,

Skervuile, or Iron Rock.

Copy correspondence

sent on 9th August, 1859.

Locki7idaal.

—

29th January, 1857. Answer by Commissioners stating previous proceedings \vith regard
to this lighthouse, and the inexpediency of erecting
14.

1st

House

—

12. 29th December, 1852.
Report by secretary.
Matter to rest until engineer reports on application
for a light on Colonsay.

Remitted to Messrs.

See also parliamentary report on lighthouses
appendk No. 22, p. 555. Refused.
1. 9th July, 1846.
Memorial from chairman
and directors of association of under writers,
Glasgow, as to necessity for a light to open up the
harbour of refuge.
2. 25th August, 1846.— Memorial from president and members of the Liverpool Undera'riters
Association, as to necessity for a light to open up
the harbour of refuge.
3. 25th August,
1846.— Letter from General
ShipowTiers Society, regarding memorial from
1846,

—

underwi-iters, Glasgow, hoping it may meet with
favourable consideration.
4. 20th October, 1846.— Report by engineer on
various applications, and recommending Dune
Point as the best site for a hghthouse.
5. 26th
October, 1846.
Letter to Trinity
House transmitting copy of engineer's report, and
stating intention of Commissioners to recommend
erection of a hghthouse at fii'st general meeting.
6. 5th November, 1846.
Answer from Trinity
House saying that the matter will receive attention,
pending further communications on the same

—

—

Phladda.

—

Captain Bedford ha^ang
7th March, 1857.
suggested propriety of placing a light on Phladda
Island oil Luing, report by Messrs. Stevenson
stating that they took an opportunity of examining
it, and think a
lighthouse would be of great
utility, and would, in coimection with Ruadsgeir
and SkeriTiile, complete the lightings of the sound
of Jura.
1.

Portascaig.

as a

harbour light under canal commissioners.
4. 21st September, 1847.
Letter from Captain
Robinson, R.N., stating necessity for a light, and
conversation with Prince Albert on the subject.
5. 2;id September, 1847.
Answer referring to
canal commissioners.
6. Correspondence with Captain Robinson, principally as to buoying Linnhe Loch, also stating
that a Ught at Corran is of too local a description
to be undertaken by Commissioners, and that at
any rate its e.\ecution must rank in importance

X4

subject.
7. 23rd October, 1846.— Letter to Secretary Underwriters' Association, Glasgow, stating Commissioners intention of erecting a hghthouse on Dune
Point, so soon as their other engagements will

permit.
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23d October, 184fi.— Letter to jn-esident of
uuderwTiters, Livcrjjool, in same terms.
!). i'fith October, 1846.— Letter to Trinity House
8.

Circular II.

Question

XIV.

re(|ucstinfj sanction.

—
—

Answer fi'om Elder
U). 7tli December, 1846.
Brethren, that they intend \-isiting the site.
Letter from Lloyd's
11. I3th January, 1847.
agent in Islay, approvinjr of the Commissioners'
intention to erect a lighthouse, and enclosing a
letter from shipowniers regarding site.
12. Answer to Lloyd's agent stating that the
subject of erecting a lighthouse is under consideration, but no prospect of the work being undertaken during the ensuing sjiring.
Letter from Trinity
13. Kith September, 184/.

—

House conveying

ajiproval.

—

Letter from Lloyd's
16th Aijril, 1848.
agent, regarding a wreck, and the necessity of a
lighthouse being proceeded with.
Letter from Lloyd's
15. 8th March, 1850.
agent urging necessity for erecting a lighthouse
14.

—

without delay.
-Vnswerto Lloyd's agent,
16. 22d March, 1850.
stating that this is not lost sight of, but delayed

—

for

want of funds.

—

5th February, 1851. Letter from Lloyd's
agent regarding a wreck, and necessity for a lighthouse.
Answer referring to
18. 12tb February, 185L
pie\-ious letter of ^^d March, 1850, subject not
overlooked, to be taken uji as soon as funds and
engagements of the Board will admit.
Letter from J. Dickson,
19. 6th March, 1858.
Esq., enclosing letter from C. McLean, Esq.,
urging necessity for a lighthouse, and mentioning
1/.

—

Return.

XIV.

8. 7th
December, 1846.— Rei)ly from Trinity
House, approving.
Erected and bght exhibited, 1850.

lieraar.

See also Parliamentary Report on Lighthouses,
1845, appendix No. 22, ]). .5.55.
Reserved.
1. 13th October, 1846.
Report by engineer that
a light on De\-aar would complete the chain of
of lights leading from the ocean to a safe refuge
in Cam])beltown harbour.
2. 5th Noveraber,1846.
Letter to TrinityHouse,
recommending that a light be ])laced on Devaar.
3. 6th No\ember, 1846.
Letter to magistrates
of Campbeltown, stating the intention of Commissioners to build a lighthouse on Devaar.
4. 7th December, 1846.
Approval of Trinity

—

—
—

—

House.
Erected and light exhibited 1854.
Girvan.
1.

June,

Ginan,

for

1850.— Petition from magistrates of
a light on coast of Carrick in the Bay of

Girvan, to serve both as a harbour and coast light.
Engineer reports that a light is
2. June, 1850.
unnecessarj- on this jiart of the coast.
1850.— Letter to to\vn clerk,
3. 11th "July,
stating that Commissioners do not consider a light
necessary in the locality, and that they have no

—

power to

wrecks which had occurred.
Letter from Lloyd's
20. 12th March, 1858.
agent, urging necessity for a lighthouse, and men-

—

tioning wrecks.
21 .18th March, 1858.— Letter to Mr. J. McLean
stating that the intention of erecting a lighthouse
has for some years been abandoned, as it is
inexpedient to invite vessels of large tonnage to
this anchorage, and calling attention to the erection

of a lighthouse in the

Not

Sound

of Islay.

erected.

Mac

Arthur's Head.

—

Letter from Board of
1. 14th January, 185/.
Trade, regarding erection of a lighthouse at Mac
Arthur's Head.
Answer stating that
2. 2yth January, 1857.
Commissioners will give subject of light their

—

attentive consideration.
Letter
3. lltb June, 1857.

—

from Trinity House
1o Board of Trade, recommending Mac Arthur's
as a suitable place for a lighthouse.
Letter from Board of
24th June, 1857.
Trade, transmitting co])y of letter from Trinity
House, and sanctioning lighthouse.
In course of erection.

Head

Sanda.
See also parliamentary rci)ort on lighthouses,
Refused.
1845, appendix No. 22, p. 556.
Letter from Ballast
1. 18th Februarj-, 1846.
Board, Dubhn, as to removing Kintyre lighthouse
to Saiida, while they erect ahghthouse on Rathlin

—

Island.

—
—

Letter from harbourmaster,
2. 7th May, 1846.
Greenock, as to necessity for a light on Sanda.
Further letter from harbour
1846.
May,
3. 22d
master, Greenock, mentioning wrecks which had
occurred on Patterson's Rock, a short distance
from Sanda.
Report by engineer
4. 13th October, 1846.
against removal of Kint)Te light, and recommending Ship Rock of Sanda as a site for a light-

—

house.
5. 24th October, 1846.— Letterto Ballast Board,
stating inexpediency of removing Ught at Kintyre,
and ccmveying Commissioners' resolution of
erecting alighthouse on Ship Rock of Sanda.
Letter to harbour
G. 24th October, 1846.
master, Greenock, conveying resolution of Com-

—

missioners to erect a hghthouse on Sanda.
November, 1846. Letter to Trinity
7. l!)th
in terms of statute for sanction.

—

House

lights.

Cairn Ryan.

See also parliamentary rejiort on lighthouses,
A])pendix No. 22, ]). 557.
Reserved.
1845.
Letter from Captain Ed1. 6th June, 1845.
mondston, suggesting the imjjortance of a light at
the entrance to Loch Ryan.
1845.
Report by engineer, orj
2. lOth June,
above letter agreeing as to usefulness of light.
Meeting resolve to recom3. 7th July, 1845.
mend to ensuing general meeting that beacon on
Caini Ryan should be converted into a hghthouse.
General meeting direct
4. 8th July, 1845.
statutory notice of alteration to be made to

—

—

—

—

Trinity House.
5. 8th July,

1845.— Letter

to

Trinity

conveying statutorj' information.
,\nswer from
17th July 1845.
6.
House, stating that Elder Brethren will

—

station.
7.

22nd October, 1845.

House,

— Letter

House

Trinity
visit the

from Trinity

ajjjjroving.

Erected and light exhibited, 1847.

—

4.

harbour

erect

—

Heslon {Sohoay).

22d March, 1847.— Letter from Admiralty,
suggesting light on Heston Island.
1847.
Report by engineer,
2. 30th March,
stating that the call for a light cannot be newed
1.

—

as pressing.
3. 1st January,

—

1848.
Letter from Solicitor
General, enclosing five petitions from shij) owners,
&c. interested in safety of Solway navigation.
Answer, stating that
4. loth January, 1848.
the call for a light is not so urgent as to induce the

—

one at present.
5. Correspondence in winter of 1848-9, as to
article in " Dumfries and Galloway Courier,"
and letter from Mr. Sandford, sheriff of Kirkcudbright, enclosing memorial, urging importance of
a small coasting light, owing to increased traffic
in the Solway.
Report by engineer,
May, 1849.
6. 29th
stating that it is inexpedient to erect a light on

Board to

erect

—

Heston Island.

—

Letter to memoriahsts in
7. 4th June, 1849.
terms of engineer's rejiort.
Answer from Mr. Max8. 3d November, 1849.
well, disagreeing \\'ith Commissioners ™ws in

—

regard to this.
1849.
Letter to Captain
9. 24th January,
Robinson, R.N., stating that Commissioners had
conclusion
erecting
a light on
as to
come to no

—

Heston.

Nothing further done.
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Southerness {Solway).

March,
from River
Xith Commissioners for the surrender of this
Northern Liglithouse Board.
2. KXh March, 18.59.— Letter to Nith Commis-

li^ht to the

—

sioners as to rano;e of light.
I'Oth

.S.

May, 1859.— Reply by Xith Commis-

sioners, givincr range.
I. 2(ith May, 1859.— Letter to Nith Commissioners regarding difficulties in way of surrender.
The Commissioners on their tour of inspection
\nsited this station on the 22d July, 1859, and

were imanimously of opinion that the proposed
transfer should be rejected.
1. On account of the very inefficient state of
the premises

List of

sites for lighthouses, submitted
President of Board of Trade, 1853.

and

;

house.

Fifeness.

Bahama Bank

Rattray Briggs.

Floating Light.

Sarclett

—

28th November, 1816. Letter from Glasgow
and Liverpool Steam Company, stating that they
mean to memoralize Commissioners of Northern
Lighthouses for floating light, and wishing to
know if same comes ^rithin the province of the
Board.
2. 2d December, 1846.
Answer stating that
Commissioners had no powers.
1.

Thievesholra,

Greenholm.
Fair

Douglas Head.

—

Nouphead.
Sule Skerry.

—
—

Holbornhead.
Grave Point.
Rona.
Butt of Lewis.
Stourhead.

empowered to \e\-y dues.
5. 6th July, 1857.
Letter from Harbour Commissioners, convejang information as to height of
tower, &c.
6. 20th July, 1857.
Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses, on their tour of inspection
visited the station, and agreed to apply for the
sanction of Boai'd of Trade to the proposed
surrender.
October, 1857. Letter to Board of
7. 6th
Trade in conformity.
8. 24th October,' 1857. —Reply stating difficul-

—

Loch

Rona

Dunvegan Head.
Hysker Minsh.
Kyleakin.
Point of Slate.
Tobermory, near entrance to.
Loch Scriden, Mull,
lona.

Corran Ferry.

—

Island, near Crinan.

Sound of Isla.
Ardlamond Point.

—

—

conveying estimate.
12th. /th June, 1859.— Reply by Board of
Trade, appro\'ing of transfer
This light was taken in charge by the Commissioners, and hghted by them on Ist August,
1859.

Langness,

Isle

of Man

—

Memorial from merchants,
1. 1st .\pril, 1846.
ship owners, &c. of the Isle of Man as to necessity for a lig'ut.
Answer, stating that Com2. 2d April, 1846.
missioners cannot erect any more lighthouses in
Isle of Man, for want of powers.
Memorial from John
3. 27th August, 1859.

—

—

for ShipwTccked Fisherman's
Society, &c., as to importance of light and fog-

McMeiken, agent

attached, mentioning wrecks which had
occurred, and enclosing extract from Captain
Washington report, urging the great necessity for

beU

a Hght.

1859.— Report by Messrs.
4. 8tli December,
Stevenson on abo\-e memorial, stating that a light
here would be useful, and suggesting a survey.
5. 15th December, 1859.— Letter to Board of
Trade, for authority to make survev.

Isles.

St. Kilda.

—

way.

Inver.
Island, Skye.

Flannen

—

Letter from Harbour
21st December, 1858.
Commissioners, saying they are prepared to waive
difficulties, and consent to a transfer.
Letter from Board of
10. 31st December, 1858.
Trade, desiring an estimate of cost of transfer,
maintenance, &c.
Answer by Commissioners
11. 2d June, 1859.

Skerries.

Bressa Sound, north entrance to.
Island of Noss.
Scallaowy.

—

9.

to.

;

Ve

18th June, 1857. Letter to Harbour Commissioners wishing information as to description
of tower, lighting apparatus, &c.
.3. 24th
June, 1857. Letter from Harbour
Commissioners, that no dues are leaned by them.
4. 26th June, 1857.
Answer, stating that if
Commissioners assume the light, they must be
2.

Isle.

Bressa Sound, south entrance
Balta Sound.
Lambaness, Unst.
Riga middle of Yell Sound.
Hillswick, Shetland.

1. 21st May, 1857.
Letter from Harbour Commissioners, Isle of Man, wishing the Northern Light
Commissioners to free them from maintenance of

light.

Head.

Switha, Orkney.
Copinsha, Orkney.
Tankerness, or Mouldhead.

—

ties in

to

Abb's Head.
Inch Colm.
Carline Nose.
St.

Because it was veiy much to be doubted
whether this was the best site for the light

2.

XIV.

6. 19th December, 1859.— Reply, stating that
as at present ad\-ised, they see no necessity for
another light in the Isle of Man, but that Commissioners may apply through Trinity House.
7. 5th January, 1860.
Letter to Trinity House,
desiring their opinion as to the erection of a lighthouse.
8. 11th Januarj-, I860.— Reply from Trinity
House, stating that they see no sufficient cause
for an additional liglit in the locaUty.
9. I6tb January, I860.— Letter to J. McMeiken,
Esq., stating that Government had decided
against it.

1859. — Proposal

4tli

1.

IL
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Lamlash.
Heston Island, Kirkcudbright.

XV. The

total incomeandexpenditureof the Commissioners
of Northern Lighthouses on maintenance of lighthouses in each year since 1845 to 1858, both

inclusive.

Year.
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XVI. If the proposal be considered
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deser^'ing of attention

it is remitted to Messrs. Stevenson to make experiments in a temporary lightroom provided for this
purpose at Inch Keith, and they rejiort the result.
The Board previously had temporary cabins at
Gulanencss, where extensive comparative trials
were conducted by them.

Question

XVI.
XVII.

XVII. Dates of

all

reconstruct

applications for power to construct or
or alter lighthouses, since October

with date of final approval, and in case of
non-compliance, the reason given for any deviaISo'.i,

tion.

—

1853.
I. 16th November,
Commissioners resolved to erect the following Ughthouses
1. One at or near Portaskaig, in the Sound of

:

—
—
1854.
Letter

26th January, 1854.
Letter to Board of
Trade, sending copy of Trinity House's letter.
4.

from Trinity
5. 2d August.
House, stating that pursuant to their intention
they had visited the coast of Scotland with the
object of giring a definite reply as to the particular site which they might approve as most
eligible for each of the new lighthouses, under
sanction of the Board of Trade.

At or near Portaskaig, in Sound of Islay
does not a|)])rove of this ])osition, but that
Rhu \'aal Head would be the best.

1st.

That the outlaying north-east point of
Mull is the most suitable position.
Sound of Skye ; that the lighthouse should

2d.

:

3d.

I slay.

2.

3.

One at or near Tobermory, in
MuU.
One at the south entrance to

the
the

One on

Sound

of

the Island of Rona, north entrance

to the Sound of Skye, in addition to the
light already resolved upon at Kyleakin.
5.

6.
7.

be placed in the e.xtreme point seaward of the
Island of Gilhan.

Sound of

Skye.
4.

One on the coast of Sutherland, at or near
Stoiirhead or Rhu Rhea.
One at Little Holbonihead, near Thurso.
One on Cantickhead or Switha, in Orkney,

4th.

One on
1st

House

December,

185.3.

— Letter

to

Trinity

for sanction.

A

copy of the above letter sent to the Board of
Trade same day.
3. 11th January, 185-1.
Letter from Trinity
House, stating that they had come to the following conclusions with respect to the eight proposed lights
only be
1. That a light at Portaskaig would
useful to vessels passing through that sound,
and should, therefore, be considered as a local

—

:

sound, and should be considered as a local

That a small light at the southern portion of
the sound of Skye, would also be viseful as a
local light.

The Elder Brethren thought that though
a small light on Rona might hi; found useful
to open up the Sound of Applecross, the
necessity of its erection would liecome unquestionable, if the fii-st class light proposed
for Stourhead or Rhu Rhea Head were placed
on the latter headland.
small light for Thurso Bay would be
6.
4. 5.

Thurso Bay and Scrabster Roads.
does not ajjpear to be any difficulty steertowards tliis anchorage, which hes a little
round the headland caUed " Holbomhead,"
which is bold and clear to seaward, and a
vessel haWng got sight of Dunnethead at
night, or of the head during day, would
have no difficulty in finding her way to the
anchorage in Scrabster Roads. At the same
time a local harbour light would be useful,
and might induce small craft to frequent this

6th.

'ITiere
ino-

A

found useful, but should be deemed strictly
and chargeable as such.
That a light on Cantickhead or Switha,
would be beneficial to \-essels passing through
local

7.

the Pentland Frith, as indicating the entrance
to the anchorage of Longhope, and might
with propriety be charged as a general

bght ; and
That the light on Bressay would be useful,
but should be considered strictly local.

local
8.

.-Vnd that, in

anchorage in contrarii' winds.
Cantickhead ; preferred before Switha.
The outermost point of Kirka-

7th.

8th. Bressay.

Ushenish.
is the best site
that a
suggestion has been offered to erect a lightPoint,
upon
Huish
of
vicinity
the
in
house
which, though not adverted to in your letter
remark
that
beg
to
they
December,
of 1st

bistemess

The Elder Brethren have understood

the event of the intended erection,

any portion of them meeting the sanction and
concurrence of the Board of Trade, they will

Ushenish Head projects beyond Huish Fomt,
consequently a light placed on that point
would be of httle use as a coasting light,
althought it might lead to the anchorage of
Loch Skiport; and no doubt a hght on that
head would be very useful tor the na\-igation
of the coast to vessels bound either northward

make a

personal examination of
the several localities \vith the \'iew of forming
opinion
a definite
as to the most eligible site.

in the spring

6 In the year 1854 the light duties were reduced from one farthing per ton
for coasting vessel', to one sixteenth of a penny, less ten per cent. ; and an
abatement of 25 per cent was granted from the duties paid by the oversea

or southward.

shipping.

expenditure since 1651 has been defrayed from the Mercantile
tlie income having since then Deen paid to that fund.
June 1»56. the income included light duties collected at ail the
ports in the United Kingdom, payable lor Northern Ligtithouses only. Subsequent to that date, the income stated consists of duties received for all Bri'isli
lights
collected at ports in Scotland and the Isle of Man, for each ot
and Irish
the three Boards.
rf In April 1857, the abatement allowed from the duties was increased to 25
per cent, f T coasting, and 40 per cent, for oversea shipping.
In the preceding return, unoer tlie head orduiary maintenance, is given the
whole expenditure (including shipping, salaries, superannuations, and all otlier
outlays) incurred for the lighthouses. The sums annually expended for new

The

total

Marine Fund,

c Ui> to 30th

works are given separately.
€ In 1852 the Commissioners wereplaced under the control of the Board of
Trade when various alterations, were by directions of the Board of Trade
made in stating the mode of the accounts. These alterations changed the
relative amounts of ordinary and extraordinaiy expenditure, as charging the
Engineer's salary to extra expenditure which was previously stated against
ordinary expenditure, &c. The commission of 5 per cent, on the receipts paid
to coUecCors, was also cut otf.

well chosen.

conclusion, that if the trade of the
channels is sufficient to justify the expense, a
general passing light should be erected on
Rhu Rhea, and a local light on Rona. In
this case no hghthouse will be necessarj- on
Stourhead, seeing that it is situate about
midway between Cape Wrath and Rhu Rhea,
and no dangers lying between them.

light near Tobermory would be
useful to indicate the northern entrance to that

That a

light.
3.

site is

the

light.
2.

that this

;

between them being only 26 miles. In considering the relative advantages of the Rhu
Rhea and Rona as sites, they beg leave to
observe, that for vessels coming up the Minsh,
and stretching towards the coast for Cape
Wrath, the site on Rhu Rhea would be most
advantageous, whereas for vessels proceeding
either north or south through the Eastern
Channel that on Rona would be most beneWere it not for the dangerous sunken
ficial.
rocks lying otf the north end of Rona, a good
light on Rhu Rhea would be sufiicient ; but
the distance being 1 7 miles apart, a light on
Rhu Rhea would not be sufficient in thick
Under these
weather, when most wanted.
circumstances, the Elder Brethren are led to

Bressay, at the south entrance to

Lerwick.
2.

Rona

5th. Stourhead in Sutherlantl or Rhu Rhea
Stourhead presents a good
in Ross-shire.
elevation for a lighthouse should one be found
necessary ; but the coast between it and
Cape Wrath is free from danger, the distance

and
8.

XVII.

Retur.v.

The head

is

of moderate elevation, and suitable

for a hghthouse.

—

Report of engineer, on
8th August, 1854.
from Trinity House, as to new lighthouses ;
with two exceptions, the sites had been approved
of, these were
The Trinity House
1st. The Sound of Islay.
6.

letter

objects to the proposed site, and after full
consideration, I think the grounds on which
theb objections are based are well founded.
They accordingly recommend a light on Rhu
Vaal head to open uj) the north entrance.

(Correspondence infill! ulready sent.)
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The second site, regardinff which the Trinity
House report ad\-ersely, is Bressay Sound. The
jjoint recommended by them is Kirkabister-

'2d.

ness, whereas the s])ot

suggested is near
Soutlmess. The site which has the greatest
range should have the jireference, which can
be found by taking bearings.
7. 11th August,
1854.
Letter to Board of
Trade, stating that as the Commissioners had
I

—

received a report from the Trinity House on the
new lighthouses, they will now proceed with surveys of the diiFerent stations selected, in order that
plans may be prepared and the ground purchased,
as directed in my Lords letter of the 23rd May
last.

—

16th August, 1854.
Letter from Board
of Trade, directing that attention to two other
sites for lighthouses
the erection of which the
Commissioners last year considered as desirable
for the navigation of the west coast of Scotland
\'iz.,
the Butt of Lewis, and an intermediate
station between Island Glass and Barra.
My Lords eoncuiTing that lighthouses should
he erected at these places, requested the Elder
Brethren, if opportunity occurred, to inspect these
sites also ; the Elder Brethren Mere able to examine
only one station, \-iz., Ushenish, a cape midway
between Barra and Island Class and my Lords
think it would be desirable that the engineer
should risit the Butt of Lewis, and Ushenish as
well as the other station approved of by the Elder
Brethren.
9.
18th October, 1854.
The engineer reported that the sur\'eys of sites for new lighthouses
were far advanced, and he had to bring under the
notice of the Board the necessity of determining
as soon as possible what works are to be undertaken next year, with a \dew to the preparation of
the estimates and preliminarj' arrangements for
orf;anizing the works to be carried on.
10. 10th November, 1854.
Engineer submitted
his report of the several sun'eys
1st, Kirkabisterness ;
2d, Butt of Lewis
'M, Rona ; 4th,
8.

;

;

.
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—

—

:

—

;

Rhu Rhea 5th,
Rhu Ushenish
9th; Rhu ^'aal.
;

;

Kyleakin
8th,

;

6th, Isle

Rhuna

Gall

Sites not sur^'eyed, Cantickhead,

head.

Oronsay ; /th,
Tobermoiy ;

and Holborn-

—

November, 1854.
Letter from Board
of Trade, approWng the erection of lighthovises on
the sites recommended by the Trinity House in
their report of (2d) August.
12. 14th March, 1854. —Letter from Board of
11. 14th

Trade, transmitting one fi'om Admiralty, as to
the expediency of erecting two lighthouses on

North Unst and Whalsev
1.3.
23d March, 1854.

Skerries.

— Letters

from Board

of Trade, requesting North Unst and Whalsey
Skerries to be proceeded with as temporary hghts.
Letter from Board of
14. 3d April, 1854.
Trade, desirous that preparations for erecting the
temporary lights ujjon Whalsey Skerries should
be proceeded with, but that North Unst should be

—

])ostponed, as considerable difficulty exists as to

the selection of a site, and until the Trinity House
makes a personal examination.
{Full correspo7idence already sent.)

—

—

Start Point.
29th March, 1854.
Letter
to Trinity House fi-om Commissioners, intimating
that so soon as North Ronaldshay Light shall be
exhibited it will be necessarj- to alter the character
of Start Point lighthouse from a revolving to a
fixed light.
Letter from Trinity
16. 5th April, 1854.
House, concurring in the application.
1854.
Letter to Board of
6th April,
1 7.
Trade, requesting their approval to the change.
Letter from Board of
18. 11th April, 1854.
Trade, sanctioning the change.
19. Skervuile, 31st October, 1856.— Letter to
Board of Trade, intimating that applications had
been made for a lighthouse on Sker\-uile.
20. 23rd July, 1857.— Answer from Board of
Trade, that it will be better not to undertake more
works for the present beyond those recently sanc15.

—
—
—

tioned.
21. 30th November, 1858.
Letter from Commissioners, transmitting estimates for lighthouses

—

Y;

XVII.

and suggesting that Sker\niile or Iron
Rock might be proceeded with.
22. 7th January', 1859.
Answer from Board
of Trade, concurring with Commissioners, and
requesting that plans, specifications, and estimates
for 1859,

—

should be proceeded with.
23. 28th March, 1859.
Letter to Board of
Trade, transmitting plans and specifications which
Commissioners estimate at 9603/. 9s.

—

—

24. nth April, 185.9.
Letter from Board
of Trade, intimating that they cannot sanction
unless reduced to 6,000/.
{Full correspondence already sent.)

—

25. 24th December, 1856.
Letter to Board
of Trade, stating that as the lighthouses which had
been apjn-oved of by the Board of Trade from the
list sent in 1853, were nearly completed, others
might be constructed which had been under my
Lords consideration. These were, 1st, Rhu Rhea;
2d, Butt of Lewis and Holbornhead.
26. 30th Januarj^ 1857.
Wrote to Trinity
House for sanction, and received it, 5th February.
27. 29fch January, 1857.
Wrote to Board
of Trade for sanction, and received it 12th Fe-

—
—

bruary, 1857.
28. 14th January, 1857.
Letter from Board
of Trade, .stating that it was not their wish to
undertake or suggest the erection of lighthouses,
which those who have more immediate knowledge
do not consider necessary, but they would wish to
have it considered whether a small Ught at the
point of Corran Feny, to aid the na\'igation of
the Caledonian canal, and a hght at tlie south
entrance of the Sound of Islay (Mac Arthurshead) are not needed.
29. 28th January, 1857.
Communication
ordered to be opened by Commissioners with the
Elder Brethren in regard to a light at the south
entrance of the Sound of Islay.
30. 29th January, 185/.
Letter to Board of
Trade, stating that they will give the subject of a
light at the south entrance of the Sound of Islay
their attentive consideration, and

—

—

—

—

That tlie light at Corran
31. (Same date.)
has long been under the Commissioners consideration.
It would iniquesiionably be of great utility
to vessels navigating the Caledonian canal.
Repoi-t by Messrs.
32.
7th May, 1857.
Stevenson, on pro|)Osed hghthouses on Hebrides,
stating that Captain Bedford haA-ing suggested the

—

propriety of placing a light on Bladda or Pladda
Island, off Luing, they took an opportunity of examining it, and think that a light there would be
of great utility, and would, in connection with
Ruadsgier and Sken'uile, complete the lightings
of the Sound of Jura.
1857.
33. 20th May,
Commissioners submitted to Trinity House, in terms of Act, for
their sanction, resolutions to build lighthouses on,
1st, Skervuile; 2nd, Ruadsgier; 3rd. Bladda or
Pladda : 4th, Rhu Stour ; 5th, Butt of Lewis.
34. Letter from Trinity House to Board of
Trade, of 11th June, 1857, on the subject of the
new lighthouses after haWng made a visit of
inspection.
1. SkervuUe (already sent.)
The Elder Brethren, althougli
2. Ruadsgeir.
viewing it as an eligible site for a lighthouse,
consider it less urgently required than Skervuile or Phlailda.
They consider this the
3. Phladda or Bladda.
most difBcult portion of the sound for vessels
navigating by night, and they consider that
the best jiosition would be on a rocky ledge
on the south east point.
The best site would be on the
4. Stourhead.
projecting lump called the " South Ear."

—

—

—

5.

—

Butt of Lewis. Had not an ojiportunity of
it,
and referring to the Board of
Trade's letter of 14th January last, they had
an opportunity of visiting Corran, a small
hght of the 3rd order. Would be valuable
for guiding vessels as they entered or left the
Caledonian canal. And adverting to the
preference which the Elder Brethren had considered should be gi\en to the " Black Rock,"
visiting

at the Sound of
amined this rock

Islay,

having careftUly ex-

or rocks,

it

became evident

Circular II.

Question

XVII.
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Circular II.

Question

XVII.

Lighthouses

XVII.

— General

that a lighthouse could not l)e constructed on
the outermost of them, and they now therefore recommend McArtluirshead, as being
best for guidinfj vessels clear of the Black
Rocks and Glass Island.
35. 18th
Sent plans of
December, 1857.
Corran, Phladda, and McArthurshead to Board
of Trade for approval, and alter some correspondence as to cost, &c. were at last, in March 1858,
sanctioned.
3(1 irth July, 1858.
Letter from Board of
Trade, postpones the erectinfj of Kolbonihead,
owing to ])roprietor of the land not coming to
Commissioners terms (full correspondence already

—

—

sent.)

37.

31st December,

1857.

—

Commissioners

wrote to Board of Trade, adverting to the loss
nf two steamers in the Firth of Forth, and they
think that a light on Fifencss would be a sufficient
guide for the Carr Rock, while with the lights on
(he Isle of May, it would indicate the entrance to
the Firth of Forth, and be very useful for vessels
nmniug
" for shelter from tlie north in a gale of

wind.
Also lighthouse would be very useful on St.
.\bl)s Head, being the turning point of vessels
entering the Firth from the southward.
38. 23d February, 1858.
Letter from Board
of Trade, stating that the Folder Brethren «ill
visit the locality for thei)urpose of determining on
a site on the south side of the Forth.
3!). 18th March, 1858.
Letter from Board
of Trade, stating that after consultation of the
F'lder Brethren, it ajipcared to my Lords that the
pri>i)osed light on I'ifeness would not likely meet
with their al)pro^al, but that one was wanted on

—

—

Return.

XVII., XVIII.

Abbs Head, and they would a\-a!l themselves
of an early op])ortunity of \'isiting the locahty.
40. 28th April, 1858.
Letter to Board of
Trade, that a dejiutation of the Commissioners
will wait on the deputation of the Trinity House, in
order to investigate the call for additional lights,
and if such be found necessary to consider the best
St.

—

site.

41. 19th May, 1858.— Letter to Trinity House,
with reference to the correspondence about lights
in Firth of Forth, and to the conference that
passed between the deputation of the Elder Brethren and Commissioners, the Commissioners have
resolved to erect a lighthouse on St. Abbs Head,
on tlie spot fixed by the .joint committee, and now
ask for the statutory' aiijiroval of the Klder Brethren.
A copy of this letter has been transmitted
to Hoard of Trade.

—

Letter from Trinity
42. 2fith May, 1858.
House, with copy of their letter to Board of Trade,
communicating the concurrence of the joint committee on the proposed light at St. .\bb3 Head
and 2d June 1858, letter to Comniissioners from
Trinity House, enclosing the Board of Trade's

Mav, 1858.
Butt of Lewis.
43. 2()th January, 185!).
Letter from Board of Trade, wshing the Commissioners to proceed with the jiroposed lights on
Stourhead and Butt of Lewis.
apjiroval. dated 31st

—

XVIII. Copies furnished.

2Uh June

1S5!>.

Submitted and jirepared

By Order,
Alex. Clmngha.m,
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-SPECIAL RETURNS.
The Arabic numbers
opposite to the
Circular III.

COMMISSIONERS OF NORTHERN LIGHTHOUSES.
83.

CALF OF MAN,
CALF ISLAND.
Two

7.

lights, 18/ yards apart.
"
1815.
Act obtained in 181C.
Sh^ppinn; of Liverpool and Clyde.
Two lights in one, lead upon the

8.

1818.

9.

Robert

4.
5.
6.

Chickens Rock.

One

5.

6.

Shipowners of Kirkcudbright.

7.

1815; Act obtained in 1816.
Shipowners of Liverpool and Clyde.
Northern end of island.

7.

To

8.

1818.

8.

1843.

9.

Robert Stevenson, engineer; Lorimer, Edinburgh, contractor.
Sea hght.

9.

Roliert Stevenson, engineer

10.

11.

Stone,

11. Stone, of

12.

Yes

().

10.

contractor.

15.

Sea Hghts.
of natural colour; solid walls.
Ves ; copper rods.
Upper, /(' feet ; lower, 55 feet.
Upper, 375 feet lower, 282 feet.
About 21 and IS nautic miles

16.

.\bout

13.
14.

;

27

13.
14.
15.

16.

respectively.

and

24

nautic

miles

From E.N.E.

4.

;

natural

of

colour;

to S.E.

ward.
Revolving.

19.

Every two minutes.

by

E., west-

99 feet.
106 feet.

by

W.

to

W.

by N.,

2S.

None.

24. Clark,

24.

Clark,

|25.

Smoke tubes and

Edin-

27.
28.
29.
10.
il.

i2.

None.
None.
18 days.
See Point of Ayre.
Finished.
Dimensions of lanterns
12 feet; height, 7 feet.
see Drawing, No. 15.*

:

diameter,

For

price,

ral

15.

65?. principal;

i6.

See Drawing, No. 2, General Return.
About 9/. annually.
18 gross of
1,019 and 987 gallons.
1 size of wicks annually.
Colza. 1857,4s. lArf.; 18.58, 3s.
Circular web, 1 size, at a cost of 31.
annually.

;

each.
!7.
18.

;

5/.

three assistants
to each in lieu of land.
4(1/.

;0.

1.

Nil.

2.

Mercantile Marine Fund.
1852, 60H. 19s. 10J</. ; 1858, 298?.
18s. 3a;. ; total 1852, 2,22U. 7s.

3.

i.

Sid.
1852. 569/. 5s. 7d.;

5.

Nor.e.

6.

None.
None.
None.
None.
Commissioners, secretary, and su-

1858, 512/. IDs.

6d.

7.

8.
9.
0.

perintendent.
1.

April,

2.

No.

3.

One

June, and August.

6.

in each light room.
Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer,
None.
None.

7.

Occasionally.

4.
5.
'5.

double

colour;

N. by E. to N.W. by
Every

W.

southerly.

five seconds.

Going away of daylight to return.
21. Catadioptric, system of Fresnel.
22. 1st class.
23. None.
20.

25.

Smoke

26.

and

Newcastle,

Milne,

None.

15,

Gene-

Return.

No.
None.
34. 21.
done by the keepers.

tubes and air apcrtm'es.

27. None.
28. 18 days.
29. 8,478/. 1.5s. 7rf.
30. Finished.
31. Dimensions of

12 feet;

lantern:

diameter,

height, 8 feet.
For
Drawing, No.l5, General

price, see

Return.
.32.

No.

33. 8s. 5d. ; days wages.
34. 21. ; done by the keepers.

35. 50/. principal,

33.

4M

19.

17.
1.9.

:

Drawing, No.

32.

days wages.
done by the keepers.

15s. 11(7.
3/.

natural

Edinburgh.

28. 10 days.
29. 18,846/. 16s. 3,/., including two
lighthouses on Calf of Man.
30. Finished.
31. Dimensions of lantern
height,
7 feet; diameter, 12 feet.
For

No.

i4.

Robt.

Yes; copperrod.

24. Cookson,

and Swan and Neil, Edinburgh, and others.
25. Smoke tubes and air apertures.
26. None.
27. None.

price, see

13.

;

contractor.

light.

18. Flashing.

21. Catoptric.
22. First order; 12 burners.
23. None.

:26,

north-

Revolving, alternate red an white.
19. Every two minutes.
20. From going away of daylight to

Catoptric.

Neil,

Hume, Gatehouse,
Sea

65 feet.
175 feet.
15. About 14 nautic miles.
16. About 20 miles nautic.

18.

First order.

air apertures.

oijen anchorage.

13.

22.

and Swan and

light.
^

1821.

14.

miles.
miles.

21.

burgh, and others.

One

walls.

return.

Going away of daylight to return.

.5.

12.

easterly.

18.

20.

solid

copijcr rod.

About 11 nautic
About 17 nautic

17. S.

respecti\'ely.
17.

light.

walls.

11. Stone,
12.

LITTLE ROSS, KIRKCUDBRIGHT.

4.

40/. assistant, with
each in place of land.
9, General Re-

10/.

36. See

;

35. 50/. principal ; 40/. assistant, with
land.
36. See Drawing, No. 4, General Return.
37. About SI. annually.
38. 619 and 528 gallons.
9 gross of
1 size of wick annually.
39. Colza. 1857,4s. lirf.; 1858, 3s.
40. Circular web, 1 size, at a cost of 30s.
annually.
41. Nil.
42. Mercantile Marine Fund.
43. 1852, 641/. 16s. 6d.; 1858, 2/4/.
5s.
7d.; total 1852, 1,923/. 8s.
lOid.
44. 1852, 268/. 2s. 4rf. ; 1858, 281/.
16s. 7d.
45. None.
46. None.

4H

47. None.
48. None.
49. None.
50. Commissioners, secretary, and superintendent.
51. April, June, and Auirust.
32. No.
63. One in the light room.
54. Rain gauge, barometer, and ther-

mometer.
None.
56. None,

About 8/. aimually.
and 673 gallons, i gross of

38. 722

each of the 4 sizes annually.
1857, 4s. lirf.; 1858, 3s.
4ld.
40. Circular web, 4 sizes, at a cost of
39. Colza.

21s. annually.
41. Nil.
42. Mercantile Marine

43. 1852,
5s.

1,")4/.

11(/.

;

16s.

Fund.
2irf.

total

;

1858,32/.

1852, 6U/. 16s.

9if?.

44. 1852, 373/.

Os.

lOrf.;

1858,328/.

Is. lOrf.

45.
46.

47.
48.
49.
50.

None.
None.
None.
None.
Coast Guard report every half year.
Commissioners, sccretai-y, and superintendent.

51. .\pril, June, and August.
52. No.
53. One in lightroom. Oil stored

under

the tower.

^

54. Rain gauge,

55.
56.

65.

Drawing, No.

turn.
37.

baiometer, and ther-

mometer.
None.
None.

57. Occasionally,

57. Occasionally.

*

No/e.— The numbers

in the Special

Returns
to

gi\-en above refer to the number
Query IX. of General Return.

Y

3

in a

volume of Drawings furnished

in

those

questions

85.

POINT OF AYRE,
ISLE OF MAN.

Stevenson, engineer; Lori-

mer Edinburgh,
10.

84.

I

I

an-

at the

with

correspond

sivers

answer

in
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Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses.
87.

86.

CORSEWALL,
WIGTOWNSHIRE.

MULL OF GALLOWAY.
One

light.

1825.

Shipuing of the Clyde and

I^iver-

pool.

A

4.

One

5.

1814.
Shijjping of the Clyde.

7.

To

Rot)eit Stevenson, engineer; Brebnei' and Scott, Edinburgh, contractors.

Sea

light.

colour

natural

;

doubh;

walls.
Ye.s

;

miles.

ecUpsed

7.

To open

1 1

Stone, of natural colour

12.

6.

About 12 nautic
About 18 nautic
red

to return.

1847.

9.

Alan Stevenson, engineer;
contractor

10.

.\dair,

McCormack,

;

ibr

Tower.
Seahght.
double

11. Stone, of ordinary colour;

walls.

miles.

13.

Yes ; copper rod.
50 feet.

14.

46

15.

About 7 nautic miles.
About 12 nautic miles.

12.

miles.

N.E. by E. to S.W., northerly.
Revolving,

the anchorage.

8.

solid waUs.

;

Yes; copper rod.
110 feet.
120 feet.

and

white

alter-

feet.

j

nately.
19.

Every two minutes.

20.

Going away of daylight

j

to return.

j

16.

W.

by

17. S.

i

W.

N. I

to

E., westerly.

18. Fixed, white.

21. Catoptric.

Going away of daylight

fir.st proposed in 1841, but
converted into a hghthouse in

1847.

Sea light.

18.

and

light.

9.

W. southerly.

Intermittent.

Visible 2^ minutes,
half a minute.

Beacon

ShipoMTiers of Glasgow.

17.

miles.

*

One

5.

6.

14.

N.W.

4.

the

Robert Stevenson, engineer; built
under his orders, by days wages.

10.

1

to

to

1817.

15.

From N.K.

entrance

8.

13.

co]iper rod.

86 feet.
325 feet.

About li* nautic
About 26 nautic

south

light

Clyde.

18.W.

Stone, of

light.

6.

guide through the channel.

LOCH RYAN.
WIGTOWNSHIRE.

22. First order; 12 burners.

20.

Going away of dayhght to

return.

j

Catoptric.

23.

None.

21. Dioptric.
|

1st order.

24. Clark, the Greenside
others.

None.
Clark, Edinburgh, and others.

Smoke tubes and

25.

air apertures.

None.
None.

Smoke

!)s.

9d.

diameter.

:

25.

Smoke

26.

28. 19 days.

27.

None.
None.

No.
None.
done by the keepers.
21.
;

principal, 40/. assistant,

vnth

General Re-

turn.
Al)Out 8/. 10s. annually.
627 and 6-11 jallons. 12 gross of
one size of wicks annually.
1857, 4s. Hd-i 1858, 3s.
Colza.
4i(/.

Circular web, 1 size, at a cost of
annually.

2/.

Nil.
es.

1/.

17s. 2rf.

34.

2/.

;

nd.; 1858.

280/.

days wages.

;

done by the keepers.

35. 60/. piincipal, 40/. assistant;
land.
36. See

Dramng, No.

About

500 and 517 gallons1 size wick annually.

39. Colza.

8/.

annually.

1857,4s.

40. Circular web, 1
30s. annually.

43

evei-y

half

perintendent.
April, June, and August.

No.

One

in light room.

cellar

Oil stored in

under ground.

Rain gauge, barometer, and ther-

mometer.
None.
None.
Occasionally.

Dimensions of lantern: diameter,
height, 6i feet.
For
9i feet
price, see Drawing, No. 15, Gene-

2s. 2rf.

;

No.

33.

lis.

34. 2/.

;

35. 50/.

6f?.

;

days wages.

done by the keepers.
iirincipal,

40/.

assistant;

size at

a cost of

37.

(ieneral

Re-

About 6/. annually.
HI and 114 gallons,

t gross of
each of 2 sizes of wicks annually.

39. Colza. 18,57,4.5. Urf.; 1858, 3s. 4Jrf.
40. Circular web, 2 sizes, at a cost of
8s. 3d. annually.
41. Nil.

Hfrf-; 18.58,382/.
total 1852, 3,189/. 4s. 6id.
9d.;

10/.

each aUowed for land.

38.

10.<.

3s.

32.

1858, 3s. 4j6/.

Marine Fund.

1852, 847/.

45. None.
46. None.
47. None.
48. None.
49. Coastguard

year.

l-^rf.;

9 gross of

NQ.

44. 1852, 276/.
2s. 5d.

report

5(/.

36. See Drawing, No. 8,
turn.

38.

3.W.
1852, .•J45/.l.'')s. Sd.; 1858, 349/.0s.6(f.

Guard

31.

General Re-

4,

37.

None.
None.
None.
None.
Coast

Commissioners, secretary, and su-

with

turn.

4d.; total 1852, 2,988/. Os.

19s.

15,

15.S-.

30. Finished.

ral Return.

42. Mercantile

Marme Fund.

82W.

Drawing, No.

For
Gene-

Return.

33.

41.

1852

28. 11 days.

No.

land.
5,

air ajjertures.

;

ral

32.

See Drawing, No.

tubes and

29. 4,241/.

price, see

15, General

Return.

Mercantile

8rf.

31. Dimensions of lantern-,
height, 7 feet.
12 feet ;

For

feet.

None.

24. Letourneau, Paris.

diameter,

Dimensions of lantern
Hi feet; height, 5i
price, see Dra\ving. No.

50/.

23.

30. Finished.

Finished.

22. Fourth order.

26. None.
27. None.

29. 7,835/. 19s.

19.

S,37?L

Company, and

tubes, air apertures.

1858, 291/.

42. Mercantile Marine Fund.
43. 1852, 14/. 3s. 6rf. ; 1858, 157/. 16.?.
od. ; total 1852, .53/. 5s. 6rf.
1858, 212/.
44. 1852, 222/. 19s. 5d.
6s. 9rf.

None.
None.
47. None.
48. None.
49. Coastguard report
45.
46.

rejiorts

50. Commissioners,

every half-year.
and su-

secretaiy,

50. Commissioners,

51. April, June, and August.
62. No.
Oil
53. One in light room.

61. April, June,

stored in

cellar under ground.
Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
55. None.
56. None.

54.

57. Occasionally.

everj- half year.

secretary,

and su-

perintendent.

perintendent.
52.
53.

and August.

No.

One

in Ught room.

cellar

on ground

Oil stored in

floor.

54. Rain gauge, thermometer,
rometer.

None.
56. None.
55.

57. Occasionally.

and ba-
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COMMISSIONKRS OP NORTHERN L1GHTHOU.SES

PLADDA,
ISLAND IN CLYDE.
4.

Two

5.

Named

lights in

one building, 54

feet

apart.

C.

Act 29 Geo. 3. c. 52.
Suggested by Merchant House,
in

Greenock.
"J.

To guide

8.

1/90.

9.

Thomas

TOWN.
4.

One

5.

1836.

hght.

Irish Board.

7.

To improve navigation of the Clyde.
1850.

9.

Alan

1854.

9.

Messrs.
Stevenson,
engineers ;
Messrs. Barr, Ardrossan, contractors.

10.

11

Stone, of natural colour.

11.

Stone, of natural colour.

12.

No.
95 and 43 feet.
130 and 77 feet.
About 12 and 9 nautic miles.
About 18 and 15 nautic miles.
From N.W. by \V. to N.E. by

12.

No.

13.

66

1,3.

14.

15.
16.
17.

14.

E.,

17-

About 104° from N. i W.

Going away of daylight to

return.

upper light 15 burners,

;

1 1

burners.

23.

None.

24.

Swan and Neil, Edinburgh.
Smoke tubes and air apertures.

29.

Every half minute.

Finished.

No.

General

15,

Re-

26.

including apparatus;
10s. per annum.
1st

and 2d

35. 50/. principal; 40/. assistant
land.

See Drawing, No.

1,

each in

;

with

36.

General Re-

turn.
37. About 8/. 10s. annually.
38. 1,038 and 1,057 gallons.

19 gross
of 1 size of wicks annually.
39. Colza. 1857,4s. IH; 1858, 3s.
40. Circular wel), 1 size, at a cost of

4H

3/. 3s.

Ad. annually.

15,

General

1852,

:

Marine Fuud.

19/. 12s. Q\d.

;

384/.

8s.

2d.

;

1858,

None.
None.
47. None.
48. None.
49. Coastguard report every half year.
50. Commissioners, secretary, and su-

45.

4(i.

perintendent.

and August.

One

39.

40/. assistant.

great

4s.

])art

lOrf.

Not Ughted

None.
None.
None.
None.
Coastguard report half yearly.
Secretary and superintendent.
April, June, and August.

49.
50.
51.

and

Milne.

None.

1

1,93U. 10s. 2d.

31.

Dimensions of lantern: diameter,
12^ feet; height, 10 feet.
For
price, see Drawing, No. 15, General

Return.

No.
None.
21. ; done by the keepers.

35. 50/. principal

;

40/. assistant

;

10/.

each allowed for land.

Drawing,
36. See
Return.
37.

38.

No.

13,

General

About 8/. 4s. annually.
756 and 754 gallons. J gross of
each of the four sizes annually.

39. Colza. 1857,4s.

Ud.; 1858,3s.4irf.

40. Circular web, 4 sizes of wicks, at a
cost of 21s. annually.
41. Nil.

45.
46.
4748.

Pai-is,

tubes and air apertures.

29.

jilace

44.

lis.

Smoke

30. Finished.

34.
10/.

of land.
of the apparatus in
this case was got from the Commissioners store. Vide Drawing, 6,
General Return.
6/. 13s. 4d. annually.
187 and 184 gaUons. 3 gross of
wicks annually.
Colza. 1857, 4s. Hrf.; 1858, 3s. 4irf.
Circular web, cost 10s. annuaUv.

A

to return.

with auxiliary spherical
See Drawing, No. 13.

None.

26 days.

33.

40.
41. Nil.

351/

8s. 5rf.

51. April, June,
52. No.

37.
38.

1858, 2.95/. 3s.;

total 1852, 2,850/. Is. IJrf.

44. 1852,

Going away of daylight

28.

32.

42. Mercantile Marine Fund.
43. Not lighted in 1862.
1858, 160/.

41. Nil.
42. Mercantile

Vide Drawing,

Return.
32.
33.

;

south westerly.

27. None.

-id.,

35. 50/. princijjal

days wages.
done by the keepers.
;

23.

30. Finished.
class.

feet.

Edinburgh.

tubes and apertures.

site 7/.

highlight,

:

turn.

43.

Smoke

No.
None.
34. 2/. ; done by the lightkeepers.

;

20.

25.

Drawing,

34. 2/.

About 14 nautic miles.
About 20 nautic miles.
From N.W. J W. to S.E. by E. 4

feet.

24. Letourneau,

31. Intermediate between

10s. lOrf.

15.

holophotal on each face.

diameter, 12 feet;
height, 7 feet.
Low light, diameter, 11 feet ;
height, 7 feet.
For jirice, see

\l.
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22. First order.

return.

21. Catadioptric Holophotal.

29. 4,916/. 6s.

Dimensions of lantern

No.

48

14.

mirrors.

28. 9 days.

31.

•33.

13.

copper rod.

;

21. Dioptric,

Going away of daylight to

25.
26.

Not knon-n.

.32.

by

None.
27. None.

.30.

3fi.

to E.

23. None.
24. See answer to 36.

None.
27. None.
2S. Nine days.

double walls.

Yes

E.,

1 9.

One

;

12.

18. FLxed, red.

20.

22.

Not

engineer.

11. Stone, of red colour

17.

174 nautic miles.
S. northerly.

lower light

25.
2G.

feet.

llj nautic miles.

16.

Stevenson,

built by contract.
Sea Ught.

18. Revoh-ing, white.

21. Catoptric.
22. First order

10.

16.

15.

southerly.
18. Fixed, white.

20.

light.

feet.

120

light.

6.

8.

Sea

1829-30.

8.

To open

new houses.

One

5.

Camp-

Provost and magisti-ates of
beltown.

7.

Sea light.

10.

4.

entrance of Campbeltown

6.

Loch.

Mr.
Smith, engineer;
Glasgow, contractor for

SHIP ROCK, OF
SANDA, CLYDE.

DEVAAR, CAMPBEL-

vessels in the Clyde.

Brown,

91.

90.

89.

in

1852.

1858, 217/.

6rf.

'

On 8th November 1858, for
about a quarter of an hour;
hghtkeeper asleep ; dismissed.
53. One.
Oil stored in cellar off

42. Mercantile Marine Fund.
43. 1852, 908/. 10s. b\d. ; 1858, 396/.
10s. 2d.; total 1852, 3,473/. 4s
bkd.
44. 1852, .338/. l.s-. 4d.; 1858, 347/.
10s. 4rf.

None.
None.
47. None.
48. None.
49. Coastguard reports half yearly.
45.
46.

50. Commissioners,

52. Yes.

and

and August.

in each Ught room.
Oil stored
in cellar under ground.
Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
None,
None.

54.

Rain gauge, barmometer, and thermometer.
55. None.
56. None.

54.

Occasionally.

57. Occasionally.

57. Occasionally.

53.

dwelling house.

Y4

Secretary,

Superintendent.
51. April, June,
52. No.

One lamp

in hght
stored in the tower.

room.

Oil

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
55. None.
56. None.
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Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses.
94.

92.

MULL OF KINTYRE,

5.

One light.
Named in

7.

A

8.

1787.

4.

original

Act l/BC

prominent headland.

AVEST OF ISLAY.

builder

not known.
10.

Sea

tl.

Stone, of natural colour

12.

No.
38

;

solid walls.

light.

6.

Shipowners of Greenock, Glasgow,

7.

To

8.

1825.

9.

Rol)ert

10.

297

About 18 nautic miles.
About 25 nautic miles.
From N.N.E. A E. to

feet.

W.

S.

by W. i

Sea

18. Fixed, white.

Going away of daylight to

return.

1853.

6.

Trinity House.

7.

To

8.

1st

9.

Messrs.

lead to north entrance of
of Islay.

double

colour;

20 burners.
Swan and Neil, Edinburgh, makers

22.

24.

of original a])paratus.

Smoke

25.

tubes, air apertures.

12.
13.

96

14.

150

15.

17.

About 13 nautic miles.
About 19 nautic miles.
From N.N.E. to S.E., westerly.

18.

Flashing.

feet.

feet.

10.

28. Fifteen days.

Seahght.

12.

Yes J co])perrod.

13.

113

feet.

14.

147

feet.

15.
16.

About 13 nautic
About 19 nautic

17.

From N.N.\V.

Dimensions of lantern: diameter,
12 feet; height, S feet. For piiee,
15, (ieneral
see Drawing, No.

21. Catoptric.

20.

Going away of daylight

22.

Twenty-four burners.

23.

None.

25.

Smoke

26.

None.

done by the keepers.

;

35. 50/. principal
land.
36. See
37.

38.

;

40/. assistant

Drawing.No.

1,

;

with

General Return.

About SI. annually.
719 and "32 gallons. 15 gross

of 1

size of wick annually.
18o8,.3s.4irf.
39. Colza. lS57,4s.U(/.;
40. Circular web, 1 size at a cost of
annually.
21. 10s.

Marine Fund.

1852,4:38/. 16s. (\\d.; 1858, 256/.
18s.Cd.;total 1852, 1,590/. 19s. hd.
1852, 360/. 6s. 9d. ; 1858, 390/.

8

Second
None.

diameter, 12

feet.

No.
33. None.
34. 2/. ; done by the keepers.
35. 50/. principal
land.

None.
47. None.
49: None.
49. Coastguard return half

36. See Drawing,
turn.
,37.

Al)out

38. 841
1

8/.

50. Commissioners,
superintendent.

secretary,

and

51. April, June, August.

No.

;

with

31.

3,

room. Oil stored in
under ground.
54. Rain gauge, barometei-, and thermometer.
55. None.
56. None.
in light

General Re-

annually.

57. Occaiion,illy.

;

diameter,

:

feet.

15,

For
Gene-

Not

lighted a year.

Drawing, No.

8,

;

10/.

General Re-

turn.
37.

Not

lighted

till

1859.

38. Ditto.

39. Ditto.

43.

Nd.
Marine Fund.

Not hghted

till

after

Midsummer

1858.

1858, 310/. 12s.
44.
45.

Does not apply.
None.

46. None.
47.

None.

48. Correspondence already furnished.

intendent.
51. April, June. August.
in lightroom.

cellar

Oil stored

m

underground.

54. Rain gauge, barometer,

meter.
65.
66.

6.V

Drawing, No.

Return.

42. Mercantile

49. Half-yearly reports by coastguard
and cruizers.
50. Commissioners, secretary, and super-

One

height,

feet;

35. 50/. princi])al ; 40/. assistant
each for land.

41.

Marine Fund.

43. 1852, 367/. 16s. Id.; 1858, 263/. Is.
2d.; total 1852, 1,336/. ys. 10(/.

No.

n

40. Ditto.

Nd.

53.

Dimensions of lantern

36. See

and 810 gallons. 18 gross of
wick annually.

52.

tiU 1859.

yrf.

33. Lighted subsequently.
.34.

No.

39. Colza. 1857, 4s. lid.; l^J*. 3s. 4i(/.
40. Circular web, 1 size, at a cost of 3/.

cellar

air aiiertvu'es.

32. No.

40/. assistant

None.
46. None.
47- None.
48. None.
yearly.

tubes and

30. Finished.

ral

size of

42. Mercantile

Smoke

price, see

45.

.

One

;

class.

29. 7,437/. 4s.

32.

44. 1852, 415/. 2s. 9d.
5d.

45. None.

53.

:

For jiricc,
see Drawing, No. 15, General Re-

41.

9s. 3d.

52.

23.

None.
27. None.
2S. Not lighted

Dimensions of lantern
height,

to return.

26.

iis. 5(/.

feet:

;

24. Chance, Brothers, Birmingliam.

annually.

42. Mercantile

44.

others.

25.

31.

41. Nil.

43

and

air apertures.

turn.

33. New dwelling-houses built at a total
cost of 1,12!)/. 4.'!. 5d. by contract.
21.

tuljes

Lillic;

Finished.

Return.

34.

22.

and
and

i N. to

21. Dioptric.

.30.

No.

32.

miles.

18.

29. 8,056/.

30. Finished.
31.

miles.

N.N.E. iE.,
white from N.N.E. h E. to
S.S.W. eastward.
Fixed, wdiite and red, as above.
red

28. Twenty-six days.

Not known.

29.

.'

Every five seconds.
20. Going away of daylight to return.

24. Clark, Shght,

None.
27. None.

2(j.

January 1859.

11. Brick; painted white.

copper rod.

19.

21. Catoptric.

Sound

engineers
Stevenson,
A. Macdonald, contractor.

light.

;

light.

J.

;

Yes

^^estward.

One

5.

&c.

&;c.

Stevenson, engineer
Gibb, Aberdeen, contractor.

16.

4.

point out the locality.

walls.

15.

20.

1823.

11. Stone, of natural

feet.

14.

17.

One

5.

light.

13.

16.

4.

Liverpool, Belfast,

Thomas Smith, engineer;

y.

RHU VAAL,
SOUND OF ISLAY.

RHINNS OF ISLAY,

ARGYLLSHIRE.

None.
None.

57. Occasionally.

and

ther-

None.
Not hghted till 1859.
51. .\pril, June, August.
52. No.

49.
50.

53.

One

in

lightroom.

Oil stored in

cellar on ground lloor.
54. Rain gauge, barometer, and
mometer.

55.

None

56.

None.

57. Occasionally.

ther-

,

*
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4.

95.

96.

LISMORE,

SOUND OF MULL,

ARDNAMURCHAN,

ARGYLLSHIRE.

ARGYLLSHIRE.

ARGYLLSHIRE.

One

4.

light.

One

4.

light.

ln^•iewin 1834.

a.

1829.

5.

1854.

G.

Not known.

6.

The Commissioners.

7.

To open

7.

8.

1833.

9.

Robert Stevenson, engineer;
Smith, In\-ei'ness, contractor.

the route to the Caledonian

Canal.

10.

Sea

of natural

colour;

9.

Messrs.

double

wall.s.

Stevenson,

7.

Yes

11. Stone; ordinary colour,

13.

63

copper red.

;

12.

feet.

About 8 nautic miles.
About 13 nautic miles.

17.

From N.W. by N.
red

23.

None.
None.
Twenty-four days.

25.

Smoke

26.

11,229/. lOs.bci.

27.

None.
None.

Dimensions of lantern;
Drawing,
Return

34.

For price,
15, General

height, 8 feet.

;

No.

see

33.

diameter,

35. 50/. principal

;

Land.

turn.
37.
38.

size of

39. Colza.
3s.

13i gross of
wick annually.

1857,

nd.;

4s.

1858,

4id.

40. Circular

web,

1

Marine Fund.

43. 1852, 70/. 3s. 7id.

1858,

;

//. 6s.

5d.

;

total 1852, 26,3/. 3s. \d.

1858,

407/. 3s. 8rf.;

310/.

18s. Cf/.

49.
50.

coastguard
Commissioner, secretary, and super-

47.

48.

53.

One

in

cellar

33.

Not

Smoke

26.

None.
None.

see

6i
Drawing, No.

31.

34.

Not

15,

Dimensions of lantern:

months by the

No.
33. None.
34. 2/. ; done by the keepers.

lighted

till

till

principal,

towards the end of
near end of 1857.
40/.

assistant

;

.35.

10/.

principal, 40/. assistant; 10/.
to each keeper in place of ground.

50/.

About

38.

213 gallons.

6/.

37.

annually.

J gross of each of the

About

3s.

4H

^ gross of
and 753 gallons.
each of the four sizes annually.

39. Colza. 1857,4s. Urf.; 1858,

lightroom.

Oil stored in

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
55. None.
56. None.
54.

57. Occasionally.

.3s.

4irf.

40. Circular web ; two sizes of wicks, at
a cost of 8.«. 3d. annually.

40. Circular web, four sizes of wicks, at
a cost of 21s. annually.

41. Nil.

41.

42. Mercantile

42. Mercantile Marine Fund.

Marine Fund.
43. Not lighted in 1852 ; 1858,

Not

lighted

in

3/. 15s.

1852; 1858, 234/.

NiL

9H;

43. 1852, 212/. 14s.
1858, 154/.
Os. 8d.; total 1852, 666/. 9s. \Ohd.
44. 1852, 521/.

None.
46. None.
47. None.
48. None.
50. Commissioners,
51. April. June,

under ground.

annually.

8/. 4s.

38. 753

sizes annually.

Ud.; 1858,

Genera.

13,

Return.

Drawing, No. 12, General Return.

37.

No.

Drawing,

36. See

52.
53.

in

lOd.

1858, 328/. 6s.

;

lOrf.

secretary,

and su-

None.
None.
47. None.
48. None.
50. Commissioners,

lightroom.

secretary,

and su-

perintendent.

and August.

No.

One

,5s.

45.
46.

perintendent.

August.
^

diameter,

height, 10 feet.
For
Drawing, No.l5, General

price, see

Return.

each in place of land.

2

tubes and air apertures.

124 feet;

For
General

feet.

45.
si.v

25.

30. Finished.

diameter,

height,

lighted
1857.

36. See

and Milne, Edin-

Paris,

29. 13,738/. Os. \0d.

lis. Id.

ten dent.
51. April, June,
52. No.

No.

44.

None.
None.
None.
None.
Return every

45.

46.

None.
Letoumeau,

28. Thirteen days.
7(1.

39. Colza. 1857, 4s.

cost of 45s. annually.
42. Mercantile

24.

32.

32.

wick, at a

size of

41. Nil.

44. 1852,

tubes and air apertures.

Dimensions of lantern:

35. 50/.

About SI. annually.
738 and 741 gallons.
1

and Milne, Edin-

30. Finished.

Re-

of daylight to

with auxiUary spherical
mirrors.
See Drawing, No. 13.

Return.

General

1,

From going away
return.

27.

])rice,

40/. assistant.

Drawing, No.

36. See

18. Fixed, white.

burgh.

91 feet;

No.
None.
21. ; done by the keepers.

miles.

E. J E. AV.S.\V. by

north and westward.

22. First order.

Paris,

29. 6,277/. 15s.

31.

miles.

21. Dioptric,

28. Six days.

Finished.

31.

32.

S.,

burgh.

.'iO.

feet.

From N.E. by

23.

24. Sautter,

air apertures.

feet.

17.

of daylight to

None.

26.

tubes and

double walls.

copper rod.

;

16.

20.

22. Fourth order.

Smoke

12 feet

E.,

21. Dioptric, azimuthal-ccjiidensing.

Catoptric.

None.

21).

by

return.

25.

27.

S.

towards sea, green
Rocks, &e., white

From going away

22.

28.

to

sothwards.

22. First order.

Yes

About 14 nautic
About 20 nautic

15.

New

towards

return.
21.

feet.

R.

light.

118
14. 180

northerly.

20.

Sea

13.

18. Fixed,

18. Fixed, white.

of dayhght to

the headland.

Stevenson,
engineer ;
Hume, Gatehouse, contractor.

12.

55

From going away

Alan

10.

16.

20.

1849.

9.

light.

15.

17.

To mark

8.

Sea

14.

About 1 1 nautic miles.
About 17 nautic miles.
From E. to N.E. by E., southward
and eastward.

Ardnamurchan,

Brick; coloured white.

86

16.

Riddell. of

10.

13.

15.

M.

11.

No.
feet.

A.

engineers;

12.

14. 103 feet.

hght.

1832.
Sir J.

Bart.

Macdonald, contractor.

J.

light.

11. Stone,

8.

To open the Sound.
10th November 1857.

One

5.
6.

51. April, June,
52. No.

A

August.

lamp

Oil stored in

53.

54.

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
55. None.
56. None.

54.

57. Occasionallv.

57. Occasional'v.

tower.

spare

in

lightroom

;

oil

stored in cellar under ground.
Rain gauge, barometer and thermometer.
55. None.
56. None.
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98.

ORONSAY, SOUND OF
One

5.

1854.

G.

Commissioners.

light.

In view in 1S34.
na\-igation of Inner

7.

To improve the

8.

10th

!).

Messrs. Stevenson,

Kinghom,
10.

Sea

1.3.

14.
1 5.

16.
17.

6.

Fishery Board, and others.

light.

solid walls.

Brick, painted white

W., southward.

70
53

15.

About 8 nautic

18.

to return.
20.

and Milne, Edin-

Paris,

24. Sautter,

miles.

14.

I

to S.E. by E.,
northerly and southerly.

About 16 nautic
About 22 nautic

1 7.

All round.

miles.

miles.

Flashing white.

the shore of Skye and east side
of Applecross Sound.

20.

Every twelve seconds.
Going away of daylight to return.

21. Catadioptric holophotal.

Going away of daylight to return

22.
23.

Smoke

Second order.
None.

Birmingham, and Milne,

24. Chance,

None.

24. Sautter, Paris

F^dinburgh.

Milne, Edinburgh.

;

tubes and air apertures.

29. 4,627/. 17s.

28. Sixteen days.

None.
27. None.

25.

Smoke

26.

None.
None.
Nine days.

27.
28.

tubes and air apertures.

29. 5,063/. 4s. lOrf.

29. 6,210/. 19s.

30. Finished.

Dimensions of lantern: diameter,
9h feet height, 64 feet. For price,
General
see Drawing, No. 15,
;

.30.

Finished.

31

Dimensions of lantern

30. Finished.
31.

Return.

Dimensions of lantern, diameter
For
9i feet; height, 6i feet.
price, see Drawing, No. 15, General

see

34. Lighted in

end of 1857.
end of 1857.

.i2.

35. 50/. principal. 40/. assistant;
each for land.

No.

Drawing,

10/.

General

12,

.33.

end of 1857.
end of 1857.

33. Lighted in
34. Lighted in

.34.

35. 50/. principal ; 40/. assistant. 8/. each
in place of land.

36. See Drawing, No. 12, General Re-

Return.

About

33.

200 gallons, f gross of ench of the
two sizes annually.

annually.

1857,

^s.

IJd.;

1858,

37.

About

38.

218 gallons,

3s.

6/.

annually.

t gross of each size
annually of wicks, 2 kinds.

Aid.
40. Circular web, 2 sizes, at a cost of
8s. 3f/. annually.

39. Colza, 1857, 4s.

41. Nil.

41. Nil.

Ud.

diameter 9h

For

price,

General Re-

No.
Lighted
Lighted

in the
hi the

end of 1857.
end of 1857.
10/.

.36.

See Drawing, No.

37.

About

.38.

406 gallons.

.39.

Colza. I857,4s. Urf.; I858,3s.4i<i

6,

General Re-

turn.

1858, 3s. 4irf.

;

40. Circular web, 2 sizes, at a cost of
8x. ad. annually.

15,

35. 50/. principal, 40/. assistant.
each for land.

turn.

37.

feet.

turn.
32.

No.

:

height 63

Drawing, No.

feet,

Return.

No.

33. Lighted in

39. Colza.

copper rod.

42 feet.
222 feet.

19.

26.

6/.

Sea hght.

18.

25.

36. See

W.

Leith, contractor.

Fixed white in Sound of Lochalsh
and .\pi)lecross ; fixed red along

None.
None.
28. Fourteen days.
iO(/.

engineer;

Stevenson,

16.

15.

From N.N.E. i E.

27.

32.

Messrs.

13.

feet.

26.

31.

10th

9.

I

tubes and air apertures.

November 1857.

8.

12. Yes,

feet.

22. 4th order.

23.

burgh.

Smoke

I

hght.

11. Brick, painted white.

21. Dioptric, azimuthal-condensing.

None.

Commissioners and Board of Trade.
To guide to north entrance of inner
Sounds.

10.

16. .About 13 nautic miles.

22. Fourth order.

25.

solid walls.

;

copper rod.

14.

17.

1853.

6.

Kinghom,

11.

21. Dioptric, azirauthal-condensing.

23.

;

One

5.

light.

12. Yes,

About 8 nautic miles.
About 13 nautic miles.
From E.N.E. i E. to S.W. by W.

engineers

4.

7.

W.

Leith, Contractor.

Sea

13.

Going away of daylight

Messrs. Stevenson,

10.

18. Fixed, white.

20.

view in 1834.

Kinghom,

Leith, contractor.

;

light.

To guide through inner Sounds.
10th November 1857.

9.

Yes ; copper rod.
63 feet.
58 feet.

J

18,50; in

W.

engineers;

11. Brick; coloured white
12.

One

5.

8.

1857.

SKYE.

4.

7.

Sounds.

November

SOUTH RONA,
OFF APPLECROSS.

KYLEAKIN,

SOUND OF

SLEAT, SKYE.
4.

100.

99.

6/. 10s.

annually.

7i gross of one size of
wick, annually.

40. Circular web, one size, at a cost of
25.<. annually.
41. Nil.

42. Mercantile

43.
44.

Not
Not

Marine Fund.

lighted in 1852; 1858, 3/. 2s. 3f7.
lighted in 1852; 1858, 211/.

46.
47.

48.
49.

No.

53.

One

9d. in

Not hghted

in

1852

;

205/. 12s.

.su-

1 7s. 'Jd.

None.
None.
47. None.
48. None.
49. None.
46.

in lightioom.
tower.

Oil

50. Commissioners,
])erintendent.
51. April, June,

and August.
store

in

52.

No.

53.

One

secretary,

and su-

in light
tower.

room

;

oil

stored in

54.

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.

55.

None.
None.

57. Occasionallv.

57. Occasionally.

and

ther-

56.

50. Commissioners, secretary, and superintendent.
51. April, June,

and August.

mometer.
55. None.
.06. None.

54. Rain gauge, barom'-ter,

;

45.

None.
None.
47. None.
48. None.

and

Marine Fund.

Not hghted in 1852 1^58, 3/. Os. 7d.
Not hghted in 1852; 1858, 30K

8rf.

46.

secretary,

43.
44.

1858.

45.

50. Commissioners,
perintendent.

52.

42. Mercantile
Is.

in 1858.

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.

51. April, .Tune,

:

44.

3s. lOrf.

45.

Marine Fund.
3/.
43. Not lighted in 1852

42. Mercantile

.52.

No.

53.

One

in

and August.

hght room

;

oil

stored in

tower.

Rain gauge, barometer, and
mometer.
55. None.
56. None.

54.

57. Occasionally.

ther-
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Commissioners ok Northern Lighthouses.

101.

102.

103.

SKERRYVORE,
OFF TYREE.

BARRAHEAD, LONG

USHENLSH, SOUTH

1.

One

5.

S[)ecified

ISLAND.

light.

Act

in

54

Geo.

III.,

cap. 136.
7.

To mark

dangerous

the

sunken

One

5.
6.

Very early date end of 1799.
Shipowners of Glasgow.

7.

The southern extremity

rocks.
8.

light.

4.

—

8.

1833.

9.

Robert Stevenson, engineer; James
Smith, Inverness, contractor.

10.

Alan Stevenson, engineer built by
days' wages, under his directions.
Sea light.

10.

Sea

11.

Stone, of natural colour ; walls solid.

1 1

Stone, of natural colour.

9.

the

of

Hebrides.

February 1844.

1st

UIST.

4.

:

light.

One

hght.

5.

In 1854.

6.

The

7.

A

8.

10th

9.

Messrs. Stevenson, engineers ;
Macdonald, Skye, contractor.

late Admiral Beechy.
guide through the Minch.

November

10.

Sea Hght.

11.

Brick, painted white.

12. Yes,

Yes; copper rod.

12.

No.

158

feet.

13.

60

14.

150

feet.

14.

680

15.

13 nautic miles.

15.

Ifi.

19 nautic miles.

16.

17.

About 28 nautic miles.
About 35 nautic miles.
N. by E. to E.N.E., west^vard and

18.

Intermittent.

20.

19.

White 2h minutes, then suddenly

21. Dioptric,

round.

17. All

Revolving, white.

Once every minute.
Going away of daylight

21. Dioptric

to return.

20.

24. Letourneau, Paris.
25. Smoke tubes and air apertures.

Going away of daylight

to return.

23.

26.

29. 86,977'.

27.
28.

126 days.

ratus

17s.

including appa-

7d.,

and harbour

at

Hynish.

Vide Drawing, 15, Ge-

31. First class.

neral Return.
.32.

35.

14,?.

4d., days'

No.

Return.

Cost of appai-atus lantern, including
machinery for ringing fog bells,
Vide Dra^ving
3,851/. 5s. Gd.
No. 9, General Return, for appa-

36. See Drawing, No. 5,General Return.

34. 2Z.

;

days wages.

;

40/. assistant

;

1852 and 1858, 644/.
10s.

llrf.

;

7id.
819/.
4s. lOd.

total

1852,

16s.

4c/.;

2,530/.

1858, 679/.

;

40/.

2/. 10s.

7s.

:

28. 21 days.

31.

Dimensions of lantern; diameter,
124 feet; height, 10 feet.
For
Price, see Drawing, No. 15, of

32.

No.

General Return.

size, at

1

4i(/.

a cost of

annually.

lOAc/;;

40.

Same

44.

Not

45.

47.

None.
None.

50.

49.

63.

One

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
None.
Hoist a ball at 10 o'clock, if all
well, to the shore estabhshment.
One keeper, once in six weeks.

55.

56.
57.

secretaiy,

and

superintendent.

54.

in light
tower.

room;

oil

stored in

lighted.

-id.

lighted in 1852.

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.
Commissioners,

1858, 370/

secretary,

and

superintendent.

50. Commissioners,

52.

when

10s. 6d.

47.
48.

No.

be

Marine Fund.

1858, 141/. 17s.

46.

45. None.

will

3s. 4^^.

as Island Glass

43.

45.
46.

52.

Colza.

41. Nil.

48.

51. April,

General

13,

1858.

1858, 196/.

total, 1852, 816/. 13s. lOirf.

51. April, June,

No. 8 and

38.

49.

and superintendent.
June, and August.

10/.

for fuel (peat).

7/.

39.

47. None.

50. Secretary

1857.

40/. assistant.

Not lighted for a year.
Only two months of 1858;
same as Island Glass.

37.

42. Mercantile

Marine Fund.

44. 1852, 491/. lis.; 403/. 5s. Id.

48.

November
;

36. See Drawings,

46. None,

None.
None.
None.
None.
49. None.

Milne,

Return.

41. Nil.

5s. 2Arf., 564/.

None.
None.

27.

allowed.

1857,4s. lid; 1858, 3s.

40. Circular web,

43. 1852, 190/. 16s.

7s.

44. 1852,

Land

ditto.

42. Mercantile

Marine Fund.

26.

for land each.

15 gross of
size of wicks annually.

39. Colza.

and

Paris,

tubes and air apertures.

35. 50/. principal

About 8/. annually.
and 788 gallons.
1

Not known.

42. Mercantile

second

38. 791

Smoke

33. Lighted 10th
lie/.

35. 55/. principal

37.

25.

done by the keepers.

:

f gross of
each of the 4 sizes annually.
39. Colza. 1857, 4s. Uf/.; 1858, 3s. 4id
40. Circular web, 4 sizes, at a cost of
21s. per year.

43.

32.

33. 21. 13s.

ratus.
37. 91. 4s. annually.
38. 781 and 760 gallons,

41.

Dimensions of lantern: diameter,
12 feet ; height 8 feet. For price,
see Drawing, No. 15, General

wages.

;

36.

30. Finished.

;

None.

30. Finished.

done by the lightkeepers.
Four keepers, principal, 73Z. 10s.,
1st assistant, 65?.; 2d assistant,
3d assistant, 601.
Rations
60/.
on the rock and allowance of land.

34. 2/.

to return.

with auxiliary spherical
See Drawing, No. 13.

29. 8,809/. 4s. 3d.

Ud.

31.

No.

33. 21.

;

29. 13,087/. 13s.

30. Finished.

Going away of dayhght

Edinburgh.

25.

Si.-c

miles.

to N.E. by southward

24. Letourneau,

days.

27.

From S.S.W.

22. First class.

None.

24. Clarke,

the gallery.

About 20 nautic
and eastward.

23.

22. First order.

28. Six days.

A bell on

7.

mirrors.

Edinburgh and others.
Smoke tubes and air apertures.
None.
None.

2(i.

16.
1

18. Fixed, red.

21. Catoptric.

None.

39 feet.
176 feet.

15. Aljont 14 nautic miles.

ecUpsed half a minute.

system of Fresnel.

22. First order.

23.

14.

feet.

southward.

18.
19.
'20.

13.

A.

copper rod.

12.
13.

feet.

1857.

and August.

51. April, June,
52.

No.

53.

One

No.

One in light room. OU stored in
cellar under ground.
Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
55. None.
56. None.
53.

54.

54.

55.

57. Occasionally.

Z

2

56.

in light

and August.
room.

Oil stored on

ground floor.
Rain gauge, barometer, and
mometer.
None.
None.

57. Occasionally.

ther-
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105.

106.

STORNOWAY, LEWIS.

CAPE WRATH,
SUTHERLAND.

104.

ISLAND GLASS,
HARRIS.

and an Apparent light

4.

One

5.

7.

Named in original Act, l/t'S.
To lead through the Minch.

Arnish Rock.
1825-6.

8.

1789.

7.

4. Onelij;ht.
5.

9.

10.

6.

known.

8.

Sea Light.

9.

11. Stone, of natural colour.

Yes; rod of copper.

13.

1011 feet.

l;«)feet.

About 12 nautic miles.
About 18 nautic miles.
From W. by S. to E. N.E.

15.
i

E.,

14.
15.

IS. Fixed, white.

16.

From going away

of daylight to
17.

return.

21. Dioptric,
uiirrors.

burgh.
tubes and

Smoke

23.

31. Dimensions of lantern: diameter,
12 feet ; height. 8 feet. For price,
1

I

32.

land

Drawing No. 13,General Return
37 About 8/. 4s. annually.
t pross of
38. 765 and 744 gallons,

46.
47.
48.
49.

No.

.34.

2/.

35.

5«)/.

Marine Fund.
;

1

Irf.

;

1858, 317/.

400

15.

About 21 nautic
About 28 nautic

and

John

double

colour;

feet.

miles.
miles.

W., northerly.
and white.

18.

Revoh-ing

19.

Every minute.
From going away of

;

alternate red

daylight to

21. Catoptric.

22. First order.

23. None.

Edinburgh,
24. Clark.
Slight and LiUie.
25.

Smoke tubes and

26.

None.
None.

27.

done by the

by

contract.

kee])ers.

principal, 40/. assistants

;

10/.

Gene-

in-

31.

Dimensions of lantern:

diameter.

height, 8 feet,

For i>rice.

51. .\])rU, June,

1858, 248/.

I

I

55.
56.

15,

General

32. No.

days wages.
done by the keepers.

.33.

Vs. bd.,

.34.

2/.

;

35. 50/. jjrincipal,
allowed.

40/. assistant

36. See Drawing,
turn.

No.

About

8/.

;

land

General Re-

4,

annually.

38. 762 and 7'>2 gallons; 15 gross of
one size of wick annuallv.
39. Colza. 1857, 4s. Urf. ; 1858, 3s. 4W.
40. Circular web ; 1 size, at a cost of
21. 10s. annuallv.

44. 1852,

roil.

2s.

6rf.

;

1838, 3S1/.

Os. llrf.

46.
47.
48.
49.
secretary-,

and su-

and August.

No.

One

I

I

No.

Return.

45.

in light room. Oil in ceUar on
ground floor of dwellings.
54. Rain gauge, barometer, and ther53.

;

Drawing,

see

42. Mercantile Marine Fund.
Is. 9irf.;
1858, l.'»7/.
4.3. 1852, 281/.
8s. llrf.; total 1852, 903/. 18s. 4rf.

Marine Fund.

perintendent.
52.

9rf.

Finished.

41. Nil.

50. Commissioners,

Oil kept in

others;

.30.

37.

Return.

and

air apertujes.

28. 40 days.

Is. 1 Irf.

cellar under ground.
54. Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.

67. Occasionally.

General

None.
None.
47. None.
48. None.
49. None.

I

None.
None.

15,

45.
46.

No.
in Light room.

;

1858. 154/. 17.«. Irf.
44. 1852. 154/. 15s. 9il.;

51. April, June, and August.

55.
56.

No.

4.3.

sjjector.

One

14.

price,

1 size.

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.

50. Commissioners, secretary,

52.
53.

6/. Is. 6(/., i)artly

41. Nil.
42. Mercantile

1858. 154/.

total 1852, 646/. 6s. \d.

44. 1852, 352/. 10s.
45.

32.
33.

ral

cost of 21s. per year.

Gy.

13.

diameter,

For

37. About 6/.
38. 219 and 224 gallons; 4» gross of
1 kind, annuallv.
39. Colza. 1857, 4s. Urf.; 1858.3s.4}rf.
40. About 15s. annually ; circular web,

41. Nil.

V-is.

natural

;

No.
65 feet.

12 feet

each in place of land.
36. See Drawings, No. 6 and 11,

each of the 4 sizes annually.
39. Colza. 1857.4s. Urf. ; 1858, .V 4 Jc/.
40. Circular web, 4 sizes of wick, at a

43. 1852, 207/.

12.

5(/.

Return.
:

11. Stone, of

29. 13,550/. 18s.

Drawing,

see
lightkeejiers.

36. See

42. Mercantile

reflectors.

31. Dimensions of lantern:
12 feet ; height. 7 feet.

Return.

35. 50/. jmncipal, 40/. assistant
allowed.

of

return.

None.

26. None
27. None.
28. 6 days.
29. 6,380/. 19s.
30. Finished.

Not knorni.

;

point

Robert Stevenson, engineer
Gibb, contractor.
10. Sea light.

20.

24. Sautter. Paris ; Milne, Edinburgh.
25. Smoke tubes and air apertures.

No.
.33. None.
done by
34. 21.

III.

Scotland.

N.,

with a
See
holophote for beacon light.

30. Finished.

:

N. i

holophotal,

22. 4 holophotal

General

Act 54 Geo.

17. S.E. i E. to S.AV. liy

Drawing, No. 11.

15,

in

return.

None.
None.
28. Seven days.

15s.

About 8 nautic miles.
About 13 nautic miles.
N.N.E. to N.AV. by

air apertures.

No.

1828.

16.

21. Catadioptric,

and Milne, Edin-

2G.

Drawing

8.

feet.

Eveiy half minute.
20. From going away of daylight to

27.

see

The north-west turning

feet.

18. Revolring, white.

; dioptric substituted
23. Rebuilt in
for catoptric in 1852.

hght.

Named

6.

walls.

19.

24. Letourneau, Paris,

29.

45
56

One

5.

9.

easterly.

with auxiliary spherical
See Drawing, No. 13.

22. First order.

25.

1852.
.Alan Stevenson, engineer;, James
Scott, contractor for house ; Hoby
and Co., contractors for iron

Sea light.
11. Iron tower, painted stone colour.
12. Yes; copper rod.

southward.

20.

Mr. Stewart Mackenzie.
To open the anchorage of Stomo-

tower.

15.

17.

4.

10.

14.

16.

fo''

way Bay.

Thos. Smith. Engineer; builder not

12.

light

mometer.
None.
None.

57. Occasionally.

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.

50. Commissioners,

secretary,

and

su-

perintendent
51. April, June, and August.
.52.

No.

One

Oil stored
in the light room.
in cellar under ground.
Rain gauge, barometer, and ihermometer.
55. No, not appUcable.
56. None.
53.
54.

57. Occasiouallv.
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Commissioners of Northern' Lighthouses.
107.

108.

NORTH UNST,

DUNNETHEAD,

LAND.

CAITHNESS.
One

4.

light.

1&24.

G.

Mr.

7.

To open

One

5.

In view in 1834, but ai)phed for in

Stevenson,
Board.

engineer

the

to

6.

Admiralty.

entrance to the Pentland
Firth, and to prevent vessels mistaking Dunnetbay for the Firth.

7.

To

S.

9.

!'.

SHETLAND.

4.

light.

4.

1831.

Robert Stevenson, engineer; built
by contract James Smith, Inver-

protect Her Maiesty's ships in
the northern war.
1855, tem])orary building.
1858,

direction.

11. Stone,

of natural

colour;

double

Yes; copper rod.

13.

C6feet.

14.

346

1(3.

About 20 nautic miles.
About 2() nautic miles.

17."

S.E. 4 E. to

i X.

18.

FLxed, white.

20.

Going away of dayhght
mirrors.

22.

One

2.i.

Changed

to return.
23.

order.

.

fi'om catoptric to dioptric

24.

Letourneau,

Smoke

and

Paris,

Milne,

Edinburgh.

.

.

tubes and

.

air apertures.

.

26. X^one.
.

27. X'one.
28.

34 days.

.

29. 9,135/. 15»-.
30. Finished.
31.

3,/.

,

Dimensions of lantern

diameter,

:

12 feet; height, 8 feet; General
Return, Drawing 15.
32.

No.

33. X^one.
34. 21. ; done
35. 50/.,

by lightkeepers.

principal

40/.,

:

About 8/. 4s. annually.
and 7S0 gallons

J gross of

;

each of the 4 sizes annually.
3.9. Colza. 18o7,4s. IJrf.
1858, 3s.4irf.
40. Circular web, 4 sizes of wicks, at a
cost of 21s. annually.
;

Xik
Marine Fund.
Is.

:iid.

;

1858,

15s. 8d. : total 1852, 953/. 2s. 9^d
44. 1852, 379/. 18s. Id.; 1858, 336/.
Os.

Ud.

None.
None.
47. Xone.
48. Xone.
49. Xone.
50. Commissioners, secretary,
and
45.

Xo.

One

vide Drawing,
neral Return.

Ge-

15.,

done by the keepers.

;

in-

June, and August.

in bght room.
Oil in cellar
under ground.
Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
55. None
not applicable.
56. None.
;

57. Occasionally.

8.,

annually.
752 gallons in" 1 858, -J gross of each
of the four sizes per year.
Colza. 1857, 4s. Isrf.; 1858, 3s. 4i(/.
Circular web, 4 sizes of wicks, at a
cost of 1/. Is. per year.
'

9/. 4s.

Xil.

Mercantile Marine Fund.
in

1852;

lighted in 1852;
l/s. 2d.
X'one.
X'one.
X'one.

1858,

58/

1858, 687/

April, June,

to

of

permanent for
24. Messrs. Chance,

to site

pro-

and August.
room.

Oil stored

in tower.

X'one.

See separate correspondence as to
this.

fortnight, one at a time.

Z

3

burgh.
tubes and

Smoke

air a])ertures.

Xone.
27. Xone.
28. 31 days.
29. 21,450/. 18s. 2d.,
ratus and site ;

including appa300/. Island of

Xo.

15.,

;General

Xo.
33. Xone.
.32.

34. X'one as yet.
35. Principal', 60/.;
36.

1

assistant,

45/.,

2 assistants, 45/.
Vide Drawing 10, General Return.

37. X'one as yet.
38. The light was

only temporary
during three years, in future will
be about the same as Skerryvore
39. 1857,4s. Urf.; 1858,3s.4-y.
40. Will in future be the same
as
'

Skerrj-vore.
41. Xil.
42. Mercantile Marine Fund.
43. Xot hghted in 1852.
1858

63/

45.
46.
47.

48.
49.

Not

lighted in 1852. 355/. 8s. 9d
in 1858.
X^one.
X^one.
X'one.
Copy of correspondence with Board
of Trade produced.

Xone.

50. Secretary

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.

Once a

temporary Ught.

8s. lOrf.

Xo.
in the light

white.

return.
21. Dioptric, holophotal.
22. First order.
23. Xone, except the substitution

44.

duced.
X^one.
Secretary and superintendent.

One

54.

each in place of ground.
vide
Drawing

hghted

Revohing

Once a minute.
From going away of dayhght

Return.

class,

Not

Yes; copper rod.
99 feet.
145 feet.
13 nautic mUes.
1 8 2 nautic mUes.
All round the compass.

30. Finished.
31. Vide Drawing,

X'one as yet.
2/.

Sea bght.
Stone tower, painted white; wall

Gruna.

Xo.

Board of Trade as

spector.
51. April,

52.

Finished.

Copy of correspondence with the

46.

53.

32,478/. 15s. 5d., including apjiaratug and site, 100/.

6s. IIW.

200/.

8.

25.
26.

33 days.

X'ot

42. Mercantile
43. 1852, 2.92/.

1

air ajjcrtures.

X'one.

1st

General Re-

l.'i.

15.

X'one.

1st class;

•

by

Birmingham, and
Messrs. Milne and Son, Edin-

General Return.

38. 771

41.

burgh.
tubes and

Smoke

;

turn.
37.

Xone, except the substitution of
permanent for temporary light.
Letourneau, Paris; fitted up by
Messrs. Milne and Son, Edin-

10/.

assistants

14.

20.

60/. principal, 50/. 1st assistant, 45/.
2d assistant, 45/. 3d assistant.

with land.
36. See Drawing, Xo.

13.

19.

order.

Fii'st

spherical
X'o. 13.

in 1852.

25.

an-ay of daj-light to

return.
Dioptric.

with au.xiliary
See Dran-ing,

21. Dioptric,

engineers
builder,

solid.

12.

17.

From going

therly.

1858.
Ste^'enson,

1,

^^'m.Kinghom, Leith,

16.

Fixed.

nor-

Messrs.

11.

red.

W. by X.

).

10.

16 nautic miles.
22 nautic miles.
Fi.\ed
white all round, except for
about .34° from S.E. by E. i E.
southerly to S.S.E. A E., light

feet.

Ey

As

contract.

;

15.

6-

7.

solid.

2,30 feet.

walls.
1-.

bght.
Originally
by Commissioners of
Supply, 1834, but subsequently in

cember
;

SeaUght.

One

the Admiralty for the protection
of H.M. ships.
a guide for the eastern side
of
Shetland.
8. 1856.
Temporarily from the island
of Gruna ; permanent lights, De-

185.9, January, permanent do.
Messrs.
Stevenson,
engineers.
Built by day wages under their

Sea light.
Brick painted white waUs
Copper rod conductor.
64 feet.

;

ness, conti'actor.
1(1.

5.

1853.

5.

S.

109.

WHALSEY SKERRIES,

SHET-

and superintendent.
and August.

51. April, June,
52. Xo.
53.

One

for lightroom.
the Tower.

54. Rain

Oil stored in

guage, barometer, and ther-

mometer.
55. Xo.
56. Flag to hoist.
67. Relieved once a week, one at a
time.
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Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses.
110.

111.

112.

BRESSAY SOUND,

SUMBURGH HEAD,

ENTRANCE TO

SHETLAND.

NORTH RONALD-

LERWICK, SHETLAND.
4.

One

SHAY, ORKNEY.

light.

4.

5.

1818.

Not known.

6.

Sheriff of

6.

Shipowners of Lennck.

7.

The southern extremity of

7.

To open Lerwick

8.

1821.

9.

Robert Stevenson, engineer;
Reid, Peterhead, contractor.

4.

a.

8.
9.

One

light.

anchorage.
1868 (30 August).
Messrs. Stevenson, engineers

WUson,
10.

Sea

land

;

A.

contractor.

light.

11. Brick, coloured white.

Yes ; copper rod.
13. 53 feet.

12.

14. 105 feet.
15.
16.
17.
18.

About 11 nautic miles.
About 17 nautic miles.
All round the compass.
Revolving, red and white.
one minute.

19. Inten-als of

20.

From going away

21

Catadioptric holophotal.

5.

of daylight to

the Shet-

8.

Second
23. None.
22.

9.

Sea

11.

Stone, natural colour; double walls.

12.

No.

13.

55

light.

25.

Smoke

14.

300

16.

About 18 nautic
About 25 nautic

17.

From N.E. by E. i

18.

N. i N., southwai'd.
Fked.
From going away of daylight to

E., to

N.W. by

7s. 6rf.

No.

33. None.

No.

6,

26.

None.

Is.Ud.

27.

None.

Return.
32.

No.

33.

None.
done by lightkeepers.
;

38.

40.

year Ughted.
41.

41. Nil.

Land

1 size.

3/. 3s. 4t/. annually of cotton
wick, circular web, 1 size.

NQ.
56/.

43. 18.52,

2s.

Fund.

6id.;

1858,

32/.;

principal, 50/.

44. 1852, 422/. lOs. 3d.;

None.

Vide Drawing, No.
General Return.

.'18.

787 and 768 gallons; 'i gross of
each of the 4 numbers annually.

39. Colza. 1857,4s. l*rf.; 1858,3s.

4}*

40. Circulai- web, 4 sizes of wicks,
cost of 21s. per annum.

atk

45.

44. 1852, nil.; 1858, 321Z. 7s.

None.

45.

49.

49. None.

Secretary

and

superinten-

in lightroom.

Oil cellar \\ath

dwelling house.
54. Rain gauge, barometer,

mometer.

56.

None

and

ther-

April, June,

52.

No.

53.

One

not required.

in the light

room

56.

used.
;

not required.

57. Occasionally.
6/. Occasionally.

and

su-

None.

+
''

:

None.

oil

and secretary.
and August.

50. Superintendent

51. April, June,

and August.

52.

No.

53.

One

cellar

imder ground.
54. Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.

None
None

5rf.

48. None.

51

55.
;

47.

50. Commissioners, secretary,
perintendent.

dent.

51. April, June, and August.

None.

'

None.

48. None.

55.

Marine Fund.

Not lighted in 1852; 1858, 212/. 19*.

46. None.

One

1

41. Nil.

43.

None.
48. None.
49. None.

No.

10,

annually.

8/. 4s.

47.

53.

lOJ.

;

37.

46. None.

52.

assistant 40/.

36. First class.

42. Mercantile

1858, 346/.

Ud.

16s.

;

;

each for land.

47. None.

1858

15i

lOrf.

45. None.

50.

Vide Drawing,

class.

No.
None.
34. 21.; done by the lightkeepers.

About

total 1852, 277/. 10s. SJrf.

46.

First

.i5.

42. Mercantile Marine

Marine Fund.

Not Ughted.

Finished,

5/.

33.

39. Colza. 1857, 4s. U(/.; 1858, 3s. 4irf.

1858,3s. 4\d.

:U\.
.'il.

including appaper aimuui.

19s. 4d.,

ratus; feu,

32.

SeeDrawing No. 1, General Return.
About 91. annuaDy.
930 and 910 gallons; 19 gross annually, of

38. Do.

29. 12,927/.

General Return.

at the station.

37.

Pai-is.

tubes and air apertiu^es.

28. Twenty-three days.

diameter,
31. Dimensions of lantern
12 feet; height, 8 feet: for price,
General
see Dra\ving, No. 15,

Not a year lighted.

of daylight to

order.

Fii-st

28. F'orty-nine days.

36.

the compass.

From going away

Smoke

10/.

General Re-

AH round

25.

None.

35. 50Z. principal, 40/. assistant.

35. 50Z. principal ; 40/. assistant;
each for land.

44. 1858, 186/. 7s.

7.

24. Letourneau,

34. 21.

34. Not a year lighted.

43.

1

18. Flashing.

23. Exhibited in 1854.

:

of lantern : diameter,
For
height, 6| feet.

9^ feet;
price, seeDrawing, No. 15, General
Return.

42. Mercantile

16. I85 nautic miles.

22.
air apertures.

26. None.

30. Finished.

Not a

122 nautic miles.

21. Dioptric holophotal.

Swan and Neil.
Smoke tubes and

30. Finished.

40.

feet.

15.

return.

None.

29. 5,163/.

39. Colza.

feet.

140

20.

24.

29. 10,087/.

37-

139

miles.

23.

27. None.
28. 10 days from 30th August.

36. See Drawing,
turn.

13.

14.

miles.

19. Ever}' ten seconds.

27.

32.

No.

feet.

26. None.

31. Dimensions

12.

22. First order, 27.

tubes and air apertxu-es.

light.

11. Brick, douljle walls, natural colour.

15.

25.

Sea

feet.

return.

24. Messrs. Chance, Birmingham, and
Messrs. Milne, Edinbiu-gh.

re-

Tliomas Smith, original light ; Alan
Stevenson, renewal; Wm. Kinghorn, Leith, contractor.

10.

21. Catoptric.

order.

Specified in original

Northern point of Orkney.
1/89; altered to beacon in 1806;
lighthouse rebuilt, and light
exhibited 1854.

John

retiu'n.
.

7.

Isles.

10.

20.

Onehght.
Not known.
Act, 1786.

Orkney and Zetland.

in

in the light room;
room adjoining the

oil

sta

dwellinjf-I

house.

Rain gauge, barometer, and the>|
mometer.
None.
56. None.
54.

55.

57. Occasionallv.

I

CIRCULAR

REPLIES TO

No. III.— SCOTLAND.

18S

Commissioners op Northern Lighthouses.
113.

114.

START POINT,

GRAEMSAY, ORKNEY.

SANDAY, ORKNEY.
4.

One

5.

1801, originally a beacon.

6.
7.

Hght.

Not knomi.
To obviate wrecks
Beacon

9.

Two

5.

Previous to 1834.

6.

in the rapid tide7.

;

altered to a lighthouse in

isne.

lights (high light given sepa-

Shipowners of Orkney.
to Stromness anchorage.

To guide

8.

1851.

9.

Mr. Alan Stevenson, engineer; A.

Stone, natural colour.

13.

Yes

Yes, copper rod.

13.

1.1

91

14.

38
55

14.

100

15.

About 11 nautic miles.
About 16 nautic miles.
All round the compass.

16.

18.

Fixed; white.

Originally revolving, but on the reerection of N. Ronaldshay, in
1854, altered to fixed white.

20.

From going away

]

1

.

12.

16.
17.
IS.

I't).

feet.

15.

feet.

From going away

17.

23.

from catoptric revolving

23. Alteration

to dioptric fixed
engineer in 1854.
24. Sautter, Paris

;

suggestion of

;

26.

Milne, Edinburgh.

27.

29. Included in cost of

2".

28.

Twenty-six days.

31.

au' apertures.

9 feet ; height, 5 feet

Drawing No.
altered,

;

:

diameter,

for price, see

General Return.

15,

and new dwelling-

houses erected, at a cost of 827/.
5s. Sd.

35.
36.

37.
38.

40.

;

;

About

1857,4s.U(/.
8s.

3d.

;

I858,.3s.4irf.

annually.

wick, circular web, 2 sizes.

total,

1858, 212/. \9s.
;
1852, 1,007/. Os. l^d.

44. 1852, 290/.

4.V. 4rf.

;

1858, 259/. 19s.

None.
None.
47. None.
48. None.
49. None.
perintendent.

One

1857,

\kd.;

1858,

3d. annually;
wick, circular web, 2 sizes.

cotton

4s.

3s. 4|rf.

40.

About

41.

None.

8s.

and August.

in light room.

Oil in ground

floor.

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
55. None.
56. None.

12s. 4Jrf.

;

12 feet 6

Oid.; 1852, 451/.

50. Commissioners,

19.s. 4Arf.

secretary,

and

su-

perintendent.
51. April, June,

No.

53.

One

and September.

in lightroom.
surface.

Oil ceUur on

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
55. None.

None

:

No.

15,

Gene-

Return.

No.
None.
2/. ; done by hghtkeepers.
assistant.

each for ground.
See Drawings Nos.
General Return.

7,

8,

and

10/.

2,

About 7/. 10s. annually.
260 and 255 gallons, IJ gross of
each of two sizes annually; J do.
of one size annually.
Colza.
1857, 4s.
Ud.; 1858,
19s.

annually;

circular web,

3

cotton wick,

sizes.

Mercantile Marine Fund.
1852, 140/. 12s. 4Jd; 1858, 100/.
7s.
1852,451/. 19.«. 4Jrf.
See low station. No separate account kept for each.

OK;

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.
Commissioners, secretary, and superintendent.
April, June,

and September.

No.

54.

56.

diameter,
height, 10 feet. For

;

Nil.

None.
46. None.
47. None.
48. None.
49. None.

52.

in.

price, see Dra^\^ng,

About

1858, 100/.

44. 1852,461/. 15s. Id.; 1858, 405/. 8s.
9d. for both lights.
No sepai'ate
account kept for each.

54.

57. Occasionally.

Dimensions of lantern

3s. 4irf.

Marine Funa

45.

Commissioners, secretary, and su-

63.

of the two sizes annually.

including low

7rf.,

50l. principal, 40/.

39. Colza.

7s.

46.

No.

38.

;

45.

51. April, June,

General Re-

8,

About 6/. annually.
139 and 123 gallons, f gross of each

43. 1852, 140/.

Marine Fund.

43. 1852, 284/. 5s. 5d.

52.

Drawing, No.

10/.

turn.
37.

42. Mercantile

42. Mercantile

15,880/. 19s.
light also.

Finished.

ral

Cotton

41. Nil.

50.

:

35. 50/. principal, 40/. assistant.
each for land.

;

39. Colza.

;

None.
None.
Fourteen days.

High Tower.

Dimensions of lantern
12^ feet;
height, 10 feet.
For price, see
Drawing, No. 15, General Retuin.
32. No.
33. None.
34. 21. ; done by lightkeepers.

36. See

done by lightkeepers.
Two, 50?. 40/. land allowed.
See Drawing No. 8, General Return.
About 61. annually.
173 and 167 gallons,
f gross of
each of 2 sizes annually.

34. 21.

Milne, Edinburgh and others.
Smoke tubes and air apertures.

30. Finislied.

Dimensions of lantern

No.
Light

tor.

None.

28. Thirty-one days.

30. Finished.

33.

dioptric, large holophotal reflector, and a 25° reflec-

;

Smoke

and

of dayUght to

Fourth order

Edinburgh and others.
Smoke tubes and air apertures.
None.
None.

None.
None.

tubes,

From going away

tric.

None.

24. Milne,
25.

white.
Fixed.
return.

25.

32.

and diop-

Catadioptric holophotal, and catop-

26.

31.

S.E. by E. to S.E. i S., red
from S.S.E. 1 E. to W.S.W., and
from N. i W. to N.N.W. h W.

dayhght to

of

miles.
miles.

From

return.

holophotal,

feet.

feet.

About 1 1 nautic
About 17 nautic

About 8 nautic mUes.
About 13 nautic miles.
E. A S. to W. 4 N., northerly.

tric.

22. Foiu-th class.

1851.

108
115

feet.

22. Fourth order.

21. Dioptric.

lights (low light given sepa-

Previous to 1834.
Shipowners of Orkney.
To lead to the anchorage of Strom-

Yes, copper rod.

feet.

21. Catadioptric

of daylight.

Two

Mr. A. Stevenson, engineer; Mr.
A. Wilson, contractor.
Sea light.
Stone of natui'al colour.

copper rod.

;

(HIGH), GRAEMSAY, ORKNEY,

ness.

SeaUght.

Robert Stevenson, engineer; George

HOY

rately).

Wilson, Granton, contractor.
10. Sea light.
11. Stone ; natui'al colour.

Peebles, builder.
10.

4.

rately).

ways.
8.

115.

HOY (LOW) LIGHT,

;

not required.

57. Occasionally.

Z4

One

in

lightroom.

Oil stored in

cellar under ground.
Rain gauge, barometer, and ther-

meter.

None.

None

not required.
;
Occasionally.
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;

Commissioners of Northekn Lighthouses.
116.

CANTICKHEAD, HOY,
ORKNEY.

117.

118.

PENTLAND SKERRIES,
PENTLAND FIRTH.

NOSSHEAD,
CAITHNESS.

4.

One

4.

Two, 100

4.

One

5.

Previous to 1834.

5.

In 1793.

5.

1842.

6.

Not known.

6.

Shipowners of Liverpool.

6.

Landowner, Justice of Peace, &c.

To open

7.

/.

To

7.

To guide along

8.

1849.

9.

.\lan

light.

the anchorage of Longhope, and guide through the Pentland Firth.

8.

15th July 1858.

9.

Messrs. Stevenson, engineers; A.
Wilson, Granton, contractor.

10.

Sea

12.

Yes

13.

73

14.

116

guide for

1794.

9.

Thomas Smith,

engineer

first

;

ori-

known. Tower
from plans by
Mr. R. Stevenson, and dwelhngs
rebuilt by Mr. A. Stevenson in
1846.
Scott and Brebner, conginal builder not
in 1833,

tractors.

Sea lights.

18.

Revolving; white.

Stone towers
colour
natural
double walls.
No.
1 18 feet and 88 feet.
140 feet and 170 feet.
About 12 and 14 nautic miles.
About 18 and 20 nautic miles.
All round the compass.

1.9.

Once every minute.

I-'ixed,

feet.

15.

About

1 1

nautic miles.

About 17

nautic miles.

20.

round the compass.

From going away

of daylight

to

order.

23. None.
24. Sautter, Paris

;

Milne, Edinburgh.

Smoke tubes and
Xone.
27. None.
28. Eleven days from
25.

,

air apertures.

till its

July.

29. 5,66 U. 17s. Id.

Sea

11.

Stone, natural colour

13.

Yes copper
68 feet.

Dimensions of lantern
diameter,
height, (ii ieet.
For
9i feet
price, see Drawing, No. 15, Gene:

Return.

No.

14.

175

Not lighted.
Not hghted.
principal,

40/.

assistant.

Al-

lowance of 10/. each for land.
36. See Drawing, No. 6, General Re37.

Not
Not

lighted.

lighted in 1857.

39. Colza.

1858, 3s. 4\d.

burgh.
Smoke tubes and

16.

17.

42. Mercantile

air apertures.

white; from N.E. J N. to
W.N.\\'. northerly, red.

light,

18. Revolving.

For colour

19.

Once every

half minute.

20.

From going away

feet

IS58, 22U. 3s.

8rf.

45. None.

diameter;

Drawing,

15.

8 feet high.

For

price, see

perintendent.
51. April, June,
52.

No.

53.

One

and September.

in lightroom.
tower.

Oil stored

in

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
55. None.
54.

56.

None

;

not required.

57. Occasionally.

lantern, diameter

12 feet; height, 10

.33.

No.
None.

35.

Two

32.

No.

For

price,

15,

Gene-

50/. and 40/.
hi. in supplement of ground.
Drawing, No. .9, General Re;

;

turn.
38.

H

feet.

36. See
.'i7.

About 8/. annually.
783 and 784 gallons

;
J gross of
each of the 4 sizes annually.
Colza. 1857, 4s. lid. ; 1858, 3.5.4M
40. About 21s. annually; cotton wick,
circular web, 4 sizes.

3.9.

41. Nil.
42. Mercantile
43. 18.32, 345/,
6rf.

44. 1852,
7s.

;

Marine Fund.

.5s. lOrf. ;
1 85S, 2;i3/.
1852, 1,249/. 8s. K.d.

408/. 13s. 6rf.;

18"58,

5s.

332/.

UW.

None. J
None.
47. None.
48. None.
,
49. Coastguard report every six months;

45.

None.
None.
None.
None.
Coastguard report every si.\ months.
Secretary and superintendent.
April, June, and September.
No.
in

None.
None.

Twentv

see note to Drawing,
ral Return.

turn.

One

Milne, Edin-

;

air ajiertures.

See

No.
None.
done by the keepers.
;
Four; 60/., 40/., 40/., and 40/.;
ground allowed.
See Drawing, No. 8, General Re-

;

Paris

and

days.
12,149/. lo.s-. 8r/.
30. Finished.
31. Dimensions
of

neral Retimi.

About 12/. annually.
1637 and 1731 gallons

None.

Ge-

10s. (id.

None.
48. None.
49. None.
50. Commissioners, secretary, and su47.

till

burgh.

27.
28.
29.

;

46. None.

see above.

of daylight

return.

24. Letourneau,

26.

Mercantile Marine Fund.
1852,3:35/. Us. 8if/.; 1858, 228/.
2s. \d.
1852, 1,206/. 10s. 8Jrf.
1852, 771/. 19s. lU/.; 1858, 550/.

Marine Fund.

About 20 nautic miles.
From S.W. A W. to N.E. f North,

25. .Smoke tubes

Nd.

41. Nil.

44.

double walls.

;

rod.

feet.

22. First class.

gross of
each of the 4 sizes annually.
Colza. 1857, 4s. \i,d. ; 1858, '3s. 4ic/.
About 42s. annually ; cotton wick,
circular web, 4 sizes.

turn.

38.

:

23.

3/.

35. 50/.

eon-

15. .\bout 14 nautic miles.

;

33.

Robert

light.

First class.

Dimensions of both lanterns, 12

Finished.

31.

34.

;

Inverness,

12.

Originally catoptric, altered to dioptric in 1848.
Letourncau, Paris; Milne, Edin-

F'inished.

30.

ral

builder,

10.

its

[

32.

Stevenson, engineer

.\rnot,
tractor.

21. Catadioptric.

None.
None.
Twenty-seven days.
Original cost not known.

26.

1,>

of daylight

return.
Dioptric.

21. Catadioptric llolophotal.

Second

white.

From going away

return.

22.

the coast.

;

feet.

16.

17. All

light.

of Caithness.

passing

Firth.

rebuilt

copper rod.

;

as a

s.

walls solid.

:

serve

through the Pentland

light.

11. Brick, coloured white

feet aj)art.

each lightroom.

Oil in

cellar under ground.
Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
None.
No code; flag hoisted for the attending boat.

OccasionaUv.

46.

favouralile.

50. Commissioners,

secretarj',

and

su-

perintendent.
51. April, June,

52.
53.

and

.\ugiist.

No.

One

in lightroom.

Od

in

a

cellar

under ground.
Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
55. None.
56. None ; not required.
57. OccasionaUv.
54.

REPLIES TO

CIRCULAR

No. III.— SCOTLAND.
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Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses.
119.

120.

TARBETNESS,

CROMARTY,

MORAY

121.

CROMARTY

FIRTH.

CHANONRY

BAY.

4.

One light.

4.

One.

4.

One

5.

Named in Act

5.

1834.

5.

1834.

6.

54 Geo. III.
Caledonian Canal Commissioners,

7.

A

June 1824.

Domock

guide for Moray and
Firths.

8.
9.

11.

12.

Yes

;

13.

134

feet.

14.

175

feet.

15.
Iti.

About 14 nautic
About 20 nautic

17.

From S.W

double

9.

Alan Stevenson, engineer Da\'id
Mitchell, Montrose, contractor.
SeaUght.
Stone of natural colour; double

10.

11.

14.

W.

miles.

W.

Fixed, red.

Moray Firth;

20.

From

of daylight

till

21. Catoptric.
First order.

goin;

Smoke

Edinburgh and others.
tubes and air apertures.

26.

None.
None.

Dimensions of lantern, diameter

IH
32.

10(/.

;

partly

done by the keepers.
50?, and 40/., with ground.

;

5,

General Return.

37. .\bout SI. As. annually.
38. 8.38

nually,

1

size.

1857,

39. Colza.

37.
4s.

Urf.

;

1858,

38.

About

21. 13s.

4d. aimually. Cotton

wick, circular web,

40.

Marine Fund.

43. 1852, 74Z. 14s. 9hd.; 1858, 17/. 17s.
lOrf.

total, 1852, 2S21. 9s. 9d.

;

44.

1852, 379/. 7s.; 1858, 335/. 14s.

45.

49.

None.
None.
None.
None.
Coastguard report every

50.

Commissioners,

40.
47.

48.

all

six

8rf.

months;

favourable.
secretary

and

in-

spector.

June, and August.

51. April,
52.

No.

53.

One

hghtroom.
der ground.
in

Oil stored un-

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
55. None.
56. None
not required.
;

IL

No.

ral

tubes and air apertures.

Return.

by contract.
done by the keepers.
50/. and 40?.
35. Two
14?. each for
ground and garden.
36. SeeDrawingNo. 8, General Return.

34. 21.

f

sizes.

gross
2 gross

37.

;

About 6/. annually.
137 and 138 gallons.

J gross
annually of wicks of each of the
2 sizes.
1857,

39. Colza.

15s. annually. Cotton wick,
circular web, 3 kinds.

About

Marine Fund.

43. 18.52, 28?. 10s. ; 1858,21/. 13s. 6d.
total 1852, 95?. 18s. 6d.
44. 1852, 207?. lis. 9d.;
4s. 2d.

1858, 22?/.

None.
None.
47. None.
48. None.
49. None.
45.
46.

Secretary and inspector.
Aprd, June, and August.
No.

ground

53.

One

and ther-

c4.

Oil on

,50.

in lightroom.

ground

Aa

1858,

41. Nil.

42. Mercantile

floor.

54. Rain gauge, barometer,

No ; not required.
67. Occasionally.

Urf.

3d. annually.
Cotton
wick, circular web, 2 sizes.
8s.

51.
52.

and superintendent.
and August.

mometer.
No.

4s.

3s. 4id.

40.

About

in lightroora.

;

:

,38.

51. April, June,
52. No.

55.
56.

Smoke

33. 51. 18s. 11(/.

About 61. 10s. annually.
250 and 252 gallons.

One

Milne,

32. No.

;

47. None.
48. None.
49. None.
50. Secretary

53.

and

;

31. Dimensions of lantern: diameter,
For
7i feet ; height, 6 feet.
price see Drawing, No. 15, Gene-

15,

41. Nil.
42. Mercantile Mai-ine Fund.
43. 1852, 16Z. 4s.; 1858, 14/. 3s. \0d.;
total 1852, 55/. 5s. 6c?.
44. 1852, 221/. 18s. lOrf. ; 1858, 236/.
14s. 2d.
45. None.
46. None.

54.

57. Occasionally.

For price

39. Colza. 1357, 4s. lArf. 1858, 3s.4Jrf.

1 size.

41. Nil.
42. Mercantile

diameter,

No.

annually of each 2
annually of 1 size.

3s. 4irf.

40.

Paris

Edinburgh.

30. Finished.

:

General Return.

and 841 gallons; 16 gross an-

Fourth order.
None.

None.
None.
28. Nine days.

:

;

See Dra^\^ng No.

till

29. 3,571/. 17s. 2J.

Dimensions of lantern

21.

23.

of daylight

27.

IW. by contract.
done by the keepers.
35. Two
50/. and 40/. ; 10/. to each
keeper in lieu of ground.
36. See Drawings, No. 8 and No. 2,

34.

E.,

26.

33. 41. 5s.

by contract.

Fixed white.

From going away

25.

tubes and air apertures.

General Return.

15,

(is.

18.

20.

Milne, Edin-

7 J feet; height, 6 feet.
see note to Drawing,

See Drawing
height 8 feet.
General Return.

No.
No.

34. 21.

Paris;

None.
27. None.

31.

36.

away of daylight to

26.

30. Finished.

by

Southerly.

28. Five days.

feet,

17.

24. Letourneau.

29. 3,203L 9s.

35. 'I'wo

S.,

feet.

22.

30. Finished.

33. 4/.

by E. 1

to S.E.

None.

Smoke

double

feet.

About 7 nautic miles.
About 12 nautic miles.
From W. A N. to N.

21. Dioptric.

29. 9,36U. 2s. 7d.

32.

16.

42
40

21. Dioptric.

25.

David

copper rod.

22. Fourth class ; strengthened to seawards by three parabolic reflectors.

28. Fifteen days.

31.

Sea light.
Stone of natural colour;

return.

24. Letourneau,

;

25.

11.

15.

burgh.

24. Clark,

10.

return.

23.

;

Mitchell, Montrose, contractor.

Northerly.

return.

None.

Alan Ste\'enson, engineer

14.

From W.N.W.

From going away

Firth.

1846.

9.

13.

18.

20.

23.

To open Inverness

feet.

17.

Light, every 2h minutes.

22.

Report by engineer.

7.

feet.

J N. easterly.

Intermittent, down the
fixed up the Firtli.

6.

8.

12. Y'es,

16.

miles.

to

42
50

light.

walls.

copper rod.

About 8 nautic miles.
About 13 nautic miles.

15.

A

engineer.

the harbour of ref u ge.

;

12. Yes,
13.

copper rod.

19.

27.

1846.

walk.

walls.

18.

Report

To open

1830.

engineer; James
R. Stevenson,
Smith, Inverness, contractor.

Sea light.
Stone, of natural colour,

10.

6.

7.

8.

bj-

POINT,

ROSS-SHIRE.

Oil cellar

on

floor.

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
55. No.

No ; not required.
57. Occasionally.
56.

APPENDIX— LIGHTS
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KINNAIRDHEAD,
ABERDEENSHIRE.

COVESEA SKERRIES,
MORAYSHIRE.
4.

One

light.

5. ]834.

4.

One

5.

Named

6.

the shore of the Frith.

6.

Towns on

7.

Guide for the Skerries Rocks.

8.

1846.

7.

8.

Alan Stevenson, engineer; James
Smith, Inverness, contractor.

Sea light.
11. Stone of

10.

natural

walls

colour;

12.

13.
14.

15. 13i nautic miles.
16. 1!H nautic miles.

15.
1().

About 197° from W. by N. i N.

to

17.

S.E. by E. i E. white, thence to
S.E. A S. red about 17°.

19.

20.

Going away of daylight to

18.

About 12 nautic miles.
About 17 nautic miles.
From W.N.W. to S.S.E.
Northerly and easterly.

Paris

25.
26.

28. Five days.

29. Original cost not

29. 11,514/. 16s., including apparatus.
Rent and feu, 301. 2s.

30. Finished.
31.

30. Finished.
15,

No.
15s. 5d.

34. 21.

and garden.
Vide Drawing, No.

9,

8/. 4s.

38. SOI

gallons.

each of the 4 sizes annually.
1858, 3s. 4Ad.
39. CoUa. 1857. 4s. Urf.
40. About 21s. annually. Cotton wick,
circular web, 4 sizes.
;

43

1852. 74/. 14s. 9irf. ; 1858, 18/.
:,!.; total 1852, 282/. 9s. 9d.

44. 1852, 300/. 12s.

;

7s.

General

8,

4rf.;

total

1852,

1,464/.

1858,

50. Secretary

favourably.

51. .\pril
52.

50. Superintendent.

First order.

None.

53.

29.

j

31.

11,912/. 5s.

and

diameter,

:

Return.
32.

Not purchased.

,33.

None.
done by the keepers.

34. 21.

;

Two

37.

38.

and

50/.

:

40/.,

«nth ground.

Drawing, No.3, General Retuni.

About 8/. annually.
833 and 837 gallons

;

18 gross qf

wicks annually.
39. Colza. 1857,4s. lid.; 1858, 3*.

40.

About

annually

3/.

circular web,

1

;

41(1,

cotton wickt^

siie.

41. Nil.

Marine Fund.

42. Mercantile

14s. 4rf.

1858,
;
1852, 1,701/. 13s. 8rf.

six

months

;

48.
49.

50. Secretary

No.

The

oil

six months.

and superintendent.

51. April, June, and August.

kept

spare lamps.

cellar

54.

mometer.
55. None.

55.

not required.

1858, 29|t

Sd.;

None.
Coastguard report every

Two

room

16s.

14s. 5(/.

inspector.

in the lightroom.

;

None.
46. None.
47. None.

53.

57. Occasionally.

6(/.

For
feet; height, 8 feet.
see Drawing 15, General

52.

;

air apertiu-es.

Dimensions of lantern

and was dismissed.

None

Clark and others.

;

price,

of the old castle.
54. Rain gauge, barometer, and ther-

56.

Co.

tubes and

30. F'inished.

impaired in efficiency,
but not out on 14-15 October
1856.
The assistant keeper fell

in a

daylight to

of

45.

Was much

One

&

Smoke

44. 1852, 309/.

and July.

asleep,

Oil in
the lightroom.
cellar at foot of the tower.
in

Occasionally.

22.
23.

307/.

favourably.

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
None.
None ; not required.

From going away

43. 1852, 444/. 19s. 2id.

M.;

None.
None.
47. None.
48. None.
49. Coastguard report every

49. Coast guard report every six months,

One

Five seconds.

36. See

45.
46.

48. None.

53.

19.

20.

35.

and 800 gallons, f gross of each

44. 1852, 2!)3/. 17s.
19s. 2d.

1858, 366/. 8s.

AprU, June, and September.
No.

Flashing white.

12

12s. Sid.

None.
46. None.
47. None.

52.

18.

None.
None.
28. 55 days.

known.

ground.
Drawing, No.

14s.

45.

51.

17.

About 12 nautic miles.
About 18 nautic miles.
From N. by E. to S.W. by W.

27.

41. Nil.
42. Mercantile Marine Fund.
43. 1852, 400/. Is. 6Jrf. ; 1S58, 247/.

41. Nil.

Mercantile Maiine Fund.

feet.

15.

26.

of the 4 sizes annuallv.
39. Colza. 1857,4s. Ud.; 18J8, 3s. 4jrf.
40. About21s. armually ; cotton, circular
web, 4 sizes.

J gross of

42.

feet.

130

24. Neill

Return.
37. 8/. 4s. annually.

General

38. 797
7-17

115

14.

Milne,

:

annually.

and

and

;

lieu of

Return.
37.

Yes, copper rod.

13.

return.

Dimensions of lantern: diameter,
12 feet; height, 8 feet. For price
No. 15, General
see, Drawing

36. See

40/.

36.

12.

21. Catoptric.

32. No.
33. 4/. lis. If/, by days wages.
34. 21. ; done by the keepers.
50/.," 4()/. ;
10/. to each in
35. Two

done by the lightkeepers.
with 13/. each for ground;

;

35. 50;.

Sea bght.
Stone ; natural colour ; walls double.

1

Return.

General Return.
32.

10.

25.

None.
27. None.
28. 32 days.

33.

to

lubes and air apertures.

Smoke

None.
27. None.

No.

Robert Stevenson, engineer; John
Gibb, contractor.

to the coast.

easterly.

daylight

of

Edinburgh.

26.

Drawing,

9.

16.

E.

J

1851.

vide

1827.

1

No.
76 feet.
120 feet.

24. Letourneai\,

None.

24. Letourneau, Paris.
25. Smoke tubes and air apertures.

class,

Guide

8.

light.

return.

22. First order.

31. 1st

Shipowners of Peterhead.

7.

i

21. Dioptric since 1851.
22. First order.
2.1 -Mtered from catoptric to diojrtric in

return.

21. Dioptric system of Fresnel.

23.

6.
j

and it is not known by
it was altered.

From going away

light.

1814.

18. Fixed, white.

20.

RevoWng.
Once a minute.

Sea

One

5.
'

11. Originally built in the old castle.
Dwellings rebuilt 1850. Natural
colour of stone ; double walls.

douhle.
12. None.
13. 118 feet.
14. 160 feet.

17.

4.

Frith.

1787, improved in 1851.
Original engineer, Thomas Smith,
The building was originally a

whom

10.

I

_
in the original statute, 1786.

castle,

BUCHANNESS,
ABERDEENSHIRE.

,

light.

Not knomi.
Turning point, Moray

!).

!l.

124.

123.

122.

56.

Od

stored in

under ground.
barometer, and ther-

Rain gauge,
mometer.
None.
None ; no use.

57. Occasionally.

I

CIRCULAR

REPLIES TO

No. III.— SCOTLAND.
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Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses,

125.

126.

GIRDLENESS, ABERDEEN.

BELL ROCK, OFF FORFARSHIRE.

4.

Two

5.

\S\4.

One

fixed lights, one 70 feet above the other.

light.

6.

Shipowners of Aherdeen.

In 1793 Admiral Sir A. Cochrane called attention, but
a special Act of ParUament was obtained in 1806,
under which the lighthouse was erected.

7.

Guide

To

8.

183.3.

9.

R.Stevenson, engineer; John Gihb, contractor.

Sea

10.

for coasting vessels.

Robert Stevenson, Engineer, under whose immediate
superintendence the lighthouse was erected.

light.

double walls.

11. Stone,
12.

Yes

;

13.

120

feet.

Sea

copper rod.

185 and 115

15.

About 14 and

16.

About 20 and 17 nautic miles

17.

From N.N.E.

18.

Fixed white.

20.

Going away

21.

Upper

feet.

11 nautic miles respectively,

to

light.

Stone, solid

14.

W.S.W.

Yes

;

117

feet.

90

j

respectively.

painted every three years.

;

copper rod.

feet.

About 10 nautic

i W., easterly and southerly.

miles.

About 16 nautic miles
All

round the compass.

of daylight.

light,

dioptric

;

Revolving alternate red and white.

lower light, catoptric.

Every two minutes.

22. Dioptric, 1st order; catoptric.

Upper hght

23.

point out the position of the rock.

1811.

From going away

altered to dioptric in the year 1847.

24. Letourneau, Paris

;

of dayUght to return.

Catoptric.

Milne, Edinburgh; and others.

First order.

25.

Smoke

26.

None.

27.

None.

28.

23 days.

Smoke

29.

12,940;. 5s. Id.

A

tubes and air apertures.

None.
Edinburgh
Edinburgh.

Clark,

Dimensions of lanterns: high light, diameter, 11 feet;
height, 7 feet
low light, diameter, 23 i feet
height, 7 feet.
For price, see Drawing, No. 15,
:

;

,

61,331/. 9s. 2d.

Finished.

Dimensions of lantern
diameter. Hi feet
height,
8 feet. For price, see note to Dra\ving, No. 15, General

35.

No.

None.
;

Three

:

:

principal, 50/.
24/. in aid of

1st assistant, 40/.

;

ground.

;

2d

assistant,

See Drawing, No. 14,

General Return.
37.

About

38.

1,302 and 1,322 gallons ; f gross of each of the four
sizes annually ; 10 gross of one size.

39. Colza.

40.

About

41.

None.

3s.

4R

21.

8s.

3id.;

46.
47.

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

53.

538/. 17s. 5rf.;

65.
56.

4,

2d assistant,
on the rock,

General Return.

1 size.

1857,4s. lid.; 1858,3s.4Jrf.

annually

;

cotton wick, circular web,

size.

1

Not known.
1858,

359/.

1858, 512/. 4s.

4s.

6d.;

1852,

If/.

None,
None.
None.
None.
Coastguard report every six months ; favourable.
Commissioners, secretary, and superintendent.
April, June, July, August.
In November 1858 the light was extinguished for a
few minutes by a lightkeeper, while being educated,
going to sleep.
He was dismissed.
One spare lamp in upper Ughtroom ; oil in cellar under
ground.

54.

cost annually, not by contract.

About 9/. 10s. annually.
611 and 64/ gallons, 12 gross cotton wicks, annually,
Colza.

Marine Fund.

530/.

8/.

Principal, 68/. ; 1st assistant, 62/. 15s. ;
55/. 8s. ; 3d assistant, 55/. 8s.
Rations
and 4/. each for garden.

circular web,

annually; cotton wicks, cu-cular web.

2,032/. 15s. lOrf.
44. 1852,

Every third year

See note to Drawing, No.

\S57,4s.Ud.; 1858,
21. 14s.

42. Mercantile
43. 1852,

annually.

10/.

mostly by days' wage.

17/. lis. 5d.,

done by the lightkeepers.

40/.

45.

;

Return.

3± Xo.
34. 3/.

Dove,

bell tolled outside the tower.

:

General Return.

33.

;

tubes and air apertures.

Twenty-four.

30. Finished.
31.

Soho Woi-ks, Birmingham

;

Mercantile
General.

Marine Fund.
Id.;

1852, 1,370/. 16s.
5,134/. 16s. lid.

1852, 759/. 12s. 9d.;

Payment
1858, 927/.

Paymaster

to

7s.

lid;

1852,

1858, 728/. 6s. 3d.

None.

None.
None.
None.
Coastguard report every

six

months

;

favourable.

Commissioners, secretary, and inspector.
June, July, and August, annually.

No.

One

Oil stored in under part of tower.

spare lamp.

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.

Rain gauge, barometer, and thermometer.
No.
No.

No.

A

ball hoisted

Every

57. Occasionally.

Aa2

six

weeks

on a
;

flagstafE at

10 o'clock,

if all

three on the reck, one ashore.

well.
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128.

127.

ISLE OF MAY, FRITH OF FORTH,
One

for jjeneral navigation

lif/ht

INCHKEITH, FRITH OF FORTH.
j

but a small leading

;

mile
750 feet distant, N.X.E. i E. leads half a
eastward of the N. Carr Rock.
from
1810-11 but it was previously from 1635 a Ught
light'

One

4.

1801-2.

6.

Trinity

;

coal

Melville,

Guide to the Frith of Forth.

Sea light.
Stone ; soUd ; natural colour.
Yes, copper rod.
78 feet, leading light 36 feet.
240 feet, leading light 110 feet.

1804.

9.

Engineer,

10.

Sea

220

15.

About

16.

About 22 nautie miles.

till its

feet.

feet.

16 nautie miles.

AH round

the compass.

return.

First order.

22. Second order.
23.

None.

26.

None.

21 days.

27.

None.

.

.

Not known.

28. Twenty-one.

.

Finished.
height,
Lantern of high light: diameter, 114 feet ;
diameter, dw teet^;
7 feet. Lantern of low liglit
No. 15,
Drawing,
to
note
see
price,
For
height, 5i feet.
General Return.
purchased
island and right to levy the dues, wis
:

for 60,000i.

Smoke tube and

29.

Not known.

30.

Finished.

34.

35. Three

21.
:

;

by

;

37.

4

ditto, 40/.

Wicks, average

Ud.; 1858,
21s., cu-cular

J of a gross of wicks

3s.

Marine Fund;

2s.

3rf.

;

web, 4

1852, 458/. Ss.; 1858,458/. 17s.

45,

48.

None.
None.
None.
None.

49,

Report every half year by the

46.
47.

to

Paymaster

6s.

;

39.

Colza. 1857,

40.

About

43

officers

of coastguard

secretary,

and super-

-is.

Hrf-

1B58,

;

4id.

.3s.

Cotton wick, circular web,

sizes.

Mercantile Marine Fund.
1858, 312/. 17s.
185'"' 485/. 2s. Md.
ISK, 17,29/. 19s. 4id.
;

and

IM.

total

;

324/. 12s. Id.

By

52.

hghthouse.

Oil in cellar under-

,

ground.
54. Rain gauge, barometer,

and thermometer.

53.

makes a half-yearly

superintendent and

51. April, June,

and August.

in

,.

49. Coast guard

One

report.

and August.
,

in

.„,„

,

Nocomplaints.

secretarj-.

No.

,

57. Occasionally.

1858, SSOi. f gross of each of 3 sizes an-

None.
46. None.
47. None.
48. None.
50.

intendent.

None.
66. None.

of the island.

41. Nil.
4-^

9(/.

Ground

query 21.

45.

April, June, July,

55.

see

13s. 10</. annually.

44. 322/. 3s.

50 Deputation of Commissioners,

52 No.
53 One spare lamp

done by the lightkeeper.

Not knowm,

3

total 1852, 3,148/,.

al\vays favourable.

,

;

37. 8/. annually.

'low.

44.

21.

sizes.

payment

1858, 498/.

9rf.

About

38. 1857, 368i;
nually.

4K

General.
43. 1852, 838/. 2s.

34.

36.

41. Nil.
42. Mercantile

lo,

No.

35. 50/. principal, 40/. assistant.

sizes.

39. Colza. 1857,4s.
40.

;

21.

and 839 gallons annually.

38. 873

height,

;

to Drawing, No.

General Return.*

33. 4s.

assistant, 40/.

Not known. See query No.
About 8/. 10s. annually.

36.

10 feet

diameter,

see note

price,

contract.

done by the hghtkeejiers.

principal, 55/.

For

feet.

5?*

air apertures.

of lantern:

31. -Dimensions

32.

14/. 10s. 2d., partly

About

51

25.

The

.33.

Milne, Edinburgh.

24. Cookson, Newcastle;

.

32.

to return.

This was the first lens revolving light
adopted by the Commissioners, and several experiments were from time to time made on it.

None.
Cookson, Newcastli'.
Smoke tubes and air apertures.
None.

.

revolving white.

21. Catadioptric.

This ivas the first fixed dioptric hght
adopted by the Commissioners, and the apparatus is
to have
of an experimental nature, and was intended
been replaced by a new apparatus.

.

now

but

Once every minute.
Going away of dayhght

Catadioptric.

.

a central position.

rod of copper.

14.

20.

Fi-xed, white.

.

in

Thomas Smith.

58

19.

Going away of daylight

.

and being

light.

18. Originally stationary,

All round the compass.

'.

of Leith.

Frith of Forth,

13.

17.

About 16 and 11 nautie miles respectively.
About 23 and 17 nautie miles respectively.

.

8.

12. Yes,

Robert Stevenson, engineer.

,

To open

11. Stone; natural colour.

1816.

,

House

7.
fire.

"i conFirst Lord of the Admiralty,
proposed the
sequence of the loss of two frigates,
transfer of the Ughts to the Commissioners.

Lord

light.

5.

the hghtroom.

Oil stored

ma
.

,

sunk

,
ceUar.
,,

and thermometer.
54. Rain gauge, barometer,
55.

None.

56.

None; but

.

pilots occasionally

would bring any word.
57. Occasionally.

visit

,
1
ond
the island, anQ
1

—

.
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Ciular \
Qtstions I.
.

XII.

CIRCULAR

No.

Furnished. No. 1.
III. Not responsible to any other authority for
mainagement, but refer to board of
Trade and Trinity House for authority
TO place.
IV. No party can place a buoy without sanction
of the Commissioners.
Names of Authorities, so far as known, responsible to the
II.

Commissioners of Northern

management.
Ayr Harbour Light.

Lossiemouth

theu-

Buckhaven.
Buckie.

Pier.

One particular and very great advantage attending the
adoption of an uniform system of buoyage is, that it does
not signify how often the buoys are repeated. Thus, in a
main channel the red and biack buoys, like a chain of
sentries, might with advantage, and without the slightest
possible risk of confusion, be repeated every half mile, or
even at shorter intervals ; the same v.'ith the centre dangers.
It is ai)prehende<l, therefore, that the five distinctions 'now
given would enable the most intricate navigation to be
buoyed with perfect accuracy, and that any mariner could
pass through them with complete security.

localities.

Hope.

Davids.
Tar.
Troon.

Wick.
is

given separately.

;

a

(See pages 190,

191, over leaf.)

VI.

The Commissioners

use the

can duoy gene-

r.\lly in all positio.xs.
VII. Xo.

They are ge.nerally inspected by .\
BUOY master, and IF REPAIR IS REQUIRED,
THEY ARE TAKE.N AWAY' AND ANOTHER SUBSTITUTED.

All UNDER the charge of one buoy master,
WHO MAKES AN ANNUAL SURVEY.
Beacons are not classified.

VIII.

IX.
X. See sep.vrate list, /ja^e 11)2.
XI. None being substituted,

but the CommisHAVE had various SUGGESTIONS
before them.
XII. Yes. See beloic, the Syste.m.
Report by the Secretary to the Commissioners of
Northern Lighthouses on the proposed establishment of an uniform Code of Buoy and Tide Signals.
sioners

In submitting to the Commissioners a proposal for the
establishment of an uniform Code of Buoys, the reporter
the outset disclaims all pretence at originality of conception ; that and the suggestion of the systern is due to
Captain Bedford, R.X., Admiralty Surveyor, Oban, who
brought it under the notice of the reporter.
All that the reporter has done and even in this he has
been much aided by Captain Bedford is to carry out the
system so as to make it generally appUcable to all localities,
and at the same time to keep it so simple in its nature as
to render its misapprehension by mariners almost impos-

m

—

—

sible.

Neither Captain Bedford nor the reporter were aware
that the system had been adopted in France, and it is only
since the arrangement now to be reported on was devised
that the reporter has seen the French system.
Captain
Bedford, so far as known, has not yet seen it. The coincidences of the French system wiil be noticed in the progress
of the Report.
§

and down the main channel,

Saltcoats.

Buoys are not classified except as to size
list

i/p

not provide for this. If the danger be large enough to
caU for it, Nos. 4 and 5 may be repeated in their respective

St.

Kirkaldy.
Kirkwall.

danger extend

Pittenweem.
Portgordon.
Queensferry, North.

St. Mai-garet's
St. Andrews.

Leith.

If the

is proposed to mark this with buoys in red
and white
vertical stripes at the upper end, and black and white vertical stripes at the lo-n'er end.
The French system does

Stoneha\-en.

Greenock.

3. To indicate a small centre danger in the
main channel,
buoyed as above, it is proposed to place upon such danger
a buoy chequered black and red, thus combining the two
bounding colours to indicate pass either side. The French
propose to indicate this by black and red belts. Either
sign understood would be sufficient, but the reporter has
reseri-ed belted buoys for another purpose.

it

Stornoway.

Grangemouth.

•

,

5.

Port Ellen.
Peterhead.
Portglasgow.
Pettycur.

Fisherrow.
Frazerburgh.

XH. (System.)
colour.
This is indicated in France by a white buoy, but Scotland.
with the view of avoiding as much as possible the miiltiplication of colours, „..„
and ..^^^,..,^
keeping up
uj, cmj,
simplicity, the mast and Circular V
ball seem to be the preferable indication
Question XIL

;

Newhaven.
North Berwick.

Clyde Lights.
Campbeltown.
Crinan Sea Lock.
Dundee.
Dundee Feny.
Dundee Harbour.
Dumfries.

189

4. If the centre danger be of some size, and
lies across
the main channel, it is proposed to mark this by red and
white chequered buoy at the port end, and by black and
white chequered buoy at the starboard end thus still preserving the distinctive colours. The French system does
not provide for this.

Pier.

Montrose.
Macduff.
North Queensferry.

Banff.

V.

for

Leith Pier.

Arbroath.
Aberdeen.
Ardrossan.
Burntisland.

Granton

Lighthouses

V.~SCOTLAND.

No.

V.-BUOYS AND BEACONS.

I. to XH.
The Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses.

I.

—

1.— Buoys.

1
To mark the boundary of a main channel it is proposed that, on sailing inwards all buoys on the starboard
hand should be coloured red, aU buoys on the port hand
coloured black. This arrangement is coincident with that
found to be adopted by the French.
2. To indicate the turning point seaward it is
proposed
that the most seaward red and black buoy
respectively
should have in addition a mast and ball of corresponding

A

At present, no doubt, where there are numerous or at
least a choice of channels, it is of vast importance to the
mariner to know which channel he is navigating, because
the buoys vary in the various channels; but if the uniform
system be once adopted, this knowledge is of minor importance, for whatever channel he is in, he is safe so long as he
attends to the two bounding colours.
He would also be
at no loss to know what all the differently coloured buoys

pointed out.

But this consideration has not induced the reporter to
overlook the benefit of marking different channels, because
there may be a variety of depths of water in different
channels.
Where they are at present indicated by lights,
as at the entrance of the Thames, or by bell buoys or other
distincti\'e

marks, he would not propose to interfere with

When

them.

buoys, hov/ever,

are

used,

the

reporter

proposes,
G.

To

indicate fairways, buoys coloured in belts, with the
in conspicuous letters, with the addition,

word " Fan-way "
if

thought necessary, of the name of the channel.

still

Thus,

keeping up the distinctive colouring
1.

2.
3.

Black and white belts would indicate port fairway.
Black and red belts centre fairway.
Red and white belts starboard fairway.

There are many additional distinctions which could be
adopted for fairways.

The French in their system number the boundary buoys,
equal numbers being affixed on red buoys, and unequal
numljers on black buoys. Although it is easy to imagine
cases in which numbers might prove useful, yet to make it
an imperative portion of the system appears to the reporter
to be too minute and intricate, divesting the system of that
simpUcity which it is so desirable to maintain. There nan
be no doubt of its apphcabiHty in many localities, and
therefore it should not be prohibited.
If it served no
other purpose, it would more readily lead to the identification of buoys breaking adrift.

The

reporter has considered the propriety of adopting

some different and equally distinctive system for marking
what may be tei-med alonrj-shore dangers in contradistinc-

tion to the entrance or departure from harbours,
bays,
creeks, rivers, &c., &c.
In this view he could have prol
posed distinctive colours to indicate the cardinal points of
the compass ; but on full consideration he has abandoned
this as tending to perplex.

a 3

190

Scotland.
Circular V.
Question V.

REPLIES TO

CIRCULAR

No.

V

SCOTLAND..

BUOYS AND BEACONS.— Reply
~

to V.

191
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BUOYS AXD BEACONS.— Reply
Scotland.
Circular V.
Uueiition X.

14^

to X.

:

KEPLiES TO

CIRCULAR

danger; but he found it on consideration to be a much
more simple course to fix whether Yarmouth Sands shoidd
be treated as the entrance to Yarmouth or the highway to
London, and in either case to buoy it accordingly on the
On either supposition there would be
rules before given.
no difficulty in carrying out the system in its integrity and
rendering that intricate na\-igation more inteUigil)le and
secure than it is at present.
The reporter has the satisfaction of knowing that all
practical seamen who have looked into the projiosed system
are satisfied of its advantages and of its a])plicabiiity in
all localities.
One suggestion emanates fi'om the French
which is worthy of being noted, if not of being carried into
practice, and that is where small rocks at the entrance to a
a port or bay come above the le\'el of the sea, whether
they should not be coloured on the same principle as the
buoys.
§ 2.

Beacons.

There can be no doubt that if the uniform colouring
could be applied to beacons as well as buoys, it would
prove exceedingly useful ; but while in narrow channels the
colouring could be adopted ndth great advantage, there are
considerations which lead to considerable difficulty in its
uniform and universal application and if this last cannot
be attained perhaps it would be better to leave beacons alone.
In the majority of cases beacons mark dangers extending
froin the shore, and warn the mariner to keep off, so that
with this knowledge visibility becomes of primary consequence, and some colours adopted in the particular posiAt
tions of beacons would tend to impair this visibiUty.
all events the reporter has not been able to present a
matured plan on this branch which he could at present with
confidence recommend.
;

Tide Signals.

The reporter has

devised a system of signals to indicate
the rise and fall of tides, with the depth of water, wliich is
capable of being used at every harbour in the world day
and night.
The chief instrument is a flagstaff at the entrance of the
harbour.
A red ball bij day at the masthead indicates the tide
rising.

A

green ball

—the

tide falhng.

in feet by the exhibition
as specified in detail in a
code given in the .\ppendix. No. II.
The same signals are intended to be displayed by night
with lamps instead of balls.

The depth of water is indicated
of whHe balls in varied positions,

Danger

— No signals by day or night.

Since the above system was devised the reporter has discovered that the French have a somewhat analogous
system in operation. They indicate the rise and fall by
The
flor/s, and depth by black balls, in varied positions.
Flags
reporter has no hesitation in rejecting this system.
are at best an uncertain signal, except when the wind blows
Black has also been
across the direction of observation.
For the
rejected, as it is not a colour available at night.
sake of simplicity, it has been considered best to keep the
colours for day and night signals alike.
The system has been rendered as simple as practicable.
In the nia;)ority of cases a couple of white balls and two
white lights will answer the whole purpose, while the indicating tidal colours at the masthead might be given by a
reversible disc by day and one reversible lamp by night, as in
railway signals.
'lliere is another great advantage which would attend
that vessels in the offing could just as easily
telegraph their draught of water as the depth could be
signalled from the shore.
In an Appendix are given, in a tabular form, two codes,
one for buoys and the other for tide signals. If the systems
be ever adopted, these tables would form complete manuals
in the hands of a mariner, which he could never mistake.
Indeed, they are cjuite adapted for printing on most charts.

this system,

Submitted by

Edinburgh

May

V.— SCOTLAND.

Buoys and Beacons.

XII. (System.)

This last observation would apply to such a district as
Yarmouth Sands, which may be called "an along-shore"

§ 3.

No.

(Signed)
1858.

Alex. Cuningham,
Secy.
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Buoys and Beacons.

XII. (System.)

Scotland,

Answers.
Circular V.

Question
XII.

Inveresk, by Musselburgh,
28th June, 1858.

— Having

o|)inion (as requested by the Honourable Commissioners)
that I consider the Report quite clear, the suggestion contained in it quite simple, and easy to be understood ; and I
ha\e no further obser^'ations to make than that I hope to
see the " Code " universally adopted; and I nnsh the good
work the success it deserves.
I am, &.C.,

(Signed)

George

Insjjecting

XII. (.System.)

do not think anything better, to indicate the turning
])oint seaward in a main channel, can be suggested than
what you propose in rule 2. viz., a red buoy with a mast
and ball of corresponding colour for the starboard side,
and a black buoy with a mast and ball of same colour for
I

carefully perused and well considered all
the propositions laid down in the Report by the Secretary
to the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses, on the
proposed establisment of an uniform code of buoy and
tide signals, I have the honour to give it as my professional
Sij.^

BEACONS

B. Jeffreys.
Commander, Coast Guard.

Old "Pharos" Steamer,
Granton, 28th June 1858.
Sir,— I have carefully jjerused the Re])ort made by you
Lighthouses on the
Northern
of
Commissioners
to the
juoposed establishment of an uniform code of buoy and
that
I quite a])prove of
to
say
leave
tide signals, and beg
its uniformity and
its general ai)])lication to all localities
retained
in memory
and
simplicity make it easily understood
—a thing of the utmost importance at all times when navicrooked
and
Where long
gating intricate channels.
channels exist, I think it would be desirable to number tb.e

—

the port side.

With reference to the signals for indicating a centre danger in a main channel, provided for in clause 3, I think they
are all that can be desired and the same may be said of the
buoys for indicating a centre danger of any size in a main
channel, and the direction in which it lies, pro^-ided for in
clauses 4 and 5.
Your system of tide signals, both by day and night,
appear to me to be remarkably simple, and with your code
in his hand no master would liave any difficulty in under;

standing them.
In conclusion, ])ermit me to say, that I do not think I can
suggest anj-thing which will be an imj)rovement on your
scheme, as every point seems to have been well considered

by you.
I

DAVin

Meiklf.rf.id.

H.M.S. "Jackall," Granton,

;

buoys, as in hazy weather it is important to know how far
a vessel has advanced U)) or do^Ti, the number on the buoy
I consider it an important
at once make it known.
advantage of the tide .signals that a vessel can show her
draught of water under the same uniform code. What you
propose to adopt is quite serviceable for any i)ort or harbour, and is enhanced in imjiortance by being as easily

am, &c.,

(Signed)

Sir,

— In answer to

state that I

your

fully ajiprove

8th July 1858.
letter of the (ith inst.. I lieg to
of the ])ro])osed scheme. The

want of an uniform code of buoys has long been felt it is
in every way most desirable and necessary.
I do not see
that I can suggest any improvements.
I am, &c.,
(Signed)
C. T. W. (i. Cbrjat.
;

would

distinguished by night as by day.
I

(Signed)

am, &c.

William Watt.

Trinitv House, Leith,
i)th July 1858.
duly received your communication of 2d inst., on
the ])ro]iosed establishment of a uniform code of buoy and

Sir,

—

I

tide signal';.
After a careful perusal, I

A'erj- much approve of the same.
would, however, take tlie freedom of suggesting that, in a
fairway
in one direction, at any
long line of course, in a
spot where such course has to be changed several points, a
distinguishing buoy might there be jjlaced to indicate the
change, sav a red and white striped luioy on the starboard,
and black ami white on larboard hand, which would still
I

Portland Place.
July 185S.
Report
Sir,
I beg to inform you that I have read over the
fully concur in
I
that
and
yesterday,
me
sent
to
you
which
the plans there laid dowTi. The system of buoyage appears
to me so plain and simple, that any one may at a glance
understand it without danger of making a mistake; and
when a stranger, under the old system, would have to have
contimied recourse to his chart or book of directions, he
could, under the new system, run in with perfect confidence
and safiity. At the same time I think that, where there are
two or more channels, the buoys belonging to each should
be marked ^-ith the name of the channel to which it Ijclongs
TVith regard to the outer buoy, there is no doubt that one
11,

.3d

—

with a mast and ball is the best, as it would l)e seen farther,
the black one especially. Fully concurring, as I do, in your
plan, which I have discussed with several shi])masters before
seeing the Report, I have only to suggest, that where any
abrujrt bend may occur in any channel, that the buoy there
Keeping still the same
placed should be distinguished.
colours, they might be of a different shape trom those either

]U'eserve the

of course the balls could be seen in any position.
With these remarks, and having no doubt but that your
plan will meet with the approbation of all nautical men,
I

(Signed)

I

—

Sir,

Road, Bow.

5th July 1858.
I

requesting

eminently adapted to such localities as
Yarmouth Roads and the entrance to the Thames.
opinion, be

— Mr. Welch, the Master of

(Signed)

James M'Ewen,

Sec.

from Minutes of Meeting of the Committee of the
FrateiTiity of Masters and Seamen in Dundee, held in
the Trinity House, on the 27th day of July 1858.
" The boxmaster laid before the meeting a circular letter
which he had received from .Alexander Cuninghani. Esq.,
Secretary to the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses,
of date the 2d current, relative to a Re])ort by him on hi8|
proposed code of uniform buoys and tide .signals, and
which Report the Commissioners wished laid liefore prac-1
the relative Rejiort wasl
tical seamen for their opinion
read, and the meeting having considered the matter,!

Excer])t

"
"

"

"
'
"
'

;

" resolved

the proposed schemes by
of
to
" Mr. Cuningham, and the secretary was instructed ti
" write to him accordingly, with an extract of the minute."!

approve

Robert Wright.

beg to acknowledge receipt of your favour of 2d
my opinion on your proposed system of
uniform buoys and tide signals.
examined the Report enclosed, and I
carefully
have
I
consider the arrangement which you advocate to possess
the present system, chiefly on account
over
great advantages
of its simpUcitv, enabling mariners to na\-igate any channel
without reference to their charts, Tlie scheme woiild. in

my

W'alter Paton.

am, &c.

3, Hai-old Terrace, Faii-field

Sij.^

am, &c.,

Trinity House, Dundee,
27th July 1858.
the Irinity House,
submitted your letter, of the 2nd current, to a meeting of
the acting committee held to-day, and I refer you to the
annexed excerpt from their minutes, showing the resolution
come to, wliich 1 trust is satisfactory to you.
I am, &c.

Dear

Oban, 5th August, 1858.
I beg to inclose a letter from my brother,J
dear Sir,
subject
the
of your Report.
on
Bedford,
HeJ
Captain G.
commands a survey on the west coast of Ireland, and haaj
besides
ha^dng
sen-ed in Canada!
time,
done so for a long
and Africa. You are at liberty to make any use of it yOuJ
I hope soon to hear of other fa\ourable retumsl
please.

Mv

inst.,

colours.

(Signed)

above or below.

buoyed on
I may here remark, that the river Elbe is
nearly the same plan, the colours being white and black
and i know of no place of equal danger that I would run
into without a pilot as into the Elbe, after ha\-ing got sight
of the outer buoy.
With regard to the tide signals, there is no doubt but
hat balls are preferable to flags, for, when the wind is either
blowing to or from the flagstaff, they cannot be well seen ;

marking

from you.

—

In haste,

Yours, &c.,
(Signed)
E. J.

Bedford.

29th July 1858.
Mr. Cr.ningham' I
I have read
My dear Edward,
pamphlet on the proposed establishment of an uniform]
code of buoys and tide signals with much satisfaction, and

—

I

CIRCULAR

REPLIES TO

my

1 gi\'e the i)rinciple
heai'ty approval, from a conWction
tiou that it is calculated to be of great advantage to the
I congratulate you, as the
coast and harbom' navigation.
suggester of this useful scheme, in having found such an

Mr. Cuningham seems to be.
scheme proposed, I would remark
that, in buoying a complicated place, such as the numerous
creeks and channels ofF Xorth Yarmouth and Lowestoft,
some greater variety than that of colour seems to be
able

and

With

V.— SCOTLAND.
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XVIL &

XVIII.

as the Commissioners, and suggesting that they
ought to consult Captain Otter, R.N., or their o«ai officials.
Commissioners consider it unneces21st June, 1854.
sary to do more in the matter.
racter

—

aUke?
Both in Belfast and Lough Foyle, the channel is marked
by pile beacons, painted in distinctive colours, and exhibiting coloured lights at night.
There would be no difficulty in making these lights indicate their position, by using transparencies, either in number

name.
Yours, &c.,

(Signed)
Geo.
Addressed, Capt. Bedford, R.N.

Augustus Bedford.

Kyles of Bute.

4.

—

5th October 1854.
Application from Mr. Campbel.
Ormidale, for buoj' to be placed on rock at entrance to
Loch Riddan.
I8th October 1854.
Commissioners remit to engineer

—
—

to report.

Reply by secretary to Mr. Camp18th October 1854.
bell, stating that liis application had been
remitted to
engineer for his report, but that Commissioners apprehended it was of too private and local a character to be
undertaken by them.
26th October 1854. Answer from Mr. Campbell, further
explaining position of rock, and suggesting that if Captain
Bedford were consulted, the Commissioners would be
satisfied it was a matter of pubhc vitility.
1st November I854.^-Report by engineer on application,
and stating that a buoy would no doubt be useful, but ought
to be placed and maintained by those having charge of the
harbour.
1st November 1854.
Commissioners remit back to engineer, with instructions to communicate with Captain
Bedford.
2nd November 1854. Reply by secretary to Mr. Campbell, stating that the matter had been remitted back to
engineer, with, directions to communicate mth Captain
Bedford.
14th November 1854.
Report by engineer with letters
from Mr. Campbell and Captain Bedford enclosing a
tracing, and stating if a red or chequered buoy were placed
as in(hcated, it would greatly benefit na^ngation.
29th November 1854.
Application of Mr. Campbell
refused, but remit to engineer, to inquire into the expediency of mooring buoys (as part of the general sytem)
throughout the Kyles of Bute.
2yth November 1854.
Letter from secretary to Mr.
Campbell intimating decision of Commissioners.
23d September 1858. Report by engineer stating that
2 red buoys on South Channel and a black buoy on north
side would complete the buoyage in the most perfect

—

—

—

—

—

—

No System. See Report.
XIV. Mercantile Marine Fund.
XV. Ditto.
XVI. Income, nil.
rl852 £\,599 17 -1.
l^xpense
| jg,^^
j^^^^ ^^ ^
XVII. and XVIII.—
XIII.

—

,.,

manner.
20th October 1858.

— Letter

to Trinity

House requesting

statutory sanction.
1.

Stroma Beacon.

— Application from Lloyd's for
— Remitted to engineer, to
August 1853. — Reply to Lloyd's, by

11th July lSo3.
on Stroma.
loth July 185.'1

a beacon

secretary, stating
1st
that the Commissioners have long had under consideration
the desirability of placing a beacon on Stroma, and that
they had now ordered a survey and estimate to he prepared,
in the view of considering whether it may be embraced in
the works for next year.
15th December 1854.
Report by engineer, and submitting survey.
18th December 1854.
Letter to Trinity House with
plan and report, and requesting statutory sanction.
lOth January 1855. Answer from Trinity House, ap-

—
—
—
proving of beacon.
13th January 1855. — Sanction of Board of Trade
obtained for ijeacon
estimate of 1855.
8th November 1855. — Letter from Board of Trade wishing plan of beacon.
2Ist November 1855. — Answer by
transmitting
in

secretary,

2.

—

—

and

send copy of Captain
to Trinity House, in order that they may

direct secretary to

Bedford's repox-t
have the subject before them when visiting that part of the
coast.

nth May

buoy

will cost fi-om 161. to \Sl.
5.

Black Rocks, Leith.

—
—

17th October 1854. ApjiUcation from Mr. Inkster, Leith,
for a beacon on the Black Rocks.
23d October 1854. Rejjort by engineer stating that it
ought to be erected by those having charge of the harbom-.
1st November 1854.
Secretary directed to refer Mr.
Inkster to Leith Dock Commissioners.

—

6.

Lochs Invbr and Inch.\rd.

—

27th March 1855. Letter from Mr. Mc Iver, Scowrie, as
to desirability of placing a perch on rock at entrance to

Loch Inchard.

— Letter from do. as to do. Loch
— Commissioners remit the above to
23rd April
engineers
October 1855. — Report by engineers stating that they
6th April 1855.

at

Inver.

1855.

.3d

Sound ofLslay.

Letter from Board of Trade trans11th April 1854.
mitting copy letter from Admii-alty enclosing copy report
by Captain Bedford, as to desu'abilty of placing a beacon
on western head of Black Rock, and also one upon the
Cuilean Rocks.
Commissioners remit to engineer for
10th May 1854.
report,

—

to report.

ditto.

his

26th October 1858.— Answer from do., approving.
3rd November 1858. Letter from Board of Trade as to
expense of buoys.
9th October 1858.
Reply by secretary stating that each

—

report.

1854.

— Letter

by secretary to Trinity House

in conformity.
3.

—
—

KiLCHOAN,

31st May 1854.
Letter from Mr. Robertson, Kinloch
Moidart, as to desirability of a beacon at Kilchoan.
7th June 1854.
Answer by secretary stating that Commissioners do not undertake the erection of buoys of so
purely local a character.
15th June 1854.
Reply by Mr. Robertson stating that
he cannot look upon a beacon as of so purly a local cha-

—

Circular V.

Question

XVIL,
XVIII.

liberal co-operator as

reference to the

required to indicate the particular channel, as well as its
limits ; and I am disposed to name as well as number the
buoy, which would not impair the simplicity of the system,
as these additional distinctions may be disregarded provided the -lessel's position is known ; while, in the event of
a fog, or other casualty, limiting the vision to a small
distance, the sight of a buoy so numbered or named, and
marked on the chart, would at once indicate the whereabouts, and enable the vessel to be steered for the next.
Where several buoys are required to mark a channel or
danger, I conceive this precaution would be useful.
In long and narrow channels, such as Lough Foyle, leading to Londonderry, it is eWdent that buoys become of little
service during dai'k nights, and to render them available at
such a time coloured lights must be substituted. It seems
to me desirable that uniformity of colour be maintained
but as black is excluded from lights, and the use of another
colour would interfere with the principle of the system, why
not substitute green buoys for black, and then have green
lights, by which the day and night colours would be kept

or

No.

Buoys AND Beacons.

XII. (System) to XVII. XVIII.

consider an iron spur beacon would be of very gieat service
to vessels frequenting Loch Inver, if erected on Bocoolas
Rock ; and regarding Loch Inchard, as the rock is too low
to admit of the adoption of a beacon, a buoy might prove
useful to vessels taking shelter during westerly gales.
Commissioners of opinion that
10th October 1855.
application should be granted.
12th October 1855. Letter to Trinity House requesting
statutory sanction for beacon on Loch Inver and buoy on
Loch Inchard.
12th October 1855. Letter to Board of Trade, transmitting copy letter to Trinity House, and stating that should
my Lords approve, the Commissioners propose to use an
iron spur beacon prepared for another site, but not erected
in consequence of the Board c f Fisheries having placed a
beacon on site alluded to.
17th October 1855. Answer from Trinity House approving of do.
26th October 1855.
Answer from Board of Trade
approving of do., and requesting that plans may be furnished of the intended sea marks.

Bb2

—
—
—

—

—
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Question
XVII.,

XVIII.

informed

duplicate.
to be transmitted in

Board
3d November 1855.— Answer from

tI rade
^lo.tntmnstating

f
of

that one copy will be sufficient.

XVII.

—

Bboad Ebb.
Orkney,

10th October 1855.— Petition from shipmasters,
for a buoy on Broad Ebb.
ditto to engi10th October 1855.— Conmiissioners remit
.

neers to report.
stat23d October 1855.- Report by Messrs. Stevenson,
ing that a buoy there would be x-ery useful.
requesting
House
24th Octobe'r 1855.— Letter to Trinitj-

statutoi-y sanction.

^

,

m
j
Trade

24th October 1855.— Letter to Board of
mitting cojiy letter to Trinity House, and
sanction.

,

.

i_
trans-

requesting
r„
i
I rade

p

30th October 1855.— Answer from Board of
veying appro\al.
House
31st October 1855.— Ditto from Trinity
y.

con-

XVIII.

secretary, stating, that
''8th November 1855.— Report by
been before
atTntervals from 1840 to 1852, this place had
been come to, and
the Board without any decision having
on ditto.
beacon
a
erecting
of
desirability
the
out
iiointing
Commissioners resolve to erect
•':)th November 1855.
on site.
report
to
Stevenson
Messrs.
to
remit
a beacon, and
Januaiy 1856.— Report of Messrs. Stevenson, with

—

plan of proposed site.
-^
mtrinity
^
,
30th January 1856.— Apphcation to be made to
House and Board of Trade for statutory sanction.
requesting
31st January 1856.— Letter to Trinity House

ditto.

Va.sa.

Orkney,
10th October 1855.— Petition from shipmasters,
beacon on Vasa.
petition
opinion
of
Commissioners
1855.—
loth October
should be granted.
requesting
House
Trinity
24th October 1855.— Letter to
statutory sanction.

24th October 1855.— Letter to Board of Trade ditto.
Answer from ditto approving of
31st October 1855.

—

.

1856.— Ditto to Board of Trade ditto.
House approv8th February 1856.— Reply from Trinity

31st January

Tgth February 1856.— Ditto from Board of Trade, wishknow e.\pense of beacon before appro vmg.

in o- to

20th

— Messrs.

FebruaiT 1856.

Stevenson

prepare

to

estimate.

..
,,^
„
Stevenson
21st February 1856.— Letter from Messrs.
before giving an
stating that they shall revisit the rock
as to
21st February 1856.— Letter to Board of Trade
Commissioners "incurring this expense before the work is

sanctioned.

„,„

,

,

,.

wish25th February 1856.- Reply from Board of Irade,
which they
ing estimate as" soon as it c"an be furnished,
to
the
proceeding
engineers
the
without
think can be done
Ste27th February 1856.— Commissioners direct Messrs.
proceed to
venson to furnish estimate, and, if necessary,

the siiot.
,
,
Stevenson pro15th November 1856.— Report by Messrs.
estimating cost at
posino- beacon to be of cast-iron, and

w

abont^lyllOOZ.

j
r -r
i
2tHh November 1856.— Letter to Board of Trade Siatmg

.

for a

ditto.

&

Cairnbulg Bkiggs.

•

Fishermen, &c. of Orkney
Rock.
for reiilaciiig a buoy on Lippa
report why buoy was
to
Engineers
30thMay 1855.
removed, and how it can be replaced.
stating that
o.'id
October 1855.— Report by emrineers
very rapid tidebuoy havintr of necessity been moored m a
proper
considered
way, caused it to nVc ««rfer, and it was
but should its restoration
in consequence to discontinue it,
such
design
possible to
be considered essential, it might be
of the rapid tideway.
a buoy as would obviate the effects
whether the
UMth October 1855.— Engineers to report
restoration of the buoy is essential.

May 1855.— Petition from

8.

11.

2.9th

LiPPA Rock.

7.

25th

BEACONS:

Biovs AND Beacon.

&

XVIII.
of Trade stating
ogth October 1855.-Replv to Board
transmitted chart ^^o-ng posiUon
that Commissioners had
and UTiderstood that they
of sea marks to Elder Brethren,
and reques mg to be
would have forwarded it to my Lords,
would require
whether m iuiure any charts. &c.

XVII.

A.\-D

.

31st October 1855.— Answer from Trinity House approving of ditto.
9th January 1858.— Letter from Mr. Baikie, Kirkwall,
nearly usestating that beacon, being a skeleton one, is
.

estimated cost.
9th December 1856.

— Application
—
—

„

from

,

r

•

shipr.iast«rs ol

Frazcrburgh for beacon on Cuimbulg Briggs.
24th December 1856. Commissioners direct secretaiy to
transmit ditto to Board of Trade.
,
-n
j
Reply from Board of Irade to
29th December 1856.
that estimated exsec'retary's letter of 20th ultimo, stating
cast-u-on
pense appears to be large, and asking whether a
the
or a skeleton beacon with ball, would best serve
r.

beacon,
purpose.
.
.,
,.
that it
7th January 1857.—Answer by secretary, statmg
which is recommended.
is a cast-iron skeleton beacon
Reply by Board of Trade, re13th January 1857.
Irinity
questing plans to be submitted for approval of
.

—

House.

,

1

_

ii.

i-

i

ditto,

that
15th January 1857.— Answer by secretary, stating
House, and
plans had been already submitted to Trinity
then- approval signified.
,
,
„ ™
,
23d January 1857.— Reply ^om Board of Trade wishing

present.

plans.

less.

on
12th October 1858.— Report by Messrs. Stevenson
and proposing to place a larger ball upon it than at

Sound of Sanua.

10.
1st

November 1855.— Letter from Board

of Ti-ade trans-

Boai-d,
mitting copy letter from Glasgow Local Marine
on the
suggesting that a buoy or beacon should be placed
'' Myrtle "
steamer struck
rocks near Sanda, on which the
on 3d August 1854.
en8th November 1855.— Commissioners remit ditto to
gineer to report.
recommendengineer,
Report
by
1855.
18th November
be
ing that the request of Glasgow Local Marine Board

—

22d December 1855.— Letter to Board of Trade, stating
sanction
that Commissioners are quite ready, on my Lords'
being signified, to moor a buoy on the rock in question.
Trade,
of
Board
31st December 1855.— Answer from
requesting plan showing position of proposed buoy.
7th June 185(5.— Reply by secretary, transmitting sketch
of Mull of Kintyre, and showing position of buoy.
11th June 18'5(;.— Answer from Board of Trade approvshore, and
ino-, but suggesting that it be placed nearer the

changed in colour.

—

Commissioners du-ect Messrs. Steven12th June 1856.
son to report.
15th June 1856.— Report by Messrs. Stevenson, differing from Board of Trade's suggestions.
Commissioners direct secrectary to
.30th June 1856.
wTite to Board of Trade in conformity.
14th Februai-y 1856.— Letter to Board of Trade regard-

—

ing ditto.
20th February 1856. Answer from ditto, stating that
my Lords do not wish to fetter the Commissioners' decision

—

in this matter.

.

•

•

.

29th Januarj' 1857.— Answer by secretary, transmitting
sketch of beacon.
sanction
31st January 1857.— Letter t" Trinity House for
to kind of beacon.
conveying
House
5th February 1857.— Reply from Trimty
ditto.

„

—

p .„

,

J

27th Februan- 1857. Letter from Board of Irade sanctioning beacon,'but reduced in height.
with
9th March 1857.— Report by Messrs. Stevenson,
will neither be
plan of smaller beacon, and stating that it
means of shelter, in
so well seen, nor will it afford the same
rock, as the
the event of jiersons being cast ashore on the

beacon formerly proposed.
Commissioners direct secretary to
11th March" 1857.

—

their preference for
oTite to Boai-d of Trade, explaining
Stevenson to proceed
laro-er beacon ; but remit to Messrs.
take
of smaller one, and to the secretary to

with plans
tenders for its construction.
tenders,
9th April 185/.- Report by :^Iessrs. Stevenson on
and recommending Messrs. Milne and Son.
accepting
Trade
Board
of
from
Letter
17th April 1857.—

tender of Mr. Douglas.
.
,,
r.
i.-n-ishing to
24th April 1857. Letter from Mr. Douglas
withdi-aw his tender.
j
r „,
^
\f,
JMr.
to
25th April 1857.— Letter to Board of Irade as
Douglas' withdrawal.
,
„ r„
,
„
releasing
Trade
4th May 1857.— Reply by Board of
requestmg that
Mr. Doug'las from his engagement, and
Mr. Scott's offer be accepted.

—

,

,

•

i

7th

May 1857.—Answer by

sioners'
'''^tJth

opinion that

Mr.

secretary, stating

Scott's

May 1857.— Reply by Board

offer

Commis-

should not be

of Trade, stating they

REPLIES TO
XVII.

&

CIRCULAR

XVIII.
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cannot accept of Messrs. Milne's tender when a lower can
be had.
22d May 1857. Answer by secretary-, stating^, that having submitted to my Lords the reasons which induced
them to form a decided opinion against the acceptance of
Mr. Scott's offer, they consider they ha\-e discharged their
duty, and that he had applied to Mr. Scott to know whether
he adhered to his offer.
Contract with Mr. Scott entered into.
17th June 1857.

—

XVII. & XVII I.

Loch Fyne.

—

5th Decemljer 1855. Application from Board of Fisheries
buoy on Big Rock.

for

December 1855.

—

Rejjort by buoy master, stating that
unnecessary to place a buoy off the rock referred to.
Letter by secretary to Fishery
7th December 1855.
Board in conformity.

Gth

it is

—

Sound of Skye.

13.

—
—

Letter from Messrs. Hutchison and Co.,
21st May 1856.
about necessity of having beacons on west coast.
28th May 1856. Commissioners direct Messrs. Stevenson to report on ditto.
6th No^•eraber 1856.
Report by Messrs. Stevenson that
various rocks should be marked, and recommending a buoy
on the Gulnare Rock, a buoy for the McMillan Rock, a
beacon for the Ghobhlach Reef, Pabba, and either a buoy
or beacon for Skerinderrick.

—

—

13th November 1856.
Letter to Board of Fisheries intimating that applications for beacons and buoys in Sound
of Skye were granted.
13th November 1856.
Letter to Board of Trade transmitting chai-ts, showing positions of dangers proposed to
be marked, and requesting sanction.
2i)th December 1856.
Answer from Board of Trade
requesting copy of Messrs. Stevenson report before giving

—

—

sanction.

—
—

7th January 1857.
Letter to Board of Trade transmitting copy of engineers' report.
loth January 1857. Answer from Board of Trade calling attention of Commissioners that proposed works have
not been laid before the Trinity House, and suggesting
whether a buoy on the Ghobhlach Reef would not answer
the purpose as well as the expensive beacon proposed by
engineers.

—

15th January 1857.
Letter to Trinity House transmitting copy of Commissioners' communication to Board
of Trade and tracings of relative chart, with a request for
their statutory sanction.

—

22d January 1857. Answer from Trinity House sanctioning buoys on Gulnare and McMillan's Rock, but wishing further information as to Ghobhlach.
28th January 1857. Commissioners delayed till sanction
of Board of Trade was signified.
17th June 1857.
Messrs. Stevenson to proceed with

—
—
buoys and beacons
ground.
July 1857. — Messrs. Stevenson
in this

1st
to prepare plan of
beacon at Pabba.
4th September 1857.— Letter to Board of Trade with
tenclc'r.s

for ditto.

—

15th September 1857. Answer from Board
approving of Mr. Dove's offer being accepted.
14.

— Sc.\RGUN Shoal.
—

December 1857. Petition from shipmasters at Kirkand letters from Oban and Leith requesting buoy on

31st
wall,

of Trade

ditto.

—

11th January 1858.
Letter to Trinity House stating
that Commissioners are of opinion application should be
granted, and requesting their statutory sanction.
13th January 1858. Answer from Trinity House ap-

proving of ditto.
27th January 1858.

—
— Letter from Board of Trade
15.

—
—

—
—

to

them

also appro\'ing.

22d September 1858.

—

Report by Messrs. Stevenson rethat an iron pillar beacon be erected.
20th October 1858.— Letter to Board of Trade stating
that Messrs. Stevenson's estimate cost of beacon at about

commending

800/.

—
—
— Answer

3d November 1858. Answer from Board of Trade wishing sketch of beacon and rock, showing its height, &c.
8th November 1858. Reply by secretary, transmitting
sketch.

18th November 1858.^
from Board of Trade
inquiring whether a smaller beacon would not be suHicient, as it appears to them, one 20 feet high would do
and if so, requesting an amended estimate.
23d November 1858. Reply by secretary, stating that

—

Commissioners do not concur in tlie views e.xpressed by my
Lords, and giving special reasons for such.
6'th December 1858.
Answer from Board of Trade stating that, after full inquiry and deliberation, they think it
unnecessary to incur so much expense, and requesting an
amended estimate for a beacon without cage on top.
8th December 1858.
Rejiort by Messrs. Stevenson stating that the saving effected by omitting the cage would be
only about 16/., and submitting plan of a malleable iron
beacon 25 feet in height, at an estimated cost of 400/.
loth January 1859.
Reply to Board of Trade transmitting engineer's rcjiort and tracing.
14th January lb59.
.\nswer from Board of Trade
requesting to know \\-hy Messrs. Stevenson propose that
the beacon should be of malleable instead of cast iron, as
before proposed, and if the 400/. is estimated to co\-er the
whole expense of erecting as well as constructing.
17th Januai-y 1859.
Letter from Mr. Stevenson in
answer giving explanations as to ditto.
24th Januaiy 1859.
Answer from Board of Trade
requesting to be informed whetlier Messrs. Stevensons'
hesitation about security of the beacon arises wholly from
the fact of its exposure to a heavy sea.
25th January 1859. Reply by secretary stating that
it is partly so, and partly from the new material of beacon.
7th February 1859.
Ansuer from Board of Trade ap]n'Oving of a malleable iron beacon in accordance with

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

tracing sent in letter of 10th ult.
22d February 1859.
Report by Messrs. Stevenson on
tenders for beacon, and recommending Messrs. Tods' offer.
24th February 1859. Letter to Board of Trade transmitting tenders.
1st ilarch 1859.
Answer from Board of Trade approving of Messrs. Tods' tender being accepted.

—
—

—

Long Craig.

18.

— Application for a beacon on Long Craig,
29th November 1858. — Report by engineers stating

Kirkaldy.

tliat

Salen

—

—

—

the danger can be advantageously marked only by a buoy
moored at the outer extremity of the reef.
30th November 1858. Letter to Trinity House request
ing statutory sanction for ditto.
7th December 1858.
Reply from Trinity House convey
ing sanction.
11th December 1858.
Letter from Board of Trade

—
—
—

approving

ditto.

19.

sanction.

—
—

Tuisdale.

17.

—
—

28th April 1858. Application from shipmasters. Isle of
for a beacon in Calf Sound.
13th May 1858.
Report by Captain Anderson agreeing
entirely with application, and stating it would be of
immense advantage, and add greatly to the safety of
vessels passing through the Sound.
15th May 1858.
Letter to Trinity House transmitting
ap])lication, and requesting statutory sanction.
19th May 1858.
Letter from Trinity House conveying
sanction, and transmitting copy letter from Board of Trade

Man,

2d July 1858.
ditto.

2nth March 1858.— Application for buoy in Bay of Salen.
25th March 1858. Letter to Trinity House stating that
Commissioners are of opinion application should be, granted,
and requesting statutory sanction.
25th March' 1858.— Letter to Board of Trade ditto.
31st March 1858.
Answer from Trinity House conveying sanction, and recommending a large buoy.
1st April 1858.
Ditto from Board of Trade approving
16.

Scm LAND

—

14th April 1858. Answer from Captain Bedford stating
that the bay is so studded with rocks and the shelter so
imperfect that he could not advise Commissioners to offer
any inducement to the general trader seeking it for refuge.
22d A])ril 1858. Reply from Captain Sinclair doubting
very much the practicability of mooring a buoy there.
27th April 1858. Commissioners refuse ajiplication.

—

12.

197

Loch Croag.

.

8th April 1858.
Application for buoys to mark the
entrance to Loch Croag in Mull.
tol2th A])ril 1858.
Letter to Captain Bedford asking him
to favour Commissioners with his opinion on ajjplication.
12th April 1858.— Letter to Captain Sinclair, " Skerryvore " tender, ditto.

Loch Erribol.

— AppUcation for a beacon or buoy
1858 — Remitted to Captain Anderson

28th June 1858.

Loch

Erribol.

28tli

June

on
to

report.

20.

—

Arisaig.

24th February 1859.
Letter from Board of Trade with
enclosures for a beacon at Arisaig.

Bb3
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XVII. & XVIII.

10th March 1859.— Reply by secretary, stating that lieacon would be of no benefit to vessels passing, and that no
beacon of any permanent character could be erected for 5/.
21.

Appin.

—
—

Letter from Captain Bedford as to
9th September ISoK.
buoyinir rocks in ditto.
Report by Messrs. Stevenson on
9th Febi-uary 1859.
ditto, with tracing of Sound, and stating that they think a
for the Black Rocks, and
sufficient
would
be
buoy
7i-feet
that a beacon should be placed on the Brander Rock.
Trinity House requesting
Letter
to
10th February 185;).—
their statutory sanction for a buoy on Black Rocks and a

beacon on Brander Rock.
2nd March 1859.— Reply from Trinity House conveying

—

160/.

—

Reply by Board of Trade recjuesting
14th March 1859.
to be iiifoi-med whether the sum of 150/. to 160/. for the
beacon is estimated to cover the whole cost of construction,
including fixing, and whether a beacon like Calliach, which
only cost 120/., would not be sufficient.
24th March 1859. .\nswer by secretary, stating that the
and that,
estimate includes carriage and fixing, as usual
while the beacon on Appin Sound is similar to Calliach,
the addition to the estimated cost is mainly caused by the
additional cleading which is required for the nature of the

—

;

situation.

—

29th March 1859. Reply by Board of Trade approving,
and requesting tenders to be in\-ited.
Letter to Board of Trade with tenders,
I5th April 1859.
and recommending that Messrs. Slights' offer be acce])ted.

—

20th April
ing ditto.

185!*.

22.

— Reply

from Board of Trade

Genkkal Svste.m

of

a])|)rov-

Buovaue.

—

18th November 1857. Excerpt Report by Secretary.
" An understanding has for some time jjrevailed in the
" mercantile service, that all buoys on entering ])ort should
" be coloured red for the starboard hand and l)laek for the
" port hand, while chequered buoys should mark centre
" dangers. Captain Bedford ha\'ing urged very strongly
" that effect should be gi\en to tliis arrangement with the
'•
Commissioners' buoys, the reporter took the opportunity
" to do so while revaintiiig and slutting them this season.
" The t iianges have proved somewhat extensi\'e
but,
" beyonl the expenses of the notices have not called for
" any outlay. During the ensuing season, so far as not
" already ace(miplished, effect will be given to the ap])roved
" arrangement, which is exceedingly simple, and cannot
" fail to prove most acee])table to the mariner. The re" porter submits further, whether it would not be desirable
" to call the attention of local authorities to this change,
" such as the Clyde and Tay Trustees, and get them to
" follow the improved system."
17th February 1858. Letter to Trinity House, Dundee,
suggesting the adoption of new system of buoyage in river
Tay.
Letter to Clyde Trustees as to
I7th February 1858.
ditto on river Clyde.
18th February 1858.
Letter to Admiralty regarding its
universal adoption.
25th March 1858. LeUer to Trinity House, London,
transmitting 10 copies of a notice to mariners regarding
;

—

—
—
—

ditto.

—

14th April 1858. Reply from Trinity House, acknowledging receijjt of notices, and regretting that Commissioners did not afford them an opportunity of offering an
opinion on the subject before the plan was finally adopted
and published, and offering suggestions, not with the

view of condemning the system ado])ted by the Commissioners, but of exjilaining the grounds upon which the
Elder Brethren regret that an opportunity was not afforded
them of expressing their opinion on the subject.
28th April 1858. Rejily by secretary, pointing out how
system was introduced, and that the Commissioners were
unaware that the attention of the Elder Brethren had not
been likewise called to the approved system, regretting that
the adoption of such an important change should have

—

come only

incidentally before

them upon a casual commu-

nication of the Commissioners, and thanking them for
their observations.
9th June 1858.
Report by secretary on subject of the

—

proposed miiform code of buoys and tide signals submitted
to Commissioners, and authorized to be printed in the

ScOTL
Circula

\'arious answers.

18th October

1858.— Secretary authorized

to get

same

])rinted.

XVIII. Included

in the above.

XIX. Buoy master and secretary.
XX. Buoy master and secretary.
XXI. Advertisement.

Correspondence

with

advertising
1

be furnished.
Answer by secretary stating that the
10th March 1859.
buoy is estimated to cost 40/., and the beacon from 150/. to

XXI.

—

sanction.

7th March 1859.— Letter from Board of Trade apiiroving,
and requesting that an estimate of the probable cost may

to

view of circulating it e-xtensively to practical seamen for
their opinions and suggestions.
Secretary reported to Cornmis
18th October 1858.
sioners that he had distributed copies of his report on
uniform system to different parties, and he submitted their

.

Board

New

of

Trade

regarding

Lighthouses, &e.

— Letter from Board of Trade.

London, .'hd May 1858.
by the Lords of the Committee of
Prnnf Council for Trade, to request that you will draw the
attention of the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses
to the large exi)enditure incurred in the Accounts for the
Quarter ending 31st December last, for postages of foreign
and colonial letters containing advertisements of the
opening of the new lighthouses, amounting to the sum of
Sir,

—

I

am

directed

124/. Vis. Id.

My Lords direct me to state that, on inquiry at the
Trinity House as to the practice of the Elder Brethren on
such occasions, the following reply has been received
" Notices to mariners are sent by book iiost from the
" Trinity House to the outpoi-ts in England, to the Coin" missioners in Edinburgh, and to the Corporation in
" Dublin, also to the consuls in London for distribution
" or ])ublication in their res])ective States.
The postage is
" calculated to be about 1/. per 1000 notices (i.e., copies of
:

" a notice), and the number issued for an important light
" is from 2,000 to .-iOOO."
My Lords, therefore, are of opinion that so large an
cxjieuditure as that incurred by the Commissioners of
Northern Lighthouses for this service is not necessary; and
I am to request that you will move the Commissioners to
adopt the practice of the Trinity House in all future cases.
I

(.Vddrcsscd)

'I'lie

am, &c.,
H. Farrer.

(Signed)
T.
Secretary Commissioners

of Northern Lighthouses.

2.

— -Answer by Secretary to Board of Trade.

Northern Lighthouse Office,
Edinburgh, I3th May, 1858.
Sir,
Having laid before the Commissioners of Northern
Lighthouses my Lords' letter of the 3rd current, on the

—

subject of notices of new lights, I am directed to state that
since 1846 the Commissioners have been in use to send
copies of their notices,
1. To the
shipping.

2.
3.

pubUc Boards of Great Britain connected with

To all chart publishers so far as known.
By advertisement in all th; newspapers

published in

maritime ports of the United Kingdom.
4.

By baud

bills circulated to

England, and Ireland,

among

the collectors in Scotland,

in the different ports, for distribution

mariners.

5.

500 copies to the India House for circulation in India.

6.

To

all

the

consuls

of

foreign

powers

resident in

London.

To
To

British consuls at foreign ports.
8.
coUeetors of customs at colonial ports.
Nos. 5, 7, and 8 (the cost of which in postage is now
adverted to) were, in 1S46, by order of the Commissioners,
7.

added to the intimations issued by them. The matter at
that time had attracted a great deal of attention, and formed
the subject of great discussions in Parliament, arising from
the loss of the '" Great Britain " in Dundrum Bay (alleged
cause, the want of a notice of the new light at St. John's),
the loss of an Indinnian in the Solway, from not having
seen the notice of Little Ross, and mistaking it for a light
in the Clyde, and, from a representation made by an officer
of the French uB.\y coming up the Moray Firth from Iceland being misled by Covesea, not having seen the notice
of its exhibition.
Such were the reasons which induced the Commissioners
to call for a re-consideration of the whole subject, and on
a report of the previous practice, to resolve that their
notices should be sent abroad.
They iio«- understand that
it is my Lords' desire that they are to revert to the limited
cu-culation, and to restrict their, notices to Nos. 4 and 6 of
the jireceding list, but, before doing so, I have been directed
to submit to my Lords the considerations on which the
Commissioners proceeded in extending their distribution.

'

Uuest
I

REPLIES TO

CIRCULAR
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XXI.

to state that they are so satisfied of the advantage
from tlie present arrangement that they trust my
Lords wiW not allow the very small outlay to weigh with

XXI.

and

arising

arrangement which has proved
BO advantageous to the mariner from foreign parts.
I am, &c.,

them

Alex. Cunixgham,

(Signed)

Secy.

Marine Department,
Board of Trade.

Tlie Secretary

3.

— Reply from Board of Trade.

London, 4th June 1P58.
Witn reference to former corres]]ondence on the
Sir,
subject 01 the expense incurred by the Commissioners of
Northern Lighthouses for advertising and circulating
notices by post relating to new Hghts, I am directed by the
Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade to
transmit to you the accompanying copy of a letter from the
Elder Brethren of the Trinity House, containing a statement
of the practice pursued by that Corporation with respect to
publishing notifications of English lights at home and
abroad, and showing the expense incurred for each notice.
My Lords suggest for the consideration of the Commis-

—

'

sioners that the practice of the Elder Brethren answers the
purpose of gi\dng am]ile jjublicity to these notices, and that
it will therefore be desirable that a similar course should be

adopted by all the lighthouse Boards.
The Commissioners will observe that, according to this
practice, foreign consuls obtain the requisite notices,

and

the duty and practice of these officers to send
their own countries, just as British consuls
send home notices jof foreign lights.

that

it

is

them home to

I

(Addressed)

am, &c.,

(Signed)
A. Cuningham, Esq.

(Enclosure referred

T. H. Farreb.
to.)

Trinity House, London,
29th May 18SS.
brought under the consideration of the
Elder Brethren your letter of the 20th instant, relative to
the expense incurred by the Commissioners of Northern
Lighthouses for advertising and circulating notices by post,
relating to new lights, comparing the same with similar
•

Sir,

— Having

.items of expenditure in the accounts of this corporation,
and stating that the Lords of the Committee of Privy
Council for Trade are of opinion that the practice should

'

be uniform, and request to be favored with the Elder
Brethrens' opinion thereon, and especially whether the
course pursued by them answers the purpose of giving
ample publicity in the United Kingdom and foreign parts,
I am directed to transmit to you for their Lordships' information the accompanying statement and distribution of
the notices issued in December last relative to the intended
exhibition of the Bishoj) Rock Light, and the expense
incurred in that instance, and to state that the Elder
Brethren concur with their Lordships in opinion that the
practice in this res])ect should be uniform as far as may be
practicable, and that they have every reason to beheve that
ample publicity is given in the United Kingdom and in
foreign parts by the system of distribution which bas for
many years been in use by this Board, aided by the re-issue
of the notices by the hydrographer of the Admiralty.
Their Lordships will observe that the expense as shown
in the statement is considerably in excess of the sum named
in your letter, and that then there was a subsequent general
issue of the notice on the 2!)th ult., in consequence of the
mistake
made by the master of the American ship
" Roscius," the ex])ense of which will be nearly the same as
above, and although printed notices of the Bishop Rock
Light will not l)e again distributed, the advertisement will
have to be re-published occasionally in the newspapers.

am, c&c,
P. H. Berthon.
(Signed)
The Secretary' Marine Department,
Board of Trade.
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Berwick, &c.
Newcastle
Shields, &c.
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Sunderland, &c.
Hartlepool
Stockton, &c.
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Hull, &c.
Goole, &c.
Gainsbro', &c.
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Scarborough
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Whitby

Grimsby
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Wisbeach
Lynn, &c.
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10
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Wells, &c.
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Yarmouth, &c.
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Lowestoft, &c.
Woodbridge, &c.
Ip.swich

Harwich
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Colchester, &c.

Maldon, &c.
Gravesend
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Rochester, &c.
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-
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-
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-
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-

10
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English Channel.

Dover
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Folkstone, &c.
Rye, &c.
Newhaven, &c.
Shoreham, &c.
Arundel, &c. Portsmouth, &e.

Southampton,
Cowes, &e.
Poole,

-

-

-

-

-

Sec.

-

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

-

10

Weymouth

.

20

Bridport

.

10
10

S:e.

Lyme

-

Exeter, &c.

.

Teignmouth,

Isic.

20
20

Dartmouth

-

2(1

Plj-mouth, &c.
Fowey, &c.
Truro, &c.

-

20
20
20
20
20
40
40

Falmouth

-

-

-

Penzance
SciUy
SciUy Pilots

-

-

British Channel.
St. Ives, &c.
Padstow, &c.
Bideford, &c.

-

20
20
20

-

2f)

-

20

-

Barnstaple, &c.
Bridgewater, &c.
Bristol, &c.
Gloucester, &c.

Chepstow
Newport

-

2t

-

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

-

-

Cardiff, &c.

-

Swansea

-

Llanelly, &c.

-

Milford, &c.

-

St. George's Channel.

Cardigan, &c.
Aberystwith, &c.

-

Carnarvon

.

20
20
20

Irish Sea.

Statement

li

of the Expense of Printing and Advertising a
Notice to Mariners of the Light to be exhibited from the
Bishop Rock Lighthouse; and of forwai'ding Copies to
the various Ports, &c. (as sho^vn in the List appended
hereto) for distribution
:

....

Cost of printing 2,500 copies of the notice Cost of advertising same in London papers,
as per list
Postage (by book post) of copies for distribution at the outports, as per accompanying hst

Beaumaris, &c.
Chester Liverpool

Runcorn
Preston,

3 IS

(i

.

.

.

.

Lancaster, &c.
Whitehaven, &c.
Workington, &c.
•
Maryport, &c.
.
Carlisle, &c.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

20
20
50

.
-

10

.
-

.

-

.

.

-

.
.

.

.

.

.
-

.
-

.
.

.

.

.

.

...
...
-

Szc.

Fleetwood

2 14

...

•

-

.

.

Ireland (East Coast).

Londonderry, Coleraine, Bellast, Strangford, &c.
&c.

-'

Circular V.

Question

XXI.

....
North Sea.

I

(Addressed)

Scotland.

—

Bishop Rock Lighthouse. Notice dated 15th December,
1857 sent out 17th December, 1857.

in discontinuing that

(Addressed)
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XXI.

Scotland.

BEACONS:

A.\D

5.

(West Coast.)
Circular V.
(iuestion

Skiberccn, Tralee, Limerick, Galwav, &c. &c.

-

Grangemouth, Alloa,

Leith. Bo'ness,

&c. &c.

-

.

Kirkaltly,
.

-

-

(West Coast.)

Admiralty

.

-

Examining Clommittce

.

.

Exchange, fixed up
lloyal Exchange, ditto
i'or

-

-

Steam

-

-

-

-

().

-

-

.

Mr. Davie, Yarmouth
-

-

-

-

KM)
KM)
3

-

.

1

-

-

North Channel Pilots
South Channel ditto
.
Mr. Bailey, Milford
Mr. Freeniont, Chartroom
Mr. Laurie, Fleet Street
.
Mr. Potter, Poulti-y

Times

1

-

-

Minories

-

-

-

-

Jlr. Taylor,

.

.

distribution

^'esscls

River Pilots

-

.

at

-

-

-

Lighthouse OiBce, ditto
Trinity

-

-

.

—

('oal

-

-

-

Adniiralty Hydrographer
Customs Secretary
Register General of Seamen
Lloyd's Captain Halstcacl

Ballast Office,

Irvine, Ayr,

Greenock,

GlSsgon-, Port<;lasgow,
&c. &c.

-

-

Public Ledger
.
Shipping Gazette
Ditto Editor of
.
.
Lloyd's List
.
Daily News
Morning Herald
L^nited Service Gazette
Naval and Military Gazette
London Gazette

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

.
-

.

.

.

.
-

.

.

.

-

...
-

-

:.'.058

...
Consuls

Austria

Belgium
Brazil

for

-

-

-

-

-

.

London, 9th March IS.jll.
Sir,
^^'ith reference to the reply on Query No. liS, relating to the charge of I"24/. os. (it/, for advertisements in the
accounts of the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses
for the (luartcr ending iiOth Se])tembcr 1858, I am directed
by the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade
to infonn you that my Lords, having caused inquiries to be
made resjjecting the practice of the Trinity House in such
matters, have received a letter from their accountant on the
subject, a copy of which is enclosed; my Lords direct me
to request that yon will again bring the subject under the
consideration of the Commissioners with the view to making
the practice of advertising correspond with that adopted by
the Trinity House, so far as the different serWces \rill
permit.
It is to be remembered that notices of all new Ughts are
circulated by the Admiralfy to the different custom houses.
I am, &c.
(Signed)
James Booth.

—

-

.

— Letter from Board of Trade.

-

-

-

America

London, 18th June 1858.
Sir,
I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of
Privy Council for Trade to acknowledge receii)t of your
letter of the K)th instant, asking, with reference to former
coiTespimdcnce, whether, in future, intimation of new hghts
and lighthouse? in Scotland are to be withheld from all
Scotch and local newspapers, and are merely to appear in
the London newspapers.
In reply, I am to acquaint you, for the information of the
Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses, that should the
Commissioners think it necessary, my Lords see no objection to the insertion of the advertisements relating to Scotch
lights in the Edinburgh and Glasgow newspapers in addition to the ad\ertisement in those papers which are mentioned in the Trinity House List.
My Lords do not wish to bind the Commissioners to
select the same newspapers as the Trinity House, but only
tliat they should follow the same general system.
I am, &c.
(Signed)
T. H. Fakbeb.
(Addressed)
The Secrctarj-, Commissioners
of Nonhern Lighthouses.

—

Scotland (East Coast).

XXI.

— Reply by Board of Trade.

(.Vddrcssed)

The

Denmark
France Frankfort

(Enclosiu'e referred to.)

-

Netherlands
Portugal .
Russia
Prussia
Sardinia
Spain

Trinity-

My

-

-

—

House, London,
l'3d February 18ol»

dear Sir,
In reply to your inquin- of the 1 7th instant
as to advertisements pubhshed by the Comramis^sioners
Northern Lighthouses, it is qiute evident from the cojiy
account you enclosed that their advertisements in the nev.
]iapers are much more numerous than those of the Trinif
House. Their plan appears to be regulated by the locaht^
in which the information is most important, while ou
])ractice is uniform in advertising all notices, exce])t th' relating to wreck buoys, in eight newspapers, all pubhsh
in London, and we very seldom send an advertisement to
local newspaper.
To give one comparison, the exjiense c
advertising a change of system in buoyage of the Firth c
Forth, by the account you send is 321. '2s. llrf.. being fc
49 single insertions in different jiapers. A notice of exter
sive changes in one of the entrances to the Thames will co;
about 4/. or 5/. for insertion in eight newspapers. Takin
the amount of our advertising bill from October 1857 t
to .September 1858 (copy of which I enclose) the tot:
211/. \7s. Gd. divided bj" the number of notices, &c. ^
gives 4/. 4s. 9rf. as an average, per norice, even though son
subjects of unusual importance are advertised tn o or thn
•

.

-

.

.

Sweden and Norway
Turkey
.
Tuscany

-

-

-

-

Sicilies

4.

— .\nswer by

.Secretary.

Northern Lighthouse

Office,

Edinburgh,

10th June 1858.
Sir.
I have to acknowledge recei])t of your letter of 4th
current, transmitting copy letter from the Trinity House as
to the extent of circulation given to notices of new HghtHa^nng laid the same before the Commissioners
houses.
of Northern Lighthouses, I am directed to state that, in
obedience to my Lords' directions, the Commissioners will
for the future limit the number of notices to be issued in
conformity with the rule adopted by the Trinity House.
The Commissioners are now issuing intimations of the
lighting of Kantickhead in Orkney, and they direct me to
inquire whether this and future intimations of hghthouses,
&c. in Scotland are to be withheld from all Scotch and
local newspapers, and merely to ajipear in the London newspapers specified in the Trinity House letter.
I am, &c.
(Signed)
Alex. Cuningham,

—

Secretary.

(Addressed)

Commissioners

-

Hanover
Hansc To«iis
Mecklenburg Scliwerin

Two

.Secretary

of Northern Lighthouses.
-

The

Secretary,

Marine

Dejiartment, Bo!U"d of Trade.

A general coast light notice would, perhaps, 1
]nibUshed three times, and the cost of the three insertioi
in all the papers be about \2l.
We consider the Shijjping Gazette and Lloyd's List to
the best papers for informing the outports, as there
scarcely a port or creek in England where they are not rea
but they may not be so imiversally recei^'ed in Scotlan
The Times, Pubhc Ledger, Daily News, Morning Heral
L'nited Service Gazette, and Mitchell's Maritime Regis:
make up the number with those above named.
I am, &e.
John Ingl:
(Signed)
H. R. Wilhams, Esq,
(Addressed)
times.

1

CIRCULAR

REPLIES TO
XXI.
7.

—

V.— SCOTLAND.

I

r

I

liri'thren.
'i'lie Commissioners do not, in the cases referred to, issue
any notices beyond advertising, and they cannot help,
notwithstanding the ojiinion of the accountant to the Elder

the true principle of giving intimaseems to be that of publishing in a generally circulating

XXI.

and in the local papers.
would be much better for the Commissioners to desist
ertising or issuing any notices than to insert them in
tin- papers mentioned in the letter of the accountant of the

XXVI.

Scotland.
Circular V.

The letter from the accountant to the Trinity House, I am
to add, was forwarded in my letter of the 9th instant simply
for the purpose of explaining the jjractice of the Trinity
House, the principle of which practice, as my Lords have
stated before, should, in their opmion, be adopted throughout the United Kingdom.
I

(Signed)

(Addressed)

The

;iir(lium
1

to

be posted at those places would better meet the wants of the
case than advertisements in newspapers, many of which
never meet the eyes of seatarmg persons.
As regards notices for tenders, my Lords wish to leave it
to the Commissioners to advertise in such papers as are
likely to meet the eyes of those for whom the notices
are
intended.

I'licthren, obser\-ing that
(iiin
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— Reply by Secretary to the Board of Trade.

Northern Lighthouse Office, Edinburgh,
24th iMarch 185i>.
have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 9th
Mvvent on the subject of advertising, and enclosing the
!
of the accountant of the Trinity House to the
mutant of the Board of Trade on the subject.
i'lie letter of the accountant of the Trinity House excludes
i. iim view the printed notices which are issued by the Elder
Sir,

No.

am, &c.
T. H. Fareek.

Secretary, Com.missioners

of Northern Lighthouses.

1

n(l\

Trinity House.
Not one of these papers is ever seen in
(lie remote parts of Scotland.
The Commissioners have,
iiMwever, no desire to press their opinion, if my Lords think
tlir accountant of the Trinity
House to lie a superior
autliority as to the best means of intimating changes in
Sciitland.
The Commissioners will, in deference to ray
Lords' directions, refrain from advertising in anything but
(he papers mentioned, although, at the same time, they will
lirutest against it on account of its inutiUtj-.
I am, &c.

(Signed)

Alex. Cuningham,
Secretary.

(Addressed)

Marine
Department, Board of Trade.

Tlie Secretary,

8.

—Answer by Board of Trade.

London, 4th April 1859.
I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of
Council for Trade to acknowledge receipt of your
liiid-of the 24th ultimo on the subject of the advertiseiiitiits issued by the Commissioners of Northern LightSir,

—

i'ii\y

him-es.
As regards the advertizements of the lights, buoys, and
Ii' iinins, my Lords desire me to refer the Commissioners to
t!ir rorrespondence which took place on this subject in June
l^.'i-^.
To the opinion then expressed my Lords adhere,
and they still think that it is quite needless to advertise in
niuny of the papers mentioned in the Commissioners' list.
If there are places on the sea coast in Scotland frequented
by ]iersons who are likely to pass new lights, buoys, or
beacons where the pa])ers of more general circulation are
not to be found, and where printed notices circulated by
the hydrographer are not posted, my Lords would suggest
that the issue of printed notices by the Commissioners to

XXII. No. Buoy master goes down.
XXIII. A LETTER from A NEIGHBOURIXG LIGHTKEEPER OR SOME ONE ON THE SPOT IS RECEIVED.
XXIV. Nil, except the Change referred to in
THE report.
XXV. None, except as explained in the report.
XXVI. Statement of the Duties of the Buoy

Master.

XXII.
XXIII.

XXIV.

XXV.
XXVI.

As the name indicates, the primary duty of this oflBcer
to superintend this deiiartment of the service.
He
has to see to the efficiency of the buoys, their moorings and
mooring chains, keeping up a requisite stock of spare ones
for the renewal of those damaged, to replace those driving
from their moorings ; annually to renew the painting of
them, and to shift the newly painted for those which have
been exposed during the preceding year. To paint, when
required, the beacons, and see to their being constantly
ke])t in a proper state of repair.
To assist him in his duties there are depots at Granton,
Cromart^y, Oban, Corran, and Campbeltown.
In these depots the spare buoys and moorings for the
is

respective districts are stored.
The Buoy Master keeps boolcs showing the application
of all the buoys, the repairs ordered and executed, and the
disbursements which he has to make.
Independent of these duties the Buoy Master is called to
report occasionally on applications for new buoys, to superintend their being placed, and to take the necessary bearings
of their position.
He has also to assist annually in making up the estimate
for the succeeding year's supply, to be submitted to the

Board of Trade.

By

order of the Board,

Alexander Cuningham
Edinburgh, 22d September 1859.

CIRCULAIl

Secretary.

No. VI.

EVIDENCE COLLECTED THROUGH LLOYD'S AGENTS.
Applicable to coasts under the superintendence of the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses.
Fumhered on the same syste^n as the Index Map Geographically from v:est, north, east sunwise.

—

33.
I.

William Marshall, Merchant and ship-owner, GarUestown,
in the port of

I

II.
:

WIGTOWN

Wigtown.

is

BAY.

There is no hghts or buoys in Wigtown bay, there is
none required so far as I know of.
IV. There is a light on the Little Ross near Kirkcudbright,
which is of great service to vessels frequenting

III.

I

Wigtown

I

V.

VI.

I

bay.
aware of any improvement required.
only place where a hght might be erected

am not
The

would

be the Burgh Head, a headland the entrance to
Vv'igtown bay from Luce bay, but it is not much

wanted.

II.

VIII. No.
X. None.
XI. A flag

Circular VI.

hoisted at GarUestown pierhead when there
water in the harbour, if any vessels are in the
is

offing,

XII. None.
XIII. None.

XIV. No.
XV. None.

XVL None.
XVII. No reply
XVIII. None.

to this.

AGENTS
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:

Agents,
Evidence collected through Lloyd's
36.

34.
^^t^?? from
Capt. John M'Nem,

I.

sea.

of ARRA.N. LAML.\bH.
Nortlicrn Light Company.
are good.
IV. I consider they
Pladda has two hghts.

No

VIL

Northern Light Commissioners.
was placed
There is httle to improve, except a beacon

Ill

III

V.
\l.

CAMPBELTOWN, ARGYLESHIRE.

II.

ISLE

II

John Mcleaac, Harbour Master.

I

IV.

on Smerby

V

place.

Oil.

VI

VIIL None.
IX. None.
X. None.
XI. None wanted.
wanted.
XII. None used, and not any
„„H<!h
Lamlash
the south entrance of
XIII. A red can buoy in

Harbour.

VIII

is

from

narrow channel.

Wmiam

Campbeltown, -W.vleshire.
-.r>4«T<!
and ADJACENT COASTS,

Northern

Liifht

Commissioners.

exceptions they are

;

refer to .No

are totally lost.

\ i.

placed.
are etRcient and well
V 'Pre ent hghts and beacons
to be placed on auarry
Vi Wouldleconimend a hght
harbour. Devaar bght guides

Point, to lead into
that
to the Loch, but after

is

passed

all

is

dark,

budding could be
and the channel narrow. This
bghted br town lamperected at smaU cost, and

laid to ,vathm a
b^hter gas-pipes being already
Won d recommend
few ya^ds of proposed sight.
of Devaar
point
north-east
a beacon on 'reef at
rocks, north side ot
island, and one on Smerby

entrance to harbour.

,

.

,

are Ughted with
VII. All lights on this coast

i

pier

oil;

occurred in consequence.
' Oterard" has been removed; we underat
fishermen losing nets
stand on remonstrance from
have known the buoy on Arran-

IX The buov

X

We

it.

gales of .Mnd
man's-barrels being shifted by
our local agent, and
but immediately reported by
Comnussioners, who lost
bv us to Northern Light
having occurred
no time in replacing, no accidents
occurred, generally from fog, but
Several accidents have
want of hghts,
to
attribute
fairly
cannot

these

We

missioners

dues are
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Watson, Jun. and Co..
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some
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no accident
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only if rehas occurred through the omission,
the northstored and placed about 300 yards to
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through
leading
would be of ser\-ice as
west
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,

was found

It

not.

35.
I

i.

led into the harbour
Tlie lighthouse that formerly
was fixed at Kilkerran, but on the erection of the
disconfmued by
bt'ht on the island Devaar. was
Lights.
order of the Commissioners of Northern
to be much wanted by vessels en-

XVIII. No dues.
I know
XX. None.

,j

.

are dry at
be placed on Smerbv rocks, as the rocks
low water, and would be a guide for Otterard rock,
water
and B
low
at
on
it
feet
ten
only
which has
Smerby
about three cables length south-east from

VII. ThcTsland Davar hght

XIV. No.
XV. None paid.
XVI. I do not know of any.
XVII. 1 hear no complaints.

XIX.

rocks.

beacon were placed on Smerby rocks it would be of
great benefit to the port of Campbeltown.
An iron beacon of bar u-on might with ease and utihty

If a

to

IX There

X A

come to a safe anchorage.
no buoys in Lochindaul.
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from time to time gon
large number of vessels have
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indaul, not being able to distinguish
want of a harbour
the other at night, from the
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Evidence collected through Lloyd's Agents.
XV. There are no local dues.
XVI. I am not aware %vhether any

XIII. None.
None.
-XVITI. We have often heard ship-masters complaining of
the want of a harbour light, buoys, &c., in Lochindaul, and stating that they would cheerfully pay
harbour dues, were there a light to guide them to

W.

the anchorage.

complaints have been

made.

XVII. The general feeling of the mariners is that the
lights and buoys are efficient so far as they exist.
XVIII. There are no local dues.
XIX. None.
XX. They are supposed to be well managed.

38.
A. MacKinnon, agent for Lloyd's,

I.

Cony by

Broadford.

the

LSLANDS

RUM, CANNA, MUCK,

of

and

EIG.

of a distinguishing light to show when they are
clear of the north-east point of the island.
buoy, I think, is wanted, or rather a beacon, on a
rock called Skertarsin, at the north-east entrance
to the sound of Rasay.
A buoy on Boderg at
the entrance of Loch Toridon a large beacon on
Linga Vor, at the entrance of Lochnagall Arasaig
a buoy on the reef at the north-east of Sand
Island, at the entrance of Canna Harbour, and
one on .Skeirintra, in the entrance to Lochnevis.
My reasons are, that I have known accidents
occur on all of these.

A

;

;

'

I.

Niel M'Donald, Tacksman, Kilbride, South Uist.

CA.STLE BAY,

II.

The Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses.
IV. Yes, with the exceptions under noted.
V. I have been told by mariners that it is difficult to make
out Isleornsay Harbour in a dark night, for want
III.

VI.

40.

ARDNAMURCHANto GAIRLOCH, including

From

II.

VII. ou.
VIII. Not that I know of.
IX. I have not.
X. I have knoivn accidents occur on all the rocks I have
mentioned. Last year I had the wreck of the
schooner Eulala on Skertarsin ; and a few months
ago that of a sloop, called the " Jessie," on the
rock called Linga Vor.
XI. None are used, nor do I consider them necessary.
XII, None are used, and I hardly think they would be
of any use.
fXIII. Tliey are all coloured black on the port side and red

BARRA.

in

Commissioners of the Northern Lights.
l\. Not well hghted or buoyed.
V. No buoys or beacons in this locahty.
VI. Castle Bay, Barra, being the orily harbour in Barra
frequented by large vessels, I would recommend a
beacon painted white on a rock in the entrance, and
two buoys, one red and the other white, on other
two sunk rocks in the harbour.
VII. Colza oil.
VIII. I am not aware.
IX. I do not know.
X. I am not aware of any.
III.

XL No tide

signals used.

No fog signals used.
No bi'oys or beacons in this locaUty.
XV. I am not aware to whom they are paid.
XVI. I am not aware of any.
XVII. A number of ship masters told me that
XII.
XIII.

the Ruhusinnish light was good for nothing ; I never heard
a complaint of the Barra Head Ught.
XVIII. I am not aware of their feelings.
XIX. I am not aware.
XX. I am not aware.

1;

41.

[

upon the starboard

\''

\-,

side.
I.

XIV. No.

r'„XV. There are

^JXVI.
--.XVII.

I

no

II.

local dues.

general feeling,

lights, buoys,

I

believe,

and beacons are

McDonald, tacksman,

Kilbride,

South Uist.

LOCHBOISDEL, in SOUTH UIST.

Commissioners of the Northern Lights.
IV. Not well lighted nor yet buoyed.
V. Lochboisdel is a very fine harbour, and is very much
frequented in winter by large vessels from the
Baltic, and bound to different ])orts in England
and Ireland. There are four dangerous half-tide
rocks in the harbour of Lochboisdel, which should
have been buoyed long ago with black and white
III.

have never heard of any.

The

Niel

is

that the existing

efficient.

,,XVIII. There are no local dues.
.XIX. Answer to No. XVI. referred to.
XX. They are considered to be well managed.

buoys.

\l.

39.
'I.

James Manson, Kyleakin,

pilot in the

From

ARDNAMURCHAN to GAR LOCH,
the

III.

would recommend a revolving bright light on the
Island of Ornsay in South Uist, or on the Island
of Firay, in

Naval Surveying

Service.
II.

I

Barra, to

lead

vessels

in

distress

through the sound between Uist and Barra, from
the westward
in the entrance of the sound from
the eastward there is a large and capacious harbour called Otter Vore. If the sound was well
buoyed, white and red, after a careful survey I am
certain it would save an immense deal of life and
property.
In the year 1853 a large ship, called
the " Annie Jean," ^vith upwards of 600 passengers on board, was wrecked on Barra Island,
and about the half of that niunber drowned,
;

including

ISLANDS EIG, RUM, MUCK, and CANNA.

Northern Lighthouse Commissioners.

IV. Yes, with the exception after mentioned.
I consider it requisite that a distuiguishing hght should
be shown at the lighthouse at Isleornsay to show
a person entering the harbour when he is clear
of the north-east rock.
VI. I would recommend a beacon on Sgeirtarsuinn at the
north-east entrance of the Soimd of Raasay;
another large beacon upon Linga Mhor, at the
entrance of Lochna Gaul Arisaig; a buoy on
Boderg at the entrance of Loch Torridon, and
one on the reef at the north-east of .Sand Island,
at the entrance of Canna Harbom-, and one on
Sgeir an T'sruth in the entrance to Lochne\'is.
VII. Oil in all.
VIII. I am not aware of any.
IX. I am not aware.
X. I have known vessels go on shore on all the rocks on
which I have recommended beacons or buoys to
be placed.
XI. None are used, and I do not think they are wanted
because they are mentioned in all the charts lately
published.
XII. None are used, and I do not consider them necessary.
XIII. Black on the port hand and red upon the starboard,
according to the Admiralty directions.

V.

XIV. None.

Cc2

within three miles of the entrance of the Sound
of Barra.
In the year 1 856 a large ship belonging
to Hartlepool, called the " Hecla," Captain Moore,
came through the sound with a ship of 900 tons
register, at three-quarters flood, and only touched
once ; for I have been an eye-witness ; large vessels that get too close to the shores of this island
in bad weather and %vesterly %vinds it is almost
impossible for them to work off or round Barra
Head. For further explanation see W. Norris's
Chart of the West Highlands.

VII. Colza oil.
VIII. I am not aware of any.
IX. There were never any buoys laid down in this place
that I am aware of.
X. The schooner " Eward," of Leer, was ivrecked here on
the 24th November, 1859, and told me that he
did not see a red hght on Ruhusinnish, though
he passed within a few miles of it ; consequently
his vessel was wrecked at five o'clock next morning, with a valuable cargo of linseed from Riga.

Scotl.\nd.
Circular
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Evidence collected th BOUGH Lloyd's Agents.
XI. No tide signals used nor yet required.
XII. None used or yet required.
XIII. No buoys or beacons in this locality, though very

XV.

much required.
am not aware.

I

XVI. I am not aware of any complaints.
XVII. A number of shipmasters told me that the RuhusinnLight was good for nothing, Captain EUison
of the brig " Cambyses," of South Shields,
wrecked at Barra last year, told me that he was
knocking about within a few miles of the light,
and could not pick it up, and also Captain
Kotting, of the schooner " Kdwin," of Lea, told
ish

XVIII.

XIX.

XX.

I

me the same.
I am not aware of their feelings reg.irding the dues.
do not know.

am

I

not aware.

VI. There should be beacons on a rock in Sandwick
Bay, and on a reef inside of Arinish Point; also
on a ledge outside of Holm Point, being all ha'.f*
tide rocks, and in the tract of ships entering and
leaving the harbour with adverse winds. (See
Ca])tain Otter's charts.)
There is also a buoy or
beacon required on Skrivon, a rock near the
centre of Broadbay, where se^'eral vessels have
been wrecked.
VII. Colza oil.
^'III. ^Ye are not aware.
IX. The buoy on Skerinoe, off Glass, L. H., was twice
washed away, but replaced as soon as jiossihle,
and in the interim a schooner (the LawTence
O'Connor Doyle) was totally ^vTecked on it.
X. Several vessels have struck, of late years, on the
rocks descri])ed in ([uestion (1 ; one so late as the
."ith November 18.'i9
the ' Frederick Wilhelmine,"
of Danzig, struck on the reef inside Arinish Point.
XI. No tide signals required, as there is sufficient depth of
water at aU stages of the tide.
XII. We are not subject to fogs.
There
is only one iron beacon off Arinish Light,
XIII.
black, with white top, of a conical form, on which
a light reflects at night, from the east base of the
;

4
I.

II.

2.

Alexander Macdonald, Ballranauld,
Lochmaddy, agent to Lloyds.

North Uist,

by

LOCHMADDY, ISLAND of NORTH UIST, INVER-

NESS-SHIRE, N.B.
There is none at present.
IV. There are neither buoys nor beacons at Lochmaddy,
and no lighthouse nearer than Glass light, on the
south coast of Harris, 22 miles east-north-east, and
Rhu-Ushinish light on the south-east coast of
South Uist, about 20 miles south-west by south
by compass from the entrance of this harbour.
absence
of a harbour light, a beacon of masonry, and
In
V.
one buoy, would he very serviceal>le.
VI. I would recommend a harbour light to lie erected on
the south ])oint of tlie entrance, and a buoy on the
edge of the shoal lying off the north-east side of
the Reele group of islands, for the following reasons, viz., there is such a sameness in the coast
on both sides of the entrance, that it is difficult
III.

that

it

;

No

XI\'.

buoj-s.

XV. No local dues.
XVI. I do not know
XVII.

much
XVIII. No

XIX. No

XX.

I

of any.

has been the opinion of many sliipmasters, frequenting the port, that a harbour light was very

It

dues, except the usual charge for Arinish, aa
one of the Northern Lights, and a small tonnage
rate on vessels using the quays.
XVI. We have heard no complaints.
XVII. Mariners comp.ain of the Arinish Light being too
low, and the want of beacons as specified in
question VI.
XVIII. We have heard no complaints.
XIX. The small ainoi nt collected for quayage is expended
for keeping the quays in repair.
11th Jan., 18G().

—

44.

make

it out in a dark night or in thick weather;
has been the mail packet station for upwards of 50 years, and is now a good deal frequented by steamers and other trading vessels,
which must lie to off the entrance in dark nighis
for daylight
besides, it is a harbour where any
sized vessel can find shelter in.
VII. No lights nearer than those mentioned in No. IV.
VJIl. 1 know of none.
IX. I do not know of any.
X. I know of several shipuTecks and loss of life on the
north-west coast of North Uist, entirely owing to
the want of a lighthouse on tliat part of the coast.
XI. None required here.
XII. If there was a lighthouse, a fog signal would be of
service, but otherwise it could not be attended to.
XIII. There are none.

to

tower.

XIV. No.
XV. No local

required.

local

dues paid

hei'e.

local dues collected.

heard no complaints against the management of any
of the lighthouses I have ah'cady mentioned.

Dugald Graham, master. Clansman Steamer, of Glasgow.

I.

STORNOWAV HARBOUR, ISLAND

II.

III.

of

LEWLS.

The Northern Lighthouse Commissioners.

IV. No, not sufficiently.
\'. Two beacons are required for the harbour, one
upon
the reef in Sandwick Bay, and one upon the
Packet Rocks.
'I'he
lighthouse upon Arinish
Point is not of sufficient elevation ; the light is
not half jiowerful enough and the flash is too
short
I often was ^^dthin two and a half to three
miles of it before I could jiick it up.
VI. I have already referred to the harbour of Stornoway
in No. V.
The Raven Rock entrance of the Glen
d'hus, Sutherlandshire, the Sgeir Tarsunuin, off
Scalpa Island, near Portree, and the entrance
of Loch Carron, require beacons ; a considerable
traffic is in eacli locality at the fishing season;
besides the regular trading of the steamers upon
the coast, these are the most important.
Several
other localities are also needful of buoys and
beacons, but not so much as those stated.
VII. ^^^lale oil.
VIII. No, not aware.
IX. Most of the buoys get adrift from time to time in
winter season ; I do not, however, know of ai^
accident in consequence.
X. A schooner was lost upon Sgeir Tarsunuin, above refeiiql
to, a year ago,
besides many narrow escapai
;

,

from them

all.

XI. None used, and not wanted.
^',
XII. Not used, nor required.
XIII. There are none used.
XVI. Several representations have been made to the
Northern Light Commissioners about the lighthouse on Arrnish Point, and the beacons referred
to have also been recommended
no result.
X^'II. Very dissatisfied with the efficiency of the light, and
the want of the beacons referred to in particular.
,.

43
I.

W. and

II.

III.

R, Morison, merchants,
Storncnvay.

and agents

to Lloyd's,

stohxowaV.
The only

light is on Arinish Point, where there is also
both erected by the Commissioners for
Northern Lights, and under their conti'ol.

a beacon,

IV. No.
\. The light on Arinish Point is so low, that in hazy weather it cannot be seen above three miles seaward,
and then only a mere flash, the space for exhibition being too contracted, and the revolution
too quick ; this being a fine harbour, and much
frequented, the light should be more elevated

and impr.

\cd.

;

45.
I.

II.

Magnus Lyon, Stromness, master

of " Royal Mail
Stci.m Post Office Packet to Thurso.

HOY, ^YALLS, and PENTLAND FIRTH,

West.
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EviDEN'CE COLLECTED THROUGH LlOYD's AgENTS.

and south-west, and a red
Rora Head, Ruck«ick, Hoy, Orkney.
north-east

VII. Vegetable
VIII. No.
IX. No.

A buoy

on the rock called Lippa, lying in the entrance Scotland.
to Water Sound ; this buoy would require to be
of considerable size, as the tide runs strong in Cu'cular
this sound, and I think the colour should be
black.

VI.

Northern Lighthouse Commissioners.
IV. No.
V. Nil.
VI. Little Holborn Head, Caithness Lights,
III.

VL

bearing
light

on

XV.

X^o dues leWed here.

What

XV'II.

oil.

I have described in the foregoing is generally
thought by the seafaring class frequenting this

port as a desideratum.

X. The Glasgow packet of Wick, I. Leith,niaster, grounded
on the lower western point of the outer Holm of
Stromness, on the 12th December current.
xr. NU.
XII. A gong on the west lighthouse. Hoy Sound, would
be useful in dark and foggy weather.
XIII. Black on the port, and red on the stai-board sides;
form, nun and flat buoys.
XIV. Black is preferred, being best seen.

XV. None.
XVI. X'one worth

— IHth January, 1860.

WKST and SOUTH COAST and MAINLAND of ORKNEY, mth the ISLAND ADJACENT THERETO.

Commissioners of Northern Lights.
IV. No.
V. Nil.
VI. A small iron beacon on the west point of the outer
holm of Cairston ; buoy on the outer point of the
bank, sheltering Cairston Roads ; a buoy on the
rock on the west side of Scapa Bay ; buoy on
Lippa Rock, Watersound ; aiul buoj' and beacon
on St. Margaret's Hope, St. Roland's Bay, see
Mr. Lycris's report.
III.

VII. Oil.
A

I

II.

Not

that

I

ST.

II.

am

aware

of.

IX. Lipjia Rock Buoy was taken away some years ago,
and various accidents have occurred in Watersound and St. Margaret's Hope.
X. The Ina, Arthur, of Sunderland, from Quebec, struck
on the bank east of Cairston Roads on the 16tli
December 1S58, and filled with water. Various
ships have grounded on the same shoal, and
within the harbour for want of a beacon on the

No

HOPE,

BAY,

WATER SOUND
and HOLM

PAN HOPE,

III. Commissioners of Lights.
IV. No.
V. N^one.
VI. A buoy on Lippa Rock, in Water Sound; a buoy on
the shoal lying in the bay of St. Margaret's Hope,
called Scovil Fl<ps ; a metalhc beacon on the reef
shoal aying on the west side of St. Margaret's
Hope entrance, and a hght on Grimness Head.
^'essels frequently go on the above shoals, and
the want of a hght is much felt for vessels taking
Holm and \\'ater sound, as also for herring boats
during the fisliing season.

VII. Oil.
VIII. None.
IX. Lippa Rock buoy was removed ; said to have run
down by the tide (which was not the fact). A
petition was sent to the Commissioners of Northern Lights, on ;iOth May, 1855, for the replacement of the Lippa Rock Buoy, as also for a hght

on Grimness Head.

A number of

X.

vessels ha\-e

of the buoy;

Margaret's

run on Lippa Rock for want
harbour of St.

vessels taking the

Hope go on

the shoals there.
XI. None.
XII. No fog signals are here; a gun on Grimness Head
to be used during the herring fishery season, say
from 12th July to 20th September, to guide vessels
and boats employed in said fishing would be a
great boon to the fishermen of the Isles of Orkney, as fogs are pre\'alent during the above
time,

and boats frequently find themsehes

in

Pentland Firth, when they often lose their drift of
nets, for want of a signal to Watersound.
Neva
Skerry beacon is a metallic common black. Grinds
buoy, chequered white and black Holm Sound
" Cubsay buoy,"
beacon, metalhc, piUar red.

holm.
XI.

MARGARET'S
SOUND.

Robertson, Stromness, agent to Lloyd's, &c.

The

II.

deputy agent for Lloyd's, St. Margaret's
Hope, Orkney.

WIDEWALL

46.
.Inn.

S. P. Lanth,

notice.

XVII. Good.
XVIII. None.
XIX. None.
XX. Nothing particular.

I.

48.
I.

;

but much needed on Grinner's Head,
Southern Wray, particularly fog signals, during

tide signals,

Holm

.Sound, black.

the herring fishing season.
XII. None.
XIII. The beacon on Neva Holm is red, as also the one in
Skerry Sound ; the buoys are red port side, and
black starboard side ; chequered buoy on the
Grinds, when the passage is any side.

XIV. None.
XV. No local dues.
XVI. Vide No. IX.
XVII. Inefficient.

XIV. No.

XX. GeneraDy

XVIII. None.

XIX.

Nil.

satisfactory.

XV. None.
XVI. When made

they have generally

been

answered

favourably.

XVII. Pretty good feeling of late
XVIII. X^ot to my knowledge.
XIX. None collected.

XX. N'othing

particularly;

years.

generally

49.
satisfactory.

— 17th

January 1860.

I.

A. Sutherland, Lloyd's agent for Shetland.

II.

The

III.

IV.

SHETLAND ISLANDS.

Commissioners of Northern Lights.
The east coast of Shetland is now well lighted, hut on
the whole west coast thei-e are none, and to mv
certain knowledge ships and Unes are lost for
want of a hght say on the Vee Skerries. Many
buoys are required on the east coast from Lerwici. to Yell .Sound on sunk rocks, say one on
the Soldian rock two miles north-east from
Brena ; one on the Unicorn at the entrance of
Catfirth Voe
one in Yell Sound on a sunk rock
called Yell's Baa, near by the Island of Urfacy;
one in the north entrance to Lerwick near by
Rovey Head ; one on the Ha\Te du Grind sunk
rocks, three miles south-east from Foula.
A
•(•essel
from Archangel was lost on this rock a
few years since, and no doubt others are lost in

—

47.
I.

II.

Wm.

Cromarty, J. P., Merchant, St. Margaret's Hope,
Orkney.
particidarly ST. MARGARET'S HOPE and

More

;

WATER SOUND.

IV. No.

V.

A

metalUc beacon, instead of an old stick placed on
a reef at the entrance to St. Margaret's Hope, and
a buoy on a sunken rock called Scovil Flaes, on
the opposite side of the entrance.

Cc3

AGENTS
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whicli are nevor heard of, as many anchors and
chains have been seen on the Havre du Grind
sunk rock, and also about the Vee Skerries ; the
latter are partly above the surface.
buoy should be placed near the south entrance to
it

Ciicular VI.

A

VJ,

Lenrick on a shoal called the Baa of Twagoes.
buoy should also be jdaced on a sunk rock
about half a mile north from the Green Holm,
tlu'ee miles from the north entrance to Lerwick.
VIII. I am not aware of any such occurrence.
IX. lliere are only two buoys laid do^Ti on the whole
coast of Shetland, and those are in the harbour of
Lerwick, sometimes accidents did occur formerly,
but none since these two were placed. These two
buoys have been placed by the Commissioners of
the Northern Lights.
X. I may state without any doubt that many accidents h&ve
occurred principally on the west coast for want
of a light. Two vessels were, not long since, lost
with their crews, viz., the "True Blue" of Glasgow, and " Charles Jones " of London, both of
which might have been saved had there been but
one light to (hrect them.
XL I do not think tide signals are required on this coast.
XII. There never were any fog signals used on any part of
Shetland ; ])erhaps at times they might be of use.
XIII. Black, form round, one of which is placed on a rock,
the outer on a shoal about a (juarter of a mile
distant from each other.

A

XIV.

I

am

not aware they require any alteration.

XV. There

are dues chargeable here for lights, paid to the
customs at the same rates as at any

collector of

XIII. Tlie colour of the buoys in Lerwick harbour are
black ; one is laid on a rock and the other on a
shoal.

XIV. No.

XV. There are no local dues levied on shipping.
XVI. I have not heard of any complaint.
XVII. Since the Hght was placed recently on the south
end of Brassay, the entrance to our harbour, the
mariners are generally well satisfied with the hghts

on the south-east side of the islands.
XVIII. There are no causes of complaint, there being no
local dues charged.

XIX. No local dues.
XX. I have not heard
of

51.
I.

James Hoseason, Merchant, Mossbank, Shetland.

SHETLAND

ISLANDS generally.
To the
III. C'ommissioners of Northern Lights, I beheve.
IV. No.
V. It would be almost impossible to light and buoy eveiy
part of the Shetland islands, as they would require to render their navigation safe to strangers
most particularlv required refer to
for them
II.

VI.

I

east side, but the west side is quite unlighted ; a
light on the Ve Skerries would in a great measure
su])ply that desideratum.
I would also recom-

of Lerwick is very good, and since the erection of
a light recently on the south end of Brcssa, this
hai'tjour can now be approached by day or night
free of danger.

XIX. Xo

XX.

I

are

no

mend

a beacon to be placed on each of the Rumble
Yell Sound is the usual
Skerries in Yell Sound.
passage through the islands from the German
ocean to the Atlantic and nee versa, and with
easterly winds much used by the Greenland fleet

local dues.

local dues.

am

not aware of any in pai-ticular, as far as regards
My cv.-n opinion is, that it would be of
the gieatest importance to have a hght on Fair
Isle, situated 'twixt the Orkneys and Shetland
about half way.
lights.

on their outward passage, and the Rumble Skerare two very dangerous half-tide rocks right
in the middle of it.
VII. I do not know.
VIII. I am not aware of any such.
IX. There are no buoys in Shetland except two in Lerwick
harbour, and only recently laid down.
XI. I understand that Greenland vessels have occasiont^
grounded on the Rumbles, but I am not suf&ries

ciently informed

.50.
I.

PORT

of LERWICK,
ISLANDS generally.

and

the

SHETLAND

Commissioners of Northern Lights.
IV'. Lerwick harbour and the east coast is now very well
lighted, but there are several sunk rocks off the
north enti'ance of Lerwick harbour requiring
See No. VI.
buoys.
\l. A light is much required on the Ve Skerries, lying
a few miles to the westward of Papa. There are
no lights on the west coast.
TTie Vee Skerries
is a verj- dangerous reef of rocks.
There are
several sunk rocks off the north entrance to
Ler\\-ick harbour on which buoys should be
placed, namely, the Soldian, Nimbans, off the east
side of Rossary, and one on a sunk rock near
Rovey Head, in the north entrance, also on the
Unicorn rock off the entrance to Catfirth Xoe.
A buoy or beacon would be necessary on the
Ha^Te du Grind rocks, three miles south-east of
Foulas. A beacon is also necessary on the Rumble
Skerries in Yell Sound.
VII. OU.
III.

I am not aware of any such occurrence.
IX. There are only h\-o buoys laid down on the whole
coast, and they are in Len^-ick harbour
pre\nous
to their being laid down some accidents did
occur. The buoys have not been displaced since
they were laid down.

VIII.

;

X.

A

to

give

numerous wrecks on our

Joseph Leask, merchant, Lerwick, Shetland.

II.

No. A'l.
would recommend a light to be placed on the Ve
Skerries, near HiUswick
there are at present a
light on each end of the group, and one on the
;

other part of the kingdom.

XVI. I am not aware of any.
XVII. The general feeling of mariners frequenting the port

XVIII. There

of any complaint on the management
the coast lights by the Commissioners of

Northern Lights.

fiom Archangel was wrecked on the Ha\Te
du Grand rocks a few years ago, which might
not have taken place had there been a light on the

vessel

Vee Skerries.
XI. There are none, and none required.
XII. There are none, and do not think they

are required.

names
islands.

or dates of the

There

is little

doubt many are attributable to the want of
hghts, two of the three coast lights have only
been recently hghted.
XI. There are none, and none required.
XII. There are none, and could be of no service.
XIII. Refer to No. VIII.
XIV. Refer to No. VIII. I am not aware that they requiie

any

XV.

alteration.

do not

know whether any

for the lights recentfy
buoys or beacons none.
to former queries, and have alrea(|y
pointed out the desirability of a Hght on Ve Skerries, and beacons on the Rumble Skerries.
XV'II. ,1 think it is what I have expressed in these
answers.
XVIII. Light dues have recently been exacted from our
fishing vessels prosecuting the fishery on the coast
and banks of Faroe, and as the hght under the
charge of the Northern Light Commissioners can
be of Httle or no ser>-ice to them, dissatisfaction
has been expressed. I am ignorant, however,
whether these dues have been charged for the
northern lights generally, or for the two hghts
recently erected on our coast, but aU are equally
I

erected

;

for

XVI. In an answer

useless to the fishing vessels at or near the coasts
of Faroe.

XIX. Refer to XVIII.
XX. I am not aware of any

general opinion other than that

fishing vessels, which, generaUy without
seeing or being near a British Hght, ])roceed
direct to the Faroe islands, and then prosecute
the fishery for one or two months at once, and

our

return without the aid of any benefit from said
lights, should not be charged.
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buoy on the said reef, and also Kinnaird's Head,
and then it to show up a red light between the Une
of the buoy on Rattray Brig, and until Carinbulg
Brigs were passed, and the light to appear in
the same colour as it is at present. There is a
large iron beacon on Carinbulg Brigs, lately put
on, which is of very great service.
VI. I may also state, that a buoy would be of very great
ser\-ice on the outer part of the reef of rocks
which hes about one mile of Scoteston Head;
is also very dangerous, and uTecks often occur
upon it.
VII. The hght on Kinnaird's Head is from oiL
The
leading Hghts at the harbour of Fraserburgh are
from gas, but would recommend them to be much

52.

William Watson, ship agent, Cromarty,
Lloyd's, Cromarty district.

I.

PORT

n.

of

agent for

CROMARTY, MORAY FIRTH, CRO-

MARTY and LWERXESS FIRTHS.
Commissioners of Northern Lights ; Alexander Cunningham, Esq., Secretary, residing in Edinburgh.
IV. Most certainly, with the exception of a buoy wanted
on the bank, described in answer to Query VI.
on this paper.
V. The lighthouse stands about 100 yards above highwater mark, in consequence of which, vessels are
frequently aground, on a sand bank, about a
quarter of a mile lower down, wliich a buoy placed
on it would remedy.
VI. On the sandbank referred to in answers to query
Nos. IV. and V. on this paper, bearing E.N.E.,
about a quarter of a mile lower down the firth
than lighthouse.
VII. Colza oil used in lighthouse.
VIII. Never; the lights being well attended to aU along
III.

;

larger, as they are a safe

the coast.

X. None whatever

XL No

that much life and property have been
lost on these headlands, which would in all hkeli-

hood have been saved had the lights, &c. been
arranged as al)0\'e.
There are no tide signals used at this port, and I
consider there should be, and shown at two-thirda
flood by ball or flag by day, and a green light by
night.

in this locahty.

any kind used in our harbour. A
would be most advantageous at the
A light by night, and a
black ball by day.

signal

harbour of Cromarty.
flag or

my opinion

is

XII. There are no fog signals used here, but they would
be of the greatest importance at this port,
especially in the fishing season.
XIII. There are no buoys about this port but one, and it
is very often adrift and on shore, from which
great inconvenience is found.
For the safety of
the navigation of this port, I consider it necessary
that a nun buoy should be placed at the north
side of the channel, on the outer side of the
outer bush, and another on the south side of the
channel, on the bush of the beach.
XVII. The general feehng of seafaring peojile here is as
stated at No. XIII."

months

tide signals of

tide

It

XL

IX. The buoys are never displaced in this firth.
The
Commissioners of Northern Lights have them
overhauled, painted and securely anchored anew
every t%veh-e

guide to vessels passing

Carinbulg Brigs.

X.

XII. No fog signals used in this locaUty.
XIII. The buoys are all red on starboard side going up
the firth, and black on the port side, form of a
sugar loaf, arranged as stated before.
XIV. No ; they suit very well as at present.
XV. Yes collected by officer of customs, and paid over to
the Commissioners of Northern Lights.
;

XVI. No com])laints.
XVII. Perfectly satisfied.
XVIII. Quite satisfactory
XIX. Most certainly.

XX. The

general opinion

;

is

I

55.

hear no complaints.
I.

that the

management

is

admira-

and can scarcely be improved upon.
December, 1859.

ble,

II.

— 22d

James Geddie,

shipbuilder, Kingston, SpejTnouth,

SPEYMOUTH.

ill.

IIII.

None.

IV. There are neither Ught, buoy, nor beacon within eight
miles of this port.

None.
IXI.

Our

use tide signals occasionally, but they would
not answer to be stationary, as the channel shifts

pilots

often, owing to the strong current of the
and the great quantity of loose shingle at
mouth.
XIII. Our pilots use small buoys, but have occasion to

so very

river

its

shift

them very

by the

often, as occasion requires
shifting of the sliingle.

FRASERBURGH,

IV. No.
V. A large nun buoy should be jilaced on the outer end
of the reef of rocks at Rattray Head.
VI. Because the reef at Rattray Head extends IJ mUes
seaward, and is very dangerous.
VII. The hght on Kinnaird's Head is from oil; the harbour hghts are from gas.
X. There have been many v\Tecks on Rattray Head, no
doubt several have taken place from want of a
buoy and proper lights.
XI. Tliere are no tide signals at this port; a flag was
hoisted for a short time at half flood, but it has
been given up, which I consider ven,' improper ; a
flag or ball ought to be hoisted at hjilf flood.
XII. None.
XIII. Only one buoy, and it is sometimes adrift; two
buoys should be laid do^\Ti, one to the north, and
the other at the south entrance of the channel.

53.
jl.

John Park, shipowner, Fraserburgh,

them

XV. None.

56.

XVI. None.
XVII. Never heard any remarks made.

and T. Kirkwood, merchants and agents for Lloyd's
and ADJACENT COAST.
IV. We do not think this coast is sufficiently lighted.
VI. Goatness Point, about three miles south-east from
Dunbar, because a very large proportion of the
WTecks which occur in our district, wh\ch extends
from St. Abb's Head to GuUan Ness, happens in
I.

II.

XVIII. Never heard any comolamts.

XIX. As far as ever I heard.
XX. Never heard any complaints.

I.

J.

DUNBAR

that neighbourhood. In oiu- opinion this is caused
by the chain of the Lammei-moor Hills, which

54.
I.

John Stephen,

seal

and whale ship

"

MUenka," FRA-

commences at .St. Abb's Head, and recedes inland to a distance of several miles from this Point,
being mistaken for the line of coast, the intervening country being flat, and the point itself very
low, are not observable from sea at night.

SERBURGH—

shipmaster.
IV. No.
V. I consider that Rattray Head is the most dangerous
headland on the whole east coast of Scotland,
being very low, and the shore light sand, makes
it scarcely perceptible at night, especially in moonhght nights ; and also that it has very dangerous
reefs laying seaward of it, one in particular to
the south-east, which extends 14 miles from highwater mark, and I consider it necessary that a
large nun buoy should be laid down in si.x
fathoms at low water, on the outer end of this
reef, and also that Kinnairds Head and Buchan
Ness light should be so arranged as to make
this head passed in greater safety, such as Buchan
Ness light masked shore ward to the Une of the

c

VII. Oil.

We are not aware that such has ever happened.
IX. There are no buoys on this coast.
X. See our answer to No. VI.
XI. There are none, and we do not think they are required
^'III.

here.

XII. None, and not required.
XIII. There are none.

XV. None.
XVII. Similar

c

-1

to our answer to No. VI.

Scotland.
Cii'cular

VI.
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Scotland.

57.

01.
Circular VI.
I.

John Spenre. merchant, Dunnet, Thurso.

II.

III.

IV.

PENTLAXD FIRTH DISTRICT.
Commissioners of Northern Lights.
do consider them well Uuhted. Tliere are no buoys,

1

am

James Calder, shipmaster. Ratter, Dunnet, Thm-so.
II. PF.NTLAND FIRTH DISTRICl'.

I.

III.

IV.

Commissioners of Northern Lights.
do consider them well lighted. Tliere are no buoys

am

aware, occasion for any.
V. I cannot suggest any improvement in these respects.
VI. .SeeV.
VII. 1 am informed the combustible in use at Dunnet

Head is Colza oil.
VIII. I am not aware of any such occurrence.
IX. No buoys.
See IV.
X. I am not aware of any such subsequently to the erection
of a beacon on the Skerry of Stroma, which took
place about two years ago.
XI. There are no tide siguals used, nor in the circumstances
of the locahty do any apjjear necessary.
XII. There are no fog signals used, and, owing to the rapid
tides, I do not see that they could be of great

Head is Colza oil.
VIII. I am not aware of any such occurrence.
IX. No buoys. See IV.
X. I am not aware of any such subsequently to the erection of a beacon on the Skerrj" of Stroma, which
took place about two years ago.
XI. There are no tide signals used, nor in the circum
stances of the locality do any appear necessary.
XII. There are no fog signals used, and owing to the
rapid tides, I do not see that they could be of

1

use.

—

XIII. There is but one beacon that on the Skerry of
Stroma, which is of a pyramidal form painted red.
XIV. I consider the form and colour good, and do not
think any change would be of advantage.
SV. There are no local dues.
-VVI. I am not aware of any.
X^TI. The general feehng api)ears to be that these
arrangements are tlie best possible in the circum-

XVIII.

stances.
No local dues.

XIX. See

XX. The

See XV.
above.
general opinion ajjpears to be fa\ourable.

•

I

aware, occasion for any.
V. I cannot suggest any impro\ement in these respects.
VI. See V.
VII. I am informed the combustible in use at Dunnet
nor, as far as

nor, as far as

I

great use.

XIII. There is but one beacon, that on the Skerry of
Stroma, which is of a pyramidal form, painted red.
XIV. I consider the form and colour good, and do not
think any change would be of advantage.

XV. Tliere are no local duet.
XVI. I am not aware of any.
XVII.

Tlie

general feehnir appears to be that these ar])ossible in the circum-

rangements are the best
stances.
No local dues.

See XV.
XIX. See above.
XX. The general opinion appears

XVIII.

to be quite favourable.
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The numbers in
v}ith the

IRELAND.
CIRCULAR

I.

the

in Circular

I.

-CONSTITUTION OF GENERAL AUTHORITIES,
INCLUDING

OFFICE STAFF, GENERAL BUSINESS, EXPENDITURE,

BALLAST BOARD, DUBLIN.
I.

Number

of

Days of Attendance of Members, and

Thomas Crostiiwait,
Presideut of the

Chamber

of

Commerce,

Esq., J.P,

their Dates, in

vnargin correspond
the Questions

numbers of

1857 and 1858.

e^c.

&C.
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I.

Constitution of General Authority, &c.

to VIII.
Sir

Circular

I.

Questions
tu YIII.

James Dombeain,

Formerly of Royal Navy, and late Inspector-General of Coast Guard
Ireland; appointed 18*8 = 11 years a Member.

I.

14. 15, 21, 22, 28,
29.

7, 8,

16, 22, 29,

1, 2, 3, 8, 9,
.10.

5, G, 12, 19, 20,
5, 6, 19,

26

4, IS, 19,

-

23

2. 4, 11, 12, 18,

27

3, 6, 9, 16, Si,

19

-

t>
1, 8, 15, 16, 23
19th and 20th April 1858 in
London waiting on Board
of Tra<le relative to steamer.
3
19,20,27
En^'aged on inspection of the
lightlumses, &c. round the
coast, from the 5th to the
20th May 1857, and from
the 4th to the 16th May]858.

30

I

8th, 9th, and Iflth of July
(inclusive) with Committee in London waiting on

Board of Trade.
September

I

From the loth
inspection

-

November

-

to the 28th of

Sc'pti-niber 1857

October

of

engaged on
the

Irish

liKlithouses, &e.
21, 22

ir,,

1, 8, 15, 16. 17, 22^

24, 29, 30.
12, 19, 20, 26, 27

4, 5, 11, 12, 15, 18, 19,

25.
2, 3, 10, 23, 24, 30,

Deccmbe^-

31

MICH.4-EL STArNTON, Esq.,
Collector-General of Taxes. Represented the City Corporation at the
Board, as Alderman or Lord Mayor, from 1st January 1846 to 1850;
appointed a Life Member 1830 = 9 years a Member^
185?.

January
February

March
April
>ray

Juno
July

7,8,22,28,29

9,

18, 25

30
6, 13. 27
12, 26, 27

24
1,7,18,14,16,23,28,29
4, 26
2, 3, 10, 17
6, 14, 20, 21, 28
4, 10, 11, 24
1, 9, 15, 24, 29
5, 6, 13. 20
3, 17, IS, 24
2, 3. 16, 23,

Merchant

—

;

Total.

1858.

Total.

2. 16, 2.3,

0,

BEACONS

-

-

-

2,6,11,18.19,24,231, 9, 15,

23

6.7,21.27
25
1.8.9, 15,16,22,30
.i, 6, 27
3, IS, 24,

-

2,3,16,17,23,24,3029
4.3,15,18,19,25
7, 14. 28.

2.3.10, 23,24, 30,.11-

RoBEUT C&n^VElh^ Esq.,
appointed 1850 = 9 years a Member.

:

I.

to VIII.

BEPLiES TO
I.

John Petee Haedy,
Director of the

Bank

of Ireland,

July 1868 =

—

CIRCULAR NO.

L— IRELAND.

Constitution of General Authority, &c

to VIII.

Esq.,

Merchant and Ship 0\vner
1 year a Member.

;

appointed
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Ireland.

Constitution of General Aithority, &c

to IX.

Answer
Circuliir

I.

The meetings

Uuestions
I. to IX.

to

Query VI.

of the Corporation are regulated

Act, copy of wliich

is

l)y

the

herewith sent.

26 Geo.

3. c. li).

—

A BalhsfFirst meetinr/ to be on or before first May tiexl.
Each member to take the outli
qffice to be appointed.

—

lierein.

And be it enacted by tlie authority aforesaid, that the
of the said Corjioration herel)y ap])ointed, or some
three of them, do and shall meet and assemble themseh'es at
the Royal Exchange in Dublin, on or Ijefore the first day of
Way next, and do and shall at such meeting apjjoint and
constitute one office in some proper and con\-enieut place in
the said city, which from thenceforth shall be called and
known by tlie name of " The Ballast Office of the Port of
DubUn," and that each and every of the members of the
said Corporation shall, before they or any of them proceed
to execute the purposes of this Act, take and subscribe the
5.

members

following oath or affirmation

"

:

A.B. do solemnly promise and swear, that I will
faithfully and impartially, according to the best of my skill
and knowledge, execute the several powers and trusts committed to me in and by an Act of ParUament now in force
An .\ct for promoting the Trade
in tliis kingdom, entitled
of Dubhn, by rendering its Port and Harbour more comaffection, ])rejudice or mahce ;
fa\our
or
modious,' without
and 1 do also solemnly sweai', that I lia\-e not entered, and
memlier
of the Corporation
that during my being a
aj)|K)inted by the said Act will not enter, into any contract,
directly or indirectly, for executing the purposes of the said
Act or any of them, or for supplying any materials for
carrying on or executing the same, nor will 1 be engaged in
any "security for any person or persons holding or who shall
hold any office by virtue of the said Act, or for any person
I

'

:

herein contained.

pers()ns

in writiny In be made of all such proceedings, and
laid before the Chief Goi'crnor and Council;
;/ disapproved of by them, roid.

Returns

members

as aforesaid, or of the salary or salaries, aUowauce or
allowances, to be paid to them or any of them, shall be
valid, nor shall any rule, order, byelaw, or regulation to be
made by the said Corporation be of any force or effect,
unless a return in writing of such appointment or ajipoint-

and the same

deemed an Act of the Corporation

if three

members

be not present.
6. And be it further enacted, that no act of the members
of the said Corporation shall be deemed an act of the said
Corporation unless there shall be at the least three members
of the said Cor])oration duly assembled, present at such act,
and that the act of the majority of the members present, not
being fewer than three, at every meeting duly assembled,
shall be and |be considered as the act of the said Cor-

allowance or allowances, as aforerule, order, byelaw, or regidation as aforesaid, as the case shall happen to be, (which
return or cojiy shall be under the seal of the said Corporation,) shall be laid before the Lord Lieutenant or other
chief governor or governors and the Pri\7 Council of this
kingdom for the time being, by deUvering the same at
the office of the clerk of the Pri\7- Council twenty-one
days at least before such a])])ointment or appointments,
i-ule. order, byelaw, or regulation shall be intended to take
effect ; and if the said Lord Lieutenant or chief governor or
governors and Pri\-y Council shall, within the said twentyone days, signify to the said Coqjoration at their said office
their disapprobation of sueh appointment or appointments,
rule, order, byelaw, or regulation respectively, the same

ments, salary or
said,

poration.

Maij meet when they think proper.

And

it further enacted by the authority aforesaid,
that from and after such time as such office shall be so
appointed as aforesaid the said Corporation shall and may,
at such times and as often as they shall think fit, meet
and assemble themselves at the i)lace so to be appointed,

7.

be

or at such other place as shall or may from time to
time be appointed by them for such office, and shall and
may at such meetings give and sign orders for the necessary, current, and usual ex))enditures for the carrying on
a meeting when deemed necessary,

— appoint
—make

—
— Such

officers,

rules, eye.

estahli.ih

salaries,

rules,

i^-c.

—

shall be of

officers.

not to be contrary

to law.

be it fiuther enacted by the authority aforesaid,
and may be lawful to and for the said Corfrom time to time, when and as often as they
shall think necessary- or find it expedient, by summons
to be left at the usual place of abode of each and every
of the mendjers of the said Corporation, to convene a
meeting or meetings of the said Corporation to be held
at the said office, which summons shall express the purpose for which such meeting shall be intended, and that
it shall and may be lawful to and for the said Corporation, at such respecti\'e meeting or meetings so to be
convened as aforesaid, to give and sign orders for the
payment of all extraordinary or vinusual expenditures
wliich they shall find and judge necessary for caiTving
into execution the purposes of this Act, and to elect and
appoint such officers as they shall think fit and proper
for the execution of the several matters comprised in this
Act. and to establish such salaries and allowances to be
paid to such officer and officers, and e^-ery of them
respectively, out of the produce of the pajTuents and
diitifs herein-after directed to be paid, as to the said CorS.

that

And

it

shall

force or effect.

ap]iointments, rule, order, byelaw, or regulation respectively,
the same shall from the time of the expiration of the said
twenty-one days stand in fuU force and effect, notnithstanding that such Lord Lieutenant or chief governor or
governors and Pri\-y Council shall not have signified any
express approbation thereof.

jioration

.

no

10. Pro\-ided always, that if the said Lord Lieutenant or
other chief governor or governors and Pri^^- Council for the
time being shall not within the said twenty-one days, to he
comjiuted from the day of delivering at the office of the
clerk of the Council in manner aforesaid such return or
copy as aforesaid, signify to the said Corporation at their
said office their disapprobation of such ajipointment or

sign orders,

— remove

salaries,

and a true copy of such

If their disapprobation be not signified within twenty-one days,
such proceedings deemed valid.

the general and usual business of the said Corporation.

May summon

—

!). And
provided also, that no such appointment or
appointments as aforesaid, of any such officer or officers

oath or affirmation any tliree or more of the said
are hereby empowered to adminster to each other,
is to be entered in a book to be kept particularly for that purpose.

"".Vhich

No Act

to IX.

haven-masters to be appointed as herein-after mentioned,
and for ap])ointing the place in wliich such office as aforesaid shall be from time to time held, as the said Corporation shall judge necessary or expedient; all which mlt«,
orders, byelaws, and regulations shall be as binding and
conclusive, to all intents and purposes, as if the same were
enacted by this Act Provided such rules, orders, byelaws,
and regxilations, or any of them, or any matter therein to
be contained, shall not be contrary to any of the laws or
statutes of this realm, or to this Act, or any of the clauses

entering into or who shall enter into any
contract relating to the execution of any part of the said
Act.
" So help rae God."
or

I.

poration shall seem fit and reasonable, and the same to
increase or diminish from time to time as to them shall
seem reasonable, and also from time to time, when it
shall ajipear to the said Corporation that such officers, or
any of them, shall have been guilty of any neglect or
improper conduct, to remove sucli officers or any of them,
and to elect such others in their stead, as they shall think
fit, and also from time to time to make and ordain such
rules, orders, byelaws, and regulations for cleansing and
improving the said port, harbour, and ri\er of Dublin,
and for regulating the conduct of the masters and owners
of shipping resorting to the said port and harbour, in
the throwing out and taking in their ballast, and in stationing and mooring their ships and \essels, and for
regulating the conduct of the owners and managers of
lighters, gabbards, and other vessels to be employed in
furnishing ballast to and taking ballast from such ship])ing, and for securing of ships and vessels trading to
the said jiort and harbour, and for regulating and conducting the business of the aforesaid office, and for the
well governing of the said office, and the several officers
and clerks to be emjiloyed therein, and in and about the
conduct of
business
thereof, and for regulating the
and well governing the several pilots, pilot-masters, and

May

—

The Lord Mayor,
elect mtmbers when vacancies happen.
^c.to elect an alderman to be a member of said Corporation, when any of those hereby appointed shall die, Hj-c.
Three aldermen to be always in the Corporation.

—

•

11. And be it fmther enacted by the authority aforesaid,
that for continuing the succession of the said Corporation
from time to rime, when and as often as any of the said
persons hereby named, or hereafter to be elected members
or
of the said Corporation, shall happen to die, or resign,
said
refuse or dechne to act. the remaining members of the
public
by
convened
Corjioration. at a meeting to be
^''y^l''
publit
tisement in the Dublin Gazette, and in such other

REPLIES TO
I.

said

in the city of Dublin as three or more of the
shall apjioint, and also by summons as afore-

members

said, shall from time to time elect, nominate, and appoint
a fit and able jierson, or fit and aljle persons, to be member
or members of the said Corporation, in the room and stead
of sucli person or persons as shall so happen to die or
resign, or refuse or decline to act, save only that in case
such vacancy shall happen either by the death or resignation or by the refusing or declining to act of the said
Alderman James Hamilton, Alderman William Alexander,
or Alderman Henry Howison, then and in such case the
Lord Mayor and Board of Aldermen of the said city shall,
within twenty-one days from the time such vacancy shall
hapjien, elect, nominate, and appoint one or more alderman
or aldermen to be a member or members of the said Corporation, in the room of such of the said aldermen who
sliall so hajijicn to die or resign, or refuse or decline to act,
and shall continue so to do when any of the said aldermen
shall die, resign, refuse or decline to act, so as that at all
times hereafter there may be three aldermen of the said city
in the said Corporation.

Upon

neglect of

Lord Mayor and Board of

twenty-one days,

it

Aldermeji for

shall not afterwards be

in

their

])ower.
12. Provided, that in case the said

Lord Mayor and Board

omit or neglect to make such election,
nomination, or appointment as aforesaid within the said
twenty-one days from the time such vacancy shall happen,
tlie said Lord Mayor and Board of Aldermen shall not
afterwards have any right or power of electing any alderman
or aldermen or other person or persons in the room of such
of the aforesaid aldermen as shall so happen to die, resign,
of

Aldermen

shall

or refuse to decline or act.

Such person

to

be approved of by the chief governor
Council.

and

Provided always, that no jierson so to be elected shall
have power to act as a member of the said Corporation unless
a return in writing, containing the name and addition of the
person who shall be so elected, shall be laid before the Lord
Lieutenant or chief governor or governors and Privy Council
of this kingdom for the time being, by leaving the same at
the office of the clerk of the Privy Council twenty-one days
at least before such person shall in any maimer act as a
member of the said Corporation ; and that if tlie said Lord
Lieutenant, or chief governor orgovemors, and Vnvy Council,
shall, within the said twenty-one days, signify to the said
13.
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Corporation at their said

office their disapprobation of such
and direct a new one to be made, then such election
shall be vmA, and the said Coqioration sliall go to and hold
in like manner a new election for the filling up such
^•acancy or vacancies, and so from time to time until such
])erson shall be so elected as shall not be disapproved of by
the Lord lieutenant, or chief governor or governors, and

election,

Privy Council, as aforesaid.
If disapprobation be not signified within twenty-one days, the
election valid.

Provided always, that if the said Lord Lieutenant or
chief governor or governors and Privy Council for the time
lieing, shall not within the said twenty-one days, to be
computed from the day of delivering in manner aforesaid
such return as aforesaid, signify to the said Corporation at
14.

their said office a disapprobation of sucli election as aforesaid, the same shall, from the time of tlie expiration of the

said twenty-one days, be vahd and effectual to all intents
jiurposes, notwithstanding that such Lord Lieutenant
or chief governor or governors and Pnvy Council shall not

and

have signified any express approbation thereof, and then
and from thenceforth every person so to be elected shall
ha\-e full jiower and authority to act and do in all things
comprised in this Act, in as full, large and ample manner,

and purposes,
nominated and appointed.
to all intents

as

any of the members hereby

Any member

absent for three months without licence shall
cease to he a member, unless jjrevented by sickness.

15. And be it enacted by the authority aforesaid, that if
any of the persons now nominated or who shall hereafter
be elected a member of the said Corporation, pursuant to the
powers of this Act, shall continue to absent himself from

the meetings of the said Corporation for the space of three
calendar months, without hceiice from the said Coriioration
])reviously given and entered in the minutes of the said
Corporation, such person shall, from and after the ex|)iration
of the said three months, be deemed and considered as
having declined to act, and shall to all intents and purposes cease to be a member of the said Corporation, and
the said Corporation shall proceed in manner herein-before
directed to the election of and shall elect a person in the
room of the jierson so absenting himself, unless it shall
fully appear to the said Corporation that such jierson was
prevented from attending the meetings of the said Corporation by sickness.

Gross Income and Expenditure for 1857 and

185S.
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APPENDIX—LIGHTS, BUOYS, and BEACONS:
COKSTITUTXON OF GenEKAL AUTHORITY,

Disbursement Account under

&C.

the Act 16 & 17 Vict., cap. 131, paid in the Four Quarters ending
31st December 1857.

as per Abstract
For maintenance of Lighthouses
per Abstract
For Floating Lightvessels
as per Abstract
For Buoys and Beacons
For Steam and Sailing Vessel, District Storehouses, &c., as per Abstract
as per Abstract
For Office and House Expenses
For Salaries of Establishment
as per Abstract
as per Abstract
For Miscellaneous Expenses
as per Abstract
For Expenses of Collection
as per Abstract
For Superannuation Allowances
as per Abstract
For Charities and Pensions
For New Works
as per Abstract
.

.

.

.as

.

Instalments to the Treasury

By

Balances carried to next Quarter

XI.

CIRCULAR NO. I.— IRELAND.
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Constitution of General Authority, &c.

XI.

Maintenance of Lighthouses — Abstract
sllown
of disbursements
brought forward
&c.,
Accounts paid for stores, suppl

Amount

Ireland.

— continued,

Circular

£

the above table,

s

(7.

£

».

d.

£

742

4

9

21,425

s.

d.

2

4

21,<125

viz.

Brouglit forwfu-d

:

d.

£

s.

d.

Advertising

17 11
13 19
22 4
1

4.

n

54 18
5
-

24

9

245

1
5

2157

Carried forward

A.

5

15

10 15

1

24

I.

Question XI.

APPENDIX— LIGHTS, BUOYS, and BEACONS:
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of

Constitution of General Aitiioritv, &c.
BuoYS and Beacons. — Uisbuiscment .\ccoiint in the Year ending

XI.

December

.'Hst

1S.57.

Abstract C.

I.

Question XI.
March

Juno

quarter.

quarter.

£.

d.

s.

2 10

ArJ low Bank
Bohns Rock

18

39 IS
26 15
10 10

2

too

BrigKS
25 10
1 13

Blackwator
Bearhavcn
Burford Bank

-

Broaph Rock

-

7

26 15
4 11

n
II

8

5

1

16

Baltimore

Bullman Rock
Carrick
4

Deputy

Dunuanny

10

Danger Rock
Dona^hadee
Dant Rock Finnis

•17

5
10
1 11
20 17

4
10 11

-

22 11

Foynes
Forendale
Glandoro

-4

7

2 16
1 10
9

-

IS

Glassprorman

Governor

Hunter

-

12

Hellyhunter
Holdensbed
India

Imo^ene
Kellybecps

10

Kish Bank

5

1

12 10
1 15
17 2

8

Bank

8

Key
Loo

Long

I.'!

Poolpcg

12
36
40 12

Rusk
Ridge
Rutland
Koonoy
Splaugh
Smiths
Santa Margavetla

1

25
1 11

26
78 11
14 10

12 10
22

4

14

6

27 13

5

8

Spit

Trauiore
Valentia

Wrecks

off

-

-

White Strand
Rock

VTlieaten

-

13 15

-

JIuglin
Belfast

Louch

llowlhliailry

Dalkev
Total

i'

of Disbursements as shoMfii in the previous tabi*
Accounts paid for stores, supplies, &c.,

Amount

£1,335 16

9

Brouirht forward

-

s.

cl.

-

'

Materials

'

„

.

„

.

-

-

-

.

.

-

307 12

6
6

-

401 11

-

143

-

258 14

<1

1.42S

Total

Port of Dublin, ISOO.

J.

-

-

2,7r,l

16 4
13

Haxks,
Accountant.

Steam and Sailing Vessels.

— Disbursement Account
Abstract D.

in the

Year ending 31st December

lt^57

1

REPLIES TO

CIRCULAR

and House Expenses
31st

in the

Year ending

count in the Year ending 31st December 185/.

December 1857.

Abstract

Abstract E.

£
oxpendif ure for the year 1856, chargeable to the Mercantile Marine Fund
Car-hire and carria#ce of parcels

Half

s.

d.

£

s,

d.

tlio

•

.

„

..

.

Petty expenses

•

•

.

-

-

265

•

-

19
8 11
8 19

-

3

•

•

•

6
1

4

.•'...

\

:;

staires

....

:

-

1 13 11
33 17 8
9 6 3

"

Stationery, per
Furnishings

„

.

Her

--406

Majesty's Stationery Oiflce

-

.

-

.

.
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-

1

2

8

1

11

I.
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XL

BEACONS

:

Constitution of General Authority, &c.
Disbursement Account, under the Act 16 & 17 Vict. cap. 131., paid in the Four Quarters ending

XI.

31st December 1868.

I.

Question XI.
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
Fur
For

maintenance of Lighthouses
Floating Lightvessels

.

Buoys and Beacons

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Steam and SaiUng Vessel, District Storeliouses,
Office and House Expenses
Salaries of Establishment

Miscellaneous Expenses

Expenses of Collection
Superannuation Allowances

New Works

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

as

£
-

-

F.

.

1.

1,122

672

-

Balances carried to next Quarter

-

9,694
2,815

.

7
8 11
7

J.

2

Hanks,
Accountant,

Maintenance of Lighthouses. — Disbursement Account

for the

Abstract A.
ou.

1

2

8
6 11

.4^49,473 11

Port of Dublin Corporation, 31st December 1858.

8

7

712 2
.2,452 5
149 14
263 13

-

.

.

d.

s.

23,369 5 11
5,065 8
1
2
3,156 11

.Abstract

.

By

.as per Abstract A.
.as per Abstract B.
.as per Abstract C.
&c.
uer Abstract D.
.as per Abstract E.
.as per Abstract
.as per Abstract G.
.as per Abstract H.
.as per Abstract
.as per
L.

Four Quarters ending 3lst December 1858.

BEPLiEs TO

CIRCULAR
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Maintenance of Floating Lights. — Disbursement Account for the Four
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XI,

&c.

Quarters ending 31st December 1858.
Circular

Abstract B.

Total Amount.

3.

Kish Bank, " Seagull"
Arklow Bank, " Relief"
Conyngbeg, "Petrel"

77i 11
777 2
806 16

4.

Blackwater, " Brilliant

796

1.
2.

97 10
134 4
133 15
105

15 15
13
17 10

3
3

8
10

£

s.

1,013 10
1,008 10
1,064 6

9
9

1,108 15

8

d.

Amount

of Disbursements, as shown in the above table, brought forward
Accounts paid for stores, supplies. &c., viz. :—
•
.
.
.
.
270
Seamen, &c., Wages and Allowances
591
Sundry Persons, Repairs „

Incidental

•

•

--

-9

Port of Dublin, 1S60.

Abstract C.

March

Angus Rock

23
i

Briggs

Bullockmore
Burrin
Blackwater
Bearbaven Island
Burford Bank

-

Brough Rock
Baltimore

BuUman Rock
Clough Cormac
-

Cannon Rock
Castletown

Danger Rock
Deputy Rock
Donaghadee
Dog Rock
Dant Rock -

-

Dunnanny
Pinnis

Poynes
Foreland
Glandose Glassgorman
Governor

-

H oldens
Hellyhuntcr

Hornet
Horse Rock
Hunter's Rock
In.liaBank

Imogene

-

Bank
Kay Rock
Long Bay
Larne Lough
Klsli

Poolbeg Pladdeus

-

-

Rusk
Ridge Sculmartin
Smith's

quarter.

-

Arklow Bank
Black Rnck Butter Pladdy

Codling
Carrick a Nogue
Cargee

Rock

Splaugh
Santa Magaretta
Patrick
Swillv
Taylors
Vnlentia Wrecks
St.

:

5 1
4 11
14 4

J.

Maintenance of Buoys and Beacons. — Disbursement Account

t

White Strand
Wlieaten Rock
General Service

i

I.

Question XI.

in the

Hanks, Accountant,

Year ending 31st December 1858.

7
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Steam ami Sailing Vessels.

— Disbursement Account

XI.

Four Quarters ending 31st December 1858.

in the

Abstract D.

I.

Question XI.
AVai

Name

Pilotage

Incidentals,

and

Medicine, &
Postages.

of Vt'sscl,

Boat Hire.

«.

d.

£

s.

6 14

6

7

9

£
Vestal, ou inspection

(I.

2S3
It
2<J7

The Miagc

Establibhmcnt at North Wall

:March

June
September
December

87 18
ai
83 16

a
2

Office and House Expenses in Four Quarters ending
iilst December 1858.

...-•Abstract E.

Postages
Parcels
Petty expenses
Repairs .
Stationery

-

-

-

-

-

.

months allowance

Wm.

Lees. Secrctarj', G
of residence

,.

£

.1.

.Ml

It

19

'

i;i

(1.

£

s.

il.

8

-

M

it

|;

14

•

1-'-

••

4
3

-

-

-

-

"

-

u

""'"'*„_„

ni lieu

370 13

Mercantile Marine Fund.eharged with moiety of the
General liallast Office House expenditure, for
•
331 10
moiety of year 1857
•
3 18
Car-hire of J^ay Clerk

9

1

Account

4

u

Disbursements for Salaries of the EstaDublin in the Four Quarters ended

of

blishment in
;ilst

December 1858.
Abstract F.

£
George Halpin, Superintendent

Wm. Lees, Secretary
J. M.O'Reillv, Assistant ditto
Henvv V.'rrk'.T.l'lM.'r clerk
\" -li :i"l
.Irrh.'ll:.'
,,rof Light Dues
,j,,liii
I

(

:

,

1

.,

I

,,

,.

nit ditto
'IHto
F. Roberts, JIarine Inspector
Thomas Brovrurigg, General Clerk

liiclini'l
\Vm. llaii!.>,
'

]?.

''

A-ri-l

i

ml

-

:>i-i

s.

4

<l.

5
3
9

fi
(!

BEPLiES TO

of

Disbursement.s

for

New Works

in the

Four Quarters ended 31st December 1858.
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2

2

2 13
47 13
89 2
-2,884 16

8
9

-

9

Marine Fund.

171

-

H^K'k-a^Biil

XV.

-

•
Arran Island, North
South
Black Kock, Black Sod Bay

Diin.s^rvali
-

XIII. XIV.

payments whatever are made except by draft issued by the
Board in the manner already stated.
The accounts are subsequently submitted to one or more

members of the accounts' committee, when they are ex- Question
amined, and, if found properly vouched, ai-e initialed, and
the result is reported to the Board, and a record of the fact
placed u])on their proceedings.
At termination of each quarter the accounts and vouchers
are forwarded to the Board of Trade, where they are again
minutely examined, and finally transmitted to the Audit
Board as a portion of the expenditure of the Mercantile

Abstract L.

•
Fastnet
IJewcastle
Calf Rock
Island
Rathlin

No.

Constitution of General Authority, &c

XI. XII. XIII.

Account

CIRCULAR

6

8
4

6,185 10

8

Loughswilly

XIV.
Names,

XIV.

dates of appointment, and salaries of the
persons comprising the establishment of the office, &c„
ages,

duties, &c.

Year to September 1859.

Office,

Port Dublin Corporation, 1S60.

J Hanks, Accountant.

XII.

and Disbursements,
submitted to this Corporation by their accountant

The accounts,
are

lioth of the Receipts

Superintendent.
Secretary
Assistant

quarterly.

Are audited quarterly by a Committee of this Corporation.
Are transmitted quarterly to the Board of Trade,
who audit them.

And the Board of Trade then transmit them to the
Board of Audit for final adjustment.

tWin. liccs
J.M.O'.RciUy

ant.

tE.F.I^oberts

1853

J. Cossart

1826

Office,

Do.
Do. do.
General

\Vm. Hanks Brownrigg

J.

January 1860.

Examiner
of Light
Dues.
Assistant

this Corporation.

Port Dublin Corporation,

Marine
Inspector.

J. II.\NKS,

Accountant of

Clerk.

The superintendent

XIII.

The system employed in conducting the financial department of the establishment, &c.

The light dues in Ireland have always been received by
the collectors of customs or their deputies at the various
ports and creeks, and are remitted in bills or letters of
credit on the Bank of Ireland, to this office, and are subsequently lodged to the credit of the Corjjoration's Revenue
account, which, when it accumulates to 1,000/. or uinvards,
is drawn upon and the amount remitted by the Bank of
Ireland, to be placed to the credit of Her Majesty's Paymaster-General, on account of the Mercantile Marine Fund.
With respect to obtaining money, an annual estimate
under the several heads of ex))enditure is submitted to the
Board of Trade, on which they sanction advances by the
Paymaster-General to meet the necessary expenses ; these
advances are made through the Bank of Ireland, and are
]ilaced to the credit of the "drawing account."
The
demands from contractors, workmen's accounts, and bills
for articles supplied, are submitted to the Board, and, if
found certified by the proper officers, and in e\-ery way
correct, are initialed by the chainnan, and passed for ])ayment ; a draft signed by tliree mcmljers is then issued for
the total amount of the bills, and the chief clerk makes
payments accordingly, taking the proper receipts ; and no

E

e

is allowed 100?. a year in lieu of residence, in
ition to his salary.
•tary is allowed 150?. a year in lieu of residence, in addition
nis salary.
to> his
salary
marine inspector is solely employed in the lightship and buoy
J The mai
i

department

The officers are daily employed in the services of both
"lighthouses" and "port."
In 1853 this subject was
by the Board of Trade, and their lordships decided that the port duties might be considered as
about one third of the whole the establishment was then
regulated by an Order in Council on that princijile, and all
appointments since made have been in accordance with
closely investigated

;

this rule.

XV.
Mode

When

of selecting and appointing the officers.

vacancies occur in the establisliment, a reasonable
time is given for all applications to be made to the Board,
and advertisements in some cases inserted in the pubhc
papers, the Board are then specially summoned, and after
due examination of the parties and their testimonials they
select the names of the most eligilile of the candidates
(usually three), and proceed to a bullot. The jmrty having
the majority of votes is appointed, sidiject to the approval
of the Lord Lieutenant (see 26 Geo. 3. c. 19.8. 9.) and the
Board of Trade.

XI 1
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XXII. XXIII. XXIV. XXV.

XMI. XXni. XXIV. XXV.
Statement

of Lighthdi'.se

Keepers

Ireland.
Circular

appointed since 1854.

c

.

I.

Questions

XXII.
XXIII.

Previous Employment.

Kames of Lightkeepers.

XXIV.

XXV.
Thomas Moore
Kicliard Stapletoa

William Legge
Michael Power

John Young
Francis

Dunne

Michael O'Donnell

Robert Phelan
Daniel Somers

John Whtlan
William Brownell
Robert Redmond

George Kelly

Henry Gardener
John Donlevy

Joseph Monks
Patrick Keenan

William Callaghan
Jervis Brownell

Thomas Redmond
James Williams
Thomas Reilly
John ilcKenna

XXVI.

1854

Mode

of Examination,

if

any.
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Circular II.

Port of Dublin Corporation Ballast Office, Dublin.

I.

II.

Fastness Rock, Tuskar Rock, RockabiU, Maiden's
Rocks, especially when such sites are available for
guidance along a line of coast, and in approaching
its principal harbours.
In harbours and channels
of estuaries, or of navigable rivers, selection is made
of sites most useful in guiding safely through the
channels, and in marking tidal rocks and other
dangers, as Tarbert Rock, Beeves Rock, &c.

A Book

of Charts showing the positions of the several
Lighthouses sent herewith. A special Return for
each Lighthouse has already been forwarded to
the Royal Commission.

Poolbeg.
Kingston, West.
Kingston, East.

l\

Wicklow, Lower.
Wicklow, Upper.

.

It is generally considered inexpedient to exceed heights
of from 150 to 200 feet.
Elevated positions are

*ble to be obscured by fogs.
It has,
however, in a few cases been found necessary to exceed the heights of 200 and even 300 feet over
the sea.

frequently

Tuskar.
Hook Tower.

Duncannon

Fort.

Duncannon, North.
Dunmore.
Dungarvan.

V. The description of a])paratus heretofore used in the
lighthouses of Ireland have been the catoptric,
catadioptric, and dioptric.
Different modification
of arrangement being practicable with each description of apparatus named.

Minehead.
Youghal.
Ballycottin.

Cork.
Spitbank.

VI. Selection of the particular description of illuminating
apparatus adopted at each site is made according
to the distance at which it is required that the
light should be seen, the portion of the circle to
be lighted, the distinctive character of lights previously established on the same coast, and from
which the new light to be estabhshed should be

Charlesfort.

Kinsale.
Fastnet.

Crookhaven.
Bearhaven.
Skelligs, Lower.
Skelligs, Upper.

strongly distinguished.

VII.

Valencia.

Kilcredann
Tarbert Rock.
Beeves Rock.
Aran Island, South.
Aran Island, North.

Inishgort.
Eagle Island, West
Kagle Island, East.

Broadhaven.
Black Rock.
Oyster Island, South
Oyster Island, North

tainty.

X. Copy of table has been filled.
XI. All the important lightmg stores (as indeed most other
stores are supjilied by open contract, as lamp oil,

KiUybegs Harbour.
Rathhn O'Birne.
Tory Island.

rapeseed, or colza), lamp glasses, cotton wicks.
The lamp oils are tried by burning in lamps, examination of specific gra\-ities, running through
tube of small diameter, dropping of acids on their
trials by burning and by
films of the oil tried,
gravities, and with alcohol, being the most ready
and certain. Ordinary stores are usually supplied
by open contract, as coals, timber, and articles
used in repairs of Ughthouses.

Loughswilly.
Inishtrahul, Upper.

Inishowen, West.
Inishowen, East.

—

Island.

Maidens, North.
Maidens, South.
Larne.
Copeland.

Donaghadee.
South Rock.

XII. The only fog-signals heretofore used in the lighthouses
under management of this corporation have been
fog bells struck by machinery worked by weights.
Gongs have been used in the light-vessels of the

Ardglass.

John's Point.

Carlingford.

corporation.

CarUngford Lough.
Dundalk.
Drogheda, North.
do.
Do.
Drogheda, East.
Drogheda, West.
RockabiU.

XIII. The only tide signals used have been half-tide signals,
During day time
as at Rolbeg and Carlingford.
signal balls being raised at iialf-flood, and kept up
half-ebb, when the}' are lowered.
During
night, half-tide lights are sho\m at nearly mid
height of the tower.
until

XIV. Merchants and

Balbriggan.

Ill,

others at Strangford, co. Down,
a light on " Rock Angus," at

Pier.

memorial

Baily.

lS4(j.
the entrance to that Lough.
Corporation reply that a beacon

General principles which regulate the choice of site for
Ughthouses are those now generally adopted by

—

other Ughthouse authorities. The selection for sea
most salient points are selected, such as
InistrahuU Island, Tory Island, Slyne Head,
Rathlin Island. Offshore rocks, as Skelligs Rock,

F

for

erected there, which it
18-16.
purpose.
Beacon since erected.

lights the

IL

—

IX. Drawing or tracing of each description of illuminating
apparatus used has been prepared.

Killybegs.

Howth
Howth

apparatus emfixed, revolving, flashing, intermitting,
ployed
with modification. Some of the flashing hghts
might be termed fixed, varied by flashes, in cases
in which the upper and lower tiers of prismatic
zones are fixed, and the flashes produced by the
motion of the polyzonal lenses; but in such cases
the peculiar character is the flash.

^ different characters of illuminating

—

Clare Island.

St.

i

VIII. In modern lights the general principles which govern
the selection of the character of illuminating apparatus have been based on the requirements of
the case in each instance, as the distance to which
it would be useful that the light should be seen,
the number and character of neighbouring lights
p^e^^ously established, the adoption of a distinctive character readily distinguishable with cer-

Island.

Slyne, South.
Slyne Head, North.

Rathhn

'1

:

Samphire Island.
Loophead.

Mutton

i

—

is

hoped

is

Mill

about to be
answer the

Cork Harbour Commissioners apply for a light
on " Cable Island," co. Cork. Januarv 1846.

—

f
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XIV. X\'. XVI.
Board resolve

to erect one there, March 1846,
Commissioners informed accordingly.
Ship owners and others at " Tralee," memorial
June
for a harbour light on " Samphire Island."

—

1846.
Since erected.
Inhabitants of " Dingle " apply for a light at
that harbour.
October 1846.
Not complied with.

—

Dundalk Harbour Commissioners apply

—

for

two

January
at the entrance of that bay.
1S46.
Trial screw pile-driver at the entrance of harbour 1848 ; and light since e.xhibed there, 1855.
Inhabitants near Broadhaven, memorial for a
light at that place.
October 1846.
Beacon tower erected, and since converted into
a lighthouse, and light exhibited 1855.
Lord Monteagle aiijilies for a light at " Foynes,''
River .Shannon.
November 1846.
After due consideration it was decided to erect
a liglit on '• Heave's Rock " instead of at Foynes,
lights

—

—

March 1847. Limerick Harbour Commissioners
infonned accordingly.
Light since erecte<l.
Londonderry Harbour Commissioners apply for
alight on " Ratldin-o-birnc." October 1846.
Board resolve to erect a lighthouse there, January 1847.
Commissioners informed accor-

—

dingly.

Lighthouse since erected.
Lord Courtowii applies for a light at Courtown
Harbom", oo. We.xford. Se])tember 1847.
Not complied with, being ])urely local.
Relief Committee at Dingle apjily for a light at

—

—

that harbour.
December 1847Not complied, being solely for local purposes.
at

Cork Harbour Commissioners apply for lights
" Ballycotton and Ballj-macart Head," co.

Cork.— I^ebruarj' 1848.
Board resolve to erect lighthouses on Ballycotton, Minehead, and Youghal. Parties informed
accordingly, April 1848.
All three lights since exhibited.
Lord Bernai-d forwards memorial from parties
praying for a light on " Gallv Head," co. Cork,
1848.
Consideration postponed.
Application from parties in the \icinity of Newon the pier of that harbour.

castle for a light

July 1848.
Small lighthouse erected. 184!>.
Mr. Giles fonvards application for a light at

—

Dunganan.

— 1848.

Informed that Board

November

1848.
Since erected.

will erect

one there.

lights at " Calf

Rock."

'

XVII. XVIll. XIX.
Black Rock," and " Foze
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— General

under their jurisdiction, being outside the limits
of the jurisdiction of the harbour authorities.
27th August 1859.
Board of Trade refuse to sanction unless a
charge be made on shipping for theu' maintenance.
—8th Novemljer 1859.
This corporation recommend the substitution of
dioptric for catoptiio apparatus at Tory Island,
Roches' Point, and Copeland Island. 22d October 1 859.
Board sanction expense at Tory Island, but
refuse to sanction at Roches' Point or Copeland
Island.
1st November 1859.
This corporation recommend (again) the placing
of a fog gun on board the " Kish " lightshij).

—

—

22d November 1859.
Board of Trade adhere to former opinion, and
refuse to sanction.
3d December 1859.
This corporation recommend the placing of a
light on Straw Island, Galway Bay.
25th November 1859.

—

—

Board of Trade sanction only on condition that
the local authorities contribute two thirds of cost
of its maintenance. 24th December 1859.
This corporation recommend (through the
Trinity Board the placing of a fog gim on board
the " kish" lightship.— r9th February 1859.
Board of Trade refuse to sanction, on the
grounds of additional expense, and that it might
be mistaken for the gun at Holyhead, but suggest
that a bell, in lieu of the gong, be substituted if
the latter be found insufficient.
18th April
1859.

—

)

—

Ff2
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Return.

XIX.

This corporation recommend that the sum of
should be contributed towards the expense of
the pier near the lighthouse at " Lame," which is
a great convenience to the lightkeepers.
15th
15/.

—

August 1859.
Board of Trade
grounds that the

refuse to sanction, on the
benefit would be local.— 3d

September 1859.
This corporation recommend the placing of a
light on the " Spit of Passage," and a beacon on
the " Falskirt Rock, Waterford," to enable vessels
to take shelter sn the harbour.— 6th December
18,59.

Trinity Board refuse to recommend to Board of
Trade, being, as they state, more for local than
general purposes.
14th December 1859.
This corporation again apply for a light on
Straw Island, Galway Bay. 11th February 1860.
Board of Trade adhere to their former decision,
viz., that the local authorities should contribute
two-thirds towards its maintenance.
22d February 1860.
This Cor])oration recommend the placing of a
beacon to mark the " Pladdy Lug," Lough

—

—

—

Strangford.— May 1858.
Board of Trade refuse to sanction, being piu-ely

—
—

June 1858.
Lord George Hill applies to have " Gweedare "
Harbour marked. July 1854.
Board of Trade refuse on the ground that the
benefit would be purely local.
August 1854.
for local benefit.

—

Ireland.
Circular II.
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The numbers

III.-LIGHTHOUSES.-SPECIAL RETURN.

NO.

CIRCULAR

Answers correspond

to the

to the

Arabic numbei-s

at the Questions

in Circular III.

PORT OF DUBLIN CORPORATION, BALLAST OFFICE.
130.

129.

KINGSTOWN, WEST.

POOLBEG.

East Coast of Ireland, Centre of West

East Coast of Ireland, ou outer Eud of South
Pier, Dublin Harbour.
Lat. SOP 20' 30",

Lon. 6°

Port of Dublin Corporation.
Two lights, an upper and a I

3.
4.

9'

IG

Pierhead.
3.

No

4.

One

there

the low cr light

is

a half-tide

5.

7.

S.

1768.

6.

11.

Harbour light.
Cut stone tower,

12.

No

10.

IS.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

solid

8.

1845.

9.

Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation, Superintendent of Lighthouses. Built under his
direction by workmen of the Corporation, and not by

harbour.

contract.

26.

Two

27.
28.

.

.

oil.

one at

46/. 3s.

Two

stores, 2/. 3s. 4d.
1857, repairs. It 8s. ; cvlinders, II. 4s. ; cleaning
cleaning stores,
1858, repairs, 1/. I'os.; cylinders, V. 4s.;

38

1857, oil, 970 gallons; wicks, 15 gross.
wicks, 15 gross.

39.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Jir^and cotton wicks.

2/. 3s.

id.,

id.

oil.

ISSS, oil, 1,037 gallons;

1857, 4s. 2^d. per gallon.

ls5s, 3s.

5f/.

per

gallon.
1858, 3s.

6rf.

1857, 3s. 6a. per gross;

per gross;

Mercantile Marine Fund.

2/. 12s. 6rf.

2/. 12s.

6d. total

total cost.

Revenue collected and paid

as per statement in Special Return No.

1.

43. 1852, quarter, nil.

1S5S, quarter, nil; year 1852, nil.
44. 1852, 857/. 6s.

47.

None.
None.
None.

48.

No

45.

8rf.

6| miles.

Bv Committee

of the Board and by the Superintendent of

Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

56.

57.

to sunrise.

25.
26.

None.

24.

27. None.
28. None.
29.
30. Finished.
31. Lantern sash 2 feet in diameter, 8 feet high,
32. Not purchased.
33. 21. 15s. 6<f.
34. Coated with paint once every year, 19/L 3s. 5d,
bv contract ; workmanship not by contract.
35.

One' keeper at

/.

Paints procured

46/. 3s.

37. 1857, cylinders, 18s. ; cleaning stores, 10s.
18s.; cleaning stores, 10s. lOrf.

104

1858, cylinders,

1S58, oil, 54 gallons;
56 gallons; wicks, 1 gross.
wicks, 1 gross
1857, 4s. 2Jf/. per gallon.
1858, 3s. 5d. per
39. Pale rapeseed oil.

38. 1857,

oil^

40.

Argand cotton wick.

41.

None.

42.

From

1S57, 3s. 6d. per gross.

1858, 3s. 6d. per

50.

Jlercantile JIarine Fund.
vo lights charged as one.
For No. 43 see Kingston East.
None.
None.
None.
None.
None.
Bv Committee of the Board, and by the Superintendent of

51.

From proximity of

52.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept. Oil stored

43.
45.

47.
48.
49.

Ditto, in 1858.

'

Oil stored in oil store

in 1858.

Li^ht shown in lower lantern in tower from half-dood to high
Black ball borne
"water, and from high water to half ebb.
on staff, raised and shown during same periods of tide.

No

During every night from sunset

4th order.
No alteration in the general character of the illuminating apparatus ; burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.
Reflectors from the Soho Plate Company.
Through dome of lantern.

Lighthouses.

53.

lighthouse to Dublin, often inspected

in oil store at lighW

keeper.
54.
5j.

None

as.
57.

No

in 1858.
tide signals used

no application made to have them used.
The harbour is navigable at low water by the class of steamers
and vessels w-hichresort there.

No

other night signals than the tide signals are used.

Keeper on watch relieved in the lightroom at 12 o'clock, midnight. Keepers changed from the station as changes from
other lighthouses require and allow.

the

during every year.

adjoining lighthouse.

None

feet.

gallon.

Lighthouses.

occasions in 1S57
51. Inspected on several
extinguished
52. Not known to have been

55.

while.

16. 4 miles.

46.

None.

50.

54.

shaft of the natu-

gross.

49.

53.

36

1858, 385/. 4s. Id.

representation made as to the light being unnecessary, or
placed in an unsuitable position.

'

29 feet.

14.

15.

22.

35.

12-«.

its

dome coloured

21. Catoptric.
/.

37

46.

13.

23.

at 64/.

circular,

19. Fixed.

Paints pro51/. 0.<. Itl.
34. Coated with paint once every year,
cured by contract ; « orkmanship not by contract.

keepers, one

is

colour of the stone (granite),

separate external conductor. Central metal column and
metal stairs forms a continuous conductor from top tobase of
tower.

18. Fixed.

32. Not purchased.
33. 3/. 15s. 6(/.

cost.

No

20.

30. Finished.
high,
31. Lantern .siish 13 feet diameter, K feet

From

12.

17. 270°.

fog bells struck by machinerj-.

22 days.
22 days.

42.
""

Harbour light.
Cut stone, solid walling, tower
ral

...
the general character of the lUumniating appa-

No

11.

10.

Catoptric.

alteration in
ratus ; burners adapted for use of rapcsced
24. Reflectors from the Soho Plate Company.
25. Through dome of lantern.

23.

is
is

Commissioners of Kingsto«-n Harbour.
As being the centre of west pierhead, and best position subsidiary to the east pier light to define limits of entrance of

walling, of circular form, coloured

63 feet.
68 feet.
8 miles.
12 miles.
225° S.W. i S. to W.N.W,
Fixed; light of the natural appearance, white.
Fixed.
During every night from sunset to shnnse.

22. 1st order.

a revoh-ing light on the east pierhead,
the principal light of the harbour, and for which
a special return.
is

7.

6.

white.
separate external conductor.

21.

There

Lights on pierhead formed part of the original design for
^harbour.

light.

Not ascertained.
Not ascertained.
To guide from seaward into Dublin Bay, and to light from the
Kish Bank to the bar through the Bar Channel, and within
inner reach of the Harbour Channel.

5.

light.

which

W.

"

local authority.

;

night signals used
keeper.

One

;

not found requisite.
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Port of Dublin Corporation, Ballast Office.
131.

132.

KINGSTOWN, EAST.

WICKLOW, LOWER.

East Coast of Ireland, on Centre of East
Pierhead.
Lat. 53° 18' N., Lon. 6° 8'

No

3.

One

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

Lat.

light.

Light determined on as a necessary part of the plan for Kingstown Harbour.
Light on the pierhead was proposed by the engineer of Kingstown Harbour.
To guide from seaward to Kingstown Harbour, and to light the
entrance between the pierheads, and for guidance within the
harbour.
IS'22 (first old light, since removed).
Present lighthouse and dwellings designed by late George
Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation, built from
his designs by Mr. Mullen, contractor under Board of Works
lor Kingstown Harbour Works.
Lantern erected by Port of
Dublin Corporation.

Harbour light.
Cut stone; solid walling; tower and dwellings around of
cular form.

12.

East Coast of Ireland, on the Point of
Wicklow Head.

W.

local .authority.

around pierhead, over which the upper part of

5.

Not ascertained

house

is visible.

No separate external conductor.

6.

Not

7.

A

within the banks.

17.
18.
19.

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of
Dublin Corporation. Built under his direction by the workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.
Sea light.
Cut stone tower ; circular; built with solid walling; painted
white externally. The two lights (upper and lower) mark
the position by day.
No separate external conductor usual arrangement of wrought
iron handrail to form a continuous conductor from lantern

10.

20.

304° .S.E. IE. to S. } W.
Revolving, showing white and red lights alternately.
Strong light or flash appears every half minute ; the red
appearing once in every minute.
During every night, from sunset to sunrise.

1 2.

light,

3rd order.

23.

No

24.

26.

27.

28.
29.

13.

alteration in the general character of the illuminating
apparatus.
Reflectors from the Soho Plate Company.
Revolving machine

Wrought-iron frame by workmen of

Usual arrangement through dome of lantern. There are also
ventilators in the blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate
supply of air.
Large fog bell struck by machinery. Fog bell is placed in a
detached beU'rv.
52 days.
52 days.
Not ascertained

the building erected from the designs of the
Engineer of the Port of Dublin Corporation, having been
erected by Board of Works from funds granted for construction of the pier and harbour.

Lantern sash, 8 feet diameter, 6 feet high.

489/.

(including

cut stone blocking.)
32. Not purchased.
33. 21. 15s.
34. Coated

36.

37.

with paint once every year, 19/. 3s. 5d. Paints procured
;
workmanship not by contract.
keepers at 46/. 3s. each.
Total, 399/.
Lighting apparatus, 237/. ; machine, 127/. ; 35/.
cleaning stores,
1857, repairs, 2/. 8s. ; cylinders, 1/. 16s. ;
8d.
1858, repairs,
cleaning stores. 1/. 2*. 8d.
2s.

38. 185'i, oil,
39.

163 g

lions

wicks, 5 gross.
Pale rapeseed oil.

;

7/.

12s.

lid.;

cylinders,

1/.

16s.;

wicks, 5 gross.

1858, oil, 167 gallons

;

cost.

45.
46.
47.

48.
49.
50.
51.

None.
None.
None.
No complaint or representation as to the light being unnecessary or in an unsuitable position.
None.
By Committee of the Corporation and by the Superintendent
of Lighthouses.
From proximity of the lighthouse, often inspected during ever}year.

Not known to have been extinguished.
lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored

52.
53.

.Spare

55.
56.

quisite.

57

.

25.

Through dome of lantern there are also ventilators in the
blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate supply of
;

air.

27.

None.
None.

28.

22 days.

26.

29. 9,213/., including cost

of lantern

light, apparatus,

&c.

32.

Not purchased

The keeper on watch

relieved

from the lightroom

;

erected by Corporation.

33. 3/. Os. lOd.
34.

Coated with paint once every year, 33/. 17s. Id. Paints procured by contract workmanship not by contract.
Two keepers, one at 64/. 12s. 4d. ; one at 46/. 3s
;

35.

37.

;

100/.

Total, 775/.

1857, cylinders,
21. is,

15/.

5/. 8s.

7s.

8d.;

;

cleaning stores,
cylinders,

51.

21.

4s. id.

1858, re-

cleaning

8s.;

stores,

id.

38. 1857, oil, 652 gallons ; wicks, 11 gross.
wicks, 11 gross.
1857, 4s. 2id. per
39. Pale rapeseed oil.

1858, oil, 662 gallons
lion.

;

;

1858, 3s. 5d. per

gaUon.
40.

Argand cotton wicks.

41.

None.

42.

From Mercantile

cost.

1858, 3s.

6f/.

1857, 3s.

per gross,

JIarine Fund.

6rf.
1/.

per gross,
18s.

6f/.

Revenue

per statement in Special Return No.

1/. 18,«.

total

collected

and paid as

1.

quarter, 877/. 145. llrf. 1858, quarter, 765/.
for 1852, 3,510/. 19s. 6rf.
44. 1852, 429/. 19s. 1</., including cost of carriage of oil
stores.
1858, 344/. 9.!. id., ditto.
43. 1852,

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

None.
None.
None.

51.

On

52.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored

No

6d.

total cost.

Is.

Total

and other

representation or complaint.

None.
By Committee of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

in oil store

near to the lighthouse.
No ne in 1858.
No tide signals used ; no application made to have them used.
The harbour is navigable at low water.
Si gnal mast and flag.
No night signals used; not found re*

54.

20. During every night from sunset to sunrise.
21. Catoptric.
22. 1st order.
23. No alteration in the general character of the light ; burners
adapted for use of rapeseed oil.
24. Reflectors from the Soho Plate Company (Boulton and Wattl.

1858, 3s. Sd. per

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 17s. 6d. total
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 17s. 6d. total cost.
Total, 613/.
229/. ; machine, 170/.; belfry, &c. 214/.
42. From Blercantile Marine Fund.
Revenue collected and paid
as per statement in Special Return No. 1.
Total for
43. 1852, quarter, 36/. 5s. 6d.
1858, quarter, 9/. Os. Sd.
1852, 145/. is. Ud.
44. 1858, 180/.
.A

Large bell,

S.W. J S.
light of natural appearance, white.

;

pairs,

1857, 4s. 2^d. per gallon.

rgand cotton wicks.

40.

Fixed

36. 675/.

gallon.

41.

18.

19. Fixed.

31. 950/. (including cut stone blocking.)

6rl.

Two

1/.

feet.

30. Finished.

by contract

35.

46

15. 12^ miles.
16. 17 miles.
17. 220° N. to

;

30. Finished.
31.

;

14. 121 feet.

by Ogg, of Dublin.
the Corporation.
-5.

first

to base of tower.

21. Catoptric.
22.

exhibition of present lights.

1818,

9.

11.

7 miles.
10 miles.

ascertained.

coast light being requisite there, next southward of the
Dublin Bay Lights, and as a fitting position for leading
lights to guide through the Wicklow swash to the channel

8.

iron handrail.

16.

two old lighthouses, of which one tower is
;
standing as a sea mark, were transferred from the
in 1810.
The Port of Dublin Corporation
adopted present positions, farther out on Wicklow Head.

Revenue Board

14. 41 feet.
15.

light in

still left

Usual arrangement of wrought-

13. 41 feet.

on Special Return for Wicklow, Upper.

authority.

lower tower; distant from the Wicklow Upper
Lighthouse 180 yards, bearing S.E. by E. J E. The upper
and lower lights kept in line lead through the Wicklow
swash or channel between the banks.

cir-

light-

as stated

No local
One

Since erection of lighthouse a battery has been

built

and Lon.

3.
4.

at 12 o'clock,

midnight.

53.

circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 1858.
in oil store, close

to the lighthouse.
54.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals used no application made for use of

55.
;
signals.
56. Signal mast and flag ; no night signals used.
57. Keeper on watch relieved in lightroom at 12 o'clock,

tide

midnight.

Keepers are changed from the station as removals from
other lighthouses require and allow.

F
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:

Port of Dublin Corporation, Ballast Office.
134.

133.

TUSKAR ROCK.

WICKLOW, UPPER.

East Coast of Ireland, off East Coast of
County of Wexford.

East Coast of Ireland, on the Point of

Wicklow Head.
Laf.

'
.

57'

50" N., Lon.

6*^

.

Not ascertained

Lat. 529 12' 9"N., Lon. 6° 12' 21"

5"W.

0'

No local authority.
One light J distant from the Wieklow Lower
bearing N.M^ by W. J W.

.

Light ISO yards,

One

.

two old lighthouses, of which one tower is
still left standing as a sea mark, were transferred from the
Revenue Board m 1810. The Port of Dublin Corporation
adopted the present positions, iarther out on Wicklow

.

i.

;

:,

1

.

Head.

Not

.

..

ascertained.

A

.

.

.

,

,

coast light being requisite there, next southward of the
Dublin Bay Lights, and as a fitting position for leading
lights to guide through the Wicklow swash to the channel
between the banks.
1818, first exhibition of present lights.
Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to Port of
Dublin Corporation. Built under his direction by the workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.
Sea light.
Cut stone tower; circular; built with solid walling; painted
white externally.
The two lights (upper aiul lower) mark
the position by day.
No separate external conductor usual arrangemeiit of wrought
iron handrail to form a continuous conductor from lantern

i.

to base of tower.
75 feet.
250 feet.

;.

'.

.

:.

[.

(.
I.

\.

;

,

,

).
.

J.

During every night from sunset to

(.

sunrise.

k

Catoptric.

).

1

.

St order.

No alteration in the general character of the light
adapted for use of rapcseed oil.

,

burners

;

;.

r.

Soho Plate Company.
Through dome of lantern there are also ventilators in blocking and tloor of lightroom to regulate supply of air.

Reflectors from the

.

;.

).

;

.

None.
None.

.

.

,

,

).

[.

.

;

;.

erected by Corporation.

i.

lOd,

pairs,
21.

8/.

r.

51. 8s.

lis.

6rf.

cleaning stores,

;

cylinders,

;

5/.

Ss.

;

cleaning

oil.

wicks, 11 gross.

1858,

oil,

665 gallons

1857, 4s.

2irf.

per gallon.

1858, 3s. 5d. per

1858,

3s.

1857, Ss. 6d. per gross, 1/. 18s. 6d. total
6d. per gross, 1/. 18s. 6rf. total cost,

2.

i.

\.

From Mercantile Marine Fund. Revenue
1852, quarter, 877/. 14s.
1852, 3,510/. 19s. 6rf.

and paid as

No

None.

.

t.

Is.

Total for

None.
None.
None.

.

.

1858, quarter, 765/.

.

representation or complaint.

Barometer and thermometer.
tide signals used; no application made for use of

.

6rf.

1858,

2^d. per gallon.

1857, Ss.

per gross

1852, 872/. Us. 5d.
3,490/. 17s. Id.

1852, 1,052/. Os.

f.

>.

No

2rf.,

of stores.

oil,

744 gallons;

1858, 3s. 5d. per

;

6rf.

per gross

;

total cost,

£/. 2s.

total cost, 21. 2s.

1858,

766/.

7s,

'id.

Total for 1852,

including attendance of decked cutter and
1858, 671/. ISs. 3d. ditto.

representation as to the light being either unnecessary or
placed in an unsuitable position, but on the contrary, it has
been frequently referred to as of great importance and use,

J,

None;

I.

On

I.

Not known

3.

k
).

tide

Signal mast and flag; no night signals used.
Keeper on watch relieved in the lightroom at 12 o'clock, midnight.
Keepers are changed from the station as removals
from other lighthouses require and allow.

circuit of inspection in 1857

first

signals.
.

4s.

Lighthouses.

of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.
On circuit of inspection in 1857 ; ditto, 185S.
Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored in oil store

By Committee

No

wicks, 12 gross.

1S57,

from its position.
the light has often been mentioned in published statements as being very efficient.
X By Committee of the Board and by the Superintendent of

close to the lighthouse.

.

oil.

Light maintained from Mercantile Marine Fund. Revenue is
collected and paid as per statement in Special Return No. 1.

None.
None.
None.

>.

1852, 429/. 19s. Irf., including cost of freight of oil and other
stores.
1858, 344/. 9s. 4rf., ditto.

.

K

llrf.

19/. 2s. ; cylinders,
7/.
cleaning stores,
8s. ;
1858, cylinders, 7/. 8s.; cleaning stores, 2/. 5s. 4//.

450/. (probable.)

freiglit

collected

1.
j.

.

1857, repairs,

1857, oil, 729 gallons;
wicks, 12 gross.
gallon.

.

per statement in Special Return No.

.

W.

Argand cotton wicks.

;

Argand cotton wicks.
cost.

16s.

General coating of paint once in each year. 61/. Is. 5rf. Paints
procured by contract. Workmanship not by contract.
Two keepers ; one at 64/. 12s. 4d., one at 46/. 3>.
l,S9y/. (approximate.)

).

stores,

None.

.

proximate.)
not purchased, was built by the Port of Dublin Corjioration.

Pale rapeseed

gallon,

.

14 days.
14 days.

1858, Ss.
;

to

35,887/. 17s., including all expenses to year 1818.
Lighthouse finished. It is intended to have an addition built
on the dwelling annexed to the tower outside.
Lantern sash 13 feet in diameter, 8 feet high.
1,097/. (ap-

).

4*. 4d.

Pale rapeseed

i.

Catoptric.
1st order.

Burners suited to use of rapeseed oil.
Parabolic reflectors by the Soho Plate Company.
Ventilation also in blocking
Ventilation through dome.
floors of lightroom to regulate supply of air.
Bells tolled by machinery.

1858, re-

2/. 45. 4rf.

red.

Light flashes every second minute, appearing of red colour every
Flash lasts nearly ten seconds, gradually insixth minute.
creasing and declining in strength.
During every night from sunset to sunrise.

2/. 5s. 4</.
;.

Total, 775/.

1857, oil, 651 gallons
wicks, 11 gross.

t.

lU

\.

1857, cylinders,

.

101 feet.
miles.

15 miles.
360°. Lighted all around the circle.
Revolving.
Two sides of light of natural colour, white, and

Finished.

.

I.

separate external lightning conductor.
110 feet.

Was

675/.; 100/.

.

No

4/.

.

.

light.

Cut stone tower, solid walls, coloured white outside, identified
by its appearance as a lofty circular tower with projecting
gallery below lantern, and standing on a low rock 4i miles
distant from the mainland.

i.

Coated with paint once every year, 33/. lis. Id. Paints procured by contract; workmanship not by contract.
Two keepers, one at 64/. 12s. 4rf. ; one at 46/. 3s.

.

Sea

1.

3/. 0*.

.

sea light on that southeastern angle of the coast, and in order to mark the Tuskar
Rock, and other dangers in the vicinity.
1815.
Designed by (the late) George Halpin, Engineer to Port of
Dublin Corporation, built under his direction by the workmen of the Corporation, and not by contract.

9,213/., including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

Not purchased

.

Chamber of Commerce, Waterford.
As the best position for a general

22 days.

950/. (including cut .stone blocking.)

,

light.

laii.

one

Fixed,
.

'.

I.

18 miles.
22 miles.
2200 N. to S.W. ^ S.
Fixed; light of natural appearance, white.

W.

Lightkeeper holding constant communication witb
Ballast Office, Dublin, transacts the business of the station.

None.

,

;.

L

At

to
lighted.

and 1858.

have been extinguished on any occasion since

least one spare lamp and two spare burners kept in readiOil stored in oil store in the lighthouse.
ness.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals; from the distanceof the rock from the shore not
No application made from any quarter for the
requisite.
exhibition of tide signals at the station.
Signal mast and flag.
Keeper on watch relieved in lightroom at 12 o'clock midnight.
Keepers arc changed from the station as changes from the
other stations require and allow.

CIRCULAR

REPLIES TO

IIL—IRELAND.

No.

2S1

Port of Dublin Corporation, Ballast Office.

136.

135.

DUNCANNON

HOOK TOWER.
South Coast of Ireland, on outer End of
Hook Point, East Side of Entrance to
Waterford Harbour.
Lat. 52°
3.

No

4.

One light.

r

25" N., Loii. 6° 55' 53"

6.

Position of old beacon tower adopted and continued. Useful
and requisite as a sea light before the erection of the
Tuskar and Minehead sea lights, and before the placing
of tlie Saltees or Coningbeg (floating) lights, serving also
to guide from seaward to W,iterford Harbour, and to light
the channel from the Hook Point to the bar.

7.

Waterford Harbour.
Lat. 52° 13' 13" N., Lon. 6° 56'

:.

1791 (as a lighthouse light).

•J.

Name

of builder and engineer uf the Old Hook Tower not
Lantern erected by Port of Dublin Corpora-

.iscertained.

4.

5.

Not ascertained, having been transferred from the Revenue

G.

Not ascertained.

7.

To

S.

1803.

9.

Not

tower, 10 feet vertically apart. Fort lighthouse distant from Duncannon north lighthouse half a mile,
bearing S.S.W. ^ W. The fort light and north light serve as
leading lights to guide over the bar.

Board.

11.

12.

No

13.

115 feet:

14.

152

In.

15 miles.

k;.

18 miles.

17.

294°N.N.E. JE.

three broad red belts.
separate external conductor.

light east side of

Waterford harbour within

tlie

bar,

and to

serve for guidance over the bar.

10.

tion.

Sea light.
Massive stonework, chiefly rubble in courses. The floors on
arches of masonry.
Tuwer is circular, coloured \\hite, with

10.

W.

No local authority.
Two lights in same

local authority.

Not ascertained.
Not ascertained.

5.

South-east Coast of Ireland, East Side of

3.

W.

FORT.

ascertained, transferred by the Revenue Board to the Port
of Dublin Corporation in 1810.

Harbour

11. Chiefly
12.

No

13.

25 feet.

light.

rubble masonry, solid wall.

lightning conductor.

14.

53

15.

Similes.

feet.

16. 11 miles.

feet.

17.

11° S.S.W. to S.W, by S. to seaward.

Light of natural appearance, white.

IS. Fixed.
19. Fixed.

to E.
20.

Light of natural appearance, white.

LS.

Fixed.

19.

Fixed.

20.

During every

During every night, from sunset

to sunrise.

21. Catoptric.

night,

from sunset

to sunrise.

21. Catoptric.

22.

3rd order.

23.

No

alteration in the general character of the illuminating ap; burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.

paratus

22. 1st order.

23.

No

24.

Reflectors

general character of the illuminating
burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.

alteration in the

apparatus

;

25.

from the Soho Plate Co.
Through dome of lantern. There are also ventilators in the

2G.

Two

blocking of lightroom to regulate supply of air.
fog bells struck by machinery.

27. 21 days.

Improvements,

30.

Finished.

31.

Lantern sash, 11 feet diameter, 6 feet high. 750/. total cost.
Not purchased, transferred by the Revenue Board to the Port of
Dublin Corporation.

such as lantern, apparatus, &c.

4,300/.,

33. 3/. 15s.

35.

Coated with paint once every year, 39/. 7s. 8d. Paints procured
by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
Two keepers, one at 64/. 12s. 4d. ; one at 46/. 3s.
(approximate).

36. 945/. total cost

37. 1857, cylinders, 7/. 4s.
23/. 13s. 8(7.

;

cleaning stores, 2/. 3s. 4d.
1858, repairs,
7/. 4s. ; cleaning stores, 2/. 3s. 4d.

;

cylinders,

811 gallons
wicks, 13 gross.

38. 1857, oil,

wicks, 13 gross.

;

39.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

27.
28.

10 days.

29.

Improvements,

700?.

oil.

1857,

4s. 2J(/.

32.

Not purchased, transferred from Revenue Board,

33.

II.

34.

Coated with paint once everyyear, ll. 10s. Paints procured by
contract ; workmanship not by contract.

35.

One keeper at

per gallon.

5rf.

21/.,

exceptional rate.

37. 1857, repairs, 21. 8s. lOrf. ; cylinders, 1/, 16*'.
1/. 3s. 8d.
1858, cylinders, 1/. 16s. ;
ll. 3s. 8d.

wicks, 4 gross.

170 gallons;
wicks, 4 gross.

38. 1857, oil,

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

oil.

1858, 35.

6rf.

None.

From

as per Special Return No. 1.
43. 1852, quarter, 821/. 4s. 6d.
1858, quarter, 741/. Is. Id.
Total
for 1852, 3,284/. 18s.
44. 1852, 886/. 4s. id., including cost of freight of stores from
Dublin. 1858, 519/. 17s. Ud., ditto.

43.

1852, quarter, 119/. 13s. 8rf.
for 1852, 478/. 14s. 6d.

None.
None.
None.
No complaints or representation as to the light being unnecessary or placed in an unsuitable position.
None.
By Committee of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

45.

From Mercantile Marine Fund.

fog

bells, 300/.

;

machine,

150/.

;

erection, &c., 75/.

Total

cost, 525/.

45.

46.
47.

48.
49.

50.

Revenue

collected

51.

On

52.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored in

53.

oil store

close to the lighthouse.
54.

55.
56.

57.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals used ; none applied for.
Signal mast and flag. No night signals used. It is proposed to
adopt a code of signals at some of the principal stations.
Keeper an watch relieved in the lighthouse at 12 o'clock,
midnight. Keepers are changed from the station as changes
from other lighthouses require and allow.

IMercantile

170 gallons;

Marine Fund. Revenue collected and paid

per statement in Special Return No.

and paid

circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 1858.

oil,

1858, 3s. 5d. per

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross, l4s. total cost,
per gross, I4s. total cost.

42.

Two

42.

1858,

cleaning stores,
cleaning stores,

gallon.

41.

41.

;

1857, 4». 2^d. per gallon.

39.

1858, 3s. 5d. per

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 2/. 5s. 6d. total
1858, Ss. 6d. per gross; 21. 5s. 6d. total cost.

13s.

36. 175/., estimated cost.

1858, oil, 826 gallons

gallon.
cost.

26.

31. 150/., estimated cost.

29.

34.

25.

30. Finished.

28. 21 days.

32.

from the Soho Plate Company.
Through dome of lantern.
No fog signals used; none applied for.
None.

24. Reflectors

(including cost of freight of stores
1858, 76/. 3s. Id., ditto.

44. 1857, 168/. 16s. Sd.

Dublin.)

46.
47.

48.
49.

50.

as

1.

1858, quarter, 30/. Os. 5d.

Total

from

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.
By Committee of the Coriioration and by the Superintendent
of Lighthouses.

51.

On

52.

Not known

53.

Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

54.

circuit of inspection in 1857;
to

ditto, 1858.

have been extinguished.
Oil stored in lightlwuse

building.

55.

None in 1858.
No night signals used; none aupHed

56.

No

57.

One

Ff4

night signals used
keeper.

;

none found

for.

requisite.
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Dublin Corporation, Ballast Office.

of

138.

137.

DUNMORE.

DUNCANNON, NORTH.

South-east Coast of Ireland, on Dunmore
Pierhead, West Side of Waterford Harbour.

South-east Coast of Ireland, East Side of

Waterford Harbour.
Lat. 52° 13' 13" N., Lon. 6° 56'
3.

No

4.

One light distant froiti the
mile, bearing N.N.E. | E.

5.

1832.

G.

Waterford Harbour Commissioners.

7.

To form

W.

Lat. 52°

local authority.

Duncannon

4.

Determined on by Government.
Light necessary on the pierhead

6.
7.

to thf;P°"°*
Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer
built b>
Dublin Corporation. The tower and dwelhngs
contract by Mr. Legge, of Duncannon.

Harbour light.
Cut stone tower; stonewalling; tower

11.

8.

1826.

9.

Designed bv the late Alexander Nimmo, C.E., the engineer of
was built.
the harbour, under whose direction the tower

Harbour

10.

circular, coloured white

Usual arrangement of wroughl12. No separate'extcrnal conductor.
iron handrail.
85

14.

128

n

i S. to S. S.

W.

i S.

During every night from sunset

19. Fixed.

to sunrise.

of the illuminating ..ppaalteration in general character
oil.
Burners adapted for use of rapeseed

Plate Co.
Parabolic relleclors from Soho
by workmen of the Corporation.
through dome of
o^
arrancement of other catoptric lights
'^- l^n'al
the blocking and
"antern?^he?e are also ventilators in
ot air.
supply
regulate
to
of lightroom

"4

Hoor

a6.
27.

None.

;

none applied

for.

W""'"!'
», S.t.

bv

1S57

2/.

repairs,

1/'

Ss.'S)

16s.

8t/.

;

cylinders,

1858, cylinders,

no

1/.

16s.

1/. 16s.

;

cleaning

;

gallons; wicks, 4 gross.

cleamng stores,
stores, 1/. Ss. 8d.

1858, oU, 170 gallons;

oil.

1857, 4s. 2^^. per gallon.

,

1857, 3s. 6rf. per gross;
40 Argand cotton wick.
total cost.
1858, 3s. erf. per gross ; 14s.

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fund.

Revenue

No.
per statement in Special Return

13s. Sd.
43. 1852, quarter, 119/.
1852, 478/. 14s. 6<i.

14s.

50.

By Committee of the Port of Dublin
circuit of inspection in 1857

On

;

34
35.

1.

^
Total
,

Is. 5J.

,,

rv ur
from Dublin.

Corporation.

Oil stored in oil store

close to the lighthouse.

None

55.

No

56

Si^al

57

One

for.

No night signals used.
m.ast and flag.
the station as changes
keeper. Keeper changed from
from other lighthouses require and allow.

and

floor

1858,

1/.

ICs.

cleaning

;

16s.;

cleamng

stores.

stores,

Sd.

38. 1857, oil, 149 gallons
wicks, 3 gross.

Pale rapeseed

oil.

;

wicks, 3 gross.

oil,

1858,

1857, 4s. 2id. per gallon.

161 gallons

1858,

3s.

;

5d. per

gallon.

per gross,
40 Argand cotton wick. 1857, 3s. 6d.
1858, 3s. 6c/. per gross, 10s. 6d. total cost.

42.

None used.
From Mercantile

43.

No

44

6(/.

total cost.

JIarine Fund.

dues charged.
freight of
l'<5" 178/. 1-s. (id. (including
Dublin.) 1858, 15d/. lis. lOd., ditto.

46.

None.
None.

47.

None.

45.

10s.

light

oil

and

stores

No

49

None.

50.

Bv Committee

Snperof Port of Dublin Corporation and by the

'intendent of Lighthouses.
inspection in 1P57; ditto, 1858.
51. On circuit of
5" Not known to have been extinguished.
burner kept ready. Oil stored in
and
lamp
53! Spare
adjoining the lighthouse.
54.

from

representation or complaint.

4S.

None in 1858.
None used or applied

56. Signal

none applied

cylinders,
cylinders, 1/.

2/. 5s. 9c/.;

8rf.

is.

1/. Is.

55.

in 1858.

tide signals used;

b.ise

36. 210/. total.

tor

^

of

Paints pro8<;.
Coated «ith paint once every year, 15/. I3s.
contract.
cured by contract ; workmanship not by
One keeper at 64/. 12s. id.

41

ditto, 1858.

Not known to have been extinguished.
kept ready.
53 Spare lamp and burner
54.

Wall).

500/.

of special repairs
33. 22/. 13s. W. (including cost
of pier, not of lighthouse tower).

,

of freight of stores
135", 203/. 6s., including cost
1838, 123/. 13s. lOrf., ditto.

49.

total cost.

,
j
„
collected and paid as

1858, quarter, 30/.

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.

51.
50'

none applied

Company (Boulton and

for.

Not ascertained, transferred by Government.
Not purchased, transferred by Government.

1858, 3s. 5d. per

gallon.

43.

;

Improvements,

31.

39.

wicks, 4 gross.

Pale rapeseed

47.

None.

1/.

SS. 1857, oil,

46.

None used

27.

37. 1857, repairs,

at 46/. 3s.

36. 210/.

45.

26.

32.

/.
inches diameter, 4 feet high
51. Lantern sash, 7 feet 6
3) Not purchased ; erected by Corporation.
requisite during five years ending 18^8.
33 No repairs of buildings
Paints procured
34"
15/. 19.. 6d
Coated with paint once every year,
contract.
contract ; workmanship not by

One keeper

illuminaling apalteration in the general char.wler of the
burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.
;

paratus

24. Reflectors from .Soho Plate
25. Through dome of lantern.

30. Finished.

.

,

50. Finished.

44

No

29.
,.

cost of lantern ''ghting
^9. 4,945/. 12s. lOd., including
platfonn, embankment, roadwaj
&c., with cost of arched

40

3rd order.

23.

28. 16d.ays.

28. 10 days.

41.

22.

Wrought-iron frame

None used

to sunrise.

21. Catoptric.

ratus.

39.

During every night, from sunset

20.

22. 3rd order.

ol
^-

—

;

Light of natural appearance, white.

21. Catoptric.

35.

pierhead.

7i miles.
horizon, unless
miles (red light not visible to distance of sea
in very clear weather).
17. 84° S. by E. i E. to E. by N.
shown of natural apLight coloured red to seaward
18. Fixed.
pearance, white, to harbour.

19. Fixed.

No

column on

stone tower or

13. 51 feet.

16.

miles.

18. Fixed.

03.

12.

15.

feet.

n. 22° S.W.

20.

No

separate external conductor.

14. 44 feet.

feet.

15. 13 miles.
16.

light.

11. Solid cut

externally.

13.

and from

to guide vessels to

the harbour.

1838.

10.

W.

service.

leading lights
with the Duncannon Fort Lighthouse
to guide over Duncannon Bar.

9.

"

Proposed in plan for Dunmore pier and harbour, constructed
post office
for accommodation of the mail steam packet

5

8.

N., Lon. 6° 59' 30

9'

No local authority.
One light.

3.

half a

light

Fort

mast and

flag.

oil

store

for.

No

night signals used

;

none found

re-

from other
Relieved from the station as changes
57. On "keeper.
lighthouses require and allow.
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139.

140.

DUNGARVAN.

MINEHEAD.
South Coast of Ireland, County of

South Coast of Ireland, Ballinacourty Point,
County of Waterford.

Waterford.
Lat. 51° 59' 33" N., Lon. 7° 35' 8"

W.
The Port of Dublin Corporation have not any formally ap-

Lat. 52° 4' 27" N., Lon. 7° 33' 5" M'.
3.

No

4.

One

pointed local a^ijents paid, as such correspondence
directly with the lightkeepers.

local authority.

One

light.

5.

1848.

6.

Merchants of Dungarvan.
Best general position to guide past outer rocks, and
inner harbour light.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

Inspector of Lighthouses.
Pieviously to the erection of Minehead and Ballycottin lights,
the coa'st between Cork light and the Hook To'wer light was
without lights
these were selected as the most judicious
points for intervening coast lights.
Jlinehead also marks
approach to Dungarvan Bay.

1S58.

;

44

feet.

14.

52

feet.

15.

Si miles.

1st .lune 1S51.

,

,

,

16. 10 miles.

E. to

17. (233°.)

N.W. |N.

Light is coloured red in direction of Carrickapane
Rock, green in direction of rocks otF Ballinacourty Point, and
of natural appearance, white in all other directions in which

Fixed.

it is

,

.

visible.

19.

Fixed.

20.

During every night from sunset

,

,

to sunrise.

Walling of tower and dwellino; built by contract, from the design
and under the direction ot Air. Halpin, Engineer to the Port
of Dublin Corporation. Contractor, j\Ir. SV. Raleigh.
Sea light.
Tower, solid masonry without a separate inner wall, coated
inside with cement.
Tower, light grey stone colour.
General arrangement of connexion of metal inclosiire plate of
lightroom with the handrail of tower.
68 feet.
235 feet.
19 miles.
23 miles..
202° N.E by E. i E. to

.

refracting belt.
one concentric wick lamp lightpd.
alteration in description or character of illuminating apparatus since first lighted.
Wilkins, of London, maker of the dioptric apparatus; ^IcMastcr,
1st order,

No

22.

3rd order.

23.

No

24.

Mr. Wilkins, of London.
Ventilating tube continued through centre of dome.

No

None.
None.
None.

9,1991. 19s. Id.,

None

alteration since lighted.

suggested, the light serving

well the designed purpose.

26.

27.
23.

of Dublin, made the machine.
Central tube through dome of lantern.
fos signals, none having been considered neccssarv in this

28 days.

29. 6,737/. 6s.,

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, Xc.
All buildings ess entially requisile are completed.
Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 10 feet high, 825^. (including

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

30. Finished.

31.

Lantern sash 10 feet diameter, 6 feet high;

566/.

stone blocking.)

(including

Lighthouse was not purchased

cut stone blocking.)

33.
34.

Coated

Dublin Corporation.

ot

,

with paint once in each year.
2ii/. 10s-,
in 185S.
^A'orknlanship not bv conPaints procured by contract.

.

tract.
.

35.

One keeper

at 46/. 3s.

Not lighted until 1S58.

38.

Not lighted

39.

Pale rapesccd

;

ditto.
oil.

built

by Port of Dublin

General coating of paint once in each year, 34/. 5s. Paints
procured by contract. Workmanship not by contract.
One keeper at 64/. 12s. 4(/. per" annum. One ditto at 46/. 3s.
per annum.
1,574/. 17s. 4(/. ; 144/. IDs. 3i/.; 12R/.— Total, 1,845/. 7s. Id.
7/. 2s.

total, 473/. 19s. 10^/.

1857,

-Is. 'Jhfi.

per gallon.

1H58, 3s. Zul per

gallon.

.

cotton concentric wick.

40. 1858,

was

2/. is. 8rf.

1857, repairs,

36. 366?. 5s.; 107/. I4s. 10(/.
37.

;

Cor]3oratio;i.

Not purchased, built by the Port
Not lighted until 1858.

32.

W. JS.

Intermittent.

Light visible during 50 seconds, and eclipsed during 10 seconds.
The arrangement to produce eclipses of this light designed
by the Engineer of the Port of Dublin Corporation.
During whole night, from sunset to sunrise.
Dioptric, fitted with catadioptric zones above and bclo^v the

main

21. Dioptric.

25.

held

Cork Harbour Commissioners, position previously suggested by
to serve ns

Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation. Erected by the workmen of the Corjioration, and
not by contract.
Harbour light.
Circular stone tower of limestone, solid walls.
No outer lightning conductor. Usual arrangement of capping
of iron handrail, forming continuous conductor from lantern
dome to bottom of tower.

13.

18.

is

'

light only.

1S48.

Not lighted

4rf.

3/.

19s. Sd.

;

cylinder.*,

1358, repairs,

3/.

4/.

4s.

12s. llrf.

;

;

cleaning stores,
cylinders,

4/. 4s.

cleaning stores, 2/. 7s. 4d.
1858, oil, 487 gallons ;
1857, oil, 4't4 gallons ; wicks, 3J gross.
wicks, 3§ gross.
Pale rapeseed oil. 1857, 4s. 2hd. per gallon ; 1858, 3s. 5d. ditto.
Cotton concentric wick. 1857, 2/. .'is. total cost. 1858, 2/. 5».
total cost.

until 1K58.

No fog signal apparatus.
Light is maintamed from the llercantile Marine Fund. Revenue is collected and paid as per statement in Special Returji
No. 1.
Total
1852, quarter, 742/. 3s. 7t/.; 1858, quarter, 63C/. 13s. lit/.
•

41.

None.

42.

From Mercantile Marine Fund.

43.

Not lighted until 1858, quarter,
Not lighted ditto.

.

,

as per

44.

Revenue

statement in Special Return No.
1/.

is

collected and paid

1.

Os. 2r/.

,

45.
46.

47.
48.
49.

None.
None.
None.

.

No complaints
No complaint

or representation made.

,

,

or representation

made

as to efliciency

of the

lii'ht.
.

50.

By Committee of the Corporation

an:l

by the SuperinI ndent

of Lighthouses.
51. Station

52.

.

inspected on circuit in 1857, by superintendent in 1858.

Not known to have been extinguished during night since

first

established.
53.

At

54.

None

55.

No

least

store

in oil

56.

Signal mast and

37.

One

IT.

1858,

complaints made as to the light being unnecessary or
placed in an unsuitable position since lighted,
complaints or representation as to the efficiency of light
since lighted.
Committee of Board and by Superintendent of Lighthouses.
On circuit of inspection in 1S57. Ditto, 1858.
Not known to have been extinguished during, night since

No
No

lighted.
two lamp burners are kept ready. Oil kept in oil
store adjoining principal keeper's dwelling, there being some
positive advantages in having it kept there.

Barometer and thermometer.

in 1858.

tide signals used.
There has
requisition to have tide signals

by changes

of stores).

None.
None.
None.

.It least

two spare burners always kept ready. Oil stored
adjoining dwelling and close to lighthouse.

keeper.

,

for 1852. 2,968/. 14s. 6d.
1852, 392/. 4s. 2d. (including freight
305/. 13s. 9d. ditto.

flag.

No

not been any application or
used at the station.

night signals.

Keepers are changed from the station as required
at other lighthouses.

Gg

Tide signals not used at this station, not considered necessary.

Mast and

flag.

Relieved from wath

in

lightroom at 12 o'clock at midnight

changed from station according as changes
stations require and allow.

from other
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141.

142.

B.iLLYCOTTIN ISLAND.

YOUGHAL.
West Side of
Youghal Harbour, County

South-east Coast of Ireland,

Entrauce to
Cork.

South Coast of Ireland, summit of Ballycottin Island, County of Cork.
3.

Lat. 51° 49' SO'' N., Lon. 7° 59 W.
The Port of Dublin Corporation have not any formally ap-

pointed
Lat. 51° 56' 34" N., Lon. 7° 50' 34'
3.

No

W.

local authority,

4.

Only one

5.

Slarch 1S48.

8.
9.

1848.

loc.ll

Cork Haj-hour Commissioners.
general position on the coast, as serving with the

7.

Its

8.

June 1851.
Tower and dwelling.5 built by contract from the plans and specification, and under the superintendence of Mr. Halpin,
Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation.
Contractors,

11.
12.

Xo

9.

Messrs. Brash, of Cork.
10.

Sea

light.

13.

masonry, of stone of the vicinity, coated inside with

cement
;

circular tower, with projecting gallery.

12.

plaster.

Iron handrail of tower connected with metal inclosure plate of
lightroom.

Usual arrangement of iron handrail to
form continuous conductor from lantern to base of tower.

13. SOfecL
14. 195 feet.

43

feet.

14.

78

feet.

15. 16 sea miles.
16. 20 sea miles.

15.

10 miles.

external conductor.

17.
18.

16. 12 miles.

to sunrise.

22.
23.
alteration in character of illuminating apparatus,
24. Wilkins, of London.
25. Tube through dome of lantern.
26. Large fog bell rung bv machinery.
27. 55 days.
28. 55 days.
29. 11,746/. 15.t. 5(f., including cost of lantern, light apparatus, en-

No

22.

3rd order.

23.

No

24.

Wilkins, of London.

25.

^'entilating

26.

No

27.

None.

alteration in illuminating apparatus since 1845.

ttibe through centre of dome, also ventilators
through blocking and floor of lantern to regulate supply
of air.

fog signals

at this station

none applied

;

for.

closure approach, &c.
30. Finished.
31. Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 10 feet high, 833/. (including

stone blocking.)
32. Not purchased, but built bv Port of Dublin Corporation.
S3. 41. lOs. lOd.
34. Paint coated once in each year, 52/. 13s. 4rf.
Paints procured

28. 12 days.
29. 4,679t

(is.

5d.,

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.
~"

diameter, 6 feet high.
Lantern sash,
Total, 467/. (including cut stone blocking).
32. Not purchased ; erected by Port of Dublin Corporation.
31.

V2s.

33.

1/.

34.

Coated once each year,

SS.

One keeper

tract

36. 398/. 6s.

22/. 4«. \0d.

workmanship not by
8rf.

at 46/.
104/.

;

38. 1857, oil,

oil.

1/.

No

42.

From

17,«.

(id.

3$. Sd.

1858,

cleaning stores,

305 gallons.

oil,

2J</.

1857,

per gallon.
1/.

17s.

6rf.

1858, 3s. 5<i per
total cost.

1858,

8rf.

1852, nil.
stores,

1858, quarter,

By Committee

48.

40.

Cotton concentric wicks.

1857,

21. 5s.

total cost,

1858,

21. Ss.

total cost.
Total, 756/.
41. Bell, 229/. ; machine, 170/.; belfry, 357/.
42. From ^lercantile Marine Fimd. Revenue is collected and paid

as per statement in Special Return No. 1.
43. 1852, quarter, 710/. 4,«. Id.; 1858, quarter, 646i. Is.
Total for
1852, 2,840/. 16s. id.
44. 1852, nil.
1858, 456/. 5s. 9d. (including boat attendance and

collected and paid

1.

4/. 3s.

49.

None.
None.
None.
No complaint or representation as to the light beiug unneccssarv or placed in an unsuitable position.
No complaint or representation received as to the efliciency o(

50.

By Committee of

45.
46.
47.

48.

lOd.

Total for

the light.
the Board and by the

Superintendent of

Lighthouses.

50.

47.

185K,
cleaning stores, 2i 7s. 4d.
cleaning stores,
4/. 4s. ;

cylinders,

;

316pallons; wicks, 3J gross. 1858, oil, 354 gallons
wicks, 3J gross.
Pale rapeseed oil. 1857, 4s. 2id. per gallon ; 1858, 3«. 5d. per

(including cost of freight of

1858, 173/. lis. 6d.

49.

46.

4d.

freight of stores.)

is

&c.)

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.

45.

18s.

39.

total cost.

Mercantile Marine Fund. Revenue
as per statement in Special Retnm No.
1852, 84/. 10s. lOd.

44.

repairs, 4/.
id.

gallon.
1/.

fog signal apparatus at this station.

43. 1852, quarter, 21/. 2s.

watchman

Sd

38. 1857, oil,

contract.

gallon.

Cotton concentric wick.

contract.
at 46/. 35.;

one

2/. 7s.

Total, 502/.

1857, 4s.

at 64/. 12s. id.,

36. 2,858/. 12J. Id. ; 255/. 13s.
37. 1857, cylinders, 4/. 4.«. ;

,3s.

313 gallons. 1858,

Pale rapeseed

Two' keepers, one

Jittending bell, 36/. 10s.

Paints procured by con-

37. 1857, cylinders, Si. 10». ; cleaning stores,
repairs, 1/. 16s. 6d.; cylinders, 3/. 10s.;
IL 3s. Sd.

41.

35.

-Id.

;

Workmanship not by

by contract.

30. Finished.

40.

N.

of the upper and
lower catadioptric zones simultaneously with the polygonal
lenses ; from this arrangement a powerful flash is produced.
1st order, one concentric wick burner.

21. Dioptric.

39.

J

once in every 10 seconds.

20. From simset to sunrise (every night.)
21. Dioptric vertical reflectors are moved in front

N. I E. to aw. by S.
Light of natural appearance, white.

19. Fixed.

During every night from sunset

W.

191° E. A N. to
Flashing.

19. Flash

18. Fixed.

20.

light on

1st

11. Solid

Harbour light.
Cut stone; solid wall

17.

agents paid as such.

light only.

Alinehead to light a range of coast.

by Port of Dublin Corporation.
As the most eligible position for a harbour light.
February 1852.
Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of Dublin
Corporation, and built under his supervision by workmen of
the Corporation.

10.

One

5.
6.

light.

6. Sugge.?ic(i
7.

4.

51. On circuit of inspection in 1857 ; ditto in 1858.
52. Light not extinguished, but representation having

that

it

did not revolve

examination

been made
on the morning of 5th Nov. 1857, and
facts sworn to, the principal keeper

made and

was dismissed from the lighhouse senice.
two spare burners kept in readiness.

53. .\t least

of the Coq>oration and by the Superintendent of

Lighthouses.
51.

On

52.
53.

Not kno\vn to have been extinguished.
At least two spare burners kept in readiness.

54.

None

55.
56.

No tide signals used at this station none applied for.
No night signals used. Signal mast and flag.

57.

One

circuit of inspection in 1857

;

ditto, 1858.

in 1858.
;

keeper.

Keeper changed from the

cli:'n»Tes at ttther stations.

stations as required

57.

by

Oil stored in

oil store adjoining principal keeper's dwelling and close to
the lighthouse.
54. Barometer and thermometer.
55. Tide signals not used, this lighthouse not being in vicinity of
or at entrance of any navigation dependent on the state of
the tide.
56. Exhibition of flag by day requires the attendance of boat, but
from closeness of island to the shore, and from frequency of

boat attendance, it is seldom requisite to hoist flag.
at this station until transferred to anothe^
their families residing' on the island ; changes become neces
sary chieflv in ordur that keepers at remote island stations
mav not be continued there too long.

The keepers remain
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143.

144.

SPIT BANK.

CORK.

Cork Harbour,

South Coast of Ireland, on Roches Point,
East Side of Entrance of Cork Harbour.
Lat. 51° 47' 33" N., Lon. 8° 15' 14"

Spit Bank.
Lat. 51° 50' 41" N., Lon. 8° 16' 26"

W.
3.

3.

4.

No

light.

4.

W.

No

separate agent or local authority, the lightkeeper transacting all the business of the station under instruction.

local authority.

One

off North-east Point of the

One

light.

5.

1815.

5.

1848,

)).

Merchants of Cork.

6.

7.

To

8.

1817.

Cork Harbour Commissioners.
As marking norfh-east projecting point of the Spit bank and
angle or bend in the channel, where sailing course to
Queenstown is altered.

9.

10.
1 1

.

serve as a sea light (previously to erection of the Ballycottin light), to guide from seaward to Cork Harbour and
light its entrance.

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of
Dublin Corporation. Built under his direction by the workmen of the Corporation ; not bv contract.
Sea light.
Cut stone ; solid walling. The tower is of circular form,
coloured white, and having the residence extending from it

7.

jVoexternal lightning conductor. Wrought iron handrail forms
continuous conductor from lantern to base of tower.

13.

49

feet.

14.

92

feet.

15.

— miles.

16.

Engineer, George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of Dublin Corporation. The screw piles and keeper's dwelling were built
under contract by Mr. Mitchell, patentee of the screw piles;
the lantern was erected by workmen of the Corporation.

Harbour

11.

Octagonal sheet iron house, borne on 9 wrought piles, coloured
red, at once recognized by the peculiar open appearance of
the screw piles, which are placed apart in the angles and
centre of octagon.

12.

The whole building forms a

Red

19.

Fixed.

During

from sunset

everj- night

is

22.

1st order.

23.

No

Soho Plate Company.
as in the other catoptric lights, through dome of lantern.
There are also ventilators in the blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate the supply of air. Improvement of the
apparatus is under consideration.

Reflectors from the

25.

Same

75

feet.
75 feet from base screws to vane height
of sand to vane varies as the sands shift.

32

feet.

15.

6 miles.

18.

270° S.S.W. i W. to N.W. by
Fixed red light.

19.

Fixed.

17.

the general character of the illuminating
apparatus; burners adapted for use ofrapeseed oiL Ruby
cylinders substituted for red discs, at suggestion of the engineer of the Corporation.

24.

13.

14.

20. During everj* night
21. Dioptric.

None.
None,

28. 19 days.

apparatus.

23.
24.
25.
26.

27.

including cost of lantern, light

Not purchased

;

40.

41.

No

One keeper

38.

-id.

Total, 840/.
37. 1857, repairs, 20/. 5s. 5d, ; cylinders, 5/. 8s. ; cleaning stores,
1/. 13.S. 6d.
1858, repairs, nil. (nor in 1855 or 1856); cylin75/.

cleaning stores, 1/. 13s. 6d.
;
732 gallons; wicks, 11 gross. 1858,

39.

5/. 8s.

38. 1857. oil,

wicks, 11 gross.
Pale rapeseed oil.

1857, 4s. 2hd. per gallon.

oil,

726 gallons;

Argand cotton wicks.

41.

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fund.

total cost.

1857, 3s. 6d.
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ;

as per statement in Special

per gross;
1/.

1/.

I8s, 6d.

18s. 6d. total cost.

Revenue collected and paid

Return No.

1.

1858, quarter, 671/. 5s. 9d.
Total for
1852, 2,756/. 16s. lOd.
44. 1852, 211/. 15s. 9d.
(including boat attendance, freight of
stores, &c.)
1858, 267/. 18s. 8c/., ditto.

43. 1852, quarter, 689/. 4s. 2d.

47.

None.
None.
None.

48.

No

49.

None.

50.

By Committee of

51.
52.

Superintendtnt of Lighthouses.
On circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 1858.
Not known to have been extinguished.

53.

Spare lamp and burners kept ready.

45.

46.

representation or complaint as to the position.

135/.; 25/.

cost.

1858, 3s. 5d. per

42.

gallon.
40.

;

Total, 160/.
1858, repairs,
1857, cylinders, 18s.; cleaning stores, 19s. Srf.
21. 7s. ; cylinders, 18s. ; cleaning stores, 19s. Sd.
1858, oil, 60 gallons;
1857, oil, 6*0 gallons; wicks, 2 gross.
Larger apparatus fitted up in i860 will
wicks, 2 gross.
cause increased consumption of oil and wicks.
Pale rap. seed oil. 1857, 4s. 2hd. per gallon. 1858, 3s. 5d. per
gallon.
Cotton concentric wick. 1857, 8s. total cost. 1858, Ss. total

36.

at 64/. 12s.

43.
44.
45.

46.
47.
48.
49.

50.

fog signal apparatus.
Light maintained from the Mercantile Marine Fund. Revenue
collected and paid as per statement in Special Return No. 1.
Not lighted in 1852. For quarter 1858, 65/. 2s. 2d.
1858, 205/. 16s. lid. (including cost of boat atten1852, nil.
dance, freight of stores, &c.)

None.
None.
None.
There have not been any complaints that the light is unnecessary
or placed in an unsuitable position.
The Cork Harbour Commissioners having suggested that the
strength of the light should be increased, the Port of Dublin
Corporation having obtained the sanction of the Board of
Trade, had a higher order of apparatus placed.
By Committee of ihe Port of Dublin Corporation and by Super'

the Port of Dublin Corporation

and by the

51.
52.

Barometer and thermometer.

No

56.

Signal mast and

57.

One

tide signals used

;

none applied

The

established.

a spare lamp and two spare burners kept in readiness.
oil s'.ored in a room under the liglitroom.
in 1858.
55. No tide signals are used; Cork Harbour being a deep w^ter
harbour na\igable at low water by large ships beyond the
range of this light, there has not been any requisition to have

There

is

The

54.

None

56.

From proximity

57.

Keeper on watch relieved

for.

flag.

keeper. Keeper removed from the station
from other lighthouses render it necessary.

intendent of Lighthouses.
circuit of inspection in 1857 ; ditto, 1858.
light has not been known to have been extinguished since

On

first

53.

Oil stored in oil store

close to the lighthouse.
54.

55.

not purchased, but built by the Port of Dublin Corpora

;

35.

35.

42.

Register not satisfactory.
including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

tion.

37.

39.

None.
None.

None.
General coating of paint once a year, 41/. 13s. Paints procured
by contract w orkmanship not by contract,
One'keeper, 64/. 12s. 4d. one helper, 36/. lOs.

34.

erected by Corporation.

9rf.

ders,

sunrise.

Light strengthened in I860 at suggestion of Cork Harbour
Commissioners; character of light the same.
Chance, of Birmingham.
«
Ventilating tube through centre of dome.

Was

Coated with paint once every year, 15/. 18s. Id, Paints procured by contract; workmanship not by contract.

;

from snnsetto

W.

33.

34.

36. 765/.

i

32.

Sec.

30. Finished.
31. 1,030/. (including cut stone blocking).
33. 10/. 2s.

W.

29. 6,412/. 9s. 3t/.,
30. Finished.
31. 136/. 9s. lOrf.

29. 6,0C0/. ("present lighthouse),

32.

from surface

22. 4th order.

28.
27.

;

16. 8 miles.

to sunrise.

in

alteration

;

two fathoms.

of the natural

21. Catoptric.

26.

large continuous conductor; the
the dwelling of sheet iron, bearing on wrought
iron piles set in the water, the depth at low water being over

light not seen to sea horizon, unless in very

Fixed. Light is coloured red to seaward, and
appearance, white, towards the harbour.

20.

light.

lantern metal

11 miles.

clear weather,
17. 237*^ N. by E. to S.E.
18.

1853.

9.

10.

laterally.
12.

8.

when changes

tide signals shov\n.
to shore

and to Queenstown no formal code of

signals used.

0-2

in lightroom at 12 o'clock midnight.
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145.

.

146.

KINSALE.

CHARLES FORT.

South Coast of Ireland, on South Point of
Old Head.

South Coast of Ireland, in Charles Fort,
Kinsale Harbour.

Lat. 51° 36' 11" N., Lon. 8° 31' 58"

Lat. r.l° 41' 48" N., Lon. S° 29' 50"

W.
3.

^.

No

4.

One

light.

ascertained.

6.

Not
Not

7.

To

8.

1804.

9.

The engineer and builder of

5.

0.
1.

4.

local authority.

:>.

6.
7.

ascertained.

light Kinsale Haiboiir channel.
8.

the fort. The light was transferred to the Port of Dublin Corporation by the Revenue
Board in 1810.

Harbour

light.

niasonrj- and brick work.
Rooms in the barrack
facing harbour apjiropriated for lightroom and for keeper.

Hammered

2.

No

3.

48

feet.

4.

98

feet.

5.

lli miles.

5.

14 miles.

See No. 6 (following No.)
old light transferred from the Revenue Board in 1810.
.4s being the best position for a sea Ii"ht on that part of the
coast between the Fastnet Rock and Cork Harbour ; it is on
the outer point of a very prominent headland, and serves
also to guide to the entrance of Kinsale Harbour.
18.53, date of first exhibition of present light on South Point.
Old light farther inland (now discontinued) was established
in ISC

9.

10.
11.

lightning conductor.
12.

W.

No local authoritv.
One light.

5.

Designed by (ieorge Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation.
Buildings were erected by the workmen of the
Corporation, and not by contract.
Sea light.
Painted white
Stone tower, solid wall, coated with cement.
with two red belts.
Csual arrangement of wrought-iron handrail to form continuous conductor from lantern to base of lower. No separate
external conductor.

i;t.

100

feet.

14. 23(3 feet.

18 miles.
16. 22 miles.
15.

7.

12° S..S.W. J

B.

Fixed.

9.

Fixed.

X During

Catoptric.

2.

3rd order.

5.

No

3.

;

Through covering over lantern
none applied for.

Finished.

1.

75/.,

2.

Not purchased,

}.

7s. 6d.

sash.

transferred

from revenue Boanl.

Coated with paint once in every year, 4/. Xf.
by contract ; workmanship not by contract,
One keeper at 21/., exceptional rate.

i.

170/.

r.

1857,

estimated

Paint.s

procured

16s.; cleaning stores,
Sd. ; cylinders, 1/. l(3s. ;

1/.

lis.

oil, 150 gallons; wicks, 4 gross.
wicks, 4 gross.

!.

1857,

).

Pale rapeseed

).

Aigand cotton

Wd.

l.'is.

1838,

cleaning stores,

1S57,

oil.

Is. 21(/.

1S5S,

oil,

per gallon.

146 gallons;

1858,

;is.

jd.

I.

II. 1 6s.

34.

Coated with paint once in each year. Average,
reduced to 34/. Paints procured by contract.
ship not by contract.

6(/.

None used.
From Mercantile

Slarine Fund.

1852, quarter, 29/. Is. id.
1852, 116/. Ss. Cd.

Revenue

Return No.

collected

None.

3.

None,

r.

None.

3.

No

3.

None.

D.

By Committee

1.

On

2.

Not known

42.

and paid

4.

from Dublin.

45.
•

46.
47.

representation or complaint.

total cost

;

1858,

2/. 5s.

toUl

cost.

fo^ signal apparatus.
Light is maintained from the Mercantile Marine Fund. Revenue
is collected and paid as per statement in Special Return
No. 1.

—

None.
None.
None.
There have not been any complaints that the present light is
urneccssary or placed in an unsuitable position.
There have not been any complaints as to the efficiency of the
light.
As first exhibited, the light was shown to entrance of
C'ourtn^acsherry Bay, and in 1S55 was, by direction of the
Board of Trade', opened farther landward, so as to be visible
within that bay.

of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

50.

to have

been extinguished.

Spare lamp and'burner kept ready.
room.

On

52.
53.

Not known to have been extinguished.
At least two spare burners kept in readiness.

54.

Barometer and theimomeier.

55.

No

7.

One

keeper.

circuit

in 1857.

Ditto in 1858.
Oil stored in

oil

tide signals.

mast and flag.
Keeper on watch relieved in lightroom at 12 o'clock each night;
keepers are changed from the station as changes from the
otlrer stations require and allow.

56. Signal

requisite.

of inspection

store near to lighthouse.

Oil store adjoining light-

in 1858.

6.

of the Board of the Port of Dublin Corporation
and by .Superintendent of Lighthouses.

By Committee

51.

circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 1858.

None

2/. 5s.

No

For quarter, 1852, 697/. 2s. lOrf. Ditto, 1858, 675/. 17s. 4<l.
Total for 1852, 2,788/. lis. 4d.
44. 1852, Gl5l.6s.3d. (including freight of stores.) 1858, 547/. 2s. 5d.

48.

No tide signals used or applied for.
No night signals used; none found

5.

Workman-

43.

Total for

49.

3.

45/. lis. 6<i,

ditto.

1852, 190/. Ss. 3(/., including cost of freight of stores
1858, 83/. 17s. Sd., ditto.

j.

41.

1.

1858, quarter, 8s. lOd.

sd.

gallon.
40. 1857.

wicks.
1857, Os. 6d. per gross, 14». total cost.
per gross ; 14s. total cost.

as per statement in Special
!.

stone blocking.)
Present lighthouse was erected by the Port of Dublin Corporation, and was not purchased.

SX

per

gallon.

;.

sunrise.

35. Two keepers! one at 64/. 12s. 4(/., one at 46/. 3s.
36. 1.392/. 11.S. -Id.; 126/. 196. 4d.
1858, cy37. 1857, cylinders, 41. 4s.; cleaning stores, 2/. 7s. 4d.
linders, 4/. 4s. ; cleaning stores, 21. 7s. 4d.
1858, oil, 562 gallons
38. 1857, oil, 583 gallons ; «icKs, 3} gross.
wicks, 3J gross.
1858, 3s. od. per
39. Pale rapeseed oil.
1857, 4s. 2W. per gallon.

co-st.

cylinders,
7/.

32.

15s. lOrf.

I.

During every night from sunset to

27. None.
28. None. (Register not satisfactory.)
29. 10.534/., including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.
30. Finished.
SI. Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 10 feet high; 744/. (including

50<V.

i.

185S, 3s.

20.

Light extended into Courtmacsherry Bay, bj- direction of the
Board of Trade, in 1855.
of London.
2.). Ventihating tube through centre of dome; there arc minor ventilators through floor and through blocking of lightroom, to
regulate supply of air.
26. No fog signals at this station.

estimated cost.

repairs,

Fixed.

24. Wilkins.

;

).

i.

19.

23.

Reflectors from the Soho Plate Co.

None used

of the Horse Rock in

Ojurtmacsherry Bay.

from sunset to sunrise.

21. Dioptric.
22. 1st order.

None.
None.
Improvements,

J.

17. 290° N.E. i N. to N.W. by N.
18. Fixed, while to seaward ; red in direction

general character of the illuminating
burners adapting for use of rapeseed oil.

?.

?.

A S.

alteraiion in the

apparatus

5.

S.W.

to

cverj' night,

1.

1.

W.

Light of natural appearance, while.

57.

UEPLiES TO

CIRCULAR
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147.

148.

FASTNET ROCK.
Summit of Fastnct Rock,

off

S.W. Coast
South

of Cork.
Lat. 51^ 20' 18" N.,

Long. 9°

CROOKHAVEN.

36' 25"

Coast of Ireland, on Rock Island
at North Side of Entrance of
Crookhaven, County Cork.
Point,

W.

3.

The Port of Dublin Ck)rporation have not any formally ap-

4.

One

5.

1847.

pointed local agents paid as such.

6.

7.

S.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

light only.

Lat. 51° 28' 35" N., Long. 9° 42' 39"

Cork Harbour Commissioners and others.
To form a substitute for'the Cape Clear light, being four miles
farther to the westward and southward, and less liable to
be obscured by fogs.
1st January 1854.
Built from the designs and under the direction of Mr. George
Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation. The metal
casing of the tower was procured by contract from Messrs.
i\Iallet, of Dublin.
The rock cutting and erection altogether
bv workmen of the Corporation.
Sea light (1st class).
Outer casing of tower of cast iron, filled in with masonry for
first story, remainder of tower lined with brickwork; tower
marked by one horizontal red belt.
The metal tower serves as a large conductor.
92 feet.
148 feet.
15 miles.
19 miles.

4.
5.
6.
7.

24.

27.
28. 28 days.

Cost of lighthouse on the rock, 18,947/. 15s. lid., including cost
of lantern, light apparatus, &c.
30. Buildings essentially necessary on rock completed.
31. 775?.
32. Not purchased

;

erected by Port of Dublin Corporation.

12.

No

1/. 8s.

34.

General coating of paint once in each year, 57/. 15x-. 5rf. Paints
procured by contract workmanship not by contract.
Three keepers; two always on duty at the lighthouse. One at
64/. V2s. -id. ; two at 46/. 3s.
also two boatmen resident on

18.

19.

20.
21.
22.

23.

25.

;

None.
None.

28.

37 days.

29. 9,151/. 7s., including cost

31.

Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, S feet high.

.32.

Not purchased

;

cylinders, 4/. 4s.; cleaning stores,
1/. 5s. ; cylinders, 4/. 4s.; cleaning
oil,

414 gallons;

w-ieks,

;

40.

Cotton concentric wick.

None.

1857,

2/.

5s. total cost.

1858,

49.

By Committee of the Board and by the Superintendent of

48.

light.

Lighthouses.
circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 1858.
52. Not known to have been extinguished during night since
51.

54.

Barometer and thermometer.

cleaning stores, 1/. Is. 8d.
1858,
;'
cleaning stores, 1/. Is. Sd.

3/. 12s.

oil.

1837,

4s.

1858,

oil,

322 gallons

1858, 3s. 5d. per

2.W. per gallon.

41.
42.

None
From

6A

1857,

per gross

;

3s. 6</.

1/. Is.

Mercantile Marine Fund.

44. 1852, 205/.

lis.

Dublin).

None.

46.

None.
None.

47.

1/. Is.

total cost.

Revenue collected and paid

Return No.

1.

1858, nil.

1852, nil.

45.

;

used.

as per statement in Special
43.

per gross

total cost.

M.

(including cost of freight of stores from

1858, 144/.

9s. 5d., dtito.

48.

Representation of opinion have been made ; the light should
have been placed on the Alderman rock on south side of the

49.

Representation having been made that the light did not form
a sufficient guide past the Alderman rocks, the light has,
with the sanction of the Board of Trade, been coloured red
over an arc extending across these rocks.
By Committee of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

entrance.
first

lighted.
Oil stored on
least two spare burners kept in readiness.
rock in lower part of tower; remainder stored in store at
Rock Island, Crookhaven.

At

;

wicks, 6 gross.

gallon.

On

53.

;

wicks, 6 gross.

1858, 3s.

From

50.

47.

12s.

3/.

cylinders,

40. .\rgand cotton wick.s.

None.
None.
None.
No complaint or representation as to the light being unnecessary or placed in an unsuitable position.
No complaint or representation made as to the efficiency of the

46.

;

310 gallons

Pale rapeseed

2/. 5s.

.Mercantile Marine Fund. Revenue is collected and paid
as per statement in Special Return No. 1.
43. 1852, i-.ot lighted.
Quarter, 1858, 686/. 9«. lOi/.
44. 1852, nil.
1858, 777/. 4.«. \d. (including cost of attendance of
decked hooker, freight of stores, &c.)
45.

cylinders,
12s. \0d.

38. 1857, oil,

39.

total cost.
42.

36. 382/. total cost.
37. 1857,

1858, 3s. id. per

gallon.

41.

(including

Coated with paint once every year, 22/. 6s. Paints procured
by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
One keeper at 64/. 1 is. 4d

5/.

412 gallons; wicks, 3 J gross. 1858,
3| gross.
39. Pale rapcseed oil.
1857, 4s. 2hd. per gallon
38. 1857, oil,

850/.

erected by Corporation.

;

33. 5/. 8s. \d.

34.

35.

4<i
1858, repairs,
stores, 21. 5s. 4d.

of lantern, light apparatus, &c., road-

ways, embankments, &c.
30. Finished.

;

2/. 5s.

13 miles.
165° W. A N. to E. by S. J S.
Fixed. Light of natural appearance, white.
Fixed.
During every night from sunset to sunrise.
Catoptric.
3rd order.
Light coloured red on arc over the .\ldenuan rock, at the sug-,
gestion of the Engineer of tlie Corjioration.
No other
alteration in the general character of the illuminating apparatus. Burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.
Reflectors from the .Soho Plate Company.
Wrought-iron
frame, &c. by the workmen of the Corporation.
Through dome of lantern. Tliere are also ventilators in the
blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate supply of air.

26.
27.

the rock at 36/. 10s.
36. 2,036/. 19s. lOd. ; 159/.
37. 1857, repairs, 8/. 3s. lOrf.

white.
external conductor; wrought-iron handrail forms a continuous conductor from lantern to base of tower.

13. 45 feet.
14. 67 feet.
15. 9i miles.

cut stone blocking.)

33.

35.

and

11.

10.

24.

29.

Inhabitants of Crookhaven and the vicinity.
to or from Crookhaven, and to light the entrance
passage up the harbour.

1843.

Wilkins, of London.

be worked by machinery.
None.

light.

1838.

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to Port of
Dublin Corporation.
Harbour liglit.
Cut stone; solid walls. Tower of circular form, coloured

;

25. Ventilating tube through centre of dome of lantern.
26. None as yet ; it is proposed to have a large fog bell erected, to

One

To guide

9.

17.

22. 1st order; one large concentric wick burner lighted.
23. No alteration of apparatus since first lighted.

W.

local authority.

S.

16.

Wliole circle lighted.
18. Apparatus, revolving light of the natural appearance or colour.
19. Brightest appearance or flash once every two minutes, gradually
increasing and diminishing in strength, and at short distances,
not totally obscured between the flashes.
20. During every night from sunset to sunrise.
21. Dioptric
upper and lower portions fitted with catadioptric
17. 360°.

No

3.

Tide signals are not used; the lighthouse not being in the
vicinity of any harbour, channel, or navigation depending on
state of the tide.
It has
56. Means of summoning attending hooker by signal flag.
been proposed to establish a code of signals during the present year.
Owing to distance from shore, signals by night
could rarely be made, and signals by day would seldom be
visible, unless in clear weather.
57. One keeper, relieved from duty on the rock every fortnight,
weather permitting. Keeper on watch relieved in lightroom
at 12 o'clock, midnight.
Keepers changed from the station
as required by changes at other stations.
55.

Gg

50.

;i.

On circuit

of inspection in 1857

;

ditto, 1858.

)3.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

>4.

Barometer and thermometer.

)2.

Oil stored in oil store

near to the lighthouse.

>3.

No

16.

Signal mast and

>7.

One

tide signals used.

keeper.

from other

.3

flag.

No application made for
No night signals used.

Keeper changed from the
and allow.

stations require

their adoption.

station

as

changes
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I'oRT OF

150.

149.

BEARHAVEN.

SKELLIGS, LOWER.

South-west Coast of Ireland, on Roancanig
Island, Eastern Entrance to Bearhaven.

"West Coast of Ireland, on the Great Skelligs
Rock off West Coast, Co. Kerry.

Lat. 51° 39' 10" N., Lon. 9° 44' 49"

X No
4.

5.

W.

Lat.

local authority.

One

light.

See Special Return for Skelligs T7pper Lighthouse.

No

4.

There are two

local authority.

lights on the Great Skelligs Rock ; the Lower
Light is distant from the Upper Light 260 vards, bearing
by E.

1838.

7.

Coast Guard authorities.
As guide up Bantry Bay and within Bearhaven, and lighting
the main or eastern entrance to Bearhaven.

5.

1820.

6.

The Knight of Kerry (Maurice Fitzgerald) and

S.

1847.

7.

6.

S.

to Port of Dublin Cordwelling built by contract

poration the walls of tower and
by Mr. Howard, of Limerick; the lantern erected by workmen of the Corporation.
;

10.
11.

14.

62 feet.
55 feet

15.

8i miles.

11.

Sea ligllt.
Cut stone;

12.

No separate

10.

Noseparate external conductor. I'sual arrangement of wroughtiron handrail of tower to form continuous conductor from
lantern to base of lower.

13.

8.
9.

Harbour light.
Cut stone, solid walling, coated inside with cement; tower,
circular, painted white with a red belt.

12.

15.

13 miles.
196° E. by S. to W.N.W. i N.
Fixed. Light of natural appearance, white.
19. Fixed.
20. During every night from sunset to sunrise.

16.
17.
18.

19.

20.

21. Catoptric.
22.

2nd order.

No

•J4.

Reflectors from

25.

Through dome.

alteration in the general character or description of apparatus; burners adapted lo use of rapeseed oil.

Soho Plate Co.

workmen of the
ing and
26.

None used
None.

floor
;

;

wrought-iron frame, &c

by

,

Corporation.

There are also ventilating openings in blockof lightroom to regulate supply of air.

none applied

for.

22. 1st order.
23. No alteration in the general character of the illuminating

None.
38 days.

27.
28.

including cost of lantern, light apparatuii, &c. Large
portion of outlay in rock cutting to form platform for sites
of lighthouse and dwellings ; roadways cut from incline of

29. 22,006/.,

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

29.

14,40St

.30.

Finished.

31.

Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 8 feet high.

10s.,

including cut

9S1/.,

30.

solid rock.
Finished.

31.

Lantern sash, 13 feet diameter, 3

32.

Not purchased

Not purchased erected by Corporation.
;

33. 12?. 10s.

6rf.

;

the repairs during these five years included

some

33.
34.

I/.

Paints procured

Coated with paint once every year, 55t
by contract workmanship not by contract,
keepers; one at 641. 12s. iil. ; one at 46/.
8s. 8rf.

;

3s.

36. 710;. total cost.

cleaning stores, 2/. 3s. id. 1858, repairs,
11/. Is. 9d.; cylinders, 5/. 8s.; cleaning stores, 2/. 3s. 4d.
1858, oil, 631 gallons;
38. 1857, oil, 644 gallons; wicks, 10 gross.
;

wicks, 10 gross.
.39.

Pale rapeseed oiL

1857,

4s. 25(i.

per gallon.

1858, 3s.

41.
42.

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross;
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 1/. 15s. total cost.

Argand cotton wicks.

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fund.

44. 1852, 401/. 12s.

&c.

8</.,

1S58, 384/.

collected

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fund.
1852, quarter, 579/. ITs. llrf.

44. 1852,528/. 10s.,

Dublin.

51.

On

52.

Not known to have been extinguished; the ordinary catoptric
lamp not liable to any accident which would cause its ex-

48.

Sparc lamp and burner kept ready.

None.

50.

By Committee

51

.

52.

Oil stored

ad-

53.

54.

Barometer and thermometer.

54.

Tide signals are not used ; there has not been any application
for them, Bearhaven being a deep water harbour.
means of communicating signals by

55.

56.

Signal mast and tlag; no

57.

KeepL-ron watch relieved in lighthouse at 12 o'clock, midnight.
Keepers are relieved from the station as removals from other

nighl.

lighthouses allow.

634 gallons

1858, 3s.

6(/,

per gross

;

1/. 15s.

5(/.

per

total cost.

15s. total cost.

Revenue

Return No.

collected

and paid

1.

1858, quarter, 448/. 15s.

4<i.

Total

6(/.

including boat attendance, freight of Stores from

of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

One

circuit of inspection in 1857

;

ditto, 1858.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Sparc lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored

in oil store

close to the lighthouse.

joining the lighthouse.

55.

oil,

1858, 407/. 10s. 2d., ditto.

49.

'

tinction.

1858,

per gallon.

None.
None.
None.
No complaint or representation as to the light being unneces
sary or placed in an unsuitable position.

47.

circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 1858.

1/.

as per statement in Special

46.

of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses,

Zirf.

1857, 3s.

1S58, 3s. 6d. per gross;

45.

in oil store

1857, 4s.

cleaning stores,
5/. 8s. ; cleaning

gallon.

ditto.

By Committee

.i3.

41.

oil.

for 1852, 2,319/. Us.

50.

47.
48.

Argand cotton wick.

Os. 2d.

49.

46.

40.

43.
17.

including freight of stores, boat attendance,
.3s. oil.,

Pale rapeseed

and paid as

1.

1858, quarter,

wicks, 10 gross.

;

39.

15s. total cost.

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.

45.

635 gallons
wicks, 10 gross.

38. 1857, oil,

42.

Revenue

per statement in Special Return No.
43. 1852, nil; total for 1852, nil.

1/.

37. 1857, repairs, 15/. 6s. 2d. ; cylinders, 51. 8s. ;
IfSS, repairs, 3/. lis. ; cylinders,
2/. 3s. -id.
stores, 2/. 3s. 4d.

5d per

gallon.
40.

3.1.

36. 855/, total cost.

Two

37. 1857, cvlindcrs, 51. 8s.

15.«. 6c/.

Coated with paint once every year, 45/. 5s. 6d. Paints procured
by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
Two keepers ; one at 64/. 12s. 4d., one at 46/. 3s.

w ork not of usual occurrence.
34.

950/ (including

feet high.

cut stone blocking).
erected by Corporation.
;

stone blocking.

35.

appa-

ratus; burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.
from the Soho Plate Company.
There are also ventilators in the
25. Through dome of lantern.
blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate supply of air.
used.
26. None

24. Reflectors

28. 12 days.

32.

of circular form, painted

21. Cati ptric.

23.

27.

is

Wrought-iron handrail forms

external conductor.

a continuous conductor from lantern to base of tower.
46 feet.
175 feet.
15i miles.
19mile$.
236° N. by \V. to E.S.E.
Fixed.
Light of natural appearance, white.
Fixed.
During every night, from sunset to sunrise.

13.

18.

tower

solid walling;

white.

14.

16.
17.

others.

sea light beiiig rc(|uisite oft' the south-west coast of Ireland,
previously uulighted, the Skelligs Rocks were considered
the best general position.
1826.
Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of
Dublin Corporation, and built under his direction by the
workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.
.\

9. Designed by George nalpin. Engineer

•

and Lon.

3.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals used none applied for. None required, the
position being distant from any tidal navigation or tidal har;

bour.
56.
57.

Signal mast and

flag.

No

night signals used.

Keeper on watch relieved in the lightroom at 12 o'clock, midKeepers are removed from the station as changes
night.
from other lighthouses require and allow.

CIRCULAR
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15].

152.

SKELLIGS, UPPER.
West Coast of Ireland, on the Great Skelligs
Rock off West Coast, Co. Kerry.
W.

Lat. 51° 46' 14" N., Lon. 10° 32' 45"
3.

No

4.

There are two

5.

distant
1820.

local authority.
li;<hts

on the Great Skelligs Rock.

from the Lower Light 260

Upper Light
by W.

yards, bearing N.

9.

10.

11.

3.

A

No

4.

One

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of
Dublin Corporation, and built under his direction by the
workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.
Sea light.
Cut stone; solid walling; tower is of circular fonn, painted

white.
12. No separate external conductor.

Wrought-iron handrail forms
a continuous conductor from lantern to base of tower.

13.

48 feet.

14.

372 feet.
22i miles.

15.

Lat. 51° 56' N., Lon. 10° 19' 16"

The Knight of

Kerrj' (Maurice Fitzgerald) and others.
sea light being requisite off the south-west coast of Ireland,
7.
previously unlighted, the Skelligs Rocks were considered
the best general position.
8. 1826.
6.

VALENTIA.
South-west Coast of Ireland, Cromwell's
Fort Point, West Side of main Entrance
of Harbour.

26 miles.
240° N.E. by E. to S. by E.
Fixed. Light of natural appearance, white.
19. Fixed.
20. During every night, from sunset to sunrise.
16.

1837.

6.

Inhabitants of Valentia

S.
9.

10.

Harbour

continuous conductor from lantern to base of tower.

13.
14.

48 feet.
54 feet.
15. 8k miles.
16. 13 miles.

21. Catoptric.

17.

16u°N.W. toS.S.E. iE.

1st order.

18. Fixed.

No

19. Fixed.

alteration in the general character of the ilUmiinating apparatus ; burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.
24. Reflectors from the Soho Plate Company.
25. Through dome of lantern.
There are also ventilators in the
blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate supply of air.
26.

None

27.

None.

20.

Light of the natural appearance, white

During every

from sunset to sunrise.

night,

21. Catoptric.

22.

2nd

23.

No

order.

alteration in the general character of the illuminating
apparatus; burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.

used.

from the Soho Plate
frame, &c. by the Corporation.

24. Reflectors

28. 38 days.
29.

^

light.

Chiefly cut stone ; solid walls. The tower is
circular ; the walls
ot the old buildmg of Cromwell's Fort liave
been retained for
enclosure.
12. No separate external conductor.
Wrought-iron handrail forms
11.

18.

23.

the knight of Kerry.
;
to the harbour ; to lead through the
easterh entrance channel, past the harbour rock,
and to
the ledge of rocks on which the lighthouse stands.
1841.
Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to the
Port of
Uublm Corporation, and built under his direction by the
workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.

To guide from seaward

mark

17.

22.

light.

5.

7.

23,72U. 15s. lOrf., including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.
Large portion of outlay in rock cutting to form platform for
sites of lighthouse and dwellings ; roadway cut from incline

of solid rock.
30. Finished.

25.

Through dome. There are

26.

None used; none

27.

None.
None.

floor

28.

31.

Lantern sash, 13 feet diameter, 8 feet high.

32.

Not purchased

1,050/.

(including

cut stone blocking).
;

erected by Corporation.

34.

Coated with paint once every year, 45/. 5s. 6d.
by contract workmanship not by contract.

35.

Two keepers one

one

Wrought-iron

of lightroom to regulate supply of air.

and

applied for.

29. 10,399/.

16s. 6d., including cost of lantern, light
apparatus
approaches, &c.

31.

Lantern sash 13

32.

Not purchased; erected by Corporation.

33.

5/. lis.

Paints procured

at 46/. 3s.

36. 895/. total cost.

feet diameter, 8 feet high.

'

669/., includin<r

" cut

stone blocking.

;

at 64/. 12s. 4d.,

Company.

also ventilators in the blocking

30. Finished.

33. 11. 15s. 6rf.

;

W.

local authority.

9d.

Painted once every year, 9/. I4s. lod. Paints procured
bv contract; workmanship not by contract.
35. One keeper at 64/. 1 2s. -id.
34.

37.

1857, repairs, 22/, 8s. 9d.; cylinders, 5/. 8s.; cleaning stores,
2/. 3s. -id.
1858, cylinders, 5/. 8s.; cleaning stores, 2/. 3s. id.

722 gallons; wicks, 12 gross.
wicks, 12 gross.

38. 1857, oil,

39.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

oil.

1857,

4s. 25rf.

1858,

oil,

731 gallons;

36. 475/.

per gallon.

1858,

3s. 5d.

per

gallon.
21. 2s.

Return No.

collected and paid

45.

None.
None.

50.

39.

Pale rapeseed

10.

Argand cotton wick.

448/.

15s.

None.
No complaint or representation as to the light being unnecessary or placed in an unsuitable position.
None.
By Committee of the Port of Dublin Coqjoration and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

51.

On

52.

53.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready.
Oil stored in

54.

None used

55.

No

;

oil store

Barometer and thermometer kept

at the

lower house.

mast and flag. No night signals used.
Keeper on watch relieved in the lightroom at 12 o'clock, midnight.
Rrepers changed from the station as changes from
otiier lighthouses require and allow.

Gg4

1/. Is.

total cost.

!4.

1852, 237/. 7s. 8d. including boat attendance, freight of
stores
&c. 1858, 159/. I3s., ditto.

15.
16.
17.

7/. 2s.

No

Revenue collected and paid

Return No.

I.

1858, quarter, 6s. 5d.

Total for 1852.

complaints or representation.

None.

10.

By Committee of

1.

On

13.

9d.

None.
None.
None.

19.

the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.
circuit of inspection in 1857 ; ditto, 1858.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

Oil stored in oil store

adjoining lighthouse.
14.

56. Signal

57.

;

1852, quarter,

12.

tide signals used ; none applied for.
None required, the
position being distant from any tidal navigation or tidal harbour.

•

5d per

13.

IS.

ditto, 1858.

379 gallons

1858, 3s.

12.

close to the lighthouse.
in 1858.

oil,

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fund.

11.

as per statement in Special

circuit of inspection in 1857

1858,

1857, 4s. aid. per gallon.

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 1/. Is. total cost.

4rf.

from

oil.

gallon.

1.

1852, 528/. 10s., including boat attendance, freight of stores
Dublin, &c.
1858, 407/. 10s. 2d., ditto.

49.

380 gallons; wicks, 6 gross.

wicks, 6 gross.

Revenue

44.

48.

1858
& stores!'

8d.

38. 1857, oil,

1852, quarter, 579/. 17s. lid.
1858, quarter,
Total for 1852, 2,319/. lis. 6<i

47.

Is.

total cost.

2/. 2s. total cost.

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fund.
as per Special

;

43.

46.

Total 525/.

50/.

'

1/.

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross

1858, 3s. ed.per gross;
41.

42.

;

37. 1857, cylinders, 3/. I2s.; cleaning stores, I/.
Is. 8d.
repairs, 15/. Is. 3d.; cylinders, 3/. 12s.; cleaning

15.
16.

7.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals used none applied for.
Signal mast and flag no night signals.
One keeper. Keeper changed from the station
other lighthouses requite and allow.
;

;

as

changes

at

ArrEXDix— LIGHTS -IRELAND
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154.

153.

TAIIBERT ROCK.

SAMPHIRE ISLAND.
on

"West Coast of Ireland, River Shannon, on
tidal Rock off North Side of larbert

Tralce Bay,

in

Ireland,

West Coast of

Samphire Island.

lesser

Island.

Lat. 52° 16' 19" N., Lon. 9° 53' 14" V..

Lat. 52° 35' 30" N., Lon. 9° 21' 47"
•J.

No

4.

One

6.

Shipowners of Trakc.

r

To

Samphire

One light.

5.

1829.

Chamber of Commerce, of Limerick.
To li"lit the channel of the Shannon westward and eastward ot
Tarbcrt rock to mark the tidal rock on which it stands

7

;

Isliiod.

and

S.

1S54.

t)

Desimed bv George Halpin, Engineer

to the Port of Dublin
of
Corporation, built under his direction by the workmen
the Corporation, not by contract.

Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of Dublin
fhe walling of tower built by contract by
Corporation.
The lantern erected by the CorJlr. Howard, of Limerick.

9

light.

poration.

1'

inside.
Dressed stone, solid wall, coated with cement
Usual arrangement of iron
Noe.\ternal lighting conductor.
conductor iroin
continuous
form
to
handrail of tower so a-s
lantern to base of tower.

13.

42 feet.

14.

56

Harbour light.
inside, circular,
Cut stone; solid waU, coated with cement
Identified by its iMsition outside ot
iiaintcd white outside.
Tarbeit Island at outer end of a metal bridgeway.
of
No separate external conductor. Usual arrangement
from
wrought-iron handrail to fonn continuous conductor

10.

11

1-'

feet.

lantern to lower floor of tower.

15. SJ miles.
16.

9 miles.

17.

N.

The

18. Fixed.

light is white

red seaward from

from E. by

W.N.W

.

S. J S. to V>

.X.W

.,

to N. \ E.

During every night from sunset

to sunrise.

9 days.

fog signals

floor

and block-

from the Soho Plate Company. Wrought-iron frame
bv workmen of the Corporation.

"

lights.

of lantern, light apparatus,

.Vc.

blocking.
31. 472/., including stone

26.

None

27.

None.

used.

28. Not registered.
09. 10,112). 15.-. 3rf., including cost

,
,
v.
of lantern and light apparatus,
Light.
metal bridge from tower on rock to Tarbert

of the Conioration.
Not purchased erected by the workmen
;

33. 10s.

.

34

Famts
1;)/. 4...
General coating of paint once in each year,
procured by contract ; workmanship not by contract.

31'.

La°rltern'5ash 13 feet di.aineter, 8 feet high.

35.

One keeper

32.

Not purchased

.36.

206/.

37

1857, cylinders,
linders,

at 46/. 3s.

80 gallons; wicks, 2 gross.
wicks, 2 gross.

Pale rapeseed

Is.

4s.; cleaning stores, 1/.
cleaning stores, 1/. Is. Srf.

1/.

4s.;

1/.

38. 1857, oil,

39.

oil.

1858,

1857, 4s. 2\d. per gallon.

1S5S, cy-

.V.

Argand cotton

ivicks.

185';7,

Ss. total

cost.

oil,

1858, 3s. 5J. per
IS^SS,

S.*.

total

Marine F''"5_ .K|,7""^
Light maintained from Mercantile
Special Return
statement
collected and paid as per

m

once every year, 41/. ISs. Sd. Paints procontract.
; workmanship not by

fi. Coa\cd wi'th paint

35. One keeper at 6-s/. 12s. 4rf.
36. 771/. (total cost).
.
,1 n
qj
lass
1808,
cleaning stores, li 9». Sd.
37. 1S57, cylinders, 3/. 3«.;
cleaning stores,
3s.;
repairs, 1^/. 7j. Sd. ; cyUnders, 3/.

«3 gaUons

38.

1857'', oii,

39.

Palc'rapesccd^oU.

1S58, quarter, 21. 10s.
10s.
1852, not lighted. 1858, 208/.
freight of s'.ores, &c.

including boat attendance,

of

Dublin Coqioration.

circuit of inspection in 1857

'

Not known

to

;

ditto, 1S5S.

since
have been extinguished during night

None

two spare burners kept

in readiness.

Signal mast and

One

1857,3s. 6d. per gross;
1/.

gaUons

;

1858, 3s. 5d.

gallon.

1/.

15s. total

15!. total cost,

JIarine Fund.

keeper.

changes

Norepresentation as to the light being unnecessary.

49.

50

at other stations.

None.
Corporation and by
Bv Committee of the Port of Dublin
.

.

,

.v
the

Superintendent of Lighthouses.
in 1857; ditto, 1858.
51. Oncircuit of inspection
5" Not known to have been extinguished.

56

by

1858, 362/. 4s. Sd.. ditto.

iS.

been any appli-

station as required

from Dublin.

None.
None.

54.

flag.

Keeper changed from the

Revenue coUected and paid

45.
46.

-.=,

in 1858.
There has not
tide signals at this station.
shown.
ca'ion to have tide signals

No

.

1858, oU, 679

No. 1.
as per statement in Special Return
Total
1858, quarter, 11/. ,s. Sd.
43. 1852, quarter, 54/. 14s. lOd.
for 1852, 218/. 19»- 6d.
of oil and other
185" '>6''/ 12s. id., including cost of freight

53.

established.
least

From M^cantile

stores

under consideration.
By Committee of tne Port

.

2W. per

185;, 3s. 6d. per gross;

44

as to the light being unNo complaints or representation
necessary or in an unsuitable position.
represented that
Commissioners
Harbour
Tralee
1858,
Tn Julv
powerful. The matter is s.iU
the light is not sufficiently

At

?ost.

wicks, 10 gross.

1857, 4s.

40 Ar^anrrottcn wicks.

lo
9</.,

None.
None.
None.

.

;

1.

1852, nil.

On

including

cured by contract
85 gallons:

cost.

No.

996/.,

cut stone blocking.
erected by Corporation,
;

gallon.

1.

Ventilators also

Thr'ou"h dome as in the other catoptric
regulate supply of
in blocking and floor of lightroom to

'

air.

30. Finished.

32.

illuimnating
alteration in the general character of the
for use of rapeseed oil.
; burners adapted

"4. Reflectors

05

at this station.

cost
29. 7,0061 17s. \d., including

from sunset to sunrise.

apparatus

24.

No

No

23

None.
Chance, of Birmingham.
Venlilation also in
05 Through centre of dome.
ot air.
ing of lightroom to regulate supply

23.

N.

4

20. During every niglit,
21. Catoptric.
22. 2nd order.

22. 4th order.

28.

W.

Lightof natural appearance, while.

18. Fixed.
19. Fixed.

21. Dioptric.

26.

feet.

54 feet.
81 miles.
16. 13 miles.
17. 267° S. i Vk. to

14.
15.

and

19. Fixed.

20.

84

13.

E. to E. by S. } S.

i

anchorage of Tarbert roads.

to guide into the

8. 1834.

I

Harbour

local authority.

4.

6.

Bay and past the
c'uide vessels to the entrance of Tralee
anchorage within
o° ter rocks to Sampliire Island, and to the

11.

No

S.

light.

5. 1846.

lU.

W.

local authority.

57

Spare lamp and burner kept ready.
Barometer and thermometer.

Oil stored in oil store.

inc
to have them used,
tide signals used ; no application
navigation, considerably
Ri"er Shannon is a deep water
Tarbert.
e.istward of
signals used.
Signal mast and flag ; no night
changes at
Keeper changed from the station as
keeper.

No

One

other lighthouses require and allow.
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155.

156.

BEEVES ROCK.

KILCREDANE.

River Shannon, on North Side of the
Main Channel.
Lat. 53° 39' N., Lon. 9°
3.

No

4.

One

5.
0.

7.

1'

18"

West Coast

W.

Lat. 52° 34' 47" N., Lon. 9° 42' 34"

local authority.
light.

8.

1854.

9.

Designed by George Halpin,

3.

No

4.

One

The Beeves

1818.

Chamber of Commerce, Limerick.
To light reaches of the Shannon, eastward and westward of
Kilcredane Point.

light also

Engineer to Port of Dublin
Corporation.
The masonry built by contract by Jlr. W.
Burgess, of Limerick. The lantern erected by workmen of

8.

1824.

9.

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to Port of
Dublin Coi-poration, and built tinder his direction by workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.
Harbour light.

10.
11.

Cut stone;

12.

No

13.

43

14.

133 feet.

74
55

15.

The land

17.
18.

limits the range of this light.
Limited to reach of the Shannon in which it is situate.
360°.
Lighted all around the circle.
Fixed. White, as seen between E. i N. and N. W. by W_

to north of rock,
Fixed.
iiO. During every night from sunset to sunrise.
21. Dioptric.
22. 3rd order.
23. No alteration in description or character
apparatus since first lighted.
25.

Chance, of Birmingham.
Central lube through dome of

26.

No

27.

None.

of illuminating

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

Not purchased.

33.

4/, 7s,

34.

General

35.

Two

696/.

;

(including

stone blocking.)
built by the Port of

of paint

once in each year,

keepers, one at

46/. 3s,

;

1857, oil, 142 galls.
wicks, 2^ gross.

39.

Pale rapeseed

22.

2nd order.

23.

No

wicks,

;

40.

Cotton concentric wick.

None.

42.

From Mercantile

26.

None

27.

None.
10 days.

Not lighted

in 1852.

44.

1852,

12s,

Not purchased; erected by the Corporation.

33. 3/.
Sd.

1858,

cleaning

stores,

1/,
;

7s,

1858,

oil,

35.

1857,

1/.

Os.

total

515 gallons;
wicks, 8 gross.

1858, 3S4/,
freight of stores.

39.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

collected

and paid

cost.
11/. 7s. 6d.

41.
125.

cleaning stores.

;

cylinders,

wicks, 8 gross.

1857, 4s.

oil.

31.

2'4rf.

1/,

Sd.

Os.

1858,

cleaning stores,

12s.;

1858,

oil,

per gallon.

518 gallons;

1858, 3s. 5d, per

gallon.
is
1.

5d.,

including
°

boat

42.

45.
46.

47.

49.

The

50.

53.

Two

54.

None

55.

Tide

Oil stored in oil

s=a;nals not used ; there has not been any
application or
requisition to have them used at the station.
The main
channel of the adjacent reach of the Shannon is
navigable
''
at low water.

mast and flag only as yet.
Keeper on watch is relieved in lightroom at 12
o'clock
midnight.
Keeper changed from "the station as required
by changes at other stations.

8s.

total

Marine Fund. Revenue collected and paid
Return No. 1.
2d.

Is.

1858, quarter,

11/,

14s, 3d,

Total

for 1852, 136/, 4s, 8d,

52.

in 1858.

1/.

-

IMercantile

44. 1852, 257/.

the

been known to have been extino-uished.

1857, 3s. 6rf. per gross;
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 1/. 8s. total cost.

used.

as per statement in Special

51.

lamp burners kept in readiness.
forming portion of same building.

None
From

43. 1852, quarter, 34/.

the Port of Dublin Corporation and
by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.
Oncircuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 185,S,

spare

IDs. 5(7.

38. 1857, oil,

cost- 1858

By Committee of

light has not

feet high.

Coated with paint once every year, 23/. 16s. Paints procured
by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
One keeper at 64/. 12s. 4d.

37. 1857, cylinders, 31. 12,'i,
repairs, 9/. 14s. 4d. ;
1/. 9s. Sd.

1858, 3s. 5d. per

;

3d.

Revenue

Return No.

1858, quarter,

6d.

feet diameter,

142 galls.;

attendance and
None.
Npne,
None.
There has not been any representation as to the liirht
bein'^
"
unnecessary or placed in an unsuitable position, "
There has not been any complaint as to the efficiency
of

n.

used.

32.

light since first established.

57.

oil,

36. 558/. total cost.

£i

Alarine Fund.

43.

56. Signal

general character of the illuminating

;

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

3d. total cost.

as per statement in Special

store,

the

burners adapted for use of rapeseed
from the Soho Plate Company.

Through dome of lantern. There are also ventilators in the
blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate supply of air.

28.

34.

1857, 4s. 2id. per gallon

oil.

41.

50.

alteration in

contract.

gallon.

49.

from sunset to sunrise.

Lantern sash,

Total, 440/. 16s.

91/.

38.

401/.

niglit,

31.

at 36/. 10s.

cylinders, 1/. 4s, ; cleaning stores,
repairs, 3/. 9s. lie/.; cylinders, 1/, 4s.
1/. 7s. Sd.

48.

During every

14s. 5d.

217.

Workmanship not by

one

37. 1857,

47.

20.

30. Finished.

coating

Paints procured by contract.

46.

Fixed. The light is coloured red to seaward, and is shown of
the natural appearance, white, eastward to the river.
Fixed.

29.

Dublin Corporation.

\0d.

1/. Os.

IS.

19.

24. Reflectors

32.

than sea

21. Catoptric.

lantern.

Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 10 feet high

45.

13i miles.

apparatus
tlie

31.

;

feet,

16 miles. Red light not seen at greater distance
horizon, unless in very clear weather.

Red

30. Finished.

36. 349/. 16s.

of circular fonu, coloured

16.

25.

Was

is

external conductor.
Usual arrangement of
wrought-iron handrail forms continuous conductor from
lantern to base of tower.

17.

fog signals.

28. 20 days.
29. 9,494?. 8s. Id,,

the tower

;

separate

15.

feet.
feet.

19.

24.

solid walls

white.

Harbour river light.
Tower and dwelling of cut

14.
16.

light.

5.

7.

stone, solid, without separate inner
wall.
Coated inside with cement. Painted white outside.
At once recognised, from its insulated position, and the
rock being covered unless at low water.
12. Usual arrangement of iron handrail to form continuous conductor to base of tower. No external conductor.
13.

W.

local authority.

6.

the Corporation.
10.

of

1846.

Application made chieHy with reference to proposed light on
Foynes Island by Lord Monteagle and by the Chamber of
Commerce, Limerick.
To light that reach of the Shannon in which it is situate, .ind
to guide in the channel eastward and west of the Beeves

Rock, also to mark that tidal rock.
guides to entrance of the Fergus.

11.

North Side

of Ireland,

River Shannon, Co. Clare.

16s.

from Dublin.
None.
None,
None.

Id.,

including

(test

of freight of

stores,

&c.,

1858, 226/. 16s. 4d., ditto.

48. .N'one.

None.
By Committee of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
.Superintendent of Lighthouses.

51.

On circuit

52.

53.

Not known to h:ive been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored

54.

None

of inspection in 1857

;

ditto, 1858.

in oil store close

to the lighthouse,
in 1858.

55.

No

56.

Signal mast and flag.

57.

One

tide

signals used

;

no application made

to

have them

used,

Hh

No

night signals used,

keeper.
Keeper changed from the station
from other lighthouses require and allow.

as

changes
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Port of Dublin Corporation-, Ballast Ofkice.
158.

157.

ARRAN

LOOPHEAD.

West Coast of

Ireland, North Side of Entrance to the Shannon, near to extremity
of the Point.

West Coast of

Lat. 5S° 33' 38" N., L(

No

'

55'

off

1853, first exhibition of light
1802, exhibition of old light.
from present tower.
Present lighthouse designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of Dublin Corporation. The tower built
bv contract by Mr. Burgess, of Limerick. The lightroom
erected bv workmen of the Corporation.
Sea light.
Cut stone round tower ; solid wall coated with cement inside
painted white outside ; identified from its position at end of
the Loophead.
Usual arrangement of wrought-iroii handrail to form continuous conductor from lantern to base of tower. No separate external conductor.

December

to sunrise.

^"

1st

Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation and Superintendent of Lighthouses, from whose plans
and specifications, and under whose directions the masonry
of the tower and dwellings was built by contract. Contractors, Messrs. Crowe, of Dublin.

10.

First-class sealight.

11.

Limestone, chiefly walling of solid cut stone without a separate
inner wall.
Wrought-iron handrail in tower forms a continuous conductor
from lantern to base. No separate external conductor.

14.

112 feet.
104 feet.

15.

lU miles.

16.

15'railes.

belt.

order; one large concentric wick burner.
is modern, and there has not been any alteration in
description or character since first exhibited.
24. Messrs. Chance, of Birmingham.
The ventilating tubes of dioptric
25. Central ventilating tube.
lights are all on construction known as Faraday's.
22. 1st

23.

air.

No
10 davs.
5(/., including cost of lantern, light apparatus, and
present tower, but not including old dwellings.
Finished.
Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 10 feet high; 752/. 6s. Sd.,
including stone blocking.
Not purchased ; erected by the Port of Dublin Corporation.
The tower walling by contract.

9/. Is. 8</.

180/. 7s.

1,756/. 3s. 4rf.;

8d.— Total,

1,936/. lis.

4/. Is. ; cleaning stores, 2/.
cleaning stores, 2/. 7s. 4*/.

1857, cylinders,
ders,'4/.

26. 27. >one.
28. 16 days.
29. 14,252/. 2s.

4.?, ;

1857, oil, SIS gallons
wicks, 34 gross.

Pale rapesecd

oil.

;

wicks, 3 J gross.

1858, cylinI

1

1858, oil, 521 gallons;

1S57,

4s.

34.
35.
36.
.

2W. per gallon

;

1858, 3s. 5<i per
1.

v.ick.

1857,

2/. 5s.

total cost.

1858,

I.

the Mercantile ^larine Fund. Revenue collected and paid
7c/. ;

Return No.

2s. 3</.

— Total

for

).

By Committee

of the light.
of the Board of the Port of Dublin Corporation
'
and by Superintendent of Lighthouses.
On circuit of inspection in 1857. Ditto in 1S5S.
Not known to have been extinguished between 1S4S and 1S58.
lefficiency

:.

I.

r.

I.

i.

.

two spare burners kept
Barometer and thermometer.
.\t least

No

From

I.

;,

I.

.

;.

Ss. erf.

None.
None.
None.
There have not been any representations as to the light being
unnecessary or placed in an unsuitable position.
There have not been any complaints or representation as to the

I.

None.

I.

1852, 649/.3s.2d. (includiqgfreightof stores.) 1S5S, 438/.
ditto.

r.

Cotton concentric wick.

.

1.

1858, quarter, 22/.

in readiness,

;.

2/. 5s.

1857, not lighted until

December.

total cost.

Jlercantile Marine Fund. Revenue collected and paid
as per statement in Special Return No. 1.
Quarter 1852, not lighted. Quarter 1858, 1/. 6s. Id.
1858, 3*20/. 12s. llrf., (including cost of attendance of
1852, nil.
cutler, freight of stores, &c.)
46, 47. None.
None ; on the contrary, the Commissioners who examined
Galwav Bav reported that the approaches to it were admirably
lighted.

I.

).

No

complaints or representations made.
of the Board and by the Superintendent of

By Committee

Lighthouses.
:.

By Superintendent in 1857; on circuit of inspection in 1858.
Not known to have been extinguished during night since

i.

At

I.

Barometer and thermometer.

..

lighted.

).

).

tide signals used.

Signal mast and flag, no code of signals as yet.
Keeper on watch is relieved in lightroom at 12 o'clock midKeepers are changed from the station as changes
night.
from the other stations require and allow.

Paints

1,150/.; 95/.
Total, 1,245/.
1S58, cylinders, 4/. 4s.; cleaning stores, 2/. 5s. -id.
1857, nil.
1857, not lighted imtil December.
1S58, oil, 399 galls.; wicks,
gross.
31
Pale rapeseed oil. 1857, 4s. 2kd. per gall. 185S, 3s. 5d. per

1858,

at this station.

as per statement in Special

being new, did not require repair to close of vear

General coating of paint once each year, 16/. 15s. lOd.
procured by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
Two keepers, one at 64/. 12*. -id.; one at 46/. 3$.

gall.

21. 5s.

total cost.

1852, quarter, 67/. 2s.
1852, 268/. 10s. 4rf.

112/.;

Dublin

Corporation.
33. Buildings
1858.

.

gallon.

Cotton concentric

1

I

apparatus,

30. All buildings essentially necessary are completed.
31. Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 10 feet high: 850/.;
total, 962/.
32. Lighthouse was not purchased ; erected by the Port of

I

I

7s. 4d.

-id.y including
cost of lantern, light
dwellings, roadways, &c.

I

I

General coating of paint once in each year, 46i 4s. 8<f. Paints
procured by "contract. Workmanship not by contract.
Two keepers, one at 64/. 12s. 4</., one at 46/. 3».

I.

Apparatus
its

fog signals at this station.

6,684/. lis.

I.

1H57.

s.
9.

228° E. by N. to N.W. ^ N,
Fixed, llight of natural appearance, white, unless in direction
of Finnis Rock, in which it is shown of red colour.
19. Fixed.
20. During every night from sunset to sunrise.
21. Dioptric, having catadioptric zones above and below refracting

Wilkins, of London.
Ventilating tube through centre of dome; ventilating open in
floor and in blocking of lightroom, to regulate supply of

.

Arran was established

In 1850 the Galway Harbour Commissioners stated objections
to position of old lighthouse on Large Island; the present
sites were selected by Port of Dublin Corporation and
approved by the Trinity Board.
To mark the southern extremity of the chain of the Aran
Islands, and to light the south sound leading from the
Atlantic into Galway Bay.

Jlr.

.

—

Light on the Great Island of
1850. Note.
in 1817, discontinued in 1»54.

C.

17.

None.

None
From

;

30" V,\

5.

13.

Dioptric.
1st order.

.

light.

31'

not any formally appointed
correspondence is held directly

18.

During every night from sunset

,

9=^

One

12.

Fixed.

,

Lon.

4.

75 feet.

No

N.,

The Port of Dublin Corporation have

7.

277 feet.
19 miles.
23 miles.
298° N.E. by K. i E. to S.E. by E.
Fixed light of the natural appearance.

26.

2' 40''

3.

local agents paid as such
with the lightkeepers.

light.

Transferred by Revenue Board in 1810.
Not known.
As the most prominent point between the Shannoii and Galway
Bay, necessary as a sea light, and as guiding from seaward
to the entrance of the Shannon.

27.

Ireland, on Inisheer Island,
Coast of County Galway.

Lat. 53°

54" \y.

local authority.

One

ISLANDS, SOUTH.

'.

Oil stored
least two spare lamp burners kept in readiness.
in oil store adjoining principal keeper's dwelling and near to
lighthouse.

No

Lighthouse not in the immediate vicinity
harbour or tidal navigation.
Code of signals will this year be exhibited
at this and a few of the principal rock stations.
Lightkeepers are relieved from watch in lightroom at 12 o'clock,
midnight. Keepers are changed from the station as changes
tide signals used.

of any
Mast and

tidal

flag in use.

from other

stations require

and allow.

nEPLiES TO

CIRCULAR
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Port op Dublin Corporatio.n, Ballast Office.
159.

ARRAN
On Rock

160.

MUTTON

ISLANDS, NORTH.

most Northern and Western of
the Chain of Islands Westward of
Galway Baj^
the

No

4.

One

.>.

1850.

3.

lightkeepers, such as purchase of' provisions.)

tlie

4.

One

1810.

7.

— Light on the Great Island of Arran was established

December

1817.

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to Port of
Dublin Corporation built under his direction by the workmen of the Corporation, and not by contract.
Harbour light.
Cut stone; solid walling; the tower is circular, coloured
white, and known from its position on small island.
No separate external conductor. Wrought-iron handrail forms
a continuous conductor from lantern to base of tower.
;

11.

13.

34 feet.

14.

33

feet.

15. 6i miles.
16.

11 miles.

W.N.W. i N.
Light of natural appearance, white.

17.

253° N.E. to

IS.

Fixed.

19.

Fixed.

20.

During every night from sunset

coated.
12.

Wrought-iron handrail in tower forms a continuous conductor
from lantern to base. Xo separate external conductor,

101 feet.
115 feet.
15. 12 miles.
16. 16 miles.
17. 326° E.S.E. to S. E. by S.
13.

19.

20.

2nd order.

23.

No alteration

one concentric wick burner lighted.

The illuminating apparatus is modern, having the upper and
lower portions arranged on the holophotal system, and there
has not been any alteration in the description or character

28.

30 days.

30. Finished.
31.

Lantern sash,

32.

Not purchased.

34.

5rf.. including cost of lantern, lighthouse, apparatus,
roadways, &c.
All buildings necessary completed.
Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 10 feet high ; 850?.; 125/.

35.

15,023/. Is.

37. 1857,
repairs, 15/. 16s. llrf.
stores, 1/. 5s. M.
1858,
stores, 1/. 5s. Srf.

total, 975/.

Built by the Port of Dublin Coi-poration.
Buildings being new, did not require repairs to close of 1858.
Paints
34. General coating of paint once in each year, 20/. Os. 5c/.
procured by contract. Workmanship not by contract.
35. Two keepers, one at 64/. 12s. 4d., one at 46/. 3s.
36. 1,727/.; 119/.
Total 1,846/.
37. 1858, cylinders, 4J. 4s. ; cleaning stores, 2/. 5s. 4c/.
38. 1857, not lighted until December. 1858, oil, 400 gallons ; wicks,
3| gross.
1858, 3s. Sd. per
39. Pale rapeseed oil.
1857, 4s. Zl^d. per gallon

oil, 480 gallons
wicks, 8 gross.

38. 1857,

gallon.

47.
4S.

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

41.

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fund. Revenue

42.

None.
None.
None.
No complaint or representation concerning position of the
Commissioners who examined
light since
exhibited.
Galway Bay reported that the approaches were extremely

50.

By Committee

or representation as to the

1852, quarter, 16/. Os. id.
1852, 64/. 2s. 8<f.

44.

1852,

45.

47.

None.
None.
None.

48.

No

49.

No

46.

ls57,

by superintendent on circuit of inspection

in 1858.
52.
53.

Not extinguished during night since first exhibited.
At least two spare burners kept in readiness. Oil stored

56.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals. This light is not in the vicinity of any tidal
harbour or navigation.
Means by signal flag of summoning attendance of boat by day

9d.,

cleaning
cleaning

487 gallons

1858, 3i.

5rf.

;

per

;

total cost,

collected

1/. S.?.

and paid

as

1.

1858, quarter,

including

from Dublin.

31. 10s.

Sd.

freight of

boat attendance,

1858, 311/.

8s.

Total for

8d., ditto.

lumecessary

complaint made as to the efficiency of the light, but representations were made that an additional light was req uired on the Black Rock farther out in the bay.
of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

50.

By Committee

On

circuit of inspection in 1857

;

ditto, 1858.

52.

Not known

53.

Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

54.

Barometer and thermometer.

to have

been extinguished.
Oil stored in oil store near

to the lighthouse.

55.

No

56.

Signal mast and

57.

One

if required.

57.

14s.

51.

in the

oil store.

54.
55.

12s.;

representation made as to the light being
or placed in an unsuitable position.

of the Board and by the Superintendent of

Lighthouses.

222/.

stores, &c.

efficiency of the

light since first exhibited.

December

per gallon.

1857, 3s. Sd. per gross.
1858, 3s. Gd. per gross ; total cost, 1/. 8s.

well lighted.

No complaint

1st

4s. 2{d.

per statement in Special Return No.

From

49.

51.

1857,

oil.

12s.;

3/.
3/.

1858,

Pale rapeseed

43.

Jlercantile Marine Fund.
Total
1852, quarter, 45/. Is. Sd. ; 1858, quarter, 11/. 19s. 9rf.
for 1852, ISO/. 6s. 8d.
44. 1858, 336/. 10s. (including attendance of cutter and freight of
stores.)
45.

wicks, 8 gross.

39.

December.

43.

46.

cylinders,
cylinders,

total cost.

2/. 5s.

41. Nil.

42.

;

;

gallon.

;

1857, not lighted until

Coated with paint once every year, 8/. 8s. 2d. Paints procured
by contract workmanship not by contract.
One keeper at 64/. 12s. id.
;

Not purchased.

1858,

feet high.

36.

33.

Cotton concentric wick.

feet diameter,

33. 2/.

15 days.

40.

in the
air.

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

29. 4,020/. 3s. 6d.,

28.

31.

appa-

;

27.

26.

29.

32.

in the general character of the illuminatii
burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.

from the Soho Plate Company.
Through dome of lantern. There are also ventilators
blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate supply of
None.
None.

25.

of the illuminating apparatus since first lighted.
24. Wilkins, of Long Acre, London.
25. Ventilating tube through centre of dome of lantern.
26. None.
27. None.

30.

;

24. Reflectors

21. Dioptric.
23.

22.

ratus

Revolving. The light of natural colour, white, graduall
increasing and decreasing in strength.
Brightest appearance or flash once in every 3 minutes.
From sunset to sunrise dmnng the whole night.

22. 1st order,

to sunrise.

21. Catoptric.

14.

18.

and merchants of Galway.

light Galway Bay from its entrance to the iiuier roadstead,
to guide past Mutton Island.

8.

12.

Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin
Corporation and Superintendent of Lighthouses, from
whose plans and specification, and under whose supervision the masonry of tower and dwellings was built by
contract.
Contractors, 3Iessrs. Crowe, of Dublin.
Sea light. First class.
Limestone.
Solid inasonry of cut stone, without any separate
inner wall, interior carefully pointed with cement, and not

11.

light.

9.

10.

1857.

1st

9.

W.

and

in 1817, discontinued in 185+.
In 1850 the Galway Harbour Commissioners stated objections
to position of old lighthouse on large island.
The present
sites were selected by the Port of Dublin Corporation, and
approved by the Trinity Board.
As marking the northern extremity of tlie chain of Aran
Island, being also sufficiently to the westward to servo as a
passing light, and as marking the entrance of the North

s.

To

Galway

in

Igcal authority.

5.

Channel into Galway.

10.

No

6. Corporation

light.

Note,

7.

«'

local authority.

for

ISLAND.

on Island
Harbour.

Ireland,

Lat. 53° 15' 13" N., Lon. 9° 3' 10

55" N., Lon. 9° 51' 30" W.
(Thp owner of the Hooker, attending for
the time being, transacts at Galway any requisite business
Lat. 53°

3.

(J.

West Coast of

Relieved from watch in lightroom at 12 o'clock midnight.
Changed from station consistently with requirement for
changes at other stations.

Hh

2

tide signals used.
flag.

keeper. Keeper changed from the station as changes from
other lighthouses require and allow.
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102.

16\.

SLYNE HEAD, NORTH.

SLYNE HEAD, SOUTH.
West

The

1"
Lat. 53° 23' 58" N., Lon. 10° 14'

lightkeepei-s

manage

all

One

the business of the station under

Engineer to P«rt of
Designed by the late George Halpin,
ot the Corpoi-aDublin Cbrporation. Built by the workmen
tion, and not by contract.

end ot a
As the best position for a sea light, being at the outer
projecting
chain of islets and rocks extending westward of a
headland, and as marking that point, and indicating danger
northward and southward of it.
Port of
Designed by (thi late) George Halpin, Engineer to
Dublin Corporation. Built by workmen of the Corporation ;
buildings not by contract.
Sea light.
Tower of stone masonrv; solid wall, without a separate inner
white outside;
wall, coated witli cement inside; painted
extremity
identified bv the appearance of two towers at the
ofa chain o'flow islets and rocks.
to
No external conductor. Usual arrangement of iron handrail
tower.
of
form continuous conductor from lantern to base

.

79 feet.
126 feet.
13 miles.

:.

I.

i.

separate external conductor.

1.

of Slyne
Light obscured by lantern in the direction
Head.
,
^.
Revolving sho«-ing one red and two white faces.
one face
Makes a complete revolution in six minutes; shows
red flash appearing every
or flash every two minutes the
sixth minute.
During every night from sunset to sunnse.

I.

Catoptric.

'i

No

''

79 feet.
115 feet.
12 miles.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

142 yards, bearing N. J E.

Corporation of Galway and others.

/»^'de; painted

to form conrsufrar^rangement of wrought iron handrail
base of tower. No
tinuous conductor from lantern to

islet

1819.

Stone't'^ower; solid «-all ; coated with «"?^»'
prominent position ot the
white outside. Identified bv the
second tower, or north
chain of low islets, and by the

12.

li'ht,

same

direction from Dublin.
,,.,,.
.u:„i,
North Lighthouse, «hich
Special return given for Slyne Head
E.
is distant 142 yards, bearmg N -J
5. 1810, 1819.
and others.
6. Corporation of Gahvay
,
, , „„j „f a
light, being at the outer erid of
7 As the best position for a sea
chain of islets and rocks extending ""'"••'.^'J/^^.P^C",?
danger
indicating
and
headland, and as marking that point,
tion, northward and south« ard of it.

U.

W.

all the business of the station under
from Dublin.
which is distant from the south lighthouse on the

direction

4.

9.

Islet

The li^htkcepers manage

and Lon. stated in Return for North Lighthouse.

Lat.
3.

Coast of Ireland, on outermost
of the Head, Count}' Galway.

^\ est

Coast of Ireland, on outermost Islet
off the Head, Co. Galway.

337°.

;

!.

15 miles.
)

312°S.E. }E. toE. byN.
Fixed light of natural appearance, white.
Fixed.

During every night from sunset

;

to sunrise.

Catoptric.

of illuminating
in the description or character

Is

No "iteration

24.

ReZto^rsToml^hf Plate

Co.

VemKf

36.
27.

None.

fog signals required

,

4

and blocking

No

„
suit the burning of rapeseed oil. ^
.
^
fraine by vvorkmen ot
Reflectors made bvthc Soho Plate Co.;
by Davi, ol Edinburgh^
the Conioration; revolving machine
ventilators are placed
lantern;
of
dome
through
Ventilation
and blocking of lightroom to regulate supply of

Frame by workmen of the

Ventilators aUo in floor
through dome of lantern
of air.
o? lightroom to regulate the supply

25.

illuminating appaalteration in description or cliaracter of
modification of the burners to
ratus since 1845, farther than

5

in floor

at this station.

lantern, light apparatus, S:c.
29! 20,823/!', including cost of
30. Finished.
008/ fincluding stone blocking).
<!i

water.
fog signals at this station.

6.

No

7.

None.

8.

12 days.

9. 20,823/.,

„
...
,
including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

.

32:

Corporation; was not
Ughthouse erected by workmen of the
purchased.

?:

high. 90S/. (including
Lamera'* 'sash 13 feet diameter, 8 feet
stone blocking.)
.
^
^
not
Corporation; was „„,
the
of
workmen
by
erected
Lighthouse
purchased.
,

9d.

of paint once in each year, 31/. 12.
workmanship not by conPaints procured by contract;

34- G^\ilfal 'coating

35.

Onrke'eper

36. 827/.

150/.

;

at 64/. 12s. 4d.

17 1S57
37.
183'. cylinders,
\J""",, ' '
repairs, 31/. 14s.

7/.

2/

9s

;

one

„,

„
9s.

^
id.

,««
IboS,

4s.; cleaning stores, 2/.
,,j'. t)iiii"^»=,
^., cleaning
,.. 4s.;
© stores,
11a., cylinders, 7/.

i5

Two

!b'

89"/

?:

4rf.

1858, oil, 888 gaUons
868 gallons ; wicks, 13 gross.
wicks, 13 gross.
3s. 5rf.
4s. SW. per gaUon; I808.
1S57,
oil.
rapeseed
39. Pale
per gallon.
^
,. i
,
* »„i
total
os.
oa.
"<«
1-^
.^
iQ^T1, 3..
fir/
iiei" OTOSS; 2/.
M.
18a
P*^' "™
wicks.
40. Argand cotton
o.<. 6d. total cost.
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 2/.
cost.

38

1857,' oii,

•

,

From

43

1852, quarter, 41/. 7s.
for 1S52, 165/. lis.

44

185" 586/

the Mercantile JIarine Fund.
1858, quarter.
llrf.

38.

32/
1857,

14s. 5rf.

oil,

894 gallons

;

stores.

12s.

Pale rapeseed

40

Ar w'cotton wick.

oil.

ai

ight of

2rf., ditto.

None.
46. None.
47. None.

No complaints or representation.
No complaints or representation

1858, oJ, 942

;

2/.

;

2/.

9s. total

cost;

9s. total cost.

Mercamile Marine F""'^
as

gaUons

18o8, 3s. j

per gallon.

1857,3s. 6<i per gross;

1858, 3s. 6d. per gross

per statement

1858, quarter,
llct
43. 185^,°' quarter, 41/. 7s.
for 1852, 165/. lis. ~id.
„
cost of boat
44 185" 586/ 12s. lid., including
1858, 407/. 10s. 2d. ditto.
o'f stores, &c.
45.
46.

fs
efficier

4s. 2id.

m

R--ue

.

Special Return

Total

7rf.

nd., including boat attendance

1858, 407/. 10s.

wicks, 14 gross.

1857,

39.

collected

16s

46/. 3s

one at

v%ick«, 14 gross.

S Mrta^c'd'^rom
and paid
8/.

45.

49

64/. 12s. *d.,

"the

Nil.

40

48.

keepers; one at

•
Total, 1,280/., revolving machine.
"38/.; 150/.
stores, 2/. 9s. 4</. 1858, repairs,
1857,' cylinders, 7/. 4s.; cleaning
cylinders, 7/. 4s. ; cleaning stores, 2/. 9s. 4d.
;

'.

41.

Paints procured

each year, 31/. 12s. 9</.
!t Generai coating once
contract.
by contract ; workmanship not by

ditto at 46/. a«.

Total, 977/.

12.

of the
49.

Si.

16s. 3d.

Total

J
r
K.
Jreight
attendance,

None.
None.
representations that the light is unThere have not been any
position.
necessary or placed in an unsuitable
as to the efficiency of the
complaints
any
been
There have not

light.

and by the
of the Port of Dublin Corporation
Superintendent of Lighthouses.
1858.
On circuit of inspection in 1857 ; ditto,
during night since
Not known to have been extinguished

By Committee

the
Port of Dublin Corporation and by
50 Bv'lfommittee of the
Superintendent ol" Lighthouses.

store

.

'

'

Oil stored in oil
Spare lamp and burner kept ready.
near to lighthouse.
Barometer and thermometer.
Tide signals not requisite, station being
tide si-^nals used.
No
*
harbour or tidal channel.
at a distance from any tidal

mast and flag.
at 12 o clock,
Keener on watch relieved in the lightroom
station as changes
midnight. Keepers are changed from the
from other stations require and allow.

Si<'nal

'extinguished during night since

52;

Not"knolf '"o^have°been'

53.

Splre*amp and burner kept ready.

lighted.

Oil stored in oil store

and thermometer
Norat'the'iiorth" house .0 1858; barometer
,
„
at Slvne Head South Lighthouse.
station being
requisite
not
tid^signals
55 No ide^gnals used;
tidal channel.
distance from any tidal harbour or

54.

.

at a

5?-

Kfept"onv"ch''rfiieved in the lightroom
Keepers are changed from the
nfght
allow.
from other stations require and

at 12 o'clock, nud
station as change,
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Port of Dubhx Corporation, Ballast Office.
163.

164.

CLARE ISLAND.

INISHGORT.

of Ireland, on North Point of
Clare Island, Westward of Clew Bay,

West Coast

West Coast of

Ireland, on North Side of
Entrance Channel to Westport, between
the Islands of Clew Bay.

County Mayo.
Lat. 33° 49' 30" N.,
3.

No

4.

One

5.
6.
7.

Long. 9°

30" W.

59'

Lat. 53° 49' 34" N., Loii. 9° 40' 12"

local authority.

No

4.

One light.

IVot ascertained.

5.

Not ascertained.
The Revenue Board considered

6.

Not ascertained, light having been transferred to the Port of
Dublin Corporation.
Not ascertained.
To guide to and from seaward to tbe inner channels of ClewBay and the anchorage within Inisligort Island.

this light requisite as a sea

the west coast of JMayo to guide into
inner anchorage.

light off

and
S.

10.

its

7.

Clew Bay

180b.

Sea

il. Chiefly cut

1827.

9.

Present lighthouse designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation, and built under his
direction by the workmen of the Corporation, not by

stone,

walling;

solid

tower

of circular fonn,

is

contract.

painted white.

No

13.

39

14.

341 feet.

local authority.

8.

light,

12.

separate external conductor. Usual arrangement of wroughtiron handrail.

10.

Harbour

11.

Chiefly cut stone; solid walling ; coated inside with cement.
Tower is of circular form, painted white.

12.

No separate

feet.

16. 26 miles.

E. to

17. 247°.

S.S.E.

IS. Fixed.

Light of natural appearance, white.

IP.

Fixed.

20.

During every

5

\\'.

I S.

from sunset

night,

to sunrise.

13.

26

feet.

36

feet.

15.

6J miles.

16.

11 miles.

17.

225° N.W. by N. to E. by

21. Catoptric.

18. Fixed.

19. Fixed.

26.
27.
2S.

3rd order.

23.

No

room to regulate supply of
None used.

24.
25.

from the Soho Plate Company.
Through dome. There are also ventilators

26.

None used.

27.

None.
None.

21. Catoptric.

air.

6rf.

28.

Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 8 feet high;

32.

Not purchased.

33. 50/. Ss. 10(/., including special repairs

29. 3,180/. Os. lOrf.,

;

38. 1857, oil,

790 gallons; wicks, 13 gross.

cylinders,

;

4s.;

7/.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

oil.

1857,

4s.

2\d. per gallon.

1858, Ss.

5rf.

33.

4/.

85.

cleaning stores,

1857, 8s.

1858, 3s. Gd. per gross;

None
From

43.

1852, quarter, 46/. 3s.

6(/.

per gross;

21. 5s. 6</.

2/. 5s. (,d.

total

total cost.

used.

6(/.

1858, quarter,

9/. 17s. llrf.

40.

Argand cotton wick.

Total, 1S52,

41.

None
From

42.

including boat attendance, freight of stores,
&c. from Dublin. 1858, 478/. 3s. lid., ditto.

None.
None.

49.

None.
None.
None.

50.

By Committee of

51.

On

52.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored

53.

55.

56.
57.

289 gaUons;

858, 3». 5d. per
total cost.

used.
Jlercantile

Marine Fund.

Revenue

per statement in Special Return No.
43.

6£/.

1852, quarter, 14/. 10s.
1 852, 58/. Os. 2d.

Irf.

collected and paid as

1.

1858, quarter,

1/.

7s.

Sd.

Total for

including boat attendance, freight of stores,
1S5S, 393/. Is. lid., ditto.
&c., from Dublin.

44. 1852, 263/. lis. 6d.,

45.
46.

the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

47.

48.
49.

circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto in 1858.

50.

in oil store

close to the lighthouse.
54.

1

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross; 17s.
1858,3s. 6d. per gross; \^s. 6d. total cost.

and paid

184/. 14s.

48.

oil,

gallon.

^lercantile Marine Fund. Revenue collected
as per statement in Special Return No. 1.

44. 18S2, 455/. \9s. Id.,

47.

1/. Is. 8(/.

290 gallons; wicks, 5 gross. 1858,
wicks, 5 gross.
1857, 4s. 2J(/. per gallon.
39. Pale rapeseed oil.
38. 1857, oil,

42.

46.

16s. Sd.

Coated with paint once every year, 20/. 5s. Sd. Paints procured
by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
One keeper at 64/. 12s. id.

37. 1857, repairs, 10/. 15s. 8d. ; cylinders, 2/. 14s. ; cleanin" stores,
1/. Is. 8(/.
1858, repairs, 9/. 2s. 'd.; cylinders, 2/. 14s.;

per

gallon.
cost.

32.

34.

(including

feet high.

Lantern sash, 9 feet diameter, 6
cut stone blocking.)

Not purchased; erected by Corporation.

36. 329/. total cost.
1858, oil, 792 gallons;

wicks, 13 gross.
39.

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

31.

cleaning stores,

4s.;

5(/.

air.

30. Finished.

of buildings.

7/.

blocking and

in the

of lightroom to regulate supply of

/.

Coated with paint once every year, 53/. I3s. 'J.d. Paints procured by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
Two keepers ; one at 64/. 12s. id, one at 46/. Ss.

37. 1S57, repairs, 26/. 12s. llrf. ; cylinders,
1858, repairs, 27/. 5s.
2/. 9s. 4rf.
cleaning stores, 21. 9s. Ad.

45.

alteration in general character of the illuminating apparatus ; burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.

Reflectors
floor

None.
None.

81.

41.

night, fro ^i sunset to sunrise.

20.

22.

29. 9,297/. 13s.

35.

During every

ap-

;

30. Finished.

34.

S.

Light of natural appearance, white.

from the Soho Plate Company.
Same as at other catoptric lights, through dome of lantern.
There are also ventilators in the blocking and floor of light-

alteration in the general character of the illumina inj
burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.

paratus
24. Reflectors
25.

externalconductor. Usual arrangement of wrought-

14.

22. 1st order.

No

light.

iron handrail to form continuous conductor from lantern to
base of tower.

15. 21 miles.

23.

W.

3.

light.

Barometer and thenuometcr.
No tide signals; no application made to have them used;
station distant from a tidal harbour.
Signal mast and flag.
No night signals used.
Keeper on watch relieved in the lightroom at 12 o'clock.
changes
night.
Keepers are changed irom the station
from other lighthouses require and allow.

H

None.
None.
None.
complaint or representation as to the position of the light.
None.
By Committee of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

No

51.

On circuit of

52.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil

53.

inspection in 1837; ditto in 1858.
stored in oil store near

to the lighthouse.
54.
53.

None in 1858.
No tide signals used

no application made to have them used.
;
mast and flag. No night signals used.
keeper. Keeper changed from the station as changes from
other lighthouses require and allow.

56. Signal
57.

h

One
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Port of Dublin Corpokation, Ballast Office.
166.

165.

EAGLE ISLAND, WEST.

EAGLE ISLAND, EAST.

Ireland, on Summit of the
Coast of the Mullet, County

West Coast of
West Coast of
West Coast of

on

Ireland,

the Mullet,

Lat. 54° 17'

Lon. 10°

>'.,

the

off

Islet

Islet off the

County Mayo.
6'

Mayo.

M'.

„

3.

No

4.

One

5.

yards.
1830.

6.

Want

7.

A

7.

local authority.
light,

.
distant from the Eagle Island West Lighthouse 132
.

,

,

10.
11.

12.

3.

No

5.

1830.

6.

Want

„

,

^

r

r,

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to the Port ot
Dublin Corporation, and built under his direction by the
workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.
Sea light.
...
^
.

,

.

witn
Building of dressed stone; solid walling; coated inside
cement ; coloured white. Identified by there being two lighthouses on the islet.
Xo separate external conductor, t'sual arrangement of wroughtlantern
iron handrail to form a continuous conductor from
to base of tower.

13. 87 feet.
14. 220 feet.

sea light being required off the Salient, north-west coast of
Mayo. The two lights also serve as leading lights to guide
past dangers northward and southward of Eagle Island.
8. 1835.
9. Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of
Dublin Corporation, and built under his direction by the
workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.

10.

Sea

11.

Building of dressed stone; solid walling; coated inside with
cement ; coloured w-hite. Identified by there being two

light.

lighthouses on the islet.
12. No separate external conductor. I'sual arrangement of w roughtiron handrail to form a continuous conductor from lantern
to base of tower.
13. 44 feet.
14. 220 feet.
15. 17 miles.
16. 21 miles.

230° E. i S. to S.W.
Fixed. Light of the natural appearance, white.

17.

Fixed.

19.

Fixed.

20.

During every night from sunset

19.

During every night from sunset

20.
21. Catoptric.
22. 1st order.

"3

Eagle Island East Lighthouse 132

A

15. 17 miles.

18.

Return for Eagle Island, East.

of a light off west coast of Mayo represented by Commanders Blake and Glascock, commanders of cruisers off
the west coast of Ireland, and by others.

16. 21 miles.
17.

stated in Special

local authority.
4. One light ; distant from the

yards bearing
^

of a light off west coast of Mayo, represented by Commanders Blake and Glascock, commanders of cruisers off
the nest coast of Ireland, and bv others.
coast of
sea light being required off the Salient, norlh-west
Mayo. The two lights also serve as leading lights to guide
Island.
past dangers northward and southward of Eagle

S. 1835.
9.

and Lon.

Lat.

,

...

.

,
ot illumialteration in the general character or description
rapeseed oil.
nating apparatus ; burners adapted for using

Xo

25

from the Soho Plate Company.
Through dome of lantern. There are also ventilators in the
supply
blocking and «oor of the lightroom to regulate

26.

^one

24. Reflectors

of

air.

rock,'

,.

^

,

,

including cost of lantern and light apparatus, also
cutting to form landing benches, stair up face ot

&c. to 1841.

30. Finished.

32.

Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, S feet high.
cluding cut stone blocking.)
Not purchased ; erected by Corporation.

1,02U. (in-

Coated with paint once every year,

Two

contr.ict

;

41/. 9s.8d.

Paints procured

workmanship not by contract.
at 46/. 3s.
; one

keepers, one at 64/. 12s. 4d.

21.

is.4d.

None

cylinders, 5/. S«. ; cleaning stores,
17/. 6s. 3d.
stores, •_'/. 4s. -id.
1858, cylinders, 5/. 8s. ; cleaning
1858, oil, 658gallons ;
1 1 gross.
:

38 1857, oil, 658 gallons; wicks,
wicks, 11 gross.
1857,

39.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

oil.

4s.

2^ per

gallon.

28. 25 days.
29. 18,111/. 4s., including cost of lantern and light apparatus, also
heavy rock cutting to form landing benches, stairs up face of
rock,' &c. to 1841.
30. Finished.

33.
34.

41.
42.

None
From

1858, 3s. 5d. per

used.
Jlercantile Jlariue Fund.

Revenue coUected and paid

per statement in Special Return No.

49.

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.

50.

By Committee of

47.
48.

(in-

Coated with paint once every year, 41/. 9s. 8d. Paints procured by contract ; workmanship not by contract.

758 gallons; wicks, 13 gross. 1858, oil, 758 gallons;
wicks, 12 gross.
1858, 3s. 5d. per
oil.
1857, 4s. 2^. per gallon.

38. 1857, oil,

39.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

6d.

18.<..

as

41.

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fund. Revenue

42.

1S58, quarter,

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 2/. 2s. total cost.

per statement in Special Return No.
9/. 5s.

Totalfor 1852,

of stores,

43. 1852, quarter, 89/. 18s. 6d.
1852, 159/. 13s. lid.

45.

46.
47.

48.

49.

Superintendent
the Corporation and bv the

of Lighthouses.
ditto, 185S.
51. Circuit of inspection in 1857 ;
extinguished.
52. Not known to have been
Oil stored in
53. Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

;

2/. 2s.

total cost.

collected and paid as

1.

1858, quarter,

9/.

5s.

Total for

44. 1852, 520/. 9s. lOd., including cost of boat attendance, freight
of stores, &c. 1858, 631/. 7s., ditto.

50.

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.
By Committee of the Corporation and by the Superintendent
of Lighthouses.
'

'

'

51.

On

circuit of inspection in 1857

;

ditto, 1858.

been extinguished.
ready. Oil stored in oil store close
53. Sparc lamps and burner kept

52.
oil store c lose

Not known

to have

to the lighthouse.

to the lighthouse.

Barometer and thentometer.
No tide signals used none applied for.
,
No means for communicatmg by signal
56. Signal mast and flag.
by night.
-j
lightroom at 12 o clock, mid57 Keeper on watch relieved in the
changes at
Keepers are relieved from the station as
night.
other lighthouses require and allow.

54.
55.

1,021/.

8/. 17s. 'Jd.

1.

159/. 13s. 111/.
boat attendance, freight
44. 1852, 520/. 9s. lOrf., including
"
&c. 1858, C31/. 7s., ditto.

46.

high.

gallon.

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 1/. 18s. 6d. total
total cost.
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 1/. 18s. 6d.

43. 1852, quarter, 39/.

45.

Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 8 feet
cluding cut stone blocking.)
Not purchased ; erected by corporation.

keepers, one at 64/. 12s. id. ; one at '46/. 3s.
35.
36. 846/. total cost.
37. 1857, repairs, 19/. 17s. 1</.; cylinders, o/. 8s. ; cleaning stores,
1858, cylinders, 5/. Ss. ; cleaning stores, 2/. 4s. 4</.
2/. 4s. 4(/.

gallon.
?ost.

used.

None.

Two

36. 846/. total.
37. 1857, repairs,

26.
27.

31.

17s. 9d.

8?.

34.
35.

to sunrise.

general character or description of the
23. No
illuminating apparatus ; burners adapted for using rapeseed oil.
24. Reflectors from the Soho Plate Company.
There are also ventilators in the
25. Through dome of lantern.
blocking and floor of the lightroom to regulate supply of
alteration in the

32.

33.

by

S.W.

air.

,

IS.UU. 4s.,
heavy rock

31.

to

Light of the natural appearance, white.

21. Catoptric.
22. 1st order.

used.

27. None.
28. 25 days.

"9

230°E.iS.

IS. Fixed.

to sunrise.

;

,

.

,

,

.

54.
55.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals used; none applied

for.

signals
mast and flag. No means for communicating by
by night.
at 12 o clock, midlightroom
the
relicvedin
watch
Keeper on
changes at
Keepers are relieved from the station .is
night.
other lighthouses require and allow.

56. Signal

.

,

57
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Port of Dublin Corporatiox, Balla.st Office.
167.

168.

BROADHAVEN.
Ou

BLACK ROCK.

Gubacashel Point, West Side of Entrance of Broadhaven.
Lat. 54° 16' N., Lon. 9° 53'

3.

No

4.

One

separate local authority
the station.

West Coast of Ireland on Tidal Rock

W.

Lat. 54° 18' N., Lon. 8° 37'

light.

3.

5. 1843.
G.

Coast guard authorities.

7.

As the

S.

1855.

9,

Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation.
Built by workmen of the Corporation, and not by

best position for a light to guide from seaward to the
entrance of Broadhaven, to guide up the haven and clear of

a sunken rock on western

No

4.

One

1822.

6.

Sligo Harbour Commissioners.

7.

To guide from seaward

side.

light.
There are inner harbour lights
for which special returns are given.

tidal rock

Harbour

11.

Tower of dressed

12.

Usual arrangement of WTOught iron handrail to fonn continuous conductor from lantern to bottom of tower. No

13

50

8.

1835.

9.

Designed by the

10
11.

14. 87 feet.

lOi miles.

12.

16.

13 miles.

17.

253° N. by W. i W. to S.W. by

18.

Fixed light ; white to seaward and towards east side of haven
red as seen from west side of haven.

13.

W.

14.
15.
;

;

lower portion by Mr. Ham (Contractor), the upper portion
by Mr. Nowell (Contractor). Lantern erected by workmen
of the Corporation.

stone, solid wall, circular, of stone colour.

feet.

to

late George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation. The walling of tower built by contract ; the

light.

separate external conductor.

and

;

on Oyster Island,

to the entrance of Sligo Bay; to light
to mark the Black Rock, a dangerous
guide to the bar channel.

the entrance channel

10.

W.

local authority.

5.

contract.

15.

in

Sligo Bay.

lightkeeper transacts business of

;

16.

Harbour light.
Cut stone; solid masonry to above

level of the high water of
spring tides, over that level solid cut stone walling ; identified by its position on a low tidal reef.
No separate external conductor.
94 feet.
79 feet.
115 miles.

15 miles.
S.E. J E. to W.S.W. 4 S.
Fixed; light of natural appearance, white.

17. 247°.

19. Fixed.

18.

During every night from sunset

to sunrise.

19.

Fixed.

21. Dioptric.

20.

During every night from sunset

22. 3rd order.

21. Catoptric.

20.

23.

None found

24. Wilkins,

necessary or applied

for.

of London.

25. Ventilating tubes,

from lamp through the centre of dome, also
and floor of lightroom to regulate

ventilators in blocking

supply of air.
26.
27.

None.
None.

28. 11 days.

22.

2nd

23.

No

alteration in the general character of the illuminating .apparatus. Burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.

25.

from the Soho Plate Company.
Through dome of lantern.

26.

None

27.

None.

28.

10 days.

24. Reflectors

used.

including cost of lantern, apparatus, shore dwellings on
Oyster Island, &c.

29. 9,921/.,

29. 5,702/. Is. Sd., including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.
30. Finished.
.SI.

Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 6 feet high;

32.

Not purchased.

33.

3/. Is.

34.

General coating of paint once in each year, 16/. 6s. 6rf. Paints
procured by contract ; workmanship not by contract.

35.

One

5311.

to sunrise.

order.

(including

cut stone blocking.)

Erected by the Port of Dublin Corporation.

30.

Finished.

31.

Lantern sash,
feet diameter,
feet high
including cost of cut stone blocking.
Not purchased ; erected by Corporation.

32.

5d.

/.,

33.

2/. 5s. lOrf.

34.

Coated with paint once every year, 23/. 13s. id. Paints procured
by contract workmanship 'not by contract.
One keeper at 46/. 3s. ; one helper at 36/. 10s.
;

keeper,

46/. 3s.

36. 310/. 10s. 2d.

;

37. 1857, cylinders,

linders,
38. 1857, oil,

39.

35.

Total, 403/. IO5. 2d.

93/.

cleaning stores, 1/. 3s. 8d.
;
cleaning stores, 1/. 3s. Sd.

1/. 4s.

1/. 4s.

:

253 gallons; wicks, 2i gross.

Pale rapeseed

36. 435/., total cost.

oil.

1857, 4s.

2M. per

185S, cy-

1858, 2h gross.

gallon.

1858,

3s. 5</.

Cotton concentric wick.

1857, 14s. total cost.

41.

No

From

43.

Not lighted

45.

47.
48.

49.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Aigand cotton wicks.

the Mercantile Marine Fund. Revenue collected and paid
as per statement in Special Return No. 1.

41.

42.

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fimd.

in 1852.

For quarter, 1858,

nil.

43.

1852, quarter, 24/. Os. 9d. 1858, quarter,

44.

1852, 307/. 19s. 5d., including cost of freight of stores, &c. from
Dublin and boat attendance. 1858, 234/. 19s. lOd., ditto.

oil.

;

wicks, 6 gross.

1857,

4s. Zi^d.

1858,

per gallon.

oil,

356 gallons;

1858, 3s. 5d. per

gallon.
1857, 3s. 6d. per gross;
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 1/. Is. total cost.

fog signal apparatus.

44. 1852, nil.

46.

39.

1858, 14s. total

cost.

42.

1857, cylinders, 2/. 14s.; cleaning stores, 1/. 7s. 8d. 1858, repairs,
6/. 15s. lOd. ; cylinders, 2L 14s.; cleaning stores, 1/. 7s. Sd.
1857, oil, 360 gallons
wicks, 6 gross.

per

gallon.
40.

37.

38.

5/. 5s.

1/. Is.

total cost.

Id. Total for 1852,

96/. 3s.

1858, 232/. 16s. 5d. (including freight of stores.)

None.
None.
None.
No complaint or representation that the light is unnecessary,
or in an unsuitable position.
No complaint or representation as to the efficiency of the

48.

None.
None.
None.
None.

49.

JVone.

45.
46.
47.

light.

50.

By Committee of the Board and by the Superintendent

51.

On

52.

Not known

53.

At

54.

None

55.

No

of Light-

50.

By Committee of

51.

In September, 1859.

52.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored partly in lighthouse on rock, and partly in oil store on Oyster Island.

the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

houses.
circuit of inspection in 1857

to

;

ditto, 1858.

have been extinguished during night

since

lighted.
least

53.

two spare burners kept ready.

in 1858.

50.

There has not been any application to
tide signals used.
have tide signals used at this station.
Signal mast and flag. No night signals.

57.

One

54.

None

55.

No

56.

Signal mast and

57.

Keeper on watch relieved in the lightroom at 12 o'clock, midnight. Keeper changed from the station as changes from
other lighthouses require and allow.

keeper. Keeper changed from the station as changes from
other stations require and allow.

Hh

4

in 1858.

tide signals used.
flag.

No

night signals used.
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169.

170.

OYSTER ISLAND, SOUTH.

OYSTER ISLAND, NORTH.

West Coast of

Ireland, on Oyster Island in

West Coast

of Ireland, on Oyster Island in
Sligo Bay.

Sligo Bay.
and Lon.

Lat.
3.
4.

Lat. 54° 18' 5" N.,

Special Puturn for Oyster Island, Xorth.

stateti in

lighthouse disUint from the north light-

4.

5.

1822.

Sligo Harbour Commissioners.

7.

To

6.

Sligo Harbour Commissioners.

7.

To

8.

9

8.

1857.

9.

Designed by George Ilalpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin
Corporation. Walling of the tower and dwellings built by
contract by Mr. (now Sir John) Benson. Lantern erected
bv Port of Dublin Corporation.
Harbour light.

lead (the south and north lights being kept in line)
then best channel over the bar and to the anchorage
Oyster Island.

ivithin

1837.

Designed by Gcorse Hatpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin CorWa'Uing of the tower and dwellings built by
poration'.
contract by Mr. (iu>w Sir .lohn) Benson. Lantern erected
by Port of Dublin Corporation.

10.

Harbour

10.
11.-

tower of circular form,

separate external conductor. I'sual arrangement of wrought-

No

cut stone
solid walling
coloured white externally.

11. Chiefly

43 feet.

14.

49

No

13.

43

feet.

14.

40

feet.

tower of circular form,

;

separate

external conductor.
wrought-iron handrail of tower.

arrangement

I'sual

of

feet.

13. 7i miles.

15. S miles.
16.

m miles.

17.

Hi N.W.

by N.to N.N.W.

Light of the natural appearance, »

18. Fixed.

16.

12 miles.

17.

22° N. by

During every night from sunset

to sunrise.

W.

W.

J

N.W.

to

^

N.

Light of the natural ajipearance, white.

18. Fixed.

hite.

19.

Fixed.

20.

During every night from sunset

19. Fixed.
20.

;

12.

iron handrail of tower.
13.

lead (the north and south lights being kept in line) in the
then best channel over the bar and to the anchorage within
Oyster Island.

light.

solid walling;
Chiefly cut stone;
coloured white externally.

12.

lighthouse distant from the south light-

house 165 yards, bearing N.N.W. f W.

house 165 yards, bearing S.S.E. J E.
5. 1822.
6.

Lon. 8° 34' 4" W.

No local authority.
Two lights. North

3.

No local authority.
Two lights. Sonth

to sunrise.

21. Catoptric.

21. Catoptric.
22.

3rd order.

23.

No

22. 3rd order.
23.

alteration in the general character of the illuminating
apparatus. Burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.

No

24. Reflectors

from the Soho Plate Coinpany.

26.

of the Corporation.
Usual arrangement as the other catoptric
None used ; none applied for.

27.

None.

25.

Frame by workmen

including cost of lantern, light apparatus,

including

/.,

33. 2l. 8s. lOrf.

Paints pro13s. 4d.
34. Coated with paint once every year, 23/.
cured by contract workmanship not by contract.
;

None.

cleaning stores,

16s.;

1/.

17s.

2r/.

;

cylinders,

1/.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

41.

None
From

oil.

1858, 3s. 6d. per gross

Lantern sash,
Not purchased

33.

2/. 8s.

34.

Coated with paint once every year, 23/. 13.?. 4*/. Paints procured by contract workmanship not by contract.

35.

One keeper

16s.

1/.

Is.

Srf.

4/.

1858,

cleaning stores,

;

49.

50.

52.
53.

9/. 15s. 2f/.

5,1.,

None used.
From mercantile Marine Fund.

14s. total cost.

42.

1838, quarter,

51. 4s. 7rf.

Total, 1852,

including

1858, 234/. 19s. lOd.

43.

1852, quarter,
39/. Os. Sd.

1858,

1857, 4s. 2jd. per gallon.

47.

None.
None.
None.

48.

No

49.

None.

50.

By Committee

45.

140 gallons;

oil,

IS-jS,

in

3s.

5d. per

in 1858.

used none applied for.
mast and flag. No night signals used.
One keeper. Keeper changed from the station
other lighthouses require and allow.
;

as

changes from

1858, quarter,

representation

made

4s. total cost.

collected and paid
1.

5/. 4s.

Id.

Total, 1852,

of stores, &c. from Dublin.

as to the light being unnecessary or

of the Corporation and by the Superintendent
of Lighthouses.

September, 1859.

53.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

54.

None

()il

stored in oil stort

adjoining lighthouse.

oil store

56. Signal

Revenue

Special Return No.

2d.

1

placed in an unsuitable position.

52.

Oil stored

9/. 15s.

44. 1852, 307/. 19s. sd., including freight
1838, 234/. 19s. lOrf., ditto.

September, 1859.

adjoining the lighthouse.

57.

4 gross.

41.

;

46.

tide signals

cleaning stores, 1/. Is. 8(7. 1858, repairs,
1/.
16s.; cleaning stores, 1/. Is. Sfi

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross; 14s. total cost.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

No

;

1857, Ss. 6d. per gross:
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 14s. total cost.

51. In

None

16s.

gallon.
Srf.

Superintendent of Lighthouses.

55.

1/.

cylinders,

Argand cotton wick.

1858, 3s.

None.
By Committee of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the

54.

3d.;

40.

per gallon.

representation made as to the light being unnecessary or
placed in an unsuitable position.

51. In

is.

38. 1837, oil, 145 gallons; wicks,
wicks, 4 gross.

per

4s. 2J(/.

39/. OS. Srf.

No

at 46/. 3s.

as per statement in

44. 1852, 307/. 19».

48.

lOrf.

Pale rapeseed oiL

llercantile Marine Fund. Revenue collected and paid
as per statement in Special Return No. 1.

47.

feet diameter,

erected by Corporation.

;

;

used.

43. 1852, quarter,

feet high.

32.

31.

gallon.

46.

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

39.

1857,

39.

None.
None.
None.

for.

1858, oil, 133 gallons;

gross.
SS. 1837, oil, 140 gallons; wicks, 4
wicks, 4 gross.

45.

none applied

37. 1857, cylinders,

cylinders,

repairs, 1/.
1/. Is. 8<i

42.

;

36. 210/. total cost.

at 46/. Ss.

36. 210/. total cost.

1857,

None used

27.

30. Finished.

feet high,
feet diameter,
Lantern sash,
cost of cut stone blocking.
32. Not purchased ; erected by Corporation.

37

20

29. 4,600/.,

S:c.

31.

35.

arrangement as the other catoptric lighthouses.

28. 13 days.

30. Finished.

One keeper

Frame by work-

from the Soho Plate Company.
of the Corporation.

men
23. I'sual

lights.

28. 13 days.
29. 4,600/.,

alteration in the general character of the illuminating appaBurners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.

ratus.

24. Reflectors

in 1858.

none

55.

No

56.

Signal mast and

57.

One keeper; changed from

tide signals used

;

flag.

No

ai)plied for.

night signals used.

the station as changes from other
lighthouses require and allow.
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171.

\7-2.

KILLYBEGS HARBOUR.

KILLYBEGS.

West Coast of

Ireland, on Rotten Island,
South Side of Harbour Channel.

West Coast

of Ireland, on St. John's Point,
North Side of Donegal Bay, South Side
of Entrance to Killybcgs Harbour.
Lat. 54° 34' 8" N., Lon. 8° 27' 23"

3.

No

4.

One

W.

local authority.

1825.

6.

Merchants and traders of KiUybeg.s.
To guide from entrance of Donegal Bay, and also the northern
side of the bay, to mark St. John's Point, and to light Killybegs Harbour from its entrance to Rotten Island.

8.

1831.

9.

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to Port of
Dublin Corporation, and built under his direction by the
workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.
Harbour light.
Chiefly cut stone; tower circular form
painted white outside
readily identified by its position at the extremity of tlie promontory of St. John's Point.
No separate external conductor.
Usual arrangement of
wrought-iron handrail in tower to form a continuous conductor from lantern to base of lighthouse.

10.
11.

12.

13.
14.

15.

;

15 miles.

17.

3!ii°

N.E. toE. iS.
Light of natural appearance, white.

Fixed.
19. Fixed.
18.

21.
22.

23.

24.
25.

night, from sunset to sunrise.
Catoptric. This js one of the stations at which it is intended to
substitute dioptric for catoptric apparatus.
1st order.
No alteration in the general character of the illuminating apparatus; burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.
It has been
suggested by the Engineer of the Corporation that dioptric
apparatus should be substituted for catoptric at this as well
as at some others, where considerable portions of the circle
is lighted.
Reflectors and lamps from the .Soho Plate Company.
Through dome of lantern. There are also ventilators in the
blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate supply of air.
None used.

1,025/.

5.

1832.

6.

Application for an inner harbour light, made by Mr. Drury, an
oflicer of coast guard, and by others.
Site selected by Port
of Dublin Corporation.

7.

To

8.

1838.

9.

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of
Dublin Corporation, and built under his direction by the

light the passage from seaward, and the inner harbour
channel, the harbour rocks, and the anchorage.

workmen of the

10.

Harbour

12.

No

13.

47 feet.

ranged

to

Wrought-iron handrail arform continuous conductor from lantern to base of

tower.

14.

66 feet.

15.

9^ miles.

16.

13 miles.

17.

180° S.W. i S. to N.E. J N.
Light of natural appearance, white.

19.

Fixed.

20.

During every

night,

22.

3rd order.

23.

No

alteration in the general character of the illuminating apburners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.
;

paratus

from the Soho Plate Company.

24. Reflectors
25.

Througli dome of lantern. There are also ventilators in the
blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate supply of air.

26.

None

27.

None.

28.

None.

used.

Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, S feet high.

32.

Not purchased

;

35.
36.

1,080/. total cost.

36. 245/. total cost.

2/. 5.S. 4(/.

erected by Corporation.

cylinders, 7/. 4s. ; cleaning stores,
1858, cylinders, 7/. 4s. ; cleaning stores, 21. 5s. id.
;

840 gallons; wicks, ISgross.
wicks, 13 gross.

38. 1857, oil,

39.

Pale rapeseed

oil.

1858, oil, 835 gallons;

1857, 4s. 2Ad. per gallon.

41.
42.

None
From

1S58, 3s.

6rf.

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross

per gross

21. 5s.

;

35.

One keeper

37. 1857,
1/.

220 gallons;
wicks, 5 gross.

38. 1857, oil,

;

6d. total

40.

Argand cotton

41.
42.

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fund.

43.

1852, quarter,

2/. Ss.

cost.

and paid

2c/.,

including cost of freight of stores from

21 4 gallons

;

1858, 3s. 5d. per

9/. 6s.

8d.

Revenue collected and paid
Return No. 1.

1858, quarter, ad.

Total for 185o

None.

By Committee of

51.

On

52.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored

representation or complaint as to the position of the light.
the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the

Superintendent of Lighthouses,
circuit of inspection in 1S57
ditto, 1858.

including boat attendance, freight of stores

Sec.

47.
48.

No complaint or

representation

49.

None.

50.

By Committee of the Corporation and by

51.

On

52.

53.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored

54.

None

55.

No

46.

50.

1858, 195/.

Is.

iis

6d

ditto.

to the position of the li^ht.

the SuperiiUendent of

Lighthouses.

;

in oil store

near to the lighthouse.

circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 1858.

in oil store

close to the light house.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals used ; none applied for.
Signal mast and flag. No night signals used.
Keeper on watch relieved in the ligluroom at 12 o'clock, midnight.
Keepers are changed from the station as changes
trom other lighthouses require and allow.

II.

oil,

from Dublin,
None.
None.
None.

45.

None.

o7.

1858,

2id. per gallon.

wicks.
1857, Ss. 6d. per gross ; Its. 6d. total
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross; 17s. 6d. total cost.

44. 1852, 269/. 3s. Id.,

1858, 344/. 16s. 7d., ditto.

No

56.

4s.

37/. 6s. 8d.

222'. 5s.

49.

55.

1857,

oil.

as per statement in Special

Total for 1852

47.

54.

wicks, 5 gross.

Pale rapeseed

48.

53.

at 64/. 12s. id.

repairs, 9/. 9s. 9d. ; cylinders, 2/. 2s. ; cleaning stores,
Is. ad.
1858, cylinders, 2/. 2s. ; cleaning stores, 1/. Is-. Sd.

39.

used.

Dublin.

None.

None

8(/.,

Not by

37/. Is.

46.

and of outbuildings;

Coated with paint once every year, 38/. Is. 9d. Paints procured
by contract; workmanship not by contract.

1858, 3s. 5d. per

Jlercantile Marine Fund.
Revenue collected
a? per statement in Special Return No. 1.

45.

repair chiefly of shore wall
contract.

12/..11S.

34.

6d. total cost.

43. 1852, quarter, 9/. Ss. 3d. 1858, quarter, 15s. \\d.
44. IS52,

ci:t

erected by Corporation.

gallon.

Argand cotton wicks.
cost.

&c

(including

33.

gallon.
40.

950/.

stone blocking.)

12/. Us. 8d.
Not by contract.
Coated with paint once every year, 38/. Is. 9d. Paints procured by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
Two keepers, one at 64/. 1 2s. Id. ; one at 46/. 35.

SA

including cost of lantern, light apparatus,

31.

Not purchased

26/. 16s.

from sunset to sunrise.

21. Catoptric.

33.

37. 1857, repairs,

tower of circular fomi;

separate external conductor.

32.

;

Corporation, not by contract.

light.

cut stone; solid walling;
painted white on the outside.

11. Chiefly

(including cut

stone blocking.

34.

W.

30. Finished.

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 8 feet high.

23"

26'

light.

29. 8,867/. 15s. lid.,
-id.,

Lon. S°

local authority,

IS. Fixed.

During every

26.
27. None.
28. 12 days.
29. 9,606/. 7s.
30. Finished.
31.

One

;

47 feet.
98 feet.
Hi miles.

16.

20.

No

light.

5.

7.

Lat. 54° 36' 51" N.,
3.

4.

tide signals used.

56. Signal
57.

li

in 185S.

One

mast and

flag.

No application made to have them
No night signals used.

used.

keeper. Keeper changed from the station as changes
from other lighthouses require and allow.
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174.

173.

RATHLIN O'BIRNE ISLAND.

TORY ISLAND.

Point of the Island off Teelin Head,
County of Donegal, North-west Coast of

On

Ireland, on the North-west
Point of Tory Island.

North Coast of

Ireland.
Lat. 55° 16" 26' N.,

49' 52" W.
Lat. 54° 39' 47" N., Lon. 8°
not any formaUy apThe Port of Dublin Corporation have
such.
as
paid
pointed local agents

3.

4.

One

5.

1841.

6.

Memorial from shipowners

7.

To mark

One

light.

at Sligo.

promment

the south-western

rnuntv ol
of
point of the countj

enclosures, &c.
Jas. Creden, for buildings, roads,
,,
.
Sea light (secondan* class).
Towe? of\tone, silid masonry «>'';<'"' »TP^™"=.'"7'r^:

10

n

coated inside with cement

Destned bv

cement. The tower
^u'tlte'; solid walling ; coated with inside
coloured white.
is of circular form,
usual arrangement of
The
conductor.
external
>-osepr^te
conductor trom
xvTOUght-iron handrail to form a continuous
lantern to base of tower.

':

.

handrail with metal
x;sffarra°ngement-of connecting iron
No separate e:ttenor conlightroom.

,o

enclosure" plate of
ductor.

1.

5.

all

round the

circle,

coloured red to sound or

19

bv S. to S.E. h E.
white.
Fixed. Light of natural appearance,
Fixed.
sunrise.
niirins every night from sunset to
prepared for this
Dio"ptric apparatus has been
?"topfric
the present year.
Tghthouse, and will be erected during

7

3.

or appearance seaward,
Flishing."^Light of natural colour
coloured red towards mainland.
Bright flash every 20 seconds,

18.

17 miles.
324° S.E.

5.

(36^)."Lighted

1?:

87 feet.
125 feet.
12 J miles.

!.

65 feet.
U. 116 feet.
15. 12 miles.
13.

on Dnrino- whole ni'^ht, from sunset to sunrise.
above and below the poly5ro"?d.^ haiing'-catadiop.ric .ones
I?:

9

V
?"

of the iUunainating

Xo^iteration in the general character
of rapeseed oil. Dioptnc
apparatus "burners adapted for use
be substituted tor the
apparatus' nearly ready; about to

I'

goiial lenses,

oo ond order, one concentric wick burner.
-PP'-'''"»;„^'"^J,fj^
S: No aUeration in character of iUuminating
arrangement tor colounng light
licrlited; slight alteration in
of the Engineer of the Corpoto" landward, at suggestion
.

catoptric apparatus.
Reflectors from the Soho Plate

'4

of lantern, subsidiary ventilator in
blocking over floor of lightroom.

26.
27.

None.
None.

fg.

n.lS'os.
ways,

built

and paid

S17,.

i*^

for

1^58, cylinders,-

3/.

by the Port of

10s.; cleaning

t ^^S^iT'is^!^:^^^
gallon.

.

wick.

Cotton concentric
ns. 6d. total cost.

40

:^-

.

lSo7,

1'.

,

i is.

g,
w.

185S.as.5.per
total cost.
loi^

1858,

U
Revenue coUected and paid as
^rTmCimUe Marine Fund.
Return No.
1.

per statement in Special

ti

^r^rS^o-ciui^S --

46.
47.

--^- -^

32.

.

Not

i<

3/

contract.

...

1857, oil,
gallons

38

1,"6 'gaUons; wicks, 16
;

1858, oil, 1,1.3

gross.

^

wicks, 16 gross.

3s.
1857, 4s. 2id. per gallon. 18.8.
39. Pale rapeseed oU.
per aallon.
. i
16s. total
3s. 6d. per gross; 2/.
1857,
wick.
cotton
40 Ar^and
16s. total cost.
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross; 2/.
rast

coUected and paid

Revenue
Jlcrcantlle Marine Fund.
Return No. 1.
as per statement in Special
,
^
.
Total
quarter, 40/. Is. Id.
9d.
1858,
1852, quarter, 81/. 13s
for 1852, 326/. 14s. lid.
ot
boat attendance, freight
1852, 543/. Ss. Id., including
1858, 478/. 18s., ditto,
smres, &c. from Dublin.

*^ Front
43

43 ^'one.
>'one.

Superintendent of
the Board and by the

s/comiSu'e'of

^.

E^SS^rStJibe^-S^^uring night sine.

5^"

AtS^^o spare

jcrcomplaint or represemation

the
as to the position of

light.

and by the
of the Port of Dublin Corporation
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

By 'committee

Oil stored
keeper's dwelling, close to the
in oil^oreadjolninlprincipal
lighthous".

lamp burners kept

rtrdninals^'^rsrrnoTre.uisite
-

--otet^m

an,,

in readiness.

in this outer position,

harbour or tidal „a,^^^^^^^
of island to
of

''V^"^his''L"Sy neJelfa'r^'"ow^ng^clpseness
passmg
mlnlandrrguli boat attendance and frequent

On
53

from"the station as changes
SdnVh^ Keepers a?e changedaUow.
from other stations require and

known

;

ditto, 1858.

to have

in oil store

close to the lighthouse.

54 Barometer and thermometer.
none applied for.
>'o tide signals used
No night signals.
. Signal mast and flag.
;

i

K™"'TeTetie^"etTom^:ftl^l^gSSoom

circuit of inspection in 1S57

been extinguished.
Oil stored
Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

>;ot

£7

„

(including

Paints pro3d.
with paint' once every year, 50/, 10s.
not by contract.
cured by contract; workmanship
3s.
at
46/.
one
4d.,
12».
64/.
at
35. Two keepers ; one
36 1,456/. total cost.
stores,
lOd. ; cylinders, 7/. 4s. ; cleaning
37 1857, repairs, 37/. 7s.
stores, 3/. 7s.
1858, cvUnders, 7/. 4s. ; cleamng
3/ 7s

efficiency of the light

50.

^^-

Not by

id.

2s

1,150/.

,

'--'^'^ °^

.

t: S:c:S?l:!n;::r^^?^=Sonl'St

''

apparatus, &c.
including cost of lantern, light

It oiated

44

None.
None.
None.

Ts
''

OS. Id.,

feet high.
'sash 13 feet diameter, 8
cut stone blocking).
Corporation.
by
erected
purchased:

stores.)
45.

used.

^leTxI.

(including

Dublin Corporation.
33. Lighted only two years.
i, ,.„o,
ii; Os
fi« 6(/.
firJ
Paints
I ainii
once in each
j ear, 41/.
34. Gwieral coating of paint
by contract.
Zcuredbv contract; wortaianshipatnot
46/. 3s.
4</.; one
12s.
64Z.
at
one
35 Tw'o keepers,
Total, 1,659/. 1 is. 3d.
180/. 18s.
Ik 1 4-s/ 19s 5d
10s. ; cleamng storey
8tfrepairs723/.9;.8A; cylinders, 3/.
37
stores, 2/. os. 4A

%'

None.

«: Tanttrn

Sec.

Wc^" 'rTurcht'edl-U

32.

None

>7.

apparatus, roadincluding cost of lantcm, light

f{ ^iij^rSS'S-Sart^rrfoVeetHgh.

m the
.

ventilators

air.
!6.

'1
7J.,

Company.

There are also
vlntUa°ion through dome.
to regulate the supply ol
blocking and floor of lightroom

t

ration.

1^ SaT'tube'-Zough dome

light.

to the Port of
the late George Halpin, Engineer
his direction by the
Dublin Corporation, and built under
workmen of the Corporation, not by contract

•

waUs of dwellings of stone,

;

W.

;

built

9.

.15"

Sligo
Shipomiers and Harbour Commissioners of
and 1'>/*''J1 *" ""f^^
As a prominent poim of departure
for a sea 1 ght, and
position
good
a
as
Atlantic
crossin<r the
north-west coast ot Ireland.
turning point in navi^tion o^f the
the mainland.
and of the Sound between the island and

Donegal.

by contract f'"™ PI^^^^j.^^^I'^
Tower and dwellings, &-c.
George Halpin i-n-i
speciHcation, and under supenision of
Coqjoration. Contractor, Air.
neer of the Port of Dublin

Long. 8°

I^o local agent.

™

„iH„i„hL

»^^1°^^'
Keeper relieved in the lightroom at ^^change^
otfer
from oine
as
Keepers changed from the station
lighthouses require and allow.
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175.

176.

LOUGHSWILLY.

INISTRAHULL.

North Coast of Ireland, on Fannet Point,
West Side of Entrance of the Lough.
No

4.

One

5.

1812.

6.

Collector of Customs at Derr\' and others.

7.

To guide from seaward

local authority.

Lat. 55° 25' 55" N., Lon. 7° 13'

to Loughswilly,

and

to light the entrance

S.

1816.

9.

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to Port of
Dublin Corporation. Built under his direction by the workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.

10.

Classed as sea light.

11.

Cut stone;

26

feet.

90

feet.

15.

10| miles.

16.

15 miles.

17.

157°

N.W. by W.

i

W.

to S.

^-

23.

No alteration

light.

sea light being requisite off that part of the north coast of

8.

1S12.

9.

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of
Dublin Corporation, and built under "his direction by the
workmen of tlie Corporation, not bv contract.

10.

Sea

11.

Cut stone

12.

Noseparate external conductor. Usual arrangementofwToughtiron handrail forming a continuous conductor from lantern
to base of tower.

light.

tower circular ; coloured white
; solid walls ;
identified by its position on summit of the island.

19miles.

18.

19.

sunrise.

No

tus

25.

Lantern sash,

26. None used.
27. None.
28. 23 days.
29. 10,850/. 8s. 4d., including cost
30. Finished.

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

32.

Not purchased

feet diameter,
;

feet high;

general character of the illuminating apparaburners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.

from the Soho Plate Company (Boultou and TVatt.)
Through dome of lantern. There are also ventilators in the
blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate supply of air.

7.

of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

31.

Lantern sash

32.

Not purchased, erected by the Corporation.

13 feet diameter, 8 feet high.
cut stone blocking, &c.)

30. Finished.

31.

;

24. Reflectors

used.

erected by Corporation.

:/.

1,080/.

Paints procured

Coated with paint once every year,

Coated with paint once every year, 20/. I5s. lid. Paint procured by contract; workmanship not by contract.

35.

by contract j workmanship not by contract.
Two keepers, one at 64/. 12s. id. ; one at 46/. 3s.

35.

One keeper

36. Light apparatus, 945/.;

at 64/. 12s. 4d.

cylinders, 3/. 12s.; cleaning stores,
repairs, S/. 7s. Sd. ; cylinders, 3/. 12s.
1/, Is. 8d.

37. 1857,

370 gallons; wicks, 7 gross.
wicks, 7 gross.

38. 1857, oil,

Pale rapeseed

1857,

oil.

2^. per

4s.

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

41.

None.

42.

From Mercantile Marine Fund.

8d,

1858,

cleaning

stores,

1/.
;

1858,

Is.

oil,

402 gallons;

1858, 3s. 5d. per

gallon.

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 1/. 4s.
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 1/. 4s. 6d. total cost.

per Special Return No.

Dublin.

48.

No

6rf,

total

Revenue collected and paid

1858, quarter, 41/. 17s. 5d.

quarter, 84/. 12s. 2d.
for 1852, 338/. 8s. 9rf.

44. 1852, 390/. 19s. 6c?.,

47.

38. 1857, oil, 800 gallons
wicks, 12 gross.

wicks, 12 gross.

fitting, &c., 100/.

Pale rapeseed

Argand cotton wicks.

41.

None.

Total,

None.

By Committee of

ditto.

45.

On

52.
53.

Not knowTi to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored

54.

Barometer and thermometer.

55.

No

56.

Signal mast and

57.

One

flag.

No

Sc/.

per

total cost.

stores

1(/.,

including boat attendance and freight of oil

from Dublin.

1858, 860/. 3s.

4ii.

ditto.,

No

None.
By Committee of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the

representation or complaint.

On

oil

store

adjoining lighthouse.
54.

in oil store close

55.
56.

to

and
None.
None.
None.

Superintendent of Lighthouses.
circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 1838.
52. Not known to have been extinguished.
Oil stored in
53. Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

to the lighthouse.

no application made

2/. 2s.

49.

51.

circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 1858.

tide signals used;

1858, Ss.
;

48.

50.

the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

51.

cleaning stores,

4s.;

1858, oil, 801 gallons

640/. 16s. Id.

47.

50.

7/.

1858, re-

From

Total

46.

49.

cylinders,

1857, 3s. 6</. per gross
6d. per gross ; 2/. 2s. total cost.

44. 1852, 629/. 4s.
6(/.,

;

id.

Mercantile Marine Fund. Revenue collected and paid as
per statement in Special Return No. 1.
160/. 4s. 1858, quarter, 99/. 5s. 6d. Total for 1852,
quarter,
43. 1852,

42.

as

including cost of freight of stores, &c. from

1858, 258/. 4s.

oil.

;

21. 5s.

1857, 4s. 2^d. per gallon.

39.

40.

1858, 3s.

complaints or representation as to the light being unnecessary or placed in an unsuitable position.

'

;

;

gallon.

1.

43. 1852,

46.

250/.

cleaning stores,

37. 1857, cylinders, 7/. 4s.
pairs, 30/. 7s. ICi/.
2/. 5s. id.

gallon.

None.
None.
None.

machine,

38/. 7s. 9r/.

1,295/.

36. 510/.

45.

(including

ISs.icl.

34.

34.

33. S/. 14s. 2d.

cost.

readily

around.
Revoh-ing. Light of natural appearance, white.
Bright light or flasli appearing every two and a half minutes,
the light gradually increasing and decreasing in strength.
20. During every night, from sunset to sunrise.

towards the Lough of

in the general character of the illuminating appaBurners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.
Reflectors from the Soho Plate Company.
Through dome of lantern. There are also ventilators in the
floor and blocking of lightroom to regulate supply of air.

29. 5,756/. Is. 10c?.,

39.

;

17. 360°, lighted all
;

ratus.

None.
None.

A

21. Catoptric.
22. 1st order.
23.
alteration in

2nd order.

28.

At suggestion of Port of Dublin Corporation.

7.

16.

W.

from sunset to

everj' night,

22.

27.

1812.

6.

Ireland previously unlighted ; the evident usefulness of a
on the most northern position of Donegal, guiding past
with good offing.

21. Catoptric.

None

Only one

5.

45 feet.
14. 181 feet.
15. I5h miles.

Fixed. Light coloured red to seaward
the natural a pearance, w'hite.
19. Fixed,

26.

4.

local authority.

13.

IS.

During

No

light

tower of circular form, coloured
from its position on Fannet Point.
No separate external conductor. Usual arrangement of wroughtiron handrail to fonn continuous conductor from lantern to
base of tower.

14.

24.

ST'W.

3.

it

solid walling;
white; readily identified

13.

25.

on small Island off

light.

and channel of the Lough.

20.

Ireland,

North Coast, County Donegal.

W.

Lat. 55° 16' 33" N., Lon. 7° 3S'
•J.

North Coast of

have them used,

57.

night signals used.

keeper. Keeper changed from the station as changes from
other lighthouses require and allow.

I

i

2

Barometer and thermometer.
Tide signals not used ; not applied for,
Signal mast and flag. No niglit signals used.
Keeper on watch relieved in lightroom at 12 o'clock, midnight.
Keepers are relieved from the station as changes from other
stations require and allow.
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178.

i;

INISHOWEN, EAST.

INISHOWEN, WEST.
Ireland, on Donagree Point,
Inishowen Head.

North Coast of
and Lon.

Lat.

as stated in Special

North Coast of

Return for Inislionen, East.

Lat.

local authority.
4. One light in western tower, distant
lighthouse 153 yards, bearing
5. 1832.

Chamber of Commerce, Derry.
As guiding from seavvard to Lough

6.
7.

from the outer or eastern

entrance

Chamber of Commerce, Derry.
As guiding from seaward to tough

coated internally with cement and mortar;
tower circular, coloured white ; the two towers leading

Harbour

lights.

Material cut stone

the Corporation.

49

feet.

67

feet.

15.

9h miles.
,

13 miles.
17. 60= N.E. by E. J E. to S.E.by E. i E.
IS. Fixed. Light of natural appearance, white.

,

19. Fixed.

,

During

e\er)' night

from sunset

,

No

alteration in general character of the light apparatus ;
burners adapted for use of repressed oil.
from the Soho Plate Company ; wrought-iron
fr.ime, &c. by workmen of the Corporation.
25. Through dome of lantern. TJiere are also ventilators in the
blocking and floor oi' lightrouin to regulate supply of air.
26.

None

27.

None.

28.

,

29 days.

ever)' night, from sunset to sunrise.
Catoptric.
2nd order.
No alteration in general character of the light apparatus
burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.
Reflectors from the Soho Plate Company. Wrought-iron frame,

workmen of the

used.

9,104/. 14s.

of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

(including cut

3 feet high. 750/.,

stone blocking.)

Not purchased, erected by Corporation.
This outlay chiefly on sea or shore defences of the
16/. Is. -kl.
premises.

Coated with paint once

Coated with paint once everj- year, 34/. 4.f. Paints procured
by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
One keeper at 64/. I'Js. id.

contract

Total, 210/.

39.

Pale rapcseed

40.

Argand cotton wick.

oil.

Total, 565/.

7/.

;

cleaning stores,

1/. 6s.

Id.

Sd.

1858,

1857, 4s.

2A6/.

per gallon.

1858, 3s.

5</.

per

3/. 12«.

12s.

Pale rapeseed

Ss. 6d.

per gross.

1858, 3s. 6d.
,

Slarine Fund.

cleaning stores,
cylinders,

3/.

oil.

1857, 4s.

2jrf.

1/. 6s.

l2s.

;

1858,

Id,

1858, re-

cleaning stores,
oil,

per gallon.

404 gallons;
1858,3s. 5d.

quarter, 34/. 6s.
1852, 137/. 4s. 3d.

1.

1858, quarter, 23/. 5s.

287/. ll.«. 3d., including
1858, 198/. 4s. id., ditto.

44. 1852,

1857, 3s. 6rf. per gross; 1/. 4s. 6d. total
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross; 1/. 4s. 6d. total cost.

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fund. Revenue

Revenue collected and paid

as per statement in Special Return No.

collected

and paid as

1858, quarter, 23/. 5s. 6d.

Total for

per statement in Special Return No.
6d.

Total for

1852, quarter, 34/. 6s. Od.
1852, 137/. ^s. 3d.

cost of freight of stores, &c.
.

None.
None.
None.
48. None.
49. None.
45.

1.

1852,287/. lis. 3d., including cost of freight of stores, &c,
1858, 198/. 4s. 4rf. ditto.

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.

46.

47.

By Committee of

By Committee of

51.

On

On

54.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tidal signals used none have been applied for.
No night signals.
Signal mast and flag.
Oue keeper at each of the two houses. Keeper relieved from
the station as changes from otiier lighthouses require and

the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.
circuit of inspection in 1857 ; ditto, 1858.
52. Not known to have been extinguished.
53. Spare lamp and burners kept ready.
Oil stored in oil store

the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.
circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 185S.
Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored in oil store close

close to the lighthouse.

to the lighthouse.
,

;

allow.

;

;

Argand cotton wick.
cost.

43. 1352,

56.

IW.

per gallon.
1857,

per gross.

57.

4rf.

1857. oil, 402 gallons; wicks, 7 gross.
wicks, 7 gross.

172 gallons.

oil,

gallon.

None used.
From Mercantile

515/.; 50/.
pairs,

5s.

1/. 5s. 8(/.

3S. 1S57, oil, 170 gallons.

at 64/. 12s.

185S,

1/.

Paints procured by

ever)* year, 34/. 4s.

workmanship not by contract.

;

One keeper

1857, cylinders,

37. 1857, cylinders, 1/. 16s.; cleaning stores,
repairs, 4/. 13s. llrf. ; cylinders, 1/. 16».

55.

750A (including cut

Lantern sash, 13 feet diameter, S feet high.

Not purchased, erected by Corporation.
-id.
This outlay chiefly on sea or shore defences of the

25/.

2(1.,

Finished.

premises.

50.

Corporation.

29 days.

33. 16/. 7s.

42.

219° N.E. i N. to W. by S.
Fixed. Light of natural appearance, white.

None

stone blocking.)

41.

feet.

None.

Lantern sash 13feet diameter,

;

feet.

miles.
13 miles.

i'k

&c. by

30. Finished.

36. 185/.

49
67

Through dome of lantern. There are also ventilators in the
blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate supply of air.

used.

29. 8,749/. 14s. 3d., including cost

35.

arrangement of wrought-

During

3rd order.

24. Reflectors

34.

I'sual

Fixed.
lo sunrise.

21. Catoptric.

32.

coated internally with cement and mortar.
coloured white. The two towers leading

Ko separate external conductor.

16.

31.

;

circular,

lights.

iron handrail of tower to fonn continuous conductor from
lantern to base of tower.

13.

14.

23.

light.

Tower

Usual arrangement of wroughtiron handrail of tower to form continuous conductor from
lantern to base of to^ver.

No separate external conductor.

22.

entrance

;

light.

11. Alaterial, cut stone;

20.

its

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of
Dublin Corporation the walling built by contract by Mr.
Pettigrew, of Dublin; the lantern erected by workmen of

;

12.

Foyle, lighting

channel.
1S37.

Corporation.

Harbour

38" AV.

1832.

channel.

10.

do'

in

from the west lighthouse 153 yards, bearing E.
The east
and west lights kept in line lead clear of the " Tuns Bank.'"
its

Designed by the late George Ilalpin, Engineer lo Port of
Dublin Corporation; the walling built by contract by Mr.
Pettigrew, of Dublin the lantern erected by workmen of the

9.

Lon. 6°

Donagree outer
Head.

same tower, the lower light to distinguish
from the west lighthouse. £ast lighthouse distant

east

tlie

Foyle, lighting

1837.

8.

13' 3S">'.,

'

.:

No local authority.
Two lights vertical

No

3.

Ireland, on

Point, Inishowen

,

.

.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals used ; none have been applied
Signal mast and

One keeper
from the
allow.

flag.

No

for.

night signals.

Keepers are relieved
at each of the two houses.
station as clianges at other lighthouses require and
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179.

180.

RATHLIN ISLAND, UPPER.

RATHLIN ISLAND, LOWER.

North Coast of

Ireland, on North-east
Point of Rathlin Island.

Lat. 55° IS' 10" N., Lon. G° 10' 45"

i.

No local authority.
Two lights. Lower

).

1827.

?.

).
I.

Light
of the Upper Light.

is

North Coast of

Ireland, on Nortli-east
Point of Rathlin Island.

W.

>.

I.

.

and Lon. as per statement in Special Return for I'pper
Lightliouse.

No local authority.
Two lights. ToH cr

Commissioners of the Port of Londonderry.
A sea light being requisite on the western' side of the entrance
of the north channel ; lighting also a prominent turning
point in the navigation off the north-east coast of Ireland.

(.

Lat.

oiitsiduand adjoining base of tower

185(5.

Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of Dublin
Corporation, and built under his direction by the workmen
of the Corporation, not by contract.
Sea light.
Cut stone; solid walling; tower of circular form, with a red
belt
readily recognized by its position on the salient angle
of the island, and by the lower light at base of the upper

lantern of

of the I'ppe

Lighthouse adjoins base of

Loner Light.

5.

1827.

6.

Commissioners of the Port of Londonderry.
A sea light being requisite on the western side of the entrance
of the north channel, lighting also a prominent turning

7.

point in the navigation olF the north-east coast of Ireland.
The second or lower light suggested by Trinity Board to
form a certain means of identification of the position.

;

tower.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

,

,

9.

Usual arrangement of wroughtiron handrail to form continuous conductor from lantern to
base of tower.

88 feet.
243 feet.
17^ miles.
22 miles.
177 N.W. h N. to S.W.by

10.

11.

,

,

and S.W.by W.

h

W.

to

W.

^ S.

1st order.

No

alteration in the description or character of the illuminating
apparatus since lighted.
Dioptric apparatus made by Messrs. Chance, Brothers, of
Birmingham. The machine, similar in arrangement to the
machine of the intermittent light of St. John's Point and
IMinehead, was constructed by Mc Master, of Dublin.
Ventilating tube continued from lamp
through dome of
lantern.
Upper portion of tube not added until ISGO.
None used.

12.

13.

separate external conductor. The lower lantern forms a
continuous conductor from vane to base of lighthouse.

feet.

182 feet.
15A miles.
16. 20 miles.
17. 118 N.W. by N. to S.S.\V.
J \Y.
18. Lower light fixed.
The light of the natural appearance, ivhite.
19. Fixed.
20. During every night, from sunset to sunrise.
14.

15.

21. Dioptric.
22. 1st order.
23.

No

alteration in the description or character of the illuminating
apparatus since lighted.
apparatus made by Messrs. Chance, Brothers, of

24. Dioptric

Birmingham.
25. Ventilating

lantern.
26. None used.

None.

None.

15days.
including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

28.

15 days.

29. IfiOOl.,

Lantern sash,

1.3

feet diameter, 10 feet high.

904/.,

including

cut stone blocking.
erected by Corporation.
;

Not purchased
15s. 3d.

Total, 1,483/. Is. 2d,
1858,
1857, cylinders, 4/. 4s.; cleaning stores, 2/. 6s. 10c/.
cylinders, 4/. 4s. ; cleaning stores, 2/. 6s. iOrf.
1858, oil, 445 gallons;
1857, oil, 513 gallons; wicks, 3f gross.
wicks, 3§ gross.
Pale rapeseed oil. 1857, 4s. 2^^/. per gallon. 1S58, 3s. 5rf. per
•
gallon.
Cotton concentric wick. 1857, 2/. 5s. total cost. 185S, 2/. 5s.
131/. 17s.

continued

from

lamp through dome of

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fund.

Lantern sash, 13 feet diameter, 10 feet high. SS7/., including
cast iron blocking and cut stone base.
32. Not purchased ; erected by Corporation.
33. U. 15s. 3d.
34. Coated with paint once every year, 13/. Is. 6d.
Paints procured
by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
35. Three keepers ; one at 64/. 12s. 4rf., two at 46/. 3s. each, of which
half the cost chargeable to each light, or 78/. 9s. 2d. for
31.

each.
36. Dioptric apparatus, 1,017/. 16s.; 85/.

37.
38.
39.

40.
41.

total cost.

42.

Revenue

collected

and paid

as per statement in Special Return No. 1
1858, quarter, 120/. 19s. 8rf., total
1852, quarter, not lighted.
quarter's income for upper and lower lights, for which light
dues are charged as for one light only.
1S52, not lighted.
1858, 581/. 14s. Ud'., including boat attendance, freight of stores, &c. from Dublin. Total expenditure
for upper and lower lights.

None.
None.
None.
No complaint or representation as to the position of the light.
No complaint or representation as to the efficiencv of the

43.
44.

45.
46.
47.

48.
49.

None.
None.
None.
No complaint or representation as to the position of the
No complaint or representation as to the efiiciency

light.

ot the

55.
56.

adopted.
Signal mast and

the

51.
52.

adopted.
Signal mast and flag. No night signals used.
Keeper on %vatch relieved in the lightroom at 12 o'clock,
midnight. Keepers are changed from the station as changes
from other lighthouses require and allow.

57.

li

16.s.

the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.
On circuit of inspection in 1S57 ; ditto, 1858.
Not known to have been extinguished.
At least two spare lamp burners kept ready. Oil stored in oil
store near to the lighthouse.
Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals used; no application made to have them

50.

Superintendent of Lighthouses.
circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, ISjS.
Not known to have been extinguished.
At least two spare lamps and burners kept ready. Oil stored
in oil store near to the lighthouse.
Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals used; no application made to have thera
'

Total cost, 1,102/.

1857, cylinders, 4/. 4s. ; cleaning stores, 2/. 6s. lOd.
1858,
cylinders, 4/. 4s. ; cleaning stores, 2/. 6s. lOrf.
1857, oil, 513 gallons; wicks, 3J gross.
1858, oil, 445 gallons
wicks, 3f gross.
Pale rapeseed oil. 1857, 4s. 25d. per gallon. 1858, 3s. 5d. per
gallon.
Cotton concentric wick. 1857, 2/. 5s. total cost. 185S, 2/. 5s.
total cost.
None used.
From Mercantile JIarine Fund. Revenue cellected and paid
as per statement in .Special Return No. 1.
1852, not lighted.
1858, income included in amount stated in
Special Return for Upper Lighthouse.
1852, not lighted.
185S, total expenditure for year 1858, for
Upper and Lower Lights, stated in Special Return for Upper
Light.

light.

light.

By Committee of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by

On

tube

I'pper portion of tube not added until 1860.

30. Finished.

Finished.

Coated with paint once every year, 22/. Paints procured by
contract; workmanship not by contract.
Three keepers; one at 64/. 12s. 4(/., two at 46/. 3s. each, of
which half the cost chargeable to each light, or 73/. 9s. 2d. to
upper light.
Dioptric apparatus, 1,218/.
14s.; machine, 132/. 10s. 2d.;

.

No

27.

1/.

.

1856.

Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin
Corporation and Superintendent of Lighthouses, and built
under his direction by the workmen of the Corporation, not
by contract.
Sea light.
Cut stone, base and floor. The lightroom blocking of cast
iron.
The prominent position of the two lights (upper and
lower) give means of identification.

S.,

L'pper light is intermittent, showing a fixed whi«e light during
50 seconds, and eclipsed during 10 seconds. Tlie arrangement to produce eclipses of this light designed by the Engineer
of the Port of Dublin Corporation.
Light appearing during 50 seconds, is suddenly eclipsed and
obscured during 10 seconds, then reappears, arid so on in
tlie same order of succession.
During every night, from sunset to sunrise.
Dioptric.

9,649/.,
,

8.

No separate external conductor.

53.

54.

By Committee of

flag.

No

night signals used.

Keeper on watch relieved in the lightroom at 12 o'clock,
midnight. Keepers are changed from the station as changes
from other lighthouses require and allow.
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181.

182.

MAIDEN'S ROCKS, NORTH.

MAIDEN'S ROCK, SOUTH.

East Coast of Ireland, on the Northern (or
Western) Maiden's Rock, off East Coast,
County Antrim.

East Coast of Ireland, on Rock off East
Coast of County Antrim.

Lat. 54° 55' 47" N., Lon. 5° 45'
3.

No

4.

One

local authority.
light, distant from light

W.

on South JIaiden's Rock S24 yards,

bearing S.E. by E.

Lat. 54° 55' 43" N., Lon. 5° 44' 20"
3.

No

4.

One

5.

5. 1817.
6.

Admiral Hollwell

in 1817;

merchants of Larne

in 1818;

second

light at suggestion of the Corporation.
7. The fitness of the position for a sea light, placed on a rock ih
miles distant from the east coast of Antrim ; it marks the
western side of the cluster of rocks ; guides along the western

S.
9.

10.

side of St. George's Channel with a good offing from the
coast.
1828.
Designed by the late George Hal pin, Engineer to the Port of
Dublin Coqioration. and built under his supervision by the
workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.

Sea

6.

Admiral Hollwell

7.

Its

68 feet.
84 feet.
lOJ miles.
16. 14 miles.
17. 360°. Lighted
13.

14.

18. Fixed.

all

ISL'9.

9.

Designed by the

late George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin
Corporation, and built under his supervision by the w orkof the Corporation, and not by contract.

men
10.

Sea

11.

Material, cut stone;

12.

No

13.

14.

76
94

!.>.

11 miles.

16.

15 miles.

'

from sunset

20.

to sunrise.

No

mate) including stone blocking.
32. Not purchased ; erected bv Port of Dublin Corporation.
S3. 13?. 7s.
Paints pro34. General coat of painting once in each year, 53/. 6s.
cured by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
35. Two keepers, one at 64/. 12s. 4ft one at 46/. 3s.
36. 1,134/. (approximate.)
37. 1857, repairs, 23/. 8s. Sd.; cylinders, 11, 4s.; cleaning stores,
2/. 9s. id. 1858, repairs, 36/. 7s. Id. ; cylinders, 7/. 4s. ; cleaning stores, 2/. 9s. 4f/, Apparatus did not require repairs in
1856 or 1859.
1858, oil, 868 gallons;
38. 1857, oil, 861 gallons; wicks, 14 gross.
wicks, 14 gross.
185S, 3s. 5d. per
1857, 4s. 2W. per gallon.
39. Pale rapeseed oil.

gallon.

42.

43.
44.

1857, 3s. 6c/. per gross ; 2/. 9s. total cost.
1858, 3s. 6</. per gross ; 2/. 9s. total cost.
None used.
Revenue collected as per
From llercantilc Marine Fund.
statement in Special Return No. 1.
1S5S, quarter, 144/. 2s. 10<Z. Total
1852, quarter, 418/. 14s. lid.
for 1852, 1,674/. 19s. 9rf.
1852, 617/. 13s. lOrf., including freight of stores, attendance of

Argand cotton wicks.

hooker, &c.

1S5S, 563/. Os.

5f/.,

ditto.

45.
46.
48.
49.

None.
None.
None.

47.
50.

None.
By Committee of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the

None

;

on the contrary, a general admission as to the position

being very suitable.

Superintendent of Lighthouses.
circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 1858.
Not known to have been extinguished.
53. At least one lamp and burner always kept ready. From the
strength and simplicity of tl>e lamps and burners used they
are not liable to injury more than gradual wear. The oil is
51.
52.

On

54.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals used none applied for none requisite, on ing
to the distance from anv tidal navigation of harbour.
Signal mast and Hag. No means of communicating by signals

stored iu the oil store'close to the lighthouse.
55.

56.

;

at night.
57.

.

Lighted all around.
1 he light of the natural appearance, white.

During every night from sunset

23.

No

to sunrise.

alteration beyond alteration of the burners to suit them for
use with rapeseed oil, made at suggestion of the engineer of
the Corporation. It has been the intention of the Corporation
to change the apparatus to dioptric at this and several of
the catoptric lights of the 1st order.
24. Reflectors from Soho Plate Company.
25. Ventilation through dome.
There are also ventilators in the
floor and blocking of lightroom to regulate supply of air.
26.

None

27.

None.

28.

16 days.

,

,

,

-j

-

l

used.

29. 18,526/. including cost
30. Finished.

31.

of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, Sfeet high.
1,115/. (approximate) including stone blocking.
Not purchased erected ; bv Port of Dublin Corporation.

32.
S3. 13/. 7s.
34. General coating
35.

of paint once in each year, 53/. Gs.
Paints
procured by contract ; workmanship not by contract,
keepers, one at 64/. 12s. id., one at 46/. 3s.

Two

36. 1,134/.

(approximate.)

37. 1857, repairs, 25/. 16s. 5d. ; cylinders, 7/. 4s. ; cleaning stores,
21. 9s. id.
1858, repairs, 33/. 7s. 5</. ; cylinders, 7/. 4s. ; cleaning stores, 2/. 9s. id.
38. 1857, oil, 1,072 gallons ; wicks, IS gross.
1858, oil, 1,075 gallons
wicks, 15 gross.
39. Pale rapeseed oil.
1857, 4s. 2id. per gallon. 1858, 3s. 5rf. per

gallon.
40.

Argand cotton wicks.

41.

None
From

45.
46.
47.

None.
None.
None.

1857, 3s. 6«/. per gross; 2iL 12s. 6(/. total
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 2/. 12s. 6d. total cost
used.
42.
Jlercantile Marine Fund.
Revenue collected and paid as
•
per statement in Special Return No. 1.
43. 1852, quarter, 418/. 14s. ll(i
1858, quarter, 144/. 2«. lOd.
Total
for 1852, 1,674/. 19s. 9d.
44. 1852, 617/. 13s. 6d., including freight of stores, attendance of
hooker, &c. 1858, 563/. Os. 5d., ditto.
cost.

48.

None

49.

None.
By Committee of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the

50.

;
on the contrary, a general admission as to the position
being very suitable.

Superintendent of Lighthouses.
circuit of inspection in 1857; ditto, 1S5S.

51.

On

52.

Not known to have been extinguished.
At least one lamp and burner always kept ready. From the
strength and simplicity of the lainps and burners used they
are not liable to injun more than gradual wear. The oil is

53.

stored in the oil store close to the lighthouse.
54.
55.

;

Keeper on watch in lightroom relieved at 12 o clock, midnight.
Keepers are relieved from the station as removals from other
station allow.

feet.

feet.

21. .Catoptric.
22. 1st order.

28. 14 days.
29. 18,526/., including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.
30. Finished.
31. Lantern sash l.S feet diameter, 8 feet high.
1,1157., (approxi-

41.

.

external conductor. Tsual arrangement of wrought-iron
handrail of tower, forming a conductor from lantern to base
of tower.

Fixed.
19. Fixed.

use with rapeseed

40.

belt.

15.

alteration beyond alteration of the burners to suit them for
oil, made at suggestion of the engineer of
the Cor^joration. It has been the intention of the Corporation to change the apparatus to dioptric at this and several
of the other catoptric lights of the 1st order.
24. Reflectors from Soho Plate Company.
There are also ventilators in the
25. Ventilation through dome.
floor and blocking of lightroom to regulate supply of air.
26. None used.
23.

light.

solid waU, coated inside with cement;
tower circular, coloured white, marked with a broad red

17. 360°.

around.

'The light of the natural appearance, white.

19. Fixed.
20. During every night
21. Catoptric.
22. 1st order.

in 1817; merchants of Larne in 1818; second
light at suggestion of Corporation.
obvious fitness as an excellent position for a sea light,

S.

11.

15.

W.

on the North Maidens Rock

placed on a rock 4i distant from the mainland; it marks
the cluster of rocks named the " JIaiden's Rocks;" guides
through the western side of St. George's Channel with good
offing from the east coast of Antrim.

light.

Material, cut stone; solid wall, coated inside with cement;
tower circular, coloured white, marked with a broad red belt.
12. No external conductor.
Vsual arrangement of wrought-iron
handrail of tower, forming a conductor from lantern to base
of tower.

local authority.
light, distant from the light
824 yards, bearing N.W. by W.
1817.

56.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals used nor applied for; none reiqusite, owing
to the distance from any tidal harbour or navigation.
Signal mast and flag. No means of communicating by signals
;

at night.
57.

in lightroom relieved at 12 o'clock, midnight
Keepers are changed from the station as changes from other
and allow.

Keeper on watch

stations require
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183.

184.

LARNE LOUGH.

COPELAND ISLAND.

East Coast of Ireland, on Farres's Point, on
East Side of Entrance to Harbour.

East Coast of Ireland, on Summit of smaller

tat. 54° 51' N.,
3.

No

Long. 5°

48'

local authority.

Lat. 54° 41' 44" N., Lon. 5° 32' 1"

4.

One

5.

1831.

6:

Merchants of Larne, and others.
As guiding from seaward to Larne Harbour, and through

7.

Copeland Island,
off South-east
Entrance to Belfast Lough.

W.

light.

No

4.

Only one light.
Not ascertained the old light having been transferred from
the Revenue Board in 1810.
Not ascertained.
Selected by the Revenue Board as sea light, being requisite in

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10:

11.

1839.

Designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of
Dublin Corporation, and built by the workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.

Harbour light.
Cut stone; solid wall; coated inside with cement.

Tower

S.

9.

circular, painted white.
12.

Usual arrangement of wTought-iron handrail, forming continuous conductor from lantern to base of tower.

10.

13.

50

11.

feet.

14.

42 feet.

15.

1 miles.

16.

12 miles.

12.

260° E. by N. J N. to
18. Fixed.
17.

19.

Fixed.

20.

During every

21.

Catoptric.

night,

S. h

E.
13.

;

the locality to guide vessels navigating the east side of
St. George's Channel, or thence passing into or out of
Belfast Lough or Donaghadee Sound.
1796, date of first exhibition of light in old building, now used
as a store and belfrj'.
Present lighthouse designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation, and built under
his direction by the workmen of the Corporation, and not

bv contract.
Sea 'light.
Stone tower, solid wall, without separate inner wall.
The
tower is circular, painted white, and is known also from its
position on summit of the lighthouse island.
No separate external conductor. "Wrought-iron handrail arranged to form a continuous conductor from lantern to base
of tower.
52 feet.

16. 17 miles.
17. 360°, lighted all around.
18. Fixed.
Light of natural

to sunrise.

2nd order.

23.

No

24.

Parabolic reflectors by the Soho Plate Company.
iron frame by the workmen of the Corporation.

"U'rought-

20.

26.

None

27.

None.

used.

24.

28. 17 days.

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

30. Finished.

Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 8 feet high.

547/.

(including

26.
27.
28.
29.

cut stone blocking).

in the general character of the iUumin.ating
apparatus since erection of the present lighthouse ; burners
adapted for use of rapeseed oil.
Reflectors from Soho Plate Company.
As in other catoptric lights, through dome of lantern. There
are also ventilators in the blocking and floor of lightroom
to regulate supply of air.
Large fog bell struck by machinery.
26 days.
26 days.
9,651/. 17s. 6f/. (present lighthouse), including cost of lantern,
light apparatus, &c. (outlay 1813 to 1816 inclusive.)

30. Finished.
31. Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, 8 feet high. 1,002/. (including

32. Not purchased ; erected by Corporation.
33. 3/.

cut stone blocking.)

Coated with paint once every year, 26/. 15s. 5d. Paints procured by contract workmanship not by contract.

32.
33.

Not purchased, erected by Corporation.

One keeper

34.

Coated with paint once every year,

;

86. 347/.

;

75/.

Total, 422/.

oil, 337 gallons;
wicks, 6 gross.

38. 1857,

39. Pale rapeseed

oil.

wicks, 6 gross.

1858,

1857, 4s. 2hd. per gallon.

349 gallons;

1858, 3s.

5f/.

per

gallon.

14s.

5rf.

36. 1,215/., total cost.
37. 1857, cylinders, 7/. 4s. ; cleaning stores, 21. 7s. 4(f.
1858,
repairs, 15/. 19s. 2d. ; cvlinders, 7/. 4». ; cleaning stores,
21. Is. id.
38. 1857, oil, 1,090 gallons ; wicks, 16 gross.
1858, oil, 1,089 gallons; wicks, 16 gross.
39.

Pale rapeseed

oil.

1857, 4s.

2i,d.

per gallon.

1858, 3s. 5d. per

gallon.

:0.

Argand cotton wicks.

41.

None used.
From Mercantile Marine Fund.

cost.

1/.

55/.
Paints procured by
contract ; workmanship not by contract.
35. Two keepers, one at 64/. ;2s. id. ; one at 46/. 3s.

at 64/. 12s. id.

37. 1S57, repairs, 11/. 10s. 4<f. ; cylinders. 2/. 14s. ; cleaning .stores,
1858, repairs, 13/. 12s. 5d. (none in 1856 or 1859) ;
1/. 3s. 8d.
cylinders, 2/. 14s.; cleaning stores, 1/. 3s. 8rf.

42.

to sunrose.

21. Catoptric.
22. 1st order.
23.
alteration

25.

29. 7,358/. 18s. 3d.,

During every night from sunset

No

Through dome. There are also ventilators in the blocking
and door of lantern to regulate the supply of air.

35.

appearance, white.

19. Fixed.

alteration in the description or character of the illuminating apparatus; burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.

25.

34

local authority.

14. 131 feet.
15. 13 miles.

from sunset

22.

31.

W.

3.

its

entrance passage.

Side

1S57, 3s. 6d. per gross;
1858, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 1/. Is. total cost.

as per statement in Special

1/.

Is.

total

Revenue collected and paid

Return No.

1.

40. jVrgand cotton wicks. 1857, 3s. Gd. per gro.ss; 21. 16s. total
cost.
1858, 3$. Gd. per gross ; 2/. 16s. total cost.
41. Fog bell, 230/.; machine, 170/.; belfrj-, etc., 130/.
Total, 550/.
Revenue collected and paid
42. From Mercantile Marine Fund.

as per statement in Special Return No. 1.
1858, quarter, 181/. 6s.
1852, quarter, 527/. 13s. Id.
Total for
1852, 2,110/. 12s. Id.
44. 1852, 503/. Os. Id., including boat attendance, freight of stores,
&c. 1858, 557/. 14s. 3d., ditto.
•13.

43. 1S52, quarter, 11/, 16s.
1852, 47/. 4s. Id.

1858, quarter,

4/.

13s. Sd.

Total for

44. 18.i2, 236/. 17s. 4(/.,includingfreightof stores,ferriage, &c.
191/. 65. lOd., ditto.

45.
46.
47.
48.

1858,

45.
46.

None.
None.
None.
None.

47.
48.

50.

51.

On

of Lighthouses.

52.
53.

55.

56.

57.

49.

.

50.

circuit of inspection in

1857;

ditto, 1S5S.

Not kno«Ti to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready.
Oil stored in

51.

52.
oil store

near to the lighthouse.
54.

Belfast Harbour Commissioners represent their opinion that
the light would be more useful if placed on the
Island,
Subject brought under notice of the
12th August 1859.
Trinity Board.
Complaint made that the light had not been visible durino°
On investigation this was disproved.
fog on
By Committee of Port, of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.
On circuit of inspection in 1857 ; ditto, 1858.
The light has not been knoivn to have been extinguished at
any time during night.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready.
Oil stored in oil stove
near to lighthouse.

Mew

None.
By Committee of the Corporation and by the Superintendent

49.

None.
None.
None.

53.

Barometer and thermometer.
No tide signals used no application made to the Corporation
to have them adopted.
Signal mast and flag.
No means for communicating by
signals by night.
;

One

keeper.
Kei'per relieved from the station as changes at
other stations allow.

Ii4

54. Barometer and thermometer.
55. Tide signals are not used ; none have been applied for.
night signals used.
56. Signal mast and flag.

No

57.

Keeper on watch relieved in the lightroom at 12 o'clock
midnight.
Keepers are changed from the stations as
removals from other lighthouses require and allow.
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18G.

185.

SOUTH ROCK.

DONAGHADEE.
East Coast of Ireland, on Southern Pierhead, Donaghadee Harbour.

East Coast of Ireland, on Tidal Rock off
East Coast of Co. Down.
Lat. 54° 23' 55" X., 5^ 25' 4" ^V.
3.

Lat. 54° 3S' 4" Lon., 5-2°

:ii;'

No

4.

Ona

5.

Determined on when

6.

The engineer of the harbour proposed

local authority.

5.

light.

office

0.

harbour was planned for the post

tfic

7.

packet service.

Xo

;

of lights to guide vessels along the west coast of the Irish
Channel with sufficient ofllng from the projecting coast of
Co. Down, and to indicate the tidal rock on which it is built,
and the neighbouring rocks and shoals.

liglithouse as neccs-

tlie

lighting the east side of the channel of Donaghadee Sound,
After erection of the tower
into the harbour.
the lighthouse was transferred by the Government to the
Port of Dublin Corporation.

and guiding

8.

17S»7.

9.

Designed by

Designed by the late John Rennie, C.E., engineer of the
harbour, and built by contract for the Government.
Harbour light.
Cut stone; solid wall; coated with cement inside; tower

9.

0.
1.

circular.
2.

No

3.

53

Sea

Cut stone tower.

12.

Xo

13.

15.
16.

12 miles (uncoloured sector of light).

6.

around.
Light cotoured red to seaward, from N. by E. i E. to
and of the natural appearance, white, towards the
harbour and entrance of Belfast Bay.

7.

31)0° all

S.

Fixed.

9.

Fixed.

During every

il.

Catoptric.

12.

3rd order.

13.

No

!4.

i5.

!6.

alteration in the general character of the light
adapted to the use o( rapeseed oil.

De

Ville,

;

burners

of London.

Through dome.
None used none applied
;

Improvements,

JO.

Finished.

51.

Not ascertained

52.

20.

During every night from sunset

Not purchased

22.

2nd order.

23.

Xo

24.

Greenside and Co., Edinburgh.

alteration in general description or character.
Lamps and
burners altered for use with rapeseed oil at suggestion ot
Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation.

25. Ventilation

Fog

27.

None.
Xone.

bells struck

1,300?.

tower having been transferred by Govern-

;

31.

Lantern sash

32.

Xot purchased

33.

4/.

34.

Coated once each year,

feet diameter, 6 feet high
(including cut stone blocking).

transferred by the
Dublin Corporation.

transferred.

;

35.

;

36. 750/. estimated cost.

64/. 12s. id.

cylinders, 2/.
repairs, 6/. 13s.

37. 1857,

2.«.

5(/.

,

cleaning

;

cvlinders,

stores,

1/.

Js.;

2/.

8s.

1S3S,

11</.

cleaning

365 gallons; wicks, 7 gross.

1S58,

oil,

370 gallons;

wicks, 7 gross.
1857, 4s. 2id. per gallon.

39.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wick.

oil.

1858, 3s.

5rf.

1857, Ss. 6d. per gross ; 1/. 4s. 6d. total
1838, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 1/. 4». 63. total cost.

None.

42.

From Mercantile JIarine Fund.
No light dues charged.

44. 1832, 197/. 3s., including cost
1858, 161/. 12s. Sd., ditto.

5/.

of freight of stores from Dublin.

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

41.

Xot ascertained.

42.

From Mercantile Marine Fund,

of Lighthouses.
51. On circuit of inspection in 1857 ; ditto, 1S5S.
52. Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready.
54. Barometer and thennometer.
53.

No

57.

One

requisition

total cost.

made

to

1857, 3s.
6rf.

6rf.

per gross;

U

per gross;
Us. 6d.
Us. 6d. total cost

1/.

Revenue collected and paid
Is.

lOrf.

Total

1858, 460/. 19s. Id.

49.

By Committee

51.

On circuit

52.
53.

Xot knowTi to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil stored

54.

Barometer and thermometer.

55.

Xo tide signals used at this station.
Xo means of communicating signals by

'

as

1.

185S, quarter, 155/.

50.

Oil stored in tower.

have tide signals used.

466 gallons;

1858, 3s. 5d. per

Xone.
Xone.
Xone.
Xone.
of the Corporation and by the Superintendent of

Lighthouses-

of inspection in 1857;

ditto, 1858.

in cisterns in

the lighthouse.

56.

keeper. Keeper relieved from the station as chai zes at
other lightliouses require and allow.

57.

No

1858,3s.

43. 1S52, quarter, 368/. 19s. Id.
for 1852, 1,475/: 16s. 5d.

night signals.

flag.

oil,

gallon.

46.
47.
4S.

Nm;.

None.
49. None.
50. By Committee of the Corporation and by the Superintendent

used.

oil.

1858,

1857, 4s. 2^d. per gallon.

Pale rapeseed

44. 1852,552/. Ss. lOrf.

48.

46/. 3s.

9s. -id.

39.

47.

Signal mast and

Paints procured by con-

per annum; t^vo at

38. 1S57, oil, 4G1 gallons; wicks, 9 gross.
wicks, 9 gross.

45. X'one.

None

llrf.

4*/.

per statement in Special Return Xo.

None.
46. None.

56.

44/. 2*.

at 64/, 12s.

1853,
37. 1S57, cylinders, 4/. 10«. ; cleaning stores, 2/. 9s. 4d,
repairs, IS/. Us. Sd.; cvlinders, 4/. 10s.; cleaning stores,

45.

55.

;

Three keepers, one

per

gallon.

41.

tract

stores,

1/. Ss. llrf.

959/, estimated cost

workmanship not by contract.

One

keeper, at

;

Revenue Board to Port of

6rf.

35.

cost.

blocking and

including lantern, light apparatus, three dwelat Newcastle, Co. Down,

Paints
Coated with paint once every year, 12/. 12j. 10</.
procured by contract ; workmanship not by contract,

1857,

in

bv machincrv.

ling houses, and shore establishment
and improvements of buildings.

36. 415/. total cost.

43.

through dome; also ventilation

floor of lightroom lo regulate supply of air.
26.

ment.

38.

to sunrise.

21. Catoptric.

29. 13,631/. 95. 5d..

33. 2s.

oil,

circle.

bright light or flash appears every minute and half, the
light gradually increasing and decreasing in strength.

30. Finished.

!9.

35.

round the

light of natural appearance, white.

A

28.

for at the harbour lighthouse.

n. None.
i8. 13 days.

34.

all

The

Revolving.

19.

from sunset to sunrise.

night,

Lighted

IS.

S. i E.,

:0.

separate external conductor.

66 feet.
52 feet.
S miles.
12 miles.

17. 360°.

8^ miles.

5.

light.

feet.

56 feet.

,4.

10.
11.

14.

separate external conductor.

Kogers, Engineer to the Revenue Board, by
was transferred to the Port of Dublin

^Ir.

whom the lighthouse
Cori>oration.

1836.

S.

local authority.

Only one light.
Xot ascertained transferred by the Revenue Board.
Xot ascertained.
The necessity for a sea light in the position, as one of the chain

on the pierhead.

&ar>'
.\s

W.
4.

3.

7.

1"

night.

Keeper on watch relieved in lighthouse at 12 o'clock, midnight.
One keeper in turn relieved from rock each fortnight
(^weather permitting), and keepers are removed from the
station as clumges from otoer stations admit.
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187.

ij

ARDGLASS.
East

ST.

Coast of Ireland, Upper Room of
Building, Inner Shore of Harbour.

East

JOHN'S POINT.

Coast of Ireland, North Side of Dundrum Bay.

3.

No

4.

One

3.

No

5.

1812.

4.

One

6.

Mr. O'Gilvie.

5.

1825.

6.
7.

Site of first lighthouse erected at Ardglass was selected as a
suitable position for lighten that part of the coast previously
to the establishment ot St. John's Point Light, and to light
the approach to the harbour.

Marquis of Downshire.
Being a prominent position, where a sea light was
requisite,
guiding seaincn in keeping an offing from Dundnim
Bay,
and from the coast northward of the point.

local authority.

I.at.

light,

changed

8.

1816, position

9.

Stone previously built for exhibition of temporary

10.

Harbour

11.

Rubble walling and

12.

No

13.

19 feet.

7.

in 1851.

13' 10",

Lon. 5°

40' \Y.

light.

8.

1844.

9.

Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin
Corporation; the tower and dwellings built by
contract bv
Captam Browne of St. John's Point ; the lantern erected
bv

light.

light.

workmen of the

brick.

54°

local authority.

10.

Sea

Corporation.

light.

U. Cut stone; circular tower, painted white; blocking under
tern sash and projecting gallery are coloured
brown.

conductor.

lan-

12.

No

13.

73

feet.

14.

62

feet.

15.

9 miles.

16.

13 miles.

17.

203° E. 4 N. to W. by N. i N.
Intermittent. Light of natural appearance, white, to be
coloured

external conductor.
Usual arrangement of wrought-iron
handrail to form continuous conductor from lantern
to base
ot tower.

14. 17 feet.
.iles.

miles.

1(3.

18.

Fixed; light coloured red.

19. Fixed.

20.

During every night from sunset

to sunrise.

18.

21. Catoptric.

•

red.

22. 0th order.

19.

24.

Reflector from the

25.

Through roof of

Light

visible during 45 seconds, and eclipsed
during 15
The arrangement to produce eclijjses of this light
designed by the Engineer of the Port of Dublin
Corpora'

seconds.

Soho Plate Company.

lantern.

tion.

During every night from sunset to sunrise.
n. Dioptric (catadioptric), curved metallic reflectors being
tiers above and below dioptric belt.

26.

None

27.

None.

28.

None.

29.

Cost of building hired for temporary light not ascertained.
Cost of dwelling (which appertained to the lighthouse first
erected) about 400/.

Hi.

Not altered since 1845.

24.

31.

Present temporary apparatus

25.

32.

Not purchased.

Refractors and tier of reflectors manufactured by Cookson
of
Newcastle the frame and lamps by Wilkins, of London.
Ventilating tube continued through centre of dome
(Faraday's) tube in this and in the other dioptric
lights of the
Port of Dublin Corporation.

20.

used.

22.

set in

1st order.

;

50/.

33. lOs. lit/., chiefly for repairs.

34. 8/. 8s.

16,

Paints procured by contract

Irf.

;

workmanship not by

contract.

One keeper

Present temporary apparatus

37-

1857, cylinders, 18s.; cleaning stores, 10s. lOd. 1858, repairs,
2/. 8s. ; cylinders, 185. ; cleaning stores, 10s. lOrf.

at 46/. 3s.

9 days.

wicks,

1

gross.

Lantern

12.
13.

:5.

1857, 4s. 2^^. per gallon,

39.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

oil.

1358, 3s. 5d. per

!6.

17.

gallon.
1857, 3s. 6d. per gross.

1858, 3s. 6d. per

41.

None

From Mercantile Marine Fund.

43.

1852,

used.

including cost of lantern, light apparatus

13 feet diameter, 8 feet high;
cut stone blocking.
Not purchased; erected bv the Corporation.
s.ash

1,055/.,

&c

'

including
^

4/. 6s. Srf.

General coating of paint once in each year, 45/. 19s. 3d. Paints
procured by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
keepers, one at 64/. 12s. id., one at 46/. 3s

Two

1,099/; 153/.; 100/.
Total, 1,352/.
1857, cylinders, it. is. ; cleaning stores, 2/. 5s. id. 1858, repairs
4/. 12s. id.
cylinders, 4/. 4s.
'
cleaning stores, 2/. 5s. id.
1857, oil, 404 gallons ; wicks, 3J gross.
1858, oil, 392.rallons"
'
wicks, 3| gross.
;

;

8.

gross.

42.

Is.,

Finished.

11.

1858, oil, 60 ^..Uons;

gross.

1

11,091/.

fO.

50/.

14.

60 gallons; wicks,

38. 1857, oil,

at this station.

None.

!8.

;9.

35.
36.

None

il.

9.

Pale rapeseed

0.

Cotton concentric wicks.

1.

None.

2.

Light maintained from Mercantile Jlarine Fund. Revenue
collected and paid as per statement in Special Return
No 1

oil.

1857,

4s.

"^d. per gallon.

1858, 3s. Sd. per

gallon.
quarter,

4/. Os. llrf.

185S, quarter, Sd.

Irf., including cost of freight of stores, &c.
1858, 93/. 12s. 3d.

44. 1852, 186/. 4s.

Dublin.
45.

from
3.

None.
4.

46.

None.

47.

None.

48.

None.

49.

None.

50.

By Committee of

51.

On circuit

5.
3.
7.
i.
).

of inspection in 1857;

3.

I.

ditto, 1858.

;.

52.

53.

Not known

to have

been extinguished.

Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

!.

Oil stored in oil store.
1.

54.

None

55.
56.

No tide signals used.
No night signals used.

57.

One

in 1858.

>.

j.

II.

Kk

1858,

21. 5s.

°

°

<•

.

Total

1858
I03&,

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.

By Committee of the Port of Dublin Corporation and Superintendent of Lighthouses.
circuit of inspection in 1857;

On

ditto,

858.

Not known to have been extinguished durino"
1848 and 1858.
At least two spare burners kept in readiness.
Barometer and thermometer.

ni gjit

Tide signals are not used.
Signal mast and flag. No means of communicatii
night.

I

keeper.

total cost,

1852, quarter, 395/. 2s. 8rf.
1858, quarter, 110/. 10s. 5rf
for 1852, 1,580/. 10s. lOd.
1852, 420/. 2s. Id., including freight of store= &c
291/. Is. 9d., ditto.

the Port of Dublin Corporation and Superintendent of Lighthouses.

2/. 5s.

total cost.

Total for 1852,

16/. 3s. 6d.

1857,

!

between

signals by

Keeper on' watch relieved in the lightroom at 12 o'clock,
midnight.
Keepers changed from the station as changes
from
other stations require and allow.
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190.

li

CARLINGFORD.

CARLINGFORD LOUGH.

East Coast of Ireland, on Haulboline Tidal

East Coast of Ireland, on Greenore Point.

Rock.
Lat. 54°

1'

Lat. 54°

N., Lon. G° 5'

W.

3.

No

4.

One light.

separate

55" N., Lon. 6°

1'

7'

agent, lightkeeper

local

52"

W.

acting

as

at

other

stations.
3.

No

4.

One main

local authority.

in the

shown

there is also
liglit shomi constantly during night
same tower a half-tide light placed below the other,
at and after half-flood.
;

5.

1819.

6.

Shipowners of Newry.

7.

To

5.

1827.

7.

Chamber of Commerce, Newrj-.
To fonn with the Carlingford outer lighthouse leading marks

8.

1830.

9.

Designed by the

6.

on

9.

1S2.3.

10.

11.

12.

Designed bv the late George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of
Dublin Corporation. Built under his direction by the workmen of the Corporation, and not by contract.
Sea light.
Cut stone tower, solid walls; the tower is circular, painted

late George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation, and built under his supervision by workmen
of the Corporation, and not by contract.

29

6 miles.
9 miles.

16.

17.
18.

12J miles.

19.

Fixed.

3rd order.

£3.

No

24.

Reflectors from

25.

Ventilation through

is

shown during every night from
liglit in same tower is

21. Catoptric.

22. 1st order.
23. No alteration

SO.
31.

character of the illuminating
apparatus. Burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.
Reflectors from the Soho Plate Company.
Through dome of lantern. There arc also ventilators in the
blocking and floor of lightroom to regulate supply of air.
Two fog bells struck by machinery.
9 days.
9 days.
28,396/. 17s. 3d. (to year 1826 inclusive), including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.
Finished.
Lantern sash 13 feet diameter, S feet high. 1,150/. approximate

erected by Corporation.
(This outlay nearly altogether for repairs of the shore
dwellings at Cranfield Point.)
Paints pre34. Coated with paint once every year, 63/. 12!!. 2d.
cured by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
35. Three keepers, one at 64/. 1 2s. id., two at 46/. Ss.

Not purchased

alteration in the general description or character of the
illuminating apparatus since 1845.

in the general

total cost.
32.

to sunrise.

21. Catoptric.

The lower tide
half-flood to half-ebb.

sunset to sunrise.

29.

W.N.W.

22.

shown from

27.
28.

225° S.S.E. to
Revolving.

Every 45 seconds.
During every night from sunset

20.

20. JIain light in the lantern

26.

feet.

225° S.S.E. to W.N.W.
Light of natural appearance, white.

IK. Fixed.

25.

^^'rought-iron handrail in tower forms a continuous conductor
from lantern to base. No separate external conductor.

15.

16. 17 miles.

24.

12.

light.
;

14.

separate or external lightning conductor.

14. 101 feet.

19.

Stone tower; solid wall; coated inside with cement coloured
Identified by circular form of tower and
white outside.
prominent position on Greenore Point.

tides.
feet.

17.

Harbour

11.

13. 41 feet.

No

15.

10

white; readily identified as a shaft of masonry standing in
the sea ; the rock uncovers only at the low water of spring

13.

also serving as an inner harbour

;

light.

vicinity.
.".

outer dangers

to clear

that part of the coast of Down, and
to guide from seaward to the bar and through the entrance
channel into Carlingford Lough ; also to mark the tidal lowwater rock on which it stands, and the rocky shoals in the

serve as a sea light

floor

26.

No

27.

None.

28.

None.

dome;

also ventilation in

blocking and

fog signals at this station.

12s.

29. 5,207/.

:)(/.,

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

30. Finished.

31. 724i (including stone blocking).

erected by

workmen of the

Coqioration.

32.

Not purchased

33.

4/.

34.

General coating of paint once in each year, 26/. Paints procured by contract ; workmanship not by contract.

35.

One keeper

;

33. 22/. 4s.

Soho Plate Company.

of lightroom to regulate supply of air.

36. 396/.
37.

;

10s. Id.

1I.«.

;

at 64/. 12s. id.
128/. 10s.

Total, 525/.

Is.

6/. 9s. Id.; cylinders, 2/. 14s.; cleaning stores,
8d.
1858, repairs, 12/. 8s. 7d.; cylinders, 2L 14«.
cleaning stores, 1/. Is. 8d.

1857, repairs,
Is.

1/.

86. 1,560/.
37. 1857, repairs, 17/. 12s. 3d.; cylinders, 8/. 2s.; cleaning stores,
1858, repairs, 6/. Is. 5rf. ; cylinders, 8/. 2«.; cleaning
3/. 5s.

38. 1857, oil,

stores, 3/. 5s.
38. 1857, oil, 971 gallons; wicks, 16 gross.
wicks, 16 gross.

987 gallons;

39.

Pale rapeseed

1858, 3s. 5d. per

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

41.

No

42.

Revenue
Light maintained from Mercantile Marine Fund.
collected and paid as per statement in Special Return
No. 4.

1857,

39.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Ar"and cotton wicks.

oil.

4s. 2Srf.

1858,

per gallon.

oil,

cost.

cost.

1858, 3s.

1857, Us. &d. per gross;
6d. per gross; 2/. 16s. total cost.

2/.

16». total

probable cost.

Jlarine Fund. Revenue collected and paid
as per statement in Special Return No. 1.
Total
1858, cjuarter, 129/. lis. llrf.
1852, quarter, 412/. 0$. erf.
for 1852, 1,648/. 2s. Id.
freight of stores
44. 1852, 637/. 17s., including boat attendance,
from Dublin. 1858, 505/. Is. lOrf,, ditto.

42.

From Mercantile

43.

47.

None.
None.
None.

48.

No

45.
46.

.

representation or complaint as to the

oil.

1857,

4s.

2id. per gallon.

1858, 3s. 5d. per

gallon.

gallon.

41. 550/.

1858, oil, 256 gallons;

246 gallons; wicks, 5 gross.
wicks, 5 gross.

•
r u
position of the

1857, 3s.

1858, 3s. 6d. per gross

;

6d.

per gross:

17s. 6d. total

17s. 6d. total cost.

fog signals at this lighthouse; fog bells at the outer lighthouse.

43. 1852, quarter, 44/. 6s.
1852, 177/. 4». Sd.

Id.

1858, quarter,

2d., including
202/. 7s.
21 4t 9». lOd., ditto.

44. 1852,

freight

10/. 3s. 9d.

Total for

of stores. &c.

45.

None.

46.

None.

47.

None.

48.

There has not been any representation or complaint as
light being unnecessary or in an unsuitable position.

49.

No complaint

1858,

light.
49.

None.

oi' the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.
51. On circuit of inspection in 1857 ; ditto, 1858.
The catoptric lamps
52. Not known to have been extinguished.
are not liable to accidental extinction, unless through
damage, which would destroy the lantern sash.
kept in the
53. Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil for use

50.

Bv Committee
'

lighthouse.
54.
55.

Barometer and thermometer.
There is a half-tide light shown during night from half-flood
ball
to high water and to half-ebb, and during day a large
lantern) from halfis hoisted on a metal shaft (above the
flood to half-ebb.

No

night signals used, none applied for.
in the lightroom at 12 o'clock, midnii'ht.
One keeper is relieved from the rock every fortnight, and the keepers are removed from the station as
changes from other lighthouses require and allow.

56.

Signal mast and

57.

Keeper on watch relieved

flag.

to the

or representation as to the efficiency of the light

50.

By Committee of the

51.

On circuit

52.
53.

Not known to have been extinguished.
One spare lamp and burner kept in readiness.

54.

None

55.

No

Port of Dublin Corporation and by .Superintendent of Lighthouses.

of inspection in 1857; ditto, 1858.
Oil stored in

oil

store close to lighthouse.
in 1858.

tide signals used at this station, half tide signals being
it at the outer Carlingford lighthouse.

made

within view of
56. Signal
57.

mast and

flag.

Onekeeper; changed from the station to meet arrangement of
changes of keepers from other stations.
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191.

192.

DUNDALK.

DROGHEDA, NORTH.

East Coast of Ireland, North Side of
Channel within the Bar.
Lat. 530 58' 40" N., Lon. 6° 18'
3.

No

4.

One

East Coast of Ireland.
Lat.

W.

3.

No

5.
6.

7>

1S46.

Dundalk Harbour Commissioners.
vessels from sea to bar channel through channel near
to lighthouse, and in the reach westward of the lighthouse.

4.

One

1838.

6.

Drogheda Town and Harbour Commissioners.
The site being well placed for an inner harbour light for
guidance of vessels within the bar and entrance of the

7.

To guide

8.

1855.

9.

Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation.
Screw piles and keepers dwelling were built under
contract by Mr. Mitchell, the inventor and patentee of screw
piles.
The lantern erected by workmen of the Corporation.

in Special Return.

local authority.

5.

agent or local authority, lightkeepers communicating with

Timber framing

light lighted.
lighted.

Ballast Office.
light.

and Lon. for Drogheda, East, stated

for a second placed but not

channel.
8.

1842.

9.

10.
10.

Harbour

Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of Dublin
Corporation. The timber framing supplied under contract
by Messrs. Carolin, of Dublin.
Harbour light.

11.

The lighthouse

11.

Sheet iron house of octagonal form, borne on nine wrought iron
piles, which are coloured red, readily recognised by the open
appearance of the screw piles, which are spaced apart in the
angles of octagon,

12.

No

conductor.

13.

25^

feet.

The whole lighthouse forms a

14.

23 feet.

12.

13.

14.

light.

large continuous conductor, the
lantern of metal, the dwelling of sheet iron, bearing on
wrought iron piles set in the north side of channel.

72 feet from base screws to vane; height from surface of sand
to vane varies as the sand shifts.
33 feet.

15. 6 miles.

shown

9 miles.

17.

Rangesof light, 82°, bright to seaward

146°, red to west side of
22°, bright to harbour channel.
Screened in direction

bay
of Dunany

10 miles,

17.

11° S.E. by E. J E. to S.E. by S. i S.

The

18. Fixed.

;

During every night from sunset

No

alteration in the general character of the illuminating
Burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil.

23.

19.

24. Reflectors

light is coloured red towards west side of
ot natural appearance, or white, to seaward.
Bright flash every 15 seconds.
During every night, from sunset to sunrise.

25.
26.

No

alteration in the description or character of the illuminating
apparatus found necessary or suggested.
24. Wilkins, of Long Acre, London.
Ventilation in blocking or
25. Tube through centre of dome.
pedestal of lightroom, to regulate supply of air.
26. Some progress made under contract for supplying fog bell and
2".
iiS.

12 days.

for this lighthouse.

27.
28.

33.
34.

35.

30. Finished.

31.

Lantern sash 7

32.

Not purchased; erected by Corporation.

;

Total, 449/. Os.

131/. 10s. lOd.

34.

Coated with paint once every year,
cured by contract workmanship

35.

One keeper

36.

140/.

1857, 4s. 2^d. per gallon.

Pale rapeseed oiL

1853, 2s. Sd. per

42.

From Mercantile

1857,

155.

total

cost.

IVIarine

Fund. Revenue collected and paid as

per statement in Special Return No.

For (juarter, 1858, 14/. 5s. 4rf.
(includmg boat attendance and carriage of

1858, 259/. 2s.

47.
48.

No complaints

46.

1.

in 1852.

44. 1852, 245/. 19s. Sd.

None.
None.
None.

16s.;
cleaning stores,
cleaning stores, U. Os. Stf.

1/.
;

4 gross.

39.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

1858,

oil,

101 gallons;

41.

None

used.

42.

From

Mercantile Marine Fund.

1857, 4s. 2Jd. per gallon.

oil.

3(f,

44. 1852,

153/.

19s.

from Dublin.

49.

None.

50.

By Committee of the Board and by the Superintendent of Light-

51.

By Committee

52.

Not known to have been extinguished during night since

1857,
;

43. 1852, quarter, 18/. 6s. 9d.
for 1852, 73/. 7s.

(ditto.)

or representation as to the light being unnecessary or in an unsuitable position.

1858, 3s. 5d. per

gallon.

1858, 15s.

total cost.

stores.)

Paints pro-

wicks, 4 gross.

1858, Ss. Gd. per gross

Cotton concentric wick.

Not yet procured.

45.

1/.
8s.;
cylinders,
1858, cylinders, 1/. 16s.

Os. Sd.

1/.

38. 1857, oil, 100 gallons; wicks,

gallon.
40.

Not lighted

14/. 15s. 10^/.

;

41.

43.

/.

;

at 46/. Ss.

repairs,

37. 1857,

5rf.

cylinders, 18s. ; cleaning stores, 1I.ls.Sd.
1858, repairs, 17s. ; cylinders, 18s. ; cleaning stores, 1/. Is. Sd.
38. 1857, oil, 110 gallons.
1858, oil, 109 gallons.

37. 1857, repairs, 18s.

39.

high

feet diameter, 4 feet

;

tantern sash 8 feet diameter, 4 feet high; 15W
Erected by Port of Dublin Corporation, not purchased.
None.
General coating of paint once each year, 20/, 16s. Sd. Paints
procured by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
One keeper at 46/. 3s. ; one helper at 36/. 10s.

36. 317/. 9s. Id.

;

33. 5/. 12s.

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

29. 6,068/. 35. 5d.,

32.

from the Soho Plate Company.
Through dome of lantern.
None none applied for.
None.
None.

29. 1,5501

30. Finished.

31.

appa

ratus.

21. Dioptric.
22. 4th order.

to sunrise.

22. 4th order.

reefs.

The
Dundalk Bay;

machine
None.

light coloured red.

21. Catoptric.

18. Flashing.

23.

to inner reach of the harbour within bar.

16.

20.

16.

20.

open framing; moveable on

19. Fixed.

15. 6^ miles.

;

chiefly of timber;
parallel w-ays.

45.

None.

46.

None.

47.

None.

lOrf.,

per gross; 14s. total cost.

14s. total cost.

1858, quarter, 10/. 12s. 9d.

Total

including cost of freight of stores, &c.

1858, 145/. 18s. 9d., ditto.

48.

None.

49.

None.

50.

By Committee of

51.

On

bouses.

3s. 6rf.

the Board and by the Superintendent of

Lighthouses.
of Board in 1858; by Superintendent in August

1858.

blished.
53. At least one spare

lamp kept

esta-

circuit of inspection, 1857; ditto, 1858.

52.

Not known to have been extinguished.

SS.

Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

54.

None

55.
56.

No
No

57.

One

in readiness.

to the lighthouse.

54.

None

55.

Tide signals are not used at this station.

56.

No

57.

Keeper on watch is relieved in the lightroom at 12 o'clock, midnight.
Keepers are changed from the station as changes
from other stations require and allow.

in 1858.

night signals used.

Kk'i

in 1858.

tide signals used.
light signals used.

keeper.

,

Oil stored in oil store close
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Office.
Port of Dublin Corporation, Ballast

194.

193.

DROGHEDA, WEST.

DROGHEDA, EAST.

East Coast of Ireland.

East Coast of Ireland.
15'
Lat. 52° 43' N., Lon. 6°

3.
3.
4.

No local authority.
Two lights; the cast

light bearing

1
t? k
*
b. by s.,
light

from the «est

6
7.

5.

1838.

Drogheda Town and Harbour Commissioners.
leading marks
As forming with the west lighthouse

6.

to guide

through the bar channel.

9.

11.

7.

8.

to the P°';' "•'
Des'igned bv George Halpin, Engineer
{J^^J)^"
were supplitd in .MLs.r
Corporation. The timber framings
Carolin, Builders, of Dublin.

10.

•1.

No local authority.
Two lights the west
;

9.

.

Harbour light.
Timber; small lightroom borne »" «V"'"'>ilCsrchaLe"
of position to suit changes
parallel beams, allowing of removal

No

1S3S.

10 miles.

Designed by George Halpin, Engineer to the Port of Dublin
The
Corporation, and Superintendent of Lighthouses.
timber framings were supplied by the Alessrs. Carolin,
Builders, of Dublin.

11

Harbour light.
Timber; small lightroom borne on timber frame moving on

12.

No

10.

parallel beams, allowing of removal of position to suit changes

conductor.
feet.

14.

40

15.

7J miles.

feet.

16. 11 miles.

S. i S.
17. 93° N.E. 4 N. to S.E. by
white.
Light of natural appearance,
18. Fixed.

120° N.E. J N. to S.E. by S. i S.
Light of natural appearance, white.

17.

18. Fixed.

19. Fixed.

19. Fixed.
20.

During every night from sunset

to sunrise.

During every

21. Catoptric.

Catoptric.

00 3rd order.

3rd order.

24.

of the illuminating apalteration in the general character
paratus.
Company.
Reflectors from the Soho Plate

25.

Through dome of

26.

None

27.

None.

28.

9 days.

23!

No

No

from sunset

;ht

to sunrise.

Reflectors from the Soho Plate Comiiany.
Through dome of lantern.

lantern.

None

used.

used.

27 None.
None.
.

Completed, unless occasional

repairs.

Repairs wiU from time to
lighthouse being of timber.
Lantern sash 7 feet diameter, 4 feet high ;

Complete.

,

diameter, 4 feet high
31. Lantern sash 7 feet

/.

,

Not purchased.

32.

33. Zl. 16s.

Coated with paintonce every year
by contract

One keeper

;

7/. 7,.

workmanship not by

at 46/. 3s.,

Paints procured

iW

Not purchased.

.

2/.

.

which one half charged

:,f

.

to the west

".

.

r-vlinders

oTA8ft;^indeVs;l"l4s.

"/
;

cleaning
cleaning ^^^^^^^
14s.;

185S,
wicks, 5 gross.
1857, oil, 135 gallons;
wicks, 5 gross.
gallon.
1857, 4s. 2-^. per

Pale rapeseed

oil.

oil,

stores,
.

185/.

;

stores,

,.

used.

From

Mercantile Marine Fund.

9d.
1852, quarter, 18/. 6s.
for 1852, 73/. 7s.

;

;

!.

1858, 3s. 5d. per

Argand cotton wicks.

1.

None.

2.

From

3.

12s.
1852, quarter, IS/. 6s. 9d.; 1858, quarter, 10/.
for 1852, 73/. 7s.

4.

See Drogheda, North.

Total

None.
None.

;.

None.

i7.

None.

None.

iS.

None.

I.

5.

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross.

None.

;a

By Committee

il.

On

)2.

Not known

ready.
Spare lamp and burner kept

33.

Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

None

54.

None

.

,.

Superintendent of Lighthouses.

to

;

;

per

1858, 3s. 6d. per

Mercantile Marine Fund.

19.

,
,,
Dublin Corporation and by the
Bv Committee of the Port of

circuit of inspection, 1857

3s. 5(f.

gallon.

:6.

On

134 gallons

1858,

D.

oil.

cleaning
cylinders,

gross.

See Drogheda, North.

Not known

oil,

).

None.

)

1858,

1857, 4s. 2Jd. per gallon.

Pale rapeseed

17s. 6d. total cost.

9d.
1858, quarter, 10/. 12s.

' None.

;

;

cleaning stores.

1857, oil, 135 gallons; wicks, 5 gross.
wicks, 5 gross.

).

1.

.

134 gallons;

;

None

cylinders,
;
1858, repairs,

1857, repairs,

gallon.
3s. 6rf. per gross
Ar.-and cotton wicks. 1857,
17s. 6d. total cost.
Ts5S, 3s. 6d. per gross
.

16s.

lighthouse.
;.

0;

'

/.

Coated with paint once every year, 7/. 7s. lOd. Paint
cured by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
One keeper at 46/. 3s., of which one half charged to the east

lighthouse.

^n'/

time be required,

pro-

contract.

185(.

.

illuminating

the general character of the

alteratio

apparatus.

29.
30.

light leading

1842.

13.

feet.

15. 6 miles.
16.

W. by N.,

in the bar channel.

conductor.

13. 255 feet.
14. 27

east light

from the

Drogheda Town and Harbour Commissioners.
with;east
.\s suitable position, inner light to form
marks to guide through the bar channel.

in the bar ch.-mnel.
12.

light bearing

J

distant 100 yards.

distant 100 yards.
5.

and Lon. for Drogeheda, East, stated in Special Return.

Lat.

W.

ditto, 1858.

have been extinguished.

in 1858.

Total

and by the
of the Port of Dublin Corporation
Superintendent of Lighthouses,
circuit of inspection, 1857

to have

;

ditto, 1858.

been extinguished.

in 1858.

No tide signals used.
No night signals used.

55.

56.

No tide signals used.
No night signals used.

One

57

One

from the station as changes from
k-eper. Keeper changed
and allow.
other lighthouses require

9(/.

the station
keeper. Keeper changed from
aUow.
from other lighthouses reiiuire and

as changes
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Port of Dublin Corporation, Ballast Office.
195.

196.

HOWTH

BALBRIGGAN.
North-eastern
Coast of Ireland,
Shoulder of East Pierhead.

East

Lat. 530 36' 45" N., Lon. 6° 11'
3.
4.

5.

6.

East Coast of Ireland, on Centre of East
Pierhead of Howth Harbour.
Lat. 53° 24' N.,

W.
3.

lio local authority.

One light.
Not ascertained.
Not ascertained.

7.

For g;iiidance of vessels passing along the «est side of
George's Channel ; also to guide to Balbriggan Pier and
Harbour.

8.

1769.

9.

Transferred to Port of Dublin Corporation by Revenue Board

St.

Cut stone;

No separate external conductor. Usual arrangement ofwrought-

solid walling;

6.

Authorities of the harbour.

7.

A

Designed by the late John Rennie, C.E.
harbour works.
Harbour light.

Cut stone

.

No

53

42 feet.

15.

Ti miles.

16.

11 miles.

37

feet.

;.

43

feet.

'.

7A miles.

.

17.

225° N. by

18.

Fixed.

W.

1

W.

W.

to S.S.W. 5

1.

19.

Fixed.

20.

During every night from sunset

No

11 miles (in very clear

I.

During every night from sunset

Burners adaptedjfor use of rapeseed

No

.

Reflectors

alteration in the general character of the illuminating apparatus. Burners adapted for use of rapeseed oil. Red
cylinders substituted for large red discs for colouring the
light at suggestion of the engineer of the Corporation.

oil.

from the Soho Plate Company.
Through dome of lantern.
None used no application made to have them used.

27.

None.

;

.

i.

from tlie Soho Plate Company.
Through dome of lantern.

None

used.

28. 12 days.

.

None.

29. 3,136/.

.

10 days.

30. Finished.

.

32.

Lantern sash 94 feet diameter, 6 feet higli. 550/.
Not purchased transferred by the Revenue Board.

33.

7/.

34.

Coated with paint once every year, 24/. 19s. lOrl. Paints procured by contract workmanship not by contract.

'.

2s.

One keeper

at 64/. 12s.

4f/.

.

Not ascertained
Not purchased.
3/. 10s. 2d.

1/. 14s.

id.

;

230 gallons; wicks, 5 gross.
wicks, 5 gross.

39.

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

oil.

1858,

1857,

4s. 2'rf.

oil,

231 gallons;

.

885/. probable cost.

.

1857, repairs,

43. 1852, quarter, 365/. lis. lid
for 1852,1,462/. 7s. Id.

1858, quarter, 88/.17s.

8(/.

Total

from

None.
None.

Pale rapeseed

.

Argand cotton wick

.

.

No

None.

50.

By Committee of

representation made as to the light being unnecessary or
placed in an unsuitable position.

the Port of Dublin Corporation and by
Superintendent of Lighthouses.

51.

On

52.

Not known

53.

Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

54.

Barometer and thermometer.

55.

No

circuit of inspection in 1857

tide

to

;

tlie

ditto, 1858.

No

57.

One

7rf.

oil.

1

857, 4s.

2Sd per

1858,

gallon.

oil,

608 gallons

1858, 3s.

'

5d per

signals used

;

1857, 3s. 6(/. per gross;
1858, 3s. 6d. per gr-jss ; 11. 8s. total cost.

1852, not charged.

total cost

I.

1858, not charged.

1852, 208/. 9s. 5rf., including carriages of stores
1858, 203/. 2s. lOd, ditto.

from Dublin

None.
None.
None.

None.
None.

By Committee of

the Port of Dublin Corjjoration and by the
Superintendent of Lighthouses.
circuit of inspection in 1587; ditto, 1858.

Not known to have been extinguished.
Spare lamp and burner kept ready. Oil

Oil stored in oil store.

no application

1/. 8s.

None used. There is a large fog bell struck by machinery at the
Howth Baily Lighthouse.
From Mercantile Marine Fund. Revenue collected and paid as

On

have been extinguished.

stored in oil store close

to the lighthouse.

made

to have

them

used.
56.

10s.

per statement in Special Return No.

,

49.

1/.

oil, 610 gallons; wicks, 8 gross.
wicks, 8 gross.

.

.

48.

6f/. ;
cylinders, 3/. 12s.; cleaning stores,
1858, repairs, 3/. 16s. Id.; cylinders, 3/. 12s.'

1857,

.

None.

46.

3/. Os.

.

1.

1852, 339/. 19s. 3d., including cost of freight of stores, &c.
Dublin. 1858, 160/. 2s. 43., ditto.

47.

-id.

gallon.

Revenue collected and paid as

IMarine Fund.

per statement in Special Return No.

45.

10s.

cleaning stores

1858, 3s. 5d. per

1857, 3s. 6d. per gross ; 17s. 6d. total
1858,3s. 6d. per gross ; lis. 6rf. total cost.

None used.
From Mercantile

lighthouse having been built by Government.

Coated with paint once every year, 23/. 5s. Id, Paints procured
by contract ; workmanship not by contract.
One keeper at 64/. 12s. 4d.

1/.

per gallon.

gallon.

cost.

;

;

38. 1857, oil,

.

;

.

.

cleaning stores, 1/. 3s. 81/. 1858, repairs,
cylinders, 21. 14s. ; cleaning stores, 1/. 3s. Hd.

37. 1857, cylinders, 2/. 14s.

44

lighthouse having been erected in connexion
with harbour work by the Government.

.

.

2d.

36. 325/.

42.

Not ascertained
Finished.

;

;

41.

to sunrise.

2nd order.

24. Reflectors

35.

W.

Catoptric.

.

alteration in the general character of the illuminating appa-

26.

31.

weather only.)

180° S.E. I S. to N. W. J N. 112° S. by W. to N.W. by
Fixed. The light is coloured red to seaward.

to sunrise.
.

2nd order.

built as portion of the

tower is circular, coloured white
of oblong form.

Fixed.

'.

23.

is

>.

21. Catoptric.

22.

;

;

separate external conductor.

!.

feet.

;.

25.

solid walling

;

the adjoining dwelling

14.

Howth

being requisite there to guide vessels from and to seaward, and to light entrance channel.

.

iron handrail.

ratus.

light.

light

white.

l.S.

W.

One

tower of circular form, coloured

11.

4'

Light on pierhead formed part of original design for
Harbour.

L

12.

Lon. 6°

local authority.

4.

.

Classed as sea light during year stated in this Return.

No

5.

in 1810.
10.

PIER.

None

in 1858.

No tide signal used.
No night signal used.

night signal used.

keeper. Keeper changed from the station as changes from
other stations require and allow.

Kk3

One

keeper. Keeper changed from the station as changes from
other lighthouses require and allow.
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Port of Dublin Corporation, Ballast Office.
197.

HOWTH

]]AILY.

East Coast of Ireland, on extreme Southern Point of the Baily.
Lat. SS'' 21' 40" N., Lou. 6°
3.

No

4.

One

light.

5.

Not

ascertained.

6.
7.

Not ascertained.
The old lighthouse erected by

8.

Present light exhibited in 1813.

9.

10.

W.

the Revenue Board had been placed too far from the sliore, and on too high ground. The Port of
Dublin Corporation selected the present position as the most southern and projecting point, and much less liable to be obscured
by fogs.

Present lighthouse designed by the late George Halpin, Engineer to Port of Dublin Corporation, and built under his direction
by the workmen of the Corporation, not by contract.

Sea

light.

11. Chiefly cut stone
12.

20"

if'

local authority.

No

;

on summit of the point

solid wall; the lighthouse

separate external conductor.

of circular form, coloured white.

is

Wrought -iron handrail forms a continuous conductor from lantern

to base of tower.

IS. 42 feet
14.

134 feet.

15.

13^ miles.

16.

ni miles.

17.

270° N.E. by N. to N.W. J \V.
Light of natural appearance, white.

18. Fixed.
19. Fixed.
20.

During every night from sunset

to sunrise.

21. Catoptric.
22. 1st order.

S3.

No

alteration in the general character of the illuminating apparatus.

24. Retlectors

Burners adapted for use of rajjeseed

oil.

from the Soho Plate Company.
There are also ventiKitors in the blocking and

85.

Through dome of lantern.

86.

Large fog bell struck by machinery.

27.

26 days.

28.

26 days.

29.

/.

floor

of lightroom to regulate supply of air.

including cost of lantern, light apparatus, &c.

50. Finished.
31. Lantern sash, 13 feet diameter, 8 feet high

Not purchased

33.

9;. Is. 8rf.

34.

Coated with paint once every year,

35.

Two

tlie

;

/.

;

old lighthouse transferred by the

32.

keepers, one at 64/. 12s. id,

;

Paints procured by contract

57/. 9s. Sd.

one at

Revenue Board; the present

46/.

3j>".

2/.

9s.

light erected

by Port of Dublin Corporation.

workmanship not by contract

;

36. 930/. total cost.
37. 1857, cylinders,
38. 1857, oil,

7/.

4s.; cleaning stores,

730 gallons

Pale rapeseed

40.

Argand cotton wicks.

41.

Fog

42.

From

bell,

;

3i. 6d.

machine,

;

Mercantile Marine Fund.

43. 1852, quarter, 1,033/.

44. 1852,
45.

1857,

533/.

18s. 4d.,

IDs. 5rf.

1858, repairs, 19/. 14».

6</.

;

cylinders,

7/. 4!.;

cleaning stores,

2/.

9«

1858, oil, 727 gallons; wicks, 12 gross.

1857, 4s. 2id. per gallon.

39.

oil.

wicks, 12 gross.

;

per gross;

1858, 3s. 5ei per gallon.
2/. 2s.

total cost.

1858,

3s. 6d.

per gross;

21. 2s.

total cost.

bf Ifry, &c.

Revenue collected and paid as per statement
1858, quarter, 826/.

in Special

Total for 1852, 4,134/.

7!. 6d.

including cost of freight of stores,

&c. from Dublin.

Is.

Return No.

1.

ad.

1S58, 370/. 13s. U/., ditto.

None.

46 None.
47.

None.

48.

No

49.

None.

complaint or representation made as to the light being unnecessary or placed

5a By Committee

Inspected in 1857; ditto, 1858.

52.

Not known

53.

Spare lamp and burner kept ready.

54.

Barometer and thermometer.

55.

No

tide

57.

an unsuitable position.

of the Port of Dublin Corporation and by the Superintendent of Lighthouses.

51.

56. Sign.il

in

to have

been extinguished.

signals used

mast and

flag.

;

Oil stored in oil store close to the lighthouse.

no application made

No

to have

them

used.

night signals used.

Keeper on watch relieved

in the lighthouse at 12 o'clock, midnight.
jthei lighthouses require and allow.

Keepers are changed from the station as changes from

APPENDIX— FLOATING

CIRCULARS

Nos. II.

LIGHTS— IRELAND.

2fi3

& IV.-FLOATING LIGHTS.

Ireland.

GENERAL RETURN.
Circular II.
I.

Port of Dublin Corporation.
" Seagull," moored off the north end of the Kish
Hank, Bay of Dublin ; " Relief," moored off the
north end of the Arklow Bank, coast of Wicklow
" Brilliant," moored off the north end of the

II. Tlie

Blackwater Bank, coast of Wexford " Petrel,"
off the Coningbeg Rock, near Saltee
Islands, coast of Wexford.
Where dangerous sand banks and sunken rocks exist

/ Consumption - 3 galls. 2 qts.
lis. 8c/.
"ICost
12.
Wick f Consumption
4d.
\ Cost
Petrel, at Coningbeg Station. Two lights, catoptric
Oil

8 burners in each lantern ; total,
flectors, 12 inches in diameter.

;

moored

III.

in the general track of shipping,

A

IV.

and where

light-

houses cannot be erected.
is kept moored off the Corporation's stores in DubUn ; she has a mate and two
seamen attached to her ; is fully equipped with
stores and ready for immediate service ; a full crew
to take her to a station can always be procured
before a steamer could be hired to tow her, and to
get her steam up.
The time this would take
would depend on whether there were any steamers
available for this purpose in the harbour of Dublin.
The Corporation have no steamer of their own for

spare floating light

this service.

V. The floating ights by day

'all

carry a ball or balls at their

mast helads. To distinguish them from each other
by day they have also the name of the rock or
bank which they are placed to mark jiainted on
their sides.
By night they are distinguished from
each other by tlie character of their lights, which
in the four floating lights differ.
is a marked peculiarity of lights exhibited by
floating lights on the coast of Ireland, which
ensures them from being mistaken for ships' lights.
'I'he Arklow floating light, the only one that
exhibits a single fixed light, is so superior in
brilhancy to the ordinary ships' lights that it is
next to impossible to mistake it.
VII. The only description of illuminating apparatus used
in the floating liohts is catoptric.
VIII. Catoptric illuminating apparatus only is used in the
floating lights, as it is considered to be the best

VI. Tliere

adapted for them.
IX.

The Kish Bank

floating lights exhibit three fixed
The Arklow floating light
lights triangvdar.
exhibits one single bright fixed light.
The Blackexhibits
one revolving and one
water Bank light

fixed bright light
altitudes.
The

bright

fi^xed

on different masts and at different
Coningbeg hght exhiliits two

hghts at different altitudes and on

different masts.
for a floating light is decided
on, always bearing in mind the character of the
lights in the vicinitj', to avoid as much as possible
any mistake in the characters, and also with a view
to the efficiency of the light.
XI. Table of Prices—

X.

The illuminating apparatus

Seagull,

Three-light catoptric; 8
at Kish Bank.
burners in each total, 24 burners. Reflectors, 12
inches in diameter.
;

Price

-

-

-

Ordinary repairs

/Consumption
"^ ^--^
ICost

n:i

""

Three

fixed, 1,140/.

-

28/. 7s. 4d.

-

17

galls. 1 qt.

21. I7s.

6d.

48.

Wicks {[^°^^^""^P''°"

Is.

4d.

The consumption of oil differs considerably at times,
owing to the quality of oil supplied
the same may be
said of the consumption of wicks, which differs with
;

different oil.

Relief,

Arklow Bank.

One-light catoptric;
Reflectors, 12 inches in diameter.

at

burners.
Price

-

-

-

Ordinary repairs

-

(Consumption-

Oil

--!
"

Wicks

^'--

ICost
j Consumption

One

2U. Is.
12 galls.

1 qt.

2/. Os. lOrf.

48.

Is. 4d.
\ Cost
In the year 1857, omng to some impurities in the
wicks were destroyed after one night's biirning.

Brilliant,
8 burners.

at

oil,

;

One

Price

Orninary repairs
-

/ Consumption

"1.

the

Blackwater Bank. One fixed catoptric
One revolving catoptric ; 4 burners.

Reflectors, 12 inches in diameter.

Oil

l(j

fixed, 703/. 9s. 2d.

Cost

Wicks i Consumption
Cost

fixed, 315/. 8s.

10/. lOs.

6 galls. Iqt.
1/. Os. lOrf.

20.

L

6id.

Price

One

Ordinary repairs

141.

revolving, 560/. 7s. \\d.

Two

Price

Ordinary repairs
Oil

-

Wicks

burners.

;

Re-

fixed, 794/. 9s. 4d.

221.

1 Consumption

1

1 Cost

1/.

r

1 (i

Consumption

1 galls.

2

qts.

18s. 4d.

34.

lUd
1 Cost
XII. Herewith sent.
XIII. Bells were formerly used on board floating lights, but
were discontinued as being liable to be mistaken
for ships' bells, since which large and well-toned
gongs have been substituted for them these can
only be heard at a short distance.
Experiments
have been made with an atmospheric whistle, but
f(5und not to answer. A gun was also under consideration, but objected to by the Board of Trade.
XIV. No tide signals are used in the floating lights, there
Ijeing no tidal harbours in the vicinity of any of
them, except the harbour and river of DubUn,
which has a tide light shown from the lighthouse
;

at the entrance.

XV,

'Blackwater Bank." From Alderman Green on part
of shipowners of Waterford, February 19th, 1856.
Alderman Green informed that measures had been
taken for establishing a light there, July 21st, 1856.

Galway Harbour CommisUght on Margaretta Rock, October

Application from
sioners for a
9th, 1859.

Galway Harbour Commissioners informed the
Board of Trade would not sanction same, October
12th, 1858.

XVI. Total maintenance from year 1845
inclusive)

:

Ji

s.

to

1858 (both
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Floating Lights— (Special Returns).
1,074/. 18s. lOt/.; June 1858, 829/.0s. Urf.
total for year 1852,4,299/. 15s. 4d.
This
1858, 1,302/. I8s. Sd.
LI. 1852, 449/. lOs. 3d.
includes all attendance of vessels and carriage of

L.June 1852.

SPECIAL RETURNS.
Index Map 34.
KISH BANK FLOATING LIGHT.

Ireland.
Circular IV.

" Seagull."

I.

Moored

ofF

north end of Kish Bank, Dublin

Bottom,

Depth of water, 84 fathoms.

II.

sand.

fine

strength of tide, 24 knots.
III. Port of Dublin Corporation.

Maximum

No local agent employed.
In 1810, by Corporation to Lord Lieutenant.
which lies m the fair
vi. To guard" vessels from Kish Bank,
way for KingstouTi and Dublin Harbours.

IV.

V

VII. Since November 16, 1811.
the foremast
VIII. Three lights are exhibited, one from
26 feet, one from mainmast 36 feet, and one from
mizen mast 24 feet above the level of the water.
sent.
IX. See builder's specification herewith
X. See builder's specification herewith sent.
XI. 163 tons.
.Son.
XII. Built at Bristol by Charles HiU and
XIII. Aft. 8 ft. 9 in. for^vard, 8 ft. 1 in.
streak.
white
with
a
Black,
XIV.'
,.- ,
"
XV. Carries a ball at the mainmast head, has Kish
painted in white letters on her sides.
;

i

mainsail,
three masts, a fore staysaU, fore lug,
lug.
One from the main truck to the water, and one from
chain
the fore and mizen trucks to the eyes of the
bands i in.
rigging. The chain plates ha\-e copper
the
reach
to
bands
2 in. attached to them, which

and mizen

by
6

ft.

water

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. None.
LVIII. The Lighthouse Committee and

XX.

Mushrooms by Robert Mallett, Dublin

,

;

,

by

and 20th of the month. The hberty men
veyed by the attending boat.

lantern 24 feet.
,•
~
e
of the eye above the sea 10 feet, distance ot
sea horizon about 3'65 miles.
llf nautical miles.
Three fixed lights, colour white.

XXIV.

XXV.

Dubhn;

at"

A

the sea.

XXII. Height
XXIII.

are con-

she is in every respect ready for
contract efists with a steam packet
company in Dublin to supply a steamer to tow her
The delay would depend whether
to her station.
there was a steamer in the Port available for this

LXVIII. Yes,

raizen

feet,

of the crew have leave monthly.

vessel's stores are carried by the buoy tender.
Proxisions and w^ater for the crew by the contract
attending boat from Kingsto\XTi on the 1st, 10th,

,

cables

Two

about.

Wood

and Brothers, Liverpool.
XXI. Main lantern 36 feet, fore lantern 26

.

LXVII. The

.

.

Inspector

,

fine.

Moored with a mushroom anchor and Jw
260
fathoms of chain ; has a spare mushroom and
fathoms of chain.
short
cables,
1-Jin.
chain
44
cwt.,
anchor
XIX. Mushroom

XVIII.

linked.

Marme

to Board.

LIX. Mav 19, 1857; May 15, 1858, June 25, 1858;
September 29, 1858.
LX. No.
^
LXI. Parted her chain in a heavy gale of wind on the night
of December 27, 1852, was brought up by her
spare mushroom and chain, but out of her posiReplaced on 30th December 1852.
tion.
LXII. None suppbed.
LXIII. No life-boat is attached to the sliip, and never has
been the custom her own boats are, however, to
some extent available.
liXlV. Have no code, but the lightvessel has rockets and
blue lights on board, which burnt every quarter of
an hour at night, are a signal to the life-boat at
Kingstown that a vessel is on the bank.
LXV. No (tide"! signal is exhibited from this vessel, as there
of the river
is a tide hght shown at the entrance
and harbour of Dubhn.
LXVI. The master and mate have leave alternately month
;

„
Bank

XVI. Has
XVII.

stores.

LII. None.
LIII. None.

pur])ose.

LXIX. Rules and

regulations herewith sent.

None.

XXVI. From sunset
XXVII. Catoptric.

to sunrise.

Index

in each lantern, total
ter of reflectors, 12 inches.

XXVIII. Eight burners

I.

XXIX. None.

XXX.
XXXI.

Wilkins, Long Acre, London.
Lanterns are suspended by chain tyes rove through
cheek blocks each side of the mast head. Lamps
and their reflectors are suspended on gimbals to a
traversing frame.

XXXII. Bv a gong.
XXXIII. Twenty-four

XXXIV.

days.

Twentv-four days.
Sheathing, 283/.
Contract, 3,65U.

XXXV

XXXVI. 6,767/. 12s. Sd.
XXXVII. Ordinary, 5;M/.

12s.

9rf.

7s. 8rf.

Extraordinary, 294/. I2s. lOd.
master," one mate, three lamplighters, six

XXXVIII. One

seamen;

XXXIX.

Master,

total. 11.

per

71.

month

;

mate,

5/.

;

lamphghters,

Mates
17s. 2d.; seamen, 2/. lis. Sd. each.
appointed since 1853 receive but 41. per month.
21.

persons

XL. Eleven

at

Is.

3r/.

per

day each

250/. 18s. 9d. per annum.
XLI. The crew receive Is. 3d. per day each,
their own provisions.
and Co., chains 508/. lis. lie/.;
XLII.
95/. 9s. 3d.
do.
anchor and

total,

;

and provide

W.

XLIV.

1857, 11/.

London,

AYilkins,

,'

1,215/.

„

XLVI.

;

total

annual cost, 136/. 7s. Orf.
Rape oil used in 1 858 at 3s. 5rf. per gall., 1 12/. 8s. 2d.
XLVII. Cotton wick used in 1857, at 4s. 6d. per gross;
total annual cost, 3/. 8s. 3d.
Cotton wick used in 1858, at 3s. 6d. per gross;
total annual cost, \l. 15s.

XLVIII. The gong

XLIX.

Moored

Relief."'

shells.

off the

Maximum

force of tide, 2J knots.

Port of Dublin Corporation.
IV. No agent employed.
\'. July 1823, by merchants of Waterford.
as a
VI. To mark the south end of the Arklow Bank, and
guide for vessels passing up and down between the
Arklow Bank and the main.
VII. Since March 1825.
VIII One light only is exhibited from the mainmast.
breadth,
IX. Length overall. /7 feet; length of keel, 71 feet ;
^^20 feet
depth of hold, 10 feet 2 inches.
;
X. Built of British oak.

III.

XL

126 tons.
XII. Built at Milford in 1826 by ^^ Uham Roberts.
XIII. Aft. 8 feet 5 inches; forward, 6 feet 7 inches.
XIV. Black, with a white sti-eak.
XV. Carries a ball at her mainmast-head, and has
" Arklow " in white letters on her sides.
Has three masts, a fore staysail, four lug, mainstay
sail,

M.; 1858, 15/. 3s. 9d.
of oil for 1857, 648 gallons.
1858, 658 gallons.
of wicks, 1857, 15 gross and 2 dozen.

1858, 10 gross.
Rape'oil used in 1857 at 4s. 2hd. per gallon

II.

LIGHT.

south-west end of the
Arklow Bank, coast of Wicklo\v.
Depth of water, 224 fathoms. Bottom, hard sand and

The "

cost 6/.

Mercantile Marine Fund, payable into Ballast Ofiice.

and

gaff mizen.

Has long copper wire bghtning conductor from
main truck to water.
ot
Rides by a mushroom anchor and 220 fathoms

XVII.

Is.

XLV. Consumption

35.

XVI.

Wood

XLIII.

Map

ARKLOW BANK FLOATING

24; diame-

Win

chain, "has

a spare chain of 200 fathoms and a

spare mushroom.
XIX. Mushroom, 38 cwt.

;

riding chain, 1| inches; spare

chain, 1^ inches.

XX. Chains by Wood, Brothers, Liverpool
Classon and Co., Dublin.
XXI.
XXII. Height

;

mushrooms by

Tliirtv-four feet.

of the eye,

3 4 miles.

XXIII. 11'

XXIV.

miles.

Fixed.

XXV. None.
XXVI. Sunset

to sunrise.

9 feet

;

sea horizon

distant

REPLIES TO

CIRCULARS

Floating
XXVII. Catojrtric.
XXVIII. Sixteen burners

Nos.

Index
Reflectors, 12

one lantern.

in

XXIX. None.

I.

Lantern now in use made by AVilkins, London, in
Lantern first supplied by Swan and Co.,
1840.
London, 1826.
XXXI. Lanterns are suspended by chain tyes rove through
cheek blocks each side of the masthead. Lamps
and reflectors are suspended on gimbals to a

XXX.

traversing frame.

XXXII. By a gong.
XXXIII. Nine days.
days.

XXXV. 2,028/. l;-ls. \(l.
XXXVI. 4,67(M. lis.
XXXVII. Ordinary, (510/.
1

Os. Id.

Extraordinary, 294/. 12s. lOrf.
master, one mate, three lamplighters, six

XXXVIII. One

seamen

;

total

1 1

XXXIX.

Master, "Jl. ; mate, 41. lamphghters, 21. 1 7s. 2rf.;
seamen, 2/. 1 Is. Srf. each per month.
XL. Eleven persons at Is. 3;/. per day; total, 250/. 18s. 9d.
;

per annum.
XLI. The crew receive

own

Is. 3(/.

per day,

XLIV.

and provide

their

703/. 9s.

2(/.

Grf. in 1858.
of oil for 185/, 44!) gallons.
1858, 4(11 gaUons.
wicks for 1857, 14 gross (i dozen.
„
1858, 13 gross 8 dozen.
„
„
Rape oil used in 1857, at 4s. 2\d. per gallon ; total
annual cost, 94/. 9s. 6\d.
Rape oil used in 1858, at 3s. 5rf. per gallon total

1857,

8/.

8s.; 13/. 12s.

XLV. Consumption

XLVI.

" BrilUant." Moored
water Bank.

II.

cost, 78/. 15s. \d.

annual cost, 3/. 5s. 3rf.
Cotton wick used in 1858, at
total annual cost, 21. Is. lOrf.

(id.

XLIX.

3x. Ad. per gross

;

cost 6/.

Mercantile

Marine

Fund, payable into

Ballast

Office.

L.

866/. I3s. Id. ; June 1858, 764/. 6s. Sd.
total for year 1852, 3,466/. 14s. 2d.

June 1852,

LI. 1852, 945/. 5s. 6d.
LII. None.
LIII. None.

;

1858, 1,298/. I8s.

lOrf.

knots.

line.

;

mushroom
Has a

anchor, and 220 fathoms
spare mushroom at the

.'i "

XXVII. Catoptric.
XXVIII. The revolving

light has 4 argand burners.
The
fixed light hiis eight argand burners.
Reflectors,

September 28, 1857; October
1858 ; September 25, 1858.

14,

XXIX. None.

XXX.

Fixed light by Edmundson and Co., Dublin.
Revolving light by Chance and Sons, Birming-

XXXI.

Lanterns are suspended by chain tyes rove through
cheek blocks each side of the masthead.
Lamps
and their reflectors are suspended on gimbals to

ham.

No

hfe-boat is attached to the ship, and never has
been the custom, the number of the crew being
limited ; her own boats are, however, to some
extent available.
LXIV. Have no code, but the lightvessel has rockets and
blue lights on board, which, burnt every quarter of
an hour at night, are a signal to the hfe-boat at
Arklovv that a vessel is on the bank.
LXV. No tide light is exhibited from this vessel as there is
no tidal harbour in the vicinity.

LXVI. The master and mate have

leave alternately

Two

a traversing frame.

XXXII. By a gong.
XXXIII. Eleven days.

XXXIV.

XXXV.

Eleven days.
Contract, 3.200/.

XXXVI. 6,202/. OS.
XXXVII. Ordinary

month

of the crew have leave monthlv.
by the buoy tender.
Provision and water for the crew by the contract
attending boat from Arklow on the 1st, 10th, and
20th of the month. The liberty men are conveyed
by the attending boat.
LXVIII. Yes, at Dubhn. She is in every respect ready
for sea.
A contract exists with a steam jjacket
company in Dublin to supply a steamer to tow
her to her station. The only delay would depend
on whether there was any steamer in Dublin
available for this purpose.
LXIX. Rules and regulations herewith sent.
about.

XXXVIII.

Sheathmg, 354/.

Is. 7d.

6d.

expenditure for one year, 589/. 18s. 5rf.
Extraordinary expenditure for one year, nil;
a new vessel first placed in 1857.
One master, one mate, three lamphghters,- six

seamen

vessel's stores are carried

;

total

1 1

XXXIX.
XL.

Master, 7^.; mate, 4/. ; lamplighter, 2/. \7s.2d.;
seamen, 21. lis. Sd. each ])er month. Mates appointed since 1853 receive but 4/. per month.
Eleven persons at Is. 3d. per day each ; total jier

annum, 250/. 18s.
XLI. The crew receive Is.
their

own

'.)d.

3d. per day each,
provisions.

and provide

XLII. 6.36/. 8s.
XLIII. Revolving

XLIV.

XLV.

fight and apparatus, 560/. 7s. Ilrf. .
fixed fight, 315/. 8s.
First placed 14th October 1857.
1S58, 8/. 4s. 9d.
Consumption of oil in 1857, 120 gallons.

„
i»

II

a

caltle.

bows, and 220 fathoms of spare chain.
XIX. Riding mushroom, 44 cni;., spare mushroom, 38 cwt.;
riding chain, 220 fathoms, LJ inches ;
spare
chain, 220 fathoms, 1 J inches.
XX. Bro«Ti and Lennox, MillwaU, London.
XXI. Revolving fight, 39 feet; fixed light, 26 feet.
XXII Height of eye above the sea, 10 feet ; distance of sea
horizon about
65 miles.
XXIII. About 12 nautical miles.
XXIV. Fixed and revolving, colour white.
The revoh-ing light attains its greatest brilliancy
once in every minute.
XXVI. From sunset to sunrise.

12 inches in diameter.
4,

LXII. None supplied.

LXVII. The

^\'ith

of chain

LX. No.
LXI. No.
LXIII.

Moored

XXV

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. None.
LVIII. By Lighthouse Committee and Marine Inspector to
Board.
LIX. Mav 6, 1857;
1857 May

the north end of the Black-

Port of Dublin Corporation.
IV. No local agent employed.
V. November 1844, by the shipowners of Liverpool.
VI. To warn vessels of a very dangerous bank, on which
many accidents had previously occurred to vessels
outward bound from the northward.
VII. First placed the 14th October 1857.
VIII. Two lights are shown from this vessel, the highest
from the mainmast is a bright revolving light
39 feet above the water, the lower light from the
foremast is a fixed bright light at a height of
26 feet above the water.
IX. See builder's specification herewith sent.
X. See builder's specification herewith sent.
XI. 163 tons.
XII. At Cork, by Joseph Wheeler.
XIII. Draught forward, 7 feet draught aft, 8 feet 6 inches.
XIV. Black, with a white streak.
XV. Carries a ball at the fore and mainmast head, and has
" Blackwater " painted on her sides.
XVI. Has three masts, a fore staysail, a lug foresail, a
mainstay sail, and a gaff mizen.
XVII. One from the main truck to the water, and
one from the fore and mizen trucks to the eyes
of the chain rigging.
The chain plates have
copjjer bands, quarter inch by two inches, attached
to them, which bands reach to the 6 feet water

per gross;

total

XLVIII. Gong

o£F

circular fV.

LIGHT.

III.

X\'III.

in 1857, at 4s.

36.

Depth of water, 22i fathoms. Bottom, sand, gravel,
and coarse shells. Maximum force of tide, 24

;

annual

XLVII. Cotton wick used

Map

;

provisions.

XLII. 5/2/.
XLIII. Year 1840, Wilkins and Son,

26.5

BLACKWATER BANK FLOATING

inches in diameter.

XXXIV. Nine

& IV.— IRELAND.

II.

Lights — (Special Returns).

-1

1858, 386 gallons.
,,
wicks, in 1857, 2 gross 3 dozen.
1858, 6 gross 2 dozen.
„
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XLVI. Rape

used in 1S57, at 4s.

0.1

Rat'of usedinl858,at3s
XLVII. Cotton \Lk

Floating Lights— (Special Returns).
XIX. The mushroom
per gallon total

2M.

the chain
she rides by is 44 cwt.
The spare anchor is a comIf.
anchor, with an iron stock of 22 cwt.; spare
chain, 220 fathoms of If.
Chains by AVood and Brothers, Liverpool.
XXI. Main light, 38 feet C inches; fore light, 27 feet

;

mon

per gallon; total

5rf.

used in 1857, at

4.-.

total cost, 10s. lirf-

M.

XX

per gross;

...

„

6 inches.

at Js. bd. per gross;
Cotton wick used in 1858,
Is. /rf.
total cost for year, \l.

|S"MSuf

—

,,

of eye above the sea, 10 feet
horizon about 3 65 miles.

XXII. Height

XXV.

None.

XXVI. From sunset
XXVII. Catoptric.

^!J^^[' 'l8&Su^.'n.li^ngtllatte„d-

h

carriage of stores.
ance of boats, vessels, and
LII. None.

LIII. None.

XXIX.

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.

XXX.
XXXI.

14, 185?.)
LIX. (Fir^st'^laoed October
September 28, 1858.

May

to

ai-e,

however, to

extent available.

.
„j
some
has rockets and
Have no code, but the light vessel
burnt every quarter of
blue hghts on board, which,
at
hfe-boat
to the
an hour at night, are a signal
Cahore that a vessel is on the bank.
harbour
is no tidal
light is exhibited, as there

Wilkins, Long Acre, London.
Lanterns are suspended by chain tyes rove through
Lamps
cheek blocks each side of the masthead.
and their reflectors are suspended on gimbals to a

seven seamen; total 12.
mate, 4/.; lamphghters,
Master, 7/. per month
21. 17s. 2c/.; seamen, 2/. lis. 8d.
each; total, 273/. 15s.
day
per
ls.3rf.
at
XL. Twelve persons
and proiide
Xl'i. The crew receive Is. 'id. per day each,

,

XXXIX.

LXV. No

tTdc
light.
in the vicinity of this
and mate have leave alternately

LXVI. The master

LXVII

LXVIII

LXIX

;

their

ovm

attending boat from
men are conveyed
20th of tlie month. The liberty
by the attending boat.
every respect ready
Yes. at Dublin. She is
exists with a steam packet
for sea; a contract
steamer to tow
company in Dublin to supply a
w'ould depend
he^to her station. The delay
in Dublin avadable
steamer
a
was
there
whether
for this purpose.
herewith sent.
Rules and regulations

m

Index

map

Moored

off

XLVI. Rape' oil used

37-

the Coningbeg Rock, near the

Rape

oil

of

Commerce, Water-

of the Saltee
^ro^ks IjTng to the southward

^ln'^;:fi«rblSbtsareexhibitedfromthisvesse^^^
height of 38
higher from the mainmast at a
the water, the lower hght from
feet 6 inches above
of 27 feet 6 inches above
height
a
at
foremast
the

tlie

the water.
sent.
builder's specification herewith
specification herewath sent.
builder's
'See
X\
.

IX See

Xin. Draught

Wi^am

of water forward, 1 feet 6

and Sons
mches aft, 8

feet

;

6 inches.
"
XIV Black, "-ith a white streak. head, has " r.
i
Coningbeg
carries a ball at her mainmast
"
on her sides.
in white letters painted
staysail, fore lug, mainstay
XVI. Has three masts, a fore
,

•

XV

'

.
and mizen lug.
the water and one from
XVII. One fi-om the main truck to
truck to the eyes of the
the mizen truck and fore
and plate have copper
chain rigging. The chain
to
bands?quarterinch by two inches attached
the t, foo jvatwlme^
to
reach
them, which bands
anchor and 200 tathoms
XVUL Moored with a mushroom
and
has a spare anchor of 22 cwt.,

sail,

of If chain

;

220 fathoms of

H spare chain.

total

annual cost, at 4s.

used in 1858

total annual

2irf.

;

cost, at 3s. bd.

lOrf.

in 1857; total annual cost, at

4s. 6rf. per gross, 1/. 16s.

Cotton ^^^ck used

in

per gross,

1857

\l.

12s.

;

total annual cost, at

AM.

cost 6/.

Mercantile Marine Fund, payable into Ballast Olhce,
Dublin.
.5c/.
June 1832, 814/. 13s. 2rf. June 1858, 735/. 16s.
total for year 1852, 3,258/. 12s. 6rf.
including
UW.,
1858, 1,354/. 14s.
1852, 926/. 9s". 8rf.

L
LI.

all attendance of vessel
LII., LIII., LIV.. LV., LVI.,

other half-tide
VI
Tn lu^i vessels fromthe Coningbeg and
^ ^Islands.

^loney
lli ^Buiu" t Blackwall by

;

6irf.

per gallon, 80/. 5s.

XLVII. Cotton wick used

.

Maxi-

Port of Dublin Corporation.

l-\tcfS1;"l^Chamber

,„..,,

This includes a spare

XLIX.

mum

III

in 1857

per gallon, 94/. 9s.

XLVIII. Gong

^^ extord.
Saltee Islands, coast of
Bottom, fine sand.
Denth of water, 30 fathoms.
strength of tide, 2 knots.

II

1,191/. 14s.

lantern besides the two in use.
XLIV. 1857, 10/. 12s. llrf. ; 18.58, 8/. 3s.
of oil in 1857, 449 gallons.
Consumption
XLV.
1858, 470 gallons.
wicks in 1857, 8 gross.
1858, 9 gross.
„

CONINGBEG FLOATING LIGHT.
" Petrel "

provisions.

XLII. 635/. 12s. 8rf.
XLIII. W. Wilkins,

month

have leave monthly.
about. Two of the crew
the buoy tender^
The vessel's stores are carried by
"^w by the ontract
Provision and water for the
Courtown the 1st, 10th, and

3s. 6rf.

I

,

Eight days.
Sheeting, 348/. 12s. 2rf.
Contract, 3,800/.
XXXVI. 7.257/. 17s. lid.
XXXVII. Ordinary, 610/. 12s. Id.
Extraordinary, 2i)4/. 12s.
XXXMII. One master, one mate, three lampUghters,

never has
attached to the ship, and

boats
been the custom; her own

'

,,•

total, K) liurners.

XXXV

^oSSs

^ XIV

,

;

XXXIV.

LXI. No.

I

in each lantern

reflectors, 12 inches.

traversing frame.

LX. No.

Kill

Diameter of
None.

XXXII. Bv a gong.
XXXIII. Eight days.

18.58;

4,

to sunrise.

XXVIII. Eight burners

Marine Inspector
LVIII.^BTLighthouse Committee and

distance of sea

miles.

fixed lights, colour white.

XXIV. Two

j^

r

;

•

XXIII. About 12

Ballast

into

Fund, payable

Marine

Dublin.

Office,

;

200 fathoms of

UW.

rost forvear, 65/. 18s.

:

and carriage of

stores.

LVII. None.
to
LVIII. By Lighthouse Committee and Marine Inspector
Ballast Board.
1858;
May
5,
28,
1857;
September
LIX May 6, 1857;
August 29, 1858 ; September 28, 1858.

LX. No.
LXI. No.
LXII. None.
has
LXIII. No life-boat is attached to the ship, and never
been the custom her own boats are, however,
available.
extent
some
to
LXIV. Have no code, but the lightvessel has rockets and
of
blue lights on board, which, burnt every quarter
an hour at night, are a signal to the life-boat at
rocks.
the
is
on
Kilmore that a vessel
LXV. No tide light is exhibited, as there is no tidal harbour
;

in the vicinit}'.

month
LX\'I. The master and mate have leave alternately
about ; two of the crew have leave monthly.

LXVIl. The

tender;
vessel's stores are carried by the buoy
and water for the crew by the contract
boat from Kilmore the 1st, 10th, and

provision

attending
20th of the month. The liberty men are conveyed
by the attending boat.
LXVIII. Yes, at Dublin. She is in every respect readyfor
comsea ; a contract exists with a steam packet
pany in Dublin to supply a steamer to tow her
depend
would
only
delay
to her station. The
ot
on whether there was any steamer in the Port
Dublin available for this purpose.
sent.
herewith
regulations
and
Rules
LXIX.
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V.-BUOY S AND BEACONS.

No.

Ireland,

Port of Dublin Corporation.
II. A chart is herewith furnished, showing the position of
all buoys under the management of the Port of
I.

Circular V.

Question V.

Dublin Cor])oration fomiini/ one district.
For
Duljhn Corporation, see
Merchant Shipping Act, 17 & IS Vict., Part VI.,

jurisdiction of Port of

Sect. 394.

III.

The

The Corporation do not levy tolls on shipping
or othennse for buoys, therefore no income is
derived from them.
Boaid of Trade and Elder Brethren of the Trinity
House.

IV. Vide Merchant Shipping Act, Part VI., Sect.
Class A.— No. 1.
V.
Herbert's Patent.
'J feet Buoy.

.394.

—

Scale i

inch=l

foot.

— No.
Herbert's Patent. — G
Class A.

3.

feet

Scale i

inch=l

foot.

a.

Iron.

b.

99/. 4s.

c.

This class of buoy was first placed in 185", since when
it has had no rejiair, except for a new beacon, cost of
which 21. 10s.

d.
e.

/.
g.

51. OS.

One.
One.

One

h.

One.

t.

One

j.
k.
I.

at

at

H.M. Dockyard, Hawlboline, Queenstown.
Dant Rock, 26th

April 185S.

Sunk, supposed to have been run into.
30 fathoms of If inch chain, 30 cwt. sinker.
311.

m. These buoys are to be procured only from Brown and
Lennox, at a fixed price, being jjatent. All moorings

a.

Iron.

from Brown and Lennox

b.

35/. 4s.
First placed in 1858, has

are procured

at prices fixed

by

Trinity Board.
n.

0.

Iron.

b.

%bl. As. 6(1.

c.

Buoys of

d. 41. 15s.

Two.

/.

One
One

g.
n.
»'.

*•

m.

had no

repair.

Two.

/. Three.
g.

One

h.

Two.

i.

One

at Killybegs, one at Ballast Office Stores, Dublin,
one at South Arran Island.

in December 1858.
Dragged its moorings during a heavy

gale.

inch chain, 16 cwt. sinkers.

A-.

1

/.

17/. 10s.

m. These buoys can only be procured from Brown and
Lennox, being under patent. All moorings are procured

n.

at jjrices

fi.xed

the beacon, by

Beacon and colour, with name painted on
Two.

Class A.

sinker.

fi-om

Brown and Lennox,

by Trinity

colour,

and by the name on

it,

—

4

it.

4.

feet Buoy.

iron.
b. 22/.
a.

c.

First placed in

1858; cost for repair in 1859,

d. 21. 10s.
its

— No.

Herbert's Patent.
at fixed

pnces, as being under patent. All moorings
are procured
iTom Brown and Lennox at prices
fixed by Trinity

By

e.

0.

To be procured only

iwo.

l foot.

Board.

BaUast Office Stores, Dublin.

U inch chain, 24 cwt.

0,

inch =

from Bromi and Lennox
at

One.
None.

«•

:»

d. 41.

j.

this class

were fii-st procured in 1857, since
when they have cost nothing for repairs, except for
beacons, which cost about 2/. 10s. annually.
^

e.

Scale

c.

None, excepting by its colour, and the stafp and globe,
and the name of the rock it marks painted on it.
One.
Cla.ss a.— No. 2.
Herbert's Patent .~S feet Buoy.

a.

Buoy.

e.

One

/. One.

L12

at Valentia.

1/. 5s.
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Buoys and Beacons.
Class

Ireland

B,—Ko.

i

Stoney's Patent.

Scale i
g.

One

at

inch=l

k.

One.
first placed in October
i inch chain, 8 cwt. sinker.

m

Buoys

A.
;.

n.
0.

None

foot.

Knightstown, Valentia.
1

»b>i.

;

and Lennox only,
of this class procured from Bro\vn
procured irom
being under patent. All moorings are
Board.
Brown and Lennox at prices fixed by Irmity
it marks.
danger
of
name
and
colour
None, except
None, except name.
Cl.vss

B.— No.

I.

Stoney's Patent.

Scale i
a.

inch=l

foot.

Iron.

6. 441. 10s.

,
J
None of these buoys have yet been placed ; t is
ot Arkintended to place two to mark the outer edge
,

c to j.

low Bank.
k.
/.

li inch chain, 30 cwt. sinker.

3U.

m. Will be procured by open tender.
n. By the beacon, colour and name.
0.

None.
Cla.=s

C— No.

1.

Iron Buoy.

Scale i

inch=l

foot.

a.

Iron.

I',

required
rtvst placed in 1858, has
Ills.
beacon, cost of which is 2/,

d.

bl.

e.

One

ff.
/(.

i.

k.

One

at

no

repair, except

Codling Bank.

at Ballast Ofiice Stores,

Dubhn.

One.
None.

U inch chain, 30 cwt.

,

smker.

m.Pitcured by open tender.
Brown and Lennox at

By

0.

One.

from
Board.

AH moorings are procured

prices fixed by Trinity
of rock.
a beacon, its colour, :uid name

n.

a

Scale i inch=l foot.

..

REPLIES TO

V.

CIRCULAR
a.

b- 26/.

Buoys of

new

were first ])rocured in 1850, and
repair, except from being run into ;
required about every three years, cost

class

this

shackle

is

U. ]0s.
51.

Five.

V.

Circular V.

None

of this class have been repaired for 10 years, except those damaged by accident.
New shackle every
third year, cost 1/. Is.

c.

d.

21. 10s.

e.

Ten.

/. Ten.

Seven.
at

One

g.

Donaghadee one

at HawUjoline, four at Ballast

Seven.
\l inch chain,
3]l.

None.
None.

j.

\\ inch chain, 16

k.

Procured by open tender.
Moorings procured from
Bro^vn and Lennox at prices fixed by Trinity House.
Any repairs required for these buoys would be done by
contractor for repairing boiler work.
Two buoys of this class have beacons ; all are lettered.

Dublin Store, one at Kinsale, one at Glendore,
one at Bearhaven, two at Fojnies,
Buncrana, and one at Donaghadee.

at Baltimore,

at

Ten.

h.
i.

30 cwt. sinker.

at

two
one

Office Stores, Dublin.

None.

c\vt. sinker.

21/.

/.

m. Procured by open tender, repaired by contractor for
boiler work.
n. None, except colour.

Two.

Class

—

C.
No. 2.
Iron Buoy.

Class

D.—No.

I.

Timber Buoy.

Scale T inch=l foot.
Scale i inch =
0.

Wood.

a.
l

foot.

Iron.

b.

621.

c.

These buoys require lioojnng about every eight years,
cost about 15/. ; a new shackle every third year, cost

b. 22/. 8s.
c.

Buoys of

this class were fii'st placed in 1850, none have
required repair, except those run into by accident;
new shackle required every three years, cost 1/. Is.

d. 41.
e.

/.
g.

,

il.

i.

k.
1.

Eight.
Nine.
Six at Stores, Dublin,
Inishgort Lighthouse.
Eight.

1/.

at

Donaghade?, one

at

Eight.
/. Nine.
e.

Eight at Ballast Office Store, Dublin, one at Larnc
Lighthouse.

None.

H inch chain, 34 cvt. sinker.

k.

M chain, 24 cwt. sinker.

35/.

/.

ra.

2U.

m. Procured by open tender, repairs if required would
done by contractor for boiler work
«. None, exce])t name of danger it marks.
0. All are lettered.

Class D.

Eight.

h.
i.

None.

— No.

10s.

d. 41. 5s.

(/.

two

lie

n.

0.

4.

These buoys can only be obtained from one person in
Dublin, no other party can make them ; his charge
has been always the same for many years.
Beacons have been ])laccd on these buoys, but as they
were constantly knocked off by the sea, they have
been discontinued except in one case.
One at the north end of the Arklow Bank, all arc
lettered.

Iron Buoy.

Class D.
Timber

— No.

2.

B:ioij.

a.

Wood.

b.

521. 10s.

c.

Require new hooping once every eight years, cost about
10/.

;

a

new

shackle every three years, cost

1/.

5s.

d. 3/. 15s.
e.

Foiu-.

/. Four.
One at Galway, three at Ballast Office Stores, DublliL
ff.
h.
i.

k.

Scale ^ inch = l foot.

/.

LIS

laELAND.

Iron.

have never required

Two
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Buoys and Beacons.

Iron.
421. lOs

a

V.— IRELAND.

No.

Four.

None.
li inch chain, .30 cwt. sinker.

3U.

Question V,

:

,
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Buoys and Beacons.

V.

Ireland.

a.

Iron.

b.

Ul. lis.
Require repairing about once

c.

Circular V.

in eight or

10 years.

d. 21.

Question V.

Seven.

e.

/.

Si.x.

Four.

None.

i.

k.

1

By open

m.
n.
0.

inch=l

inch chain, 8 cwt. sinker.

15?. 10s.

/.

Scale i

at Killibegs, five at Foynes.

One

(/.

A.

tender.

None, except colour.
None.

Class D.

foot.

m

one person
These buoys are only to be obtained from
the same for many
in Dublin, charge has been

«.

None

0.

Four.

— No.

C.

Iron Buoy.

years.

except by colour and name.

Class

D.—No.

3.

Timber Buoys.

Scale

a.

inch=l

foot.

Iron.

c.

None

d.

Two.

e.

T\\-o.

required repairs.
of these buoys have yet

Stores,
/. Ballast Office
o.

:t

^
Dubhn.
,

,.

Two.

I2/.
i.

Scale 7 inch=l

foot.

Wood.
eight years, cost
Required new hooping about every
\l.
shackle eveiy three years, cost

None.

i inch

L

^Buoys of this
and Lennox,

„.

were procur/rd from Messrs. Bro^Ti
a fixed price, IW. each.
word " ^^ reck on it.
the
Colour green, with

0.

Two.

7?.;

new

.

chain, 8 cwt. smker.

k.

^

class
at

31. 3s.

Four.
Four.

Four

at Ballast Office Stores,

VI

...
^
Dubhn.

Four.

Se'run

into

and sunk, one dragged

hea\'y gale.
inch chain,

U

I
i

(

t

in a

most

manner

No.

None, except by colour and name.
Four.

Class

.
of its merits.
,
,,
of
north, east, and south coast
All buoys on the
buoy tender every six
Ireland are shifted bv the
,

as

class.
.

mooring

at jiresent used by the
the descriptions of buoys
the most approved,
Corporation that of Herbert's is
situations A buoy,
both for tidewavs and exposed
Stoney, of Dublin «
B.
B.
by
patented
a°ely

mark, andndes well on tide^
also an excellent sea
sufficiently tested in the
ways but it has not been
confidence
exposed situations to speak with

24 cwt. sinker.

(."procured in same

.

its

Of

D.—No. 5.

1

and 2 of

this

VII

for examination and
months, and brought in
by
Buoys on the west coast are shifted
painting.
durmg the summer,
year
a
once
tender
he buoy
ra
moorings
their
painted at
but are cleaned and
require it, which is done by
the ^nnter, if they
employed
are
in their ^-icimty, who

persons resident
for that puriiose

n
vni Wood
MIL
^^°°^;"

when

necessary.
,

,

I.

j

•„„

and bonng
buoy] are sur^•eyed by planing
Jt„,3eertain their soundness; shouiaj
defective, an estmiate for
ave be found to be
a coop^^
repaii-s is obtained from

,

any s
?e^ necessary

considered mode«^
and should his estimate be
ofrepairmg, it is
buoy worth the expense

j

nnd the

repairs excep 1
Iron^buoys seldom require
done
any repairs they might
into
they have been run
contractor for boUer
the
by
done
be
reouire would
aecordingto days worK,,
voTk on stipulated terms,
Iron buoys when brought
r„^ mntPrial used.
internaDy and
:rcexamS:^by competent persons,
j

;

m

1

•

externally.

,

REPLIES TO

CIRCULAR
Buo-vs

No.

V.— IRELAND.

IX., X. Vide returns as to beacons.
ai' cases where dangers are for the first time to be
marked by buoys the most approved descriptions
are now adopted, except where there may be other

buoys in the vicinity, and where a marked distinction of cliaracter is requisite ; this necessitates the
since 185/, six
introduction of different buoys
of Herbert's, six egg-bottomed, and one of Stoney's
have been introduced.
direction of the Trinity House, in their letter of
10 November 185i), harbour^ivers and channels
are in future to be marked by either black or
red buoys on tlie starbroad hand when entering
from the sea, and on the port liand by buoys of
the same colour as those on the starboard liand,
with the addition of a white belt ; and middle
dangers to be marked by white buoys surmounted
by a black beacon. Hitherto the Corporation,

when marking

rivers

and

liarbours,

Office,

Wicklow Harbour Commissioners apply for
buoys to mark the " Horseshoe Shoal " off Wicklow Head, December 1859.
In course of placing.

The Corporation recommend
Bank buoys' entrance to Lough

have in most

DuMin.

in

1852 for 38 buoys was

The

total expenditure in 1858 for

54 buoys was

2,777/. 2s.*

XVII., XVIII. Galway Harbour Commissioners apply to
have a bell buoy or hghtship placed to mark St.
Margaretta Rock, September 1858. Ballast Office

—

.

the

spection and Marine Inspector, and are constantly
examined by Marine Inspector whenever he
happens to be ui the vicinity of any of them.
XX. Vide returns as to beacons.
XXI. The pubbcare infoi-med of any proposed or accidental
change in the position of a buoy, or of a buoy

being off its station, by advertisements in the
principal English, Irish, and Scotch newspapers,
particularly those connected with the shipping
interests ; also by printed " Notices to Mariners,"

recommend same

to Board of Trade,
Board of Trade refuse to
September 1858.
sanction on the grounds that it would be altogether
for local purposes, October 1858.
The Knight of Kerry, on the part of certain
parties in N'alentia, applies to haA'e that liarbour
marked by buoys, October 1858. The Board
refused to sanction on the ground that the benefit
derived would be purely local, October 1858.
Captain Crispin applies for a buoy to mark the
Maiden Rock, Kenmare river, November 1858.
Board of Trade refuse to sanction, being purely
local, December 1858.
Earl of Leitrim applies to have " Mulroy Harbour " marked, February 1859. Ballast Office
request to be furnished with a return of the shipP'fg frequenting that harbour. (Return not yet
furnished.)
Board of Trade forward letter from Admiralty
requesting that buoys be placed to mark certain
dangers in Berehaven, February 4, 1859.
This Board approve of same being marked, and
recommend same to Trinity House, who approve
thereof, March 1859.
Board of Trade suggests that as the place is
used chiefly by Her Majesty's ships, two-thirds
of the expense of marking it should be borne by
the Admiralty.
Board of Trade subsequently state that having
been in communication with the Admiralty, that

strongly

that the Tuns
Foyle, in charge
Londonderrj- Harbour Commissioners,
shouldbe taken under their jurisdiction, August
The Board of Trade refuse to sanction
27, 1859.
unless achai-ge be made on shipping for the maintenance of these buoj'S, November 8, 1859.
The buoys were inspected in May and September
1857, and in May 1858, by the Committee of In-

of

XIX.

1,382/. 18s. 6d.

not prepared to sanction the expense

of Trade sanction, November 15, 1859.
Ballast Office recommend buoy to mark "Brigg's
Rock," Belfast Lough, September 1859. Still
under consideration of Trinity Board, 1860.

cases placed black buoys on the starboard hand
and red on the port.
XIII. Vide returns as to beacons.
XIV. The Mercantile Marine Fund, paid into the Ballast

XV. Vide returns as to beacons.
XVI. Income, nil.
The total expenditure

is

and under the circumstances they cannot
allow the cost to be borne by the Mercantile Marine
Fund, July 28, 1859.
Master of S.S. " Calypso " applies for two
additional buoy on the Arklow Bank, September
1859.
Ballast Board approve, October 1859.
Trinity Board acquiesce, November 1859.
Board
thereof,

:

By

Ireland.

department

XI. In

XII.
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AND Beacons.

which are sent by the Admiralty, Board of Trade,
Trinity House, Commissioners of Northern Lights,
and Collectors of Customs at the different ports
in Ireland.

XXII. Yes,

either by lightkeepers, or where no lighthouse is
in the vicinity, by competent persons who undertake the service for a stipulated sum.
XXIII. The Corporation are informed of any accident or
change in the position of a buoy either by hghtkeepers or persons appointed to watch the buoys
any person not in the sen-ice of the Corporation is
rewarded for information of this sort. The Coast
Guard also report any accidental changes in the
position of a buoy.

XXIV.

a, b, c, d,

e.

None.

Captain Wilcox, R.N., states there is difficulty in
cUstinguishing buoys in approaching Kingstown
Harbour, Febniary'lO, 1858. Change of colour
of St. Burford Bank buoy ordered March 1858.
Admiralty informed accordingly.
g, h, i,j, t, I, m. None.
Yes ; Herbert's and Stoney's, which have met the
approval of this authority, they ha^dng been
thoroughly tested by their officer and reported
favourably upon.
f.

XXV.

XXVI. The buoys

are immediately under the charge of
their Marine Inspector, witli general instructions
to attend to their condition, and report immediately to the Board should any accident occur to

them.

BEACONS.
Port of Dubln Corporation, Ballast Office, Dublin.
In book of charts and sejjarate tabular statements herewith sent are described the number and positions,
&e. of fixed beacons under tlie management of
this authority.
On the Admiralty charts sent witli
the General Lighthouse Return the positions of
the beacons are marked.
III. Responsible directly to the Board of Trade, whose
sanction is requisite to the expenditure for maintaining beacons already established, or for placing
new or additional beacons.
^
See chart, drafts, and statement relative to buoys.

I.

IX. In

II.

the sea in storms.

X. With this is furnished, in atal)ular form, a list of beacons
under this authority witli a statement under the
following heads.

.

L

book of charts refen'ed to, and herewith sent, an
engraved delineation of several of the beacons, and
some additional drafts, have been prepared.
Beacons of masonry are the most durable, and
are in so far preferaljle, but beacons of iron filled
with masonry are iu many situations considerably
less costly, admitting of more rapid execution, and
can with safety be sooner exposed to the action of

tlie

4

— (See next page.)

p.

~

^
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The Purpose

for

which each was erected.

Precise Situation.

Statement br Superintendent of Lighthouse.

E.\ST COAST.
Poolbeg

I

Wicklow

end of

Wicklow Head,

1

53 20 31

6

9 16

52 57 35

G

22

Breakwater Pier.
as a lightliouse tower>T the Revenue Board i
erection of present lighthousi-, the old tower which,
fonncd a conspicuous mark by day.

rirst built

hei;:ht.

Carrick

Outside Greenore Point entrance lo South

Rock

52

U

52

11

6 18 33

13

Bav of Wexford.
East Coast of Co. Wexford, eastward of

Fundale Rock

6 20 40

Camsore Point.

SOUTH COAST.
Damaged

ConingbcE Rock

was

of iron form a rough beacon nn
placed with intention to erect a pillar ligbUil

pillars

first

Coningbeg Rock.

Three towers on Great Ne

Tramorc Bay

Two

The

three towers on Great Newtown Head mark,
point on west side of the bay, to distinguish that bajri
trance to Waierford Harbour.
Brownstown Head mark the outer j
the eastern side of Tramore Bay,

towers on Brown
51

Capel Island
In Courtmacsherry Bay, Co.

Barrels

Cork

52 54

51 37

I

7 51

1

7

8 37

!

First intended for ligbth'

n

j

m

completed
as a beacon tower to
K the approach Irom scjM-i
Youghal Bay. and as a beacon
side of the bay
To mark tidal rock, and to guide
loi

1

Horse Rock

6 40

51 36 35

Bairy

I

>

Wind Rock

In Clonakitty Bay,

off

Ringhead

51 35 38

Glandore Harbovr

Co. Cork, in central channel of Harbour

Baltimore

One in Baltimore Harbour, Co. Cork
One on Beacon Point, east side of en-

Bull

Rock

-

-

-

Dog's Rock

Cartowwn

(Bcarhaveii)

-

-

trance to Baltimore Harbour.
Off Scull Point, west side of entrance to
Scull Harbour. Co. Cork.
East end of Bear Island, west side of entrance channel.

On

tidal rock,

51 33 12

51 38 30

I

I

8 51 15

9

6 40

.

-

il

.-

rock,

and

to b

of channel off Clonakilty Harbo
tnree tidal rocks, which bear north and sol
each other, and guide through the harbour chaoneL
Beacon marks tidal rock in The harbour
Beacon of masonry on east side of entrance marks thei
from seaward to Baltimore Harbour,

To mark

2 46 15

To mark

entrance to Castletown Har-

tidal rtx I:, and to guide through L-ntrancect
Cantletown.
western entrance channel of Bearhaven

bour.

To mark

On Ardnakinna Point,

western entrance to
Bearhaven, Co. Cork.

WEST COAST.
Eastern Entrance :— One beacon to mark harbour
main entrance channel.
Western Entiance
'I'hrce beacons lo mark small
in western entrance channel, and to guide through t

Eastern entrance, one on tidal rock in channel, within entraoce.
Western entrance, threc~on tidal rocks in
channel, near Portmagee.

—

:

Castlemaine
River Shannon, north side of channel, east
of Tarbeat Lighthouse.
.
.
In River Shannon

Bowline Rock
Scarlet's

Rocks

52 30 30

9 19 13

To beacon

52 14 25

8 45 33

To beacon

53 14 IS

Black KtJCk

In Galway on north tide

9

ward of

Cannanagh

(or

In centre of entrance to Cashia

Bay

Rock.)
nishbofin
Carrigadillisk

-

-

-

Tu

8 40

Harbour.
Beacon to mark

53 14 33

9

53 14 16

9 33 40

Harbour, in channel near Oyster

SUgo
Rutland Harbour

One on Nancy's Rock

in

Is-

Rutland Sound;

three on tidal rocks in outer channel.

Gwcedorc Harbour

Rock

Shanolvci

i

beacon tidal rock on north side of Galwar Ba
guide between it and the Sta. Margaictta Kock
there is a buoy] when approaching to seaward fr*^:
tidal

tni

rock on the north side of Gal

Bama.

To mark

lidat rock in centre of entrance channel >a»^
Bay, and guide towards inner anchorage.
Placed to lead into the small harbour
To mark this lidat rock, and to guide towards iom
o( Clew Bav.
To beacon tidal reef off west shore of Blacksod Bay,
of Blacksod Pier, ahd fur guidance on west side o^
in passmg in towards Elly Bay.
Tower to mark tidal rock in channel near Oyster L'ldt«
for guidance in neighbouring channel.
One pillar tieacon on Nancy's (tidal) Rock in inner soi t*^
pillar t>eacons to mark tidal recks in outer
guide through passages.

r.

In Blacksod Bay, west side

Sligo

rock in River Shannon

the Scarlet's Tidal

620

off

Cannon

tidal

Cralloe.

to mark two of the tidal recks in
entrance from seaward to the small harbour ai

vo beacons

•

Gwedore.

NORTH COAST.
Bar Rock

,and togui ^Imi

County Donegal, Sheephaven

-

Swilly Rocks

Lough

Broagh Rock

Lough Foyle

Swilly,

!st

Beacon to mark tidal rock off west shore of Lougp^r
and within entrance of the Lough, and to serve fo Jiottx
on west side of entrance channel.
Beacon to mark tiilal rock in Lough Foyle on noif««'
the channel, and northward of the '* Tuns " bank,

side of entrance

i

EAST COAST.

« we

to mark outer end of Foreland Point Re(
side of Donaghadee Sound.
^^
beacon this half tide rock, and to guide coastnj.«i»'
pa&fcing it, and the rocky shoals nonhward ot it.
^
,;_.
tro
Beac«n to mark (his tidal rock, which is covered b »«*"
between nortn fl
for

Foreland

Off coast of Cou! ty

Down

Beacon

Sculmartin

Off coast of County

Down

To

,.

'

«

,

irth

Rock

North of South Rock Liahtho

-

of high water,
rocks.

In centre of entrance to Strangford

Angus Rock

Lough

guidance

and

o
Tower to beacon Angus Rock, and to guide in na >fi«i
the channel of tntrancc to Strangford Lough.
M. Patrick's Rocks, and indicate appro:] 90
To be<ii
I.oughi.vug.iStrangfcrd
of :MraiiKi<'i*i
channel oi
entrance
ice tnannei
I

St. Patrick's

er

Rocks

Rock

Cardee Rocks

-

Entrance to

Strangford

Lough

Killard Point.
Off Harbour of Killough, County

cast

of

Down

-

lo

seaward
.

nty

"

.

Dublin, northward

mark

tidal

rock ouUidc of and

lo Killough Harbour.
mark tidal rock

•

Iron pillar to

Beacon to mark tidal rock
Beacon to mark tidal rock

-

-

in Ihe.ippi
•

"

off we=t side of

,

'

'

..*

Limbay

*

i
i

Li
»«

from
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Cost of Maintenance
in 1852

and 185S.

Limits of

Material

Circular V.
Question X.

Authority under

having Jurisdiction
Juri>ciction.

which they

ac*.

in the Locality.

£
Timber

beacon borne on four legs

^1

1

10

Jar beacon with stays, having
Iters "C.R." in open work,

Iron

the

Corporation
Preserving

for-

and

Improving the
Port of Dublin.

Stone

agonal tower of stone

rjar

s. d.

102

Wexford Harbour

From Sutton N.
to
Dalkey
land, S.

Is.

Wexford Harbour

26 Geo. in.cap.I9.

i

32Gto. HI. 030.35.
40Geo.in.cap.47.|
!

6

beacon, with btays

& 7 Vict.
Act for
taining,
proving,
regulating

" An
mainimand
he

Beacons

outside

limits of juiibdiction.

Harbour
of
Wexford, in the
Co. ofWcxfurd.

.

of masonrjr, with

stone

with dome-shaped top
with small stone ball over.

Stone

off-shore reck

Stone

,cr,

Iron

1

Iron

Iron

Stone

pillar,

I

with stays and top^beacon

Iron

barred strap'
piUar beacoi

1

11

beacons of

i

Limerick Harbour
Limerick Harbour

Stone
or .-haft of wrought iron, i*
live having letters "B. R"

stays,

and on top a

!

ball

North
to Kerry Head S,
Loopheaa N., to

Kerry Head. S.
Decks to Roadstead
one mile.

Iron

GOO

Iron

'is with stays and top beacon
en work in form of half globe.

Loophcad

25 12

Iron

G

I

Cular towers

-

-

-

-

.

-

I
'

Iir

beacon

,

f r

beaon

_

-

-

Commissioners for
improving
the
Rock, iron shaft without top
aeon
Duck Snund. top beacon
"*
"
istrum of cone n; tly sheeted;
iurice's Sound, tiill;
beacon with
ys; Half Tide Rod
pillar beacon
th stays, and at sum lit a beacon in
cy*s

town and harbour of Sligo.

!

;

Victoria

Bridge,

Sligo, to

Wheater

Rock

in

SUgo

Bay.

•

,

Tn of triple cone.

Vught iron shafts

'T

•

Lord George Hill

beacon, with top plates, having
" S, R," in open work

Iron

with stays and large cast
n plates on side extending from

Iron

Londonderry Harbour Commis-

ters
Ii

pillar

....

•'pillar

with stays and top plates
"S. R" in open work,
^"onof masonry, cylindrical casing
metal to level of comcie top of
aeon, of cone form, with
globe on
'"

Not known

17

&

18 Vict, cap.

sioneis.

Iron

U

1

II

I

II II

pillar,

'in letters

Stone and
iron

..stafl.

'-^tone tower, i\ith

open work lop
^

limber.

Stone

Grant by

Patent

"

pillar with stays, top beacon
of
^,1 plates.
*t of iron with stays and ball at
top
•'

pillar

"Ipillaj
Viuai
^

.
-

.

.

.

.

plat
plates. With letters
""
enwc.
"fork, horizontal
plates

"B.R"

stays.

,
_

in

attached

Mm

Georgk Halpin,

Superintendent of Lighthouses, &c.

APPENDIX— BEACONS.

27-i

Ireland.

make immediate report of accident
any beacon within his obserwition, or of which
accident he may ha\'e been informed. The owners

in construction of fixed Iieacons is
ado])ted than fonnerly, and admits of
l)eacons being erected on smaller ])oints of rock
than formerly would have been practicable at any

XI. The use of iron

is

Circular V.

allowable cost.

XII. See return as to buoys, ante.
XIII. In the erection of a beacon, the form, &c. most
suitable for the position is ado])ted.
as to buoys, ante.
Beacons also are maintained from the

XIV. See return

XV.

Mercantile

Marine Fund.

XVI. None;

there are not any
this corporation.

tolls levied

for

beacons

under

XIX. See return

as to buoys, ante.

of theBoard, by the superintendent of
lighthouses, and by foreman of repairs.
The lightkeeper of'the nearest lighthouse station

XX. By committee
XXIII.

directed to

to

much more

XXV.

of attending boats to lighthouses are also to report
accidents.
Trial was made of an iron hollow pile i)ut down by
Dr. Potts' plan with intent to enlarge the structure
if the trial proved successful.
The trial was made
, by Messrs Fox and Henderson at their own risk

the sand was not penetrated to a sufficient depth,
and the attempt was relinquished.
Trials have also been made of Mitchell's screw
pile beacons.
{Note.
When there are several
screw piles well braced together, and secured below
the limits of scour, they form a secure base, as at
the Spit Bank and Dundalk pile lighthouses.)

—
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No. VI.

EVIDENCE OBTAINED THROUGH LLOYD'S AGENTS APPLICABLE
TO COASTS
UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF THE BALLAST BOARD.
fidently of
I.

John Walsh, agent

II.

PORT OF DUBLIN.

Corporation for preser\'ing and improving the port of

III.

Dubhn.
IV. Yes, subject to the comments

I

the system of buoys to be good.
The beacon,
however, at present on the end of Great North
Wall is not sufficiently conspicuous to prevent
accidents, which have occurred several times.
long piece of the wall at the outer end co\ers at
half flood, and the channel between the extreme
point and Poolljeg light being narrow requires a
good, clear, and easily to be recognised beacon to
point out the danger.
VI. Personally I cannot, but a very experienced ship
master well acquainted with the port suggests that
a hght should be placed on the east edge of Codling Bank, which extends much more to eastward
than the Kish, as strangers coming up to Dublin
at night or in thick weather with wind from west,
coming outside the banks (a.s most strangers do)
often get very far to leeward.
yii. Oil.
VIII. Not within my memory.
IX. The sea buoys sometimes go adrift, but they are
replaced the moment the weather pemiits.
X. I cannot with the exception of those referred to in
No. \, and the loss of the A'ietoria steam packet,
which was lost under Bailey hghthouse in a snow
storm, was attributed to the want of fog Ijell, which
has since been remedied by the erection of one.
XI. Half tide signal exhibited at the Poolbeg lighthouse.
XII. Fog bells liave been placed at the Badey lighthouse
and at the pier at Kingstown harbour, both absolutely necessary.
XIII. They are painted black and red, the black being
placed on one side of the channel, the red on the
other ; they are can shaped.
XIV. I would not, excepting the inti'oduction of " Stoney's"
I

XVI.

I

Dublin Cor]ioration.
cannot specify any complaint, but in July, 1856,
Mr. Bell, commanding one of the Chester and
Holyhead steam boats, called my attention to the
characters of the Kish, Bailey, and Poolbeg lights,

the leading lights of tlie port, stating that the distinguishing featiu'es of each were not sufficiently
marked to jirevent mistakes in thick weather with
an east or south-east gale, when the Kish light
ship rode head to wind, and suggested certain
alterations, which I, being then Receiver of Dues,
brought to the notice of the Board of Trade, by
whom the matter was referred to the Port of Dublin Corporation, and it was then decided that a
revision of the lights on this part of the coast
should take place when determining the character
of Rock a Bill light, that rex'ision has just taken
place and been proraidgated
the jjosition of the
hghts on the Kish bght ship has been altered, but
I question much will the alteration meet the cases
suggested by Mr. Bell.
XVII. On the whole rather favourable.
XVIII. niere are no dues collected in respect of buoys or
beacons.
Those levied for lights are considered
reasonable, Ijut ship owners find it a hardship to
have to jjay lights when sailing out of the port in
ballast, other than that su])plied by the Corpora;

tion,

which

from

not suited,
and frequently unsafe for vessels proceeding on a
long voyage, or requiring to use ballast in a foreign
latter,

its

character,

is

port as dunnage for the return cargo.
XIX. They are.
XX. The general opinion is that the Irish lights are and
have been well managed. I cannot speak so con-

M

would wish to

—

January, ]8G0.

59.

A

XV. No

I

to the trade

belie\-e

patent buoys where practicable.
local dues ai-e levied at this port in respect of
buoys or beacons. The dues for lights are collected by the Collector of Customs for the Port of

—

dered unjust and indefensible, and highly "injurious
and trading energy of the port. 1:2th

make on subsequent

queries.

V.

buoys and beacons.

state that in the ahove replies I confine myself
strictly to the charges attaching to hghts, buoys,
and beacons, as there are charges levied as port
charges in this port which I have always consi-

for Lloyd's, Dublin.

I.

II.

Wm. Nolan, merchant
AVI CK LOW.

III.

The

ly.

The

and shipowner, Wicklow

Ballast Board of Dublin, for the County AMcklow,
Commissioners for the Harbour.
coast is well buoyed and lighted, but I would
suggest a buoy to be piit on the Horse Shoe Bank.
AVith the exception of the above, I do not consider any
\
improvement could be suggested.
\l. The south end of the Horse Shoe the buoy to be
red^
to distinguish it from the Arklow Bank buoy
the
reason for preferring the south end is, that it "is further out, and the north end being close to Wicklow
Head.
.

;

;

Oil in the

A 11.

Wicklow Head

harbour

No

A III.

attended
IX.

I

am

lighthouses,

and gas

in the

light.

instance of this has occurred
to,

;

the lights are well

and briUiant.
any of the buoys having been

not an'are of
placed.

dis-

X. Many vessels have struck on the Horse Shoe.
XI. Tide signals are not used, nor are they required.
XII. The same observation apjilies to this question.
XIII. No buoys used in the port of Wicklow.
Xiy. None.
XA Local dues are charged for mooring posts and quays,
being corporate jiroperty.
XVI. I do not know of any complaint.
XVII. That they are quite sufficient, and carefully attended
.

to.

•

XVIII. All persons belonging

to the town pay once a
year persons not belonging, pay for each voyage
the strangers object to any difference being made.
;

XIX. They have been

so applied, but are not adequate to
the requirements of the port.
is but one opinion on the subject, that they are
well managed.

XX. There

60.

Dunn Newman and
IL KINSALE.
I.

McDaniel, agents to Lloyd's.

III. Under the control of the Ballast Board.
IV. Sufficiently hghted, but require buoys on the Spit,
Spur, and Wrinkle banks, also four warping buoys,
two at each side of the new bridge now erecting
over the Bandon River to enable \-essels to warp
through the portculhs.
\. One buoy on BuUman Rock which is quite suitable.
VI. The one recommended on the Spit is in the upper harbour, the other two are between the Old Fort and

Money

Point.

VII. Oil.
VIII. None to our knowledge.
IX. Never heard of any.
X. None to mention.
XI. None used and none required.
XII. Not used and not wanted.
XIII. Bullinan's Rock buoy red, conical, and the onlv one.

XIV. No.
XV. Dues on

the harbour light and paid to the Ballast
Board.
XVI. None to our knowledge.
XVII. Lights sufficient but buoys wanted as before suggested.

XVIII. Never heard any complaint.

XIX. Yes.

XX. No.

Circular VI.

ArrENDix-LLOYD'S AGENTS.
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Evidence obt.^ined

Ireland.

Lloyd's Agexcs.

tii ROUGH

I

61.

Circular ^'l.

Robert Lauder, of Kinsale. shipowner.

I

KIXSALE.

li.

Under the control of the Ballast Board.
the Spit,
IV. Sufliciently lighted, hnt require huo.vs on
buoys,
Sjiur," and Wrinkle banks, also four warping
two at the side of the new l)rid<;e now erectinfi
over the Bandou River to enable vessels to warp

III.

through the portcullis.
V. One buoy on BuUinan Rock which is quite suitable.
upper
\l. The one recommended on the Spit is in the
harbour, the other two are between the Old Fort

;

and Money Point.

vessels.

VII. Od.
VIII. None to ray knowledge.
IX. Never heard of any.
X. None to mention.
XI. None used and none required.
XII. Not used and not wanted.
XIII. Bullman's Rock buoy red, conical, and the only one.

XIV. No.
X\'. Dues on the harbour

light,

to the Ballast

and paid

XVI. None to mv knowledge.
XVII. Lights sufficient, but buoys wanted,

VII. Od at Fastnet light.
VIII. No complaints.
IX. None.
X. A vessel struck lately at night on the Doolig Rocks
and had there been a light on Galley Head she
would not have struck.
XI. No, none required.
XII. No.
XIII. None.

XIV. No.
XV. No local

Board.
as before sug-

No

X\'I.

dues.

complaints that

I

complaint.

~62.~

II.

CROOKH.VVEX.

III.

Trinity Boc.vd, Dublin, one hght keeper

on

spot.

Henry Benner, Bridge

I.

from glares of light until too late for strangers to
clear it— the jiresent hght could be dispensed with
if placed on Alderman.
VII. Oil.
•
VIII. No complaints.
IX. None displaced.
on said
vessel
one
Alderman;
X. Two vessels on shore on
rock from want of buoy.
XI. Not used or required.
XII. Required at lighthouses; none used at present.
XIII. None.

No

and not collectors
dues on shipp.ng whatever.

on Alderman.
X\TI. Complaints by residents and ship masters of light
being placed where it now is, and v.ant of light
on said Alderman Rocks.
XVIII. Excessive.

Place, Tralee, general merchant,

Ballast Board have charge of the lighthouse on Samphire Island. The Tralee Harbour
(.'ommission have charge of the buoys.

consider that the light is not sufficiently well lighted
the buoys are sufficient.
light to seaward being red is not of sufficient magnitude to be seen at any distance.
VI. I do not conceive that additional lights, &c., are
required.

IV.

V.

I

The

VII. Oil.
VIII. I have not heard of any of these having hapjjened.
IX. I have not heard, unless a very hea\T storm may break
one occasionally, which is immediately replaced.
No accident has occurred in consequence.
know
of none.
I
X.
XI. None are used, nor do I see any necessity for them.

XII. None used or required.
XIII. Black; casks; all arranged on

J.

II.

Swanton.

Port of

being le\ied

in

of the insufficiency of the Samphire light by masters of vessels
and steamers frequenting this port reported, if I
do not mistake, to the Dublin Ballast Board,
;

without result.
XVII. All comulain of the hght.
XVIII. I have heard of no complaints.

XIX. Nik
XX. Generally considered

J. P.,

all

well

managed.

65.

Lloyd's Agent, merchant, Skib-

I.

Robert M'Carthv, Tralee, harbour master.

II.

SKIBBEREEN. and
of IRELAND.

part of

SOUTH-WEST

III.

TRALEE.
management of the lighthouse;
Harbour Commissioners, arrangement of the

Ballast Board, Dublin,

COAST
III. Trinitv

local dues

respect of either of these.

so.

bereeii, Ireland.
It.

of

XVI. Complaints have been frequently made

63.
I.

margin

south

channel.

XIV. No.
XV. I am not aware of any

to the Ballast Office, Dublin, respecting

light

XIX. I believe
XX. None.

are.

TRALEfi.
The Dublin

light paid to Ballast Office

here.

XVI. Complaints

of.

Llovd's agent.
II.

III.

IV. No.
V. A light on Alderman Rocks, and buoy on Sunken rocks
inside Small Rock, called the Black Horse.
VI. On extreme outer or eastern point of .Vlderman rocks
the present light being on the main land, and
considerably to the westward of outer edges of
Alderman, "there being an opening in said and
main, it appears to vessels coming from westward,
thereby endangering vessels who should run for
said light, the rocks being low and not discernable

XIV. None.
XV. Dues of

aware

64.

Richard Huges, sub-agent Lloyd's, ship chandler, Src,
Crookhaven.

I.

am

XVII. .See Vand VI.
XVIII. I cannot say.
XIX. So far as I know thev
XX. No.

gested.

XVIII Never heard any
XIX. Yej.
XX. No.

beg to call particular attention to the want of a
buoy on the Bulhg Reef inside of Cape Clear, and
that the passage through Gascanane Sound (east
end of Cape Clear), shoiiUl be marked by a beacon,
i.e., the best passage jiointed out by a beacon.
Also a buoy should be placed on the west end of
Tourane Rocks, between Horse Island and East
Also a buoy on the
(^alf, in Lang Island Bay.
Amelia Rock, at the east entrance of Long Island
Also a buoy on
Castle
Island.
near
Sound,
Moore's Rock in entrance to Roaring Water Bay,
between Carthy's and Horse islands all the above
rocks have at one time or other done injury to

buoys.

Board, DubUii.

place a light on Galley Head, more necessary now,
since the Ught on Cape Clear has been removed to
:.'.
To repair the old tower on
the Fastnet Rock.
Horse Island, at the entrance of Castlehaven Harbour, and to keep it regularly whitewashed. 3. To
place a buoy on Bullig Reef, inside of Cape Clear.
4. To have a beacon placed to mark best passage
through Gascanane Sound, between Cape Clear
and Shirkin Island. 5. A buoy on west end of
buoy on the Amelia Rock.
Tourane Rocks, (i.
7. A buoy on Moore's Rock in entrance to Roai-ing

do not consider they are sufficiently lighted; I
consider the buovs are sufficient.
V. I consider the light is ^ad, and cannot be seen far at sea.
\T. I do not consider any are necessary.
VII. Oil.
VIII. I am aware that the light, such as it is, has been
carefully attended to and duly exhibited, and that
no accident has occurred through neglect.
buoys
are regularly attended to, and no accident
The
IX.
has occurred in consequence of them.
X. I know of none.
XI. There are no tide signals, nor do I think any are

Water Bay.
\I. On Galley Head a hght, for the reason given in answer
to No, v., and because of the Doohg Rocks (which

XII. Same answer as No. XI.
XIII. Painted black, cask shape,; laid down on the south

IV. No.

V.

To

I\'.

A

are very dangerous) being near Galley

Head.

I

required.

side of the channel.

\

EEPLiES TO

CIRCULAR

EviDK.NCE OUTAINEU
XI\'.

XV.

I
I

XVI.

would not recommend any change.
know of no dues levied as a local charge,

THROUGH

without success.
general feeling is that the light
requires to be improved.
XVIII. I heard no one complain at any time.

XIX. They are.
XX. I believe the

69.
Samuel Cassidy, agent

I.

bad and

general opinion to be that they are

II.

Captain Roberts, R.X., Ballast Board, Dublin.
consider that the harbour of Killybegs is sufficiently
hghted, buoyed, and beaconed, but the small adjacent harbour of Bluckless to the south-east and
the bay of Fintras to the north-west is not.
V. I do not think any change is necessai'V, in either the

all

IV.

I

VI.

I

position,

66.
William

I.

River

II.

merchant.
near KILRUSH.

None.
IV. No.
V. Buoys required about Deal, and a light on Scatting
III.

Island.

VI. Light on end of quay for safety of vessels and steamers
arriving at night.

VII. Nil.
IX. The buoys that were put on Deal are all gone.
X. None to my knowledge.
XI. None used.
XIII. None.
XVII. Is in favour of a light on Scatting, and another on
end of quay.

67.
Pella, Kilnish.

The

River

The
half tide rocks in the harbour of Bluckless.
trade of this small poi-t (Bluckless) in the last ten
years rapidly increasing, particularly in liread stuffs.
VH. Oil is the material in use in the h.irbour lights on
Killyljcgs and the adjacent lights of St. Johr.'s
Point and RathUn O'Birn Island.
IX. The buoy on the shoals off St. John's Point, called
Bullock More was displaced about 12 months ago,
but has since been replaced, and no accident ocX. ^'esscls have jierpttually touched and strained on the
half rocks in Bluckless Harbour, called the Buck
Rock and the Flat Rock, from want of beacons

John Fitzgerald Studdart, Ilear-Admiral, Port Clane,

I.

and

would recommend a buoy or beacon on the Black
Rock in the bay of Fintras, as this rock is quite
covered at high water, and lies directly in the way
of \-essels working up to the harbours of Killyl)egs
and Bluckless, and also two or three ])erches or
beacons are very much required, indeed on some

curred.

XVIII. None.

I.

or otherwise, of the present lights

buoys.

Blair, Kilrush,

SHANNON,

for Lloyd's, Killybegs.

KILLYBEG.S.

III.

managed.

well

Ireland.

Li.OVd's AgENTS.

—

eitluT for

is

m

VI.— IRELAND.

XVII. The mariners frequenting his place and coasting Circular VI.
also all the
are all most anxious to have the light
shipowners on the north-west coast.

lights or buoys.
Several masters of sailing and steam vessels have
complained of the obscurity of the Samphire ligh,
which was, I believe, reported to the Ballast Board

X\'II. The

No.

SHANNON,

principally

KILRUSH.

Know of none.
IV. Not sufficiently.
V. The north entrance or channel into Kilrush Harbour
Both it and the
requires a light of some sort.
eastern entrance require buoys to indicate the
commencement of shoals, but especially on the Half
Roek ^vhich fouls both anchorage and channel.
VI. In addition to No. V question buoys are required on
the shoaling south of Hogg Island, and on sunken
rocks in the vicinity of Scatting Roads.
IX. Buoys were formerly judiciously placed along the east
end of Beal Bar, a most dangerous shoal, but at
the same time the great protection, as a breakThey have been
water, to the River Shannon.
They
long since either removed or destroyed.
should be replaced, and directions issued by the
Admiralty to the re\'enue cutter stationed in the
III.

or perches thereon.

XI. Not at all required.
XII. Not requured.
XIII. There are in the harbour of Killybegs three buoys,
coloured red, white, and black respectively, of a
conical form, placed on a sand bank, one at each
end, and one in the centre.
XIV. No changes requisite.
XV. No local dues, with the exception of the usual light
dues, which are collected by the chief boatman
of Coast Guard, and paid by him to the Collector
of Customs, Sligo.
XVI. None to my knowledge.
XVII. Very good, indeed, as far as the harbour of Killybegs is concerned ; but I have very often heard
wishes expressed that the beacons in the harbour
of Bluckless and the bay of Fintras were placed
as I have suggested.
XX. I am not aware of any complaints as to the management of the present lights.

river to see to their protection.

XI. Tide signals, and a small light at the head of the
pier at Kilrush would be attended with benefit,
one to indicate the height of the water, the other
to guide in.

70.
I.

George McGowan, RathmuUen, Co. Donegal, sub-agent
for Lloyd's.

II.

LOUGHSWILLY.

III. Ballast Board,

68.
I.

II.

Wm.

Keown, merchant. Burton

Port, Ardara.

mended by Capt. Bedford,

OF IRELAND.

all

VI.

Three buoys,

viz.,

Macamus

R.N., lately surveyinjj;
Point, Kinnigar Ridge,

and Carrigullan Rock.
VII. Faint light; oil.
VIII. No.
IX. Linsport buoy broke adrift, but was replaced immediately
one always kept in readiness ; no accident
;

occurred.

right.

The hght on Arranmore has been extinguished

Macamus

here.

Board, Dublin.

ly. No.
VI. The light should be placed in the same position as the
old one on the island of Arranmore, only a little
more elevated, so that it might be better seen. A
buoy is much required on the Blind Rock at the
south-west of Rutland Harbour ; the beacons are

VIII.

viz.,

Point, Kinnigar Ridge; one on east side CaniguUan Rock, which have, 1 believe, been recom-

RUTLAND HARBOUR, ISLAND OF ARRANMORE, and BOYLACiH BAY, NORTH-WEST

III. Trinity

DubUn.

IV. Not sufficiently buoyed well lighted,
\'. Three buoys required ; t' o on west shore,

for

the last IS years, during which time there have
been a number of wrecks on the island and in
Boylagh Bay, the greater number of which has
been attributed to a want of a light. In 185(1, the
ship " Marchioness ot Clydesdale," 1S57, the ship
" City of Worcester," total.
required.

X. None.

XL None wanted.
XII. None required.
XIII. One black buoy
Rock.
XIV. None.
XV. Not sure

at

Limport; iron perch on Swilly

of the sums ; received
of Coastguard at Ramelton.

liy

the chief boatmen

XI. Not
XII. Not required.
XIII. Beacons round, red and black.

XVI. None.
XVII. Good, with exception of the buoys named being

XIV. No.
XV. None.
XVI. The attention of the Board has been called to the
want of a light, as I understand they have determined to rehght it as soon as jjossible.

XVIII.

No

XIX.

believe they are.

1

required.
complaints.

XX. Not aware

Mm

of any.

APPENDIX-LLOYD'S AGENTS.
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Evidence obtained through Lloi n's Agents.
XI. Not required,

Ireland.

71.
Circular VI.

XII. Not used, and do not think required, as fogs are not

Alexander M'Crea, Maddison, Doe Castle, Creeslonft,
Strabane, Ireland, gentleman, agent for Lloyds'
and
for the Association of Underwriters, Glasgow,

I

prevalent.

XIII. None.

XIV. None.
XV. None.
XVI. Not aware of any.
XVII. Have heard master mariners express an

Liverpool.

DUNFANAGHY.

II.

IV.

do.

I

VII

.

There

no harbour

is

it is

light,

,

,

there one required
no lights or buoy's would

nor

a bar harbour, and
it accessible by night

make

is

,

.

opinion

about necessity of hght on Skerries.

;

No

XVIII.

XIX. No
XX. Nil.

.

XI. Not required.
XII. Not required.
^
^
^i
XIV. I think the buoys are sufficiently well adapted to the
navigation, inclined buoys are of very little use as
the channel is always changing.

local dues.

local dues.

,

XV. None.
XVII.

I

have never heard of an opinion expressed veryfew vessels enter this harbour, and those only of
;

the very smallest

class.

Daniel

Fall,

for

shipbroker, sub-agent

Lloyd's,

Port-

rush.
II.

III.

No

lights,

buoys, or beacons.

IV. No.
V. None to be improved.
VI Lio-hthouse on Skerries
"

Two mooring buoys

The

X.
Kock.
Stirk s n
on c
Skerries Roads wanted, and

in

>

i

beacon

dark weather have lighted at then- o«n
expense, and placed on north pier head.
IX. None.
*.
,
^
v.
attriX Cannot distinctly state that any accident could be«Tecks
buted to any of the above wants, though
have often taken place on Skerries.
in very

•

.

,

,

I

cannot mention any accident

exhibited

;

I

consider the place

sufficiently well lighted.

i

would be of use.
sometimes to
VII. Very faint oil lamps used on pier heads,
assist steamers in only.
when steamers are
^'III. Never exhibited, except on nights
expected, and of very little use. The steamboat
companies have themselves provided a grate, which

Dubhn

lieheve the light has constantly been
since it was first lighted.
are no buoys at or near this island.

I

IX There
•

;

Ballast Office Commissioners,

IV. Yes.
V. I can suggest no improvement.
\1 I don't recommend any additional lights or buoys.
lighthouse on this
Vli. I am told rape oil is used in the

VIII.

PORTRUSH.

Island, Ballycastle, Ireland.

IL R.VrHLIN ISL.\ND.
III.

72.
I.

Rob Gage, jun„ Rathlin

I

.

<lo not consider
XI. There are no tide signals used, and I
that any are wanted.
XII. None are used and none are required.
XIII. There are none.
mentioned are levied.
X\'. No dues of any kind as
hght on tins
XVI. I know of iio comjdaints since the
,

•

,

was exhibited.
the
ha^e heard masters of passing steamers say,

island

X^1I.

I

light here was quite sufficient.
or beaccns
XVIII. No local dues in respect of lights, buoys,
are collected here.
XIX. None are collected here.
aware of any opinion on the subject.

XX.

I

am

not
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LIST OF AUTHORITIES
HAVING CHARGE OF

LIGHTS, BUOYS, AND BEACONS,
THE UNITED KINCfDOM,

IN

(So FAR AS THE COMMISSIONERS WERE ABLE TO ASCERTAIN)
SENT TO BE FILLED UP.

Note.

— Those luai-ked

*

TO

WHOM FoRMS WERE

have not fm-nished Retm-ns, thus

Hayle*
The Headings of the columns show the Circular and the particular question under which
the information

is

given, thus, the heading

Character.
Circular III. 21.
.shows that throughout the retiu-ns the character of the illuminating
apparatus of every lighthouse named, will be found under question No. 21 in the
replies to the Special Lighthouse Returns, Cii-cular No. III.

o

At

the

means none.

*

means no information given.

end of the Local Returns at page 424 a, further list is given, of those Local Authorities
which ivere not mentioned in the lists first obtained by the Commissioners, but whose
names apjiear in this Appendix, or in former Parliamentary Returns, or luhose lights
have been seen by the Commissioners, or whose lights appear in the Map published by the
Board of Trade, or are mentioned in the Admiralty Lists, or elsewhere, but are not
included in this List, or in the Returns rendered by Local Authorities.

So far as can be ascertained from

dom

all these sources of information, there are in the United KingV7\ Authorities acting separately in the management of Lights, Buoys, en' Beacons,

not including the three General Authonties.

Mm

4
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LIST OE AUTHOKITIES

HAVING CHARGE OE LIGHTS, BUOYS, AND

BEACONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
Jfftme

LOCAL AUTHORITIES.
List of Authorities having

Charge of Lights, Buoys, and Beacons

231
IN

THE United Kingdom.

— continued.
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List of Authorities having

Source

Charge ok

Cir. II. 15.
,*ir. III. 43-4
Cir. V. IG.

and Designation
:ir.

111.42.

Cir. IV.
14-15.

of Authority.

Cir. II. 2.

Cir. III. 21.

Jfomber of

Character

in

the United Kingdom

Number
Ot

Tide

BUOJH

Salary,

Signals.

Highest.

Beocona.

Positioi

Cir.

V.

i

Harbour
And dock

Harbour

Trusteei.
1

dues.

Neath, near Swansea

4(5.

Newbi^gin

47.

by the

Newport.
Wi?ht.

fju.

Triaity

51. I'adstow,

Association.

Ditto

5'i.

Peozaoce

K.

Poole, Tovni;Councii;

Harbour

Oil

lamp

Urerea

ai
re

I

flee ton.

Valley

Railway

Compaoy.

fiamspate Trustees

ol

Royal Harbour

59.

Rochester* -

60.

Rye. Harbour Clo

62.

Sandwich**

&i. Sauaderafoot

64.

Scarborough

Staham Harbour,Marcbioness of LoU'
douderry.

^'i.

High

LowI

light.

D.

Fund

of

Com mis-

6if.

Spal ding-under-

:i.

Stockton-on-Tees

-

T..im..ge

light.
I

Argand

Red, black.
chequered,
ifreen.

I

r.7.

Cir. 111.55.

I

Cir.

45, MftTTport,

AND BEACONS:

and Beacons

LiGHTrf. Hloys.

Keeper's

,

ol

Income.

Bl'OYS,

V.

10.

Cir. VI.

U.

— continued.

LOCAL AU'^HORITIES.
List of Authorities having

2{^3

Charge of Lights, Buoys, and Beacons

in

the United Kingdom— ron?i««erf.
Cir. VI. 17-lS.

Cir. II.

Cir. III. ei.

Keeper's

Kame

1

Number

Character

ir. II. 1.5.

Imd Desigantion

.

Cir. III. 42.
Cir. V.

of Authority.

V.

16.

Cir.V

Beacons.

Position.

H-15.

12-13.

Expen-

]cir.

111.35.

Cir.

diture.

V.

Cir.

V. 10.

Port

III. 5j.

As to Dues

•ir.

YI.ll.

respect

Self
regulating
apparatus.

I'lsr.

•albot

ir.

Se.

ConiRirer

3;aader1aDd,
of
jtsionerft

General Opinion

Signals,

111.4.1-41
ir.

Lloyd's Evidence.

Tide

of IJuoya

-

black, star-

board; red,
port.

eignmouth. DeToii
Iregunter*. Brei;k-

Fairway
the

bsu-, reii;

General
fund of
Corporation.

Iiitby

A red

flag ISatiifactory

Satisfactory

by day and
two lights at

I

Red Hag, halfmast, 10

Red

t]ae,h»ll'mRst, ball

under, 10 feet,
flag, balfmast, ball

Ked

over. 12 feet.

Uljlable,

"fern
g.iDg,
(

£..,

tt.

.Red 6ng, masthead,
exceeding 12 feet.
Satisfactory

South
Railway
B.

'.Sir

I

I'.,

20?.aTerageiI

llfracombe.

and
house and

31. 3s.

isbeach

Black, E.
Ked, W.

Gaslights put

To

{»nide

while
there

is

i

8

feet of water!

OTLAND.
enleen,

the

Red

Har-

light

wbe

harbour can h
entered; precr

Harbour

Djtio

Satisfacloiy Satisfactory

Gas.

O

Tonnage

Gas. C

Tonnage

Entering,"
red Btflrblack, port.

I'lfle

NaTigatioi

and other lights
with and without reSectors.

B.C brae Lighthoi

Red.sUrblackiport.

^- 1 ifriea,
ing

"u'

the Coin-

Withn

Satisfactory

ners of Tonnage,
Jeo, the Trinity

deneral

B«, Dundee.

MjJihom, H. A.
So?'

^""i-'

"ferburgh

Satisfactory

I.

"

-

"cJ'co'l..,"'*'

^m^i4

1,452!.195.8

Harbour
General

.Vrgand

.L.i

I

N

n 2

.
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OF AUTHOHITIES HAVING

1ST

CHARGE OF LiGHTS,

BlIOY^S,

Total

Income and Expenditure
Source

Income.
ind Tlesigna'i
;ir.

of Authority

in.

42.

in

ISotl.

I

'

Cir. II. 2.

Cir.

in.

21.

IN

:

THE UNITED KiNGDOM.
Cir.

Aumber

Number

t>f

Character

"'

BuOif«

i;-I8.

Sipnals.

Cir. 11.13.
Cir. III. 4S-41.
Cir. V. icl.

Poflitioo.

Cir. V.

Beacons.

Cir.

HI.

A»to

M.' Efficiency 'ab to Dues
in
or Lights,
,

li.

12-13.
Cir.

V.

Cir.

V.

Cir.

10.

VI.

I

11.1

Buoys
and

ie.
I

t

18. Tnrcrlieithing

VI.

Lloyd's ETidence.
General Opinios

Tid»

Keeper'a

fir. V.

H

AND BeACONS

respect
I

thereof.

Beacons.

Sla

Gas and

oil

Fixed red

22.

Musselburgh

25.

Perth.the Seamen's
Cntadiopti--

Holopbotal .north
Catadioptrii

south
2.>.

Tort Ellen -

215.

Suit Coal!

G.

27. St. Darid's.

M.

Tlpnderson.of Fordell,
Fifeshire.

StonehaTcn

20.

Stornowny Lewes

Sf>,

Trnon, Captain R.S.
Unland.

SI.

and UrE:e Gas

nrilish
Society.

General
fund of
borough.

IRELAND.
blork, etar

board
L'^nch,
Wat-on. Esq.,-

Carlincford

t.

L.
Warrenpoint.

agent to Lord Clcr-

8.

;

red,

Entering,
black, port

;
I

I

red, star-

Ditto

board.

Oariingford Louch,

;.

7.

'^

]
I
|

Dublin Dundalk, Harbour
Commissioners,

Port dues

.Harbour

Comimssio
10.

Krnraaio (River) -

11.

Limerick. llnrWur

*
Ditto

Hnrbni
Holophotal and

Placed to

lamps with
reflectors.

Channel.

Tolls

Ilarbonr

Stfangford. Lord dc
Rn-.

Ifl.

17. Wat*'rt"or.l,t!iei'otn-

ditto

'

ditto

,

missioners loriiuprov-l
m-' Port and H.ir-

JS.

Westoort Port and

llnri'our
19.

Co:unii9-

Wexford, Harbour

I

*

i

Tonnm-e
north fide,
black and
red tops.

,SatiBfa<

LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

— ENGLAND.

EM GLAN

Abkrv.stwitii.

I.

Edward

Abevdovey,

Price,

slate

shipjier,

sul)-commis-

sioner of ])ili)t.s. Trinity House Ijuoy airent,
Lloyd's agent, retired master mariner.

and

ABERDOVEY, CARDIGAN BAY.

II.

III.

Xo

harbour dues.

IV.

No;

All vessels

coming

into port loaded,

Custom House halfpenny

ton
])er
voyage, outward payable at their port of discharge,
unless bound foreign. British ships bound in and
out pay double.
a standing light on Aberystwith Pier is much
wanted ; also a lightship, four miles W. by S.,
jiay

the

in

pon&c.

:

ABERYSTMaTH.

2.

of November, 1851*, the secretary was
directed to forward the following e.vtract from the " Shi])jiing Gazette " to the harbour trustees at Aberystwith, and
to say that the Commissioners would be greatly obliged if
the trustees would inform the Commissioners whether the
statement contained in the e.^rtract was substantially
tlie

;21st

'

'

:

sli])

was returned with the following

rejjly

:

We

'

'

correct.

The

Correspondence &c

" Mrs. Jones, wife of Captain William Jones, said Mrs.
Morgan, wife of Captain Morgan, came to their house about Commissioa
half-past 7 on the night of the gale, saying there was a
patent light out. Went to the harbour master's, and heard
They were
his daughter tell him there was a light out.
In an hour afterwards
talking about sending for John.
saw there was no light on the jiier, and, with Edward HumWhere
phreys, went to the harbour master's. Asked him,
is the light ?'
and he said something about sending for
Jolm. Was positive she saw the light within a very short
distance of the i)ier.
At II o'clock there was no light
visible either on the pier or out at sea.
' Edward Humphries, mariner, said
About half-past (>
on the night of the 25th, saw the light of a vessel which was
There was no light on the
coming down towards the pier.
pierhead.
Saw one man holding a light in his hand. She
had three lights, and was suificiently near to hail her in fine
weather. Told Mr. Page that a ve^el had been out for two
hours, and that it was a pity to see her in such distress.
Page said, the only way to have her in was to look for John.
Asked who was to pay him, but he went to look for John.
Saw the light about half-past !*, and the vessel was pitching
about in great distress.
" Captain Enos, master of the N'ictoria
(nTecked at
were in
Newquay during the gale of that night), said
company of the Margaret Lloyd' and Morning Star
(the vessels lost) on the morning of the 25th, from St. TudThe 'Britannia' (.also lost) the 'Swansea
well Roads.
Trader,' of Aberystwith; the 'EhzaMary,' of Newquay;
and others, were also with us. The last time I saw the
Margaret Lloyd was between 5 and (i o'clock in the
I was three quarters of a mile
e\'ening, opposite Pendenis.
In about three quarters of
to leeward of her wind E.N.E.
an hour aftewards, when it was qiute dark, and the storm
Margaret Lloyd in
incveasmg, I saw the lights of the
such a position as would enable her to fetch the harbour
in safety. If there had been a light on the pier I am ])ositi\-e
I should have made an attempt
she would have been in.
'

from Carn Badrig Reef.
XIII. Black buoy at the entrance of the bar, red inside.
The form of buoys are can and nun.

On

AberySTWITH.

come in, and he was positive that a vessel
could ha\e come in if there had been a light on the pierWatched the light for three quarters of an hour.
head.

for a ship to

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

ur VI.

D.

ABERDOVEY.

1.

IDVEY.
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;

Aberystwith,
24th November, lf<5!).
In reply to your communication of the I'Ist instant, 1
beg to inform you that the enclosed e.xtract contains a
correct statement of the substance of the iiujuiry to which
SiK,

'

'

;

it

refers.

am.

I

Sir,

your obedient servant,

'

Geo. Morice,
Clerk to the Trustees of the
Campbell, Esq.,
Secretary to the
Aberystwith Harbour.
Royal Commission of Lights, &c.
J. F.

London.

the

of

'

—

:

—

is

extreme end of the

—

'

that, for the future safety of vessels

marks

coming

into this port, a

essentially requisite to be put up at the
and two guide lights on the white

pier,

opjiosite the entrance to the

harbour

— the foiiner

to

be lighted from sunset to sunrise all the year round, and of
such brilliancy as may be seen at a distance of at least
12 miles, and the latter to be lighted from half Hood to half
ebb every tide.'
That the harbour master, in not exhibiting a light on the ])ierhead on the night of the 25th ult.,
after being repeatedly warned that vessels were outside the
port, has been guilty of most culpable neglect
a neglect
which it is feai-ed has led to mournful results ; and while
fully a]i]ireciating Mr. Page's past seiwices, we are firmly
convinced that at the present time, in consequence of age
and infirmity, he is wholly incapacitated for fulfilling the
onerous and highly important duties pertaining to his
office.'
X memorial, embodying these resolutions, was
signed by 110 shipowners and master mariners.
" The chairman having opened the proceedings,
" Captain Davies, master of the brig Bessie,' of Aberystwith, said he s.'.w a shi])'s light about a mile off, from halfpast ti to 7 o'clock on the evening of the 25th ult.
There
was no light on the pierhead. There was sufficient water

—

'

'

i.nto the Conduct and
Aberystwith Harbour

" Aberystwith, Nov. 10.
" The luu-l)oiu' trustees of this port
Mr. E. L. Pryse,M.P.,
Lord Lieutenant, in the chair held a meeting at the hall,
to inquire into the conduct of Mr. Page, the harbour
master, on the evening of the l25th ult., for not having
exhibited lights on the pierhead after dusk, by which, it was
alleged, several vessels were lost. A meeting of shipowners,
masters, and others of the port, had jireviously adopted the
following resolutions
Thnt it is our decided opinion
fixed bright light

Mornmyself to come in if there had been a light. The
ing Star would also have attempted to come to this harexhibited.
showed
a
light
had
been
I
bour if the lights
Margaret
All the vessels but the
occasionally myself.
Lloyd' were to leeward of me. There was plenty of water,
and I had no doubt in my own mind but that the
Margaret Lloyd was safely in the harbour by 7 o'clock.
" Captain Rees, of the
Britannia,' said he saw the
'
tacking for the bar, and there was
Margaret Lloyd
suflicient water, and he saw her lights in such position as
would enable her to enter the bar.
" Mr. Watkins, mate of the
Bessie,' said he saw the
light on the evening of the 25th, about three quarters of a
She could have been in had there been
mile distance.
'

"The late Gale. — Inhuiry
Dismissal
Master.

'

'

—

'

N

'

'

'

'

on the pierhead. Saw the fight from half-past 6 to
She was tacking about as if in great distress. No
was exhibited on the pierhead.
" Mr. Page was then called upon for his answer, and he
said that on the evening in question, about half-past 6,
Humphries called upon him, and said there was a light out
Waited all
at sea, and he asked him to go and tell John.

lights
10.

light

It
the evening watching for the appearance of the lights.
was the duty of John Davies and Thomas Davies to put up
the lights. They were employed for that purpose. Did
not send a messenger to John Davies to know the reason
why the lights were not put up. Looked seawards, and saw
no lights out at sea and if there were a vessel so near on
that night as had been stated, she must have gone on shore.
Seeing no lights out at sea, nor any exhibited on the pierhead, went to bed at 10 o'clock, under the impression that
;

all

was
"

right.

no one ever told him to put up the
and he saw no light out at sea.
Thomas Davies, the other servant, said he saw no light,
The trustees then retired, and, after some consultation,
Mr. Page, it now becomes my painful
the chaii-man said
duty to give the result of the deliberations of the trustees in
this unfortunate matter, which I will do by simply reading

John Davies

said

lights that night,

"
"

:

the resolution passed.

Painful,

I

say, ber;ause,

so far as

I
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Berehaven. Bantry

Aderystwith and Admiralty.
you are an old and \alaed seivant of the
and no complaint had ever before been laid against

understand,
trustees,

Correspondence, &c.

you, and the trustees are all extremely sorry for the present
unhappy occurrences which have led them to pass the folIt is unanimously resolved, that the
lowing; resolution
Commission, trustees are of opinion that on the nif;ht of the 25th ult. the
harbour master was guilty of gross neglect of duty in not
putting up the pier and guide lights, and that he be forthwith dismissed.'
'
With regard to the future lighting of the pier, referred
to in the memorial, it was resolved that the whole subject
be referred to a committee."
:

—

'

ADMIRALTY.

3.
i\"o

General Return has heen fiirnishetl

UKKEUAVKN,

hij

I

he Adaiiralli/.

I.

II.

III.

•

,

i

insufficient

Mariners

Berehaven.
Pu.xley, Oak Lodge. Castletown.
agent to Lloyd's, and purser to the Berehaven
Mining Conipanv.

BEREHAVEN, BANTRY BAY.

for

—

dread the Ducallow a very
and the Dog Rock, a long,

dangerous reef.
XVIII. There is no grievance to complain
XIX. There are no local dues.

XX. The

navigation.

safe

much

rock,

opinion is, that the lights, buoys,
existence are well managed.

.\dmiralty. I^ondon ; the Trinity
Ballast Board, Dubhn.
the
Board, London
The Ballast IJoard, subject to the 'I'rinity Board,

The Lords

number

in

\'ery

treacherous

Roliert

of.

and beacons

in

of the

;

have control over the Roan Carrig light, the Hornet
Buoy, and the perch on Dog Rock and Sound
Rock. The other buoys were su|)plicd by and
are kept in repair by the .\dniii'alty.
IV. Not sufficiently lighted, buoyed, or beaconed.
V. The ijosition and size of existing buoys and beacons,
and the colour of the light on Roan Carrig is
good but additional lights, buoys, and beacons,
See answer No. VI.
are indis])ensibly reipiisite.
VI. I would strongly reconmiend a light to be placed on
erected
on
the west end of Bere
the tower recently
;

Island.

It

would be

visible

to

DEPITORD.
Deptford Yard.

Gentle-men,

The

directed me to fill up the enclosed forms, and transmit
to you. I beg to sttte that there are no buoys, beacons, or lighthouses at this port or part of the Thames.
I have, &c.
(.Signed)
C. H. M. Buckle,

them

The Commissioners on

:

—

sufficient
I will furnish some materials
be safe
space for a dwelling and yard ; ])ossesses all the
disadvantages,
of the
advantages, but not the
A beacon (])erch) 25 to ,'<0 feet high, with
Calf.
a barrel head, on the east point of the Colt

Rock

off

Dunbay

Castle, aiul a similar

one on

Both
Pri\ateer Rock, I consider indispensable.
are half-tide rocks in deep water, and on which
vessels are very liable to strike ; and a bell buoy to
be placed near each the Ducallow Rock and the
Dog Rock, both near the eastward entrance, and
very dangerous.

VII. Rape oil.
VIII. The Roan Canig hght, the only one on this part of
the coast, has been uniformly exhibited since it

was

first

lighted.

IX. About two years since, a buoy near the Dog Rock was
destroyed by a storm
not replaced since.
X. The schooner " Eliza," of Milford. was wrecked on the
;

Dog Rock

The " .\mphion the Colt Rock in

in the spring of 1852.

C. G. Cutter, struck
daylight
was injured and \'ery nearly lost. Her
.\Iajesty's ship " Trincola," struck on the Privateer
Rock, lost her false keel, was otherwise injured, and
with much difficulty was got off.
Tlie brig
••
Martin." of Limerick, the " David Grant," of
Arbroath and other vessels ha\'e mistaken Pulleen,
a blind harbour, much resembhng, and near to,
for the westward entrance of Berehaven
and
trite."

;

;

some fishing boats and whole crews have been
on the Ducallow.
XI. None are used or required.

Captain Superintenden*.

Lights, Buoys, and Beacons.

DEVONPORT.

lost

See Ply.moitii, p. 287.

PEMBROKE.
LKiHTHOUSE.— (Special

(

;

18th Febniarj- 18()U.

Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty having

vessels sailing

from north or west, when Roan Carrig hght would
The west entrance would
not be perce])tible.
then be safe of ingress or egress with favourable
winds, and the risk of saibng round Bere Island
A blind harbour Pulleen)
would be avoided.
very much resembling, and near to, has been frequently mistaken for the west entrance to Berehaven. .\ light, which it is intended to erect on
the Calf Rock oif Dursey Island, I would recommend to be placed on the Bidl Rock. To a
vessel sailing from a northerly direction, the view
of a light on the Calf may be intercepted by the
Bull and the consequence be fatal. In a storm the
Calf is com])letely washed it will be difficult to
erect a tower on it, and wlien erected, more liable
The Bull is sufficiently high to
to destruction.

,i

|

B.\.NTRY BAY.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

Ad.mir

Bay*.

XII. There are none in use; two are requisite, viz., one Circul-I
near the Ducallow Rock, and one near the Dog
Rock. I would recommend bell buoys.
XIII. The Harbour Buoy at westward entrance, red : Sir
Walter Sec tt Buoy white; Volage Buoy white;
Hornet Buoy black, and name painted white
Curryglass Buoy black. The beacon or perch on
Sound Rock, entrance to basin or inner harbour,
cone-headed, black.
Perch on the Dog Rock
AVhite
black.
The buoys are inverted cones.
buoys to be kept on the north.
XIV. See answers Nos. VI. and VIII.
XV. None that I am aware of.
XVI. There has not been any concerning the management,
but several have been, as to the insufficiency, with
reference to the Dog, Ducallow, Colt, and Privateer Rocks.
XVII. The general feeling is most decidedly that the
existing lights, buoys, and beacons are good, but

I.

Retirn.)

Pembroke dockyard.

II.

III.

Captain Sujjerintendent of Pembroke Dockvard.
Ditto.

n'. Two, north 58° west, magnetic,

V. None.
VI. Dockyard.
\'II. For a leaduig mark from

'.iJJ

off

yards apart.

Milford to clear the

Weave.
VIII. February 21st 1856.
IX. Coloured glass inserted in the lamps.
X. Harbour.
XL Two gas lamps.
XII. None.
XIII. Fifteen feet and twenty-five feet.

XIV. F^ighteen and thirty feet.
XV. No sea horizon.
XVI. One and a half to two miles.
XVII. North 55°, west to north. 60° west Mag.
XVIII. Fixed

red.

XIX. None.
XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Red glass inserted
XXII. None.

in the lamps.

XXIII. None.
XXIV. None.
XXV. None.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.
XXVIII. None.
XXIX. None.

XXX.

None.

XXXI. Two dockyard
XXXII. None.

lamps.

XXXIII. None.

XXXIV. .Vnnually by
XXXV. None.
XXXVI. None.
XXXVII. None.
XXXVIII. 26.280

dockvard.

cubic feet per lamp per annum, at
per 1.000 cubic feet.

XXXIX.

None.

45.

Idlar

.
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Mil's

Pe.mbroke.

XL. None.
XLI. None.
XLII. Dockyard.
XLIII. None.
XLIV. None.
XLV. None.

Placing the buoys on extremes of shoals.

k.

None.
None.
None.

/.

)«.

XXV. None.
XXVI. Have none.
XXVII. Have none.

XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.

XLIX. None.
L. Dockyard lamplighter.
LI. Daily.
LII. No.

LI II. None.
Liy. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. No keeper.?;

PLYMOUTH.
LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

in

charge of the police.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
Captain Superintendent Her Majesty's Dockyard, Pembroke.

See tracing.
III. Admiralty.
IV'. Captahi Superintendent; Queen's Harbour-master.
\'. See tracing.
II.

a.

Wood and

b.

13/. 10s.,

c.

Depends so much on circumstances that

iron.

and

cannot be
d.

10s.

e.

Six.

/.
ff.
/(.
i.

/.

k.

10/. 10s.

e.xactl v

it

given

\\l.

To

present vessels nnniing on west end of Breakwater entering the Western channel.
VIII. 1st June 1844 or 1845.

IX. Walker and Burgess.
X. Sea.
XI. Granite.
XII. Y'es; common principle.
XIII. About 77 feet.
Xiy. 1st hght, 70 feet; 2d, GO

About 12 miles.
XVI. Never observed

XX. From sunset to daylight.
XXI. to XXV. Applv to Trinity Board.
XXVI. A bell.
XXVII. to LVin. Apjily to the Trinity Board.

46/.

lig

Eight

a.

Wood.

h.

27/. 12s.

/.

k.
/.

tell.

tell.

>«.

".

0.

:

they are of one

size.

\l. 5s.

Devonport Dockyard, the whole of them.
Seventeen.

None.

With

anchors.

Composed of old chain cable, and
valued as worn chain.
Procured from dockyard and repaired there.
None but the colour, viz., black, white, red,
and chequered.
Seventeen.

52/.

VI. Conical.
VII. Repaired annually.
VIII. Examined annually at dockyard.
IX. One on the east end'of breakwater. One on the Hoe.
white and red cbequei-ed.
X. u, b. None the above beacons belong to the Trinity
Board, to whom application should be made.
c. One to keep ships clear of east end of breakwater.
One to guide ships through the
dee]) water channel under the Hoe.
d. One black, with the other chequered red and
;

as other duties permit.

dent.

white.
e.

anchors

the centre,

ground chain, with ring in
and pendant and swivel to the
;

buoy.
b.

Wood and

c.

Can.

d.

inches by 5 feet (i inches
6 feet by 4 feet.
Black, one white, and one red.

/.

are not classified
Sketch herewith sent.

h.

XXIV. None made.

j.

Not any.
The buoys

y.

See tracing.

XXII. Queen's Harbour-master.
XXIII. Immediately informing the Captain Superinten-

/(.

.

Seventeen.
/. Seventeen.

XX. By Queen's Harbour-master.
XXI. It is inunediately replaced.

y.

IV.

p.

ted.

XVII. None.
XVIII. None.
XIX. Queen's Harbour-master;

/.

Circular

Devonport Dockyard.

c, d.

XI. Have not substituted any.
XII. None.
XIII. None.
XIV. Dockyard.
XV. Dockyard.
XVI. Nothing.

e.

and white showing

Chart of Plj-mouth Sound "herewith sent. The harbour
master's jurisdiction is within the two red lines.
III. The Admiral Sujierintendent, De\-on|jort Dockyard.
\

feet.

Cannot
Cannot
None.

to seaward,

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
Officers of

I.

necessary.

Two

12

II.

VIII. Dockyard cooper examines.
IX. See tracing.
X. One.
a. Can's beacon buoy.
b. Do not know.
c. To mark extreme of Carrs.
d. By its beacon.
e. Iron p( le, with metal bull.
/. Black, vith a white ball.

Not

10 to

the anchorage.

:is.

Six.

n.

from

None.
One.
Shackle bolt falling out.
'IVo anchors mth ground chain, a ring in
the centre, and pendant and swivel to the

0.

k.

consider

of each size.
All in the dockyard.

VI. Can.
VII. E.\amined once a year, and taken to be repaired when

j.

I

Two

Its colour.

/.

but

miles.

w.

h.

;

XVII. Never observed.
XVIII. Fixed light. Red

m. Repaired in the dockyard,

y.

feet.

X\'.

buoy.
/.

Circular III.

Trinity House", London.
III. Mr. Ditchara, Coxside, Plymouth.
IV. One large and one small.
v., VI. Apply to Trinity Board.
II.

LVIII. None.

I.

Return.)

Breakwater, Plymouth.

I.

7 feet six

iron.

;

and

None.
None.
None.
None,
None.

Nil 4

Stone and wood.
No. 1, stone pedestal with a

staff and black
No. 2, stone obelisk, chequered red
and white, horizontal.
y. No.
/i,i,j,k. Apply to the Trinity Board.
XI. No change has been made here for years.
XII. Entering the eastern channel from the southward;
red buoy,', on the staiboard hand, white and
chequered black and white on the port side; beyond this there is no general rule.
XIII. Ndne.
XIV. They aie kept in repair ])y the Admiralty, and dues
are not collected on their account.

/.

ball.

V
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Plymouth.

.

Admiralty.
Circulai V.

XVII. Not anv.
XVIII. Not any.
XIX. By the (olueen's Harbour Master

PoRTl'ATRICK.

necessary, as the buoys,
immediately replaced.

1)6

XXII. Yes
XXIII. By

XXIV.

to

;

in

if

August of each
wouUl

disturljcil,

the Queen's Harbour-master.
letter or viva voce, as the case may

XXVII. Not

—

sioners,

year.

XXI. Not any

AdMIR

and then passed to the Northern Light Commisby whom De Ville's apparatus was removed, and Circul
the Bude light adopted instead. The light continued to
be exhibited from the new tov.-cr till Januai-y 183!>, when,
in a hea^-y storm, the pier head was breached, and the light
tower undermined. The light was of necessity extinguished,
and that in tlie old tower, \iith its inferior apparatus
resumed and continued till the final extinction, December

time,

lie.

any.

\s:t2.

The pier head was repaired by 1842, and the tower rendered more secure than before
but the light has never
been re-lit.
A heavy sea breaks o\er the tov/er i:i gales, and, if used
there should be two light-keepers to relieve each other, and
a ])assage to the entrance door covered over.
Tliere is no apparatus in the tower nov,-.
I am, &c.
(Signed)
Edw. Hawes, Capt., R.N.,
General Suiierintendent.
.\dmiral W. A. B. Hamilton,
President Royal Commission
on Lighthouses.
;

I'ORTl'ATKICK.
I'ortpatrick Ilarliour, 27th February lS(i().
In compliance with the direction.s of my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty I be}; to transmit the accompanying chart and returns duly filled n|) for this harbour.
I have, &c.
*
Edw. Hawes,
(Signed)
Cajjt. R.N.
The Secretary Royal Conunission
on Lights, Buoys, and Beacons.
Silt,

Circular II

!^"'.
I

BEG

LHiHTHOUSK.— (Special

Portpatrick Harbour, February I8(i().
leave to submit the foUou'ing statement in

reference to the lighthouses at this harbour.
There are two' lighthouses on the south

i)ier

at

tliis

harbour.
The inner or old tower at the eastern end of the [jier, on
a site which was formerly the sea extremity of the works.
'i'he new or outer tower at the pier head of the s;nith
pier, and 391 feet seaward or in advance of the old one.

1\'.

\',

()i.i>

Two

The period at which the old tower was erected
known. A peat fu-e was originally burnt on the

not

is

of
this tower, as early probably as IfiSO, as a guide to the
small craft tiicu employed for the Post Office service._ The
tower and hght were known to exist in I7'>('. I" 177-1 the

—

site

—

" (_)ld ])ier,
adjoining the tower, was rejiaired by
• Smeaton " by a grant from the Post Office, and it is probable the light tow-er was built under that deiiartment.
The tower is small, exceedingly cramjied, is of small
whinst(me and lime, coated with lime and sand, and although
painted or coloured annually takes damp.
I'he light chamber is lift. (iin. in diameter and (iff. lOin.
The glazed lantern four
in height, is of a .sexangular form.
feet in height, with an" arch formerly of IfiO, but increased
l)v ns to 20-1, to admit the light further round the harbour.
"
The light apparatus consisted of mirror glass fixed in
parabolicid moulds of plaster as reflectors, (i lamps with
liroad wicks but without glass chimnies, and the glazing of
the lantern consisting of small panes of common windowglass, with a mass of woodwork framing, forming a veiy
inferior light, and which we felt it to be during the Packet
This tower and light were under the management
Service.
of the Northern Light (.'ommissioners. It w-as discontinued
between December IS.'id and .lanuary 18:i!), while the new
In January 18.'il) this old tower was
lighthouse was in use.
again lit by the Northern Commissioners, but with the
inferior apparatus, and continued burning till December 1S52, when it was finally extinguished liy that Board,
and the materials of the light removed. After a long cor-

same

respondence on the jiart of the Treasury, Admiralty, and
the Commissioners relative to the light being removed to
the new tower, January 185.3, the old tower passed to the
charge of the Admiralty, and was re-lit October 1 851!. with
the dioptric (Jth order ajjparatus now in use. The lantern
remains the same, there being the possibihty of the new
tower being used as soon as the Packet Service is resumed.
Nirvv

The new lighthouse on

Tower.

jjier

(.

head was built

liy

Sir

John

llennie, C.E., under the ("ommissioners for the harbour,
and under their establi.shment, by day-labour work. It is
of the best 'description of the Anglesea limestone,^ closely
jointed, the masonry at the base being -4 ft. 4 in. thick, has
a commodious stone staircase, a storeroom on the ground
It was com])leted in 18,'i(),
floor, and is a sujierior edifice.
when De Ville's superior apparatus was fitted in it, and the
light exhibited December 18.'i6.
The light chamber is 5 ft. 10 in. in diameter, 8 ft. Gin.
in height, and the glazing of the lantern 4 ft. 6 in. in
height, and round the entire circle the glass of a superior
kind, the panes 18';- inches square.
The light was altogether of a superior character, and was
exhibited, under the Harbour Commissioners, for a short

Admiralty.
lighthouses

but only one lit, which is (he inner
or old tower.
New tower stands on south jiieihead, .'WI feet in advance.
;

I'nknown.

VI.

Tower.

\'1I.

],ier

Retirn.)

Portpatrick Harbour, Scotland.
II. Admiralty, Harliour Department.
III. Captain Hawes, R.N., (ieneral Superintendent under
I.

rnknown.
For the old tower unknown, but probably from its
jiosition, being the cuter jjart of the then pier, and
well situated.
New tower, from its more seaward
Jiosition.

First
\TI1. Old towel .unknown; probably before 1760.
In new
under the Admiralty, October I85(i.

tower,

December

I8o()

IX. Old tower unknown.

till

New

January

183!).

tower. Sir

John Rennie.

Day labour, under Harbour Commissioners.
X. Harbour.
XI. Old tower, solid of whinstone and lime, coated with
New tower. Ashlar limestone,
rough-cast, white.
solid, colour of the stone ; not coated.
XII. No.
XI H. Old tower, 37 feet; new tower, 54 feet.
XIV. In old tower, 40 feet.
X\T. Old tower light, !> to 10 miles
7 to

8

in

in

very clear weather,

moderate clear weather.

XVII. Old tower light; horizontal
S. by W, i W. to N.N.W.

sea range 137" from
4 \V., with additicmal

(i7° to N.I',. 4 N. in harbour.
XVIII. Fixed and natural.
XIX., XX. Nil.

XXI. Dioptric.
XXII. Sixth.
XXIII. Original apparatus in old tower was min-or reflectors, six lamps without chimnies, done away with
1852, when tower passed to Admiralty relit,
" See spepresent apparatus October 185(j.
statement."
XX1\'. Present dioptric, Mr. Wilkins, 25, Long Acre,
in

w

;

ith

cial

London.

XXV. Tunnel

in top of

cupola and door in hghtroom with

moveable circular

XX\"I. None

ventilator.

in use since packet ser\ice terminated.

XXVII. Nil.
XXVIII. Nil.
XXIX. Not known.

XXX. Finished.
XXXI. Dimension

of lantern

:

New

Old tower.
Diameter
Height
of
chamber -

towei'.

(i

ft.

(i

in.

-

.J

ft.

10

in.

(1

ft.

10

in.

-

8

ft.

(i

in.

-

4

ft.

(J.

in.

!
Glazing
Cost unknown.

ft.

-

XXXII. No.
XXXIII. Repairs before building came under Admiralty
unknown; since 185.'3 none.
cost of jiainting lanterns and rails of both
lighthouses, and colouring walls of old tower,
about 41. lOs., and done by Harbour Establish-

XXXI\'. Annual

ment.

XXXV. One

keeper, wages I4s. per week.
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[RALTY.

XXXVI.
u7iii.

— ENGLAND.

unknown.

Price

from London, 1/.
XXXVII. Apparatus 'nil.'

PORTPATRICK.

Fitting in tower, 10s.

Articles for lighthouse in 1857, U. 7s.;

XXXVIII.

1857,

;

1858, 5s.

474 gallons; wick, 9 dozen.
„ 51
„
„
„ 12

oil,

1858
Best colza oil, 1857, 5s. 6d. per gallon.
1858, 5s. and 'Is. i)d. per gallon.
„
„
1857, supply came
Cotton, circular, J inch diameter.
with apparatus. 1858, 4s. 6d. per 12 dozen. Annual cost, 4s. (id.

XXXIX.
XL.

XLI. None in use.
XLII. Grants from Parliament

;

h.

Wages

To

d.

Seen above high water, and the only one.

-

-

10
I'.i
10
13 15

.£.36

-

e.

Wood

Oil, wick, stores,

and carriage

Painting, &c.

-

-

where

old

pier

pole.

White, crossed red,

ff.

No.
About 24

/(.

£(V3 15

-

shoal ground

/.

i.

Total

denote

stood.

XLIII. Nil.
1858.

1850.

c.

for maintaining harbour; to

Admiralty.

XLIV.

^

VI. These buoys are only suited for the temporary purpose
and ])osition to which they are a])plied.
VII. These buoys are changed every summer to dry and
recoat with coal tar, and remove the effects of the
worm, which is very destructive.
VIII. The above.
IX. Only one small pole beacon, placed temporary on the
ground where old pier stood until alterations in
harbour are carried out.
X. Only one, as above.

carriage

8s. Sd.

feet to top of cross.
Materials from harbour stores,
labour 31. 10s.

value

and

1858 about 5s.
k. None.
XI. This harbour is at present nearly in disuse.
The
buoys and beacons are merely temporary to mark
the shoal ground on the south side of the harbour,
until contemjjlated impro^-ements are carried out,
when the packet service will be resumed. The
buoys, if any, that may then be required, should
be of the most approved kind.
XIV. From grants made by Parliament for maintenance of
harbour, through the Admiralty.
XVI. Income, nil; expenditure in 1858, lis.
j. in

XLV. Nil.
XLVI. Nil.
XLVII. Nil.
XLVIII. Nil.

XLIX.
L. By

Nil.

superintendent of harbour,

who

is

always on the

spot.

LI. Frequently.
LII. No.
LIII. One spare lamp, with glasses, kept in harbour office.
Oil supplied in quantities less than 20 gallons, and
kept in store, floor of lighthouse.

XVII. Nil.
XVIII. Nil.
XIX. Captain Hawes, the General Superintendent of the

LIV. None.
LV. None used.

Harbour, since termination of packet
has been nearly in disuse.
reason as above. When harbour is again used,
the new code of signals should be furnished.
LVII. Only one, who is on duty through the night.
LVIII. The light to be shown from sunset to sunrise; the
exact time of lighting and extinguishing may,
however, vary a little according to state of weather
and atmosphere ; the light to be kept clear and
good. Great attention to trimming, and to keep
the lamp to be trimmed,
glass of lantern clear
apparatus and lantern in perfect order by noon,
or 2 P.M., and anything requiring attention to be
immediately reported to sui)erintendent of harbour.
register kept of time of lighting and extinguishing,
and hour burning ; also of oil, wick, and other
stores received and expended.
The lightkeejjer at present keeps a meteorological
return for Board of Ti-ade.

harbour

service,

LVI. None

;

XX. Same.
XXI. When buoy

;

frequently.
is

displaced by gale

it

is

immediately

replaced.

XXII. Yes, instantly, if weather permits.
XXIII. The officer u\ charge of the harbour has power

to

keep these buoys and beacons in place ; if any extra
expense is required, he would refer to Admiralty.

XXIV.

XXV.

;

XXVI.

^

Nil.

None.

The circumstances of

harbour does not
give a field for such improvements.
None, further than removing each buoy in summer
as stated in No. VII.
this

A

PORTSMOUTH.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Return.)

Southsea Castle.
Admiralty.
III. Master Attendant, Her Majesty's Dock3'ard, Portsmouth.
IV. One light only.
v., VI. Unknown.
VII. For leading through the Channel between the Horse

I.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

iiikrV.

II.

Captain Hawes, R.N., General Superintendent of Portpatrick Harbour.
II. Chart of harbour by E. Calver, R.N., 1857.
Two buoys
of log timber, ])laced temporary to mark limit of
shoal water, and lead to basin, until proposed
deepening of harbour is effected. One pole beacon for same purpose. Annual cost of maintaining them is about \l.
III. To the Admiralty.
IV. The Admiralty are conservators of the harbour, imder
Lords of Treasury.
V. One kind only used, of common log timber.
a. Log timber, trunnelled and bolted together.
I.

—

About

b.

15s.

c. d. For both buoys, about 10s. or I2s.

Two.

e.

XIV.

Fifty-one

feet.

XV. Seven miles.
XVI. Eleven and half miles.
XVII. From S. by W. to W. i

XX. From

Harbour storeyard, one,

sunset to sunrise.

One.

XXI. Dioptric.
XXII. One burner.

«.

The outer buoy

XXIII. 1854

t.

Nil.

XXVI. None.
XXIX. Cost of lighthouse,

g.
h.

displaced by sea in 1858, but
replaced immediately.
j. Heavy sea in the harbour.
k. Chain clenched into Ashlar stone of great
weight, or to iron weights.

m.

S.

XVIII. FLxed.

/. One.

Made and

repaired by harbour establishment.
n. These buoys are within the harbour, which
is
so contracted that no mistakes can
occur.

II.

and Spit Sands.
VIII. 1822, rebuilt in 1854 and raised 20 feet.
IX. By contract. Joseph King, Contractor, of Portsea,
1854.
H. Wood, Engineer, Dockyard.
X. Harbour.
XL White.
XII. Fitted on.
XIII. Forty-six feet from terre pleine of Castle.

o

altered from a white and red to a green and
;
red light, agreeably to directions of the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty.
XXIV. Mr. Wilkins, Long Acre.
XX\^. Open lantern in ball.

and

site are in

235^. ; the adjoining buildings
the possession of the War Depart-

ment.
XXX. Complete.
XXXI. Included in cost of building.

o
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Portsmouth.

Admiralty.
rirnilar TTT
111.

,.,.,., .

^

.t

done by

LIGHTHOUSE.—(Special

contractor for ordinary repairs.

XXXV. 10/. per annum.
XXXVI. Dioptric lamp,
2$

No

repairs required since.

(id.

;

wick, at

Us. 4d.

cost of fitting,

;

cost of transport, 7s.

5i(/.

Garrison Point, Sheerness.
The Lords of the Admiralty.
Captain Superintendent of dockyard.
IV. One light.
V. During the winter of 1858.
VI. Captain of steam reserve.
VII. To show tlie entrance of the harbour.
VIII. 1st March 1859.
IX. Erected by the clerk of the works

I.

II.

123/.

1

('

XXXVII. 5/. Os. 4d.
XXXVIII. Oil, 174 gallons; cotton wick, 60
XXXIX. Sperm, at (is. M. per gallon.
per yard,

1/. 7s.

yards.

Gd.

XLII. Government.
XLIII. None.

III.

of

Sheerness

yard.

for old lighthouse in 1852, which was pulled
down and re-erected in 1854 2/. 10s. in 1858.

XLIV.

Circula

Retlrn.)

cost of painting liKhtroom, 2/. 10s. \\ ork

XXXIV. Annual

XL. Tape

Admir

SHEERNESS.

.

i
XXXII. Not purchased.
XXXIII. Erected in 1854.

'31.

:

Ifi/.

;

X. Harbour light.
XI. A red lantern on the coastguard

XLV. None.

flagstaff at

Garrison

Point.

XLVI. None.

XII.

XLV

XIV. The light is 26 feet above high-water spring tides.
XV. About five miles.
XVI. This light cannot be seen in clear weather more than

1 1.

None.

XLVIII. None.

XLIX. None.
L. Master Attendant.
LI. Quarterly.
LII. No.
LIII. One spare lamp and burner. Under the stairs on
the basement of the Mghthouse.

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. Not requisite.
LVII. Never.
LVIII. To

bum

light

from sunset

See alsopaffes

conductor.

six and a half miles.
XVII. 112° from N. to E.S.E.
XVIII. A gaslight, enclosed by common

coloured

XIX.
XX. Fixed.
XXI. None.

XXV. Holes in
XXVI. None.

XX VI I

5, 43, 49.

])late glass

red.
Fi.ved.

XXII. None.
XXIII. First hghted
XXIV. None.

to sunrise.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Circular V.

No

March 1859.

in

top of lantern.

None.

XXVIII. None.
Master Attendant, Her Majesty's Dockyard, Portsmouth.
II. Three lieacons and 38 buoys.
I.

III. Admiialty.
IV. None.
V. Sketches herewith.

whole cost

2d Class.

1st Class.

d.

£40 1 5
'MO 01
2 6/

e.

Tliirty-si.v

b.

c

Twenty-two

g.

Her Majestj

A.

Four,

None.

£-29
2
'''^'^^-

's

U

U

H

in.

;

;

0.

Two.

VI. Can buoy.
VII. Yearly.
VIII. Yearly.
IX. Not.
X. Three.
a.
b.
c.

One harbour

channel, and two swatch.

Unknown; re-erected in 1841.
One for the harbour channel and two

for the

swatch way.
Swatch way, one red, one black ; harbour
channel, red in transit, with a black mask
on Blackhouse Fort.

g.

i.

XLVI I.

None.

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. None.
L\TII. The lamplighter of the dockyard has orders to light
this lamp at sunset and put it out at sunrise, every
day throughout the year.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
Mr. Joseph King Martyn, Master Attendant, Sheerness

III.

XXI. By printed
XXII. No.
XXIII. By letter.
XXIV. None.

XXV.

None.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.

Yard.
Chart enclosed.

No cost in 1852 ; in 1858 the cost was
No income.
18s.
Responsible to the superintendent of the dockyard.

IV. None.
V. Only one description used, sketch enclosed.

XV. Ditto.
XVI. None.

a.

Y'early.

notice.

paid for by the Admiralty.

L. Light first shown in 1859.
LI. None.
LII. First lighted in March 1859.
LIII. None.

II.

XIV. Government.

XX.

lighted with gas,

XLIX. None.

Unknown;

XVII. None.
XVIII. None.
XIX. Master Attendant,

is

XLVIII. None.

I.

N(me.

is

lantern

a night.

Is.

XLIV. Nil.
XLV. None.
XLVI. None.

j. 21.
k.

feet 7 inches

Nil.

XLI. None.
XLII. The gas
XLIII. Nil.

Not lighted.
About 70 feet.
cost of re-erection, 184/.

by 2

a mast.

None.

d., e.,f.

h.

feet 7 inches

XXXVI. Nil.
XXXVII. Nil.
at a cost of

By the dockyard.
Colour. S])it buoy, a beacon and bell S.W.
buoy oif the Shingles, a bell N.W. buoy off
the Bramble, a triangular beacon.

m.

2

15/. 10s.

XXXVIII., XXXIX., XL. This

Dockyard.

2Sl. 15s.

n.

XXXV.

first

Sinkers. 32 c«-t. 2 in. chain, 8 fathoms,
fathoms; in 5 fathoms
S fathoms,
in.
of water.

k.

/.

2

XXXIV.
01
cl^^^i^e-

and two second class.
and two second class.

st

fii

/.

i.

XXX. Finished.
XXXI. Size of lantern,

XXXII. Light shown from
XXXIII. Nil.

Fir.

a.

XXIX. None.

b.
c.

quarterly.

d.

Wood.
11/. each.

8s. 6d. each.

9s. Gd. each.

e.

Two.

f.

One.

g.
h.
i.
_;.

k.
/.

m.

One kept

in the

dockyard.

One.
None.
None.

With

a block of stone and a chain bridle.

51. 18s.

5d.

Made and

repaired at the dockyard.

Cilia

LOCAL AUTHORITIES.— ENGLAND.
Sheerness.

lALTY

ai

Woolwich.

In this case the buoy can be identified only
by the colour of the paint,

n.
liar

V.

Two.

o.

VI. A large nun buoy, made of iron in all cases.
VII. The two buoys here referred to are changed every year
and overhauled.
VIII. These buoys are overhauled once a yeai' by a shipwright and caulker.
IX. Only one kind of beacon used.
X. Three beacons placed on Grain Island, as marks for
entering the harbour.
a. Grain Island beacons.
b. About the year 1830.
c. To lead into Sheerness harbour, between the

e.

4.

Two

g.
h.

Not lighted.
The two black ones 30

i.

35 feet.
Xot known.

j.

Xot known

black and one white.
feet,

No

deep-water channel.

None

for the year 1858.

XVIII. None.
XIX. These buoys

are shifted and inspected annually by
the master attendant or his assistant.
Annually, by the master attendant or his assistant.

c,

(f.,

in the beacons to enter the harbour in
very fine weather and free \nnd, as the tide sets
right across the channel.
XII. Tlie same as are generally used.

XIII. There are no buoys. The beacons black and white.
XIV. A buoy at the entrance is requisite.
XV. A yearly sum, I believe, is paid to the harbour-master
for beacons and keeping such in repair.

XVI. None.
XVII. None

report.

a., b.,

None.

IV. Quite sufficient.
V. I should suggest the buoy on Sizewell Rock be red, as
there are no other between that and the \\'hiting
Sand, or a better noose than it now is, for it cannot be seen now «-ith a high sea running.
VI. None.
VII. Oil.
VIII. None that I am aware of in this ^cinity.
IX. None.

X. None.
XI. Candles are put

XIV. The dockyard.
XV. The dockyard.
XVI. Not known for year 1852.
XVII. No application made.

XXI. None.
XXII. Yes.
XXIII. Verbal
XXIV. None.

the river.

the white one

cost for 1858.

e.,f.,

(/.,

h., i.,j., k.,

I.,

m. None.

XXV. No

alterations have as yet been proposed or suggested.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.

respecting lights, buoys, or beacons, but the
general opinion of all is that a new cut might be
made into the river being so near the sea and a
good harbour of refuge.
XVIII. Not at aU heavy.
XIX. Yes.
XX. The opinion is that every possible attention is paid to
all buoys, lights, and beacons along this coast by
the Honourable Trinity Board.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

VI.
I.

"\V.

II.

W. Bentham,

SHEERNESS

III.

Sheerness and Rochester; Lloyd's and

and the

PORT

of

ROCHESTER.

Robert A. Norman, Collector of Customs and Collector

of Lights, Rochester.
IV. Yes.
V. None.
VI. None.
VII. A new fixed light at Garrison Point, .Sheerness
supplied with gas, first lit 1st March 185!), by direction
of the Lords of the Admiralty, being at the entrance
of the river Medway. It is 45 feet above low water
mark. The gas is supplied from the Dockyard
;

pipe.

VIII. No
IX. No.
X. None.
XI. No.
XII. No.
XIII. All the same as they have been for years.

XIV. No.
XV. Dues

for the

Nore

lights,

paid to the Collector of

Customs, Rochester.

XVI. None that I am aware of.
XVII. 1 believe mariners are quite satisfied therewith.
XVIII. I have not heard of any complaint.
XIX. Yes, I believe they are.

XX.

I

believe the general opinion is that they are satisfactorily managed.

I.

Gibson, Aldbro', Suffolk, Trinity pilot.
the harbour of which is very bad, being a
bar harbour; the entrance 12 miles .S.W. of the
town. At .Vldbro' Quay the river is only 200
yards from the sea, and a depth of 25 and 30 feet
at low water in the river.
None whatever.

J. S.

II.

ALDBRO',

III.

IV. Yes.

V. The buoy on Sizewell Bank is part white, and in a
strong sea cannot be very well seen it might be
red as there are no red buoys nearer than the
Whiting Sand.
VI. None.
VII. Oil.
VIII. None in this neighbourhood.
IX. None.
X. None.
XI. Candles are put on the beacons to enter the harbour if
very fine weather and free wind to enter, but it
must be very fine as the tide sets across the
;

channel.

XII. The usual fog signals are used off the coast.
XIII. None in the port nor none at the entrance.
XIV. There ought to be a buoy at the entrance under the
control of the harboiu- pilots to remove as the
channel shifts.
XV. A small sum yearly is paid to the harbour-master for
beacons and repairs thereof.

XVI. None.
XVII. None respecting the

WOOLWICH.
BUOYS AND BE.^CONS.

V.

(Not any

at this

Dockyard.)

Woolwich Yard,
Sir,

18th February 18G0.
reference to your minute of yesterday's dc! , ..
their Lordships' order of the 16th instant, directing the

With

Aldbro'.
Circular VI.

George Kersey, Aldbro', Suffolk, Trinity pilot.
ALDBRO'. The harbour is very bad, being a bar
harbour; the entrance 12 miles S.W. of the town.
At Aldbro' Quay the river is 200 yards from the
sea, and a depth of 25 to 30 feet at low water in

III.

for 1852.

ALDBRO'.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

Wood.

/.

None.
XI. No alterations made.
XII. The two buoys here referred to were placed to assist
the yard pilots in keeping clear of the edges of
Grain .Spit and the Cant .Shoal.
XIII. The beacons here I'eferred to were placed to show the

lar

The Commodore Superintendent.

II.

k.

XX.

accompanying form to l)e filled up and transmitted, I
beg to inform you, that we have no buoys and beacons, or
Ughthouses, under my jurisdiction at this dockyard.
I am, &c.,
Jno. M'Donald,
Master Attendant.

I.

Middle and Cant shoals.
black and one white.

Two

d.

291

dues, but all are of opinion
that as the river is such a fine one and so near the
sea, a new cut ought to be made at the Quay into
Aldbro' Bay.
XVIII. Not the least hea\'y.
XIX. Yes.
XIX, The opinion is that every attention is paid to all
buoys and lights off the coast that possibly can be
by the Trinity Board.

O 2

Circular VI.
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Amble

ALDERNEY.

5.

LLOYD'S EVIDENXE.
L

Aldemcy, Lloyd's a^ent, and
T. N. Barbenson, Island of
Trinity House agent.
„,-,„,, /-,it » x-x-t7I-

The

III

of
the positions
old beacons on the shore marking
Rock to the south
of the Pierre au Yrac and Bom
Commissioners
the
of
charge
in
are
island,
of the
beacons denoting
of Woods and Forests ; also the
or Bray Harthe entrance to tlie Old Harbour,
shore marking the
bour, the leading lights on the
on Boyee de
beacon
the
harbour;
fair>vay into the
deposit for AdmiBrave, and buoy at outer end of
ot Admiengineers
of
Breakwater, in charge
ralty

Works.

ralty

,

,

sufRciently Ijuoycd and
lY. Sufficiently xveU lighted, but not
beaconed.
,.
,
existmg lights, buoy, or
V. No improvement required in
are
but additional buoys and beacons
,

.

,

beacons,

„

required.

YI.

First,

,

,

.

,

,•

more
buoy on Pierre au Yrac Rock, which hes
for which
than two miles from the shore, and
on
beacon
second,
mark
;
there is no good cross
water, and
Corbet Rock, which is awash at high
Singe;
du
"Passage
which is the key to the
Jumelle Rock,
third, beacon on outer or N.A\.
" Passage
which is situated in the fainvay of the
" Bom Rock, for
"
on
beacon
fourth,
Singe

XIY. No.
XV. None le\'ied.
XYI. Not aware of any.
XYII. General satisfaction.

;

the east
Brinchetais Reef, to clear the dangers at
coast is also
end of the island. This part of the
could only be
very dan^-erous at night, which
shore which,
obviated bv having a light on the
would desigwith the light on the French coast,
se^•eral
known
have
I
nate the Race of Aldemey.
that part of the coast during the

on

night.

harbour leading lights.
YII Gas is used
except for a
Ylli Never extinguished since estabhshed,
accident has occurred m conseno
few minutes ;
in the

several times
Buo^at "outer end of Admiralty works
occurred
'washed away by the sea no accidents ever

J\

:

in consequence.

X. Cannot

say.

XI. None u=ed nor wanted.
XII. None used.
,
i
coloured winte and
XIII The old shore beacons are
re(f
the beacon on the half tide rock is
conical
the buoy at outer end of
(descrii)tion enclosed)
,

,

;

;

works black (description enclosed):
leading lights red (description enclosed).
Admiralty

XYIII.

No

Thomas

I

II.

6.

Amble.

The Commissioners

and beaconed.
V. I cannot point out any improvement.
YI. I cannot recommend any additional lights, buoys, or
beacons.
is used for
is used for the Coquet Hght, and gas
the harbour tide light.
YIII. I am not aware.
break
IX. Sometimes the buoys adjacent Coquet Island
adrift, but are replaced with all possible despatch.
occurring in conI do not know of any accident

YII. Oil

sequence.
X. None that I am aware of.
XI. A tide flag is shown in bad weather near the entrance
of the harbour, and a tidal light at night on the
south ])ier end.
any are
XII. No fog signals ar? used. I do not think
required.

black and
XIII. Black, red, black and white, conical; a
white nun buoy on Boulmer Stile.
XIV. I have nothing to recommend.
XY. No local dues are levied at this port.
XVI. None to my knowledge.
,
,
,
,
The Coquet light is marked red, in the stream of

Haringley Head to the southward and Boulmer
liright light
Stile to the northward, and shows a
It is the
to the east and west of those points.
locality,
this
frequenting
&c.,
opinion of masters,
that the red light ought to be continued round to
the westward.

XYIII. None

The Commissioners

of

Return.)
7.

Warkworth Harbour have no

of

Warkworth Harbour,

Amble,

chart shows the position ot the
harbour over which the Commissioners have jurisor beacons,
diction or management over any buoys
and have therefore no replies to give to any of the

The accompan-i-ing

following questions.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

Circular YI.

BARMOUTH.

Barmouth Harbour, June 24, 1859.
from
the entrance of the harbour there is a bar,
south to north.
-j
. ^i
A buoy is moored at the outside and another at the inside
yjp

At

•

of bar.

Acklington.
II

excessive.

XIX. I cannot say.
XX. I am not aware.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

II
III.

:Muirs, Lloyd's agent,

Warkworth.

WARKWORTH and PORT of WARMAORTH.under
Coquet Island Light, and buoys
the Trinity House, London.

IV. Yes.

V. None.

in the district,

•

X

viz., two
There are four buoys belonging to the harbour,
ready to replace
continually out and the other two on shore,
loose from
broke
or
accident
of
case
in
out
those that are

their

,

i_

,

mooring.

-l
_,.
„.
charts or
No charge is made for the buoys ; there are nodescnption
you a
majis belong to this port to show or to give
of the place.
„
answenng your queries
Sir I beo- to apologise for not
.

.

earher, not\nowing what
leave to send as above.

answer to send
I

I.

Wm.

,

.

XYII.

are wanted.

only themselves exlighthouse under their authority, and
of one of their piers,) to
hfbit a tidal hght (gas, at the end
entered.
can
be
harbour
show when the
Circular Y.

(

thereto are under
III. The Coquet light and buoys adjacent
the control of the Trinity House, Deptford Strond.
lighted, buoyed,
\vell
be
to
lY. I consider the coast adjacent

AMBLE.

LIGHTHOUSE.—(Special

Circular III.

Heiiplewhite, harbour master, .\mble.

WARKWORTH HARBOUR.

of any.

XYII. The general feeling is that more
XYIII. No dues collected.
XIX. No dues collected.
XX. Not aware of any.

complaints.

XIX. Have no knowledge how apphed.
XX. Not aware.

XIY. None.

XY. None.
XVI. Not aware

Amb

.

du
two
which there is no cross mark; and fifth,
positions of the
beacons on the shore marking the

vessels lost

and Barmouth.

,

VI. None.
.,
^j
i
tidal Circuls \
YII. Oil for the Coquet Light, and gas for the
harbour light.
YIII. Not heard of any.
a
IX. Buoys do sometimes part from the moorings
"heavy sea, but are replaced without delay, but have
not known any accidents in consequence.
make a
X. No well founded complaint ; but when captains
mistake in fine weather they are glad to blame anything or anybody.
on
XL A tide flag is shown when there is water sufficient
the bar, and a light at night for the same purpose.
improved.
further
be
can
that
it
aware
I am not
could
XII. No fog signals used, nor do I think that they
be used to any advantage.
white
XIII. Black, red, black and white, conical black and
nun buoy on Boulmer Head.

m

ALDERNEY, ENGLISH CHANNEL.

ISLAND

II

:

J.

F.Campbell, Esq.
&c.

&e.

;

and now

I

beg

remain, &c.

H. Gkiffith.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES.
8.

BARROW.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

MARIS.

lights in

Beaumaris.

Barrow Harbour.)

Barrow Harbour Commissioners.
Limits of harbour colored pink no
II. Chart enclosed.
separate cost kept ; no separate charge included in
I.

;

Seven feet by three
Black and red.

h. 2s., Is.,

10s.

Nineteen.

One.
Barrow.

XXV.

Five.
Nil.

By

k.

left,

coming

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

tried the

wood buoys, but found

Hugh

I.

II.

BEAUMARIS.
Board, London, for the Menai Light at the
entrance of the harbour. The Mayor and Town
Council of Beaumaris for beacon and buoys, also
for the light on Beaumaris Pier.

IV. I do.
V. I cannot.
VI. A buoy on the western skirts of the

Dutchman bank.
The buoy now placed on the said bank is on the
north extremity-; vessels coming in and going out
of the harbour, when going through the east
channel, sometimes get aground, their commanders
not aware of the bank reaching so far west.
at the Menai Lighthouse; gas at Beaumaris Pier.

the pear-

BEAUMARIS.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
Mayor and Town Council of Beaumaris.
facts can be ascertained on reference to Lieutenant
Robinson's charts of the Menai Straits.

These

No.
IV. None.
III.

V. Yes.
a.

Wood.

b.

IS/.

c.

Not

d.

Idi'.

e

and

service.

h.

/.

Seven black nun buoys.
;

;

One with
;

Beaumaris.
Four.

Two.

tides.

XIV. No.
XX. Halfpenny per ton on

Being run foul of.
k. Chain and stone.
/. Above eight pounds.
HI. Not by tender.
n. Lettered and numbered.
)'.

o. Thirteen.
VI. None tried any other than those now in use.
VII. Every twelve months.
VIII. All surveyed by the harbour masters.
IX. Not classified.
X. One.
a. Causeway Beacon.
b. Not known. Trinity Board can furnish this
infonnation.
c. To guide \-essels from the rocks in entering
the harbour.
d. Being denoted in the charts and colour.
e. Stones.
/. Bottom part black ; top, white.
ff.

h.
f.

j.
k.

nun on the larboard hand, red can buoy on
hand coming into port, all lettered
and numbered with white paint, arranged in the
best possible manner for guiding vessels clear of
the banks and follow the channel and moored
with a strong chain attached to a stone and placed
in about one and a half fathom at low water spring

the starboard

five red can buoys
one wth perch
and one cheque red and white.

i.

VII. Oil
VIII. No.
IX. A buoy at times by stress of weather or vessels coining
in contact with them gets adrift, but is replaced
as soon as possible.
I
am not aware of any
accident having ever occurred in consequence.
X. Not aware of any.
XI. Tide signals are not used, and, in my opinion, not
wanted, as there is plenty of water at the entrance
and inside of the barboiu- at all times of tide.
XII. Fog signals are not used. .\ bell or gong on Puffin
Island to be rung or sounded by the telegraph
kee])er on such occasions would be of great
XIII. Black

ascertainable.

perch

ff.

Jones, Lloyd's agent Beaumaris.

III. Trinity

shaped iron l)uoys to answer best.

9.

Circular VI.

in to

XXII. Harbourmaster.

ar VI.

feet sLx inches.

(!</.

XXVI. None.

Mitchell screw. No. 4.

harbour. 1 black and white for " Fairway."
0. Nineteen.
VI. Pear-shaped for ri\-ers.
VII. Not longer than six months.
VIII. Sur\-eyed from time to time by the harbour master.
IX. No beacon.
XI\'. Harbour dues paid into the harbour office.
XIX. By harbour master from time to time.
XXI. Easily discovered by the harbour being dry.

MARIS.

and

per vessel.
j. Lessee of the Corporation
of Beaumaris
collects about the harbour.
i. In entering the harbour, black on larboard,
red on starboard.
m. Replaced as soon as the weather permits.
None; but a plan was suggested by Mr. Herbert, of
London, some years ago, but never adopted.

By

tender.
n. Red on right hand, black on

XXV. Have

of June in each

Dry harbour.

I.

m.

No.

vessels

having cargo on

XX. No.

About 50 feet.
Not known.
Not knomi.
Not known.
Not aware of any banks

all

board and discharging in the port, payable to the
Trinity Corporation for the JSIenai Light ; 2s. per
vessel of 40 tons and upwards, and Is. per vessel
under 40 tons to '20 tons, and 6d. per vessel under
20 tons, payable to the Town Council of Beaumaris for perchage ; no charge for buoys.
XVI. An appUcation was made this year by masters of
vessels frequenting the port for an additional
buoy to be placed on the skirt of the Dutchman
bank, and is still under the consideration of the
Town Council of Beaumaris.
X^'1I. In my opinion the general feehng of the mariners
is, that the port is efficiently supplied, except the
additional buoy before stated.
XVIII. Often heard from masters of coasting vessels that
Beaumaris is the cheapest port they go to as
regards dues.
XIX. I believe they are.

I.

John

'Williams, superannuated Trinity pilot for

Beau-

maris.

substituted.

XII. None.

See sketch.

d.

\2l.

h.

None

c.

h.

i.

XL

Wood.

e.

ff.

II.

Chain and stone.

b.

Iron.

d. 5s.

I.

a.

a.

/.

month

XXIV. None.

III. No.
V. See sketch.

c.

Circular V.
in the

XXI. Advertisement in the " Shipping Gazette."
XXII. Yes, the harbour master.
XXIII. Done by the Trinity pilots.

harbour dues.

e.

n„.,
Beaumarii

year.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
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XVII. None made.
XVIII. None made.
XIX. By the harbour master

Return.)

ar III.

(Xo

—ENGLAND.

shifting or incrsasing,

II.

BEAUMARIS.
Menai Light, Mayor and Town Council of
Beaumaris for Beaumaris buoys.

XIV. The Town Council.
XVI. Not ascertainable.

III. Trinity for

Oo

Circular VI.
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Berwick.

Beaumaris and Berwick.

Beaumaris.

Bervk

XXII. Sixth order apparatus, having one burner

IV. Yes.
Circular VI.

:

tide light has also

V. None.
_.
VI. Cannot.
Boaumans 1 icr.
VII. Oil at Penmon Lighthouse; gas on
VIII. Not aware of any.
IX. Not kno\vn.
X. I am not aware of any.
XI. No, and in my opinion not wanted.
might i,be ot
XII. Signal on the lighthouse, such as a bell,

dioptric condensing apparatus, to inake the light

more equable without decreasing

New

<•

XXIV.

service.

XXVI. There are none.
XXVII. None.
XXVIII. None.
XXIX. Cost of Ughthouse, 3001.

.

know

they

apertures in wall at level of floor, fitted with

covers.

the
per ton for the Mcnai Light paid to
Io\™
Trinity Board; 2s., Is., and 6d. paid to the
Council of Beaumaris for perch for each vessel.
XVI. Not aware of any.
,,
re
XVII. I believe their feeling is that the harbour is efliciently

for as I

No

alteration on character or bearings.
Messrs. Sautter and Co., Paris, and Messrs Milne,

XXV. By

XV. Halfpenny

XIX. As

efficiency.

its

apparatus exhibited 14th July, 1859.

Edinburgh.

on the starXIII. Black buoys on the larboard, red buoys
board, coming up the chaimel.

lighted and buoyed.
XVIII. Never heard of the dues being

Circulik

one burner.

XXIII. Altered on recommendation of Messrs. D. and T.
Stevenson, C.E., from two Argand burners in
paraboUc reflectors to one Argand burner in

.

,

and the

;

excessive.

are.

XX. No.

Tliere are

no buildings

adjoining.

Lighthouse was built m 1826.
XXXI. Lantern of stone, with cast-iron sash fi-ame. Lightroom 8* feet diameter, fitted on seaward side, mtli
four ])anes of glass three feet two inches high and

XXX.

inches broad.
kept.
kept.
XXXIV. _No account kepi
XXXV. One keeper, salary (i2/. per annum.
XXXVI. Total coat of condensing apparatus for glass rings
and prisms, and fitting up wth lamp, complete,
\f)

XXXIII. No account
.

^,.

,

Circular

,,T

M.

Richard Lewis, Beaumaris, master mariner.

I

BEAUMARIS.

„.

,

.,

Board for lights; mayor and to«'n council
Beaumaris for buoys and beacons.

ot

III. Trinity

about

IV. Yes.
V. Cannot.
VI. Cannot.
VII. Oil and gas.
VIII. Not aware.
IX. No.
X. Not aware of any.
XI. Not used, and, I thinK, not wanted.
of the
XII. None used. I think a bell on the outside
lighthouse would he of service.
starboard
the
on
XIII. Black on the larljuard, and red
hand coming into the harbour.
per ton to the Trinity Board for the lights
Beaconage payable to the town
at Penmon.
council of Beaumaris, according to the tonnage of
the vessels, 2s., Is., and firf. per vessel.

XV. Halfpenny

X^'I.

Not aware

of any.
Efficiently lighted and buoyed.

XVII.
XVIII. Never heard complaints

as

to the

dues being

excessive.

XIX. To

the best of

my

knowledge they

Return.)

Berwick harbour.
II. The Harbour Commissioners.
III. The Harbour Commissioners or the Harbour-master.
lighted when
IV.' One light and a tide hght below, which is
fent of water on the bar.
there are
V. li)th September, 1825.
VI. By Lieutenant Jones, R.N., Commander of His Majesty's Revenue Cutter, " Mermaid."
I.

being considered the best.
10th October, 182G.
IX. Mr. Nelson, engineer Mr. Redpath, builder
Mr. Wilkins, London, fit the apparatus.

VII.

It

MIL

;

X. Harbour

;

and

light.

Stone, solid, painted drab, with a red top.
XII. No conductor.
XIII. Forty-eight feet.

XL

XIV. Forty-five feet.
XV. Seven nautic miles.
XVI. Twelve and a half nautic miles.
XVII. About 110°, from about east northeast round by

the

east to about south (bearings from the lighthouse).
Fixed, white. Tide light, fixed, red.

XVIII.
XIX. None.

the going away of daylight at night tiUthe
return of daylight in the morning. Tide light
while there is not less than ten feet on bar.
Dinptrirtizimuthal condensing apparatus. Tide light,
parabolic reflector, with red disc in front.

XX. From
XXI.

XL.
XLI. None.
XLII. Out of the
XLIII.

XLIV.

;

ditto,

general revenue of the harbour, received

at the harbour office.
Tliere is no charge for lights.
In 1852, 97/. 7s. 7d., in 1858, 96/. 8s.

6rf.

XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.

XLIX. None.
L. By the harbour

master.
LI. 12th April, 12th July, 12th October, 12th April.
LII. The light has never been extinguished.
LIII. One. Oil kept on the ground floor.

LIV. None.
LV. A red light shown below the harbour

,

,

when

there

a de])th of not less than 10 feet on the bar.
signal by day.

No

light

is

BERWICK.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Circular III.

Sperm, price in 1857, 9s. 4d. per gallon
1858, 8s. 5d. per gallon.
Circular unljleached cotton, 9s. per annum.

XXXIX.

LVI. None.
LVII. There

10.

of oil; one and a halt

gross of wicks.

are.

XX. No.

Berwick.

/()/.

XXXVII. No account kept.
XXXVIII. One hundred gallons

w

V
the lightis only one keeper, who remains
house from dusk to daylight.
LVIII. They must light the harbour light at the going
away of daylight and keep it bghted until the
return of day-liglit. The tide light must be lighted
as soon as there is 10 feet of water on the bar and
remain so until there is less than 10 feet. The
light keeper must report anything particular that
comes under his notice.

m

1

(N.B. Since the hght was altered, we have used colza
the cost of which is 3s. 6d. per gallon.)

oil,

On the 29th of July this light ou the pierhead was Obsf«
ob.served from the " Vivid," and used in entering the by f
Mr. Stevenson had previously called the
river.
I

It was
attention of the Commissioners to the light.
first seen, at the point indicated by the chart, first

very feebly and tlien brilliantly. Shortly afterwards,
on running a little to the southward, the light
appeared to wane considerably, so much so that for
a moment it was thought to be a revolving light.
The Commissioners landed at about 10 p.m. and having
gone for the keeper to the inner end of the pier,
returned with him and inspected the light. Tbe apparatus is Dioptric Holophotal, with extra vertical prisms
at the sides intended to condense all the available light
on the particular passage which it is intended to illuminate, and to mask the light from all other points.
The light is produced by a single, Argand burner, oil
a coinmou
• lamp with one wick, about equal in size to
French table lamp. The apparatus is evidently very
As compared with shore lights, from the
efficient.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

—ENGLAND.

Berwick and Blakenky.

Blakeney.

steamer the light was exceedingly powei'ful.
It
appeared to be the best harbour light then observed,
but the window in which it is placed has such thick
bars that they neutralize a great deal of the advantage gained by the optical apparatus.
Their effect
was remarlied from the steamer, as above stated,
though the cause of the waning of the light was not
then suspected. A sharp dark shado\\- was found to be
cast by each of the bars on the ledge outside the window.
This would extend to a considerable breadth at a
distance.
The bar, in fact, masks the light from a
particular part of the channel.
It appeared that an
arch should be formed to replace these bars or that
some change should be made to remove this defect in
a light which, in other respects, is so good.
There is a red light in the lower part of the tower
shown only at particular states of tide. It is
an Argand burner in a parabolic reflector, with
a red glass cover similar to the harbour lights at
Aberdeen. The reflector was in good order ; the
tower in confusion, being still in the hands of workmen.
The keeper's dwelling appeared to be very
comfortable, but, in consequence of the length of the
piei-, it is a considerable distance from the lighthouse.

n.

o.

^

keejier states that the

Fern Island

light, distant

16 miles, is hardly ever seen.

This light stood 76
on the list of lights visited or seen alight. Later in
the evening the red light was observed from the
•'
Vivid,," and appeared very luminous.

Blakeney.

Any

ship going out of this, a dry harbour, in
the night or thick weather is accompanied
with a Ijoat supplied with the necessary
lanterns and assistance to find the buovs.

AU.

In Blakeney harbourway the buoys are of this pattern
(see sketch), and at the turns of the harbour have a

I.

staff attached.

VII. Are constantly attended to
pilots of the port,

this being the

;

who

duty of the
any

are always paid for

moving.
VIII. No other.
IX. The beacons are general,

all within the harbour or that
where ships usuaUy drop anchor; they are
long poles from 20 to HO feet long, and where
necessary a solid log buoy is placed

pai-t

X. They

varva.
b.

•

The

295

c.

from

(i3

to 80.

They have no Christian names.
Changing every day.

To

navigate the creeks.

d.

The

e.

Fu' poles.

/.

Natui'al.

g.

If \^•anted, lanterns are on
free for the ship's use.

h.

Varies according to situation and requirement.

i.

eyes.

Not much

;

hand and provided

varies.

Included in disbursements stated.
No special income from beacons or buoys;
ships pay harbour dues lirf. per register
XL V\ hat are used are fully sufficient for any want. ton.
XII. The system adopted is to be ever ready to replace
a
;.

k.

buoy or beacon.
The system adopted
buoy or beacon.

XIII.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

is

to be ever ready to replace a

XIV. Stated

L

Berwick Harbour Commissioners.
are no buoys or beacons.

XV.

n. There

above.
Stated above.

XVI. Income from harbour dues

:

U

11.

BLAKENEY.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
(No lighthouse

Retu.in.)

at this port.)

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

Thomas Waterson Bacon,

clerk to the

Blakeney Har-

bour Company, Clay, Norfolk.

No

The

best

chart.

a.
b.
c.

Oak and

their sole convenience.

description

of the harbour is
found in the Admiralty Survey of this place, No. 68.
Cost and charges as per accompanying statement.
III. They are under the sole management of the Directors
of 'the Blakeney Harbour Company and their servants.
IV. None.
V. There is no general classification beyond the placing
the larger buoy at sea ; and as the harbour is
entered the buoys decrease in size, with black buoys
on the starboard and white on the larboard side.
II.

For Midsummer quarter, 1852
£2\
10
1858
21 12 10
Income for year
1S52
89 18 10
1858
88 4 10
Expenditure for year
1852
45 16 5
1858
39 6 4
This expenditure is made as complete as the general
disbursements of the company allows.
XVII. None.
XVIII. None.
XIX. The harbour master, in whose particular care they
are, one and all, placed.
XX. See buoys.
XXI. The pilots always know the state of every buoy.
XXII. There are always at the lower part of the harbour
pilots m attendance, and a house has been built for

XXIII. The pilots have direct authority
buoy that has drifted.
XXIV. None.
a.

to replace every

Described alreadv.

XXV. None.
XXVI.

Personal directions.

XXVII. The Blakeney Harbour Company

is

a corporate

body, authorized by the 57 Geo. III. cap.

Ixx., by
which Act alone the directors are empowered to

iron.

Amount received for harbour dues
Midsummer quarter, 1852
-

Varies as to size, &c.
Included in the disbursements, general, expended on buoys and beacons, as annexed
in account.

Amount received for harbour
Midsummer quarter, 1858

The same.
Fairway, one red ; nine black ; and eight white.
f.^ff. Varies; as the number required for the
navigation varies, but always a sufficient
has been kept at Blakeney Town, where
there are now one red fairway buoy, and
four each black and white.
h. The spare faii-way buoy has complete moorings, and five are kept for the others ready
(1.

for the

-^21

14 10

dues for the
-

-

21

12 lOi

e.

Total amount received for harbour dues in
the year 1852
-

amount received for harbour dues in
the year 1858
-

89 18 10

Total

any time.
i. About 21 to 22 buoys were shifted and removed, as accident or the alteration of the
harbour requh-ed.
j. Given before.
k. Chains and large heavy stone blocks.
/. "We have no five fathom water.
m. Sometimes purchased, but always procured by
order du-ect from one or more of the di-

88

4 10

at

rectors of the harbour.

4

Total expenditure for the year 1852

-

45 16

5

Total expenditure for the year 1858

-

39

4

6
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Blyth and Boston.

BLYTH.

12.

VI.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special Return.)
I.

II.

South-west side of the harbour.
The Blyth Harbour and Duck Company, Blyth, Xorth-

uraberland.
III. John Laws, Secretary to the Blyth Harbour and

Dock

Company.
they bear N. by W. | \V., and
1-iS yards from each other.
V. Not known.
VI. Supposed by the late Sir W. W. Ridley,

IV.

Two lights

;

S.

by E. §

E.,

Bart., or his

antecedent.
VII. As a guide to the entrance of the harbour.
VIII. 1788.
'

XIV. Forty-eight feet.
XV. Eleven miles.
XVI. 12 8 miles.
XVII. E. N. E. to S.
light.

the present when there is nine feet of water in the
channel.
High light, three gas burners with reflectors ; low

light, two oil lamps with reflectors.
XXIII. High light, changed from oil to gas
XXVI. None.
XXIX. Not known.
oil, 5s.

in 18o7,

per gallon.

wick.

None.

LI I. No.
three spare lamps.
light l)y night, when nine feet
the Channel.
considered necessary.

LIII. Oil stored on the ground floor

;

LV. Flag by day and the said
LVI. Not

more water

in

the above questions relate to
lighthouses of a superior class to those above described.

It is supiiosed that several of

I.

George Harrison, Harbour Master,

Northum-

Blyth,

No

called the Link
beacons, a guide for vessels to clear Seaton sea
diamond
tops.
black
with
wood
made
of
rocks,
at present in use

two beacons,

Note.— The outer beacon has been removed, the new
breakwater ha«ng been extended to the point where it was

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

Circular VI.

III.

miller

and

Harbour Commissioners,

hghts; no beacons

There is a new lighthouse being erected by the
Harbour Commissioners on the new pier end, but
not yet lighted.

An

shore.
5.)

Newbiggin Point, which lays well

proper place for
VII. High hght gas, the
VIII. No accident.
XI. Tide lights Ughted
9 feet each tide

out, a

an additional Ughthouse.
low Ught oil.
9 feet water, and
at night,

and

flag

going out
by day.

at

XVII. No complaints.

II.

XVIII. Fixed
XIX. None.

hglit.

In the winter only, from daylight to daybreak.

XXI. None.
XXII. None.

XXV.

None.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. Cannot

say.

XXVIII. Cannot

XXIX. Cannot

say.

say.

Edmunds and Watts,

jun., Blyth, shipomier.

BLYTH.

III. ]i\yth

Harbour and Dock Company.

IV. No,
V. A beacon with a baU
rocks.

lantern lighted with Palmer'a patent

XXXII. Cannot say.
XXXIII. Cannot say.
say.

pilots

care of sloop
Cannot say.

XXXVI.
XXXVII. Cannot

have a guinea a year each for taking
and Ughting light on board of same.

say.

XXXVIII. Amount

of consumption cannot say ; white seal
and cotton wicks.
XXXIX. White seal od at 44-. 6d. per gallon.
XL. About 15/. per annum.
XLI. None.
XLII. From pilotage dues payable to the Pilot Comniisoil

iron beacon is wanted very much on the " Sow
and Pig" rocks, which lay a considerable distance
from the shore, and vessels very often get on

VI. (See No.

I.

say.

say.

XXX\'. Seven
light, tide

or buoys.

V.

Cannot

XXXIV. Cannot

BLYTH and DISTRICT.

IV. No.

XV

XVI. Cannot say.
XVII. Cannot sav.

candles.

Blyth,

Richard Hodgson, Crofton Mills,
shipowner, agent to Lloyd's.

II.

XIV. Cannot

XXX. Cannot say.
XXXI. An ordinary

placed.

I.

None.

XXIV. None.

buoys.

X. There are

Return.)

XXIII. None.

berland.
II.

;bo

V. Cannot say.
VI. Cannot say.
VII. Cannot say.
VIII. Cannot say.
IX. Cannot say.
X. A sea light on board the ])ilot sloop anchored above
High Horn Buoy, and along the river.
XL None.
XII. No.
XIII. Cannot say.

XX.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Circular V,

BOSTON.

have no sea lights of any kind, excepting one used
on board the pilot sloop to show where she is moored,
and is lighted with Palmer's iiatent composite
candles.
There are also some river lights which are
lighted with the common dip candles and oil.)
I. None.
II. None.
III.

L. Private lights.

or

13.

IV. None.

XLII. Blyth Harbour and Dock Company.
XLIII. Included in other harbour charges.

XLV.

lights not good, otherwise satis-

XVIII. No complaint.
XIX. Cannot say.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

XX. For

Colza

VII. Od and gas.
XI. A hght by night, and a flag by day, are placed on the
top of the Ughthouse when there is 8 feet of water
on the bar.
XII. Not used and not necessary.
XIII. Block-beacons with diamond head, arranged along
the half-tide breakwater, west side.
XV. The local hghts being the property of the Blyth Harbour and Dock Company, they charge 2id. ])er ton
register, whidi includes the use of the harbour as

(We

•

XL. Cotton
XLI. None.

is

~
^'•''^i

factorj'.

built of solid ashlar work,
whitewashed, castellated top. The other of wood
on framework.
XII. No lightning conductor.
XIII. Height of house, 40 feet, upon which is a flagstaff
20 feet, and at the top of the latter a vane.

XXXIX.

Bli

beacon with a ball on Sow and Pig rocks. They
layout into the sea, and ships coming f.jm the
north are apt to catch them.

well as lights.

X. Harbour Ughts.
XI. One caUed the High Light,

XXII.

A

XVII. Harbour leading

IX. Not known.

XVIII. Fixed white

:

required on

Sow and Pig

sioners.

XLIII. Cannot say.
XLIV. Cannot say.
XLV. None.
XLV I. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.
L. By no one.
LI. None.
LII. Cannot say.
LIII. Kept on board
" hghters."

LIV. None.

partly,

ftnd

in

the

houses of the

Circi

LOCAL AUTHOEITIES— ENGLAND.
Boston.
III.

BosTo.v and Bridgewater.

LV. None.
LVI. None.
as the stations alternate.

III.

their clerk.

Chart herewith sent. The costs of maintaining the
buoys and beacons in 1852 were 4071. 7s. \d., and
in 1858 were480?. 2s. Id.; and the income derived
therefrom in 1852 about 1,882/. \6s. 7d., and the
income in 1858 was 1,300/. 12s. \d. .\nd in the

Midsummer

quarters,

436/.

and

9d.,

viz.
in
1852,
about
1858, about 383/. 12s. 6d.

in

and

in store

about

Not

IV. No other authorities are responsible to
V. We have two forms only.
b.

Wood.
From 6/.

c.

5s. to 6s.

this.

to 34/.

d. 3s. to 5s.

XIX.

Average about 50.
This varies, but always sufficient for any
emergency.
A storehouse on the wharf.
Have generally about 12 in the storehouse.

e.

/.
g.
h.

Five.

i.

Various ; sometimes the chain breaks, sometimes vessels run over them.
By proved chain cable manufactured.
m. Tenders, one for the buoy, another for the

near-

Boston, farmer, agent

Circular VI.

III.

The Corporation of Boston.

\\.

I

have reason to think so. Tliis is an arm of the
sea
runnmg up to Boston, and the channel is marked
by buoys, one side of which has red buoys and the
other black.

have no other means than having black
buoys on one side and red on the other.
0. We generally a^•erage fi'om 45 to 48.
yi. We consider ours well adapted for their situations.
VII. Our moorings are examined and made secure every
year, and the buoys are all removed and
fresh
tarred and painted.
VIII. A survey by the harbour sun'eyor once a year.
IX. Two pole beacons, 30 feet above the sands at low water.
a. Gat beacon and Toft beacon.
b.

One

c.

For security of life, and to show the top of
the high sands at high water.
There are no other, and they are chano-ed in

in 1857, the other last year.

the formation.

Strong poles, wood tops, and baskets.

/.

One

red and the other white.

g.

Not

lighted.

h.

Six

/.

^ ainfleet,

for Llovd's.

BOSTON.

chain.
^^'e

d.

and

beaconed, or better hghted as far as the harbour
lights are concerned.
Y'es, particularly so.

Richard Booth,

I

Ic.

e.

the black on the starboard side

XX. No.

II.

j.

V.

;

commg in, and the red on the larboard side.
XIV. No.
XV. None whatever.
Xyi. Not any to my knowledge.
XVII. Tliat no port in England is better buoyed
-.,,,

responsible.

a.

XI. Not any.
XII. Not any.
XIII. Red and black

/O,

and the beacons (including those used in the river)
about 30.
III.

X. None.

:

in use

Boston Harbour Trust.

^

missioners for carrying into execution certain Acts
of Parliament made and passed for improving the
port and harbour of Boston, &c., by George York,

The number of buoys

Circular VI.

Pilot Office, Boston.

BOSTON.

ly. Sufficiently buoyed and beaconed.
I. Two leading Ughts might be
advantageously placed on
the Long Sand to enable ships to enter Boston
Deeps in the night, and a hooded hght on Like's
House to let shipmasters know when they are the
length of the slidway.
VII. Sperm candles.
VIII. Not any.
IX. In gales of mnd, and from vessels fouUng the
buoys,
they are sometimes l^oke adrift, but they are replaced as soon as possible, and no accident
has
occurred to my .knowledge.

The mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of the borough of
Boston, in the county of Lincoln, named as Com-

Is.

James Buckley,

I.

n.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

II.

Boston.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

LVII. Every quarter day,
LVIII. None.

I.
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'^'"'^ "° ^igi^is or
beacons on this coast.
additional small buoys are required at the entrance
of ^\ ainfleet Haven.
IX.
buoy has occasionaUy been displaced from the effects
of a storm, but has not been long
without a fresh
one.
XI. 'ITiere is a tide buoy in Clay Hole distinguished
by a
bell, this has been removed.
XIII. Red and black of the usual form.
XV. Wainfleet harbour being subject to the port of Boston
lastage Irf a quarter for corn is
charged, and 3rf.
per tonnage on vessels.
XVIII. Never heard any complaint.
XIX. I have no reason "to think otherwise.
I may obser^•e that the above applies
to the southern
part of my district.
There are no Hghts, buoys,
or beacons to the northward, which

vVI. '^T™''
Tn-o
\

A

Donna Nook, and

feet.

extends to

is

under the control of the

Trinity House, Hull.

60s. each.

Should say 12s. annually.
income.
XI. Cannot answer.
XII. Cannot answer the question, not being cognizant
of
anj-thing beyond our own channel.
XIV. Tonnage and lastage dues payable to the Harbour
j.
k.

No

14.

Commissioners.

XV. Same fund.
XVI. Our buoys
thirds

are maintained

by Boston paying two

and Spalding contributing one third of the

expense.

Xyil. Not aware that any apphcations have been made.
XVIII. None has been made.
XIX. Annual inspection made in August by harbour master,
surveyor, and pilots, &c., but the pilots are continually inspecting same.

XX. Beacons surveyed

at the same time.
vessels, pilots, and fishermen using the
channel give immediate notice, so that a buoy
adrift is soon replaced.

XXI. Captains of

XXII. Yes.
XXIII. The

pilots

stationed below are bound to
^lately inform the surveyor to the Trust.
aXIV. No complaints.
Shape a httle altered from time to time.
XXVI. Have none.

imme-

^XV

XXVII. The channel

is

considered to be as well buoyed
in the United Kingdom.

and beaconed out as any

II.

BRIDGEWATER.

Bridgewater.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
I.

Thomas

II.

Circular VI.
Sully, agent to Lloyd's, Bridgewater

BRIDGEWATER.

Lights under control of Trinity House;
buoys and
beacons under the confrol of the Port and
Navigation Committee of the towa council
IV. Yes.
VII. Oil.
IX. When displaced, are immediately
put in order by
harbour-master.
XIII. One white, others black, and one
chequered, taper
'^
form.
XV. One penny per ton hai-bour dues ; one shilling
per
III.

vessel for mooring; three shilUngs
per
Bimipkin Hght.
XVII. That they are sufficient.
XVIII. The only complaint is that 3s. for

the

light

XIX. Yes.
XX. No.

IS

excessive.

vessel for

Bumham
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Brixham and Carmarthen.

BRIDPORT.

15.

Under

7.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
(None

VI.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
Daniel Good, ropemaker and timber merchant.

THE HARBOUR,

IL

Bridport,

County Dorset.

IIL Board of Commissioners.
IV.

I do.

V. Cannot suggest any.
VL Do not seethe advantage of any.

VH.

Tallow.

VHL

Not aware of any.
IX. Do not know of any.
X. Not aware of anv.
pomt
XI. The signals are lanthorns, one on each extreme

No

levied.

XVI. Not aware of
XVII. The general

any.
feeling in

my

opinion

XVIli. Dover and Ramsgate dues

is satisfactory.

are mostly complained

of at present.

XIX. Yes, so far as I am
XX. Not aware of any.
I.

II.

None.
None.

tender.

experience, the buoys being scarcely within the influence of the tide.

;

coal tar.

XX. There are no beacons.
XXI. No public notice is
XXII.

given, as the two

buoys are

stationary, merely to mark extent of harbour.
ITie contingency has not happened.

XXIV. None have

been made.
None.
XXVI. None.
XXA'II. This harbour lies within Torbay, on the southern
side, the access to which in all winds, and at all
times of tide, coupled with its freedom from all
rocks, shoals, sand banks, and all other impediments so usual to harbours in general, point it
out as a fit locahty for a harbour of refuge, to
which it is hoped the attention of Government
wUl lie directed, protected as it is by the batteries
on Berry Head, and having all the necessary
materials on the spot for constructing more.

XXV.

moored.
XIV. Do not see the service of any change.

XV. None

By

n.

Circulai;

VII. Not anv.
VIII. None."
IX., X. There are no beacons.
XI. No substitution has taken place.
XII. No dangers exist.
XIII. Vide answer to Query IX.
XIV. The general harbour funds
XV., XVI. There are no beacons.
XVII., XVIII. There has been no application made.
XIX. No special ins])ection they are usually overhauled
once a year by the harbour master, and paied with

'

of the pier.
reqmred.
XII. None used, ajid do not consider they are
piece of
XIII. One buoy, coloured black, form of a large
and always
ends,
and
tmiber" rounded the sides

Brixi

10/.

m.
0.

of these questions are applicable to Bridport

Harbour.)

I

:

informed.

John Swain. Harbour Master.
BRIDPORT, County Dorset.

Commissioners.
IV. Quite so.

III.

V. None.
VI. None wanted.
VII. Tallow candles.
VIII. Not to my knowledge.
IX. Not any.
X. Have not heard of anv.
between
XI. Tide signals are used, two lanthorns to guide
the piers.

XII. None used nor wanted.
harbour
XIII. One black buoy for warping out as in the
constantly moored.
XIV. None.

XV. None.
XVI. Heard of none.
XVII. Heard of no complaint.
, ,VIII. Have heard of no complaint of late years of light
.

dues.

Dover and Ramsgate dues frequently.

XIX. Cannot answer

XX.

I

am

that (juestion.

17.

CARMARTHEN.

Cai

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
Robert

agent for Lloyd's for the

Dunkiii,

district

II

RIVER

LlaneOy Circni

and a Harboiu- Commissioner.

TOWEY

to the

CARMARTHEN

BAR, and

LLANELLY HARBOUR.
III.

Thomas

Richards, Quay, Carmarthen, Local
spector of Buoys, under the Trinity House.

IV. Not sufiiciently buoyed.
V. A bell buoy should be substituted

VI.

A

for

Carmarthen Bar.
buoy should be placed between No.
for in thick weather

it

is

I

would

also

No.

1,

and No.

at
2,

difficult to distinguish

the one from the other, the
great.

1

In-

distance

recommend

that,

being so
instead of

being numbered, which is difficult to make out in
thick weather, each buoy should be distinguished
by being painted a different colour.
VII. Oil is used in the t«'0 hghthouses, iiithin the harbour

not.

of Llannelly.

u;.

VIII. I am not.
IX. The harbour buoys are occasionally shifted as the
channels alter.
X. See observations at the end.
XI. The harbour hght is exhibited during night tides from

BRIXHAM.

Brixham.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Return.)

Circular III.

Brixham.
and
II. The Commissioners for improving the Harbour
Market of BrLxham.
III. None.
IV. There is no lighthouse of any description. There being
merely a common gashght at the pierhead, with
I.

red glass seaward.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
Circnlar V.

for improving the Harbour and
Market, Brixham, by R. W. Wolston, their clerk.
none.
II. There is
III. None.
IV. None.
V. Two buoys to denote the limits of the harbour, both
cyhndrical or drum-shaped.
a. Timber, iron bound.

I.

The Commissioners

b.

Under

c.

No

Ditto.

e.

Two.

I

believe are satisfied.
are so apphed.

XIX. I beheve they
XX. I am not.

Observations.
account kept, being so

f.

None.
None.

k.

By anchor and

f.

XVIII. All

10/.

specific

d.

half flood to half ebb. The Whitfard hght is
exhibited from half flood and half ebb, from
sunset to sunrise.
XII. None used.
XIII. Black, with the exception of No. 3, which is
chequered, and is placed about the middle of the
channel.
XIV. Each buoy should have a different colour.
XV. One penny per ton register is charged on all vessels
passing over this bar of Burry.
XVI. I do not know of any.
XVII. I beheve mariners frequenting the port are satisfied
as to the efliciency of the present Ughts, beacons,
and buoys, except the suggested alterations.

trifling.

my capacity as agent for
Lloyd's, I have had occasion to attend several nTecks in
the vicinity of Carmarthen Bar, \-iz.
The Hanoverian galhot " Gute HufFnimg," with a
cargo of statuary, valued -10,000/., one person
Within the

last

few years, in

:

chain,

dromied.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

Carmarthen and Carnarvon.
The " HuskisEon," of

Liverpool, ^vith palm

oil,

Valued

at 15,000/.

The American

ship " Pickering

Dodge,"

in ballast, six

persons drowned.
ship " Queen of the West." cargo valued

The American
at 40,000/.

Sir Henry Pottinger," now on the sands,
cargo valued at 60,000/., one person drowned.
It is my decided opinion that if there were a bell buoy
instead of the present No. 1 on Carmarthen Bar, in all
probability some if not all these vessels would have escaped

The barque "

ship\vreck.

I.

W.

II.

III.

S.

Brown,

late of Ferry Side.

RIVER TOWEY, CARMARTHEN.
Mr. Thomas Richards, Quay, Carmarthen Local Buoy
Inspector.

IV. Not sufficiently buoyed.
V. No. 1, on Carmarthen Bar buoy, far too small to be
quickly seen in rough weather ; a bell would be of
great value in thick weather.

VI.

A

buoy between No. 1 and 2, if practicable, as in
rough or hazy weather, it is very difficult to
make out No. 2 from No. 1 if a buoy cannot be
laid down, a beacon on No. 2 woidd be desirable.
No. 3 chequered to be black. It was chequered
very many years since for craft to anchor at low
;

water, but the pool has been filled many years.
red
buoy should be pLaced in the best
anchorage at low water, with the depth painted

A

on

it.

XIII. Black, with the exception of No. 3, which is
chequered, conical. About the centre of the
channel.
to be black.
It was chequered
for vessels to anchor at low water
red buoy
the pool has been filled years since.
may be placed in the best anchorage at low water
with the depth painted on it.

XIV. No. 3, chequered
many years ago

A

£

s.

—ENGLAND.
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Carnarvon and Cardiff.

X

Cardiff.
that I could not give the Commissioners any information
which would be of service to them ; but, if the contrary
should l)e the case, I shall be most happy to fill up the form
to the best of my abihty.

Perch beacon.
Not knoHTi.
Toi ndicate a stationary bank.
Its colour and form.
Timber.

(I.

b.
c.

d.
e.

Awaiting

/. Black.
g. Not lighted.

Seventeen

/(.

No

j.

1852,

k.

None.

XI.
XII. In coming

1858,

13*-.

5/. 12s.

I.

black buoys are to be

left

;

the

" Shipping

pilots stationed at Llanddwyn have strict instructions to give immediate intimation of a buoy

XXII. The

adrift.

superior authority.

XXIV. None.
None.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

occurred.
of the buoys have been occasionally disjil-" i] by
storms but they have always been replaced as soon
as practicable, and no accident has occurred.
X. I know of none.
XL No tide signals are used or needed.
XII. None are used, nor do I think any are required.
XIII. Black, red, chequered, and green can buoys in the
Channels, and nun buoys on .sunken rocks and
In coming into harbour black
jets of baulks.
buoys are left on the ])ort hand, red buoys on the
starboard hand, green buoys are placed to leeward

Some

XIV.

I

of sunken rocks.
do not think any

Not

charge for lights.
charged for use of buoys, 1 s. per ton,
and one halfpenny per ton
per register loaded
per register when in ballast or empty.
XVI. I know of none.
XVII. I believe all parties are well satisfied with existing
straits are

XVIII.

XIX.

XX.

I
I

—

arrangements.
have heard no complaint.
that they are.
do not know of any.
I

know

derived from the buoys.
responsible to any superior authority.

o. Made of wood.
VI. Not known.
VII. No period fixed, done when required.
VIII. No uniform system exists.
IX., X. No beacons under this authority.
XI. Solid timber buoys are now being substituted for band
buoys as the latter are worn out.
XII. The princijile is merely buoying out the channel or cut

to the docks.
beacons.
the general receipts of the docks.
XV. No beacons.
XVI. No income from buoys. The expenditure cannot be
given.
XVII., XVIII. No applications made.
XIX. Inspected by the doekraaster as may be necessary.
.\X. No beacons.
XXI. None. When a buoy gets aflrift it is seen, and
replaced the following tide.
XXII. Y'es; the dockmaster.
XXIII. Not under any superior authority.
XXIV. No comjilaints or representations have been made
or received.
XXV. It is found that square solid timber buoys are better
for the purpose required than band buoys.

No

XIV. From

XXVI. None issued.
XXVII. None.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
I.

John Owen,

II.

would be of service.
Vessels passing through the

alteration

XV. No

Marquis of Bute, Bute Docks,

IV. None.
V. Neither classified or designated, but used only to show
the line of the channel or cut from the River Taff
in the Bristol Channel to the docks and tidal
harbour.

XIII.

W.

Davids, Church street, Carnarvon, Lloyd's
Agent.
II. The PORT of C.ARN.VRVON.
III. The trustees of Carnar\on harbour.
IV. I do.
V. I cannot see that any alteration is necessary, or would
be beneficial.
VII. ou.
not aware of any casualty of this kind having
am
VIII. I

IX.

of the

Cardiff.

The accompanying plan shows the situation of all the
buoys under the management of this authority.
The cost of maintaining the buoys cannot be given.

II.

No income
to the trust.

Gazette."

Smith

connected with the Bute Docks,

at or

The Trustees

III.

XIX- Inspected monthly by the suneyor
XX. The same.
XXI. Generally by advertisement in

I.

Return.)

Marquis of Bute, Bute Docks,

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

to chart.

XVIII. None.

XXV.

the

Cardiff.)

XV. Same.

having broken

Clerk of Cardiff.

Cardiff.

;

XVI. Refer to marginal statement
XVII. None.

of

(No lighthouse

;

are placed to the seaward of sunken rocks.
XIII. Perch beacon, being black, is to be left on the i)ort
hand.
XIV. From the harbour fund jiayable to tlie trustees at the
harbour offices.

No

Ben. Matthews,

Town

The Trustees

on the port

hand red buoys on the starboard hand chequered
buoys close to on either hand {/reen nun buoys

XXIII.

am, &c.

&c.

BUTE LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

(irf.

alteration.
in,

•

I

&c.

feet.

Not known.

i.

yoiu' reply,

J. F. Campbell, Esq.

Cardiff,

Llovds agent.

CARDIFF.

III. Trinity

Board, and some buoys in the river by the

corooration of Cardiff.

IV. Y'es, vAt\i the exception of Breaksea Point.
V. None.
VI. I would suggest the great desirability of a lighthouse
being placed on Breaksea Point, or a ball buoy
moored in four fathoms water off the Point.
VIII. No.
IX. The buoys have not unfrequently been displaced, but
they are well attended to by the agent of the
Trinity Board here.

May 1843 at least 25 vessels have been stranded
on Breaksea Point, and not more than sLx have
been got off ; had a Ught or a beU buoy been there
all probably would have been safe.
There are gas tide hghts at the pier heads of the Doche,
and they appear to be sufficiently good for the

X. Since

19 and 20.

CARDIFF.
June

XL

1859.
The Corporation of Cardiff have no control over the
lights, buoys, and beacons in the Bristol Channel and the
Roads here, with the following exception, viz., that they
keep in repair two or three buoys at the mouth of the Taff.
The rest are under the supervision of the Corporation of
Bristol ; this remark also applies to the hghthouse on the
The trustees of the Marquis of Bute, the
Flat Holmes.

Sir,

Cardiff,

purpose.

6,

owners of the Bute Docks, have laid down numerous buoys
to mark the channel or cut which leads up to their docks.
Under these circumstances I was under the impression

am

not aware of any fog signals being used in this
locality except on board floating lightships.
XIII. The positions and colour of the buoys are correctly
laid down in the charts of the British Channel.

XII.

I

XIV. None.
XV. By the corporation

of Cardiff a charge of 2s. 6rf. for
each vessel under 60 tons register, and 5s. for
each vessel above, is lened for buoys and harbour
dues.

XVI. None.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

—ENGLAND.
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Carlisle.

Cardiff and Carlisle.
XVII. They seem

quite satisfied except as regards Breaksea

Z.

Point.

XVIII. I hear no complaints.
XIX. Partly so, and remainder

in affording police

and other

All

seem

By

n.

Paint, number
The whole.

tender

;

new, and repaired by Dayloock.

perfectly satisfied.

Circular V.

or perch.

VI. Iron new buoys.
VII. Overhauled, and painted twice a year.
VIII. The superintendent goes over the whole

protection to the shipping.

XX.

m.
0.

Carlisle.

51. lOs.

once a

fortnight.

IX.

One

XL

\\Tien required, iron instead of wood.

SiUoth anchorage, being a mast with cross and
ball, and one on Cardunock Scar mast and black
at

cross.

XII. See answer to No. V.
XIII. None.
XIV. \hcl. per ton on vessels in and out harbour

CARLISLE.

21.

SOLWAY FRITH LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

offices.

XV. None.
XVI. Average annual income

Return.)

for

last five years,

359/.

average annual outlay for last five years, 785/.

English Channel, Solway Frith.
II. Trinity House, London.
III. Port Carlisle, Dock and Railway Company.
IX. Five lights, viz., lightship, Lee Scar lighthouse
I.

lighthouse.

Lading

Bay, tide lights at

Channel lights to
Annan, and tide light

;

Cote

Silloth
at Port

Carhsle.

V. 1837.

VI. Carlisle Canal Company.
VII. As recommended by Lieut.-Col. G. Robinson, R.X.,
to Admiralty.
VIII. May 1841.
IX. John Boyd, Companies' Engineer.
X. Channel Mghts.
XI. Timber, painted white.
XIII. Lee Scar 64 feet. Cote 42.
XIV. Lee Scar 25 feet. Cote 52.
XVI. Lee Scar 12 miles. Cote 10 miles lightship 8 miles.
XVII. Lee Scar from E. by N. A, round northerlv to
S.W. 4 S., Cote from N.E. to S.W.
XVIII. Fixed in white or red, as per chart.
XX. Sunset to sunrise.

XVII. No apphcations or suggestions, except by the superintendent, and carried into effect.
XVIII. None.
XIX. W. Geddess, Superintendent for the Company.

XX. None.
XXI. Notice

to pilots, harbour offices,

in newspapers and harbour
XXII. Yes, the su])erintendent.
XXIII. Report to Trinitv.
XXIV. None.

XXVI.

and advertisements

bills.

Superintendent to survey Channel buoys and hghts,
and report to this Company once a fortnight.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
I.

John Nichelson and

Circular VI.

Co., merchants, shipowners,

;

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Four in lightships three in Lee Scar, four in Cote,
two in Annan, and one in Port Carlisle.
XXIII. December ISo/. Extra burner in Cote light ship.
XXIV. Messenger and Sons, Birmingham.

XXV. Air pipes.
XXVI. Tolls a bell.
XXX. Finished.
XXXII.

Built by company.

XXXV.

Four men in lightship, 226/. per year; I man in
Lee Scar, 471. per year; I man in Cote, 311.
per year ; 1 man in Annan, 3\l. per year.

XXXVII. \6l. per year.
XXXIX. Colza oil, 4s. 6d.

per gallon.
XL. Cotton wicks, 2s. 6d. per gross.
XLII. lirf. per ton on vessels in and out; harbour

XLVII. None.

W.

N. B.
FRITH, from the Solway floating hght
Annan.
III. The Carhsle and Silloth Dock and Railway Company.
V y
!
IV. No.
V. The buoys are correctly enough [ilaced, as far as they
go, but are too small and too far apart.
VI. One large red buoy on the north-west side of SiUoth
Bank, a large black buoy on the south side of
Maria Bank, a large checquer perch-buoy in the
Fairway, and a lightship moored a little to the
shipbuilders,

II.

The

SOLWAY
ship to

west of No. 5 buoy.
There being at present only
one buoy at the entrance of this, the direct
channel to Annan, is the reason of the foregoing
appUcation.
VII. OiL
VIII. Not aware of the lights having been extinguished,
nor duly exhibited.
IX. The buoys have been replaced at once after being
displaced.

office.

XLV. None.
L.

and

Geddess, Superintendent for Company.

LII. No.
LIII. Spare set at St. Kinburness.
LVI. Private flags by day.
LVII. Lightship men once a month.
LVIII. One man constantly in attendance at the various
lights.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

X. The schooner " Mary," of Carlisle, in attempting to
take the channel, proposed to be buoyed and
lighted as abo\'e, went on shore on Silloth Bank
and became a wreck, in consequence of being
unable to make the buoy at the entrance, it being
its small size, in Aug. 1859.
The
schooner " St. Winifred," of Liverpool was lost
turning up at night, in May 1857.
XL None used and none required.
XII. Bejls are rung at Annan Waterfoot, Silloth, and
floating light, but from their small size are not
heard at any great distance.
XIII. Red, black, and checquered. Red, can buoys black,
nun buoys checquered, nun buoy with a perch.
Red on starboard side from sea ; black on port
checquer in fairway.

run do\vn from

;

I.

II.

Dock and Railway Company, late Carlisle
Canal Company.
Chart obtained, J. D. Potter, .31, Poultry, and II, King

Port Carlisle

Street,
III. Trinity

Tower

Hill,

London.

XIV. No.
XV. Yes

House, London.

;

IV. None.
V. Red can buoys on starboard and black nun buoys on
the Portland
up to Silloth, thence to Port
Carlisle ; black can buoys in deep.
a. Wood or iron.
b. From 61. to 24/.
c. See average.
(/.
See average.
e. Fourteen buoys.
/. Three buoys.
Buoy and hght establishment, Skinbumess.
ff.
h. Three buoys and moorings complete.
i. Eight accidentally, and six shifted in accordance with change in channel.
j. Broke adrift or sunk by vessels.
k.

Chain and stone.

;

3d. per ton to the Carhsle

and

Silloth

Railway

Company.
XVI. No foi-mal complaint ever made to our knowledge.
XVII. The general feeling of mariners is, that the buoys
are insufficient in

XVIII. That the charge

number, and too small.
is

too high for the

accommoda-

tion.

XIX. We have no means of knowing.
XX. In consequence of the opening of

the Silloth Dock,
the steamer and foreign trade vessels with cargoes
for Carhsle, which previously came to Carhsle,
end their voyages at Silloth. The opinion is that
the Silloth Dock and Railway Company will not
now have the same interest in keeping the upper
part; of the Frith so efliciently buoyed as formerly.
Several of the scours in the upper part of the Frith
P.S.
should have perches placed on them to show their position.
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Circular

Office,
Railway and Steam Navigation
Carlisle, Jan. 5, I860.
Commission
one of the Royal
I BEG to return you
answered by Messrs. John
Inquiry Papers, mth queries
and those answers eonfirmed
Annan,
Co.,
and
K.cholson
the So way Frith,
frequenting
bv'hirteen masters of vessels
answers. 1 also concur
in^alUhe essential portions of their
^oing into
vessels
opinion that
and have always been of
the maintenanc^ of
Marvport should contribute towards
Frith, as
Solway
eastward in the
the buoys and lights to the
for that Po;^'/-^-"«yA
n storn^y weathfr vessels bound
Bay
Silloth
tide, run up into
certain states of the wind and
contributing to the funds.
for safety, and that without
good stead in assistmg
The Solww- lightship is moreover of
-e^^e":
the ^lort of Maryport in ^^'^
vessel to
would be much
managenient
the
opinion
of
further

Ue

I

am

XVIII.

rather stop at sea.
Yes.

XIX.

XX. The

E. Jobling,
Lloyds Agent.

of Annan, having read the
and trading from the port
paper accompanying this,
answers to the questions in the
m them :—
concurrence
entire
express our

hereby

brig " James Re^ldin."
" Helen Douglas.
Francis Ma.xwell, brig
" Black Diamond.
flat
James Hastie,

John Rodrick,

Circula

lence merits.

VII. Oil.
ot the
VIII. Since a hghthouse was built at the expense
town, the light has been carefully kept up, with
Before this I am
a competent person in charge.
not aware of any accident having occurred, through
hght not being exhibited.
reIX. After a heavy gale buoys break adrift, but soon
placed.

X. None.

XL

None used or required.
XII. None used or required.
buoy,
XIII. Checkstone buoy, chequered; Castle Ledge
black ; Homestone buoy, black and white rings ;
Pin buoy, red.

XIV. No.
XV. One farthing per register ton

COCKERMOUTH.

,

.

„

. J

,,

received and collected by
the harbour master to maintain the light, out of
which (id. per ship is paid to the Towti Council,
the remainder is optional, and no means of enforc-

DARTMOUTH.

,

ing payment.

{See also page 43.)

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
Thomas

Dartmouth, Lloyd's

The Town Council, Dartmouth, but not responsible.
should
IV. The port is fairly buoyed if kept in order. I
think a beacon on the other side of the river at
theentrance of the harbour desirable.
KingVI. A beacon on the high ground or hills beyond
swear Castle would' be desirable, as the harbour
excelas
its
known
well
so
not
and
one,
is a blind

George Irving, "John and Mary.'
Matthew Irving, " Fidelity," Annan.

VI.

.

III.

Suffolk
Joseph Johnstone, schooner
"
of Annan.
Robert Lomas, schooner Syren,"
" Corby Castle.
schooner
Irving,
John
"
Hugh Davidson, schooner Dryad.

23.

.

DARTMOUTH.

II.

Annan.
John Richardson, " Prosperity," of
John Ir\-ing, A. & W. trader.'•
Hero. „

22.

Langworthy Kingston,

Richard

I.

Thomas Bell, schooner " Susan.
"
John Faulden, schooner Circassian

Daktmoutu.

,

light could not be managed better than it is, as
the funds would not admit of it. The buoys are
very often adrift for want of proper convenience
to replace them.

agent.

of vessels belonging to
the undersigned captains

We

find that many object to pay, arid others think it
Brixham ships in
a very reasonable charge.
opinion is, that
general object to the charge.
would
if any excessive charge was made that ships

My

servant.

London.

Lloyd's,

I.

I

^^^

Capt. Halstead, R.X.,

Circolai-

I

under the Trinity Board altogether.

Your obedient

'

—

have heard many masters find fault that there is
circular
not a beacon erected, and the light is not so good
as it ought to be.
be
could
there
that
stated,
XVII. The opinion is as I have
an improvement in the light, and the Nimble rock
buoyed and beacon placed.

XVI.

Frith.

Sir,

better

Dartmo

Dartmouth.

Carlisle and Dartmouth.
Lights and Buoys, Solway

:

P. Tipper, harbour master.

Dartmouth. The Trinity Board
many years ago, since which time
ha^'ing any further charge of
deeUned
they have
them.

ni^To™ou™rof

XVI. No complaints, but a beacon would be very desirable.
XVII. An improvement could be made on the Hght.
XVIII. There is a difi'erence in opinion on this subject.
XIX. Yes.
XX. Could not be better managed according to the funds.

placed the buoys

should be buoyed, and
V'l eonsfdw' that the Nimble rock
the light and
there could be an improvement
blown up at a triHmg
the Pin rock should be

m

VI The Nimble'rock

is

about one

mUe to

VIII

II.

IV.

I

VI.

I

m

the Nimble
Nimble revenue cutter was lost on
have struck on the
rock, and several other ships
years, two of them
four
last
the
within
rock
same
Plymouth for repau-s.
large ships, which went to
Castle Ledge buoy,
XIII. Checkstone buoy, chequered;
white rings.
black; Homestone buoy, black and

X The

Pin buoy, red.

XV

One

.

received by me,
farthin^ per ton. register tonnage,
corporation,
and (id. out of each ship goes to the
Ihe
which is deducted off the farthing per ton.

harbour duties are not compulsory.

would strongly recommend this beacon to be erected
on the top of the inner fi-oward, for the following
reasons: the land being higher than the outer
froward, and equally open from the east, southnearer
east, south, and south-west. ,\nd also being
the entrance to the harbour, ships steering for it
harbour,
fetch
the
enabled
to
would be sure to be
or the roads, whichever way the wind was, and
would also steer clear of all danger. If it were

.

of saving

c^f.^

light

cularly.

placed on the outer froward, ships steering from
far
the south-west for it would find themselves too
harbour,
to the southward when they opened the
the
with a strong N.N.W. wind, to fetch into
The harbour Hght oil is used.
roads.

ships.

displaced many times. The Fin
IX. The buoys have been
both adrift at
buoy and the Checkstone do. are
last two months.
the present, and have been for the
port tor overthe
convenience
There is not any
be done once
hauling the buoys, which ought to

master mariner, E.I.S.

and buoys are supported by the town.
consider the coast adjacent well lighted and buoyed.
entrance to the
I consider a beacon on the eastern
harboiu- would tend very materially to identify the
harbour, coming from the south-west more parti-

The

lighthouse at a reason'could be conducted to the
able exiiense.
three years; was
erected
The hghthouse has been
During
of January, 180/
first lighted on the 1st
been the means
has
the time it has been lighted it

many

late

DARTMOUTH.

III.

the eastward of

and a very dangerous
beacon on the eastern
I would recommend a
rock
the Trinity Brethren
side of the harbour, which
consideration.
under
time
has had some
give abetter hglit, ana
Oil but I consider gas would
the Eastern Black Stone,

VII

John BuUey. Dartmouth,

I

VIII. Not to

my

knowledge.

that was placed on the Pin rock was washed
in the gale on the 25th of October last.
X. I know of none.
Dartmouth harbour is accessible at aU tunes ot tide,

IX The buoy
away

XL

therefore

no signals are necessary.

XIV. None.
One farthing per ton

XV

port, for

•

is

levied

on

,
j-u
vessels entering tne

supporting the light, collected by the

harbour master.
j t ibut i
t
of,
XVII. The hght and buoys are never complained
desirbelieve most mariners would think a beacon

|

'

*-

able.

I
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Dartmouth and Derby.

ouTii.

~
''

We

'

•

XIX. They

have
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Derby.

Derby.

times some difficulty in collecting the
farthing per ton for sup])orting the light, having
no power hy law to enforce the payment.

XVIII.
^

—ENGLAND.

at

MORECAMBE LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
No.

are.
I.

II.

Return.)

2.

Morecambe Harbour, near Lancaster.
The Midland Railway Company, Derby,

as lessees of

the railway and works.

24.

BY.
r III.

alions
inijs.

WiUiam Briggs, Harbour Master.
IV. One fixed light on Morecambe Harbour
III.

DERBY— MORECAMBE.

MORECAMBE LIGHTHOUSE.-(Special
No.

Return.)

I.

Morecambe harboui-, screw pile lights on Clark's Wharf,
Morecambe Bay.
II. The Midland Railway Company, Derby, as lessees of
the railway and works.
I.

III.

Wm.

Briggs, harbour master, Morecambe, near Lan-

caster.

One light only.
V. The North-western Railway Act, 1846.
VI. The North-western Railway Company.
VII. To mark the entrance to the channel
new harbour of Morecambe.
IV.

leading to the

VIII. October, 1854.
IX. Alex. Mitchell and Son, Belfast, by contract.
X. Sea light.
XI. Timber with screw pile. House red.
XII. None.
XIII. Seventy-eight feet from sand.

XVIII.

to sunrise.

XXX.
XXXI.

machinery.
only according to lightkeeper's log;
l5ut they state it is always used when necessary.
XXVIII. Twenty days of fogs and thick mist.
XXIX. 2,594/. inclusive of 5 screw-pile beacons.
XXX. Finished.
XXXI. Included in contract for lighthouse; cannot furnish
particulars.

from October 1854 to
of which amount 68/. is for

cost of repairs

work

is 153/.,

in 1857.

XXXIV. Painted twice annually; cost about 71- 10s.
XXXV. Three at 21s. a week, and boatman 10s. each tri]).
XXXVI. Included in contract for lighthouse.
XXXVII. Cost in 185/, I U. 16s. 6rf. 1858, .0/. 19s. 5d.

XXXIX.

oil

XXXIX.

Patent railway oil at
XL. Fine plaited cotton wick.

at 4s. 6d. to As. 9d. per

kept.

XLI. CO/., including fixing.
XLII. From dues on shipping entering Morecambe harbour
XLIII. Not opened till October 1854.
XLIV. Income for quarter ending 30th June 1855
129/. 7s. 3d. ; 1858, 92/. Us. 8d. Income for 1855,
477t. 2s.
Expenses for 1855, 456/. 3s. Id; 1858,
334/. 13s.

5rf.

XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.
L. By the harbour-master and engineer of the company.
LI. At intervals.
LII. Never accidentally.
LIII. One spare lamp, 3 burners in a part of the house
on the light set apart.
LIV. A barometer.

LV.

A

round

ball by day and a green light by night
up to the harbour.
hoisted on the flagstaff by day, no night
signal or code of signals, if assistance is required
from the shore.

indicate 8 feet in the channel

LVI.

A

flag

LVII. Weekly, two on and one off.
LVIII. Copy of regulations herewith.

This light was seen burning by Dr.
on the night of September the 6th, from
and the screw pile erected was observed
ing from the beach. The light stands 141

Gladstone,
Fleetwood,
next morn-

ou the

wicks, 104

4s. 6d. to 4s. 9d.

per

per gallon.

XLI. To 3/. 10s.
XLII. XLIII., XLIV. See Return for Screw Pile Light.
XLV., XLVI., XLVIL, XLVIII., XLIX, L., LI. None.
LII. No.
LIII. One oil lamp is kept, should any accident happen
to the gas.

gallon.

XL. No account

diameter 5 feet

18s. per week.

XXXVII.. 5/.
XXXVIII. Oil, 46 gaUons per annum;
annum. Gas is now used.

LV.

in 1857, in 1858 about 120
account of -ndck used.

Patent railway lamp

feet,

See annual cost of Painting or Colorins.

LIV. None.

;

No

Height of lantern 8

XXXIV. None.
XXXV. One, at
XXXVI. 25/.

XXXVIII. About 130 gaUons
gallons.

75/.

9 inches.

XXVII. Four days

October 1858

Finished.

XXXIII. None.

XXV. Ordinary pipe.
XXVI. A bell I'ung by

contract

sunset to sunrise.

XXIV. Smith, Edinburgh.
XXV. A pipe.
XXVI. A bell.
XXVII. Rung about 12 times.
XXVIIL No log kept.
XXIX. 858/.

XXII. Second order. One burner.
XXIII. Xo alterations.
XXIV. M. Saultie and Co., Paris.

total

fixed white light.

Reflecting.

XXII. One burner.
XXIII. None.

XVII. See Chart and Sailing Du'cctions.
XVIII. Fixed red light.

XXXIII. The

A

XX. From
XXI.

XIV. Thirty-eight feet.
XV. Seven nautic miles.
XVI. Twelve miles.

XX. From sunset
XXI. Dioptric.

Pier.

V. North-western Railway Act, 1846.
VI. The North-western Railway Company.
VII. For harbour pur])oses.
VIII. 14th October 1854.
IX. Contractors, Robert Wilson, Builder, Lancaster; Engineer, R. Smallman, Esq.
X. Harbom' hgbt.
XI. Brown sandstone, built sohd, shape round pillar.
XII. Copper wii-e.
XIII. Thiity-three feet.
XIV. Forty feet.
XV. Seven miles.
XVI. Twelve miles.
XVII. The hght is masked to show brightest to the S.W.,
the fairway for the channel to the harbour.

list.

P

A

black ball hoisted at the pier denotes 8 feet of
water up to the harbour.

LVI. None.
LVII. None

required.

LVIII. The only regulation is, that the hght be exhibited
from sunset to sunrise.

MORECAMBE HARBOUR.
Rules for the LicHTKEErr.ns of the Screw Pile
Lighthouse on Clarke's Wharf.
1st. That, they are the servants of the North-western
Railway Company, and are subject to the same rules and
regulations as other servants of the said Company.
2nd. They shall sign a declaration that they accept the
situation, subject to the risks of remaining on the lighthouse, or of being taken in boats to and from it, and with
a fuU knowledge of its structure, and of all other risks
incident to the situation.
3rd. That of the three lightkeepers two shall always
remain on the lighthouse, and the third shall be on shore
a week.
4th. Tlie men on duty shall keep watch six hours each.
The man who has the afternoon watch shall, before sunset,
see that the lamps and reflectors are in proper order, and
at sunset hght the same ; during the night watches each
must take care that the lamp is constantly burning properly and clearly.

5th. The man who has the morning watch shall extinguish the light at sunrise, clean the reflectors, trim the
lamps, and clean out the living room properly.
6th. They must jointly clean out all closets, cupboards,
and storerooms, and keep everything else clean and in
proper order and condition.
7th. The machinery of the fog signal must be kept
wound up, and in foggy v.-cather or snow the bell must be

p 4
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XVII. None.
XVIII. None.
XIX. By the harbour master and workmen

needed, both

cases, if
constantly ringing, and in such
keepers must be on duty.
,i
buoy
black K„f,v
>o. i1 w„^v
the xwhen
fog
a
deemed
be
shall
It
8th.
sunrise.
cannot be seen between sunset and
ball
lit at night, and the
be
light
geeen
the
That
9th
times as the keepers shall
be hoisted in the day at such
to the pier.
water
up
feet
8
is
there
consider
which shall be entered
10th That a logbook be kept,
weather, and any other
he times of reUef, state of the
,

XX. Same.
XXI. Bv advertisement and

great care be at

mh!' That

is

originally laid

down

^

^

floated

on

.

^,

theu-

of which (except one) have been reBuoys on the
placed by others floating on end.
for
latter principle are now being made of iron
quarters,

aU times taken to prevent

^l:„„

fire.

buovs

I

Company.

of the

engineer.

XXIV. None.

XXV. The

Circular

circulars.

XXII. Haibour master and Company's
XXI II. By letter, by post, or by train.

m

accident by

Derb'

Derby and Dover.

Derby.

"^

:

all

this place.

happened, or anything
r^th lA case any accident has
hoisted, when a
required specially," a union jack must be

XXVI., XXVII. None.

boat will be sent.

The

13th.

once a
lightkeeper off duty shall, at least
and shaU
see if any signal is flying,

25.

dav go to the pier and

stores, and also go
also get ready all coals and water and
on duty, and take
to the house of the man remaining
clothes.
or
do\vn his pro\-isions
,
,
,
j
v
is ended, be relieved
14th. That the man whose duty
the last quater s ebb, cevery ^Yednesday, when possible at
as
be
deadlow water, so that the reUeving boat may
contax:t with the piles; the
little danger as possible from

m

of the tug or the
time of reUef to be fixed by the captain

boatmen.

<•

,
times when any ot
15th. That the bell be struck three
as a signal that all
the company's steamboats are passing,
.

'^

master,
That all reports be made to the harbour
orders be received from him.
be made a month
17th That all requisitions for stores
proper supply.
before being required, so as ensure a
house must not be
18th The hlehoat attached to the
cases of neused for pleasure or for fishing, but only
"fth."

and

all

m

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

The

III.

will give the
and the printed sailing du-eetions
No special
positions of the buoys and beacons.
income deor
account is kept of the expenses of,
beacons.
1 he total
and
buoys
the
rived from
named is
income and expenditure for the periods
1
No.
Return,
Lighthouse
given in the

No."

attached designates the
V. fhrprinted saihng directions
buoys in the Channel.

Dover.
Iron, Harbour-master, Dover.
the printed
IV. Five lights, for a description of which see
handbill annexed.
X. Harbour.
XI The two wooden staffs on -nhich the two large red
bghts named in the printed bill are hoisted rise
from a circular timber building painted white. The
of
small low red lights also named in such bill, one
them being however always used -n-ith large red
lead
painted
li</hts, are shown from iron coliunns,
to in the
colour, as is also the green light referred

III.

John

71-

c.

3bs.

e

lOs. per annum.
The buoys in the Channel

'

are,

one large

black, one red perch buoy,
feet channel
(see sketch") three ordinary 12
red, two black buoys, and four

outer

the
Large red lights, respectively 75 feet and (io feet ;
feet
low red lights 21 feet, and the green light IS
mUes, the low red
14
12
to
from
lights
red
large
The
XVI.
lights 10 miles, and the green light 4 miles.
XVIII Fixed, the colours being before given.
printed
XX. During such periods of tide as are specified in
bill.

mooring buoys in the harbour.
There are none in reserve at present, but
some iron buoys are being built.

/, g,' h.
i.

Four.

Two

I.

^
^
gas burners to each large red hght,
,

one only of oil to small red lights, and one batwang
burner "(gas) to green hght.
Bell on south pier.

XXVI.
XXVII. No register kept.
XXVIII. The like.
XXX^'. One, the deputy harbour
100/.

annum,

per

for

master, whose salary is
he performs other

v.-hich

XLII. Tne revenues of the harbour.
XLVIII., XLIX. None.
LV. See printed handbill.

Notice to M.\rineks.
Alteration of Tidal Signals at Dover Harbour.
first day of
Xotice is hereby given, that on and after the
exhiJanuary 18'52, the following tidal signals wiU be
in use :—
now
those
of
bited at Dover Harbour instead

,

run down hy
and two have broken adrilt m

are supposed to have been

vessels,

]c

,.

XXII Two Argand

buoy,

buoys,

j

m

duties.

to 20/.

6.

d.

said bill.
<
teet
Tlie staffs are respectively 60 feet and 50
about
height, the columns for the low red hght each
feet.
G feet, and the column for the green light 12
j.

XIII

Wood.

a.

Circulal

XIV

Derby, as lessees of
The Midland Railway Company,
the railway and works.
accompanying charts will show the jurisdiction,

..,.

II

Return.

Dover Harbour.
Assistants, Council House,
II. The Honourable Warden and

I.

cessity.

Circular V.

DOVER.

LIGHTHOUSE.—(Speci.\l

storms.
Large stone and chain.
fixing
Chain 12/., stone and bolt I7s. 6d., and

Depth of
Water on

Ebb and

,

Flow by
Index at
North

I

Day

Night Signals.

Signals.

]

I

Pier.
'{

25.«.

m

Repairs are done by the

ji.

By

0.

Three.

size,

VI. The floating j>erpendicular buoy
VII. Twelve months.

IX

\

Company

by perch, and by mode of

s

servants.

floatation.

7 to 10

for both.

do'rni, but four
Five beacons were originally put
bad weather, or by
of them were soon destroyed by
and were not
them,
with
contact
vessels coming in
preference.
replaced, buoys being substituted in
in genera)
one
the
now
is
perpendicular buoy

Red

flag ^^ith

a

black ball under at the cus-

feet.

staff
tomary
on the south

Red

flag

same

feet.

on the

staff.

and beacons.

pier,

and a

similar

on the outer extremity of the south pier.

fight

The

lights

now

in use, viz.

two larse red Ughts on the
signal staffs of the south
pier, and the above men-

tioned small low red Ught
on the north pier.

XII The" buoys

there
houses, buoys,

north

pier.

10 to 13

XI. The floating

red
define the margin of the channel;
the port
buoys being on the starboard, black on
hand.
XIII. One beacon on starboard hand
.VL,i \ .,
XIV '*XV XVI. See answers to XLII., XLlll., amounts
Lii^hthouse Special Return, No. 1. The
bghtgiven include receipts and expenses on

A small low red light on the

13 feet

&

upwards

flag with a
black ball over
on the like

Red

staff.

Lights as above.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

—ENGLAND.

Dover.
[•

A brilliant green light projecting its rays towards the
harbour's mouth will be exhibited throughout the night,
by the clock tower in the inner part of the harbour, and
will show midway between the piers.
Xo signal to shi])S in general will be made between seven
feet at ebb and seven feet at Hood, by the index board, and
whenever, at other times, the harbour is inaccessible to
vessels, the flag (if in the day) v/ill be pulled down, and
(if at night) the light or lights on the south pier will l)e
extinguished, and only upon the former being rehoisted,
or the latter relighted, can the harbour be entered.
By order of the Honourable Warden and Assistants of

VI.

port.

VIII.

do not recollect any instance of the lights not
being duly exhibited or of any accident happening
in consequence.
IX. The buoys in the harbour have several times broken
adrift in consequence of the moorings not being

G. T. Tho-mpson,

;

X.

Registrar.

I

—

June 5. Admiral Hamilton, Captain Ryder, and the
Secretary inspected the lights at Dover.
Tlie light at the end of the new Mole is a blue hght, a
gas bm-ner in a lamp with a blue shade. The effect of this
light Vi'as remarked i)re\-iously, see Personal Obser\-ations,
vol. I.
On this occasion it was explained that the late
storm had injured the gas pipe, and that the light was
shown from a small lantern placed for the time.
This hght is only intended to keep vessels off the new
works, and is under the charge of the Go^-ernment.
The red harbour light is produced by two lamps, which
The flame is gas, and is
are hoisted on separate masts.
kept constantly burning, so that it is only necessary to
turn up the gas in the morning. There are two silvered
reflectors, and the lantern is surrounded with red glass.
The reflectors were encrusted with dirt. The glass of the
lantern covered with soot, which adhered to the fingers
when the glass was touched in the inside. The glass was
also covered with condensed moisture, even with the gas
liurning low.
It was evident that the lantern and reflectors
had not been cleaned for a long time. On endeavouring to
reflectors
as a burning sjieculum in the sun,
use one of the
it was found impossible to get even a tolerable focus, a
small silvered glass specidum of three inches would ha\-e
The place where the lanterns are
])roduced more effect.
lowered during the day was locked, the key lost, and it was
found necessary to break into it with a hammer.
The green light is produced in a common sti-eet lamp
glazed with green glass, and placed at such a height that
the sails of a boat passing in front of it obscured the light.
The back of the lamj) is occupied by an opaque screen, with
a reflector, which the harbour master stated to be made of
glass, and subsequently of glass covered with a jjecidiar
On examining it somewhat closer it turned
composition.
out to l/c tin painted white, and considerably smoked.
It was suggested by one of the Commissioners that this
material would not be so liable to injury as the silver, and
the harbour master stated that such was the case.
It was subsequently stated that the gas company have
charge of this lamj), and that they had removed the glass
reflector to send it to London to try if one like it could be
It appeared to the Commissioners that the harbour
got.
lights at Dover required superintendence.
Steamed round the back of the Goodwin, and observed
the large buoys there placed. There was a strong tide
running, a considerable sea on, and a strong breeze, and
the buoys rode upright and steadily.
They were conspicuous at a great distance, and presented
a remarkable contrast to the buoys in the Solent.
They are coloured black, red, and black and white, in
stripes, each has some distinctive peculiarity of form, such
as a square, or triangle, or ball on the apex of the cone.
wreck buoy, smaller, painted green, and of the form called
nun, was obser\'ed. It was almost under water, and as an
example of the old system was a remarkable contrast to the
new buoys, of which the Commissioners expressed then'

A

high apjjroval.

The Chairman boarded the Goodwin or North Sand
Head lightvessel with some- difiiculty, owing to the tide
and the sea. She was in good order.

Dover.

would recommend a

I

floating light to be jMaced near
the Vai-ne or Ridge, as it was only last %i-eek an Circular VI.
outward bound ship was lost there, the crew and
passengers, numbering nearly (iO, being all lost.
The Ught on the end of the Admiralty Pier is green,
and very inferior.
VII. Oil and gas are used for the harbour lights at this

Dover Harbour,
Dover, Ilth September, 1851.
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Dover and F.wersham.

I

sufficiently strong, and ships damaged thereby.
consider that the ship happened to be lost last week
on the Varne or Ridge might have been saved had
there been a light there.

XI. The tide signals used at this port are a red flag with
baU under from seven to ten feet, ten to thirteen
red flag above,

and

upward red

fi-om thirteen

flag

with ball uppermost.

do not know of any fog signals in use by the harbour.
I think a gong would be very useful at tide
time in foggy weather.
XIII. Tlie buoys in this port are square, and are coloured
XII.

I

XIV.

I

black with coal

tar.

would recommend them to be in the form of a pear
as at present they go under water directly a strain
comes on them.

XV. I am not a«'are
XVI. 1 have known

of any.
of complaints being
buoys, but cannot state the tinie.

About

X^'II.

the

same as

made about

the

my

own.
XVIII. I cannot say I am not aware of any charge being
made expressly for Ughts or buoys. l' presume
it is included in the haibour dues, "which
are generally unsatisfactory.

XIX. I do not know.
XX. I am not.
Latham &

Co., merchants and ship agents,
Lloyd's, Do\-er.

and agents
"^

to

Circular VI.

The PORT of DOVER and COAST adjacent.
III. The Commissioners of Dover Harbour
for the Hghts
II.

and buoys of the

port.

IV. Yes.
VII. Oil and gas in Dover Harbour, electric hght
and
at the South I'oreland, and oil at Dungeness.

oil

We are not aware of any such occurrence.
IX. We are not aware of any such occurrence.
X. We know of none.
VIII.

XI.

Two

red lights on the south pier and one red hcrht
on
the north pier, fl-hen there is 8 feet
water and
above
the harbour, and a red flag in the daytime
IS hoisted on the south pier to denote
the same.

m

XII. Guns and fog bell.
XIII. Square buoys painted black; but only for
moorin^
°
buoys, no other buoys required.
XIV. We have no change to recommend.
XV. None.

XVI. No complaint

to our knowledge with reference to

lights, buoys, or beacons,

have been made.

We believe the

XVII.

general opinion to be that the lio-bts
buoys, and beacons are very good and
efficient
for the purposes required.

XVIII.

We

have no local dues in respect of

lights,
'

or beacons.

buovs '
'

XIX. None collected.
XX. We are not aware

that any other tlian an oiiinion of

satisfaction prevails.

28ih December 1859.

LLOYDS EVIDENCE.
I.

James A. Crundall, Dover, master mariner.

n.

DOVER.

Mr. J. Iron, harbour master, Dover.
IV. No.
V. I consider the Ughts on the piers are not lofty enough
to be seen to the westward, over the Admiralty
Pier, and that they have not sufficient power to be
seen any distance. I would suggest that the buoys
off the Admiralty Pier had beacons on them, as
they are run under by the tide, and are dangerous
to shipping coming close round the pier.
III.

II.

c

26.

FAVERSHAM.

F.WERSHAM.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

W.

A.^ Chambers,

Bi-idge House, Preston,

Circular V.

Faversham

Superintendent of the Faversham Navigation,
and
\\

ater Bailiff.

APPENDIX TO EErORT ON LIGHTS, BUOYS, AND BEACONS

SOfi

Faversham.

Favkksham.

The Faversham navigation

is a creek about two miles
inland of the East Swale; requires no buoys; we
have a few stick beacons only. The charges for
ancliorage and beacons are, Is. for a barge, 2s. for
small sliijjs, and 3s. for large ships. The income is

II.

Circular V.

The stick beacons and collecting
about
are paid from the amount
the remainder at the
201. a year.

;

disposal of the Lord of the Manor.
the Lord of the Manor and the Commissioners of
the Faversham Navigation.
IV. James Lightfuot, Dredger, of Faversham. Is a water
bailiff.
His duty is to prevent ships and boats
anchoring on the oyster beds.
\. There is one buoy at the entrance of the creek, and one
at the sand end of the horse, which the Trinity
attend to.
III.

To

Wood.

0.

Do 7iot know.
Do not know.
Do not know.

b.
c.
(/.

e.

Two.

f.

One

On
Do

I/.

h.
i.
_;".

for each.
boai'd the Trinity vessei.

not know.

None.

When

there
or barges

disjilacement it is wlien ships
fast to them ; it seldom

is

make

happens.
1.

TO.

and stone

^S'ith cliain

k.

sinker.

Do not know.
Do not know.

n.

One

o.

end buoy.
Two.

painted letter spit buoy, the other sand

VI. Nun boys.
VII. Ours are often inspected by the Trinity, and when requii'ed to be repaired are taken away and put

VIII.

down.
any damage occurs to them I report it tothe
Collector of the Faversham Customs, and he to

When

the Trinity.
IX. There are no beacons only those belonging to the
oyster company, which are show beacons, about 30
feet long, five inches in the middle.
X. About 20.

No

specific

For

centui-ies.

a.
6.

FLEETWOOD.

27.

These lights were visited on the 24th of Augus Fleei
by Dr. Gladstone; — the upper light in the evening, Fowei
and both in the morning. They .stand 139-140 on the
—
of lights visited or seen alight.
They are tide Circu
and lead into the harbour. They are lighted
at half tide, which is notified by twisting a ball by Obseni
The upper light is on a column a hundred feet by I'oni
day.
high, well built of stone, which is kept of the natural sjoncrs
colour, the lantern being painted red.
The lower
light is in a building on the beach, 40 feet high, of
stone, unpainted
built in 1840.
Both houses appeared neat and clean. They are kept by two men,
who remain with their respective lights when they
are burning.
Gas is burned in each, and each is provided with a large parabolic reflector. The gas is
the same with which the town is lighted.
It was
burning well and brightly at the time of the evening
visit, but it is said sometimes to "wink," and once
the light in the lower lighthouse went out.
This
was on the occasion of the Queen's vi.sit, and happened just as she was entering the harbour ; the cause
probably being that many additional burners were
just then lighted at the large hotel close by, which
diverted all the gas for a short time.
The chimnies
rarely break.
The reflector in the upper lighthouse
is
remarkably well kept ; that in the lower is
scratched, and shows signs of rough handling.
Accounts are kept of the times of lighting and extinguishing gas, and of the state of the weather.
Small
cannon are fired during fogs in answer to vessels
signalling distress.
There are three small beacons ; black poles with
four stays marking channels.
There are also eight buoys nun, black inspected
regularly.
Duplicates are kept on shore.
Besides these a large beacon belonging to the
Trinity House was looked at from a distance.

list

lights,

;

—

—

name.

To

divide the oyster beds.
d. Not required.
e. Nonvay spai's, 5 inches middle.
c.

/. Black.
g. Not lighted.

Four to

h.
t".

j.

About
1852,

k.

XI

No

28.

six feet

2/.

1858, 3;. 10s.

6/. 1(«.

income.

I.

We

have no change.
XII. If any are destroyed they are replaced immediately,
We
have no places but what are attended to.
XIII.

XIV. The Company of Dredgers.
XV. The stick beacons are paid for out of
dues at

my

XVI. No income;

is

the water baihff

by the oyster com-

pany.

XVII. None!
XVIII. None.

XIX. By the Trinity have no dates.
XX. The foreman of the oyster company.
XXI. I inform the Collector of Customs, he
;

WTites to the

Trinity.

XXII. No, there is not ; hut

I

always receive early informa-

tion.

XXIII. As described

in

XXI.

XXIV. None.
a.

Answered

The East Swale

in

XVI.

held by the oyster company under the
Right Hon. Lord Sonds, and has been for centuries. The
foreman
the
present
of
company is Mr. W. Clark. If you
require any other infonnation about the Swale he will give
it you
or any other information about the Faversham Navigation, Mr. Jassel, Solicitor, Faversham, who is clerk to the
Commissioners, will give it you.
;

is

II.

Wm. LowTy,
FOWEY.

III.

Lloyd's agent, Fowey.

The corporation

of Lostwithiel receive dues on

vessels that enter this harbour,

but

mU do

all

nothing

else.

office.

the expenditure

FOWEY.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

IV. No.
V. There are no lights within this port.
VI. I would suggest a light being erected at the entrance
of Fowey Harbour, first, because it is not distinguishable by vessels coming from the eastn'ard;
secondly, there is no harbour but Fowey, between
Falmouth and Plymouth, where vessels can run
for refuge ; and, thirdly, vessels bound to Falmouth for orders, in thick weather, frequently
overshoot that port, and for want of a light pass
Fowey Hai-boxir, and thereby incur further danger.
X. Within the last three years three vessels have been
stranded on Par Sands (about four miles westward
of this harbour), the masters believing at the time
they were running into Falmouth Harbour, taking
In
the" Gribbin Head for St. Anthony's Point.
strong gales from south-south-west to south-south-

and vessels embayed between Falmouth and
Plymouth, there is no harbour for refuge but
Fowey. In the year 1 838 tT\'o vessels were wTecked
near Looe, and in 1850 one near Polperro, which
no doubt would have been saved had there been

east,

a light for this harbour.
XI. None used or wanted.
XII. None used; do not think them necessary for the
jiort.

XIII. None.

XV. There

is Is. 4rf.

per \essel chai-ged by the corporation

of Lost*vithiel for anchorage.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

—ENGLAND.
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I.

Captain Goodrich gave the following evidence.

My

opinion is. that the general feeUng of mariners
are that a light is required for Fowey Harbour, for
the reason that, during the dark winter months
even vessels belonging to the port wait outside, the
masters not being able to distinguish the entrance,
thereby incurring great danger.

Wm.
FOWEY.

Lieut.

II.

A

F. Essell, R. N., Fowey.

The

There are no lights at Channel Islands tliey are
very much required. Has suggested to the Estates a
buoy, with a fog bell, to be placed at the north entrance of the Little Russel Channel.
Never saw any notice of the new lightship on the
Shambles until after he saw her. Heard from a captain, that he nesirly run her down. Never received the
new directions to avoid collisions. Thinks a more
;

systematic

way

of

distributing

navigation notices

would be very valuable.
The notices at the Custom Plouse are seldom read
or remembered.
In making Guernsey from the northward, Herm
Island, being not unlike the north part of Guernsey,
in thick weather care must be exercised lest the
latter is mistaken for the former, which would be
fatal.

29.

Several buoys are required.
at Plat Boue, north of Herm.
bell buoy north-east of PlatFources, north of

One
One

GOOLE.

Guernsey.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

One buoy on the Agenor Shoal, north point of
Guernsey Roads.
One buoy on Les Tetes d'Aval, south of Herm.
One buoy or beacon, on Les Grunes de Serliourg,

Thomas Woodhcad, South Sheet, Goole, Master Mariner
II. From HULL to GOOLE.
III. The Worshipful the Wardens, Elder Bretlu'cn of the
I.

Trinity House, Kingston-upon-Hull.
IV. No.
V. As there is neither Ijuoy, beacon, or light Ijetween the
port of Hull and Goole, (one wreck buoy excepted,)
any of the aforesaid would be an improvement.
VI. First, one light at Chaldersness for a guide into South
Channel second, one light upon Wiltonness to
shade three different colours, as a guide round the
Ness, and up Wilton Channel ; two leading lights
at Wilton, as a guide from north to south shore,
and vice versa, one of the lights to be easily shifted,
as the channel might shift a little lower down or
higher up and one light on Fla.\lettness. The
whole of the above lights would only require to
be of a small description to be seen, say, three or
four miles off.
X. Accidents have been numerous of a minor sort, but the
want of Ughts prevents the river from being navigated at night time, which is a great drawback to
the port of Goole, with its increasing steam trade.
XV. A vessel of 188 tons register pays 10s. 6d. per voyage to
the Trinity House and Corporation of Kingston;

;

south of Guernsey.
Brehon beacon is

feeling of mariners belonging to the
Port of Goole is, that the dues are excessive, considering there are no lights between Hull and

Goole.

GUERNSEY.

now

a

fort.

The Great Bank ought

buoyed

to be

for large

vessels.

The new lighthouse building
show red towards north shoals.

at

Les Harois should

Martin Points and Brehon Fort were
would be a safe leading mark for (he
anchorage from the northward.
Blanciiard Rock, east of Jersey, ought to be
South

If

lighted, there

buoyed.
La Pierre au Vacli, south-west of Alderney, ought
to be buoyed.
gun at Casquets would be very useful. There is
a fog bell tliere
but I have frequently passed close
to the island in thick fogs, and never heard the bell.
Blanchard Rock, east of Aldernev, ought to bo
buoyed.

A

;

At

upon-Hull.

XVIII. The general

30.

the

Harbour

Office.

Mr. Saumarez Carey, deputy, showed the model of
a bell buoy constructed by Captain GoocL-ich.
Peter Corbett, Pilot
Cannot hear the fog bell at
Casquette more than one mile.
The lights are good.
The harbour light of Guernsey is well placed, and is
to be made more powerful.
A light on Brehon Port and the South Martin
Point would be very useful.
Abraham Dumaille, and Stephen Dumaille, the
" Charlotte," cutter, Southampton Peter Jordan, of

—

;

the " Cesar," coasting trader
Bell at Casquets insufficient.
good foo- sio-nal
there would bo very useful.
No French pilots know
these dangers well.
Sercq very dangerous ; but cannot suggest any remedy.
:

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

A

Return.)

(There are no lighthouses attached to
Guernsey.)

the

Observations

Floiitivg light off Southampton Water should be by I'onilllisfurther out towards the Sfit.
sioucrs.
Netp Needles light is a very useful light.
great
improvement on the old high light ; but has too many
changes of colour ; they are confusing.
All lightliouses ought to be coloured red, or some dark colour.
The Skerries off the Start ought to be better marked.

moved

corporation of Lostwithiel.
VI. I conceive a light placed on a spot abreast of White
House would be highly advantageous as a leading
mark into the harbour by night, to be so placed
as, when visible from seaward, will lead a ship
clear of the Cannes Rock into the harbour ; at the
same time, I think it an indispensable condition
that the corporation of Lostwithiel, who have the
control of the harbour, should appoint an harbourmaster, sufficiently authorized to regulate the proper berthing of vessels, so as to leave a clear fair
way in, and that vessels be not allowed, as now is
the practice, to anchor and moor an\^vhere, without reference to Bther ships that may arrive.
III.

Guernsey

GuERNSEV.

FowEY, GooLE, and Guernsey.
XVII.

island of

—

A light at La Corbiero would be very
Red to the northward.
The beacon on La Sellette should be enlarged.
Grandfour, Pignaut, and Diamond Rocks, should

Jersey.

Notes by Capt. Ryder.

useful.

—

Wednesday, 5th October
Left Southampton for
Guernsey in " Courier," Captain Goodrich.
He thinks all the buoys in the Solent too small
Not fog bells enough. Prefers a gun fired at
moderate
intervals, say from 5 to 12 minutes
interval varyino"
with the site, as a means of identification.
;

Q

be marked.
A beacon should be placed on Honguet.
The harbour light purposes only to light west passage so eastern passag is uiilighted.
St Catherine light is useful, north of Jersey,
;

q 2

APPENDIX TO IlEPOKT ON LIGHTS, BUOYS, AND BEACONS

SOS

Guernsey.
A. Tupper, JMagistrate. Guernsey, as regards
dues, is considered by tlie Home Government as
Tlie Trinity Board suggested to the
"over-sea."
Estates that they sliould be phiced on the footing of
the coasting trade; but when they, the Trinity Board,
found out that by so doing 2,400/. less dues would be
paid, they withdrew the suggestion.
The receipts of dues of various kinds amount to
Some portion of this is mortabout 8,000/. a year.
gaged to pay interest of their debt, which is increasing,
Iiarbour.
as they improve the
Mr. Jones, agent of Weymouth line, has not licard
any complaints from his captains but is aware that
many improvements might be made ; thinlis the Small
liusscll Channel might be better buoyed.
It is placed on the top
I visited the Pier light.
of a tower on the pier end. The tower was apparently built in 177-1 as a sea mark, and was lighted in
The lantern is constructed of wood and glass ;
1831.
the wooden uprights being so broad and clumsy as
to eclipse about one-sixth of the horizon.
;

The gas for the lamp and for six pier lights, and
the cleaning of the lamps, &c. is contracted for by
the gas company for 100/. a j'ear.
An old man, named Newbeny, a gasman, lights
and extinguishes tlie lamps. His pay for this and
other duties at the gasworks is 1/. a week. Nobody
remains at the light at night, hut he would be sent
anything was wrong. The glass appeared
and cracked, and the ladders and every part of
the house was dirty and neglected, the roof black and
Newberry is only paid for lighting and
charred.
cleaning glass. The harbour master considered the
gas was frequently not turned on full.
There are six burners, placed at a consiilerable
distance from one another.
Sometimes water gets into pipe, and then gas is

for

Guernsey.

—

JMr.

if

dirty

Circula
19th January, 1860.
In answer to your letter of the /th instant, enclosing fti,m,,,,„
certain forms, I have to observe that the word "defective" .
.,
used by me in reference to the light on the South Pierhead, : """
had reference not to the light itself, which is of gas, but to SloiliTS,
the lanthorn, the frame of which is of wood, and of such
size as to somevdiat intercept the light, which thus is defective.
The lanthorn would ])robably have been altered
]n'eviously to this had it not been in contemplation in the
execution of the harbour works now in jirogress, to erect a
new tower and lanthorn. Consequently the authorities
have retained the old lanthorn for the present to avoid
unnecessary' expense, and further, I beg to repeat that there
arc no liglithouses attached to Guernsey.
1 have, &c.

Nicholas Le Messurier,
Harbour Master.
J. F. Cam])bell, Esq.,

Secretary.

From this return of correspondeiico it appears that
the lighthouse at the pier at Guernsey is not a lighthouse attached to Guernsey, and thus imincrous
wrecks occur on the island.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

Sausmarez Carey, Esq., Supervisor of Harbours and

Treasurer of the States for 1859.
II. No official chart in existence, but the supervisor provides
buoys and beacons where thought necessary. No
income is derived therefrom, and the expense of the
same is defrayed out of the general harbour
revenue.
III. The Royal Court and the states of Guernsey.
\\ The harbour master of St. Peter's Port and the harbour
master of St. Sam])Son act under the supervisor,
and are responsible to him.
V. The buoys are not classified. There are only two jjuiding
buoys, which are placed in the small Russell, both
The other buoys are mooring buoys.
conical.
.

extinguished for perhaps half an hour.

4.

Wood.
The Russell buoys each

c.

8/.

a.

A. P. Rydei:.

cost about 48/.

each.

d. Painting included in the 8/.
e.

Royal Commission,
Lights, Buoys, and Beacons,
7, Millbank Street, S.W., London.
-1st December, 1S5!).

SiK,

g.
h.
t.

Pier Office, Guernsey.

3rd January,

ISfiO.

HAVE

tached to Guernsey.
1

am, &c.

Nicholas Le Messurick,
Iiarbour Master.
J. F.

Campbell, Esq., Secretaiy,
&c.
6>:c.

[The hghthouse forms were not filled up, but another
form was sent, from which it appeared that there is a hghthouse under the management of the local authority, and
that

it is

kept in the States' store at St. Sampson's
harbour.
Three.

None.
with chains and anchors.

The buoys

are moored in about 10 fathoms.
m. By tender.
n. The bm)ys are distinguished by one being red
and the other black.

/.

o.

the honom' to return herewith enclosed the
form or return on lighthouses, &c. filled up relative to this
island, and I beg to say that there ai-e no lighthouses atI

AU

j. Nil.
k. Moored

J. F. Campbell.
[This letter was accompanied by the forms which were
sent to the other local authorities, asking information rela-

Sir,

Two.

VI. Conical in all cases.
VH. Semi-annual, at which time the buoys are changed.
VIII. None but as stated in answer to No. VII.
IX. Not classified.
X., a,

b.

The Round House, South

Pier Head, erected it is
presumed in 1(>21, and probably rebuilt in 1774;
White Rock in 1815; the Sarderette, Goubeaux,
Flat Rock, Rousse, Petit Creux, Grand AHgantc,

Fauxconnaire, Barbette, Tremies, Moulinet, Anfre,
since the beginning of this
century. The Corbette beacon on 4th April 1859.
c. "The beacons (with the exception of the Fauxconnaire and the Coquelin) stand on rocks
which are covered at high water. The t^vo
excelled are on the land, and serve as

and Coquehn, erected

marks

to steer by.

d. Its peculiar shape.
e.

The beacons on
on the land

defective.]

Royal Commission,
Lights, Buoys, and Beacons,
7, Millbank Street. S.W., London.
(ith January, 18()0.
Sib,
I AM directed to call your attention to the statement
in a return signed by you, in which reference is made to
a light on the South Pierheads (" defective "), and to
request your attention to the foot note in the enclosed
forms, which I am to request you to fill u]).
I am, ^c.
J. F.

/.
y.

the rocks are of wood, those
are built with stone.

Some are white, others black, and others red.
The Roimd House on tl'.e south ])ier head is
capped with a lantern lighted nith gas, and
serves as a

/(.

i.
_;.

Cami'eell,

Secretary.

above stated.

Two.

/. Three.

^\'iTH reference to the enclosed forms, I am directed
to request, that in reply to No. 15 of the General LightReturn,
a precise statement may be given of income
house
and expenditure.
I am, &c.

tive to local lights.]

—

q^.j.^.

Pier Office, Guernsey,

Sir,

i.

jiicr light.

pier hght is about 40 feet; the other
beacons are about ten feet, with the exception of the Fauxconnaire, which is about
150 feet, and the Coquehn, say 500 feet.
The rock beacons cost from 5/. to 50/. each.
The buoys, beacons, and liafht at the pier
head cost about 85/. annually.
No income.

The

CircvL

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

—ENGLAND.

Guernsey.
,

y

XI. No change.
XII. Dangers are buoyed or marked, where thought necessary, and deliciencies sujiplied on application or
petition to the aforesaid authorities.

XIII. Dangers are buoyed or marked, where thought necessary,

and

])etition to

deficiences supplied, on application or
the aforesaid authorities.

XIV., XV., XVI. The buoys and beacons, being considered
part of the expenditure for the safety of shipping,
are maintained from the revenues of the harboxus.

XVII.

A

petition signed by several pilots and masters of
vessels, and sent in at the latter end of 1858, for a

beacon on the Corbette Rock, was immediately
considered and granted, and the beacon erected
on the 4th April 1859.
XVIII. No.
XIX. By the harbour master of St. Peter's Port in May

and November 1857, and

in

May and December

1858.
XX. By the aforesaid harbour ma.ster each year in the
summer season.
XXI. By ad\'ertisements in the local jjapers.
XXil. The harbour master.
XXIII. The harbour masters have the means of reporting
daily to the superior.

XXIV. None.
XXV. No.
XXVI. None,

it

being a part of the harbour master's duties

to inspect the

same and report thereon.
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^
Gue^rnSey.

hght on the Hanvis, now about to be erected, is much
wanted; buoys and beacons are wanted; some
will be placed shortly.
The harbour hght is defective, but it is believed it will soon be replaced
by a better.
VI. 1st, at the entrance of the Small Russel; 2d, on Longue
Pierre, and also on Grunes Rocks, both near St.
Martin's Point 3d, on " Grunes au Nord," three
mdes north-west of Cobo Bay ; 4th, on " Sambule," south-west of said " Grunes au Nord "
6th, on " Fetes d'.Aval," south of Ferrieres, south
of "Jethon;" 6th, on a rock called " Blanchard,"
east of Sark.
Xos. 1 and 2 are petitioned for by
all the captains in the trade, and will shortly
be
erected.
No. 3. The want of a beacon, within my

Circular VI.

ly.

V.

Not

sufficiently.

A

;

;

recollection, has caused the loss of several vessels.
No. 4. The loss of two vessels, at least. No. 6.
The loss of two vessels. No. 5 is the extremity of

a long reef of rocks, which vessels coming from
the Great Russel for the roadstead and harbour,

have to round

marks

;

and although there

are

good

know them, it would be well
extremity of the reef were buoyed; and
although accidents do not occur, vessels frequently
give them so wide a berth as to lose much time
very needlessly.
VII. Gas.
VIII. None.
if

for those that

the

IX. Several buoys and

beacons have occasionally been
removed by gales and accidents, but are always

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

VI.
I.

Henry Tupper, Les

II.

III.

\o.

Royal Court

of Guernsey, and many years Lloyd's agent.
of GUERNSEY.
States of Guernsey.

ISLAND
The

Cotils, magistrate of the

replaced.

X. The following
I

"

list of vessels, whose loss and stranding
attribute to the absence of the Han\-is Light]

Grunes au Nord " beacon, &c.

:
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Guernsey.

Guernsey.

XV. No

XII. None.
Differently coloured; some are floating buoys,
most are beacons fixed on the rocks.

XIII.

XIV. The present arrangement

is

good, but the

dues are le\-ied on shipping in respect of
local hghts, buoys, or beacons.
specific

but

number

is

buoys and
XV. None
beacons. The harbour dues sanctioned by order
pier light;
the
and
in Council include everj-thing,
and the buoys and beacons are maintained out
of the fund raised by the payment of these dues.

pier head) is not efficient, but
a change respecting this light is now in contemplation, and a requisition signed by se\erdl masters
of vessels for an increase in the number of buoys
and beacons has been handed over to the proper

are leried specifically in res|)ecc of

have complained of the absence of the beacon
on the " Grunes au Nord " on two different occasions, but nothing has been done.

I

X^II.

A

petition from the masters fi-equenting the port
has lately been ])resented to the States, prajing
for the buoys at the entrance of the Small Russel,

beacons off St. Martin's Point, which
presume, be attended to ; the feeling I
believe to be that the States do as much as their
means aUow them.
XVIII. There can be no feeling against dues that do not

and

for the

will,

I

exist.

XIX. The dues now

levied are at present strictly applied
to harbour improvements.

XX. None

management of the local buoys
but the trade of this island with

adverse to the

and beacons

;

Great Britain

is

now made

Ramsgate dues, &c.

&c.,

in consequence of its

heu of a coasting

trade, in
lights,

as

Circular

VI

'•

trade, in respect of

buoys, beacons, pilotage and harbour dues,

essentially

it

to i)ay nearly 3,000/. a

Dover and
pilotage,
and that most unjustly,
being treated as an oversea

in respect of lights,

year,

is.

Nicholas Le Messtirier, harbour master, Guernsey.

PETER

PORT, and the Coast
of ST.
generally.
of
" superviseur de la chaussee" for the harbour

II.

The Harbour

II.

The

GUERNSEY

buoys, and beacons.

light,

IV. They aie not.
V.

The buoys and beacons now
better

placed,

are

in

cannot

i)Osition

sufficiently

The light on the South

guished.

bour

and

«'ell

Pier

be

distin-

Head

(har-

light) is defective.

\1. The following additional buoys and beacons have been
1. .\ bell buoy on the west side, at
suggested
the entrance of the .Small Russel ; 2. A buoy on
the Rock Platte Boue, on the cast side of the
Small Russel ; ^. X beacon on the Rock " La
Grune," south of St. Martin's Point A. A beacon
on the rock •' Longuc Pierre," west of St. Martin's
Point, and aie now under consideration by the
:

—

;

Legislature of the island; also

a lighthouse

is

about to be erected by the Trinity Boai-d on the
Hanois Rocks, south-west of Guernsey.
VII. The St. Peter Port Harbour Light (the only one in
use) is lighted with gas.
VIII. On the 8th September, 18o(), the Harbour Ligh was
extinguished for about twenty minutes, for want
of water in the meter; no accident occurred in
consequence.
IX. None ha\e been displaced within the last few years.

authority.

XVIII. Vide answer to query XV^.

XIX.

XX.

.\s
I

I

generally

depth of water

XIII.

not aware of anv.

The Channel Islands were visited by Admiral Ohson
bv Coi
Hamilton, Captain Kyder, and Jlr. Graves.
llth May 1860.
AVc ascertained that the building sioiier
of a lighthouse on the Hanois Rock, at the south-west
extremity was commenced.
Mr. Saumarez Carey, supervisor of the works
and treasurer of the State.?, informed us that lie
had control over the funds expended on harbour
The Island of Alderuey is under the
purposes.
Under an
jurisdiction of the State.* of Guernsey.
Order of the Queen in Council of 28th July 1856, the
harbour dues are liable to charges for erecting lights,
buoys, and beacons, in order to facilitate navigation.
The following witnesses were examined
Mr. H. Tupper, magistrate, who confirmed his cvidencegivento Captain Ryder (seep. 10, England Local
Authorities), produced a list of wrecks, stating that
between the years 1835-50, 18 ^vrecks had occurred
on the west coast of Guernsey, owing to its not being
properly lighted.
The wrecks, he says, take j)lace chiefly in the
morning; the tides arc very treacherous, and the
inward draught is much more rapid than the out-

—

:

No

(if

know

well,

The buoys and beacons now in use arc painted,
some white, some red, others black the beacons
;

all

different

in

their

sha])e,

no

particular

system being adoi)ted; the danger or guiding
buoys are conical, and the mooring or warping
barrel-shaped.

i

The

lighthouse on Hanois should be high enough
to tlie horizon over the Island of Lihou,
to a great extent meet the wishes of
those who pit:ferred that the lights should be placed
on Lihou. Mr. Tupper admitted that the harbour
light was very indifferent, but stated that it was intended to move it, and improve it when the harbour
was completed. Within the last few months, since
Captain Ryder's visit, a beacon on Longue Pierre
and another on Les Grunes de Jerbourg have been
ordered by the States. For two years the propriety
of placing two buoys at the entrance of the Little
Russel has been under discussion, but they are not
yet in position.
No toll is levied for harbour light
but 6d. per ton, harbour dues (the maximum) is now
levied ; a reduction is made in favour of coasters.
Vessels from Guernsey (it being considered as
over sea) pay to the Mercantile Marine Fund for
light dues, &c. 2,300/. a year more than if the
Channel Islands were considered within the limits of
the coasting trade.
See the following items :

throw rays
which would

to

A'

For the year 1858
„

.,

-

Excess on lights
Excess
on
Ramsgate

„

,,

-

Excess on pilotage

-

passing

toll

-

-

900
800
600

A 2.300

by the rocks, the

any) at the Pier Heads.

fog signals ai'e used; the beD buoy stated in
answer to query VI., with the numerous beacons
along the coast, will, I consider, answer every
purpose.

are

—

ward ebb.

;

oiu- pilots

X)I.

above.

am

but I really beheve that many accidents
cannot
might have been avoided had there been a Ught
on the Hanns Rocks.
XI. No tide signals are used, nor do I think any necessarii'

X.

Cireiii,

XVI. I know of none.
XVII. That the light (on the

insufficient.

XVI.

G«E«'

XIV. No.

Circular VI. XI. None.

And

Jersey pays about 1,700/. in excess under the

same heads.
Captain Le Fevre, R.N.. desired to press upon
the Royal Commission the great importance of making
the Hanois light very distinct in character from any
English light, for which it miglit otherwise be mist^ikeu as the Start, Scilly, Bishop, itc
Saiimart: li.X.,
Commander P.

De
of H.M.S.
Dasher, desired to state that he agreed with the
preceding evidence.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES-'SEY.
itioils

_,j^.

Guernsey and Hartlepool.
(ommander F. IF. Sidney, commander

ENGLAND.
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Habtle-

Hartlepool.

of the
Admiralty Survey in the Channel Islands, gave the
following evidence, to which we attach great importance, as it emanates from an officer of considerahle

experience.
Thinks the Little Russel Channel ought to be
lighted as soon as possible, by two leading lights,
one ])laced further out than the present pier light,
and the other on the land behind. The new pier
light should be masked towards St. Martin and
Sardriere shoals.
Commander Sidney recommends that the Sardriere
and Les Grunes du Bois shoals be marked, and that
a buoy be placed ou the Boue Agenor shoals.
He approves of the project of the States to mark
with buoys the Plat Boue and the Plat Fougere,
also of beacons being placed on the Longue Pierre,

and Les Grunes do Jerbourg.
Mr. Bui-ney, Master, R.N., late Master of H.M.S
Dasher, having had very considerable experience in
the navigation of the Islands, stated that he entirely
agreed in all Commander Sidney's suggestions.
Peter
Olhner, commanding the
Caroline
of
Guernsey, 49 tons, trading to France and England,
agreed with the statements regarding the great want
of lights, buoys, and beacons, stated that he thought
French lights inferior to the English, and that they
were lit much later and extinguished much earlier
than the English lights.
Pilots George Hughes and Eiehard Whitford,
agreed with Commander Sidney's proposed sites for
and the first suggested, in addition, that the
buoys
Caval shoal should be buoyed.
Admiral Hamilton and Captain Ryder crossed the
Island to see the site of the Hanois Lighthouse.
;

POOL.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.
XXVIII. Forty.

XXIX.

XXX.

Circular III.

Lighthouse, 3,200Z. 15s. \d.; adjoining buildings,
443/. lis. \0d. ; annual ground rent, 5Z.
Finished in 1847.

XXXI. Lantern

14 feet diameter by 10 feet height of glass.
Cost about 4 CO/.

XXXII. Not purchased

;

was built out of the general fund

of the Commissioners.

XXXIII. The repabs have been

so trifling as scarcely to

be worthy of notice.

XXXIV.

Exterior of tower not painted or coloured
interior costs

XXXV. Two

about

keepers,

house

and

rent, gas,

;

the

5/.

52/. each ])er

annum

are allowed
;
water, say for each, 9/. per

annum.

XXXVI. About 950/.
XXXVII. Comparatively trifling, say 2/. per annum.
XXXVIII. No oil or wicks in use; is lighted by gas,
annual cost of about

XXXIX.

at an

38/.

Nil.

XL. None

used.

XLI. None used.
XLII. General fund of the Hartlepool Port and Harbour
Commissioners.

XLIII.

No

special

XLIV. About

XLV.

income

162/. per

for the lights.

annum.

None.

XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.

XLIX. None.
L. Is

under the general

superintendence of

the

haven

master.
LI. This

may be assumed

as almost daily.

LII. No.
LIII.

31.

HARTLEPOOL.

Two spare

LIV. One

LV. Yes

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special Return.)
Hartlepool Heugli.

II.

LVI. None.

Hartlepool Port and Harbour Commissioners.

III.

W'iUiam Davison,

IV.

One

Town

a red light by night, placed below the principal
;
and a red ball on a mast by day, which sig;
nals are exhibited from half flood to half ebb.
light

rlll.
I.

burners kept in hghthouse.

rain gauge.

LVII. Every

Wall, Hartlepool.

principal white hght, with a red tide light underneath.

six hours.

LVIII. See enclosed copy.

V. February 1845.
VI. Hartlepool Port and Harboiu' Commissioners.
VII. Owing to the prominence of the headland.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

VIII. 1st October 1847.
IX. Matthew Carter, builder; Stephen Robinson, engineer.
Built by contract.

X. First order, catadioptric ; red hght.
XI. Freestone, solid ; not coated with color.
XII.

No

specific conductor.

The

I.

II.

III.

See accompanying chart and plan.

Not

responsible to any superior authority.

IV. None.

interior fittings,

from top

V. See plan and sketches accompanying this return.

to bottom, being of iron, act as one.

a.

XIII. 73 feet 7 inches.

XIV. Eighty-four
XV. Ten and a half miles.
XVI. About 15i miles.
XVII. Two hundred and fifty-two

and some

are

wood

or

b—f. See marginal notes referring to the sketch
in the accompanying plan.
At the storeyard in the harbour.

degrees.

N. J

W. round

h.
i.

XVIII. Fixed white hght.

XIX. Stationary.
XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Catadioptric.
XXII. First order, vn\h one

j.

h.
/.

No

XXIV.

Glass obtained of Messrs. Swinburn, of Newcastle,
but the apparatus was constructed, under the
direction of the engineer, at Hartlepool.

and none suggested.

six tubes leading

from the

See marginal notes in plan.

Fom- of the plain

class.

By

vessels fouling them
leaving the harbour.

when entering

or

AVith chain and sinker.

See marginal notes in plan.

m. Not by open tender.

burner.

XXIII.

XXV. Simply by

are plate iron,

(J.

W.S.W.

alteration,

Some

pipe staves.

feet.

eastward to

Circular V.

Hartlepool Port and Harbour Commissioners.

e.\terior to

the

VI.

interior of the tower.

Qq4

n.

By its peculiar form, combined

3.

companying plan.
Nine in number.

A buoy

with other distinguishing featm'es, colour, &c.
See ac-

of an egg form, similar to that shown by the
accompanying sketch.
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Hartlepool and Hayle.

HartlePOOL.

No

VII.

Circular V.

fixed periods, but at
cleaning are required.

yj jj^ Surveyed

fortnightly,

times

all

repairs or

and invariably after storms from

LIGHTHOUSES.—(General

V\"ardens, and Assistants of the Guild,
Fraternity, or Brotherhood of the most Glorious
and Undivided Trinity, and of St. Clement, in the
parish of Deptford Strond, in the county of Kent,

Similar riiles apply
IX. See sketch in accompanj-ing [dan.
respect
to this beacon as previously mentioned vnth
buoys.
to

X. One only, as per sketch.
First erected in the year 1845.

c.

d.

pai-ticular

name.

For marking the western point of the rocks
on the north shore of the bay.
iron wicker ball

Surmounted by an

with iron stays and braces,
the stalk coppered up to about 10 feet
above low water.
/. Black.
g.
k.
i.

j.
k.

"Wooden

Paull lighthouse
III.

stalk,

Not lighted.
Vane 21 feet above high-water spring

tides.

First cost of erection 501.

Nothing within the periods mentioned.
No income derived from it.

The

wood

striped.

XIII. All beacons should be black

XIV. From the

XV. From
XVI. No

if

situated in the water.

general port fund.

the general port fund.

special

income derived

XVII. No
XVIII. None made.
XIX. By the haven master.

tile

this class.

to mark
lights at

any particular danger. Tlius the three
KiUingholme are fixed bright lights.
I'auU
Stalhngborough is a fixed bright light.
shows a fixed bright light until abreast of the
a])pears
light
Skitter Sand End Buoy, when the

red, to

IX. Drawing herewith, marked A.

XIV. None.

XV. No

of

'•

Tlie Shipping and

Mercan-

separate account in respect of " lighthouses" is kept.
The lighthouses are all maintained out of the old
buoyage and beaconage dues ; the increased income from which, owing to the increase of trade,
has enabled the Corporation to maintain these
lighthouses without any addjtional charge on

shipping.

under the eye

been made in either case.

XXV. The buoy of the egg-shape

(balanced by the water), as
in the accomjianying

by the sketch

plan, has been substituted for one similar to that

represented by the sketch with the staff and ball,
and the advantages are found to be the following :
By its floating vertically it is seen at a much greater

easier, has much less
it rides much
distance
motion, and thereby does away with a considerable
quantity of frictio'n or waste, which invariably
takes place in the chain where the bight works
upon the bottom, thus rendering a considerable
saving in the cost of the moorings.
;

XXVI. No i-ules nor regulations are
XXVII. No remarks to make of a

issued.

general nature, except

that the mooring buoys within the limits of the
Commissioners harbour are not included in this
This is under the supposition that such
return.

XVI.

presumed that by the term '' General Authority"
here used, " Local Authority" is meant. Suggested
improvements are submitted to the whole Board of
the Corporation, who, if thought requisite, refer
the subject to the Committee, who obtain such
scientific assistance as they may think fit.

It is

XVII. Here again the term " General Authority " is supThe only
posed to mean " Local Authority."
apphcation made since 1st October 1853 was one
on the 16th May 1859, which was complied with.
XVIII. Tlie inspection and management of the bghthouses
'ITie lightkeepers are
is vested in the Committee.
required to transmit returns monthly, stating the
quantity of oil consumed and the particulars of
stores received and expended, and also to observe
the general rules and regulations specified in the
annexed Form, marked C.
,

XIX. The

three lighthouses at KiUingholme are included in

one special return, being connected as leading

marks

for the river.

KiLLINGHOLME.

not required.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
Circular VI.

good quality.
Not considered necessary.

XII., XIII.

of the haven master.

is

necessity for altering the coui-se

X. Sent herewith, marked B.
XI. Oil is supplied by contract, tested by the buoy master
and approved of by the Buoyage and Beaconage
Committee, and care is taken that all stores sup-

Dates cannot be furnished.

objects in question are daily

rei)res'ented

show the

of the vessel.

XXII. The haven master.

XXIV. None have

The High and South Low Lights are a leading mark
for the mid channel below KilUngholme, and to keep
vessels clear of the sands or shoals

j

j^^ Mdlanley, L.A., West Hartlepool.

II.

III.

HARTLEPOOL

and DISTRICT.

Master and assistants appointed by Sunderland.

VII. Lighted by
X\'. Paid

bv

gas.

on each

side of the

river, betv.een Kubngholme and .Spmn.
The High and North Low Lights are a leading mark for

the channel above KiUingholme, and to keep vessels
clear of the sands and shoals betsveen KiUingholme

and PauU.

vessels saibng out of harbour.

Paull,

A fixed
32.

the navi-

VII. Fixed.
VIII. That a fixed bright light is best suited for a leading
mark, and that colour is introduced when the
actual bearing of the light is required to be known

Gazette."

XXIII. All the

facilitate

plied are of

for this purpose.

apphcations made.

XX. Same as preceding.
XXI. Through the medium

Stallingborough light.

\. Catoptric.
VI. To obtain a good illuminating power for lighthouses of

as the old material

on the
XII. Black buoTs on the starboard and white buoys
Middle grounds
port ha'nd entering the channel.
should all be marked by buoys chequered and

;

selection of positions in which the bghthouses and
the lights exhibited therein may serve as leading

marks by night and day, and so
gation of the River Humber.
IV. In the Humber, 80 feet.

most
XI. Those shown on the accompanpng plan are the
approved at the port of Hartlepool, and iron is mvariably substituted for
becomes unservicable.

of the Trinity-

KilUngholme high lighthouse ; KiUinghohne south low
lighthouse ; KiUinghohne north low lighthouse

and vane.

See sketch.
e.

commonly called the Corporation
House of Deptford Strond.
II.

Xo

b.

Hu)

Return.)

The Master,

I.

the sea.

a.

HULL.

33.

when

:

HAYLE.*

seen in this lightiiouse between
KiUingholme and PauU, or untQ abreast of the
Skitter Sand End Buoy, which bears from the Ughthouse S. W. by W. 4 AV., when the Ught suddenly
changes to a fixed red light, and continues so untU the
len<rth of the elbow buoy, ^'hen it again changes to a

bright Ught

fixed bright light,

is

and continues so up to Hull Roads.

Circuli I
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Hull.

Hull.

Stalling BOROUGH.
is seen in coming up the Hiimber about midway up the Burcum, and exhibits the brightest hght
when Ijearing V/. S. W., «'hen good anchorage may

This light

found for large

below the

Holm

Ridge, or
further up
the river the light disappears altogether when the
length of the Holm buoy.
lie

in the

shi]is

Sunk Upper Roads. In proceeding

C Burners.
Fixed. 215/. Gs.

Price

Ordinary repairs

About

-

{ Cost
r

Wicks

t

'-^

ri gallons.
1/. 55.

Consumption

Eight,

Cost

4d.

Catoptric.

llrf. ~| ri

17/.
I

J Consumption

--,,

On the 3d of August, on leaving the Humber, the 'V *'""»"'«Commissioners agreed, that the lights under the siouers.
Trinity House of Hull appear to give satisfaction to
those who use them.
They were seen from the points
where they wore required on a line night and those
which were inspected were found to be well kept by
the men entrusted with them.
But though the lights
may be considered generally sufficient for their purpose, and the houses and vessels amply so, still the
illuminating apparatus is inferior to that used by the
General Lighthouse Boards, and, in one instance is
decidedly bad in principle.
The apparatus, as stated by the authorities, is gene;

TABLE OF PRICES.
Catoptric.

Hull.

school and charities are supported from the „. ~^
,,.
"-"<="'^'" '"•
estates, and from primage dues levied on
©Itsonalioiis
shipping.

The

income of

3 Burners.

rally manufactured in Hull
there is no open tender.
After visiting French shore lights of the same class,
the Commissioners are of opinion that they are supe;

Fixed.

Price

Ordinary repairs
--J.,

\V

r

Consumption

L

Cost

'

t

-

Four.

\ Cost

2d.

1

„.,

f

O'l

-

Wicks

Consumption
-

Consumption
J"
"ICost

The new

pier light at

also far superior.

CirciUar HI.

(Special Retuk.n.)

5/. \0s. 7d.

3 quarts.

I.

2s. Gd.

II.

Two.
Id.

On

the 2d of August, 18.59, the Commissioners
obtained the following information from the Secretary to the Corporation at Hull
The corporation is very ancient. Any master of a
merchant ship who trades or has traded out of Hull,
or any port within the limits of the jurisdiction of
the Trinity House at Hull, may become a Younger
Brother on passing an examination. The number
The examination
of Younger Brethren is unlimited.
is passed before the governing body, which consists
of T^VT.LVE Elder Brethren and Six Assistant.s,
in all 18. The whole body choose annually two Stewards from amongst the Younger Brethren. Their
"When a vacancy
duty is to audit the accounts.
occurs amongst the Elder Brethren the whole body
choose from amongst the past stewards one to be
assistant, and the remaining Elder Brethren choose
from the assistants one who becomes an elder
brother.
They choose bj' a majority of votes but
practically the choice goes by rotation.
The whole body choose annually, on the 1st of
September, two Wardens from amongst the Elder
Brethren. An elder brother receives from 901. to
100/. a year, an assistant about 45/., say 1,400/. or
The receipts of the wardens and
1,500/. in all.
stewards were not stated. There is a stall" of clerks,
and there are other office bearers.
The duties of the corporation are, the care and
management of the lights, buoys, and beacons within
:

Stallingborough.
The Master, Wardens, and Assistants of the Guild or
Brotherhood of the most Glorious and LTndivided
Trinity, and of St. Clement, in the parish of Deptford Strond, in the county of Kent, commonly
called the Corporation of "the Tiinity House of
Deptford Strond.

HI. The Guild or Brotherhood of Masters and Pilots Seamen
of the Trinity House in Kingston-upon-HuU.
IV. One light only.
\, VI. Suggested by the Buoyage and Beaconage Committee of the Trinity House, Hull, in the year 1849.
VII. Being the most suitable position to denote the approach
to the sunk Upper Roads and Holm buov.
VIII. 25th August 1849.
IX. The hght is placed in the window of the Ferry House,
at Stallingborough.
X. River hght.
XI. Brick drab.
XII. Not fitted with a lightning conductor.
XIII. About 12 feet.
XIV. About 10 feet.
XV. About six mUes.
;

XVI. About six miles.
XVII. One hundred and twenty degrees X.

—

their jurisdiction.

the testimony of all persons who were questioned on the subject, these duties appear to be
efficiently performed ; and from a personal inspection
of the lights, &c. in the Ilumber, the Commissioners
find no reason to think otherwise, though in the
several particulars mentioned below they thought
the lights inferior to others under other jurisdictions.
No complaints of the lights, buoys, or beacons in the
Humber were made to the Commissioners.
The corporation support a naval school, to which
any seaman's son is eligible.
It was visited and
found to be remarkably well conducted.
They also support extensive charities. There are
334 pensioners, who live in 1 1 almshouses or hospitals.
These are wives and widows of masters of
merchant ships, who have served 60 months out of
ports within the jurisdiction, and decayed masters
who have served during a like period.
The lights, buoys, and beacons are all maintained
out of buoyage dues, as stated below.

From

R

-}

E. to S. E.

by E.

;

II.

is

About U.

-

1 Cost

lights.

STALLIXGBOROUGH LIGHTHOUSE.—
Fixed.

Ordinary repairs

Humber

Berwick-upon-Tweed

Burner.

Price

the

rior to

6d.

12*'.

/ Consumption

Catoptric.

85/. 3s. 3d.

About 5/.
3j gallons.

XVIII. Fiked;

XIX. See

bright.

18.

XX. Sunset

to sunrise.

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. One burner.
XXIII. None.

XXIV. Thomas Purdon.
XXV. By a funnel leading
XXVI. None.
XXVII. See XXVI.

out of the lightroora.

XXVIII. None kept.
XXIX., XXX. Not Imilt by

the Corporation

;

built for a

Ferry House.

XXXI. No

Light exhibited from a room altered
and fitted for the purpose at a cost of 28/. 12s. 9d.
XXXII. Not purchased.
XXXIII. The repairs, painting, and coloring are not executed by this Corporation.
XXXIV. See XXXIH.
XXXV. One keeper; salary, 20/. per annum.
lantern.

XXXVI. 5/. 10s. 7d.
XXXVII. For the year

ending September 1857, 1/. 2s. Gd.;
September 1858, lis. 3f7.
Eighty-three gallons oil 15 dozen wicks.
Refined pale rape, the price of which in 1857 was
from 4s. to4s.2hd. per gallon, and in 1858, 3s. Gd.

XXXVIII.

XXXIX.

;

per gallon.

XL. French lamp wicks, made of

cotton, price Gd. per dozen

cost for 1857 and 1858, 7s. Gd.
XLI. None used.
XLII. From the buoyage and beaconage dues

levied

;

on

ships and vessels passing or having the benefit of
any of the floating and shore lights, buoys, and
beacons, and the dues are payable at the office of
the Trinity House, in Hull.
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separate account in respect of " Lighthouses " is kejit ; the Ughthouses are all maintained out of the old buoyage and beaconage dues,
the increased income from which, owing to the
increase of trade, has enabled the Corporation to
maintain this light without any additional charge

XLIIL, XLIV. No

on shipping.

XLVI. None.
None.

XLVIII. None.

XL IX. None.
L.

LI.

The Buoyage and Beaconage Committee.
Not less than four times a year, and as much

oftener as

circumstances required.
LII. No.
LIII. One spare lamp.

The

oil is

stored in the lightroom.

LIV. None.
LV. Not used ; not considered necessary.
LVI. None; not considered requisite.
LVII. The keeper, with his family, reside
house, and is not relieved.
LVIII. See Rules and Regulations annexed.

XVIIL, XIX. Fixed lights.
XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Catoptric.
- 3
XXII. High Light

;

;

94/. Is. 5d.

XXX.

alight.

KILLINGHOLME LIGHTHOUSE.— (Speci.\l
Return. j
I. i
L

II.

High Light

Finished.

XXXI. The inside diameter of each

is 8 feet 6 inches;
High and South
about 420/. The cost of the
the North Low Light cannot be stated,

lantern
the cost of the lanterns, for the

Low Lighthouses was

lantern in
as it was included in the builders' contract.

South Low Light
North Low Light

y

years.

:

S.E., distance y20 feet.
"-.ight bears from the South Low
Light N. by \.'. A W., distance 1,240 feet,
Suggested
by
the
Buoyage and Beaconage Comv., VI.

The North Low

mittee of the Trinity House of Hull, in the year
1835.
serve as leading marks between Sjjurn and Killingholme, and between Killingholme and Paull.
VIII. High Light and South Low Light, 30th December
1836. North Low Light, loth Januarj- 1852.
IX. Will. H. Hearfield, Builder, and Fras. Dales, Surveyor
of the High Light and South Low Light, and
Messrs. Hutchinson and Musgrave, Builders, and
Will. Foale, Surveyor of the North Low Light,
'
all built by contract.

To

X. River hghts.

High Light,

brick, solid, coated

with

cement and

painted red.

South Low Light, brick, sohd, coated with cement,
and ])ainted white.
North Low Light, inner and outer wall, cemented
and ])ainted red.
XII. Not

fitted

uith lightning conductors.

XIII. High Lighthouse
- 80 feet 6 inches.
South Low Lighthouse -46 „ 3
„
North Low Lighthouse 46 „
„

XIV. High Light

{{^pJjI^!;^,;^?^*^'"^

South Low Light
North Low Light

- 32
„ 6 „
- 34
„
„
be seen 12 miles.
South Low Light may be seen 9 mUes.
North Low Light. This may be seen on the river at
a distance of 6 miles, and beyond that it is shut
in with the land.
XVI. High Light may be seen about 14 miles.
South Low Light may be seen about 10 miles.
Nortli Low Light maj' be seen not more than 6 miles

XV. High Light may

on the

river.

cost of repairs and alterations
for five years ending September 18.i8, for the three
lighthouses, amounts to 104/. 13s. 6(/., done partly
by contract and partly by days" labour.
The cost of painting or colouring is included in
the average annual cost of repairs and alterations
of buildings just given, and coated once in two

XXXV. One
assistants of the Guild, Fra-

Brotherhood of the most Glorious and
Undiv ided Trinity, and of St. Clement, in the parish
of Dcptford Strond, in the county of Kent, commonly called the Corporation of the Trinity House
of Deptford Stroi:d.
Guild
or Brotherh )od of Masters and Pilots Seamen
III. The
of the Trinity H( ,ise in Kingston-upon-Hidl.
IV. Three lighthouses
The High Light bears from the North Low Light
S. by W., dist ince 7!^0 feet.
The South Low I-ight bears from the High Light

XL

XXXIV.

Killingholme.

J

ternity, or

VII.

XXXII. Was not purchased.
XXXIII. The average annual

"1

The master, wardens, and

burner each.

Lighthouse was, for buildings, "96/. los., and for
ground and conveyance, 145/. 14s. 5d. and the
North
Low Lighthouse, including lantern,
702Z. 2s. i)d.
and the ground and convevance

;

r

1

XXVI. No fog signals used.
XXVII. No fog signals used.
XXVIII. No register of fogs kept.
XXIX. The first cost of High Lighthouse and South Low

at the hght-

This light was observed from the " Vivid " on the
It was very bright
night of the 2d of August 1 8.59.
when opposite to it less bright in other directions.
It appeared to be the brightest light in the Huraber.
It stands 88 on the list of lighthouses visited or seen

Curculai' III.

lamps,

_
Circuli

South Low Light 2
„
1
„
North Low Light 1
1
„
„
XXIII. None.
XXIV. Thomas Purdon.
XXV. From gratings under the gallery and through the
dome.

XLV. None.

XLV II.

X\TI. High Light, 163 degrees N. by W. to S.E. by S. i S.
South Low Light, 85 degrees, E.N.E. to S.E. by S. h S.
North Low Light, 90 degrees N. by W. to E. by N.

keeper to each light each having a salary of
annum, and allowance of coals and oil.
;

52/. per

XXXVI. The

entire cost of illuminating ajiparatus, fitting,

and transport

for the

High Lighthouse and South

Low Lighthouse amounted to

180/. 13s. 2t/.,and for

the North Low Lighthouse to 34/. 13.'.'. 9d. ; these
sums included tinners' ware.
XXXVII. 1857, year ending September. 15/. 14s. 4d.; exclusive of carriage.
1858, year ending September, 18/. Os. Srf., exclusive of carriage.
XXXVIII. Five hundred and ninety-six gallons oil, and 62
dozen wicks, for the three lighthouses.
XXXIX. Refined pale rape oil; the price of which in 1857
was from 4s. to 4s. i^d. per gallon ; and in 1858
the price was 3s. Gd. per gallon.
XL. French lamp wicks made of cotton, price 6rf. per dozen
cost for 1857 and 1858, 31s.
XLI. Not used.
XLII. From the buoyage and beaconage dues levied on ships
and vessels passing or having the benefit of any of
the floating and shore lights, buoj-s and beacons,
and the dues are payable at the office of the Trinity
House in Hull.

XLIV. No

separate account in respect of "lighthouses" is kejit. The lighthouses are all maintained
out of the old buoyage and beaconage dues, the
increased income from which, owing to the increase
of trade, has enabled the corjioration to maintain
these lighthouses without any additional charge
on shipping.
XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVIl. None.
XLVIII. None.

XLIII.,

XLIX. None.
L. The Buoyage and Beaconage Committee.
LI. Not less than four times a year, and as much oftcncr as
circumstances required.
LII. No.
LIII. The spare lamps, burners, &c. are for the
3.
High Light
South Low Light
2.
1.
North Low Light
The oil is stored in a room under the lantern in each
hghthouse.
LIV. None.
LV. Not used not considered necessary.
LVI. None not considered requisite.
LVII. The keepers, nnth their famihes, reside at the lighthouses, and are not relieved.
LVIII, See Rules and Regulations annexed.
;

;

|
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^"

^^® evening of the 1st of August it was remarked that the two lighthouses coloured white
^ygj.g jnoj-e clearly seen against the land than the
tii;,.(] contiguous lighthouse coloured red
and that
a light vessel coloured red, and seen against the .sea,
was very distinctly seen shortly before. The lights
were observed from the "Vivid" on the night of tlie
3rd of August. They were burning well they were
brilliant as seen from certain positions, but, like other
reflector lights, were less bright when seen from
other positions.
They appeai'ed to be well placed
for sliowing the channel, and were seen from a considerable distance.
They were considered to be fit
;

*'

— ENGLAND.

XLII. From the buoyage and beaconage dues, levied on
.ships and vessels passing or having the benefit of Circular
any of the floating and shore lights, buoys and
beacons, and the dues are payable at the office of
the Trinity House in Hull.
XLIII.,

XLIV. No

for their position,

at least,

and 87 on the

in fine weatlier.
list

These

of lights visited

sepai'ate account in respect of "lightis kept. The lighthouses are all maintained
out of the old buoyage and beaconage dues, the
increased income from which, owing to the increase
of trade, has enabled the corpoi'ation to maintain
this light
without any additional charge on

houses"

;

lights stand 85, 86,
or seen alight.

III.

shipping.

XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.

XLVI II.

None.

XLIX. None.
L. The Buoyage and Beaconage Committee.
Not less than four times a year, and as much oflener
as circumstances required.
LII. No.
LIII. Three spare lamps. The oil is kept in a room under
the lantern.
LI.

PAULL LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

gj i,j_

Return.)

PauU Lighthouse, on the River Humber.
n. The Master, Wardens, and Assistants of the Guild,
Fraternity, or Brotherhood of the most Glorious
and Undi\'ided Trinity and of St. Clement, in the
I.

III.

The

IV.

One

parish of Deptford Strond, in the county of Kent,
commonly called the Corporation of the Trinity
House of Deptford Strond.
Guild or Brotherhood of Masters and Pilots
Seamen of the Trinity House in Kingston-upon-

lantern showing two hghts.
by the Buoyage and Beaconage Committee of the Trinity House of Hull in the year 1835.
a leading mark to clear the Holm Sand and Skitter

Sand.
VIII. 30th December 1836.
IX. Builder, W. H. Heai-field

surveyor,

;

Fras.

Dales.

Built by contract.

X. River Ughts.
XI. Brick solid; coated with cement, and painted red.
XII. Not fitted with lightning conductor.
XIII. Forty feet.
XIV. Thirty-four feet.
XV., XVI. Five miles is about the distance the light may
be seen in a direct line on the river.
XVII. One hundred and eighty degrees, S. i \V. to N. J E.
XVIII., XIX. This is a bright fi.\ed light up to the Skitter
;

Sand End buo}'. No. 7, when it shows a red light,
and continues so up to the Elbow Buoy, No. 8,
it again shows a bright hght.

when

XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Three lamps, with one burner
XXIII. This was originally a bright

to each.
light,

but to improve

the navigation the red light was added, 1st March
1852, at the suggestion of the Buoyage and Beacon-

age Committee.

XXIV. Thomas Purdon.
XV. From gratings under

the gallery and

through the

dome.

XXVI. No fog signals used.
XXVII. No fog signals used.
XXVIII. No

register of fogs kept.

XXIX. First cost of building, 262/. [5s. 4d.; ground, 62/. 2s.
XXX. Finished.
XXXI. Inside diameter 8 feet 6 inches; cost of lantern
was about

200/.

XXXII. Was not purchased.
XXXIIT. The average annual cost
for five years

of repairs and alterations

ending September 1858

is 8/. lis.

5d.

XXXIV. The cost

of painting or colouring is included in the
average annual cost of repairs and alterations of
buildings just given, and coated once in two years.
XXXV. One Ughtkeeper, salary 55/. per annimi, and allowance of coals and oil.
XXXVI. The entire cost was 85/. 3s. 3d., including tinners'
ware.
XXXVII. For the year ending September 1857, exclusive
of carriage, 6/. .3s. 9f/.
For the year ending September 1858, exclusive of carriage, 41. I5s. 6d.

XXXVIII. Three hundred

gallons

of

oil

and 37 dozen

;

at the lighthouse,

and is not relieved.
LVIII. See Rules and Regulations annexed.
of the

Keepers

of the

Lighthouses.

The lightkeeper is required to obey and obsen-e all such
orders, rules, and directions as he may receive from the
corporation, or froui the committee for the management of
the buoyage and beaconage of the Humber relating to the
care and management of the lighthouse, and the regulation
and exhibition of lights and signals therefrom, or otherwise
concerning the buoyage and beaconage service.
He is also required to kee]) the lanterns of the lighthouses, and the lamps, reflectors, machinery, windows, and
every part of the apparatus necessary for properly exhibiting
the lights, in a perfectly clean state and condition.
He is also expressly prohibited from permitting the
lights to be meddled or interfered with, managed, or regulated by any person other than himself.
He is also required to exhibit, watch, and regulate the
lights for such and so many huurs or periods of time on
each and everj' night throughout the year as the corporation, or their buoyage committee, shall direct, and in all
other respects to use his utmost endeavours to carry into
com])lete effect the object and intention of the corporation
in establishing and maintaining the lighthouse, by regular
exhibition of such lights by night and signals by day, in
order that the shipping frequenting the river may receive
and enjoy every possible advantage therefrom, and so that
no interruption in the exhibition thereof may at any time
take place.
The Ughtkeeper is also required constntlj' to reside at
the lighthouse (except for such periods of time as shall be
allowed by the corporation or by the buoyage committee),
and not to suffer any jierson other than himself and the
members of his own family to reside in the lighthouse.
The Ughtkeeper is required, on his appointment, to enter
into a bond containing the aliove conditions, and with a
stipulation not to quit the charge and care of the lighthouse
without receiving a notice for that purpose from the corporation, or without giving to the corporation one calendar
month's previous notice in \\Titing of his intention to quit
and further, that on quitting the charge or care of the hghthouse he will deliver up the same in a tenantable and
orderly condition, together with the lamps, oil, furniture,
and apparatus, and aU registers, journals, books, accounts,
documents, and wTitings, goods, chattels, and effects belonging to the corporation, which may be in and about the
hghthouse, or which may have been entrusted to his care
or custody.
This establishment was visited from the " Vivid " ObsrrTations
•

on the night of August 2nd 1859. The
building is coloured red, and has a very comfortable
dwelling house attached.
The light was burning
and very well kept the spare lamps trimmed and
The three reflectors are small they were
ready.
clean, but scratched.
The red is produced by a red
glass in front of one reflector
the others show a
at 9'30 p.m.

;

Vi'ieks.

XXXIX.

LV. Not used not considered necessary.
LVI. None; not considered requisite.
LVII. The keeper with his family resides

Rules and Regulations

HulL
v., VI. Suggested

VII. As

LIV. None.

Refined pale rape

the price of which, in 1857,
was from 4s. to 4s. 2hl. per gallon, and in 1858
the price was '.is. 6c/. per gallon.
oil,

XL. Ficnih lamp wicks, made of cotton, price
dozen cost for 1857 and 1858, 18s. 6d.
XLI. Not used.

Gd.

jier

;

;

;

white light in different directions. The keeper is an
old sailor, and seemed to take a great pride in his
He is married and has eleven children. His

work.

R

Iiy

Cttmniis-

si'onors.
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Hull.
order? are.

—

to light at sunset

:

Hull
and extinguish

has

at sun-

by the ahuanaek. The light was
from the " Vivid." It was not powerful, but seemed
sufficient for its purpose, at least, in fine weather
stands 84 on the list of lights visited or seen
it
rise

much

Hii

increased since the introduction of steam

vessels.

also observt^d

The

Circula

spare lightshij).
The lantern of this lightship can
be readily adapted to either a red or white light.

;

HEBBLES FLOATING LIGHT.— (Special

alight.
I.

in the River

HEBBLES AND BULL FLOATING LIGHTS.—
II.

(Gkneral Return.)

Return.) Cireuk

Hebbles Lightship, moored in the Hebbles Channel,

Humber.

About 3 fathoms.

Bottom,

silt;

tide,

-4

to 5 knots.

See General Return.
l\. The Guild or Brotherhood of Masters and Pilots
Seamen of the Trinity House, in Kingston-uponHull.
V. No «Titten application was made by the trade, but
the lightship was placed on this station at the
III.

I.

Tlie Master, Wardens, and Assistants of the Guild, Fraternity, or Brotherhood of the most Glorious and
Undivided Trinity, and of St. Clement, in the parish
of Deptford Strond, in the county of Kent, commonly called the Corporation of the Trinity House

of Deptford Strond.
" This authority "' is presumed to mean the local auBull Sand
thority of "the Trinity House of Hull.
Hebbles Sand lightshi]), and
floating Ughtship

II.

;

recommendation of the Buoyage and Beaconage
Committee, in order to facilitate the na\'igation
of the

To

VI.

hghtship.

which the hghtships and
the lights exhibited therein may serve as marks to
clear the sands near which they are placed) by
night as well as by day.
Crew supphed
IV. One, moored in the Victoria Dock.
from theUghtship requiring to be replaced, or in an
yacht. The
buoy
of
the
emergency from the crew

III.

The

selection of positions in

(

spare hghtship is fully equipped with stores.
V. The Bull and the Heblilcs Floating hghtvcssels are so
far apart that one cannot be mistaken for the other,
but the former is capalde of being distinguished
from the latter, and from other vessels, by day as

being marked in large white letters on each side,
" Bull," the latter in the same manner, " Hebbles,"
and both are painted red, «-ith a red ball at the
masthead. At night the " Bull"' exhibits a bright
white light, and " Hebbles" a bright red light.
VI. Yes ; in their brightness and magnitude.
VII. Catoptric.
VIII. To obtain a sufficient illuminating power for the distance \nthin which the hghts are useful.
IX. Fixed.
prevent
the possibility of their being mistaken for
X. To
other lights, and as the Newsand Floating Light is
revolving, it was thought that a fixed bright light
for the Bull, and colotir was introduced into the Hebbles in order to distinguish it
from the light at Paull, and from shi]is' Hghts.
XL See table annexed m.arked .\.
XII. See drawing annexed, marked B.
XIII. To obtain stifHcient sound to warn vessels from approaching too near the sands or the lightships.
XIV. Tide signals not used.
XV. None.
XVI. No .separate account of income in respect of lightships
is kept. The floating lightships are maintained out
of the old buoyage and beaconage dues, the increased income from which, owing to the increase
of trade, has enabled the corporation to establish
and maintain these lightships without any additional charge on shipping.
XVII. It is presumed by the term " general authority," here
Suggested
used, that local authority is meant.
improvements are submitted to the whole Board of
necessary,
thought
who,
if
it
be
the Corporatiim,
refer the subject to the Buoyage and Beaconage
Committee, who obtain such scientific assistance

was best suited

as they

XVIII. The

may

think

insi)ection

fit.

and management of the lightships

is

vested in the committee. The masters of the hghtships are required to transmit returns monthly,
stating the quantity of oil consumed, and particidars of stores received and expended, and also
to observe the general rules and regulations specified in the annexed form, marked C.

XIX. Here again the term " general authority" is supposed
No application has been
to mean local authority.
made since 1853.
XX. Tlie Bull lightship is not only a mark for the Bull

The

Sand, but serves as a guide to clear the Inner
Binks. and on entering or leaving the Humber
when the Killingholme lights cannot be seen.
Hebbles lightship is not only a mark for the Hebbles
Sand, but serves as a guide to clear the Skitter and
other sands on the south side of the Humber,
between Hull and Paull, and is indispensable to the
safe navigation of this channel in the night time,
and the necessity of navigating it during the night

Humber

liy

night.

mark

to clear the Hebbles
between Hull and Paull.

ser\-e

as a

December

and other sands

VII. Since .'Gth
VIII. Onlv one light exhibited.
IX. Length, 50 feet ; breadth, I4i feet ; depth, 9h feet.
X. Wood.
XI. Fifty tons.
XII. At Hull, by Edward Gibson and Son.
XIII. 6 feet aft; 5 feet forward.
XIV. Red.
XV. Marked " Hebbles" in large white letters on each side,
and a red ball at the masthead.
XVI. One mast, foresail and mainsail.
XVII. Not fitted with lightning conductors.
XVIII. Single moorings; two spare anchors and chain
18:39.

cables on board.

XIX. Mushroom anchor, about 20

cwt., with 1.5 fathoms
inch ground chain, to which is attached 90
The two spare anchors
1 inch chain.
are (> cwt. each, and the cables each 90 fathoms of
J inch chain.
Todd and Campbell, of Hull, made the mushroom
The chains were jmrchased of Thos.
anchor.
Clark, of Hull.

\i

fathoms

XX.

XXI. Twenty feet.
XXII. About five miles.
XXIII. About six miles.
XXIV., XXV. A fixed red

light,

XXVI. Sunset to sunrise.
XXVII. Catoptric.
XXVIII. Eight burners.
XXIX. A new lantern, with Lamps in gimbals, was purchased
in Sc]itembcr 184(), at the suggestion of the

Buoy-

age and Beaconage Committee.

XXX. Wm.
XXXI. The

London.
lantern is suspended by a chain round the
mast, and the lamps are fixed round the lantern.
AVilkins.

XXXII. Bell.
XXXIII. Fifty

XXXIV. No

days.

meteorological register

is

kept.

XXXV. 1.09f);. 8s. Gd.
XXXVI. \.:io6l. Is. Sd.
XXXVII. Ordinary expenditure, 32/.
Not by

ditto, 1/.

XXXVIII.

XXXIX.

8s. 3(/.

Master, 4/. 15s.; mate,
per month.

3/.

12s.

firf.

XL. For the year ending Septemper 1858,
clusive of coals, water, and medical
XLI. See answer to last question.
XLII. About 75/.

XLI II.

Extraordmary

contract.

Six, including the master.

First lantern, 212/.

343/. 5s.

Second

ditto,

;

seamen,

.3/,

187/. 10s., ex-

attendance.

with gimbals,

2</.

XLIV.

1858, 61. 4s. 2d.
1857, 4/. 12s. 10.
XLV. 1857, oil, 200 gallons. 1858, oil, 20/ gallons. 1857,
1858, wicks, 49 dozen.
wicks, 50 dozen.
XLVI. Refined pale rape. The price, in 1857, was from
and in 1858, the price
4s. to 4s. 2jrf. per gallon
was 3s. 6d. per gallon. The annual cost in 1857.
38/. (is. Sd.; 1858, .39/. 1,3s. Gd.
XLVII. French lamp wicks, made of cotton, price Gd. per
dozen.
1857, cost 1/. 3s. ; 1858, cost I/. 4s. Grf.
;

XLVI II. About

I,.,

71.

the buoyage and beaconage dues levied on
ships and vessels passing or having the benefit of
anv of the floating or shore lights, buoys and
beacons, and the dues are payable at the office of
the Trinity House, in Hull.
LI. No separate account in respect of lightships is kept.
The lightships ai'e all maintained out of the old

XLIX. From

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

buoyage and beaconage dues, the increased revenue,
which, owing to the increase of trade, has
fj-oi^'i

IV.

enabled tlie corporation to maintain the light
out any additional charge on shipping.

mth-

men

of the Trinity House in Kingston-upon-HuU.
1830.
The Shipowners' Society forwarded a requisition to this corporation, signed by
several ship masters belonging to the port.
VI. To sen-e as a mark to clear the Bull Sand.
VII. Since 1832.
VIII. Only one hght exhibited.
IX. Length of keel for tonnage, "4 feet. Breadth, moulded,
ISA..
Breadth, extreme, I8J4.
Deirth in hold,

V.

By the Buoyage and Beaconage Committee.
Not less than four times a year, and as much oftener
as circumstances required. The Ughtship was also
frequently -I'isited by the buoy master.

;

a red ball at the masthead.

;

XX.

china.

XXL

X.Xiy.,

XXVIL

XXVIII. Eight

XXX. W. and I. V^^alker, Hull.
XXXI. The lantern is suspended by a chain round the mast,
and the lamps are

XXXIV. No

XXXV.

in 1858, 37/. 16s.

XLVII. French lamp
dozen

%vicks,

made of cotton,

cost for 1857, 40s.

and the dues are
House in Hull.
L., LI.

It is inferior to other float-

;

price 6d. per
1858, 42s.

jiayable at the ofiice of the Trinity

No

separate account in respect of lightships is
kept. The lightships are all maintained out of the
old buoyage and beaconage dues, the increased revenue from which, owing to the increase of trade,
has enabled the corporation to maintain this light

without any additional charge on shipping,

probably

LII. None.
LIII. None.

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.

Return.)
the bull

LVII, None,

R

;

XLVIII. About 9/.
XLIX. From the buoyage and beaconage dues levied on ships
and vessels passing or haWng the benefit of any of
the floating or shore lights, buoys, and beacons,

Humber. The light was afterwards seen from the Paul!
It was very dim. On leaving Paull light it was
again observed and compared with the ordinary town
lights at Hull.
The gas lamps were distant about five
miles, .and were more clearly seen than the Hobbles

sand in

kept.

Master 5/. per month; mate 4/. per month;
seamen 3/. per month.
XL. For the year ending September 1858, 251/. 7s. 6d.,
exclusive of coals, water, and medical attendance.
LXI. See answer to last question.
XLII.The last mushroom anchor and chain cost81/. 14s. 3d.
XLIII. 212/.
XLIV. For the year ending September 1857, 21. 6s. 3d.
for the year ending .September 1858, lis. 3d.
XLV. Oil, 214 gallons in 1857; 21If gaUons in 1858.
Wicks, 80 dozen in 1857; 84 dozen in 1858.
XLVI. Refined pale rape, the price of which in 1857 was
from 4s. to 4s. 2J(/. per gallon, and in 1858, 3s. 6d.
per gallon. The annual cost in 1857, 43/. 13s. lOd.

light.

side of

is

XXXIX.

A

east

meteorological register

2,888/. 16^.

48/. 4,t. Ir/. ; extraordinary
expenditure, //• 7s. 9rf.
Not by contract.
XXXVIII. Eight, including the master.

right over him on Sunday and on Monday also.
The
Tessel is 50 feet long ; he considers her to be perhaps
30 too short.
The vessel was clean and in good
order.
No meteorological instruments are kept.
log is kept.
The master's rule for ligliting is when
ho loses sight of the buoys; there are no printed
The statement relative to the
regulations on board.
sea may be contrasted with that of the master of the
Seven Stones floating light moored off Scilly, and
that of the master of the Spurn, moved outside the

moored on the
the River Humber.

lantern.

XXXVI. 3,515/. 18s. Ud.
XXXVII. Ordinary expenditure,

The light is said to
placed in front of the reflectors.
be visible at a distance of five miles.
The crew consists of a master and mate and four
men, three of whom are afloat and three on shore.
The master stated that he had been 40 years at
at sea, and had crossed the Atlantic 60 times, and
that he " had never seen such a nasty sea as on this
It is short and cross.
It was breaking
station."

;

round the

are recorded in the log book, but the
master states that the beU was frequently used for
a short period only on other days.

Commission that it was decidedly too late.
There are eight reflectors hung on gimbals. They
were clean but scratched, as is usual in floating lights.
Tlie red colour is produced by covers of red glass

lightship

fi.xed

XXXII. Bell.
XXXIII. Six days

to the

BuU

burners.

XXIX. None.

This vessel was boarded from the "Vivid" at 10
It stands
niinutes past 9 p.m., on the 2d of August.
No. S,3 on the list of lights visited or seen alight.
The lamps were in process of lighting, and it appeared

BULL FLOATING LIGHT.— (Special

7 miles.
fixed white light.
to sunrise.
Catoptric.

XXV. A

XXVI. Sunset

the other in three or four hours.
person in charge of the lightshi]) is required to
transmit a return monthly, stating the quantity of
oil consumed, and particulars of stores received
and expended, and also to observe the general
rules and regulations specifiedin the annexed form
marked C.

I.

Twenty-fi^e feet.
.Vbout (5 miles.

XXIII. About

LXIX. The

IV.

.30 cwt., with 20 fathoms, IJ inch
chain, to which is attached 90 fathoms, 1 i
inch chain. The two spare anchors weigh about
12 and 10 cwt., and the cables are each 90 fathoms
1 inch chain.
Thompson and Stather, Hull, made the last mushroom
anchor, and Abbott and Co., of Newcastle, the

XXIL

beaconage department.
buoy yacht is kept for this and general purposes
connected ^vith the buoyage and beaconage department.
LXVIII. Yes, in the Victoria Dock at Hull, ready to replace

ar

anchor,

ground

LXVI I. A

it is

on board.

cables

XIX. Mushroom

attached, ready for immediate use.
LXIV. Being in sight of Hull not required by day, rockets
and blue lights used by night.
LXV. Not used ; not considered necessary.
LXVI. The crew is relieved once a month, two being on
shore during the winter months, and three during
the summer months ; the master three weeks per
quarter.
The men when on shore are employed in
the day time at the buoy yacht, buoy shed, and on
general business connected \vith the buoyage and

about three.

Februar)',

XVI. One mast, foresail and mainsail.
XVII. Not fitted with lightning conductor.
XVIII. Single moorings two spare anchors and chain

;

ing lights which have been seen, but
sufficient for its purpose.

4

X. Iron.
XI. 120i>-tons.
XII. At Hull; by Messrs. Gibsons, Clifford, and Bro\vn.
XIII. 8 feet aft, 7 feet forward.
XIV. Red.
XV. Marked "BuU " in large white letters on each side, and

LX. No.
LXI. 1853, December 25, the chain broke in a gale of
wind at W.N.W. off the station (i hours during
the day only.
1855, February 18, taken from tha
station to HuD, on account of tlie large and unusual quantity of heavy ice in the river, and returned to her station 2nd March her place being
temporarily supplied by a large ice buoy.
LXII. None.
LXIII. She has a boat with life buoy and 60 fathoms line

light distant

Hull.
Circular IV.

III.

LVIII., LIX.

imis-

H"'-'"

In 54 fathoms. Bottom, silt. Tide, about 4 knots.
See General Return.
IV. The Guild or Brotherhood of Masters and Pilots Sea-

II.

»

LI I None.
LIII. None.
LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. None.

atioiis
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Hull.

Hull.

LVni., LIX. By the Buoyage and Beaconage Committee.
Not less than four times a year, and as much oftener
The lightship was also
as circumstances required.
frequently visited hy the buoy master.

" thinks his ves.sel would ride still better if she were
'
longer." The ves.sel was well kept.

Hull.

LX. No.
LXI. 1856, February

8,

fouled by a vessel

off the station

;

1858, March 6,
7 hours during the day only.
the chain cable broke in a gale of wind at N.W.
off the station 6 hours during the day only.

LXII. None.
lightship has a boat, and also a life buoy, with
line attached, always ready for use.
boat, v.ith a crew of 1 1 men, is stationed at
Spurn Point, under tb.e control and management

LXni. The

60 fathoms of

A

life

of this Corporation.

LXn'. Watson's

telegra])h code of signals

used

is

liy

day,

and rockets and blue hghts by night.

LXV. Not

used, nut considered necessary.
LX\'I. The crew is relieved once a month, three being on
shore at a time during the winter month.s, and four
during the summer moiiths; the master three
weeks per quarter. The men when on shore are
employed in the day time at the buoy yacht, buoy
shed, and on general business connected with the

buoyage and beaconage department.
buoy yacht is kept for this and general purposes
connected with the buoyage and beaconage de-

LXVH. A

partment.

LXVni.

Yes, in the Victoria Dock at Hull, ready to replace
the other in three or four hours.
person in charge of the lightship is required to
transmit a return monthly, stating the quantity of
and particulars of stores received and
consumed,
oil
expended, and also to ol)serve the general rules
and regulations specified in the annexed form

LXIX. The

There are four reflectors with two lamps in each,
hung on gimbals, as in Trinity lightvessels,
and in the Hebbl«s. These were very well cleaned,
and but little scratched; but they appeared to be very
ill contrived for making the most of the light produced,
by lamps of a very inferior construction.
•'
Wlien the vessel rolls the oil is thrown out of the
Lamps," and, the oil cistern being in front of the
reflectors, it is impossible that half the small amount
of light produced can be used.
Several persons bad
mentioned tliis as the worst light in the Humber.
Others had praised it as a good light. It may be
sufficient for its purpose, but the illuminating apparatus was certainly the worst that had been seen, and
is entirely out of keeping with
the vessel, which
seemed to be good. She is of iron, and lined with
wood only in the master's cabin. Like other iron
floating lightvcssels, she is very cold in winter, very
hot ill summer, and sweats in particular states of the
atmosphere.

The master

victuals the crew, and has \s. 9d. per
He has 20/. from the telegraph
company for working the semaphore on board. There
are no spare reflectors as in other floating lights.
No
The master has a clock
meteorological instruments.
There is a medicine eliest, and there are
of his own.
printed regulations on board.
The Trinity Iloute
(of Hull) visit, perhaps, once a year.

day

for the purpose.

TABLE OF
for

Masters

of 1'Loating

Catoptric.

LiGHTVESSELS.

—8

Fixed.

Ordinary

/

O'l

"

Yir.

NV

1

ICkS

and ajiparatus, and account for all such as
may have been necessarily worn out or consumed
or unavoidably lost, and also deliver up all registers, journals, books, accounts, documents, and writings whatsoever
which may have been entrusted to his care or custody, or
which may then be in his possession, or which he can

Olisenalions

by rniiimissioiici's.

About

5i gallons.

" thinks this easier to ride in. It is a belter vessel
" and a better station, though more exposed. The
" master has been on the river for 52 years, and

-

J Consumption
•

-{cort""'''*'°"-

.,^.,,

r^,

^,"1

-

About

-

5 gallons.

-

16s.

-

Ten.

-

5rf.

51.

Light at the
'

"Hebbles."

8rf.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

The Guild

or

Brotherhood of Masters and Pilots Seamen
House in Kingston-upon-Hull.

of the Trinity
II.

This cor])oration's jurisdiction above Hull is not mapped
out, but an Admiralty chart of the Humber, showing the positions of all the buoys, beacons, floating
and shore lights, from Hull to the sea, accompanies
this return. The cost of maintaining the buoys and
beacons is included in the general expenditure connected with buoys, beacons, floating and shore
lights, and no separate account for their maintenance and of the income derived from each can be
stated.
The number of buoys belonging to the
establishment is 62, besides nine ice buoys occasionally used in the winter season. There are four
beacons also belonging to the estaljlishment.

III.

No, except as appears by the thirty-ninth section of the
Merchant Shipping Act, 1859.

IV. None.
class here\mh, marked D.
buoys, made both of fir and oak.
Can buoys made of oak.
Nun i^TCck made of oak and iron
Fir nun buoys from 24/. to 26/.
Oak nun buoys from .'^0/. to 32/.

V. Sec diagram of laeh
a.

by.

This vessel was boarded from the " Vivid " on the
3d of August, at 6-30 a.m., and stands 89 on the
She is of iron,
list of lights visited or seen alight.
83 feet long, and the master says, "she rides very
" easily.
He has been on the Hebblcs station, and

I

— 8 Burners.

Cost

'Wicks

'l"wentv-four.

lantern at present"!

_

i

(Light at the
f "BuU."

Is.

Ordinary repairs
„.,

~1

21.

\7s.\d.

p^^^j _

Catoptric.

stoves, tackle,

come

^

:212/.

rc|)airs -

Consumption

\ Cost / Consumption

Price of
in use

that no delay or interruption in the exhibition thereof may
take place.
The master is requu'ed on his appointment to enter into
a bond containing the above conditions, and with a stipulation not to quit the charge or command of the vessel without receiving a month's notice for that purpose from the
corporation or without giving to the corporation one
month's previous notice in writing of his intention to quit,
and further that, on quitting the charge or command of the
vessel, he will deliver up the same with her boats, ropes,
shall or

PRIC:ES.

Burners.

Price

The master is required to maintain proper obedience in the
crew appointed or placed under his care to all his reasonable
orders and commands, and to keep and observe such directions as he may from time to time receive from the Corporation of the Trinity House of Hull, or from their Buoyage
and Beaconage Committee for the time being, to be signified
to him by such committee or by the clerk to the wardens
He is also
for the time being of the said Corporation,
required to keep a constant and regular exhibition of such
lanterns and hghts by night, and signals by day, as he shall
from time to time be ordered and directed to exhibit by the
said Corporation, or their said committee, in order that the
shipping frequenting the river may receive and enjoy every
He is also required to
possible advantage therefrom.
remain and reside on board the lightvessel at all times
(except for such periods of time as shall be allowed him by
the said Corporation or their said committee to be signified
by writing, under the hand of the said warden's clerk), and
to keep the vessel in a clean and orderly state and condition,
together with all her boats, stores, and appurtenances, and
particularly the lanterns, hghts, and signals, with the
several apparatus, matters, and things belonging thereto, so

Hull

fixed, not

marked C.

Rules and Regulatio.ns

.

b.

Nun

Oak can buoys from

25/. to

.

Iron wreck buoys from 25/. to 30/.
c.
(/.

e.

About 1/. 5s. per buoy.
Cannot be stated, as much of the work is done
by the crews of the light ships.
Seventeen nun buoys, II can biuivs, and two
wTcck buoys (nun)

Circular

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

— ENGLAND.

Hull.

Hull.

/. Du])licates of the buoys in position are kept in
rcsen'e, and 32 buoys are at present in the

ilarV.

shed, foiu' of which are to be used for buoying wrecks if necessary.
g. The whole are kept in the buoy shed at Hull,
built for the purpose.
h. The whole are complete, and a sufficient number
of moorings are also kept in the buoy shed

any ordinary demand.
Twenty.
Eighteen were damaged by collision, and two
were driven from their moorings.
By stone and chain.
for

!.

j.

k.

About SI.
By workmen employed for the purpose,
No special means are applied other than color,
number, balls, vanes, and a varied description.

/.

m.

n. 0.

Nun or nine pin buoys.
Vn. They are thoroughly overhauled,

VI.

and painted

repaired,

yacht passes up and down the Humber not
than once a month. The Buoyage and Beacon-

periodical surveys. The
Humber pilots are instructed to report immediately
any shifting or displacement of the buoys.

age Committee also

make

IX, For the different kinds of beacons see the accompanying chart.
a,
b.
Clee
13 August 183-1.
- 14 October 1835.
Donnanook Kilnsea
3 October 1840.
Beacon Lamp at Hull - 2 April
1842.
c. Clee Beacon to serve as a leading mark for
vessels navigating the Humber.
Donnanook
and Kilnseato distinguish the coast north and
south of the Humber, and the beacon lamp
at South End to serve as a guide to Hull

X.

Roads.

By form and coluor as shown

d.

in the

accompany-

ing chart.

Wood, with

the excejrtion of the beacon lamp
at South End, which is a lofty iron column.
Black supported on a white
/. Clee
frame.
e.

Donnanook
Kilnsea

-

Beacon Lamp

HuU

-

-

Red.

-

Black.

at 1

r<

l^'-^''"-

Not lighted except the Beacon Lamp
Clee

Donnanook
Kilnsea

Beacon Lamp
Clee

Donnanook
Kilnsea

Not known.

1852 .£12 17 6
Donnanook „
6 13 10
Kilnsea
„
Beacon lamp „
18 6 8
Clee

at Hull.

about 64 feet.
60
„
67
„
34
„
.£338 2
210 4
382 10

Beacon Lamp
j.

-

10

1858

£2

„
„

2
3
18

„

2

11

6

8

(This corporation's proportion.)

There is no separate charge for beacons. They
are maintained out of the general fund.
XI. The nun boys aj-e preferred to the can buoys, and are
k.

gradually replacing them as they are worn out.
No improvement has been suggested in the beacons.

XII. The buoys are laid down for the purpose of marking
the sands and dangers in the river. The buoys are
all black on the starboard side coming up the river,
and red with white ribbon on the port side. When
a new danger shows itself the Buoyage Committee
immediately survey it, and recommend to the whole
board what in their opinion is the best means of
warning navigators of such danger.

Xm.

beacon is required for a leading mark the locality
surveyed by the Buoyage Committee, and the
best site selected.
If to distinguish coast, then a
form of beacon readily distinguishable from others
in the vicinity is determined upon and constructed.

If the
is

XIV., XV. From the buoyage and beaconage dues levied on
ships and vessels passing or having the benefit of
any of the floating and shore lights, buoys, and
beacons, and the dues are paid at the office of the
Trinity

XVI. No

House

in Hull.

separate account of income for buoys and beacons
kept, but the following is the total income and
expenditure for the particular periods required as

is

regards not only buoys and beacons but
floating and shore lights.

Incomeforthequarter ending June 1852^667
do.
do.
do.
June 1858
845
do.
year
do.
Sept. 1852 3,916
Disbursements, year ending Sept. 1852 3,934
do.
do.
Sept. 1858 5,526

also

6
4

3

8

3

7

7

8

I

9

XVII. The Humber Conservancy Commissioners applied
for a new buoy to be placed at the end of the old
landing jetty at Hessle, and on the loth May
1858 the application was complied with. No other
application has been made, and the endeavours
of the Buoyage Committee are always to anticipate
such applications.

XVIII. The Trinity House of Deptford Strond concurred in
an additional buoy being placed on the lower
middle, 1st August 1855.
In no instance have
they not complied with or deviated from the
original proposal.

once a year.

VHI. The buoy
less

319

XIX. The Buoyage and Beaconage Committee
the buoys

—

1857.

inspected
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Hull— Ipswich — Jersey.
.»<.c
spare buoy
ijuv^j' was
A i!jj.ii<^
examined. n.
yaru was e.v;iimm;u.
DUOy yard
The
llie buoy

Hull.
Olisrrvatioiis

byl'ouiiuissioners.

fo„„d i-eady to replace every buoy on the station,
The pilots and masters
painted and numbered.
examined praised the system of buoyage in tlie
efficiency of the management.
Thomas Lewis, master of the " Vigilant," said, " They
jVilot said that he had
as good as can be."

Humber, and the

Jersey.

Commis-au-Greffe de transmettre copie des dites
re'ponses au dit Seere'taire sans delai.
Pour et au nom du
a charge

a vessel to go on shore there, and
similar testimony was obtained from others.
The Hull system of buoyage, namcl)-, black, i-ight,
the Liverpool
red, left, entering, is the reverse of
is
system, and wants the distinction of form which
adopted at Liverpool.

never

Coniitc.

John Coutanche,
Commis-au-Greffe.

known

Harbour Master's OfBce, St.
June (i, 1859.

Sir,

Helier, Jersey,

I HAVE received your note of 1st instant, in which you
me you have been directed by the President of the
Committee of Harbours to fonvard me " Returns to Buoys
and Beacons," and to request me to answer in writing the
several questions asked, in order that the whole may be
submitted to the Committee at their next meeting.

inform
Circular

LLOYD'S EVIDEN'CE.

VL

Stephen Gates, Great Grimsby, Lloyd's agent.

I

GREAT GRIMSBY.

II.

Mr. John Newby, dock master, Great Unmsby.

III.

IV. Y'es.
VII. Oil

.

1

;

;

foggy weather.

XIII

XV

.1,

•

,

in the
square buoys, painted black, are placed
channel.
Roval Dock basin, one on each side the
Humber
and
light,
floating
At Great Grimsby the Bull
nttan say
buoyao-e dues, are collected by Henry 1
register.
fourpence for every ten tons, as per ship's

Two

;

XVII. No

complaints, to

34.

Ipswich.

my

I beg to state, that with respect to the lights,
I cannot do better than enclose you my communieatiun of
July last to Capt. J. Washington, R.N., Hydrographer to
the Lords of the Admiralty. There has been no alteration
since, and I have nothing to add to said communication.
As to beacons, I beg to state that I have fixed one of my
invented swinging beacons on each of the follomng rocks,

~; In answer,

/

,
ii
ior the
used for the Humber lights pis is used
harbour lights at Great (Jrinisby.
apjiroved
enclosed,
XI See code of day and night signals
London.
by the brethren of the Trinity House,
opinion a bell on the
XII No fog signals are used iu my
useful m
very
be
would
head
pier
Royaf Dock

is

knowledge.

—

viz. :

On " Sellette Rock."
this rock spring tides.

The tide rises about 24 feet above
The beacon is [lainted black, and
20
the
rock.
about
feet above
On "Huitriers" or "Oyster Rocks." The tide rises
about 22 feet above these rocks spring tides. The beacon
is fi.\ed on the middle head, and about 28 feet above the
I

rock.

On " Grune Malett." Covers about the same time as the
" Huitriers." The beacon is painted different, as you will
observe by the sketch subjoined by steering between these
two beacons is the best channel for the inner or small roads.
This beacon is about 11 cable S.E. by S. of the '•Hui-

IPSWICH.

triers."

Ipswich Dock Commission.

Circular III.

Ipswich, 12th January, 1860.

Sj„,

ii.WE gone carefully through the queries sent
I
by your Board, which seem to me to apply, but in very
slight degree, to our river.
The jurisdiction of the

Commissioners extends to Har-

wich Harbour.
We have no lights or beacons, the channel being merely
partially buoyed «-ith cask buoys.
These buoys are all shown on the Admbalty Charts of the
the last few
river, one of which has been taken within
weeks.
There are no light or buoy dues whatever, the buoys
being maintahied by the Commissioners as consen'ators of
the

river.

Should the Board desire further information,
most happy to supply any in my power.
I am, &c.,
Peter Bn. Long,

t
I

1

n

On " Demie des Pas." This rock is about 5 feet above
the " Huitriers." The beacon is painted black.
On ' Frouquie .\ubin." This rock is about 8 feet above
the " Huitriers."' The beacon is painted black, and is from
4 to 5 miles southward of " La Roque Point."
All the above beacons have been fixed in the last 12
to 8 years, and out of the revenue of the Harbour of St.
Helier.
There are no buoys to indicate leading marks for any

channel round the island.

Jno. Chevalier,
Harbour Master for St.

To James Godfrav,
&c.

shall be

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
(No

45.)

Campbell, Esq.,

&c

Helier.

Esq.

S;c.'

Clerk and Solicitor to the Commissioners.
J. F.

have, &c.

I

i

&c.

English Channel.

— Jersey.

Lights at St. Helier.

Jersey.

35.

Circular II.

„

HI.

Hydrographic Office, .\dmiraltv, London,
July 6, 1858.

JERSEY.
Jersey,

June

2-4,

1859.

I AM directed by the States Committee of Harbours
of this island to forward you the enclosed act of the said
Committee, together mth copies of the reports of the Harbour Masters of St. Helier and Gorey therein referred to,
which have been made in accordance to the request contained in yom- letter of the 4th instant (No. 397).

I

J. F.

Campbell, Esq.

&c.

Au

ijc.

have, &c.

John CoCtanche,
Commis-au-Greffe.

Comite des Chaussees,

L'an mil huit cent einquante neuf, levingt-trosi^me jour
Le Depute' de St. Martin ayant remis devant le
Comite les reponses des maltres de Port de St. Helier et de

de Juin.

f;if(,„v

"

"

le

A

are

Jers

Gorey, relativement aux questions envoyees par le Sec. etaire
de la Commission touchant les retours pour les " Buoys
and Beacons " places dans les environs de cette 51e, !e Comite

The Harbour Master at St. Helier, Jersey, has given
notice that the follo%ving lights are exhibited all night for
the guidance of vessels bound into the harbour of that
place
A fixed white light from the lighthouse on Victoria or
New South Pier Head, placed at an elevation of 31 feet
above the level of the sea at high water, and should be
visible in ordinary weather from a distance of about 6 miles.
fixed red hght from a lantern post on Albert Pier
Head elevated 15 feet abo\'e high water, and visible in
ordinary weather from a distance of about 3 miles.
fixed blue light on the jjarajiet of the Old North Pier
at 477 yards to the N.E. by E. of the Albert Pier hght,
and it should be seen about 3 miles distant in ordinary
weather.
A fixed red light from a lantern post on the Upper Pier
Road, 680 yards to the E.N.E. of the Victoria Pier light at
;

A

A

an elevation of 46

feet

above high water, and also

miles in ordinary weather,

visible

3

'

—
lars
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Jersey.

Jersey.
Vessels approaching the harbour by keeping the
Pier red, and Old North Pier blue lijrhts in line, will
'II- little to the westward of the Grune St. ^Michel, and
* eastward, but rather too close to " I»es Huitriers " or
II.

•

Albert
pass a
to the
Oyster

Rocks.

The best approach from the westsvard will be the passage
between the Oyster Rocks and the Bues, with, the Victoria
or New South Pier hght in line with the Upper Pier Road
red light, although this leads too close to the Grune au
Dart and the Grande Vaudin.
(The bearings are magnetic, variation 21J° West in 1858.)

By command

John Vv'ashixgton,

—

Jersey in

Harbour Master's OflSce, Corey,
June 17, 1859.

entered the harbour on a misty night. The
approach was evidently very anxious work for the
capt.ain, although he was considered the most experienced pilot. There is no light until you get past
Corbiere.
He said he would willingly contribute
out of his own pocket towards the expense of a light
on Corbiere.

Jersey,

In' reply to your
beacons, &c., I beg to state, for the information of the
Secretary to the Royal Commission, that the beacons and
lights under my superintendence are as follows, viz.:
On " Lequerviere Rock." The tide rises about five feet
above the rock, ordinary spring tides. Ujjon this rock is a
standing beacon painted black, with a " cross " at top, and
about 15 feet above the rock
On " Lecureuil.' The tide rises about 17 feet above the
rock, ordinary spring tides.
Upon this rock is a standing
beacon ]iainted black, with a large basket at top, and about
30 feet above the rock.
On " Frouquies des Greves." The tides rises about \i
feet aljove the rock, ordinary spring tides.
Upon this rock
is a standing beacon painted black, and about 30 feet above
the rock ; between these two latter beacons is a fine passage
about three quarters of a mile wide, and is the best channel
for entering Gorey Harbour.
On " Seymour Rock." This rock covers about the same
time as Lequerviere. Upon this rock is a standing beacon
painted black, with an arm at top. This rock is about three
cables' length E. N. E. from Seymour Tower. Nota.
This
beacon is only useful as a leading mark.
On " Anquette." The tide rises about 14 feet above the
Upon this rock a beautiful
rock, ordinary spring tides.
round granite tower is now building, which will be finished
(weather permitting) about the middle of August next. The
top of the tower will be about 10 feet above high water,
ordinary spring tides ; it will be surmounted by a mast and
globe 15 feet high and 5 feet in diameter, which will place
the globe about 25 feet above high water, spring tides.
There is at present a beacon painted black, which will be
removed as soon as the tower is completed. The rock lies
S. E. by S. 4 S. distant five and half miles from Gorey Pier

Examination at Harbour Master's Office.
Geo. Allix, pilot for 23 years. Corbiere should
be lighted. Nature of light must depend on that of
the neighbouring lights.
Thinks red to the northward would be a useful mark to clear the rocks ofl

—

the west coast.

A buoy
jj

Two

A fixed beacon

Brighton company
letters, but no mariand Elias Neel, agent for Weymouth
and Channel Islands steam packets, agreed in above
list of required buoys and lights.
They stated that the island were afraid to ask the
Trinity Board to build lighthouses at Corbiere for
fear of having to pay all the dues when once a colibr

ners' questions),

lector

The within-mentioned beacons and Gorey harbour hght
have been fixed and maintained out of the revenue of barbom's.

The buoy and St. Catherine's light have been fixed and
maintained out of the revenue of Her Majesty's Government.
I have, &c.
(Signed)
John Amy,
To James Godfray, Esq.
Harbour Master of Gorey.
&c.
&c.

Notes by Capt. Ryder.
Captain Goodrich, commanding " Courier," Jersey
packets, states that Green Rock off Point Corbiere,
south-west corner of Jersey, ought to be buoyed.
j

north-west end of Jersey, should

was

established.

There is a correspondence between the States and
the Trinity House on the subject.
The two agents say their directors complain very
much of inattention and want of distinct published
accounts by the Harbour Board.
The harbour accounts were said to be published
for the first time in any shape in 1858, but .are even
now said to be so puzzling as to confuse and mislead
practised accountants.
The lighting, buoying, and
beaconing are supported out of the harbour dues.
Considering that the lighting and buoying was
very inefficient, I made inquiries regarding the harbour dues, and was informed that there was a very
large surplus every year, but how it was appropriated no one could ascertain.
Also that in 1837
a law passed that the impot on wine and spirits
was to be divided, and one portion was to be appropriated to pay off the harbour debt.
And on
this account, and in opposition to the wishes of the
commercial community, the harbour dues were retained at the present high rate, and yet the shipping
derives no corresponding benefit. It is now stated by
members of the commercial community that they
doubt whether the portion of the impot stipulated
to be credited to the Habour Committee has ever
been so treated ; they are under the impression that
it has been expended for interior purposes.
The impot has been raised twice on the plea of the harbour
works, viz., in 1840 and in 1846.

The harbour

be marked.
off Portelet

on I'Echiquelez.

Edward Gallishaw, agent

rine's.

Bay,

should be buoyed.

n.

„
Denn des Pas.
„
leading marks should be placed on Verclut

(who received one of our covering

high water spring tides.
There is also a fixed hght on the breakwater at St. Cathe-

Grune and Ilubaut Shoals,

Diamond Eock.
Bouandiere.
Hinguette.

and La Coupe.

Head.
There are no buoys to indicate leading marks. There is
one large Government mooring buoy in the middle of Gorey
Roads, where Her Majesty's ships often moor to.
There is a lighthouse on Gorey Pier Head, where a fixed
light is kept burning throughout the year, from sunset to
SLUirise, placed at an elevation of 21 feet above the level of

Petit

should be placed inside Grand Four,
on Pignonet.
))

A beacon
A tjigger beacon

—

off

Weymouth

We

note relative to returns of buoys,

Rigdon Shoal,

Guernsey, and crossed to

the afternoon in one of the

packets.

;

Sir,

W

insufficient for navigation.
I left the " Courier " at

Hydrographer.
This notice affects the foUo^ving Admiralty charts
Jersey
Island, No. 62 ; France, North Coast, Cherbourg to Cape
also Channel Directions by Captain
Carteret, No. 58
Martin White, fourth edition, page 143, and British Islands'
Lights' List for June 1858, Nos. 25, 25*, 2(5, 26*.
:

'~'.
Pignonet and Petit Four should be buoyed.
-..
Eonnaudiere and Diamond Eocks should be marked,
tonimisand Hungenette.
siouers
The harbour of Jersey he considered very indiiferent, and stated that " Courier " pays as harbour dues
4/. ISs. at Jersey, and SI. 18s. for Guernsey, every
voyage. He stated that the Guernsey dues were at
one time laid out on the island generally but now
strictly on harbour purposes.
It is generally believed
that tliis is not the case at Jersey, and considered that
the only lights being merely harbour lights, are quite
;

of their Lordships,

(Signed)

'I'ations

Us.

321

s

requires to be made efficient, being
a tidal harbour, and inferior to Guernsey.
Yet, although the income would allow of a consider-

now merely
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Jersey.

Jersey.
able

sum being borrowed

12th

.'

14th May.

accounts are published iu a clear and distinct manner.
Judge De Quetteville, President of the Chamber of
Commerce, was said to know all the pros and cons

but I was warned that it would be
of the matter
The country indifficult to get him to speak out.
fluence is so strong in the Estates that it is said to be
;

them

to let daylight in

on

Captain Chevalier, the harbour master, was away.
beacon,
is the inventor of a remarkable floating
ship passing over it neither
a mast on gimbals.
injures herself nor it, as it is pressed down and rises

He

A

again.

De

at

St.

Helier.

Mr. Matthew Gallishaw, Agent for Jersey Steam
P.acket Company, Mr. Elias Neel, Weymouth Steam
Packing Company, i\Ir. H. C. Godfray, Lloyd's
Agent, agree iu stating that it is the universal wish
that Corbiere, the south-west point of the Island, be
lighted as soon as possible.

Captain Amy, commanding the steamer Rose,
trading to St. Malo and Granville, and Pilots George
Alea, 23 years branch pilot, and Philip Payne, 21
years branch pilot, are very desirous that Cape
Corbiere should be lighted.

The evidence given by them, with regard to buoys
and beacons,confirmed that obtained by Captain Ryder,
(see p. 21, England, Local Authorities.)

The Commissioners had an interview with the
members of the Harbour Committee

j

J

Orange,

Mr. George

acquainted

with

nautical

:

had mistaken

it

for the Lizard or Start, would,

made ahead, inform her

when

of her mistake.

Hanois or CorStates that it is a mistake
biere are so much required by Guernsey and Jersey
They are hardly ever wrecked. It is the
ships.
foreigners who form the long list of wrecks.
Captain Amy, harbour master at Gorec, a very
intelligent man, states that Cape Gronez would be
to say

Cape
the cape to light for the safety of foreigners.
Corbiere is only a local object.
island
would
Gronez,
lit
Query. If Trinity Board
light Corbiere ?
One
Light very indifierent.
Visited Goree.
Argand.
William Adams, pilot to " Mercury." Very
Agreed with above.
gent.

intelli-

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

Circular VI.

Thomas

Mallet, Llnvd's

Agent and Merchant.

ISLAND OF JERSEY.

III. E. L. Bisson,

Esq.

President of the Committee

of

Harbours, Jersev.
IV. Yes.
V. None that 1 am aware of.
XI. None.
XII. The masters of the mail packets have suggested that
a pei-son should be appointed to fire occasional
guns during fogs at the point near the Corbiere
Rocks.
XIII. See the hai-bourraaster's report to the committee of
the harbours.

XIV. No.
XV. None.
XVI. I am not aware of
XVII. Refer to No. VI.
XVIII. None collected.
XIX. None.
I

—

of their evidence
" These gentlemen admitted that it was their duty
" to properly mark and indicate the approach to the
" h.arbour by lights, buoys, and beacons.
They also
" stated that there was a large annual surplus on

" the harbour dues which was employed for no
" other purpose than the diminution of the harbour
" debt, and that a portion of the irapot, an import
" duty on' spirits and wine [see
had
p. 321,]
" also been ordered by the States to
be ex" pended yearly in diminution of the harbour
" debt.
Books, showing how the revenue received
" from the impot liad been expended, were sent for
" and examined, but no trace could bo discovered
" of any record of such an annual application, nor
" w.is any distinct statement obtained as to the
" present state of the harbour debt.
letter was
" therefore addressed to the Harbour Committee,
' and they were requested to cause a table to be
" filled up, giving a detailed account of the receipts
" both from h.arbour dues, and impot, and the ex-

A

" pcnditure since the harbour improvements com" menced, so as to enable the Commissioners to
'•
form an opinion as to the state of the fund from
" which the money must be derived for the erection
" of those lights, buoys, beacons, &c., which are, in
" the opinion of all the witnesses e.xamined urgently
" required for the safety of navigation."
The sites for a light, buoys, and beacons, suggested
by the various witnesses examined by Captain Ryder,
on the previous visit, (see pp. 310, 311,) and by the
above-mentioned witnesses, were again pointed out by
Mr. Burney, an experienced officer, late Master of
H.M.S. Dasher, and the great adv.intages to navigation
which would result from the light, buoys, and beacons
being placed on them as soon as possible were stated
most forcibly by him.
It would be advisable, in our opinion, for Commander Sidney to be directed, at an early period, to
draw up a plan for lighting, buoying, &e. the
approaches of St. Helier, Jersey, as he has done for

Guernsey.

Advantage was taken of one of the Commissioners
making a subsequent visit to Jersey, to instruct him

anv.
query.

to ascertain the reason of the

many months on

I herewith enclose copies of the harbournot.
masters of St. Helier and Gouray harbours to
of harbours in this island which
Committee
the
gives a full account of the Ughts and beacons used
also the bearings of the hghts
island,
and
in this
The currents are
for the Harbour of St. HeUer.
so strong, buoys would not be of service round
tlie tower Anquette is completed.
this Island,
No alteration in the lights and beacons has taken
17th Deplace since the harbour master's report.

am

—

cember 1859.

:

:

Icommercial men.

matters, has answered our questions
States that the Jersey people would not ask for a
light on Corbiere until a light was first placed on
Guernsey, wliere it was most wanted. Now that
there is to be a light on Hanois, there ought to be
one on Corbiere which, if a ship in passing Hanois

XX.

witnesses

Judge Bisson and Messrs. de St. Croix, Nicolle,
and Le Gallais. The following Minute was drawn up

Ste. Croix. ^

_ Aubyn.
Coh Hemery.
— Nicolle

II.

— Examined

following

Judge Bisson, Chairman of Harbour Board.
Judge Le Galee.

1

Jersi

—

Harbour

properly light and buoy its
the surplus is carried over, or said to be, to the paying ofi' of the debt. This causes great discontent to
the shipping interest ; and as the expense of lighting
and buoying is not a separate charge, but a charge
on the harbour dues, they have no remedy unless the

a hopeless task to persuade
their harbour accounts.

May

1860.
The Commission crossed to the
"•»«'"»
of Goree, Jersey, in H.M.S. '• Dasher,"
Commander P. de Saumarez.

improve ths harbour and
approache.s, the whole of

to

:

Je rsey.

remarkable delay of
Harbour Committee

the part of the

in furnishing the information required.

Captain

Ryder, the

reports as follows

:

Commissioner referred

to,

—

I have just returned from
6th November 1860.
visiting the Island of Jersey, where I metbj' appointment Sir. Godfray, one of the Harbour Committee,
who had undertaken to prepare the return required

by the Royal Commission.
I made the following minute on my meeting with
Mr. Godfray, and read it and the above-mentioned

'

LOCAL AUTHORITIES— ENGLAND.

to liim before I left

;

one (No. 2) on the land about half a mile distant.
None.
VII. As a guidance for vessels coming up the River Lune.

level.

—

"

"
"
''

"
"

XVII. E. N. E.

XVI II.

—

to S. E.

hv E. (by Compass).

Fixed; white.

XIX. Fixed.
XX. From half flood to half ebb.
XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Three in No. I, and two in No.

2.

XXIII. None.
XXIV. A. and C. Seward, Lancaster.

XXV. An

iron pipe in each, through the roof.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.
XXVIII. Eighteen

XXIX.

XXX.

days.

2,898/. "is. 106?., exclusive of illuminating apparatus, lanterns, &c., and two guineas per annum for

rent of site.
Finished.
-„„, ,„„
I, 18 feet 6 inches by 7 feet 1 p,„
|Cost-/08/. 10*.,
„
by 7 „
No. 2, 13 „ 9
including illuminating apparatus.

XXXI. No.

" Notwithstanding a surplus of annual harbour
receipts from harbour dues, varying from 2,000/.
to 4,000/. since 1856, which, it is admitted, lias
accumulated since that date to 15,000/., no trace
can be found of its appiopriation towards the diminution of /he harbour debt ; it has been otherwise
appropriated.
The treasurer admits in the rccapitulation, December 1859,' that the balance
against him on account of the harbour is 1 5,000/.
The statements of the shipowners and others given
to me at my preceding visit, regarding the appropriation of harbour dues to purposes other than
'

'

" reduction of the debt, are therefore fully confirmed."

The above figures were carefully taken down by me
from Mr. Godfray's statement, and read over to him,
but while admitting the accuracy of the minute he did
not appear, by any means, certain of the amount.
It is only due
Godfray to state that
to Mr.
he appeared to have every desire to give me
clear and explicit information
he admitted with
regret that he was prevented from doing more than
give me the above general statement by the extraordinary method that had been adopted of keeping the
accounts. Amongst all the numerous local authorities
having charge of lights, buoys, and beacons, that I
have visited, the Harbour Committee at Jersey appear
to give the least satisfaction, and most deservedly so,
to the shipping interest.
It appears to be very problematical whether they will ever efficiently light
and buoy the approaches to the harbour, until they
are obliged to publish annually an explicit account
of harbour
receipts and expenditure,
with the
;

When this is done, public opinion
of expressing itself, and point out the
manner in which any surplus dues may be best employed for lighting and buoying purposes.
state of the debt.

will find

.

XV. About nine miles.
XVI. About 12 miles.

" In
Minute of meeting with Mr. Godfray.
" attempting to ascertain the state of the harbour
" account since the new works commenced, the fol" lowing difficulty was stated by Mr. Godfray
" Mr. Le Sueur, who was treasurer from 1847-52,
" died within the last named year.
His accounts
" were most probabh/ lodged au greffe, but cannot
''
now be found owing to the office being changed.
" His family decline to allow his books to be in" spected, on the ground that his accounts have
" been passed and approved. The surplus revenue
" for these years cannot therefore be ascertained. In
" 1853, 5th November, the Governor, Baillie, and
" Jurats took upon themselves to incur the responsi" bility of paying oft" Harbour Debentures to the
" amount of 42,811/. 6s. 9d. from the impot, leaving
" for the harbour account as a charge on the har" hour dues 34,249/. 14*. 3rf. (Jersey currency.)

''

Circular

VIII. 21st February 184S.
Per contract.
IX. Chai'les Blades, jr., Lancaster, Builder.
John B. Hartley, Liverpool, Engineer.
X. Harbour lights.
XL Stone lighthouse (No. I) on the Abbey Scar. Solid,
masonry. Wood lighthouse (No. 2) on the land
painted white.
XII. Fitted with eop|)er lightning conductors.
XIII. No. 1, 59 feet; No. 2, 5;i feet i) inches.
XIV. No. I, ly feet 6 inches elevation above high-water
No. 2, 54 feet elevation abo\'e high-water
level.

the aid of a professional actuary, if then, so inextriAs I have at last ascercable was the confusion.
tained from Jlr. Godfray the fact regarding the appropriation of the surplus harbour revenue to other
purposes, the tabular return is of no material consequence, but should be printed if it arrives in time.

"
"
"
"

lights.

v., VI.

;

:

Two

IV.

he admitted the
The harbour accounts appear
truth of both minutes.
Mr.
to be kept in a most unbusine.ss-iike manner.
Godfray iiad been occupied for some months in enhad
but
up
return
required,
draw
the
deavouring to
Some accounts for past years were
failed to do so.
and as to ascertaining with
not to be found at all
any certainty the progress, if any, of the diminution
it
appeared
to
be impracticable without
the
debt,
of

away

,

XXXII. Not purchased.
XXXIII. Average annual

cost

of repairs for five years

18s. 7d., and a sum of 697/. 4s. laid out in
masonry for casing and strengthening No. 1, in
2f)Z.

I85(i.

XXXIV.

XXXV.

No. I coated once in three years, and No. 2 every
two years, cost included in the average. No. 33.
One keeper and son, 50/. 3s. 9d., with a house,
garden, &c.

XXXVI. See No. 31.
XXXVII. No. I and

2,

51. 3s.

6d. for glass cylinders

and

cleaning stores.
XXXVHI. 1857, 15() gallons, three gross of wicks; 1858,
158 gallons, three gross of wicks.
XXXIX. Olive oil, 1857, at 5s. 6f/. per gallon; olive oil,
1858, at 5s. 6d. per gallon.
XL. Common round cotton wicks at 6s. Gif. per gross ; total
cost, 1857, 1 9s. 6d.; 1858, 19s. 6rf.

XLI. None.
XLII., XLIIL, XLIV.

Included in Wahiey lighthouse

account.

XLV. None.
XLVI. None.

XLV II.
XLVI II.

None.
None.

XLIX. None.
L. The Commissioners and

Trustees of the port of Lan-

caster.

LI. Various times during the years by the Commissioners
and Trustees of the port.
LII. No.
LIII. One spare lamp and burner for each lighthouse. Oil
kept in a cask at the upper lighthouse.

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. Not relieved.
LVIII. To attend the lighthouses and keep in the same
bright and clear lights during the night whilst
there is rise of eight feet of water in the Channel
throughout the year, and keeping the reflectors
clean and lights properly trimmed.
In addition to the above harbour Ughts there is a small
light on the pier head at Glasson Dock, for the
guidance of vessels at night tide.

;c;ter.

iilll.

Lancaster.
One (No. 1) on Abbey Scar Rock, and

Jersey and Lancaster.

Minute over
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36.

LANCASTER.

WALNEY LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

RIVER LUNE LIGHTHOU.SE.— (Si'ecial Return.)

Walney Lighthouse on Walney

I.

Return.)

Island.

Commissioners and Trustei>s of the port of Lancaster.
John Walker, Tonnage Office, Lancaster.
IV. Lighthouse on the south end of Haws Point on
alney
II.

River Lune, Lancaster.
Commissioners and Trustees of the port of Lancaster.
III. John Walker, Tonnage Office, Lancaster.

I.

III.

W

II.

Island.

b

S

2

HI.
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Circular III.

V. lOtli March 1789.
VI. The Commissioners and

No income

II.
„ ^,

r „„
Lan-

f
Triistees of the port ot
,

December 1791'VIII.
IX. Joshua Britton, Mason.
1st

five of

III.

V. No.

in the chart 18 ft. Oin. in length
do.
9
3
do.
do.
6
S
do.
5
do.
ti
7
4
do.
do.
7
do.
5

1

E. Dawson,

,

for the plans,
,

\\'ith

^

.

.

,

,

,

white paint and deck

varnish.

XV.

feet.
feet.

Thirteen miles.

a.

Wood.

b.

According to

c.

1/.

d.

Ss. \0d.

e.

Five.

seconds.

in five minutes,

XXXIII. Average

feet

for five

, ,

4 inches; breadth, 11

years

IW.

r *
teet.
,.

5i

gallons ;
gross of wicks

f.
'(/.

A.

;

XI.

cotton wicks, Cs.
cost, 1857, 1/. 15s. W.; 1858,

XLI. None.
XLII. 3d. per

per gross

firf.

1/.

3;i3/.

,
10s.

4rf.

;

,

None.
c
„ u i,
of all the buoys.
of

same.

XVI. No income.
XVII. None.
XVIII. None.
^a-^
A
18o7 and
XIX. The Commissioners and the pilots in May
May, 1858.
Lancaster reXX. By the Commissioners of the port of
peatedly in 1857 and 1858.

^,

,

bee

/s. 2d.

1858, 412/.

k.

it

Lancaster.

XV. The

,

618/.' 3s. 5d.

1852,

Rebuilt in 1847, at a cost of 546/.
1852, 10/. 12s. Gd., and strengthened
1858, 199/. 6s. 8rf.

aUeration.

15s. !W.

,
-n,within
register ton on vessels discharging
disLancaster Bav for the vear, except the vessels
on
ton
per
Id.
and
Lune,
River
charging in the
•wind-bound vessels.
June,
to
April
10<'.;
XLIII. ApriltoJune. 1852.148/. 16s.
Total income in lifbJ,
242/. 7s. 4t/.
1858

,.

Not lighted.
About !H1 feet.

XII The deepest water is on the south side
of the port
XIV. The funds of the Commissioners

total

;

No

iron ball at the top.
secured with iron.
Black, coated with gas tar.

j

i.

303 gallons.
1858,
1S5S, 5i- gross of

Gd. per gallon.

XL Common round

XLIV.

pamt,

Wood

e.

tear.

.•«)2

oil, 5s.

white

with

d.

wicks.

XXXIX. OUve

'numbered

Five.

0.

XXXvi. Illuminating apparatus in 1846, 274/. ^s (id.e.xcluXXXVII. In 1857, 71. 5s., and 1858, 3/. 2s. »d.,
1*857,

are

VII. Yearly.
VIII. Examined by the sea pilots.
cone shape.
X. Landmark or beacon. Octagon and
a. Rossall landmark.
strengthened
h. Rebuilt in May 1847, and
1858, in consequence of the beach upon
which it stood washing away.
Lancaster Bay.
c. For guidance into
Open timber erection, with a latticed open

work has only been coated three times
XXXIV. The
Not by contract.
at 5/. Gs. ;W. each time.
30/.. with a dwelhng house, &c.
and
XXXV. Two, 40/.

1857,

4d.

1,2,3,4,5.

stone

XXXVIII

size.

broke.
chain with a square stone.

They

n.

,

wear and

do.

19. 2d.

8/. Is.

/.

Not uby

xt

lOd.

Is.

contract.

sive of

do.

2

m

,,,

,

,

XXXI. Height of lantern, 8
XXXII. Not purchased.

do.
do.

3

m. Purchased by contract.

it

used.
days.

Finished.

A

k.

XXVIII. Eighteen

XXX.

9

4
4

The chain

j.

fog signals.

1,046/.

11

.

.

shows every minute. By the owners
and masters of vessels and pilots.
184b
XXIV. In 1790 bv W. and M. King, and renewed m
by A. and C. Seward, Lancaster.
XXV. Three copper ventilators in the roof.

XXIX.

diam

5
5

One.

i.

XXI. Silver plated reflectors. Catoptric.
XXII. Four burners.
XXIII Before 1 84(3 the light showed once

XXVI. Xo
XXVII. None

9ft. Oin.

;

A.

since 184G

"

One at Glasson dock four at Lancaster.
With three sets of spare moorings.

g.

XIX. One minute.

XX. Two

by

/. Five.

_

miles.
Revolving light; white.

XVI. Twenty-tvvo
XVIII.

Circuli'

No.

IV. None.

No. XXXIII. in Lune Liglithouse Return.
XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.
_,.
^
,
r t
of the port ot banL. The Commissioners and Trustees

XXI. Replaced as soon as possible.
XXII. The pilots.
XXIII. The pilots give the information.

XXIV. No

complaints.

XXV. None.
XXVli. The" beacon and buoys have

hitherto been con-

sidei-ed sufficient.

caster in 1857.

LI. 18th June 1857.

Llli.

One

spare lamp and burner

;

the

oil

kept in a lead

37.

cistern within the lighthouse.

LV.

A

LLANELLY.*

ebb in the
red light is hoisted from half flood to half
night; no signals by day.

LVI. None.
LVII. Relieved immediately
allow

,
after

the

tidal

it.

-n

\..

will

light
,

•

38.

J

,

and
LVIII. To light and constantly keep in the same bright
sunrising
clear lights from the time of sunsetting to
reflectors
throughout the year, and keeping the
properly cleaned.
,
the
but .u
abo\-e rephes refer to the Walney sea light,
erected
red light referred to in reply. No. 55, is a lantern,
entering Pile
1st October 1846, for the guidance of vessels

Harbour.

II

III.

.,
of the port of Arundel.
the said
Richard Holmes, Arundel, clerk to

The Commissioners

IV.
VI.

One light.
By the Commissioners.

The Commissioners and Trustees of the
caster.

^

,,

u

i,„,„

the harbour,
to assist vessels into and out of
roads.
and to enable vessels to bring up m the
IX. Built by the Commissioners.
harbour-light.
X. Both sea-hght, and

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

„ ^
Com

missioners.

VII In order
Circular V,

Reti-RN.)

Littlehampton.

,

The

LITTLEHAMPTON.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
I.

port of

Lan

XI. Wood, white, with green top.
XII. None.

.

I

1852,

in

Five sea buoys
1858, 29/. 6s. 4d.
six above.

25/. 9s. 2d.;

„ „

Per contract.

X. Sea light.
XI. Stone. Outer wall coated
XII. No.
XIII. Seventy-two
XIV. Seventy-one

Cost of maintenance

derived.

below the lighthouses;

in Lancaster Bay, by
VII. Recommended, on a survey
the Commissioners.

Whitehaven,

Lanca

Lancaster.

Lancaster.

Lancaster.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES—ENGLAND.
LiTTLEHAMPTON.

TLEPTON.

XIII. Thirty-two

feet.
feet.

lar III.

XIV. T\vent}'-si,\
XVI. Five miles.

—

itions

mis-

XVIII.
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LittleLiTTLEHAMPTON.
ham PTON,
extremely different from one another in colour and
the keeper said that the sun fades them unequally,
Obserrafions
and that he had watched the process going on. It ],..
;

Fi.ted red light.

fg^Jj^j.^

w.as stated that this light does not serve as a leading
sioners
light into the harbour ; vessels lie off beyond the bar

XIX. None.

XX. From sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Double parabola reflector.
XXII. One argand.

night.

all

XXIII. xXone.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

XXIV. WUliara

Wilkins.
Pipes in the top.

XXV.

XXVI. None.
XXVIII. No register
XXIX. 58/. Is. -id.

XXX.

There are no buoys and beacons
river

kept.

is

defined

by the

Finished.

XXXI.

Built by the Commissioners in the year 184S.

XXXHI.
XXXIV.

3/.

lighthouse

bums

gas.

None.

XL. None.
XLI. None.

XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.

XLIX. Master

mariners generally are not satisfied «-ith the
red light, but would wish it to be a white light,
L. Commissioners of the port,
LII. No.
LIII. None.

LIV. None.
by balls on flagstaff and yard by day,
and lantern by night.
LVI. By Marriott's signals by day; by night, none.
LVIII. Lighted by gas.
tide

Circulai-

V,

III.

Commissioners of the Port.

Circular VI.

IV.

I

frequently hear complaints of the hght not being
sufficiently strong to be seen at a proper distance.

V. Nil.
VI. Nil.
VII. Fixed
VIII. NU.

light,

gas; the leading hghts are

oil.

IX. NU.

XLII. The general fund belonging tn the Commissioners,
XLIII. No charge made.
XLIV. No charge made for lighthouse.

LV. By

the channel of the

LITTLEHAMPTON.

II.

Three coats.
XXXV. No keeper, but under the superintendence of the
harbour master.
XXXVII. None.

XXXIX.

;

river banks.

George Comey, shipowner, Littlehampton.

I.

21. I2s.

XXXVIII. The

and

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

50/.

XXXII.

piers

gauge

X. Nil.
XI. Lanthoms hght with
XII. Nil.
XIII. Nil.

XIV. Nil.
XV. Nil.
XVI. Nil.
XVII. Not
XVIII.

XIX.

oil.

sufficiently strong.

Nil.

Nil.

XX.' Only as before stated.

;

to explain, that they are much
disappointed they are not allowed to show a white
hght instead of a red light. The light as a red light is

The Commissioners have

only useful as a harbour light, whereas, if a white
was shown, it would be visible at least double

light

the distance it is now, and enable vessels to bring up
in the roads with more certainty than they can now.
The Trinity Board refused to allow a white light,

George Robinson, shipowner, Litlleharaiiion.

I.

Circular VI,

LITTLEHAMPTON.

II.

III. Commissioners of the Port and Harljour Master.
IV. The harbour light is red, but not to be seen far
enough.
V. Nil.
yi. Nil.
VII. Stationary light, gas ; tidal lanthorns, oil.
VIII. Nil.
IX. Nil.
X. Nil.
XI. Lanthoms used as leading hghts ;\ ben ships come in

in the night.

This light was observed on the night of the 5th of
July I8o9, from the '• Vivid." According to the Lighthouse Chart and the Admiralty list it should be seen
It could hardly be seen at 4^,
at about 7 miles.
The night was remarkably fine. The Owers floating
light was seen distinctly at about 9Jt miles.
Beachy
Head shore light, which .should be seen at 22 miles,
was seeu at 25, and the town lights at Brighton and
Shoreham were also seen. The light at Little Hampton stands Ko. 5 on the list of lights visited or .seen
alight, and from this observation seems to be inferior
to neighbouring lights.
the 23d of August the lighthouse was visited
The gas burner is an Argand.
flame was tall, not showing much body of light.
reflector is a " Sideral," and consists of two

On

by Dr. Gladstone.

The
The

parabolic conical reflectors one above and the other
below the light.
It was evident that a very large portion of the
light was lost.
It shows red towards the sea, white
through three little windows, one showing up the
river, the other two along the beach, right and left.
There is but one keeper, who is paid 16s. per week.
He has to work in the gasworks by day, to attend to
the lighthouse, and is expected to look at the light

every two hours from his cottage, which is very near
He has been there 15 months, and states that he has
never broken a glass chimney, nor has the gas ever
gone out or flickered from water in the pipes. The
lighthouse has a main from the gasworks for itself,
and should water ever get into the pipe there are
means of pumping it out. The lighthouse was dirty.
No books are kept. The gasmeter is in the lighthouse.
The panes of red glass were observed to be

Ss

XII. Nil.
XIII. Nil.

XIV.

XV.

Nil.
Nil.

XVI. Nil.
XVII. Defective hght.
XVIII. Nil.
XIX. Nil.

XX. None

I.

other, except above

Thomas Howard,

II.

named.

shijiowner, Littlehampton.
of

LITI'LEHAMPTON, PORT

ARUNDEL.

Local Commissioners and their Harbour Master.
IX. Vi'e ba\e a red light at the East pier end, but the
general complaint is, it cannot be seen by mariners
III.

at a sufficient distance.

V. Nil.
VI. Nil.
VII. Stationary light, gas
VIII. Nil.
IX. Nil.

;

tidal lanthorn?,

c il,

X. Nil.
XI. Tide lanthorns, for leading lights used when required.
XII. Nil.
XIII. Nil.

XIV. Nil.
XV. Nil.
XVI. Nil.
XVII. Defective
XVIII. Nil.
XIX. Nib

XX. None

light.

other except above mentioned.

Circular VI.
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Liverpool.

39.

Circular II.

LIVERPOOL.

LIGHTHOUSES.— (General

Return.)

Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, LiverpooL
2. Upper Hoylake.
;i Lower HoyII. 1. Point Lynas.

I.

6. Rock Light4. Leasowe.
5. Bidston.
8. Formby (disused.)
A
house.
7. Crosby.
chart of Liverpool to Holyhead, including the
above named, accompanies this return ; the special returns required were furnished in July last.
HI. Sites have been selected in accordance mth the particular design in view, viz., for a warning light, as
Point Lynas, a bold projecting headland is chosen
the other lights constituting leading lights, their
position are necessarily restricted to the line they
are intended to indicate.
IV. The elevation of the Ughts under the control of the

lake.

;

Board is not sufficient to have brought this
question under consideration.
V. Catoptric only.
VI. The catoptric principle was chosen before the dioptric
principle was brought into use.
VII. Point Lynas, flashing ; Rock Lighthouse, revolving ;
all

others fixed.

VIII. The necessity of distinguishing neighbouring lights
from each other governed the selection of the
all are of
illuminating apparatus in each case
the natural color, excejit Crosby, which is red, and
Rock Lighthouse, which is red on one face.
IX. The ordinai-y jiarabolic reflector and fountain lamp,
with argand burner, is the only one in use, the
colored lights being affected by tinted glass
;

chimnies.

X. Filled u]).
XI. Stores are purchased by the officials of the establishment, or by o])en contract, as at the time may
ai)])ear to the Board to be most expedient, and are
subject to such various tests as may apply to the
article under question.
XII. Fog signals can be conveyed only by sound. Rock
Lighthouse only is supplied \vith fog signals, bells
are then used (vide special return), none others of
the lighthouses are in a ])Osition to use fog signals
effectively.

XIII.

No

general code is in force. Tide signals, consisting
of a baU by day and a hght by night, are exhiThe principle
bited only from Rock Lighthouse.
upon which those were chosen is su])posed to be
that of making them visiljle to an obser\-er, and
the selection of the lighthouse was probably

governed by its site below high-water mark, affording facilities for observing the tide, and by its
position at the turning point to and from a channel nearly di-y at low water.
"

XIV. Unknomi.
XV. The obligations imposed upon

the board by the several
successive Acts of Parliament, under which light
dues are levied, entail the maintenance of other
establishments, than the lighthouses themselves ;
the purposes to which the light dues are appUed
1. Maintenance of lighthouses.
being as follows
ii.
Lifeboat
2. Line of telegraph to Holyhead,
4. Buoying and beaconage of the
establishment.
The income
5. Conservancy of the Mersey.
port.
from hght dues cannot therefore be justly compared with the expenditxu'e on the first-named
object alone.
The following is a statement of
income from light dues, and expenditure on hghthouses, as requested
:

—

:

Liffht

18-4fi

8.733Z.

Dues Income.

Local authorities

—ENGLAND.
Liverpool.

Liverpool.
VIII. 1830.
IX. Builder unknown.

Architect,

John

No

Foster.

a

con-

X. Sea-hght.
XI. Welsh limestone. Solid. Not coated.
XII. Iron rod surmounted by aknob with projecting spikes.
XIII. Ninety-four feet.

XIV. Sixty-one

Liverpool.

LII. Never.
Half a set of spare
LIII.
spare burner to every lamp.
lamps. Oil stored in an oil room fitted for the
purpose.

tract.

Circular III.

LIV. Barometer and thermometer.
LV. By day a ball is hoisted and exhibited while there are
more than 11 feet of water through the rock gut;
by night the same is indicated by the exliibition of
a fLxed hght from the same tower beneath the
revolving light, visible only in the river and

feet.

XV. Eight and

327

three quarter miles.

XVI. Thirteen and three quarter miles.
XVII. Three hundred and sixty degrees.

Rock Channel.
LVI. Marrj-at's signals.
LVII. Two are always on duty

XVIII. Revohnng, alternating twice of the natural colour
;

once red.
three successive appearances complete one reThe duravolution, and occupy three minutes.
tion of each appearance depends in a measure
upon the distance of the observer when near, the
interval of darkness is momentary, and increases as
the distance absorbs the fainter rays.
Sunset to sunrise throughout the year.

XIX. The

always on watch.
every second day.

is

LVIII.

A

in the building, of

One

is

whom one

relieved to the shore

copy accompanies these returns.

;

XX.

This lighthouse was visited on the 14th of July. ObserTations
There are three keepers, one at 90/., two at 80/.
Jjy ('oniinis-

The house was dirty. The lantern roof thickly siouers.
covered with soot from a defect in a chimney which
There are 22 reflectors,
passes through the lantern.
ten with lamps having red chimueys on one side, and 6
on each of two other sides, with chimneys of clear
There are three fog beUs, rung by machinery.
glass.

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Twenty-four.
XXIII.

Nil.

Lamps and

reflectors

have been made at different times by

different

XXIV. De

Ville

parties.

and Co., London.

The name given

is

that of the

maker

most recently employed.

XXV. Chimney
XXVI. Three

The light was observed on the 13th of July. It
was not lit at 8 •45, when passed by the "Vivid,"
though the sun had set some time before the vessel
entered the river.
It was not seen till about 9 p.m.
on the loth, when it was again observed from a
It stands
distance.
It appeared to be a good light.

in the roof.

bells are tolled

by the same machinery that

causes the hght to revolve.
["These represent all occasions of
fog whether of long or short
duration ; the average duraXXVII. ("Twenty-five /
tion
equals 4 hours 36 minutes;
days
XXVIII. I
]
total fogs equal a period of
L 115 hours, or 4f days.
XXIX. 2/,609/.
XXX. Finished in 1830.
XXXI. Diameter 12 feet ; height of window 8 feet ; conical
roof 6 feet 6 inches.

XXXII. Vide XXIX. and VIII.
XXXIII. 50Z. Either by mechanics

36 on the

attached to the esta-

•

540
DO
50
20

^708

16

Crosby Lighthouse.

XL

(Cost of transport cannot be given.)

XXXVII.

It
23/. 14s. 6d. in 185/; 28/. 10s. in 1858.
being usually understood that " wear and tear" is
represented by repairs, no additional amount for
Of course reflectors,
that item is here included.
&c. deteriorate, but it would be very difficult to
estimate the precise value of such deterioration.
XXXVIII. Oil, 961 gaUons in 1857; 959 gallons in 1858.
Wicks, 2,269 in 1857 ; 2,258 in 1857.
XXXIX. Best refined oUve oil, 5s. 2d. per gallon, in 185/ ;
4s. Id. per gallon in 1858.
XL. Cotton Argand wicks at Is. 4d. per gross. Cost, 21*.
in 1857; 21s. in 1858.
XLI. Three bells, hammers, &c. Estimated at 75/.
XLII. Lighthouse dues, levied by the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board. Paid at the Dock Offices.
XLIII. The dues being levied as a whole, the proportion
due for each lighthouse cannot be distinguished ;
Midsunmier quarter,
the whole is therefore given
1852, 3,340/. 4s. 5d. ; 1858, 3,679/. Is. Id. ; total
income, 1852, 11,543/. 14s. lOrt.
XLIV. The expenditure for each Ughthouse can be distinguished and is here given for this lighthouse
406/. 15s. 7d. in 1852 ; 493/. 9s. lOd. in 1858.
:

spikes.

XIII. Eightv-one and a half feet.
XIV. Ninety feet.
XV. Ten and three quarter miles.

XVI. Fifteen and a quarter miles.
XVII. Is masked on bearings from

the lighthouse W. to
N.N.W. 2 W., and ranges to the north-westward
over the intermediate segment of the horizon 63
degrees.

XVIII. Fixed.
XIX. Nd.

XXIV. De VUle aud
reflectors

—

maker most

XXV. Chimney
XXVI. NU.
XXVII. Nil.
XXVIII. Nil.
XXIX. 1,239/.

under the Mersey Docks

is

that of the

lis. lid.

Site not included.

lantern does not strictly apply. The lightroom constitutes the upper floor of the tower, and
is an ajjartment 1 1 feet square, with one side glazed
with plate glass 5 feet 6 inches in height.
The
dimensions of the apartment are such that no
special arrangements for ventilation are required.

Nil.

authorities

The name given

recently employed.

in the roof.

XXX. Finished.
XXXI. The term

XLVIII. NU.

and

Harbour.

H.

Co., Sti'and, London.
Lamps and
have been made at different times by

different parties.

Nil.

local

the year.

XXII. Ten.
XXIII. Nil.

XLVI. NU.
XLVII. Nil.

XLIX.
L. By

Red.

XX. Sunset to sunrise throughout
XXI. Catoptric.

:

XLV.

Return.)

On

the shore among the sand
hills, near the entrance of the River Alt, between
Crosby and Formbj', Lancashire.
II. Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, Liverpool.
III. M.T. Parks, Lieutenant Royal Navy, Marine Surveyor
and Water Bailiff, Dock Office, Liverpool.
IV. Single light.
V. 1839.
VI. Captain Denham, R.N., Marine Surveyor.
VII. Designed, with the Formby Lightship, to lead through
the Victoria Channel. The alterations which subsequently occurred in this channel led to this Hghthouse being removed, and another built 1,100 yards
to the northward.
VIII. Tlie light was exhibited from the original lighthouse
10th October 1839, and was transferred to the
present building 2d November 1847.
IX. Jesse Hartley, Engineer and Builder.
X. Sea-hght.
Brick.
Square tapered tower. ^Tiitewashed.
XII. Iron rod surmounted with a knob, \vith projecting iron

the spot, or by contract, as at the time may be
found expedient.
XXXIV. Painting, colouring interior, 51. per annum. No
Exterior does not require coating.
contract.
XXXV. One keeper at 90/. per annum, and bvo assistants
at 80/. per annum each
^8 16
XXXVI. Glass cyhnders

Total

of lights visited or seen alight.

CROSBY LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
I.

bUshment of the Board, by workmen engaged on

24 reflectors 24 lamps
Revolving machinery
Standard fittings, &c., estimated

list

Inspections monthly.

S

s

4
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IV. Single light.
,

.,j.

,

1,

•

V. Vide Act 2nd Geo. III. cap. 86., A.D. 1/61.
VI. The act above referred to was promoted by the Trustees
of the Liverpool Docks, established under the
authority of former Acts of Parliament.
VII. Originally the present lighthouse was the inner of two
lighthouses designed to form a leading Une through
the Horse Channel.
VIII. 1763.

\^b7, 907. After the building having been
years, It
'discontinued as a Ughthouse for several
Repairs are
was this year again brought into use.
estabbshment
effected by mechanics attached to the
Board, by workmen engaged on the spot, or
,

Year
XXXIII
*

of the
by contract, as at the time

may be found most

expedient.

every three years,
XXXIV Papered, painted, and coloured
E.xterior whitewashed.
at a cost of 40?.
is requu'ed to
who
annum,
8-1/.
per
at
keeper
XXXV. One
pro\-ide proper assistance.
_
^
-^
- i/
cylinders
"^
XXXVI. Glass
"
--^ .\ "
10 reflectors
^1
1
.
10 lamps
U
-'0
Standard fittings, &c., estimated
.

Total

X. Sea-light.

XL

Circular tapered tower, built of brick walls, bebevedto
be soUd. Painted white outside.
XII. Iron rod lightning conductor, surmounted by a knob
from which several points project.
XIII. One hundred and ten feet.

XIV. Ninety-four

XV. Eleven

A^2tt9 14

direction from the hghthouse, bearing
N.E. i N. magnetic, and ranges from that round
by the northward and westward, about 125 degrees,
when it meets the coast line on a W. by S. bearing.

(Cost of transport cannot be given.)

is

here included.

Of

XVIII. Fixed; of the natural
XIX. Nil

course reflectors, &c.

diHieult to estideteriorate, but it would be very
mate the precise value of such deterioration.
in IS5S.
38l>
gallons
1857
in
;
XXXVIII Oil, ;<74 gallons
Wicks, 524 in 1S57; EoO in 1858.

Best refined olive oil, 5s. 2d. per gallon
per gallon in 1858.

m ISo/

;

XXIV. De ViUe and

,
ni j
Cost,4s.Jirf.
Cotton Argand^ncks at ls._4d. per gross.
in 1857; 5s. \d. in 1858.

Docks
XLli Liahthouse dues are levied by the Mersey
and Harbour Board. Paid at the Dock Offices.
proportion
the
whole,
a
as
levied
XLIII. The dues being
due for each lighthouse cannot be distinguished,
quarter,
the v.-hole is therefore given :— idsummer
total
185-^ 3,3407. 4s. od. ; 1858, 3,6797. Is. Id

M

;

XLIV
XLV.

income, 1852,11,5437. 14s. 10(7.
The expenditure for each bghthousc can be distin:—
guished, and is here given for this bghthousc
1852, not in use ; 1858, 2()37. Is. Irf.
Nil.

XLVI. Nil.
XLVII. Nil.
XLVIII. Nd.
L.

By

local authorities

under the Mersey Docks and Har-

bour Board.
LI. Monthly.

have been made

fferent

parties.

maker most

XXV. Chimney
XXVIII.

Nil.

found most expedient.
Painted interior and exterior,coloured, and papered,
even' three years, by open tender. Last contract 787.

the
Formby Lighthouse was
in the fine of the leading Ughts.
feet high,
built about 1718 ; a circular brick tower, 120
conand was designed for a landmark, but in 1833 was
by a care
maintained
now
is
It
hghthouse.
verted into a
appai-atus.
taker in good order, but without illuminating

This light was observed on the night of the loth
" Vivid." It seemed to be a
of July 1859 from the
good light, but the red colour was not very marked,
(8-9 p.m.
it was first seen at 9 p.m. instead of at sunset
It stands 37 on the list of lights
at Greenwich).
visited or seen alight.

-

is

180

20

-

required t&

-.£1120

Standard fittings, &c., estimated

-

.j2

.,£234

Total

10

2

(Cost of transport cannot be given.)
It being
57.11s. in 1857; 57. 10s. in 1858.
usually understood that wear and tear is represented" by repairs, no additional amount for that
item is here included. Of course reflectors, &c.
deteriorate, but it would be verj- diflicult to esti-

XXXVII.

mate the precise value of such deterioration.
Oil, 373 gallons in 1857 ; 372 gallons in 1858.
Wicks, 616 in 1857 ; 702 in 1858.
XXXIX. Best refined oUve oil, price 5s. 2d. per gallon in
1857; 4s. 1(7. per gallon in 1858,
XL. Cotton Argand wicks. Is. 4d. per gross cost 5s. Sid.

XXXVIII.

;

in 1857

;

6s.

6id. in 1858.

XLI. Nil.
,
XLII. Lighthouse dues lened by the Mersey Docks ana
Harbour Board; paid at the Dock Offices.
XLIII. The dues being levied as a whole, the proportion
,

Retukn.)

Coast of Cheshire, nearly midway between the
Mersey and the Dee estuaries.
n. Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, Liverpool.
Surveyor
III. M. T. Parks, Lieutenant Roval Navy, Marine
and Water BaULff, Dock Ofiice, Liverpool.

I.

annum, who

....

for a particular lighthouse cannot be distinThe amounts levied for the wholeare
Midsummer quarter 1852, 3,4607. 4s. 5d.
given.
income 1852,
total
\d. ;
3,6797. Is.
1858,
11,5437. 14s. 10(7.
The expenditure for each lighthouse can be distiniJuished, and is given for this lighthouse, 1852,
2387. 12s. 2d.; 1858, 3047. 18s. 6d.

due

LEASOWE LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

at 607. p.er

provide an assistant.
Glass cvUnders .
8 Reflectors 8 Lamps

being

m

Circular III.

recently employed.

light-

which,
exists another called Formby Lighthouse,
an an existing
for the present disused, does not appear
been tmce
has
it
1833
Since
li<Ththouse in the-e returns.
alternating ^nth
in use for periods of five years each time,
changes
as
the former and present Crosby hghthouses,
changes
direction of the sea channels rendered necessarj-

re-

times by difthat of the

in the roof.

XXXV. Onekeeper

distress.

house

is

be given. Vide V., VI., VIIL, and IX.
XXX. Vide V., VL, VIIL. and IX.
XXXI. The term lantern does not strictly apply to the lightroom, which constitutes the upper floor of the
It is an apartment nearly circular, 14
building.
feet diameter, a segment of its circumference forming a glazed window 12 feet broad, 8 feet high
the apartment itself being nearly 14 feet high.
The dimensions of the apartment renders special
The bghtroom
ventilating apjjaratus unnecessary.
being an integral part of the building, its cost
cannot be distinguished.
XXXIII. 857.; either by mechanics attached to the establishment of the board, by woikmen engaged on
the S]iot, or by contract, as at the time may be

XXXVI.

;

at dilferent

XXIX. Cannot

LIV. None.
LV. None. Could serve no useful purpose here.
LVI. None e.xcept for directing the lifeboat to

LVII. Keeper resides in the building.
LVIII. A printed copy accompanies these returns.
\ 15 —In the immediate neighbourhood of this

Lamps and

London.

The name given

XXVI. Nil.
XXVII. Nil.

XXXIV.

m

Co., Strand,

flectors

LII. Never.
Halt a set ot spaje
LIII. A spare burner to every lamp.
Oil stored in an oilroom fitted for the
lamps.
purpose.

vessels

the year.

XXII. Eight.
XXIII. Nil.

4s. Id.

XL.

colour.

XX. Sunset to sunrise throughout
XXI. Catoptric.

_

XXXIX.

feet.

miles.

XVI. Sixteen miles.
XVII. Is masked in a

llM3s.G<f. inl857;fi/.4s.6rf.inl858. It being
" wear and tear" is regenerally understood that
for that
presented by repairs, no additional amount
item

Cii'cul

Unknown.

IX.

>

XXXVII

Liver

LiVEKPOOL.

Liverpool.

XXXII. VideXXiX.

guished.

Leasowe.

XLH".

LOCAL AUTHORITIES— ENGLAND.
Liverpool.

XXXV. One

XLVII. Nil.
XLVIII. Nil.

XXXVI.

XLIX

authorities

loral

ke
^•ceeper

under the Mersey Docks and

at 55?. jier

annum, who

provide proper assistance.
Glass cylinders 3 Reflectors

3 Lamps
Standard

Nil.

By

LlVEF

Liverpool.

XLV. Nil.
XLVI. Nil.

L.
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-

-

fittings, &c.,

is

-^

-

-

-

-

estimated

required to

p-,

,

(-u-cular

,,,

HI.

15

89
20
12

Harbour Board.
LI. Inspections monthly.
•
LII. Never.
spare burner to every lamp.
Half a set of spare
LIII.
lamps. Oil stored in an oilroom, in the basement
of the building.

^^21

A

15

(Cost of transport cannot be given.)
XXXVII. 3/. 5s. (id. in 1857; 2/. 15s. in 1858. It being
usually understood that " wear and tear " is represented by repairs, no additional amount is here
included for that item. Of course reflectors, &c.

LIV. None.

LV. None are used, because they could he of no service.
LVI. Only signals indicating vessels in distress. For other

deteriorate, but it would be very difiicult to estimate
the precise value of such deterioration.
Oil, 217 gallons in 1S57; 227 gallons in 1858.
Wicks, -482 in 1857; 492 in 1858.
XXXIX. Best refined olive oil, 5s. 2d. per gallon in 1857 ;
4s. \d. per gallon in 1858.
XL. Cotton Argand wicks, \s. 4d. per gross; 4s. 4 It/, in
1857; 4s. Sd.in 1858.

purposes a separate telegraphic establishment is
maintained under the same authorities as the

XXXVIII.

lighthouse.
L^'II. Keepers reside ia the building.
LVIII.
printed copy accompanies these returns.

A

This light was observed from the " Vivid " on the
night of the loth of July 18.59. It was first seen about
9 i).m. It stands 38 ou the list of lights visited or

XLI. Nil.
XLII. Lighthouse dues levied by the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board paid at the Dock Offices.
XLIII. The dues being levied as a whole, the proportion

seen alight.

;

due

for each lighthouse

cannot be distinguished;
the whole is therefore given.
Midsummer quarter
1852, 3,340Z. 4s. 5d., 1858, .3,G79. Is. Irf.
total
income, 1852, 11,543/. 14s. lOrf.
The expenditure for each lighthouse can be distinguished, and is here given for this lighthouse,
1852, 136/. 9s. ; 1858, 141/. 9s. -id.

LOWER HOYLAKE LIGHTHOU.SE.— (Speci.vl

;

Return.)

XLIV.

Lower Iloylake, Hoylake, Cheshire.
Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, Liverpool.
M. T. Parks, Lieutenant Royal Navy, Marine Surveyor
and Water Bailiff, Dock Offices, Liverpool.
IV. Lower Hoylake Lighthouse is the lower or seaward of
two lighthouses, bearing N.E. by N. and S.W. by
(Vide
S., 400 yards distant from each other.
Return for Upper Hoylake.)
V. Vide Act 2 Geo. III. cap. S'C, A.D. \7('>\.
VI. The Act above referred to was [iromoted by the trustees
I.

II.

III.

XLV.

XLVIII.

XLIX.
L. By

local authorities

LIII.

A

.spare

burner to every lamp

lamps

;

oil

;
half a set of
stored in the lightroom.

spare

LIV. None.
IjV.

VIII. \7(''i.
IX. Unkno\ni.
X. Sea-light.
IX. Brick semi-circular end to a building painted white.
Walls believed to be solid.
XII. Iron rod, surmounted by a knob with projecting spikes.
XIII. Fortv-one feet.
XIV. Thirty-one feet.

LVI.

None

A

could not here serve any useful ]HU'posc.
;
separate telegraph establishment is maintained

under the same authorities

as the lighthouse.

LVII. Keepers reside in the building.
LVIII. A copy accompanies these returns.

;

This light was observed from the " Vivid " on the
night of the 1,5th of July 1859. It was first seen
at about 9 p.m.
It stands 39 on the list of lights

Six and a quarter miles.

XVI. Eleven miles.
XVII. Is masked in a direction from the lighthouse, bearing
N. by W. J W., and ranges from that round by

visited or seen alight.

UPPER HOYLAKE LIGHTHOUSE.— (Speci.\l

the north and eastward, about 100 degrees, until
lost iipon the shore.
XVIII. Fixed light of the natural colour.

Return.)
Upper Hoylake, Hoylake, Cheshire.
Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, Liverpool.
M, T. Parks, Lieutenant Royal Na\y, Marine Surveyor and Water Baibff, Dock Office.
IV. Upper Hoylake Lighthouse is the inner of two lighthouses, bearing N. E. by N. and S. W. by S., 400

Nil.

I.

XX. Sunset to svinrise throughout
XXI. Catoptric.

the year.

II.

III.

XXII. Three.
XXIII. Nil.
Ville and Co., London.
Lamps and
have been made at different times by

XXIV. De

parties.

The name given

is

reflectors

yards distant from each other.
(Vide Return for Lower Hovlake.)
V. Vide Act 2 Geo. III. cap. 86, A.D. 1761.
VI. The Act above referred to was promoted by the trustees
of the Liverpool Docks, established under the
authority of former acts of Parliament.
VII. Originally designed to lead into Hoylake anchorage
and to mark the elbow of the Horse and Rock

different

that of the

maker

most recently emjiloyed.
XXV. Chimney in the roof.

XXVI. Nil.
XXVII. Nil.
XXVIII. Nd.

XXIX. Unknown.
XXX. Finished in 1763.
XXXI. The term lantern

VIIL

does not strictly ajjply. The lightthe upper floor of the lighthouse, a capacious apartment, fonning .storeroom, &c. One side
of the apartment is glazed for the exhibition of the
light.
No special arrangements are required for
ventilation.
The cost of the Ughtroom cannot be

room

channels.
1763.

IX. Unknown.
X. Sea light.
XI. Circular brick tower, tapered to the summit. Walls
beUeved to be solid. Painted white.
XII. Iron rod surmounted by a knob with projecting iron

is

given.

spikes.

XXXII. Vide v., VI., VIII., and IX.
XXXIII. 55/. either by mechanics attached to the establishment of the board, by workmen on the S]iot, or by
;

XXXIV.

under the ilcrscy Docks and Har-

bour Board.

nels.

XIX.

Nil.

Nil.

LI. Monthly.
LII. Never.

of the Liverpool Docks, established under the
authority of former Acts of Parliament.
VII. Originally designed to lead into Hoylake Anchorage,
and to mark the elbow of Horse and Rock Chan-

XV.

Nil.

XLVI. Nil.
XLVII. Nil.

contract, as at the time may be found expedient.
Painted, coloured, and ]iapered every three years

by open tender.

The

last contract 201.

;

XIII. 64

a line fi-om the lighthouse bearing
north, and ranges from that r(jund by the eastward about 65 degrees, untd lost on the shore.

exterior

whitewashed.

T

feet.

XIV. 55 feet.
XV. 8i miles.
XVI. 13™ miles.
XVII. Is masked on

t
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Liverpool.

LiVEKPOOL.
Circular HI.

XVIII.

XX. Sunset

Marine SurT. Parks, Lieutenant Roval Navy,
veyor and Water Bailiff, Dock Office, Liverpool.
light.
Single
IV.

III

to sunrise throughout the yeai-.

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Two.

XXIV' De'viUe and
reflectors

Strand, London.

Co.,

name given
malcer most recently employed.
in the roof.
:

the

is

ot the

that

X. Sea light.
XI. Stone walls,

XIII. Tliirty-six

n

!f

"

-

-

'L'

-

-

'

1" 1"

-

-

£94

included.

would be

m

1857
Best refined oUve

Wicks,

XXXIX.

37'J in

;

XX. Sunset
XXI.
XXII.

XXIII.

1857

;

°

XXV. Chimney

"

XXVI. Nib

XXVIII

10

per gallon in 186/

"

'

;

each bghthouse can be distm-

:—

Nil.

'

Harbour

Mersey

the

,

„

set of spare

,

,

serve any useful purpose here.
is maintained
separate telegraph establishment
bghthouse.
under the same authorities as the
building.
Keepers reside in the
printed copy accompanies these returns.

Lvi A
LVIII.

XXXIV

A

XXXVI

Coast of AngleLynas Lighthouse, Point Lynas, North
sea, Wales.

annum.

Exterior white

One

.

,.

assistant at

annum.

(Cost of transport cannot be given.)
It being generally
1858, 15/. 8s.
;
" wear and tear " is represented by
that
understood
that item is here
repairs, no additional amount for
but
included. Of course reflectors, &c. deteriorate,
difficult to estimate the precise
it would be very
850/ 12s.
1857, 4/.

Is.

;

605 gallons
;
807 in 185S.

m

lSo8.

in
XXXIX. Best refined ofive oil, price 5s. 2d. per gaUon
1857; 4s. Itf. per gallon in 1858.
4rf. per gross; cost bs. yjd.
Is.
wicks.
Argand
XL. Cotton
in 1857; 7s. 5J(/. in 1858.

are levied by the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board paid at the Dock Offices.
the proportion
XLIII nie du>-s being le\-ied as a whole,
due for each bghthouse cannot be distinguished;

XLli 'Lighthouse dues

;

the whole
185'>

XLIV.

Return.)
I.

at 84/. per

value of such deterioration.
Oil, 535 gallons in 1857

seen from the

POINT LYNVS LIGI1TH0USE.-(Special

,

.

20/. 10s. per

Only one of the Hoylake lights was
of July.
"Vivid," on the night of the 15th
Circular III.

Last contract 30/.

open tender.
washed.

XXXV. One keeper

Wicks, 732 in 1857

LIV. None.
\None Could not
T

,.

of the board, by workmen engaged on the
found
spot, or by contract, as at the time may be
most expedient.
years
by
three
every
papered
and
Painted, coloured,

XXXVIII

lamp. Half a
Llli ^"A'spare burner to every
hghtroom.
lamps. Oil stored in the

.,

,

ment

Docks and

Buai-d.

LI. Inspections monthly.

LVII

in the roof.

'

XXXVII.

XLVI. Nil.
XLVII. Nil.
XLVIII. NU.
XLIX. Nil.
under
L. By local authorities

dif-

of the

bghthouse
Nil. The meteorological register at this
was only commenced during the year, a register
having 'hitherto been kept at a neighbouring

;

185" 3 340/.

XLV

A reanrt

that

is

telegraph station.

proportion
The dues bemg levied as a whole, the
distinguished
due for each lighthouse cannot be
:-Midsummer quarter
the whole is therefore giN'en
Total
4s. ad.; 1858, 3,67^/. Is. W.

expenditure for
for this lighthouse
ffuished, and is here given
166/. 16s. llrf.
1852, 13U. 16s. ad.; 1858,

Lamps

" 112/. 8s. (site not included), being built ot stone
not
"procured on the spot. The price of stone is
included, and cannot be ascertained.
XXX. Vide XXIX.
m, ,light
i,*
i he
XXXI. The term lantern does not strictly apply, apartment
room is on the ground floor, and is an
end
One
broad.
feet
13
by
long
feet
measuring 15
forming a segment of a circle is glazed. The dimensions of the apartment are such that no special
arrangements for ventilation are needed, and the
its
litrhtroom being an integral part of the building
cost cannot be distinguished.
XXXII. Vide No. IX.
, ,
i,
XXXIII 40/. Either by mechanics attached to the establish'

3s. 4id. in 1858.

XLIV The

I

have been made at different times by

XXIX

Docks and
XLli.^Lighthouse dues levied by the Mersey
Harbour Board, paid at the Dock Offices.

XLIII

,,
J T
^
and Co., Strand, London.

The name given
ferent parties.
maker most recently employed.

18.58.
4s. Id. per gallon in
gross; 3s. bd. in
ton Argand \vicks, at Is. 4(/. per

Co'

Nil.
flectors

,

XL

Thirteen.

XXIV De Ville

SGfi in 1858.

oil, os. 2rf.

eight seconds, eclipsed two secouJs.
to sunrise throughout the year.
Catoptric.

XIX. Bright

„
,^,
,ai;K
182 gaUons in lh5b.

;

horizon.

tlie

XVIII. Flashing.

.

18o/

f

Ramies round from S. bv E. *-E. by the castwartl
of
and northward to N.W. i W. on 211 degrees

XVII

estimate the precise value

difficult to

of such deterioration.
XXXVIII Oil, 186 gallons

twenty-eiglrt feet.

Thirteen miles.
XVI. Eighteen miles.

(Cost of transport cannot be given.)
1858. It being u.^ua ly
-21 10s. M. in 1857; :«. in
"
represented by
understood that " wc-ai' and tear is
for that item is here
repairs no additional amount
Of course reflectors. &c., deteriorate, but
it

projecting

XV.

XXXV. One

n la

witii

feet.

XIV. One hundred and

'

-.

castellated

spikes.

XXXIV

-i-

A

\Vhitewashed.

solid.

XII. Iron rod, surmounted with a knob

'

-

183!).

structure.

and IX.
XXiy"cannot be given, vide Nos. V., VI., VIII.,
XXX. Vide v., VI., VIII., and IX.
Ughthe
apply.
strictly
1
not
does
The term lantern
XXXI
'
'
a spacious
room is the upper floor in the tower,
glazed
&c^
store,
oU
also
apartment, constituting
hght. No
on one side for the e.xhibition of the
arrangements are requu'ed.
si.ecial ventilating
be given.
cannot
lightroom
the
of
cost
The
XXXII Vide v., VI., VIII., and IX. attached to the estaXxVu'l I'l « Either by mechanics
engaged on
'bhshment of the board, by workmen
the time may be
the spot, or by contract, as at
found most expedient.
three years,
Painted, coloured, and papered every
' ' '
Last
when the work is taken by open tender.
whitewashed.
Exterior
contract 42/.
to
55/. per annum, who is required
keeper at
provide proper assistance.
Glass cyUnders 2 Reflectors
2 Lamps Standard fittings, &c.

Circuit

Engineer.
IX. Rebuilt in 1835. Jesse Hartley,

XXVI. Nil.
XXVII. Nil.

XXXVII

November

1st

XXV. Chimney

XXXVI.

M

V. Unknown.
VI. Unknown.
coast.
VII A prominently projecting point on Anglesea
The lighthouse
VIII First exhibition of light unknown.
existing
rebuilt and a fixed light exhibited from
system
building 1835; and exhibited on present

Lamps and

have been made at different tmies by

different jiarties

LiVEHl

Liverpool
IL Mersey Docks and Harbour Board,

of the natural colour.

Fi

:

Liverpool

XLV.
XLVI.

is

therefore given :— Midsummer quarter
total
4s. 5d. ; 1858, 3,679/. Is. Id. ;

3 340/.

incoine'l852, 11,543/. 14s. lOrf.
distinThe expenditure for each bghthouse can be
this bghthouse;—
ifuished, and is here given for
7d.
1852, 261/. 3s. Id.; 1858, 408/. i5s.
Nil.
Nil.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

—ENGLAND.
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Liverpool.

Liverpool.

XLVII. Nil.
XLVIII. Xil.
XLIX. Nil.
L.

XXII. Eleven.

XXIIL

Nil.

XXIV. De

By local authorities under

the

MerseyDocks and Harbour

ferent

LI. Occasional.
Ln. Never.
spare burner to every lamp.
Lin.
In the lightroom.
lamps.

A

Half a

set of sjiare

A

XXV. Chimney
XXVI. NQ.

XXX.

be given. Vide V, VI, VIH, and IX
Vide V, VI, VIII, and IX.

XXXI. The term

lantern does not strictly apply. The
hghtroom constitutes the upper floor of the to«cr,
and is an apartment 22 feet by 17 feet, by about
16 feet high a space on one side 12 feet high
by 18 feet wde, being glazed. The dimensions'of
the apartment are such that no special ventilatui"apparatus is needed. The lightroom being mi
;

integral pai-t of the building, its cost
ascertained.

;

attached to the establishment of the Board, by workmen engaged on
the spot, or by contract, as at the time may be
found expedient.
XXXIV. Painted, coloured, and papered every three years,
by open tenders. Last tender 411. Exterior, white
stone; requires no coating.
XXXV. One keeper at 73/. U)s. per annmn, who is required
to provide an assistant.
XXXVI. Glass cylinders
-^^
1
12

Eleven reflectors
247 10
Eleven lamps
10
Standard fittings, &c., estimated 20

-42

The wife and daughters of the keeper perform tjie
work of an assistant. They clean the reflectors,

This light stands No. 33 on the list of lights
visited or seen alight. As compared with the nearest
light establishment on the Skerries under the Trinity
House, it is decidedly inferior. The machinery, in
particular,

is

£:i\]

(Cost of tran.qiort cannot he given.)
1857, 8/. Ibs.Gd.; 1858. 9/. 13^;. (id.
It being
usually understood that " wear and tear" is represented by repairs; no additional amount (or
that item is here included.
Of course reflectors,
&c. deteriorate, but it would be veiy difficult to
estimate the precise value of such deterioration.

XXXVIII.

XXXIX.

Oil, 544 gaUonsin 1857; 544 gallons in 1858
Wicks, 1,812 in 1857 ; 1,8;« in 1858.
Best refined olive oil, 5s. 2d. per gallon in 1857;

4s. Id. per gallon in 18.58.

XL. Cotton Argand wicks
14s. !Hrf.;

at \s. 4d. per gross. Cost,

1857

1858, I4s. Iljrf.

XLI. Nib
XLII. Lighthouse dues levied by the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board paid at the Dock Offices.
XLIII. The dues being levied as a whole, the proportion due
;

Ughthouse cannot be distinguished, 1 he

for each

whole

XLIV.

Return.)

12

XXXVII.

very rude.

BIDSTON LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

cannot be

XXXII. Not purchased.
XXXIII. Co/. Either by mechanics

light.

trim the lamps, and watch the light during the first
half of the night.
Each reflector had a brown
holland cover in front, which no lighthouse then
visited had got.
The reflectors were well polished,
quite equal in that respect to any previously seen.
They are 23 years old, and are now much worn.
The keeper repairs the machinery himself when it
gets out of order.
The eldest daughter is allowed
8s. a week.
The assistant (when there was one),
was allowed I2s.
The condition of the reflectors
showed that the work was very well performed.
The whole establishment was neat and clean.
It
was stated that " the oven was almost unserviceable,
and the Board veiy seldom visit the place."

that of the

XXVII. Nil.
XXVIII. Nil.

13th

;

is

recently employed.

in the roof.

XXIX. Cannot

printed copy accompanies these returns.

This lighthouse was visitedfrom the" Vivid" on the
of July.
The 13 lamps and reflectors arc
arranged on the inside of a curved frame, and i)laecd
in a bow window.
The flash is produced by boards
wliich are turned by machinery
they turn slowly
till their edges are towards the lamps, and then close
suddenly, and shut out the light.
The machinery
is wound by pulling an
endless chain hand over
hand rapidly. It takes the keeper 20 minutes to wind
it
it goes for 4 hours.
He says that the labour is
excessive " killing." It was tried and found to be
severe.
The keeper stated, that there was no one in
the house able to do this work but himself.
The oil
appeared to be vciy good, and the keeper said that
it burned very well.
The pilot on board praised the

The name given

parties.

maker most

LIV. None.
LV. None. Could be of no useful piirpose here.
LVI. A sejjarate telegraph e.stablishraent is maintained
under the same authorities as the lighthouse.
LVII. Keepers reside in the building.
LVIII.

and Co., Strand, London. Lamps and rehave been made at different times by dif-

Ville

flectors

Board.

is

therefore given:

— Midsummer

quai-ter.

1852, 3,:mi. 4s. Od.; 1858, 3,679/. \s. Id. Total
income, 1852, 11,543/. Us. lOd.
Tlie expenditure for each lighthouse can be distin»
guished, and is here given for this Hghthouse
1852, 251/. 4s. 4d. ; 1858, 2691. 3s. 3d.
:

Bidston, Bidston Hill, Cheshire.
II. Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, Liverpool.
III. M. T. Parks, Lieutenant Royal Navy, Marine Surveyor
and Water Bailiff, Dock Office, Liverpool.
IV. Single light.
V. Vide Act 2 Geo. III. cap. 8(5., A.D. 1761.
VI. The Act above referred to was promoted by the trustees
of the Liverpool Docks, established under the authority of former Acts of Parliament.
VII. AVith Leasowe lighthouse forms a leading mark for
the Horse channel.
VIII. 1771.
IX. Unkno'OTi.
X. Sea-light.
XI. Stone; walls believed to be solid,
XII. Iron rod, surmounted by a knob with projecting spikes.
XIII. Sixty-eight feet.
XIV. Two hundred and twenty-eight feet.
XV. Seventeen miles.
I.

XVI. Twenty-two miles.
XVII. Is masked in a direction from the lighthouse,
beariugN. by E. J E., and ranges from that about
100° round by the northward and westward, and
is lost on the Welsh land.
XVIII. Fixed; of the natural colour.
XIX. NU.
XX. Sunset to sunrise throughout the
XXI. Catoptric.

—

XLV. Nil.
XLVI. Nil.
XLVII. Nil.
XLVIII. Nil.

XLIX. Nil.
L. By local

authorities

under the Mersey Docks and H;a--

bour Board.
LI. Inspections monthly.
LII. Never.
LIII. A spare burner to every lamp
Half a set of spr.re
lamps.
Oil stored in lightroom.

LIV. None.
LV. None.

Tlie

hghthouse

is 1

tide signals can be of

LVI.

4 miles
use.

from the

sea,

aiid

no

A separate

telegraph establishment, maintained'und^
the same authorities as lighthouses, is located in
adjoining premises.
LVII. Keepers reside in the building.
LVIII.
printed copy accompanies these retunis.
N.B. Bidston lighthouse was built to supersede a lighthouse, which was situated on the sea-shore N.W. of Leasowe
lighthouse ; the latter being washed away, Bidston w.is
erected in such a position as to form the same hue of direction as before with the remaining Leasowe hghthouse.

A

This lighthouse was visited on the 14th of July
Observations
The house was moderately clean. The keeper by Comniis-

year.

1859.

Tt

•
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LivKRPooL.

Obsorvatioiis

hv CouiuiissioiilTS.

Liverpool.

Liverpool.

woman

apparently about CO years
of age, infirm, and, by ber own admission, in weak
>Sbe is assisted by her husband and nieie.
health.
Her fiither kept the lighthouse before her.
Tliere are 11 reflectors, but 9 only face the
The reflectors were very dull ; they had
offing.
been up for 30 years. The keeper stated that they
were scoured every month. Two were sent for next
morning, and one sent to a silversmith to be cleaned.
In an hour and a half it was returned with the

was found

to

be a

following note.

— 08

and 70 Lord

Street,

Liverpool.

on the
surface of the reflector is that it has not been properly cleaned. I should tliinh the powder used foi
the purpose was not free from f/rit as it should be,
hence the scratehinrj. J have done the best I could
July

Sir, the cause of the dullness

15, 18.39.

with

in the shoil time allowed.

it
(

Sif/iied)

The

reflector

;

a hut iiir apparatus for beating the oil
Tlu' two outer reiieelms liad brown
in the lamps.
holland covers to prolei't them from the lingers of
is

visitors.

telegraph station is on the same premises,
of the light keeper's sister.
was observed from the '• Vivid " on the
It wasliglited at about 9 i).m., the
iiiglitdf the ].5tli.
It was remarked that
the sun liiid set soon after H.

The
is

in cliarge

1'he

The keeper

held responsible for the careful watching
and trimming of the lamps throughout the night, and is
required to be in attendance during the day, and is not to
absent himself from duty, except by leave of the Board, sig3.

is

nified in writing.
•1. The kee])cr is to note the time of lighting up all other
lightships and lighthouses witliin his view, and is to report
the .case of his missing anj' during the night, except when

they are obscured by reason of fog.
5. He nmst take charge of all stores, oil, and lighting
materials, keeping a strict account in a book provided for
that purpose of the cpiantity daily consumed, and send a
co])y of the expenditure and stock remaining on hand at the
end of each month to the Marine Surveyor; he is cautioned
not to waste or destroy, or permit any of the stores tt be
wasted or destroyed
and should any loss occur through
his negligence or carelessness, the amount of such loss will
be deducted from his salary.
C>.
On the first day of each month regularly, and at such
other times as any unforeseen contingency may render
necessary, he must send to the Marine Surveyor's office a list
of sucli stores as may be required, taking care that such
sufficient notice be given as maj- ensure a timely supply of

any

house.

and

l,,,^,^^

2. The lights are to be properly exhibited, punctually, at
sunset, and continued tiU sunrise, when they are to be e\tinguished.

;

John I. Mayer for Thomas liavis.
was not so bright when returned

by the silversmith as those previously seen in other
but it was very
lighthouses, for example, at Lynas
different from the other which was kept for com])arison, in the condition in wliich it left the lightThere

:

liglit

fioni the t^neen's Channel, Iji<lston, it appeared very
This might be accounted for in some degree

dim.

but
setter some other channel
compared with the Rock it appeared dull and poor.
aliglit.
No. 36 on the list of lights visited or seen
if the reflectors are

;

On

the loth of July, 7 ea|)tains of ]\Ir. Maelver's
All thought that I'idston
were examined.
should be a light of the very first class ; 5 thouglit
it was bad, and 2 that it was good enough.
On tlie same day 5 pilots were examined. They
all agreed that ]5idston .should be as good as possible
that it is the finest light on the coast; tliat
they have never seen a steady light equal to it
one has seen it at 25 miles, another 27. All agreed
that it should be a fixed light, and that it cannot
be too good; one said that it might be improved.
They see the Skerries occasionally. "That and the
Calf of Man are rather better."
On the same day two captains of tug boats stated
that " liidston is a very good light, as good .as any
ships

;

;

they have seen it 20 or 25 miles."
in the channel
According to the printed mariners' evidence the
light on the Calf of Man has been seen at a distance of 42 miles (see 27, No. 377-511) by two
That light is favourably mentioned by
witnesses.
South Stack is favourably mentioned
21 witnesses
by 23 Skerries by 2 Bidston by 5, namely, 608,
John Williams; 609, WiUiam Hughes; 611, John
Bank; 612, James Wilson 618, Joseph Powell who
'•

;

deficiency.

7. He must request all visitors to enter their names in
the visitor's book, stating whether by his own permission,
or by whose order they inspect the lignthousc, and is to take
care that they in nowise deface the building, scratch, or
injure the reflectors or fitments, and must by no means
He is
])ermit strangers to remain alone in the lightroom.
strictly prohibited ft-om soliciting or accepting money or
dismissal.
presents of any kind, on pain of
!^.
He is strictly forbidden to let apartments in the lighthouse, or take in lodgers at any season of the year.
Drunkenness, or any such irregularity of conduct, will
be visited with immediate dismissal.
10. The plate-glass of the hghtroom is to be kept clean
within and without, l)y night as well as by day, )iarticularly
from drift-snow and moisture, which is a]>t to aecimiulate
on the windows. The reflectors are to be jiolisbed daily,
and carefully cleaned witli the proper materials imly ; the
lamps to be trimmed and the lightroom to be jnit in perfect
and strict order and
order not later than 10 o'clock a.m.
cleanliness is to be maintained in every part of the building
and premises.
1 1
A constant look-out is to be kept for vessels in distress, and on any being observed within the ])robable reach
of the lifeboats, the distress flag is to be hoisted over the
numbers ]]er chart which indicate the position of the vessel;
the time of hoisting the signal, and remarks as to the assistance rendered are to be noted.
12. A look-out is to be maintained upon the fight-ships,
beacons, and buoys, and information of any accident to
them, or any case of unassisted wreck, or illness or other
contingencies which cannot be communicated by signal, is
to be forwarded forthwith in writing, by messenger, to the
Marine Surveyor's office.
13. The fire-buckets arc to be kept constantly filled with
water in the lightroom, and they are on no account to be
used for household jjurposes. The water in them is to be
changed frequently, and the keejjcr is strictly enjoined to
use his utmost vigilance for the prevention of fire in the
building and lightroom.
'.).

;

;

;

;

;

;

are Liverpool pilots.
It is therefore clear, that Bidston, as compared
with lighthouses under other jurisdictions, is decidedly inferior, except in the opinion of local mariners, who agree that it should jje a first-class light,
and generally compare it with those in the neighbourhood which are under the same jurisdiction.

MERSEY DOCKS AND HARBOUR BOARD.

Circular II.

Regulations.

Regl-lations

for the

Management

of

LicnTHOfSES.

General.
1

.

The lighthouse

keei)ers are severally held responsible

Rerolving or Flashini) Liyhts.
14. On extinguishing the fights in the morning, every
part of the machinery is to be carefully examined, the
weights to be wound up, and the whole ascertained to be in
good working order, and such care is to he taken in the
trimming, svqiply of cotton wick, &e., to the lamps, or in
the winding of the machinery, that no necessity may arise
during the night for stopping the machinery for any purjiose, and the winding-u]) is not at any time to be delayed
to within one hour of the extreme period for which the machine is calculated to run.
15. The wear of any parts of the machineiy, or anything

which may

will subject

Buaid.

Point Lynas.

and any neghgence

tae keeper to the severe displeasure of the

working, must be

re-

action during the night.

that the following regulations, as applicable to the respective lij;hthouses, are strictly attended to,

interfere «ith its efficient

jjortedin wTiting immediately to the Marine Sun-eyor; and
the mode of working is not to be exhibited to strangers or
others during the day, lest from inadvertence, or othervrise,
any injury should arise which may impede or stop its

— Special Regulation.

held responsible for the efficient condition of the machinery under his charge ; and in the event
1().

The keeper

is

Circula

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

.
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Liverpool.

Liverpool.

of any accident to the liijht, lamps, lightroom, or machinery
which may impede the due exhibition of the light, rejjairs
are to be effected by mechanics to be engaged on the spot
sucli accidents, cases of personal illness, or any circumstances tending to interfere witii the due ]ierformance of his
duties, are to be communicated l)y post, without delay, to
the Marine Sur^eyor.

and being unprepared are put to extra expense in providing
themselves under such circumstances, an addition of 2s. 6cl.
per month is paid to the seamen constituting the relief on

—

1

7.

Rock Lighthouse. Special Regulalions.
The keeper and assistant keepers are to arrange

Regul.vtio.ns for the

Management

of the

'I'he

Formby

:

1

sunset to sunrise.
11. Each master must take care that the oil is always
emptied into the tanks, and all stores properly stowed away
as soon as received on board, and that none are embezzled,
stolen, wasted, or lost, as the value of such as may be
missing mil be deducted from his wages, unless satisfactorily
traced or accounted for.
12. Each master must keep a journal of aU occurrences
and observations according to the form supjilied, which is
to be read every day at noon to the crew, and signed by the
master and senior seaman, so that the occurrences of the
night may be faithfully given as observed by the watch on

Bailiff.

Floating

—

deck.
13. In case of death or any accident incapacitating the
master in command of a hghtship, the temporary command

;

—

;

month each.
3. The masters

shall be paid their salaries every quarter
after the first four months, lea\-ing one month in arrears,
which will be forfeited if they quit the seixice without giving
three months' previous notice to the Marine Surveyor,
notice shall be immediately reported to the Board.

which

The

seamen shall be paid every month after the first two months,
leaving one month in hand, which will be forfeited if they
quit the ser\'ice without giving one month previous notice,
nie pay of the masters and men will be subject to making
good any loss or injury the vessel, her furniture, or stores
may sustain from their individual neglect or carelessness.
4. Every master and seaman is required to provide himself
with provisions subject to the directions of the marine
suri-eyor as to the time of taking such provisions on board
an allowance for the supply of provisions is paid to each
master at the rate of 17*'. 6d. per week, and to each seaman
13.f. ()(/. per week.
This allowance is paid each fortnight in
advance.
Spirituous liquors of all kinds are strictly prohibited.
In order to prevent the risk of want of provisions
from bad weather, or any unforeseen occurrence, a supply of
biscuit, pork, and peas is placed on board each vessel in the
care of the master, to be accounted for by him, and charged
at prime cost to such of the men as may require to be
supplied therefrom.
5. Each master and seaman is held liable to do duty on
board the Buoy Tender, and to assist whenever required in
placing or removing buoys, and to go on surveying, lighthouse or Hfeboat service, when called upon by the Marine
Surveyor, and is held res])onsible for the safe and prompt
delivery of all stores committed to his charge.
fi. The number of the crew to be actually on board each
ship on service is as follows
N.W. ship, 1 master and 7
:

men

—

master and 5 men Crosby ship,
1 master and 4 men; their relief to be regulated as nearly as
circumstances will pennit as follows, \-iz.
Each master
alternately a month afloat and a month ashore ; each seaman two months afloat and one month on shore ; and in
;

Formby

ship,

1

;

:

when on shore the seamen are frequently
away unexpectedly on services named in Article 5,

consideration that
called

—

and careful inventory must be kept of each
Each master must examine them, and take

0. Each master must take especial care that the lamps
and lanterns arc constantly kept clean and in good order,
as well as every other material belonging to the vessel, and
that the lights are properly exhibited every night from

lightship, 2 masters

;

strict

9. In keeping the account of stores and bringing monthly
returns to the Marine Surveyor, care must be taken that
they are not allowed to run within a fortnight's expenditure,
and if anything is requii'cd forthwith, it must be stated
separately and sjiecially.

crews of the respective lightships are established
X.W. lightshij), 2 masters and V2 men ;
and 8 men ; Crosby lightship,
2 masters and 8 men but all are subject to do duty in either
vessel, as the exigencies of the service may requii"e.
2. The wages of masters are as follows
-X.W. ship,
110/. per annum ; Formby ship, 100/. per annum; Crosby
ship, !)()/. per annum
and the wages of seamen 21. 10s. per
1.

as follows, viz.

A

master on shore must muster his shore ])arty and report
himself at the said office every morning by nine o'clock,
and state where he is to be found during that day, and each
master alternately must inquire for orders every evening at
four o'clock, when not otherwise employed by the Marine
Surveyor.

Lights.

hts.

7.

the receipt of the succeeding master every month, bringing
to the Marine .Surveyor's office a copy of the charge of

are held responsible that each duplicate is kept ready, in
every respect, to replace either ship at a tide's notice.
8. Each master and seaman must put his address on the
public board in the Marine Surveyor's office ; and each

M. T. Park.s,
Marine Survevor and Water

shore.

\-essers stores.

stores left on board mth a list of stores expended ; and
those required in lieu, according to the form supplied ; and
this article of instruction equally applies to the duplicate
\essels, which must be visited by the masters on shore, who

their

turns on shore so that two shall constantly be on duty in
the building, and during the night one is constantly to be
on watch ; the watches to be from sunset to midnight, and
midnight to sunrise, and are to be so arranged that the
keeper of the first watch on one night is to take the second
watch on the following night.
IS. Previous to giving up charge of the first watch, the
whole of the lamps are to be properly trimmed and lights
burning to their full power, clean cylinders to be fitted on,
and the macliinery to be wound up and going correctly,
great care being taken that no variation may occur in the
period of revolution, and the keeper on watch is not to give
up charge until liis relief has duly assumed his duty.
19. The senior keeper on duty by day, and the keeper on
watch by night, ai-e held responsible that the bells are kept
ringing during fog, and for the proper exhibition of the
tide ball, or tide lights, while the water is up to or abo\-e the
base of the lighthouse, and they are to be careftil in keeping
a correct account of shipping jiassing in and out by the
Rock Channel, to be forwarded to the office monthly with the
log and store accounts.
20. The whole of the v\-indow-shutters of the tower are
to be closed at sunset, to prevent any light being seen therefrom. On no account is any dirt or slops to be thrown out
of the windows, balcony, or door.

'ting

—ENGLAND.

.

shall devolve upon the senior seaman on board, the seniority
being reckoned according to the length of servitude in the
hghtships under the Board, except if from any cause a
seaman shall have shown himself incompetent, and the
Marine Surveyor shall have seen fit to appoint him as
junior although having longer servitude than others, when
the order of assuming command shall be according to such
appointment.
14. Each master must at every opportunity earefuUy
examine the state of the moorings, by sighting them as far
dow^l as possible, inserting in the logbook a report of their
condition ; and he must examine the bridles and swivels
every day, taking care to have spare shackles and forelocks
at hand.
15. Should the vessel part from her moorings totally,
the ball by day or Ughts by night must be instantly struck
but if only parting one leg of the moorings, the lights and
ball are to be exhibited until she so drives as to open the
marks and render her a false object. In each case the distress
signals appointed are to be shown, and every step taken to
send prompt infoi'mation to the Marine Surveyor's office,
the master using all seamanlike precautions to maintain his
station, or when that is absolutely impossible to conduct
his vessel into safety, being careful in seeing his sails ready,
anchors clear, and cables ranged, and to ha^e the deep sea
lead sto])ped over the side every evening before dark to
enable him to detect driving in thick weather; mustering his
crew at ])roper times to see that they are sober and orderly.
16. Each master must be extremely careful of fire and
lights, he must ft-equently visit the fore cabins, and when
the inclemency of the weather requires a continuance of fire
in the night, he must see that it is within l)ounds and safe.
The fire-buckets are to be fiUed every evening, and the crew
are to be stationed so as to make the best use of them in

case of

fire.

of the N. W. hghtship must pay
attention to the punctual burning of the blue
appointed times, and must on no account
allow anybody but himseU' to interfere with the stock, but
give out the required number for each night, which must be
kept distinct from the stock, and none of the blue Ughts
are ever to be taken below.
17.

The master

jiarticular

lights at the

Tt 3

IS.

Each master must bo

vigilant

throughout the day,
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may

recmire and weather ])ermit.
He
\9. tach master m\i8t be at all calls in the night,
must appoint the watch each evening, and enter their names
He must be called at the
in the column of the logbook.
end of each watch, and attend the fresh trimming of tsh

taking care that a signal lantern replaces the large
lantern whilst domi. The half-hours must be regularly
struck on the bell.
20. Each vessel must be kept thoroughly clean, but the
decks must not be stoned more than once a month, and as
All wetting
little water sluiced about below as possible.
must be done in the forenoon, so as to be thoroughly dry

lights,

nightfall.

21 Whether afloat or on shore, each seaman is required
promptly to obey the directions of the Marine Surveyor
and of the officers acting under his orders, and must also be
ready to obey any order for the good of the service from any
of tiie officers of the Mersey Dock aTul Harbour Board ;
and in the event of any seaman misbehaving himself, or in
anywise disobeying orders, the case must immediately be
reported to the Marine Sur^-eyor.
22. Each master must by his own e\ample_and attention,
enforce thorough cleanliness of person, total freedom from
foul language and strict sobrietj'; every man is exi)ected to
be decently dressed, to air his bedding on deck every other
day, and is reconunended to attend morning and evening
prayers each day in the cabin.
23. Xeither the masters nor any of the crew shall, on any
pretence whatever, go on shore or quit the vessel during the
time of their service on board their respective vessels, unless
by special order from the Marine Sur\eyor.
24. Each master must take care that neither he nor any
.

men

be concerned in aiding or assisting others in
running any goods out of any ship, vessel, or boat, to the
prejudice of Her Majestj-'.s Revenue, and he must not suffer
goods of any kind, nor spirituous liquors, to be brought on
board the light-vessel or tender, from any shi]) or vessel
whatever, except from vessels in distress, and, in that case,
he must take care that there be no embezzlement or damage,
or practices whatever, that may prejudice the owners or the
Crown, and he must report all occurrences of this nature in
of his

his journal.

25. Mastei-s are forbidden from penuitting any others
officers and men of the establishment to board their
who, in the course of their duty, may be
obliged to se k admission, and others requiring refuge under
Persons so admitted
circumstances of danger or necessity.

than the

ships, except pilots,

on board if opportunity
sending them ashore ; the hghtship's boat is not,
however, to be permitted to put them on shore, nor are
irregular signals to be made in their behalf, but such only
as can be regularly communicated by the telegraphic code.
Should any distressed crew be compelled to seek refuge on
board, the master is authorized to provision them from the
are not to be permitted to remain

arises for

store, inserting their names and the name of the
which they have belonged in his log, and noting
of provisions in its proper place and whenexpenditure
the
ever persons are compelled to seek refuge on board, the
circumstances attending the case are to be reported fully in
writing to the Marine Surveyor.
siiip's

vessel to

;

26. The masters must endeavour to hail any steam vessels
which may be lying or hovering near the floating lights, so
as to jirevent as much as possible the Ughts from being
obscured by their smoke or steam, and they must not permit
any vessel to make fast to the floating lights.
27. Each master must sign the foregoing instructions
and regulations on being ai)])ointed.

M. T. Parks,
Marine Surveyor and Water

Bailiff.

MERSEY FLOATING LIGHTS.—(General

Circular II.
Floating
Lights.

Return.)
I.

II

Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, Liverpool.
N.W". lightship ; Fc/mby lightship ; Crosby lightship.

A

chart accompanies these returns.

LlVEE

Liverpool.

Liverpool.
attending to the signals established for communicating with
the Tender and Telegraphs respecting buoys, distressed
The gong belonging to the X. W. hghtship
vessels, &c.
The
is to be struck every five minntes in foggy weatlier.
time on board is to lie corrected daily by the one o'clock
Foi-mby
belonging
to
the
Island.
The
bell
Helbree
at
Bignal
and Crosby light vessels must be rung at intervals of five
minutes during fog, and the masters must note most
careftdly (according to the form suppUed) the vessels that
pass through the Northern Channels, both inward and
outward bound whether by night or day ; and each master
is to send such information by telegraph as circumstances

below by

;

HL

They

IV.

Two

are designed to act as fairway beacons to the
several channels.

are maintained; one at moorings in the Mersey,
the other in wet dock; are fully equipped ready for
ser\-ice.
Two shipkeepers are attached to the
former, and one to the latter.
V. By colour, by nuinl)er of masts, by number of lights
exhibited, and by balls at the mastheads.
VL The N. W. hghtship is distinguished by a blue light
burnt e\-ery two hours during darkness ; but the
positions of the light vessels themselves prevent
misapprehension of the Ughts they exhibit; the
exhibition of two or three hghts from the same
vessel make it impossible that they can be misapprehended, and even where a single light is exhibited its brilliancy so far exceeds that of a
ship's light that a mistake can hardly arise
and
the fact of their being fainvay lights renders their
approach for purjioses of identification almost free
from danger.
VIL Catoptric.
VIIL The description used is that known as catoptric, and
was in use before the dioptric system came into
general use for lighthouses.
It is not understood
that the dioptric system has anj-n'here been adopted
to lightships moored in ex])osed situations, such as
those in Liverpool Bav.
XI. Fixed.
X. The Ughtvessels are distinguished by the number of
their lights, and not by the characteristics of fixed,
revolving, &c.
All are fixed, and all are of the
natural colour.
XI. Vide Table.
XII. The ordinary parabolic reflector and fountain lamp is
the only one in use.
Drawings accompany these
;

returns.

XIII. The only signals that can be of use in fogs are those
which convey sound ; therefore, bells and gongs are
used.

XIV. No

XV.

tide signals are in use.

Nil.

XVI.
I.
Year

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

— ENGLAND.

§35
Liverpool.

Liverpool.
Approval.

Applicatiou^

XIX. Forraby
„

Crosby Ughtship

The

August

-

Sept.

10,

-

September
September

-

June
August

25, 1858

-

Jur.e

26.

28, 1856

-

September

12.

lightship

-

24, 1856

-

1857

CROSBY CHANNEL FLOATING LIGHT.

12.

15.

(Special Return.)
Crosby hghtship "Meteor," moored in the elbow of
Crosby Channel, forming the fairway guide to and
fi-om the River Mersey.
Depth 8 fathoms, sandy bottom; maximum rate of

I.

several applications were all complied with.
II.

Under recent Acts of Parliament, before discontinuing
any established buoy or beacon, or establishing any new

current, 4 knots.

Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, Liverpool.
M. T. Parks, Royal Na\y, Marine Sm-veyor
and Water Bailiff, Liverpool.
V. About the beginning of the year 1840, by the marine

III.

one, or altering the site of one now existent, the proposed
change is submitted to the Trinity Board in London for
approval.
The cases specified in answer to this question
refer in each case to changes of site of light vessels, rendered
necessary by changes in the banks and channels, and are
not intended to convey the idea that any applications have
been made for the estabhshment of additional light-

IV. Lieutenant

sm-veyor of the port.
a fairway guide in the elbow of the Crosby
Channel.
VII. Since 1840.
VIII. Single light.
IX. Length, 87 feet; breadth, 19 feet 3 inches: depth,

VI.

vessels.

The whole of these lights were observed from the
" Vivid " on the night of loth of July. The Formby
and Crosby lightvessels were not boarded, because
the Commission were anxious to see the buoys before
It was observed that the " winking " of the
dark.
lights was less marked than it was in the Conibegs

11 feet.

X. Timber.

XL One

hundred and forty-two tons.

XII. 1855. Humble and Milcrest, Liverpool.
XIII. Forward, 9 feet 6 inches abaft, 12 feet 6 inches.
XIV. Red.
;

XV. Three-masted vessel ; ball at mainmast
XVI. Lug sails and fore staysails^

light, which has swinging lamps.
There was much
more sea on when the Conibegs light was passed
but it was then evident that gimbals do not prevent

the light from winking, as its apparent flickering
termed by pilots and others.

To form

head.

XVII. Nil.
XVIII. Span moorings, 90 fathoms on each arm, laid
N.N.W. and S.S.E. Has on board 2 10-cwt.
bower anchors, and 180 fathoms
inch bower

is

H

cable.

XIX. Moorings of If inch

chain, without studs.
four palmed, of 16 cwt.

TABLE OF PRICES.
North-west

Lightship. — 3 Lights.

Catoptric.

XX.

-

24

-

Fixed. 1,428/., includes lanterns and
Uluminating fittings only. Does
not include winches, purchases,

-

787/. 14s. Irf., includes entire expense
of maintenance attached to the
lightship, except wages, victual-

and mast
Ordinary repairs

fittings.

ling, tender's attendance,

XXV.

Oil

W

and

XXVIII. Eight

super-

XXIX.

—2

Lights.

Catoptric.

-

XXXIV. Sixty-eight days.
These numbers
include every day when the bell was rung,
whether for a long or short period. It is not
intended to convey the idea that there were 68
days of fog.

XXXV.

16

51!)/.

Is.

present hghtship was built and designed
the N.W. station in 1835, when lanterns,
masts, and many other fittings differing from
those now used were placed on board. The
numerous modifications that have since taken
place, together with .the circumstance that the
vessel was built to carry three hghts in an exfor

fittings.

\0d.,

includes entire

ex-

pense of maintenance attached to

posed situation, and now carries but one in a
smooth-water station, prevents a fair statement
of expense of this ship, as appropriate for a
lightship for this station, being given.
XXXVII. 330/. This sum includes the renewal of moor-

the lightship, except wages, -s-ictender's
attendance,
tuaUing,
super^'^sion, &c.
f Consumption 12 00 gallons, average of past eight
years.

ings and

ship's stores, except ^'ictualling, sawick, and cleaning materials for fighting
Minor purchases of stores a;id repairs
are effected by the officials of the estabhshment
larger matters by open tender, as may he required.
XXXVIII. Two masters and eight men, of whom one
master and four men are always on board. One
man is retained on shore for occasional relief to
other ships in cases of sickness, &c. The remainder
constitute monthly reUef.
XXXIX. Masters, 91/. per annum; seamen, 2/. 10s. per

I

Oil

-

J Cost

-

-

2/.,

estimated at 3s. 4d. per gallon.

apparatus.

4s. 9d. per gallon.

17 '3 wicks, and decimal parts.
Wicks /Consumption
- 5id., nearly at present cost.
\ Cost -

Crosby

Lightship.

—

1

Light.

Catoptric.

8

Burners.
Price

-

-

476/., includes lantern and
Fixed.
Does
illuminating fittings only.
not include winches, purchases,

and mast
Ordimary repairs

month.

fittings.

XL.

includes entire expense
of maintenance attached to the
lightship, except wages, victualling,
tender's attendance, supervision,

397/. 18s.,

-

9(7.

at

13s.
-

XLIII. One lantern with

•

476/.

t

4

:

per

-

-

i,'91

per

annum.

dd. per
-

-

281 16

^£37 1

XLI. Nil. Vide No. XL.
XLII. Chain cable, 22s. per

per gallon.

6 7 wicks and decimal parts.
Wicks / Consumption
"^'""^
- 2d., nearly at present cost.
\ Cost

T

6c/.

-

Total

I

eight years 4s.

masters, at l/s.

week each
Eight men,
week each

["Consumption 6 2 gallons and decimal parts.
Average of past eight years.
( Cost
- 1/. Os. 7id; estimated at 3s. 4d. per
Actual average cost of
gallon.

L

Victualled by allowances, viz.

Two

&c.

Oil

all

laries, oil,

Actual average cost of eight years
I

[_

1,987/.

XXXVI. The

Fixed. 5)52/., includes lanterns and
illuminating fittings only.
Does
not include winches, purchases,

and mast
Ordinary repairs

and Co., Strand, London.
chain ties, purchase, and winch.

XXXIII.,

Burners.
Price

Ville

XXXI. Hoisted by
XXXII. BeU.

average of past eight years.
- 21. 16s. 3i\rf., estimated at 3s. 4(/. per
<J Cost
Actual average cost of
gallon.
eight years, 4s. 9d. per gallon.
[_
Consumption 25 4 nicks and decimal parts.
1 '^"^
- 74^/., nearly at present cost.
\ Cost

Formby Lightship.

the year.

burners.

Nil.

XXX. De

decimal parts,

Wood

Nil.

•

I:

Anchors,

last

XXVI. Sunset to sunrise throughout
XXVII. Catoptric.

vision, &c.

Consumption 16 "9 gallons

The

chain supplied was by H.
and Co., of Saltney, near Chester.
XXI. 33 feet 6 inches.
XXII. Six and a half miles.
XXIII. Eleven and a half mUes.
XXIV. Fixed, of the natural colour.

Biu'ners.

Price

Various.

cwt.

16

Anchor

reflectors,

32s. per c^vt.
lamps, &c. complete,
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Liverpool.

Liverpool.
Circular IV.

XLIV.

XLV

18s. in l!^57

;

4?.

19s.

M.

in 18S«.
241 gallons in 1S57; 242 gallons
Wicks, 228 initio/; 296 in 1858
and tlie
ohve,
The oil used is the best refined
to the state
price necessarily varies according
at times 6s. per
of the market, having exceeded
at
A supply received in ISIay 1858 was M.
gallon.
at 4s.
4s U. per gallon"; in January 1859
average
fair
jiresent
a
as
Taking these

Oil

XLVI

XXIV.

XXV.

Mersey Docks
Floating bght dues are levied by the
the Mersey
and Harbour Board, and payable at

Docks

Office.

.

,

,
proportion due
dues being levied as a whole the
be distinguished.
for a particular lightship cannot
amounted to
1852
in
levied
amount
whole
The

L The

Fixed; of the natural colour.

XXVIII. Eight burners

nearly 8s. per annum.
XLVIII. No special apparatus.

XLIX

Midsummer quarter
5 0921. 2s. M.
1858, 1,698/.
,
, r
^.
X,ship,
each
expenditure can be distinguished for
903Z. /S. 8<i.,
and is for the Crosbv ship, for 1852,

XXXII. Bell.
XXXIII. Seventy-three. T
C

XXXV.

andforl858,l,05U.

8s. 4rf.

LII. Nil.
LIII. Nil.

LIV. Nil.
LV. Nil.
LVI. Nil.

A separate lifeboat establishment is mainlightships.
tained under the same authorities as the
used.
Marryat's and local codes of signals arc
maintained.
separate telegraph estabUshment is also

LXIII. None.

A

Nil.

LXVI. Monthly.

Two months

.1,
,
on board and one montti
,

,

bea^
tender for attending on the buoyage and
conage of the port i.s maintained.
instant service
for
ready
hghtships
s])are
Two
LXVIII.

A

all ship's stores, except salaries,
oil, uick, and cleaning materials for
Minor purchases of stores
illuminating ajiparatus.
and repairs are effected by .the officials of the

victualling,

establishment larger matters are effected by open
tender as may be required.
XXXVIII. Two masters and eight men, of whom one master
and five men are always on board, and are relieved
in monthly rotation by the remainder.
XXXIX. 21. 10s. per month per man; master, 100/. per
;

Victualled by allowances, viz.

XL.

Return.)

" Queen," moored at the elbow of
I. Formby hghtship,
the Queen's and Crosby Channels in Liverpool
Bay.
Maximum force of
IT. Depth 4i fathoms ; bottom sand.
•

current, 3 knots.

Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, Liverpool.
IV Lieutenant M.T. Parks, Royal Navy, Marine Surveyor
and Water BaiUff, Dock Office, Liverpool.
V. 1833; by Captain Denham, Royal Navy.
through
VI. To form a leading line with Formby shore bght

XLI. Nil. Vide No. XL.
XLII. Chain cable 22s. per
XLIII.

cwt. ; anchors 32s.
lanterns, with lamps, reflectors, &c. complete,
952/.
14/. 18s. 7d. in 1857; 8/. 4s. Ud. in 1858.
Oil, 515 gallons in 1857; 512 gallons in 1858.

Two

at 476/. each

XLIV.
XLV.

Wicks, 744 in 1857 ; 7-14 in 1858.
best refined olive
oil used is

oil,
and the
varies according to the state of
market, having exceeded at times (is. per
ITie supply received in May 1858 was at
gallon.
in January 1859, 4s. 3rf.
4s. Irf. per gallon;
taking the mean of these as a present fair average
cost, the above years amount to about 107/. each

price necessarily

the

year.

as to price applies again. The
cotton tape wick; the last
U.
8 wicks
supply at 2i(f per yai-d. 1 yard
per annum.
XLVIII. No special apparatus.
XLIX. Floating light dues are le\ied by the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board, and payable at the Mersey

XLVII. The above remark
descripticm

occasional changes of site consequent upon
changes of channels a lightship has been appropriated to the station since 1833.

VIII.

hghts on separate masts, fore and mizen ; the
fore at 26 feet, the mizen at 20 feet above the

Two

^^ater line.

73 feet; breadth, extreme, 17 feet;
'^depth from under side of upper decks to kelson
(i
inches.
8 feet
X. Timber.
XI. Ninety-six tons.
XII. Mr. Peter Cato, Liverpool, in 1840.
XIII. Aft 8 feet, for^vard 7 feet.
XIV. Red.
XV. A two-masted vessel ; ball at the mast head.

IX. Length over

all

XVI. Two masts mth lug sails.
XVII. No hghtning conductor.

XVIII. Moorings, 90 fathoms on each arm, laid N.W.and
S.E. Has on boai-d Bower anchors of 12 cwt., and
180 fathoms of li inches Bower cable.
XIX. L:;-chain without studs. Anchors ^^'ith foiu: palms of
16

c\rt.

used

is

L.

Docks Office.
The dues being levied

=

=

.

as a whole, the proportion due

for a particular lightship cannot be distinguished.
The amount levied for the whole for the year 1852

amounted

the sea channel.

With

=

XLVI. The

III.

VII.

-^371 16

Total

these returns.

FORMBY LIGHTSHIP.— (Special

:

Two masters at 17s. 6d. per week £'J 1 Os. per annum.
280 16
„
Eight men at 1 3s. 6d.

are maintained.

LXIX. A copy accompanies

Circular IV.

This expenditure includes the renewal of

moorings and

on shore.

LXVII.

not intended to convey the
idea that 73 davs of fog existed.

1,764/.

XXXVI. 3.900/.
XXXVII. 390/.

"^

LXV.

Seventy-three. J

annum.

Docks and
LVIli.'By local authorities under the Mersey
Harbour Board.
LIX. Monthly.
LX. Never.
LXI. Never.
LXII. Barometer and thermometer.

LXIV.

winch.

numbers include fogs of
very short duration, and are

Tliese

[

XXXIV.

.

The

the whole year.

in each lantern.

XXIX. None.
XXX. De A'ille and Co., Strand, London.
XXXI. Hoisted by chain ties, purchase, and

18t)2, 1,4/bi.

LI.

Circul!]!

Nil.

XXVI. Sunset to sunrise
XXVII. Catoptric.

-

=

Various; the

;

per gallon.
501.
cost, the above years amount to
agarti.
The above remai'k as to price appbes
Ihe
tape wick.
cotton
is
used
description
ITie
wicks
yard
8
last supply at 2hd. per yard, 1

XLVII.

Liver

latest by H. Wood and Co., of Salhiey
and Liverpool.
XXI. Fore 26 feet mizen 20 feet.
XXII. From forehght Oj miles; mizen 5 miles.
XXIII. Ten and a half miles.

XX.
in 1858.

LI.

The

to 5,092/. 2s.

'.id. ;

Midsummer

quarter

1852, 1,476/.; 1858.1,698/.
expenditure can be distinguished for each ship, and
is for Formby lightship :— 1852, 1,193/. 5s. \0d.;
1858, 1,265/. '5s. Sd.

LII. Nil.
LIII. Nil.

LIV. NU.
LV. Nil.
LVI. Nil.
LVII. Nil.

,

,

LVIII. By local authorities under the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Boai-d.
LIX. Inspections, monthly.

LX. Never.
LXI. Never.
LXII. Barometer and thermometer.
LXIII. None. A sepai-ate Ufeboat establishment is maintained under the same authorities as the floating
Ughts.

A

local codes of signals are used.
separate telegraph estabbshment is also maintained.

LXIV. Marriat's and

LXV. Nd.
LX^T. Monthly. Two months on board and one on

shore.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

•

Liverpool.

A

LXVII.

^

1 '

S37

Liverpool.

iPooL.

^

— ENGLAND.

tender for attending on tlie buoyage and beais maintained.
LXVIII. Two spare lightships ready for instant service are
maintained.
LXIX. A copy accompanies these returns.

conage of the port

Liverpool.

XLV

Oil, 735 gallons in
185/; 739 gallons in I85S.
Circular IV.
Wicks, 1,032 in 1857; 1,080 in 1858,
XLVI. The oil is best refined olive, and the price necessarily
varies according to the state of the market, having
exceeded at times 6s. per gallon. The supply re-

May 1858, v.^as at 4s. Id. per gallon ; in
4s. 3d. per gallon.
Taking the
of these as a present fair average cost, the
above years amount to about 154/.
ceived in

NORTH-WEST LIGHT.SHIP.— (Special

larlV.
I.

North-west

"Tobin;" moored

lightship,

Depth 7i fathoms; sand and

mud

mean

the
part

off

entrance of the Horse Channel, western
of Liverpool Bay.
II.

January 1859,

Return.)

rate of current 3 knots.

Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, Liverpool.
IV. Lieutenant M. T. Parks, Royal Xavy, Marine Surveyor
and Water Bailiff, Liverpool.
V. Vide Act 53 Geo. III. cap. 15(i.
III.

VI. The precise reason cannot be stated at this distance of
time, yet seems sufficiently obvious from the
position of the vessel in the fau'way of the Horse
and Helbre Channels.
VII. Forty-six years.
VIII. Three lights are exhiljited from different masts of the

same vessel, at different elevations above the water.
IX. Length over all !)8 feet breadth, extreme, 21 feet; depth
from under side of deck to kelson 10 feet 10 inches.
;

X. Iron.
XI. Two hundred tons.
XII. Vernon and Son, Liverpool.
XIII. Forward 7 feet, abaft 8 feet.

XIV. Black, ^v^th white riband.
XV. A three-masted vessel black huU with white riband
;

laid N.W'. and S.E. 90 fathoms,
on each arm; 4 palmed 1 6 c^vt. anchors;

;

Nil.

XX\T. Sunset to sunrise throughout
XXVII. Catoptric.
XX\TII. Eight burners

the year.

each lantern.

in

XXIX. Nil.
XXX. De Ville and Co., Strand, London.
XXXI. Hoisted by chain ties, purchase, and

XXXUI. BeU and gong
XXXIII.

winch.

alternately.

These numbers include fogs of
very short duration, and are
not intended to convey the
r

Forty-five days."]

I

XXXIV. Forty-five days.J
XXXV. 2,850?.
XXXVI. 5,194/.
XXXVII. G301. this sum

ideathat45 days of fog existed.

includes the renewal of moor-

;

ings, and all ships' store, except oil, salaries,
wicks, and cleaning materials for
vitualling,
Minor purchases of stores
lighting apparatus.

and repairs
taUishment

;

are effected by the •fficers of the eslarger matters by open tender, as

may be required.
XXXVIII. Two masters and twelve men, of whom one
master and seven men are always on board one
man is retained on shore for occasional reUef in
;

case of sickness in either ship
constitute the monthly relief.

XXXIX.

Masters,

I lOZ.

;

the

annum; seamen,

per

remaining
2/. 10s.

per

month.

XL. Victualled by allowance,

viz

;

-

2 masters at 1 7s. 6d. per week
12 men
„ 13s. 6d.
„

-

-

.£ 91

-

421

4

.£512

4

XLI. Nil. Vide No. XL.
XLII. Chain cable 22s. per cwt. ; anchors 32s. per cwt.
XLIII. Three lanterns, complete, with lamps, reflectors,
&c., at 47fi/. each, 1.42S/.

XLIV.

1857, 27/. lis.

II.

is

as to price applies again.

cotton tape wick

XLVIII. In addition
from

XLIX.

L.

(i/.

;

last

The

supply

yard=8 wicks=I/. 8s. per annum.

to the bell,
to 10/.

a gong

is

used; cost

Floating light dues are leaded by the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board, and are payable at the" Mersey

Docks Office.
The dues being levied

as a whole, the proportion for

each particular hghtsbip cannot be distinguished.
The income for 1852 was 5,092/. 2s. 3d. ; Midsum-

mer quarter 1852, 1,476/. 18.58, 1,6.98/.
The expenditure for each lightship can be distinguished,
;

LI.

and

for

this

station

for
the
1,864/. 10s. 2rf.and 1858, 2,076/. 19s.
is,

year

1852,

'.hi.

LII. Nil.
LIII. Nil.

LIV. Nil.
LV. Nil.
LVI. Nil.
LVII. Nil.
local

LIX. Inspections

authorities

under the Mersey Docks and

are

made monthly.

LX. Never.
LXI. Never.

2 Bower anchors. Porter's patent 13 cwt. ; Bower
cables If inches 90 fathoms, and li inches 100
fathoms.
of If inches chain; without studs, anchors
Moorings
XIX.
4 palmed, Iti cwt.
XX. Various the last chain supplied by H. Wood and Co.
of Saltney and Liverpool.
XXI. Fore 30 feet, main 35 feet, mizen 25 feet.
XXII. Fore 6i miles, main CJ miles, mizen 5J miles.
XXIU. Fore lOf miles, main IIJ miles, mizen 10]- miles.
XXIV. Fixed. In addition to the masthead hghts, blue
lights are burnt every two hours of darkness.

XXV.

remark

Harboiu^ Board.

ball at masthead.

in.-chain

aljoye

'2hd. i)eryard. I

L^TII. By
;

XVI. Staysails.
XVII. Nil.
XVIII. Span moorings
I J

XLVII. The

description used

bottom; maximum

llrf.

;

1858, 33/. 9s.

li/.

U

LXII. Barometer and thermometer.
LXIII. None; a separate lifeboat establishment is maintained under the same authorities as the floatinar
light.

LXn'.

and local codes of signals are used.
separate telegraph establishment is maintained.

Marryat's

A

LXV. Nil.
LXVI. Monthly. Two months on board, and one on shore.
LXVII. A tender, for attending on the buoyage and
beaconage of the port,
LX\'III.

LXIX.

is maintained.
Two spare lightships ready for instant
maintained.

A

se-iTice are

copy accompanies this return.

This vessel was boarded on the 13th of July from O'lsonadoiis
the "Vivid," and stands 34 on the list of "lights by t!«inii'isvisited or seen alight.
She is painted black and siouers.
white on the outside, and red inside ; rides in seven
fathoms by two bridles ; and, as stated by the master
on board, she sometimes lias out as much as 90
fathoms of chain on each cable. The chain is hove
up quite .short once a month. The reflectors in this
vessel are peculiar.
There are eight in each of the
three lanterns fitted to each other by cutting out a
segment at the edge, they are consequently fixtures.
The lamps also are peculiar in form. Instead of the
usual Argand burner, they have a long shaped wick
placed jiarallel to the axis of the parabolia.
(This
arrangement was afterwards seen amongst obsolete
inventions in the museum of the French lighthouse
The reflectors are of a larger size than
authorities.)
those usually found on board lightvessels
but it
appears as if the rocking of the vessel should throw
the light of a fixed system of reflectors alternately
above and below the horizon.
The supply of oil
must also be aflected by the motion more than in
lamps hung on gimbals, as they are in the lightvessels
of the general lighthouse authorities.
The reflectors
were beautifully clean and very well polished. The
lamplighter said that, "it was exceedingly difficult
" to clean reflectors at sea.
Salt water finds its way
" everywhere in rough weather, and hardens on the
" silver, which it corrodes, and the hard substance
" also scratches the silver when it is polished with
" the rubbers."
;

As this vessel near the sand banks, and the Seven
Stones, far from Luid, had the be.'it polished reflectors
then seen r.float, and as they were equal in brilliancy
to most of those seen on shore, it seems to be possible,
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though
Obsenatioiis
Iiy

where

t'(immis-

sioiiers.

Liverpool.

Liverpool.

Liverpool.

rpij^^

jg

at sea.

^ggggj
is

She

of iron, built in compartments.

;§

lined with wood.
very cold in winter. In

^^^^y partially

" She

The men

said,

summer, on hot
hardly bear the hand on the in-

" days, one can
" side. Damp also condenses in the inside in certain
" states of the atmosphere," which is a common result
The
in iron buildings on shore which are not lined.
vessel is not provided with the danger or oif-station
lights supplied to the floating lights of the Trinity
House and Ballast Board. When adrift or off her
station, she lowers her ball and hoists a blue flag.
She has been very seldom adrift, not for 1 1 years.
The oil was green and thick, but no complaint was
made of its quality for burning. The vessel has flag
The men have no uniforms. They have no
signals.
No beer or spirits are allowed on board.
library.
The amount of wages was correctly stated by the
men. The master thinks the vessel should be sharper
She has not been cleaned for four years,
forward.

(The Commission were
afterwards informed that this was done on purpose to
prevent roOing.) It was remarked that the gong was
cracked, and that the name of the vessel is painted
on the quarter in letters which are smaller than those
and her bottom was very

on the Trinity

foul.

She burns blue lights
not done elsewhere.

lIov..5e vessels.

at stated hours,

which

is

the 14th of July, seven captains of Mr. Mac
Tver's ships were examined, and with reference to
this vessel stated " that they thought the name should
" bo painted in larger letters, but did not tliink it
They observed that " the
of much consequence."
" lights of the lightvessels wiii/e ;" but so does
" Conibeg " {which has lamps hung on gimbals).
One is as good as the other. " Tlie Owcrs and Nab

On

One gentleman considered the Seven
are better."
Stones the worst he knew. ( The reflectors were the
best polished that had been seen afloat.)

On

the same day eight pilots were examined

where she

On
boats,

over the management of the buoying of the
Liverpool.

jiort of

IV.

No

V.

A

other authorities are responsible to the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board for the management of buoya
and beacons.

drawing of the best description of buoys now in use
accompanies these returns, but out of 101 buoys in
use only 11 are of that description. The remainder,

back as 183U, differ
mould, dimensions, and in their
cajiabihties for more exposed or smooth-water
Upon considerations connected with the
stations.
latter condition they are appropriated, but are too
irregular in mould and dimensions to admit of
classification upon any given scale of dimensions,

budt

at various times, as far

very

much

a.

Iron buoys are preferred, as cheaper in
cost,

more durable,

easier to repair,

and

first

less

hable to loss from collision.
original cost is given on the
ing drawing for those buoys.

b.

The

c.

The

accompany-

ordinary cost of rcjjairing a buoy cannot
be given, because it may sometimes be run
down by a steamer several times in a month,
and sometimes pass a year without a
casualty.

d.

e.

For the same reason the cost of painting a
single buoy cannot be given.
f. Tlie total number of
beacons in posirion is

(which
is

buoys and floating

65, and in reserve
includes those undergoing repair)

40.

g.

They

h.

With

i.

j.

are kept in the

buoy

store at

Toxteth

the exception of those actually under
rejiair (usually two or three in numl)er) all
are kept in readiness for sen-ice, not with
moorings attached, but in the chain store
ai^oining are chains sufficient to moor 80
to 100 buoys, according to the depth of
water, and anchors or sinkers 20 in number.

9 buoys were accidentally displaced in 1858.

Two

sunk, four stove, two dragged, and one
beacon capsized, all by collisions with

bell

vessels.

the same day examined two captains of tug

which

in

&x.

is."

vessels run as far as

Cape

Clear,

&c

:

adrift of the North-west lightship
in 1839 and in 1834 is repeatedly mentioned in the
printed answers to Question 6, which shows that this
light is much used, and carefully watched by mariners.
There are no complaints of the efficiency of this light,
and no one of the witnesses who have replied to
Question 6 has ever remarked any irregularity in it,
except as above.

The breaking

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

trol

Dock.

They think that "the North-west lightship 'blinks'
" rather more than others. The shore lights are
" seen first.
The blue lights burnt on board are
" very good things."
On the 2oth of October, Capt. Baker, captain of a
steamer at Bordeaux, stated that he was in favour of
placing a lightship instead of the bell buoy.

Circular V.

HL

" of Chester, along the Cheshire shore, and all
" over the waters of the Mersey, Invell, and Circul
" Weaver, and so along the Lancashire shore
" until it meets the port of Fleetwood, at Hundred
" End Water." 65 buoys and floating beacons
on
(not being hghtships), and the beacons
shore are maintained. No special dues are le\'ied
in respect of them, and no income is derived
from them.
The Mersey Docks and Harhom- Board has sole con-

:

" They have not seen anything wrong ; they make
" the best of the lights, such as they are. There is
" not much to complain of the North-west lightship,
" but it should be two or three miles further out to
" the norlh-west ; but in that case Helbre should
" have something for coasters.
If a lightvessel
" were placed outside the bell buoy, they would
" rather that the North-west lightship should remain
"

Liver

—

keep reflectors in good order any-

difficult, to

:

Lieutenant M. T. Parks, Royal Na\7, Marine Surveyor and Water Bailiff, Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, Liverpool.

IL The accompanying chart of Liverpool Bay shows aU the
buoys and beacons under the control of the Board.
Its conservancy jurisdiction comprises the whole
jiort of Liveriiool, which has been thus defined
by the Commissioners of the Treasury, 1-th
• From the termination of tlie port
April 1850
:

—

k.

I.

With

single chain and cast-iron sinkers of 12
to 16 hundredweight.

The moorings used

are worn-out hghtships'

cables, the original cost of which are 23s. to
Their value as worn chain
25s. per cwt.

market about 5s. ])er cwt.
of chain \aries according to the
size and position of the buoy, and cannot
therefore be given as arvde for five fathoms.

would be

in the

The length

m. Procm-ed by open tender. Repaired by ojien
tender, or by mechanics attached to the
estabhshment of the board, as may be found
n.

most expedient.
Buoys are distinguished by colour, red, black,
or chequered red and black with white or
by form, nun, can, or pillar or by sound
;

;

bell.

By

painted

the

initial letters

of their channel

on them with a number.

Those

situated at elbows or turning points are distinguished by a perch and ball.
0.

bell beacons are now in position, and all
others are distinguished by one or more of
the characteristics named.

Two

VI. Herbert's patent buoy for any situation. The patent
refers only to the base of the buoy ; the superstructure may be any design.
VII. All buoys are brought into port at least once a year.

VIIL The uniform system

is,

whenever the cost of repair

approaches that of a new buoy, to condemn the old
and build a new one.

'

LOCAL AUTHOEITIES
Liverpool.
IX. Beacons are not classified. Two are stone obelisks !)0
One is a stone pillar 60 feet high. The
feet high.
remainder are timber framework, varying from 20
to 80 feet high.

— ENGLAND.
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Liverpool and Lowestoft.

Lyme

REGIS.

jirefer Ilerbert's

where long banks with narrow swashways extend along the coast. The swashways leading

of'' Irelancl,

He

suggested that the easter-niost
to no harbour.
buoys should be distinguished by colodh and shape
from the wester-most. All Liverpool buoys are num-

BEKKD and LETTERED.

On the 15th, the buoys in the Queen's Channel
were observed from the " Vivid," which passed close
They were watching
alongside of them at dusk.
oscillating very little, disand colour, and easily seen. They
had been down eight months, and were the best buoys
seen up to that elate (no better buoys have been seen
There was quite sea
anywhere since that date).
enough to make a badly constructed buoy oscillate
considerably, but the "bell-buoy appeared like the
rest, to riseand fall with the sea with little oscillation.
It has been run into and stove, but being made in
compartments, it did not sink.
On the 15th of July, 7 captains of ilr. Maclver's
They all considered the
steamers, were examined.
buoys in Queen's Channel very good, and that the
principle, viz., shape and COLOCR dijfereiif on diffe(In Dublin and
rent sides should be made universal.

well, upright in the tide,
tinct in character

Under the Triniti/
in Liverpool the systems differ.
In Scotland there is
JToiise there is no si/steni.
All
colour only. In Hnll the colour is reversed.)
consider the buoys in Crosby Channel too smal rnd
AH wished the bell buoy to remain,
too far apart.
With regard to
if a lightvcssel is placed outside.
general systems, one thought that the difficulty mentioned above, might be met by directing that the tide
be taken as tlie rule. Against the ebb, black on port
against flood red on port side.
They
tiie .same day 8 pilots were examined.
all consideied the "buoys in Queen's Channel very
" They watch well, heel rather from the tide ;
good.
" the bell-huoy is not so good as the old
it is a
" mere nominal thing (that is for ringing the bell) ;
" it was upset in March, the sea upset it, hut it
'
The big buoys are adrighted again before night.
'
mil-able in a gale of wind." All wish a light vessel
" placed instead of the bell buoy. All the other pilots
" are of this opinion also. They formed the opinion
" long ago ; they have held it for years, but never
" pressed it. It is everybody's business, and none
" liked to be first to complain.
" They think the buoys in Crosby Channel well
" enough. Black is the colour which all can see best
" on the watek, and a black flag against the sky.
" Blue Peter is seen much further, three times further
" than the Trinity flag, half red half white, horizontal,

side

LYME

41.

buoys. Witli reference
to genenil system, he admitted the difficulty of carrying out systematic buoyage (say) on the east coast

Parks would

;

;

On

;

" which they now use."
(This evidence, as to colour, has been confirmed by
See Abstract, p. oSG.)
the Mariners' Evidence.

—

Lyme
Borough of

Sir,

Regis,

June

20, 1859.

L\'nie Regis.

In reply to your communication of the 4th instant
requesting the Corporation of this borough to furnish replies
to cpieries made by the Commission of Lights, Buoys, and
Beacons, I beg to inform you that there are no buoys or
beacons near this harbour under the control of the Corporation.

There is no lighthouse at this port. Two lamps are
one at the extremity of the ^'ictoria Pier, at the
cohb or harboiu-, and the other at the Custom House, lit
erected,

with gas, for the couA-enience of vessels entering the port
by night. They are maintained at the expense of the Corporation, and cost about 35/. jier annum.
If the above information be not suiKcient for the purposes
of the Commission I shall be hajijiy to render any more
detailed information which may he in my power to afford.
I

J. F.

have, &e.

Robt. W. Hillman,
Cobb Clerk.

Campbell, Esq.
&c.
&c.

42,

KING'S LYNN.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

The Corporation of King's Lynn, who

II.

III.

A

are the conservators of the port and harbour.
chart showing these particulars accompanies this
return.

It is not.

IV. There are none.
A drawing of the buoys accompanies this report, with a
statement annexed.
(See statement annexed to sketch of huoys.)
VI. The elongated nun buoy.
VII. Six months.
VIII. Thebeaconer and ])ilots regularly and continually inspect the positions and state of repair of the buoys,
which are repau-ed and replaced as occasion re-

V.

quires.

IX. See accompanying drawings.
X. See statement annexed to sketch of beacons.
XI. Ten long nun buoys have recently replaced others as
being more suitable.
XII. Bv surveying through the channel, shifting and replacing the buovs. The system pursued is that of
placing all white buoys on the starboard side on
entering the port and the black buoys on the port
The beacons are placed on both sides of the
side.
channel.
collect under the name
of towTi dues, beaconage, stakage, anchorage,
Beaconage is
ballastage, bulkbreak, and lastage.
made chargeable with the cost of maintaining the
buoys (300/. per annum paid to the beaconer as
before stated) and with the repair of the beacons.
The balance of the collection of the tovra dues is
carried to the borough fund account.
X\T. Total income for buoys and beacons. Midsummer
l^SS, l.'2-</. lbs. orf.
quai-ters, 1852, 191 /.4s. UW.
Total expentotal income for 1S52, SGI/. ,54-. Gd.
1858,3,%/. 14s. 3rf.
diture for 1852, 3()4/. I5s.
XVII. None made since 1853 for either buoys or beacons.
The last application was made to the corporation
in 1851 by the beaconer, to erect a beacon on

XIV., X\'. The eorjjoration levy and

;

;

40.

Circular III.

LOWESTOFT.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Lowestoft.

There are two red lights on the outer pier heads, lighted
with oil. The lighthouses are wood erections.
Also two green lights on the inner pier heads. These
These hghts are
are gas pillars, and gas used in hghting.
fixed,

and exhibited

f^onl^,dal•k to daylight.

expense of keeping these lights is borne by the
"Eastern Counties Railway Company," the lessees of said
harbour.
See lights on annexed plan.
'llie

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Circular V.

This return not apphcable to Lowestoft Harbour, there
beiuj; no Inioys or lieacons under the jurisdiction oi the
"Eastern Counties Railway Company," lessees of said
harbour,

Lloyd's Middle Sand, which was then erected as
before stated.

Retuiin.)

XVIII. None made.

XIX. By

the beaconer half yearly.

XX. By the beaconer half yearly.
XXI. By printed notices when necessary.
XXII. Yes.
XX III. The

navigate through the channel every
]i':lots
night, and report any casualties to the ])ilot master,
and he reports to the mayor. N.B. The beaconer
and buoy master is also jiilot master.
XXIV. None made.
XXV. In some cases the long nun buoy has been sub-

—

stituted for the flat-headed buoy.
corporation issue no regulations, but leave the
inspection and entire management of the buoys

XXVI. The

and beacons to

their o.^cer the beaconer.

'.

Circuli

/-.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES
:1°^-

43.

MALDON.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

arlll.

LIGHTHOUSES.— (General

is no lighthouse under the management or control
of the Corporation, of the Mayor, Aldermen, and
Burgesses of the Borough of ^Ialdon. They have,
therefore, no return to malce to the inquiries contained

Tlie Mayor, Aldermen,

and Burgesses of the Borough
of Maiden, Maldon, Essex.
n. See chart anne.ved, which shows all the beacons under
the management of this authority. There are no
buoys in the river. The costs of maintaining the
beacons did not, it is believed, in 1852, or in the
year 1S58 (during the whole of such years),
e.xceed 20s. per annum.
The total number of
beacons (as shown by the chart) is nine.
HI. No superior authority.
IV. This authority appoints a water-bailiff, who is recently
deceased, and the office is consequently at the
present moment vacant.
Mr. Edward Warren, of
I.

VII. Fixed.
VIII. None have been stated.
IX. Without any means of getting this done.
X. Not aware to what this refers.
XI. Tow, ^vicks, glass, leather skins, are purchased when
necessary at the several localities, and without any

Maldon, was the water-bailiff.
V. No ouoys.
VI. No buoys.
VII. No buoys.
VIII. No buoys.
IX. Not classified.
X. (I. (1), Thurslet Spit Beacon; (2), Doctors Beacon;

b.

special contract.

Oil jirocured from

London and

Liverpool in the same manner.
XII. No fog signals in use.
XIII. No tide signals in force.

XIV. None.

X^^ No income. Total expenditiu-e about
XVI. None have been submitted.

Southey Beacon (4 and 5), The Double
Beacons; (6), Ford Creek Beacon; (7), Clarke's
Beacon ; (8 and 9), Smach Hole Beacons.
Been erected from time immemorial, but renewed by new beacons when necessary, on
account of damage or otherwise.
(3),

240/. per

annum,

XVII. None.
XVIII. None.

;

MICHAEL'S OR FORT ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE,

ST.

(Special Return.)

All erected for guides in navigating the river,
and to point out the boundaries of the different
shoals of mud.
'/.
No distmguishing mark for each beacon, but
some have a basket at the top, others a bundle
of seaweed, &c.
e. Usually a young birch tree, about 20 feet high,
embedded in the mud, with a basket or other
sign at the top.
/. Not painted.
Not lighted.
(J.
(,.

h.
i.

j.
k.

I.

II.

Derbyhaven.
Commissionersof Harbours, appointed under

James

Esq., J. P.,

Gell,

and Deputy Water

Bailiff;

Robert Thomas Quayle, Esq., Merchant.
IV. One light.
V. Unknown.
VI. Unknown.
VII. None has been stated.
VIII. Unkno^^^l.
IX. Mr. Robert Cain, Builder ; Mr. James Gelling, Douglas,
Engineer.

X. Harbour

light.

XL Wood,

painted white.
XII. None.
XIII. Twenty feet.

XIV. Fifty feet.
XV. Ten to twelve

miles.

XVI Eight to ten miles.
X^'II. Cannot answer.
XVIII. Fixed white light.
XIX. Refer to XVIII.
XX. Dusk to daylight, throughout the year.
XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Three.
XXIII. Apparatus improved in 1854, at the instance of the
resident Commissioners.
XXIV. Mr. James Gelling, Douglas.
XX"\'. Through the top.

shoals.

XIV. No buoys.
XV. As before stated, the water

bailiff has collected the
beaconage, and out of his receipt maintained the
beacons. The small craft, not requiring a pilot,
jiay beaconage.
XVI. As before stated, no regular account kept, and not
ascertainable, through the death of the water
bailiff, but probably from 15/. to 20/. a year
it is not likely to have varied materially in 1858

XXVI. None.
XXVII. Refer

to

XXVI.

XXVIII. No register kept.
XXIX. About 20/. Built on an

;

XXX.

from 1852.
XVII., XVIII. No such applications.

old fort.

Finished.

XXXI. Eight feet by five.
XXXII. Not purchased.
XXXIII. About

Cost probably

7/.

15s.

XXXIV. About 15s.
XXXV. One keeper; salary 12/.
XXXVI. Refer to XXXI.
XXXVII. About 30s. per annum.

posi-

information

II Geo. III.

cap. 52.

or 20Z. a year.
XI. No alteration has been made.
XII. No buoys.
XIII. A beacon is placed at spots considered dangerous to
the navigation without it, on account of the mud

tion, the Trinitj' pilots or others give

St. Michael's or Fort Island,

III.

Average six feet.
Estimated at 20s. each beacon.
Estimated at 20s. a year, all the beacons.
No account kept, the late water-bailiff receiA'ing
the total income for his o^ti use, subject to
his keejnng up the beacons, and the amounts
were collected by himself. The average receipts are presumed to have been about 15/.

XIX. No buoys.
XX. Not inspected for many years.
XXI. No buoys. If the beacons get injured or out of

Circ^II

Commissioners appointed under the Act 1 1 Geo. III.
c. 52.
Douglas, Isle of Man.
II. There are lighthouses at Douglas
Head and Fort
Island, Derbyhaven ; also at the pier heads of Port
'^*' ^^'^"^y^ ^''^^^' Ramsey, Douglas, and
Castletown.
HI. Cannot say what these jirinciples may be, none have
been stated.
W. No particular height has been ascertained or commonly
known. Douglas Head Light is probably 600 feet
lower than the upper light on the Calf of Man.
It
is considered that in foggy weather the
former is
seen oftener than the latter.
V. Catoptric.
\\. None have been stated.

BUOYS AND BEACON'S,
V.

IsleofMan.

Return.)

I.

in this paper.

lar

r4i

ISLE OF MAN.

44.

Return).

Tlieve

.

— ENGLAND.

•

to the water-bailiff; and he is in the habit
frequently of going down the river to see that
the beacons are in proper order.

XXII. No. See last answer.
XXIII. The water bailiff takes entii'e charge of the beacons,
and no report is made to this authority, of any
accidents, &c.

XXIV. None.

XXXVIII. About 60

XXXIX.

gallons each

Best pale seal

oil,

bours, under Act 8
XLIII. The light is free.

XXV. No

alteration made or suggested.
XXVI. None.
XXVII. In consequence of the death of

the water-bailiff,
the question of the beacons will probably be put
on a better footing when his successor is
appointed.

Uu.3

from

j'ear.

l2s.

iW. to 3s.

XL. Coarse cotton wick, cost about 10s. pLr annum.
XLI. None.
XLII. Fund in the hands of the Commissioners of Har-

XLIV. About

13/. for

XLV. None.

Refer to

XLVI. As before.
XLVII. As before.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.

&

9 Vict. cap.

each year.

XLII and XLIII.

,94
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Isle of

Man.
Isle of

L Commissioners of Harbours,
LI. May.

Oil at store near

Llli. Tliere is some spare machinery.
lighthouse.

LIV. None.
LY. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. Not

tlie

m „Derby haven,
,

.

One keeper

relieved.

lives

,

No

One buov

m

near to lighthouse.

LVIII.

Isle of
Isle op Man.
a"'' n^Lf
in Castleto«m bay, about one mile
ot the
Circul
from the pierhead, moored near the east end
Lheeahrio rock, which is covered at two-hours
One beacon, situated on Langness Point,
flood.
Supthe S.E. headland. No income is derived.
without
ported by the Harbour Commissioners
any charge on vessels.
Majesty's Treasury.
III. The Lords Commissioners of Her
the island.
IV The harbour masters at the several ports of
Master, Castletown.
Harbour
James Mylechreest,
the widest part.
V. About eight feet long and five feet
a. Oak.

II.

Man.

printed rules.

From

b.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Circular V,

c.

constituted by Act
or beacons.

U

d.

Man

of the Isle of
Geo. HI. cap. 52.

The Commissioners of Harbours

I

/.
y.
h.

Circular HI.

CASTLETOWN LIGHTHOUSE.—(Special

i.

Return.)

j.

Pierhead light, Castletown.

I.

i.
a ^
Harbours appomted by Act

of

.

1
11

i

a.

II.

Commissioners

III

Geo. III. cap. 52.
r, -m
„.
Water Baihff;
James GeU, Esq., J.P.. and Deputy
Robert Thomas Quayle, Esq., Merchant.

IV. Onehght.
v. Unknow-n.
VI. UnknowTi.

VII. None has been stated.
VIII. UnknowTi.
^ ,,•
-nJames Gelhng,Engmeer.
IX. Mr. Robert Cain, Builder ; Mr.
•

X. Harbour hght.
the
XI. Carboniferous Umestone ; colour of
XII. None.
XIII. Twentv-five

No
VIL One
VI.

j
and patent od used
,

in 184i).

.

i

Gelling, Douglas.
top.

building.
Finished.

adjoining

,
and lamps used.
,

Reflectors

lantern.

Cost,

,

point.

Not hghted.

h.

Three hundred

i.

No means

;•

Nil.

None.

feet.

of ascertaining.
.,,

Refer to answer to iNo.

„
11.
.

where it is conXII. Not aware of any. Buoy is jilaced
sidered it may be useful.
XIII. Refer to XII.
. ^,
-l
-u
.
harbours
XIV Fund applicable to the maintenance of the94.
of the island under Act 8 & 9 Vict. cap.

each
XIX. By the harbour master in the siunmer of
XX. Same as last.
XXI. Notice to masters of vessels in the harbour.
XXII. Yes.
^
Commissioners.
XXIII. The harbour master informs the

year.

,

,

i

,

Nil.
Nil.

XXIV. None.
XXV. None have been
XXVI. None.

tried.

:

XLI. None.
XLII Fund

„
of Harin the hands of the Commissioners
bours under Act 8 & 9 Vict. cap. 94.
.

„ ,

.

XLIII. The light is free.
XLn'. About 221. 10s. for each year.
XLV. Refer to XLII. and XLIII.

XLVI. Refer as before.
XLVII. Refer as before.
XLVIII. None.

XLIX. None.

_,

of the Isle ol Man.
L. The Commissioners of Harbours
LI. October.
LII. No.
Lower room.
LIII. One spai-e lamp.

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. The harbour master
aie

DOUGLAS HEAD LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

.

is

.,.11
Act
11
Commissioners of Harbours, appointed by
Geo. III. cap. 52.
T\ lUiams, ColIll Richard Quh-k, Receiver General ; D.
Merchant.
lector of Customs ; W. F. Moore,
there are six port
IV. Irrespective of Douglas Head Hght,
and into the
bays
in
the
vessels
hghts for hghting
Derbyharbours of the island, i-iz., Douglass,
Peel, and
Mary,
St.
haven, Castletoi\Ti, Port
Ramsey, and are maintaiijed by the Commissioners

I.

II.

without any charge on vessels.
V. 182(5.
VI. The shipping interest of the port.
VII.. None has been stated.
VIII. Year 1832.
IX. Thomas Brine, Builder and Engineer

,

,.

,

also bghtkeeper;

hvcs near

X. Channel hght.
XI. Slate rock of the locahty
situated.

rules.

,
Instructions verbal.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
constituted by

of Harbours of the Isle of
Act II Geo. III. cap. 52.

Man,

Has

inner

;

u
not^ ,built

w
by

.,
is
m which the ,.hghthouse
Plasterea
and outer wall.

joints.

.

no printed

The Commissioners

,

Return.)
Douglas Head Lighthouse, Douglas.

contract.

pier.'

LVIII. There

I.

g.

,

keeper 5/. 10s. per annum.
XXXVI. Refer to XXXI.
XXXVII. About 41. per annum.
XXXVIII. About 90 gallons each year
bd. to ^s.
XXXIX Patent oil ; price per gallon fi'om ds.
about 10s. per annum.
XL.' Coarse cotton wicks. Cost

Circular \.

As a mark for the lowland of Langness
None but observation.
The slate rock of the locahty.

XVII. None.

No

100/.

probably 8/.
Not purchased.

the

Year 1820.

XV. Refer to XIV.
XVI. None. Free.

XXVI.

XXXV. One

.

required.

k.

XXVIII. No register kept.
XIX. Cost of hghthouse about

XXXIV.

year.

XL No information.

Receiver-beneral.
at the suggestion of the

XXXII.
XXXIII.

It is

e.

XXIII. Apparatus improved

XXXI. No

Not by

/. AMiite.

to dayhght.
XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Two burners.

XXX.

10/. to 12/.

m.

n.

d.

XX. Dusk

Refer to

From

c.

XVII. Cannot answer.
XVIII. Fixed red hght.
XIX. Refer to XVIII.

XXV II.

displacement.
Single anchor and chain.

/.

b.

stone, blue.

XIV. Tliirty-five feet.
XV. Five to seven miles.
XVI. Five to seven miles.

XXV. Through the
XXVI. None

No

k.

VIII. Examined and repaired when
about two miles from
IX. One beacon on Langness Point,
Castletown pierhead.
X. Refer to former answer.
a. The landmark.

feet.

XXIV. Mr. James

One.
None.
None.
None,
None.

tender.
a large black buoy.
former answer.
to
0. Refer
information.

.

,

10/. to 121.

About 3/. per annum.
About 16s.

e.

No buoys

II.

;

XII. None.
XIII. Sixty-tn-o feet.
XIV. One "hundred and four

XV.

feet.

Fifteen miles.
to twenty miles.

XVI. Eighteen

,

.

,

,

,

LOCAL AUTHORITIES
)pMan.
|.T

'.

iar

'

ui.

—ENGLAND.

Man.

Isle of

Isle of Man.

to daylight.

No

alteration of importance since the lighthouse
In 1845, Capt. Washington,
first erected.
R.N., suggested the use of patent oil instead of
sperm, and which was adopted.
XXIV. Messrs. Wilkins and Co., London.
XXV. Through the top by air pipes.

1825.

c.

A mark

d.

None but

h.

About 500

substitution.

XXX. Finished in year
XXXI. Lantern 10 feet

XIII. Refer to XII.

XXXII.
XXXIII. About

vessels.

20s.

8/.

to 10/. per

annum. Painted annually by

Some

contract.

XXXV. One

years by day work.
Salary 32/. per annum.

keeper.

XXXVI. Refer to XXXI.
XXXVII. About 8/. per annum.
XXXVIII. About 430

XXXIX.

gallons each year.

oil (Colza), price per gallon in 1857 and
1858 from 3s. (it/, to 4s.
XL. Coarse cotton wicks. Cost about 30s. per annum.

Patent

XIV. Fund

applicable to the maintenance of the harbours
& 9 Vict. c. 94.

under Act 8

XV. Refer to XII.
XVI. No income.

XXIV. None.

XXV. None

have been

140/. to 150/. per

XLV 1 1.

I.

II.

III.

XLIX. None.

IV.

L. The Commissioners of Harbours of this island.
LI. October 1857 and 1858.
LII. No.
LIII. Two spare lamps. Lower room.

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. A man and

his

wife keep the Ughthouse;

not

reheved.

LVIII. There are no printed rules and regulations.

The

instructions are verbal.

This light stands No. 42 on the list of lights visited
or seen alight.
It was observed burning briglitly on
the night of the 15th of July, at about 2 a.m. from
the " Vivid," at a considerable distance.

Tlie Commissioners of Harboiu-s of the Isle of Man,
constituted by Act 11 Geo. III. cap. 52.
II. One buoy at Douglas used for warping vessels out of

I.

harbour with on-shore winds.
One beacon on
Douglas Head. No income derived. Supported
by Commissioners without any charge on vessels.
III. The Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
IV. The harbour master at the several parts of the island.
John Clague, Harbour Master, Douglas ; Robert
Gelhng, Assistant.
V. 7 feet long, 3i feet in widest part.
a. Oak.
b.

10/.

c.

20s.

d. 20s.
e.

/.
g.
h.
i.

j.
k.
/.

One.

One in reserve.
One in store.

o.

One

light.

V. Unknown.
VI. Unknown.
VII. None has been stated.
VIII. Unknown.
IX. Builder unknown ; Engineer, Mr. James Gelhng,
Douglas.
X. Harbour light.
XI. The hghthouse is of wood painted white.
XII. None.
XIII. Fifteen feet.
XIV. Twentj--two feet.

XV. Ten to twelve
XVI. Seven miles.

miles.

XVII. Cannot answer.
XVIII. Fixed white hght.
XIX. Refer to XVIII.
to daylight.

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Two burners.

XXIIL

Apparatus improved in 1849, and patent

oil

used at

the suggestion of the Receiver General.
Gelling, Douglas.
Through the top.

XXIV. Mr. James

XXV.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. Refer

XXVIIL No
XXIX.

XXVI.

to

register kept.

Cost

of lighthouse about 30/.; no adjoining
building.
XXX. Finished.
XXXI. No lantern ; reflectors and lamps used ; cost*
probably 8/.
XXXII. Not pm-chased.
XXXIII. About 10s. per annum.
XXXIV. About 20s. per annum; coated annually; not by
contract.

keeper;

51. 10s.

per annum.

XXXVI. Refer to XXXL
XXXVII. About 30s. per annum.

XXXVIIL About

displacement.

100 gallons each yeai-.
price per gallon from 3s. Crf. to 4s.
cost about 10s. per annum.

Double anchor.

XXXIX.

From

XL. Coarse cotton wicks ;
XLI. None.
XLII. Fund in the hands

12/. to 15/.

m. Not by tender.
n.

H

constituted by Act
Geo. 111. cap. 52.
Robert Moore, Esq., J. P., and Deputy Water Bailiff;
Heniy Graves, Merchant.

XXXV. One

One.
None.

No

Return.)

Light, Peel.
Commissioners of Harboiurs

XX. Dusk

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

QajY

HEAD LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
Head

Pier

Refer as before.

XLVIII. None.

s,

PORT OF PEEL.
PIER

annum.

XLV. Refer to XLII and XLIII.
XLVI. Refer as before.

tried.

XXVI. None.

in the hands of the Commissioners of
Harbours under the Act 8 & 9 Vict. cap. 94.
XLIII. The hght is free to aU vessels.

XLIV. From

Free to vessels.

XVII. None.
XVIII. No.
XIX. By harbour master in May of each year.
XX. Same as last.
XXI. Buoy immediately replaced.
XXII. Yes.
XXIII. The harbour master informs the Commissioners.

XLI. None used.
XLII. From funds

inmis-

feet.

NU.
None.

XII. Not aware of any except that of being useful to

XXXIV. From

"

observation.

XXVIII. No register kept.
XXIX. About 2,500/.
1833.
diameter and 10 feet high. If price
of lantern is meant to include reflectoys and machinery with it, the cost was about 1,000/.
Not pm-chased.

ratlftiis

Douglas Head, the harbour being

for
close to.

Unknown.

i.

j.
k.

XL No

XXVI.

to

b.

e. Slate rock.
/. White.
g. Not Ughted.

was

XXVI. None.
XXVII. Refer

Man.

Circular V.

Landmark.

«.

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Eight burners.
XXIII.

Isle of

X. One on Douglas Head.

XVII. Cannot answer,
XVIII. FLxed white light.
XIX. Refer to XVIII.

XX. Dusk

343

None.
One.

Patent

oil,

of Commissioners of Harbours
under Act 8 & 9 Vict. cap. 94.
XLIII. The light is free.
XLIV. About 2(j/. in each year.
XLV. Refer to XLII and XLIII.

VI. No information on the subject.
VII. One year.
VIII. Examination. No particular system.
IX. Not classified.

XLVI. As

Uu

4

before.

Circular III.
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of Harbours

XX. Dusk

spare lamp, lower room.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Circular Y.

of Harbours of the Isle of Man,
constituted bv Act 11 Geo. III. cap. 52.
buoy in Peel Bay, moored a short distance from the
pier head, used for warping vessels out of harbour
No income derived; supwith on-shore winds.

The Commissioners

ported by Commissioners, without any charge on
No beacon.
vessels.
III. The Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury'.
IX. The harbour masters at the several ports of the island.
Robert Kemnish, Harbour Master, Peel.
V. About 6 feet long, and 3 feet in widest part.
a.

Oak.

b.

From

c.

About
About

d.

SI.

to 10/.

One.
/. None.
None.
ff.
h. None.
i. None.
j.
it.

XXIX.

mark

for

XXX.

Finished.
lantern.

XXXI. No

probably

XXXIV.

Cost

8(/.

per

annum.

XXXVII. About 4/. per aimum.
XXXVIII. -Vbout 90 gallons each year.
XXXIX. Patent oil, lis. 6d. to 4s. per gallon,

L. Commissioners of Harbour, Isle of
LI. May.

One

LIII.

spare

VHI. E.\amined and repaired when required.
IX. None at Peel.

LV. None.
LVI. None.
L^'III.

LVII. One

No

lamp

cap. 94.

Man.

lighthouse.

oil at

;

kec])er,

who

printed rules

Uves in the town near to the pier.
; verbal instructions.

Of

BUOYS AND BE.\CONS.

ri\ers.

XV.

and lamps used.

Nil.

XXXV. One keeper, 6/. 10s.
XXXVI. Refer to XXXI.

X. Refer to IX.
XI. Cannot say.
XII. Here it is unnecessary to buoy channels, harboiirs, or

No

Reflectors

SI.

XXXII. Not purchased.
XXXIII. Nil.

LIV. None.

year.

Fund

adjoining build-

ing.

LI I. No.

Refer to former answer.
information on the subject.
o.

XI\'.

No

Cost of hghthouse about 50/.

LXIX. None.
a

required as

vessels.

XIII.

at

XLVI. As before.
XLVII. As before.
XLVIII. None.

No displacement.
Single anchor and chain.

From 10/. to 12/.
m. Not by tender.
71.
Not intended or

One

used

XX\'. Through the top.
XXVI. None.
XXVII. Refer to XXVI.
XXVIII. No register ke])t.

bours under Act 8 & 9 Vict.
XLIII. The hght is free.
XLIV. About 29/. 10s. for each year.
LV. Refer to XLII and XLIII.

/.

YII.

oil

XXIV. Mr. James GeUing, Douglas.

XL. Coarse cotton wicks ; cost about 10s. per annum.
XLI. None.
XLII. Fund hi the hands of the Commissioners of Har-

15s.
1 5s.

e.

VL No

in 18,50, and patent
suggestion of the Receiver General.

XXIII. .\pparatus improved

Tlie lightkeeper lives in the tomi
relieved.
of Peel, and close to the pier.
LVIII. There are no printed rules. Instructions verbal.

One

to daylight.

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Two.

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. Not

II.

Circuls

XVII. Cannot answer.
XVIII. Fixed red Ught.
XIX. Refer to XVIII.

of the island.

LI. Sejitember.

I.

Isle OF

XIV. Forty-fi\e feet.
XV. Ten to twelve miles.
XVI. Five to seven miles.

XLVII. As before.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.
L. The Commissioners

MI. No.
LIII. One

Man.

Isle of

Man.

Isle of

sleofMan.
Circular III.

:

beacon.

applicable to the maintenance of the harbours
under the .\ct S & !' Yict. cap. 'M.

Refer to XIII.

XYI. No income.
XVII. None.

I.

The Commissioners

of Haibours

constituted by Act

1

1

of the Isle of
Geo. III. cap. 52.

Buoys and beacons have not been required
and there are none.

Free to vessels.

Man,

at tlie port,

XYIII. No.

XIX. Bv the harbour master
XX. ReiertoXIII.

in the

summer

of each year.

XXI. Notice to masters of vessels in the harbour.
XXII. Yes.
XXIII. The harbourmaster informs the Commissioners.

XXIV. None.
XXV. None have been tried.
XXVI. None.
XX\TI. The attention of the Commissioners

Pier

11 Geo. III. cap. 5-'.
III. WiUiam Callister, J.P.,
James Carlett, Esq.

III.

IV.

Return.)
by

Act

Bailiff;

and

appointed

X. Harbour hght.
XI. Slate rock of the
None.
XIII. Thirty feet.

district,

Return.)

CircS

Head

James GeU, Esq., J. P., and Deputy Water
Robert Quavle, Esq., Merchant.

11

One

colour of the stone.

Bailiff

light.

V. 1817.
VI. Unknown.
VII. Pier Head.
VIII. Unknown.
IX. BuUder unknown. Engineer unknown.
X. Harbour light.
XI. Limestone. Whitewashed yearly. Top of wood painted
white.

Depucy Water

IV. One Ught.
V. Unknown.
VI. Unknown.
VII. None has been stated.
VIII. Unkno^Ti.
IX. Mr. John Timperley, Builder; Mr. James Gelling,
Douglas, Engineer. By contract.

XIL

MARY.

Light, Port St. Mary.
Commissioners of Harbours, constituted by Act

Pier

will be called

Head

Light, Ramsey.
of Hai-bours,
II. Commissioners

I.

ST.

HEAD LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Geo. III. cap. 52.

PORT OF RAMSEY.

RAMSEY LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

I.

II.

to the preparation of a spare buoy.

Circular III.

PORT
PIER

XII. None.
XIII. Twenty-seven feet.
XIV. .\bout 35 feet.

XV. About four miles.
XIV. About four miles.
XVII. Cannot answer.
XVIII. Fi.\ed white hght.
XIX. Refer to XVIII.

XX. Dusk to daybght.
XXI. One lamp, one reflector.
XXII. One bmner.
XXIII. No

alteration since 1845,

XXIV. Unknown.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES.
Man.
r III

Isle of

XXV.

— ENGLAND.

Man.

Isle of

XXIX.

Man

and Maryport.

Isle OF Man.
,
„ „
V
,
,
,
,
,
distress, lately by the
tmio,
from
Liverpool, and became a total wTCck.
[n the fish- Circular VI
ing season the whole fleet of boats nsit it, and
a great number of strangers to purchase fish.

m

vessels

Througli the top.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. Refer
XXVIII. Xo

as

to XXVI.
register kept.

No

Cost of lighthouse about 50/.

Douglas, December

adjoining build-

,

,

2!-!.

ing.

XXX. Finished.
XXXI. Unknown.

I.

James Bunnan,

II

CASTLETOWN.

Ballasalla, Isle of Man, Secretary to
the Lieutenant-Governor of the Island, Hon.
Secretary to the Castletown branch of the Royal
National Life Boat Institution.

XXXII. Not purchased.
XXXIII. Nil.

XXXIV. About

15s. yearly.

XXXV. One keeper,
XXXIV. Unknown.

per

4/. 4s.

annum.

XXXVII. About 5s. per annum.
XXXVIII. About 30 gallons each year.
XXXIX. Pale seal oil. Price per gallon

3s. to 3s. 6d.

XL. Coarse cotton ^vdcks. Cost aljout Ss. per annum.
XLI. None.
XLII. Fund in the hand of the Commissioners of Harboui-s,
under Act 8 & .9 Vict. cap.
XLIII. None, the light is free.
XLIV. About 10/. fur each year.
XLV. Refer to XLII. and XLIII.

The Isle of Man Harbour Commissioners.
IV. No.
VI. A liglithouse, with fog bell on Langness Point. 1st,
because is low lying and dangerous peninsula, on
which jierhaps more wrecks than on any other
point of the island, past which the tide rushes at
times at the rate of five miles an hour, 2ndly,
because the hghts on the Calf of Man, under the
Northern Light Commissioners, are frequently
capped (especially in foggy weather, veiy frequent
III.

94.

on

from their elevated situation. 3dly,
it is the principal resort of a very large
of fishing boats from England, Ireland, and
Scotland, as well as of the Manx fleet during
the herring fishing season. 4thly, it is in the immediate track of the colhers from Cumberland to
Dublin, &c.

XLV
XLV

Refer as before.
1 1. Refer as before.

fleet

None.

1 1 1.

XLIX. None.
L. By the local

commissioners.
LI. In the summer.
LII. No.
Lower room.
LIII. Spare burner.

LIV. None.
LV. None
LVI. None.
LVII. The harbour master, who

is

VI I.

also lightkeeper, lives

near the \ner.

LVIII. Instructions verbal.

of Harbours of the Isle of Man.
Constituted by Act II Geo. III. cap. 52.
buoys or beacons.

The Commissioners

II.

No

XVII. .--latisfactoiy.
XVIII. There are no dues.

agent for Lloyd's and the Underwriters of Liverpool, Glasgow, Douglas, Isle of

Rob. Bourdman,

Man.
II.

XIII. There is a black can buoj' in Castletown Bay to the
eastward of the ShearUne rock.
XIV. No.
XV. None.
XVI. I " -. not aware of any.

XX.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
I.

Oil.

VIII. No.
IX. No.
X. There have been several almost every year ; three during
the last six months.
H.M.S. '"Racehorse" was
lost at Langness Point about 40 vears since.
XI. None.
XII. None. A fog bell on Langness Point is very much
required.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

I.

Satisfactory.

The within information is obtained from Capt. Henry
GiU of this town, for many years master of large
out of Liverpool, and formerly harbour
master of this port.
vessels

DOUGLAS.

III.

this coast)

because

XLVI.

Commissioners of Harljour of the

Isle of

Man.

IV. Yes, for several miles.
\. It does not appear that any improvement or alteration
seven
is required nearer than Langness Point,
miles south.
VI. Langness is much in want of a light particulars will
appear in the report from Castletown.
VII. Oil.
VIII. I believe the lights have not been e.xtinguished,

III.

IV.
VI.

;

accidentally or otherwise, nor do I know of any
accident liaving ever occurred by reason of lights.
IX. There is a buoy in Douglas Bay, which lias occasionally
been taken in for repair, and a reserve one put in
no accident has occurred.
its ])lace
X. No accident has occurred nearer than Langness, seven

Harbour Commissioners.

A

much required at Langness Point.
Langness Point several vessels have been lost for
want of a light, including the sloop of war,
" Racehorse," several years back, and as well as
several small vessels last few years.
The steam
packet " Mona Queen" was very near lost a short
time back, on her passage from Dublin, getting on

light very

On

shore in Castletown

Bay near Langness.

VII. Oil.

X. As above, Langness.

—

miles

XI.

off.

quired.
XII. During fogs a small
for their

own

is

Company

vessels.

—

XIV. No.
XV. None.
XVI. None to my knowledge.
XVII. Satisfactory, except the want

at

Lang-

ness, seven miles south.

I

—

beheve the management is satisfactory.
Having had
occasion lately to have visited Port St. Marj',

owing to several ^^Tecks, I find there is great
want in Port St. Mary Bay of a beacon or point to
be placed on the Carrick rock, about the centre of
the bay, and extends far across.
It is covered at
four hours flood, and this makes it more dangerous.
This bay is frequented for shelter by

n.

Maryport

Maryport,

24, 1859.

situate about 5 miles

N.E. of Workington.
It is easy of access, and entirely free from sand banks,
and has a capacious dock in which vessels are kept constantly afloat, as well as its original tidal harbour and
basin.
Depth of water in ordinary spring tides 21 feet
6 inches neap tides, 13 feet 6 inches; or, by adding 3 feet
to the water shown in Holden's Liverpool, and the Manx
tide tables, a near approximation ior each tide will be
is

;

of a Ught

XVIII. Refer to XV.
as above.

Office,

May

used, and occasionally a

XIII. The buoy in Douglas Bay is coloured red, form
conical
the beacon on Douglas Head white.

XIX. Refer

MARYPORT.
Harbour

gun

gong, but only by the Steam Packet

XX.

45.

in use.
I am not aware of any complaint having
been made, or to tide signals having been re-

None

X

obtained.
A fLxed bright light is exhibited on the outer pier head
all night, and another on the inner stone pier, whilst there
are 8 feet of water in the harbour; a red ball near the inner
liglithouse denotes 8 feet in the daytime ; both lights are
on the starboard side in entering, and are visible at sea
from E.N.E. to W.S.W. at a distance of 12 miles. The
jetty on the south side is distinguished by a red light, and
the north tongue by a green one.
chain is sunk within the entrance of the south wooden
pier to bring up vessels in case of need.

A
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LIGHTfJ, BUOYS,

Neath

Maryport and Neath.
Powerful steam tugs are in readiness every tide and
when required by vessels entering the liai-bour at night two
lights must be shown one above the other; or by day a
union jack at the main.
There is good anchorage in stiff clay, about lA miles off
shore, the outer hghthouse bearing S.E.
Rails are laid along the (juays forming a direct railway
communication to all parts of the United Kingdom.

MARYPORT LIGHTHOU.se.—(Special
I.

II.

Return.)

Maryport.

»-N

One

are painted black on one side and
the other, and are thus identified.

Ijuoy has a perch to identify

it.

Ten.

VI. Pear shape.
VII. There are no maximum periods, but the harbour master
is continuaUr watching them.
VIII. None.
IX. None.
X. None.
XI. 'ITie same we have for use this many years.
XII. Our channels are buoyed under the direction of the
harbour master, and altered as required, being a
shifting bar.

XIII. No.
XIV. There are no tolls paid. The buoys are maintained
by harbour tolls or dues.

XV. None.
XVI. There are no
XVII. None.

a.

Har-

Iron.

Pearshape.

d.
e.

/.
.7.

A.

sugges-

j.

tion of harbour engineer.

k,

XXIV. Chance

Brothers and Co., Birmingham,
XXV. Ojjenings in the lantern.
XXVI., XXVII., XXVIII. No fog signals.

Chain and stone.

b.
c.

i.

New apparatus for tidaUight at

Seven feet by four diameter.
Black and red.
None.
None.
None.
None.
None.
Done under the superintendence of the
I, m.
harbour master, and as the circumstances
require

XXV.

it.

None.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.

107?. 16*. 9d.

for

to the

bour Commissioner.

jets.

XXXVIII. Gas used

in this port.

XXII. Yes, the harbour master.
XXIII. The harbour master replaces and reports

Tidal Ught dming the time there is 8 feet of water in
the harbour, and sea hght from sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Tidal hght, catadioptric, of the fourth order, to illuminate 270', «ith plated silver reflector for 90' of
25" radius.
XXII. Tidal hght, foiurth order, Argand burner. Sea hght,

XXIII.'March 1858.

buoys

XIX. Ins])ected by the harbour master regularly.
XX. None.
XXI. By means of the pilots and hoblers.

XX.

3

tolls levied for

XVIII. None.

XXIV. None.

XV. Twenty miles.
XVI. Fifteen mUes.
XVIII. Fixed bright Ughts.

XLV.

and Newbiggin by the Sea.

red on
o.

:

The buoys

n.

None.

III. Trustees of the harbour.

IV. Tidal light on the inner stone pier, and sea light 248
yards to the north-west, on the extremity of the
(juter south e.vtension wooden pier.
None.
V.
VI. For convenience of vessels entering the harbour.
IX. Built by the trustees of the harljour.
X. Sea light and tidal or harbour light.
XI. Tidal light, cast iron ^-ith stone base, colour white.
Sea light lantern on a post.
XII. Not so.
XIII. Tidal hght 3.'j§ feet. Sea Ught, no vane.
XIV. Tidal hght 52 feet ; sea light 19 feet 3 inches.

XXXVI.

AND BEACONS

both hghts.

None.

XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

XLVIII. None.

Wm. Lo«-ther,
II. NEATH.
I.

XLIX. None.
L. None.
LII. No.
LV. A red ball is shown near the tidal hght in the day, and
the tidal light in the night while there is 8 feet of
water in the harbour.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
(There are no buoys or beacons.)

harbour master for the port of Neath.

Harbour master
IV. No.
III.

for the time being.

A

lightship at the west end of the Skirneathers, and
three buoys on the patches of the green ground
instead of one.
VII. Oil. Many vessels have been lost on the Skirneathers
that might have been saved had a light been there.
XIII. Red and black.

VI.

XV. No.
XVII. The want of

the Ught and buoys described on the

other side.

XX. No.

^'^H.

46,

NEATH.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

rronlarV.

4;.

Sub-Commissioners of pilotage for the port of Neath.
See plan annexed coloured lilue. The total number of
buoys is 10. There are no beacons.
III. Not that they are aware of.
IV. There are none.
V. They are not classified, but are numbered from 1 to 4,
and are designated by a perch, and 5 not numbered.

NEWBIGGIN-BY-THE-SEA.

I.

LLOYDS EVIDENCE.

II.

«.
b.
c.

Iron.
SI.

They have not been

d. 21. 2s. for
e.

Ten.

f.

Four.

;/.

A.
t.

j.
h.

/.

Kept

repaired for years.
the whole.

at the

harbour

stores, Britonferry.

Four.

Four were removed, and replaced immediately.
Bad weather and heavy ground sweU.
The buoys are fastened to an inch chain
moored in stone.
This is done by the harbour men in constant
em))loy.

m.

Not done by

tender, but left in the

the harbour master.

hands of

I.

WiUiam Dawson,

II.

of Newbiggin-by-the-Sea, in the county
of Northumberland, fisherman.

NEWBIGGIN-BY-THE-SEA

aforesaid, a ^-iUage

m

the parish of AYoodhom, occupied principally by
fishermen.
III. Trinity Board, Newcastle-upon-Tvne.
IV. Newbiggin-by-the-Sea is not Ughted ; it Ues about 10
miles north from Tynemouth Lighthouse, and
about 10 miles south from Coquet Lighthouse
Tynemouth and Coquet are well lighted.
V. There are no buoys or beacons.
^T. Newbiggin Point is a very proper place for an additional Ughthouse as vessels frequently come on
shore during foggy weather.
VII. Oil is used at the Coquet Lighthouse.
VIII. No accident has occurred.
IX. The buoys at the Coquet Island oecasionaUy have been
displaced, and afterwards replaced, but I am imable to state the time and am not aware that any
accident ever occurred in consequence thereof.

EA'

—

Circnl;

LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

NeWC ASTLE-UPON- I'yNB.

Newbiggin-by-thb-Sea and Newcastle.
X. Tlie schooner Comely, of Inverkeithing, William McCulloch, master, came on shore entirely owing to the
want of a Hghthouse on Newbiggin Point.
XL No signals used or required.
XII. Fog signals are occasionally used at Newbiggin Point
during the herring season ; they consist of an
iron lamp lighted with coals, and raised about 20
feet above the level of the sea.
XIII. No buoys or beacons used.

XV. None levied.
XVI. Not known.
XVII. Not known.
XVIII. Not known.
XIX. Not known.
XX. Not known.

48.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

LIGHTHOUSES.— (Genekal
I.

The Master and Brethren of the

Return.)

Trinity House,

New-

castle-upon-Tyne.

Low

Lighthouse and High Lighthouse, North Shields.
III. The most convenient that coidd be procured.
IV. The height regulated by local circumstances.
V. A single (silvered) parabolic reflector.
VI. Best suited for a tidal Ught in this locality
VII. Fixed.
VIII. To distinguish it from Tynemouth Light, which is
II.

revolving.

IX. Drawing is sent herewith.
XI. None.
XII. No fog signals.
XIII. No code of tide signals used, except one
is hoisted during tide time.

XIV. None.
XV. Income and expenditure

—

:

flag,

—ENGLAND.

which
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Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Xewcastle-upon-Tynb.
upon-Tyne. XIV. Eighty feet.
„ T~TTi XV. About lOi miles.

Newcastle

Circular 111.

Coast buoys

,/.

extreme

One

i.

i.
.

m.

monthly
IX. Not
X.

a.

c.

both lighthouses.

Finished.

XXXIII. For both hghthonses from

XXXV.

1st

January 1853 to

December 1857, UOl.

Two,

fire, light,

and

2,082/.

quarter

1858,

586/.

15s.

-id.;

Mid-

3d.;

1852,

16s. Ilrf.;

1858, 1,616/. \3s.:id.]

XLIX. None.
L. The Master and

Brethren of the Trinity House.
LI. 8th .Line 1857 .and 3lst May 1858, and various other
throughout
each vear.
times
LII. No.
spare reflector
LIII. Two spare lamps and one burner.
and sperm oil kept in the lightrctm.

A

LIV. Barometer and thermometer.
blue (tide) flag is hoisted at the High lighthouse in
the daj-time at first'<]uarter flood on a flagstaff 154

above high water, and ke[)t flying till first
quarter ebb. A tide gauge with an illuminated dial
at the top of the west side of this lightliouse shows
towards the harbour a close approximation to the
water on the bar, day and night, during tidal time.
feet

LVI. None; no signals are used except the lights or tidal
flag, which is not hoisted excejit when vessels may
enter the harbour in safety, anj- other flags or sii;nals might tend to mislead vessels in the ofldng.
LVII. Every day at 9 a.m.
LVIII. For the regulations as to the lighting of the two
lights, see No. XX. in this return, and for the time
for hoisting a flag, see No. LV. in both this return
Instnictions
and the High Lighthouse return.
That the
to the following eifect are given, viz.
lighthouse keepers and their assistants shall keep
a regular watch during the time the lights are
:

—

burning, as well as when the flag is flying that
the keeper of each hghthouse and his assistant
shall attend their respective lighthouses from 9 a.m.
one day tmtil 9 a.m. the following day, each taking
;

his regukar turn.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Circular V,

Master and Brethren of the Trinity House, Newcastle.
II. See Return, question No. XVI.

I.

III.

No.

IV.

The

V.

inspector appointed by the Trinity
Mr. Thomas Elder, Newcastle.
a. Some of wood, others of iron.

From

House

is

25/. to 35/.
Uncertain,
Uncertain.
e. Ten on the coast, and seven in the River Tyne.
/. Nine coast buoys and six river buoys.
b.
c.

o.

h. All of different but
the fullest extent.

commanding

and received by the Tiinitv House.

XVI.
Total Income.

XLVIII. None.

A

To

If/.

XLIV. 1852, 81,25/.
XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.

LV.

e.

XI.

XLII. Trinity House, Newcastle, Light Fund.
XLIII. Midsummer quarter 1852, 534/. lOj;.
5*-.

Head, a seamark ; one on Plough Seat Rock,
said danger ; one in the Island a
leading mark with Church Tower, to lead
Five beacons into the
into the Harbour.
Tyne, all leading into Harbour.
Painted, either red, or white, or black.
Brick, stone, and timber.

heights.

XIV. From dues payable by shipping, through a
and received by the Trinity House.
XV. From dues payable by shipping, through a

XL. Round wick.
XLI. None.

summer

Holy Island ; five at mouth of Tync.
Different times.
Island, two in the law leading from
the sea to the harbour; one on Emanuel

At Holy

/. Vai-ied.
g. Not lighted.

taxes.

XXXVII. About 10/. a year.
XXXVIII. Lighted by gas.
XXXIX. Sperm when used

*

d.

coat a year outside ; inside when required.
one at -'00/. and the other at 80/. a year, -(nth

house,

report.

Five at

to clear

XXXI. No lantern.
XXXII. Not purchased.

XXXIV. One

tender.

classified.

b.

XXVII. Not noted.
XXVIII. Seventeen.

alst

Open

Painted, either chequered, or red, or black.
Seventeen.
VI. Iron or wood nun buoys for the coast, and spai- buoys
for the rivers.
VII. Six months.
VIII. Under constant care of inspector, who sends in a
0.

fireplac^e, with a separate
funnel for the light, assisted, in case of need, by an
outer door less or moiv ojiened.
to the high lightkeeper only.
A ball as a sismil
"

lL',000/. for

them.

II.

A

XXX.

Circul
vessels striking

Hea\'y seas.
Chain and metal sinkers.

_;'.

not coloured.

XXII. One burner.
XXIII. None.
XX^'. A common chinniey from

XXIX. About

New- upon-

only displaced, but they are frequently

damaged by

XX. From first quarter flood to first quarter ebb, with tUscretionary power to the principal lightkeeper to
extend the latter time in case of need.
single (silvered) parabolic reflector.
XXI.

XXVI.

at

Fifteen.

A.

latter

partly over the land.
light,

Newca
buoys

castle.

po^rteen miles.
XVII. 56° 15' S.E.iE.toE. by N. i X., the
-j^yj

XVIII. A fixed bright
XIX. None.

at Shields, river

collector,

collector,

LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

IX. Buoys, if displaced by a storm, are put right at first
opportunity.
VI. X. Vessels do not attempt to take the harbovir at night, but
run further on, and may in stormy weather very
often be lost before they can reach a safe harbour.
XI. There are no tide signals; but if the harbour had leading hghts, they might be lighted at half flood, and
would answer the same purpose.
XII. Do not think they are requu-ed.
XIII. Buoys coloured black on the outer shoals, and red
on the inner ; beacons painted red.

-Tyne

XIV. No.

XV. Fairway buoys

Is.,

349

Newhaven — Newport — Padstow.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Newhaven.

ASTLE-

lar

—ENGLAND.

present to Collector of Customs.

Berwick.

Newhaven,

from sunset to

sunrise, a high white light; and in addition
during certain periods, a low light, or other signal, viz

„.
ircular

<-

\

:

During the under men
tioned depths of water at the harbour's
mouth, whether flood

Day

Night signals.

signals.

or ebb.

Thirteen feet and upwards.

A

Ten

Two black balls A

feet

and upwards,

and not 13.
Eight feet and upwards, and not 10.

XVI. Know of none.
XVII. Many shipmasters have suggested that the leading
lights referred to would be of immense advantage

Note.

red flag

One

— See Vol.

I.

for

A

-

low white light
low red light

black ball

remarks by Dr. Gladstme

to coasting vessels.

XIX.

We beUeve

so.

XX. The harbour-master

of Holylsland and numbers of the
fishermen agree with us in the above statements.
No fault can be found with the managem,ent as
far as it goes.
We would also suggest that the
Inner Fern hght shoidd be shifted to the Messstone Rock, in which jiosition it would form a
much better guide through the fairwaj', than it at
present is.
But as we understand this has come
under the notice of surveyors no doubt it ^vill
shortly be amended.

I.

II.

pilots.

Holy

Newport, in the Isle of Wight, Conservators of
Cowes harbour and the river Medina.
is no chart.
There are two buoys and three posts
for moorings.
The buoys are painted black and
red, and are very much out of repair.
One of
them is sunk, and the other is not worth repairing.

There

Island.

HOLY ISLAND.
The buoys

a.

Wood

c.

5/.

d.

Not been painted, only
Two.

under the control of the Trinity House>

e.

Newcastle.
IV. Sufficiently buoyed and beaconed, but insufficiently

/.

III.

are

k.

cost of repairing the buoy last year.
tarred over,for 4s. each.

None.

The buoys

n.

are

moored

by means

of

51.

of Newport.

PADSTOW.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

XVII. Several masters

of vessels have expressed their wish
for leading lights into Holy Island Harbour.

XIX. Do not know.

S.

W.

Davey, Harbour Master, Padstow, authorized by
an Act of Parliament passed in the 7th and 8th
year of the reign of her jjresent Majesty Queen
Victoria.

Chart sent herewith.
III. None but the above.
IV. None.
V. No buoys.
II.

No cause.
No mooring.
No cost.
m. No tenders or cost.
n. No special means.

j.

k.

49.

NEWHAVEN.

/.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

0.

a.
h.
c.
(?.

e.
/(.

h.

X.

/(.

Wood.
About (i/.
About .5/.
About \l.
One or two.

One

X.

or two.

d.
e.

None

g.
h.
i.
.;'.

to the harliour

no beacons.

Part of the Byelaws of the Trustees of Newhaven Harbour and Ouse Lower Navigation.
Reffiilation respecting Signals.

k.

on and from the 30th dmj of September 1847.

There shall be e.thibited on the western

pier, nightly,

X

No
No

used.

colour.
light.

None.

No cost.
No cost.
No income.

XI. Not ascertained.
XII. No principle adopted as to buoying.
XIII. No beacon.
Xiy. No buoys, or any fund applied to that purpose.

XV. No beacons, or any fund appUed
XVI. No income or charge.
XVII. No applications.
XVIII. No

effect

None.

No erection.
No piupose.
No identification.

/.

XIV. By the harbour dues.
XXII. Yes.

To take

a.
b.
c.

Anchor and chain.
About 25 feet.

XXIV. About 6 feet long.
XXVI. Only one warping buoy belonging

None.

VI. Do not know.
VII. No period.
VIII. No surveying.
IX. No classification.

William Stevens, Harbour-master.

V.

two

None.

XIV. The Corporation

harbour.
XIII. Black on the outer shoals, and red on the inner.

None.
XIV. No.

with iron hoops.

was the

anchors, with a bridle.
m. Repaired by a tradesman.

lighted.

VI. Four leading lights into Holy Island Harbour, enable
vessels to come in during night.
VII. There are none.
VIII. Inapplicable.
XI. A blue Hag is hoisted by the pilotmaster in stormy
weather, when the pilots dare not go outside the
bar when he considers vessels may safely take the

Circular Vj

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses of the borough of

V
Ralph Wilson, ruler of

I.

II.

NEWPORT.

.50.

BUOYS AND BEACONS

applications.

XIX. None to inspect.
XX. No one.
XXI. None required.

to that purpose.

Padstow.
Circular V,

.
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Paustow and Penzanck.
XXII. None to
XXIII. None.

Penzance.

a beacon, 40 feet high, half a mile west-

ward of Stepper Point, and other works erected
about the year 1830, voluntarily by a number of
humane persons, to preserve hfe and property from
shipwTeck, from which there is no charge unless
they receive material service, which the Commissioners under the Padstow Harbour Act can exercise no authority, and by which shipping are not
otherwise charged, and these works are still i>erfect.

XXVI. None.
XXIX. The east-iron column
ings or site.
Finished.
XXXI. The lantern is

The

No.

merchants, agents for IJoyd's.

no buoys. Tlie Padstow
Trinity House for lights
Harbour Association, for a beacon half a mile to
;

A

exhausted.

VI. The placing of lights for the harbour must be decided
by a scientifie person, but the buoys for heading
vessels on entering the port should be on the edge
of the Dunbar Sands.
VII. The Trinity House can give this information as to
Trevose' Head Light, which is the only one near.
VIII. Not aware of anything wrong as to the Trevose
Light.

IX. The buoys have gone adrift many years past, and the
private fund could not replace them.
X. Impossible to give an opinion A'essels have been lost,
but the cause is not so certain.
XL No tide signals used ; a harbour light would answer
;

XV. None
X\'I.

No

.1

was 291/.

feet

<j

inches in diameter, and the
here

16s. 2d., including the items

XXXVI.

XXXIII. None.
Painted annually by contract, at a cost of about
XXXV. One at 15s. per week.
XXXVI. Included in answer to No. XXXI.

XXXVII. at.
XXXVIII. Oil in these two years, 168 gallons, or 84
annum wicks 5 yards, or 8 ounces annually.

is

very

8/.

per

;

XXXIX.
XL.

Principally Colza, ])rice 5s. per gallon.
Cotton, (id. per yard, 2s. 6rf. per year.

XLII. Corporate revenue of Penzance.
XLIII. No income receivable from the light.
1852, about 40/.
1858, about /OV.
XLV. No dues applicable to the light.
XLVI. See No. XLV.

XLIV.

XLVII. Ditto.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.
X. Not officially

inspected by any one but the officers of the

local authoritv.

LI I. No.

One lamp.

LIII.

LIV. None.

LV.

A

the )iuri)Ose best.

XII. Not wanted, as there
XIII. There are none.

cost of build-

XXX n'.

the westward of the entrance of the harbour.
harbour light would be very serviceable, aiul two or
three mooring buoys are wanted.
V. Black buoys, three in number, were formerly ])laced in
the channel, but funds to maintain them became

IV.

No

menrioned, and the cost of articles mentioned in

PADSTOW.

Ill

cost 318/.

XXX.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
L Tremain and Clemow,

Circulai

1855. Altered from a common Argand
lam]) by the local authority, with the sanction of
the general authority.
XXIV. Wilkins, London.
XXV. Perforated ball, svolving with the vane.

price

II.

Penzai

XXI. Dioptric^
XXII. 5th order.
XXIII. 1st August

replace.

XXIV. None.
XXV. There was

;

little.

by day, and the colour of the light by
night is changed from green to red to indicate the
15 feet of water at the pier head.

ball is hoisted

LVI. None required.
LVII. No rehef thought necessary.

levied.

complaints hax-e been

made

we

are aware

class

one, very

that

L\'III. Defined by byelaws

made by

the Council.

of.

XVII. The Trevose Head Light

is

afii'st

good, and found to be most valuable.
are none.

XVIII. There

XIX. None

XX. No

collected.

complaints

—

July 7, 1859. Steamed into Mounts Bay.
Observed Oltserrn
the beacons on the rocks near Penzance, which were in the
by Ckii
places indicated l>y the charts and easily seen.
They were
sioncr.'
perch beams, with stays coloured lilack and rsd.
Landed Mr. Gladstone, who was obliged to return to
ii

made about Trevose

Light.

'

London. His report on Penzance Light follows.
At Penzance, Mr. Gladstone found Mr. John Mathews,

52.

PENZANCE.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
I.

The Penzance

Pier

Head

Retukn.)

Lighthouse, at Penzance, Corn-

wall.

The Honourable the Corporation of the Trinity House.
III. The Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses of Penzance.
IV. One only.
II.

record found of any application, but light supposed
to have been first exhibited in 1817, in pursuance
of the })ower contained in the Local Pier Act
passed in that year.
VI. See answer to No. V.
VII. To indicate the entrance to the harbour.
VIII. The present improved light was first exhibited on 1st
August 1855. An extension of the pier and a
new lighthouse at the head of it ha\'ing been first

V.

No

then completed.
IX. Builders, Messrs. Sandys and Co., Ironfounders, Hayle,
Engineer, Mr. John Mathews, PenCornwall.
zance, who is surveyor to the local authority,
llie lighthouse was built by contract.

X. Harbour

light.

XI. Cast-iron column, painted white.
XII. No.
XIII. Thirty-four feet.

XIV.

'Hiirty-three feet three inches.
XV. About' 14 miles.
XVI. About 18 miles.
XVII. 80°, ranging from east 15° south to south 5° west.

XVIII. Fixed;

colour,

red

at the pier head,

depth.

XX. Sunset

to sunrise.

when

there are 15 feet of water
less than that

and green «'hen

survevor, who takes much interest in the lighthouse.
He
stated that he had given some information for the special
return of the lighthouse, and imagined that it had been sent
to the Commission.
He promised to inquire respecting the
delay.
Five years ago the lighthouse was a very poor one,
the light being exhibited from a wooden shed (stUI standing) at the end of the pier.
The pier, however, has been
lengthened, and a neat stone hghthouse erected at its extremity ; it is painted white ; dioptric, 5th order ; shows
white in one direction, red in another.
Colza oil is now
burnt, except in stormy weather in winter, when sperm oil
is used, the reason being that the lamp will hold only 14
hours" sujjply of Colza oil, but enough sperm oil to last a
very long night, thus dispensing with a visit of the kee])er
during the night, which, indeed, is often almost impracticable
on account of the breaking of the sea over the pier.
The Corporation of Penzance has a black pole as a beacon,
and the warping buoys in the harbour.

BUOYS
I.

II.

?

.\ND BEACONS.

OirciJf

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses of the borough
See

of

Penzance, in the county of Cornwall.
herewith of the harbour of Penzance, which
is the extent of the jurisdiction, and has no subdivisions.
The only buoys are those laid down in
the harbour for temporai-dy mooring and warping

cliart

vessels,

by red

and their positions are shown on the chart
There are no beacons within the
dots.

jurisdiction, but outside the

harbour there

is

one.

marked on the annexed chart of a portion of
Mounts Bay as " Beacon the Gear," which was
erected many years since by the old corporation of
Penzance, and has been mamtained by the ])resent
corporation. The cost of maintaining buoys and
moorings in 1852 was 66?. Os. llrf., and in 1858,

—

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

— ENGLAND.

Penzance.

Penzance and Poole.

There was no outlay on the beacon

70/. 12s. \d.

There is
referred to in either of those years.
income derivable here from buoys or beacons.
III. None.
IV. None.
V. This (diagram)

is

fl.

Wood

b.

SI.

c.

no

and

iron.

The annual
buoys

cost of keeping the whole of the
(25 in number) in repair and replacing

old ones is about 70/.
d. (See answer to letter c.)
coated with tar.
e. Twenty-five.

Not

painted, but

Four.
In a yard adjacent to the harbour.
Four.

/.
g.
/(.

—

To a 2J-inch

/.

None

n.

and labour.
None.

The Gear

a.

con, or light ; the Trinity
ships and Lizard.

XX.
for ironwork

and provide wood

I

g.

Not

h.

Eighteen

yeai-.

—

1860.

150/.

I.

The Town Council
under a

in either of these years.
j.
k. See answer to No. II.

XI. See answer to No. VI.
XII. The buoys are placed in such positions in the harbour
as to temporarily moor the vessels in tiers.
XIII. Not applicable.
XIV. Corporate revenue of Penzance.

No. XIV.
to No.

as

XVI. See answer

II.

„

III.

Midsummer

of

-

-

81

6 buoys only.

2

quarter,

2 and 3 of moorings, mentioned in
No. V., are improvewhich was previously in use.

for exposed
channels and coasts.
VII. No fLxed period. Examined once in every year.
VIII. Every buoy when brought up is examined.
XI. Not classified.
X.
a. Three within harbour lights and two without

d.

harbour lights.
In the year 1848.
For harbour navigation.
See Notice to Mariners issued by the Towt\

e.

Lamps

b.

I ,

c.

/(.

III. Trinity

j.
k.

also

dlestone buoy.
VI. See No. V.
VII. Oik
VIII. I am not aware of any.
IX. None of any note.
X. None that I know of.
XI. At Penzance pier, when there is 15 feet water at the
pierhead, black ball is hoisted by diiy, and a red

X

on

posts.

g. Oil.

PENZANCE.

House, London, for beacons on the Wolf Rock,
on the Crossers and Ryeman, between the
piers of Penzance and St. Michael's Mount; buoys,
near Rundlestone, Mount a Mopus, and LowLe^;
lights, Lizard and Longships.
Penzance Town
Council for beacon on the Gear Rock; light on
Penzance pierhead.
IV. See No. V.
V. A Ughthouse would be an imjirovenient to the beacon
on the Wolf Rock, as would be a bell on the Run-

Clerk.
erected

/. White.

Richard Pearce, Lloyd's agent, sub-commissioner of pilots
a magistrate, &c., Penzance.

PORT

11

None.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

II.

205 8
315 13

Not classified or designated.
VI. Can buoys for tideways and nun buoys

division k of the answers to

I.

-

A'.

to No. III.
Ijuoys have been materially
increased since 1853, and no formal complaints
or representations have been received on the

class

-

quarter,

IV. None.
lightkeeper.

XXIV. The moorings and

ments on
XXVI. None.

as Trustees
in the 29th year of the

1858
80 9
Number of buoys, 22, viz., 1 1 red ; 9 black ; 1 chequered
1 green on wreck.
Number of beacons, 5. A map
accompanies this return.

XXIII. See answer

subject.
classes

-

1852

the officers of the Corporation.

XXV. The

Midsummer

„

;

Borough of Poole

Act passed

„ 1858
Income, 1852

II.

XX. See answer to No. XIX.
XXI. None necessary.
XXII. Yes the deputy harbour-master and

of the

local

Circular V.

reign of His Majesty George the Second.
-.£"281
Cost, 1852
4

XVII. None.
XVIII. None.

XIX. By

Poole

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

feet.

None

XV. Same

POOLE.

53.

lighted.

Supposed about

i.

Long-

are

about the year 1819.
c. To indicate a rock called the Gear Rock.
d. Painted white and red.
e. Twelve feet wood, and 18 feet iron.
/. See letter rf.
First erected

collect for

none levied.
have heard no complaints. I enclose a chart of the
harbour of Penzance, and, on the same sheet, a
sketch of jiart of Mount Bay, from Lamorna to
beyond Cuddan also, a notice to mariners, of 23d
October 1857, which will more fully explain my
answer to the 11th Query. There are, of course, a
great number of mooring and transporting buoys
within Penzance pierhead extension. 2d January
'

pole.

b.

House

•

,

VI. Only one description used.
VII. They are overhauled twice a
VIII. See answer to No. VII.
IX. See answer to No. II.

X.

that I am aware of.
have heard of no complaints, but the suggestions
to Qu. v., as to Wolf and Rundlestone, have been
mentioned.
XVIII. There are no dues levied at Penzance, buoys, beaI

XIX. There

in use.

We contract

;

chain laid across the entrance

to the harbour.

m.

Circular VI.

We

XVII.

k. There are three kinds of moorings used for
the buoys, viz.
1. To large granite blocks
sunk deep under the surface. 2. To iron
spear point piles driven in the ground.
.3.

•

;

XV. None.
XVI. None

Not known.

i.

Penzance

but, at night, when
the water at the pierhead is less than 15 feet, a
green light is substituted for the red one
and
these coloured lights are so fixed respectively, that,
when in sight, they clear vessels from both the
Gear, lying south 1 5 west, and the Ryeman, which
lies east 12 south from the pierhead, the Crossers
lying further in shore, say east 4 north.
XII.
have none.
XIII. On Wolf Rock, conical beacon, red ; on Ryeman, iron
pole and basket, black ; on Crossers, iron pole and
basket, red on Gear, iron jiole and basket, white ;
buoy, near Rundlestone, black ; buoy, near Mount
a Mopus, red ; buoy, near Low Lea, red.
XIV. See No. V.
light is exhibited at niglit

;

the only description of buoj' in use.
(pine)

3ol

XL

See Notice.
1852, 107/. 4s.; 1858, 1/9. 6s.
No charge.

Throughout.

XII. Buoys are laid down where found necessary.
XIII. No charge since first erection.
Xl\. All collected under the Act is paid into one common
fund, from «'hich the buoys are maintained.
XV. See pre\'ious answer.
.£81 2
XVI. Income, Midsummer quarter, 1852
1858
1852
Total
„
1852
Expenditure, total
1858

XVII. No applications.
XVIII. No application.
XIX. They are inspected,

XX.

X 4

as before stated, by the havbour
master, once in every year.
See last answer.
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Poole.

Pooi.E.

Poole.

public are informed by notices issued by the
harbour master, and posted at the Harbour Office
and the Custom House.
It is replaced as soon as reported to the harliour

XXI. The

XXH.

master.

XXIII. None.
XXIV. None.

XXV.

Peacock's refuge buoy beacon has been tried at the
bar.

It

repeatedly broke from

its

moorings from

the force of wind 'and tide. It is now placed on
the spit sand ojiposite Branksea Castle, in comparatively smooth water, where

XXVI. None

it

rides well.

issued.

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
and in conapproaching
by night, extcniled the arrangement

at the request of the corjjoration,
nexion with the hghts already estaljlished for

Having

and entering the

jiort

witli additional lights for also navigating the inner jiart of
the harboiu- from tiie haven point to the quay, the following directions are offered as a guidance to the understanding
and use of them
The arrangement consists of three lights, one near the
e.\treme point of the sandbanks, at the lower part of the
roads; one a httle to the eastward of the stables, near
Stokes's house and anotlier near LiUiput Farm-house, a
:

—

;

westward of Flag-head.
entering the harl)our, almost immediately after
rounding the haven point, the light near it will appear, and
soon pass behind a screen, touching the north-west side of
which will lead to the buoy of the little channel, called
Aunt Betty ; and just Ojjen "of the south-east side of it will
lead up the main channel ujjon a N.N.E. i E. hne, very
near to the second and ujjpcr red buoys of the middle
ground ; to be continued until the light to the eastward of
the stables touches a screen, when the course must be
altered, keeping the hght just in sight of the west jjart of
he screen leading about north, until the light near the farmhouse already mentioned is hid, which must be re-opened,
to the

little

When

W

A W.
kept just in sight will lead upon a N.W. by
the southward of Stakes, bringing the t«'o existing
one for leading to the quay. Or, when certain
of having reached far enough ujion the second line of direction to clear the elbow of the mud a little above the basket
boom, the third mark may be brought on with a course two
or three jinints to the westward of north.
If these instructions are carefully attended to, no hesitation need be entertained in proceeding up or down the harbour in the darkest night, so long as the lights can be
seen and should from any accident the third light near the
farmhouse not be lit, the line of the second, to the eastward of the stables, followed until the first light, near the
point opened to the north-west of its screen, would place a
vessel just above the most projecting part of the south mud,
from which there would be no great difhculty in proceeding
to Poole, by keeping the railway lights, when they can be
seen, a httle on the starboard bow, or by keeping the
westernmost gaslight of the quay somewhat more open.
Of course, no difficidty will be found in applj-ing the foregoing directions (reversing their order) tor proceeding down
the harbour from Poole to Brownsea.

and

if

.

line, to

red lights in

;

Geo.

L.

Parrott.

Poole, ISth Octolier 18-48.

HARBOUR OF POOLE.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.

general depth of water at the swash is already greater
than in the channel over the bar, except a very narrow ridge
at the outer or southern part, where it is only about seven
feet at low spring tides, or three feet less than o\'er the bar.
To enter the harbour by the swash, the lights must be
brought in one, bearing N. k W., which, as before observed,
will also lead clear of all the shoals, into the haven points.
If from circumstances it be necessary to prefer the channel
over the bar, the lights will there also be found of service in
the following manner:
By standing to the westward from
the neighbourhood of the swash, and on reaching the distance of the bar buoy, the lower light will be suddenly hid
by a screen, on a bearmg of about N. h E., which Une \vill
lead very close to the bar buoy, onlj' the higher light will
then be seen in any part of the channel from the bar buoy,
to what is called the .Milkmaid's Bank, on the other side.
When round the bar buoy a N.E. by N. course for about
half a mile will bring the two lights in one, when they can
be kept in that direction, and attended to as before described
for ])assing in by the swashway.
The lights, and these directions, are intended mainly to
assist tliose acquainted with the na\-igation of the port, and
not to encourage strangers to attempt the harbour by night
without a pilot ; but under circumstances of emergency,
when no pilot could be obtained, and when it might be
im[)erative to seek its shelter at all hazards, they would certainly be of great assistance.
The lights are so constructed so as to show over an
angle of only two jioints of the compass from N. by ^^'. to
N. by E., which will assist in preventing their being mistaken for other lights.

sunrise.

They are placed 350 feet apart, S. AE. and N. J W. of
each other, the hjwer and southernmost one 16 feet, and the
higher one 26 feet above the level of the sea at high water
spring-tides.
They are intended chiefly to lead through the
s«'ash, which has for some time been forming, and is gradually improving in depth over the Hook-sand, with a
prospect of becoming the best passage, about half a mile to
the eastward of the present main channel at the bar.
This arrangement is adopted because the line of the
direction not only leads through the swash, but it also
])asses just clear of the inner red buoy and all the other
dangers on both sides of the channel, to the haven points.

Circuli

—

—

Signed on the part of the corporation,

James Churchill, Town

Clerk.

8th Julr 1848.

Harbour and

Poole visited by Admiral fthsd'Taj
August, 18.59.
by i'um

lights at

Ilaniilton on the 26th

Visited the buoy shed at Poole, nccomjianied by
the clerk to tlie trustees of the quay.
All the buoys (channel and harbour) taken up once
a year lor painting.
All chains for mooring buoys taken up once a year
(since two year.s past), to be examined.
The cliains are manufactured in Staffordshire, and
come with copy of proof certificate.
The .<izc of the chain for the bar buoys is ^ inch,
that for the outer red buoy f iudi.
For the buoys within the harbour i inch.
Only one buoy went adrift last winter, viz., at the
elbow of the bar ; broke the chain.
At the buoy shed found buoys in course of preparation, to be substituted for those needing repair.
No want of attention to the buoy business, but
the v/ant of a sj'stem very apparent liere.
For instance, tliere were in store painting, or alongside the wliarf ready to be floated out, one of the
black and one of the red buoy.*, used respectively for
marking the bar and channel leading to Poole Harbour.
The black (or nun buoy) was nearly 10 feet in the
stave, whilst the red buoy, (a can buoy,) was only five
I'eet in the stave.
Nun buoys on the cast or starboard liand coming
Cau buoys on the west or port side coming in.
in.
The black or nun buoys along the Hook Sand outside Poole Harbour are five feet six inches in the
stave.

for entrance of Suatchway Bay striped verred and white.
of the buoys not uniforic.
barrel buoj-s. The ."imall red
buoj's a solid section of a spar.
As usual, only oue man who thorougldy understands buoy cooperage, or the manufacture of buoys.
Of the five Poole lights two are on the land or
harbour side of the sand hills forming Poole Harbour one on the east shore of the Poole water on
the harbour side ; and two on the sand hills facing
to seaward.
The lanterns or lights are attached to wooden posts
or stands, about five and a half feet in height, and
are removed at daylight for cleaning and trimming
The lights on the inner or harbour
the lamjjs, &c.

Buoys

Two lights have just been estabUshed by the corporation
upon the eastern side of the entrance to Poole Harbour, for
the guidance of vessels to the port by night, and they will
be exhibited on and after the l/th instant, from sunset to

POOLI

The

tical

The shapes or form
Sbme of the buoys long

;

J

sidiicrs

— ENGLAND.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES
J,

have a very slight elevatiou above the water,
being placed close to the low sandy shore.
Those to seaward derive their altitude from the
height of the sand hills, the highest being about 35
or 40 feet above the level of the sea
the lower light
about 25 feet.
It was stated to me by one of the Poole pilots
who had had charge of a steamer 10 years ago, at
that time running regularly between Poole and a port
in France, that ho generally made the higher lights
at a distance of 16 miles off, and that he rose the
lower lights a quarter of an hour after making the

PORTHCAWL.

PcRTHCAWi

Llynvi ^'alley Railway, Harbour Office,
Porthcawl, Bridgend, Glamorganshire,

Circulars

side

;ioils
Ills-

t'553

Poole.

54.

May

Sir,

;

upper one.
The lamps are the common bulls-eye lamp, with silvered reflectors, manufactured by Miller, Piccadilly.
Those to seaward having a lens about nine inches
diameter, and having four wicks
those on the harbour or inner side on the same principle, but into
smaller lens, and having three wicks.
;

The lamps were clear and in good order, and apparently carefully attended to.
The lightkeeper has
certainly enough to do to attend to four of those
lights (exclusive of the farmer's, the fifth), in a winter's
night ; as, including the distance of one lamp from
another, he cannot have much less than five miles of
shore and sandhill to traverse between the time of
lighting and extinguishing the lights.
Richard Stokes, an intelligent fisherman, has charge
of the above five lights, including one that is attended
to by a neighbouring farmer. In this charge Stokes is
assisted by his father in-law, a superannuated coastguard man, also an intelligent person.

For his duties Stokes receives a salary of 11. a
week. The average consumption of oil is about one
and a half gallons per week, at a cost of about os.
per gallon.
The oil burned is mixed, rape and sperm.
The rape alone was not found to answer.

On the whole, the trustees of the quays, of whom
the mayor, John Wills Martin, Esq., is chairman,
seem inclined to do the utmost their means will
allow for ihe lighting and buoying the harbour of
Poole ; but it is evident that those means and their
labour would be turned to more account if they were
applied to some regularly established system.

I

!

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

IVI.
I.

John Neave Penney, ship and commission agent,

re-

agency on behalf of Messrs.
Richard flooke Buck, Crosby Square, London.
Town and county of the town of POOLE ; harbour.
presentiner Lloyd's

j

II.
I

III.

Town

IV.

A

council or trustees of Quay, Poole.
Ught is required on Old Horry Rock, otherwise we
have no cause to complain.
V. None.
VI. A Ught to he placed on Old Horry Rock for ships
running for Studland Bay or Poole Baj', there
being no lights between Portland and the Needles,
and several ^n-ecks have occurred fi-om want of
such a light (or a light on Durlestone Head would,
in part, meet the requirements).
VII. OU (sperm) used for the harbour lights.
VIII. None.
IX. None.
X. Our buoys and beacons cannot be kept in better order.

XI. Do not consider they are required.
XIII. Would suggest a fog signal to be placed on Old
Horry Rock in connexion with the hght.
XIII. Red and black.

XIV. None.

XV.

A

small graduating charge
tons pays 7*- only.

XVI. None.
XVII. Great

satisfaction with

XVIII. General

;

a vessel registering 100

all.

satisfaction.

XIX. Yes.

XX.

Satisfaction.

Yy

III.,

V.

2, ISo!).

BEG

to return enclosed form, with the designation
and address of the Company to whicli Porthcawl harbour
belongs, that being the only question to which I can return
a reply, there being neither lights, buoys, or beacons belonging to this port. I will, however, take this opportunity to
I

point out how very desk-able it is that a light vessel should
be placed at the Scarweathcr Sands, where so many vessels
and valuable lives are lost.
No further back than the 4th February, during the night,
the " India," of 500 tons burthen, with a crew of 13 men,
besides some passengers, was lost on that sand, and every soul
perished, which melancholy occurrence would, in all human
probabiUty, have been averted, had there been a light to have
guided her clear of this treacherous and bewildering sund.
A btioy on the Fairy Rock, situated about three quarters
of a mile to the southward of this port, would also he of
great ser^'ice to vessels, na-vigating tliis shore as many
strike

on

it

at

low

tides.

Respectfully begging to call the attention of
missioners to these points,
I remain, &c.,
(Signed)
D. A. Buchem,

tlie

Com-

Harbour Master.
T. E. Canqihell, Esq.,

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Circular V,

Llynvi Valley Railway Company, 21 Westbourne Place.
Paddington, London.
II. Have neither hghts, buoys, or beacons.
III. Harbour Office, Porthcawl, Glamorgan.
IV. 2d May 1859.
light much required on the Scarweather Sands,
XXVII.
as also a buoy on tlie Fairy Rock.

I

.

A

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
I.

Daniel A. Bnchan, harbour master,
Betli Cawl, Glamorganshire.

II.

Circidar VI.

commander R.N.,

BETH CAWL.
A hght is very

much needed at the west end of Scarweather ; a buoy is very much wanted on a rocky
patch known in this locality as Feuly Rock, lying
nearly a mile to the north-ward and westward of
the Tuskel Beacon.
IV. 1 have on several occasions seen this rock dry, and
have known many vessels to strike on it whilst
waiting for water to enter this port.
VI. A light on western end of the Scarweather Sand; a
buoy on Fairy Rock, for reasons see Nos. IV.
and X.
IX. The Tuskel Beacon fell during the gale of the 26th
October last, and the West Nash buoy is now
about half a mile to the eastward of its proper
])osition, having drifted during the late gales.
Numerous vessels have been lost %\-ithin the last
eleven years, owing, I have no hesitation in saying, to the want of a light at the west end of the
Scarweather Sand.
X. I name several which, as the honorary agent of the
ShipwTecked Mariners Society, more immediately
came under my notice, and which, from the
inquiries I made at the time of the crews, left no
doubt in my mind that had there been a light on
the Scarweather, the several wrecks would in all
probability have been avoided and much valuable
Lost on the Scarweather Sand Jan.
life spared.
1856, Blanche; March 1857, Revenue; Feb. 1858,
Oct. 1858, Aja.x ; July
Mediee (French barque)
1851), Rosset and another name unknown.
XIII. None.
XV. None.
XVII. The universal opinion is, that a light should have
long since been placed at the western end of the
Scarweather Sand, and that a more useful one
could not be jdaced in this channel.
III.

:

;
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Ramsgate and Ribble.

PORTREATH.

55.

-

XLIX. None.
L. By the Trustees

^vtcaS

of the Harbour, of whom several are
Elder Brethren of Trinity House.
LI. When visited by the Trust, 3 or 4 times in a vear.
LII. No.
Oil stored in separate building near to
LIII. DupUcates.
lighthouse.

AVmiams's Portreath Company. Portreath, Cornwall.
No buoys or beacons.

II

Rams-

XLVIII. None.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

:

Circular V.

LIV. None.

A

LV.

PWLLHELI.

56.

red ball shown on the west cliCF when 10 feet water
a red light at night when 10 feet ; a green light
when below 10 feet.
;

LVI. None.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Circular V.

The Mayor. Aldermen, and Burgesses of

1

Two

keepers, the night divided.
light, and to attend to the changing
of the colour of the hghts during the rise and fall
of the tide.

L\'II.

LVIII. To keep a good
the

Borough

of Pwllheli.
II.

There are no buoys or beacons under the management

This stands No.

of the Corporation.

114 on the

visited or seen alight.

RAMSGATE.

57

LIGHTHOUSE.

Circular III.

(Speci.vl Retl-rn.)

Royal Harbour of Ramsgate.
.\ustin
2;
II. Trustees of the Royal Harbour, No.
London.
Master.
Harbour
III. Francis Shaw, .\cting
IV. One tide light.
V. LTnknown.

It

list

of lighthouses Obsfi

was inspected ou the oth

by

;

I.

Friars,

VI. UnknoflTi.
VII. For a tide light.
VIII. Unknown.
IX. Built by John Shaw, Architect not by contract.
X. Dioptric" harbour light, fovnth class.
XI. Built of granite, single wall.
XII. Not fitted with hghtning conductors.
XIII. -^7 feet 7 inches.
XIV. X) feet 5 inches.
XV. At times about 14 miles, depending on state of atmo-

cient for a harbour light, and was kept with sufficient
but in this, as in
cleanliness for practical purposes
nearly all the lights examined, the establishment
under the local authority was inferior to the nearest
establishment of a general authority.

;

;

For additional observations,

ace Vol, I.

sphere.

XVI. In a clear night from 8 to 10 miles.
XVII. About 197°, from about N.E. i E. to about

\\

i W.
XVIII. FLxed hght; red when 1(1 feet between the
green light when less water.

.S.W

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
.

The Trustees

I.

piers,

XIX. Not applicable.
XX. Red or green hght at all times during the night.
XXI. Dioptric, fourth class.
XXII. One burner, with two circular wicks, one within

of

Harbour
London.

the Royal

22, .\ustin Friars,
II.

of

Ramsgate,

The only buoys belonging to the harbour are those
within the piers. They are attached to chain moorings for the acconmiodation of shipping resorting
to the harbour.

III.

There are no beacons connected with the harbour.

the other.

XXIII. The present light was shown early in 1845.
XXIV. Wilkins and Co., Long Acre.
XXV. From roof in lantern and in tower.
XXVI. None.

XXVII. Not applicable.
XXVIII. Not applicable.
XXIX. The cost entered

expenditure for

No
works of maintenance and improvement.
The granite was conseparate account was kept.

tracted for at about 2s. 'Jd. per cubic foot deUvered
to the required dimensions. The labour was performed by the pier workmen at convenient times.
XXX. Built in the vears 1842 and 1843.
XXXI. Height of "lantern 10 feet 5 inches, width 8 feet
Decagon. The whole apparatus costs
7 inches.
315/.

!)s.

4d.
to the harbour.

XXXII. Belonging
XXXIII. None.

XXXIV.

.About 15s. aimually
house keepers.

XXXV. Two

keepers.

:

Salaries

w^ork done by the hght-

and allowances together

about 103/.

XXXVI. Not apphcable.
XXXVII. Altogether about
XXXVIII. About

41.

about 12 yards of
the large cotton, and about 2 gross small cottons.
oil 5s. per gallon.
Cotton circular wicks, about 51. 12s. annually.
2(10 gallons of rape oil,

XXXIX. Rape
XL.

XLI. None.
XLII. From the income of harbour.
::LIII. None.
XIV. None.
XLV. None.
XL VI. None.

XLVII. None

58.

RIBBLE.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
into the general

t»i

The granite building is a fine sioaei
of August 1859.
structure at the entrance to the harbour ou the end
The Dioptric fourth order apparatus
of the pier.
has a fountain lamp with two wicks, and the colour
is produced by screens of gla.ss which surround the
The lamp was out of place, and the
lens outside.
The first defect injures the
burners were not level.
the second injures
action of the leus on the light
the production of light by the lamp, and must in
some degree diminish the efficiency of the light.
There was not the same neatness and cleanliness
about the lantern as in the establishments of the
The wicks were not
general lighthouse authorities.
neatly trimmed, and bits of stick and other small
matters were observed. The light is amplj- suffi-

Return.)

Ribble Lighthouse, Double Stanner, at the mouth of
the River Ribble, in townshij) and parish of Lythani.
in the county of Lancaster, facing the Irish Sea.
II. The Directors of the Ribble Navigation Company.
III. Robert Parker, Managing Director, Preston.
First, or lower hght.
l\'. Two hghts one above the other.
shows red light, tii-ed, with south-west aspect right
upon the sea. The top light. No. 2, shows a white
light all round seaward and landward ; is a fixed
light also, and is 36 feet above the red Ught.
V. In 184(i or 1847.
\l. By the Ribble Narigation Company.
VII. It is where the two channels meetthe north and south.
VIII. 1st February 1848.
IX. Built by contract, by WiUiam Bond. The engineer
was Robert Stevenson, Edinburgh.
X. Sea Ughts.
XI. Built of Longridge freestone, in round courses, in
the rusticated style, with rulible stone walling for
The
lining inside, and Urae and sand plastered.
two lanterns are made of zinc roofs, with galvanized
windows
iron supports, with taper white glass
iron balustrade and wood handrail
painted white

I.

;

all

XII.

round

top.

H

inch diameter
conductor, copper,
with large globe .ball. on top of Ughthouse, vnth
spikes fixed in and supported to the building by
copptr supi>orts, and goes into the gravel bed below
the basement.

One hghtning

LOCAL AUTHORITIES.— ENGLAND.
RiBBLE.
XIII. The height from the base is 7- feet.
Xn'. The height above the regular spring tide

is

75

y.
feet.

h.

XV. Fifteen miles distant.
XVI. The top light is seen 15

i.

miles, and the bottom light,
viz., the red one. nine miles.
The top light shows aU round ; the red light, or
lower one, shows due west, and shows half round

XVII.

./.

k.

XXV.

/.

m.
n.

first
1/.

2 inches high.

The two

glass lenses are

quarter of 1858, 10/.
Not Contracted for.
per year.
Coated every two years. Xot by

contract.
salary of "8/. per year for the keeper, he finding
an assistant out of the above sum.

XXXV. A

XXXVII. 10/. for 1857 and 1858, 5/. each year.
XXXVIII. Two hundred and thirty-four gallons per year,
and wicks at the rate of fis. M. per year.
XXXIX. Patent burning colza oil, supplied by Briggs and
Company. City

Oil Mills, London, at from 3s. dd.
to 4s.
per gallon.
XL. Cotton twnlled, Ahd. per dozen, 6s. 6d. per year.
XLI. This does not apply.
XLII. The tonnage of ves.sels, paid into the Ribble Navigation Company's Office.
XLIII. For the Midsummer quarter, 1852, 12/. 6s. 2d. ;
IS58, 10/. 8s. Sd. Total income for 1852, 84J. 4s. 2d.
XLIV. For 1852, 104/. I4s. 6d. ; for 1858, 124/. I4s. 2d.
tii7.

XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
.XLVIII. None.

(XLIX. None.
The Du'eetors

No

jI.

LII.

ILIII.

c.

of the Ribble Navigation
fixed date.

Company.

Letter

I."

Landmarks up the
Tar

Wood

ff.

By lamp

/.

barrel

river.

Eight

if

;

a lanthorn

required.

if

required, at ships' expense.

feet.

No account.
No separate

k.
income.
XI. No alteration.
XII. No need of any, they are done when necessary.
XIII. No need of any, they are done when necessary.
XIV. Ribble Navigation Company.

XV. Ribble NaWgation Company.
XVI. No income. Total expenditure

for buovs and beacons in 1852, 195/. \2s. 6d., and 1858, 143/. 16s. 2d.
XVII. None.
XVIII. None.
XIX. Jonah Ashburne, Harbour Master, Lytham in June.
XX. Jonah Ashburne, Harbour Master, Lytham in June.
XXI. Shi])ping Gazette.
XXII. Harbour Master.
XXIII. Write to Ribble Navigation Office, Preston, or Har;
;

bour Master, L\-tham.

XXIV. No complaints
XXV. No.
XXVI. None.

or representations.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
I.

William Banister, Lloyd's agent. Lytham.

II.

PRESTON.

Ribble Na^^gation Company, Robert Parker, managing director.
ly. Y'es.
V. The buoy No. 1, in both channels would be better if
they were larger.
VI. A lightship would be of great ser\-ice, but at present
there is not suflicier.t trade in the place to support one.
VII. The lighthouse below Lytham is lighted with oil.
III.

light at Lytham is lighted with gas.
not aware there has been any accident in consequence of the lights not being properly attended

The harbour
spare lamp to each light, trimmed ready. Twu
large oil cisterns in the bottom or basement room.

One

Not

Not

They never were adopted.

us.

They never were adopted.

necessary.

[LVII. Never relieved.
fLVIII. The regulations are,—the keeper or his assistant to
attend to the lights from the time of lighting to
their being extinguished ; in the day to clean up
and trim the lamps, &c., and make all ready for
night.
The keeper is not allowed to be away from
duty without leave.

am

copy of his survey, but did not obtain
any. The total cost of maintaining buoys and
beacons in 1852, 195/. I2s. 6rf., and in 1858,
143/. IGs. 2d.
Number of buoys and beacons 24.
for a

III.

a.

sketch or chart.
Iron nose, wood and hooped

b.

From

Some

of the buoys were taken away by the ice in
December, but were immediately replaced.
X. Not any that I am aware of.
XI. Not wanted.
XII. Not necessary, the bar being so far distant from the

IX.

shore.

XIII. The buoys are nun-shape, with cages on the top in
Gut Channel in the North Channel, of the same
shape, but without cages. They are placed in the
deepest water, painted black, numbered with white
;

letters.

XV. There

The Ribble Navigation Company.
There is no chart. Lieutenant WilUams made a survey
of the estuary of the Ribble in 1854. This company

No.
IV. No.
V. Buoys

I

XIV. None.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

appUed

VIII.

to.

us.

necessary.

iLVI. This does not apply to

II.

tell.

By tender and sometimes by the day.
Gut Channel Cage, North Channel

d.

h.

No.

[LIV. None.
iLV. This does not apply to

I.

Cannot

e.

apply.

both 2 feet 10 inches high, and 1 foot 10 inches
each diameter.
XXXII. This does not apply.
XXXIII. Cost of repairs of buildings for five years ending

XXXIV.

tides in the naiTow of the
vessels running over them.
Stone from 6 cwt. to 2 tons, chain from -| to

"No.

XXX.

feet

Wind, strong
channel, and

on the top
chain shrouds.
/. Black gas tar.

This does not apply.
XXXI. The lower light, surface of lantern, 13 feet wide, by
3 feet '2 inches high. The top light. No. 2 (the
white light), diameter of lantern is 8 feet 9 inches,

classified, see

are 3d. per ton charged for the lights yearly,
4d. per ton for the buoys, beacons, and each
voyage on the ship, collected by the Ribble Navi-

and

gation Company.
XVI. I have not heard any complaints being made lately.
XVII. The general opinion is that the sea light is consider-

ably too low, in consequence of the fog, v.hich
generally lay about the top of the light, when the
•n-ind is from the southerly direction.
XVIII. No complaints now that I am aware of.
XIX. Yes.

XX.

I

am

not aware

of.

10/. to 12/.

Five shillings.
d. Five shillings.
e. Seventeen.
/. Two of each class.
c.

59.

Y

.

Nelson of Preston and two other buoys.
VI. See the small sketch, No. 2.
VII. No period is fixed while they keep tight.
VIII. None.
X. Seven up the river from L>'tham to Preston.
a. Church Scar, Knobs, Bonk Nook, &c
b. 1820 to 1840.

Dr. Faraday's tubes.

and 3

Four.
Six.

o.

XXVI. This does not apply.
XXVII. This does not apply.
XXVIII. This does not
XXIX. 1,470/. 19s. hi

Ribble.
Circular ^

H inch.

nine miles distant.

XVIII. Stationary red and white lights.
XIX. This does not apply.
XX. The lights are put on at sunset, and put out at the
coming of daylight in the morning.
XXI. Dioptric lights.
XXII. The third order, with two concentric wicks, one gla s
chimney to each of the two Ughts, with a br;.. lo
reflector to lower light, which is red.
XXIII. This does not apply.
XXIV. Fresnal French, maker of the lenses, and MiUer,
of Leith, Edinburgh, of the lamps and cylinders.

Ribble and Rochester.
Lytham Dock, at the buoyhouse.

ROCHESTER.*

C rcular

VI.
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RvE.

60.

RYE.

Rye.

Rye, Sussex.

I.

None.
in. Harbour Master.
IV. Two, 5'M feet apart, and
II.

Wooden

buoys.
vn. Quaiterly.
VIII. By the Harbour master.
IX. Sent herewith.

VI.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Si'ecial Retlun.)

Circular III.

X.
1

red light,

lit

One

a.

c.

east, 1 west.

See plan.

(I.

Wood.
One black, one

p.

/.
ff.

Oil.

A.

See plan.

white.

Not known.
Twenty shillings

i.
_;'.

each.

Included in harbour dues.

k.

XL

Circu

Not known.
Guide to the harbour.

/;.

at half flood,

extinguished half ebh.
V. Not known.
VI. Not known.
VII. Not known.
VIII. Not known.
IX. Not known.
X. Harbour.
XI. Wood; white paint.
XII. None.
XIII. One 24 feet. One 43 feet.
XIV. One 18 feet. One 37 feet.

None.

XII. Adapted according to circumstances.

XHI. None.

XV. Not known.
XVI. About six.

XIV. Harbour dues.
XV. The same.
XVI. None.

XVII. Not known.
XVIII. Fixed, white.
XIX. None.

XVII. None.
XVIII. None.

XX. Fixed.
XXI. Copper silvered.
XXII. One burner.

XIX. Harboiu- master.
XX. The same.
XXI. Replaced at low water.

XXIII. None.
XXIV. None.
XXV. Copper funnel.
XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.
XXVIII. None.
XXIX Not known.
XXX. None.
XXXI. Not kno^Ti. Dimension 3

XXII. Yes.
XXIII. Harbour master informed forthwith.
XXIV. None.
See previous answer.
See previous answer.
See preWous answer.
See plan.

a.
I/.

c.
(/.

feet

i.

Black and white.
None.
None.
None.
None.

k,

1.

wide, 3 feet 6

r.

inches high

XXXII. None.
XXXIII. Fifteen

:

/.
ff.

A.

shiUings each.

XXXIV.

Coated yearly, about two jjounds the two.
XXXV. One, l/s. M. per week.
XXXVI. None.
XXXVII. None.
XXXVIII. Twenty-eight gallons colza, 4s. Vd., 14 gallons

Placed according to shiftmg of sand.

None.

711.

71.

iS'one.

XXV. None.
XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.

sperm, 8s. 6d.
XXXIX. See above.
XL. Cotton 18 dozen, 6s.

XLI. None.
XLII. Harbour funds.

Cirw

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

XLIII. None.
Stephen

XLIV. Not known.
XLV. None.
XLVI. None.

I.

XLV 1

IV. Yes.
V. None,
yi. None.
VII. Colza

1.

None.

XLVIII. None.

XLIX. None.

LI 1 1. Two spare, kept in lighthouse.
LIV. None.
LV. Night, two white lights lit at 10 feet, and extinguished at
10 feet. See Code of Signals sent herewith for day.
LVI. See previous answer.
LVII. None required.
L^'III. Verbal orders from time to time by Committee of
Survey.

two white

buoys on the west side of the entrance
of the harbour, one white nun buoy on the east
side.

XIV. None

required.

Wood.

XV. None.

b.

Do

not know.
Five shillings.

XVI. No complaint made.
XVII. They consider them

(/.

Two

XVIII. No dues

e.

Four.

shiUings.

Notice.

(7

In the workshop.

A.

Five.

i.

Three.

mouth of Rye Harbour, near the
shews the flowing of the tide, the frame and
shutters of which are black, and « hen not in use wiU hang
vertical, that is, appear all black ; and when in use, the
shutters will be canted horizontally, so as to show a circle
of light through the frame, and will be worked as follows
M'hen there is 8 feet water, one shutter will be canted.
The telegraph

at the

flagstaff,

Wind and
Chain
None.

sufficient.

for lights (harbour).

/. Five.

I.

for the

notice.

a.

k.

oil

XIL None req"'.jd.
Two black can

XIII.

III. No.
IV. None.
V. Sent herewith.

_;'.

sperm

One red hght at the
to 10 feet at gauge board.
end of the east pier lit at half flood, and extinguished at two hours ebb tide.
See printed

Harbour Commissioners.
None.

c.

lights,

VIII. None.
IX. Occasionally, with strong gales and heavy sea have
broke from their moorings, but replaced at low
water same tide ; no accident ever occurred in
consequence.
X. None.
XL Two white lights, high and low, when in one indicates
that you are in a fair way for the harbour ; those
lights are lit «hen there is 10 feet at the gauge
board, and extinguished when the water has lallen

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

Rye, Harbour Master.

Commissioners of Rye Harbour.

oil for the
red light.

L. Committee of Survey.
LI. Quarterlv.
"
LII. No.

II.

Britt,

RYE.

II.

III.

vessels fouling.

fast to

wood frame buried

in sand.

m. Not by tender.
n.

Outer buoy No.

0.

One whitebuoy

:

1

west

east.

;

inner buoy No.

When

there

is

9 feet water, both shutters will be canted.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

— ENGLAND.

Rye and Saltash.

Saltash

When

months
X.

16 feet water, two flags will be hoisted

is

quite up.

A

black ball will be hoisted on the baU-pole, at tlie harbour flagstaff, in bad weather or low tides, to signify that
the pilots cannot get off, and that the harbour cannot be
approached with safety by strangers or those not well acquainted with it.
A blue burgee will be hoisted on the baU-pole, to signify
high water at the pier head
By Order of the Commissioners.

Stephen Britt,

foreign and British

is repaid the corporation by
Government; for this they maintain the Cobler
buoy in repair only.

Harbour Master.

10th February 1860.

since.

am

I

XIII. The buoys are barrel and conical shaped, and are
coloured white, black, red, and chequered ; when
placed on particular shoals they are known also
by name. On the eastern channel the passage is
indicated by red and chequered buoys ; the sailing
du-ections refer to these buoys ; there seems to be
no change required.
XV. The corporation of Saltash, an ancient borough on the
Tamar, levy one shlUing on evei-y British vessel
evey time she enters the port of Plymouth, two
shillings for every foreign vessel, not Spanish, and
six shillings for every Spaniard ; one shilling on
each vessel only is coUected, the difference between

u]).

there

Saltash.

not aware of any in particular, but refer to the
chart of wrecks on the eastern coast, near the port,
where some serious losses have taken place.
XI. No tide signals used or required.
XII. A bell fog signal is used at tlie breakwater.

:

When

— Sandwich — Saunders foot.

VIII. Not aware.
IX. The Cobler buoy is replaced, I know of no accident
in consequence; it was last adrift about two

there is 10 feet water, the flag will be hoisted.
AVhen there is 11 feet water, one shutter mil be canted.
When there is 12 feet water, both shutters «ill be canted.
So that tlie shutters without the flag denote under 10 feet
and vnth the flag above 10 feet.
When there is more than 12 feet water, red flags wiU be
hoisted on the telegraph flagpole as follows
When there is 13 feet water, one flag will be hoisted halfmast up.
When there is 14 feet water, one flag will be hoisted quite up.
When tliere is 15 feet water, two flags will be hoisted

half-mast

357

to my knowledge.
general feehng seems to be favourable to the
but a light on the
;
Stone is much desired, and the red breakwater
light seems to be considered inefficient by many.

XVI. None
XVII. The

61.

SALTASH.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

XVIII. The Saltash dues,

Gilpen, 2, Alfred Cottage, Citadel Road, Plymouth, master mariner.

PLYMOUTH.

III. Trinity

Queen's Harbour-master

XIX.

XX.

I

63.

I.

SAUNDERSFOOT.

Saundersfoot Tenby, Pembrokeshire"
Shipping Agent, and .\gent to Lloyd's.

SAUNDERSFOOT HARBOUR.

Saundersfoot Harbour and Railway Company, Saundersfoot, William Foley, Esq., Harbour Master.
IV. Harbour of Saundersfoot not well lighted, but improvements are about being made; the coast in the
vicinity sufficiently lighted, and the harbour of
Saundersfoot and the coast sufliciently buoyed.
V. The hghthouse at Saundersfoot pier should be raised in

III.

VI.

No

and agent for

height, and a brighter and larger light introduced.
additional light required if the suggestion in answer
to No. V. is carried out, so that the light could be
seen at a greater distance, and be made more
visible.

VII. Candles in the Saundersfoot hghthouse, oil in the
Trinity Ughthouses.
VIII. Not aware of any.
IX. None of the buoys have been displaced.
X. No proof can be given of any accident.
XL A hght exhibited at night, and a ball by day, when
eight feet of water at the pier, and kept uj) until
the tide falls to eight feet.
XII. No fog signals used.
XIII. Buoys only used for warping vessels.
XIV. No change.
XV. 3d. per vessel under 30 tons register ; 6d., under 50
i)d., from 50 to 70 tons; Is., 100 to 150; Is. (id.,
200 tons; 24'. and so on, paid to the harbour

E.

;

Y

SANDWICH.*

WilUam James,

II.

PLYMOUTH.
T.

divided

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

Ditcham, agent to the Trinity Corporation,
6, Sutton Place, Sutton Road, has the charge of
the hghts Wilham Thom])son, harbour-master,
Bonisand, has the charge of the buoys.
IV. Well buoyed, but an addition or improvement required
in the lights.
V. The breakwater light is a red hght, not easily distinguished in dark weather at sea. An improvement
is suggested in this light, and an additional bright
"flash" light, or other light sufficiently distinct
in its character, placed on the Mew Stone.
VI. A very bright, or flash-hght placed on the Mew Stone,
because the harbour is difficult to make, especially
from the westward, and the red breakwater light is
not easily seen in dark weather. (Mem. There
seems to be a general objection to red lights, as
not easily seen.)
VII. Oil is used at the Eddystone and breakwater lights;
gas on the pier light.

III.

said,

;

62.

Lloyd's.
II.

is

present arrangement.
Most of the buoys
are under the care and management of the authorities of the Royal Navy.

XX. No.
Plymouth, merchant,

it

to be, generally speaking, a feehng of satisfaction

(known as Saltash dues) is six shillings, that the
Government have refunded five shiUings, in order
to place foreigners on same terms as British ships.
Certainly not ; the dues on Cobler buo}- are collected
by the corporation of Saltash, a little village some
four miles up the Hamoaze, under ancient privileged charters, granted, I believe, in the reign of
Elizabeth ; the dues amount to an annual rental
I., and the only e.vpenditure, out
of such
of
dues, is confined to the keeping in repair of the
Cobler buoy only.

Collier,

are,

amongst the members of the cori)oration of Saltash, and are applied to no pubUc use whatever.
am aware of no opinion on the subject there seems

mththe

toms, Plymouth.
XVI. Do not know of any.
XVII. Never heard any complaint.
XVIII. Thejjort charges are generally considered moderate,
but I have heard complaints, viz., that whereas the
charge on a Spanish ship for the Cobler buoy

D.

Cobler buoy,

for the

my last hght bill, dated 8th inst., I find
lights charged but general coast, lylf/.
per ton, less 50 per cent., paid to collector of cus-

W.

charter

local light dues, but the duties here
are onerous, and complained of by the shipping
interest in general.
The Saltash dues, after payment of a small charge

for

XIV. No.
XV. Referring to
no local

I.

under an old

There are no

for the lights.

buoys.
ly. Yes.
V. Xone.
VII. Breakwater and Eddystone, oil; jjierhead light, gas.
VIII. I am not aware.
IX. I have not known.
X. Do not know of any.
XI. None wanted.
XII. Fog bells.
XIII. Chequered, black, white and red, barrel and conical.

XIX.

levied

in respect nominally of the Cobler buoy, are much
complained of, and amount to a considerable sum.

L George
II.

Mew

efficiency of the lights

master.

XVI. I am not aware of any complaints.
XVII. A better hght required.
XVIII.

No

complaint.

XIX. The dues

XX.

y

3

collected for lights are canied to the
general account of the Harbour Conmiissionera.
Not aware of any.

SaundebsFOOT.
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Seaham and Shoreham.

SCARBOROUGH.

64.

ScAK-

LL0YD'.S EVIDEN'CE.

Sbaham.
liar

VI

William Wear, shipowner, and agent to Lloyd's, Scai-

I-

borou^/h.

SCARBOROUGH, and from the south
ROBIN HOOD'S BAY to SPEETOX

II

of

cheek

CLIFF.

of the piers appointed under an
.\braham xVppleyard, the
I'arUament.
present harbour master.
IX. Sufficiently lighted, except at Filey Bridge.
\l. I would recommend a green light on the point of
Filey Bridge called Carnase, also a bell buoy at
the end of the bridge, would be very useful in
foggy weather.
VII. Gas for the tidal light in the hghthouse.

The commissioners

III.

Act of

VIII. No.
IX. No.
X. I have

known many accidents in Filey Bay and in
the Bridge, for want of a bell buoy or a hght.
By day a ball is hoisted on the top of the
but I think a red flag
lighthouse, at tide time
By night a red light is
would be preferable.
shown at tide time.
XII. No fog signals are used, but think they might l)e
useful for ships and fishing boats.
XIII. There are no b'uoys except warping buoys, at Scarborough. There is a black buoy at Filey Bridge

XL

;

End.

here

jier
is

ton

on

coals

landed or re-ihipped

paid to the commissioners

of the

pier,

and three half])ence per ton to the corporation.
There is also paid one halfpenny per register ton
by all vessels coming into the port, and l.v. Grf. to
the corporation for each vessel.

XVI. None.
XVII. The general feehng is in favour of a
buoy in Filey Bay as above stated.
I.

light

and

liell

XLVIII. No complaint.

XLIX. No

com]5laint.

66.

SHOREHAM.

Shoki

Return.)

C'ircul

Shoreham.
II. Commissioners of the harbour.
III. Harbour Master.
IV. Two lights N.N.E. from each other 1,100 feet.
V. 1 do not know when first ajiplication was made, but
permission was obtained from the Trinity corjjoration in October 184(i to im])rove the high light.
I.

VI. By the commissioners of the harbour.
VII. To place the two lights on entrance of the harbour in a
direct line bearing by compass N.N.E. and S.S.W.
VIII. High light as improved November 1846.
IX. Samuel Sanders, Engineer, and Messrs. Cheesman and
Son, of Brighton, Builders. Built by contract.
X. Harbour lights.
XI. High lightlunise built of Portland stone. Low lighthouse built of wood and painted white.
XII. No.

XI II. Fiftvfeet.
XIV. High light 48 feet, tide hght 25
XV. High hght about 12 miles.
XVI. I cannot answer this.
XVII. ISO'^ E.S.E. and W.N.W.
XVIII. Fixed and

A. Applevard, harbour master.

SCARBOROUGH.

II.

Circulsi

XXVI. A bell on the pier.
XXXVIII. Gas.
XLV. .No complaints.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

XIV. No.
XV. Sixpence

SeafI

XXII. Third. One Argand burner.
XXIII. Altered in 185(i.
XXiV. Messrs. Chance, Birmingham.

BOROUGH.

f

:

feet.

bright, except at slack water,
is made red.

tide light

when

Appleyard, harbour master, under control of Harbour
Commissioners.
coloured light on Filey Brig, say green.
\'. Sufficiently liglited and buoyed.
\l. Carnase Land for a lighthouse before recommended
as a guide for Filey Bridge.
VII. ScarborouL'h tide lighted with gas.
None.
VIII.
IX. No.
X. Known several vessels get on Filey Brig. Perhaps a
light might have jirevented.
XL By day a ball from top of lighthouse; by night a
powerful gas light.
XII. None.
XIII. None but Filev Brig, which is black.

XIV. No.
XV. None by harbour authority.
XVI. None.
XVII. General feeling is that a

XXXIV. Painting of lantern about \0s. per annum.
XXXV. One man at 18s. j)er week.
XXXIV. This is included in the cost of lanteni.
XXXVII. No expense with illuminating apparatus,

III.

A

IV.

light,

stationary,

and

the

from sunset to sunrise. Low light when a
vessel drawing 1 1 feet of water can enter the har-

XX. High

light

bour.

XXL

High

light, dioptric.

Low

hght, Argand lamp with

a i)arobolic reflector.
light, fourth order.

XXII. High

XXIII

184(i.

XXIV. William Crane Wilkins, 24, Long Acre, London.
XXV. Professor F'aradav's.
XXVI. None.
XXIX. High lighthouse, 88o/.
XXXI. 8 feet 4 inches outside, and cost, including the
dioptric hght, apparatus,

and everything complete,

42(;/. 14s. 6f/.

XXXIII. Nothing.

10/.

coloured green, would be of service on Filey Brig.

but
about expense for two new lamps upon an

improved

XXXVIII. High

])rinciple.

consumes one quart of

light

in

10

1858, 5s.

6rf.

oil

hours.

XXXIX. Rape
65.

Seaham.

I.

per gaUon.

SEAHAM.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Circular III.

Return.)

Seaham Harbour.

III. J.

IV.

H. Ravenshaw, Seaham Harbour.

Two

lights; one, the upper, a fixed white light; and
the lower in the same building is a revolving red
light, to distinguish it from Sunderland hght.

V. No apjilication.
VII. To show the hai'boui' of Seaham.
VIII. 1831.
IX. William Chapman, C.E. to the late Lord Londonderry.
X. Third class. Catadioptric, with lenticular lenses.
XL Stone ; not coated nor coloured.
XII. No.
XIII. Fifty-three feet four inches.

XIV. N inety-four feet

;

Cata-dioptric.

XLII. Revenue of harbour.
XLIII. No charge is made for high light. Tide Hght 4d.
])er foot on vessels under 12 feet, and 6^. above.
This is according to Harboiu Act.
XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.
LII. None.
LIII. One.

LIV. None.
LV. At slack water the
are signals

tide light is made red. By day there
made showing the depth of water, a

copy of which

LVI.
LA'II.

I enclose.

Marrj'at's signals.

Man

remains

night.

all

six inches.

XV. About 7 or 8 mUes.
XVI. About 14 miles.
XVIII. One fixed, white one revolving,
XX. Between sunset and sunrise.

XXL

seed, 1857, ox. lOrf. per gallon;

This was visited on the 24th of August by Di.
red

;

half minute.

The

glisi at

lighthouse is a well-built stone edi- (jy (
fice, with a dioptric fourth order apparatus, with a sjen
it illuminates half the circle,
large fountaiu lamp

Gladstone.

;

m
s,

LOCAL AUTHORITIES— ENGLAND.

Shokeham

Southampton.

is

e.

/.
ff.

;

h.
i.

j.

;

For additional observations,

see Vol.

Beach

Southamp-

Memel

and

piles

bracings,

ton.

iron

bands, &c.
Piles black
spar and cradles red.
No. The beacon marked B in chart No. 1 is
occasionally lighted in foggy weather, at
the expense of the South-western Steam
Navigation Company, for the French and
Channel Island steamers, by a temporary
signal lamp.
15 to 25 feet.
Itchen river 251. each.
Cadland, 22/. \2s. 6rf.
;

About

Circular V.

25s. average.

Included in reply to question No. XVI.
No. VI. In addition to preceding remarks
the River Itchen above docks, the Hamble river,
and the portions of Southampton Water extending
to and called Eling liver, are boomed by fir tree
poles, ^vith the tops left on to denote edge of
k.

XI. See

rejjly to

I.

channel.

No complaint or apphcation for additional buoys
and beacons have been made.
XIV., XV. General fund of the commissioners acting in
execution of the several Acts named in question
^
No. 1.
XVI. Totalincome for the summer quarter 1852,59/. I4s.2d.
1858, 74/. I4s. Total income for 1852,295/. I7s. 2(/.
XII., XIII.

SOUTHAMPTON.

67.

.AMP-

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

^
ar \

and Southampton.

no reflector, halt' the light is of no
The harbour commissioners have put it in
service.
charge of Mr. Burt, who was a shipwright and is
infirm
he sits in a wooden hut near by, and watches
He has no assistant, and is paid
the light at night.
He lights and extinguishes the lamp
18s. a week.
when he thinks the proper time has arrived. No
books are kept.
The tidal light on the pier is only lighted when
there is sutiicient water for ships to enter, for which
purpose they bring the two lights into one it is
white as the tide flows, red when it ebbs. There nre
tide signals by day by means of flags, pennants, :;nd
balls.
The keeper lives at Southwick. The lights
were not burning at the time of the visit.

and as there

359

.

I.

'phe Commissioners for improving the Port and Harbour
of Southampton, acting in execution of the .-Vets
43 Geo. in. cap. 21, 50 Geo. HI. cap. Kiy, and

II.

total expenditure for 1852,
169/. 6s. lOrf.

9 Vict. cap. 26.
extent of Commissioners'
1 denotes the
jurisdiction, and in a marginal statement the buoys
and beacons, with particulars as to cost of maintaining same, and income derived therefrom.
N.B.
The above chart is enlarged to double size from
Admiralty
the
chart No. 5, here^vith sent, and
e.xtends to Calshot Spit, about seven miles from the

XVII. Nil.
XVIII. Nil.
XIX. Sur-i'eyor monthly,

Chart No.

—

III.

No.

or suri'ej'or

beacons.
V. Tracing No. 2 shows those in

iise, viz., two sizes, and of
conical shape.
Tracing No. 3, Captain Peacock's
bell
beacon,
refuge
buoy
see No. 7 on chart No. 1.
a. Best quality oak staves, 1§ inch thickness,
and iron hooped.

or

damages

I.

A, re-erected 1858.

B

to

D

d.

See sketches.

denote edge of channel.

I.

Circular VI,

Le Fenoyes, merchant, and Lloyd's agent, South-

PORT

of

SOUTHAMPTON.

Commissioners of Port and Harbour, now the Local
Board of Health, or Municipal Council of the

Town.

;

;

starboard.

XIV. Buoys of larger dimensions. Form, (see sketch).
XV. Local fight dues, 4-16ths of Id. per ton, coasters;

for

local light dues, S-16ths of

boomage dues on
boomage dues on

Irf.

per ton, foreign

under 50 tons. Is. 6rf.
above 50 and under
100 tons, 2s. 6c/.; boomage dues on vessels above
tons,
100
5s.; boomage dues on foreign ships-

No. 4.
See chart No. 1 in marginal statement. The
beacons are denoted by letters A to E.

To

imme-

IV. I consider that they can be improved.
V. The buoys should be much larger for the benefit of the
na^^gator in general they now answer the purpose of the pilots.
VII. Gas in harbour lights oil in Calshot Floating Light.
IX. BeU buoy on Spit, often displaced or capsized, not
being large enough. The bell is missing at the
present time.
XI. Not required.
XII. Gong on board; Calshot light vessel well attended to.
XIII. Buoys are painted black on port side, and red on

see tracing

_^E, 1845.

it

ampton.
III.

New

c.

W.

II.

time being, and repairs, cleaning, scraping, or any
defects immediately attended to, under surveyor's
superintendence.

b.

to replace

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

Iron chain i to 14 inch.
Iron s\vii-els,
shackles, &c., attached to mooring stone
of different sizes or weight.
The buoys are placed in three fathom water.
Cost of mooring about 3/., including labour
and hire of hghter ; for Captain Peacock's
buoy the moorings would be not less than

Southampton Water.
They are monthly examined by contractor

a.

and

;

and mooring

buoys procured when necessary on
report of surveyor.
The buoys in use last
from 20 to 30 years.
n. Buoys on the west side of river painted black,
buoys on the east side painted red. Name
of each buoy is distinctly marked ; see
tracing No. 2.
0. Sixteen.
VI. Those in use answer the purpose of navigating the

;

in case of accident, repau-s,

to the other,

;

10/.

IX. Five
X.

necessary.

;

Six, exclusive of moorings.

VII., VIII.

if

The Commissioners examined witnesses, com- Observations
manders of the steamers of the Royal Mail Company, by Comniis&c., on the 6th of July, at Southampton.
They sioiliTS.
were in favour of firing a gun at the Needles iu fogs
of placing a light at the entrance of Southampton
water, on a bank called the Thorn
and one on
St. Alban's Head
they all wish for larger buoys in
the Solent.
The opinions of many of these gentlemen
will be found in the evidence printed from returns
tilled up by themselves.

None.

m.

necessary to

XXVI. None."

buoys and beacons, and usually kept at bis
wharf, Itchen River.

/.

it

diatelv.

Largest size buoy SI., small size buoy 51.,
exclusive of mooring chain and stone.
Cost of Capt. Peacock's refuge beacon 631.
c. d. Scraping and cleaning, tarring and lettering, about 1 Os. large size buoy, and 6s. small
size buoy.
e. .Sixteen, see marginal reference. Chart No. 1
/. Two large size buoys, three smaller size buoys,
and one spare bell buoy beacon. Captain
Peacock's.
g. In custody of contractor for time being for the

k.

also in special cases reported to

one being kept in reserve

b.

h.

1858'

XXII. Contractor for time being attends to it immediately,
and surveyor inspects same.
XXIII. See reply to No. XXI.
XXV. Captain Peacock's refuge beU buoy beacon has been
introduced, two of which the commissioners have,

cause damages to any of the bvioys and

repairing, scraping, cleaning,

;

inform the public.
Steamboats passing, coast
guard or customs, give infomiation to contractor

The Commissioners claim compensation from persons

who may

5</.

him.

XX. See reply to No. XIX.
XXI. No instance has occurred rendering

Royal Pier, Southampton.
IV.

117/. 18s.

re-erected 1850.

vessels

vessels

double.

XVIII. No cause of complaint.
XIX. They are so.
XX. No complaint of the management.

Yyi
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Circulai' III.

Southwold — Spalding — St.

SOUTHWOLD.

68.

Southwold, May 13, 1859.
Re Royal Lighthouse Commission.
Sir,
I HAVE endeavoured to answer the questions which I
conceive to be somewhat appHcable to this place. With
regard to a lighthouse, we have not one at Southwold, but
we have gas lani])s burning as a protection to the fishing
boats, which I have noticed.

am, &c.

I

&c.

^-'i

XIII. None.

XIV. At the sole expense of the Harbour Commissioners.
XV. At the sole expense of the Harbour Commissioners.
XVI. The ])resent harbour master has no means of ascertaining this information, as he has held office about

Clerk to the Harbour Commissioners.

&c.

Sou

porary buoys with boats upon vessels entering,
if the entrance is bad.

Jon. Robert Gooding,

Campbell, Esq.

J. F.

Ives.

XI. None.
XII. None, as the sands are constantly shifting, according
to the direction of the wind.
Obliged to lay tem-

one year, and no memoranda were

left

by his pre-

decessor.

SOUTHWOLD LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
I.

Return.]

XVI I. None.
XVIII. None.

Southwold. Suffolk.

The Southwold Gaslight Company.
III. The Cor]i()ration of Southwold.

XIX. By harbour master and
XX. Vide previous answer.

gas lamps in front of the sea, extending to a distance of (>()8 yards, and tlie average distance apart
Vide No. LH.
is about 1.S.S yards.
V. In the month of February 1848.
VI. The Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses of the borough of

XXI. If such should occur, re|)laced immediately.
XXII. The harbour master or his assistants.
XXIII. Bv superintendent of hai-bour, always on the

II.

IV.

Si.x

XXiy. None.
XX\". None required

since these were placed,
to answer the purjiose very well.

Southwold.
VII. In consequence of being opposite the sea, and consequently affording guidance to fisliing boats, &c.,
landing in the night.
VIII. In the month of September 1848.
IX. Mr. George Edmund Child, of Southwold, Gas Engineer, &c. and not built by contract.

surveyor for the time being.

XXVI.

s|)ot.

which seem

and superintendence of the
harbour master and surveyor.
XX^'II. The system adopted seems to answer every puqiosc.
All under the order

;

X. Gas lainp^.
XI. None.
XII. None.
XIII. None.
XIV. Average height of light about 40 feet.
LII. Only three gas lamps are lighted from 1st May to
1st September, extending about :i2'J yai-ds.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Circular V.

The Commissioners of Southwold Harljour.
II. The jurisdiction extends i'.50 yards sea^-ard

I.

of the
entrance of the harbour, 'lliere arc three buoys
and two beacons. A chart is attached hereto.
III. It has exclusive jurisdiction.
IV. Vide aliove answer.
V. See sketch.
a. Wood, with iron strap and shackle at lower
end.
b.

From

Spalding, 5th May, I8(i0.
Your letter of the 1st instant, addressed to the Town
Council of Sjjalding, was delivered to me yesterday. In
rcjjly, on behalf of the Welland Trustees, I have to say that
the buoys and beacons connected with the River Welland
(save only the small river channel pile beacons whicli are
])Ut down and removed as necessarj' by our river pilots)
rire imdcr tiie exclusive jurisdiction of the Boston Harbour
Trustees, the Welland Trustees paying to them one third of
the cost of maintenance, &c.
The information you ask for must come from the Boston
gentlemen.
J. F. C;ami)bc)l, Esq.,

About
None,

p.

changed,
Three.

lOx.

as

7,

Millbank Street, London.

each year.

it is

usually tarred or l^lackcd

when

/. Three.
tj.
/(.

i.

_;.

By one
About

fluke anchor, 14 cwt.,
of chain.
13/.

There

is

and

five

fathoms

seldom more than two

V.

fathoms wliere the anchors lie.
piu-chased and made by their own
w'orkmen.
The bearings by day and none by night.

0.

Three.

m.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
I.

Wood,

ovai discretion.

IX. See sketch.
X. Two white beacons
other 20 feet.

black tops, one 8 feet and the

None

b.

The present ones placed

IV.

c.

A

in particular

;

both in one harbour

guide for entering the harbour,
height and position.

e.
f.

White, with black tops.

_;'.

k.

i)ier in

1777.

VI. In St. Ives.
VII. Tidal light to show when vessels may come in to
the pier.
VIII. Harbour light Godrevey light, March 18.59.
IX. Trinity Board contracted forGodrevcy.
X. Harbour light, gas; Godrevey light, oil.

XL

Harbour building,

miles.

XVI. Seven miles.
XVIII. Harbour, fixed,

XX.

Trinity Board informed us
gas.
that they had given the particulars of tlie hght at
Godrevey to the Commissioners.
For vessels to come in the pier.

XXI. Gas reflectors.
XXII. One burner.
XXIII. None.
XXVI. None for harbom- at Godrevey
XXVIII. No register.
XXIX. Harbour unkno^»Ti.
;

lanterns. «-hen vessels take the harbour.

About 24

granite.

XII. No.
XIII. Twenty feet.
XIV. Seventeen feet.

;

in lieu of old ones

in 1853.

By their
Wood.
By

One

V. Harbour light from the period of the erection of

open.

i.

Harbour Commissioners.
Harbour Commissioners,
Light Harbour Commissioners.
Ught at the end of the ])ier ; one light at Godre\ey,
four miles from pier.

Pier Light

XV. Seven
^\-ith

a.

g.
h.

ciri

;

VI. The log buoys are most adapted for our work, as warps
are frequently attached to them.
VII. Generally examined every year, but sometimes allowed
to remain two years.
VIII. The harbour master and surveyor of works uses his

rf.

si

Return).

St. Ives

II.

III. Pier

friction.

/.

ST. IVES.

70.

At the harbour works.
Three.
S.E. buoy displaced in 1858, by reason of the
chain being worn through.
By chain wearing through with constant

k.

I am, &c.,
Chas. F. Bonner.

Buoy and Beacon Commission,

to 4/.

31.

(/.

c.

SPALDING.

69.
Sir,

XXX.

feet.

From 2/. to 3/.
From 8s. to Ws.
None whatever.

per annum.
>

a large bell.

;

Completed.

XXXI. Unknown;
XXXII. No.
XXXIII. 51.

dimensions, six

feet.

|

LOCAL AUTHORITIES
vSt.

XXXVIII. None;

XX. No.

gas.

XL VI

;

1!^/.

I.

collected for ballast

;

paid to

for salary

71.

;

II.

_.

~

^""cular VI.

Trinity Board having been communicated with
respecting Godrevey, they informed us, that all
lights in which they are interested, rejilies to the
questions would be sent to the Commissioners by

Lloyd's,

&c., St.

Ives

Harbour Ciminiissioner, &o.

CORNWALL.

of SAINT IVES,
ill. Trinity Board for Godrevy Light and Stones Buoy;
Messrs. Har\ey & Co. for tidal lights at the entrance of Hayle river ; Messrs. Harvey & Co.,
Messrs. Sandys, ^'ivian, & Co. for buoys at
entrance of Hayle river
St. Ives Harbour Commissioners for St. Ives Harbour tidal hght.
IX. AVell lighted since the erection of Godrevy; well
buoyed when Herbert's floating beacon was j)laced
off the Stones, which was carried away November
;

1st.

y. Should Herbert's floating beacon be made to withstand
the tremendous ground sea which so frequently
fall on the Stones, the object would be accomplished to point out to mariners the position of
those dangerous rocks.
^T. A large floating beacon on the outside of the Stones.
VII. Godrevy light, oil; harbour tidal hght, gas; Hayle

XVI. Several memorials had been presented

for a light to
be placed on Godrevy on the Stones.
are unanimous in their opinion as to the
efficiency of the light on Godrevey ; and if Herbert's beacon can be secured oft' the Stones it
would be most desirable.
XVIII. Have heard no complaints.
XIX. Yes.

XVII. Mariners

for St. Ives.

to March 1858, continued comjjlaints and
memorials had been presented for a light to be
placed on the Stones or Godrevy to jioint out the
position of the Stones, on which so many vessels
had been wrecked and crews drowned.
XVII. Mariners are unanimous in their opinions as to the
efficiency of the light at Godrevy, and its great
benefit to shipping, and also of such a conspicuous
object as Herbert's floating beacon was, when off
the Stones, in pointing out the extreme end of

those rocks.

Board for Godrevy Light and Stones Buoy;

XV. No.

tidal light, oil.

XVIII. No dues payable.
XIX. None.

Circular VI,

IVES,

XIV. No.

VIII. No.
IX. Trinity Stones Buoy, ])laced March 1858 ; carried
away, December 1858. Herbert's floating beacon,
placed off the Stones January 1 859 ; carried away,
February 185!).
Trinity Buoj', placed there
Herbert's beacon
March 1859, still remains.
(new one), placed off the Stones Se])tember 1859 ;
carried away, November 1859.
No accident has
occurred in consequence.
X. Numerous wi-ecks previous to March 1858, when a hght
ship and buoys were placed off the Stones.
Since
that period no accident has occurred.
XI. No. Harbour light is only shown when the water is
sufficient for vessels to come into the pier.
XII. One large fog bell at Godrevy Lighthouse; sound
heard at a distance, mariners have informed me,
of half a mile.
XIII. Trinity buoy off the Stones, black; usual form (see
sketch') ; Hayle buoys, black ; floating beacon,
Herbci't's, red. Form ; round, sides straight, with
a tower rising 27 feet.
XIV. Various opinions have been stated as to the forms of
buoys to willistand the tremendous ground sea
off the Stones.

XVI. Previous

ST.

VII. Godrevy Light, oil; St. Ives Liglit, gas; Hayle Tidal
Light, oil.
VIII. No.
IX. Trinity Buoy placed outside the Stones, carried awaj',
1858; floating beacon carried away, 1859; another
])laced off the Stones, and again carried away,
1 859.
A Trinity buoy now remains off the Stones.
No accident has occuiTed, that we are aware of, in
consequence.
X. Many wrecks liave taken place jjrevious to the light
being jilaced on Godrevy. No accident has occurred since.
XI. Tide signals are used for the tidal harbour of Hayle,
two lights are put up when 12 feet of water is in
the river.
XII. A bell at Godrevy heard at half a mile off.
XIII. Trinity buoy off the Stones, black, usual form;
Hayle river buoys, black; floating (Herbert's)
beacon, red.

LLOYD'S KVIDEXCE.
to

of

desirable.

them.

PORT

HAYLE, PORT

Messrs. Har\-ey & Co. for tidal lights at the entrance of Hayle; and Messrs. Harvey & Co. and
Sandys, Vivian & Co., for buoys at the entrance
of Hayle river.
IV. Well lighted since the erection of Godrevy Light.
Well buoyed when Herbert's floating beacon was
j)laced oft' the Stones, which was carried away in
No\-emljer last.
V. If a beacon such as Herbert's could be made to withstand the ground sea, the object would be accomplished, to point out the position of the outside
of those dangerous rocks, the Stones.
VI. A beacon on the outside of the Stones would be most

The

John N. Tremearne, agent

of

Cornwall.

LIV. None.
LV. None used.
LVI. None.

II.

St. Ives.

XX. have

Hayle, Cornwall, merchants and ship-

HARBOUR

III. Trinity

I.

XV. None

Har\'ey & Co
owners.

for repairs.

L. No inspection.
LII. No.
LIII. Gas.

II.

to

—

None.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.

I.

I.

been placed before the harbour commissioners, the
harbour master, and others, who agree to their
correctness.
Messrs. Harveys & Co., Hayle, forwai'ded their answers to me this morning, which
are enclosed.
January (Jth, 1800.

the Commissioners of the Pier Trust.

gas

Stockton-on-Tees.

—The answers to the questions No.

None.

XL. Gas.
XLI. None.
XLII. From a small fund

XLIV. 20/. for
XLV. None.
XLVI. None.

361

St. Ives and

Ives.

XXXIV. 5/.; once yeai-ly.
XXXV. SI.
XXXVI. 21.
XXXVII. Included in the above.
XXXIX.

— ENGLAND.

XX. No.

71.

STOCKTON-ON-TEES.

Stocktonon-Tees.

No

reply to Circular II.

SEATON HIGH LIGHT.— (Si'eci.\l

Circular III.

Return.)

Seaton High Light.
II. Tees Cf)nservancy Commissioners, Stockton-on-Tees.
III. John Fowler, C.E., Stockton-on-Tees.
V. Power was taken in the Tees Navigation Act of 1808.
VI. The want of lights in the bay was generally acknowledged, but no sijccial document is preserved.
VII. In conjunction with the Low Light to lead vessels clear
of Redcar rocks.
VIII. 2d May 1839.
IX. James Johnston, Engineer to Tees Navigation Company. Not buUt by contract.
X. Sea light.
XI. Columnar; built of stone ; coated white.
XII. Forked; composition metal.
XIII. Sixty-eight feet.
XIV. Ninety feet.
I.

XV. Tweh-e and

a half miles.

XVI. Fifteen miles.
XVII. Eleven and a

half degi-ees from S.E. t E. to S.E.

E. i E.

XVIII. Fixed white hght.

XX. Sunset
XXI.

to sunrise.
Catoptric.

XXII. Two 21-inch parabolic reflectors.
XXIV. W. Wilkins and Co., London.

Zz

by
'
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on-Tees.
Cii-cular III.

Stockton-on-Tees.

Stockton-on-Tees.

Stockton-

funnel, 2i inches diametei-, turned with
wind vane.
XXIX. Cost of Hi^h and Low Litjhts, inchiding dwelling
houses and outbuildings, 1,432/. 18s.
XXX. An annual ground rent of 201.
XXXI. Lighting apparatus, fitting and ventilating, cost

XXV. One

140Z.

XXXIII. Averase annual cost of repairs of building for
years, ending 31st March 1858, 21. 13s. 6(/.

five

once a year. Painting lantern and coating
()/., by contract.
44/. 4s. per annum salary.
keeper,
XXXV. One
XXXVI. lUimiinating ap])aratus, about GO/.
XXXVII. Repaii-s, &c. for 1857, 6/.; 1858, 51. 'Js. (it/.
XXXVIII. Oil used in 1857, iWf gallons; 1858, 99^
gallons. Wicks for 1857, 24 doz.; 1858, 24 doz.
XXXIX. Refined rape or colza oil, price, 1857, 5s. to

XXXIV. "Coated
tower

1858, 4s. firf. to 5s.
cotton, 3i inch long and 1 inch diameter,
price 4rf. per doz. Total each year, with carriage, ys.
The Tees Commissioners charge If/, per register ton
on every vessel entering the Tees, for the niain;

XL. Wick, thick
XLII.

BRANSAND HIGH LIGHT.—(Special

aii'

5s. 6<f.

tenance'of the hghts and beacons at the entrance
of and in the Tees, paid with other river dues at
the custom house.
XLIII. The river tolls were leased in 1852. 1,300/. was
Income for
allotted for maintenance of hghts.
quarter ending 31st July 1858,450/. Is. 6(/.
XLIV. Expenditure for Tees hghts in 1852, 948/. lis. 1(W.
expenditure for 1858, 735/. 15s. C(/. In the above
expenditure is included the maintenance of river
beacons, which are lighted from 1st October to 15th
April,

and cost 212/. lOs. in 1852, and 70/. 18s. in
but the interest on the cost of construction

1.

Low Light, to lead vessels from
the fairway buoy over the bar to the second black

buoy.
VIII. 2d May 1839.
IX. See High Light, Seaton; built by contract. John
Anderson, contractor.
X. Harbour light.
XI. Timber octagonal tower ; covered with can^•ass, painted
in black and white vertical stripes.
XII. See Seaton High Light.
XIII. Sixty-two feet. The answers to question XIII. to
XVII., wiU vary according to the position of the
tower upon the sand.
;

Xn'.

XVI II.

Fixed white

fight.

XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. One 21-inch parabolic reflector.
XX n'. W. Wdkins and Co.
XX\'. Same as ."^eaton lights.
XXIX. Cost of High and Low Light towers. 1,539/. 4s. 9d.
XXXI. Lighting, fitting, and ventilating, cost 55/.
XXXIII. .\verage annual cost of repaii's for 5 veais, ending

XXXIV.

31st March 1858, 10/.
Painting outside and in, once a year, 10/. 10s., by
contract.
The average annual cost of remoWng
the towers for the 5 yeai-s ending 1858, was

XXXV. One keeper, 60/. per annum salary.
XXXVI. lUuminatmg apparatus, cost 35/.
XXXVII.

Repairs, &c. for 1857, 3/. lis. llrf.; 1858,
-.is. od.
Oil used in 1857, 47^ gaUons ; 1858, 44f
gallons.
Wicks for 1857, 16 doz.; 1858, 14 doz.
3/.

by the Elder Brethem of the
Trinity House, London, and by the Tees Commissioners and their Engineer.
LI. The inspections by the engineer are monthly, the Comare ins])ected

missioners also inspect frequently.
LII. No.
LIII. Two spare lamps and burners ; oil stored at base
of column.
LV. No tide signals are used. All the fight stations are
some distance from the bar, consequently signals
would be of httle ser^'ice when most required
(diu-ing stormy weather).
LVIII. See printed Foi-m.

SEATOX LOW LIGHT.— (Special
I. Seaton Low Light.
VII. See High Light.
VIII. 2d May 1839.
IX. See High Light, Seaton.
X. Sea fight.
XI. Octagonal ; cottage roof; coated
XII. See High Light.
XV. Seven and three quarter miles.

Retlk.n

Co.

as High Light.
separate account was not kept.
XXIX.
XXX. Annual ground rent of 10/.
XXXI. Lighting, fitting and ventilating, apparatus, cost

A

100/.

cost of repairs of building for 5
years ending 31st March 1858, 3/. 5s. Od.
XXXIV. Coated once a year ; painting lantern and coating
house, 3/. 10s.
XXXV. Same as High Light.
XXXVI. lUuminating apparatus ; cost 60/.
XXXVII. Repairs. &e. for 1857, 6/. Us. lOH; 1S58,

XXXIII. Average annual

5/. Os.

Ud.
is

burned in the

;

BR.\NS.\ND
Bransand

fight,

LOW LIGHT.—(Special

Return.)

Low

Light.
VII. See High Light.
VIII. 2d May 1839.
IX. See High Light, Seaton.
I.

Forty-eight.
one-sixth miles.

XVI. Nine miles.
XVIII. Fixed red

XXV. Same

XXXVIII. Gas

1857, 6s. ; 1858, 5s. 3d.
keeper found dead at 12.30 a.m.,
LII. 9th February 1855
and fight out ; severe frost.
LIII. One spare lamp, and oil stored below lightroom.

XV. Nine and

parabolic reflectors.

XXIV. W. Wilkins and

XXXIX. See Seaton High Light.
XL. See Seaton High Light. Cost,

XIV.
wliite.

Sunset to sunrise.

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Two 21-inch

XXXVIII.

John Anderson, contractor.
X. Harbour fight.
XI. Timber ; octagonal tower ; covered with canvass, painted
in red and white horizontal stripes.
XII. See Seaton High Light.
XIII. Forty-nine feet. See High Light.

)

XVI. Ten miles.
XVII. See High Light.
XVIII. Fi.xed red fight.

is

a quarter miles.

83/. 6s. Od.

XLVIII. Xil.
XLIX. Nd.
L. The hghts

XX.

feet.

XVI. Eleven miles.
XVII. 5J degree. The Bransand High and Low Lights
are moved to suit the alterations at their entrance ;
bearings range from N. by W. i W. to N.X.E.

Nil.

XLVI. Ml.
XLVII. Nil.

Circular III,

Sixty

XV. Ten and

about 37,000 feet

fight.

XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. One 21-inch parabohc reflector.
XXIV. W. WUkins and Co.
XXV. Same as Seaton lights.
XXIX. .\ separate account was not kept.
XXXI. Lighting, fitting, and ventilating, cost 55/.
XXXIII. Average annual cost of repairs for 5 years, ending
31st March 1858, 8/.
outside and in, once a year, 9/., by conSee High Light.
tract.
XXXV. Same as High Light.
XXXVI. Illuminating apparatus cost 35/.
XXXVII. Reiiairs, &c. for 1857, 6/. 9s. Id. ; 1858,4/. Os. llrf.
XXXVIII. Oil used in 1857, 54i gaUons: 1858. 43f
gaUons. Wicks for 1857, "16 doz. ; 1858, 11 doz.
XXXIX. See Seaton High Light.
XL. See Seaton High Light. Cost, 1857, 6s. ; 1858,4s. lirf.
LII. 17th .\ugust 1858; fight not lighted until 1 hour 20
minutes after time ; keeper not at his duty.
LIII. One spare lamp, and oil stored below Ughtroom.

XXXIV. Paintmg

;

used per annum.

XXXIX. Gas

TEES FLOATING LIGHT.— (Special

cost 4s. 2d. per 1,000 feet.

LII. 20th September, want of water
minutes.
LIII) Two lamps kept ready trimmed j

loom.

in meter,

out

'20

oil

stored in fight*

Return.)

Tees Floating Light. 5th buoy hole, river Tees.
VII. To mark out safe anchorage, and a bend in the chanueL
I.

VHI. 2d May

1B39.

Stoc
ONCircB

Bransand High Light.

1858
not included.
;

Return.)

VII. In conjunction with

is

XLV.

:

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

—ENGLAND.

.Stockton-ox-Tees.
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Stockton-

Stocktox-ox-Tees and Sunderland.

IX. See High Light, Seaton.
X. Harbour Light.
XL Timber, painted red, lighthouse pyramidah

glass are to be carefully cleaned, the lamps supplied with
oil and cottons, and every thing is to be put in a state of preadiness for lighting in the evening.

XI L No.

4. Particular attention is to be paid during damp or
frosty weather to prevent the Ught being obscured by haze
accumulating upon the lanthorn glass.
5. The light-keeper shall be held responsible for the
safety and good order of the stores, utensils, and apparatus
of what kind soever under his charge ; he must take care
that none of the stores or materials are wasted, and shall

XIII. Twsnty-four

feet.

XIV. Tn'enty-four

feet.

XV. Six and a half miles.
XVI. Seven and a half miles.
XVII. The whole horizon.
XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Dioptric.
XXII. 5th order.

obsen'e the strictest

tops.

XXVIII.

Fifteen days fogs are noted.

XXIX. Cost, including outfit, moorings, &c., 1,82"/.
XXXI. Lantern lighting, fitting, &c., cost 250/.

\7s.3d.

cost of repairs (including moorings) of vessel, 5 years ending 3Ist March 1858,
89/. 8s. Gd.
XXXIV. Painted once a year, sometimes twice outside

XXXIII. Average annual

average cost,

XXXV. Two

8/. 10s.

keepers, at 75/.

per

and

annum.
annum.

471. per

XXXVI. Illuminating appparatus cost
XXXVII. Repairs, &c. for 1857, 6/.
;

careful

.!

manage-

120/.

19*.

Sd.;

1868,

41. 7s. lOrf.

Oil used in 1857, 62^ gaUons; 1858, 54|
Wicks for 1857, 16 doz.; 1858, 12 doz.
gallons.
XXXIX. See Seaton High Light.
XL. See Seaton High Light. Cost, 1857, 6s. ; 1858, 4s. 6d.

light.
6. Each light-keeper is, every morning, to examine the
shore between the points specified in his particular instrucand if any buoys, beacons, or other materials belonging to the Commissioners have been left U])on the beach,
he is to make the same fast or transport to a place of safety,
and report to the engineer.
He is hkewise to take notice when and in what
7.
manner any damage may occur to any part of the Commissioners' property, and although it may not be under
his immediate charge, he is to report the same at the
earliest opportunity to the engineer.
8. The light-keepers are also required to take notice
of any accident that may occur to vessels of any description when navigating the Tees, and to report the same to
the engineer.
9. The light-keeper shall endeavour to keep in a proper
state of repair, the light beacons, and all other things under
his charge.

tions,

XXXVIII.

LI I. No.

One

spare lamp, and spare burner to each lamp.
Eight small spare lamps, and 16 wax candles in
lightroom oil stored below lightroom.
LIV. Barometer and thei-mometer.
LVI. Blue lights by night, and flag signals by day.
LVII. Keepers relieved every alternate Sundays, and one
day in each week.

LIII.

economy and the most

,

ment, yet so as to maintain in every respect the best possible

On

27th September 1850, a dioptric apparatus of
the 5th order was substituted for 4 catoptric
argand lamps, and 9-inch spherical reflectors,
suggested by Jas. Johnstone, C.E.
XXIV. W. Wilkins and Co.
XXV. Four copper funnels with pyramidal fluted revoh-ing

XXIII.

'

_^

;

10.

He

shall be at his station at least

proper time of

He

one hour before the

ligliting.

further required to report to the engineer any
neglect of dutj' (at the time of its occurrence) by himself
or others.
All stores to be entered in the journal, along with any
remark as to their quality, at the time of being received
any article or thing connected with the light beacons being
damaged or lost to be entered immediately in the journal,
and re])orted to the engineer at the first opportunity.
11.

is

John Fowlek,

Engineer.

BACK LIGHT TO FLOATING LIGHT.
(Special Return.)
Back Light to Floating Light, situated

at Eston.
VII. In conjunction with the Floating Light to lead vessels
from the 2nd black buoy to the 5th buoy pool.
VIII. 24th October 1848.
IX. See High Light, Seaton.
X. Harbour light.
XI. Beacon, painted black, and white lantern.
XII. No.
XIII. Fifty feet.
XVI. Seven and a half miles.
XVII. Five and three quarter degrees from N.E. by N. i E.
to N.E. by N. f E.
XX. Sunset to sunrise.
I.

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. One 21 -inch

parabolic reflector.

XXIV. W. Wilkins and

Co.
XX\'. Space between roof and sides of lantern.

XXIX. ^noo.
XXXI. Lantern,

lighting apparatus, fitting, &c.; cost 45/.
XXXIII. Average annual cost of repairs for 5 years, ending
31st March 1858, 1/. 10s.
XXXIV. Once a year, average cost 1/.
XXXV. One keeper, 40/. per annum.
XXXVI. Illuminating apparatus, cost 29/.
XXXVII. Repairs, &c. for 1857, 2/. 9s. 9c/.; 1858, 2/. 9s. 9d.
XXXVIII. Oil used in 1857, 62f gallons; 1858, 62f
gallons.
Wicks for 1857, 10 doz. ; 1858, 11 doz.
XXXIX. See Seaton High Light.
XL. See Seaton High Light. Cost, 1857, 3s. 9d.; 1858,

SUNDERLAND.

Rules and Instructions

for the

Light-keepers em-

Conservancy Commissioners.

1. The lamps shall be kept burning bright and clear
every night from sunset to sunrise ; and in order that the
greatest degree of light may be maintained throughout
the night, the cottons are to be trimmed every four hours,
or oftener if necessary.
2. The light-kee])er shall keep a regxdar and constant
watch during the night.
3. Immediately after the hghts are extinguished in the
morning, the lamps, reflectors, chimneys, and lanthorn

Sunderland.

LIGHTHOUSE.—(Special

Return.)

Harbour Lights, Port of Sunderland.
Trinity House of Newcastle.
Commissioners of the River Wear.
IV. Two hghthouses, on the extremities of north and south
piers of harbour entrance, about 400 feet apart.
See Signal and Sailing Directions, marked No. 5.
V. Not known, from antiquity of hghthouse.
VI. Not known, from antiquity of lighthouse.
VII. Because it was the most seaward jioint of the piers at
I.

II.

III.

the entrance of the harbour.
VIII. Not known, from antiquity of lighthouse.
IX. Present lighthouse on north pier, Pickemill, Engineer

and Builder. No contract. Built by Wear Commission. Present lighthouse on south pier, Meik,
Engineer. Built by contract.
X. North pier lighthouse, third order harbour Ught. South
pier lighthouse, fifth order harbour light.
North pier lighthouse, material stone. Solid masonry.
With paint. Light stone colour. South pier hghthouse. Material \vrought iron, with paint. Light
stone coloiu'.
See views of lighthouses.

XL

XII. None.
XIII. North pier lighthouse 84
57 feet.

XIV. North pier lighthouse 78

4s. lid.

ployed by the

72.

feet.

South

pier

Hghthouse

above high-water. South
pier lighthouse 58 feet above high-water.
XVI. North pier lighthouse 14 to 16 nules. South pier
lighthouse 4 to 5 mUes.
XVII. North pier lighthouse 144 degrees, or from N.N.E.
i E. to S. h E. Suuth pier hghthouse 130 degrees,
or from N.N.E. 4 E. to S. i E.
XVIII. North pier lighthouse, a bright fLxed white hght.
South pier lighthouse, a bright fixed white light.
XX. North pier lighthouse, from sunset to sunrise throughout the year. South pier hghthouse, at tide time.
See Sailing Directions, marked No. 5.
XXI. North pier hghthouse, catadioptric. South pier hghthouse, catadioptric.

z 2
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Sunderland.

o
„„„„
Sunder-

land.

XXII. North
Jjier

Circular III.

Slnderland.

XXIII. North

formerly

lighthouse,

jjier

nine

Argand

altered in the

burners, with ordinary reflectors
autumn of 185S to tne jjresent light at Thomas
South ))icr
Meik, the engineer's, suggestion.
lighthouse, formerly five Argand burners u-ith
ordinary reflectoi-s, altered to jiresent light at the
suggestion of Thomas Meik, the engineer, in the
;

autumn

at present

liell

used, but found very de-

fective.

South

pier

XXX. Both lighthouses are completely finished.
XXXI. North pier lighthouse not known. South
lighthouse \m.

pier

not known.

pier lighthouse
lighthouse 750Z.

XXXII. Always belonged to Commissioners.
XXXIII. North pier lighthouse about 5^., done
South

sioners' painter.

liy

Commis-

hghthouse about

jiier

.')/.,

done by Commissi(mers' painter.

XXXIV. See answer XXXIII.
XXXV. North i)ier lighthouse,
house and

one, 60/. ])er annum, w^ith
South, pier lighthouse, one, /O/.

firing.

annum, with house and

firing.

cost and fitting 300/.
jiier lighthouse,
South pier lighthouse, cost and fitting 100/.
South pier hght21.
hghthouse
XXXVII. North pier
house 2/.
lighted
with gas.
XXXVIII., XXXIX, XL. Both lights
XLI. Bell attached to hghthouse.
XLII. Pier and harbour hght levied by Commissioners of
River Wear, payable at Custom House.

XXXVI. North

Midsummer
31//. 4s.

XLIV.

4rf.

quarter, 1858,
;

1852, 342/. 2s.

414/. 17*.

total 1852, 1,154/. lis.
Irf.

;

1858, 288/.

•-id.;

1852,

8rf.

I'Js.

XLV. No complaint.
XLVI. No complaint.
XLVII. No com|daint.
XLVIII. No complaint.
XLIX. No complaint.
L. By the River Wear Commissioners.
LI. In month of July each year.
LII. No.
number of spare burners are on the CommisLIII.
sioners' premises.
LIV. See pubhshed Sigiuds and Instructions (a copy forwarded, marked No. 4.)
LV., LVl. See iiublished Signals and Instructions (a copy
forwarded, marked No. 3.)
LVII. No necessity for relieving keepers.
LVIII. See Signal Book, marked No. 4.

A

No.

5.

to Queries of Royal
mission on Lights, Buoys, and Beacons.

Accompanying Answers

Suni'

indicates the
day and by night, by
gauze wire, which is

exr.iniued

lai

it

—

"''*'''ri

"}

Circu

On

the south pier is an iron lighthouse, upon which is
shown a tide light, 58 feet above high water of ordinai-y
sjirings, and 20 feet below the level of the fixed light on the
north pier, from half flood to first quarter ebb, when the
wind and tide are favourable for entering the harbour ; but
with a westerly wind, tlic light is ])ut out at high water. A
green light and blue lights are sotnetimes shown below the
tide light, as ex[)laincd on the ])late.
This lighthouse has lately been erected directly behind,
or to the westward of, the site of the old one, and has a
powerfid catadioptric bright light of the fifth order, and
illuminates seaward an are of the horizon extending from
the north pier lighthouse on tlie north to the south beacou
on the south, or an arc of 13'>'.
In the fairway track the south pier light is at present
visible a distance of from three to four miles.
In the daytime a flag is hoisted on the soutli ]iicr lighthouse half-mast high, when there is a dejrth of efglit feet
water on the bar ; it is hoisted to the mast head, when there
is a depth of 10 feet, w'ith a smooth sea, and continued till
high water, with a westerly wind ; and it is kept up one
hour and a half after high water, with the wind from S.S.E.
to N.N.E.
An auxiliary flagstaff has been erected on this pier, on
which signals are made to vessels running for the harbour
with risk after the lighthouse flag has been lowered. The
signals from this flagstaff are described on the plate of
signals at the beginning of this pamjihlet.
This auxiliary flagstaff is Ki feet south of the lighthouse.
Blue lights are exhibited every quarter of an hour dm'ing
the night at tide time, when the weather is stormy and the
harbour dangerous to enter. In foggy weather a l)eU or
gong is sounded at intervals of a quarter of an hour for the
guidance of vessels.

This stands No. 81 on the list of lights visited or OI)SOI
seen alight.
It was visited on the 30th of July, ||., (')
The tower is of iron, and the reflectors of white por- simie
there
celain'; the light is produced by burning gas
It is said to be a very good
is a small lens in front.
light, and should be inexpensive.
The tide light
placed behind the south-pier light, was twice inspected.
The principle of this tide signal is more
fully referred to elsewhere.
;

Com-

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Cir.(

Commissioners of the River Wear and Port and Haven
of Sunderland
II. The accompanying chart, No. 1, shows buoys placed at sea
Also on the
to mark the limit of easting baUast.
same chart is showii the extent of the C(mimisI.

FIER LIGHTHOUSE.

NORTH
On
Ion.

the north pier

l°2r

16"

is

erected a lighthouse (lat. 54° 54' N.
fixed hght, 78 feet
In addition
tides.

W.) showing a bright

above high-water mark, ordinary spring

to this light there is a red distinguishing light, 18 feet below
sunrise throughit. Both lights are exhibited fi-om sunset (o

out the year.
Oltsorvalioiis
ItY

V.tminiis-

sioiicrs,

This stands No. 82 on

U.l-

list

of lights visited or

on the 1st of August
Tlic lighthouse is of stone, and was moved more than
lengthened, though
was
pier
300 yards, when the
The dwelling-house is at a
over 300 tons weight.
The light
considerable distance from the lighthouse.
is produced by burning gas, burners double with
half-circle
apparatus
illuminating
orifices,
numerous
beehive-top-dioptric, no reflectors behind the appaThere 'vis no
ratus, but a reflector of zinc below.
There is one keeper, who is paid 17.«. a
spare lamp.
week; he stated that he had a separate gasometer,
in which he always kept three or four nights' supply
of gas from the main, and that he was able to regu''t^'^"

alight,

and was

visited

late the pressure himself
hia wife and daughter.

The keeper

is

assisted

by

'^''"

'""'"'r-

SOUTH PIER LIGHTHOUSE.

and admission of cold

XXVII. Twelve days.
XXVIII. No register kept.

XXIX. North

v.-as

depth of water on the bar by
figures painted on a web of
moved by a float in a well communicating witli the
sea.
It was out of order, and not working at the
time of the visit. It is a self-registering apparatus, and
curves representing former observations were shown.

Brothers, Birmingham.
light,

air below.

XXVI. Common

XLIII.

tide light also

of 185(i.

XXIV. Both lights by Chance
XXV. Inverted funnel above

per

The

South

pier lighthouse, third order, 1 burner.
hghthoiise, fifth order, 1 burner.

sioners of River Wear jurisdiction seaward.
The
cost of maintaining those buoys in 1852 was 120/.
15s.

5f/.,

and

in

1858 was

82/. 14s.

7'1-

.Mso on

tht? same chart is shown a buoy M, miles south of
the harbour mouth, maintained bj- the Sunderland
Dock Company, showing the position of a sunken
rock.
The cost of maintaining it in 18,52 was
41. Us., and in 1858 was in charge of the Sunderland Dock Company. Also on the same chart are
shown two beacons fixed on the north and south
rocks at their seaward low w-ater margin. Their
cost of maintenance in 1852, was 6/., and in 1858,
Total number of buoys, six; total
22/. \'Js. \\d.
number of beacons, two.
III. The Admiralty.

IV. None.

V. See accompanying drawing of buoy, marked No.
a.
/;.

c.

Iron.
.'iO/.

2/.

d.

10s.

e.

Five.

f.

Two.

t/.

Commissioners' premises.

2.

g

LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

— ENGLAND.

Sunderland.
/(.

i.

Pout.

/.

lOZ.

n.
0.

referring to Limits of Port Talbot.
Act of
-Cu-cnlar VI.
Parliament passed 4th July, 183fi
And be it further enacted, that for the purposes of the
said recited Act and of this Act, the limits and boundaries
of Port Talbot aforesaid shall extend over and include the
docks, cuts, canals, and other works by this Act and the
said recited Act authorized to be made;' and, also, the whole

chain.

By Commissioners of the River AVear.
By large letters painted on them.
Three.

VI. Iron, oval-shaped.
VII. Generally overhauled or changed every summer.
VIII. Surveyed as to their state and position every summer.
IX., X. The two beacons here' are merely single baulks of
timber with distinguishing heads, and standing
about 12 feet above high-water spring tides.
XI. All buoys here are now iron ones, substituted for

wooden

ones.

XII. Not necessary.
XIV., XV. From General Revenue of the Commissioners
of the River Wear, and the buoy on Hendon Rock
by the Sunderland Dock Company.
XVI. No special income for maintenance of buoys or
beacons.
The expense incun-ed in 1852 was
V.iU. Gs. 5d.,

and

in 185S, 105^.

Us. 6d.

XVII., XVIII. None.
XIX. The Commissioners of River AVear.
XX. Same as answer XIX.

XXI. By

advertising the same in the local newspapers and
" Shipping Gazette."

of the lands co\-ered by the tide at the time of high water
lying on the land side of the point where the River Avon
passes between the sand banks on the sea shore known as
the Margam and Aberavon Burrows ; and, seaward of such
point, shall extend to low water mark, and to the extent ot
one mile on the south side and two miles on the north
side of a straight fine to be drawn due west from the centre
of the River Avon where it passes between the sand banks
to low-water mark.

PORT TALBOT LIGIITHOUSE.-(Si'ecial

XXIV.

None^vithin the date.
XXV. See sketch, marked No. 2.
XXVI. See printed Notices, Sailing Directions, &c. issued

bv the Commission, marked No.
XXVII. None.

4.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
James Crosby,

111,

Tyler Street, Bi£hoj)wearniouth,

shij)

broker', &c.

SUNDERLAND.

II.

III. Commissioners of the River Wear, and docks.
IV. Yes.
VII. Gas and oil.
VIII. No.
IX. No.
XI. A fixed light on the north pier, and a tidal light on the
south pier.
XII. A signal bell attached to the South Pier Lighthouse.
X\'. One farthing per ton for the two lighthouses belonging
to the AA'ear Commissioners ; one shilling per ship,
payable to the Trinity House of Newtastle, in
respect of the Tun Lighthouse, on the Tyne, from
which this port receives no advantage one shilling
]icr ship le\-ied on vessels trading to a port north
of Warkworth, for the support of buoys belonging
to the Trinity House.
XVIII. A very strong feeling against the dues payable to
the Newcastle Trinity House, no benefit being

Return.) Circular

III.

Port Talbot.

I.

No

II.

light at this port.

IV. The lighthouses in tlie vicinity are the Mumble lighthouse, and a tidal lighten Swansea west pier, both
(I believe) under the control and management of
the Commissioners of Swansea Harbour.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

XXII. It is always replaced as soon as the weather permits.
XXIII. Never has been found necessary.

I.

Talbot

Clause

k.

m.

TALBOT PORT.

73.

Two.
One.

Stormy weather.
Very large stones and heavy

j.

36c

The Harbour Master of Port

I.

Circular

V

Talbot.

There are no buoys or beacons

II.

except as described
below. The cost of them is very trifling, and form
part of the general expenses of the port.
See
enclosed map and clause of Act of Parliament.
III. To the Port Talbot Company constituted under three
Acts of P.irliament passed rcspecti^-ely June XS'M
July \S3G, June 1840.
IV. There is no intermediate party between the harbour
master and the Port Talbot Company.
V. There ai-e eight buoys marking the entrance to this
harbour, viz., four buoys painted black on south
side or starboard hand on entering the harbour,
and four buoys painted red on the north side or
jjort liand on entering the harbour.
The buoys
which are of small value, are all made of wood,
barrel shaped, 1 foot 10 inches long, 1 foot 4 inches
diameter ; moored by stones buried in the sand at
low ^vater, at which time the buoys are all dry.
There are four buoys with moorings complete, of
each colour, kept in reserve at the harbour office
for replacing those in position in case of accident
or loss.
This port is not entered or left by \esscls
at night.

;

XX.
I.

derived.
Exce])t as above.

Ralph M. Hudson, shipowner and broker, Sunderland.

II.

III.

SUNDERLAND.

VI. This does not apply to Port Talbot.
VII. No period fixed for overhauling buoys, as their condition

is

seen

daily at

low water, and frequently

examined.
IX.

The only

approaching the description of a
beacon in connexion with this harbour, is a tower
painted white on the outer end of the breakwater,
.30 feet above high water sjjring tides, erected
in
1843, to point out the position of the harbour to
i-essels in the ofting
it has no lights connected
with it ; built of stone.
XIV. Buoys maintained by the Port Talbot Company, out
of their revenue ai-ising from toUs levied on vessels
biiilding,

;

lights belonging to the " Commissioners of
the River Wear."

Harbour

IV. Sufficiently.
VII. Gas and oil.
IX. Occasionally.
X. None.
XI. A local light on one pier, and fixed light on the other.
XII. A signal bell, and attached to the tidal light.
XV. Yes; three tolls, as follows
1. One farthing per ton
for the two lighthouses belonging to the Ri\-er
Wear Commissioners; 2. An average of one
shilUng per ship on all vessels, payable to the
Trinity House, Newcastle, in resjiect of the two
lights shown on the Tyne, from which the trade
of this jiort receives not the slightest benefit
;i One shining per shi]) levied on vessels trading
to or from port north of Warkworth, for the support of buoys belonging to the said Trinity House.
XVIII. A strong feeling against the dues payable to the
Trinity House, Newcastle, no adequate benefit
being derived.
XX. See reply abo\-e, as to the Trinity House, Newcastle.
:

—

XA'II.

entering the port.
applications ha\'e been

No

trifling; they

are

made the charges are very
superintended by the harbour
;

master.

XXII. The harbour master.

XXIV. None have been made.
XXVI. Copy of tide table sent

herewith.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
I.

II.

WiUiam Llewellyn

Powell, agent for Lloyd's for the
district from (and including Neath) to the
Nash
Point, Taibach, Glamorganshire, merchant

PORT TALBOT IN SWANSEA BAY.

in.

am

not aware of any for the bay; the harbour master
has the control and disposition of the buovs of the
'
port (Port Talbot).
IV. The agent at Swansea and harbourmaster there
are the
most competent to answer this question for the
bay, but I consider a light on the west
end of
the Skerweathers absolutely necessary.
VI. A floating light on the west end of the Skerweather
Sands.

Zz3

I

circular VI.
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Teignmouth and Ulverstone.

Talbot Port and Teignmouth.
VII. Oil in the Mumble Lighthouse.
VIII. Not aware.
shall
X. 1 could name several vessels lost in the bay, but
mention pai-ticularly the barque Sunda, of Jersey,
Sands,
Margam
lost the 5th of November last on
and I have no hesitation in saying that if there
had been a light on the west end of the Skerweathers she would not have been wrecked.
XIII. One beacon (a barrel post) and ten small buoys, red
and black ; the beacon and black buoys are left
on the starboard hand, and the red buoys on the
larboard hand on entering the port.

XIV. No.
XV. None.
XVII. The

general opinion among the seafarmg men of
and jiorts adjacent, is, that a light has
long since been required on the west end of the
Skerweather Sands.

this port,

.

I.

AViDiam Jenkins, acting harbour master. Port Talbot,
Glamorganshire.

PORT TALBOT.

II.

^
^
Port Talbot Harbour Company keeps the bar buoyed
and beaconed.
the
IV. Port Talbot bar is kept well buoyed. Alight on
west end of the Scarweather Sands would be very

:

John

I.

II.

Teic

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

"'^

Teignmouth, shipo^vne^.

Circulai

S. Clapp,

TEIGNMOUTH.

III.

Teignmouth Harbour Commissioners.

IV. Yes.
Not any.
VII. Coal gas.
IX. The shijjping in the harbour of Teignmouth ride at
screw moorings. The buoys are sometimes breaking adrift, and in several instances, even since a
diver from PljTnoutb examined them, and they
were repaired, the chains have liroken, and the
ships have grounded. One of my vessels narrowly
escaped damage.
I consider the screw moorings
unsafe, and am favourable to mooring in the
chain,
as they can at all times be
bridle of a
underrun and examined, the ground on either side
the deep water channel being diy at low water.
XI. None wanted.
XII. None required.
X\'. Twopence per ton paid to the Harbour Commissioners.
XIX. I know nothing to the contrary.

A'.

III.

I.

II.

desirable.

XIII. At Port Talbot bar there are four red buoys on the
north side of the channel, and four black buoys on
the south side of the channel leading in to the
harbour (cask buoys) in entering the red buoys to
be left on the port side and black buoys on the
starboard side.

XIV. None.
XV. None, except dock

dues, which is 3d. per register
tonnage on vessels entering the harbour, paid to
the harbour company, who keep the channel
buoyed.
XVI. I have not heard of any.
XVII. I have heard no complaints.

Henrj- A\ arren, Teignmouth,
Llovd's agent.

74.

TEIGN MOUTH.

mouth.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
I.

Teignmouth

;

Harbour Com-

register ton paid to tlie

missioners.

XVI. Not any of consequence.
XVII. Harbour Ught considered not
XVIII.

Devon.

Circuli

:

Retl-rx.)

show
IV. llie only lighthouse is a small one to
Maintained by the
the mouth of the harbour.
Harbour Commissioners. It was erected in the
year 1845.
of their own motion,
V. Tn 1843. The Commissioners,
resolved to erect this Ughthouse.
of the hai-bour.
mouth
the
out
point
to
order
VII. In
Vlli. Dec. 1844.
contract.
done
by
Work
builder.
IX. Hexter,

shipowner,

HI. Harbour Commissioners.
ly. Yes.
V. Buoys sufficient harbour light not good.
VII. Gas.
VIII. Since erected, the light has been well attended to;
no accident has been known to occur.
IX. The screw mooring chains in the harbour parted in
November 1859, not smce replaced.
X. Not aware of any during 15 years.
XI. Not used.
XII. Not any used.
XIII. Black conical buoys to the harbour moorings at equal
distances ; warping buoys, barrel shaped, at lowwater mark.

XIV. No.
XV. Twopence per
Teign-

merchant,

TEIGNMOUTH.

XIX.

sufficient

;

harbour

well buoyed.
Dues on ships not considered liea\y.

Generally so.

III.

II.

'

'

X. Harbour.
XI. Stone; solid.
XII. No.
XIII. Twenty-four
XIV. Forty feet.
XV. Seven miles.

XVII. S.S.E.
XVIII. Fixed; red

XX.

feet.

light.

II.

III.

Teignmouth Harbour Commissioners.

IV. Yes.
V. All efficient.
VII. Gas.
VIII. Not aware of any.
IX. On 2Gth November 1859, t^vo chains attached to screw
moorings parted close to the ground; ships went
Chains not yet replaced;
ashore, not injured.
waiting for a diver.
X. None.
XI. Not required.
XII. Not required.
XIII. Black bell buoys.
per ton to Harbour Commissioners.

XVI. None.

.

;

site, 5/.

XXXIII. Nothing but a little painting ot
XLII. Maintained by the Commissioners.
LV. None.

75.

TREGUNTER.*

lantern.

/6.

the Teignmouth Harbour Commissioners,
I. The Clerk of
Teignmouth, Devon.
in this harbour, besides those
II. to V. There are no buoys
under the control of the Commissioners alone and
these are Porter's patent screw moorings. The

Commissioners presume that these are not the
buoys referred to by the (pieries.
ai-e"none other than the hghthouse at the mouth
Tliere
X.
of the harbour mentioned in the accompanying

ULVERSTONE.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

paper.

Hutchings, shipowner, Teignmouth, Devon.

TEIGNMOUTH.

XV. Twopence

reflectors.

XXIV. Furze, Teignmouth.

Circular \.

S. "W.

XIV. No.

All niglit.

XXII. Three gas burners, with

XXV. Open grating.
XXVI. None.
XXIX. Lighthouse, 108/.
XXXI. 5;«, 7s.

I.

Return.)

Unverstone.
III. Ulverstone Canal Company.
X. One lamp on the pier at the entrance to the canal.
I.

XIV. Fourteen feet.
XV. Twenty miles.
XVI. Twelve miles.
XX. From half flood to a quarter ebb.
LV. On a signal post at the i)ier. \ blue
flood to high water by day

(See Question

XX.)

;

the

flag from half
lamp by night.

(

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

— ENGLAND.

Ulvbkstone and Wells.

Wells and Weymouth.

I.

Company.
The Company have no charts.

'Hie Ulvei'stone Canal

The

position of the
channel, which

buoys is fluctuating \vitli tlie
The
frequently changes in Moreeombe Bay.
cost of maintenance is given in answer to Question XVI.
Twelve buoys ; 16 beacons.
III.,

IV. No.

V.

a.

Oak.

b.

From

c.

No

to 251.
separate account kept of the repair of each
\5l.

d.

buoy.
Not painted

e.

Five

/.

Two

g.

At canal

h.

;

tarred.

XX. Not

foot stores.

chams and

stores.
I.

vessels striking,

II.

Eight at present.

VI. Can buoys.
VII. One year.
VIII. Periodically by the pier master.
IX. The only beacons put up by this authority, ai'e perches
on the different scars and rocks in the bay.
j

X.

«.

Perches.

b.

Not known.

e.

As a beacon

Before this authority put uj)
perches, private individuals did so for 50

years.

to

warn

vessels

sunken

off

rocks.
large

d.

A

e.

Larch and spruce.

bush of furze on the top, which can
be seen at a great distance.

/. Natural.
g.
h.

light on the
great service.

;

and stormy weather.
k. With large stones and chains.
/.
None moored in five fathoms low water.
m. Repaired at our shop by the Company.
n. Numbered.
o.

XV. Nil.
XVI. Nil.
XVII. That a

None.
Twelve

Inner Dowsing would be of

satisfactory.

XIX. Yes.

nun buoys ; two can buoys.
can buoys three nun buoys.

Five buoys with
buoys.

By

VI

XI. Nil.
XII. Nil.
XIII. Fairway or sea buoy red on the bar chequered on the
west side of harbour black, east side, white.
XIV. Require no alteration.

XVIII. Very

Nme

i.

j.

We

between Wells and Blakeney. A light on the
Inner Dowsing would show them their position Circular
and prevent them.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
II.
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aware. The above answers are the general opinion
of ship owiiers and master mariners belonging to
the port of Wells.

RobinsonParker, and Son., Lloyd's and General Shipping Circular VI.

The

PORT

of

WELLS.

III. The Harbour Commissioners.
IV. No, decidedly not, we have no light from Hunstanton
on the west (18 miles distant) to Cromer on the
east, (22 miles distant) a distance of forty miles,
and one is much required.
V. None required.
VI. Somewhere near this port, as the meduim distance
betiveen Hunstanton and Cromer.
VII. When vessels require lighting up the hai'bour candles
only are used.
VIII. No.
IX. No.
X. Principal of the accidents which occur near to this,
are beUeved to be attributable to want of a light,
combined with the unaccountable inset of the tide

on

this coast.

XI. No tide signals.
XII. No fog signals now here.
XIII. Fairway buoy at sea, red on the l)ai-, chequered
of harbour, black, east of harbour, white.
;

feet.

y, k. Included with the buoys.
XI. None.
XII. In the deepest water in tlie run of the fresh water

channels.
XIII. Wherever there is a rock or scar within the limits of
this authority dangerous to navigation.
XIV. By a register tonnage rate of jrf. per ton on vessels
trading to Ulverstone; payable to the Canal

west

XIV. No.
XV. No.
XVI. We

are not aware of any in our capacity as Lloyd's
agents.

We feel assured that a light is much required.
X\'III. We are not aware of any dissatisfaction.
XIX. We beheve so, but we know not.
XX. We are not.

XVII.

Office.

XVI. Income,

1852, 1151. I3s. 2hd.;
5y. Income, 1858,

29/. Os.

summer

5!)/. Itis.

quarter,

lid

;

78.

Mid-

E.\penditure, 1852,

XVII. None.
XVIII. None.
XIX. By the

I.

X.

—

pier master.
185/
Februai-y, April, July,
Sejjtember, and November. 1858
January, May
July, October, and November.
Pier master, whenever necessary.
No particular dates
recorded.

XXI. None.
XXII. Yes. The

pier

master

as

as

Robert London, late a master mariner and
broker, Wells.

III.

N.E. about 100 yards.
of the lamp is of iron, and it rests
on four piles driven into the bed of the sea.

Lighted by night with gas.
Seventeen feet.

George Arden, Weymouth, Dorset, Lloyd's Agent.

WEYMOUTH.

III. The Mayor and town council of the borough.
IV. The hght at the entrance of the harbour is not always

WELLS.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

of

The frame

now

a ship

WELLS.

The Harbour Commissioners.

IV. A light on the Inner Dowsings would be very useful.
V. Well arranged.
VI. A light on the north east end of the Inner Dowsings
would be very useful for sliips bound up Lynn

WeU.
VII. No lights.
VIII. Nil.
IX. Nil.
X. Vessels leaving

the Lincolnshire coast bound to the
southward frequently get set up of Lymi Well by
the flood tide and come on shore Ijy course

Zz

Circular V.

position of
the harbour light was on the south pierhead, from which the jiresent light bears

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
II.

PORT

e.

a.

h.

I.

II.

4.

Weymouth.
The harbour light.
29th May, 1858. The original

Pearce, Harbour-master,

g.

XXIV. None.
XXV. None.
XXVI. None.

77.

Weymouth.

/. Red.

the weather

permits.

I.

John

—

soon

WEYMOUTH.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

1858,80/.

150/.;

XX.

Midsummer

quarter, \4l. 19s. Sd.

in an efficient state where there is a shoal.
V. None.
VI. None.
VII. Gas.
VIII. See answers IV., X., XVI.
IX. See above.
X. Accidents have hai)pened, but not vei-y recently.
XI. None.
XII. None.
XIII. The buoys and beacons are black and placed where
considered much wanted.
XIV. No.
XV. None.
XVI. Four or five vessels have been ashore on the before
mentioned shoal, during the last three or four
years of which complaints have been made to the
Town Council and attended to.
XVII. See answer No IV.

Circular VI.
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Whitby

AVeymolth and Wiiitbv.
William Roberts, "Weymonth,

I.

late

master mariner,

Dorset.
II.

WEYMOUTH.
A

III.

on the extremity of a danger at the entrance
of the Harbour, most inefficiently lighted. This
light is kept by the corporation of this place for
which no dues are levied on any shipping entering

light

this ]jort.

IV. Well lighted with the exception of the above-named
hght.
VII. Gas.^
VIII. The before-mentioned light, several tunes altogether
extinguished during the last three months.
X. Several accidents on the liefore-mentioned shoal from
the want of proper beacons.
X\'I. Four or five vessels have been on shore on the
before-mentioned shoal during the last three or
four years, of which complaints have been made to
this corporation.
X\'II. The before-mentioned light very inefficient.

and Whit!?iable.

X. None.
XI. A flag shown on the West Cliff, when 10
on the bar.
XII. None.
XIII. Rock buov black can buov.
XIV. None.
XV. None.
XVI. None.
XVII. Good.
XVIII. Moderate.

Whii

—

feet

water

is

Circulj

;

XIX. Yes.
XX. None.
{For Return see page 421.)

Wj

WHITSTABLE.

80.

LIGHTHOUSE.—(Special

STAI

Return.)

Circul
Whitstable.
The South-eastern Railway Company.
Captain Edward Paul, Harbour and Station Masta-.
IV. One hght fixed on the side of a lofty chimney.
VI. Mr. Stevens, Whitstable.
VIII. About nine years ago.
X. Sea light and harbour light. The hght bearing south
is a fairway between the Columbine buoy and
Street buoy.
XL Brick and mortar.

I.

II.

Whitby.

WHITBY.

79.

III.

(For the Whithy Return seepage 424.)

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

Circular VI.
I.

Jones, West
shipbroker.

Thomas

Whitby, Lloyd's agent, and

Cliff,

WHITBY.

II.

III.

William Tase, IIarl)om--master for the Port of
Cairtain (iatenby for

south of Whitbv

:

Whitby High

both residing

Wntby,

lights,

a

little

at \\ hitliy.

IV. Yes.
V. None.
^T. None.
Whitby High lights, oil.
\\\. Whitby tide lights, gas.
VIII. None".
IX. None.
X. None.
XI. A red flag on the West Cliff when eight feet water
over the bar, by day; and two tide lights, one on
each ]iier-head, "entrance to the harbour, lit when
eight feet water, &c. as above.
XII. None.
XIII. Rock buov, black ; can buoy.

XII. None.
XIII. Fifty

feet.

XIV. Fifty-six feet.
XVI. Nine miles.
XVIII. Fixed

light, gas.

XX. From dark to daylight.
XXII. One burner, one re ectnr.

XXV. A small chimney
XXXI. A feet by 2 feet.

on the top.
Cost 12/.

XLII. Ship pay one farthing per register ton to the SouthEastem Railway Company for the light and for

A

LV.

hghting the harbour.
red flag half mast 10 feet.
red flag half mast with
ball under, 1 1 feet. .V red flag half mast with ball
over, 12 feet.
A red flag at mast head, exceeding

A

12

feet.

LLOYDS EVIDENCE.

XIV. None.

Cii-cu

XV. None.
XVI. None.
XVII. Good.
XVIII. Moderate.
XIX. Yes.

I.

Circular VI.

William Tase, West

I

Chfi',

Whitbv, Harbour-master.

WHiriiY.

II.

III.

For the Port of Whitby, William Tase,

Harbour-

master.
IV. Yes.
V. None.
VI. None.
VII. Gas in the Port of Whitby; oil in Whitby High
hghts.
VIII. None.
IX. None.
X. None.
flag shown on the West Cliff, when eight feet water
XI.
over the liar and two tide lights at night ^charge
of the harbour-master), denotes the same.
XII. None.
XIII. Rock buov, black.

A

;

XIV. None.

XV. None.
XVI. None.
XVII. Good.

'Hiomas Foxton, West

Cliff.

'SMiitby, Secretary to

Insurance Association.
II.

WHITBY.

I.

II.

I

am

satisfied.

not.

William Kemp, master mariner,

^^'hitstable.

WHITSTABLE.

III. Trinitv

House, London; South-Eastern Railway,

ly. Yes. '
XIII. Red on the north

side, lilack

on the south.

XIV. No.
X\". Farthing

jier

ton per voyage to South-Eastern Railway

Company.
XVII.

Sufficient.'

XX.

am

I

not.

Edn-ard .\dams. Whitstable, master mariner.

WHITSTABLE. PORT

of

FAVERSHA.M.

Esk

South-Eastern Railway.
IV. Yes.
VII. Harbour light, gas.
XIII. Red on the north side (or Columbine). Black on
the south (WTiitstable Street, and Spit of Pollard).

XIV. No.
XV. One

HI. Captain Gatenby, Whitbv-

farthing per register ton per voyage.
Eastern Railway Oimpanv.

ly. Yes.

V. None.
VI. None.
VII. Gas in tiie port.
VIII. None.
IX. None.

XX.

HI. Trinity House, London.

XX. None.
I.

XVIII. Generally

II.

XI.\. Yes.

Circular VI.

HI. Trinity House, London, for the Channel buoys and
lights, and the South-Easteni Railway Company the
harbour light.
IV. Y'es.
harbour light, gas.
The
\l\.
XIII. Red on the Columbine or north side, and black on
south side.
XIV. No.
XV. One farthing per ton for buoyage to the South Eastern
Railway Company.
XVII. Sufficiently lighted and buoyed.

I.

XVIII. Verv good.

agent, Whitstable.

WHITSTABLE.PORTof FAVERSHAM.

II.

XX. None.

Wood. Llovd's

Philpot

Oil in

Whitbv High

lights.

XVII. Sufficient.
XVIII. Excessive.

XX.

I

am

not.

South-

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

WING,

81.

Sir B. P.,

— ENGLAND.
Wing,

Bart.— (ILFRA-

COMBE.)
LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

VI It. Not known.
IX. Do not know.
X. Harbour light.
^^'hitewashed cottage.

XII. Xone.
XIII. Thirty

feet.

XIV. About 100 feet.
XV. About 20 miles.
XVI. About 12 miles.
XVII. Do not know.
XVIII. Fixed red light.
1st September

to

.'ilst

March; sunset

to sunrise

every year.

XXI. .3 12-in. silvered
XXII. Three burners.
XXIII. Xone.
chimneys
XXVI. Xone.

XXXV.

reflectors.

appeared.

;

the entrance of the harbour.
XIII. There are two warping buoys at the entrance, and
buoys in the inner harbour for mooring, v/hich
aje the pri^•ate property of the harbour trustee.

A

XXL

I

free.

used.
Gas.
fog signals.
XLII. Vessels belonging to the port
in; strangers l.s. ditto.
' when lighted."

6rf.

each time coming

Payable,' harbour ftind,

light.

but quite adequate for the
rendei-ed to those vessels that put

small,

in.

XIX. The only persons who can answer this query must be
Su' B. P. Wing, his steward, and water baiUff.

XX. None.

Under

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
William Rodgman, Harbour Master, Ilfracomlie.
Two warping buoys "only" at the entrance of the
harbour.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
I.

I

harbour

18/. a year.

the insjjection of the harbour master and a
jurj' of 12 men.
LI. December 1858.
LII. No.
LV. Not deemed necessary.
LVIII. Under the inspection of the harbour master.

II.

XVII.

the port Is., not belonging, wai-ping buoy. Is., and
to the mooring buoys, 2s.
of no complaint having been made, as I
consider that would be fruitless, although there is
a clause in the Harbour Act that all persons shall
have free access at all seasonable times without fee
or reward, to inspect the accounts, which has never
been (lone, and only seen by Sir Bourchitr Wing
and his steward on the rent day.
have never heard the mariners complain of the

know

XVIII. The charges are
accommodation

20/. a year.

vessel.

vessel belonging to the port pays Gel., not beIs. ;— (the buoys)— vessels belonging to

longing

XXXIX.
XLL No

I.

Wing.
to the

its

I

XXXVIII. None

L.

to

XIV. The warping and mooring buoys are black.
Xy. Tlie harbour Ughts are collected by the water

in the roof of the lantern.

lighthouse, &c. was erected nearly 200 years
since and there are no documents extant to show
the cost of construction.
Lantern 8 feet high and 20 feet in circumference.
Light keeper, 31. 3s. per year, with coals and house

XLIII. Average
XLIV. Average
XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVIl. None.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.

as

do not know of any complaints having been made to any
jjarties.
Had there been a buoy on the Copperas
rock the " Dolphin " of this port would not have
struck in a clear day she was laden «-ith copper
tiles from Llanelly, for Gloucester; she jiaid off
and sunk in deep water. The divers could never
find any of the cargo.
The " Betsey " smack, of
Dideford, struck it, and jiut into this port in a
rdnking state. Three months ago Jlr. John Dover
and Captain Ley, of Combmartin, were fishing
oear this rock ; they saw a schooner steering for
it, they hailed to alter her course, which
was not
heeded, and she struck ; being flood she floated
off and proceeded up channel.
No tide signals
are used, as we are on tliis sii'.e of the channel
at
a quarter of a mile from the entrance of the harbour there is six or seven fathoms water.
XII. The only fog signal used at present is by the man at
the lighthouse, who blows his horn, which is over
X.

XXIX. The
XXXI.

buoy

;

XX. From

XXV. Two

Stone

being damaged.
Several vessels have been known to run against,
by the globe having been knocked off and it being
staved, so that it daily went deeper and last dis-

Return.)

Ilfracombe, port of Barnstaple.
II. Harbour Act.
III. Win. Rodgman, Harbour Master.
IV. One light.
V. I suppose in the year 1/30, from the date of the Harbour Act.
^'I. By the ancestors of Sir Bouchier Wing, Baronet, the
jn-esent lord of the manor of Ilfracombe.
VII. Lighthouse built on the extremity of the rock at the
entrance of the harbour, being the best position as
a guide for entering the harbour.

and Wisbech.
when anything has occurred

Sir B. P.,

tion, Milford,

Morte

I.

XL
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William Huxtalile. Ilfracombe, agent for Lloyd's.

II.

ILFRACO.MBE

District for Lloyd's,

TO HURLSTONE POINT,

MART POINT
LUND

including

82.

Palk Wrey, Bart., lord of the manor of
Ilfracombe, who is also trustee for the harbour,
has the control of the harbour lights. The Trinity
lights on Lundy Island ; I have never heard any
complaint. The revolving one shows magnificent
can be seen from this place distant 21 miles.
IV. I should recommend a buoy to be placed near the
Copperas Rock, lying half a mile off the shore
under the high Hangman Hill. The Sandridge
buoy, aljreast of Lynmouth, was changed about
four months ago by the tender from the Trinity
depot at Cardifi'.
V. I consider that the buoy at Mart Point, with staff and
globe, should be replaced by a bell Ijuoy, several
vessels having ran against the present one.
The
tide runs so strong at the Point and Stone, that
deeply laden vessels are obliged to give it a wide
berth in bad weather.
VI. Buoy near the Copperas rock, there is but six feet on
it at low-water springs, but with a leading yAnA
coasters go between it anel the main,
VII. Harbour light, gas.
VIII. Nothing has occurred to my knowledge.
IX. I have always informed the parties at the Trinity sta-

Port of Wisbech.
There is no lighthouse estabhshed within the port of
Wisbeach.
Note.— A full abstract of the accounts was sent with this
return and preserved with the original papers.
There are two small light towers erected at the lower
termination of the Nene Outfall Cut, one on each side the
channel, but they have never been used, nor are they considered at all necessary, as the system of lighting adopted
in this port is found to answer all purposes required.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Sir Bourchier

II.

3

V.'isbecii.

I.

ISLAND.
III.

WISBECH.

LIGHTHOUSE.-(Speci.^l Return.)

I.

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses of the borough
of Wisbech.

II.

The Corporation are not

in possession of a chart of this

description.

not so responsible.
IV. No other authority is so responsible.
V. The buoys are not classified and designated.
VL The Outer Roaring Middle Buoy under the jurisdiction
of this authority has lately been changed from a
can buoy, moored by its smaller end, to a larger
buoy of the same shape, out moored and Ijallasted
at the broad end, so as to stand upright when afloat,
and carrying a spherical beacon on a staff at the
smaUer end. This is in an exposed situation, and
is understood to be much approved.
The other
buoys used are a nun buoy, and several can buoys
III.

It is

moored by the smaller end. They are all quite
sufficient for the purpose, and no' complaint
has
ever been made respecting them, and they are
therefore considered to be generally approved.
VII. The buoys are changed once in every year, in the
month of June, and tlie duplicate or reserve buoys
as soon as they are taken up, or recovered after

Circular
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displacement,

any casual
Circular V,

Wisbech.

Wisbech.

Wisbech.

maybe

over-

are thoroughly

hauled, repaired, and painted, or dressed
(as

mth

required).

tar

it is

last
buoys are found with careful treatment to
conmaiiy years, and few cases of buoys being
for some
occurred
have
unserviceable
as
demned

years past.
.

river.

About 18:30.
To show the

,

sides of the river

,

when covered

/. Natural colour of materials.

Not

ff.

about
None.

k.

l»o8,

l-'Os.

2l)s.

river.
6.

1830.

c.

To show

the sides of the river when covered
with water.
Bunch of straw on tops of beacons.

d.

e. .\sh pole.
/. Natural colour of materials.
g. Not lighted.

h.

Four

j.

Is.

feet.

3d. each beacon.

about
None.

SO*-.

1858,

20s.

Slatted oval ball.

e.

Large

f/.

e.

fir-pole

with wooden slatted

ball.

5s.

1852, estimated at 5s.

k.

None.

a.

Two beacons

h.

Twenty

i.

2/. lOs."

c.

d.

Tliorn bush at top.

e.

Ash

pole.

/.

Natural colour.

g.
Ii.

Not
Ten

J.

5s. each.

lighted.
feet.

1852, estimated at os. each.
each.

j.

k.

None.

a.

The Floodway Beacon.

b.

1853.

c.

To show

d.

Thorn

the channel.
Ijush at top, and lantern in
Fir pole.

g.

Lighted

A.

Ten

j.

witli

Four beacons on west

b.

1853.

c.

To show

feet.

g.
it

has cost

Not
Fom"

i.

5s. each.

side of

Floodwav.

at top.

feet.

1852, estimated at 5s. each.
each.

a.

Two

b.

About

c.

To show

b.

1853.

d.

Basket on top of beacon.

c.

To show

e.

Ash

1830.
the channel.

pole.

1858, about 5s.

beacons on east side of Floodway.
the channel.

Basket at top
.\sh pole.
/. Natural colour.
d.

/. Natural colour.
h.

Not Ughted.
Six feet.

t.

5s.

e.

g.
//.

1852, not knomi, estimated

at 5s.

1858,

5s.

«.

j.

beacons on the West

Mark Knock.

About 1830.

To show the channel along
West Mark Knock Sand.

the edge of the

Not hghted.
Four

feet.

*'(/. each.
1852, estimated at
7s. 6d. each.

7s.

k.

None.

a.

The

b.

1809.

7s. 6rf.

each.

Basket on top of beacon.

d.

To show the channel.
Thoni bush at top, and lantern

Ash

e.

Fir pole.

f.

Natural colour.

h.

Not
Ten

i.

5s. each.

j.
k.

c.

pole.

and 15

h.

not kno';\Ti, estimated
about 5s.
None.

1852,

at 5s.

1858,

The West Mark Knock Beacon.
Renewed in 1852 (old one many years before).

r.

To show

d.

Oval slatted

e.

f.

tides in

\vinter.

feet.

b.

a.

in winter.

f. Natural colour.
g. Lighted with candle during dark

lighted.
feet

1858, about

Life Beacon.

e.

g.

1853, about

lighied.

h.

j.

about
None.

lis. iJd.

/. Natural colour.

None.

d.

tides in

the channel.

Thorn bush
Ash pole.

k.

Two

lamp during dark

None.

Bank End, Middle Beacon.

c.

hite.

2/. 6s. (id.
k'.

None.

b.

oil

Pole 3s. ; lantern 30s.
1852, estimated at 2/.

ri.

0.

\\

feet.

k.

k.-

1858, aboiit 5s.

/. Natural colour.

e.

1858,
not then erected.
nothing since first erected.

j.

1858, about 5s.

between Stone Ends and Flood-

About 1830.
To show the channel.

d.

Black.
Nothglited.

j. 1852,

g.

at top.

f. Natural colour.
g. Not hghted.
//.
Eight 'feet.

a.

clearly visible.
d.

/.

the channel.

Thorn bush
Ash pole.

i,

June 28th 1858.
To show the position of the stone ends in
dami of morning or dusk of evening, when
smaller beacons at sides would not be so

c.

To show

winter.

Large beacons at Stone Ends.

a
b.

1857.

c.

e.

j. 1852, not known, estimated at
k.

The Mussel Scalp Beacon.

b.

way.

Eight beacons on the Stones, east side of

a.

None.

a.

b.

feet.

1.?. ,3rf. each beacon.
1852, not known, estimated at

i.

j.

k.

lighted.

Four

h.

Circul

(now wants

1852, nothing.
1858, nothing
new chain braces.)

_;'.

Thorn bush on tops of beacons.
Ash pole.

e.

55/.

i.

with water.
d.

i.

j.

d.

IX. The beacons are not classified.
Stones, west side ot
a. Eight beacons on the
X.

c.

/i.

Not hghted.
Twenty feet.

g.

.

brought in,
VIII. Every buov is examined
immeand if repairs are necessary they are done
but the
used,
not
diately, if unfit for service it is
as soon as

b.

:

the position of the sands.
ball at top.

i.

j.

Eight

feet.

Pole ^s. (irf. ; lantern 30s.
1852, estimated at 2/. 8s. 9d.

1852, about

21. 8s. 9rf.
k.

None.

a.

d.

Bachelor's Bay Beacon.
Not known, from time immemorial.
To show the side of the roads called
Thorn bush at top.

e.

Fir pole.

b.
e.

Fir pole set in ludgett, secured by chains,
braces, and cleats nailed on the pole;
wooden slatted ball at top.

/.

Natural colour.

Black.

g.

Not

lighted.

tlie

Eye.
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Wisbech.

BECH.

Nine

h.

V.

i.

10s.

;.

18.52,

k.

None.

estimated at 10s.

was said to be needful. On
the 25th July 1856, the mayor was authorized to
direct the harbour master to place a buoy upon the
wreck, if, upon further enquii-y, it should be found
necessary.
The mayor found it necessarj', and a
buoy was forth\iith afterwards put down and was
continued there until the wreck disappeared.
XVIII. No such application has been made.
XIX. By the harbour master on the following dates, viz., in
June 1857, and June 1858, and at various times

18.58,

nothing.

The foUowing beacons are used only for carrying lights during the dark tides in winter.
a. Four between the lighthouses and the Stone
Ends.
h.

About 1830.

To

ff.

h.
i.

j.

k.

XX. By the same person on the same dates.
XXI. If a buoy is knorni to be off its station

a.

Two

at the

b.

1830.

To

(J.

c.

/.
ff.

h.
i.

j.

/.
ff.

h.
i.

j.

k.

resides near the outfall
the river (and who is also headsman of the
who report to him), immediately writes to
the town clerk, and he, if necessary, calls the Port
and Harbour Committee, or the Council together.
XXIV. On the 28th July 1855, the Trinity House of
Deptford Strond represented that the Outer
Roaring Middle Buoy was not of sufficient magnitude, and that tlie Bar Buoy was not readily
readily distinguishable from that abreast of it on
the upper part of the Roaring Middle, and might
be advantageously painted of a different colour.
'ITie subject was immediately taken into consideration, and the suggestions being approved were
carried into effect as soon as practicable.
(See
Rephes Nos. VI., XL, and XXV.)
XXV. The only case of this kind is, that of the Outer
Roaring Middle Buoy mentioned in the above
reply. No. VI.
It is understood fi'om inquiry
amongst masters of vessels, that the change in
that case was a very good one.
XXVI. There are no general rules or regulations issued
by this authority for the purpose mentioned. There
are no printed forms kept relating to the l)Uoys
or beacons.
XXVII. The buoys and beacons are occasionally inspected
by the members of the council, but the harbour
master is charged with the immediate supen'ision
of them, and tlie pilots are instructed to report to
him immediately if anything is wrong, or required
to be done, and they invariably do so.
pilots,

from the Floodway Beacon to

1858,

6d. each.

2/. 5s.

Sand (besides the
and two in Slush Hole.

the Life Beacon

Beacon

itself),

1830.

To direct ships along the Floodway at night.
By their position.
Fir pole with lantern.
Glass in lantern colourless.
Single candle in lantern.

Eight

feet.

Poles 4s. each lanterns 30s. each.
1852, estimated at 21. Is. each.
1858, about
;

2/. Is.

XL No

are not so considerable or so abnipt as to render
advertisement necessary.

;

Two on

e.

each.

None.

alteration in the nature of the buoys and beacons
has been made, except as above stated (No. VL)

Roaring Middle buoy. Two
buoys of that kind were made for that station, one
in
reserve.
to be kept
The only general principle or uniform system adopted
in the buoving of this port is that of placing black
buoys to the eastward, and red buoys to the westward of the channel, and of placing aD the buoys
in the best possible positions under the circum\vith respect to the

XIL

83.

WORKINGTON.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
I.

stances, these positions being subject to alterations
from time to time on account of the shifting of

but two gas lights for the use of vessels coming
and going out of the barljour they are hghted when
is 8 feet water in the harbour, and put out when the
tide retires to that height.
They are under the entire control of the Trustees of the harbour, and belong to them.
They are used solely for harbour or local purposes no
revenue is received from them, and no account kept of the
expense of lighting, &c.
The larger one is erected on
John's Pier, the other on old pier further up, and both
within the hmits of the harbour, which is a dry one.
In addition to the above, there are two other small gas
lights on the New Quay (see plan of harbour), which are
lighted and put out at the same time as the other two hghts
mentioned above.
into

;

there

;

James Thompson.

duties.
as No. XIV.
XVI. Total income. Midsummer quarter, 1852,

Return.)

Harbour Master, Workington, Cumberland.
Herewith is a plan of Workington harbour.

We have

the sands, by which the channel is sometimes considerably diverted.
general j)rinciple which go\-erns the ])lacing of
the beacons is to have a large bush on the top of
the beacons on the west side, and a large basket
on those on the east side of the channel, the positions being changed from time to time as the
alterations in the sands required.
The buoys are maintained l)y the harbour tolls and
duties, which are payable into the office of the
collector appointed Ijy this authority, and are paid
by such collector to the treasurer of this borough.
See the copy of his account for last year sent herewith, as to the application of the harbour tolls and

XIIL The

XIV.

the

in

XXII. Yes.
XXIII. The Harbom- master, who

Six feet.
Poles 4s. each lanterns 30s. each.
1852, estimated at 21. 5s. C>d. each.

a.

b.

previously advertised

of

k.

d.

1858.

each.

the Stone Ends at night.
By their position.
Fir pole with lantern.
Glass in lantern colourless.
Oil lamp.

Life

is

" Shipping Gazette," and local papers, except those
which the gradual alteration of the channel has
rendered necessary, and in these cases the changes

Stone Ends.

direct ships

about
None.

c.

made have been
;

c.

another

laid, and no notice is therefore necesSuch changes as have been beretofoi-e

sary.

Oil lamp.
Eight feet.

21. 5s. Gd.

it

immediately

Poles 4s. each lanterns 30s. each.
1852, estimated at 2/. 5s. 6d. each,

about
None.

as

during those years.

direct ships along the river from the lighthouses to the Stone Ends at night.

By

their position.
e. Fir pole witli lantern.
Glass
in lanterns colourless.
/.
(/.

Wl.SBECH.

AViSBECH and Workington.
on the wreck,

feet.

c.

371

XV. The same

887/. 12s.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

8d

Ditto, Midsummer quarter. 1858, 671/. 3s. 4id.
Total
Total income for 1852, 3,610/. 19s. M.
expenditure in 1852, for buoys and beacons,
Ditto in 1858, 947. 1.5s. Ud.
The
172/. 4s. \d.
income is cliargeable with various other payments,
besides those for maintaining buoys and beacons
amongst other things mtli the interest of 49,000/.
on mortgage. See the treasurer's account to September 1859 sent herewith.
XVII. On the 19th June 1856, Mr. Daniel Sydal, of Lynn,
nTote to inform the harbour master of Wisbech
that a Boston barge had been sunk below the bar
buoy, and inquiring if he intended placing a buoy

I.

is

a copy of plan of the harbour.

We

have no buoys or beacons, but those laid down for
the guidance of vessels coming into and going out of the
harbour, which is a dry one. The buoys are the property
of the Trustees of the harbom', who order them to be placed
in the most advantageous positions
no account is kept of
the cost or the annual expense incurred. The lowest buoy
at the entrance to channel is an iron one, and always afloat
the others are wood, and aground when the tide is out.

;

3

Harbour Master, Workington, Cumberland.
Enclosed

;

Jambs Thompson.

A

2
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SCOTLAND.
1.

VIII.

The Commissioners visited Aberdeen on the 26th
" Vivid," and examined sundry
of July, from the
witnesses.

.

,

o

,

and Aberdeen bteam
1. The manager of the London
Company stated that he had been manager for eight

he had never heard a complaint of the lights,
with
and had never known anything to be wrong
them during that time.
heard
never
2. Mr. Eose, a large shipowner, had
years

;

any complaint.

of the Harbour Commissioners was
The returns called for on the 13th of April
visited.
had not been begun, and they were never sent, though
several letters were written on the subject.
The Harbour Commissioners consist of 12 memaud shipbers, elected annually by householders

The

officer

owners, and of 19 members

who compose

the_

town

council and are e.v officio Harbour Commissioners.
There are two leading lights under their control ;
with
thoy are red when the harbour can bo entered
Formerly, the
green, when it is dangerous.
safety
danwas_
harbour
the
when
lio-hts were extinguished
Both these arrangements were sanctioned
gerous.
by the Commissioners for jS'orthern Lighthouses, and
themthe Harbour Commissioners do not consider
It was stated that the former
selves responsible.
arrangement was much complained of, and the latter
but there does
is approved, by those most interested ;
seem to be any good reason for indicating safety
;

not
mark
by red contrary to the usual practice, which is to
danger by red. Mr. Ecid, the treasurer, had not
heard anv complaints of any lights.
These 'lights, Xos. 65 and 66 on the list of lights
26th ot
visited or seen alight, were visited on the
They are of iron, with one light aud reflector
Julv.

The colour is produced by glass screens,
in e'ach.
The signal for
placed in front of the reflectors.
changing the colour is given from the end of the pier
by showing a light.
No boxes are provided for keeping the cleaning
materials separate, all are consequently stowed away
together in small v.-oodeu presses.

and his son looks
'never taught to clean
(distant
Girdleness
to
been
reP.ectors, and had never
about a mile) to see how they are cleaned there.
He was formerly a carpenter. The reflectors under
generally, were
his charge, the lantern, aud the house
under the
in a condition far inferior to establishments
C(.mmissioners for Xortheru Lights, for example, the

The

after

light keeper

is

paralytic,

He was

the'' lights.

A

Ardrossan.

ABERDEEN.

nearest, Girdleness.

was

It

He afterwards visited the harbour lights,
and found the one which he ascended in very bad
The lamp was burning with a low flame
condition.
the reflector was not well poand charred wick
lished, and the red glass was dusty. The observations
members of the Commission
other
formerly made by
were confirmed.

on

1st

Xovem-

her, 18j().

painted white.

XII. X'ot fitted with conductor.
XIII. Twenty-three and a half feet.
XIV. Twenty-five feet.
X^^ Six miles at high water.
XVI. Eleven miles at high water.
degrees.
The centre bearing is E. by X., and
the extremes are E. by li" X. and E. by 2U° X.
fixed red hght.
XX. From sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Stevenson's holophotal ai)paratus, which is both re-

XVII. Twenty
XVIII.

A

flecting and refracting.
XXII. One gas Argand of liO holes.
XXIII. On 1st Xoveniber l^ofi the present hght was exhibited, in place of two fixed harbour lights that

previously existed.
Milne, Edinburgh.
Air is admitted at the door, and escapes by holes in
the roof.
XXVI. None are used.
XXVIII. Xo register kept fogs are almost unknown and
never interrupt the navigation.

XXIV. James

XXV.

;

XXIX. IfiO/.
XXXI. The lantern
The

XXXIII.

is circular,

and 31 j inches

cost was 30/.
the annual average,

5/. is

and

all

in diameter.

repahs are done

by the harbour workmen.

XXXIV.

it is painted
at a cost of 31.

XXXV.

There

once a year by harbour workmen,

is one keeper, who gets 'Mil. Ss. a year.
Price of apparatus 14/. lis. Gd.; cost of fitting
and of transport 1/. \()s.

XXXVI.

10/. I5.S.,

XXXVII. 41.
XXXVIII. 3(i,G00

feet of gas.
(id. yer 1,000 feet.
the annual cost of the gas.
revenue.
harbour
XLII. From
XLIII. There are no hght dues.

XXXIX. Gas
XL.

!)/.

at 5s.

1S.«. is

XLIV. 58/. 6s.
XLV. Xone made.
XLVI. Xone made.
XLVII. Xonc made.
XLVIII. Xone made.
XLIX. Xone made.
L. By Mr. Moffat, Engineer

to the harbour.

LI. Every month.
LII. Once, on 9th December 1856, by the lantern having
been broken when it was extinguished part of
:

one night.
LIV. Xone.

LV. Xone are used.
L\T. Xone arc used, because not found neccssar)-.
LVII The keeper has only to light the gas at night and
the morning.
Tlie pilots on
it in
watch during night report any accident to the

extinguish

On

condition.

in present position

IX. John Muffat. It was not built by contract.
X. Harbour light.
XI. 'stone, solid for II feet, thence to top a hollow cone.

_

the 21st of September, in tli3 evening, Dr.
Gladstone visited the lighthouse at Girdleness,
which is under the charge of the Commissioners for
Northern Lights, and found everything in excellent

shomi

fu'st

hght.

L^T1I. The keeper must keep hght exhibited from sunset
to sunrise, and have the whole apparatus always
clean and efficient.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

;

I.

The Earl

of

Eglinton and Winton, Eghnton

Castle,

Ir\'ine.

II. Admiralty chart sent herewith, with beacons and buoys
marked thereon. The annual cost of maintenance
is

III. It

is

251.

not.

IV. There are none.
a. Is of wood and iron.
V.

2.

AiiniiossAN-.

ARDROSSAN.

LIGHTHOU.se.— (Special Return.)

Circular III.

Ardrossan Harbour Light, Ardrossan.
The Earl of Eglinton and Winton, owner of the harbour, Eglinton Castle, Irvine.
III. .Tnhn Moffat, C.E., Ardrossan.
IV. There is only one light.
V. Xo application was ever made.
YII. Because it is at the end of the outer pier, and can
show the fainvav channel into the harbour.

I.

II.

b.

11. 10s.

c.

10s. per

d.

3s. Gd.

e.

Four.

annum.
annum.

per

/. Five.
g.
h.
i.

h.

/.

Harbour store.
There are three with spare moorings.
None.
By a mooring anchor and chain, or by an
iron bolt fixed in bottom «atu chain.
75 ^

SCOTLAND.
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Ardkossax and Ayr.

OSSAN,

Ayr.

m. They are obtained by open tender, and kept
in repair by the workmen employed by
harbour.
n Colour only.
0. Four.

V.

.

The form and height.
Stone and timber.
Horse Island, white
Beacon, black.

f.

h.

i.

k.

and black.

XXX^'. One

XXXM.

Crinan

collected in

Price of illuminating apparatus, 30/. 2s.;
of fitting, 11/. 18.?.; cost of transport, 2/.

cost

gas.

being made on vessels for the lights.
No income.
See answers to XXXIII., XXXIV.,
XXXVII. No other e.xpenditiu'e.
No complaints.

XXXV., and

XLV.
XLVI. None.

XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.

XLIX. None.
L. By the harbour

master.
LI. Almost daily.
LII. Three times by air in the gas pipe, and not more than
a few hours at a time.
Dates not recorded.
LIII. None.

LIV. None.
hX. During the day a

flag is hoisted over the hghthouse
there is S feet fl'ater over the bar, and continues from half-flood till half-ebb.
The half-tide
light ser\-es the same purpose during the night.
LVI. Not considered necessary.
LVII. One keeper does all the duty.
LVIII. No written instructions. Lighthouse keeper lives
in lighthouse, and always in attendance.

harbour

when

XVI. No income expenditure 231. per annum.
XVII. None.
XVIII. None.
XIX. By harbour master every month.
;

XX. By harbom- master

every month.

XXII. The harbour master.
XXin. Lord Eglinton or his commissioner

is

written to.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

XXn'. No

complaint has ever been made.
None.
XXVI. There are no general rules, e.xcept an order to the
harbour master to inspect them every month, and

XXV.

I.

The

trustees
J .^ JO.

Two

II.

3.

"The

Ayi-

Circular V.

Harbour Act,

III.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Not

for buoys.
responsible.

IV. None.
V. Sketch gi\en on chart as above.

Return.)

0.

Ayr.

II

.\yr

Harbour Trustees.

IV. Three lights, two in a round tower or lighthouse on the
north side of the harbour, the lower red and the
upper white and a half-tide red light in a small
iron lighthouse on the north wall, 850 feet N. W.
by W. i W.
V. December 1789.
VI. Emanated from the Harbour Trustees.
VH. Being the most suitable for the guidance of vessels
When the three lights are
in taking the bai-.
kept in a Une they lead over the bar in the deepest

Iron.

b.

161.

c.

11.

10s.

d.

1 2s.

e.

Two.

/.

g

;

h.
;'.

One.
Harljour yard.
One.
One.

Long

_;'.

k.

Bv

/.

10/.

711.

By

succession of heavy gales.
a single fluked anchor.

tender.

Both painted red.
Two.
XI. Not quahfied to give on opinion.
XII. None, but inspected and repaired
n.

water.
VIII. 1/90.

o.

IX. John McSkimming, builder; Robert Paton, engineer.
Built by contract.
X. Harbour lights.
XI. Stone and lime, with a malleable ii'on dome or top, all
painted white.
XII. Not fitted with lightning conductor.
XIII. Si.xty-one feet.
XIV. Upper Ught, o6h feet; lower, 37A feet;
14 feet.

at

least

e\ery

summer
VIII. Inspected quarterly by the harbour master.
IX. No beacons.
X. None.
a k. See No. IX.
XI. No beacons. Iron buoys have been substituted for

—

wooden ones.
XII. Channel so very short, no general principles necessary.
The buoys mark shallow water.
XIII. None:
XIV. From the general revenue of the harbour, no charge

half-tide,

XV. About 15 miles.
XVI. Upper bright light, ahout 10 miles; lower red light,
about 7 miles ; and half-tide red light, about
4 miles.

being

XVII. One hundred and fifty degrees S.W. to N. by E.
XVIII. Fixed. For colours see answers No. IV.

XIX. No revolution.
XX. From sunset till
XXI. Dioptric.
XXII. One burner.

under

;

AYR.

The trustees of Ayr Harbour.
ni. Thomas McCosh, Secretary to

acting

buoys, as laid down on chart herewith sent.
Cost of maintenance in 1852, 21. 2s.
ditto in
1858, 2/. 2s.
No income, no charge being made

see that they are all right.

XV. No

made

for buoys.

beacons.

XVI. No revenue.
XVII. None.
XVIII. No application has been made.
XIX. By the harbour master, quarterly.

sunrise.

XX. None.

XX

XXIII. None.

XXIV.

required,

XLIII.

XLIV.

ofiice.

L

;

annum.

XL. None.
XLI. None.
XLII. From the general revenue of the harbour, no charge

office.
ai-e

keejier at 20/. per

XXXVII. lOs.
XXXVIII. Nothing.
XXXIX. Lighted mth

entering harbour.
of the buoys are on sunken rocks, and the
others are for warping vessels out and into the
harbour.
XIII. They are fi.xed to show position of Horse Island and
of the Crinan Rock.
XIV. From the harbour dues, which are collected in harthe harbour dues, which

fitting

;

;

Horse Island Beacon, 55 feet above H. W.,
Crinan Rock Beacon, 11 feet above H.W.
Horse Island Beacon, cost 3'20l.
Crinan
Rock Beacon, cost 25/.
None.

bour

and

31.

not annually.

Some

XV. From

444/. 12s including 4/. for iron toj).
Finished.
lantern ; ventilating apparatus

about

j.201.
XI. The original forms of the buoys arc re^tained; but tlie
colours were recently altered from being all red to
be black on port side, and red on starboard, while

XII.

XXVII. None.
XXVIII. None.

XXIX.

XXXII. Not purchased.
XXXIII. U. per annum not by contract.
XXXI V. 2/. per annum contract painted when

Not hghted.

ff.

Circular III.

XXXI. No

;

e.

Ayr.

a pipe and openings in the roof.

XXVI. None.

XXX.

VII. Si.x months.
VIII. They are examined ei-ery month.
IX. They are not classified.
a. One
on Horse Island, called Horse Island
X.
Beacon, built of stone and a second on the
Crinan Rock, called the Crinan Beacon,
built of timber.
b. The first in 1816, and the second in 1845.
c. To show position of harbour and of entrance.
d.

XXV. Bv

Francois Soleil.

3

A

r.

so near when displaced are at
are immediately replaced.

Buoys

once seen, and
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Ayu.
XXII. Yes, the harbour master, acting under the authority
of the trustees.

XXIII. Haibour master reports to the harbour
XXIV. None.
XXV. None.
XXVI. None, not considered necessary.

trustees.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
John Gray, Lloyd's

I.

II.

agent. A-st.

Ayr — Banff Bo.\t Green Bo'.^ES^< Buckie.
XV. The harbour dues include lights, buoys, and tonnage,
and are paid to the harljour trustees.
Several comj)laints were lodged against the light in
the outer lighthouse being bright, and it was
changed from bright to red last January-.
XVII. Several shijimasters frequenting the port, woidd
Uke to haie the outer light placed on the South
Pier, instead of on the north wall.
X\'III. No complaints that I have heard of.

with the exception of Brest Rocks, to the south
of the harbour, and Lady Isle, near Troon.
there is a beacon on Brest Rocks in fogs
present
At
V.
and dark nights, when it is most wanted, it is of
and the consequence is that a number
service,
httle
of vessels run on these rocks every year, and the
same may he said with respect to Lady Isle.
VI. For the reasons immediately preceding, I would recommend that a lighthouse be placed on Turnbury
Point for Brest Rocks, and another on Lady Isle.
VII. Gas.
VIII. I am not aware of any.
IX. None of the buoys have been off for any length of
time, and no accident has occurred in consequence
of any of them being off.

Circula

whole dues are taken for pilotage, buoying,

Tlie

Ayr Harbour.

All,

—

XVI.

XIX.

AYR.

III. Trustees of

IV.

—

:

XX. The

lighting and improving the harbour.
general opinion is, that the whole is kept in
repair.
Ayr, 20th December. 1859.

—

good

:

Among

Elizabeth of Li\erpool, in Aj)ril
with the wind off shore, ran on Brest Rocks,
and sustained a good deal of damage, and her
cargo, bone ash and guano, was all damaged as
she filled with water. In September last the barque
T. F. Schutt, of Hamburgh, ran on shore near
Turnberry, and was a total wreck. I think neither
of these accidents would have occurred, had there
been a light on Turnberry or Brest Rocks.
half
flood there is a large red flag hoisted on the
XI. At
harbour lighthouse, and keeps flying to half ebb

X.

4.

I.

There

in sight in

vessels are

day-time,

not any hghthouse belongmg to or under the
the Town Council of the Burgh

is

of Banff.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

The Town Council of the Burgh

II.

;

return.

5.

and

—

;

XIV. None.
XV. None.
XVI. At the request

BOAT GREEN.

—

complaints having been made.

XVII. I beheve they are considered
XVIII. No dues levied.
XIX. See No. XVIII.

I.

satisfactory.

concur

:

the

—

common

coasting lights in this insignificant creek of

which disembogues itself about two miles below the
wharf. This small river being very mnding, the banks on
each side are marked nith small U[)right rods or " perches,"
get up at all the bends to mark the run of the river, and
the Vessels pay for keeping them up, according to their
tonnage, from tid. to \s. (>rf. Is. Gd. being the highest charge
each trip. Vessels over 5(1 to GO tons finds great difficulty
Fleet,

tolerably efficient.

—

to get to the wharf, except at high spring tides, the channel

being shallow and narrow.
Regarding moorings, they are

])osts and ring-bolts planted
'
the wharf' for the purpose.
information
required,
shall be hapjjj to
any
more
be
If
reply as far as I can.

at

James McAdam.

in

Peter Smith. North Quav.

II.

Ciici

Gatehouse, May 2, 1859.
The only rephes I can give to the numerous queries
are these
There is neither buoys, beacons, or lights ; but

Ayr, 20th December, 1859.
J. Stewart,
the foregoing answers.
Collector H. M. Customs, Ayr.

I

Boat)

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

;

of the mariners frequenting the port,
the half tide hght, in Januarj' last, was changed
from bright to red. 1 am aware of no other

XX. Considered

Circu

of Banff.

There are not any buoys or beacons belonging to or
under the management of the parties making this

at

We

Circuli

management of

others, the

night the outer leading Ught is lighted from
half flood to half ebb, which appears to answer
the purpose.
XII. There are no fog signals a bell would be of service.
have not many fogs. There are only two
the inner
buoys, both red, and barrel- sha|)ed
placed outside the Nicholas Rock, and the outer
on a shoal three-quarters of a mile from the bar
the directions being to keep both buoys on the
starboard hand in coming in.

Ba>

Return.

Banff'.

II.

last,

when any

BANFF.

LIGHTHOUSE.— tSpEci.A.L

Ayr, ship builder.

AYR.

Ayr Harbour trustees Thomas McCosh, secretary.
IV. Very well lighted, with the exception of Turnberryand Lady Isle, which I think should have a hght

III.

6.

:

BORROWSTONNESS.
Borrowstonness, April

5,

Bo
STOll
1859.

Honourable

each.

V. Tliere are at present two buoys outside of the bar, one
on the inner and one on the outer Nicholas Rocks,
both buoys on the north side of rock, being the
side next channel.
VI. One Hght on south-west side of Lady Isle ; one light
on west side of Turnberry.
VII. Gas.
VIII. None that I know of.
IX. They have been several times adrift, owing to the
chains wearing by the friction from the buoys,
but never above" a day or t\»'0, until replaced

Circir
Sir,
On the quays at the harbour of Borrowstonness are Ciriu
seven gas lamps, and the one at the point of the east quay
is a fixed red light.
AA'e have two red buoys about "0 fathoms from the
harbour, showing the entrance to the harbour.
I

am.

Sec.

Geo. Henderson',
Clerk to the Borrowstonness Trustees.
J. F. Campbell, Esq.
&c.
&c.

again.

X. There have been a gnat many vessels on Brest Rock,
and two or three on Turnberty, for wa7it of hghts,
and also on Lady Isle.
XI. Tliere is a large red 'flag hoisted in the day-time, on
the inner Ughthouse, from half flood to half ebb,

and at night there is a red light shown in the
outer hghthouse, from half flood to half ebb.
XII. None used ; there are vei-j- seldom any fogs here.
XIII. Coloured red barrel form, and placed on the north
side of the rocks next the chamiel.
:

XIV. No.

7.

Buckie, 5th

The

B

BUCKIE.
May

I860.

—

and now
he" to enclose the returns upon lighthouse, and buoys and
beacons, which I hope you wiD find satisfactorj-.
For any further information requisite I would refer you
Letterfaurie, at 15, AbbotEford
to R. G. Gordon, Esq.,
Place, Glasgow, and the Fishery Board, Edinburgh.
I

have received your

Circir
Cir

SecretaiT,

Sir,.

letter of 1st instant,

Kl

lal

LOCAL AUTHORITIES
Buckie and Burnt Island.
Town Council here, and the remaa-ks

E.

There

made

is

no

are simply as

from a
I

have

have, &c.

tracted for.

Return.)

XXXII. Purchased from Ferry

Small harbour hghthouse used according to
Buckie.
the tides.
IV. Only one.
VII. Most eligible spot.
*
IX. Iron hghthouse (bought).
X. Sea and harbour and tide hghthouse.
XI. Iron, and painted red.
XII. Not fitted with lightning conductor.
XIII. .\bout 14 feet.
XIV. About 28 feet.
XV. About 8 miles (supposed).
XVI. Cannot say with any confidence.
XVIII. Fixed light (natural). Gas.
XX. Is shown according to the state of the tide, and fi.xed
I.

fight.

XXX,

kept.

XLII. One farthing per

register ton

on shipping

charged

is

to maintain lighthouse and light.
Payable to
magistrates and council at the harbour office.

XLIII. Yearly income, 1852,

XLIV. Yearly expenditure,
XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.

It

16^. 16s.;

1852, I//.

1858, 241. 6s.
;
1858, 211. 2s.

Is.

Finished.

has never been accidentally or otherwise ex-tinguished
during this period.
spare lamp or burner; either can be procured
on very short notice.

No

LIII.

XXXII. Purchased (1858).
XXXIII. No repairs.
XXXV. One keeper, 10s. per week.
i.s

Five shillings.
3/. 18s.

XXXVI. None.
XXXVII. None.
XXXIX. Gas used.

LII.

fog signals.

XXXIX. Gas

XXXIV.

XXXV.

shillings.

XLIX. None.

Small ventilator on top.

XXVIII. None

trustees, at a cost of 51.,

then almost in ruins in the year 1845.

XXXIII. Five

XLVIII. None.

XXII. One gas burner.

XXVI. No

Circulai" III.

Alessrs. Hay, Edinburgh, maker of reflector.
Funnel on the top of house.
XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.
XXVIII. None.
XXIX. Not known. Built or erected on property belonging
to the burgh.
XXX. Probable expense of new lighthouse not yet con-

XXV.

—

XXV.

Burnt
Island.

sunset to sunrise.

XXIV.

J. P.

The lighthouse at our harbour here was
Remarks.
erected in the year IS.'JS, and is fur the good cliiefly of the
fishermen, and the beacon is erected about fifty yards from
the harbour on a rock, to guide them into the harbour.

LIGHTHOUSE.—(Special

XX. From

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Two burners.

Royal Commission Lights, Buoys, &c.,
7, Millbank Street, London.

Ill
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Burnt Island and Caledonian Canal.
I

jjrivate individual.

John Davidson,

— SCOTLAND.

LIV. None.

LV. None.
LVI. None.

used.

LVII. Being a fixed

XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.

light,

and burning from sunset to sun-

does not require to be relieved.
particular rules or regulations.

rise,

No

LVIII.

XLVIII. None.

XLIX. None.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

LI. No inspection.
LII. Never accidentally extinguished.
LIII. Gas.

This return does not refer to Burnt Island harbour, there
being no buoys outside, only a beacon on West New break-

LIV. None.
LV. None used.

water.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
John Davidson,
II. One beacon.
V. No Buoys.
I.

X.

a.
b.

No

J. P.,

Buckie, Banffshire.

c.

Channel beacon
Iron.

/.

Red.

ff.

Not lighted.
About 8 feet.

8.

for harbour.

BURNT ISLAND.
Return.)

III.
I.

Caledonian Canal Oftice,
Inverness, May 6th I860.
the honour to acknowledge the receipt of
your further letter of the 1st instant, addressed to the
Caledonian
Canal Commissioners, and retransmitting
printed queries relating to lights, buoys, and beacons,
which you desire to have filled up with the appropriate
replies, and returned to you.
On the part of the Commissioners I should be happy to comply with this desire if it
were in my power, but referring you to my communications
of 3d and 31st January, I formerly explained that I had
found it utterly impracticable to give categorical answers
to those queries, or indeed to any of them, inasmuch as
they are totally inapplicable to the particular class of lights,
buoys, &c., which are under their jurisdiction, and which
are so exclusively subordinate and subsidiary to the special
purposes of this canal that it could ne\-er have been intended
that they should fall within the scope of the inquiries of
the Commission you rejjresent, othermse the queries would
have been differently (hawn out. Be this as it may, I
have already furnished you in the communications above
referred to, -svith the fullest and most minute information
which it is in my power to give respecting the lights, buoys,
&c. connected with the service of the Caledonian Canal,
and I cannot e\'en imagine what further is wanted, but wiU
be glad to reply to any inquiry on any special matter of
detail which may be pointed out to me, if at all apphcable
to our case.
Sir,

I

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
«

CALEDONIAN CANAL COMPANY.

1858.

e.

h.

9.

name.

Burnt Island.

The magisti-ates and tov\'n council of Burnt Island.
HI. Local authority, magistrates and council.
IV. One light only.
V. Not kno\vn.
VI. Supposed by Fife Feriy trustees, some time ago
II.

abolished.

VII. For protecting vessels entering the harbour.
VIII. Not kno^^Ti.
IX. Not known.
X. Harbour hght.

—

XL Wood

house; tin plate roof. N.B. ^A new one is
about being contracted for being erected on the
outer pier presently erecting.

HAVE

XII. Two reflectors.
XIII. Four feet.
XIV. Thirteen feet above ordinary spring tides.

XV. About five miles.
XVI. Is seen at present about

I

have, &c,

George May,
Engineer and Superintendent of
Caledonian Canal.

J. F. Campbell, Esq.,
Sec. Royal Commission

six miles distant,

XVII. South by west to south-west bv south.
XVIII. Fixed.

Lights, Buoys,

and Beacons,
London.

3

A4

Circular V.
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Canal.
(MiMTvalioils
\iy

('(iiiimi".-

:,,„,.,.<

Caledonian Can.^l and Clyde.

Caledonian Canal.

Caledonian

:

appears from this letter that the Caledonian Canal
Commissioners have no lights, buoys, or beacons under
furnished, but it
their control for which returns can be
lights
appiars fi-om the printed jiapers sent, that there are
for
connected with the canal, and that more are required,

example atCor])ach.— that.there are buoyswhich have become
waterloiTged, and beacons along the course of the canal.
but the
A'essels passing through the canal pay rates,
returns furnished do not give information as to tha application of the funds to lights, buoys, and beacons.

Caled

Clanonny Point light. .\lso a case of a stranger
vessel, whose chart had the ti.xed light on the fort
or southern point, instead of the Clanonny or
northern point, but discovered the error in time to

It

save his vessel.

IX. The Canal Commissioners' buoys in Beauly basin somebut no
times displaced by ice and fishermen
accident has arisen, and are speedily replaced.
X. I do not know of any.
XI. There are no tide signals. I do not think they are redeep water always, through the narrows,
quired
and once inside Fort George, a sale, quiet anchor-

—

;

Extracts froi.i Regulations,

Circular III.
Circular \.

.\11

vessels tracked or

age.
i^c.

towed along the canal

XII.
shall,

meeting or jiassed by other vessels that are not so tracked
or towed, keep as near as possible to the towing-path side
of the canal.
All sailing vessels proceeding with a fair wind along the
canal, i.nd meeting in opposite directions any steam vessel,
shall, as soon as they come within one hundred yards of
such steam vessel, haul in their booms and keep to the
but when overtaken by such
right or starboard side
steam vessel, shall keep to the left or larboard side, so as
;

to pass one another with ease and safety.
Vessels which are waiting their turn, or otherw-ise, are
not to come too close or crowd tlie apjiroach to any lock,
but must be moored astern of each other on the off-side of
the canal, so as to allow other vessels to pass out or in

conveniently.
When the wind is anywise fresh, vessels to take in all
sail at some distance before approaching any lock, and
begin to bring u]) at the first checking posts they come to

on the canal banks.
All guide-posts, buoys or beacons on the north-west side
of the navigable channel, through the canal, are painted
Those on the south-east side thereof are painted
red.

shijiping frequenting port is so small.
XIII. The buoys are conical, are all systematically arranged
and coloured up Frith to canal, as may be seen
by reference tu admiralty charts, surveyed by
Capts. Otter and Slater, only changed in colour
as before stated, viz., now black on port, and red

—

on starboard.
XI\'.

In proceeding down through Lochsauth of the hght.
Dochfour, after passing the Narrows, keep well in the
middle, and not too near the embanked trackpath, par-

Dochfour Garden and House, where

it

satisfactorj-.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
Da^•idson, Civil Engineer, residing at Bumfoot
Cottage, near Inverness ; an officer of the Caledonian Canal Commissioners ; receiver of their dues,
tonnages, rates, &;c., has daily to do with all the
coasting and foreign trade passing by the canal.
Also agent for " Llovd's," in Inverness District.
II. The PORTof INVERNESS, the Caledonian Canal entrance, and a])proaches thereto, by the Moray
Frith, the Inverness and Beauly basins.
III. Ills Commissioners of Northern Lights, Edinburgh,
up to Kessock roads, thence to canal entrance in
Beauly basin the Caledonian Canal Commis-

L James

sionsrs, by their resident agents.
consider that the port and the adjacent coasts are
well lighted, buoyed, and beaconed, the buoys in
the Frith have Ijeen coloured according to late
regulations, ^"iz. on apjjroaching the port, red on
starboard, black on port hand.
V. I do not see that any further improvement is called for,
either as to buoys, beacons, or light-houses. I
consider them well arranged, and carefully looked
to by the agents of Lights Commission.
VI. Is answered by No. V.

IV.

I

VII. Oil.
VIII. I have never heard or known of any such case,
during 10 years I have been here, nor consequently

any accident thereby. The soldiers or garrison at
Fort George sometimes light a large fire on Fort
Point, and I know an instance of a brig, about 4
years ago, on a dark thick night \cry nearly led
into

a

serious

eiTor thereby, taking

it

for

lights, buoys, or

beacons.

X\l.

I

have never heard of any complaints

the

made

or even

entertained.

XVII. That thev

as to their efficient

all perfectly satisfied

state.

XVIII.

have

I

said, there are

and paid

no

Custom house

at

charged

local dues, those

are considered

very

moderate.

XIX. No
XX. So

local dues.

far as Commissioners of Northern Lights are
concerned, efficient, also C. Canal Buoys. Januarv, 7th 18G0.

—

10.

CLYDE.

LIGHTHOUSES.— (General
I.

II.

Parliariio'.itary

Return.)

Trustees of the River Clyde and Harbour

of Glasgow.
Leading lignts. two gaslights on the Port Glasgow
1. .\uchenleck
Quay. Channel or river hghts
lighthouse. 2. Cardross Ughthouse. .i. Garmoyle
lighthouse. 4. Dumbuck hghthouse. 5. Donald's

—

:

shoal on the north side.
In proceeding westwards through Loch-Ness and LochLochy, vessels, on approaching the west end of each lake,
should keep rather to the southward until close upon the
lights at Fort Augustus and Gairlochy, and then enter the
channel to the north of those lights.

is

Circular VI.

think the present colour and arrangement quite

I

XV. There are no local dues levied for

black.
Generally, in those parts of the lakes where there are no
guide-posts, buoys, or beacons there is deep water from
aide to side; and vessels may give or take a wide berth.
In proceeding eastwards, through Loch-Ness, \-essels, on
approaching the east end, should keep to the northward
until close upon the light, and then enter the channel to the

ticularly ojjposite to

do not think they are required, partly same reason
as answer to No. X., and besides the number of

I

when

Quay

—

lighthouse.

III. Points most convenient for the channel.
IV. About tv.enty feet above high-water springs.
V. The two gas lights on Port Glasgow Quay, ii-ith catopAuchenleck, catoptric,
tric, with one burner each.
with one burner. Cardross, fixed hght, oth order,
Garmoyle, lloating Ught,
dioptric, one burner.
with common lanteni, showing light all round,
one burner, no reflector. Dumbuck light, common -Vrgand lamp, without reflector, two burners. Donald's Quay, common .Argand lamp, one
burner.

VII. Allfi.\ed.

—

VIII. Leading light: There are two gas leading hghts
The westmost
jilaced on the Port Glasgow Quay.
is a red hght, and the eastmost is a white light
Auchenboth fixed. River or channel hghts
leck, fixed, white. Cardross, fixed, red. Garmoyle,
Dumbuck, fixed, white. Donald's
fLxed, white.
Quay, fixed, white.
IX. See sketch.
XI. Oil. &c.
XIII. No code of signals.
:

—

XIV. None.
X\'.

No

income derived from these hghts.

—

XIX. Leading hghts: The two gashghts on the Port
Glasgow Quay are temporary leading hghts for
the new Port Glasgow Channel. 'Hiey are large
lanterns placed on long lani]) posts, and both
Auchenleck is a white
River lights
are fixed.
light for the old Port Glasgow Channel, and is a
pair
Caron
a
of shear poles.
lantern hoisted
dross hghthouse is a red light, and consists of
:

—

Garmoyle is a floating
a good stone erection.
light or barge, the light being hoisted on a paii
Dumbuck is a good stone and
of shear poles.
Donald's Quay is a lantern or
brick erection.
light hoisted en shear poles, and shows merely
up and dowii the channel.

Ca>
^

—

Circul

LOCAL AUTHORITIES-

-SCOTLAND.

Clyde.

Clyde and Cumbrae.

roE.

^ ^^''

LIGHTHOUSES.— (Special
I.

Return.)

regular built beacons are of stone ;
others consist of barrel perches, ha^-ing a
cairn of stones round the base.
/. Those on the poi-t side coming up ai'e black,
and on the starboard red.
None of them lighted.
//.
A. Height variable; average about 15 feet.

See General Retm-n.

n. The

of the River Clyde and

Parliamentarj' Trustees
Harbour of Glasgow.

in. The Parliamentary Trustees of the River Clyde and
Harbour of Glasgow.
IV. Seven lights. Chart shows positions and the distances.
VII. See General Return.
IX. All built by the river trustees' own workmen.
X. See General Return.
XI. Ditto.
XII. The two stone lighthouses, Cardross and Dumbuck,
only have lightning conductors, consisting of a
copper rod. No vanes.
XIV. Westraost light on Port Glasgow Quay, .'iO feet
eastmost light, 21 feet Auchenleck, 3 J feet ; Cardross, 22 j feet
Garmoyle (above water line), .31
feet; Dumbuck, 2Hfeet
Donald's Quay, 28 feet.
XVI. With the exception of Donald's Quay light all the
others may be seen from a cUstance of about
4 miles.
XVII. Gas leading lights on Port Glasgow Quay show up
the channel:
Auchenleck light, 74°. Cardross
Ught 232'^ Garmoyle light (all round) 360°. Dum2(13°.
buck light,
Donald's Quay merely shows
:

;

up and down the channel.
XIX. See General Return.
XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. See General Return.

XV.

Ditto.

XVI. No income derived.
Xyil. None.
XX. Inspected from time to time.
XXIl. When buoys are displaced the nearest lightkeeper
gives information, the river pilots also" give intimation of any displacement, and the accident is
remedied with as little delay as possible.

from a catoptric

XXIV.

Birmingham.

light changed in 1859
to a dioptric light, 5th order.
Messrs. Chance Brothers and Co.,

XXV. Ordinary pijje above with admission of air below.
XXVI. Gongs "and Bells.
XXXI. Cardross lantern 4 ft. 8 in. Avide X 3 feet 9 in.
high.
Dumbuck lantern, 18 in. diameter.
XXXIII. For

year ending 1854, 84/. 14s. 4(/. ;
'
4rf. ;
1856, 18/. 5s. 4d.
Ud., and 1858, 19/. lis. 2d.,
233/. 19s. Id.
All repairs by trustees' own
68/.

i6s.

;

lis.

1855,
1857,
in all

work-

V.

I

consider that the coast is well lighted, but would
reconnnend a floating Ught at Gan'el Point, to
guide steamers leaving the port of Greenock at

V.

I

consider the channel well buoyed, the buoys are painted
red on the one side, and black on the other ; all
the lights under the control of the Cumbray Trust
are good, and kept in the highest state of effi-

A

floating light at Garvel Point, as a guide for
steanieis leaving the Port of Greenock.
VII. Gas for the harbour light at Grccnjck, and oil for all

the other lights.

VIII. No.
IX. None.
X. Not aware of any.

XL

united salaries amount
to about 156/. per annum; and one attendant at
gas leading hghts. Port Glasgow, at Is. per night.
XXXVI. Cardross light, about 100/. The other lamps
and reflectors from 7/- to SI. each.
XXXVII. Seven lights at about 5/. 9s. 6d. each for each
year.

XXXVIII. About 40

gallons of colza oil each, and about
12 yards of wick. (Paraffine oil is now used at

Cardross light.)
Colza oil, 1857, 4s. 9rf. ; 18.58, 4s. 6d ; Paraffine
Gd. per gallon.
XL. Clothwick about Is. per yard, 1857. 3/. and 1858, 3/.

XXXIX.

oil, ds.

;

XLI. About 2/XLII. See General Return.
XLIll. None.
;

1852, 312/. 17s.

8(/.;

LI. Inspected from time to time, generally montlily.
LII. No.
LIII. Three spare lamps are kept at Cardross, and 1 spare
set at each of the other lighthouses, always ready
for use.
Oil stored in cellar.

None Greenock being a tidal harbour, I do not think
they are required.
XII. At this port we use a large bell, which I consider
the best.
XIII. Black and red.
;

XIV. No.
X\^. Cumbray Light Trust.
X\'I.

I

i^wV.

XIX.

believe they are used for the

I

am

improvement of the

navigation.

XX.

am

not aware of any.
Greenock. 16th December, 1859.
I concur in the above.
Captain John Millar for a considerable time commanded
one of the mail steamers between Glasgow and Belfast;
his opinion is of importance, being that of a gentlemen
who is intimately acquainted with the navigation of the
Clyde.— T. D. Hunter, Lloyd's Agent for Clyde.
I

—

The personal observations of the Commissioners on these
Jjights, l^-c. are given under the head of Cumbrae below.

CUMBRAE.

11.

requisite.

BUOYS

I.

.AND BEACONS.

of the River Clyde and
Harbour of Glasgow.
Chart showing position of buoys and beacons furnished

No

herewith.

The Cumbrae Lighthouse Trustees
County Buildings, Glasgow

II.

income derived.

Cumbrae.

III.

X. Shown on chart.
a.

Shown on

b.

No

e.

To guide

d.

None.

1st,

Circular

Secretary's Office,

;

;

Superintendent's

Office, 16, Robertson Street, Glasgow.
Cloch Lighthouse; 2d, Toward Lighthouse; and
Cumbrae Lighthouse.
3tl,
See tracing and

special returns.

No.

IV. No.
V. No particular classification.
k. Mitchell's screw moorings and stone blocks.
m. Buoys made by Trustees' workmen ; chains
obtained by tender.
\ I. Pear shaped, with small end downwards.
VII. No &xeil period. Generally painted and overhauled
every summer.
VIII. E.tammed from time to time.
IX. No classification.

II.

well lighted and buoyed.
not aware of any complaints.

it is

I

I'he Parliamentary Trustees

II.

not aware of any.

XVII I.

CLOCK, TOWARD, and CUMBRAE LIGHTHOUSES.— (General Return.)

LVII. Relief not

III.

am

XVII. That

LIV. None.
LV. None.

I.

Circular VI.

ciency.

men.

Is. 7d.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
John MiUar, harbour master, Greenock.
II. GREENOCK and the RIVER CLYDE.
III. The Cumbray Light Trust.
I.

VI.

XXXIV. Included in XXXIII.
XXXV. Five keepers in all, whose

XLIV. (Including salaries) 554/.
18,58, 241/. 3s. Ud.

XXVI. None.

night.

XXII. Ditto.
XXIII. Cardross

42/.

,

Circular V.

k. No income.
XII. Buoys are placed on the margin of shoal water, and
indicate the line of the channel.
XIV. From the river and harbour dues on ships and goods,
paid into the hands of the Clyde Trustees.

;

—

^
Clyde,

.

The

e.

The lighthouses have been placed on the
most prominent

sites

for the guidance of vessels
the channel.
IV. See separate returns for heights of lighthouses.

deemed
up and

down

lights have

been

found practically

useful,

These

and

sufficient for the different sites.

V. Catoptric at Cloch and Cumbrae, and catoptric holophotal at Toward.
Catoptric holophotal have
been estimated for Cloch and Cumbrae. 25-inch
reflectors have been estimated for Cloch, and a
dioptric light for

Cumbrae.

VI. The Trustees have always selected what was considered
the most efficient and improved illuminating ap-

chart.

paratus.

record.

at Cloch
Toward.

VII. Fi.\ed

vessels using the river.

3

R

and Cumbrae,

and revolving

at

II.
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,

,y

Circular li.

VIII. See answer to Xo. VI.
^^ ^ (lra%ving of a lamp and reflector used at Cloch and

Cumbrae, and a separate drawing of the illuminating apparatus used at Toward, sent herewith.
X. See separate table, next page.
XI. AH the stores are supplied by contract, and the quahty
checked by the lighthouse keepers.
XII. There are no fog signals.
XIII. There are no tide signals.
XIV. There are none.

XV. See separate returns.
XVI. The trustees have consulted

masters of steamers navigating the Frith, as well as the Trinity House, as
to proposed improvements in hghts and signals.
XVII. There are none.
XVIII. See separate forms sent herewith.

CLOCH LIGHTHOUSE.— (Speci.vl

Circular III.

Return.)

Cloch Lighthouse. See tracing sent herewith.
Commissioners.
II. The Cumbrae Lighthouse Trustees or
See Act 29 Geo. II. cap. 20.
TreaIII. Secretary, Angus Turner, Town Clerk, Glasgow
surer and Superintendent, George Knight, 16,
Robertson Street, Glasgow.
1\'. Nine lamps, placed Uvo feet from focus to focus.

LVI. Signals

A'.

Not now kru)wn.

VI. Presumed to be made by parties navigating the Frith.
A'll. Because it was considered the best for guiding vessels
up and domi the channel.
VIII. Supposed to be in I79().
IX. Cannot be ascertained correctly at this distant period.
X. A leading harbour light.
XI. Freestone; inner and outer walls; limewashed white
below balcony, and jiainted white above.
XII. There is now a lighting conductor there.
XIII. Eighty feet.

XIV. SeventT-five feet.
XV. This light is not intended, nor

is it

seen until a vessel has passed the

required, to be

Cumbrae

light-

LVI 1 1. A

I.

II.

XX. From 20 minutes
XXI.

seaward,

after sunset to sunrise.

Catoptric holophotal has been estimated
and the treasurer intends to recommend their

Catoptric.
for,

adoption.

XXII. Nine burners.
XXIII. None.
Leith Walk, Edinburgh.
Ventilator in balcony door and top of dome.
correspondence as to signals
See
XXVI. None.

XXIV. Mr. Shght,

XXV.

at

See Act 29 Geo. II. cap. 20.
Angus Turner, Town Clerk, Glasgow ; Treasurer and Superintendent, George Knight, 16,
Robertson Street, Glasgow.

Secretarj',

IV. One light.
V. Not now known.
VI. Supposed to be by panics navigating the Frith.
VII. Because it was considered the best for assisting in
guiding vessels up and down the channel.
VIII. In 1812.
IX. Robert Napier, builder; Robert Stevenson, engineer.

By

XXVIII. Ten days

;

XIV.

.Seventy feet.
light is not intended, nor is it required, to be
seen until a vessel has passed the Cumbrae light-

XV. This

house.

XVI. About 10 miles.
XVII. It may be seen from

in 185S.

Cost cannot be ascertained, but there were spent

for repairs in 182/, 1828, and 182!). \,493l. 3s Id.
of lantern inside 1 1 feet, 8 feet high.
XXXIII. For the five years ending 1858, 23/. 6s. per

annum.

XXXIV. 15/. \0s. per annum.
XXXV. Two keepers. The principal,
house and garden
Plates,

;

75/. per

year,

420/.

XXXVII. 16/. 8s. 3J. in 1857 13/. 13s. 4d. in 1858.
XXXVIII. 268 gallons in 1857; '^69 gallons in 1858.
XXXIX. The finest quality of Colza oil. 4s. 6rf. per gallon

XX. From 20 minutes after
XXI. Catoptric holophotal.

in 1857 ; 3s. 1 Irf. per gallon in 1858.
I2s. in 1857, four pieces and two gross; 10s.
;
in 1858, four balls and tn-o gross.
The light is maintained from the rates authorized to

XLII.

be levied under the Act already quoted.

XLIII. None from

this Ught.

XLIV. 124/. 7s. 9d. in
XLV. No complaints.
XLVI. None.

1852-53

;

219/. lis.

XLVII. No complaints.
XLVIII. No complaints.
XLIX. No complaints.
L. The hghthouse was inspected by

8(/.

in 1858-59.

simple catoptric Hth
1858, at the suggestion of the treasurer.

XXIV.

LII. No.
LIII. Three lamps and three burners kept in
lighthouse lobby.
LIV. A barometer and thermometer.

LV. None.

oil

store in

lenses,

;

November

James Milne and
by Chance Brothers and

fi-ame,

Company, Birmingham.

XXV.

Brass ventilators through wall below lights, and one
in roof above lights.
XXVI. None. See corresi)ondenee as to signals for Cumbrae lighthouse.
XXIX. Cost 794/. 9s. 3d., and there were expended as
1833—4,
in
General repairs
fuUows, viz.
Repau- of tower
302/. Us. 4rf. ; I85(>-1, 450/.
in 1858-9,1,221/. Os. lOrf.; of house, 402/ 16s. 6rf.
XXXI. Diameter of lantern 12 feet 4 inches, and height
6 feet. Price of lantern, 325/. ; of other iron work,
:

—

225/.

years ending

1858, 31/. lis. 8d.

per annum.
XXXIV.
XXXV. Two lightkeepers the pruicipal 60/. a year, with
garden,
and cow's grass ; and the assbtant
house,
40/. a year.
XXXVI. First "apparatus cost 593/. 7s.; glass 98/. 18s.
New illuminating apparatus with revolving frame
11/. Os. 6(/.

;

cost 246/. 14s.

XXXVII. 14/. Gs. -id. in 1857; 9/. Os. 8(/. in
XXXVIII. 122 gallons in 1857; 121 gaUons in
XXXIX. The finest quahty of colza oil, 4s. 6d.
in

1857

XL. Cotton,

;

9s. in

3s. lid.

1857;

1858.
1858.
per gallon

per gallon in 1858.
8s. in 1858.

light is maintained from the rates authorized to
be levied under the Act already quoted.
No income from this light.
181/. 4s. in 1852-3, and 2,144/. /s. Srf. in 1858-9.

XLII. The
XLIII.

XLIV.

XLV. No

complaints.

XLVI. None.
XLVII. No complaints.
XLVIII. No complaints.
L.

the trustees, as well as

and

Reflectors, lamps,

XLIX. No

by the treasurer.
LI. 3Ist July 1857, 5th August 1858, by the Lord Provost
and" Magistrates of Glasgow, and other trustees;
and by the treasurer at other times.

sunset to sunrise.

XXII. Three burners.
XXIII. Altered from

;

XL. Cotton

poinnts between N'.E. by

—

with

and the assistant, 35/.
and reflectors cost in 1827,

plate glass,

all

W. seaward, and W.S.W. 11 miles off.
XVIII. Flashing hght white. Once every 52 seconds.
XIX. Period of revolution, 2 minutes and 36 seconds.

XXXIII. For the five
per annum.

XXXI. Diameter

XXXVI.

contract.

A leading harbour Ught.
XI. Freestone ; inner and outer walls hmewashed white
below, and painted white above balcony.
XII. Is fitted up with a hghtning conductor.
XIII. Sixty-three feet.

X.

the

Cumbrae.

XXIX.

copy sent herewith.

Retlrs.)
Toward Lighthouse. See tracing sent herewith.
The Cumbrae Lighthouse Trustees or Commissioners.

III.

complaints.

The lighthouse was inspected by

the trustees as well as

bv the treasurer.
LI. 31st July 1857, 5th August 1858, by the Lord Provost
and Magistrates of Glasgow, and other trustees,
and by the treasurer at other times.
LII. No.
LIII. There are two sets of the old lamps in the oilroom.

LIV.

A

There is now one new spare lamp
thermometer and barometer.

in the oilroom.

LV. None.
are unnecessary, as the lighthouse
mainland.
LVII. See Rules and Regulations.
LVIII. A copy sent herewith.

LVI. Signals

„.

,

Circular

TOWARD LIGHTHOUSE.— (Si-Eci.^L

Son, Edinburgh
east,

on the

mainland.

house.

XVI. About 15 or l(i miles.
XVII. May be seen from all points between
to south bv west.
XVIII. Fixed, white.

is

LVII. See Rules and Regulations.

I.

;

unnecessary, as the lighthouse

is

on the
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Cumbrae.

CUMBRAE LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
I.

The Cumbrae Lighthouse, on the

Return.)

Cum-

island of Little

LV. None.
L^'I. Communication mth
flag

brae, in the Frith of Clyde.

IL The Cumbrae Lighthouse Trustees
See Act 29 Geo. IL cap. 20.

Angus

Turner, Torni Clerk, Glasgow ;
Treasurer and Superintendent, George Knight,
16, Robertson Street, Glasgow.

III. Secretary,

IV.

One

:

LVII. See Rules and Regulations.
LVIII. A copy sent herewith.

TABLE OF PRICES.
Cloch.

light.

V. Unkno\ra, but

it

must

ha\-e

been of veiy ancient date.

See date of Act.
VI. Unknown, but supposed to be the owners of vessels
plying on the Frith of Clyde.
"\'II. Because it was considered the best for guiding vessels

-

Ordinary

i-epairs

Oil

f

Consumption

L

Cost

—3

;

by N.

it

light

is

visible

visible at various distances as the

is

8

Burners

Catoptric-holophotal.

Flashing light, white once
every 52 seconds. 246/.
14s.

Ordinary

Wicks

f

Consumption

f

Consumption

t Cost

Cumbrae.

land

per annum.
gallons
per annum.
4 gallons per 100 hours.
20/.
Sd. per annum.
6s.
13s. 4d. per 100 hours.
2 gross per annum.
8s. per annum.
11/. 13s. 6d.

rejiairs

N.E. by E.

to

per annum.

gallons per 100 hours.
44/. 16s. Sd. per annum.
1/. 6s. 8d. jier 100 hours.
4 balls and 2 gross per annum
lis. per annum.

;

XIV. One hundred and fifteen feet.
XV. About 16 miles.
XVI. About 16 miles.
XVII. From S. to S.W. 44 degrees the
14 miles; and ft-om S.W. round

420/.

269 gaUons per annum.

Cost

Tow.\RD.

Catoptric.

Fixed.

15/. Os. lOt/.

Consumption

"

up and domi the channel.

;

— 9 Burners.

Price

VIII. Supposed to be in 1757.
IX. The name of the engineer of the old lighthouse is >inknown. Mr. Robert Ste\'enson was the engineer
of the existing lighthouse.
X. It may be truly called a leading harbour light, although
situated in the Frith.
XI. Stone one wall, rough cast to balcony painted white
above balcony, and limewashed below.
conductor there.
XII. There is now a lighting
"
XIII. Thirty-six feet.

Millport, by hoisting a red
by hoisting a

also with the passing steamers

flag at a difl'erent place.

or Commissioners.

122

-

15 Burners.

Catoptric.

Price

Fixed.

XX. From 20 minutes

Ordinary repairs
("Consumption

XXI.

Oil

17/. 17*. per annum.
480 gallons per annum. 12
gaUons per 100 liours.
80/. per annum. 2/. per 100

nill admit.

XVIII.

A

fixed white light.

after sunset till sunrise.
Catoptric; catoptric holophotal has been' estimated
for, and the treasurer intends to recommend their
adoption.
XXII. Fifteen burners.

XXIII. None.
XXIV. James Shght and

Edinburgh.
XXV. Fifteen circular apparatus through wall, with brass
regulators inside, under lights, and one in top of
lightroom above the lights.
XXVI. None. In 1856 the Trustees had under consideration the expediency of erecting a fog signal, and
the correspondence (a copy of which is sent herewith) took place on the subject with the Trinity
House, but it will be observed that the comparative
efficiency of guns, bells, and whistles was with

them a matter

XXVIII.

-\

hours.

{Consumption
Cost

Co.,

of question.

Trust.
chart sent herewith, and reference made to the-\nswer
to query No. XVL, as to the cost of maintenance.
III. Onlv as provided for by the Merchant Shipping Act.
"1854.
II.

A

IV. None.
A small model of each of the buoys used sent herewith
n. Some of wood and some of iron.

V.

b.

The

was expended

c.

31.

(/.

2/.

1829 and 1830, 1,37.'W 14s. 2rf. ; keeper's house
&c., cost, in 1836, 1,53//. 5s. 7<i.
II feet 2 inches, height of glass

f.

:

ascertained, but there

— Lightroom,

e.

XXXI. Diameter of lantern
4 feet 7 inches.

Cost cannot

now be

accurately

r/.

ascertained.

XXXIII. For the

XXXIV. 23/.
XXXV. Two

five years

24/. per

annum.

//.

per annum.
lightkeepers.
The principal 60/. a year,
house, garden, and cow's grass ; and the assistant
50/. a year, house and garden.
Cost in 1826, plates, reflectors, and plate glass,
474/. 16s.
;

in 1857; 3s. Ud. pei' gallon in 1858.
16s. in 1857, three gross and four balls ; 3('s.
;
in 1858, seven gross and four balls.
XLII. The light is maintained from the rates authorized to
be levied under the Act already quoted.
5,855/. Is. 3d. ;
XLIII. For the year 1852-3,
1858-9,

XL. Cotton

hs.3d.

(See returns for Cloch and Toward.)
XLIV. 241/. 18s. in 1852-3; 317/. Is. Ud. in 1858-9.
XLV. No complaints.

XLVI. None.
XLVII. Xo formal complaints have been made.
XLVIII. No complaints.
XLIX. No complaints.
L. The hghthouse was inspected by the trustees, and

On

A

Twenty-four in position,
wooden.

\"iz.,

18 iron and

si.x

Four iron and five wooden buoys in reserve.
At Clydebank Works, belonging to the Clyde

/.

k.

barometer and thermometer.

oil

room.

Four moorings and six mooring chains.
Two.
No. 1 supposed to have been struck by a raft of
timber.
No. 2 run down by a steamer.
By cast-iron mushroom moorings, and granite

stone blocks to li inch clfains.
separate from other charges.
III. Generally
by tender.
»).
The buoys on the starboard hand ha\'e all been
coloured red, and on the port hand black.
chequered buoys marking centre dangers.
VI. The new iron buoy, of which a model is sent, is thought
to be an improvement on the others formerly used.
VII. All the buoys are overhauled, scraped, and painted
once every year.
VIII. As above stated, they are overhauled once a year;
and, besides, the pilots have orders immediately
to report any buoy out of order.
IX. 'The position of the beacons will be seen upon the
sketch already referred to.
a. Stone
X.
beacons at Gantocks and Innellan.
AVooden perch at Hunterston Sand. Stone
beacons have just been erected at Birdie and
Port Glasgow, perches.
b. Cannot be ascertained.
c. To indicate the position of rocks or shoals.
e. See above a.
h. Average height above high water for Birdie
and Hunterston perches 31 feet, and Port
Glasgow perch about 26 feet.
i. Cannot be ascertained.
j. Cost not kept separate.
k. No income.

Has not been kept

;

is

constantly superintended by the treasurer.
31st July 1857 and on 5th ,\ugust 1858 inspections
were made by the Lord Provost and Magistrates
of Glasgow, and other trustees, and by the treasurer at other times.

LII. No.
LIII. Fifteen spare lamps kept ready in the

LIV.

i.

/.

XXXVII. 16/. 6s. 3d. in 1857 19/. 7s. Ud. in 1858.
XXXVIII. 476 gaUons in 1857, and 480 in 1858.
XXXIX. The finest quality of colza oil, 4s. 6d. per gallon

LI.

iron buoys cost 40/.
per annum.
per annum.

trustees.

ending 1858,

2s.

5,936/.

per

1/. 3s.

The Cumbrae Lighthouse

&c., cost for repairs in

as follows

and 4 balls
annum.
per annum.

5 gross

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

Six days.

XXIX. Cost cannot be

XXXVI.

,
f< ost
<.

474/. 16s.

3B2
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CUMBRAE.

Cumbrae,

XI. The new iron buoy already referred to is being substituted for the others, when necessary.
XII. The principles that have governed the buoying of
the Frith have been to point out in the most
efficient manner any rock, shoal, or sandbank.

making experiment of 18-poundei guns, to be stationed
near the South Stack Lighthouse for the guidance of vessels
navigating in that neighbourhood, the advantage of which
has, howe\er, yet to be proved.
The sound produced by a steam wtustle may, perhaps, be
n'ore effecti\e than that from compressed air, but the Elder
Brethren consider that the time which must be occupied in
the generation of a sufficient supply of steam to produce
the required sound presents a material objection to the use
of that description of instrument for a purpose which
may at any time require it to be called into immediate

XIII

Ditto.

XIV, From the
Act

-J'J

rates authorized to
II. cap. 20.

be levied under

the

Geo.

XV. Ditto.
XVI. No mcome.

Expenditure,

18o2-;i,

-JUL

lis.

5tl.

-.

expenditure, 1858-9. 242/. Us. 'W.

buoying any locality made
to the' trustees since 1853 was made on oth July
1859, and a buoy was placed on Strone Point on the
of same nionth. The apphcation was made
by Mr. John Mitchell, Shipownier, Glasgow.
XVIII Nime.
XIX In July 1857 and August 1858, by Mr. Charles
Duncan. Clydebank Works, \vith a. staff of men
to scrape, paint, and repair, and replace where

XVII. The only

aiijdication for

necessarj'.

XX. See
XXI.

])receding answer.
buoys are immediately replaced, so that any information to the public is unnecessary.

All

tnistecs' workshops are situated at Clydebank,
12 miles from the nearest, and about 'M miles from
the furthest away buoy, and the foreman there has
instructions immediately to rcphce any buoy.
XXIII. The pilots .are in hourly communication with the
office, 1(), Robertson Street, Gla,sgow, and they
have orders to report any accident to a buoy or

XXII. The

beacon.

XXIV. There have

been no comi)lainfs.

only new buoy tried has been the
already referred to.

XX\'. The

Copy Correspondence

new

with the Trinity

iron one

Hoise.

Glasgow, August -4, I85C.
The Cumbrae Lighthouse Trustees have upon
consideration the jiropriety
their
had
under
occasions
several
Sir,

of erecting a signal

upon the

island of Little Cuml)rae, to

be used in times of foggy weather. They have felt much
difficulty, however, in deciding as to the projjcr signal to be
erected," to answer the end contemplated, viz.. to warn
masters and others in charge of vessels of their whereabouts
during the jieriodical occurrence of fogs in the Frith of
Clyde and they ha\e instructed me to wTite to you and
bring the subject under your notice.
The Trustees have had several signals submitted for their
consideration but before adoiiting one or other of these,
they would wish to be favoured with the opinion and advice
of the Trinity House. Some parties recommend the erection
and others that a
others a steam whistle
of a large bell
gun should be fired at stated and advertised periods. The
difficulty the Trustees have had in dealing n-ith tn-o of
these recommendations has been that sound is so deceptive,
and that a gun fired or bell rung at any of the towns on the
coast might be taken for the fog signal, and so mislead in
times of fog, and tlius do more harm than good. They
think that the sound of a whistle is distinctive and striking,
that it is less open to the above objection, and that they
would, although not authorized or called upon to do so
under their Act, be wiUing to incur the expense of providing an effective steam whistle at the place referred to,
shoulcl the Trinity House be of opinion that their doing so
:

;

;

;

their duty, and beneficial to
the shipping of the Clyde.
I may add. that the question of a fog signal at the Cumbrae lighthouse has been fully considered by the more intelhgent of the steamboat cajitains ; that they all agree as
to tiie expediency for some signal ; that eight think a steam
whistle would be the most eifective, and that two prefer a

would be within the scope of

heU.
I

(Signedi

have, &c.

Gho. Knight, Treasurer.

Trinity House, London,
August 21, 1856.
H.wiNG laid before the Board your letter of the
4th instant, on the sabjeet of the proposed establishment of
fog signals on the island of Little Cumbrae. I am directed
to acquaint you, that the Elder Brethren fully concur with
the Trustees' in opinion as to the advantage which vessels
navigating that locaUty would derive from the proposed
signals in thick and foggy weather, but that the comparative efficiency of guns, bells, and whistles for the desired
purpose is still with them a matter of question.
The Elder Brethren entertain considerable doubt as to
the efficiency of the bell, and having tried without succesj
Rn air whistle worked by hand power have decided upon

Sir.

requisition.
I

(.Signed)

am. &c.
P. H. Berthox, Secretary.

Cumbr
Circulai

Corresj
denci

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

— SCOTLAND.
Cumbrae.

CUMBRAE.
have

laid out.

more than the surplus,

considered

is

sufficient.

The Cumbrae Light

Commissioners

form

nine

twenty-fifths of the Clyde Trust. The money has
nearly all been spent up the river, and Port Glasgow
This is very much complained
receives no benefit.
of -by the shipowners of Port Glasgow, who claim for
under
the
Act
port
a right to participate in the
their
benefit derived from the expenditure of the revenue to
which they contribute.

Captain Bryce, " Harrier," screw steamer, Liverconstantly running, considers all well lighted,
Would like to see
buoyed, and beaconed outside.
Gamraels Point between Greenock and Port Glasgow
better marked, and suggests lighting by a floating
light.
fog signal at Cumbrae would be very usepool,

A

ful.

—

General.
Outer buoy at Liverpool first rate, but
does not ring.
Bidston light good. The blue lights, occasionally
displayed at the lightvessels are useful.
Captain Gibson, " Gypsey Queen," thinks if Cumbell

brae light was changed from fixed to revolving he
should not mistake it on approaching from seaward,
ari he does now, for a masthead light.
The Clyde buoys are quite sufiieiently numerous.
Three to one as numerous as are the buoys at Liverpool.
General.
The spit buoy at Liverpool " splendid."
Kingston buoy on Holy Island off Arran Island
should be lighted, as the roads arc a harbour of refuge
ha.s seen 130 vessels there at
for south-west gales
one time. Sees Bidston light before north-west lightDoes not care for blue lights rockets would
vessel.
be better.
Captain Eaglesome, screw schooner •' Eagle," Lonlight at Gamraels Point would be
donderry

—

;

;

A

useful.

Buoys opposite Gammels Point are too small has
touched the bank.
Quite satisfied with lighthouses from hence to
Londonderry, finds no inconvenience in Inuishowen
lights being of same height.
Skerries should be lighted.
Londonderry and Clyde both equally well lighted.
fog bell at Cumbrae would be useful.
Thinks a
gun could not be mistaken for a ship's gun.
Captain McClery, " Princess Royal," Liverpool.
Gammels Point should be lighted. Buoys in its
neighbourhood too small.
The red light and white light on Port Glasgow
quay are leading lights. They are too close to one
.another.
The white light is too low and is lost
among gas lamps the red light is obscured by the
white light.
The Clyde Commissioners stated they
were going to move the outer or white light to the
Perch, and light it by gas from the shore in a sunk
pipe.
It will never be put out entirely, and they
think if the glass is cleaned once a week it will be
;

A

;

suiHcient.

The red light at Donald's Quay is ineflioient, and
would be useful if improved. Is quite satisfied with
Cumbrae.
A buoy on north end of Bahama Bank would be
very useful. Bell buoy at Liverpool does not ring
well.
Advocates a uniform system of buoyage.
Captain Hardie,

—Would

'•

Leopard,'' 43.5, Belfast mail boat.
on Gammels Point.

like to see a light

Rathleigh Quay should be lit. Buoys in neighbourhood of Gammels Point too small.
General
gun at Cumbrae would be very useful

A

in fog.

Advocates uniform system of buoyage, red and
black.
Light at Holy Island, Lamlash Bay, would
be very useful
have seen 200 or 300 sail take
;

refuge there.

Captain Boyd, retired, 48 years at sea
floating lightvessel should be placed at
Point.
:

A

A buoy

on
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at

Bahama Bank.
3

B

Evideucc.

Cumbrae.
Uniform system of buoyage would

be

a

great

advantage.
Jas. Morris, pilot 13 years:
tiammels Point re([uires to be better marked ; perhaps a lightvessel would be in the way, and her
light might be confused with the other lights.
She
would be moored head and stern. Port Glasgow
leading lights of no use as now placed.
Donalds'
Quay light of no use.
Upper channel of river is well lighted thinks new
channel above Port Glasgow has shoaled 18 inches.
James Murray, pilot 11 years
Larger buoys should be placed on Gammels Point.
Lights of the upper part of river quite distinct;
a distinct light at CTammels Point would be good.
Donalds Quay light should be moved and made good.
gun, at Cumbrae every few minutes in a fog
would be a great advantage.
gong for the Cloch
liglit would be advantageous.
Luke Shelley, pilot eight years
Thinks buoys too small at Gammels Point. Centre
buoys should be very large. Elbow buoys generally
should have perches,
Captain Crauford, shipping master
Well acquainted with Clyde ; considers it well lighted and
buoyed,
buoy on north-west end of Bahama Bank
would be useful.
Light on jN'orth Rock off coast of Ireland should be
moved further out.
light on southern entrance of Lamlash Bay
would be very useful.
Captain Small, examiner to Local Marine Board,
would approve of light placed on the Perch Shoal if
the glass can be kept clean.
Cumbrae light requires
a fog signal.
An air signal has been invented and
exhibited in Glasgow.
Thinks a bell buoy off the
Rock at the entrance to Lamlash would be better
than a light, as the harbour is required in southwest winds, when the light would be obscured by
fog, &c.
The Admiralty Charts and Book of Directions give
North Rock wrong, placing the lighthouse at the
extreme. Thinks horizontal stripes, red and white,
;

A

A

:

:

—

A

A

for lighthouses,

show best

in fog.

—

Mr. Smith, shipowner
North Rock light is considerably inside the dangerous point.
Ships make
too free with North Rock, dreading the wind heading.
Thinks Cumbrae light dues not excessive, but that
they should only be spent on lights and buoys,
:

although the Act of 17.55 permits of their present
emplo3'ment.
There are no extensive shipowners
among the Cumbrae Light Commissioners.
Of the Clyde Trust one-third, or, strictly, ninetwenty-fifths, are now since the last Bill, shipowners'
and the other one-third elected by Cumbrae Trust.
Mr. Smith thinks the new cut a mistake, as the
old one is left.
The corners of the old channel ought

have been rounded oft'.
If Cumbrae lights dues were reduced no fund would
remain for clearing obstructions below the limits of
the Clyde Trust, which terminates above Port Glasgow. Thinks all parties who benefit by lights should
pay for them. jMany vessels plying within Cumbrae
now pay no light dues whatever, as they are only
levied on vessels passing Cumbrae.
Would regret
to

to

see the

management of

local

lights centralized.

Clyde Trust report annually, Cumbrae Commissioners
do not.
Mr. Gilmour, a shipowner, largely interested ift
the prosperity of Port Glasgow, also a Clyde Trust
Commissioner i-eturned by the Chamber of Com»
merce
Quite satisfied with the efiiciency of the lights,
buoys, and beacons of the Clyde, but very much dissatisfied as to the way in which the surplus of the
:

Gammels

Cumbrak.

Captain White, "Lynn," 310 tons, steamer, BelOhsf rvatioiis
fast.— Donald's Quay should be brighter.
•»> ComniisRathleigh Quay should be lighted.
Cumbrae lights ver)' good. Would like a fog signal sioners. and
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CUMBKAE.
li^ht du<^s received
fioners is disburped.

CUMBKAE.
by the Cumbrae Light Commis-

out of the surphis.

In consequence of importunity, 5,000/. was laid
out some years since, but the work was never finished,
Mr. Walker's report is
and is, therefore, useless.

under consideration. Thinks, on principle, that light
dues should be reduced to light requirements.
He would prefer that the rate be lowered, and expended only on lights in this way the question would
be .settled, as the surplus would cease to exist but an
;

;

is

He objects to the lights
rctiuired to do this.
charged to the consolidated fund, as we should

being
thereby lose the charge on the foreign shipping and
lay out the revenue more stingily.
The late Bill protects Port Glasgow (see its last
clause).

There is a temptation to Glasgow men to injure
Port Glasgow and Greenock. Has suggested that Port
Glasgow be amalgamated with Glasgow, the former
paying a fair consideration.
There is no power under
Mr. Knight, secretary
Act to raise money for Clyde Trust on the security
of the light dues ; although, no doubt, mortgagees
:

consider that the surplus

—
is

a guarantee.

There is .a sub-committee for improving the lights,
&c. Three new reflectors and lenses, at 60/. each,
have been supplied lately to Toward light.
Trinity Board, when consulted about fog signals,
declined to decide between guns, bells, and whistles.
The Cumbrae Commissioners declined therefore to
incur the risk of adopting any kind of fog signal.
Visited the lights, &c.'on the river Clyde, in a
steamer placed at our disposal by Clyde Trust,
accompiinicd by the secretary and the engineer.
Great improvements are being carried out in
deepening and widening the river.
Passed Donald's Quay light without visiting. It
from
is a lamp raised on a "sheer, but is so retired
the banks of the river that it is of little use.
The beacons appear very efficient they are various
common description being large cairns
in shape.
;

A

made of stone.
Visited Dunbruck
oil,

in

light.

a pile lighthouse.

One Argand, parafine
The house is damp, and

Lamp

requires more
The keeper's name is James Daniel.
ventilation.
to the
belonged
had
;
lighthouse
Three years in
Dredge Establishment.
Visited Garmoyle floating light. Double Argand
The lamp was turned the wrong
'.u hexagonal lamp.
way, so as to show the most light where it was not
Vessel, a
required. Reflectors would be beneficial.
decked boat, moored head and stern close to a cairn

the

fire

smokes very much.

beacon.
dioptric, in a pile lightVisited Cardross light.
Colour of light, red.
house.
The last-mentioned light is only lately erected, and
noticed that the old-fashioned
is very good.
spare lamps were at the lighthouse, but no spare one

A

We

new

dioptric light.
It was our opinion that the lights above Cardross
were likely to be incflicient for thick, dirty weather.
Weighed in the steamer
.30th September, 80 am.
placed at our disposal by the Clyde Trust, and, still
accompanied by the secretary and the engineer,
for the

Cimb

,

In 1755 Port Glasgow was the port of Glasgow,
and the arrangement that one-sixth of the surplus
light dues should be transferred to Greenock and
five-sixths spent on the river improvement above
Greenock, evidently contemplated that the five-sixths
should be spent between Greenock and Port Glasgow.
Now the impediment, the Perch Shoal oft' Port Glasgow, is a shoal interfering very mucli with the trade
of Port Glasgow, and ought, cVidently, to be reduced

Act

Cumbrae.

the weather, he could not make out our flag, then to
Ob
fire when he saw the vessel turned broadside to him and
a pufi" of steam from the funnel. We steamed toward: bv Coni
Toward light and made the prescribed signal three *'••.''*'*'
At more than three miles we heard the gun *•'"'*"''
times.
distinctly.
Of course in a steamer the noise of the
paddles and of the escape of the steam interferes with
and destroys the probability of the report being
heard.
The charge was l-^lb.
The opinion of the lighthouse keeper at Cumbrae
that the report would reverberate and mislead by its
echo against distant hills, is valuable, and its truth
should be tested by vessels placing themselves in
various positions.
But, if true for Cumbrae, the fact
would not affect the value of a fog gun for other
places.
There was reported to be fog for about 200
hours at Cumbrae during the last year. If a gun was
fired at six-minute intervals, and powder cost 8rf. a
lb., then as each report would cost \s., 2,0(X) charges
i

|

|

would

cost about 100/. at Greenock.

The Provost of Port Glasgow attended

to give
evidence.
He considered the lighting, buoying, and beaconbut held the same opinion as to the
ing satisfactory
misappropriation of the Cumbrae light dues. He is
aware that the Clyde Trust, as such, cannot dredge
the Perch, because it is out of their limits.
It mu.st
be the act of the Cumbrae L'ght Trust.
The pilots think the three Cumbrae lights very
good ; Toward much improved recently. They think
a light oft" Gammels Point would be very useful, and
would be a leading light to and from Cumbrae light.
State the)' cannot take vessels to Port Glasgow drawing within two feet of what they did formerly.
FuUerton Uock should have a bell buoy ot it.
;

A

Port Crauford to show vessels into
useful, as in a north-west
Have seen
gale vessels soon shut in Cumbrae light.
Have seen 180 vessels
12 vessels in Fairlie Roads.
weather bound in Lamlash Roads.
Sanda light in Mull of Cantire is a red light, and
is very dull in bad weather.
There should be a large buoy on Patterson Rock
with a bell and beacon.
Three vessels lately wrecked oft" Sanda.
Opposite
Channel to Port Glasgow filling up.
light

Fairlie

at

Roads would be

Greenock

also

filling

;

two

feet in last five to

;

—

Pladda until nearly abreast of it when making
Lamlash Harbour.
John Miller, harbour master, Greenock
Lamlash wants lighting.
Gammels Point do.
The buoy on Skelmorlie was removed at the
request of owners of sea-going steamers.
Banks off Greenock filling up, injuring Pert
Glasgow.
Considers tendency of dredging above Port Glasgow is to silt up channel leading to it.
:

Alfred

—

proceeded to inspect the Cumbrae lights. Tried an
On leaving in
interesting experiment at Cuinbrao.
the steamer, directed the keeper to fire one "f his guns
as often as he saw us hoist a flag at the fore, and if,
owing to our distance and the thick wet foggy state of

up

seven years.
Skelmorlie Bank should have a bell buoy dan"erous for deep ships; and spit from Toward Point
should have a Isell buoy.
Captain Wallace trades between Jamaica and
Glasgow. Has made many voyages.
The existing lights are very good. Toward lisht
shining more brilliant this last voyage, but would
much like to have one at Lamlash Harbour to point
out the harbour, and be a leading light up to CumHas taken shelter in Lamlash Roads 50 times.
brae.
Does not open
Entrance dangerous to strangers.

S.

At Glasgow, on

P. Ryder.
R. Graves.

the 8th of September, Dr. Glad-

stone called on and saw Mr. Angus Turner, town
clerk and ex officio secretary of the Cumbrae Trust.
He also called on and saw Mr. G. Knight, the
treasurer and superintendent, and was assured by him

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

Cumbrae and Cloch to holophotal or dioptric.
They are about to place a lighted beacon on a bank

the

burners.

The Cloch

lighthouse was also visited. It answers
to the description given in the return, and appeared
in good order, the only exception being that the store

very dirty and damp. The cross
bar of the lantern is just on a level with the flames of
the lamps, and two of the astragals (which are very
thick) are exactly in front of the centre of a reflector,
one of them being the important mirror which directs
for oil

and glasses

is

the Ijeam of light up the river.

September

Cumbrae

9.

light

—

An attempt was made to reach the
by steamer, but abandoned on account

of the stormy weather rendering it almost certain that
a landing could not be effected.
On descending the
Clyde, however,
the innumerable beacons were
observed.
At first, black wooden posts with devices
on top, afterwards similar devices, red on one side of
the channel and black on the other, placed on cairns
of stone masonry, some of which were structures of
cousiderable pretentions.
Buoys similarly coloured
were also abundant, and those of the form indicated
rode very well in the sea that was then raging. There
were also perches, long poles with devices supported
by wooden stays. The Dumbuck light was passed, a
stone erection in the river and at the side of the deep
channel like a Martello tower, low and jwinted red ;
also two leading gas lamps on Bowling pier.
The
Garraoyle floating light, a small vessel, anchored in the
channel, fore and aft, near a cairn which supports a
tide gauge.
Cardross light, a tower like the Dumbuck, but black with white top
and also the leading
gas lamps, green, on the pier at Port Glasgow.
;

On
the

was obtained at
recorded elsewhere.

the 10th, further information

office,

but only such as

is

The light on the Broomiclaw, which is denominated
a bude light in the Admiralty list, was found to be
only two large gas lamps, the jets being arranged on
three concentric rings.
The glass was very dirty,
and on the night of the 8th the lamps were burning
with a very poor flame.
the 1st of October, the Garmoyle light was
boarded by Dr. Gladstone, and it was found that
Captain Ryder and Mr. Graves had been there the
previous night.
The keeper, who lives there with
his wife, little son, dog, and cockatoo, said that he had
had no relief whatever for the last 20 years. He has
a boat.
The lamp consists of a cistern with two arms
placed at an angle, each provided with a straight
wick.
It does not swing, and hence on rough nights

and much smoke produced even
dark patches on
no reflectors or
lenses.
The Garmoyle light has sometimes broken
adrift.
As coals were being taken in at the time no
opinion could be formed of the general cleanliness or
tidiness.
A gunner at Dumbarton Castle, two boatmen, and the commander of the " Neptune," Kilmun,
oil

is

spilt

DUMFRIES.

Dl'mfries.
Circular VI.

Francis Nicholson, merchant, and agent tor Lloyd's,
commissioner of Nith naWffation.

I.

and

DUMFRIES.

II.

III.

Commissioners of Nith navigation, by Act of Parlia-

ment, 1811.
IV. So far as I know.
I
have
no suggestion to make.
y.
\

I.

None

to

name.

VII. Seal oil.
VIII. Never that I heard of.
IX. Regularly attended to, and when displaced on
the
channel, shifts are as soon as possible i)laced iu the
fan' way.

X. None to my knowledge.
XI. None used or wanted, as far as I know.
XII. None used; nor have I heard a complaint from the
want of them.
XIII. Black, white, chequered, and red.

Xiy. No.
XV. No charge.
XVI. See answer

to No. IX.
If any comjjlaints, they are
attended to without delay.

XVII. I hear no complaints.
XVIII. No charge made in the port

for lights, buoys, or

beacons.

XIX. Yes.
XX. I have no complaints.
I
inclose a form filled up by Mr. ^A'iIliam Turner,
a
Nith Na^'igation Commissioner, and who has a considerable
mterest in shipping connected with the port. Dumfries
lath Jan., I860.

—

A\ ilfiam Turner, brewer

I.

DUMFRIES.

II.

III.

and shipowner, Dumfries.

Circular VI.

Commissioners of Nith Naviffation.

ly. Yes.

V. Can point out no improvement.
VI. None wanted.
VII. Oil.
VIII. Not aware of any.
I_X. Regularly attended to, and kept in their
jjlace.
X. Does not know any.
XI. Not used, nor wanted.
XII. Not used, or any required.
XIII. They are coloured red, black, white, and chequered.
XIV. No change wanted.

XV. None charged.
XVI. No complaints addressed

to

the commissioners of

tonnage.

On

much

12.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

gas lamps were seen, which are

used as leading lights.
The I'pper one, like an
ordinary street lamp, has a red pane towards the sea.
The lower one is all red, and is said to have several

CumbrAk.

and from statements made to the Commissioners, it
appears that a surplus exists, and a difference of
opinion as to the disposal of it, especially with
reference to a mud bank near Port Glasgow.

in front of Port Glasgow.
They are changing the wooden buoys, which are
often struck and sunk, for iron oaes.
The form preferred is something like that of a top.
Other information about jurisdiction was elicited.

At Greenock two
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Cumbrae — Dumfries — Dundee.

Cl'mbrae.
that the Cumbrae Commissioners having hxrge funds
ons desire to have everything in the best style.
They
contemplated changing the illuminating apparatus at
isind

—SCOTLAND.

Xyil. The general feehng is good.
XVIII. No charge is made for buoys or hshts.
XIX. Yes.
XX. I am not aware of any general opinion as to the
management of fights and buoys, there being no
complaint.

13.

;

then, after a calm night, there were
the glass of the lantern.
There are

steamer bore testimony to the general efficiency of
the lights.
They said they knew of no complaints,
but acknowledged fully that the Cloch was much
brighter than any of the Clyde lights.

DUNDEE.

RIVER TAY LIGHTHOUSES.-(General Return.)
I.

The

House of Dundee, known as "The Fraternity of Masters and Seamen in Dundee."
In-

Trinity

corporated by Royal Charter of bis Majesty
Geo. HI., of date l!)th September 17/4; acopy of
is herewith sent.
fight towers at Buildonness, on the north side of
the estuary of the Tay ; two fight towers at Ferryport-on-Craig, on the south side of the Estuary
and another fighthousf lower down on the same
side of the Estuary, known as the Pile Light.
The lower light on -;ae south side has not been
lighted since the erection of the Pile Light in
1848.
copy of the chart of the Tay, made under

which

II.

From subsequent correspondence with

the authoGlasgow and with persons interested in the
navigation of the Clyde and the payment of light dues,
rities at

3B4

Two

A

Dundee.
Circular II.

BEACONS
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D undee.

DuNnEE.
in

survey bv James Andrews, is
this chart,
position of the licrhthouses is shown on
accomand a special return for each lighthouse
'ITie

VI. These hghts being
'«'e",madc faxed
through narrow channels, have
Mr. Robert
under the direction of the late
Stevenson.
/.
i
f
are fixed, and ot
VII. All the lights under this authority
the same character.
hghts, and
VIII The lio-hts under this authority are white
explanation given
have been made so agreeably to
in No. VI.
the
employed
IX. The apparatus is similar to that
of the
Northern Lights' ser\-ice. Special drawings
prepare,
apparatus in" each hght tower have been
and
under the direction of Messrs. Stevenson,
.

is hereto attached a return of the total income
and expenditure for the maintenance of lighthouses, buoys, and beacons under this authority,
from 1845 to 1858. The income is derived in a
slump sum for lights, buoys, and beacons, and

XV. There

i

,

m

,

the expenditure

surplus revenue

21-in. reflectors.

Price

-

-

-

-

-

No

1 Cost fConsumption

3s. Ad. per gallon.
2 to 24 gross of wicks

r

Wicks

special

About
About
per

<

-

-^^""^

Consumption

•'

Oil

Cost

I

-

12jj.

-

Committee
.-ioners on

**"'•

account kept fur
this hghthouse.
About 80 gallons per annum.

Ordinary repairs

annum.
per annum.

(>(>7,

1

.\rgand.

Select

Price

-10/.

-

Catoptric.

Pile Light.-

Argand.

1

Price

-

Fixed,

Ordinary repairs

-

No

2.5-in. reflector.

.\bout 50/.

special account kept for

this lighthouse.

,,,.

,

Wicks

-

gands,

—

])oiiiting

Buddoxness. Catoptric. 2 Artowards Tay Bar and one towards

.\bout 2-14-inch reflectors.

Dundee,
-

.\bout .3s. 4d. a gallon.
1 gross per annum.
5s. per annum.

.

.

|^,„^t

Upper Light,

Price

About 40 gallons per annum

J Consumption
\Cost r Consumption

Oi

-

Ordinary repairs

I-'"special account kept for

-

-

l-ixeJ-

-

-

No

this lighthouse.

Consumption

f

Oil

"

\ Cost
r

Wicks

"

-

-

Consumption

\ Cost

before the Select Committee of the House of Commons, that the hghting and buoying of the Tay
is in a most efiicient state ; and further, that the
services of the master and committee are gratuitous, with the view of aiding their poorer
brethren in indigent circumstances.

Since the hghting and buoj-ing of the Tay was so
highly spoken of before the Select Committee of
the House of Commons in 1845, numerous
improvements have from time to time been made,
with the view of afi'ording greater facUity to the

1.

That there

About 3

2.

A new hghthouse,

gross.

per gross,

—

.3.

"

-

-

-

Fixed.

-

-

No

-

pointing

for

"

Wicks

-

Consumption

\ Cost
J Consumption
.
.
-

-

1^

(^'ost

By

About 80 gallons per annum.
About 3s. 4d. per gallon.
About 2 gross.
OS.

per gross,

—

10s.

annually contracted for; and the opinion
Messrs. "Stevenson, the Engineers, taken as

quaUty and

price.

buoys laid down.

erected at a cost of about

A

in

conjunction with

about 20

this

feet.

beacon erected on the land

;

aiid

chart of the Tay was
by the incorporation last year

new and improved

from a survey by James Andrews, under
the superintendence of Messrs. D. and
T. Stevenson, Civil Engineers, EcUnburgh,
a copy of which accomat a large cost
:

Jas. McEwe.v, Secretary.

Oil,

may be mentioned

panies this return.

order of the Corporation,

Trinity House, Dundee,
4th July, 1850.

XI.

A new

5.

raised

pubhshed

this lighthouse,
r

Oil

up])er light

4.

80/.

special account kept

Tlie

hght

21-in. reflector.

Ordinary repairs

Price

it

are additional

l.fiOO/.

15s.

2 Argands,

Lower Light.— Catoptric.
towards Tay Bar.

In particular

mariner.

About 120 gallons per annum.
Al)out 3s. 4d. per gallon.
5s.

-

for

in the Navy, and
Admiralty Surveyor in charge of the North Sea
and East Coast Survey, and now Hydrographer
of the Admiralty, on the subjects of the hghting
and buoying of the Tav (page 137!, queries
It will be
2310—15', and queries 2328—30.
observed from the whole of the evidence laid

tCost
>See margin.
„
/Cons
J Consumption (
U'ost
.

^"^1^^

(i()8

John Washington, then Captain

('cmsumptionl

f
'

About

The

evidence, iiage 125), and to that by Captain John
Kennedy (page 128); as also to that of Cajitain

21-in. reflector.

Fixed.

lights.

of that Appendix), showing their
the apphcation of the surplus
They also desire to refer to the evidence
Captain Thomas Ewing, before the
Committee on li^th May 1845 (printed

and

authority
revenue.
given by

for use in case

Catoptric.

of accidents to the pile light.

from the

arising

desire to refer the Royal Coramisthis jioint to the return made by the

Incorporation to the Select Committee of the
House of Commons on Lighthouses in 1845
{.Vppendix to their Report, p. 6()5), and to the
memorial and opinion of Counsel (on pages <>66,

(icf.

Lower Craig.— Extinguished—ready

Oil

rales and regulations for the guidance
of the lighthouse keepers are hereto attached.
In forwarding the various returns to the Royal
Commissioners, the Committee have endeavoured
to give as full information as possible; but no
question has been put as to the apphcation of the

XVIII. Copies of the

Argand.

2 Burners.

advice of

XVII. None.

XIX.

l^i^f''-

also kept in slump.

the Messrs. Stevenson.

TABLE OF PRICES.
Uppek Craig.— Catoptric.

is

XVI. The Corporation has always followed the

accompany this return.
., ,
,
,
possible, has been
table referred to, so far as it is
this return.
filled up, and is attached to

X The

Circu;i

XIII. Lights so situated as not to require tide signals.
XIV. No fonnal apphcation has been made to this authority since 1845; but in the year 1847 a discussion
having arisen as to the propriety of improving the
mode of Ughting the Tay, a lighthouse was erected
in the bed of the river below the Ferry-port-onCraig Lights in the year 1848, at the expense of
superintendence of
this authority, under the
Messrs. Stevenson, Civil Engineers, and with the
approval of the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses and the Lords of the .\dmiralty. This
hght is known as the " Pile Light." Vide chart.

panies this return.
the sites have
lights of Tav, being leading lights,
channels.
been chosen so as to lead in the best
answer to it
the
and
IV. This is an engineering question,
hghts under
Ihe
circumstances.
on
depend
must
to answer the
this authority have been found
intended.
are
they
\yhich
purpose for
reflectors, furnished
V. All catoptric, consisting of parabohc
by ad\-ice of Messrs. Stevenson.
leading
local lights, and all for

Ill

D UN-

XII. Lights at Buddonness too far distant from sea to reAt the Pile hghthouse, a bell
quire fog signals.
is kept constantly going by machinery in foggy
weather, principally with the view of preventing
vessels running foul of the structure.

1858. by
Engineers, trom a
I he
herewith sent.

House

the authorih- of tlie Trinity
D iiiul T. Stevenson, Civil

of
to

Should there be anything defective in the returns
now made, the Secretary to the Committee will
be glad to supply any information that may be
but the
required by the Royal Commissioners
returns have been prepared with great care, and
it is to be hoped no omissions ha\e been made.
;

J

LOCAL ALTHOEITIES
Dundee.

Statement showing

the Total Income and the Total
Expenditure on Maintenance of the Tay Lighthouses,
Buoys, and Beacons, in each year since January 18-15,
in terms of the requisition of the Royal Commissioners
on Lights, Buoys, and Beacons
:

1846.

Income

-

-

Expenditure

-

•

-

^1,802

5

7i

-

1,118

1

7

4

OJ

£

Surplus

684

1847.

£\,MA

Income
Expenditure
Surplus

19 10

933 15

4J

911

-

.£

4

5i

-

<£1,684 2
1,128 12

lO.J

-

£

1848.

Income

-

Expenditure

-

•

-

Surplus

bob

9

1

h

1849.

Income

-

Expenditure

...
-

-

.£'1,512 18

1,737 14

Excess of Expenditure .£ 214 16

—

Oi
9^
9

Note. It appears necessary to mention that the large
expenditure on the two previous years, 1848 and
1849, arises from the cost of the erection of the Pile
Lighthouse referred to in the Returns.

1

1

~
Income

1850.

—SCOTLAND.
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Circular III.

VIII. Xotkno^\'n. Tower raised
Light built.

m

when

ISIo,

the

Low

Fraternity- of

II.

X. Leading hght for River Tay.
outside with Koman
XI. Stone and hme; soUd; coated
cement and oil painted, colour white.
on the ordinary
conductor;
lightning
with
Fitted
XII.
ijrinciple, consisting of copper bar.
visible from
not
base
Note;
feet.
XIII. Seventy-four

James McEwen.

IV.

One

high hght.
VI. Unknown.
VII. The obvious reason

Fourteen and a half nautic miles.
Visible for about 42° from about X.

W.

XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Three burners.
XXIII. None.
XXIV. Not known.

XIV.

ventilating tubes.

XXVI. None. From
XXVII. None.
XXVIII. Twenty.
XXIX. Not knoOTi, the tower being very

N. i

Done by

XXVII. None.
XXVIII. Twenty.
XXIX. The cost of

salary 607. per annum, ^^^th free house
and garden, coals and light, with uniform. The
to is relieved in watching by the
referred
keeper

cost

XXX.

half dozen of cylinders
;

ll'O gallons of oil, and 3 gross of wicks.
Colza oil, price 4s. 3d. per gallon in 1857-8.
XL. Best unbleached cotton wicks, os. per gross, 15s.
XLI. None. These not requisite.
XLII. The Hghts are maintained out of the funds of the
These funds consist of the contriincorporation.
butions of the members, rents of lands, and dues
exacted from vessels entering the estuar)- or Firth
of Tay. and are collected by parties appointed by
the incorporation at the different ports and
creeks in the Tay.
See
XLIII. No separate account kept for this tower.
General Return, No. XV.
XLIV. See answer No. XV. of General Return.

XXXIX.

XLV.

None.
XLVI. None.
CLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.
„,
, tt
Tnnity House,
L. By the Master and Committee of the
Dundee, and by Messrs. Stevenson, Engineers, in
•

Com-

lliree spare
LIII. Oil stored in base of tower in tanks,
burners.
is also a
Tliere
LIV. One barometer, one thermometer.
timepiece.
The Fraternity do not. from
tide signals used.
the position of the lights, consider that it would be
prudent to attempt to indicate the depth of water

times over Tay bar.
gun and rockets are used when necessary in cases
from
of stranding, in order to procure assistance
Carnoustie or Broughty Ferry, and to man the
at all

LVI.

A

lifeboat.

LVII. See answer to No. XXXV.
LVIII. See copies of Rules and Regulations attached
No. XVIII. of General Return.

Return.)
I.

Buddoncss Lower Light,
county of Forfar.

in

at the

same

7 feet

diameter to glass. Height of day
8 inches. The cost has not been

se])arately kept.

XXXII. Built by 'the incorporation in 1815.
XXXIII. About 71. 10s. annually.
XXXIV. Done by contract annually; average cost 71. 10s
XXXV. One keeper, salary 40/. per annum, with free house
and garden, coal and hght.

XXXVI. Not separately ])reser\-ed.
XXXVII. lliere are about half a
annually at

5s.

dozen cylinders used

per dozen; the other items are not

separately jireserved.
gallons of oil, and two gross
Colza oil, price 4s. 3(7. per gallon.
Best unbleached cotton ^vicks, 5s. per gross.

XXXVIII. About SO

ofmcks.

XXXIX.
XL.

are not requisite.
are maintained out of the funds of the
incorporation ; these funds consist of the contributions of the members, rents of lands, and dues
exacted from vessels entering the estuary or Fu-th

XLI. None; these
XLII. The hghts

of Tay,

and are collected by

parties

appointed

incorporation at the different ports and
creeks in the Tay.
See
XLIII. No separate account kept for this tower.
General Return. No. XV.
Return.
General
XLIV. See answer No. XV. of

by

the'

XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.

L By

-r

-^

u

House,
the Master and Committee of tie Trimty
Dundee, and by- Messrs. Stevenson, Engineers, in

1858.
Master and ComLI. Lights inspected monthly by the
mittee of the Trinity House, Dundee.
LII. No.
,
tanks in upper tower,
LI II. Oil stored in base of tower;
one spare burner.
A barometer, a thermometer-; there is also a time-

m
.

•

LIV.

to

BUDDONESS LOAVER LIGHT.— (Spkci.^l
Circular III.

and

about 1,500<.

Lantern

light, 4 feet

XXXVIII. About

LV. No

erecting this lighthouse,

All completed.

XXXI

the other items

1858.
and
LI. Lights inspected monthly by the Master
mittee of the Trinity House, Dundee.

these not requisite.

time raising the high tower, with keepers' houses,

keeper of the Lower Light.

used annually, at 5*.
are not separately preserved.

to sunrise.

XXV. By ventilating tubes.
XXVI. None; from situation,

contract

XXXV. One keeper;

per dozen

about

XXII. Two burners.
XXIII. None.
XXIV. Not known.

annually.

XXXVI. Not separately preserved.
XXXVII. There are about one and a

to

;

oOl. for the last five years.
10/.

.

;

XX. From sunset
XXI. Catoptric.

U

Average annual cost about

N.AA

W.

XVIII. Fixed white.
XIX. None fixed.

ancient.

All completed.
inches diameter to glass.
KXXI. Lantern 8 feet
Height of dayhght, 5 feet 3 inches. The cost has
kept.
not been separately

XXXIV.

Forty-six feet.

XV. Seven and a half nautic miles.
XVI. Twelve and a half nautic miles.
XVII Visible for about 42" from about

.

situation, these not requisite.

XXXII. No.
XXXIII. About

to lead over Taybai- in the best

Dundee, by
IX. The late William Thomson, Builder in
contract ; the late Robert Stevenson, of Edinburgh,
Engineer.
X. Leading hght for River Tay.
XL Stone and lime, soUd, coated outside with Roman
cement, and oil painted ; colour white.
ordinary
XII. Fitted with hghtning conductor on the
principle, consisting of copper bar.
water.
XIII. Fifty-tn-o feet. Note, base not visible from

to about

N." i W.
XVIII. Fixed; white.
XIX. None; fi.\ed.

XXX.

-it*

•

is

water.
VIII. In the year 1815.

XIV. Seventy-one feet.
XV. Nine nautic miles.

XXV. Bv

Circular

Secretary, Trinity House, Dundee.
the
light sho«-ing eastward 1,140 feet apart from

III.

V. Unknown.

water.

XVII

Incor-

Masters and Seamen in Dundee.

porated bv royal charter of his Majesty, George
See copy
III., of date" 19th September I77-4.
charter which accompanies General Return.

IX. Not known.

XVI

^^^'^O'

Dundee.

Dundee.

Dundee.

:

the parish of Barry, and

LV No

the
tTdTsignals used; the Fraternity do not, from
would be
position of the hghts, consider that it
lay
over
water
of
depth
the
indicate
prudent to

barI

VI

A

m

^es
rockets are used wheif necessary
assistance from
of stranding, m' order to procure
the
man
to
and
Carnoustie or Broughty Ferry,

gun and

lifeboat.
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Dundee.
LIV.

Upjier Light Tower, in the parish of Ferry-port-onCraig, and county of Fife.
Fraternity of Masters and Seamen in Dundee, incorporated by Royal Charter of his Majesty George III.,
dated 19th September 1774.
See copy of charter,

III.

which accompanies General Return.
James McEwen. Secretary, Trinity House, Dundee.

IV.

One

light looking eastward.
The lights are distant
apart about 1,132 feet. The Pile light is about
5,200 feet apart from the upper light tower.

V. Unknown.
VI. Unknown.
^'11. Because the situation

is

the best for leading vessels in

the best water.

VIII. About the year 1823.
IX. Built by contract. John Hamilton, Builder ; Robert
Stevenson, of Edinburgh, Engineer.
X. River light.
'XI. Stone and lime, solid, coated outside with Roman
cement, and oil painted ; colour white.
XII. Fitted with lightning conductor on the ordinary principle, consisting of copper bar.
XIII. Seventv-six feet. Note, base not visible from water.
XIV. Eighty feet.

XV. Nine and

a half nautic miles.

XVI. Fifteen nautic miles.
XVII. Illuminates the whole channel; that

is, it is seen
the water everysvhere to the eastward of
the lighthouse, where not intercepted by land.
XVIII. Fixed; white.

fi'ora

XIX. None;

XX. Sunset

fixed
to sunrise.

there

is

also a time-

15/.
Done by contract.
for this and the Pile Lighthouse, asby the members of their respective families.

XXX^'. Three keepers

;

second

ditto, 4()/.

free houses, gardens, coal,

;

third ditto,

and

p:

i

ttj

these being quite unnecessary.

The keeper's salary is 60/. He has a house and
garden.
This lighthouse appeared to be in good
order and equal to its requirements but inferior in
its general fittings to the establishments under the
Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses.
LIGHT,

SOUTH FERRY.— (Speci.vl
Return.)

XXXIV. About

mth

;

of lighthouses visited or seen alight.
Two reflectors of different sizes placed in the same
plane were well polished, and bad linen cover.s but
were very much scratched. There were iron chimnies, which go up to the ventilators above.
The onlypowder used in cleaning is rouge.
The cleaning
leathers and other materials are kept in painted tin
boxes.
Three keepers have charge of two lights in
use, and a third kept ready for use in case anything
happens to the Pile light. Two are always at the Pile
light at night and one on shore, one remains at the Pile
light all day.
The head keeper learned his work
from the keepers at the north lights, who learned at
the Bell Rock.
He was a sailor, is married, has
eight childi-en.
One of the assistants ha.s three sons
afloat.
He is provided with a telescope. Printed
regulations are suspended in the lantern.
None of
the meteorological instruments kept at other lights
are kept here.
There is a lightning conductor.
There are no fog signals.

LOWER

Ventilating tubes.
XXVI. None required from its situation.
XXVII. Not required.
XXVIII. Nineteen.
XXIX. 900/., or thereby.
XXX. AU completed.
XXXI. Lantern, 7 feet 4 inches diameter to glass; height
of daylight, 4 feet ; cost not kept separately.
XXXII. Built by the Fraternity.
XXXIII. About 75/. for the last five years.

First keeper, 55/.

a thermometer

list

XXV.

35/.,

;

This light was visited on the 27th of July, in com- Observations
pany with Mr. Taylor, Ma.ster of the Corporation hy ('(Miiniisin charge of lighthouses.
It stands No. 68 on the sioiiors.

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. Two burners.
XXIII. None.
XXIV. Not known.

sisted

barometer

LVII. See answer to No. XV.
LVIII. See copies of Rules and Regulations attached to
No. XVIII. of General Return.

Return.)
I.

A

LV. No tide signals used,
LVI. None requisite.

SOUTH FERRY LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

II.

Dundee.

Dundee.

LVII. See answer to No. XXXV.
LVIII. See copies of Rules and Regulations attached to
No. XVIII. of General Return.

light.

XXXVI. Not separately preserved.
XXXVII. There are about half a dozen

cylinders used
; the other items are not
sepMately jireserved.
XXXVIII. .\bout 80 gallons of oil and 2 gross of wicks.
XXXIX. Colza oil, price, about 4s. 3d. per gallon.
XL. Best unbleached cotton %vicks, 5s. per gross.
XLI. None ; these not requisite.
XLII. The lights are maintained out of the funds of the inThese funds consist of the contribucorjioration.
tions of the members, rents of lands, and dues exentering the estuary or Firth of
from
vessels
acted
Tay, and are collected by parties appointed by the
incorporation at the different ports and creeks in
the Tay.
XLTII. No separate account kept for this tower. See
General Return, No. XV.
XLIV. See answer No. XV. of General Return.

annually, at 55. per dozen

XLV. None.

Lower Light Tower, in the parish
Craig, and county of Fife.
II. Fraternity of Masters and Seamen
I.

of Ferry-port-onin

Dundee, incor-

porated by Royal Charter of His Majesty Geo. III.,
dated 19th September 1774. See copy of charter
which accompanies General Return.
James
III.
McEwen, Secretary, Trinity House, Dundee.
I\'. One light looking eashvard
distant apart from the
high tower about 1,132 feet, and about 4,0f)8 feet
from the Pile Light. The tower is 42 feet high;
but since the erection of the PUe Light referred to
in the Special Return X'o. 5, the hght in this
tower has been discontinued but the apjjaratus is
still kept in working order, so that in the event of
any accident occuring to the Pile Light, this tower
can be lighted on a moment's notice.
V. Not knowni.
;

;

VI. Not known.
VII. Same reason as in other returns.
VIII. In 1827.
IX. Built by contract. John Hamilton, builder; Robert
Stevenson, engineer.
X. River light.
XI. Stone and Hme, soUd, coated inside and outside with
Roman cement, and painted ; colour white.
XII. Fitted with lightning conductor on the ordinary principle, with copper bar.
XIII. Forty-two feet. Note, base not visible from water.

XIV.

Forty-five feet.

X\'. Seven nautic miles.
XVI. Twelve and a half nautic miles.
XVII. Seen fi-om the water everywhere to the eastward of
lighthouse, when not intercepted by land.
XVIII. Fixed; white.

XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.

XIX. None;

XLVI II.

None.
XLIX. None.
L. By the Master and Committee of the Trinity House,
and by Messrs. Stevenson, Civil Engineers, Edin-

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. One Ai-gand.
XXIII. None.
XXIV. The late Abram Middleton, coppersmith,

burgh, in 1858.
LI. Lights mspected monthly by the Master and Committee of the Trinity House, Dundee.
LII. No.
LIII. Oil stored in base of tower, in tanks.
One spare
burner.

XXV. By

XX.

:]

C

fixed.

See answer to N^o. IV.

XXVIII. None; hght
XXIX. About 350/.

XXX. AU
2

in

ventilating tubes.

XXVI. None; fi-om situation these not
XXVII. None; hght discontinued.

finished.

discontinued.

requisite.

Dundee.
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Dundee.

Dundee.
XXXI.
Circular III.

Dundee.

inch diameter to glass; 4 feet
height of dayhght. The cost has not been sepa-

Lantern 7

feet

I

XLI I.

rately kept.

Tlie lights are maintained out of the funds of the
incorporation. These funds consist of the contributions of the members, rents of lands, and dues

the incorporation in 182".
use for tive years; and the rest of the
questions which follow do not seem to reijuire to
be answered in consequence.

XXXII. Built by
XXXIII. Not in

XL! 1
It
is not used.
It stands 69 on the list.
similar to the upper light in its arrangement and
condition.
It had but one reflector, well polished,
but much scratched. It was stated that the former
keeper had not been so careful as the present man.
Examined the site on wliich the corporation think

1

This

was

of building a light lo replace the Pile light. It would
he nearer the upper light than the Pile, Init <:or.--idcrably further than tho lower light, which was
extinguished because it was complained of as too
Dcar.

Circular III.

FERRY-PORT-OX-CRAIG PILE LIGHT.-

-(Special

Rut URN.)
I.

Pile

in bed of river opposite the village of FerrySee position
port- on-Craig, in the county of Fife.

Light
laid

down on

XLIV.

Masters and Seamen in Dundee, incorporated by Royal Charter of His Majesty Geo. III.,
See copy of charter
dated I'Jth September 1771.
which accompanies General Return.
House, Dundee.
Trinity
Secretary.
III. .Tames McEwen,
I V. One light showing eastward about .5,200 feet apart from
the high light on land.
V. In 1847.
VI. Sec Rcjiorts by Captain Denham. R.X., to the Lords
of the .\diniralty, dated 10th (Ictubcr 1S47. and by
Jklessrs. Stevenson. Ci\-il Engineers, dated 2''.tji
November 184/, copies of which are herewith sent.

XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.

XLVI 11.

None.

XLIX. None.
L. By the master and committee

of the Trinity House,
Dundee, and by the Messrs. Stevenson, Civil Engineers, in Edinburgh, in 1858.
LI. Lights inspected monthly by the master and committee
of the Trinity House, Dundee.
LI I. No.
LIII. Oil stored at the lighthouse on shore, and a quantity
removed to the tanks in the hghthouse as it is required ; a spare lamp and burner.
LIV. None.

LV. No tide signals used, these being quite unnecessary.
LVI. See cojiy of Regulations for Keepers of Pile Lighthouse, herewith sent.

LVII. Sec answer to No. XXXV.
LVIII. See copies of Rules and Regulations attached to
No. XVIII. of General Return.

No. 70 on the list. Was visited the same day. Ohsor
same distance from tlie shore, and was reached i,y ('o
It can always be reached except in sioiiei
very bad weather. It is on wooden piles, and shakes a,
There are night and day
little when it blows hard.
signals.
Papers explaining them are hung in the
There is
light room with the printed regulations.

It is at

XI. The structure is of wood, erected on piles.
XII. None.
XIII. Height of tower from low water, spnng tides to vane,
53 feet.
XIV. Twenty-nine feet.
X^'. Five and three quarters nautic miles.
X^'I. Eleven nautic miles.
XVII. Illuminates the whole channel, that is, the light is
seen across the navigable channel to the eastward.

to prove that

XIX.

Fixed.

XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. One.\rgand.

XXIH. None.
XXIV. James Milne and Son, Brassfoundcrs,
XXV. Ventilating tubes.
XXVI. .\ bell moved by clockwork.

Edinburgh.

XXIX.

l.fiOO/..

.3 feel
3 inches diameter to glass
Messrs. Milne and
Vi inches height of daylight.
Gd.
18s.
was
242/.
account
Son's
XXXII. Built by the incorporation in 1848.
XXXIII. Annual average cost of repaurs about 7'- 10s.; not
;

done by contract.

XXXIV. Annual

average cost of painting about 5/.; coated
annually not by contract.
Three keepers for this light and the light on
shore, assisted by the members of their respective
second keeper, -10/.
families.
First keeper, 55/.
third keeper, 35/., with free houses, gardens, coal,
;

XXXV.

Trinity House, Dundee, 12th

Rules and

cylinders used annually, at 5s. per dozen; the
other items are not separately ])reser\-ed.
XXXVIII. About 40 gallons of oil and one gross of wicks,
XXXIX. Colza oil, 4s. 3f/. per gallon.
XL. Best unbleached cotton wicks, os, per gross.
35/.

1841.

Keepers Reg

The principal lightkeeper shall visit both lights at least
once every day. and shall note the time of such visits in his
logbook, and the state of the lamps, reflectors, &c., and if
he has any fault, or sees anything requiring repair, he must
intimate the same to the master, or some of the Committee,
with as little delay as possible. It is also to be imperative
on each keeper that after he is relieved in his watch he
ehall, before he retires, show the other that both the lights

note the time of visit in the logbook.
The assistant lightkeeper, before leaving home, shall
obtain leave of the principal keeper, and the principal keeper,
if intending to leave home, shall also state the same to his
assistant, so that they may not be both absent at one time
this also to be noted in the lojjbook, but on no account
shall any of them be absent during the night. Also, should
any of them (the keeepers) be taken badly, it is ])articularly
ordered thtit intimation, either by express or otherfl-ise, shall
be sent to the master, or, in his absence, to the deputy
master, or other person in charge at the time.
;

By

order of the Corporation,

(Signed)

William O. Taylor,
Master.

and light.
XXXVI. Not separately kept. See answer to No. XXXI.,
which includes this.
XXXVII. There are somewhere about half a dozen of

XLI. About

November

Regul.'Vtion.'! to be obscned by the
of the Tay Lights.

;

Trinity House, Dundee,

Kight Signals

to be

U

efficient.

good order, and that the same may be fully ascertained they must together go to each lightroom. and during
their watch each must at least visit the Ughts once, and

or thereabouts.

XXX. All completed.
XXXI. Lantern, 8 feet

it is

are in

XXVII. Nineteen days.
XXVIII. Nineteen davs.

(

in a shore boat.

one reflector well cleaned but much scratched, like
the others.
The cleaning materials are kept as in
the other lighthouses.
The house was well kept and
clean.
There is a fog bell, which was sounded and
heard on board the "Vivid" at a sufficient distance

XVIII. Fixed; white.

i

|

Recommended by Messrs. Stevenson, and approved of
liy the Admiralty, and by the public at large.
VIII. In 1848.
IX. Thomas Barker, Ruilder, Perth, by contract; Engmeers,
Messrs. Stevenson, of Edinburgh.
X. River light.

VII.

—

exacted from vessels entering the estuary or Firth
of Tay, and are collected by parties appointed by
the incorporation at the different ports and creeks
in the Tay.
^..) separate account kept for this light tower.
See
General Return, No. XV.
See answer No. XV. of General Return.

XLV. None.

chart herewith sent.

II. Fraternity of

DL'^
Circu

1

1th

May

1855.

used at the File Light House, River Tay,

A

red and white light in two lanterns, shown horizontal,
indicates that some damage has been done, or injury susthe light in the
tained, so that the light cannot be lighted
lower tower on shore is to be lighted immediately. Blue
;

>a

i

11
'
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lights are to be kept burning until this is done ; a light in
is then to be shown seaward during the night from

h.

A

a lantern

this lighthouse.

A

duplicate of each

^vith spare
i.

red light in a lantern, to show that the lighthouse has
fu-e, and assistance is wanted.

buoy

is

kept in store,

moorings.

One.

Heavy sea and boisterous state of the weather.
With chain and metal sinkers.
About 14/. each.
m. They are not repaired by open tender, but they
j.

caught

k.
/.

Re(/ii!ations to be observed at the

South

Lir/hts,

River Toy.

are generally so procured.
ITiere

must be

Pile Lighthouse

at least always

during day;

one of the keepers on the
and from one hour before

sunset to one hour after sunrise, there must be two keepers;
each of the lightkeepers is to take a regular turn of two weeks
on the Pile Light but one of these, by regular turn, may
be on shore during the day, but none of them are to leave
home at any time without leave from the princii)al keeper
and the principal keeper, if intending to leave home, shall
also state the same to the assistants ; leave of absence to be
noted in the logbook
but none of the keepers are on any
account to absent themselves during night. It is also to be
observed, that they are not to practise saiUng in open boats
except on special duty.
During the winter months there shall be at least one
week's stock of oil, &c. on the light. Should any accident
occur, or any injury be sustained, the earliest opportunity is
to be taken to communicate the same to the master, deputymaster, or other person in charge at the time.
The lighthouses, reflectors, &c. are to be kept in a clean
and orderly condition at all times the apjiaratus in the
lower tower is to be kept in readiness, so that it may be
lighted at a moment's notice, in the event of an accident to
the Pile. The keeper whose turn it is to be on shore shall
attend to the cleaning of the shore lights ; and the one
stationed at the Pile shall attend to the cleaning of it; and
each, as he relieves the other, must be satisfied of the clean
and orderly condition of the lights when he takes charge,
as no excuse will be taken, in the event of any fault being
found, that they were in the same state as he got them.
The principal keeper shall always have a strict surveillance over the whole, and he is to see that everything is
kept in a clean and orderly condition, and his orders to this
effect are to be strictly obeyed by the assistants.
N.B.—The keeper that is longest on the Pile Light will
be the one whose turn wiU be to be on shore during the
day.
;

;

order of the Corporation,
(Signed)
Thomas

colours when seen. See
and copy notice to mariners relative
thereto, herewith sent, dated 19th July 1858.
chart,

0. The whole of the buoys, 1.3 in number.
VI. The form and construction of the buoys are considered
the best for tideways, channels, or coasts, and have
been foinid to answer the purpose for which they
are intended, and have been well thought of.
See
Alan Stevenson's account of Skerryvore Lighthouse, in which the Tay form of fairway buoy has
been engra^-ed.
VII. They are cleaned, painted, and repaired once a year.
VIII. The buoys are surveyed about once a month, and if
found unfit, are replaced.
IX. Only one stone beacon, which is shown on the chart,
X. See above answer. No. IX.
a. Lucky-Scaup beacon.

September 1853.
serve as a landmark.

b.

To

c.

;

By

By numbers and

Ji.

A

tower with a cross, being the only object
of the kind in the locality.
Stone and hrae.
/. Red.
d.

f.

Not

ff.

lighted.

Height of tower to top of masonry 40 feet;
ditto, to top of cross, 47 feet.
Height from
high water sjjring tides to top of masonry,
45 feet ditto, to top of cross, 52 feet.

h.

;

About

i.

XL

100/.

j.

Nothing

k.

See answers to No. XV. of General Return.
No s])ecial income derived from it.

in the years specified.

See answer to No. VI.

XII. The general principle recommended by the Admiralty
is that adopted in the Tay, namely, black on the
port,

and red on the starboard, in entering.

XIII. None.

Ewing, Master.

XIV. From

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
L

Tlie Fraternity of Masters

and Seamen

in

Dundee, incor-

porated bv Royal Charter of his Majesty Geo. IIL,
dated 19th September 177-1.
See cojjy of charter
which accompanies General Return.
II. See chart of the River Tay, herewith sent, on which is
delineated the number and situation of the Ijuoys
and beacons, there being 13 buoys and 1 beacon
under the management of this authority.
The
cost of maintainmg the buoys and beacons is not
kept separate from that of the lights. See answer
to General Return No. II.
The charges under
this authority are for maintaining lights, buoys,
and beacons ; the charges for these are not kept

—

separate.
III.

This authority not responsible to any superior authority
for the i>roper management of buoys and beacons,
except in so far as, by 6 and 7 William IV. cap 7-''.
sec. 38, they are bound to give notice of any change
intended to be made on the buoys, to the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses.

the general fund fortbe maintenance of lights,
buoys, and beacons.
No special collection from
buoys and beacons.
XV. Same answer as No. XIV.
XVI. No separate account kejrt for buoys and beacons.
XVII. Application was made some years ago for a buoy on
what was termed the *' new shoal," near to the bar,
and a buoy named " new shoal buoy" was laid
down. The licensed pilots drew the attention of
the Committee to the shoal.
In this summer of
1858 the water had deepened on this shoal, or it
had disappeared, and the buoy was therefore ra-

moved.
XVIII. Except the buoy mentioned in No. XVII., no new
buoy has been laid down since 1st October 1853.
The laying down and removal of that buoy was
sanctioned by the authority mentioned in No. 3.
XIX. By the master and committee monthly, and by
Messrs. Stevenson in 1858.

XX. Same answer as No. XIX.
XXI. By notices in the newspapers, and by

handbills posted

and circulated in the locality, and sent to the
Custom Houses of the various ports in Great
Britain and Ireland, as well as the continent.

IV. None.

XXII.

V. There

and when necessary a steam tug is employed.
XXIII. The lightkeepers and licensed pilots are instructed

is herewith sent a sketch prepared by Messrs.
Stevenson, Civil Engineers, Edinburgh, showing
the different sizes of the Tay buoys, classified and
designated according to a scale, to which reference
There are six different sizes ; all the
is made.
buoys are of wood, except No. (i, on the sketch

there are two of iron.
a. The " fainvay buoy" being No. 1 on the chart
is of wood, which is used in most instances,
but there are two of iron, as already stated,
which substance has become to be considered the most serviceable.
b. About 1 00/. for the " fairway buoy."
d.

About
About

e.

One.

f.

One

jr.

In the storehouses at

c.

10/.

A tender is

kept by the Fraternity for the purpose,

to report to this authority
are displaced.

when any

of the buoys

XXIV. None.

XXV. None.
XXVI. None.
XXVII. None. These being under

the immediate personal
attendance of the master and committee. Sea
General Return, No. XIX.

Notice

to

Mariners.

— Buoys in the Firth of Tay.

1/.

The Corporation of the " Fraternity of Masters and
Seamen in Dundee " hereby give notice, that in adopting

of each.

the Trinity

House,

Dundee.

a general system in colouring the buoys under their direcby which arrangement vessels entering a harbour

tion,

3
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Dundee.

DuxDEE

should keep red buoys on the starboard hand and black
buoys on the port hand, while chequered Inioys indicate
the following changes in the colours of
centre dangers,
the under-mentioned buoys in the River Tay have now been

XIX. The

made

XX. So

—

:

Fairway buoy from black to red and black, horizontally,
with "Tav Fairway " painted on it in white letters.
Gaa-Sand buoys, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, from I)lack and white,
chequered to red, tlie numbers painted in black.
Lady buoy, from black and white, chequered, to red.
Horse-shoe buoy, from black and white, chequered to
red.

Abertay Sand buoys, Nos.

2, 3, 4,

1,

.'),

6,

from red to

black, the figures white.
The new shoal buoy has been removed.

By

Geo. Welch, Master.
Trinity

Jas.

House, Dundee,

McEwen,

id

Crighton,

shi])owner

and agent

DUNDEE and RIVER

Lloyd's,

Fraternity,

T.\.Y.

Dundee.

consider the ri\-er Tay, witli the entrances and adjacent coast, to be well lighted, buoyed, and
beaconed.
V. I could not suggest any improvement in the position,
nund)er, height, or colour of the l)uoys or beacons,
nor in hghts or hghthouses, except in the leading
lights for the river stationed at Tayport (called
the Craig Liglits), as noticed in reply to query
Xo.XVlI. I do not consider any additional lights,
buoys, or beacons are required, l)ut the removal of
the Pile Light, and placing it on the land las noticed in query X VIL) would, I think, be a great improvement, and by building the new lighthouse as
far to the eastward as the nature of the land will
permit, and a little to the south of the present hue
of direction, I am of opinion the necessity woidd
be superseded for the lloating hght recommended
by Capt. Denham, in his report on the lighting
and buojnng of the Tay, a co])y of which I fonvard
herewith.
VII. Oil of best quality.
VIII. I am not aware of any of the lights ever having been
extinguished, or not having been duly exhibited.
IX. I am not aware of any of the buoys having been displaced unless the buoy of the Fairway (which is
very large), once or twice during heavy gales, and
which has always been replaced so soon as it
moderated. No accident has occurred in consequence.
X. I have never heard of any accident fairly attributable
to a want of lights, buoys, or beacons.
There are no tidal signals used in the river Tay, nor do
I conceive they are required.
XII. There are no fog signals except a bell placed on the
Pile Light at Tayport, which is tolled during a

IV.

I

—

XL

fog.

XIII. The buoys on the starl)oard hand entering the Tay
are red, and on the port hand black ; they are of

XIV.

XV.

a conical form.
could not suggest any change in the colour, form,
or arrangement.
The local dues charged on the Tay Lights are lid. per
ton on vessels with cargoes, and are paid to the

XVI.

I

I

quality.

The lighthouses

trol.

have beard the fcehng expressed by several masters
of sliips that the leading hghts at Tayport are too
far apart, and that the Pile Light (which was
erected a few years ago), would be better to be
superseded by a hght on the land close to the
margin of the riA-er, as the extended leverage
makes them open out too quickly, besides which
the Pile Light is in the way of ships.
XVIII. I have never heard any complaints as to the local
dues collected for supporting the hghts, buoys, or
I

beacons.

properly attended, and

are all

I

have never heard of any of them being extinguished.

IX. The Fairway

Buoy has once

or twice been

moved from

position by hea^T gales, but was always replaced
as soon as the weather would permit, and no accident has ever occurred in consequence.
its

I have never knowni of any accidents from want of lights
or buoys.
XI. No tide .signals are used.
XII. There are no fog signals except a bell, which is placed
on the Pile light at Ferry Port, and tolled in fogs.
XIII. The buoys are red cm the starboard hand going in,
and black on the port hand ; are conical, thus o
XIV. I could not suggest any improvement on the colour
arrangement of the buoys.
XV. The local dues on lights is lirf. per ton on all vessels
with cargoes, and are paid to the Seamen's Fra-

ternity.

XVI. I am not aware of any complaint having been made.
XVII. So far as I am acquainted, the general feehng of
masters and mariners frequenting tlie port is satisfactory as to the efficiency of the hght and buoys.
XVIII. I am not aware of the local dues having been com-

XIX.

XX.

plained of.
llie local dues levied are ajiplied by the Seamen's
Fraternity to the uji holding of the hghts, buoys,
and beacons, and any excess goes to the general
fund for the support of their decayed members.
The general opinion is that the lights and buoys of
the channel are all and satisfactorily attended to
by the Fraternity of Seamen.

]4.

ELGIN.

Harbour Company's Office, Lossiemouth,
June 13, 1859.

Sir,

I?; reply to your inquiry regarding lighthouses at this
place, T beg' to say that the only thing in that shape here is
one of Dr. Brown's lamps, used as a harbour light, and as
it has not yet been a year in use it is impossible to fill up

the queries correctly.
I may mention that the hght was erected by the Elgin
and Lossiemouth Harbour Company, by authority of the
Lighthouse Commissioners, and that a small charge is
made on vessels frequenting the harbour for its maintenance.
No complaint has yet been made about the
arrangement, on the contrary, it seems to give great satisfaction.
shall

I

may

be glad to give you any other information you

require.

Yours, &c.

Alex.

J. F. Campbell, Esq.

&c.

Seamen's Fraternity.
am not awai'e of any com)>laints having been
addressed to the aforesaid authority with reference
to the hghts. buoys, or beacons, under theu- con-

X^T^.

and the coast is also well lighted.
consider the buoys and lights are all jjlaced in the
best position for the navigation of the river.
VI. Answer is previoiisly given.
VII. The lighthouses are all hghted with oil of the best
I

X.

to

Dundee.

IL

in. Seamen's

and RIVER TAY.
Seamen's Fraternity.
IV. The river and entrance are well lighted and buoyed,
III.

charf,

LLOYD'S EVIDEXCE.
L Da'

DUNDEE,

li.

VIII.

from a survey just completed by
Messrs. Da\-id and Thomas Stevenson, Civil Engineers
Edinburgh, will shortly be published. Orders for copies
may be addressed to the Master or Secretary.

X new

N.B.

Circulc'

.John Spink, pilot master.

.Secretary,

lyth July, 1858.

and ELCiiN.

local dues collected are apjilied by the Seamen's
Fraternity to the maintenance of the lights, buoys,
and beacons of the river Tay, and any excess goes
to the support of their poor or decayed members.
far as I am aware the general oi)inion in the locality
is, that the lights, buoys, and beacons are well and
efficiently managed.
20th December 1859.

—

I.

V.

order,

:

Si.m, Collector.

Ike.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
Firth, N.B., agent to
Llovds, Lieutenant R.N. and shipping agent.
of ELGIN.
III. Commissioners of Northern Lights, Alex. Cunmngham,
I.

John Tod, Lossiemouth. Moray

II.

LOSSIEMOUTH. PORT
residing in
secretar)',
"

Edinburgh.

IV. Quite well.
A'.

VI.

No improvement required at present
house always well attended.

No

additional
present.

VII. Oil.
VIII. None.

'lights,

;

^
Covesea

,•

i *
light-

buoys, or beacons required at

LOCAL AUTHOEITIES
Elgin

— Findhohn — Fkaserburgh.

17.

IX. Xone.
X. None.
XI. The harliour-master shows a light by night and a flag

by

day,

— SCOTLAND.

when

practical for vessels

to

enter an

harbour, as it frequently occurs that no vessel can
attempt to enter the harljour at high water, on
account of a hea\'y sea at the time.
XII. No fog signals required, as no vessels attempt to enter
the harbour without a pilot, and, when practicable
to enter the harbour in a fog, the harbour-master
rings a beU, and also when a fleet of herring boats
are approaching in a fog.
XIII. No buoys used at this port, there being a fine open
bay, and no rocks or shoals to injure vessels on

39

FORTH AND CLYDE.
Canal House, Glasgow,

Sir,

June

6,

1859.

In reference to your letter of the 4th, and to the
blank forms of Returns as to Lighthouses, &c., I beg to
state that the only two lights which the Forth and Clyde
Canal Company have, are merely to guide \-essels coming
into their harbours at the canal entrance, for which they have
no power to charge rates, and consequently it did not
appear to me that the returns were applicable ; but if I am
Avrong as to this, please

let

and

Clyde.
Inverkeithing.
Irvine.
r;ifp,,i„,.

tit

me know.
I

am, &c.

J. F. Campbell, Esq.

&c.

Forth

R.

Readman.

&c.

either side.

XIV. None.
XV. A nominal charge
XVI.

is made on vessels entering our
harbour, to support our local harbour light.
None whatever.

XVII. Perfectly satisfactory.
XVIII. Never heard any complaints, although

XIX.

here 25 years.
Perfectly correct.
whatever, that

XX. None

15.

I

I

have been

have heard.

BOWLING

B.\Y

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Circular III.

Return.)
Bowling Bay.
IV. Onehght.
VII. Light being intended to direct vessels to the entrance
of the liarbour, is selected as the best that could
be got for that purpflse.
VIII. 1850.
X. Harbour Light.
I.

XI. Wood.
XIV. lOi feet.
XVIII. Fixed bright light.
XX. Sunset to sunrise, except during June and July, when
it is not bghted at all.

FINDHORN.

BUOYS AND BEACON.

XXII. One Argand burner.

Peter Brown, J.inkwood, near Elgin, Factor for Hugh
Andrew Johnstone Munro, Esquire, of Novar, Proprietor
of the Port and Harbour of Findhorn, begs respectfully
to represent to the Honourable the Commissioners for
Lights, Buoys, and Beacons, that at Findhorn there are no
lights, buoys, or beacons connected with the harbour, nor
but from the intricate entrance, and in
ever have been
consideration of the extent of the estuary, buoys in particular are vei-y much wanted, (while a light placed near the
entrance of the harbour would prove of much sen'ice), and
would be thankfully and gratefully acknowledged, were the
Commissioners to order them to be placed from outside
the bar to opposite the quays.
Peter Brown.
Linkwood, 18th June 185!).
;

C.^RRONMOUTH LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Circular III.

Retur.v.)
I.

Carronmouth.

IV. One light.
VII. Placed at the extremity of the Carron River embankment, to guide vessels taking the river.
VIII. 1st August 1847.
IX. Canal Comjjany's men.
X. Chiefly harbour ; partially a sea light.
XI. Whinstone below, bricks above, covered with lead;
thick single

waU

;

limeplaster, white.

XIII. Tliirty-four feet.
XIV. Thirty-four feet.
X^'I. Seen at Queensferry where Firth opens out, say 12
miles.

XVIII. Fixed white

XX. Sunset
16.

FRASERBURGH.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

XXXI. Three

Fraserljurgh' Harbour Commissioners.
III. Not responsible, but always done.
I.

A'.

Two

None

t.

X.

No lights.
Boich Head about 10
about 20 feet.

A.

j.

lamps placed crescent form.

/i diameter inside.

XXXIV. Contract, annually.
XXXV. One, 14s. weekly.
XXXIX. Spermaceti.
XL. X Circular cotton
LI I. Not known
LIII.

^vick.

to be.

One lamp.

then.

iron beacon on Boich Head. A metal
beacon on Cairnbulg Brigs.
b. Cairnbulg Brigs in the spring
of 1858 ;
Boich Head a good many years ago.
c. To keep vessels off the rocks.
d. Beacon on Boich Head has a round ball on
the toj); Cairnbulg Brigs is a triangular one.
e. None.
/. Cairnbulg one red, and Boich Head black.

i.

feet

oil

An

a.

ff.

feet

;

18.

INVERKEITHING:

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Return.^
The Bui'gh of Inverkeithing has leading lights for taking
the harbour at night.— Wm. Eraser, Town Clerk.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Inverkeithing.
p.

~.

'-"''="1^''

j,j
'"

Circular V.

The Burgh

of Inverkeithing has buoys for warping ships
out and into the harbour, which the magistrates
keep up at the burgh's expense. W.M. Eraser,
Town Clerk.

—

Cairnbulg Brigs

Not known.

No

k.

XII.

Malleable iron.
buoys' have been got for the channel,
but not yet laid down ; they are not laid
down because the anchors and chains have
not yet come to- hand,

a.
b.

light.

to sunrise.

XXII. SLx Argand
XXIII. None.
XXVI. Not used.

cost.

None.
the two buoys

None but

aljove

mentioned

;

19.

not yet

placed.

XIV. Harbour funds.
XV. Harbour funds.
XIV. None.
XIX. No inspection.
XXI. Would be advertised in
XXII. Harbour master.

XXIV. No complaints.

XXV. None.
XXVI. Xone.

IRVINE.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Irvine.

Return.)
Circular III.

There are no Kgbts connected with Ir^dne Harbour.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
local newspapers.

Trustees of IrWne Harbour, Irvine.
This being a bar harbour there are no buoys or beacons
connected with it. The river is the only guide into the
harbour.
I.

3C4

Circular V.
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KIRKWALL.

Kirkwall

KIRKWALL HARBOUR LIGHTHOUSE.
(Special Retukn).

I

KiRKW

and Montrose.

VII. Gas in the harbour light,
VIII. No.
IX. No.

oil in all

the others.

isles traders carrying large numbers of cattle and
passengers have frequently struck upon the Gait.
In 1859 the sloop " Hope " struck and filled,
crew and passengers saved with dilEculty. Numerous and frequent detentions, owing to want of
buoys and beacons as stated, and the steamers
and other trading vessels often obUged to he off
all night in the east sea, by want of a light at the
entrance of the String.
XI. None used.
XII. None used.
XIII. Buoys and beacons red, when to be kept on the starNun
board hand, and black for the reverse.
buovs used.

X. North
Kirkwall Harbour Light, Kirkwall.
III. J. H. Baikie, Clerk to Kirkwall Harbour Trust.
I.

IV. OneUght.

by the Harbour Trust, and

v., VI. Erected

solely at their

expense, in IS.'iS ; and a new tower built in 1854.
VII. Extremity of harbour.
VIII. 1838.
IX. John Halero, Kirkwall, Builder D. and T. Stevenson,
Edinburgh, Engineers. Built by contract.
;

X. Harbour and sea light.
XL Stone; solid; blue stone with freestone base and
coping.

XII. No.

XI II. Thirty- three feet.
Xn'. Twenty feet.
XV. About six miles.
XVI. Ten or twelve miles.

XIV. No.

XV. None.
XVI. None, so far as I know.
X\U. The general feeling is that were

XVIII. Fixed white light.
,
XX. 1st August to .'iOth April; dayset
XXII. One.

XXIV.

XXV.

L'nknon-n.
In top of hghthouse.

XXVI. None.
XXIX. About

the buoys, beacons,
especially the hghthouses mentioned
above, in existence, the full use would be obtained
by strangers as well as native coasters of the excellent outlets from the German ocean to the Atlantic,
and vice versa, and of the many fine refuge harbours which exist in our north isles and mainland
of Orkney.
XVIII. They are not complained of.
XIX. I believe they are.
XX. I understand that all agree that the management is

ana more

to davlight.

110/.

XXXIV. l?Os. per annum.
XXXV. Harbour master keeper.
XXXIX. Gas. at Us. per l.OOU feet.
XL.

Aliout 17/. per annum.
XLII. By Harbour Trust.
XLIII. No charge.

excellent so far as

it

goes.

XLV. Xone.
XLVIII. Xone.

XLIX. None.
L. None.
LII. No.
LIII. Stock of burners
Argand always kept.
L^'I. Day signals for vessels by flag, displayed from pole
on tower no night signals.
;

2L MONTROSE.
LIGHTHOUSE.—(Special

;

I.

II.

III.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
Kirkwall Harbour Trust, J. H. Baikie, Clerk.
No buoys or beacons under the authority of the Harbour
Trust, or within their precincts.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

trustees; all other buoys, beacons, and hghts
under control of Commissioners of Northern

VIII. About 42 years ago.
IX. Not known.
X. Leading hghts for the harbour.
XL Stone and Ume. One wall whitewashed.
XII. No conductor.
XIH. One 30 ; the other CO.
\l\. The water conies to the base.

Lights.

XV. About

and NORTH ISLES of ORKNEY.
Harbour Light under control of harbour

KIRKWALL

III. Kirkwall

do not.
V. The beacon upon Vasa-Skcr:y is far too small, and
verv inetKcient from this cause. The other existino- lights, buoys, and beacons are excellent, and
the new light on North Ronaldshay has been
IV.

VI.

I

A

Two river lights. Leading hght for taking the harhour, .'ioO yards apart.
Lighthouses
v., VI, VII. Lights merely for local use.
raised by subscription, and no application so far
as is known made to any authority for their
erection.

Robert Scarth, of Bin Scanh, Kirkwall. Llsyd's Agent
and Shipowner, and Chairman of the Harbour
Trust of Kirkwall.

II.

The Trustees of the Harbour of Montrose.
Adam Bumes, solicitor, Montrose, clerk to said trustees.

IV.

I.

I.

Returx.)

Montrose.

;

already the prevention of much disaster.
buoy is' much required upon the Swarf, at the entrance of Lingasound, one of our best harbours.
beacon is much required on the Gait of Shatinbeacon
shav, south-w-est side of Strousay-Firth.
upon Poldrite, or some one of the shoals at the
A beacon
south entrance to Enhallow Sound.
upon the Skerry of Skelwick at the entrance to
Pierowall Westray, all being much frequented
jiassages. A light is much required upon haequoy
or Sariskail Head, island of Rousay, there being no
outside light on the whole west seaboard of Orkney. This light would lead vessels through Westrav Firth, a passage not so well known and frequented as it ought to be, and it would also enable
ships to lay to with safety under the Highlands
of Westray, Rousay, and the mainland in easterly
light is much required on Thie\'e'sgales.
holme at the west end of the String, and also one
upon the Moulhead, or upon Auskerry, being at
the east end of the String, the entrance to Kiikwal harbour, as well as being on the east seaboard, and filling up the dangerous coast betwixt
the Pentland Skerries and the Siurt Light. This
last would further serve to guide to the safe refuge
harbours of Deersound and Lingasound, and in

A

A

A

running through Westray

Firth.

\'J

miles.

XVI. About y miles.
XVII. About (i'.P S.E.
XVIII. Fixed; blood

XX. From

to E.
red.

sunset to sunrise.

XXII. One each.
XXIII. None.

XXIV. Unknown.
XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.
XXVIII. None; no
XXIX. About 5(XI/.

XXX.

register.

Finished.

XXXI. Unknown.
XXXII. Subscription, and purchased by the Harbour
Trustees in IS'J'J for 6tK>/. This sum is vested in
a committee of shipowners, elected annually, for
keeping up life-boat, &c.
From 3<ls. to 40s. annually. Not by contract.
XXXn'. Whitewashed at irregular periods, as judged
necessary-, at a cost of about 31. each time.
XXXV. One keeper; salary 50/. per annum, and free
house.

XXXIII.

XXXVI. Not known.
XXXVII. About 1/. for
XXXVIII. About 120

glasses, cleaning, &c.

gallons;

common whale

oil.

XXXIX. Whale
XL. Round

oil, averaging os. Sd. per gallon.
cotton wick, 1 gross ; 4s. per year.

XLI. None.
XLII. One halfpenny per ton on
harbour.

all vessels entering the
Collected by shore dues office.
30/. ; 1858, 51/.
Total income for

XLIII. In 1852. income,
1852, 110/.

Circular

LOCAL AUTHOEITIES.
Montrose

— SCOTLAND.

— Musselburgh — Perth.

XLIV. For 1852, 11//.
XLV. No complaint.
XLVl. None.

10s.

Perth.

;

XLIX. None.

;

;

L. No inspection made.
LII. No.
LIII. One spare lamp and burner.

;

No.

III.

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None

No

IV. No.

V. Not

classified.
a.

relief.

L^'1II. Simply that the lights are to be kept burnincr
sunset to sunrise.

from

b.

Wood and
It

d.

From

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

always get them repaired when they stand

of Montrose, under Acts of
•
Parliament 1837 and 1850.

in need.

.

None existing.
III. Not responsible.
V. One buoy not classed placed on the Annat bank,
mouth of River Southesk, entering to Montrose

II.

;

;

(7.

a.

/(.

Wood.
30/.

c.

M.

d.

It is

/.
g.
!.
j.

k.

m.
n.

i.

j.

lOs.

only tarred.

One.
Kept at Montrose.
displaced in 1858

but not

;

since.

Stress of weather.
Stone and chain,

Generally being struck
occasionally by ice.

Seven black and

0.

Nun

VI.

made.

taken to replace

•

six red.

mutter.

spring and autumn.

No

VIII.

s;)ecial survey, but only by the superintendent of
tlu society, who has the entire management of

them.
classified the

same

as the buoys, red

and black.
X.

No

beiicons erected.

The beacons answered

foregoing question are

same manner
None.

in the

whom

immediate steps

u.

are

XII.

it.

No superior authority.
XXV. No other buoy tried, and no

No

all

in the
of wood, and moored

as the buoys.

g-neral principle adopted, the buoys being laid
do-vn as the sandbanks change, a^ is generally the
case in rivers.

suggestion as to any

improvement.

XIV. By hdfpenny

per ton on the registered tonnage of
each vessel as she arrives. The fund was established by the masters and owners of ships belonging to Perth, in the year 1793, who were aware of
the necessity of having buoys in the river for the
safety of all vessels navigating it.

special rules.

MUSSELBURGH.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (SPECI.VL

XV. The same as buoys.
XVI. Income for quarter ending 30th June

.

Retur.m.)

income

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
Thomas Lees, town clerk of Musselburgh.
II. Copy sent. X small buoy for the guidance of
no income from
kept up, without any
;

it.

It

cost

the harbour

was placed, and
to the

i)ublic

charge has ever been made in respect of

;

is

no

it.

X. None.
applicable

beyond what

is

stated.

1

p.;

for

13Z. 6s. 6rf.

lighthouse.

I.

1852, 10/. 4s.

quarter ending 30th June 1858,
Total income for 1852, 45/. Is. 8(/.
Total expenditure in 1852, 40/. 2s. 'id. Total expenditure in 1858, 42/. 8s. lljrf.

No

Fisherow Harbour, in the burgh of Musselburgh.

XXVII. Nothing

and

VII. As often as necessary, but removed twice a year, in

XXIII.

22.

shipping,

buoys for tideways. We have no exposed ehannels and coasts, and have no experience in the

IX. The b.-ncons are

XV. None.
XVII. No application made.
XVIII. No.
XIX. No ins])ection.
XXI. No means adopted,
XXII. Harbour master, by

Ijy

southside of the river.
tender.

There being only one buoy, no means of

VI. No
VII. No period fixed.
VIII. Occasional survey.
XII. No great principle necessary; the only buoy shows
the position of the Annat sand bank, immediately
at the mouth of the river.
XIV. From the general haibour revenue; no special charge

pilot

Six.

Stone and chain.
We have few or none of that depth of water,
/
but suppose about 5/.
m. Private agreement.
n. Black on the north side and red on the

identification are necessary.
experience.

XXVI. No

kept at Newburgh, being the centre of
the station of the river.

.^11

Two.

h.

One

Not obtained by

3s. to 5s. each.

Thirteen.
/. Thirteen.
e.

Harbour.
b.

iron.

Buoys, between 5?. and C/. each.
depends on the damage it gets when it
chances to go adrift, but we have not paid
any particular attention to this matter, but

e.

The Trustees of the Harbour

I.

Perth.

ning two miles westward from Dundee. There
are 4 placed on Balmerino Bank, a mile apart ; 2
on the Middle Ground, a mile apart ; 1 on
AVhisky Peters, IJ mile; 1 on Bambriech, IJ
mile
1
on Hiecham, f mile 1 on Peasweep %
mile 1 on Bells Point, J mile ; 1 on Isle of Peat,
2i miles 1 on .\bernethy Bank A mile still westward, and about 9 miles from Perth.

1858, 100?.

5rf.

XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.

LVII.

393

Xyil. None.
XVIII. None.
XIX. By superintendent.
XX. The sqme as last question.
XXI. No notice necessary. The superintendent taHts immediate steps to have them replaced.
XXII. The superintendent, who resides at Newburgh, the
central station of the river.

XXIII. The shipmasters.

XXIV. Never

23.

No

got a ^vritten complaint.
Stone and chain.

b.

Wood and iron.

c.

PERTH.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
11.

a.

d.

Red and black.
/. AJl branded ; if not, cannot identify them.

Return.)

g.

lighthouse connected with this society.

h.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
L The
II.

i.

j.

Perth Seamen's Society.
extent of the River Tay on which the buoys and
beacons are placed is about fourteen mileg, "begin-

The

II.

Various.
Various.

e.

XXV.

3D

None.
See question

XIV,

None.
Collected at the
dues.

m. None.
None.

Custom

liouse with

othef

Circular V,
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Perth and Peterhead.

Perth.

Peterue.\d.

superintendent is the only authority for the
inspection and management of the buoys and
beacons, as ajjpointed by the society, and have
no printed mles and regulations, or foiTus relating
thereto.

>

XXVII. None.

PeteriI

—

which they are shown, and the
building, apparatus, &c. to be kept in good order. Circula|
There are no buoys or beacons under the management
of the Trustees.
for the time during

XXVI. The
Circular

I

|

Peterhead Pier and Harbour lights inspected by O])^^^^,
Admiral Hamilton 28th September 1859.
Ji, (,,^1
South Harboui- light. Catadioptric, lit with gas, sioncfs,
brass reflector. Gasometer and reservoir not separate
from the town lights.
Alex. Maehie, lightkeeper, lately appointed by the
Harbour Trustees, 42 years of age.
Has charge
of the weighing machine, as -well as all gas lights
connected with the two harbours
18 lights ex-

—

PETERHEAD.

24.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
I.

Return.)

North Harbour Pierhead and South Har-

Peterhead;

bour Pierhead.
Trustees of Peterhead Harbours.
Wm. Boyd, Solicitor, Peterhead, Clerk to the Trustees.
One on pierhead of Western Pier, North Harbour, and
other near end of Western Pier, South Harbour,
v., VI., VII. These lights have for many years been desiderated by seafaring ])ersons.
The sites were
chosen as being the best for leading Ughts for the
harbours.
VIII. North Pier Mght, KTth August 1849. and South,
31st August 1849.
IX. Engineers, Messrs. U. and T. Stevenson, Edinburgh.
Built by contract the masonry by Cooper, ConII.

III.

l\.

;

tractor.

;

clusive of the
to all

weighing

Intelligent, and most anxious to be into 6 p.m.
Btructed in the proper method of cleaning reflectors,
lamps, &c. ; asked me if I could give him a lesson
Reflectors at South Harboui' light veiy much
scratched ; no box for cloths or leathers, or rouge ;
no printed regulations or instructions ; uo fixed time
or time table for lighting or putting out ; but is guided
by wliat he considers sunrise and sunset.
North Harbour light.
Catadioptric holophotal
(vide Stevensoij's " Theory and Construction of
Lighthouses," page 477)
lit with gas ;
dependent
on town supply. Light, red ; red colour produced bv
Reflector in worse condition
I'ed chimuey glass.
than that of the South Harbour light ; no shammy
leather, but makes use of a cloth, of the roughest,
coarsest flannel, for cleaning both lamp and reflector ;
no box for cloths or powder ; no table of printed
instructions.
No tide lights or tide signals.
!

—
;

X. Harbour Ughts.
XI. Built of granite; walls sohd.
XII. No.
XIII. North harbour lighthouse, 29 feet; south harbour
lighthouse, 24 feet.
XIV. North harbour light, 32 feet; south harbour hght,
26 feet.
XV. North harbour light, 6 nautical miles ; south harbour
light, 5

4 nautical miles.

XVI. North harbour hght, 12

4 nautical miles; south
7 nautical miles.
seen from about N.E. by E. south ; seen
from about S. by E. J S. to about S.W. by

harbour

XVII. North

light, 10

and north,

III.

fi.xed, red.

The

pai'liamentary trustees of the harbours of Peterfor these harbours, and the overseer at Bodof the Earl of .\berdeen, for that ]>laee.
do, with reference to my answer to next query.

head

of daylight in the evening till its
return in the morning.
Catadioptric Holojjhotal in north harbour, and Catadioptric in south.
XXII. One burner in each.
XXIII. 4th June 1849, the magnetic hearings were originally for north harbour, N.E. i N. to about
E. 4 N., and south light from about S.W. by
W. 4 W. to about S.E. 4 S.
XXIV. Messrs. Milne and Son, Edinburgh.

XXI.

apertures.

XXVI. None.
XXVII.. XXVIII. No fog

signals used.
]i)s. Sd., including the cost of the lantern,
illuminating apparatus, &c.
XXX. Finished.
XXXI. Size of lantern, (i feet, and 2 feet 6 inches height
of dayhght ; price not separately known.
XXXII. It was not purchased.
XXXIII. Trifling in amount, and included in general expenditure about harbours.
()64/.

XXXIV. The same

answer as to No. XXXIII.
XXX\'. One keeper, who has other duties.
XXXVI. Not separately known. See answer to No.
XXXVII. Trifling. See answer to No. XXXIII.

dam

IV. I
V. The only impro\ements which I can suggest are as
follows
1 .)
To have a beacon i)laced on the
Skairs of Cruden, seven miles south of Peterhead,
a reef of rocks which lie about half a mile from
the shore, covered at high water ; (2j, another
beacon, to be placed on a sunken reef of rocks,
called Scotstownhead, four miles north of Peterhead, about half a mile from the shore, and only
seen at low water at spring tides ; and (3), another
beacon, to be placed on Rattray Briggs, eight
miles north of Peterhead, a sunken reef of rocks,
which he about a mile off the shore, only seen at
low water.
VI. The ])recise sites of the beacons are stated in the preMy reasons for suggesting that
vious answer.
beacons should be placed on those reefs were,
because innumerable shipwrecks have taken place
:

upon

XXIX.

at

L.

No

complamts.

Trustees.
the top of one of the lanterns was accidentally
damaged by a vessel taking the harbour, but the
light was temporarily supphed immediately until
a new lantern was obtained.

LIV. None used

at the

LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. The keeper
LVIII.

No

hghthouses.

Boddam Haibour, under

on the two

the charge of the

Aberdeen.

Two

IX. There are no buoys on this coast.
X. Manv losses, I have no doubt, have occurred during
night in consequence of want of a hghthouse on
Rattray Head, and many during dayUght, in consequence of want of buoys and beacons on the
'

reefs

not reheved during his period of duty.
special rules.
The hghts to be kept burning
is

lives lost, ])articularly

Ughts. one red and the other natural, hghted v\ith
gas, are placed one at the entrance of the south
harbour of Peterhead, and the other at the entrance
of the north harbour, all which Ughts are properly
attended to, and are of the utmost importance, and
have been duly exhibited mthout any accident
having occurred.

By the
No;

Lll.

and

is

prO])rietor's overseer, the Earl of

dues charged.

XLIV. See answer to Nos. XXXIII., XXXIV., XXXV.,
and XXXVII.
XLV., XLVI., XLVII. No dues charged nor complaints
made.
XLVIII., XLIX.

thera,

At the reef called Rattray Briggs
a passage sufficient for ordinary vessels
between the reef and the shore, a low sandy beach,
and hence the necessity of beacons.
VII. The Buchanness hghthouse, lighted with oil, is adjaDuring the herring
cent to Boddam Harbour.
season, say from middle of July to middle of October, two red lights, hghted with oil, are exhibited

Harbours of Peterhead.

No

(

latter reefs.

there

XXXVIII. Gas is used.
XXXIX., XL., XLI. Gas is used. No fog signals in use.
XLII. From the funds belonging to the Trustees of the
XLIII.

(

Keith Forbes, agent for Llovd's, Peterhead.'
II. PETERHEAD and BODDAM, two mUes south of that

I.

])ort.
;

XIX. Lights are fi.\cd.
XX. From going away

XXIX.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

•

;

W. i W.
XVIII. South, fixed, white

XXV. Bv

two pier lighthouses. Has to attend
at the weighing machine from 6 a.m.

referred to.

Some

are

of opinion that

it

would be of the first importance to have a hghthouse on Rattray Head, while others demur, but

LOCAL AUTHORITIES— SCOTLAND.

Peterhead — Port Ellen — S.\ltcoats.

'•

agree that beacons should be placed on the
respective reefs.
XI. There are no tide signals, either at Peterhead or Bodall

as

that flags and balls should be exhibited to note
the depth of water by which vessels can enter the
harbour with safety.
XII. There is no fog signal used at either Peterhead or
Boddani, unless that, during the herring season, a
six or eight pound cannon is fired during foggy
weather at Peterhead while the herring ^fishing
boats are at sea.
I do not know of any better
signal that could be used for the boats than the
firing of the cannon, and it has been of considerable use here.
XIII. There are neither buoys nor becons on this coast.
XIV. The I)eacons which I suggest should be coloured
bright red, or some other distinctive colour.
XV. There are no dues le\'ied on ships in respect of lights,
buoys, or beacons.
XVI. I am not aware that any complaints have been adrlressed to the authorities with reference to lights,
buoys, or beacons.
XVII. I am of opinion that the general feeling of mariners
frequenting Peterhead, and sailing on the coast, is
that beacons, which I suggest, should be placed
on the reefs.
XVIII. There being no local dues collected, an answer is
not necessary to this query.
XIX. Ditto ditto.
XX. I am not aware of the existence of any general opinion
as to the management of lights by the authorities
foresaid my own opinion is that they are properly
attended to.—23d December 1859.

Tlo

it

at

-^O"*^

I
17
r.
„ ,,
J.
F. Campbell, Esq.
>

St. David's, Fifeshire

I.

Sterrat,

J.P.

ST. DAVID'S.

27.

LIGHTHOUSE.-(Special
on the end of

;

St. David's.

Retur.n.)

Circidar III.

pier.

Private property.

II., III.

t

ly. Three lights, one towards southwest (red), one
southeast (white), and one north (white).
V. In the year 1855.
VI. William Robertson.
VII. To guide vessels entering the harbour.
VIII. 1855.
IX. Thomas Cook, bv daj-work.

X. Harbour light.
XI. Single sandstone wall.
XIII. About 20 feet.
XIV. About 24 feet.

XVI. About 11
XVIII. Fixed.

XX. When

miles.

dark.

XXI. Both.
XXII. One.

XXIV. Andrew Gray.
XXV. Perforated top and

;

bottom.

XXVI. None.
X'XIX. About

50/.,

XXXVIII. About

XXXIX.
25.

Saltcoats.

has not been used for many years, there being
no
it.
The proprietor of the harbour is A. W. R
Cunninghame, Esq., of Auchenharrie Seabank, Saltcoats.
He, 1 have no doubt, M-ill give
you any other information
you may require on the subject.
1 remain, &c.
It,

ti-ade

dam. They are decidedly required at Peterhead,
one at the entrance of each harbour ; and I beg
to suggest that flagstaffs should be erected, and

Paraffine

&c.
&c., per annum.
6^. per gallon.

]()/.,

oil,

.'is.

XLII. Private property.
XLIIT. None.'
LI I. Never.
LV. None.
LVI. None. Not required.

PORT ELLEN.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

39.5

Saltcoats, St. David's, St. Margaret's Hope.

Returx.)

Port Ellen Lighthouse, Port Ellen.
III. John Ramsay, Port Ellen.
VIII. 18:35.
X. Chiefly useful as a harbour light, but it is seen at sea
and may guide vessels passing the coast or in the
channel.
XI. Dressed stone ; a square outer wall with freestone
hewn corners. 'Ihe exterior is not coloured, being
of the natural colour of the stone of which it was
I.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

of Fordell, Fifeshu'e.

Four harbour buoys. No charts existing. No income
derived from them.
Cost of maintaining them

II.

a.

XIV.

XXXVII. 1857, 2/. 16s.
XXXVIII. 1857, oil, 95

XXXIX.

70 gallons

free dwelling house,

grass.
31. 4s. 6d.

28.

;

ST.

MARGARET'S HOPE,
ORKNEY.

gallon.

St. Margarets'

XL. Round cotton wick in 1857,36 dozen.

Ditto in 1858,

Hope. Orkney.

May 23d

Sir,

.

SALTCOxlTS.

being no to«Ti council in this ^dUage, the papers
you sent here were handed to me, being a justice of peace
for this county.
After reading them over I find that they
are not apphcable to this locality, having neither buoys or
beacons near us.
Some time ago a petition was sent from here to the Commissioners of Northern Lights, %vishing them to put a buoy
on Lippa, a Rock in Water Sound, and another on a rock
called Skine Flaus, lying in the entrance to this bay, and
a beacon on another rock or reef at the entrance to this
bay, but I have not heard anything of the result.
I am, &c.

Wm.
Saltcoats, May 8th 1860.
Your favour of the 1st instant was handed to me as
the oldest justice of the pe.ice resident here. I ha\'e perused
the enclosures contained therein, but as regards the harbour of Saltcoats none of the queries have any reference to

Sir,

3D

_J.

F.

Campbell, Esq.

St.

Mar.

caret's
Hope,

Orkney'

1860.

There

48 dozen.
XLII. Maintained by the proprietor.
XLIII. None.
XLV. There are no light dues.
XLVIII. Xone.
L. I am not aware that it was inspected.

26.

annum.

the buoys are placed is the
private property of George W. M. Henderson,
Esq., of Fordell, and used solely for the shipment
of his own coals.

1858,
gallons; %vicks, 36 dozen.
1858,
Macks, 48 dozen.
1857, rectified oil, part cost 6i-. and part 5s. 6d.
1858, rectified oil, 5s. 6rf. per
per gallon.
oil,

&c. per

XXVII. The harbour where

;

and cow's

10/.,

Wood.

Private property.

natural colour.
XX. From sunset to sunrise.
XXIII. There has been none.

fuel,

about

is

built.

XII. There is no lightning conductor.
XIII. Fifty-two feet.
XVIII. An argand lamp stationary; with the light of the

XXn'. Smith, Edinburgh.
XXXV. One at '201. per annum, with

Circidar V.

William Robertson, Shipping Agent, St. David".?, Fifeshire, Agent to G. W. Mercer Henderson, Esq
,

Cro.varty.

Circulars
III.,

V.
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Stonehaven.

Stobnoway.
Tboox.
Circulars

JII.,V.

29.

STONEHAVEN.

Troon.

Stonehaven, 4th May 1860.
SlR_
instant, addressed
I HAVE received your letter of the 1st
to the town council, Stonehaven, with printed returns to be
buoys, and beacons,
filled up, in reference to li-jhthouses,
and in answer I have to state that there is no lighthouse,
buoy, or beacon in this locality, or under the management
of the town council or harbour trustees of Stonehaven.
I

J. F.

Troo

Ventilated by a pipe 4 feet 6 inches long, with &
cap at top and bottom to prevent the wind from
affecting the light.
XXVI. No fog signals.

—

XXV.

Circular

XXVII. None.
XXVIII. Four

XXIX.

am, &c.

Geo. Tindal, Tomhi

Campbell, Esq.,

;

Clerk,

days, 13th September, 25th October, and
3d and 4th November.
This question does not apply to this lighthouse, as
the adjoining buildings are dwelUng houses, bonding stores, &c. Cost of hghthouse and apparatus,

Sccretarv.

120/.

XXX.

Finished.

dimensions of lantern or glass front through
which the light is exhibited are as follows
Diameter inside 4 feet 5 inches, glass panes feet
3 inches high and 18 inches broad. Cost of ventilator and glass fittings, 15/.
XXXII. Not purchased ; built by the proprietor of the har-

XXXI. The

;

—

.')

STORXOWAY.

30.

BUOVS AND BEACONS.

bour.

Dan. Munro, Chamberlain of Lews, N.B.
Stornoway, !Hh May 18()().— This paper being sent to the
"Town Council of Stornoway," the Commission is informed
that there is no magistracy in Stornoway, and hence no town
counciL There are no public buoys or beacons in Lews
lighthouse under the
except the beacon off the
management of tlie Commissioners of Northern Lights, to
made.
hereby
whom reference is

XXXIII. The average annual

I.

(ias

XXXIX. Gas
XL.

Circular III

Harbour hght. Troon.
Captain Boland. FuUarton House, Troon.
III. .Tames Wood, Harbour Office. Troon.
IV. There are two lights. Main light, at the inner end of
the i)ier, and the other light at the pier-head, the
entrance to the harbour; they bear from each
other N.E. i N. and S.W. 4 S., distance apart 350
yards.
"not known

whether any application was ever
It is
made.
VII. The reason the i)rcsent site for the light was selected
is, from its being the highest and most open to
seaward, so that it can be clearly seen by vessels
approaching the harbour.
A'lII. The date when the hght was first exhibited is not
exactly known, but is supposed to have been in

V.

llSlH."

IX. John AYilson, Engineer.

Was

not built by contract.

X. Harbour hght.
XI. Built of timber to adjoining stone and lime building of
three stories, and connected with iron rods and
beams painted slate colour at base, middle and
top painted white.
XII. Not fitted with hghtning conductor.
XIII. Seventeen feet.
XIV. Thirty-seven feet.
X\'. The distance of sea horizon from light about 20 miles.
XVI. This hght is visible 10 miles distance in clear weather.
XVII. Intermittent light. Horizontal range and magnetic
;

bearings are as follows, viz.,

:

Entrance to the Harbour of Avr'
Dunure Point
.
\ilsa Craig
Ladv Isle, South End
North End
bo.
Pladda Light
Lamlash Island. South End
North End
Do.

Brodick, Island of .\rran
Island of Arran, North End

-

-

•

-

Beacon on Horse Isle, ArdossanLappock Rock, near Irvine Bar Direction of Pier-head from lighthouse

W.
22W.
S.W -12 W.
S. 73
7 W.
S.81 34 W.
S.87 II W.
N. 75 56 W.
N.67 30W.
N. 53 26 W.
N.39 22W.
N. li' 41 W.
S.

t<

2f)

S..39

N. 14

4 E.

N. 39 22 E.
XVIII. Intermittent bright hght.
XIX. Fortj^-seconds bright and twenty seconds obscured
alternately.

XX. During the

night,

from dusk to

XXI. Catoptric.
XXII. In a circle 12 inches

in

sunrise.

diameter, containing 15

burners.

XXIII. Lighted

^vith gas since

XXIV. Unknown.

20th October 1827.

1857 and 1858

in 1857 and 1858, about 240,000
or 120,000 cubic feet annually.
8s. 4(/. per 1,000 cubic feet.

consumed

feet,

at

about

1

Gas.

XLI. None.
XLII. llie light

I.

II.

cost of ordinary repairs in

8/.

cubic

TROON.

jicr

120/.

XXXVIII.
:51.

41.

Cost of whole erection and apparatus (not including houses and stores, to which it is attached),

was

TROON LKillTHOUSE.— (Special Retlrn.)

about

is

Salarj- of lightkeeper 52/.

when required.
annum.

XXXVI.

XXXVII. The

TnooN.

cost of repairs

not done by contract.
average annual cost of painting is 3/.
lightkeeper, assisted by harbour workmen

XXXIV. The
XXXV. One

.

is

,

^

maintained by the proprietor of the

harbour.

XLIII.

No

income derived from hght it is
for 1852 and 1858, 200/.
;

free of charge.

XLIV. Expenditure

XLV. No

complaints.

XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVllI. No

No charge made for light.
representations, &c. as to the light being conIt is necessarj- for the

sidered unnecessary-.
safety of vessels.

XLIX. None.
L. No official inspection.
LI. None.
LII. This light, in so far as known, has never been accidentally extinguished ; it is supplied with gas
made iii house adjoining, but in case of any accident occurring at the gaswork here pipes are
laid down from the town gaswork, which could
be connected with the light in two hours.
LIII. \ spare clock or working apparatus, and set of burners
are always kept ready by lightkeeper, in case of

any accident occurring.

LIV. Barometer.

LV. Tide signals are not used owing to this not being a
bar'harbour a tide gauge is placed to shew the
;

state of the tide.

LVI. No

having never been required. A steam
kept ready night and day for attending

signals, such

tug

is

vessels.

LVII. Such is not required, as the gas is made chiefly
during the day, and the keeper attends the hght at
night.
in charge of the light has special instructions to attend to it during the night, and in his
absence, one of the harbour workmen attends for

LVII I. The person

him.

TROON (RED LIGHT) LIGHTHOUSE.—(Special
Return.)
Troon Harbour.
Captain Boland, FuUarton House, Troon.
III. James "Wood, Harbour Office, Troon.
IV. There are two hghts. Red light at pier-head, and intermittent light at elbow of pier they bear from
each other S.W. i S. and N.E. ^ N.; apart, 350

I.

Pier Light, entrance of

II.

;

vards.
immeV. No ajiphcation, the light having been placed
diately after the pier was completed, with the sancCommissioners.
Light
Northern
the
tion o'f
the end
VII. The present site was selected from its being
.

of the pier at the harbour entrance, and therefore

CiJi
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the best situation for a guiding
entering tlie harbour.
VIII. 3Ist July 1848.
IX. James Wood ; not built by contract.

liglit

for vessels

X. A leading light for vessels approaching the harbour.
XI. Built of large freestone blocks, and solid.
XII. Not fitted \rith lightning conductor.
XIII. Thirty-four feet two inches.

XIV.

XV.

Tliirty-five feet.

clear weather.
light.

XVIII. Fixed, red hght.
XX. During the night from dusk to

m.

are ])rocured
private arrangement.

n.

Painted red.

0.

Two.

derived from buoys

XXIV. Maker

XXV.

XX. No beacons.
XXI. When a buoy

No

alteration.

of lantern and lighting apparatus, John
Bicket.
Ventilated by a funnel, with a screen at top and
bottom to exclude wind and water.

XXVI. None.
XXVIII. Four

days.
Cost of buildings for light, 2001.
Finished.
XXXI. Octagon lantern, 3 feet high by feet in diameter
price of lantern and fittings, '-01.
XXXII. House not required.
XXXIII. No repairs required by building since the light

XXIX.

XXX.

;.'

was

XXXV.

XXIV. No

XXV.

XXXVIII. Gas consumed

in 1857

no charge

;

Tlie buoys, &c. in connexion with Troon Harbour,
being for the convenience of vessels trading to the
harbour, arc maintained solely at the expense of his
Grace the Duke of Portland, the proi)rIetor, and

gas.

LIV. Barometer.
LV. Tide signals not required, not being a bar harbour. A
gauge is placed to show the state of the tide.
LVI. Signals have not been required. A steam tug is kept
ready night and day to attend vessels.
LVII. Not required.
LVI 1 1. See Return for main light.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
Captain R. S. Boland, Fullarton House, Troon.

The annexed

shows the extent of the harbour
and the position of the buoys. The
buoys in 1852 and 1858 was
\6l. No income deri\'ed therefrom, no charges are
made on vessels until within the harbour works.
The number of buoys are two.
chart

jurisdiction,

cost of maintaining

III.

VI,

TROON.
The harbour

is the property of his Grace the Duke of
Portland, and the superintendent and other officials
by his Grace, or representative at
the harbour.
IV^. It is generally considered so.
There is some difference of opinion, whether or not a
.
light ought to l)e placed on the Lady Isle about
24 miles W.S. W. of the harbour, where sometimes,
although seldom, vessels get on the rocks. There
are already two stone pillars or towers on the Isle.
VII. Lighted with gas.
VIII. I am not aware of their having been extinguished or
not duly exhibited at any time.
IX. I am not aware of any of them having been displaced.
X. I know of none.
XI. None used ; not being a bar hai-bour.
XII. None used.
XIII. Coloured red; made of timber.
XIV. Not competent to give an opinion.
XV. No local dues are levied on shipping in respect of
local lights or buoys.
XVI. I am not aware that any complaints ha\e been

are appointed

L. Not inspected.
LII. Light kept constantly burning during the night since
the date of erection.
LIII. A spare pillar, lantern, and set of burners are kept

II.

Cii'cular

John Paul, shipowner, Troon.

III.
7GI.

XLV. None.

I.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
I.

II.

for light.

mth

immediately

hours.
From the nature and position of Troon
Harbour many of the questions contained in this
form are not apphcable to it.

in 1852 and 1857 about

Lighted

is

and 1858 about 120,000

XLIII. Free.

ready.

displaced^ another

annum.

fittings, 55/.

cubic feet, or 60,000 culjic feet annually.
Gas, at about 8s. -Id. per 1,000 cubic feet.
XL. Gas.
XLI. No fog signals.
XLII. The light is maintained by the proprietor of the

harbour

expenditure for 1852

complaints.

XXXIX.

XLIV. Expenditure

is

;

the superintendent has full authority to keep
them in an efficient state, and the resources of the
harbour are such that any damage can (as has
been abeady stated) be made good within a few

Salary of lightkeeper, o2l. per

lamp, and

Circular V,

No.

XXVII.

cost of painting, 21.

workmen.

by

placed.

Attended to by keeper of main light and harbour

XXXVI. Cost of pillar,
XXXVII. About U.

rcjiaired

XXII. Yes.
XXIII. By«Titing.

erected.

XXXIV. Annual

and

XV. None.
XVI. No income

sunrise.

burners, without reflectors.

and 1858, 9/.
XVII. No appUcations.
XVIII. No.
XIX. No official inspection.

XXIII.

Troon.

The buoys

VI. The most approved description of buoy for tideways,
&c. is, in my opinion, the iron barrel buoy.
VII. Painted and overhauled whenever required.
VIII. None.
IX. None.
XI. Cannot state as to this.
XIV. The buoys are maintained by the proprietor of the
harbour.

Sixteen miles.

XVI. Visible six miles distance in
XVII. See return for intermittent

XXI. Lighted ndth large gas
XXII. Four burners.

397

Troon, Wick.

Troon.

No.

IV. James Wood, Superintendent, Harbour Office, Andrew
Arbuckle, Deputy Harbour Master, Harbour

\

made.
X'N'II.

I

never heard any complaint regarding them.

XVIII. None enacted.
XIX. None enacted.

XX.

I

have already stated that

I

never heard of any com-

plaint.

Office.

See accompanying chart

V. The buoys are not classed.
for sketch of

buoy used.

b.

Timber.
Cost of buoy

c.

Annual

0.

Cost of painting

d.
e.

/.
;/.

h.

moorings

Two.
Two.
Harbour
Two.

.

k.

A

PULTENEY TOWN LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

1/.

Return.)
Pulteney Town (Wick).
III. Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses.
III. Captain John Tudor, R.N., British Fishery Society's
Agent.
IV. Only one hght.
V. Provided for by Harbour Act, 1844.
VI. Inhabitants of Wick and Pulteney Town.
VII. As a guide to the harbour, more especially during the

I.

store.

severe storm.

The buoys are moored with short link chain,
made of li inch iron, attached to an iron
rod passing through a granite stone
weighing about two tons, and fastened with
a locking.

/.

WICK.

Wick.

'I-

One.

i.
;'

32.
4Z.,

cost of repairing At.

U.

3D

herring fishing season.
VIII. 21st July 1851.

Circular III.
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Wick

Wick.
IX. Mr. Wilson, contractor; Messrs. Stevenson, Civil Engineers, Edinburgh.

X. Harbour light.
XI. Freestone, soUd ; belfry, painted white.
Xli. Xone.
XIII. 31 feet 10 inches.

XIV.

south

British Fishery Society.

Paint and

oil

VI.

furnished by the society;

coated annually.
keeper; salary, 42?. annually.

XXXVI. 2/. 15s.
XXXVII. 4/. ,5s.

XXXIX. Sperm

tnice Ughted.
oil.

XL. Is. common wick.
XLI. Gong 91. 5s. Gun belonging

pier-

crews of all boats shall be strictly prohibited,
under a penalty not exceeding ol. for each offence, from
landing or taking on board nets at the jetty entrance or
at the south pier
and at all times sufficient fairway at the
outer entrance and up and down the harbour shall be left,
and the crews of all boats coming into or leaving the harbour must use every exertion in their power to accelerate
their passage, and afford room for others to follow or to
pass them.
'ITie

;

XXXV. One

XXXVIII. Only

consequence

V. In foggy weather, a gong or gun from the south
head will indicate the entrance of the harbour.

fittings. 12s.

;

in

rollers,

may damage.

Society.

Finished.

1/. '2s.

a lantern nill be hoisted on the
there is a sufficiency of water to

IV. The crews of any boats running in when the ball is
not either half or wholly hoistefl will be subjected in a
penalty not exceeding 51. for each offence, besides being
Uable to indemnify any party whose boat or property they

in belfrj-.

XXVII. Fifteen times.
XXVIII. Eighteen times in harbour logbook.
XXIX. 3(>4/. Site belongs to British Fishery

XXXIV.

when

flagstaff

Cliff flagstaff,

api)aratus.

XXV. Windows and shts
XXVI. Gong and gun.

XXXI. Lantern, lOl.
XXXII. Built by the
XXXIII. Xone.

During the night
])ier

a green light will be hoisted at the Salmon Rock
warning boats or vessels to hold off the bay
should the outer part of the hay be safe, but the entrance to
the harbour be unsafe or blocked up through casualty, the
green light will be hoisted at the flagstaff on the south
pier, and all boats or '^•essels are warned not to attempt to
take the harbour until the green light is lowered and the
white light hoisted in its place.

of

XXIII. Xone.

XXX.

Wici

admit boats, but should the bay be unsafe

XVI. About 13 miles.
XVII. From S.S.E. to E.S.E.
XVIII. Fixed red hght.
XIX. Fixed red hght.
XX. From sunset to sunrise.
XXI. One silverized reflector.
XXII. One burner with 24 jets.

XXIV. Holophotal

and Whitha.m.

In the event of there being too much motion at tlie
quay heads, or the fairway being blocked U|) by boats or
otherwise, the ball wiU be lowered until the entrance is
cleared, and no boat shall attempt to take the harbour until
the ball is again hoisted.
II.

III.

5 inches.
10 miles.

3.i feet

XV. About

:

;

cipal

to Cai)tain Tudor,

Prm-

Harbour Master.

XLII. Maintained by the British Fishery Society.
XLIII. Xo charge made.
XLIV. 119Z. 6s., which includes gaskeeper's salary, &c.

XLV.

VII. All boats bringing U]) in the bay, either after leaving
or before entering the harbour, shall be moored on either
side of the bay. so as to admit of a free and clear passage or
fairway of at least one hundred fathoms in breadth over the
whole extent of the bay in depth.

By

X^o eomi)laints.

order of the Directors of the British Fisheries Society,

XLVI. Xo complaints.
XLVII. Xo complaints.
XLVIII. Xone.
XLIX. Xone.

XORMAX

Secretan'.

L. Captain John Tudor, R.X., Principal Harbour Master.
LI. Weekly.
.,
,
,.
oil.
LII. Twice for want of gas immediately supphed wntli
LIII. Three lamps and four burners. The oil stored in a
box in the lower part of lighthouse.
LH'. Two barometers and one hygrometer.
LV. Lantern hoisted on flagstaff on south pier by night, and
.

,

Harbour
attended

;

a black ball by day.
balls from" look-out tower by day; lantern by

LVI. Black

night.

LVII. Only one keeper.
LVIII. Under the superintendence of the principal harbour master.

of
to,

Pultexeytown.

I.

British Fishery Society for extending
improving the sea coasts of this

harbours of PiUteney
British Fishery Society.

tn-o

III.

X.

and

kingdom.

Tomi

During the night a lantern will be hoisted on the south
flagstaff, when there is a sufficiency of water to admit

but, should the bay be unsafe in consequenc; of
a green hght will be hoisted at the Salmon Rock
warning boats or vessels to hold off the bay.
the
outer part of the bay be safe, but the entrance
Should
to the harbour be unsafe, or blocked up through casualty,
the green light will be hoisted at the flagstaff on the south
pier, and all boats and vessels are warned not to attempt to
take the harbour until the green light is again lowered and
the white light hoisted in its place.

boats

;

rollers,

Cliff flagstaff,

33.
referred to in

to be obsen-ed by
entering the Bay, and particularly, during
the HeiTing Fishing Season, by Boats resorting to
the Harbour of Pulte.sey.

Bye Laws, Rules, and Regulations
Vessels

The

signals for boats entering the harbour will be as

:
.

is a sufficient depth of water to admit boats
not drainng more than 3J feet of water, a ball will be
hoisted half-mast high from the staff on the south pier
When there is water sufficient to admit boats fuUy laden,
the ball will be hoisted to the full height of the staff:
When the bay is unsafe during the day from easterly
gales or rollers, three balls at the signal tower at the
south head will be hoisted ; and all vessels are warned,
wliilst those signals are flying, to hold their offing.

WHITHAM.

BUOYS AXD BEACONS.
I.

When there

R.X., Agent, B.F.S.

Harbour Office, Pulteneyto«ii,
Junel, 185S.

Lighthouse Return.

I.

to be

belonging to the

No buoTs or beacons to manage.
Xo other beacon, excepting the lighthouse

follows

Signals

Herring Fishing

pier

By order,
John Tudor,

the fisheries

South shore of the bay of Wick from the south head to
the south side of bridge of Wick, including the

II

— Xight

particularly during the

Season.

BUOYS AXD BE.\COXS.

Circular V.

M.'VCLEOD OF MaCLEOD,

The Magistrates and Council
Whitham, X.B.

II.

III.

of the Roval

Burgh

of

Xo

such chart in existence.
Xone. unless the Board of Commissioners for X'orthern
Lighthouses.

IV. X'one.
V. to VIII. There are no buoys belonging to the burgh.
IX. See below.
X. There is but one beacon at the isle of Whitham, situated
on the " Screens Rocks," at the entrance to the
harbour.
a.

Xo

particular

b.

In July 1858.

c.

To

</.

The

name.

indicate the " Screens Rocks,"
dicate the entrance to the harbour.

and

in-

pole arises 40 feet from the rock, and is
surmounted by a red painted barrel, 3 feet
high by 30 inches wide.

Circula
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Whitham.
Hammered

Whitham.

5 inches diameter at bottom,
and taperinff to 2 inches at top.
/. Both pole and barrel are painted red.
Not lighted.
ff.
e.

About 15

A.

iron,

feet

above high-water spring

No separate cost in 1858
No separate income.

k.

tides.

for maintenance.

exposed.

XXVII. None.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Return.)

Circular III.

for these.

XVIII. None.

James P'arquharson, inspector of harbour works.
II. Lord Fife and his trustees.
III. John Hannay, Factor.
IX. Messrs. Stevenson, Edinburgh; built by toe day;
superintended by J. Fai'quharson.
X. Harbour light; house and apparatus new, hv.i there
was a light before.
I.

No

XIX. See above.

inspection.

XX. No formal or oiBcial inspection made.
XXI. By handbills and advertisements in local

papers.

XXII. No buoys.
XXIII. See answer No. XXI. The harbour master
isle

Circular V.

None.

XI. Only one beacon used. See above.
XII. See above. No buoys.
Only one.
XIII. See above.
XIV. No buoys.
XV. From the common good, or revenue of the burgh of

Whitham.
XVI. Answered above.
XVII. No formal appUcations made

Witham

beacons had, from a like cause, been destroyed.
No similar erection is known on this coast, but
the principle appears by experience to be good.
The beacon is, at this moment, as good as when
first erected, nearly 12 months ago.
There were
usual violent gales last year, to which it was

991. 18s. sterhng.

i.

j.

;^99

at the

informs the Council.

XXIV. None.

XI. Built of rubble,

XXV. An iron

beacon was erected on the " Screens Rocks,"
autumn, 1857, according to designs furnished
by the Northern Light Commissioners' engineers.
It only lasted, however, tiU the middle of the
next winter, when the very violent sea running
past the Screens Rocks, carried it away, though
apparently very substantial. The present beacon
or pole was adopted from a statement by an
American captain, of a like erection near New
York, which had stood while all other forms of
in

%vith

dressed plinth

;

painted white

iron lantern.

XIII. Eighteen feet.
XIV. Thirty-two feet.

XVIII. Fixed. White from S.W. fi S. A S. to S. * E.
Red from S. 4 E. to E.S.E.
XX. From sun to sun.
XXII. One.
XXIII. Altered from a common gas lamp to reflecting
apparatus by Messrs. Stevenson, Edinburgh,
June 1859.

IRE LAN
LIGHTHOUSES.— (Genehal
I.

Belfast,

Common

BELFAST.

1.

Price

Return.)

Five; all channel lights.
To enahle vessels to enter the navigable channel or
river, and afterwards navigate up to town.
IV. Rather above a steamer's deck at high water.
v. The entering light on Holywood Bank is dioptric,
the othei's are lenses similar to those used in
II.

-

.

-

-

"

Wi^l
icks

III.

-

One
Price

-

^ ^^^^
lens.

_

N.

"

-

Belfast.
Circular II

gallons.
\vicks.

j^

End of Twin Island Light
Fi.xed.
1/. 15s.

1,5/.

2s. Sd.

-

-

Common

lens.

S.

-

Ifo.

Gd.

1 Cost

/ Consumption
1.

One

-

f gallon.

-

Price

_

light.

2s. Sd.

J Consumption
Cost

Tlie light entering the channel is coloured
red.
The others ai'e red on starboard and green
on the larboard hand in going u]) the river.

-

....

VII. All fixed.

VIII. After passing the enterhig light (which is red), they
are coloured red and gceen, to indicate the sides of
the river in going up.
XI. Colza oil tested by burning a portion of it.
XII. The gong is used to distinguish the fog signal from
ships' bells, but a bell of a lai'ge size is about to be

t Cost

One

15/. IGs.

15s. Gd.

light.

'

Wieks

be seen.

1/.

/ Consumption f

Ordinary repairs
-^

Fixed.

/ Consumption 4

Common

/->;i

steamers.
VI. Being of sufficient power for the distance required to

Seal Channel Light.

-

/>]
"

Harbour Commissioners.

lens.

-

Ordinary repairs

4 wicks.
\d.

End op Twin Island

Light.

light.
-

.

.

Fixed.

15/. 16s.

Ordinary repairs

-

-

1/. 15s.

Gd.

-

J Consumption f gaUon.
2s. 8rf.
\ Cost -

Q-,

;

\\f
I
v\ icks

-

/Consumption
_
^ (,^gj _

4 wicks.
j^^_

erected.

XIII. None.

GARMOYLE LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

XIV. None.
XV. No income.
XVI. None tried.
XVII. None.

Garmoyle Belfast.
II. Belfast Harbour Commissioners.
III. Belfast Harbour Commissioners.
IV. Only one.
v., VI. Ordered by Commissioners in 1849.
I.

XVIII. None.

PRICES.

....

Holywood Bank Light.

Dioptric.
Price

One

light.

Fixed.
Included in cost of
contract.
Wilkinson, Lon-

-

-

J Consumption

Pll
^

1.

Wicks

Wicks

-

-f

\ Cost

-

-

....
lens.

Ordinary repairs
Qj]

-

Consumption

Common
Price

Cost

J

1?.

-

-

-

One

light.

15/. IGs.

1/. 15s. 6rf.

-

-

Geo. Smith, C.E.

roof.

gallon.

XV., XVI. Not intended as a sea light.
XVIII. Common lens ; fixed ; bright green.
XIX. None.

2s. Bd.

Consumption 4 wicks.
i

ICost

vessels

entering a small channel called Joy's Channel.

Not by

X. River hght.
XI. Built with timber on piles; 11 cables' length south of
Holyivood Bank Light. Painted stone colour.
XII. None.
XIII., XIV. 25' 9" from ordinary spring tides to top of

Irf.

Garmoyle Light.

-

Application

and prevent

contract.

4s. 2d.

4 wicks.

Fixed.

(if any) not recorded.
indicate the navigable channel,

VIII. December 1851.
IX. Built by Commissioners.

8rf.

H gallon.

Consumption f

I Cost

10s.

To

See Map.

don, Maker.

Ordinary repairs

VII.

Return.)

;

Id.

3

D
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Belfast.

Belfast.

Belfast.

XXIV.

XXV.

r<one.
AVilkinson, London.
Small flue over lamp.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.

LIV. to LVI. None.
LVII. Keeper is stationary

XXVIII. None.

LVllI. Keeper

XXIX.

XXX.

Cost of lighthouse, 26\l.
Finished.

;')/. ;

XXXIW

4/.

HOLYWOOD LIGHTH0U.se.—(Special

by Commissioners, not by contract.
\0s.
not by contract, by Commissioners.
;

Once a

~~

in the lighthouse.
is to devote the whole of his time to the
duties of the lighthouse.

XXXI. No lantern, a side light.
XXXII. Built by Commissioners.
XXXIII.

Belf.a

LI. In August in each year.
_,.
Circular
LII. No.
Tlie oil is stored in the Commissioners'
LIII. Two.
premises in town, and sent to the lighthouse, as
required, in a two-gallon can.

XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Common lens.
XXIII.

:

year.

Retlrn.)

Same.

III.

XXXV. One

IV. Onlv one.

XXXVI.
XXXVII.

V. 21st July. 1843.
VI. Steam Packet Agents.
\ll. To indicate the deepest water at the entrance of the
channel uj) to towTi.
VIII. Light vessel in 1844. The present light in 1845.
IX. Mr. Mitchell, Builder. Geo. Smith, C.E.
X. Harbour light.
XI. Built of timber on screw piles, about a mile from
Painted stone
the south side of the Lough.

keeper, at \0s. per week.
Cost of lens ready for use, 14/. 14s.
1/.

15s.

6</.

XXXVIII.

XXXIX.

Oil, 7- gallons; wicks, 2 gross.
Colzaoil,4s.1(Hrf. per gallon in 1857; 4s. 2d. and.
Us. 4d. per gallon in 1858.

XL. .Vrgand
XLI. None.

%iick, Gs.

XLII. General income of port.
XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.
L. Belfast Harbour Commissioners.
LI. In August each year.
LII. No.
LIII. Two. The oil is stored in the Commissioners' premises in town, and sent to the lighthouse as
required, in a two-gallon can.

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVIL Keeper is stationary in the lighthouse.
LVIII. Keeper to devote his whole time to the duties of

CH.VNNEL LIGHTHOUSE.—(Special

SE.VL

II.

Same.

IV. Only one.
v., VI. Ordered

in 1849.

ApiiUcation

contract.

X. River light.
XI. Built of timber on

piles, six cables' length south of
Gai-moyle Light on west side of navigable channel,
near entrance to Seal Channel (see MapJ.

XII. None.

XIV. 25' 9" from ordinary springtides to top of
XV., XVI. Not intended as a sea light.
XVIII. Fixed. Bright red.
XIX. None.
XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XIII.,

lens.

XXVI., XXVII. None.

XXIX.

XXX.

See Chart.
Pale red.

to sunrise.

XXI. Dioptric.
XXII. lliird order.
XXIII. None.

XXIV.

XXV.

Wilkinson, London.
Small flue over light.

XXVI. Gong.
XXIX.

1,300/.

XXX.

Finished.

davs.

Included in cost of erection

See

(L.'SOO/.)

XXIX.

(See LVII.)

XXXVI. Included in cost of erection
XXXVII. 1/. Ws.Sd.

Cost of lighthouse 2CU.
Finished.

XXXI. No lantern a side light,
XXXII. Built by Commissioners.
XXXIII. 51. By Commissioners, not by contract.
XXXIV. 41. lOs. Not by contract, by Commissioners.

(See

(I,.300/.)

XXIX.)

XXXVIII.

XXXIX.

106 gallons of oil, 2 gross wicks.
Colza oil, 1857, 4s. \oy. per gallon

and 3s. 4d.
Argand wick, 3s. per gross;
XLI. From 3/. 3s. to 10/. 10s.
XLII. General income of port.

XL

;

1853, 4s. 2d.

total cost 6s.

XLIV.

1852, about 15/. ; 1858, 20/.
to XLIX. None.
L. Belfast Harbour Commissioners.
LI. In August 1857, and in August 1858 (inspected

XLV.

August each

iil

year).

LII. No.
LIII. Two. The oil is stored in the Commissioners
premises in town, and is sent to the hghthouse
in a five-gallon can, as required.

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. The lighthouse

"NVdkinson, London.
Small Hue over the lamp.

XXV.

XX. Sunset

roof.

XXIII. None.

XXIV.

XVIII. Fixed.
XIX. None.

week.

by Commissioners

not recorded.
VII. To indicate the navigable channel, and to pre\ent
vessels going aground on the west side of river.
VIII. December 1851.
Geo. Smith, C.E. Not by
IX. Harbour Commissioners.
(if any")

XXI. Common

XVI. 10 miles.
XVII. 315 degrees.

XXXI.

Seal Channel. Belfast.
Belfast Harbour Commissioners.

III.

XIII., XIV. From ordinary spring tides to vane 22" 6",
XV. 8 to 9 miles.

XXXII. Built by Commissioners.
XXXIII. .Vvcrage cost of repairs for five years, ending
Not done 'oy contract.
first quaiter 1858, 60/.
XXXIV. 10/. Not by contract. Once a year.
XXXV. The i)ilot master, who acts as hghtkeeper, 2/. per

Return.)
I.

colour.

XII. None.

XXVII., XXVIII. 24

the lighthouse.

Circula

Holywood Bank, Belfast.
II. Belfast Harbour Commissioners.

I.

is

also a pilot

station,

and the

pilot-master acts as hghtkeeper ; he is stationary.
LVIII. Keeper is to devote his whole time to the requirements of the hghthouse and pilots.

;

EAST TAVIN LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special

Once a

year.
One keeper, at 9s. per week.
XXXVI. Cost of lens 14/. 14s.

XXXV.

XXXVII. 1/. 15s.
XXXVIII. Oil, 72

I.

II.

XL.

Colza

gallons.

1857,
4s. 2(/. and 3s. 4d.
Argand wick, 2 gross,
oil,

XLI. None.
XLII. General income of

XLV.

to

East Tndn Island, S.W. end, Belfast.
Belfast Harbour Commissioners,

III.

(!rf.

XXXIX.

IMrf.

6s.

port.

XLIX. None.

L. Belfast Harbour Commissioners,

per

Same.

IV. Only one.

Wicks, 2 groso.
4s.

Return.)

gallon; 1S59.

V. Application not recorded.
VI. Application not recorded.

,

ot
indicate the channel, and mark terminatiort
the island.
VIII. October 1850.
*>ot
IX. Harbour Commissioners. Geo. Smitu, t. L.

^'II.

To

bv

contract.

Cir<w

LOCAL AUTHORITIES
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Belfast.

Wood

Belfast.

in form of a turret, ])ainte(l stone colour
one of this kind in use.
XII. Xone.
XIII. 19' {)" from base to top of roof.

XI.

XIV.

;

;

only

;

and

XL. Argand
XLI. None.

XLII. General income of

;

XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.

XXIII. None.

XLVIII. None.

XXIV. Wilkinson, London.

a side light.

XXXII. Built by Commissioners.
XXXIII. 20s. By Commissioners. Not by contract.
XXXIV. 20s. Not by contract. Once a year.

XXXV.

Keeper of N.E. lighthouse, attends to
lOs.

(irf.

XXXVI. 14/.
XXXVII. 1/.

[ler

this one,

LIV. None.
LV. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. Keeper

is

the lighthouse.

los. 6d.

Colza

oil,

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

gallons ; wicks two gross.
1857, 4s. 10i(/. per gallon ; 1858, 4s.2rf.
I.

and 3s. 4rf. per gallon.
XL. Argand wick.
XLI. None.
XLII. General income of port.
XLV. None.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.
L. Harbour Commissioners.
LI. In August each year.
LII. No.
LIII. Two

Belfast

Harbour Commissioners.

II. Admiralty Chait, by Capt. Beechey.
III. Is not responsible.
IV. None.

No.
V.

LIV. None.
L^'. None.
LVI. None.
LVII. Keeper is stationary on the island.
LVIII. Keeper to devote the whole time to the

201.

c.

21.

d.

St.

e.

Two.

Five.

One.

Ttto.

Harbour Conimis-

Harbour Commission-

ri.

oil is

2/.

J.

By

k.
I.

Yard,- Belfast.

One.

stones.

Cast-iron anchor and chain 3H.
and mooring chain, 12/. lOs.

By open

m.
71,

ers'

Gales of wind.

j.

duties of

15s.

Two.

One.
One.

h.

10s.

21.

lOj.

sioners' Yard, Belfast.

the lighthouses.

2.

Wood.

b. 251.

/.

the

No.

1.

Mall-iron top, castiron bottom.

a.

stored in the Commissioners' premises
in town, and sent to the light in a two-gallon
can as required.
;

stationary.

LVIII. Keeper to devote his whole time to the duties of

week.

I4s.

XXXVIII. Seventy-two

XXXIX.

port.

LI. In August each year.
LII. No.
LIII. Two ; the oil is stored in the Commissioners' premises in town, and sent to the light in a twogallon can, as required.

XXVII. None.
XXVIII. None.
;

4s. 2d.

XLIX. None.
L. By Commissioners.

over lamp.

XXX. Finished.
XXXI. No lantern

Circular III.

3s. 4d. per gallon.
wick, two gross, 6s.

XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Common lens.

XXV. Small flue
XXVI. None.

Belfast.

6d.

I5.S.

;

a sea light, a river light.
a bright green.

XVIII. Fi.\ed
XIX. Xone.

U.

XXXVUI. Seventy-two gallons wick, two gross.
XXXIX. Colza oil, 1857, 4s. lOirf. per gallon 1858,

17' 0".

XV. Not

XXXVII.

0.

lOs.

Sto

tender.

None.

VI. The iron one, according to sketch.
VII., VIII. E.xamined and painted annually.
IX., X. There is only one.
a. West Bank Beacon.

EAST TWIN LIGHTHOUSE.— No. 2.— (Special
Return.)
I.

East T\vm Island, N.E. end, Belfast.
II. Belfast Harbour Commissioners.

b.

Same.
IV. Only one.

J.

To indicate the
None required,

p.

Stone.

c.

III.

\. A])plication not recorded.
VI. Application not recorded.
VII. To indicate the entrance to Victoria Channel.
VIII. October 1850.
IX. Harbour Commissioners.
Geo. Smith, C. E. Not by

/.

f/.

I.

j.

XIV. 17' 0".
XV. Not intended as a sea light, a river light.
XVI. Not intended as a sea light, a river light.

k.

channel of the river.
there being only one.

Black stone (trap rock), with light-coloured
sand stone cap and cross.

Not

lighted.

IG' 0'

A.

contract.

X. River light.
XI. Black stone; walls 18 inches thick; no means, there
being only one of this kind.
XII. None.
XIII. 19' 9" from base to top of roof.

1849.

;

to top of cross 20.

218/.

No

expenditure since 1852.

None.

XL One fourth

iron in the place of wood.
XII. Coloured black on the starboard side, and red on
the jjort side, in going up the river.
XIII. There being only one, none is required.
XIV. Maintained from general income of port, and paid
into the office of the Belfast Harbour Commissioners.

XV. Same.
XVI. No charge made

XVIII. Fixed; bright green.
XIX. None.

for buoys and beacons.
Expenditure in 1852, 29/. 5s. 3d. in 1868, 4U. 3s. 10s.
XVII. None made.
XVIII. None.
XIX. Belfast Harbour Commissioners inspected harbour
pilots, buoys, lighthouses, beacons, &c. on the 5th
August 1857 and 3Ist August 1858.

XX. Sunset to sunrise.
XXI. Common lens.

;

XXI II. None.
XXIV. Wilkinson, London.
XXV. Small flue over light.
XXVi. None.
XXVII. None.
XXVIII. None.
XXIX. 2GU.

XX. Same.

XXX.

XXII. After report of buoy having been displaced, the
harbour master makes temporary arrangements

XXI. Reports of

XXXI. No lantern, a side light.
XXXII. Built by Commissioners.
XXXIII. 51. By Commissioners, not by contract.
XXXIV. 41. 10s. Not by contract, by Commissioners.
Once each year.
XXXV. One keeper, lOs. 6d. per week.

XXXVI.
11.

pilots,

&c. specially ordered to observe

same.

Finished.

14/. 14s.

3E

until meeting of Commissioners.

XXIII. Reported by the harbour master at first general
meeting of Commissioners after such accident.
XXIV. None.
XXV. None have been tried differing from the sketches.
XXVI. None.
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Met
Circular III.
OliserTiitions
l)v

Belfast and Carlingford.

Belfast.

Belfast.

Comiiiis-

si'oiiers.

the harbour office some

at

members

VI.

of the

They appear to be very anxious to
navigation of the harbour safe and

Mew

:Mr. Robert Henderson, agent for various merchant
steam companies, thinks river is well lighted. The
existing green and red lights ought to have been on
opposite sides, but too late to change them now.
The buoys are very suitable for sheltered ground.
The gongs at outer lighthouse are very inetiicient

Point.

The bell at the Copeland is not good; a fiveThe light is
niinnte gun would be much better.
moderately good.
The Steam Packet Company agents appear very
much satisfied, with the management of the Harbour
Board. Some of them thought a light and fog signal
on Black Head (the north cape of the bay) would be
useful, but admitted that it was possible to have too
many lights. The North Brigg, a shoal on the north
shore, .should be buoyed.
Captain Hoskins, commanding Admiralty survey,
suggests that
as a distinction the bell should ring rapidly for a
short time, then stop.
fog signal at Blackhead would be very useful.
Charles Barry, George Brown, John
Captains
All
Francis, all take their own vessels in and out.
agree that Copeland light should be shifted.
bell at outer pile light

VII. Colza oil.
VIII. Not aware.
IX. We have not known of any.
X. Are not aware of any.
XI. No tide signals used nor do we consider that they are
necessary within our port.
XII. .\ gong is used at the Ughthouse on Holyn-ood Bank,
and a bell at the lighthouse on Copeland Island.
XIII. Generally red on the starboard and black on the larboard hand going up part are iron and of pear
shape, and part of wood of washing-tub shape.
XIV. We cannot say we would.
;

should have a bell.
Mr. John Charley, also agent for four companies
and Mr. John McTear, agent for four companies,
agrees in above.
All agree that Copeland light should l>e moved to
the point of Mew Island, if it can be seen from Grey

recommends a

;

XV. None.
XVI. Not aware of any.
XVII. That the Copeland light

A gun

The perch

would be best.
Xorth Briggs should be much

at the

2 and

"The Semaphore,"

in

favour of moving

40 to 70
would be high enough for the lighthouse.
would
Blackhead
at
bell
Captain Hardie states a
be very useful. American steamers are reported from

The

light.

island

is

very low.

John :McCutchen, James

Robert Stewart,

Hill,

never heard a bell at Copelands. Would like
a good fog signal at the Blackhead.
Belfast Beard elected by the owniers of .50 tons of
shipping and payers of 10/. police rates.
I visited the various harbour lighthouses (see description), and I passed them at night.
The buoys in this harbour are very striking.

pilots,

Mr. Smith, the

intelligent

engineer,

calls

them

washing-tub buoys. The upper part is very slight,
but shows well, and the buoys generally remain
vertical, owing to form, and weight of chain.
The Harbour Commissioners, at great outlay, have
very much improved the harbour, and are gradually
deepening the approaches, cutting new chann'^ls, &c.

Alfred
Ciicular

P. Ryuer.

Sinclau-

and Boyd, Doncgall Quay,

CARLINGFORD.
(

accompanying memorandum.
III.

Responsible to Lord Clermont.

IV. None.
V. Not classed.

—

0.

For answer tn

to the
panies this.

refer

all

these queries

VI. Iron nun buovs.
VII. Yearlv.
VIII. No.'
IX. I beg to refer to report in No. II.
a—/. I beg to refer to No.
X.
».

j.
h.

I

beg to

memorandum which accom-

Cannot say.
Answer to No.

II.

.\nswer to No.

II.

II.

XI. Four new iron buoys are now about bein^ placed at
the entrance of the lough.
intended to
It is
XII. I am not aware of any such.

down the four new buoys under the direction
See the general stateof a competent authority.
ment which is sent along with this.
lay

XIII. None.
is no proper fund for the mamtenance of
See general statements as before.
the buoys.
XV. .Same as buoys.
particulai-s of this.
any
give
XVI. Cannot

XIV. There

XVII. No application.
XVIII. No application.
XIX. No application.

XX. No inspection.
XXI. By boatmen hnng

in the

neighbourhood.

XXII. Yes.
XXIII. Messenger.

XXIV. No

complaints.
See answer to queries No.

morandum

LLOYD'S EVIDKXCE.
I.

Query

chart or particular account kept of the expenses incurred by maintenance of buoys and perches in
Income derived at present, 80/. per
the lough.
annum. I cannot state the income in 1852. For
l)articulars of ])erches and buoys I refer to the

No

II.

XXV.

W

3.

stated in reply to

Leonard Watson, Lloyd's A^ent, and Water Bailiff for
the Right Honourable Lord Clermont, Lord of
the Manor and Royalties of Carhnccford Lough.

feet

it.

might

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

fl

Campbell,
Copeland

it

local dues.

A fog

—

—

efficient.

No

XVIII.

XX. None beyond .wliat we have
No.XVll.

larger.

signal at Blackhead would be useful.
Belfast is foggy, but not so much so as Clyde.
Steam Captains. Jas. Hardie, " Leopard," Belfast
packet, Leonard Humphries, " Prince Patrick," John

not so useful as

Mew

;

Captains C. Barry and Geo. Brown have never
heard the bell.
Captain J. Francis has heard it sometimes. Tide
runs so strong does not think buoy bell would be

is

that it woidd be much
he, because of its situation
Island.
The
more ser\'iceable if removed to
l)ort and river lights are all well placed and are

A

heard.

would recommend the hght that at present sits on
the smaller Copeland Island to be removed to
Island, for the reason stated in our answer
to the preceding question.

efficient.

;

•

We

Harbour Board.
maintain the

:

XL, together with meof existing buoys and perches.

Rules or Regulations existing.
See accompanying statement.

XXVI. No

XXVII

Belfast, general nier

chants, agents for Lloyd's, &c.

H. BELFAST.
outside
port, the Harbour Commissioners
the Dublin Ballast Board.
IV. Inside the port they are outside a fog signal is. we
think, necessary on the northern coast.
V. The light on the smaller Copeland Island sits too high
the general opinion is that it would answer its
purpose much better if placed on the Mew Island.

lU. Inside the

;

it,

;

;

PERCHES AND BUOYS OVER CARLINGFORD
LOUGH.

Cir.j«

j

Iron perch, on Goose Rock, west side of the
channel, north-west of Blockhouse.
-'.
Slatcock Rock, iron perch, cast side ot tlie
No.
channel, bearing north from Greenow Point.

No.

I.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

Xo.

3.

Carlingford.
Wooden perch, on Black Rock

Earl's Rock, east

dry at

side of

Greenow Point.
Red Cask Buoy (wood) on Ballyedmond Bank,
low water east side of the channel, Cape Leorm side,

Mr. Watson states that the receipts are
not more than 120/. a year, and that one third of that
is paid to collectors.
The legal right to levy this toll
has been disputed.

Mr.R.McCracken, steamboat agent for the Dundalk
and Newry Steam Packet Company, and Mr. T. L.
Carvill, merchant and shipowner, wish a light to be
placed on the Black Rock; and state that Ilollyhunter
buoy belonging to the Ballast Board should be made
a bell buoy.
Considers that four more buoys should
be placed in Carlingford Bay considers the two

Warrenpoint, May 31, 1859.
I BEG herewith to send you my rephes to your
queries respecting the buoys and beaeoJS in Carhngford

Lough.
reference to the subject matter of these queries,

I

beg to inform you that up to the present time there has not
been any regular system of placing or maintaining either
buoys or beacons in Carlingford Lough. The royalties of
the manor of Carlingford, in which are included the right
to demand tolls from shijis anchoring in the lough, were
until lately jiossessed by the Marquis of Anglesey, under a
])atent from King James the First, and on the sale of the
Carhngford estate in 1857 these royalties were jmrchased
by the Right Honourable the Lord Cleremont, under whom

;

lights belonging to the Ballast Board, viz., Hautbowline and Greenore, to be perfect.
correspondence

A

had taken place between Mr. Carvill, on behalf of the
shipping interest of Newry, requesting his lordship
to improve the buoyage, which resulted in the placing of four new buoys.
Captain J. Holywood, of the " SeaBord," 133 tons,
and Captain D. Doran, of the " Merry Andrew," 62
tons, consider that HoUyhunter Buoy, outside the
bar, should be larger, and have a fog bell.
buoy is required on a rock off Green Island.
larger buoy on the shoal east of Greenore light.
large buoy on Watson Rock.
Po.
on tail of Carlingford Bank.
Do.
on S.E. end of Bally Edmond Bank.
Do.
on edge of Killowen Bank.

hold office as water bailiff for the collection of these
anchorage tolls.
Tlie lord of the manor is not bound in any way, so far as
I am aware, either to ])ut up or maintain buoys or beacons
in the lough, but Lord Clermont, being anxious to improve
the navigation of the lough, and hearing from the Newry
Navigation Company, to vi-hom he ap])hed for information,
that the existing buoys were very insufficient, and having
been furnished by them of a chart of the lough, in wViich
are marked down by Mr. Hoskyns, R.N., surveyor, the
positions and number of certain buoys which is considered
requisite, and Lord Clermont at once ordered four large*
iron nun buoys of the best description to be jjrocured;
which have just arrived here from Liverpool, and are in
process of being painted preparatory to their being laid
down, in which operation we hope to have the assistance
and direction of Mr. Hoskyn.
I am, &c.
J. F. Campbell, Esq.
Leonard W.\tson.
&c.
&c.
I

A
A
A

A
A

Do.
where the Scaur
large perch on Perch Rock.

S.

Warrenpoint, agent to Lloyd's Liverpool and Glasgow Association of Underwriters,
surveyor for Lloyd's Register, agent for Austrian
Lloyd's, &c. &c.

north.

end of the Earls Rock and
feet water, Greenore Point W.
Greencastle east, distant from Greenore

Shoal in 8

Bank

in 9 feet water. Monument north. Old Castle,
Carlingford, W.S.W.
Black.
Buoy on the eastern edge of Carlingford Bank
in 8 feet water, Greenore S.S.E., Old Castle of
Carlingford S.W. by S.
The above buoys laid down at low water spring tides.
Bearings per compass.
When inward bound, masters of vessels will keep the
red buoys on the starboard hand, and black buoys on the

—

port.

order),

Leonard Watson.
Warrenpoint, June 20th, 1869.

ciitioiis
til

mis-

»(',

Evidence taken at Newry, March 15th, 1860.
Mr. Leonard Watson, Water Bailiff, claims for
Lord Clermont, under an old charter, the right to levy
an anchorage due on
The above four large
uorscd, and inspected by
*

staff,

to

all

vessels not belonging to

XX.

mm

iron
buoys have been placed as so euLieut. Aird, R. N., attached to Mi-.Hoskvn's

surveying, early this month, December, 1859.

make on the above.

Lord Clermont, Ravensdale Park, Flarry Bridge,
County Louth, Ireland.
IV. From my own experience, I do.
V. No remark to make.
^'I. Present buoys, as laid down over the Lough, are
sufficient for the safe navigating inwards or outwards.
VII. Not aware of any combustible except oil used in
Hautbouline light and Greenore ditto.
VIII. T have never heard any complaints.
IX. Buoys all well secured.
X. I am not aware of any; a light is much wanted on the
Blacklock, Dunath shore, to guide vessels to the
anchorage Warrenpoint.
XI. None used.
XII. No signals used.
XIII. Red buoys on the starboard hand, inward bound, and
black on the port, conical.
XIV. No change.
X^'. Anchorage dues are received by me, by authority
from Lord Clermont, on all vessels except those
belonging to the port or districts of Newry
customs.
XVI. There have been no complaints relative to buoys
and beacons since the four iron buoys have been
placed, as per inclosed notice.
XVII. No complaints.
XVIII. No complaints.
XIX. Not solely collected to keep up buoys and beacons.
III.

— Buoy on the south

(By

CARLINGFORD LOUGH.

II.

—

Point J mile.
on the S.W. end of Ballyedmond

I

R. Graves.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

:

— Buoy

placed.

L Leonard Watson,

—

Red.

is

Alfred Ryder.

Notice is hereby given, that iron nun buoys, 11 feet by 7,
have been laid down as under, at the expense of the Right
Honom-able Lord Clermont, over Carlingford Lough
Black.
Buoy on the shoal N.E. of the Lighthouse in 7
feet water at low water. Lighthouse S. W.,
distant about 40 fathoms. Blockhouse W.N.W.
Red.
Buoy off the tail of the Scar, Cranfield Bay, in
8 feet water, lighthouse S.W., Greencastle

l)y S.,

buoy

on Eel Rock off O'Meath Church.

do.

CARLLXGFORD LOUGH.

Red.

~.

40/. a year.

Carliiv;-

Sir,

With

ships to 2s. on n,

smacks. Does not consider that Lord Clermont is
Ij.v Coiiimis
legallj' bound, in consideration of these dues, to buoy
sioaers.
the shoals in Carlingford Bay ; but four large buoys,
two small buoys, two iron beacons, and three wooden
beacons are maintained out of the dues. It appeared
that Lord Clermont purchased some property in the
neighbourhood, and with it this quasi right to levy
anchorage dues, and farms it out to Mr Watson for

2.

and opposite to Carlingford.
No. 3. SmaD black buoy, mid channel, between
ford and Greenow Points.

ford-

in Carlingford

;

the channel opposite

No.

Cahling-

Newry that pass through or anchor
Bay the dues varyins from 1/. Is. on

Castle, south side,

BUOYS.
Wooden Can Buoy on

1.

403
Carlingford.

west side of channel, between Greenow and Carlingford.
No. 4. Wooden perch on Black Rock, west side, distant
from Warrenpoint one mile.
No. 5. Gaunaway Rock, wooden perch, east side of channel, south from Warrenpoint one mile.

No.

— IRELAND.

have no remarks

3E

2

I

am

not.

Circular
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CORK.

4.

Cork.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
1.

g.

Return.)

Black Rock Castle and Barn-'s Point, now erecting. See

Ii.

i.

chart.

n. Cork Harbour Commissioners.
HI. .Same

as

No.

_;'.

Cork.
At the Harbour Commissioners' yard and
mises, Cork.
4 timber and 2 iron.
About 6 in number.
Vessels taking the ground and

haul

II.
k.

V. Black Rock, 182l' Barry's Point, 1858.
VI. Shipping interest.
VII. Lights being suitable for the lighting of the river.
VIII. Black Rock, December 1822; Barry's Point -mil be
lighted September 1859.
IX. Black Rock, Payne, builder and Barry's Point, Roddy,
Sir John Benton, engineer.
contractor
X. Harbour hght.
XI. Black Rock built of white stone ; Barry's Point, timber

/.

making

pre-

fast to

off.

A

three- ton stone
30/.

and heavy anchor.

;

:

;

and

Colour, white.
Barry's Point not yet on.
;

iron.

XII. Xone on Black Rock

XIII. Barry's Point, 25 feet; Black Rock Castle, S4

feet.

XIV. See No. XIII.
XV. Not in view of sea.
XVI. Range about 4 miles.
XVII. Range about 4 miles.
XVIII. Fixed

XIX. Fixed

(fl.

Procured and repaired at the Harbour

n.

By the

0.

in river, black and red.
II black, IS red, 4 white.

requu-ed.

VIII. Same as No. VII.
XI. See chart.
X. Two in the harbour, one at Cork a Beg, and one on
Fairs Rock.
b. About 30 years in harbour and on river in
1S58.
c.

lights.

lights.

to sunrise.
Dioptric.

XXI.
XXII. Two burners each lamp.

(/.

.See chart.

Timber on

f.
g.
h.

XXIV.

1.

Bennett, of Cork.
let off

through the top of lantern.

j.

k.

XXXV.

paid.

Cost, 1857, 12/.; same 1858.
Colza oil, 4s. 6rf. per gallon.

Included, No.

XXXVIII.

XLI. None.
XLII. From revenue of Cork Harbour Commissioners.
XLIII. No charge made for lights.

XLIV. 1852, 18/. 4s.
XLV. No answer.
XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.

XLV II

I.

22 feet average.
In harbour, JOl.

Nothing

in

;

in river, 40/.

1852; in 1858, 10/.; Fairs Rock

now under

repair, 20/.

None.

XIV., XV. Funds of Harbour Board.
XVI. No expenditure in 1852; in 1858 expended in beacons
2(M)/.

application was made by the masters of all
steamers and sailing vessels in port for the erection
of beacons in the river, and ordered to be erected
23rd December 185".
XVIII. No application was made by the Harbour Board to
any other authority.
XIX. Board's Engineer (Sir J. Benton at no fixed periods.
I,

XX. Same

as

No. XIX.

XXI. Restored to its place at once.
XXII. Information is received immediately from the dredging staff employed on the river, and at once

.W.; 1858,12/.

attended

to.

XXIII. See XXII.

None.

XXIW A general answer may be given

XLIX. None.

; no formal complaint
no charge or complaint of delay. The
;
buoys are of the usu.'il barrel and conical shape,
except one lately placed to define the Bar Rock.
This buoy is of an egg shape, with the ends flat
its proportions are 14 feet long and 8 feet diameter,
and 3 feet at the ends,

made

L. Board's engineer no particular date ; frequently.
LI. General instructions.
LII. No.
LIII. Half dozen spare burners and glasses; oil in store
;

Black Rock Castle.

at

harbour.

river, white.

;

XVII. In 185"

XXXVIII.

XXXIX.

ball

lighted.

(see chart).

repaired by corporation.
SI. per annum.
Salary of keeper, 40/. per annum.

XXXVI. See No. XXXI.
XXXVII. No expense to be
XL.

Not

XI. The only one renewed was that on Cork a Beg, which
was iron, and replaced with one of same material.
XII. -Ml projecting jjoints, rocks, and shoals requiring buoys
and beacons are provided with them.
XIII. The red buoys are on the south bank on river channel

yet ordered.

XXXIII. Black Rock Castle
Black Rock Castle,

XXXn'.

river, iron in

Harbour, copper

Beacon,

Castle light, erected by corporation of Cork
Barry's Point, Cork Harbour Commissioners.
Cost" about 280/.
Black Rock, cannot answer; Ban-y's Point, not

XXXI.

In harbour on rocks, in river to define the
channel by night.

e.

XXIII. None.

XXIX.

Com-

and white;

VI. We adopt the conical iron buoys.
VII. No fixed period, but overhauled and repaired when

XX. Sunset

XX^'. Usual ventilation
XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.
XXVIII. None.

missioners' yard, not by tender.
colour; in harbour, black

LIV. None.

LV. None being a river, not required.
LVI. None being a river, not required.
LVII. One keeper, resides at Black Rock

m.

:

No

;

Castle.

No precise rules lights to be seen but to the river.
outside limits of the harbour shall be from a line
between Poor Head on the east and Cork Head on
the west of the harbour's mouth, with a look out
from the Old Head of Kinsale to BaUycotton Island,
to look out for vessels coming in.

LVIII.

;

The

XX\'I.

No

delay.

dues exacted nor charge of any description made.

No

printed rules, the buoys and
under the care of the engineer.

beacons being

—

Thursday, 22nd. Arrived at Queen.ftown by boat Obsc
from Roches Tower. Inspected buoys on our passage. ]f\ ((
he in- jjom
Met Captain O'Brien, the harbour master
formed us thai the buoys in the outer part of the
harbour and the entrance which belong to the
Admiralty, are complained of by the ships and pilots
as not being properly marked, nor of sufficient size.
The Harbour ixock, at the entrance of the harbour,
row marked by two buoys, should ouh' have one,
The
-which might with advantage be a bell buoy.
Turbot Bank should have lai'ger buoys, which should
be diffei ently painted and the Admiralty buoys generally should be painted so as to agree in system with
viz. black on starboard side
the buoys up the river,
goiua up, and red on port. The river is well buoyed.
T/te Lights.— The light on Roches Point (see description of it) was, he said, very much complained of,
;

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
I.

Act for erecting Ballast

II.

The

Office,

&c., &c., in Cork.
jurisdiction of the

and

Anno

for regulating pilots,
jirimo Geo. IV. cap. 52.

Cork Harbour Commissioners

extends from Poor Head on the coast (for pilot
jmrposes) and the harbour and river of Cork. No
charge made to shipping for buoys or beacons.
III.

None.

IV. There are

ment

the harbour eight buoys under the
of the Admiralty.

in

manage-

V. Conical and barrel buoys.
a. Timber and iron.
b.

From

e.

to I'M. timber

;

16/. iron.

50/. per annum, including moorings.
1 1 timber, 22 iron buoys.
4 timber and 2 iron buoys.

c. d.

f.

10/.

;

—

as bein" only visible at n

hort distance, 6 to 8 miles

''><

mi:

ttioii!

mis-
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CORK.

The

in fine weather.

Cork.

necessity of its being red to

was admitted. Captain O'Brien stated that
he had tried some experiment tendins; to prove that
orange was a better colour than red. We met at
Captain O'Brien's office eight pilots, Jno. Murphy,
Thos. Ahehan, John Morgan, Thos. Saunders, Edw.
Smith, Jas. Kirby, Jno. Kavannah, and Pat. Wayling.
se.awiird

agreed in the above statement, particularly
respecting the indistinctness of the coloured portion
and they required a fog bell
of Roches Point light
at entrance of the harbour either on buoy or lightWould like to see
house, but preferred lighthouse.
Roches Tower raised it acts as a beacon on the
otherwise unmarked land in the neighbourhood of
Cork Harbour. It was remarked that Daunt's buoy
was now too small, and did not show so well as the
large buoy that broke adrift.
light placed in the vicinity of Mr. Frenche's
house, east of Queenstown, would bo a benefit, as it
would lead the ships up to abreast the Spit light
The Spit light, they
in the deep-water channel.
stated, is to be improved, to distinguish it better from
the gas lights behind it and from ships at anchor.
The pilots considered no further beacons or buoys
required between Ballycotton and Cape Clear.
General. The light at Old Kinsale Head thought
to be very good, also Ballycotton.
Youghal Harbour light much brighter than Cork
entrance light.
Would like a light on Galleyhead.
Stated Old Head lights always out for two or three
minutes punctually at 12 o'clock (midnight) to trim.
Captain O'Brien's information about harbours to

They

all

;

;

A

—

the westward

:

Kinsale Harbour, good, requires buoying
are no buoys at present.

;

there

lights

not sufficiently distinct.

—

;

Lawrence.

captain of steamer to Liverpool, Captain Holland,
" Bittern," of London, think Roches Tower of advantage as a beacon.

Fog signal at harbour's mouth much wanted. It
should be on shore, as if on buoy would not ring in
fog.
Prefer a gun.
kingdom

'<'«"»"«-

The buoys appear to be very
The beacons, as to their visibility in dark
have not answered the expectations formed
of them.
small pile lighthouse (Loch Mahon light)
has also been erected, and its lamp, when properly
Sugfitted, will throw a good light up and do\vn.
gested a small lighthouse on shore near Ardmore
House, which, when kept in one with Loch Mahon
light, would lead up and down the channel.
A light
in King's Quay, near Cork, wall probably be lit as
soon as the gas pipes are laid there, and will complete
beacons close to them.
efficient.

nights,

A

the lighting of the river.

The Harbour Commissioners have four spare buoys,
two black and two red, ready to replace the others.
Great attention appears to be paid to the buoying and
lighting of the river.

Had an interview at Cork with Sir John Benson,
the engineer to the Harbour Board, who showed every
desire to attend to suggestions for improving the
A. P. Ryder.
S. R. Graves.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
N. and J.

I.

Cummins and

Circular VI.

Brothers, Lloyd's Agents.

and QUEEXSTOWX.
Harbourmaster.
light placed on the lands of Cuskinny would he

CORK

II.

III.

W. A

much

service

to

vessels

;

has seen it six miles in fine weather, in hazy weather
only quai'ter of a mile.
Thinks Harbour Rock should have one buoy only
instead of two.
Regulations much wanted to keep channel clear of
ships, and to oblige ships to exhibit lights at anchor
only two-thirds exhibit at present.
Spit light sufficiently brilliant for persons well
acquainted.

A buoy wanted on

White Point Bank.
General.
Condemned bell of bell buoy at Liverpool
as never ringing, and buoy generally as not so visible
as previous buoy prefers broad-based buoys to high
buoys.
Considers Liverpool lights good.
Recom-

—

;

8£

at

harbours of

entering

night.

VI. Cuskinny, as a land mark to steer by in a fine with
buoyed.
VII. Oil.
X. steam vessels have constantly got on them at night.
XIII. Black and red, all one shape; black on starboard,
red on port.

XV. Light dues
XVI. We know

are levied

and paid to harbour board.

of none.

XVII. Have not heard any opinion expressed,
that the harbour light
seaward.

is

e.\cepting

considered dim from

XVIII. Some think they ought not be obliged

Mr. Glover, secretary to Cork Steamship Company, Mr. Foley, shipping agent, Mr. Pim, shipowner, Mr. Brown, shipbuilder. Captain Byrnes,

light worst in

}

''"'"'''S-

;

;

—harbour

uni-

by his personal experience tlie insufficiency of Spit
and Roches point light.
Proceeded up the river with Captain O'Brien.
The river appeared to be very deep, and to require
no buoys for some distance.
At the narrow part of
the river, commencing about five miles south of Cork,
and which is gradually being deepened by incessant
dredging, buoys red and black are placed, with wooden

;

Roches Point

Recommends

form system of buoying over kingdom as most valu
able.
Considers black and red best colours.
Visited Admiral Talbot, Commander-in-Chief, who
is
confirmed
in favour of the changes suggested

j^lts^'rvafimis

lighting, buoying, &c.

Glendore Harbour, beaconed, but wants buoying.
Castle Townsend, wants buoying and seamarks.
Long Island, sheltered and good anchorage,
wants buoying.
Crookhaveu, complete.
Bearhaven, very safe, wants buoying.
Kenmare, good anchorage, wants buoying, and beaAdmiralty beacons are lying along the
coning
beach, never having been erected.
Valentia, good htirbour wants buoying.
Ventry Harbour, wants buoying.
Dingle, wants buoying.
Tralee Harbour, wants buoying.
Met at Cork Custom House. Captain Clark,
harbour master, considers Kinsale Harbour very
Has been
buoj's much wanted.
much neglected
56 voyages to Canada. The St. Lawrence now well
lit
fog signal guns are much used and valued in the
St.

Cork.

Thinks a
The two

mends showing a light on Ormes' Head.
change necessary in Black Water Ship.

to

pay up-

channel lights before they make use of them.

XIX. Do not know.

XX. No.
Stephen Sayer Mowle, Master, steam ship " Cormo- Circular \

I.

rant."
II.

III.

CORK.
Harbourmaster.

IV. Yes.
\ 1 consider the buoys in the river should be conical,
black or starboard hand, and red cans on port,
and larger size. The present ones being all cans,
and too small.
VI. Nil.
VII. Nil
VIII. Nil.
IX. No.
X. Have often jjot on shore at night, in consequence of
not being able to distinguish black from red.
.

XI. Nil.
XII. Nil.
XIII. Black and red, and all one shape.
black on starboard.

XIV. Cans on port, and
XV. Cannot say.
XVI. Cannot tell.

conical

Red on

on starboard.

port

I.
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Cork.
Circular ^

i.

AND BEACONS:

BIK)YS,

— Dkogheda.

Drogheda and Dublin.
steer towards

XVII. Cannot tell.
XVIII. Cannot tell.
XIX. Cannot tell.
XX. Cannot tell.

up the

it

river.

Never heard any com-

DRocy
--

which

'•'•sprj

plaints of lights, of ball board, or of beacons
belong to the Drogheda Harbour Board.

Captain Edward Toker, of the " Leinster Lass," a
steamer trading to Liverpool, and Captain Philip
lleany, " St. Patrick " steamer
(1.) Consider that the two outer lights are too

'^oiij

'>_>

s'out'i'

:

DONEGAL.

5.

Donegal.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
Circular VI.

Thomas Hughes, harbour master and

I.

shiji

broker.

DONEGAL.

II.

III. Lord Arran, London.
IV. Not buoyed at all ; no beacon whatever.
years ago, it is
\'I. I put an iron perch on Dooran rock 30
a light would be most useful on
all but gone
the
this rock as this is the only harbour between
point of Mullockmore,but a beacon would answer
There should also be a large buoy
in daylight.
;

nearly the same height
(2.) Qonsider thai the red light, owing to the breadth
of the beam, is not a sufficient good mark for keeping
tower to carry a fourth light is
up the river.
built, the light of which when in one with tlie third
light was intended to be a leading mark up the river,
but, although quite ready for lighting, has never been
For want of this fourth light the entrance is
lit.

A

as Donegal,

dangerous in bad weather with a fair wind and sea.
reason why it has never been lit, unless it
is that the fourth tower has been placed much too
near to the third tower.
The third and fourth towers were visited by
Note.
me, they are very close. The keeper knew of no
The lights are
rea.'^on why No. 4 had never been lit.
very good.
Tliere is only one buoy off the end of the north wall,
which would be much more useful if fitted with a fog

fact this is the only place in this

bell.

rock, and a
<in the sand bank abreast of Dooran
buoy abreast of the quay of the building on the
bank on
Privateer
south side ; also a buoy on the
the west side, these would conduct a ship into the
anchorage in the Haasens in six fathoms water,
one other buov on a bank inside Green Island,
and guide her into the best anchorage inside Green
Island. No harbour so much neglected in Ireland

and no jilace more easily improved, in
deep and dangerous bav that a man could save life or jjroperty.
for
30 years out
ships
I have hail the command of
of Donegal.
IX. Many accidents have occurred for want of the above.
tlie
X. E\ery accident that has occurred was for want of
above guides.
rock
the
round
water
21
feet
we
have
XI. Not wanted, as
at low springs.
XII. I think there is none required.
XIII. None of any kind.

Xn'. Put them on of any

colour.
Vessels generally pay Is. to a man who lights fires
about the quay.
XVI. Every ship master and ship owner com])lain3 of the
total want of buoys, beacons, &c.

XV.

Knows no

—

The two perches, one on each side of the entrance,
are too nuicli alike.
Captain John Rodham, Dolphin schooner, 68 tons,
from Workington, Cumberland, takes a pilot, considers lights

XVII. Not a good
XVIII. No dues coUected but the shilUng

vessels.

I

Alfuku

have men-

I

p. Ryder.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

tioned.

XX.

sufficient.

and no wonder.

o)iinion,

XIX. No doubt they

and buoys

The harbour charge is 6d. a ton. None of the
witnesses had any complaints to make of the charge.
Matthew Owcn.s, James Owens, Thomas Owens,
pilots, tliink fourth tower should be lit, and the
nner light of tlie outer couple should be raised. One
of them thinks a tide light would be useful to many

II.

think the lights are well kept.

(

James Morgan, Harbour Master, Drogheda.

I

are.

DROGHEDA.

The Drogheda Harbour Commissioners.
IV. I do.
V. I cannot.
VI. I cannot.
VII. Oil.
VIII. They were not.
IX. A buoy placed on the end of the north
washed away by strong easterly gales,
for a few days ; one sloo]> lost during
crew saved ; the buoy is now replaced
jierch, with cage on the tojj of it.
X. No accident occurred except the above.

III.

6.

Dkogheda.

DllOGHEDA.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Circular \.
I.

II.

V.

The Drogheda Harbour Commissioners.
There is only one buoy under the management

of the
above authority, which is placed at the entrance or
mouth of the river. There are 12 stone beacons on
the north side, and 7 stone beacons on the south
side of the river, with various small wooden perches
on either side, int rspersed between said beacons.
a.

Iron.

e.

One.
One.

i.

j.
k.

The buoy

0.

One.

XI. No tide signals used, nor any required.
XII. No, but afog bell ven,- requisite on one of the perches
at the

mouth

of the river.

XIII. Black round stone pillars and «ooden perches.

XIV. No.

Storm.
Chained.

n.

paialle! wall

not rejilaced
the interval,
by a wooden

XV.

Y'es, jf^d.

per ton ])aid to Ballast Board, Dublin.

No complaints made.
XVII. The general opinion is they are sufficient.
X\'I11. The general opinion is the charges are reasonable.
XIX. They are.
X\'I.

is

painted red.

XIV. Harbour dues, Custom House.
XXI. Printed notices are immediately forwarded

to the BalBoard, Dublin, and the different other ports
along the coast.

XX. There

is

not.

last

XXII. Yes.
XXIII. The harbour engineer

notifies same.

7.
ftbsonalions
liT

Commis-

sioilPl-s.

Visited March 17th.
,
,„
,
1'lie channel of the river is well marked by 19
The river has been much deepened.
stone beacons.
Debt, 12,000/.; revenue. 3,000/.
Mr. Jame ISIorgan, Harbour Master.
The lights at the entrance are the property of the
T'liey are three in number, and are
Ballast Board.
,

They

are on piles so as to
which has not been
The two outer lights are, wlien in
the case lately.
one, a leading mark for the entrance of tlie river ; on
arriving at the entrance a red light shows, and vessels

said to be very efficient.

be moveable when the bar

shifts,

DUBLIN.

—

Captain 0. Byrne, of " Herald " steamer.
Lights.
and pilot J. S. Keams agree in above.
Captain Higginson approves of all the lights on
the east coast j thinks lower Blackwater light might
be raised.
General agreement that the bell at llowth is very
iaditrerent, and some think Kingston bell best of the
Tliev approve of the South Stack gun, and
two,
prefer

it

much

as a fog signal.

Captain Johns has seen lower light
when upper invisible.

at

South Stack

I

i

i

LO(.!AL

m
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DuBLiN and Dundalk.

General
iniis-

—Four

DrND.\^I,K,

captains, including Captains Byrno
of " Birmingham," Ward, of

Lamlasli Harbour should be
and Gammels Point in Clyde
and there
should be a light on Codlin Bank ; a small light on
Lougher's Point, Isle of Man a light on Grey Point,
Belfast, and light at North Rock made brighter.
Bidston light is good
Formby light (a light vessel)
blinks in bad weather.
There is a general opinion that Dublin is much less
well lighted than Londonderry or Belfast.
Buoys. General opinion that all river buoys should
be larger. Perches on one side at Dublin and buoyq
the other would be satisfactory.
The two bar buo s
should be much larger, and one of them should ije
a bell buoy.
The white buoy should be larger.
General. Captain Higginson and Captain Johns
think all the buoys on the banks on the east coast of
Ireland, should be larger and more frequent.
There
should be a bell buoy off the south end of Kish, and
a large bell buoy off South Rock, and one otf Bahama
Bank, Isle of Man. A master of a sailing vc-^el
expressed a wish for a buoy oflf Rosebeg Bank in
Dublin Bay. Captains Craig, Bell, and Robinson,
think a buoy should be placed on Lamlash Rock.
General opinion in favour of a uniform system of
lighted,

About

d.

of " Herald," Johns
" Vanguard," think

One.

/.

Harbour Works, Dimdalk.

!/.

;

A-.

One.
One.
Storm.
Chain and large stones.

/.

.About 10/.

h.
i.

;

j.

;

—

.

—

buoyage.

A

buoy on rock

in

Ackle Sound with a ring

for

warping.
It

was remarked that

buoys on the Kish Bank
or distinguished from one

tlie

are not so easily seen
another, owing to their colour.
Our notice was directed to a buoy below Poulbcg
Mountain by the Ballast Board, while the next buoy
outside of it is maintained by the Harbour Board.
Beacons. No want of beacons in Dublin Bay.
General
Captains Craig, Bell, and Torrciis,
consider the reef beacon at North end of Lambay

—

very

inefficient.

Ruins Rock, between Ireland's Eye and Howth,
wants a beacon.
Beacon on Taylor's Reef, at Laggan Rock, Loch
Ryan, Wigtonshire should be larger.
Beacon at Brest Rock inside Ailsea Craig too
small.

—

Fog Siunals. BeU at Howth very bad, scarcely
ever heard.
The gun at Kingston Pier intended for
fog signal has no ammunition. Captain Boyd, R.N., of
coast guard ship " Ajax," tires six guns in fogs when
packet expected. General opinion that a gun fired
on board the " Kish " would be very useful, and that
it could not be mistaken for the South vStack gun ;
but guns have, of course, this objection, that they
may be mistaken for distress signals. Captain Johns
thinks gun at Holyhead too high, and that it ought
to be at South Stack.
It was remarked by the
superintendent of buoys, &c. that gongs were cracked
by frost. Captain Boyd thought there should be a
lightvessel on the South Kish,
Alfred P. Rydeu.
S. R. Graver.

50s.

Three.

e.

n.

Open tender.
Difference of size

o.

Three.

in.

and shape.

VI. Cannot say.

VH. Two

years.

VIII. Examined every year.
IX. They are not classified.
X. Two Beacons.
a. Ballymascaulon, and the Rock.
1859.

b.
c.

d.
e.

Marking the river channel.
Form and coloiu'.
Timber and iron.

/.

Red.

g.

Only lighted when the steamers come
go out at night.

h.

About 15

/.

in or

feet.

50/. each.

There were no beacons at that time, single
poles being used instead.
k. None.
XI. Three buoys and Uvo beacons.
XII. The buoys are so placed as to lead vessels over the
bar in best water; the beacons to mark the
j.

channel.

XIV. Dues on shipping Harbour
XV. Same.
XVI. None.
XVII. None.
XVIII. None was made.
XIX. By me. Cannot say dates.
;

office.

XX. Same.
XXI. Information is generally .given by the
XSII. Yes.
XXIII. None, as there is no necessity.

t

XXIV. No

representation

pilots.

.

complaints were

made nor

received.

XXV.

Last year a buoy was made shaped like a Ijalloon
with a heavy weight at the lower end or neck, 7
feet diameter at the largest part and II feet high.
It has not been tried yet.

XXVI. None exist.
XXVII. Nil.
Rates of the Mooring Buoys.

£
For every vessel not exceeding 50 tons per register
Do. exceeding 50 tons, under 70 tons register
Do.
70 tons, under 90
Do.
90 tons, under 100
Do.
110 tons, under l.jO
Do.
l.'iO tons, under 150
Do.
150 tons, under 200
Do.
200 tons, under 300
1
Do.
300 tons, under 400
I
Do.
-iOO tons, under 500
1
Do.
500 tons, under 600
1
Do.
fiOO tons, under 700
1
.
Do.
exceeding /OO
2

Evidence taken

at the

s.

2

d.

6

5
7

10
12
15
17

2

(i

fi

6

6

5
7

fi

10

Custom House, Dundalk

17th March, 1880.

DUNDALK.

8.

LIGHTHOUSE.—(Special

"jjj

Return.)

;

I.

The lighthouse was

erected by, and is under the sole
control of the Ballast Board of Dublin, who can
supply the information required.

office

annually

The Commissioners publish annual

I. John Lawless, Harbour Master, Dundalk.
n. The red line on chart, sent herewith, shows extent of
jurisdiction.
The three buoys are coloured red,
and the two beacons are shown in their proper

places.

HI. The Dundalk Harbour Commissioners.
IV. None.
a.

merchants, five going out of

who

are eUgible

for re-election

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Iron.

meetings are public
straight line
their income

From

c.

Repairs being rarely required, no account wf s

30/. to 40/.

kept.
:;

Y,

accounts, and their

their jurisdiction is bounded by a
drawn from Coolay Point to Dunally, and

is

;

applicable solely for the purposes of the

harbour so boimded.
Their income is derived from tonnage dues on shipping,
of 6rf. per ton for each of the fii'st twenty voyages in the
year, and A\d. per ton for eveiy voyage in the year after
the first twenty voyages and from town dues on cargoes
inwards and ontsvards.
They have raised in debentures for harbour improvements 22,150/., of which 1,000/. is at four per cent, interest.
;

b.

Oi)S(TViitions

by f oiuDiissecretary to the Dundalk sioiiers, aud
Harbour Improvement Commissioners comjirising, sixteen Evidence.
members the lord of the manor is ex officio a member,
and when present presides at their meetings ; the other
fifteen members are elected triennially by shipowners and

Thomas James Pooler. — Is

APPENDIX
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,

by

t'oiuinis-

sl'oiiors,

ami

Evidence,

KEPOET OX LIGHTS, BUOYS, AND BEACONS

21,150/. is at five per cent, interest. The Commissioners
-^^^ frequently received complaints of the want of a buoy
on the Castle Rocks, and in consequence made application
to the BaUast Board ; and in about a year afterwards the
Ballast Board jiut buoys on the Castle Rocks and on the
Imogene Rocks, both "outside the jurisdiction of the Commissioners. These were jmt there about two years since.
Richard Xeedham, C.E. Is engineer to the Dundalk

and

—

Harbour Improvement Commissioners.
There are at jiresent three buoys laid do^\ni, and one
and at present there are two timber beacons
spare buoy
and eight timber perches which have tem])orary lanthorns
but he is now engaged in substituting beacons for the
;

;

perches.

each of the beacons a ])ermanent lanthorn will be
will be lighted when required for steamers, i.e.,
about four nights every week. At present there are two
such lights, the lighting of which costs about 180/ to 200/.
per annum. To keep them lighted constantly the cost

On

fixed,

:

Dun
and Galway.
~:
would bring vessels
Onsen
it would be a gieat
do so. Could bring in vessels at ll) Coij
all up, but would much prefer then- siniUT

Dundalk

DUNDALK.

DUNDALK.
ObscvTalioilS

TlJ

,

If the lights were constantly lighted
or down any night, and considers

up

well,

and that the buoys

outside are sufficiently large.
The Commissioners generally readily accede to his proDredging is continually going on,
posals or suggestions.
and further improvements are contemplated for giving
greater scour and preventing the mud from falling in the
They can now bring uj) ships drawing 16 to 1/ feet
river.
water. The largest ship that has been brought up was
380 tons.
The Commissioners maile ajiphcation to the Ballast
Board to put up a fog bell on the Pile light ; the board
objected to do so, but offered to put one up at the expense

of the Commissioners. The Commissioners agreed to pay
the expense, about 220/. The men employed Ijythe Ballast
Board in the lighthouse to attend to ringing it. That was
about six months since; the bell is not yet [lut u]).
Captain Lawless. Is harbour master and cajjtain of a
Masters of
tug-boat, the ])roperty of the Commissioners.
vessels genendly express themselves satisfied with the buoyriver
three
times
the
inspects
He
theharbour.
of
age, &c.
a year. About two years ago the bar buoy broke its moorof
severity
owing
to
off
its
station,
ings, and was six days

—

weather.
He thinks if the beacons and ])erches were constantly
lighted it would be a great convenience to sailing vessels.
Coasters now follow the steamers up and dowi to get the
benefit of the lights, and he considers a i)ermaneiit light
on the rock beacon much re(|uired.
Is agent for the Dundalk
William \P Master.
Steam Packet Company, and thinks that when the improveconijileted,
the ri\-er wiW be
progress
are
ments now in
The Commissioners take much insufficiently marked.
and show much
harbour,
terest in the im])rovement of the
readiness to meet the encreasing requirements of the port.
He considers the expenditure of the Commissioners is
appUed to legitimate purposes, and is perhaps not greater
than the ])ort requires, though the dues are heavier than at

—

other ports.

approves of the buoyage, and does not want any
more buoys.
Captain Brown. Is master of the schooner "DunHe
dalk," and has been 30 years trading out of the port.
with the buoys. The beacons might be imis satisfied
proved; they are now merely poles, and thinks they ought
to have something at their heads to show better at night.
He tliinks the Pile light at the bar answers its purpose

He

—

well.

Graves.

S. R.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

Circii

Richard Needham, civil engineer, Dundalk engineer to
the Dundalk llarboiu' Commissioners.

I.

;

PORT

II.

III.

of

DUNDALK.

The Commissioners

for preserving and improving the
Port and Harbour of Dundalk, acting under the
authority of an Act of Parliament ; 15 in number,
Samuel Jackson, Esq., J. P., Chairman, Dundalk.

IV. Yes.
V. The only improvement is erecting beacons in jilace of
perches (these are single poles) ])roperly constructed
of timber I have already two put up, and others
will be erected next year.
VI. No additional ones are required.
VII. Oil.
VIII. I am not aware.
IX. One was displaced in consequence of the chain breaking during a gale of wind.
X. I know of none.
XL No tide signals are used at present, but I would recommend a ball to be placed on the lightiiouse, near
the bar, to be hoisted uj) a pole on flood tide as
soon as there was eight feet of water on the bar,
and remain up until the tide fell to the same
;

level.

XII.

No

fog signals are in use at present, but the Commissioners have arranged with the Ballast Board of
Dublin, who erected the lighthouse, to place a
this
large fog bell on it, to be rung by machinery
is in course of construction.

—

XIII. Marking buoys and beacons red;

mooring buoys

black.

XIV. No.

XV. None,

Enclosed is a scheexee])t on mooring buoys.
dule of the rates for these, one half charged.
of none.
XV II. They are considered efiicient.
XVIII. No complaints are made.

XVI.

I

XIX.

XX.

I

know

Certainly.
am not.

—

Is commander of the steamer
Captain O'Neill.
" Enterprise." He thinks the Imogene buoy ought to be
placed a mile further south. Considers the buoys sufiicint
number and size. The Pile light is good. Finds the
lighting of the perches a great improvement ; if they were
continually kept lighted it would be a great benefit
Complains of the outside ])erch not
to sailing' \-essels.
being always lighted. In very bad weather it is not lit.
His vessel got aground lately through his supposing the
second light was the outside one, and recommends that the
second should a coloured light to prevent similar mistakes.
Captain Gilmolh. Commander of the steamer "Independence," agrees with Captain O'Neill in the above.
Patrick Fannegan. Is one of the pilots of the harbour.
He is quite satisfied with the buoyage; and thinks,
when the new beacons are put dow-n, the river vnW be well

9.

m

—

—

He brings vessels up and down at night on the nights
the steamers are going or coming; and he could do so as
well by night as by day if the lights on perches were conShi])S run for the harbom- when the
stantly lighted.
lanthorns are lighted, but do not venture to do so on nights
are not lighted.

I.

Gahvay Harbour Commissioners (.Vet, 1853). Secretary,
Rev. John D'Ai-cy, Galway.
extends from Galway to Hag's Head on the
south, and Golam Head on the north entrance to
the bay. There are no subdivisions. There are
but three buoys under the management of this authority, namely, two on the bar at the mouth of
the River Carrib, and one near the entrance to the
docks; there is not any income derivable from

II. Jurisdiction

III.

one night on board a vessel called the " Catherine,"
that vessel, with two others, the " British Token"
and the " Liskard," in putting back went ashore. This
was caused by the lights being out in a night when they
were expected to be kept lighted for the steamers.
Patrick McGarrv. Is one of the pilots of the harbom-.
He brings vessels up and down by night when the
lights are biuning, but would not venture to do so on other
nights, unless very clear.

them.
No.
None, except the harbour master, Mr. Laurence Moore,

New Docks, Galway.
V. They are not classified they are all river or warjiing
buoys. Sketch of buoy annexed.
;

a.
b.
c.

Was

when

—

GALWAY.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

I\'.

marked.

when they

1

1^, iJci,

are visible.

which

would be about double.
Considers the Pile hght answers

j

advantage to be able to
night when beacons are
being lighted. Vessels can run in easily when the lights

(/.

Wood, bound with
From 18/. to 20/.

iron straps and hoojis.

Cost of repairs not entered in accounts se])arately, so not ascertained.
Cost of materials (paint) for each buoy
annually, 15s.

e.

Tliree.

/. Four.
ff.

A.
i.
_;.

They are all kept on the eastern pier head.
Four buoys complete (viithout moorings).
One.
Shackle j)in gave way.

|

LOCAL AUTHORITIES— IRELAND.

40.9

Galway.
k.

One

/.

Galway.

secured to an anchor sunk in the sand
anotlier is secured to a large
;
stone ; and the third is secured by a lewis
bolt driven into solid rock; the mooring
chains are eight fathoms long and one inch
diameter.
None of the buoys are moored in fi\-e fathoms
water; they are all fixed at low water line
(ext. spring tides).
The cost of new set of
at

is

low water

moorings is about Wl.
m. They are repaired by men employed under the
inspection of the harbour master.
u. The buoys are all painted red
there are no
means adopted to render them visible by
night or in time of fog.
;

0. None.
VI. The conical buoy

is

found to answer best in the tideway

here.

VII. The buoys are taken up for repair and overhauling
annually.

VIII. None.
IX. There are no beacons under the control of this authority.
X. Same reply as to No. IX.
XI. No change has been made in the buoys under this
authority since they have been i)ut down.
XII. The two buoys on the bar are placed one on each side
of the deepest channel; ths third is fixed as a
warping buoy midway between Nimmos pier and
the old dock pier.
XIII. Same reply as to No. IX.
XIV. The buoys are maintained Ijy this authority out of the
funds raised by the levy of port dues.
XV. Same reply as to No. IX.
XVI. There is no income derivable from the buoys, and no
account has been opened of the cost of their repaix-.
XVII. No such applications made.
XVIII. Said authority made no apphcation for power to
place any new buoy or beacon since October 1853,
but applied to the Ballast Board on the 27th September last, to erect a light in room of a buoy on
the .Santa Margaretta Shoal.
XIX. The buoys are inspected frequently by the harbour
master.

XX. Same reply as to No. IX.
XXI. The pilots are immediately informed by

the harbour

if a buoy has slipped from its station ; these
are the only parties it is necessary to inform.

master

XXII. The harbour master attends
XXIII. It is reported in writing to

to

it

immediately.

this authority.

XXIV. None.

XXV.

conservancy and

three beacons fi.xed within
the limit of jurisdiction of this authority, but they
are entirely under the management, care, and
control of the Dublin Ballast Board, and the lighthouses are under the same Board.

—

The Rev. Peter Daley. P.P. Stated that there was
originally a light on Arran Island in the centre, and
This was extinguished, and there are
very high.
now two, one at each end they are a benefit to the
;

outside navigation.
The lighthouse on Mutton
Island was erected 2.5 or 30 years ago.
Complained of a buoy on the Margharita Shoal and
a perch on the Black Eock, two dangerous shoals otf
the entrance, as being too small, and of a buoy off the
south-east entrance of the South Ormes Island, all of
which are the property of the Ballast Board, and
under their superintendence.

The Harbour Commission owe to the Board of
Works about 20,000/. The collector acts as receiver
for Board of Works, and all outlays must be submitted to that department.
The harbour dues for the
year ending July 1859 were 2,000/. The surplus,
after paying necessary outlay, is taken as interest on
debt due to the Board of Works.
The new line of
transatlantic steamers is exempt, by permission of
Board, from harbour dues for two years. After that
the Commissioners hope the dues will amount to

between 3,000/. and 4,000/.

By Galway Harbour

Act, 1853, clause 8, the jurisdiction of the Harbour
Board, as regards pilotage, extends from Gutin Head

II.

—

—

A

•and the rapidly increasing trade of the port

suggest
the propriety of improvements in the illuminating
and buoying of the harbour and its neighbourhood.
Captain Clarke considers Mutton Island, light a weak
inefficient light, and thinks, also, that it might be
raised a few feet with advantage, so as to give
greater range
but if Margharita Shoal is marked by
a lightship this would not be necessar3^
At present
;

Margharita Shoal is marked by a very inefficient
buoy, 4^ feet high only above the water line.
Captain Clarke has passed close to it without seeing it.
The shoal is very dangerous to deep-draught ships,
although not to small vessels. The sea never breaks
on it. The lightvessel might be placed about two
cables length to the westward of it.
The Black
Rock is on the north shore, about l-L miles north of
the Mai'gharita.
It has a dangerous spit to the
south-west.
The rock has a perch, but it is quite
inefficient.
A large buoy would be preferable to a
beacon, as there is more than 12 feet water on the
shoal at dead low water, spring tide, and vessels
might strike on the beacon.
Captain Fell, "Ada," of London. Has been in II
or 12 times, likes the North Arran light very much.
Mutton light is very inefficient, and the buoy and
perch very indistinguishable passed both last time
without seeing them. Never saw Mutton light more
than 9 or 10 miles off. Thinks both shoals should
be much better marked.
;

Attended a meeting of Harbour CommissioncTS
and other gentlemen interested in the trade of port.

Hogs Head,

tolls,

Mutton Island

of

—

None.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. There are two buoys and

to

Galway.

from proposed Pierhead southOiiservalioiis
N.B.
to Renville Head.
This line passes inside the shoals Margharita and "}l I'oBimissioners.
Black Rock.
Commander Clarke, R.N., Eevenue.' Killaney
Bay, on the inner shore of the northern Arran Island,
is a valuable harbour of refuge from south-west gales,
although vessels must get away from it in north and
north-east gales.
This harbour was well illuminated
when the old high light was shown on Arran Island.
Now the fishermen have great difficulty in finding out
the anchorage at night.
light on Straw Island high
enough to throw its rays nine or ten miles up Galway Bay would answer two purposes, it would
re-illuminate Killaney Bay and light vessels up Galway Bay, which latter point is very necessary now
that the two lights on Arran Islands do not show up
Galway Bay from the decks of small vessels, being
hid by land on the islands.
With a good light astern vessels would be able to
run boldly up until they sighted the lights at Galway,
There are 1,000 sail of fishing boats in Galway. These
east

and, for purposes of pilotage and

3

General.

— Captain

Fell,

Black Rock wants a

light.

Sunden

light very

dim

at three to four miles.

Clew Bay

is

a

good

harbour of refuge,

but

strangers should be careful.
Galway Bay is best for strangers.

Captain George Foot, brigantine "Kanet,"
Scotia

:

—

Nova

In making Galway Bay in a gale of wind at night,
could not tell Loophead light and South Arran from
one another, both being hvighX fixed lights and contiguous.

Three days without observation.
Suggests, if North Arran 'is revolving red, would
not South Arran Rock fixed red be a good change ?
Finnis Eock oiF south-east end of South Arran
appeared to Captain Took to project further than
given in chart.
Owing to Margharita buoy being white, could not
distinguish it until it was only a cable's length off.
If South Arran light was changed and a lightship
placed off Margharita Shoal, he could run boldly in
and u]) at night would as soon run for Galway as
any bay on the coast.
" Alice Isabella," of
Captain William Hughes.
Cai-digan, with slate, lay up with a north-oast wind,
ran for Mutton light on a safe bearing, passed between, but neither saw buoy or beacon.
Would run
;

—

F
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Galway.
for

10.

wltli confidence if there

Galway

was a

light at

—

Mai-gharita.

there erecting the lighthouse.
Recommends a light on Straw Island.

Captain C. Boje.—" Alexander,"

1.)^ feet,

Dantzic.

Arran Island ran vessel right
up and anchored off Mutton Island by bearing of
If there was a lightvessel, would not hesitate
light.
40

run

Pilot of

in.

—

Thinks any one could
Joi^epli Evans, pilot master.
lightrun a ship up if there was a lightvessel.
and, in that case, Black
vessel would be sufficient
marked.
efficiently
more
be
necessarily
Rock need not
Lighting the Black Rock would be the next best.
(This might be done at much less than half the

A

;

expense of the lightvessel.)

A

large bell buoy at the Margharita would be
better than nothing, but the danger would still be
very great, as the bell would not ring in a fog.
light on Straw Island would be very iisrful, and
would light vessels up the bay.
I\Ir. Oliver, 2nd pilot, concurs in above.
large portion of the bay is uowunilluminated since
As the northern
the high light was extinguished.
light only shows in a portion of the northern part of
the bay, you must be two miles westward of Blackliead, and on the opposite sliore and close in before
you see northern light, it being shut in by the land
and a hummock also interposes, and extingui.shes the
The placing of these
south light for some time.

A

A

lights

directed without any consultation with

was

the resident pilots.
The buoy on the Margharita is only one-third the
size of the last buoy placed there.
Would advise a "tide signal at Straw Island light if
put up.
Captain Kelly, superannuated master of the " AmWould recommend a
phitrite," revenue cruiser.
tower beacon on Black Rock and a buoy im the Spit ;
a lightvessel off JIargharita and, as next best, a

—

;

light on

up the bay.
on Straw Island very good.
Black Rock outside should be lighted, and Arranmorc
miles oft', and lUanmore might
10
Skerry,
The
also.
throw a

General.

light

—A

light

be lighted with advantage. Englishman's Rock off
Great Man's Bay wants a beacon.
Thinks southern Arran light should be red fixed.
Mr. F. Persse, agent for Lloyds, thinks a lightvessel should be placed on Margharita, or a light on
Black Rock, as next best. Has had vessels drawing
22 feet brought to Galway.
There is no doubt but that the Margharita shoal is
veri/ dangerous for deep ships approaching Galway,
and should not be permitted to remain longer un-

marked.

I.

John W. Jermyn, Castle Cove, Kenmai-e, Co. Kerry
shipowner.

II.

KENMARE

The rock

is

stated to be outside the juris-

A

suggestion
diction of the Harbour Commissioners.
was made that Mutton light, when raised and improved, should show a bright light through the passage, should show red in the direction of Black Rock,
and also to the southward of the Margharita. This,

with a large bell buoy on the Margharita. would
perhaps be the nest best mark if a lightvessel is not
placed there.

RIVER.

III. Nil.

IV. Not sufficiently buoyed.
V. See answer VI.
\'I. .\t Maiden Rock, which, although laid down in the
recent chart, the exact position of it is not easily
determinable when na\-igating the river.
-At a
sunken rock in Coulagh Bay not far from Inesfenard Island, near the track of vessels taking refuge
in Ballycrovane harbour, a place most invaluable

and much frequented.
VII. Nil.
VIII. Nil.
IX. Nil.

X. Cannot specify accidents, hut there have been several
escapes, much danger, and great alarm.
XI. Nil.
XII. Nil. See answer No. VI.
XIII. NU.

XIV.

XV.

X\

Nil.
Nil.

Complaints have been numerous cannot say if they
have ever been addressed to the proper authority.
X\ II. Tliat buoys are much wanted at .Maiden Rock and
Sunken Rock in Coulagh I5av. See answer No. VL
XVIII. Nil.
I.

XIX.

XX.

;

Nil.

Nil.

11.

LIMERICK.

LIGHTHOUSE.— (Special
I.

II.

Return.)

LiHI
Cipc»

Limerick.

by whom all matters and things
connected with Ughts and lighthouses are ordered
and conducted, and over which the Harbour Commissioners of Limerick have no control whatever.

Ballast Oilice, Dulilin.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Ciicv

—

Hailjour Commissioners of Limerick. W. Randall, Harbourmaster.
II. All buoys and beacons ai-e under the sole control and
management of the Ballast Board in Dublin. No
jjower whatever is delegated to the Harbour Com-

I.

Black Rock with a red ray towards Mar-

gharita.
For outside navigation, the lights on Arran Island
are very good, but for inside navigation, not good.
Southern light should be raised or site altered so
as to

Kenm
LlMEI
Circuli

" Alice and
Captain G. Schepke, of Dantzic.
Mary," 358. tons, timber. I think North Arran Island
Would run up bay in any weather,
light very good.
but could not pass the shoals unless they were better
marked. He was mate of a vessel in 1843 that was
lost on Skerryvore while workmen were empoyed

First visit.

KENMARE.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

missioners.

—

10 p.m. Reached Limerick.
^^'ere Obsei
appointment by Assistant Harbour by Ci •
Made arrangements to meet the Harbour siout'
Commissioners, pilots, &c., early next morning, and
to start, as soon as the tide served, in a tug wliich we
hired for the purpose, down the Shannon, a distance of
about 60 miles, to inspect lighthouses and buoys.
Friday, 23d September, 9 p.m
Met pilots and
shipmasters, Simon Kelly, 17 years pilot, Mic. Fitzmorris, 27 years pilot, Morgan Fitzmorris, 36 years
pilot. Captain Gorman, Captain Kenned}-, Erin-goBr.agh, Captain Fitzmorris, Dover Castle, at harbour
master's office. Ascertained that, although numerous
buoys existed a few years since in the river, marking
all the shoals, yet that when the Harbour Commission
was created, the Chamber of Commerce, who had
placed the buoys by their private funds, ceased to
have charge, and the buoys were transferred to the
Harbour Couunissioner's care they were then allowed
to break adrift, and were never replaced.
The following is a list of shoals, &c., which, in the
opinion of the pilots, &c., should be marked by buoys,
(The pilots gave their opinion irrespective of
&c.
Thursday,

received
Master.

li

by

—

;

any possible injury to their interest, by the placing of
It was remarked by Captain Kennedy, the
buoys.
very intelligent master of the " Kilrush " passenger
boat, that the river was so intricate that, however well
buoyed, no stranger, or even a person well acquainted,
would dare to run up without a pilot.)
Ball Bar, and opposite Kilcardiue, dry atlow springs,
a buov.
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LlMERICK.
atioiis

imis-

Limerick.

Scattrey Eoads much used as a harliour of refuge ;
Scattrey Shoals, 10 feet at low water spring tides, a
large buoy.
Carig Island Shoal, deep water close to it, by
hugging it avoid Scattrey Shoal, a pile light.
Tarbert Roads, edge of mud, buoys.
Bowlines Rock, has caused wrecks, has now a small
perch, requires a buoy.
Long Rock, drj-^ at low water, very dangerous, no
marks for it, good beacon or buoy.
Foynes Roads, well buoyed, a small light would be
useful.

Herring Rock, on south shore, dries in three hours,
buoy on northern tail.
Beeves light, very useful up and down river since
it has been placed vessels of large draught run up at
a

;

night.

At Beagh Castle anchorage good entrance of
Clare River, Milauns Children, a buoy.
Wallers Bank in mid-channel, two buoys, north
;

and south.
Bridges Rock

in

mid-channel, a buoy on south

side.

Bridges Rock on south shore, a buoy on north

Li.merick.

that the Board of Works would grant an outlay on
Observalioiis
buoys if we recommended it.
There were 40 Commissioners at first, but they l*_y Cominisare now reduced by death to 15, who are elected by sioiifi'ji,
the 1/. ratepayers on goods imported in steamers
only 70 or 80 vote out (tf 150. No political bias
shows itself in the elections. All members are commercial men.
Chartered a tug to take us down the Shannon, to
visit the lighthouses, &c.
Started from Limerick at
one o'clock. It was high water, and we passed over
many of the shoals, but could see that the channel
was very intricate, and required careful buoying.
large vessel was aground in the river.
We visited
the Beeves lighthouse (see description): landed at
.

:

A

Tarbert, visited the lighthouse (see uescHption) ;
then proceeded to Kilcardine and visited it about
9 o'clock (see description). The night was too dark
to allow us to return to Limerick, and too stormy to
permit us to proceed to Loop Head ; so we anchored
at Foynes Roads, which we found well buoyed, and
next morning, Saturday, returned to Limerick, and
left for Galway, where we arrived at 4 o'clock in the
evening.

A. P. Rydek.
S. R. Graves.

edge.

Bird Rock on north shore, three

hours dry, a

buoy.

Logheen Rock, near Grass

Island, three hours dry,

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

Circular VI.

a buoy.

Hogshead Rock eastward of Battle
dead low water, a buoy.

Island, dries at

LIMERICK

II.

Slade Rock, a buoy.
Scarlet Rock, north tail end, a buoy.
Whelps Shoal, dries at low water, ships occasionally
ground on it, two buoys, on north and south edge.
Horrils Rock, " Columbus " wrecked on it, a buoy.
Mucknuish Mud, two or three buoys to round the

III.

Cock Rock, a buoy.
Coonagh Point, a buoy.

:

—

We

were informed that the Upper Shannon was
well marked by beacons.
Captain Kennedy stated that channel below Limewas rapidly filling up, and required dredging.
There is only nine feet where he remembers 14.
General. Captain Gorman, 101 voyages up and
down St. Lawrence thinks lighting there very much
improved
has been 56 times through Straits of
Belleisle; recent light useless, too high, on wrong side
and always in fog. Fog gun. Isle of Bicque, at short
rick

—

or beaconed,

;

and
damaged.

wreck,

;

very

efficient.

Met Members

of the present

SHANNON.

Ballast Office,
I

;

Point of Barrington Quay, a buoy.
foul ground otf Palmer's Mud, a buoy.
Total.
1 pile light, 1 beacon, 21 buoys.

intervals,

and RIVER
Dubhn.

shipowner, and

do not consider the port, river, or coast sufficiently
well lighted, buoyed, or beaconed.
V. A light on Western Island of the Blaskets, on southwest end of Scatterj; Island, and on Grass Island.
VI. See foregoing. All the rocks in the river want buoys or
beacons, there being only one so marked, the
Scarletts, by a beacon, and an iron pole (quite
worthless) on Bolands Rock about twenty buoys
comor beacons would be required ; reasons
plaints of masters of my own vessels and others
requiring them.
VII. Oil.
VIII. I am not aware.
IX. The river has been for a long period without buoys or
The
beacons ; many accidents have occurred.
Russian ship " Constantine " got on the rocks off
Cratloe, about five miles from here, a few years
since, with a full cargo of Indian corn, in narrow
and sheltered part of the river, rock not buoyed
IV.

edge.

A

Francis Spaight, Limerick, merchant,
agent for Lloyd's.

\.

X. The case of the " Constantine," in the foregoing.
XI. None used, nor do I think them necessary.
XII. None used; a gun for Loop Head would be most
useful, bells for the other lights.
here, except tower of the Scarletts,

Harbour Board, and

some of the principal merchants. &c.,
room at 10..30 a.m.

at the

XIII.

board

the ship opened, became a perfect
was condemned ; the cargo w&s

None

round tower of grey limestone ; there

which
is

is

a

also iron

pole on Roland's Rock.

In chair, the Mayor, R. Ryan, Esq.

XIV. Supply them

present Harbour Board was established by
Act of Parliament, but is encumbered with a debt
of 20.5,000/., which has now, Viy arrears of interest,
Of this about
accumulated to about 230,000/.
80,000/. was laid out on a bridge at Limerick,
connecting two agricultural counties, totally unconThe small lock partially
nected \vith the shipping.
completed by the side of the bridge, with the ostensible object of benefitting the shipping is perfectly
valueless.
The Board of Works has given from time
to time occasional loans for docks, &c., as, for instance, 50,000/. for a new dock, a dredge boat, and
widening of gates of docks. The principle adopted
as to repayment being that the receiver pays over to
the Board of Works all receipts on harbour dues after
absolutely necessary expenditure has been deducted.
The total receipts are now about 7,000/. a year.
were informed that all unusual expenditure has to
be approved of by Board of Works in the first place.
The Commissioners stated that they had no doubt

The

Wo

3

F

XV.

^^^rf.

first.

coastAvays

per ton,

y'ji/.

foreign,

for the three

local hghts, Kilcredane, Torbert, the Beeves, paid
at Custom House, for the Trinity Board or Ballast
Office, Dublin.
not aware of any regular complaints having
been sent to the BaHast Office.
XVII. All complain of their insufficiency.
XVIII. That there is not sufficient value got for them.
XIX. I do not know.
XX. That they do not give enough for what they receive.

XVI.

I.

I

am

MuUockand

II.

Sons, ship brokers.
of

RIVER SHANNON, PORT

Circular VI.

LIMERICK.

HI. BaUast Office, Dublin.
IV. We do not consider them sufficiently lighted or buoyed.
V. There are no buoys, and only two beacons, in the
entire length of the Shannon ; we could not
suggest any alterations in these.
VI.

We

VII.

Do

are not sufficiently acquainted with the shoals,
rocks, and dangers in the river, to answer this

question.

not know.
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aware of any such.
are awaTe that no buoys have marked the channel

VIIL AVe
Circular VI,

We

j^.

are not

XL

number of years.
accidents have occurred within our recollection,
"but we cannot attribute a cause.
No tide signals are used, nor do we think any

XII.

We

for a

l\. This question not applicable to river navigation.
V. Holophotal, and lamps with reflectors.
VII. Fixed.

Many

X.

necessary.
are not sufficiently acquainted with this matter to
give an opinion.

buoys; beacons on Bowlings Rock, staff and
vane Scarlet Rock round tower, not coloured.
XIV. Cannot give an opinion.
XV. Dues are levied for lights, but none for beacons or

XIII.

No

;

XVIII.

XIX.

Circular VI.

1.

II.

(),

PORT
The

III.

commander

Newenham

L Cost

LIMERICK

RIVER SHANNON.
Rock off the
the Shannon or for Gal-

Blaskets, as a guide for
way. Ships coming from the westward or coasting
have frequently to heave to for daylight, to make
sure of the land ; if they saw the light on the
Forze Rock, they could run in jierfect safety for

the Shannon; the light on Loop Head is very
good.
V. The lights on Kilcredane ; the red light is seaward, and
the bright one up the river ; we cannot see the
red light till very close to it, owing to the boggy
country behind the hght ; the bright light should
be seaward, and red hght to show up the river.
VI. A can l)uoy, with staff and vane, on the Herring Rock
can buoy on the Bank of Wallers, with staff and
vane one on the Bridge Rocks, one on Loughings Rock, one on the Hogsheads, one on the
Slate Rock, one on the Scarlett Rock, one on
;

Hawels Rock, one on Muckinnish Spit, one on
the Elbow of the Spit, one on Coonah Point, one
on Kilrush Beg. A light on Scallery Point, to
enable ships to anchor in a proper roadstead, would
be of the utmost service.
VII. Oil.
VIII. None.
IX. Formerly the river was buoyed, but this last twenty
years past there have been no buoys ; my ship,
'"
Jessy," Spaight and Sons owners, has frequently
been on shore, and many other vessels, for the
want of buoys, and suffered serious damage.
X. A bark got on the Beeves Rocks before the light was
jilaced there, and became a total wreck ; one vessel,
the Scarletts, became a wreck for want of
and the brig Thetis broke her keel, with

iieai'

liuoys,

many
XII.

A

large"

to

more.
of great service
every hour in fog or very thick weather.

XIII. There are no buoys.
XIV. Black buoys could be seen best.
XV. Lights to tlie collector of customs.

„.,

Tube.

Ordinary repairs
/Coonsumption
on tCo
Cost
,,,.

r

,

Consumption

W'cks{eost

11.

Iti

Price
Ordinarj' repairs
,,.,

"''
\\" W
"^

LONDONDERRY.

constituted under the 17
II.

Return).

The Londonderry Port and Harbour Commissioners

One

&

It*

—

-

-2k

gallons.

8s. 4cl.

-

—
-

-

— Common

-

Lamps,

with

reflectors.

Not known.

-

—

-

[Consumption
"tCost

-

1't

gallons.

-

Vs.

-2(1.

Consumption
1 Cost

-

^

14 burners.

Not known.

burners.
-

—
—

J

Culkeer.v.

-

— Common Lamps, with

reflectors. 9

burn-

ers.
-

Price

-

Consumption
.
^^"^"^tCjst

,...

,

Culmore.

Not known.

-

Ordinary repairs
f Consumjition
, ..
'
L Cost

—

-

2 gallons.

-

(is. yrf.

—
_

.

— Common Lamjis, with

2 burn-

reflectors.

ers.
-

Price

-

-

Ordinary repairs

Not known.

—

-

/ Consumption ^" "ICost
Wicks (^""/""I'*'""(^,

\ l^ost

-

J gallon.
2s. Irf.

—

-

Boomhall. — Common Lamps,

with

reflectors.

2 burn-

ers.
-

Price
,y,

^^"

-

.

Not known.

—

-

/Consumption
'tCost

-

f gallon.

-

2s. \d.

/ Consumption
\ Cost

-

Bay.

—
—

-

— Common

Lamps,

with

reflector!

5 burners.
-

Price

.

.

Ordinary repairs
,y,

V

Not known.

—

-

r

Consumption

-

H gallons.

L

Cost

-

5s.

'

W

LIGHTHOUSES.— (GENER.A.L
I.

-

Ct'NNVBERRV.

-

/ Consumption
\ Cost

Price

Common

-

Lamps, with

Ordinary repairs

-

,,

-

J Consumption
L

—
—

-

—
...

Rock.

derry.
"•"" '•

z

Larai)s, with reflectors.
-

-

.

Rosses

XXI. Do not know.
XX. Do not know.

Circular

—

7s. Id.

-

— Common

reflector*.

2^ gallons.

-

-

Lamps, with

Included in cost.

-

"" -tCost

WV

the feelings of the mariners are
the river should be buoyed, when there is so much
trade to prevent accident.
XA'III. The freights are so poor; there is a general feeling
of discontent amongst mariners paying light dues.

London-

—
—

— Common

Consumption

r

llrf.

-

Ordinary repairs

XVI. No complaints.
XVII. Lights are good, but

12.

-

Ordinary repairs

gun on Loophead would be

ffi-e oil'

J gallon.

...

Price

Price

and
of
Ballast (Jffice of DubUn.
Ije a light on the Forze

There should

V.

-

-is.
"\Cost
\V V / Consumption

ship " Jessy," of Limerick,

Street.

burner.

Account not furnished.

Wicks {[^°°^"""p*'°":

are not.

One

-

Consumption

J

.,

'^"

C.\stle.
10 burners.

We

Daniel Gorman,

-

Ordinary repairs

is

universal that lights, buoys, and beacons are
altogether insufficient.
not aware of any discontent as to charges.
know nothing to the contrary.

No.

I

port

We are

XX. No, we

-

Price

White
this

Circul

TABLE OF PRICES.
Red Castle. — Holophotal.

buoys.

XVI. We are not aware of anv.
XVII. The feeling of mariners frequenting

LoNi
DER

Londonderry.

Limerick and Londonderry.

Limerick.

reflectors.

2 burners.

Not known.

—

^-

gallon.

Cost

Irf.

Wicks {g°^j^"'"P;'""

Vict. chap. 1/7.

lighthouse at Red Castle ; one ditto at AMiite
one ditto at CunnyCastle ; one ditto at Ture
berry ; one of stone at Culkeeragh ; one mast and
lantern at Cuhnore; one of stone and wood at
Boomhall one Ughtvessel in Rosses Bay ; and one
mast and lantern at Pennybum. All bright fixed.

pile

;

;

XI. Oil, wick, and tow.

No means

quality.

XII. No fog signals.
XIII. No tide signals.

XIV. None.

'

adopted for testing
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lar 11.

I
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Londonderry.

DONIRY.

— IRELAND

XV. See Return No.

I.

No.

1.

Port and Harbour of Londonderry.
Return showing the Amounts expended in keeping and
maintaining the Harbour Lights from the Year 1845 to
the Year 1858.

5

Circular II.

LIGHT!?, BUOYS,
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The house
the Lamp burniug well.
in want of whitewash.
itself was very dirty, and much
Olisprvalioiis
and the
black,
quite
was
light-room
The roof of the
getting
liy CoMimissaid that she had often thought of
DKRHY.

sioiirrs.

were

c-loan, iind

keeper
rights herselt.
some whitewash, and putting it to
Those which
She cleans reflectors with whitening.
and were
shown,
were
years
many
for
she has cleaned
This woman
shaped.
in 'rood order, though badly
light
has^an infirm brother who was formerly a
was seated
keeper, and is now dependant on her. Ho
the fire, and was evidently unable to work.

by

Light,
Name of„.,.

Oil expended bv each
Light in 100 flours,

I

Average

averaging the Months of eachlsiglit.

Cost of Oil.

Jauuarj^and Febrnarj'.

s.

Red Castle White Castle
Ture

3 quarts 1 pint
2 gallons 1 pint
-i
2
„
„

CunnyberryCulkeeragh -

2

pints

Hall

-

5

Rosses Bay

-

1

Pennyburn

-

„

Civeular II.

ri

d.

2 11

pint

7

1

5

5

-

-

-

-

-

-

gallon 4 pints
5 pints

13 gallons

1
-

„

2

Culmore

Boom

„

6

pints

-

-

:

Londonderry.

Londonderry.

LoNnoN-

AND BEACONS

£2

LOCAL AUTHORITIES— lEELAND.
Londonderry.
No.

5.

Expenditure of Oils at the several Lights
Loch and River Foyle for the year 1858.

in

the

415
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Londonderry— New Ross — Newry.

Londonderry.
Circular

VL

Daniel Smyth, of the firm of John A. Smith
general merchants, agents for Lloyd's.

I.

PORT

IL

of

&

Co.,

Moses Monds, Secretary
town and harbour
III. cap (10. and 9

I.

LONDONDERRY.

IIL Londonderry Harbour Commissioners.
on
IV. An improvement in the seaboard lighthouse,
Shrove Head, at the entrance of Lough Foyle, is
wanted, as

it

I

does not give satisfaction to mari-

and a light is much wanted on Magilligan
Point on the south sine.

V. No alteration, except in the lighthouse above referred to.
vi. On Magilligan Point, on the south side of the enThis is much wanted.
trance.

III.

IV. Nil.
class, iron.

o.

Iron.
501. to 60/.

None.
no
IX. The Tun buoy has been removed by a storm, but
accident has occurred until replaced.

c.

About

X. None.
XI. No.

/. Nil.

VUL

XV.

XVI. None.
XVII. Several complaints respecting the lighthouse on
Shrove Head (entrance of Lough Foyle) made
by the masters of sailing vessels and steamers
XVIII. No complaints. There is a small charge levied on
steamers for the harbour Ughts
saiUng vessels.
XIX. Yes.
XX. No complaints.

;

but none of

<

Obst'i'vatioiis

('oniinis-

sioners.

11.

e.

Four.

13.

NEAV ROSS.

—

Remarked on
Visited Ross.
the entire absence, with one small exception, of buoys,
Wrote
to the
intricate.
channel
is
although the
Chairman of the Harbour Commissioners at Ross,
drawing his attention to the subject.

Monday Afternoon.

A. P. Ryder.
S. R. Gkaves.

k.
/.

10/.

7)1.

By

n.

Red on

Observations
b) CoiiiinissiolMTi'i

14.

0.

Fo\ir.

conti'act.

VL

Having only one class, cannot give any opinion.
VII. Paint and replace them when required. Pamted once
a year.
VIII. Looked after by the harbour master.
IX. Nil.
X. Nil.
XI. No substitute.
XII. Perches within the harbour along the line of channel,
and buoys in the bay.
XIII. A perch much required im the Wheaten Rock, where
the steamer " Thistle," of Glasgow, and from
Glasgow, bound to this port, was totally wrecked
on the 15th December last. Application has been
made to the Ballast Office, Dublin, for a buoy or
perch on this rock.
XIV. From harbour dues on shijjs, and import and export
dues on goods payable to the Commissioners.

XV. Nil.
Xyi. Nil

Expenditure for 1852,

NEWRY,

tolls,

to

and

AVarren Point for the purpose of
to Carlingford

Bar

for pilotage.

"The navigation between Newry and Warrens Point
comprises about 4 miles of canal and 2 miles of river.
In the latter there are 4 buoys and 5 beacons.
The debt of the Newry Navigation Company is
about 220,000/., which has been expended on the
This debt is composed
construction of the canal, &c.
of 35,000/. owing to government, for wliich 4 per
cent, is paid
15,000/., bonds, for which per centage
varying from 4 to 6 per cent, is paid the remaining
is
represented
by the sunk capital of the
170,000/.
company. The receipts last year were 6,400/. No
dividend whatever has been paid since the company
was estiiblislu'd in the reign of George the Fourth.
Captain .luhn Ilolywood, of the " Sea Bord," 133
tons (screw), and Captain Wm. Doran, of the " Merry
Andi-ew," 62 tons, state, that a shoal point runs out
below the lowest buoy in the river, which should be
marked, and that there is a shoal in the middle of
the river oif the second red buoy whicli should be
marked.
With these exceptions, the river and canal were
considered to be satisfactorily lighted and buoyed,
and the dues levied, Is. Id. per register ton lor the
double voyage, and 7d. per ton on the net tonnage of
steamers, were not thought excessive.
They are
only one third of what might be levied under the Act.

XIX. By the harbour master.
XX. Nil.
XXI. By the master pilot.
XXII. ITie harbour master.
XXIII. Through master pilot and
•

XXIV. No

Alfred

P. Ryder.

R. Gr.wes.

Stone and chain.

b.

Iron.

c.

.'Vs

d.

represented on scale.
Per scale.

e.

Black and red.

/.

;

pilots.

record or register kept.
a.

;

IS.

for

ajiplication was made by this authority
to the Ballast Office, Dublin, to place a beacon
on Wheaten Rock ; they sent their engineer to
survey the rocks ; they worked for some time to
erect a beacon, but have not done so.

The Newry Navigation Company nave jurisdiction
levying

24/. 10s.;

XVII. Nil.
XVIII. In 1848, an

Visited 15th JIarcb 1860.

from Newry

for each.

starboard, black on port, in entering
the harbour.

for income.
185S, 35/.

Newby.

annum

One.
Leaky and bursting chain.
Stone and chain.

i.

j.

Sailing vessels pay no dues for the harbour lights.

Ross.

per

51.

each.

d.

g. NU.
h. Nil.
(see sketch) form.

XIV. None.

by

One

V. See sketch.

Oil.

XII. No.
XIII. Red and black, mostly th

lo the Commissioners for the
of Shgo, acting under 43 Geo.
& 10 Victoria, and collector of

send a chart— the latest survey. District, east of
Raughly Head. Cost of keeping buoys 25^ per
annum.
No income derived. Total number of
buoys 4.
No.

b.

VIL

SligcI
Circulaii

port dues.
II.

ners,

New

SLIGO.

15.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

LLOYD'S EVIDEN'CE.

From

observation.

Nil.

h.
i.

Nil.

j.

Nil.

k.

Where

/.

Nil.

m.

As soon

required.
as possible after reported.

Nil.

XXV. Nil.
XXVI. No
XXA'II.

general nde.

Nil.

A

beacon on Wheaten Rock, and two leading
on lower Rosses Point, would be required to
enable ships to run over the bar for the harbour at
low water.
lights

—

Cbarles Walker.
Made 100 voyages to Obsf it
Seal Rocks .should have a beacon.
by f' "
small lights on Lower Rosses Point to lead sion(
over the bar, better than Rathley.
Bungar buoy was washed away in 1857, and had
not been replaced till August 1859. Lord Drogheda's
yacht, the " Fancy," was lost on the 27th August 1859.
Lord Drogheda states, iu consequence of the absence

Captain

Sligo

;

Two

•

LOCAL AUTHORITIES— IRELAND.
Strangford.
of the buoy not being notified.
replaced.
iniis-

Tlie biioy

is

to

be

Rocli at entrance had an iron pile beacon pnt
Ballast Board ; washed away in a week,
185.5.
Outer spit of Wheat Rock had a buoy 10 or
1 1 years ago, which was once missing, then replaced
and missing again. The Harbour Commissioners hope
the Ballast Board will replace the Spit buoy. Black

Rock

quayage for such ballast.
3. All vessels going foreign, taking in ballast, to
pay
twopence per ton quayage for such ballast, whether lying
at, or moored ofT. the quay, unless they have
discharged a

might have red ray towards Wheat Rock.

light

cargo at Strangford.
4. Cows are to be chai-ged at the rate
of twopence per
head horses, threepence per head ; sheep and jiigs, one
halfpenny each.

Oyster Island lights are two nearly the same
height, and show in one.
The nearest should be
lowered seven or eight feet.
Black Rock when
opened is seen 12 miles, fixed white.

;

—

General. Thinks Arranmore relighted would be
very useful. Tory Island light is very indilferent.
Loch Swilly, red to seaward very dull.
Captain Walker passes Loch Swilly twice a week
within two or three miles, and only sees it once in 10
times.

STRANGFORD.

16.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

"•
I.

II.

Lord de Ros, of Strangford, county Down.
A chart is enclosed. The a\'erage amount annually
collected is -15/., from which has to be deducted

harbour master, leaving a residue
which seldom covers the repairs and outlay on
quays, landing places, &c.
III. It is an old manorial grant from Henry VIII. to the
Earls of Kildare (my ancestors), confirmed by a
patent from Charles II.
20/. salary to the

H.\RBouR Dues.
5. On vessels anchoring or coming to, in
any part of the
south-west side of the river of Strangford
:

Under 20 tbns

d.

register tonnage, to

pay for each trip I
and under 30 tons per register I
" -'^
.,
" ^t)
and not
50
„
ditto
2
50
>•
and not
70
„
ditto
2
'"
„
and not 100
„
ditto
3
and upwards,
" l"l'
,.
ditto
3
All^ ships or three-masted -i-essels to pay
5
6. All vessels mooring or coming to anchor
in the harhour of Strangford to jjay at the above-mentioned rates
])rn\-idcd they have not paid either anchorage or
quayage in
Strangford on same voyage.
7. Vessels coming
to anchor, first at Portaferry or
Ballyhenry, may afterwards, on same voyage, anchor in
-Dudley's Roads, or Cross Roads on Strangford side,
free
of charge.

Regulations.

y The barge-pladdy

buoy for mooring (a log). The crowpladdy buoy (a log), 'iliese logs are about 7 or 8
feet long.
See sketch.

.

Fir.

a.
b.

About

3/.

or

stones.

A

d.

4/.

The

each, with chains

and mooring

chains are the chief e.\pense.

few shiUings.

Two.
Two.

e.

/.

None.
J. Chain and heavj- stone.
IX. The Cloghey Beacon
the S«-an Pillar
i.

both built of
See sketch.
The Garter Perch (a pole).
Point Perch (a pole). ITie Watchhouse Perch
;

:

stone.
'ITie

(a pole).

X.

c.

/.
/(.

As guides for passing
Red and white.

clear of rocks.

Cloghey Beacon, about .'!0
.i5/. Swan PiUar, about IS

feet

;

feet:

on no account whate\'er allowed to jnit a
chain or rope round the end of tlie quay, under a penalty
of
twenty shillings for each offence, besides paying for any
damage the quay may have received in consequence.
i>.
All vessels in the tier next the quay-end to have out
a
stern anchor and cable or hawser; otherwise to be
accountable for any damage she may do to the vessels
in the
adjoining tier,
^'essel3 having the quay-berth to keep
jiroper fenders between them and the quay, otherwise to
be
accountable for the damage done to" the quay.
The
second and any outer tier to have proper fenders'between
them and the vessels inside them or, if not, to be responsible for any damage done to them.
10. Vessels discharging any part of their ballast
on the
beach in the dock outside the quays, or in any of the
roadsteads unless authorized by the harbour master so to
do—to jiay, for each offence, twenty shillings.
11. All vessels are to take up such situation or berth
at
the (piays as the harbour master may direct; and their
berths and stations are to be changed and altered as hemaT
judge most expedient for convenience and general safetyunder a penalty of twenty shillings for each refusal made by
8. Vessels are

;

—

cost about
cost about

15/.

XIV. From the collection of harbour and anchorage tolls,
to which I am often obliged to make additions to
cover the outlay.

the master, or owner, or person in charge of the \-essel and,
should the harbour master think proper, in consequence of
such refusal, to hire men to remo\-e the vessel, the master
or owners thereof to be accountable for the expenses

XVI. Total income

for 1852, 4fi/. 16s.; ditto, for 1858,
38/. 145.; e.\penditm-e of 1852, 38/. 6s.; ditto, of
1858, 37/. 3s.

;

XVII. ITie above

for buoys and beacons ; but there were
other outlays for repairs of quays and landing
and the outlay seldom comes at all within
;
the income, from which must be deducted the
harbour master's salary of 20/. per annum, reducing the above to 26/. 16s. and 18/. 14s.
XXII. Yes the harbour master instantly attends to it.
XXIV. No complaints quite the reverse.

incurred.
12.

places

;

;

principal expense at Strangford is the maintenance of quays and landing places for convenience of vessels frequenting the harbour and
anchorage. Within the last 20 years the outlay on
these has far exceeded the income from anchorage
and harbour dues.

have answered

all

13. No ballast, merchandise, or lumber to remain on
the
quays longer than twenty-four hours after being discharged,
under a penalty of ten shillings per day for e\'ery day each
parcel may remain afterwards, unless special Uberty
is
granted by the harbour master in wTitinor.
14. Vessels dropping or laying out anchors in any
part
of the harbour must fasten a buoy to every such anchor in
such a manner as that said buoy may float conspicuously
;
any vessel neglecting to do so shall incur a penalty of
twenty shilhngs, besides paying all damages that may be
suffered by any other vessel or boat in consequence.
The
ring on the island, or buoy on the Crow Rock, must never
be used for mooring, but only for warping out to make sail
from, and such warp must be immediately slacked for other
vessels or boats passing, on being hailed "to do so, under
a
penalty of twenty shiDings.

the questions which seem appUcable
and shall be always ready to answer

De

17, 1859.

Ros.

Harbour Dues, Quayage,

&c., payable by Masters
and their Cargoes, at the

and Owners of Vessels,
Quays of Strangford. and
River

of

Strangford,

to

South-west side of the
Right Honourable

the

Lord De Ros.
1. All vessels loading pr discharging cargoes at the
quays
pf StranfTford, or any jiart of the beach, to pay
twopence iier

II-

3

square-rigged vessels lying in the hole, or at the

of this precaution.

to Strangford Harbour,
further inquiries.

May

AH

end of the new quay, to have their lower yards peaked and
studding-sail and gib-booms in, and to have one person on
board, at least, when any other vessel or vessels are arrivinoat or leaving the harbour, under a penalty of twenty shib
hngs, besides paying all damages that may be suffered by
any other vessel or vessels, in consequence of their neglect

XXVI. The

I

Str.\n-gford.

and in case only a part of a cargo isl oaded or
;
discharged, to pay at same rate for the number of tons that
may be so taken on hoard or discharged.
2. ,\11 coasting vessels taken in ballast, unless
they ha;-e
discharged a cargo at Strangford, to pay one penny per ton
register ton

Wheat
down by

r

I

417

15. All \-essels
_

Graving Banks,

G

requiring repairs to be remo\'ed to
clear of the vessels in the harbour.

the

Circular

\
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Stra.ngford and Waterford.

W.\TERFORI).

by harbour master from Ballast
No vessel will be
being given.
Bank,
allowed to take ballast on l)oard from any other source,
.411 ballast
unless by permission of the harbour master.
landed (except lime-stone and dung) to be immediately conveyed to Ballast Bank by the harbour master. All limestone and dung to ]iay one jienny per ton, quayage, unless
used on Strangford estate, or the vessel takes a cargo.
17. Vessels requiring a plank for either discharging or
loading a cargo, if under 25 tons register, to pay one
50 and
shilling; '25 to 50, one shilhng and sLxpence
upwards, two shillings for the use of each plank. Any
vessel requiring the largest plank olF New Quay end, to
For
|)ay two shillings and sixpence for the use of same.
wheelbarrows, discharging or taking in Ballast, one shilling each, provided the time they are in use does not exceed
one day.
18. The masters and owners of vessels and cargoes, all
and every of them, to be accountable to the harbour master
for quayage, harbour dues, fines, &c. ; same to be payable
on demand.
AA'iLLiAM Russell,
Quay and Harbour Master.
Strangford, 1st January IS-lfi.
l(i.

Ballast supplied
on due notice

;

—

AYaTER

XIV. Buoys

inside Passage from tonnage duty ; buoys outside Passage frotn pilotage ; both payable at Har-

hour Commissioner's

Office.

XV. Beacon paid for from pilotage.
XVI. Xo income.
Expenditure, 125/.

in year

ended 3Ist

March 1852; 80/. in year 31st March 1858.
XVII. None.
XVIII. None.
XIX. By pilotmaster. Some of the dates were:

—

1857,
15th April, !Hh July, Kith, 23d, 26th SeptemNovember; 1868, 23d March, 25th July,
•1th and llth August.
XX. The pilotmaster's assistant, stationed at Passage, lives
within view of the beacon.
XXI. Public notice, when deemed requisite but in general
a removal is at once knov^^l among the pilots.
XXII. Inside Passage there is a contractor outside Passage
there might be a short delay.
XXIII. The pilotmaster at once communicates to the
secretary of the Harbour Board.
ber, 8th

;

;

XXIV.

XXV.

Nil.

None.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.
Ballast Office. Waterford.

Sir,

17.

WATERFORD.

I.

The Commissioners

Improving the Port and

for

Ilar-

l)our of Waterford.
II. No. I, sent herewith, gives buoys, beacons, &c., below
or to seaward of Passage ; and No. 2 gives those
In 1852 and 1858 the former
above Passage.
cost about '61. each buoy per annum, and the latter

about
There

52/. 10s. ])er

annum

for tlie entire

number.

At Wateris no income derived from them.
ford City there are half a dozen warping buoys
which are considered excluded from the present

I

Not

Dublin keel buoys, to be placed on the bar of this harbour,
buoys which Captain Ryder and Mr. Graves
saw there on the 19th of Sejjtember last and to hand, at

in lieu of the

;

next page, resolutions of the Waterford Harboiu' Commissioners u|ion two matters which Captain Ryder and Mr.
Graves will recollect to have been dismissed in theur
presence.

These resolutions have been forwarded by the port of
Dublin Corporation to the Board of Trade.
I

IV. None.
V. There seems no occasion for a sketch, as the buoys are
of the ordinary nun and can shapes, averaging
8 feet in length and 4 feet in diameter at widest
Iron.

b. 20/.

c. lOs.
-21.

lOs.

Fifteen inside Passage
/. Two or three.
f.

and seven

outside.

g. Generally at Waterford.
or three.
h.

Two

(".

j.
k.

/.

Hi.

n.
0.

e.

&c.

maintenance of a small hghthouse on the Spit of Passage,
and we earnestly request that the Corporation for Presen-ing
and Improving the Port of Dublin will take early measures
for the carrying out of the work we now recommend.

Not by tender,
Colour.

building of such beacon.

Unknown.
To warn from Passage strand,

A

No.

h.

Twenty-five
.\bout 7/.

Ballast Office, Waterford, 20th April 1860.
I BEG to
state, for the information of the Royal
Commissioners of Inquiry, that the Waterford Harbour
Commissioners are now placing three of the Dubhn patent
keel buoys on the bar of this harbour, and that the buoys
would have been in position some weeks since but for the
continued ])revalence of tempestuous weather. The work
is to be completed during the next week.
The buoys are of the size to stand 7i feet over the

SiH,

surface.
&c., covered at

high water.
shows high above highest tide.
pole, 35 feet high, with barrel on top
of wood.

g.
t.

Campbell, Esq.,
&c.

Resolved,

Twenty-two, exclusive of warping buoys at
Waterford City.

I

John Farrell,

;

both

Royal Commission on
Lights, Buoys and Beacons.

Secretary, Waterford

Harbour Commissioners.

Ballast Office, Waterford, 26th May 1860.
three keel buoys referred to in a letter I had the
honour to address to you on the 20th ult. are now in position
on the " Bar Shoals " of this harbour, and are found much

The

feet.

1858, 28i.; 1852,

nil.

to facilitate navigation.
I

i. Nil.

XI. None.
XII. None.
XIII. None.

have, &c.

Secretary of

Sir,

/. Black.

j.

&-C.,

Waterford Harbour Commissioners.

We respectfully suggest to the Corporation for Improving
and Preserving the Port of DubUn, that the approach to
Waterford Harbour would be rendered safer to mariners by
the erection of a beacon, tower, or ])illar on Foilskirt Rock,
situated a little to the westward of the harbour's mouth,
and we request the corporation will take early steps for the

Generally by a vessel coming foul.
Chain and anchor, or chain and hea\'y stone
in shoal water; one buoy moored to a rock.
About 6/. for a mushroom anchor, and the
ordinary j)rice of inch chain.

d. It
e.

J. F.

Probably two or three.

IV. Nun shape.
VII. Outside Passage, once a year; inside, two orthree times
a year, overhaul, repair, colouring. &c. take place.
VIII. When the buoys are found, at overhaul, to be worn
out, they are condemned and new procured.
IX. In this harbour only one beacon.
a. Beacon at spit or j)oint of Strand at Passage,
X.
marked "Perch" on No.l Chait, sent herewith.
b.

Secretary-,

At a meeting of the Commissioners for Impro\nng the
Port and Harbour of Waterford, held 9th November 1859,
it was resolved,
We consider that the navigation of this harbour would
be facilitated and rendered more safe by the erection and

part.

J.

have,

John Farhell,

responsible.

a.

185!».

now

inquiry.
III.

December

did not arrive here
return, marked with a few corrections of technical character, the jiroof it enclosed.
I beg to take this opportunity of stating that the Waterford Harbour Commissioners are |)roruring three of the
letter of the 1-lth instant

until this day.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Ch'cular V.

2.'frd

Your

Secretary of Royal
Commission on Lights,
Buoys and Beacons.

remain, &c.
John F.a.rrell,
Secretary, Waterford j
Harboiu* Commissioners.

—

Circu

LOCAL AUTHORITIES— IRELAND.
Waterford.

AVaterfokd.

Waterford.

Visited the bar to inspect the buoys. The buoys
are too small, and, being made on a bad principle, do
not float upright, and are therefore less conspicuous
the birds, owing to the shape of the buoys, are able to
sit on them, and they become white in consequence.
There being only one set of buoys, sites are left
unoccupied for three or four weeks, while the buoys
are absent being painted, as was the case witli the
buoy on the middle bank when we visited it. There
'is a buoy on each side of the deep water on the bar,
and a buoy on the patch in the middle, but this buoy
is coloured red like the west buoy, which is very
objectionable.

The

placing the harbour buoys is let out by conis taken by Captain Bartlett (who coma passenger steamboat) for 30/. The duty and
responsibility rests with the master pilot, who resides
at Dunmore, but he does not consider it necessary to
Captain Bartlett places the buoys as
superintend.
he deems best ; and as he weighs the moorings eac-h
time, the positions cannot be accurately maintained.
Captain Bartlett appeared to be well acquainted with

and

tract,

419

mands

the pilotage.
The deepest channel is to the eastward of the
" the
leading mark given in the Sailing Directions
The master
two Duncannon lighthouses in one."
pilot, Mr. Cann, who selected the sites for the lighthouses many years since, so placed them to keep
There is
ships to windward with a westerly wind.
a growing local opinion that the inner lighthouse
should be shifted so as to lead vessels up the deepest
channel, as vessels occasionally touch on the bar with
present marks. If the bar is deepened in accordance
with the recommendation of tlie Harbour of Refuge
Commission (at a cost of oO,000/.), the lighthouse
question will require careful consideration, and might
possibly involve the necessity of altering the site of
the upper lighthouse.
The di-edging away a spit on
the eastward side of the bar appears to be the
favourite project among practical men.
There are

—

numerous buoys above Passage, between it and
Waterford
they answer the purpose very well,
and appear to be sufficient in number they are
coloured red and black, red on port side, &c.
Attended a meeting of the Harbour Commissioners
and others interested in trade of port, and made
various suggestions, which were well received.
We

hour, and an apphcation has been made liy the Circular
VI.
Waterford Harljour Commissioners to the Ballast
Board in Dublin to supply both these requirements, and a favourable answer having been received, it is expected that the applications will be
complied with. Both apjjear to be essential to the
safety of vessels resorting to this port.
\. I have heard no eom])laint of the colour or position of
the buoys, they are placed under the direction of
the pilot master, a very vigilant and active officer
who constantly inspects them.
VI. As stated in reply to question No. IV.
Lighthouse
on the Spit below Papoge and a beacon on the
Foilshi Rock to the westward, covered at high
water both of which I am convinced are much
needed.

A

VII. Oil.
VIII. I have never heard that the lights have been accidentally e.xtinguished, and I beheve that they have
been always carefully attended by the parties in
charge.
occasionally gets out of place by the strength
of the tide, but the jjilot master gets it speedily
restored to its right position.

A buoy

IX.

X.

I

have known both steamers and saihng vessels to get a
shore on the Spit of Papoge which I attributed to

the want of a lighthouse.
XI. Masters of vessels complain of the position of the two
lighthouses at Duncannon.
XII. A bell at the Hook Tower at the entrance of the harbour, but is complained of as not being heard at a
sufficient distance.

XIII. Inward hound, black buoy on starboard and red l)Uoy

on

port.

XIV. No.

XV. None,

except tonnage duty le^^ed Ijy the Waterford
Harbour Commissioners, and water bailiffs dues by
town council.
have heard the fog bell at Hook Tower complained
the

XVI.

I

as not being sufficiently loud.

XVII.

I

beheve

I have indicated the opinion of mariners
frequenting the port, in the replies to the fore-

going questions.

'

XVIII. No complaints.

XIX. With strict integrity.
XX. The general opinions

I

think

may

be fairly inferred

from the foregoing rephes.

;

;

suggested that there should be
1.
duplicate set of buoys, painted and ready to

A

phice out.
2.

3.

An

improved style of buo}' for the bar, to float
upright; to be either Herbert's, ninepin, or keel
buoy, and the centre buoy to be chequered.
Pilot master to attend when buoys are laid
down.

A general opinion was expressed by the Harbour
Commissioners that,
1.
beacon should be placed on Falskirt Rock.

A

Hook lighthouse should be coloured.
2. That
(This has since been done in red and white horissontal
bands.)
3. That a half-tide signal at Hook would be advantageous ; and an improved fog signal there.
4. That a light at Passage Spit, now most imperfectly perched, to lead vessels to safe anchorage
would be very useful and two lights between
Passage and Waterford would be usei'ul for
steamers trading to Waterford.
:

A. P. Ryder.
S. R. Graves.

I.

Michael James Burns, steamship Gipsy John Coffey,
steamship Vesta WiUiam Davis, steamer Jumna ;
Henrv Jay, steamship Brenda.
;

;

II.

WATERFORD, IRELAND.

HI. IVinity for Ughts, Waterford Harbour Commissioners,
buoys and beacons.
IV. No.
V. Colour and position of buoys right the bar buoys, and
u]) to passage too small, and lay on their side.
VI. A light on south-east point of Passage Spit, to avoid
;

the shoals thereabout.
VII. Do not know.
VIII.
do not know of any.
IX. Buoys frequently out of ])Iaee, but know of no. accidents occurring in consequence.
X. For want of a light on Passage Spit two steamers went
on shore there to our knowledge.
XI. At Duncannon lower lighthouse a tidal light is exhibited from half flood till half ebb, but both lights
appear as one outside the bar, in consequence of
being too close together, and Vi'e would recommend

We

an

A

alteration.

Hook Lighthouse, but not sufficiently strong
warn shi])s from approaching danger.
XIII. Inward bound, black nun buoys on starboard, and
red can on port hand.
XIV. No.
XV. None, except harboiu- dues.
XVI. Want of fog bell comj)laincd of in 1854 at Hook

XII.

bell at

to

Lighthouse.

XVII. Sufficient.
XVIII. No complaints.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
L
II.

Josiali

WilUams, agent

XIX. Yes.
XX. No.

•

for Lloyd's, Waterford.

WATERFORD.

III. Trinity

House

for lights,

Waterford Harbour Commis-

sioners for buoys and beacons.
IV. There are complaints of the want of a lighthouse no
the Spit of Papoge and also of the want of a beacon
on the Foilshi Rock to the westward of the har-

3
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WeXIOUD.

WESTPORT.

18.

XX. The same answer

XXI. They are replaced immediately or as soon as possilile.
XXII. I always do so myself immediately.
XXIII. Notiiy- the Harbour Commissioners, who meet

BUOYS AND BEACONS.
rii'Cilav V.

^\'estport Port and Harbour Commissioners.
management of the
II. No buoys or beacor.s under the

authority. There is one buoy and one beacon outside tlie'Umits oftlie Westpo'rt Harbour, under the
manajrement of the Ballast Office, Dublin. There
are several perches within the limits of this authority to point out the channel leadin;^ to the quay,
which dries at low water, and three small buoys for
vessels to

XXIV. None.
n.
Ii.

r.
(I.

e.

f.

and from the quay.

Stone and chain.

Red

pine,

Conical.
Five feet.

Black ditto and red

No

All \essels

coming

out with

WEXFORD.

i.

j.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

k.
i.

Harbour Master, Monck Street,
Wexford.
chart annexed showing the i)osition and number of
buoys and uerches in the harbour of Wexford.

II.

A

The

cost

is

'about

!(»/.

1-1
buoys and -1 perches, no income
income derived from vessels, ])ay all
respective tonnage per register.
their
charges on
HI. Responsible to the Harbour Commissioners.

thereof,

1\'.

No

other authority that

know

I

of.

Red pine and iron hoo])S stropcd with
Buoy chain and mooring stone, about

0.
b.

e.

about 10s. per year.
about 5s. per year.
Fourteen buoys and four

f.

None

u-on.
ll>/.

Is

c.

Is

(/.

(/.

A.

])erches.

in reserve.

None.
None.
None.

I take good care to keep the l)Uoys and
chains in good order, and repair, so that
seldom or never any of them are lost or go

t.

running foul and shifting their
position, which is immediately replaced.
and a sufficient stone.
chain,
With
They are all moored in 7 feet at low water; the

k.
/.

cost
ni.

n.

is

coopers and blacksmiths, for the jiurpose ;
no tender.
The buoys on the south side of the harbour
arc all black, on the north side black with
red tops, the two fainvay buoys black with

white

to])S.

;

toji.

X. Perches 4.
0.

c.

d.
e.

•

,

Perch on north side, ditto on south
perch of Gul Bar, perch of Flats.
To guide vessels through the channel.
By the marks on top thereof.
Merael spar wood, cross pieces, and

,

side,

XX\'.

XXVI.

our purpose.
Y'ou are to inspect

them

in

good

all

baskets.

t.

j.

None

night.
lighted by
"

About 30 feet.
About 5/.
About 5s. per annum.

k. No income, but as before stated.
the extent of their use in this locality.
laid
The buovs which I ha\-e the control over are

XI To
Xli

down when wanted
ment could be made.
;

I

do not think any improve-

XIII. Perches, answer as above.
in the harXIV. From the funds levied on all vessels jiaid
bour office.
above.
as
XV. .\nswer
X^T The foregoing rejilies is an answer to this question.
«-ithin those
XVli. There has been no application made
periods, nor is there any wanted.
ComHarbour
the
be
would
authoritv
XMII. Theiiroper
request or
missioners, who never refuse any such
application.

XIX. By Mr. Matthew
'

buoys and perches, and keep
and painted, as often

order, cleaned,

as required.

Wexford, December 24, 185!).
.Siii,
That steam vessels trading to this ])ort jiay but half
pilotage on their registered tonnage ; wind-bound vessels,
put in by stress of weather, or otherwise, pay '2d. per register tonnage; pilotage steam vessels If/, per ton, ditto.
There was on the 16th instant, a Royal Commission here,
jiresided over by I'ajit. Ryder, R.N., I believe, was the gentleman's name, when there was some fault found with the
Bar buoys and those on the adjacent banks, over which
I have no control ; they are in charge of the pilot master,
who resides at the Forth of Roslare ; he, also, got one of
your ])apers to answer the questions therein, but, I beheve,
he did not send the answers.
I

am, &c.

Matthew McCann.
Harbour Master, Monck
J. F.

Street,

Wexford.

Campbell. Esq.
&c.
&c.

McCann, harbour master;

August of each and every

year.

Commander Partridge, of the Coast Guard, fit-o|,j;f|j
tended, and several shipowners, pilots, &c.
i,y (', |
Dissatisfaction was expressed with regard to the sj^n,.
Blackwater floating lights. The lower light was
staled to be only 20 feet above the water, and, therefore,

not seen early enough.

in

The upper

light is

a

It was thought that the
flash light, 4.5 feet high.
light would be more easily identifled if the upjier

was a fl.\ed light instead of a flash.
Mr. Francis Harper, Lloyd's agent, thinks lightvessels geiier.ally, Blackwater and Arklow in particular, would be more useful to .ships working up the
channel if they were off the middle of the bank
instead of marking cue end, but admitted that for

light

vessels

wood

/. Black.
g.
A.

;

By

0. Fourteen as before stated.
VI. All as model annexed.
annually,
VII. They are all taken up, cleaned, and painted,
in the month of August.
VIII. Annuallv, as above.
mai-ks
IX. Perches a Memel spar about 40 feet long with

on

ton

little delay as possible.
needed.

vessels

25s. each,

and going

per registered

Paid in harbour office.
To guide vessels into the right channel.
Confusion, and put vessels astray.

astray.

By

_;.

in ^vith cargo
5rf.

Formerly iron buoys were tried but not ajiproved
the present shape and material is best adapted for

derived,

V. See sketch.

same,

pilotage ad. jier ditto.
exacted.

lit.

year for the expense

Jier

and white.

None

As
None

Matthew McCann,

I.

ditto,

complaints.

Inform Harbour Commissioners.

!/.
It.

19.

ESF'

Circul;

weekly.

I.

working

^\

as before.

passing between the banks,

their

present

position was preferable.
,
Mr. Allen, shipowner, and Captain Clark, suggest
that for ships bound to Wexford from the southward
it would be a great assistance if the passage near
Carrick Head was lighted.
James Blake, pilot and master of tug, thinks Blackwater light should be ofi" middle of bank ; thinks
light should be changed to fixed ; thinks there

should be a low light, not more than 20 feet above
water at Carrick Head.
There are no lights at entrance of Wexford HarThere is a general opinion that the entrance
bour.
ought to be lighted. The delay for daylight is most
After entering
inconvenient, and often dangerous.
tlie harbour two small pile lights would be sufficient
to conduct vessels to within sight of the town lights.
The purchase of a tug has strengthened the desire
for entrance lights.
All the buo-vs at the entrance belong to

Harbour

Commissioners. They are wooden-cask buoys, and
The master pilot who lives at
often wash away.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES— IRELAND.
Wexford.

FORD.

—

afioiis

iiniss.

Wexford

.

the castle has charge of the buojs.
All think the
buoys should be larger, and one of the outermost
buoys (probably the southern buoy), a bell buoy for
fogs.

A

general cFpinion was expressed that the banks at
the entrance shifted, and that the buoys had ceased
accurately to mark the shoals ; but this was indignantly denied by the master pilot.
It was stated
that it had been found impossil>le to weigh the sinker,
and, therefore, when a buoy was shifted the sinker
and part of the chain were lost. He states that a
day-tide signal is shown at outer fort.

Alfred

II.

;

The

WEXFORD

South Bay, with wreck l)uoys occasionally.

am

of opinion that a small Hghtvessel inside the
entrance into the south bay, that would only show
five or six mUes, would be very useful for
vessels at night to run into the south bay for shelter, the passage is narrow but good ; the only guide
now is Tuskar, being a stern light, and sometimes
not easily seen, is not considered good.
cannot suggest any change in the buoys about this
place, but it is beyond any doubt that some \-essels
have mistaken the light, now two years, on Blackwater Bank for Tuskar, and ran on shore in one
case, and others on the bank and lost.
The flash
light is so much like Tuskar, and the standing
light very low ; is not easily made out in some
weather the ship is jilaced outside the north end
of the bank.
Many are of opinion if she was outside the middle of the bank she would be a better
protection.
It is my opinion that a steadj fixed
light to be the best so near Tuskar, and the flash
light where the Arklow light is.
I also think the
Arklow hghtship would render more protection if
])laced inside the bank, near the middle of it.
She
is at the south end, on a range with the inside
of the bank
the coasting vessels do not so much
require her guidance as ships working down the
chanijel ^vith contrary winds.

I

iif.ht

V.

I

;

;

VII. Oil, as far as I know.
VLII. I am not aware of any defect.
IX. I have known some of the Wexford Bar buoys having
broken away from chain bearing, but are replaced

I

on the Long Bank, or, as it is commonly called,
Holden's Bed, and if setting to the southward you
on the Carrig Rocks.

VII. Not aware.
VIII. Not aware.
IX. Frazer's buoy is out of place.
X. I consider that all the accidents that have happened,
whicli are numerous, and many losses that are not
heard of, emanated from the want of necessaiy
lights and buoys on this part of the coast, as the
buoys that are now there are too small, and cannot
be seen any distance.
XI. There is no tide signals at present used, but there are
two lights required at the point of the Haven to
be lighted, two hours before, and one after high
water, as a guide in over the Huntoon Bar
also
a tide Ught on the Flats and Gull Bar. The abo\e
would enable steamers to go out at night time to
assist vessels that would get on the banks outside,
as in case of the "' Pomona."
XII. Not used.
XIII. Red on the north, black on the south, and white in
the fair way, all of the same shape, but entirely too
small, as they cannot be seen until alongside of
;

them
would recommend that much larger buoys, and one
side of the channel to have beacons or perches on
them to distinguish the side you are on.
XV. None.
XVI. I spoke to many of the Harbour Commissioners as to
the necessity of getting larger buoys, and to have
beacons on them at one side of the channel.
XVII. They are all of the same opinion as I am, and the
oldest and most experienced men in the Wexford

Xl\.

I

trade

is afraid to run into the bay at night-time,
when, if there was a proper guide into the bay, it
would cause many vessels to run in for shelteifrom gales of wind from north to so uth, as when

once in could ride in safety.

XIX.

away.
cannot say that any accident happened for want of
guides when they could be useful.

I

believe so.

XX. Cannot

answer.

XI. The Wexford Bar pilots use signals occasionally for
their own information in bringing in vessels at
proper times of tide.
XII. I cannot say when such wpuld be useful in this

20.

locality.

XIII. The harbour buoys on one side of the channel is
black, red on the other, and leading buoys, in the
middle, black and white the outside buoys are
all black, some distinguished by a staff on them.
XIV. I do not see any occasion to change.
that any complaint was
on any buoys, &c.

made

I

of

XX.

I
I

issued by the Royal Commissioners for
Lights, Buoys, and Beacons.
Reply to First Query.— The Youghal Commissioners may
be properly styled as follows, viz. :—The Commissioners of
the Town and Borough of Youghal, elected under the provisions of the Act of the .0th George the Fourth, chapter
82, and also acting in and for said town and borough in
execution of the Act of the 3d and 4th Victoria, chapter
108, entitled, "An Act for the Regulation of Municipal
Corporations in Ireland." The latter Act transferred
to
the Commissioners all property and emoluments of the late
corporation of Youghal, including harbour dues, and various
powers and rights o\-er the port and harbour, conferred on
the corporation by very ancient charters from the crown, and

in this case, the general
lights only are paid.
think so.
am not aware of any oi)inion to the prejudice of
the managers of hghts or buoys in and about this
locality.

VI.

I.

Edmund

Roach, King Street, Wexford, Master of the

" I'roubadour" steamer, trading between

BEG to make the following return and rephes, on behalf
the Town Commissioners of Youghal, to the annexed

])rinted queries

to j)arties

XVII. No complaint can be made

XIX.

Wexford

subsequently confirmed by several successive charters from

and Liverpool.

different sovereigns.

3

G

YOUGHAL.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

;

Xy. None.
XVI. I cannot say

is

mucli too small. The south buoy of the Dogger
bank ought to be a bell buoy, as it is the only
guide in thick weather to get 'into the bay, or a't
night time, and if the Blaekwater ship was on the
middle of the bank it would be a guide, and would
answer all purposes better than at present.
south entrance or south shore. There should be
a lightship on the south end of the Long Bank,
or a Ught on the Can-ig Rocks, as at present the
only guide to come in from the south is a stern
bearance of the Tuskar Light which you will loose
before you get into the narrows if the weather is
the least hazy, and as the tide runs from three
or four knots across the entrance, and if the tide
is going to the northward, you are hable to
be set

are liable to be set

as soon as possible.
The Dublin BaUast office
buoys are well attended to, and replaced in case
I am not aware of apy accident hapof accident.
pening in consequence of buoys being carried

X.

The north-east buoy of the Dogger Bank

Sheer.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.
Francis Harper, Merchant, Wexford, and Agent to
Lloyd's Liverpool and Glasgow Undersvriters.
IL
and coast near it.
in. Wexford Harbour Commissioners provide buoys, &c.,
for the harbour and bars.
The Dubhn Ballast
Board provide buoys for Blaekwater Bank, the
Long Bank, and Splaugh Rock, and entrance into

Wexford.

Approaches.
For the bays and banks the Ballast office of Dublin
Circular VI.
for Wexford Bars and Harbour, the Wexford Harbour Commissioners.
IV. I do not.
\. The northern entrance is commonly called the North

VI.

P. Eyder.

and Youghal.

WEXFORD HARBOUR and its

III.

I.

IV.
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Youghal.

YOUGHAL.
In reply to

all

the

numbers from

II.

to

XVI. inclusive.and

from XIX. to XXVII. inclusive, it ii-ill be sufficient to state
that there has not been for many years a single buoy in or
near the harbour of Youghal. though many wTecks and
heavy losses have occurred for want of them.
In" reference to numbers XVII. and XVIII. on the annexed
paper, I begto send herewith a copy of a memorial presented
by the Youjjhal Commissioners to the Board of Admiralty in
December 1858, chiefly in relation to the removal or deepening of the Youghal Bar, the reply to which was that the
proposed improvement though imi)ortant would be too
I also send herewith a copy of the memorial
expensive.
lately forwarded by the Youghal jnlots and masters and
owners of vessels to the ])resent Commissioners for Lights,
Buoys, and Beacons.
Ally fm-ther information will be gladly furnished by the
Youghal Conunissioners on application.

Jeremiah Hodxett,
Solicitor,

Youghal,

-1th

November

Town

185!).

Clerk, Youghal.

the Honourable the Commissioners ajipointed by Her
Majesty to inquire into the Condition and Management
of Lights, Buoys, and Beacons.

To

The Memorial of the Pilots and Owners and
Masters of Vessels of the Town of Youghal,
in the Countj' of Cork.

Rbspectfilly Sheweth,
That Youghal Bar runs from the eastern point of the
south-west by west, across the entrance to the
harbour, and has two channels the eastern and western
channels, and a shoal and dangerous ledge of rock called
"The Rock of the Bar;" and that there are two other
rocks which render the navigation there dangerous, namely,
the Rock of Blackball to the eastn'ard of the eastern
charaiel, and the rock of Capel Island Sound, and also a
shoal, called " The Dutchman's Ballast," inside the bar,
where several vessels have been wTecked, and that it would
be of the greatest advantage to the navigation of this har-

harboiu',

—

bour to buoy these several channels, rocks, and shoals
That a red light, to be shown at night at the Youghal
lighthouse from half flood to half ebb, and a beacon in the
:

dartime, i;\ould also be of great service to the navigation,
and would contribute much to the securitj- of ship|)ing, and
that it would be also most desirable that efficient pilotage
should be secured, and branch ])ilots appointed for the
harbour.
Memorialists therefore respectfully ])ray that you may
be pleased to direct or recommend the iui])roveraents
in this

:

.

Cu^ular

seaward

That the said harbour with the vessels at anchor therein,
are within view of narigators sailing along the coast, and
frequently vessels are seen in distress and in extreme danger

Bay of Youghal, which might easily find refuge and
safety in said harbour were it not for the obstruction offered
by the said bar, and many instances have occurred of
in the

attempting to enter said harbour being totally
wrecked on the bar with great loss of life and ])roperty
That there exist two chaimels or partial openings in the
said bar, the larger and more generally used of which,
(called the eastern channel) is practicable to vessels of about
61HI tons burthen from about three quarters flood to one
quarter ebb tide, but such channels are too shoal and too
narrow to jiermit the capabilities of the towTi and harbour
being availed of or developed to any considerable extent
'ITiat the said eastern channel could be deepened and
widened and buoyed at a comparatively trifling expense,
and thereby a greatly increased trade, and consequent prosperity, would be ensured to this ancient borough town of
Youghal, the improvement of the extensive and beautiful
district of country bordering the Blackwater would be
greatly stimulated, and many lives and much property
would be saved from destruction by shipwTeck.
Memoriahsts therefore respectfully pray that your
Honoiu^ble Board may be pleased to bestow your
prompt attention on the subject hereof, and cause to
be carried into effect the improvement herein suggested, and Memorialists will ever pray.
vessels

—

31st December, 1859.
draw your attention to the statememorial
of the pilots, com])Iaining of the absence of buoys; 2nd, the
memorial of the Commissioners of the town of Youghal,
remarking on the benefits that would result from buoying
the harbour, and petitions the Bcjard of Admiralty to buoy
And I am directed to request that you «ill state the
it.
amount of harboiU' dues collected in the years 1857, 1858,
1859 ; how they have been exjiended and whether the
buoyage of the approaches of Youghal harbour is not one of
the objects of expenditure contemplated by your Act of

Sir,

am

I

ments

directed to

in the accomjianying jiaper, viz., 1st, in the

;

Parliament.

am, &c.

I

J. F.

Campbell.

Town

Sir,

Memorial mentioned.

Yough

.

a much greater distance ; but these rare natural advantages
are in a great degree neutralized by the injurious effect of
the said bar, which obstructs navigation from said harbour

I

HAVE

Commissioners' Office, Youghal,
27th January, 1860.
the honour to acknowledge the receipt of

enclosing copies of the following, nz.,
Replies to queries proposed by the Royal Commission for
Buoys. Lights, and Beacons ; memorial of the pilots,
owners, and masters of vessels of this port ; memorial of
of Youghal respecting the
the Town Commissioners
improvement of this harbom- ; and requesting to be informed
of the amount of harbour dues collected for the years 185/,
1858, ami 1859.
In reply, I beg leave to inform you that the harbour dues
for the years respectively 1857, 1858, and 1859, are as
yoiu- letter of

To

the Honourable

Her Majesty's Board of Admiralty.

The Memorial

of the Commissioners of the Town of
Youghal, in the County of Cork, elected under the Act
of the yth year of King George the Fourth, chapter
82, and also acting for said town in execution of the
Act for the Regulation of Municipal Corporations in
Ireland.

Respectfully ShewetJi,

foUows

:

That the situation of the said town of Youghal

at the
of the Blackwater, a lajge navigable riA-er, and
within half a mile of the open sea, is most favourable for
commerce, and not only in remote times, but even within
the memory of the present generation, the said town held a
high rank among the sea-ports of Ireland, both as regards
the extent of its tiade, and also in other resjiects, and was
in past times one of the principal ports of embarkation in
the south of Ireland
That from the position of the harbour of Youghal on the
south-eastern coast of Ireland, within easy reach of vessels
navigating between America and some of the [irincipal ports
of the L'nited Kingdom, and also of a large proportion of
the vessels engaged in the coasting trade betneen Great
Britain and Ireland, it is most desirable that same shoidd
be rendered available as a harbour of refuge
That there has formed outside the said harbour, and close
to the entrance thereof, a bai-, which is not only greatly
injurious to the commerce of the ton-n, but also renders the
harbour generally inaccessible to vessels in distress
'
ITiat the said harbour affords secure aiichorage in deep
water for a large number of vessels, and the riAcr Blackwater, although altogether unimproved by art, is navigable
to vessels of considerable size to a distance oi sixteen miles
inland through a fertile and populous country, and is
capable of being rendered navigable to large river craft to

1857
1858
1859

mouth

:

.£62

-

-

-

- .£'62

-

-

J?6o

.£189

This sum, together with the other sources of corporate
revenue, have been expended in payment of liabilities created
for the most part by the late corporation, such as interest,
annuities, salaries, head rents, taxes, repairing and manufacturing quays, public ferry sUp and boats.
Om- Commissioners have, therefore, no funds to be applied
to the buoying of the harboiu-.
I have, &c.

H. Brown,

:

J. F.

Secretarv.

Campbell, Esq.,
&c.
&c.

LLOYD'S EVIDENCE.

:

I.

James H. Penu, Llovd's Agent.

II.

III.

YOUGHAL.
There are no buoys or beacons in this harbour; the
hghts are under the control of Trinity Board.
but no buoys.

IV. AVell lighted,

Circil

tOCAL AUTHORITIES

—IRELAND.
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YoUGHAL.

Youghal.

the lighthouse good,
are no buoys or beacons
but a tide light is requisite.
VI. Buoys to be placed, two each, on east and west channels, and one on Rock of Bar; also one on the harbour on Dutchman's Ballast.
VII. Oil in Youghal.
VIII. Never heard of any.

VI.

IX. No buoys.
X. The Galatea,

IX.

V.

'riiere

,

was wrecked on the bar, and,
had there been buoys, may have had a chance of

after.

XII. Do not think them requisite.
XIII. No buoys.
XIV. No buoys.

XV. Dues

I

on
House.
are

lights,

which

ai'c

jtaid

to the

Custom

are requi-

XV. To the Collector of Customs
XVI. I am not aware of anj'.
XVII. I believe favourable.

by the Comptroller of Cus-

XX.

toms.

I.

II.

of any.

John M'Carthy, master mariner, shipowner,
Main Street, Youghal.
YOUGHAL, in the County of CORK.

III.

One harbour

\l.

A

42,

South
II.

hands of the Trinity House,
Dublin ; there are no buoys or beacons in the harbour, nor on the bar or channel.
IV. The coast and all about this place is well lighted ; the
harbour and bar wants to be buoyed and beaconed.
y. Tliere can be no improvement in my opinion in the
present harbour light
there are no buoys or bea;

cons here about the harbour.
would be very much wanted, showing
from the present lighthouse from half flood to half
ebb of a red colour, as vessels have been lost on
this bar for want of the same from time to time.

tide light

VII. Oil at this port.
^TII. I did not hear or

know

of any neglect in or about

this ])lace.

IX. No buoys here.
X. Many, from time to time of life and property.
XI. No tide signals here ; from a mast erected by the present hghthouse a flag or ball hoisted by day to
denote the time of tide would be very much
wanted.
XII. A beU or gong to be sounded at the lighthouse, showing the state of tide when the tide signals could
not be seen.
XIII. No buoys here.
XIV. No buoys here.

XVI. Heard of no complaint.
XVII. A general complaint of a

tide light, of

buoys and

beacons wanted.
local dues are in the hands of the Town Commissioners ; cannot tell how they are apjilied.
Heard of no complaint about this harbour light.

XIX. The

XX.

beUeve

none are

local light only.

believe the general feeling to be that the local
dues, lights, &c., are very moderate, except ballast.
local dues, &c.. are contracted for by the highest
bidder to the Town Commissioners, and expended
by them generally for all local purposes connected
with the town.
The general opinion is that the light is well managed
there are no buoys or beacons.
I

YOUGHAL.

Circulai-VI.

As

there are no buoys in or near the harbour, the hght
is under the control of the Trinity Board.
IV. I consider that buoys are requisite, and that there
should also be a tide light for the harbour.
V. There are no buoys, and tide light is necessary.
VI. One on the rock of the bar; tivo on the east, t%vo on
the west channels over the bar, and one on a bank
in harbour called the Dutchman's Ballast.
III.

VII. Oil.
VIII. Not aware of any.
IX. No buoys.
X. In consequence of not ha\'ing buoys there was a vessel
lost in 1857, there being sufficient water in the
channel at the time.
XI. A liglit at night and ball or flag at day while there
is ten feet water on the bar.
XII. I do not think that fog signals are necessary.
XIII. No buoys.
XIV. No buoys.
X^'I. I am not aware of any complaints.
XVII. A tide hght and buoys are required.
XVIII. That the charges are moderate.
XIX. They are collected by the custom house authorities.
XX. Not aware of any.

Mr. Pirn, a merchant, and Thomas Sullivan, jiilot, Observations
attended.
Ascertained that there are no buoys, and by ('oniinisthat the pilots consider they are very much required sionei'S.
(see petition).
To their absence the pilots attribute
the unpopularity of the port.
The pilots state that the buoys wanted are
Buoy on the patch

—

;

VI.

I.

„
„

Robert Finn Matt, Youghal, wine and spirit stores ; master mariner out of this port for upwards of thirty
years.

II.

YOUGHAL.

III.

I

IV.

I

the only authority is the Ballast Board,
Dublin.
believe the coast in the neighbourhood is sufficiently
believe

lighted.

V. There are no buoys or beacons and no lighthouses in
the immediate neighbourhood, except the harbour
light, which is bright to the sea and bright in the
harbour.

3G

*

John H. Edwards, master mariner.

I.

light in the

I

XIX. The

site.

XX. Not aware

\ I.

accident having taken place on that account.
not aware of any buoys being laid down connected with this harbour at any time.
not aware of any.

X. I am
XI. There are no tide signals, and
wanting.
XII. I believe none are required.
XIII. There are none.
XIV. None.

XVIII. Not

excessive.
Tlie dues are collected

is

am

XVIII.

XVI. No complaint.
XVII. The captains say that buoys and beacons

XIX.

believe there

liarque,

being saved.
XI. Tide lights are wanted ; black ball by day, red light
by night, two hours before high water one hour

Youghal.

no other light necessary ; some buoys ^.
judiciously laid down, I think, would be very useful Cn-cular
on the east and west extremities of the bar.
yii. on.
VIII. I am not aware of any accident occiuTing to the
lights or want of attention, nor am I aware of any
I

rock
rock

on

sound

inside

Caljle

Island
in the channel.
„
harbour half-tide red light shown in the Youghal
lighthouse would be a great benefit.
It was stated that the harbour dues, amounting to
about 120/. or 130/., are farmed out for 70/., none of

A

which

is

expended on buoyage.

Visited the Youghal Harbour light on our arrival
(See Lighthouse descriptions.)
at 10 p.m.

4
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:

APPENDIX TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES.
The

following

lights, &c.,

information

relative

to

under Local Authorities, was

received too late for insertion at the proper
places.

October, 1860.

ENGLAND— WHITBY.

79.

Wh.tbv.

LIGHTHOUSKS.— General Retuhn.

''ireuk7lll.

Trustees of the ])iers and harbovir of \Miitl5_v.
II. Two lighthouses, one on each pier head.
V. Fixed lights.
VII. Fixed red and green as distinguishing lights.
IX. Argand burners Gas parabolic reflectors.
XI. No stores kept.
XII. No fog signals supplied to Whitby tide lighthouse.
XIII. No code of tide signals used.
/.
XV. Yearly expenditure about
I.

;

;

LIGHTHOUSE.— Special
I.

Harbour

lights,

Retlb.n.

XXXII. Not purchased.
XXXIII. No record.

XXXIV. No record.
XXX\'. T«o keepers.
XXXVI. No record.
XXXVII. No record.

XXXVIII. None used.
XXXIX. None used.
XL. None used.
XLI. None used.
XLII. From the pier and harbour
XLIIl. From

pier
record.

XLIV. No

XLV. No

fund.

and harbour fund.

complaints.

XLVI. None.
XLVII. None.
XLVIII. None.
XLIX. None.
L. No inspection.
LI. None.
LIII. (ias burners are renewed
LIV. None used.

LV. By day from ensign
LVI. None used.
LVII. One

LVHI.

Whitby.

Trustees of the piers and harbour of Whitby.
III. Trustees of the [jiers and harbour of Whitby.
IV. Two lighthouses apart, about 200 feet.
V. 1831.
VI. Trustees, &c.
VII. As tide lights.
VIII. 1831 and 1854.
IX. Francis Pickernell. Not l)y contract.
X. Harbour lights.
XI. Stone solid wall. Natural stone colour.
XII. No lightning conductor.
XIII. .\bout 80 feet.
XIV. 8.3 feet above the medium level.
XV. 15 nautical miles.
XVI. 18 nautical miles.
XVII. From N.W. to S.E.
XVIII. Fixed; green and r^d.
XIX. Fixed.
XX. Two hours before and two hours after high water.
XXI. Parabolic reflectors.
XXII. Four in each lighthouse.
XXIII. Altered from white to green and red by suggestion
of Trinity Board, London.
XXIV. Messrs. Robinson and Wilkins, London.
XXV. Bv opening the lighthouse roof.

Salarj- for both.

staff

when

necessary.

on the west

cliB',

by

flag.

keejier for each hghthouse.

Left to the harbour master.

II.

XXVI. None.
XXVII. None.

GR ANTON.
Sir,
13th Sept., ISf.O.
I beg to acknowledge the receijjt of your letter of
the 1st May, enclosing forms to be filled up with regard to
lights, buoys, and beacons.
I respectfully beg to inform
you, that the only light here is the harbour light on the end
of the i)ier. It is lighted with gas; shows red, being glazed
with red coloured glass ; seen about four miles off, north,
east, and west ; is only intended at present as a guide for
the harbour. There are also smaller lights on the breakwaters for the same jjurpose.
There are no buoys or
beacons in the vicinity of the harbour.
I have returned the
forms, and remain.
Sir, your obedient servant,

Thomas

XXXI. No

Wemyss,

am

:

very sorry this was not attended to sooner, but by
letter got mislaid.
T. S. W.

some mischance your

noted.
record of cost.
Finished.
record.

List of Local Authorities,

oi'

of Lights taken from, the Admiralty List

of Lights, or of ploces

where Lights, Buoys, or Beucons have been discovered since the returns ivere imnted, ur of
such i^Uices whose names are not mentioned clsevjhere hi the Appendix. Forms were sent to
those marked*
The Returns of the General Authorities, the Reports of former C'oi.iviittees,
theMap pvMislied by the Board of Trade, and other Authorities, have been consulted.
96.

England.
85. Yarmouth, Isle of
86. Eastbourne.

.98.

Wight.

87. Hastings.
88.*Folkstone, •\-isited.
89.*Margate, visited.
90. Northfleet,
turn.

separate re-

91.*Great Yarmouth.
92. BridUngton.
93. Seaton.
94.
95.

Whitehaven.
Walney.

Amlwch.

Holvhead.
Tenby.
99. Pembrey.
100. Ryde, Isle of Wight,
97.

84. Brighton, visited.

visited.

101.

Heme

Ba}-.

102. Hope Point.
103. Harrington.
104. Mumbles (Swansea).

Scotland.
34. Eyemouth.
35. Dunbar.
36. St. Monance.

'•

Harbour Master.
Campbell, Esq.,
Secretary, Royal Commissioners,
Lights, Buoys, and Beacons.

XXIX. No

XXX.

S.

Circulii

J. F.

I

XXVIII. None

Gra>

Harbour Master's Office,
Granton, Edinburgh,

.37.

Cellardyke.

38. Port-on-Craig.
39. Newport.
40. Latheron wheel.
41.

Oban,

visited.

52.*St. Andrews.
53. Buddonness.
54.*.\rbroath.

55.*Macduff.
56.*Littleferrj'.

42. Ardrishaig.
43. Southernness.
44. Annan River.

57.*Campbelltown.

45.*Fisherrow.
46.*Leith, visited.

England

47.*Grangemouth.

Ireland

Total.

Scotland

-

-

104
57

-

20

48.*Kirkcaldy.

49.*Buckhaven.
50. Pittenweem.
51. Anstruther.

Local Authorities,
so far as

known

181

|
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MKRCANTILE MARINE EVIDEWCE.

CIRCULAR

NO. VII.

MERCANTILE MARINE.
EVIDENCE OF MERCHANTS, SHIPOWNERS, AGENTS, BROKERS, AND
OTHERS CONNECTED WITH THE MERCANTILE MARINE.
1,000 copies of the Questions were issued on

tlie 4tli

of February, and ou the 14th of

March 112

returns

had been received.

names were

Tlie

selected from the following lists :
Subscribers to Lloyd's.
Members of Marine Boards.
Delegates from Outports who attended the Shipowners' Meeting, in London in 1858.

1.

2.
3.

The Evidence

is tliiis

arranged

An

alphabetical list of the names of the witnesses, with an index number attached to each.
2nd. All the answers piven to each of 13 questions arranged togetiier under each question.
Page 443.
3rcl. An abstract together with tlie questions.
1st.

In order to find the evidence of any particular witness
1st. Searcli for his name in the list.
2nd. Under the index number there given, and under each question, search for the replies given.
Where no reply was given by a witness to any parlicidar question, his index number is there omitted.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF WITNESSES.
S.

I\L

Adam.ArcVid.
Adamsoii, Wm.

1.

2.

32. Finnic,
33.

Archd.

Maine, Robt.
Marshall, Geo.

Fox, Alfred.

34. Francis,

Edward.

Shankland, Robt.
87. Smales, Gideon.
SS. Spark, Geo.
86.

Martin, Jas.

89. Stewart, Jas.
90. Stevens, Thos.

Rfartin, Jas.

Marwood, Thos.

B.

H.

3. Baikie, J.
5.

Barnett, Jas.
Baylev, Wm.

G.

Blp':e',

7.

Boplt. English ami Bran-

4.

S.

9.

10.
11.

3(3.

Gilmour, Allan.
Goddard, Ebenezer.

37.

Grieve, Jas.

35.

Wm.

Brood, Robt. Richds.
Bucknall, A'."red.
Blundell, Hv.
Burnett, Geo.

12. Bautoft,

Menzies, Geo.
Middleton, Wm.
JliUigan, Evans,
.Aloffatt, John.

J.

&

Wm.

95.

Mc
Mc
Mc

97. Skiblev,

knill,

M.

Callum, Colin.
Curny, Wm.

Charleton, John.
William.
Cook, John.

W.

99.

Cory, Richd., junr.

IS.

Crozier,

19.

Cuckow-

Laurence.

Hill,

Geo. Hy.

Holnian, John.
Hooper, Hy.
Hore. James.
Hudson, R. M.
Hunter, Thos. Olopt.

Wm.
Jas.

W.

Hill-

70. Napier, R.

71.
72.

73.
74.
50.

Davey,

J.

75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

Inman, AVm.

W.

22. Dawso.i. Thos.
23. Deani, Ale\.
24.

Denny, Peter.

2^.

De
De

26.

Putrop, Jno. A.
St.

Croix. Philip.

28.

Dryden, Jolm.
Duncan, Geo.

29.

Dunn, Chas.

27.

W.

Orange, Geo.
Orr, Jas.

B.

D.
21.

Peake, Thos.
Peacock, Bligh.

Pim,

Jas. E.
Phillips, John
Phillipps,
Priest,

.S.

Wm.
Wm.

Y.

81.

Ritchie, Archd.

82. Riches, Chas. Jos.
84.

John.
Robinson, John.

85.

Rose.

83. Riley,

Edward, Allan.
Edwards, John.

XL

Walker, F. B.
Ward, Thos.
Welch, Geo.
Wilkinson, Geo.
Wilkinson, Geo. (dead).
Wilson, N.athl.
Wishart, John Kav.
Wright, Wm.
Worms, H.

Prowsc, Joshua.

R.

Laing, Joseph.
54. Leslie, Geo.
55. Lindsey, flj.

31.

102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.

Porter, Frank T.

Jackson, John.
52. Jones, Alatthew.

51.

53.

SO.

Thompson, E. D.

100. Thompson, Jos. L.
101. Tiowsdall, Jas.

Hill, Richd.

F.

17.

20. Cumins','

96.

Hamlin, Thos.

14. Collier,
15.

Smith, Chas.,jiinr.
Smith, Geo., junr.
John.
98. Sully,'Geo.B.

Jlorice, Hoitwell.
Mucu'reKor, Donald R.

Harris, Julian B.

16. Collin.

91. .Stevens, Thos. Jones.
92. Sweet, T. W.
93. Sheil, Richd.
94. Skirling, Chas.

H.

Henderson, Tlios.
Henderson, Thos. Hood.
13.

Co.

3H

Wm.

111. Vettles, Jas.
112. Yellarv, Robt. E.
113. York, 'Geo.
114. Young, Geo. Fredk.
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LIST OF WITNESSES.

the goodness to write your Name, state youi- Occupation, and give your
Address.

Have

1.

2. If

name

1.

Archibald Adam,

2.

Sir,

5.

(!.

7.
8.

9.

10.

H. Baikie, Agent

15.
16.

—

William Blake,

Shipowner, Brixham, Devon.

—No

W, Bayley

and Sons.-^Port of Ipswich, and River

particular place.

—

BouLT, English, and Brandon, Ship Agents and Brokers. Liverpool.
Robert Richards Broad, Principal of the Firm of Wm. Broad and Sons, Merchants, Lloyd's Agents, &c. Falmouth.

— Port of Falmouth.

—

Alfred Buckwell, Timber Merchant and Shipowner, IS. Egreinont Place, Brighton. Port of .Shoreham.
Henry Blundell, Paint, Colour, and Varnish Manufacturer, Seed Crusher, and Oil Refiner, Kingston-upon-HuU.

— Port of Kingston-upon-Hull.

Dundee individual address, George Burnett, Dundee, formerly
Dundee and River Tay and generally, to the whole country.
Mr. E Goddard, chairman of our Maritime Insurance Committee, of which I am a member, will reply to these several

George IUrnett and
tlie

merchant
is

Co., Merchants,
Locally, to

;

—

service.

Wm.

able to do so.

;

B.\utoft.

John Charleton, Merchant, No. 50, John Street, Sunderland. — Sunderland and neighbouring ports.
William Collier, Merchant and Shipowner, Dundee River Tay.
John Cook, Shipowner, and Ship and Insurance Broker, 48, Marischal Street. Aberdeen. —Aberdeen.

—

W.

F.

—

Collier, Merchant, and Lloyd's Agent, PljTnouth, of the firm of Collier Brothers, The
junior. tiiTiiof R. Coiy and Sons, Shipowners, &c., and Ship Brokers, Cardiff.

j)ort

of Plymouth.

— Bristol Channel.

17.

Richard Cory,

18.

Willi.\m Crozier, Shipowner, Pine Villa Blackheath Hill, Kent.
James Cvckon, Shipowner and Ship Chandler, Key Street, Ipswich.

li).

— Orkney Islands,

Belfast.

'W. Bay LEY, Sliipbuilder and Shipowner, Ipswich, of the firm of
Orwell.

questions, as far as he

14.

Shipowner and Shipbroker, Kirkwall, Orkney.

for Lloyd's,

Jas. Barnett, Merchant and Shipownier, Belfast.

15 years in

13.

—Frith of Clyde.

I

11. Finn,

12.

Shipomier, Hamilton and Adam.

have received your official communication, addressed to my offices in Xewcastle-upon-Tyne, but as I am
In my village
quite unacquainted with the subject of lights, buoys, &c., I cannot answer the interrogatories put.
(Cullercoats), it is only a fishinc; place, and the only Ughts, buoys, &c., are for the aid and guidance of our resident
fishermen and others during the herring-fishing season.— I am, &c., William Adamson.— Garden House, Cullercoats, near Tj-nemouth, Northumberland, 8th July 1860.

3. J.
4.

—

is intended to apply to any one particular locality, here write
of the Port, Place, or Dij^trict to which your answers refer.

your evidence

the

— Harwich
Lansdowne Place, Plymouth. — Plvmouth.

lights,

from the

fact of

Languard

Fort point, or beach, having grown up, are very inefficient for the purjiose intended.
20. "W. B.
21. S.

Cuming, Shipowner and

Sur\-eyor, 8,

W. Davey, Harbour Master.— Port

of Padstow.

—

In reply to your queries respecting maritime matters, as enclosed, I beg to inform you that I am not
competent to answer any of the questions therein contained, and think there must be some mistake in sending it to
me. I am in no way connected with shipping or the j)Ort of Sunderland. I am, &c., Thos. Dawson.

22. Gentlemen,^

23.

Alexander Deani,

24.

Peter Denny,

25.

John

26.

Philip

Cork, Merchant and Shipowner.

—
—The harbour of Cork.

Iron Shijibuilder, Engineer, and Shipowner, of the firm of William Denny and Brothers, DumbarI have not devoted any attention nor am I sufficiently practically acquainted with the matter set forth in the
ton.
various queries to enable me to si)eak upon them.

—

De Putron, Ship Broker, 8,
De St. Croix, Merchant and

A.

BiUiter Square.

— Guernsey and Jersey
—Port of Helier

Shipowner, Jersey.

St.

ships.

and Bay of

St.

Aubin, south coast of

Jersey.
27.

28.

29.
30.
31.
32.

John Dryden, Shipowner, North Shields. — Port of Shields.
George Duncan, Ship and Insurance Agent and Shipowner. London pai-ticularly, with what has come under my
notice when 10 years in command of a ship in Baltic, America, and India trades.
Charles Dunn, ShipowTier, Newcastle, of the firm of Clarke and Dunn. Tyne.
All.\n Edward, Merchant and .Shipowner, Dundee. River Tay.
John Edw.\rds, Ship Broker, 77, Quay, Bristol, of the firm of John Edwards and Co. Bristol Channel.
Archibald Finnie, of ^Vrchibald Finnic and Son, Merchants and Coalmasters, Kilmarnock. Not sufficiently

—

—

—

—

—

conversant with the subject-matters of inquiry to give answers.
33.

Alfred Fox,

34.

Edward

of the firm of G. C. and R.

Francis, London.

— Hanng

W. Fox and

Co., Falmouth.

— Falmouth.

no personal acquaintance with the subject of

this circular, I

am

unable to

respond to these questions.
35.

36.

Allan Gilmour, Merchant and Shipowner, Pollok, Gilmour, and Co., Glasgow. — Frith and River Clyde.
Ebenezer Goddard. Chairman of the Ipswich Maritime Association. —To the lights to the entrance of Harwich
Hanvich.
Harbour, situated
Grieve, Merchant, Greenock, firm of Baine and Johnston. — Frith of Clyde.
Jas.
Greenock. — Greenock and the Clyde.
Thomas Hamlin, Pilot Master, &c., West Stewart
at

37.

38.
39.

40.

J.

7,

Street,

Julian B. Harris, of Arthur B. Harris, and Co., Milford, South W'ales, Ship and Consular Agents.— Tlie coast
between Tenby and Milford Haven.
Thomas Henderson, of Handysides, and Henderson, Merchants and Shipowners, 45, Union Street, Glasgow.

—

River and Frith of Clyde.

MERCANTILE MABINE EVIDENCE.
41.

Thomas Hood Henderson.— Shipowner,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

—
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under the management of

District

the Cor-

poration of the Trinity House, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
42.

43.
44.
45.

Laurence Hill, Shipbuilder, Port Glasgow.
George Henry Hill. Shipowner, 18, Parliament Street, Hull. Hull.
Richard Hill, Shipbuilder and Shipowner, Catdown Yard, Plymouth. Port of Plymouth.
John Holm an. Shipowner, Grove House, Topsham, firm of John Holman and Sons. E.xmouth Bar and

—

—

—

—

River

Exe, Port of Exeter.

—None

46.

Henry Hooper,

47.

James Hore, Shipowner and Insurance Broker, Parade, Exmouth, Devon. Exmouth, Port of Exeter.
Ralph Milbanke Hudson, Shipowner, &c. Sunderland. Principally to Sunderland. Also with

48.

Underwriter, &c., Lloyd's.

to give.

—

—

reference to

the Trinity House, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and their powers to charge tolls on trade of Sunderland.

—

50.

Tho.mas Oliphant Hunter, Merchant and Banker, and Lloyd's Agent for the Clyde. Frith of Clyde.
William In.man, Agent for the Liverpool, New York, and Philadelphia Steam ship Company, Liverpool.

51.

John Jackson &

52.

Matthew

49.

Liverpool.

Son, West Strand, Whitehaven, Ship and Commission Agents.
say Whitehaven, Warrington, Workington, and Maryport.

— Ports

in the

Solway

Frith,

Jones, late Ship Master, now of the firm, M. Jones and Brothers, Ship Brokers, &c., 5, Somerset Place,
Swansea. My e\ddence would apply more particularly to the Bristol Channel, which coast is well and properly
Ughted and with tlie addition of a light\-essel on the west end of the Skerweather Sand would be almost perfectly
so.
I may also add, a Ught for Bideford Bar, from sunrise to sunset, is much in requisition.

—

;

— Port of Stockton, River Tees.
—

53.

Joseph Laing, Shipowner,

54.

George Leslie, Merchant and Shipowner, 11, Quay, Aberdeen. Aberdeen.
W. Lindsey, Shipowner and Magistrate of Leith.
Robert Maine, Swansea, Shipowner, Retired Master Mariner. Swansea Bay.
George Marshall, Shipowner, 3, Cross Lane and Mary-at-Hill, London. East coast and EngUsh Channel.
James Martin, of firm of John Martin and Son, Merchants and Shipowners, Dublin- To Ireland generally,

55.
56.
57.
58.

Stockton-on-Tees.

—

—

—

but

principally to Dublin.

—

1 have to acknowledge the receipt of your paper submitting questions for answers relating to the management
of lighthouses, &c., and in reply beg to state my regret at not having positive acquaintance o'' the various points
thereon which may be likely to assist the Royal Commission.
I have, &c., Jas. Martin.

59. Sir,.

—

60.

Thomas Marwood,

of the

Firm of Thomas Manvood,

practical acquaintance with the subject, or given
to the special or general questions.

&

61.

Geo. Menzies, Menzies

62.

William MiDDLETON,ef Middleton and

63. Messrs.

these

Co., Insurance Broker, Whitby.
Has not sufficient
such attention as would justify him in tendering answers either

it

^

Co., Shipbuilders, Leith.

PoUe-xfen, Shipowners

and Agents,

Sligo.

— Sligo.

Milligan, Evans, & Co., regret that, from their veiy shght experience as shipowners they cannot answer
questions of their own knowledge, and as no doubt that is the object of the Commissioners, they refrain from

offering opinions
64.

—

&

John Moffat,

by other

parties.

— Liverpool, Feb.

10, 18G0.

C. E. and Lessee of Ardrossan Harbour, Ardrossan.

—My

evidence appUes to the harbour of

Ardrossan.
65.
66.

Hartwell Moricb. — Shipbroker and Coal Factor, Swansea. — Swansea.
Donald R. MacGregor, Shipowner, Leith. — Frith of Forth.

68.

M. Knill, M. Knill and Co., 29, Pudding Lane, E.G., Ship Agents, Master Mariner.
Colin McCallum, Ship Broker. Regrets he cannot give the Commission any information.

69.

William McEwen,

67.

—

—

Merchant, St. ^^incent Lane, Glasgow. Not having for many years had any interest in
shipping I have not been paying light dues, and, consequently, have not given the matters referred to in the above
questions such attention as to enable me to answer them satisfactorily, or to give information of my own thereupon
worth the recording.

Napier and Sons, Glasgow, beg to inform Mr. Campbell that, having very little experience in hghthouse matters,
not being themselves owners of vessels, and, consequently, seldom subjected to light dues, any information they
could give on the subject of lights, buoys, or beacons on the Clyde would he of very httle, if of any, value.

70. R.

71.
72.

73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

—

George Orange, Merchant and Shipowner, 11, Gloucester Street, Jersey. Jersey.
James Orr, of James Orrand Co., Shipbrokers, &c., Londonderry. Lough Foyle (or River Foyle).
Thomas Peake, Shipowner, 18, Caroline Place, Stonehouse, Plymouth. Port of Plymouth.
Bligh Peacock, of the Firm of Peacock Brothers. Shipbrokers, Sunderland.
James Edwin Pim, Cork, Shipowner and Merchant. Cork Harbour.

—

—

—

—

John S.
William

Phillips, Newjiort, Monmouth, Recorder of Wrecks.
Phillips, of the fu-m of

and Shipbrokers.
78.

79.

— General.

Phillip's,

—Newport, Monmouth.

Shaw, and Lawther, No.

2,

Royal Exchange Buildings, Shipowners

—
—

William Priest, Shipowner, 7, Quay Street, Hull. My evidence is intended solely to apply to the River Humber.
Frank Thorpe Porter, Barrister, Magistrates, Head Office, Dublin Police, and ex officio Member, Dubhn Local
Marine Board, 1 5, Upper Merrion Street, Dubhn. I know nothing of any port except Dublin, and very httle
respecting Dublin.

81.

Joshua Prowse, Shipowner, 11, Ansdell Street, Liverpool.
Archibald Ritchie, Retired Master Mariner, also late Manager

82.

Charles Joseph Riches, Shipowner and

80.

pany,
land
83.

;

7,

Madeira Place, Leith.

name

— Having retired from business

I

of the

London and Edinburgh Shipping Com-

have no evidence to give.

Ship Broker (formerly Master Mariner), No.

1,

East Cross

Street,

Sunder-

of firm. Riches and Kay.

John Riley, Shipowner and

Ship and Insm-ance Broker, of the firm of Peter TindeU, Riley, and Co., 17, Grace-

church Street, London.
84.

John Robinson,
extends so

Shipowner, 48, East King Street, South Shields.

far.

85.

William Rose,

86.

Robert Shankland,

—English Channel, and Red Sea,
—The personal observation of the

Shipowner, of Donaldson, Rose, and Co., Aberdeen.
been confined to the neighbourhood of Aberdeen.

Shipowner, Greenock.

— Clyde.
3

H

2

if

this inquiry

writer has
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:

WTiitby, the owner of 26 sail of ships employed in the coasting
87. Gideon Smales, Shipowner,
Two new lights lately erected about two to three miles south of Whitby.
88.
89.
90.
91.

George Si>akk, Shipowner, South Moor, Sunderland.— Sunderlan
James Stewart, of J. and W. Stewart, Greenock.— Evidence applies

92. T.

93

to the Clyde.

Thomas Stevens, Shipowner, 3, Parade, Plymouth.— Port of Plymouth.
Thomas Jones Stevens, Ship Broker and Agent, Exchange, Plymouth
Society, Secretaiy to the

(Secretary to the Plymouth Shipowners'
of the Port of Plj-mouth, &c. &c.).
Port of I'lymouth.

Shipomier, 13, John Street, Minories.— No particular

W. Sweet,

Richard

Chamber of Commerce

Shbii., Liverpool.

—

I

and foreign trades.—

have perused the questions put

—

locality.

in this paper,

and do not find myself able

to give

an

answer to any of thera.
94

Charles Skirling and John Douglas, Ship Brokers, trading under the names of Sku:ling, Douglas, and Co.,
Cardiff.— General.
6, Britannia Buildings, Bute Docks,

95.

Charles

S.mith junior, of

tlie

firm of Charles Smith and Son, Ship and Insurance Brokers and Shipowners,

96.

Quay

— Port of Newcastle-upon-Tyne and North and South
Glasgow. — Clyde lights and those on the coast
George Smith, junior. Merchant and Shipowner, 208, Argyle
.Shields.

Side, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Street,

of Ireland.
97.
98.

John Striblev, Master Mariner
George B. Sully, Merchant and

15 years,

Limited.

now

Shipo\vner.

Shipowner, Bridgewatcr, and Manager of the Bridgewater Shipping Company,

— Bridgewater.

in return, beg to say that I am not in
I have to acknowledge your communication recei\'ed yesterday, and,
99_ Sjr^
possession of any information respecting the management of buoys or beacons which would be of any service to the
February 1861).
South
Shields,
yth
Thompson,
D.
E.
I
am,
&c.,
Commission of Inquiry.—
management of lights, buoys, and beacons, and,
I beg to acknowledge receipt of series of queries relative to the
100. Sir,

beg to state that not being jjractically acquainted wiih the subject ray opinion will be of )ii tie value, I
therefore return the paper in accordance with the printed instructions.— I remain, &c., Joseph L. Thompson,
South Shields, 11th February 1860.
in reijly,

101.

James Trowsdall,

102. Mr. T. B.

e.xecutor,

103.

Shipowner, Stockton-on-Tees.

to whom the inclosed
therefore beg to return it.

W.xlkek,
and

I

Thomas AVaud,

was addressed, ha\'ing died three years ago, it was sent to me as his
I am, &c., Henry Fowler, Scarboro', 8th February 1860.

—

Shipowner, Hull.

— My

knowledge

is

confined in a great degree to the locality of the Port of

Hull.
104.

105.

George Welch, Ship Agent, &e., firm of Welch and Jack, Dundee.—The
George Wilkinson, Shipowner, Hartlepool.— Port of Hartlepool.

River Tay.

As a relation of the late Mr. Geo. Wilkinson this communication was left with me, and I think
106. Sir
I am, &c.
to return it, and to state that Mr. Geo. Wilkinson has been dead for a great many years.
lyside, Stockton-on-Tees, 10th February 1860.

—

it

only proper

W. H. Keen-

1 beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter with inquiries regarding hghts, buoys, and beacons, but 1
not myself sufficiently acquainted with the subject to be able to give you the practical information which
you require. I am. &c., Nathl. Wilson, Mayor of Devonport, 8, St. Michael's Terrace, Stoke, Devonport,
10th February.
108. John Kay Wishart, Merchant and Shipowner, Leith.— Frith of Forth
109. J.William Wkigiit, Senior Partner in the firm of Wright, Bed, and Co., Deputy Chan-man of the Hull Dock
Comiianv, Merchant, and late a Shipowner, a Justice of the Peace of the East Riding, and Uving at Sigglesthorne
Hall in the East Riding, of the county of York, &c.—To the locality of the River Humber.

107. Sir,

am

—

1 have received from you a form for the purpose of enabling me to offer any information of which I might be
possessed relative to the buoys, beacons, &c. in this neighbourhood, and I beg to as.'iure you that 1 would gladly
place such information at your disposal where I able, but not having interested myself in the (jucslion at j)oint, 1 am
I would suggest that Mr. John Batchelor of this town might ver)- probably be enabled
totally unable to do so.
H. Worms, J. R. Smith, Cardili',
I remain, &c.. Hen
to give you much valuable information on the subject.

110. Sir,

—

7th February 1860.
111.
112.

James Lettles, Shipowner, North Shields.—Port of Shields.
Robert Easton Yelland, Banker, Bideford, Devon, who begs

to return the

form in blank, as he docs not

feel

competent to answer the questions.

— Port and Harbour of Boston in the county of Lincoln.

113.

George

114.

Geo. Fred. Young, Oakfield Lodge, Reigate, Surrey, Shipbuddcr at Limchouse, Middlesex-, under the firm of
Young. Son, and Maguey. Formerly as an extensive shipowner, to the Port of London and the British Channel,
and still, from connexion, acquainted with the facts.

Y'ork, SoUcitor, Boston, Lincolnshire.

—

MEKCANTILE MARINE EVIDENCE.
Question

3.

Give the Tit^e and Address of any

3.

Cumbrae Light

.

3.

5.
6.
7.

The River Wear Commissioners

50.

Mersey Docks and Harbour Board.

52. I knou' of

no particular authority, with the excpntion
of the lighthouse keepers, with many of whom (when
I commanded a steamer touching at chc diifercut ports)
I w-as acquainted.
53. Tees Conservancy Comm.issiontrs, Stocktcn-(ra-Tces.
54. The Commissioners of the Northern Lights for the
Girdleness, and the Harbour Trustees for the. harbour

Trust.

Commissioners for Xorthcrn Lights, Edinburcjh
Kirkwall Harbour, Kirkwall.
Harbour Commissioners of Belfast.
Ipswich Dock Commissioners.

;

Trus-

tees for
4.

None in particular.
The Mersey Docks and Harbour Board.

lights.

Board.
buoys, and beacons are under the control
responsible effic'ency of the Trinity House of

8. Trinity

10.

The

56.

lights,

and

13.

14.

15.

Regarding Dundee and River Tay, authority exercised
by Trinity House, Dundee.
The River Wear Commissioners as to beacons, buoys,
and lights of the port of Sunderland ; Trinity House
of Ne.vcastle as to Shields Harbour lights.
The Corporation of Masters and Seamen in Dundee,
otherwise the Dundee Seamen's Fraternit*'.
The Commissioners of Northern Lights have the con-

the expenses of which are paid out of the harliour
fund.
Commissioners of Northern Lights.
71. The Committee of Harbours, ap;)ointed by (he States.
The
72.
Port Harbour Commissioners.
73. Trinity Board.

Girdleness lighthouse, and the
Harbour Commissioners of the inner or harbour lights.
Captain Ditcham, No. 6, Alma Place, I'lj-mouth, the
officer appointed by the Trinity Board, for the lights ;
Ca])tain Thompson, Queen's Harbour Master, Bovisand, Plymouth, officer appointed by the Admiralty, for
the buoys ; the Corporation of Saltash in respect of one

75.
77.

78.

Pilots.

79.

No

81.
86.
87.
88.

89.
:)0.

M

House, London.

Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses for the Frith
of Clyde ; Cimibrae Light Trustees, by an Act passed
in 1756, for estuary of the River Clyde, from the Cambrae Heads to Port Glasgow or Newark Castle; Clyde
Trustees, under Clyde Navigation Consolidation Act,
1858, for the River Clyde from Newark Castle to

.

Glasgow.
Cumbrae Toward and Clock Light Trust," composed of part of the Clyde Trustees, Provost and
Bailies of Greenock, Provosts of Renfrew', Dumbarton,
and Port Glasgow.
38. The Cumbrae Light Trust and the Clyde Trustees.
39. B. H. Bailey, Esq., Trinity Superintendent.
37. "

41.

The Trustees of the River and Frith of Clyde.
The Master and Brethren of the Corporation of

sioners.

96. Clyde Trustees, Cumbrae Light Trustees, and
missioners of Northern Lights.
Sa. Lights,
Trinity House ; buoys and beacons.
103.

the

Trinity House, Newcastle.
42. Clyde' Trustees.
43. Trinity House, Hull.
44. The Ughts are under the control of the Trinity ComTliere is a resimissioners ; buoys of the Admiralty.

dent superintendent of the lights, Mr. T. E. Ditcham,
Alma Place. The buoys are under the care of the
dockyard authorities, except a buoy on the Cobler
Ledge, Plymouth Sound.

of

45.

There are no lights. Buoys on the bar and lower part
of the river are under the control of Trinity House,
London. .\t the up])er part of river, beacons are kept
u])

46.

by the

None

Town

Council of Exeter.

Com-

Port
Navigation Committee of Town Council.
The Corporation of the Trinity House exercise control over the lighting and buoyage of the Humber,

and, I believe, are solely responsible for the efiBciency of
the same.
104. Fraternity of Masters and Seamen in
now called the Trinity House.

Dundee, commonly

Wm.

O. Mossman, na^•en master to the Hartlepool
Pier and Port Commissioners, is the superintendent of
the general lights, buoys and beacons of the port;
The harbour masters of East and of West Hartlepool
are superintendents of the hghts, buoys, and beacons of
their respecti\-ve harbours and docks.
108. Commissioners of the Northern Lighthouses.
109. Trinity House, Hull.
1 1 1
Trinity House, Newcastle, for harbour lights; Trinity
House, Deptford Stond, for coast lights.
113. The mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of the borough of
105.

.

to give.

47. Heni-y Pyne, acting

Cumbrae Lights.
The lights on the Breakwater and the buoyage well
attended to by the Admiralty. The borough of Saltash maintains a buoy at the danger or western end of

the Batten Ledge.
Saltash claims anchorage for aU
parts of the pott within the heads, and charge Is. per
ship. British ; 2s., foreign ; and (is., Spanish.
Board
of Trade pays Is. on the foreign, and 5s. on the
Spanish ship on reciprocity treaties ; which, however,
does not gain the same privilege of reiiayment for
extra charges on British ships in foreign jiorts.
Many
ha\-e objected to the Saltash toll of Is. ; but I never
did, as I think it a A-ery light port ch;>rge indeed.
91 Edystone Ughthouse, Breakwater lighthouse, beacon
on the Hoe, Trinity House, London ; sundry bvioys in
Plymouth Sound to indicate shoals and patches. Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty ; Cobler buoy (otherwise buoy on the Batten Ledge), Plymouth Sound,
Mayor and Corporation of Saltash, Cornwall.
94. Cannot name any address.
95. Trinity House of Newcastle and River Tyne Commis-

Charter.
31. Nil.
33. Trinitj'

The Corporation for Preserving and Improving the
Port of Dublin.
Commissioners of Northern Lights.
Cumbrae Light Trust, Glasgow.
Cor])oration of Trinity House, London.
The Commissioners of the River Wear ; the Bishop of
Durham and his lessee the Earl of Durham (Beaconage, &c.).

Commissioners.
26. Pier and Harbour Committee of the States of Jersey.
27. Trinity House, Ne%vcastle, for harbour lights ; Trinity
House, Deptford Strond, for coast lights.
28. With this not conversant.
29. Trinity House, Newastle; Trinity Board, London;
Tyiie Commissioners.
30. The lighthouses and buoys of the Tay are the property
and under the management of the Fraternity of asters
and Seamen, Dundee, which is incorjiorated by Royal

40.

Cork Harbour Board and Ballast Board of Dublin.
House of Deptford Strond.
The Trinity Corporation.
The Hull Trinity House and the Commissioners of

76. Trinity

resident authority at this port; lights, buoys, &c.
under the control of the Trinity House.
20. Trinity Board for the lights. Admiralty the buoyage,
and the Corporation of Saltash for the Cobler buoy.
21. The Commissioners of the Padstow Harbour Act have
no authority over any; but the Padstow Hai'bour
Association (a charity) have a beacon.
23. The Ballast Board of Dublin and Cork Harbour

35.

The Swansea Harbour Trust are responsible for the
lights on the pier of this harbour and at the Mumbles,

t'lG.

buoy.
17.

Winton, Eglington Castle,

Irvine.

65.

trol of the outer or

16.

Swansea Harbour Trustees.

57. Trinity House, London.
55. The Ballast Board.
62. Ballast Board, Dublin.
64. The Earl of EgUnton and

Hull.
11.

3

48.

exercise control o\-cr
the harbour lights of Sunderland. The Trinity House,
Newcastle, v/ho exercise control over the harbour hghts
of the River Tyne, also certain buoys in the vicinity of
Holy Island, take toll from the shipping trading to
this port for their support.
49. Cumbrae Light Trust, managed principally by the
magistrates of Glasgow and Greenock.

Authority,
resident
or otherwise,
exercising control over o^- responsible
for the efficiency of the Lights, Buoys,
or Beacons in the Place to which
your evidence applies.
1
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under the Trinity Board, Ex-

mouth.

Boston aforesaid, named as commissioners

3H

3

for caiTying
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Question

3,4.
Acts of ParUament

114.

;

WeU.

62.

improring

for

into execution certain
Boston, &c.
,
the port and harbour of
of Deptford Strond,
The Corporation of Trinity House

64. It is weU conducted.
65. The service is efficiently
of any complaint.

managed.

I

have never heard

66. Well.

facts within

4 Judging from

71.

from your own expe-

kiiowledo-e, or

the Service conducted
manageby the Authority having the
ment of, or control over, the Lights
or Beacons, above reierred

how

rience,

is

;

Buoys,

Most

76.

years' experience as
a shipowner and shipping agent, the serdces and
management of lights, buoys, and beacons are weU
conducted, and inferior to noiiein the United Kingdom.
but the
79. I have heard no complaints of the management,
body is not popidar. The shippuig interest is not conrepresented.
adequately
to
be
sidered

From my own knowledge and 45

78.

Believe the service

is efficiently

conducted.

l^ember of the Board of Harboux
•NtvK,rrand
have of my own knowledge reason
Commissioners,

efficient.

has been very
to sav that the management
and
I believe the buoys
5 Fror^ my o^-n knowledge
bghts are required.
beacons are well kept up ; no

f^:Z^-^^

81.
88.
'

regularly.

knowledge.

Tav reasonably well conducted.
know nothing to the contrary

13. I

know

the

j
tgood conducting

management

+i,„ hghts
i;„l-,(-<!
ofp the

So

15.

any cause of complaint
fie never knowi.
management of any of the
any, against the

be conducted in a manner
concerned.

factory to all

L'(i.

and

efficiency of the lights,

buoys, and beacons has been satisfactory.
98. Very weU.
103. The sen-ice

is

performed in a satisfactory manner.

weU
sen-ice of the lights, buoys, and beacons is
conducted by a master, deputy master, and a committee
master members, all shipmasters, who have retired

The

104
;

of 12

the day
fairly managed.
I consider the service

Very

the White-

•

94. Very satisfactorily.
95. Satisfactorily managed.
96. The general' management

satis-

weU conducted

,

^
, ,
,
,.u
House and Lords Commissioners ot the
Admiralty, most efficiently ; by the Mayor and Corporation of'Saltash, quite the reverse.

no complaints.

light is very
fl! The'Trevose Head Trinit)mark beacon is very useful.

as

89. Efficiently.
91. By the Trinity

U
is

or heard
bghts in

to
16. l-hcTervice appears

,

Whitburn Steel, and a rocky shelf lying to the
south of the new outlet from the south docks) which
ought to be but are not buoyed. The Bishop and Earl
for
of '"Durham perform no sen-ices whatever in return
the dues they collect.

„

of the

14.

17. 1 hear of

,

stones,

.

11. Generally,

far as I

think satisfactorily.

The Commissioners conduct the senice of «'hich they
have the management tolerably, though there are spots
which within their jurisdiction (such

my

of the above Con^orat.on is
lo' I believe the management
to all interested.
in every respect satisfactory
as regards the River
service
the
consider
I

of the service.

I

86. Efficiently.

we presume,

our experience;

therefore, efficiently and
R. Satisfactorily.
H Very well, to the best of

23.
25.

satisfactorily.

77. ^'elv satisfactorily.

to?
1

.

,

Having no lighthouses on this island beyond pier or
harbour bghts, they are, n'ith the buoys and beacons,
under the control of the above-named Committee,
which I consider not adequate to the present requirements of trade or shipping.
Ughts are weU attended to.
72. There is no complaint
carried out.
73. Eveiy attention paid, and the office weU
make.
complaint
to
no
75. I have

your own

sea, who manage with fee or reward
omitted that would tend to unprovement.

from the

well.

is

Weil.

;

nothing

105. ^"erv satisfactorily.

WeU

conducted.
27.
be
2S. Consider the ser\-ice to

,
now most

jr:

..i

efficiently

con-

108. Weil.

„
T 1.
V
109 During more than a quarter of a century 1 have been
seldom or ever
a merchant in the port of Hull ; I have
heard of any complaints, and I beheve the sen-ice is
well conducted.
111. Generally well and efficiently conducted.
and the channel
113. The river lights are well attended to,
and beaconed out
is considered to be as well buoyed
'

'^Q

ducted.
Well conducted.
,
,
,
lights and buoys are
So far as the efficiency of the
management to be good.
concerned, I beheve the
.

3()'
'

31. Nil.

,

.

,

^
far as I can judge.
had in the managethe experience which I have
number of ships of lai^e
raent of a considerable
trades, I ccmsider
tonnage in the foreign and colonial
in a proper and fairly efficient
the sen-ice is conducted

33 Well conducted, as
35'

From

1

14.

manner.
37. Satisfactorily.

»! LightTand buoys seemed
4*1'.

The'service

is efficient;

carefully attended to.

all real

but conducted expensively.

42. Satisfactorily.
lights, bimys, and beacons
44 The' management of the
the Trinity and Admiappears to be well conducted by

raltv authorities.
All" the sen-ice of

45

.

buoys and beacons

complaint for
I have not heard a

'

Do

46.

is

many

as any port in the United Kingdom.
Always as well as could reasonably have been expected.
Great improvements have been made from time to time,
been directed to
as science has progressed ami attention
a desire
the points referred to ; but I have always found
Brethren to
Elder
the
of
and readiness on the part
and
remedy any defects in the Ughting, buoyage,
beaconage entrusted to their management, and to adopt

o.

So far as you are informed, what is the
opmion generally expressed by Master
Mariners frequenting the Place above-

j

j
well conducted.
j.

to the efficiency and suflSciency of the Lights, Buoys, and Beacons "above referred to.

named, as

years.

not know.

the Sunderland Harbour bghts
48: Satisfactory; so far as
to the
I know nothing prejudicial
are conceded.
others.
ser\ice of the
excellent
in
always been kept

49 Lights and buoys have
has been very
order. The Toward bghthouse
'

much

im-

improvements therein.

Not aware of any complaint, either

1.

as regards efficiency

or sufficiency of "the bghts, &c.

'

beacons efficient,
3 Existing bghts and buoys efficient
which is not
exceijting one placed upon Vasa Skear}-,
is not sufficient of any ot
at all so ; but the number
:

'

])royed of late.
50.
52.

Well conducted.

My

opinion

is

a ^^.tmost
that the duties are performed

efficiently.

j

»

j

conducted.
53 The service on the whole is very well
complaints against tne
64. I have not known or heard
lights in this district.
56. Properly.
57. Very satisfactorily.
58. Fairly.

and the approaches
4 As regards the harbour of Belfast
must be and I beheve
thereto, all parties frequenting it
are few places more
are quite satisfied in fact, there
bghts, buov»,
effectuaUv provided with the requisite
I.land, at the
and beacons. A fog b.Il on Copeland
'

;

5
'

to its position.
entrance to our lough, is useless, owing
master mariners, frequentmg
I beheve the opinion of
is sufficiently buoyed.
this port, is, the river on the whole
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Question
Not aware of any
faction I believe

is

particular objections
given.

;

general satis-

8.
9.

never hear of any complaint from master mariners
of a want of efficiency of the lights, &c., and I can
say of my own knowledge of the Brethren of the
Trinity House, that they are easy of access, and ever
ready to do their duty as regards lights, buoys, &c. in
their jurisdiction, which is confined chiefly to the River

Humber.
The opinion

14.

The

stated in the last reply.
13. I have no knowledge of any complaints
abuses, nor of the existence of such.

made

15.

16.

With regard

to the lights the Breakwater light

and

it

is

has been suggested to

both efficient and sufficient.
Captains generally are satisfied.
with the exception of Harwich lights,
which is the entrance from sea to this port.
20. Good.
'2\. Regarded as being very sernceable.
23. Masters of vessels are not satisfied with the Cork
Harljour light, they consider it faint.
26. Satisfactory
I am not aware of any complaints having
been made to the before-mentioned Committee.
27. Considered sufficient.
28. From my own knowledge, and from what I heai- from
master mariners and branch pilots, they are generally
efficient for the entrance to the Thames
but all concur
in considering a lightship should be placed in the west
end of Varne Sand ; and, when sailing nine years ago,
I was astonished that there was no light there.
17.

19. Satisfactory,

;

;

No

So far as I ha^-e heard, the opinion of mariners is, that
the lights and buoys in question are sufficient for the
safe navigation of the river.
31. Opinion expressed is, a want of a lightship on the
west end of Scareweather Sand ; a light on Breaksea
Point, and also on Mort Point.
33. They are generally well satisfied, though I have often
heard a desire expressed for a light on the Manacles, at
or which many vessels have been lost.
35.

The opinions generally expressed by the masters

of
charge, and others, are, that the

the ships under my
and beacons referred to are sufficient for
the navigation, except in thick or foggy weather, when
the firing of a gun at stated intervals at the hghthouses
at the Cumbrae Heads, Pladda, and Sanda, would be of
lights, buoys,

great benefit.

Owing to the accumulation of the sand at the beach
end, the present fights are by no means a safe guidance
into the harbour.
37. Hear of no complaints.
38. Favourably.
39. That the harbour lights of this haven are excessively good
and well placed, but that something is required in the way
of a light between this harbour's mouth and Tenby, to
avoid accidents in thick weather, the soundings in many
Say a coloured
places being deep up to the very rocks.
light, on one of the prominent points, and an alarm
bell.
If these had been in existence, doubtless many
vessels that have been lost on Crow Rock, Linney
Head, Pole Rock in Bullslaughter Bay, Freshwater,
See wrecked vesEast, &c., would have been saved.
sels
iron ship " Fusilier," of Liverpool ; '" Grand
Duke;" " Grao Parao"; steamship " Ameha," of
Liverpool, and many others.
40. Favourable.
41. I rmderstand that their efficiency is unquestioned, and
that they are sufficient.
42. Have never heard any complaints.
36.

—

43.

As

efficient as

have

six

most

masters in

ports,

my

and better than many.

I

employ-

some master mariners express an opinion
on the west end of the Breakwater was
not sufficiently bright to be seen at any distance ; and
also that the eastern channel to Plymouth Sound required a beacon on the Shag Rock: Have heard no

44. I have heard
that the liglit

complaint respecting the buoys.
45. Many master mariners have expressed a desire for a
light on Start Point, otherwise there is no complaint.

3H

on

Breaksea

rience.

53. Generafiy, I believe, they
54. Favourable.

ai'e

weU

satisfied.

55. I refer to the answer given to this query by
J. K.
"Wishart, Esq., of Leith, and adopt it as my ansvi'er.
56. I believe that a lightship on the west end of the
Skerweather Sands would be of great utility, and an additional buoy on the east end of the Mixon Sand.
_
57. 1 do not hear any complaint.
58. Shipmasters speak favourably on this point.

So far as we have heard shijjmasters speak of the efficiency and sufficiency of the lights, &c., that they were
highly pleased.
62. That there ai'e not sufficient lights, buoys,
and
beacons.
61.

64. It is favourable.
65. All masters of shii)S, especially foreigners, liave
expressed themselves quite satisfied with the efficiency
and sufficiency of the lights, buoys, and beacons.
(id.

Light on
erected.

complaints.

30.

should be paid for

fight

on Braunton Burrow (if iiecessari/ I will give you'my
reasons for such a lirjht being exhibited), so as to show
the whereabouts of Bideford Bar, are the only complaints I have heard ; and, for the latter two, I
consider
the complaints are justly made.
I
speak from exije-

not

me

it

Point, 12 miles east of the Nash lights; it is a very
low, long point.
This, with the want of fightvessel
on the west end of Skerweather, and also all-night light

;

that a strong flash light, or other distinctive light,
should be placed on the Mew Stone. The buoys are

2.0.

by all concerned, viz., that
on passing.
have heard masters wish a
fight,

52. I

of any

and buoys, as far as I know, are considered
by mariners amply suificient for naAngating the river.
Fa\'Ourable at least no complaints are made.
;

generally of the want of a fight at the

49. I have always heard the sufficiency of the fights and
buoys spoken of approvingly by ship masters.
50. Very good for every purpose.
51. There is but one opinion upon the subject of this

lights

sufficiently distinct

Do not know,
They complain

enti'ance of the harbour.
48. Quite sufficient for the purjiose.

10. I

1 1

46.
47.

See last answer.
All that is required.
I have never heard of any complaint.

7-

71.

Abb's Head much wanted, but now beinoThere should also be a lightship on the

St.

Gunnet (west of Inchkeith.)
The opinion expressed by master mariners generally
is, that this island is not lighted as
considering its dangerous locality,

it
it

should, and that
should be better

buoyed.
72.
73.

No complaints.
Great fault found with the Breakwater light not being
strong enough. The least liaze the light is not discernable until
flash light

75.

you are close into the lighthouse ; a bright
would be preferable.

The Cork Harbour liglit not sufficiently strong to seaward many complaints from master mariners; the
;

buoys and beacons of the harboiu- are very good.
have not heard of any complaints by masters of the
inefficiency of the fights, buoys, and beacons.
___
77. General approval, with the exception of Cape Grenez
and Dungeness lights, which are sometimes in thick
weather fataUy mistaken one for the other.
78. It is the general opinion of shipmasters, whether
British or foreign, so far as I have questioned them,
that the River Humber, by its being so weU lighted,
buoyed, and beaconed, is the most easy of access of all
the rivers in the kingdom.
79. In answer to Questions 5, et seq., Mr. Porter says, I
do not consider myself quafified to speak on any of
76. I

these subjects.
I respectfully suggest that Alderman
Martin and his brother, Mr. Richard Martin, who are
the most extensive sliipowners of this port, should be
appfied to.
I would attach very great importance
to
any opinion expressed by them.
81. Satisfactory; but 1 think an additional light is wanted
on the east pier of Leith, as a guide to ships takino"
the harbour.
84. Master mariners generafiy complain that in the English
Channel the lights on the French coast are far superior to those on the English ; that they are brighter,
and can be seen sooner and longer. There is a great
want of lights in the Red Sea, and partly in consequence
the premiums of insurance have risen to 10 guineas
per cwt., and government have to pay inward charges

on coal for their vessels.
86. Favourable.
87. I befievethe opinion of master mariners frequenting this
coast, is, that the lights before named are not efficient
for

the purpose intended; fii-st, from their high situation, and
partly surrounded by hiUs.
In foggy weather the land
and heights are frequently capped, and until the light
on Whitby Pier is made a permanent light, being on a
lower level, the purposes intended wifi not be accom-
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'5,

Question

6.

of keeping ships running up from the
north off Whitby Kock. Further, that the position of
these Iji'hts lias lately caused serious destruction of
property. Ships running to the north in hazy weather,
after passing Flamborough Head lights, haul in to

10.

sight those lights at High AN'hilby, and from their
peculiar situation and position, become embayed, and
do not see thelights. 'llic consequence has been, first,
five sail, and recently eleven sail, of ships have all run
on to the north cheek of Robin Hood Bay, about one
and a half mile south of the lights, several of which
ha\e become total losses, and the rest very seriously

13.

damaged.

15.

viz..

jjlisliecl,

say ; I am not much amongst master
I cannot
mariners.
89. Favourable.
yO. I have not heard of comjilaints on this head, nor do
I think there are reasons for any ; but complaints respecting the Government shi|)S having all the best
anchorage under the Breakwater is, I think, fan: reason

88.

of complaint.
91. Satisfactory; e.xcept as to the cvaetion for the Cobler
buoy, hereafter referred to ; and occasional corajjlaints
of the weakness and indistinctness of the Breakwater
light, as not being discernable at a distance.
9-1.

We do

11. Yes.

The Wear Commissioners collect Sunderland Harbour
fight dues ; the Newcastle Trinity House collects for
lights on loaded and fight vessels in and out of
ports between Holy Island on Northumberland coast,

Tyne

14.

and Staiths on Yorkshire coast ;
Holy Island, &c.
None.
For the pier fight by night, and

dues are collected.
17.

c:-.]itain3

21.
23.
2G.

ap]iendage to lighthouses.
9S. .Satisfactorily.

have not heard any comi)laints relative to any want
of efficiency and sufficiency of the lights, &c. in ques-

10.3. I

tion.

am aware there has not been a complamt
ha\e been residing on shore, although I have
suggested by coasting masters that the jiile
li"ht at South Ferry' should be discontinued, and a
tmver built on a low water rock, about double the distance of the present low tower (not used) from the high
So

104

far as I

since

I

heard

it

tower.

105 \'ery favourable.
103 I hear no complaints as to buoys or beacons, or as to
present lights ; but it is thought that more lights are
wanted. "Shipmasters complain of the want of lights
at the entrance of the Frith, on the North Carr, upon
the north, and on St. .\bb's Head on the south side,
while up the Frith hghts are much needed upon the
O.xoars, as well as Garvie Island; were a light ])ut on
the North Carrs, the leading light on the Mez might
109.

be dispensed with.
complaint from any master
I do not remember any
mariner of inefficiency of lights or buoys.

111. Generally considered sufficient.
applies as to Question 4.
1 13. The same answer
114. Concurrent \rith

my

answer of the preceding ques-

tion.

6

levied or collected at the
Port or Place avowedly in respect of
Lights, Buoys, or Beacons, other than
DiTes collected for Lights, &c., under
the control of the Trinity House,
Commissioners of Northern Lights,

and Ballast Board.
dues levied are 1(/. per ton on foreign-going
and -\d. per ton on coasting vessels, whether
with cargoes or in ballast. These dues are collected
by the Cumbrae Light Trust, in addition to the dues
charged on behalf of the Commissioners of Northern
Lights, &c.

l.Tlie

ships,

None.

am not aware that there are any local dues in respect
of the Ughts, &e.

4. I

5.

None.
do do not know of any.
Yes ; for several local and harbour
None.

6. I
7.
8.

The charge of 5s. on each vessel is levied by the town,
ostensibly for the purpose of supporting some half
dozen river buoys leading to the Glamorganshire canal,
which canal is now rarely used, and then only by the
smallest class vessels.
Yes ; the Corporation of Saltash for the Cobler buoy
only.
Dues are collected on tlie Trevoso Head Trinity light,
but no other dues.
I believe not.
No. By the Merchant Shipping Act, 1854, section
411, it is enacted that "No dues for any Ughthouse,
" buoy, or beacon to be erected or placed in or near the
'•
islands of Guernsey, Jersey, Sark, or Aldemey, shall
" betaken hi the said islands of Guernsey or Jersey,
" without the consent of the States of the said islands
" respectively, nor shaU any powers herein-before
" given to the Trinity House, in respect of any light" house, buoy, or beacon, erected or placed in the
" islands of Guernsey or Jersey, or hereafter to be
" erected or placed in such islands, be exercised with" out the consent of Her Majesty in Council."
None.

27.
28.

Dues are
House for

under the control of the Trinity
buovs, and beacons.

collected,
fights,

29. Yes.
30. None.
31. Nil.
.33.

Two shilfings and sixpence each for all vessels calling
here and anchoring on their voyage to or from foreign
parts.
One half the sum so raised is paid to the Corporation of Falmouth, one quarter to the lessee of the
Bishop of Exeter, one quarter to the Trinity House,
out of which the sum of 20/. per year is paid to the
rector of Falmouth.

are collected at all ports on the River
; light dues
Clyde above the Cumbraes, by authority of the Cumbrae Light Tmstees, for the maintenance of lights,
buoys, and beacons, from the Cumbrae Heads to Port
Glasgow, or Newark Castle just above, or to the eastv.-ai-d of Port Glasgow.
37. Not that I am aware of.
for the Cumbrae lights, one penny per ton on
38. Y'es
foreign- going ships, and a halfpenny per ton on
coasters, both in and out, whether laden or in baUast.

35. Y'es

;

Are any Dues

3.

also for buoys, &c. at

flag by day, and for
the leading fights, a small chai-ge is macle on all ships
along with the tonnage dues on entering the i)ort.
16. The Corporation of the borough of Saltash, on the
River Tamar, levy Is. for e\evy vessel every time such
vessel enters this harbour, in respect of the Cobler
buoy. Foreign vessels pay higher dues, but Is. only
is levied. Government paying the difference.
No other

20.

frequen'ly have expressed to me their
satisfaction with the sufii^iency and efficiency of the
Clyde lights ; but several of them have comj)luined of
the position of what is termed the light at the .South
and North rocks, St. John's Point, near Ballywalter,
as being situated too far away from the danger, and
calculated to lead vessels bound out channel astray.
The necessity of signal guns during fogs has also been
pointed out to me re])eatedly as being a necessary

Our

There are no light dues payable at this port, except
for those above-named in the No. .'J. to the Hull Trinity
House, with respect the River Humber, and of course
the coast Ughts to the Trinitv House Commissioners.

not bear any complaints.

Va. Generally satisfactory.
V(j.

I

Only
Yes

fight dues.
for the Cumbrae lights.
Trinity House of Newcastle collect dues for local
lights, buoys, and beacons ; and the Commissioners of
the Tyne Dues for buoys in the Tyne for moorings.
42. Not being directly interested, and not haWng given
the subject much consideration, I am not qualified to
give opinion on these points.
4.1. Buoyage by the Trinity House.
44. There are no dues for fights or beacons, otherwise
than the Trinity collection at this port.
Dues are
collected for the Cobler buoy from each vessel on
entering Pl_\Tiiouth Sound.
45. No dues are collected for buoys; the buoys were
[ilaced on the bar and river (since I went to sea), I
think, in 1815. Dues were then col'ected at the Exeter
Custom House, and when the Trinity House had received sufficient funds from the coUections to pay for
the buoys and future contingencies, the dues, first
a penny per ton, then one halfpenny, were taken off.
Each vessel pays, when passing the beacons. Is. 2d.

39.
40.
41.

The

4G.

one way.
Do not know

lights.

;

MERCANTILE MARINE EVIDENCE.
Question

6.

103.

4/. None.
48. Yes.

The Rivev Weai- Commissioners levy one farthing
per ton per voyage on all vessels enterinfj the port for
For the harhour lights in the Hi^'er
liflhthouse duty.
Tj-ne the 'IVinity House, Xewcastle, le\y under the
Act 41 Geo 3. c. 8G. s. 8. the annexed rates from all
vessels coming in or going out of any port or place
between Holy Island in Xortliumberland, and Staiths
The same authority
in Yorkshire, both inclusive.
le\-ies Is. per ship for the buoys at Holy Island from
all vessels trading northward to places between Holy
Island and Seaham, both inclusive. Their title to nuil^e
.Shi])S not
this latter charge is to me not clear. Rates
exceeding 100 tons, per ship, lid.; exceeding 100 and
not 200 tons, per ship, Is. Id. ; exceeding 200 and not
300 tons, per ship. Is. 3d. ; exceeding 300 tons, per
:

cover all the expenses incurred in the maintenance of
the lights established in the Himdjer.
\'essels entering the Tay pay one shilling i)er ten tons
(register), for the use of the Fraternity of Slaslers and
Seamen in Dundee, who maintain the lights, buoys,
and beacons.

•

None.
None.
Special dues are collected by the Trinity House of
Hull in respect of buoyage, beaconage, and lights,
flouting and otherwise, fur the navigation of the Ki\er
Huniljer.

—

The Cumbrae Light Trust charge a penny

6,7.

Buoyage is levied in proportion to register tonnage,
once on each A'oyage (in and out) by the Corporation
of the Trinity House, and, 1 belie\-l^the sums so levied

None.
None.

ship. Is. 5d.

49.

433

Not

per ton on

that

I

am

aware.

foreign, and a halfpenny on coasting vessels.
50. Collected by collector of customs.
52. I believe Ufracombe to be the only place in this chan53.

nel where any local charge for lights are made.
Yes one penny per register ton on all vessels with
cargoes inwards and outwards ; and also 2s. 6d. jier

7. If noDuesare

levied or collected avowedly
maintenance or construction of
Lights, Buoys, and Beacons, irom what
Funds are the Lights, Bunys, and
Beacons, to which your evidence refers,
maintained ?

;

for the

mast for what are called anchorage and plankage
dues.
54. For the harbour lights and flag a small charge is made
with other port charges.
5G.

I

believe not.

57.
58.
62.

I

am

64.
65.

None

not aware of any.

Not aware of any.
No.

No

72.

The harljour dues cover all expenses.
None wliatever.
Dues are collected for the Cobler buoy

From the revenue

arising out of the dues levied by the
Harbour Commissioners undert heir Acts of Parliament,
called harbour dues.
5. At the expense of the Dock Commission or from their

dues are levied for either lights, buoys, or beacons.

funds.

Ijy Saltash
each time the vessel comes into piu't.
This bears heavy on coasters, who make in the suiinner
six to seven voyages to Fowey and back i.n a fortnight.
The dues of the buoy are let by tender.

Corporation,

6. I

Is.

8.

76.

13.

Holy
14.

;

but several passing tolls are collected
size precludes the possibility of their

15.
17.

Hull.
Not that

21.
23.

at the Staple Islands.

A ])enny per ton is levied on foreign-going vessels,
both inwards and outwards, and half that rate on
coasting vessels, whether in ballast or not.
90. There are moorings west of Turnchapel, in Catwater,
the property of the .\dmiralty, and a great convenience

at

are maintained
a tax on .shipping of Is. per ton, registered tons, on

entering inwards with cargoes or in ballast,

and on new vessels outwards.
From the harbour funds, as referred to

in last

ques-

and the

coasting.
to our knowledge.

43.

ship's hold to the shore is only Gd. per ton.

the Cumbrae light dues.
The Corporation have a rate of one

Yes

98.

jienny ])er ton,
with one shilling for each vessel, denominated harbour
dues and moorage.

are maintained

by a tax of

Is.

first

voyage.

the subject much consideration, I am not qualified to
give an opinion on these points.
Not knouTi expect by primage on inward cai-goes.
44. The Coljler buoy is placed on the outer end of the
Cobler Ledge west of Mount Batten Castle, it is maintained by an old corporate right from the funds of the
Borough of Saltash, who claim from every vessel on
entering the Sound one shilling, amounting through
the year to several hundred pounds, when the cost of

am

96.

Tay

and beacons on the River Clyde
from Port Glasgow or Nev/ark Castle are maintained
by the Clyde Trustees, and paid for out of the general
fund or dues, known as river and harbour rates, on
vessels and goods.
37. One penny per ton is levied on all foreign going ships,
coasters one half.
38. See answer 6.
42. Not being directly interested, and not having given

if

not aware of any, excejit the charge on ballast,
which should be reduced one half, viz., from Is. 6d.
per ton to 'Jd. The cost of taking ballast from the

other lights, &c. to be maintained.

going outwards with cargoes on

;

Not

No

31. No answer.
33. ,\.h'eady answered.
35. The lights, buoys,

;

95.

dues other than the above, except the Trinity

for every 10 (registered) tons of all shipping entering the
river, with or without cargoes ; also on new vessels

charge moderate with exception of the Cobler buoy,
none other I believe.
91. There are no dues levied for the buoys in the Sound
by the Lords Commissiones of the Admiralty, and
none for the beacons on the Hoe (Plymouth) by the
Trinity House
but the following dues are collected,
By the Trinity House, for the Edystone hght
By the Trinity House, for the Breakwater hght.
Both charged together, viz., halfpenny per register
ton, if in the foreign trade, and sixpence each vessel
94.

No

28. As before.
29. Dues are levied.
30. Lights, &c. of River

89.

;

II.

buoyage

Tay

The hai'bour light is supported by the revenues of the
Dublin Ballast Board, the river light by the Cork
Harbour Commissioners out of their general revenue.
26. The expense of the maintenance or construction of
lights, buoys, and beacons within the district is defrayed
out of the revenue of the |)iers and harbours, levied
under the control of the before-mentioned committee,
by the authority of an Order of Her Ma,je3ty in Council.
27. By tonnage and other dues on shipping frequenting
the Tyne.

aware of.
Cumbrae lights, one penny per ton on foreign-going
vessels, and one halfpenny per ton on coasting vessels,
whether with cargoes or in ballast, and levied botli
inwards and outwards.
88. There are those I have already spoken of collected by
the Earl of Durham. The Trinity House of Newcastleupon-Tyne also levies dues at Sunderland for the maintenance of the tide lights at Shields, and of the Fair-

I

collects for

of the

lights.

am

to large ships, there being plenty of water,

House

tion.

maintenance of buoys and lighting
of the River Humljer are collected by the Trinity House,

78. All the dues for the

I

Trinity

Island, &c.

The lighthouses and buoys
by

know of none
from ships whose
deriving any benefit.

way buoy

not sufficiently informed.

The Newcastle

all \'essels

77. I

81.
86.

am

Trinity Board.

None.
No.

75.

Harbour

Trust.
4.

71.

73.

Kirkwall harbour light maintained by the

3.

are le^-ied.

No.
66. No.

3

;
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Question

7,8.

keeping the buoy could be amply maintained at less
than ten pounds per annum it is also seldom efficient
for the purpose of preventing danger to lives and
;

property.
45. See answer 6.
46. Do not know.
47- By the Tnnity Board.
49. The maintenance of the lights

and buoys

is

solely

8.

Fair in reference to the services rendered.
8. Not now excessive.
10. Although a shipowner, I have nothing to do with the
detail of amounts.
The Trinity House here publish
annually the receipts and expenditure of their Corporation, but I cainiot recollect the sums received and
disbursed for this particular purpose, but the shipping
master, Mr. Henry Corbass, can send you the statement, which gives a full statement.
I am not aware
of any inequality in their charges ; the owners of
steamvessels, which are in and out of the port every
week, wiU grumble, but this is really a matter of
opinion.
7.

out

of the before-named tax.
With the exception of Ilfracombe, I infer that the
expenses incurred in the construction and maintenance
of lights, &c., are paid out of the Mercantile Marine
Fund Superintendence by the Trinity House (of course,
I except the tide lights of Bristol, Swansea, &c. &c.).
54. From the harbour fund.
56. The Mumble light is under the control of the Swansea
Harbour Trustees.
58. From fund collected by the Ballast Board under head
of light dues.
64. The lights, buoys, and lieaeons are maintained out of

52.

Have not considered the

11.

lights
I

Not excessive compared with other ports.
The amount collected for the Cobler buoy

16.
7.

Yes

20.

Not

Swansea Harbour Fund.

21

66. Lighthouse Cimimissioners (Northern).
71. No dues are levied for either lights, buoys, or beacons,

the harbour dues cover
72. Lights, buoys,

made on
coasting,

tlie
6(/.

all

expenses.

and beacons are supported from a charge
tonnage of ships, which is 4d. per ton

per ton foreign.

Funds are paid by the Trinity House.
75. The river lights, buoys, and beacons are maintained by
the funds of the Harbour Board, the Cork Harbour
light is supported out of the revenues of the Dublin
73.

1

now collected by the Trinity
Corporation, so far as I know.
The lights, buoys, and beacons within the port of
Sunderland are maintained by the Commissioners of
the llixer Wear out of their own reven\ie.
90. The .Vdmiralty.
The Trinity House, of course, maintains the Edystone light, and, having an agent resident
here and a smart cutter, the light is well supplied.
For the
91. By the Mayor and Corporation of Saltash.
Cobler buoy, one shilling for every vessel (of whatever
size or rig, whether barge or full-rigged ship) which
enters the port, whether in ballast or laden, or windbound, every time she enters the port.
94. ^Jnkno\^^l to us.

The Trinity House of Newcastle have the keeping of
the harbour lights, viz., the high and low lighthouses
in the harbour, as well as buoys and beacons on this
coast.
Tynemouth hght by the London Trinity
and beacons above Newark Castle
to Glasgow are upheld by and paid from the funds of
the Clyde Trust, but no sejiaratc charge is made there-

The

31. No.
33. I cannot say how much the dues levied surjjass the
cost of maintaining the lights on the coast, but they
certainly are a tax on ship])ing interests.
house in

My

1859 i)aid 7,000/. 8s. \0d. for light dues on ships
calling at this port.
35. As a payer of light dues, I do consider Ihem excessive,
that is, the dues l('\ied by the Commissioners of
,'i7.

Northern Lights and by the Cumbrae Light Trustees.
So far excessive that no more should be charged than
up the due efficiency of the lights.

to keep

38. Excessive.
39. Moderate.
40. I think them excessive in amount.
41. The dues are not excessive, but capable of modification
by a less expensive mode of administration.
42.
43.

I have always thought them reasonable, but
ments are few.
Not excessive.

lights, buoys,

"

fore.

The Cumbrae Light Trustees charge

hd. jier

ton coasting, and \d. per ton on foreign ships.
Refer to the answer given to the preceding inquiry
(No. 6.)
105. From the fimds of Port and Pier Commission an 1 firom
the dues of the Dock Companies.
U)S. From the funds of the Commissioners of the Northern
lO.S.

By tonnage and

other dues on shipping loading in the

Tyiie.

Out of tonnage and la.^tage dues, payable to the Mayor,
Aldermen, and Burgesses, as such Commissioners, as

13.

114.

given to question 3.
From dues charged on shipping,

8.

As a payer

of Light Dues, do

sider the dues

3.
4.

46.

49.

They are considered by some too high, as there is a
considerable surjilus of revenue over expenditure, which,
however, is applied to the deepening, &c. of the river,
one of the purposes contemjilated by the Act.

50.

Except on the general principle, I make no objection,
but we are entirely free from light dues in the United
States of America, and, I think, ought to be so in

England
53.
56.

57.

excessive.

think

if

dues were lessened, which

lessen the

No.

Not
I

excessive.

consider any charge beyond the cost of maintenance

excessive.

58. Light dues latterly
I

burden on shipping.

may be

done,

am

of opinion that

have been considerably reduced.
still

made with advantage

cessive.
I

also.

52. Moderate.

Here we pay the light dues common to all our
and I have no reason to consider them ex-

would

collected are properly applied.
Have not considered the subject.
I most decidedly object and oppose the payment by
ships not trading to the Tyiie for the support of the
harbour lights of that river.

ports,
6.

I consider the charge now made for the Cobler buoy
should be entirely abolishet"., and an efficient one placed

48.

above named excessive

Excessive.

Not

pay-

;

you con-

or otherwise?

L

my

on the ledge by the Government authorities free or it
would be more efficient as a safe guide to the entrance
of the inner harbour, both for lives and property, if a
breakwater was run out on the ledge and a light placed
on the end of it, the cost for which would be light, the
material in stone being on the spot ; the charge of one
shilling for each vessel would then be cheerfidly paid
for entering, and would return a large revenue.
45. No objectionable charges are made, and the funds

Lights.
111.

excessive.

on shijiping which (at present in particular) the
earnings can ill afford.
29. Moderate.
30. I consider the ta.x excessive, in so far as it exceeds
what is required for the ])roper maintenance of the
lights and buoys ; this is the general impression and

44.

Board.
96.

is

particularly the 5s. charge.
excessive.

belief.

B8.

95.

;

Trevose Head light is moderate.
23. I consider them excessive.
26. I do not consider the dues levied here excessive.
27. Amply sufficient.
28. I consider the dues levied at present a great burden

Ballast Board.
76. Trinity House.
77. All light dues, &c. are

1

consider the charge excessive.

14.

15.

the harbour funds.
65.

subject.

Moderate; but objectionable so far as paying forTyne
by ships not using the TjTie.

13.

country.

it

62.

No.

further reductions could be
the general trade of the

to

MERCANTILE MARINE EVIDENCE.
8,9.
66.

Question

No.

65.

They

are very hard

on shipping

in

it.s

If

9-

jiresent depressed

J'-i.

Speaking of the English Channel,

objectionable,
instances in which it
presses heavily, or unequally, or unjustly ; or any facts in support of your
opinion.

do not consider
the light dues heavy, taking into consideration the
great advantage to the shipping.
I
should suggest
that a light be placed on Durlstone Head near Swanage
as a guide for vessels bound through the Needles
passage in thick weather, also that a floating light be
jilaced on the ^'arne and Ridge shoals.
1 do not consider the dues levied for the lights and
buoys are too much.
I

The major

;

Reasonable, except as to payments to Trinity House of
Newcastle.
The charge or tax is olijectionalilc, as it is higher than
is required for the efficient maintenance of the
lighthouses and buoys.
The charge is heavy on all small traders constantly
entering the port, to whom, moreover, this buoy is of

As a large payer of light dues, I consider the tax a
very unjust one, inasmuch as those lights are for the
benefit of the entire trading community of the kingdom and charged alone u])on the shipjjing interest,
which are bonie down by an accumulation of charges
and

little

of course, excessive,

are moderate.

little

or

The

lights and town dues
particularly heavy on coasters.
I consider the charge presses heavily when vessels
])ut
into port for orders and obliged to pay the light dues
to the place she is bound to in advance, and before she
has had the benefit of the lights, which is unjust and

others

no return being made

for them.
SO.

attended with inconv-enience.
Do not think the charge excessive.
Light dues, in my opinion, should not be chargeable
on the ship, but faily div-ided between the ship and
cargo (pro rata).
Guernsey and Jersey traders, stone laden, pay light
dues eyerj voyage, whilst vessels trading to Plymouth,
&c. only pay once a year.
26 Already answered by what preceded,

They are excessive because they yield five times the
amount annually which is requisite to maintain them.
As four fifths of this surplus revenue go to the
coffers of the Glasgow River Trust, I believe that it
be found that the shipping frequenting the
Greenock harbours bear an undue proportion of the

will

tax.

the dues paid very moderate
having been
the coasting trade entirely, I ha\'e been
much pleased with the consideral)le reductions made in
the charge for lights generally, whilst I consider the
efficiency of lightage has been more and more increased
of late years, and am well aware it is the heavy debts
created by the purchase of private lights (perhaps
established at higher rates than necessary at the time)
which is the mean cause of farther reductions not being
yet made.
91. Those collected by the Trinity House moderate and
well worth the charge, that for the Cobler buoy excessive and vexatious.
92. Excessive.
,93. I am not a payer of light dues.
94.
consider light dues moderate.
90. I

believ'e

engaged

;

in

.

.

.

No

.

Nil.

.

less than 29,347/. had been paid to the
Clyde Trustees from the Cumbrae Light Trustees.
The rate charged by the Trinity House for the Burn-

June 1857 no

bght,

104.

I

viz., 3s. for
is

most

each coaster and

5s.

do not consider the dues paid here too high, and

to

me

to be excessive.
.

do not believe the dues are excessive or otherwise,
not having heard any complaints from shipmasters or

108. I

ovvners.

111.

More than

sufficient.
.

113. I cannot say.
114.

objection.

deem it very desirable that the excess of receipts
beyond the annual cost of St. Anthony lighthouse at

think the charges objectionable, because a much
amount is levied than is necessary for tlie maintenance of the lights, &c. ; and, esjieciall)', the dues
levied by the Cumbrae Light Trustees press heavily,
unequally, and unjustlv on all vessels trading to Port
Glasgow, inasnmch as the sm'jilus of these dues, amounting on the average to about five times more than are
necessary to uphold the said lights. Sec, is given, one
sixth part to the authorities of Greenock for the improvement of the harbour of Greenock, and the rest,
or five sixths, is jjaid o\-er annually to the Clyde
Trustees, who have taken it into their general account,
and ha\-e expended it in the im]jroxement of the harbour
of Glasgow, and of the river abo\-e Port Glasgow, and
thus the trade of Port Glasgow is assessed in a large
I

yearly,

from wliich no benefit

arises

to that

port.
.

They have not appeared

particularly objec-

I

amount

each over-

excessive.

believe that if a paid superintendent and staff were
appointed there would not be any excess.
108.

is

larger

that the Clyde Trustees had .^,7391. odds as their
of the surplus 1857-8, and for 1858-9

sea trader,
103. I do not.

Ramsgate Harbour

I

ment of Falmouth Harbour.
.

sixths

ham

;

the entrance of this port be applied for the impro\'e-

2,342/., after expending a large sum for improvements
During the ten years ending 3'.)th
at Toward light.

98.

for

am scarcely connected with any ship that
could get into the harbour if in distress near it.

We

I find

No.

The charge
tionable

95. Moderate.
96. Holding, as I do, the opinion that the charge for lights
upon vessels should not exceed the cost, I cannot but
consider those for the Cumbrae lights excessive, when
five

use.

The before-mentioned charges for

fall

responsibilities.

The Commissioners' dues
are,

reduced.

of opinion.

86. Excessive.

88.

may be

am

not an-are of any inequality in these charges ; the
OttTiers of steamvessels, which 'are in and out of
the
port every week, will grumble but this is really a matter
I

e.Yperience

87.

part

None.

am

not a payer of light dues, but during many years'
as light receiver I have not heard any
complaints.
77. Excessive, because a much larger sum is collected from
the shipowner than is required for maintaining the
lights and the expense of collecting.
78. I do not consider the dues at all excessive, but equal
to the services rendered.
81.1 pay none.
I

any

The amount levied is about four times the sura required
for maintaining the lights.
The sum raised is about
6,000/., and the average expenditure about 1,200/.

75. E.xcessive.
76.

you think the charge

mention

state.

6/.

43

are doubtless excessive, because after the payments
made for the maintenance of the lights. Parliamentary
Retvirns show that a large surplus remains, which

3

12

a surplus revenue of 4,000/. or 5,000/. per
annum, which is divided between Glasgow and Greenock
in the proportions of^Hhs and /.th, and which is applied
to the impro\-ement of the river above Greenock and
improvement of Greenock Harbour.
is

The income of the Cumbrae Light Trust amounts to
about 6,000/. and the exiienditure about 1 ,200/., the
excess, about 4,800/. is appropriated as follows, viz.,
&ve sixths to the Glasgow Riv^r and Harbour Trusts,
and one sixth to Greenock Harbour Trust.

They

They

ought unquestionably to be applied in reduction of
the dues, oi-, rather ought to have been formerly, while
none shoidd in future be allowed to accumulate.

There

4.

are unjustly oppressive on the shi])])ing frequenting
the parts of the Clyde generally, because it is well known
that a considerable proportion of the amount collected
is applied to other purposes fojreign to the proper and
efficient maintenance of the lights, buoys, and beacons
of the River and Frith of Clyde.

The present charge presses

most' unjustly on

all

the small

vessels trading to the harbour, 'a great many of which
are in the limestone trade, trading at a small freight.
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<).

from four to six trips jier week in the summer
time, and are compelled to pay one shilling each time
of entering the harbour towards the Coblcr buoy, when
vessels of ten or twelve hundred tons register, entering
the port but once a year, only pays the sauic.

nitikiiiff

No objectionuljle charges are
collected are propeily applied.

45.

As above.
must be

-1().

4S. It

made, and the funds

ajiparent that shi])S arriving at or sailing

from the ports of Blylh, Sunderland, Sealiam, Hartlepool,

StocUton.

>iiddlesboro',

Wliitby,

or Htaiths,

cannot receive benefil from the harljour lights within
the Ri\er 'J'jTie.

Do not know of any; mere ])ubhc opinion sometimes
expressed by shipowners.

4!).

We hive a steamer, making a trij) a week with coals for
our steamers from the Bristol Channel, on which the

bO.

light dues press very heavily.

The charge of lwo]ience per ton registerfor the light on
St. Bees Head annually presses heavily on all vessels
trading to ports in the Solway Frith, more especially
upon a large number of vessels from foreign ports that
only visit these ports once or twice in the year, also a
large number of vessels that are built at these ports and
take generally ])ig iron for ballast to Liverpool, which
subjects them to payment of this light ; these vessels
We return with this a memorial
never return again.
that was especially got up, but, owing to a change in
the Government, was not forwarded, you can make such
use of it as you may deem necessary. J. J. and Son.

51.

—

the Right Honourabh Edwakd C.^ianvELL, as President of the Board OF Trade, the Petition of the
midersigned Shipowners and Shi]>builders, inhal)itants
of \Vlutelia\-en and neighbouring jjorts, resiJectfuUy

"To

sheweth,
"

—

,

the charges levied and collected for the Saint Bees
Head light jjrcss heavily and unequally on the shipping
which resort to, and are biult in, the Solway Frith, tlie dues
being charged annually, twopence i)cr register ton on all
vessels aniving and sailing with cargo.
" That there being a great number of vessels built at
AVhiteha\cn, Haningtou, Workington, and Mai'yport that
do not return to these ))orts again, many vessels arrive from
foreign ports once or twice in the year, also a number
of vessels in the coasting trade that only arrive at the
above ])orts occasionally, yet are all sidjject to this charge,
in fact all coasting vessels i)ay a sum larger in proportion
to this hght than is ])aid to any other in St. George's
'I'liat

Channel.
" Your petitioners, therefore, most respectfully beg to
suggest that the dues for the above-named hght be levied
equallv with other hghts under the management of 'The

Honourable TrinityiHouse.'
"

And your

Name.

petitioners will ever pray, &c. &c.

:

MERCANTILE MARINE EVIDENCE.

Consider all money raised and not applied to the
purposes for which it is charged, misapplied.
I have no knowledge of misappKoation.

().

1

1

I know
What I

of none.
ohject to, in the management of the funds of
the local Trinity House, that no statement of receipts
and expenditure is made public, so that the general
jjublic do not know how the funds are aj)plied
but I
object to the existence of local Trinity Houses alto-

.

10, 11.

81. None.
88. .See the preceding answers.
89. They are excessive because they yield five times the
amount annually which is requisite to maintain them.
As four fifths of this surplus revenue go to the coffers of
the Glasgo\y River Tnist, I believe that it will be found

None.

8.
II).

that the shipping frequenting the Greenock harbours
bear an undue proportion of the tax.

have no objection to make to the application of the
funds, indeed I regret that the Trinity Board have not
more funds to give to old masters
When the coast
trade and best p.art of the colonial trade was in the
hands of the British shipowner I had doubts if the
Consolidated Fund should not bear the cost, but not

;

.90. I

gether.
I have no knowledge of any misappMcations.
A very considerable proportion of the dues levied on
shipping for the lights of Tay are applied in payment
of pensions to retired shipmasters and mates and their
widows.
The dues le^-ied by the Corporation of Saltash are much
in excess of the cost of maintaining the buoy, and, I
ha\-e been informed, are div'ided amongst the Mayor
and Corporation for their private use.

1.1.

\A.

1 (i.

I'D. I

know no

so

objections to the application of the funds in the
case of the Trinity House, but in the case of the Cobler
buoy bave strong objections to the misapplication of
the funds. The dues are collected for the mayor and corporation of Saltash (one of the old and effete boroughs)
situated four miles from the position of the buoy. The
revenue is about 350/. or 400/. per annum, and the
cost of maintenance cannot average more than about
51. per annum, as it is but one buoy moored in five
fathoms water, low-water Spring tides. No accounts
of the income and expenditure are pubUshcd, and, as
the cost of maintenance is so small, it is manitest, that
as the corporation of Saltash does nothing more for
the benefit of ships that pay the dues or improvement
of the navigation of the port beyond maintaining the
buoy, the income derived from shipping is spent in
matters quite foreign to its legitimate application.

94.

have no knowledge of any inappropriation.
of opinion they are projjcrly applied.
received by the Clyde
Trustees being for " improvement of the navigation of

instance.

nothing wi'ong in that respect.
only object to their amount, and being exclusively
charged against the ship.
I do not know any instance of misapplication.

'23. I

'2G.

27. No.

In support of the Ramsgate Harbour.
Know of no misapplication.
sur])lus of revenue, and paying the proper cost of
maintaining lights, &c., will, of course, go into the funds
of the Fraternity of Masters and Seamen.

i'8.

29.
30.

The

.^1.

Nil.

I cannot speak on this point generally.
Sec reply to
Xo.
question.
35. The revenue of Cumbrae lights, 18.53
- £2S,2b7
to 1S57 inclusive, is
1
3
Kxijcnditure same time
10
5,511

33.

'.)

Surplus
3J.

-

22,7-l(i

95.
9(i.

annum,

•10.

-1

1 .

\-ery

I

am

doing

so.

I believe the funds collected by the Trinity
House of
Hull arc projicrly appUed, but have no means of
knowing this, except from rumour or common report.
111. None.
113. I cannot say.

109.

.

114.

I

know

of none.

disproportionate to the duties performed.

The money

collected from the Cobler buoy is, I conmisapplied, for the reasons before stated, it not
eificient safeguard for the protection of lives and
jH-operty entering the harbour of Catwater.
45. iN'o objcctionaljle charges are made, and the funds collected are properly api)lied.
-Ki. Do not know of any.
48. I am quite clear the sinu received from the ships
trading to the Tyne will be much more than is necessary
for tlie support of the harbour lights at that port
The revenue received from that jiort alone mil be about
1,000/. per annum, that from Sunderland, including
Seaham, al)out 750/. per annum.
52. 1 consider that the funds are well appropriated.
41.

We

The appbeation of the funds

the Ri^•e^," cannot, in my opinion, be regarded as a
misappUcation of them. I am aware, however, that
some parties hold difierent views under the conviction
that the Clyde Trustees are bound by the Cumbrae
Light Act to commence clearing away any obstructions
to tlie navigation at the point next the sea, and proceed upwards as they are provided with funds for

5 in 5 years.

There is a surplus revenue of '),000/. or 5,000i!. per
which is divided between Glasgow and
Greenock in the proportions of {;ths and J.tli, and
which is applied to the improvement of the river aliove
Greenock and improvement of Greenock H.arbour.
I'or i)articulars of misapplication of funds derived from
Cumbrae light duties, see the Annual Financial Re(lorts of the " Clyde Trustees," " Greenock HarboinCommissioners," and " Port Glasgow Harbour Trust."
The collection and application of the above dues are
under the control of a corporate body, who publish no
accounts subject to public opinion, whose management is very expensive, and foi-ms the opjiortunity of
(giving lucrative situations to their own body on terms

—

now.

No

91.

Know

-I.

437

Question

10.

Speaking generally, and as a payer of
dues levied by the three General Lighthouse Boards in respect of Lights,
Buoys, and Beacon.s, arc you satisfied
with the operation of the system under
which these dues are levied and ad-

11.

sider,

being

None.
do not know of any misapphcation Ijeyond the surplus
being carried to the Mercantile Marine Fund, from
which the shipowner derives no benefit.
67. After a ship leaves the Downs there are but two roadsteads ships can enter for shelter on the south coast of
Englaiul with a south-westerly wind without being
5().

57. I

subject to pilotage, viz., Studland Bay and Tor Bay;
before the breakwater at Portland shij)s entered free,
but since, pilotage is levied.
73. I have no fault to find respecting the application.
75. I could not sulistantiate any misapphcation of the
funds.
7'i. I do not know of any misapplication.
77. Most greviously misapplied, seeing that the sur]>his
over expenditure is not disposed of as directed by Act
of Parliament, say, to the gradual diminution of hght
dues generally.

ministered

Not satisfied. No more should l)e levied than is just
sufiicient to maintain the hghts, buoys, &c.
Think
the Royal Navy should contribute.
3. In this district I am satisfied.
Not «-elI acquainted
with others.
4. My experience is too limited to enable me to fonn a
very correct opinion.
fi. I am so far satisfied, excejit that of high
charges as at
1.

No.
7.

8.

We think
as

|

3 I

?

is

they should be paid by the country at large,
done by the American and, we beheve, French
Foreign owners complain loudly that

governments.
8.

9.

10.
1 1

England does not reciprocate in this respect.
Nothing to object to.
Ramsgate and Dover dues are vevv objectionable
No.
No, I think the whole system in the country should
be under one general management, responsible particularly to the Board of Trade, this would very materially
lessen the expense of administration and place the

buoyage under

eificient

control,

and enable a large
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11.
portion of the

amount nowleWetl

Question
for the purjiose to

be

remitted.
I think that all ships whatsoever haWng benefit of
lights, buoys, and beacons on the coast should pay for
them, and if the payment by foreign ships, our owti
government ships, and pleasure yachts cannot be
obtained, then the whole charges should be paid out of
the consolidated funds of the country.
1-1. With the exception of local abuses such as the above
referred to, I consider the present system of managing
the lights, &c. good.
15. I consider tliat the cost of lighting up the coast should
be home by the country. I lielieve there are no objections to the administration of the varioiis boards as
the system stands.
1(). I am not satisfied.
17. The system of levying these charges u]ion shipping I
consider to be unjust to the shipping interest, and are
complained of alike by foreign captains and English,
and, in my oi)inion, the light dues ought to be supported by the state.

13.

Generally satisfactorj'.
are well content here.

l!l.

We

2\.

2.5. I
!'(>.

am.

No. I have to remark that vessels trading from this
island to ports in the United Kingdom arc subjected
in those ports to Trinity and other hght dues the same
as vessels or foreign or oversea voyages, and in some
])orts, Liverpool, for e.vample, to heavier tonnage and
harbour light dues than are le\ied on vessels coming

from the most remote parts of the United Kingdom.
The system ajipears to work well, but, in the aggregate,
more "funds are collected than sufficient to maintain
the lights, and the rates ought to be reduced to a
sufficiency for an efficient maintainance of the lights.

•27.

am

2S.

I

2!).

Yes.

not

satisfied.

30. With the foregoing exceptions I am not aware of any
oljjection to the present management of the lighthouse
department.
.31. Yes.
3.i. I refer to my answers to the special questions.
3b. I am not aware of any olijcction to the system under
which the dues are levied and administered, c.\ce|)t
that the surplus (and which is a very large one) is not
administered to the jjurposes for which said dues are
levied.
.3S.
3!).

Not

satisfied.

11.

much

greater value from other parts of the globe,
hence the unequal tax. To meet the case pilotage
dues ought to be levied upon the toimage of the
ship.
"2. The captains frequenting this port, calling at Queenstown or Falmouth for orders, consider the charge heavy.
74. Yes, generally.
76. I have not heard of any dissatisfaction.
77. I cannot be satisfied, for the reasons stated in my
reply to Question 10.
75. I am well satisfied with the system under which they
are levied and \nth the administration generally.
81 I was while I had to pay them.
82. GeneraUy speaking I am satisfied with the system
imder which these dues are levied and also under
which they are administered, as far as the cost of their
maintenance is concerned, but there is a general impression a portion is expended for other purjioses.
84. As a ])ayer of light dues J have no objection to the
system \mder which they are administered so long as it
is thought projicr to le\'y hght dues, but I think it
unjust to the merchant shqiping that they should jiay
the whole charge and the na\-y and yachts pay nothing.
The proportion due from the navy clearly belongs to
the countr}-, and if government are inclined to be
generous to the yachts let them do it at the cost of the
country', not of a class.
85. 1 am not satisfied with the operation of the system,
in respect tliat 1 belie\e in the accuracy of a prevailing impression now entertained to the effect that a
very large portion of dues now levied is not ajjplied in
any way to the maintenace of fights, buoys, and

beacons, and, because 1 think that, if shipowners continue to pay light dues, they ought to be admitted to a
share in tlie management.
86.

Not

87.

As a large payer of light dues I consider the tax a very
unjust one, inasmuch as those fights are for the benefit
of the entire trading community of the kingdom, and
charged alone upon the shipping interest, which are
borne domi by an accumulation of charges and respon-

satisfied.

sibilities.

88.

I think a great deal of the expense of keeping up
&r. might be saved, and that the whole of
such expense ought to be paid hy the nation generally,
instead of being thrown on the shij)0^^^ler.

lights,

89.
90.

I

am

My

not.

pre\-ious replies

have gone into this inquiry, but

with respect so the amount

Yes.

beg to state

jiaid

for the collection of

my

opinion, the charge

4(».

the lights,

satisfied for the reasons given in No. 10.
In my opini<m the hght dues in some instances are
not justly levied here when vessels put in for orders.
45. As a firm we hold sixteen vessels and jjarts of others.
1 should like to see the dues taken off from British
ships, but not from foreigners when we have not
equal recii)rocity.
-)(). I have not paid attention to the subject.
48. Feeling strongly as I do that it is the duty of all
governments n-ishing to encourage trade and commerce,
to make their coasts easy of access, I say it is the
decided duty of such government to bear the cost of
the necessary hghts for such purpose.
4!). Do not consider myself possessed of sufficient information to give an opinion.
53. I prefer the present system to state management.
54. I consider the expense of fighting up the coast should
be borne Ijy the country.
5(i. Yes.
57. I should be satisfied if the surplus went for reduction

for collection shouM be brought down to the lowest
The money is brought to the custom
possible extent.

No.
41.1 am not
-14.

of futm-e charge.
58.
C2.

No.

Have no

objection to the system under which the dues

are levied, but do not consider the money so le\-ied is
administered to such advantage as it might be to give
full benefit of it to the shipping interest by which it is

contributed.
beheve the system as a whole works well, but I do
not know its details sufficiently to give a decided

(i4. I

65.

(16.
(i7.

opinion regarchng it.
The only dues that do not give satisfaction are Dover
and Ramsgate, and from the mmierous complaints I
have heard, consider them objectionable.
Yes.
There are many small vessels employed in the fruit
and Mediterranean trades that draw more water than
many ships of 300 to 400 tons register with cargoes of

I

that, in

house. The coUectors of the income tax have but a
small ]ioundage, they have to make ajiplication for it.
" The collection of the lights ought not to form a
" source of payment to, or emolument for, a govem-

" ment

officer."

have imagined that, but for the payment of the hghts
custom house, coasting documents (unless goods
in bond on board! should be done away with, and some
other mode of paj-ing hght money substituted. There
is a teasing, unfair ])ractice stiU kept up in the eolleotion of Do^•er and Ramsgate dues on coals. The
Newcastle chaldron or waggon of coals is 53 cwt., half
of a Newcastle chaldron is a London chaldron, and
would therefore be 264 cwt., but we are charged by
Dover and Ramsgate collectors for the chaldron of
25 cwt. ; where they get this 25 c«t. chaldron from 1
do not know, but this I know, that we often do not
When
get full 53 cwt. to the Newcastle chaldron.
coals were measured I dare say 25 cwt. of house coal
would make a London chaldron, but coals are now
sold by weight and not measure.
91. Trinity light dues are enforced from vessels that arrive
at ports of call, such as Queenstown, Falmouth, and
Plymouth, and vessels made to pay before they pass or
receive the benefit of the lights, for example, a vessel
from Galatz (or any other jiort) comes to Plymouth
for orders, and after waiting for some days receives
orders to proceed to London, Liverjiool, DubUn,
They make the
Glasgow, Aberdeen, or elsewhere.
captains ]iay the lights from Pl_\Tnouth to the port of
discharge before she leaves Plymouth.
92. Since the fights of United Kingdom are used by \essels
of all countries, the burthen of their support should
fall on the country at large and not on the shipowner
merelv; particularly as the country is pledged to support
I

at the

MERCANTILE MARINE EVIDENCE.
Question

11, 12.

a free trade in shipping, it is unfair to malce the British
sliipowner pay the bulk of the cost of the hght service.

We

')4.

95.

31.

I

!)().

am

my

not sufficiently acquainted with the details of the

working of these boards to sjjeak as to the adminisbut I see no objection to the system under
which they are levied. I have understood that there
is a large surplus from the light dues charged upon
ships beyond the actual cost of them, and can have no

tration,

hesitation in stating it is, in
to the shipping interest to tax
e.\tent beyond the actual cost.

am
am

my

39.
10.

I

98.

I

105.

Beach, in consequence of the inefficiency of the Harwich fights, and some have become total wrecks.
None.
The heavy charges levied on the shipowner under the
existing system for the maintenance of lights, &c.,
press severely on one particular class, while the whole

community participate in the benefits derived therefrom.
One serious prejudicial result is the gradual imjiover-

opinion, very unjust
for lights to any

them

ishment of shi])owners throughout the United King-

not satisfied mth the present system.
with the efficiency of the lights already
erected, but I object to the principle which relieves the
cargoes carried by ships of any contribution, while the
ship (often the least valuable) has to bear the entire
cost of maintenance.
101. I am satisfied mth the present operation of the system,
it would be unfair that the state should bear these
dues, because the foreign shipowner would be benefited
at our cost, for which we get no return.
103. I have always thought the amount charged by the
Commissioners of Northern Lights is excessive, but
never knew where to look for address or abatement,
D".

12.
None.

33. I refer to
answers to the special questions.
35. I am not aware of anything which I think comes under
this question, except what I have stated in answer to
foregoing questions.
36. Several vessels have run on shore on Sandguard Fort

are satisfied.

am

of opinion that the same advantages might be
given at much less expense, and a consequent reduction
of the dues levied on the shipowner.
I
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dom

;

and another, the threat

of

retaliation

thrown

out by the Americans in event of our present system
being continued.

satisfied

41.
44.

and I presume any application (if I had known) would
have been useless.
No. Light dues are in many cases chai-ged for lights

No particular facts beyond those of a general character
already alluded to.
On vessels putting into this port for orders, they are,
on receiving orders for a distant port, obliged to pay
the fight dues all through, before leaving the port, and
if to the eastward, the passing tolls of Dover and
Ramsgate. Vessels by such com]nilsory act may be,
(should the orders come of a Saturday evening,) detained
until the Monday morning to pay those lights at the
Custom House, and thereby lost making her passage,
in addition to the injustice of collecting it at the port
of call, before having the benefit of the fights, as the
vessel may be lost in leaWng the port.
Have none to state.
Knowing that neither the

not in the track of the vessel. Vessels properly speaking in ballast are charged full light dues because they
happen to have on board some trifling article of merchandise.
Larger sums are levied than are required
for the maintenance of the lights, the surplus being
devoted to charitable and other purposes.
108. I am satisfied so far as I have knowledge of it.
109. Perhaps the union of the boards would promote
efficiency and economy, but so far as the working of
the system under the Trinity House of Hull it is
satisfactory, but there would be no harm in having a
superior control from a higher or central authority to

AG.

5f).

None.

promote greater efficiency.
111. The system ap[)ears to work

58.

The collection of fight dues works unequally in regard
to a port like Dublin, to which vessels may come by

48.

vessels of the Crown, nor
any of the vessels employed in the fishing trade, nor
even gentleman's yachts are called on to pay any dues
for lights,

and further knowing that the

vessels

em-

ployed in the large trade from foreign countries to the
various continental ports between Brest and Petersburgh enjoy the use of the various lights on the coasts
without being called on to pay, I say it is unjust to
require the mercantile marine trading to the kingdom
to pay for their support.

but in the aggregate
more than sufficient dues are collected than appears
needful to maintain the lights, &c., and the rate ought
to be reduced to such charge as is only required for
the above purposes for efficient maintenance of same.
113. I cannot say.
well,

two different channels, the north and south ; the charge
on a vessel coming by the north channel is considerably over that on one coming by the south, the dues
being charged according to

the

number

of

fights

passed.
62.

With regard to the bay and approaches to the harbour
of Sligo, we consider several buoys, also two leading
on the bar might be advantageously placed, viz.,
one large buoy \vith a bell at Wheaten Rock in Sligo
Bay, and several buoys about the bar and shoals in
the bay ; also, as above named, two leading lights on
Point on the bar.
Lower
fights

If there are

12.

any

facts within

your own

knowledge, which you can substantiate if necessary, and which show
injurious results from the system above
referred to, have the goodness to state
the facts.
I

am

not aware of any.

None.
within my knowledge.
Foreign vessels on homeward voyages are deterred from
entering British ports to receive orders, because they
The Dover and Ramsare then subject to light dues.
gate dues, payable here, operate very prejudicially.
who act on this
nations,
foreign
affords
it
In my opinion
principle, a pretext for not abolishing their navigation

None

laws.

Frequently mariners mistake the lights, which as pracmen they ought not to do, and bad results often

tical

occur.
.

.

.

is very inconvenient and injurious that the old
regidations respecting the shi])S of non-reciprocating
countries should be continued, as far as the payment
of fight dues, &c. is concerned, whereby the ships of
most foreign nations loading in England for those
countries are liable to double lights ; for instance,
every French ship loading in England for Spain must
pay double fight dues. I can substantiate many cases
of vessels cleared by our finn.
76. I do not know of any.
77. General dissatisfaction of shipowners on account of
the Act of Parliament not being complied with.
78. I know of none.
81. None.
82. None.
84. I have heard it stated that vessels caUing for orders,
and afterwards proceeding to a foreign port, that if
foreigners they escape the fight dues, but EngUsh
vessels are compelled to ])ay on their return to England ; if so (and I think it very probable, as I know
the Customs regulations are stretched to relieve
foreigners), it is, I think, an additional reason why
the whole tax should be paid by the country. (I had
a master lately who petitioned to be treated as a
foreigner, but it was too great a privilege for an
Englishman and could not be granted.)
85. I complain of a very obnoxious exaction recently

74. It

The fact that vessels from this island are charged light
and other dues in the United Kingdom at the same
rate as on foreign or oversea voyages is injurious to the
trade in agricultural and other produce from hence to
ports in the United Kingdom.
None.
The want of a lightship on the Varne Sand is the
only fact that comes under my knowledge which shows

.

Know

of

no

estabUshed at Queenstown, Cork.

My

vessels caUing

orders only, have been made to pay
fight dues at Queenstown to the fuU amount exigible
at that port

injurious results.

injurious results.

3 I 4

for
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at her port of destination.
the vessel did not reach

1

object to

tliis,

because

il'

the port of destination, I
would have jjaid dues on lights which the vessel had
inquiry at collectors
making
upon
and
passed;
never
event if a return
of dues, it ajijiears doubtful in such
of dues at
collection
the
Moreover,
would be made.
and where
a port where the ship does not discharge,
to
a pajTucnt
him
sidjjects
funds,
the shipowiier has no
moncv,
of five per cent, extra to agents for aih'ance of
detention.
grievous
to
ship
and like%vise subjects the
secure payment ot
If this innovation has been made to
continent, it shouhl
liglits by vessels bound to the
at
apply to them alone, and to foreign ships calling

Queenstown, as well as to British.
!)0 (See answer to Question 11.)
'.14
\Vc have no knowledge of any injurious results.
None.
i):
make
103 I can hardly say if the remark I am about to
may properly be considered as coming under this head.
sounded in tliick
1 think a bell or other apparaUis to be
weather is verj' desirable, especially on Flamborough
.

.

Head.
place in

I

sustained the loss of a valuable

December

13.

Question

12, 13.

shi)) at

that

which I fii-ndy believe would
a bell had been i)laced there, as

\Sb:i,

have been avoided if
she struck the rock close to the lighthouse,
beyond what
lOf) I am not prepared with any facts
already given you.
111. None.
11;;. I cannot say.

15.

set against the country
the same as coastguard expenses, and not against ship
omiers ])articularly, my reason for this ijeing that the
lives and cargoes on board are staked by tlic nation,
and generally of more value I mean the cargoes, to
£:iy nothing" of the lives— than the ships that caiTy
them. It may be urged that sliiiiowners are compensated by freights for the expense of liglits, as well as
fur otlicr expenses incunx'd in order to earn freight,
but practically they are not, and liy charging it to the
country, every consumer of goods would only pay iiis

Let the charge for lights be

—

fair ])ioi)ortion.

These dues being levied as much for the jireservation
of life and for the use of Her Majesty's shijjs, as for
the jirotection of jirivate property. I think it unjust
that they should be levied on private jjroperty alone,
or at all, the iirst-nanied consideration being sufficient
The
to necessitate the construction of lighthouses.
dues are not heavy enough to enter into the computabecome
a
therefore
they
carriage,
cost
of
the
of
tion
charge on the freight, and not on the goods carried.
are
there
observe
that
must
I
Remarks.
IS. General
several lights on the coast which the passing shipping
ought not to be charged with, only those vessels en-

1

G.

—

the said i)orts, viz., ^\'llit:by, Scarborough,
Burlington, &c., nor yet places wrongly named harbours of refuge, such as Ramsgate, Dover, &c. ; also
jiier lights and harbour leading lights, which ought not
to be charged jiassing shi)js, except when they enter

tering
I

have

the said places.

I

consider ships calling for orders at

ought not to he charged light dues until they
arrive at their port of destination, except foreign ships
bound to the continent. I also must observe that the
shipowner should only pay his fair proportion, as the
government shipping is exempt, and receives the same
out])orts

If

1.3.

you wish

to

suggest an_y alteration

"the system under which the dues
last named are levied and administered,
here state your views as shortly as
in

possible.

The Cambrac

I

liglits

charge should be reduced to one

fourth the i>rescnt rate, and all light dues
as possible, consistent with efficiency.
(I.

7.
y.

10
'

I

have no amendment

to

made

as

low

make.

See answer to Question 11.

None to suggest.
The mercantile marine

shipowiiers invariably complam
Majesty's ships
as an injustice towards them that Her
themselves at a
iiay notiiing for lights ; they also feci
here for
disadvantage, owing to foreigners not iiaymg
thev admit that the foreign countries,
lights,

though

They think
especially in the Baltic, make no charge.
charge on the
that the lights and buoyage should be a

Consohdated Fund, and not on the shipowner; and
undertake
they further think the Admiralty should
of the buoyage and
all surveys and the responsibility
my attenduring
observations
1 gather these
lights.
dances at the Marine Board, when these matters fremyself
for
conversation
;
quently form the subject of
on the subject, but I do
I have no strong opinion

II

incline to these views.
Alteration iiartiallv stated in

answer to Question

favouritism
non-necessitous jieople,

impossible *« P^in' out

is

the levy of the dues, but I would
or mate not having a certificate
of competence unless he has proved himself thoroughly
acciuaintcd uith every lighthouse in the kingdom.
2(>. I think tiiat no higlier dues ought to be levied in ])orts
of the United Kingdom on vessels entering them from
the Channel Islands than are levied U|)on vessels entering from the neighbouring jiorts of Weymouth, &c. in
the Enghsli Channel.
•27. No. 1 1 answers this.
28. Considering the competitiim shipping is now exjiosed
to, and the difficulty they have in making the round
voyages remunerative away from the non-reciprocating
principles of foreign countries, whose shipping is so
much beneGtcd on their round voyages, by British
If this
shi])])ing being excluded from a part of it.
policy is carried out and advocated on the ])rincii)le
that the general community of Britain benefit l)y it,
seeing that the shipowner has to jjay his share of the
general burdens of the country, in fairness he should
not be required to bear the special Inuden of lighting
and buoying our coasts alone, in addition to his share
of the general burdens ; but the lighting and buoying
should, in my opinion, become part of the general
burden of the' country, and be paid from the Consoli-

1 think the
instances, as accounts are not pubhshcd.
with
pensions awarded to necessitous parties connected
service, should all be given under control

29.

33.

in

dated Fund.
Have no suggestion for any alteration, further than
with due efficiency of lights, buoys, and beacons,
economy of collection of the dues and expenditure,
sliould be strictly enforced, so that no more dues rnay
be charged to the vessels than the efficiency may require.

I

35. I

refer to

my

answers to the

sjiecial

questions.

have nothing to suggest in answer to this question,

except to state my clear and firm conviction that the
I'^ht dues, &c. here referred to, as well as the light
dues, &c. throughout this kingdom, should be reduced
to a rate fairly sufficient to maintain all existing lights,
buoys, and "beacons, and to erect such additional
lights, S:c.. as may from time to time be found necessai'y, and that the "rates on all classes of vessels passing
said hghts, buoys, and beacons, should be equitably
assessed, according to the use which said vessels may
make of the lights, &e. and to the l;enefit they may

have

;

no fault

31. Nil.

the merchant
should geneof the Board of Trade ; that the pensions
rally be increased.
given notice
have
1 think the Commissioners should
ports last
of their intention to visit the respective
summer, and should, through the Local Marine Boards,
and give
them,
before
appear
to
parties
invited

evidence, which would have been more satisfactory
be.
than any written rephes to jirinted ijuestions can
For myself, 1 can say, that until 1 saw the steamer
knew
I
Tay,
river
the
in
carrying the Commissioners
and 1 am of opinion
nothing about then- coming
that
that they did not get a fair sample of the evidence
would have been got here.
as stated
13. I cannot suggest what should he done, e.\cept
in answer to Question 11.

see

I

recommend any master

11,

Trinity Houses under
as to the jiensions paid by Local
much
It is generally understood that
their charters.
are given to
is shown, and that pensions
it

lienefit as ourselves.

21.

receive therefrom.
3S.

No more

dues should be levied than what are actually

required for maintaining the lights, buoys, and beacons
an efficient order. The dues should be levied on
the cargoes as well as on the shijis, and also on national
ships using the Ughts.
in

J
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Question

13.

6".

think that the expense of erecting and maintaining
the lights, hnoys, and beacons of the United Kingdom
should be borne by the nation.
41. I think all the hghts, buoys, and beacons in the kingdom should be under the control and management of
a pubhc board ajipointed by government, who should
publi-sh yearly statements, and be amenable to Parliament ; and that no higher dues should be levied than

40.

I

13.
the heaviest and most unequal tax the
small foreign-going shipping of this country has to
Example
" Empress " of Shoreham, Ennew,
bear.
Master, 93 tons register, in fi-om Tercena, fi-eight and
charges as follows

The

pilotage

is

:

—
:

Inwards.

Gross freight

are absolutely necessary for their establishment, and
for their economical and efficient working.
42. Have heard wishes e.\'])ressed for a light on the island
of Jura, at the Iron Rock, about two miles east of

'

Putting

isles

£
-

-

on

jiilot

Downs

board

ft.

Dover dues
Ramsgate

6

-

in

in.
-

d.

1

2

6

s.

d.

219 12

-.089
-

-

s.

-51/6

-

-

Trinity lights

-

water

-

£
the

-

-

Pilotage, 9

of Jura, where there is now a beacon.
44. I would suggest that the hght dues ought not to be
collected before the vessel arrives at her port of destination, and the freight earned
and the passing tolls
for harbours that are not seen by the cre>vs of the
vessels passing them once a year should be aboUshed
small

44]

-

-

1 1

8

1

4 11

9

5

4

8
5 16
10

9

;

Outwards.

altogether.

Ramsgate

Have none to suggest. I have ne\'er paid attention
to the subject of light dues, &c.. and feel myself incompetent to give opinions on the above questions.
48. ^Yhether or not the cost of hghts are bom by the Consolidated Fund, I would suggest the amalgamation

46.

Pilotage, 8

Landing

;

vessels

is best
defined by the follc«nng facts:
Two ships sailing
hence, the one to Boston and the other to Bedford,
both ports in the United States, and only distant from
each other about 30 miles, and their destination iqiwards of o,000 miles from this [jort, it is laid down that
both shall na\'igate north about through the PentUmd
Frith, that the one shall navigate past the north end
of the island of Lewes direct to the Atlantic, whilst
the other shall only commence to cross the Atlantic
after she has passed through the Minch, or, in other
words, she must ])ay for all the lights between the
western islands and the main land of Scotland almost
as far as the Mull of Cantire.
From all the inquiries
I have made I have never learnt of any vessel M'hose
destination was any port beyond Great Britain having
ever attempted to navigate this Channel in preference
to i)assing direct to the Atlantic by way of the Butt
of Lewis.
54. I would suggest that the charge for lights be set
against the country same as the coastguard charges,
and not against shipowners. The lives and cargoes
on board are staked by the country, and the latter is
generally of more value than the vessels.
The hght
dues being charged to the country, all consumers of
goods would pay a fair proportion of them.
55. I refer to to the answer given to this query by J. K.
Wishart, Esq., of Leith, and adopt it as my answer.

—

5fi.

None.

57. I consider Her Majesty's ships should contribute the
same as merchant ships.
58. I am strongly of opinion that the system of le\'ying

hght dues on ships ought to be abohshed altogether,
and the lighthouses of the countrj' supported from some
other fund.
I consider it would be almost impossible
to estimate

the fair proportion

between cargo and ship.

of dues to be paid
instance as an

You might

aj'gument for the abolition, the abandonment of the
turnpike system in these countries.
62. To be administered all for the benefit of navigation
and shipping in lights, beacons, and buoys, and none
of the money leaned on such to be otherwise appropriated.

paying the dues ought to have
some control over their collection and administration,
by being re])resented at the different boards ; and also,
that a sum ought to be paid from the Consolidated
Fund equivalent to the amoinit of dues which vessels
of the Royal Na%'y would ])ay, were they hable, as

64. I think the parties

merchant vessels are.
6G. Ships should have leave to
per register ton per annum.
II.

compound

for a fixed

6 in.

6
16

of the three existing boards into one responsible and
efficient one, as I am quite sure a very large saving of
the present cost would thereby be made. By this
course the jieculiar anomaly of the varied instructions to the different collectors would be avoided, those
of one board being to charge A'cssels the duties for the
most costly route where two are available
another
defines the route for which a ship shall pay, whether
circumstances may prevent such being taken or not.

The arbitrary derision as to what light duties
bound to specific ports are called on to yiay

ft,

pilot

sum

3K

203 11

7

5

Out

of which the owner has to pay foreign ])ort charges,
stowing the cargo, provisions, wages, wear and tear,
commissions, and sundiy other small charges. Most
vessels

employed

in the fruit

upon an average

11 to 12

ft.

trade of this size draw
water.
All these charges

are compulsory-, except the landing pilot, which the
captain can do in his own boat.
71,1 have nothing further to add, beyond what is contained in my letter of 27th May last, and that addressed
to Mr. Dunbai'.
"6. I am not aware that any alteration is necessaiy.
77. Ail lights and buoyage dues ought justly to be paid
by the public, as they are in other civihzed countries.
They ought not to be borne by shipowners only, seeing
that ships of Her Majesty's navy participate in all the
advantages, and contribute nothing towards their

support.

would suggest that the cost of lighting the coasts
should be defrayed by the country in general, and not

78. I

by the shipowners

in particular.
consider, without going into pai-ticulars,

that the
(if the lights should be a charge on the Consohdated I'und, and not an exclusive charge on the shipowner.
81. I have nothing to suggest.
80.

I

whole

82.

None.

I would suggest that the dues in question be paid out
of the national funds, and not by shipowners alone.
86. No dues shoidd be levied, except such as are actually
required for the maintaining the lights, &c. in efficient
The charge should be levied on cargoes as well
order.
as on ships, and also on the national ships using the
Ughts.
89. It would be consistent with the course lately pm'sued
in commercial matters if the maintenance of lights
became a chai'ge on the national funds. This would
be a felt relief to the British shipowner, for although
the foreigner equally pays the tax, it is in our own
harbours, if anywhere, that we possess an advantage

83.

o\-er

him.

answer to Question 11.)
91.1 suggest that the lights are not due, therefore should
not be collected till, by arriving at her port of discharge,
she has passed and recei-\-ed the benefit of them.
94. We cannot suggest any alteration.
95. The system under which the dues are levied ajjpear to

90. (See

me
96.

satisfactory.

The only suggestion

I would take the liberty of making
that the expenditure connected with lights, &c. on
the coast should be managed with the strictest economy
consistent with efficiency, and that the charge shoidd
be no more than co\'er the cost. It occurs to me that,
in order to this end, it would be desirable to give fuU
publicity to all the items of charge and discharge
connected with the various boards. The three lights
under the Cambrae Light Triist are kept up at an
annual expense of some l,2t)0/. or 1,300/. per annum.
If the pubUc were furnished with a detailecl statement
of the cost of each hghthouse, no serious defalcation
or mismanagement could occur without being at once
apparent.
is
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13.
97.

That

all liglit

Question

dues should be paid out of the Consoli-

13.
That the

buoys, and beacons be maintained
under a system securing the strictest economy consistent with efficiency.
That the fimds collected be
applied strictly to and for no other purpose than that
for which they are le\'ied, and no higher rates charged
than requisite. Ships only charged for lights in her
Tliat light dues be not levied on ships ha\ing
track.
only trifling articles on board in addition to her

105.

dated Fund as in America and other countries.
9S. See answer to Question 1 1
103. I had rather see the coast lights, &c. generally under
of the Trinity House Deptford
the management
Strond, than under the control of the Conmiissioners
Lights
and the Ballast Board, were it
Northern
of
not for the idea which I entertain tliat a large portion
of the Trinity House funds is expended for the benefit
of the Elder Brethren, &c. rather than for maritime or
conunereial purposes. The lights, buoys, and beacons
of the river Humber cannot, I think, be managed
better or more cheajjly than they are at ]iresent.
104. I do not object to the present system of light dues,
and n'ould consider their repeal as another boon bestowed on the foreigner, which would enable him to
compete with us still more succesfuUy.

:

lights,

ballast.
I
consider that in the Board of Commissioners of
the Northern Lighthouses, the shipping and commercial interests of the country are not represented as
they ought to be.
109. No suggestion to make.

108.

111.

Answered

ll;i

No

114.

Only

in

No.

suggestion to

11.
offer.

in respect to Questions 8

and

9,

:
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ABSTRACT OF MERCANTILE MARINE EVIDENCE.
The Commissioners appointed by the Queen to inouire into the condition and management of Lights
Buoys, and Beacons, — namely, — &c. by virtue, &c., request that you will be so good as to answer the
;

following questions as concisely as you can, if you are practically acquainted with the subject, and return the Paper

with as

little

delay as possible, unpaid, to

J.
7,

F.

CAMPBELL,

Secretary.

Millbank Street, Westminster, S.W.

SPECIAL QUESTIONS.
Please to direct your attention to the distinction

drawn between Special and General Questions,

in case

your experience

enables you to ans^ver one set rather than the other.

Totals of

Number

1.

Have the goodness
state

your

Answers
AND Blanks.

of Question.

to write your

occupation,

and

give

Abstract.

Names.

name,
your

address.
2.

Name

your evidence is intended to apply to any
one particvdar locality, here xvrite the name
of the port, place, or district to which your
answers refer.

45 separate localities, namely, AberArdrossan, 1 ; Belfast, 1 ; Bristol
Channel, 4 ; Bridgewater, 1 ; Boston, 1
Clyde, 10; Cork, 2; Dundee, 4; Dublin, 2;
Exmouth, 2 East Coast and English Channel, 1 ;
Falmouth, 2 ; Frith of Forth, 2
Foyle River, 1
Greenock, 1 ; Glasgow, 1 ;
Hull, 5
Harwich, 2 ; Hartlepool, 1 ; Ipsmch, 1 ; Jersey, 2 ; Liverpool, 3 London, 3
Leith, 2; Milford Haven, 1 ; Newport (Monmouth.), 1
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 2 ; Orkney, 1 ; Plymouth, 6 ; Padstow, 1 ;
Shoreham, 1 ; Sunderland, 5 ; St. Helier and Bay
of St. Aubyn, 1 ; Shields, 3
Stockton, 2 ;
Swansea, 2 ; Shgo, 1 ; Solway Frith, 1
Tyne, 1 ; Tenby, 1; Whitby, 1.
Do not name localities.

If

deen, 3

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

3.

title and address of any authority,
resident or otherwise, exercising control
over or responsible for the efficiency of
the lights, buoys, or beacons, in the place

Give the

to
4.

Answers
Blanks

Name
Name

76
38

Local Authorities.
the General Authorities.

Nil.

114

which your evidence applies.

Judging from facts within your own knowledge, or from your own experience, how
is the service conducted by the authority

Answers
Blanks

Favourable.
Unfavourable, see 71, 88, 91.

76
38

Nil.

having the management of or control over
the lights, buoys, or beacons above referred

114

to?
5.

far as you are informed, what is the
opinion generally expressed by master
mariners frequenting the place abovenamed, as to the efficiency and sufficiency
of the lights, buoys, and beacons above

So

Answers
Blanks

83

Favourable.
Unfavourable.

31

Nil.

referred to ?
6.

Are any dues levid or collected at the port
or place avowedly in respect of lights,
buoys, or beacons, other than dues collected for lights, &c., under the control
of the Trinity House Commissioners of
Northern Lights and Ballast Board ?

Answers
Blanks

Name

74

40

namely

Bridgewater.
Clyde.
Cardiff.

Dundee.
Falmouth.
Ilfracombe.
Liverpool.

no dues

are levied or collected avowedly
the maintenance or construction of
buoys, and beacons, from what
funds are the lights, buoys, and beacons to
which you evidence refers maintained ?

If

for

Answers
Blanks

53

K

dues

are

Milford Haven.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Plymouth.
Shields, North.
Shields, South.
Sunderland.
Stockton.

See Answers of which no abstrcct can be made.

61

lights,

3

local

;

Aberdeen.
114

which

15 locahties in

levied,

2
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CIRCULAR

445

No. VIII.

MARINERS' EVIDENCE.

......

Total numbers of Papers issued

Number

returned, filled up

Number

of answers printed

about 3,000

-

-

-

-

-

Papers were subsequently returned which make up the number of Witnesses

793

14,791
to 814.

The

last 21 are

printed at the end.

The Evidence

thus arranpred

is

Pages.
1st.

...

An

alphabetical list of the names of the witnesses, with an Index
to each, and letters showing the employment of each witness, such as
.
.
F foreign mariner

M

2nd.

number attached

P pilot,

M master,

.

.

.......

446

consecutively and followed by the replies to questions
which relate to the witnesses, their means of knowledge, and their

The Index numbers arranged
35, 36, 33, 34,

experience

1, 2,
-

449

.

....

3rd.

All the answers given to each of 30 questions arranged together under each question

480

to

578

4th.

An

579

to

585

586

to

588

5th.

Note.

appendix of returns received too

......

An abstract showing the number of replies given to each question, arranged under
heads to which the answers seem applicable, such as affirmatives, negatives, &c. witli
deductions from the evidence

—In order

1st.

late for insertion

to find the evidence of

any one witness

Find his name in the alphabetical

list.

2nd. Under the Index number there given, search in the
34,

3rd.

Under each

Where no
is

list

of witnesses for answers to 35, 36, 33,

1, 2.

reply

question, and under the

was given by a witness

same Index number, search

to

for the replies given.

any particular question his Index number

counted as a blank.

SK

3

is

there omitted,

APPKNDIX TO REPORT ON LIGHTS, BUOYS, AND BEACONS

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF WITNESSES.
RN.

7.

JI. 240.

M. 200. Abiams, Wnl.

Wm.

119. Adam,
440. Allan, Andw.
437. Abernethv, John.
709. Allen, H.'W.
727. Anderson, Edwin.
624, Anderson, James.
376. Anderson, Robt.
563. Anderson, Robt.
228. Anderson, Thos.
621. Angel, Thos. E.

M.
JI.
JI.

RN.
M.
jr.

M.
P.

M.
JI.

Wm.

3S1. Ansell,
FJI. IPO. Andreas, G. F.
98. Andrew, Richd.
P.
Stn
JI. 302. Andrews,
JI. 286. Appleyond, Abin.
M. 485. Askeyi Benjn.
jr. 500. Aitken, Jas.
Mer. 523. Adri, Thos. JI.
RN. 682. AUdricks, Geo. S.
JI.

Wm.

RN.

10.

P.

44.

Jler.

no.

P.

303.

P. 232.
5.
P.
p. 226.
P. 224.

RN.

789,

.

AUdridge, Geo. JI.
Atkinson, Wm. F.
Alcock, Chas.
Alcock, E. H.
Aton, Wm.
Arnold, J. W.
•Arnold, Rd.
Austin, Geo.
Avlen, Jona.

749.

JI.

FJI. 164.

M.

163.
396.
790.
611.
619.
505.
489.
194.
772.
382.
346.
133.
327.

P.
jr.

p.

FM.
jr.
jr.

M.
JI.

M.
JI.

M.
JI.

P.

RN.
M.
M.
S.

RN.
JI.

JI.
JI.

P.
JI.
JI.

Y.
JI.

RN.
RN.
JI.

Babor, Geo.
Backer, L.
Baird, Thos.
Baker, Geo.
Baker, Chas.
B.irk,John.
Barker, Geo.

Barrow, Edwd.
Bartlett, John.
Bastard, Win.
Banen, John.
Bawden, Geo.

4.

668.
725.
75.
571.
91.
13.

Baxter, Robt.
Bayley, Edwd.
Blake, John.
Braniston, Geo.

Braund,

W.

P.

Beatton, .John.

Beaumont, Benjn. P
Becker, Fredk.
Bedford, E. J.
Bedford, Geo. A.
Beletree, Richd. J.
ndl, Hv.
Bell, John R.
Bell, John R.
Belyea, C. A.
Ben'field, John.
Bentinck, J.

634.
247.
627.
769.
411.
170.
750.
568. Bevis, T.N.
675. Bichout, Hy.
699. Biddlecombe, Geo.
483 Bilton, Lewis.

M. 474. Bishop, Wm.
JI. 272. Biurck, John.
RN.

791.
597.
JI. 486.
51. 507.
jr. 604.
RN. 701.
SB. 225.
M. 447.
jr.

P.

56.

JI. 506.

RN.
jr.

FJr.
jr.

jr.

RN.
Jr.

YB.
JI.

M.
jr.
ji.

Blammont,

J.

A.

Bliss, Eli C.

Briggs, Luther J.
Briggs, Robt.
Boutcher, Philip.
Bourchier, W. S.

Bowen, Geo.
BowTuan, Wm. B.
Bowyer, Jas.
Broekbank, Benj.
Brockman, Geo.
Brodie, Oswald.
Brown, David.
Brown, Geo.
Brown, John.
Brown, J.
Brown, Peter.
Brown, Robt.
BuUev, Thos.

705.
204.
431.
763.
417.
704.
S77.
263.
220.
235. Bulm'er, Jlark.
208. Burn, John.
744. Burne, Geo. Chas.

JI. 465,

Burns, Hy.

Fjr. 173. Burton,
Jr. 451.

jr. 509.
JI. 395.

jr. 367.

p.

47.

M.

442.

Wm.

Burton, Wm.
Bush, Richd.
Bushell, John.
Bussell, Hy. C.
Butchent, Geo.
Bruce, Jas.
C.

P.
P.

40. Cable,
60.

Willm.

Calver, Jas. S.

Calvers,

Edward K.

Campbell, Geo.

Wm.
Wm.

254. Campbell,
383. Campbell,

JL
JL

Jr. 295.

Cameron, John.

323. Canlirs, Thos.

JI.

Wm.

jr. 563. Cargill,

JL

433.
300.
P, 252.
P. 248.
jr. 425.
LA. 753.
P. 126.
SO. 366.
JL 452.
jr. 665.
jr. 336.
Jr.

Carrington, John.
Carter, Danl, Draper.
Caws, Silas Harvey.
Caws, Walter.

Chambers,

Wm.

Chapman, Hy.

C.

Chard, John.

Clachar, Alexr.
Charles, Wm.
Clark, J.-1S.
Clark, John.
P.
3. Clark, Werter
JL 97. Clark. Werter.
RN. 660. Craigie, D.

JL
M.
JL
JL
JL

139.
567.
ISO.
192.
577.
JI. 731.
JL 163.
CE. 267.
JI. 562.
JL 154.
JL 494.
JL 217.
P.
78.
JL 181.
JL 299.
JL 771.
M. 321.
RN. 144.
M. 428.
JL 132.
JL 249.
JL 159.

Crane, Jas.
Craven, Wm. Hind.
Crawford, R. W.
Cleghoni, T.
Chester, Jas.
Chew, Richd.

Wm.
Wm.

Chinnery,

digram,

Christian, Edwd.
Christie, John.

Christopher, John.
Coates, Wm.

Cook,

Jas.

Collins, Chas.

Connell, Jas.
Cooper, Edward.

Cormack,

Jas.

Cotter, Hy.
Coulter, John.

Cow, John.
Cowan, Archd.
Cowan, Robt.
RN. 12. Cox, Hv. L.
70. Clodd, Edward.
P.
JI. 467. Crocker, Jlendal.
SO. 528. Crosbie, J. R.

JL
JL
JL

227.
347.
672.
JI. 355.
P. 135.
JL 223.
JL 275.
JL 212.
FJL 599.
JI. 752.
JL 516.
P. 776.

FJr. 188.
JI. 309.

FJL

146.

P.

74.

JL

161.

JI. 394.

JL
JL
JL

718.
257.
693.
100.
JI. 393.
P.
2.
P.

JL
JL
JL
JL

59.
61.

348.
721.

FJL 412,
FJL 409,
JL

481.
P. 276,

JI. 390,

JL

Cross, J.
Cross, Herbert
Cross, Herbert R.
Crowell, jr. B.

R

Cullis,

Wm.

Cumming, Peter.
Cumming, Robt. Elson.
Cuthbertson, John A.
Cutter, A. Grecly.
Curling, Wm.
Crunda'l, Jas, A.
Crute, Jas.

;

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF WITNESSES
M.

266. Jones, Richd.

M

P.
P.

35. Jones. Thos.
93. Jones, Thos.

RN.
M.

462. Josephsoi), H. S.
JJ.
Julius, Theodore.

M.

M.

K.
711. Kcane, Edward.
160. Kiats, Richard.

Kea\, Thos.
Kecr, John.

6-26.

739.
329.
628.
669.
673.
246.

FM.

M.
M.
IVI.

Kenned'v, Jas. B.
Kerr, David B.
Kerr, Thos.
Kidd, Geo.
Kidd, Jas.
Kiddie, Jas.
Killock, Adam.
King, Abel.
King, Chas.
King, Chas. Leggett.
Knight, Hy.
Korner, J.'

178.
448.
281.
£0.
49.
29.
P.
M. 463.
FJI. 182.
RN. 639.

SI.

P.

Kelly, Tim.
Kennedy, Jas.

18.

RN.
M.
M.
M.

M.
M.
FM.
M.
M.
M.
P.
P.

M.
M.
M.

M.
P.
P.

Lackland, Jas.
Lacy, T. B.
Lamaster, W.

Lamb, Edward.

Wm.

Langcake,
Langlands, Joe.
Langlois, Jas. H.

M.
P.

M.
FM.
P.

Lavton, Thos.
Lee, Wm.

Leetham,

M.
M.
M.

FM.
5L

Jas.

Leggett, Henrv.
Leggett, Thos.'
Leitch, John.
Leslie, W. B.
Lewis, Thos.

M.
M.
M.

P.

Litten,

M.

Little,

Geo.

Liverseed, Fras.
Lott, E. J.

P.
P.

Lowery, Thos.
Lowsey, John.
Lucock, Wm.
Lyall, John.

Wm.

Main, John.

461. Main,
477. Jlann, James.
158. Jlantle, George.
793. Blartin, Luke.
470. Martyn, W. H.

Martyn,
Martyn,

73.

87.

Noble, Thos.

Newman,

Robt.

328. Oldman, Robt.
359. Orange, G.
538. Orlescar, John.
151. Orpeben, Louis.
245. Owens, Peter.
434. O'Brien, W. C.
294. Ogilvie, John.
518. Outerbridge,

M.
RN.
RN.

M.
P.

P.

FM.

57.

P.

58.
48.

P.

Mackerell. S. R. J.
513. Mackie, John Duflf.
23.

402. Mackie, Alex.
780. BlacLean, John.
754. Macloon, E. C.
F.
589. McArthur,

Wm.

P.

M.
JL
M.
M.
M.
M.
RN.

McCarthy, Denis.

P.

McDonald, John.

RN.

McEwen, John.

M.

McKechnie, David.

P.

Wm.

McKirdy, John.

McKnaught, Rout.
McLaren, Walter.
McNair,

52.

M.
M.

S.

M.
M.
P.

RN.

Redmore, Richd.

83.

573.
286.
740.
375.
719.
33.
733.

P.

66.

MS.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

730.
349.
717.
652.
193.
311.
271.
177.

Reed, Arthur, J.
Reid, John.
Reid, David.
Reynolds, Nich.
Reynolds, Thos.
Richards, Geo.
Richards, Geo.
Richardson, Wm.
Ridley, John H.
Roberts, Richd.
Roberts, Robt.
Roberts, W. H.
Robertson, .\lex.
Robinson, John.
Robinson, Richd.
Robinson, Thos.

Rodd, Wm.
Rodger, .\lex.

M.

M.
RN.

212.
22.

748.
638.
460.
339.
270.
728.
667.

28.

221.
M. 166.
FM. 424.
M. 645.
S.O. 532.
M. 121.

1.

690.
649.
618.
530.
319.
685.

Penn, James.
Pentecost, Rd.

M.
M.
P.

55.

IM.

Perriam, J. W.
Perriam, R. L.
Perry, Eli.
Perry, Thos.
Fetch, Wm. H
Petrie, P. E.
Petrowski, T.
Pezzark, Rd.
Pickthall, John.
Pike, Robt.
Phillips, Robt.
Phillips, Robt.

Wm.
"

R.

72.
175.
176.
SB. 210.
AT. 631.
M. 356.
M. 559.
M. 581.
P.
48.
P. 566.
JI. 415.
M. 209.
M. 230.
M. 501.
M. 603.
M. 274.
M. 354.
Tvne I.e.
-Vl.
536.

M.
FM.

RN.
M.
JI.
JM.

M.
P.

M.
P.

M.
M.
JM.

Q.

Jas.

P.

JIcNeily, Geo.

McPherson, Hugh.

M.

Mcik, Thos.
Melcher, Geo. M.
Menarry, Wm.
Menzies, David.
Metcalf, John.
Metcalfe, Geo.

ai.

316. Quance, Rd.
407. Quine,

Wm.

M.
M.
M.
RN.
SB.
.^I.

446. Raddock, Saml.
134. Ralph, Thos.

Y.

M.

FM.
RN.

M.
M.
RN.
M.
M.
M.
IM.

M.
M.
M.
RN.
M.
P.

RN.
SO.
JM.

P.

RN.
IM.

RN.

M.
M.

K4

Philip H.

Salmon, Jas.
Salmon, John.
Samson, Joseph.
Samuel, Robt. B.
Sawyer, Moses H.
Sawyer, Thos. W.
Shankland, Robt.
Small, Andw.
John.
Small, Thos.
Spray, P. B.
Spray, Wm.
Stacy, John.
Stanford, Joseph.
Stanns, Geo.
Stanton, Wm.
Star, Leonard G.
Stavely, Robt.
Straneck, H.
Sebern, Jas.
Seeds, Hugh.
Sergent, John.
Shepke, G.
Shea, John.
Shegtuthen, Hugh.

607.
641.
104.
547.
792.
211.
716.
671.
116.
143.
335.
469.
218.
556.
715.
572.
389.
109.
613.
256.
479.
142.
768.
544.
399.
427.
694.
101.
724.
65.

.las.

Wm.

Shugg, Thos.
Stuart, B. B.
Sydal, DanieL
Symes, Jacob.

Taggirt, Robert
Talbot, C. R. M.
Talbot, Wm.

Tanner.
Taylor, Geo.
Taylor, James.
Taylor, John.
Taylor, Joshua.
Taylor, .Saral.
Taylor. T.

Tregarthen, Jas.
Tregoning, S.
Tidey, J. C.
Tier, Jas.

Triphook, Richd.

Thompson, Geo. Jas.
Thompson, John.
Thompson, John R.
Tointon, Willm.
Tonkin, H.
Tonkin, Ja,s.
Toother,

Wm. law

Trott, Geo.

Truman, Dan.
Tucker,

268.
529.
570.
514.

H.

J.

TuUoch, Jas.
TuUy, John.

Tupman, John,

676. Vane, H.
206. Vaggars, Capt
185. Vanselow, J.

P.
P.

S.

F. W. L.
Thomas Geo. Burton.

Thomas,

RN.
M.
FM.

Vincent, Nichs.
Vincent, Wm.
Vincent, Wm.
Vivian, John.

w.

Wm. Joho.
Waite, Joseph.

Wade,
Wake,

Wm.

Wakeley, Geo. H.
Walker, Chas.
Walker, H.
Walker, John.
Walker, Robt.
Walker, Wm.
Wallis, John.
Wallis, J. S.
Walsh, Sir John.

Warren, Matthew
Warren, Wm. H.
Wasaer, Geo.
Waters, Ralph.
Waters, Wm.
Watkins, Wm.
"S\'atson Leonard.
Watson, Leonard.
Watts, Wm.
Wharton, John.

W.

Stevens, Wm.
Stevenson, Archd.

Wear,

757. Stevenson, J. C.
Stevenson, W. P.
Sidney, Fred. W.
207. Silbowle, S.
184. Sim, Wm. Fletcher.
439 Simmin, John.

Wm.

Webb, John
Webb, Wm.

11.

Wm.

J.

Stone,
Stone,

491. Turner, Jas.
136. Turner, John.

Stephen, Jas.
Steward, Jas. Dick.
Stewart, Wm.
Stevens, Benj.

Wm.

Snock,

M

Shephard, Richd.
SkeUy, John.
Spence, Wm. Alex.
Spencer, Thos.

264. Simms, R. J.
647. Simpson, Fredk.
331. Simpson, G. (Capt.)
69. Simpson,
524. Simpson, Wm. B.
81. Sinclair, Alex.
280. Shier, Chas.
123. Skilton, H.
521. Smith, Fras.
432. Smith, Jas.
292. Smith, John.
667. Smith, John S.
238. Smith, Peter.
747. Smith, Walter.
594. Smith,
642. Smithett, Luke,

Schlor, C. J.

M.

Shelford, Jas.

Steele, J.

Soulsby, H.
Scott, jas. R.
Scott, Jos.

T.
P.

FM.
RN.

Thos.

447

122. SpiiiK, John.
450. Sopwith, Thos.

387.
406.
777.
458.
F.AI. 550.
M. 587.
M. 430.
M. 378.
RN. 692.
P. 203.
M. 306.

P.

Wm.

Ryan, John.

80. Small,

582.
368.
371.
569.
79.
76.
758.
517.
365.
372.

P.

Wm.

Poole, Jas.
Pope, Chas.
Popkiss, Wm.
Potter, Thos.
Powell, Chas.
Powell, Joseph.
Power, John.
Powditch, Thos.
Pullery, T. C.

P.

M.
M.
M.
M.

M.
RN.
M.

Payne, Wm.
Peacock, Geo.
Pearn, E. J. P.
Pearson, H.

Pomeroy, John

Rust,

M.
M.
M.
M.
FM.

P.

Wm.

Phillips,
Price, John.
Price, W.D,

Rowlands, Wm.
Rounce, John.
Rouse, Royal.
Runnoldson.

St. Patrick,

Parker, Chas.
Parry, Richd.
Parry, Thos.

Penfitt,

Rowe, Edwin.
Rowe, W.P.
Roweth, Josh.

S.

Palmer, Geo.
Palmer, Wm.
Panitzse, Rudolph.
Parfett,

Rolladon, Chas.
Ross, Hugh.
Roskell, W.
Rourlands, Thos.

•Sadler,

Pentrcath, Thos.
84. Perkins, Daniel.

M.

MacheU, Rd.

McKeon,

42.

RN.
FM.
FM.

343.

P.

51. Rattray, Jas.
96. Ray, Hen., sen.
696. Raymond, Geo.
553. Rayner, Geo.
141. Raynes, H. C.
670. Read, F. S.

P.

iM.

510. Page, Geo.
17. Pain, John.
471. Palfrey, Richd.

A.

M.

M.
M.

Wm.
Wm.

Raneys, H. E.
Rankin, John.
Rasch, C. Alj.

Wm.

Wm.

J.

Marshall, Peter.

Mather, Jas.
Matthews, G. Waltor
Matthews, James.
M. 513. Matthews, T. R.
RN. 703. Maunder, Edward.

85.

Neuron, Robt.

762. Noire, W. J.
422. Norton, R.

755.
502.
600.
644.
157.

34.

707.
241.
775.
398.
253.
187.
405.
466.
397.
455.
CE. 374.
FJI. 756.
334.
216.
681.
116.

30.

RN.
M.
M.
RN.
M.

Randall,
Randall,

291.
457.
680.
561.
189.

341.
262.
C46.
495.
560.
F.AL 549.
RN. 697.
M. 325.
RN. 591.
P. 614.
SA. 231.
P.
46.
M. 620.
P.
21.
.^I.
345.

222. Newby, Isaac.
128. Newton, Jas.
593. Noble, Capt. A.

53.

P.
P.

P.

P.

P.

741. Needham, John.
196. Neill, Alex.

P.

P.

M.

Fletcher.

623.
656.
746.
788.
127.

RN.
M.

Morell, Robt.

Mowll, Richd.
147. Muir, Thos.
766. Munro, D. G,
338. Murphy, Edward.

M.
M.

FM.

Lowden,

M.
SM.
M.

FM.
M.

Monro, Andrew.
Montgomerie, Robt.
Moodie, Edwin R.
Moore, Wm. Coats.
!\Ioore, Wm. H.

14.

779.
464.
106.
363.
783.
765.
557.
351.
598.
219.
478.
674.
490.

Love, Luke.

Wm.

M.
LA.

P.

P.

M.

Thos.

454. Rlace, Fred.

M.

M.

Jliln, Chas.
Milne, Andrew.

P.

M.

RN.

FM.

Wm.

Liddell, John.
Liddle, Thos.
Lilly,

M.

M.
M.

Wm.
Milman, Wm.

Jlills,

—lURlNERS' EVIDENCE.

M.

Andrew.
Edwin.

15.

M.

Milligan, John.

Largie, Andrew.
Larkins, Stephen, N.

Lawrence, Alex.
Lawyer, R. M.

99. LinJdater,

519.
583.
596.
585.
332.
113.
318.
67.
708.
539.

M.
RN.

W.

Jlilliken, C.

N.
P.

P.
L.

M.

Millar, John.
Millar, W. F.

781. Morgan, E. E.
171. Morquires, Capt
152. AIoss, Herbert.
326. Mortleman,
269. Morton, George.
244. Mowle, Thos. Ralphs.

Wm.

Knocker,

167. Kriiger, J. H.
551. Kriiger, Henry K.
54. Kriiger, J. F.

595.
420.
737.
403.
444.
625.
590.
205.
36.
202.
118.
26.
786.
358.
27.
24.
691.
384.
129.
293.
369.
278.

148.
588.
496.
344.
695.
261.
296.
243.
285.
342.
650.
102.
404.
488.

J.

C.

Weeks, Saml. M.
Welch, Alfred.
Welch, Geo.
770. Weller, Chas. G.
324. Wells, W. B.
606. Williams, Edward.
9.

Williams, George.

150. WiUiams, Geo. Tho«.
284. Williams, H.
610. Williams, Isaac.
608. Williams, John.

Williams, John.
Williams, John.
Williams, Richd.
WtUiams, Richd.
Williams, Robt.
Williams, Thos.
Williams, William.
Wilson, Jas.

US
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JI. 550. Wilson. John.
V. 77H. Wils.in, Jclin,
M. 511. ^Vlls(ln, William,
M. 111. Wis,-, Rnllt.

Wislmrl. William.

M.

21

JI.

IHSl.

M.

636. WMte, Jas. Thos.
627. 'White, John.

M.

1.

51. 414.
P. 71.
616.
362.

1

White, William.
Whiley. John.
Wright, Francis.
Wright, William.
Wood, Joseph.

j

M.
M.
M.

I

P. 615. Woodward,
JI. 64.S. AVook-ott.

I

^\ hite, Arcliii.

4J>6.

;RN.722.Woolle3-, F.

FM.

410.

Woolsgooi-d,
Peterson.

EN.

6S7.

Wunder, F.R.

]

Names Omitted.
1S3.

90,

Newh.v

St.,

Walton

Lane, Liverpool,
423.

Hugh.
729,

M.

421.

fork, C. C.

A

JIaster

in

the

Foreign Trade,
Pilot from Shields
to the Downs,

A

ii9

MAKIXEES' EVIDENCE.

LIST OF WITNESSES.
i

the Evidence of a Witness look under each Question for his number in. this List.
in the tnargin indicate the i^Tofession of the witness ; see Absteact, p. 588, /o)' the
number of tvitnesses of each Profession indicated by the letters beloiv, and for the meaning of
each letter, as P. Pilot.

In order
The

find

to

letters

EEPLY TO QUESTIONS
your name, stating your present occupation, and giving

35.

Be

36.

Date and fold the paper, and send it (unpaid) to tlie nearest Post Office.
yon have served at sea, state for how fong.
you command a vessel, give her name and tonnage, and port of register
and if a steamer, her horse power.
Are you well acquainted with any particular parts of the Coast of the United

so good as to sign
an address.

33. If
34. If
1.

'1.

— If

so, name them.
acquainted with any Foreign Coasts ?
If so, name tliem, or
those parts of them with which you are well acquainted.
William Popkiss. —Trinity Cinque Ports Pilot, 2, Victoria Crescent, Dover. April 28th, 185!). — I have served at

Kingdom

Are you

2.

sea ever since 1821

—

?

—

Avell

.

—

—

1

.

From

—

2.

John Davison.

3.

Werter Clark. —Trinity

the

Owers

„

to Gravesend.

—
—

—

Commercial Road East, London. April 2!)th, 1859. Have served
From London Bridge to the Downs, and Xorth Channel to Orford Ness.

at

p

Cinque Ports Pilot. Dover. April 27th, 1859. L'pwards of 50 years. 1. The coasts of
Kent, Susse.v, Hampshire, and Dorset. 2. The French coast, from Boulogne to Calais; and coast of Flanders,
from Calais to the East Scheldt and the coast of Holland, to the Te.\el.

p

sea

Iti

years,

Pilot.

and as

2(i,

Bromley

pilot 19 years.

—

1.

Street,

—

—

—

;

4.

—

George BRAJisTOX.^Channel

—

—

Pilot, 17, Pigott .Street, East India Road, E.
April 28th, 1859.
From 15 to 25.
2. The coast
Yes, from London Bridge to the Land's End of England, more jiarticularly than any other part.
Calais,
of
Biscay,
Portugal,
Gibraltar,
and
Mediterranean.
from
Bay
coast
of
Gut
of
of France,
1.

5. J.

W. Arnold. —Trinity

—

—

Cinque Ports Pilot, 9, Park Street, Deal. A])ril 25th, 1859. I have served at sea 20 years,
is to say, ever since I was 10 years old, and the whole of that time along the eastern coasts of England.
Yes, from the Isle of Wight to the Firth of Forth, N.E. coasts of England. 2. Y'es, from Boulogne to Flushing.

that
I.

—

p

p

—

Richard Iron.
Owers

—Trinity Cinque Ports
—
—

Pilot,

Dover.

—

.\pril 27th, 1859.

— Since 1833. —

1.

From

the west end of the

to Gravesend.

—

Edward Killk. Calvebs. Master, R.N.. and Admiralty Surveyor; permanent address, Sunderland. Since the
year 1828, contimiously. The " Seatlower," a cutter of 116 tons, at my command, as Suri-eyor of the east coast of
England. 1. During an experience of 23 j-ears have become well acquainted witii Shetland and Orkneys, east
2. A youngster's acquaintance only with the East
coast of Scotland, and east and west coasts of England.
Indian and South American coasts
but of late years have frequently been on the coast extending from the Elbe
to Cape Grisney.
Adolphus George Edye. A Commander in the Royal Navy, Valentia, county Kerry, Ireland. H.M.S. '• Sham30 years, 29 on active service. Command of the Kerry Survey, S.W. coast of
rock,'' Hamoaze, April 2()th, 1859.
Ireland, H.M. surveying vessel " Shanu'ock," 60 H.P.
1. Am well acquainted with tlie Irish (St. George's)
Channel, and the western coast of Ireland, from Sligo to ^'alentia.

—

„

.,

—

;

8.

9.

—

—

—

—

— Captain, R.N., charge of Admiralty Survey, coast of Cornwall. — April 23d, 1859. —
George M. Alldridge. — Commander, R.N., H.M.S. "Asp," Devonport, Admiralty Surveyor. — April 18th, 1859.
30 years
sun'eying
and 10 years
charge of surveys. — In command of H.M.S.
—
Served constantly
" .\sp "
charge of sun'cys). 112 tons, 50 horse power. —
Yes thoroughly acquainted with the
Sea and
George Williams.
37 years.

10.

—

—

1.

in

^y

r

-y

Coast of Cornwall.
for

in

vessels,

(in

R.N.

in

1.

Irish

;

the coast on either side, including the harbours, ports, and anchorages
as also of the Isle of Man, Liverpool, and
River Dee.
Likewise thoroughly acquainted with the Bristol Channel, its harbours, ports, and anchorages, and
dangers. 2. Yes, with the Grecian Archipelago, the Morea, coasts of Thessaly, Roumelia, and Asia Minor, islands
of Rhodes, Candia, and Malta.
;

—

11.

Frederick W. Sidney.
Alderney.

—

—

—

—

Commander, R.N. Admiralty Smxey, Guernsey.
Surveying service 25 years. 1.
River Plate; the channels from Colonia and Buenos Ayres to the entrances of the Rivers Parana and

2.

,

„

,t

Uruguay.
12.

L. Cox.^-Commander and Sun'eyor, R.N., in charge of South Coast of England Sur\'ey, 51, Emma Place,
Stonehouse, Devon. 35 years 1. From Portsmouth to Plymouth. 2. A general acquaintance with several foreign

Henry

13.

—

—

stations.

George Augustus

—
Bedford. — Captain, R.N.

—

Admiralty Surveyor, Rathmullan, county Donegal. April 25th,
years, principally as Admiralty Surveyor.
1. The west and north-v/est coast of Ireland, from the
2. Not in connexion
of the Shannon to Lough Foyle, the whole of which I have surveyed for the Admiralty.
with the present inquiry.
1859.

— About 35

—

Richard Mowll.
and

so,

stofF.

—

—

2.

—

—

15.

John Main.

l(i.

Frederick Higginson.

the

—

—

Pilot, 42, Snargate Street, Dover, Kent.
56 years. I am a Cinque Port pilot, and have been
Navy, 50 years. 1. From the Isle of Wight to London Bridge, and from London Bridge to LoweGrizne,
the
From Cape
in France, to
Texel Island, in Holland.

in the

Owers

Pilot, 4.3,

—

— —
—

East Street, Port,smouth is about to give up through ill health.
10 years.
No. 1. From
and any place inside of the Isle of Wight.
In the command of the " Foyle " .steamer, 18, Burlington Road. Dublin. April 29th.
;

to Peverley Point,

—

—

R.N.

—

mouth
14.

R.N.

p.

p
t^j

36 years, the last 23 years in the coasting trade. Command the " Foyle," 443 tons register, 400 horse power,
Dublin.
1. Well acquainted with the coast from Dublin to London.
2. Pretty well, with the Baltic and Medi-

—

terranean.

— Cinque Port
32, Lower
— Yes, from Cherbourg to Texel.
— Craigie Terrace, Dundee. —April

—All my — Yes, from Catharine Point to
29th, 1859. — From 1810 to 1834, and have been as Shipowner
— During my command
had two
in the Baltic trade, and vvithout accident during
that time,
— was command from 1816 until 1834,
Baltic only. —
In the
Robert Huhst.—
Cannel Walk, Southampton.— April 29th, 1859.— From 1813
No.
1848.— Trinity Pilot
from 1848. —
From Downs
Land's End.—
From Gaskets

17.

John Pain.

18.

George Kidd.

Pilot,

Orfordness.

1.

at sea, I

I

Kent.

life.

1.

St.

vessels

in

p

1.

Baltic.

to

2,

to

to Calles.

2.

3L

j^j

all

2.

Pilot,

II.

Street, Deal,

2.

since.

19.

—

p.
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Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,

2,.—continued.

1,

52. Always employed at sea 27 years a pilot.-l have no command
on Abel King -Pilot, Waterside, Gorleston.-Age
and &uffolk.-2. None.
-'^•'^ofLrv^sselonlyihoselpilot.-l. The coast of Norfolk
,
..
,
,
North ,
Sea and
Lowestoft, Suffolk.-April 29th, 1859, Lowestoft.-18 years.-l.
01 WiL. .AM Rust -Trinity Pilot,
Baltic and Gulf of Fml^^^^
-'•^'o;n-e^Istco:rt\-2. SoL part, of the
Romulus," Pilot Cutter, No. o.-l. MdPHiLL.PS.-Pilot.-Milford Haven, May 1st, 1859.-30 years.-"
;

P-

P
^-

22.

Robert

P
p
^-

03

Samuel R

04'

Thom .s

P.

25.

P.

26.

P.

p

ford

"

Haven and district.
J MACKEKEL.-Pilot,
LEGGETT.-Trinitv

^,
, „
,
j c «• n
Gorleston, Suffolk.-35 years.-None.-l. Norfolk and Suffolk.
East coast from
years.-l.
1859.-25
2d,
May
Suffolk.-Gorleston,
Gorleston,

Pilot,

particular.
Humber to the South Foreland.-2. None in
,,,_,„
^ ^ „ „
2d, 1859.-20 years.-None.-l. >orfolk and Suffolk.
James SALMON.-PUot, Gorleston, Suffolk.-May
2d, I80.*.— 1 have
May
Norfolk.—
armouth,
^
Great
Place,
Pro^dence
^
T
T
-^^i^ p;ir^+
Vn
7
Thomas LAYTON.-Trinty Pilot No '.;
&c. to Gravesend and
J'™;™/., -y^^- S ^^em from the Well Bank,
served at .sea 48 j^ars.-Icomma^^^^^^^
Flamborough Head to Orfordness and Hanvich
Tc-sYheVent to the Downs.-2. I am only partially acquainted from Heligoland

„

HtboTanl to fCvel'Kd
Cherbourg in France.

27.

Henrv

P.

„
,,
xv ^n
< «• u,
1859.-15 years.-None.-h Norfolk and Suffolk.
LEGGETT.-Pilot, Gorlestou, Suffolk.-May 2d.
Suffolk.
and
Norfolk
years.-None.-l.
2d, 1859.-^6
OB John SALMO.x.-Pilot, Gorleston, Suffolk.-May

P.

I,.

C„A. LEGGKTT K.^G.-Pdot^
rndedc:;rvLeirt[;auZ;

to

P
^-

SO

RoRFRT Neuron-

SI

n

^

GoHestou,

M

The

„,

".^

m

all.-I have com-

1

.

.

I,-,

ii,n„.„'

•i.iffnlk

— Mav od

^^iXh^c^^ "?^- i':^:-i ^- ^^^

''

years at sea

U

GoLDSACK -Trinity

''•^'w^ofW^gbtt^l^.nemoutll.-2. Yes, from Boul^^^^

'

yea^^32

c^^^^

a pilot 27 years and at sea in all 49 years.-I have not
-Pilot, Gorleston, Suffolk.-I have been
charge of as pilot.-l. The coast of Norfolk and
I
^
18o9.-l. ^ es, from
Kent.-From 838 up to present date,
Pilot, 6, Princes Street, Deal

'"-^rmlnid^n^JdVut those

P

U

Suffolk^B^na ^ot

piloted.-!.

1

1859.
"^

—

14 years.- Commanded a vessel i)revious to being
''' ''-''' »'^"^"'''
L-^'^ ^-'-'-

^-'^

'-

- ^'^^

to Havre, France.

r

Chan n.1

George R.haros.

33.

P.

Pilot

^t^^:::^^^'(^ir^^:^Mt^^^:^^
jI^es MATTHEWS

34.

P.

-Pilot, Sea View. Isle of

T'tll^^ O^^nnd
LtwLfd

to

tt

rwes?wart

heloa'^sro?

S^art

T^rJrJoNEs.-Pilot.

P.

,5

F.

.S6

P.

37

P.

38.

T

^
p-i 4

to

coast

the North Sea,

W^

mydistricts a. a pUot,' thft is, from the Owers
Not acquainted with
and out of the ports of Cowes and Portsmouth.-2.

l^°ngS motpartic^u^fin

into

Hardwicke Place, Commercial Road East.24 years in British Channel (from Loudon) 2
No.
Pilot from London to the Isle of \\ight.-2.
r-p »* p;ir,* <lr I linpkiln Street Dover, Kent. About 47 years. 1. To the e.xtent
T^exel. having no practice
oto^t'^^d fnot^^'much fi^m Ostend to the

Mav'^d 1859.-1. Trinity House
,r

^u

::^Zo:L^
^^:^}^' ^^-a^^lJZ^'t:^::^
Heligoi.om Brest
and the

—

—

']^:^i::T^:i^S^:^^^

Boat Dockyears pilot in the Englisn Channel only .-Buoy
9, Britain Street, Portsea.-43
Channel.-2. None.
yard Vessel, Portsmouth, 67 tons.-l. Enghsh
p . r-i,
, ,
,
years.-l. Coast of Ireland and Bristol Channel.William WATKINS.-Licensed Pilot, Milford Haven.-29

JoHwlTrs-Pilot.

,

Valparaiso, Calao, and along the coast.

2.

,

„

,

„

„

o

i

-.-

,

i.^

M.
coasts of Spam and Portugal.
, „
,
. ^ ^
ra
to Gravesend.Suffolk.-36 ,-ears.-l. Well acquainted from Lowestoft
40 William CABLE.-Trinity Pilot, Aldbro',
foreign coasts.
with
any
acquainted
not
am
years
I
1
9
Betn^ a hcensed pilot for
„
.
,
,
'London,
48 vears.—The last vessel I commanded was the
,
m
"tt
in *;i>nrp Tprrarp Dundee
''
Dundee.-l. With all the coast from the Thames to the Tay.
'^rm:hf;686"t7nl%0^to:se'^;™^^^
.

P.

M.

V

-2.

—

No

42

43.

H^^^GiLL

P.c.^/K.nome,- Yacht,4

P.

^^

G^^

Milford7co'ktrng's T^ln! Belfast' GrSo"^^^^^^^^^^

Islands,

Downs, Nore, and Sheerness.-2. Dieppe, Genoa,

years.-Pilot for the la.t 24 years.Ten-ace, Campbell Road, Bow. E.-8 to 9
London to Isle of Wight. -2. Not any.
yea.s.-Pdoted several steam ships from 100 to
Fraxcis GREEN.-Trinity Pilot, Aldeburgh, Suffolk.-20
45
'" Philip
"^600 horse power.-l. Leith Roads'to Land's End.-2. Hehgoland to Cape La Hague.
1859.-38 years.-l. East coast from Humber to
Gorleston, Suffolk.-Gorleston. May 2d,
44

^^'^^L^lmTKI^•so^^-2. Laura
1.

P
^P.

46

RovAL RousE.-Pilot.

the South Foreland.— 2.

None

in particular.

P.

Wight, and the

east coa.t of

England.-2. The coast of Norway and the

-

- -^£ir^-3i ii.^s-^^^5eS:^^^^^^

P

49
'

Ch rErK;;G. -Pdot,
coast fr^m

^-

''

Cromer

Norfolk.-Gorleston,
Gorleston, near Great Yarmouth,

to Orfordness.-2.

'VXm ?hV:4re7d

Baltic

^one

May

2d,

1859.-.5 years.-l.
^^ ^^^

of

East

in Particular^

le'Sv^s rCrr^etnl'^-ri

ha^'had no

practice

on foreign

^^^^

coasts these last

mariners' F.VIDFNCK.

Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,
W. Perriam. —Trinity

Pilot, Parker's

Lane, Exmouth.

]

-2.

,

— May"

-i-")l

— conthuiea.
—

I sen-ed an apprenticeship as pilot, and
have continued in that service 28 years. I command the
King George," Pilot Cutter, of Exeter, 23 years.
1
I am well acquainted with that part of the coast which lies between the Start Point and the Bill of Portland.
2. No.

62. J.

—

53.

Thomas Pentreath. — Pilot,

54.

who was pilot in Mounts Bay for 25 years.
—2. No.
Master Mariner, 17, Storey
J. F. KrIger.

55.

56.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

,

—

—

—

James Bowver. Pilot. 17, Paget Street, Southampton.
Downs to Plymouth and Southampton Water.

—Trinity

Perriam.

Pilot,

pilot cutter of that port.

and the

—

i

Tower

Bill of

—

1

I

.

am

Exmouth.

Street,

—

—

M.

P.

.

— From 1825 to 1845. since then
—
30th, 1859. — Served an apprenticeship as
piloting.

From

the

P.

pilot,

and

P.

1.

.\i)ril

I command the "Jane," 26 tons, registered at Exeter, and fonnerly a
well acquainted with that part of the coast which Ues between the Start Point

—

—

—
—

Pilot, Mousehole, Port of Penzance.
May 2d, 1859. 55 years at sea, served as a pilot for
and 39 years a licensed pilot. First the Pilot Boat " Resolution," 35 years and upwards, since, the Pilot
Boat " Witherall," for 15 years. 1. West coast of England. 2. No.

years,

—

—

Thomas Dawson.— Master

of the " Hawk," S.S. Hull, 9, Waverley Street, Hull.— Hull, May 6th, 1859.—
"Hawk," Screw Steamer, 260 tons register, of Hull, 100 horse power. 1. Yes, from the Firth of
Forth to the entrance of the Thames mouth. 2. Yes, the coast of Holland, Zuteland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark
and Baltic Sea generally.

—

—

—

Calver.— Pilot,

60.

James

61.

WiLLiAJi Dawson. Shipo\vner,
give I shall be happy to give it,

S.

P.

Portland.— 2. No.

Richard Pezzark.

38 years.

P.

.

Jame.« Sebern. Pilot, St. Mary, Extra Woolstor, Hani
For 45 years at sea, and piloting in the Southampton
district.
liundreds of vessels.
I have never been commander, but have pilotc
1
Yes, the Solent and Spithead
passages, and Southampton rivers.
2. I am acquainted with no foreign coasts.

ha\-e continued in that sernce 2(5 years.

59.

—

—

Mousehole, Port of Penzance. May 2d, 1859. 20 years piloting with my father,
" John Wesley," Pilot Boat, Penzance.
1
West coast of England.

Street, Hull.
May 3d, 1859. Upwards of .30 years. "Lion," 1,073
tons, Hull, 3fi0 horse power.
1. The east coast, English, and St. George's Channel to Liverpool.
2. The coasts
of Norway, Cattegat, and Baltic Seas, up to St. Petersburgh ; the coasts of Holland to the entrance of the Elbe,
the Mediterranean and Black Seas ; the coasts of the United States, and British North America.

57. R. L.

58.

5th, 1859.

Gorieston, Suffolk.- May 4th,

—

1859.-38 years.— None.—

1

Norfolk and Suffolk.

.

M.

P.

— May 4th, 1859. Any further information can
thought worth anything. — 20 years, out of which 13 years captain, 5 years
mate, being in that capacity before my apjirenticeship was done. — Not at present, having
the sea about 5 years
— East coast principally. — Cattegat, Sound and Grounds,
Gulf of Finland, (these embrace
coasts of Nonvay, Sweden, Denmark and Russia), also some parts of France.
George Welch. — Ship
Sec, Dundee. — May 4th, 1859. — 23 years. —
have not been to sea (except as a
passenger) since December 1849. —
have such knowledge of the east and south coasts of the United Kingdom
as
acquired during 23 years in the foreign trade from the L'nited Kingdom
5 years as master). —
Cattegat,
East Sea, and Gulf of Finland.
A. GoDDEN. — Trinity Cinque Port
Dover. — Dover, May 4th, 1859. — have served
sea since 1831. —
From the Owers to Gravesend.
William Fuller. —Trinity Cinque Port
Bulwark
Dover. — Dover, May 5th, 1859. —41 years. —
From
the Owers to Gravesend. —
From the long time
have been absent from them,
do not consider myself competent to give an opinion.
John Tup.man. —Trinity
Exmouth. —
48, Bicton
30th, 1859. — Served an apprenticeship as
and have continued in that service 46 years. — now command the " Lady RoUe," Pilot Cutter, 15 tons, registered
Exeter. —
am perfectly acquainted with the coast lying between the Start Point and the
of Portland.
Street, Sunderland.

6, Villiers

p.

I

M.

if

left

since.

62.

2.

1.

Baltic,

."^gent.

I

1.

I

I

(

63. J.

Pilot,

2.

1

at

I

p

1.

64.

Pilot,

Hill,

2.

65.

1.

I

Pilot,

p

I

Street,

.\pril

pilot,

P.

I

at
2.

66.

1

.

Bill

I

No.

William Richardson.—Trinity
Lowestoft to Gravesend.

—

Aldbro', Suffolk.— May 4th, 1859.-34 years.— 1. Well acquainted from
pilot for 13 years I am not acquainted with any foreign coast.

Pilot,

Being a licensed

2.

— North

67-

John Lowsey.

68.

William Girling.—Trinit)-

69.

William Simpson.

Sea Trinity Pilot for 30 years, Southwold, Suffolk.
coast of England from the Lemon to Gravesend.

—

I

have been at sea 50 years.

—

1.

East

Pilot, Southwold, Suffolk.- May 3d, 1859.-23 years.-Trinity Pilot.— 1. With the
English Channel, but more particular with the north-east coast. 2. None in particular.

—

— North

—

Channel Trinity Pilot for the last 9 years, Southwold, Suffolk. I have served at sea
28 years. 1 was in charge of a small vessel caUed the " Chai-lcs," of Southwold, 70 tons, for 9 years.
1. North
coasts of England, east coasts, English Channel, and St. George's Channel.
2. The coasts of Holland, Belgium,

—

—

—

p
p.

p
p.

France, &c.
70.

Edward Clodd. — Trinity
2.

Being a licensed

Pilot, Aldbro',

pilot for 19 years, I

72.

Hugh

Gorieston, Suffolk.

Seeds.

Dublin.

— 33

75.

12 years.

last

years.

1.

east

Pilot,

at

sea,

2.

M.

pilot.

p

aiid

six years.

Pilot, St.

P.

St.

Street,

to

Street,

p_

I

to

1.

'.U, Li.ster

2.

years.

Street,

register,

p_

jj

to

2.

Baltic,

in

Indies.

in

76.

—

1.

at

in

1.

74.

—

4th, 1859.

for

years.

2.

73.

—

1. Well acquainted from Lowestoft to Gravesend.
37 years.
not acquainted with any foreign coasts.

Suffolk.

am

— May
—
— Never any. — Norfolk and Suffolk.
— Overlooker Messrs. John Martin and Son, Dublin, residing 30, Lower Gloucester
— Not command 4
— am well acquainted with coast of Ireland from Tuskar to
Dubhn. —
Yes, tolerably well with
coast of America from River Plato to Gulf of
Lawrence.
Thomas Noble. —
No. 26, New
Plymouth. — May 5th, 1859. — 5 years
—
14 years a
From the Land's End
the Downs. —
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island, Cherbourg,
the Islands of
Guernsey, Jersey, and Alderney, and inside them.
Mawes. — Yes,
John Dash. —
— From the Land's End the Ram's Head. — No.
— "Tiger," Steamer, 442 tons
Benjamin Parker Beaumont. — Master Mariner,
Hull. — 25
150 horse power. — East and west coast of England, from the Nore
Shetland, and from Liverpool to
Cape Clear. —
Hamburg, Antwerp, coast of Norway
the Sleeve, from Point de Galle to the Head of
the Persian Gulph
the East
George Stanns. — Master, "Marco Bozzaris," Steamer,
Great Hermitage
Wapping. — For 20
—
The " Black Prince," Steamer, 400 tons, of London, and of 70 horse power. —
From the Land's End down to
Berwick, south
— The French, Spanish, and Portuguese
and
the Mediterranean.
William Waters. —
Trinity
Bugle Terrace, Southampton. — 30
— The English

71.

John Whiley. — Pilot,

Street,

15,

years.

j^

1.

coast.

77.

coasts,

2.

First-class

Pilot,

also

years.

9,

1.

p

Channel.
78.

79.

James Cook.—Trinity Pilot, 25, Penny Street, Portsmouth.— May 7th, 1859.-49 years.— 1. Tlie British Channel,
from the Downs to Plymouth, including the channels and ports inside the Isle of \Vight. 2. No.
Joseph Stanford. Trinity Pilot, Southtown, Yarmouth, Norfolk. 26 years. 1. East coast from Huinber to
the South Foreland, Lynn Deeps excepted.
2. None in particular.

—

—

—

—

3

L

2

—

p
p_
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Questions 3o, 36, 33, 34,
P,

so.

Pilot,

pilot service.

M.

81.

1, 2.

—continued.

—Trinity
Avenue Road, Bow, E. — May 9th,
— Several, previous entering
—48
the
— From Orfordness to the Land's End. Fi-om Calais to the Hock of Holland, part of the
coast of France, Belgium, and Holland.
—"Salamanca," 981 tons,
Alexander Sinclair. — Master Mariner,
Terrace, Bow, E. 23
London. —
A tolerable acquaintance with the English Channel. — Coasts of India.
John Small.

2.

1.

Carlisle

ll2,

years.

2.

1.

P.

8l'.

Thomas Harvey.— Pilot, Wood

M.

83.

Richard Redmore.

1.

From

to

years.

185!).

i),

Ryde,
Kone.

Street,

Point to Beachy Head.

Stai-t

2.

— Master of Schooner

Isle of

"Wight.— Ryde,

May

1859.— Pilot 41 years.— Nil.—

9th,

—

I have been to sta 29 years.
"Margaret," of Bristol, .93 tons. 1. I am acquainted with the English Channel, and also the
St.
and
George's Channel
Portland Lights, Starts Lights, and Lizard are the most powerful, 1 have
always found them such. 2. The coast of France to the Mediterranean Sea is the best lighted of any foreign

— Schooner
Bristol

"Margaret,"

—

14,

Orchard

Street, Bristol.

;

coast there.

— Britonferry, near Neath, Glamorganshirej S.W. — May 7th, 1859. —28 years. — Steam Tug
am not.
— Yes, George's.
and English Channels to Plymouth. —
months. — The " Eliza," of
Britonferry, Neath, South Wales. — 19 years and
—Trinity"
Swansea, 55 tons, and the
Mary Ann," of Jersey,
tons. —
The three channels from the Domis to Liverpool,
and the lower
and the south-west coast of Ireland. —
Brest on the coast of France and the ports near
of
the Mediterranean.
D.-vNiEL Ev.\Ns. —
Neath, Glamorganshire, South Wales — 16 years. — Schooner "Cousins," 96, Swansea,
Brig "Devonshire," 129, Swansea. —
Yes, St. George's, Bristol, and EngUsh Channel, to North Foreland. —

M.

84.

Daniel Perkins.

P.

85.

Denis McCarthy.

" Pioneer,"

horse power.

4(j

2.

Bristol,

St.

1.

Pilot,

(JO

1.

2.

P-

86.

I

(i

pai-t

it,

Pilot,

2.

1.

P

87.

am not.
Robert Niwman.— Pilot.

M.

88.

Thomas Howling. — Ship

89.

—
Lord de Ros. —Though

90.

John Wallis. — Pilot,

42

register.

—

1

From

.

—

I

10 years.— " Cupid,"
Port of Cowes, Hampshire, Isle of Wight.— May 9th, 1859.
the Owers to the Start Point, for which I am licensed on the English coast.
2. No.

—

—

—

Master, 83, Waterloo Quay, Aberdeen.
London, May 14th, 1859. Apprentice 5 years
mate 2 years, master 24 years in sailing and steam ships. " Earl of Aberdeen," Steamer, 360 horse power, tonnage
and west coast
full 906, register 594, Aberdeen.
1. English Channel, north east-coast of England and Scotland,
of Scotland.
2. Spain and Portugal, and parts in the Mediterranean Sea.

—

—

.

I said a great deal about the north-east coa.st of Ireland, my knowledge and experience of
the sea (such as it is) is not professional; but from owning the small harbour of Strangford, I have^been led to take
interest in the coasting trade of that part of Ireland.
1. From Belfast to Carlingford.

—

P.

2.

S.

—

—

Bembridge, May 9th, 1859. 50 vears.
Port of Cowes, Hampshire, Isle of "Wight.
" Hornet," 42 tons register.
1. With the district for which I am licensed, from the Owers to Start Point,

—

No.

—

—

Bedford. Commander and Admiralty Surveyor, Oban, N.B. Engaged upon the coast survey of England
since I8.'i2, previous to which was about 8 years on the coasts of North and South America.
Part of the west coast of Er.gland, tlie west of Scotland, from the Solway to Ardnamurchan Point in Argyll,
also a part of the east coast of Scotland.

91. E. J.

and Scotland
1.

—Newport

p

92.

Daniel Jones.
End.—2. No.

P.

93.

Tho.mas Jones.

M.

94.

Robert DoNAL.

Pilot,

— Trinity

Pilot,

— May 9th, 1859.—20 years. —
Neath. — May 9th. — For 14 years. —
No.

9.

1.

1.

Newjjort to Milford, Newport to Land's

From Lundy

Island to

King Road, both

sides of the Channel.

—

City Quay, Supervisor of Ballast Lighters to the Corporation for preserving and improving
the port of Dublin.
23 years. The Barque " Duncan Gibb," of DubUn, 362 tons register; the Ship " Mandarin,"
of Dublin, 425 tons register; the Brig " Coolock." of Dublin, 262 tons register.^ 1. The south and east coast of
Ireland.
2. American coast. Bay of Fundy, Gulf and Ri\-er St. Lawrence, Newfoundland, &c.
47,

—

—

—

—

—

P.

95.

AuRAii.\M Gilmoue. Newport Pilot, No. 3, William Street, PcllgweuUy. Newport, Monmouthshire.
Newport Pilot, " Isabel," Pilot Boat No. 5. 1. Bristol Channel, from Jlilford Islands and Severn.

P.

96.

Mr. Henry Ray, senr., Newport Pilot, No. 57, Commercial Road, Newport, Monmouthshire.
Channel from Longships to River Severn.

M.

97.

Werter

—

—

—

—

M.
P.

98.

99.

100.

101.

I.

Bristol

—

.

to the Texel.

—

—

—

— have charge
—
years.
"Agricola," of Aber-

Rich.vrd Andrew, Pilot, St. Mawes, Cornwall. May 9th, St. Mawes, Cornwall. 4 years at sea.
of the Pilot Boat " .\ndrews," of Falmouth, 50 tons.
1. England and Wales.
2. Very little.

Andrew Linklater. — Master,

—

—
1859. — 19

—

62, Virginia Street, Aberdeen.
May 9th,
deen, 158 tons, port of registry, Aberdeen.
1. East coast of England and Scotland.

Thomas Davis.— Pilot,
port of Cowes.

M.

— 37 years. —

—

years.

Cl.vrk. Master Mariner, Royal Mail Packet Ser\'ice, Dover. Dover, May 10th, 1859. 28 years.
Royal Mail Packet " Ondine," 7^ tons, Do\er, 70 horse power. 1 The coasts of Kent, Sussex, Essex, Suffolk,
and Norfolk. 2. The French coast from Cape La Heve to Dunkirk, the coast of Flanders and Holland from

Dunkirk
P.

—37

—

From

1.

James Tullocii.

—

Sea View, near Ryde,

Isle of

Wight.— April

9th,

I

1859.— 60 years.—" Gratitude," 33

tons,

the Owers to the Start.

—

—

—

—

No. 14, St. Clement Street, Aberdeen. May 13th, 1859. 42 years. Late of the "City of
Quebec," of .\berdeen, 526 tons. 1. Moray and Pentland Friths, and the whole of the north coast of Scotland.—
Baltic coasts. North America.

—

2.

p.

11)2.

William Coats Moore. — London

—

1859.
27 years.
Finland.

p_

103.

—

I.

104.

—

William Talbot. —29,

2.

105.

P.

106.

M.

107.

Street,

—

— 60
— The eastern coast of
—
"Aberdeenshire," Steam Ship,i49
years.

North Sea Pilot. Lowestoft, Suffolk.
Coast of Holland, Jutland, and Norway.

Constitution Street, Aberdeen.

—

—

—

—

— Served

.'^2

108.

yeai-s.

1.

tons,

—

—

—

A\illiam Elliott.
power.

—

1.

—

—

—

—

—
— Chiefly the
— " Neptune,"' 173 tons, Newcastle, 90 horse

Yes, the Steam Ship " Sea Horse," 335 tons, Hull, 120 horse power.
the coast of Holland and Belgium.
years.

M.

—

Commercial Road East, Stepney, E. May I4th,
2. North and Baltic "Seas and Gulf of

I. Yes, from the Humber to Cape Wrath.
William Hutchison. Kingstown, Dubhn. May 10th, 1859. From 1806 to 1818, and Harbour Master since
1818.
I. From Wicklow to Skerries, Ireland.
William Parfett. Pilot, 19, Temple Street, Pellgweuly, Newport, ilonmouthshire. May 9th, 1859. 1. From
Lundy Island to Newport. 2. No.
Thomas Sadler.— Master of the Steam Ship " Sea Horse," 43, Waverley Street, Hull.— May 10th, 1859.—Yes, 33

Aberdeen, 50 horse power.

M.

Bromley

Henry Beverley Disney. — Trinit}England and Scotland.

M.

Pilot, 3,

English Channel, and the east coast of England.

Master, No. 62, Osborne Street, Hull.
East coast of England. 2. Coast of Holland

—

— 33

years.

1.

east coast.

2. Chiefly

Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,

'

109.

453

mariners' evidence.
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Thompson.

J.is.

—

Pilot,

1,

-2.

—continued.

—Went to sea

London and the

In the English Channel between

1.

Archer Terrace.

(>.

Isle

In the

in 1818.

pilot sen-ice

from July 1831.

—

P.

of "Wight.

—

—

Alcock. Merchant, Sunderland; and at Chingford, London, X.E. 14 years;/ years coasting, 7 years
1. All of them nearly, by being in the coasting for 7 years.
2. American coast from Newfoundland to
the \\'est India Islands, Baltic to White Sea.

110. '"Jharles
foreign.

—

111.

—

—

—

Master of the Screw Steamer '''Fairy," King's Lynn. May \'2A\,
Master of the "Fairy," Screw Steamer, of Hull, of 111 tons, and GO horse power.
but particularly from Lynn to Hull and Newcastle. 2. None.

Robert Wise.
coast,

112.

John Eddey. —Pilot,
ment.

113.

—

Cawsand, Cornwall.

—o3 years. —

—

—

•'

185.9.

Lowden. — Master

Fletcher

"Senhouse." Mary Port, Cumberland.

of

—

—32

years.

40

years.

—

new measure-

Perseverance," Pilot Cutter No. 3, 37 tons

English Channel.

1.

—About

M.

Generally with the east

1.

— " Senhouse,"

Tug and

P.

M.

Passenger Boat, 50 horse power. 1 Yes, with the coasts in St. George's Channel, the Solway Firth, and coast from
St. Bees Head to Liverpool in particular.
2. Only some of the West India Islands.
.

—

—
—
—

—

114.

John

115.

George Metcalfe.

Crosby, near Mary Port.
Occupation none; retired from the service in 1854.
H.\RRtsoN.
I have
1. lam
served at sea from 1827 until 1854 (27 years), 23 of which as master exclusively in the foreign ti-ade.
generally acquainted mth the coasts of the St. George's and North Channel, and the English coast of the English
Channel; also East Indies, Canadas, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia; many other coasts slightly. 2. None
in particular.

—

—

—

—
—

High Street, Mary Port. 25 years. " Varwath," 4()1 tons, Mary Port.
with the coast of the United Kingdom on both sides, also the coast of British North America.
with the west coast of South America and Mexico, also the coasts on the Mediterranean.

—

—

1.

am acquainted
am acquainted

I

2.

I

—

—

Retired, Salmon Parade, Bridgewater.
May 12fch, 1859. 29 years. " Rapid," 55 tons, " Lalla
Rookh," 107, Bridgewater, "Ariel," 247, Bristol. 1. Bristol Channel from the Holmes down St. George's
Channel
London.
Clyde,
English
to
2.
Coast
of Portugal, and the general navigation of the
Channel to

116.

Samuel Tavlor.

117.

Nicholas Jenking.

—
—

Mediterranean.

district.

—

—

Pilot,

Mawes.

St.

— "Nicholas

Jenking."

Falmouth,

.36

None.

2.

—

—

—32
1859. —31

tons.

—

years.

Falmouth

1.

— "Sea

Gull,"
M. Lawyer. Master Mariner, 46, Great Thornton Street, Hull. May 1 1th,
years.
355 tons, of Hull, 240 horse jjower. 1. Yes, the east coast of England. 2. The coast of Holland, from the Elbe
to the Schelde, the coasts of Norway, Sweden, and Denmark.

118. R.

119.

—

— Shipma.ster, Prospect Terrace, Ferry
Aberdeen. — 21
— Late ship "Parisian," now
— am not well acquainted. — Yes, Malabar, Ceylon, and Coromandel.
William Glixn. —
Turnchapel, Port of Plymouth. — In the piloting
15
— do — Not
any
Andrew Sm.\ll. — Examiner in Navigation for the Clyde Ports, under the Board of Trade. — Glasgow, May 7th,
1859. — 30 years; 18 as master, and 8 years as mate. — command no vessel
have navigated
present. —
Yes,
the
and EngUsh Channel, and am well acquainted with the
and
of Clyde,
for a number of years
and from Liverpool
Holyhead. —
have frequently navigated on the Malabar
the
of Malacca,

William Adam.
new

120.

—

Hill,

4,

ship buildmg.

1.

M.

P.

M.

yeai'S.

2.

I

Pilot,

service for

years.

not.

I

1.

P.

in particular.

121.

at

I

I

in

Irish

New

2.

coast,

I

South Wales and south coast of

Africa, also several parts of the

M.

I

river

to

and the coast of

1.

firth

Straits

United

States,

and the

British Colonies in America.

—3
— Steam Ship " Perth," tonnage 658, Dundee,
— Pilot Master, No. West Dock
the Nore Light. —
300 horse power. —
East coast of England
am not acquainted.
— Not any
Turnchapel, Port of Plymouth. — In the North American trade for 10
123. Henry Skilton. —
Alscot Road, Grange Road, Bermondsey, London. — Dublin, May 10th, 1859. — 18
124. James Hunt. — Master,
— " Ondine," Screw .Steamer,
309 tons, Waterford, 100 horse power. —
Between London and Dubhn, and
Dutch
Newcastle to the north. —
including foreign going ships and
—A Pilot Cutter,
Falmouth. —20 years
Richard Green. —
Pilot
of the Port of Falmouth.
Falmouth, tonnage 45. —
No.
— "Telegraph,"
1859.
—
10th,
—
49
May
26, Wodehouse Terrace, Falmouth.
John Chard. — Licensed
Islands to the Eddystone.
From the
Pilot Cutter No.
47 tons, Falmouth. —
sea
Dover, Kent. — have served
—
127. Gkorge W.ilton Matthews. — Commander, 47, Snargate
— French
100 horse power. —
South
The " Empress," Mail Steam Packet, 123 tons, registered
122.

John Spink.

years.

Street.

3,

to

1.

2.

at

P.

1.

P.

I

years.

Pilot,

in particular.

3,

years.

coast.

2.

piloting.

at sea,

Pilot,

125.

10,

years.

Pilot,

Street,

1.

coast.

Medway.

—

Cinque Ports Pilot, 24, Water Street, Deal.— Deal, May 11th, 1859.— From 1832 to the
Yes, from Land's End, of England, to Yarmouth and all the entrances to the River Thames or
2. Y'es, from Boulogne along the coast of Flanders, and Holland to the Texel.

—

Master,

.33,

of Hull, 174 tons, 50 horse power.

—

—

Master of the "Vigilant," Screw Steamer,
English Street, Hull. 30 years.
1. East coast.
2. Dutch and Danish coast.

—

—

W. Crawford. — Shipping

—

Master, 12, James Watt Street, Glasgow. Nearly 40 years; upwards of 20 years in
command of steamers in the Glasgow and Liverpool trade. 1. I am well acquainted with the coasts of the United
Kingdom, not the Colonies. 2. Not now great changes have taken place eince I traded abroad, 35 years ago.

—

—

131.

132.

.

Only

partially

— May 12th, 1859. — No. — In my own yacht.^
Know something of Norway.
Cornhill.
May Ilth, 1859. —38 years. — Not at present in command. —

between the Tyne and Deal.
F.

coast.

1.

133.

t'ne jiresent

&c., Sunderland.

Y_

M.

2.

years.

yeai's,

M.

to

P.

called

I

officer

all

1.

especially

rivers

2.

particularly

to

135.

M.

2.

Cliff

1.

134.

—

—
— Messrs. Green and Co., 72,
— Not acquainted.
Well with the English south
now out
— Have commanded 20
Cottage, Rye. — May 13th, 1859. — Yes, 30
Edward Baylev. —
the north of England.
of employ. —
From Dungeness
Thomas Ralph.— 179, Beach Street Deal, Cinque Ports Pilot.— Deal, May 13th, 1859.—Yes, from the year 1827
the " Rowena," and second
to
time. — commanded a yacht under the Royal Yacht Squadron,
Yes, from Eddystone Light up to Y^armouth Roads, and
and chief
to various parts of the globe. —
harbours and
from Spithead, and Thames, and Medway. —
Yes, from
within that boundary, moj-e
between Walcheren and Boulogne.
Boulogne
the Texel, but
William Cullis. —
Cawsand. — 17
—Not commanded. — From Land's End to the Downs. —
No.
— "George," 133 tons, Lynn..—
John Turner. — Master and Owner,
Union
Lynn, Norfolk. —49
Particular in the
— Nearly parts of the

John Cow.

yi

;

Edward Temperley Gourley. — Shipowner,
]

p.

1.

Thomas Lewis. — Ship

130. R.

M.

2.

and Boulogne.

Newton.—Trinity

present time.

129.

11 years.

at

I

at Calais,

Jajies

p.

Scilly

1.

4,

coast, Calais

P.

district

1.

12G.

12s.

M.

1.

as-far as

years.

Pilot,

1.

P«

2.

136.

east coast,

2.

years.

Street,

11,

1.

Baltic.

all

3

L

3

M.
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Questions 35, 36,
'•'•

1.17.

34,

3.'5,

Humber.

"2.

Mariner, Stoke Street, Ipsw ch. 30 rears,
coast of Holland from Schawen ) New Scarp.

The

'2.

1,

—

Garwood. — Mastei-

E.

coutiniiecl.

— " Eagle," 56 tons. —

From Harwich

1.

to the

Cork.— Cork, May

M.

138.

12th, 185!).— 1.0 years.—" Bittern," Steamer
RicH.\RD HoLL.\ND,— Ship Master, 2, Myrth Hill,
2. Rotterdam and Dunkirk.
1. English and Irish Channel.
451 tons.

M.

139.

James Crane.

—

—

— Master

—

May I3th, 1859, Sandwich, Kent.
Mariner, Strand Street, Sandnich.
1.
The coast of Sussex, Kent, and Esse.\.
Sandwich, Kent, 61 tons.

"Sandwich," of

—

—35
—

years.

2.

—The

France and

Holland,

M,

1-10.

— Master and Shipowner, 26, All Saint's Street, Lynn. —12 years.— " Katharine," 129
— Nil,
— "Albatross,"
Henry C. Rayxes. — 190, Lower Road, Cork, Ship Master. — Cork, May 12th, 1859, — 15
Channel, —
Rotterdam.
Steamer, 406 tons register.^!. English and
—
Falmouth. —10 years, " Water Nymph," Pilot Cutter No,
Anvenack
Henry Tonkin. — Licensed
Islands to the Eddystone. —
No,
Yes, from
Falmouth, 45 tons. —
York.—
May 13th, 1859, Sandwich,— 23 years.—Tlie "Albion,"
Fish
Lake,
County
Master
Mariner,
Taylor.—
T.
The east
— No.
of Goole, 53 tons. —
Henry Cotter. — Captain, Portree, Skye.-— 37 years, — H.M.S, "Porcupine," — Coast of Scotland. —
Gulf of Bothnia, Mediterranean.
Liverpool, Howland and Frothingham, New York. — Liverpool,
Fr.\nklin Hallet, — Messrs. T. and D. P.
am acquainted with the north and
May 14th, 1859. — 36 years. — Ship " Endymion," 1,327, New York. —
have some knowledge of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts
George's Channel. —
south coasts of Ireland, and
of the United States of America, and particularly of Massachusetts Bay and the approaches to New York,
en reight position, so raulsch mi nos.
gud on
Dannenberg. — Et
— "Lord Elgm," 859 tons. Ship, Cork,
Princes Bank, Liverpool, —10
Thoma.s Muir, — 39, Senedon
and
George's Channel to Cape Clear,
am well acquainted from Orkney Islands, west coast Scotland,
Lawrence, with adjacent coasts. —
Mediterranean generally,
south coast Newfoundland, Gulf and River
of Gulf of Mexico,
coast of .\merica, (jecrgia. United States, and
— " Lindisfarne," of Liverpool, 294 tons, —
Paisley
Liverpool. — 27 years.
Channel
John Millar. —
Brazils,
and the north coast of Scotland,—
Robert T, Emery. — Ship Master, Bucksport Maine. — 18 years. — Ship "Premier," of Bangor Maine, 1,200 tons
— Am well acquainted with the coast of the United Kingdom bordering on the English and
Am well acquainted with the coast of the United States and west coast of south
George's Channel. —
America.
to which address. — For
years, and
nearly every port
George Thomas Williams. — Of the after-named
been trading
times. — command the Brig "John Hillman," 224 tons
Great Britain have
the east parts thereof, and the south
The whole coast of England and Scotland,
of Ireland;
south and east coast of Spain, the west and south
the Colonies
am not particularly acquainted with. —
Thoma.s Dickinson.
Lynn.-

M.

141.

—

1,

tons,

Particular in the east coast.

2,

yeai-s,

Irish

P.

142.

Street,

Pilot,

M.

143.

144.

coast.

1.

145.

6,

Scilly

1.

R.X.

2,

2,

2,

1.

14(5

^'-

147,

Baltic,

Sellar,

2.

St.

F,M,

2.

1.

in

is al

j^

Street,

yeai-s.

Irish

I

1

I

I

St,

St.

east

2,

])art

148,

Street,

12,

1,

Baltic,

2,

^1-

149.

register.

Irish

St,

1.

2.

^I-

150.

ship,

at different

I

in

in

,31

register.

1

])articularly

1.

])art

2. 'I'he

I

of Italy, Sicily, &c,, with adjacent islands, east part of the American States, east part of South America, including
BrazUs, &c,

^^^-

— Capitaine du
Francais "Marianne," de Mantes, de 308
— " Fulchan," 290 tons, Liverpool. — I'he north coast
Liverpool. — 20
152. Herbert Moss. — 39, Sophy's
of
153. P. FiGiTH. — Nufahrwasser, near Danzig. — Prussian Barge " Carsline La Sonne.'' belonging to Danzig, about
of Zealand, and Canada. —
Norway, Sweden,
—
round the coast of England, Seathland, and
France, Mediterranean,
Denmark, Prussia, and part of Russia,
— " Cortield," 571
Water
Liverpool, — May 18th, 1859, —28
154. John Christie. — Master Mariner,
— No.
Sunderland. —
East
881 tons. —
Mediterranean,
Park
— Ship " Rhen Sylvia," of
155. Charles Evans. — Master,
— Mediterranean,
.\merica, north, south, and west
"
Liverpool.
Incledon.
—
Master
of
Castries,"
Mersey
View,
Tatlork
— 19
156. Phillips Kingdon
— "Castries," 264 tons. — English and
LanTence,
Channels. —
Gulf of
and
9 months. 15 days.
East and West
—
South
157. T, Petrowski,
" George Linch,"
tons
Danzig, —
— Baltic Sea.
— " Lady Franklin," of Liverpool, 446
— .South
Mill
Liverpool. — 20
(lEORGE Mantt.e. —
Most of
const of Ireland, west coasts of England and AVales, also the navigation of
Channel. —
and
1.51.

Orpeben,

Loiis

— Birkenhead

Dock,

,'i-mat3

tonneaux.

^I-

years.

.Street,

2.

Brazils.

•

.300 tons.

1.

))art

.\11

2,

in Baltic,

^'-

coast.

1.

^I-

2.

Street. Bristol.

5,

coast,

M.

tons,

years,

Street,

14,

Bristol,

1,

2,

years,

Street,

Bristol

Irish

I.

St.

2.

Indies,

F.M,

M-

7'-0

61,

l.'')8,

register.

coast,

I.

2,

tons.

years.

Street,

Bristol

east

1.

2.

the West India Islands, Gulfs of Mexico and Florida, also northern coast of Brazil, including particularly
passage to and from Maranham,
^J-

—

^I-

M.

—

—

—

thtf

Ship Master, 85, High Street, Dumfries,
40 years, Master of Barque "Wreath," of the Part
159. Robert Cowan.
2. East coast
1. St. George's and North Channels, Gulf and River St. Lawrence, Bay of Fundy.
of Dumfries.
of New Grenada, coasts of South Africa, &c,
160.

161,

—

—

—

—

—

Richard Keats. Master Mariner, Bedminster, Bristol. 12 years. Ship " Osprey,^' 768 tons, of Bristol.
well.
2. None particularl.v.
Philip John D.wev, Master Mariner, 15, Everton Road. Liverpool, 20 years. Ship " Peveril of the

—

—

of Liverpool, 713 tons register.

—

1.

St.

George's and

1,

Not

—

—

Peak,"
Liverpool Channels, and the approaches to Calcutta Rivw.

—2, No,
P.M.

1G2.

Not
of Flensberg, Denmark. —
— Brig " Hercules." 246
— Captain. Flensberg. —26
With some of the West India Islands.
England. —
Commercial Road
Davenport
Charles
Wm. Chinnery. — Commanding after-named Ship, No.
— " Osborn Ehzabeth."
198 tons, Faversham, Kent.
years; master 19
sea
East. London. — Age 44; served
Dutch
— Yes, Enghsh Channel, north and Scotch
Yes, French
20 years' experience. —

Christian H.^vsen.

much, not having been much

M.

163.

at

M.

164. L.
165.

166,

Street,

Street,

years.

7

coast,

Backer.— Of Christiana.— From 1810.— Ship " Astracan," 600

2.

tons, of Christiana,

coast,

coast,

Norway,

Thomas Baird. — Master Mariner, Drumoreby Stranraer. Yfom May 22nd, 18.'34. — Ship "Japanese, 792 tons. Port
coast
I am well acquainted with aU the coasts and channels of the United Kingdom, except the east
of Liveroool. —
west
of England. — 2. I am well acquainted with the Cattegat, Baltic, Gulf of Findland, Mediterranean, east and
1

M,

1.

2.

8,

1.

F,M,

tons,

years.

in

.

roasts of South America, Island of Mam-itius, ami the Bay of Bengal,
RoBT. B, Samuel.— Master, " Black Cat," LlaneUv, Carmarthenshh-e.— 11 .vears.—" Black Cat," 128

—

1.

Three channels.

tons, Llanelly,

j

MAKINEKS' EVIDENCE.

Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,

4,55

2

1,

continued.

H. Kroger.— Master, Blankenese, Hamburgh.— 16 years.— " .\vance," 109 tons, London.— 1. Yes, the Enghsh
Channel.— 2. Yes, the principal parts of the North Sea", to the Mediterranean, to Malta, French coasts, Spanish and

167. T.

F.M.

Portugal coasts.
168.

James Hind son. —Master

169.

H, Heron.

1/0.

John

years.

2 an

bound to Alexandria, Egypt, No.
Great George's Square, Liverpool.— 24
— " EUfn," Barque, ofMariner,
Liverpool, 368 tons. Sailing Vessel.
— Master, Messrs. Leech, Harrison, and Forwood, North John
Liverpool. — 5 years an apprentice,
and 30 captain. — The " Mystery," 424 tons, of Liverpool.
— "Locomotive," 197,
Benfield. — Master, No. 33, Claremont Terrace, Bootle Lane, Kirkdale. — 26

M

2-1,

M

Street,

officer,

years.

M.

Bristol.— 1. Waterford, Dublin, London, Cardiff, Falmouth, Plymouth.— 2. Cadiz, Alicante, Marseilles, Giisraltar'
Barcelona.

—
am unable to
John L. Hausam. — Master. — 12 years.^Ship " Judah Louro,"
Boston, United States of America.
Yes,
George's,
and North Channel. — Yes, Am.rica, and British America, West Indies, and France.
Wm. Burton. — Master, Ship "Wyoming," Philadelphia. — 20
— Ship "Wyoming," of 891 tons, of Philadelphia, I5
the
George's and North Channel. —
— am tolerably well acquainted
The eastern
coast of America, which has been much imjjroved
a few years.
—
T. E. Gales. — Littlehampton, Sussex. — Yes, 35
" Bolina," Liverpool, 403
— British Channel, and
the coast of the Cape of Good Hope. —
am not well acquainted.
— " West Derby," 820
John Sergent. — India Trade, Grove Road, Panama Place, Wallasey, Cheshire. —21
EngUsh and
George's Channels, Malabar and Coromandel
tons, Liverpool. —
— Coast of
G. ScHEPKE. — Von Danzig. — 1838
gegenwartig Barcke
Ahce and Flax." —To 357 Danzig,
MoRQuiRES. Brig, " Nuevo Victoria."— Being ignorant of the coast of Great Britain,
answer the questions contained herein.

171. Captain

172.

Bristol,

St.

173.

I

7-^0,

M.

2.

years.

years.

FM

1.

«-ith

I

1.

St.

FM

^2.

in

174.

years.

2.

175.

1.

vr

m

years.

St.

1.

176.

tons.

1

coasts.

bis

2.

Brazil.

"'

Segelschiffer.

Alles angefuhrte ist gut, und babe, nichts gegen einzuwenden, nur die Looksee an der Ostkiiste Englands soUten
dies chiffe ausser der Bahre mit Looksee versehn ich bin in Hartlypool in Jahre 1858 den 10th Novb., gegenwartig gewesen wie Schiffe mit Bahrsegel (Ost Wind) miht besetzt ^^'u^den, weit Schwell auf der Bahre war
mussten draussen halten, des Nachts wm-de barter Sturm, und mehrere Schiffe gingeu verlorem.
Dies war
schrecklich anzusehn, «ie Schiffe Geinen Looksee erhielten, auch Rein Signed gegeben warde die Schiffe einzuwinken.
G. Schepke, von Danzig, Fuher der " Ali^e and Flax.

,,

,,

I'

•ol-

:

177.

178.

—

Thomas

—

1.

Robin.son. Master, Newcastle, 15, Low Buxton
Both east and west coast of England and Scotland.

— Barque " Margaret," 218, Newcastle.
— "Reward," of London
Liverpool. — 13
1,028, Liverpool. —
Welsh coast from Milford

Street.

—

2.

—30

years.

— Master, Barque " Reward," No. 20, Upper Pit
325 tons.
— " Austraha,"
— 14
E. Jenkins. —
Hardy
to
Holyhead, coast of Ireland from Cape Clear to Dubbu. —
Black Sea, United States of America, from Charleston
south to Behze.
Charles Frost. — Sandock Dock, or Messrs. Boult, Engbsh, and Brandon, Liverpool. — May 17th, 1859.
have
served
sea 21
— command the American Ship " Kittie Floyd," 1,11/ tons, registered Portland, State
of Maine. —
have made a number of voyages from .\merica to Liverpool, consequently am more or

James Kidd.

Street,

179. F.

years.

Street.

9,

^I-

Baltic, kc.

years.

M

1.

2.

I
180.

I

years.

at

1.

at

I

I

acquainted

witli the coasts of Ireland
coast of America as any.

181.

Chas. Collins.

— Care of

"Thornton," 1,500 tons.
and South America.

and Wales.

—

2.

1

presume that

I

am

as well acquainted with the north-east

—

Tower Chambers, Liverpool. 16 years, 10 of which as commander.
New York, regular Trader. 1. Great Britain and United States of America. 2. North
Co., 2,

—

—
—
— United States of America.

—

Korner. Er ei del engelske sprag von magtigat jeg kan fortthane und besbare namete Sporg.smaal.
Newby Street, Walton Lane, Liverpool. 30 years. " Eiu-oelydon," 1,325 tons, of Liverpool. 1.

182. J.
183. 90,

English.
184.

Guion and

F.M.

less

—

—

F.M.
Irish

and

•'•

2.

William Fletcher

Si.m.

— Master,

Duke

Whitehaven.

Street,

— lis

years.

— "Ann

Ingate,"

144, White-

M.

haven.

—30

— Barque

— am only
—
Willi.\m Graham. — Commander of the after-named
Somerville Place, Birkenhead. — 15 years. — " Colonist,"
Not particularly with any part of
— No.
751, Liverpool. —
IS7. Robert McKnaughp. — Master >Iariner; John Gray, Optician, 25, Strand Street, Liverpool. — 16 years.
"WestCoast of British Honduras. —
bourne," 192, Liverpool. —
No.
— " Victoria," 320, Danzig. — In general
F. Dalitz. — Master, Danzig, 19, Burg Street. —42 years.
the
most parts of them.
"
189. C. Alj. Rasch. — Master of the
London," from Danzig. — Liverpool, May 15th, 1859. — 25 years. — The " London,"
323 tons
belonging to the port of Danzig. —
Prussia, Danzig Bay.
No. —
190. G.F.Andreas. — Master. —^The Ship " Friedrich Gustav," 500 tons. — Ich babe auf samthche Feuerc Bonjei. und
befinde dieselbe fur
Nichts zu bemerken,
191. William Jardan. — Master Mariner, Thomaston, State of Maine. — 25 years. — Ship "Cavalier," 1,177 tons. New
Channel.
— United States.
York. —
EngUsh and
192. T. Cleghorn. — Clan Hotel, Limerick. — Limerick, May 17th, 1859. —20 years. — Brig " Faith," 168 tons, London.
English Channel.
193. Alex. Robertson. — Master, 15, Main Street, Bridge End, Perth. — May 12th,
Perth. — About 19 years.
" Telegram," Perth. —
Swedish coast in the Cattegat.
East coast of England. —
194. WiLH.A^M Bastard. — Seaman, Clay-next-the-Sea, Norfolk. —20 years. —The " Resolution," Wells, 38 tons.
The north and east coast of England.
195. Edward Hight. —
John's Wood, and 72, CornhiU. — May 18th, 1859. —36 years. — "Alnwick
Circus Road,
Castle," 1,087 tons, London. —
am well acquainted with the south-east coast of Kent, also the coast of
the British Channel from Land's End. —
am well acquainted with the coast of the Bay of Bengal, from Ceylon
to entrance of the Hoogly, also south coast of Africa, Cape of Good Hope.
196. .Alexander Neill. — Mate, Steamer "Waterloo." — May 22d, 1859. — 12 years. —
Engbsh and
Channel
from Gravesend to Londonderry. —
No.
197. John Good. — Master of "Titania."
addressed to me, care of John Good, High Street, Hull,
A
be
1S5. J.

Vanselow.

"Peter Rolt," 476 tons register, belonging to Danzig.
acquainted with the coast of the United Kingdom. 2. Some parts round all Europe.
years.

1.

partially

1

vr
p
r..l.

ship, 18,

lS(i.

'

either.

1.

2.

2.

1.

ISS. F.

1.

^vith

'

register,

niir

"\f

i,-

\i

r.

»,

giit.

Irish

1.

FM
p

2.

1.

dergl.

**•

lu

2.

r.M.
\i

1.

185,9,

1.

St.

17,

1.

I

2.

1.

letter

taken care of and forwarded to

and the

me

'•'•

M.

1

Irish

2.

the last 22 as master,

vi

'

2.

1.

—

—

will

Bristol, May 16th, 1859.
as soon as practicable.
I have been 30 years at sea
master and part owner in the North American, Mediterranean, Indian and

last 7 as

3

L

4

•

•

M.

M.

f
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1,

— Ship Builder and Overseer of the Poor of Dogmils, Caa'digan, Plamwidd, Dogmils, New
Cardigan, South Wales. — May 13th, 1S59. — have served
sea
46
—The Schooner "
of
— am, over Wales aud Ireland, and the principal part of EnglandMagdalen,"
Cardigan, 102 tons
and Scotland.
The Gulf of Finland, Russia.
226. Ric
liCHARD Arnold. — Fisherman and North Sea
Kingsdown, near Deal, Kent. — May 16th, 1859. —40
"'"'"''
Yes, from Beachy Head to Flamljorough Head. —
Yes, from Cape
'Jape Grisnez
the Texel.
—
Cross. — Master Mariner, Linnaes
Hull. — May 15th, 1859. — 30
22^.
Hull, 4G6 tons, 90 horse
Yes, the east coast of England. —
power. —
Yes, the Holland
the Danish
and the coasts generally
in the Baltic Sea.
228. Thomas Anderson. — Shipowner, 52,
Sunderland. — May IGth, 1869. — 27 years; 21
master.
Left sea 6 years ago. —
am generally acquainted with the coast of the United Kingdom," more particularly with
of coast extending from Land's End
Cornwall,
the
the Orkney Islands. —
Generally acquainted with
the coast extending from Ushant
France to
Petershurgh, including Baltic and Gulf of Finland.
.229. Daniel Fairbairn. — Master of the after-named Screw Steamer "Scandinavian," 37, Lester
HuU.
the Steamer "Scandinavian," 310 tons, Hull 96 horse
May IGth, 1859. — 66
and 40 years as master. —
—
power, screw.—
Y>s, the north-east
the Xonvegian coast from the Naze to Feerder, and the
Gottenburg.
Swedish coast from the Norwegian
230. James Dick Steward. — Commander, Steam Ship "Alhambra," Peninsular and Oriental Company's
Southampton. — Served
ships from 1835
1845; since then
the Peninsular and Oriental Company's
Steamers. — Steam Ship " Alhambra," 373 tons, 160 horse power. —
Best acquainted with EngUsh Channel from
— Coast of Spain and Portugal from Vigo to Gibraltar, also Mediterranean
Southamjjton
the
to Alexandria and Constantinople, and from Malta to Marseilles.
Lowestoft. — 20
— Yes, with the whole of the coast of the United Kingdom.
231. John Rounce. — Ship
Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Russia.
Yes, Spain, Portugal,
232. ^YILL1A^.I Aton. — Lower Walmer, near Deal, Kent. — May 16th, 1859.
My
occupation
but
— 16
to the above-mentioned
— command the Lugger "Stornaway," of 20 tons,
a
Deal. —
am acquainted with the British coast from the
registered
of Portland to the Firth of Forth.
am also acqviainted with the foreign coast from the Elbe, to
Broker, Hartlepool. — May 14th, 1859.— 25 yeais;
233. George Graham. —
master,
mate, and
apprentice.
— Not present. — East coast of England, from the Lizard to Pentland
— East coast of North America
the West India Islands, Cattegat Sound, Grounds, East Sea, and Gulf of Finland.
from the
La«Tence
Hilda Hotel,
Mary
234. John Harrison. — Muster
Hartlepool. — Hartlepool, May 15th, 1859.
master. — Neither
sea 39
have served
28|
present; North Sea Pilot occasionally.—
North-east
225.

George Bowen.

St.

1.

St.

at

I

register.

for

years.

all

I

-2.

Pilot,

I.

.

1.

yeai'S.-

n

^.

.^
2.

.

Street,

J.

1

''

years.

Villicrs

Irwell,"'

coast,

2.

.

1

to

I

M,

coast,

Street,

as

M

I

.

line

to

in

in

2.

St.

Street,

years,

M.

Y'es,

coast.

1.

2.

Y'es,

frontier to

Office,

to

in sailing

^

in

1.

to

Start.

2.

years.

.\gent,

1.

Italy,

2.

jjresent

chiefly as

places.

pilot

at

2.

years.

is

fishing,

P.

I

Bill

I

1.

Calais.

I

Shij)

at

17,
Firth.

1.

3,

(>,

M.

2.

to

St.

Mai-iner, St.

Street,

St.

M.

years,
at
as
at
1.
coast of Scotland; north-east, east, and south coasts of the United Kingdom; Engbsh, Bristol, and St. George's
Channels, &c. 2. Baltic, Gulfs of Finland and Bothnia, Cattegat, Sleeve, coast of Norway, River Elbe, and the
I

—

White

entrances thereto,

Sea,

and coasts of North America, Dutch and Jutland

coasts.

— Master and part Owner, Queen
Hartlepool. — 36 years; 27 of which as master. — "Arnan,"
With the east coast of England from the Tyne to London. — With the Elbe and
of Scarborough, 325 tons. —
the neighbouring
236. Abraha.m Api'leyond. — Hai-bour Master, Scarborough. — 21
— Master of "Economy,"
"Samson,"
square-rigged, altogether 18
— East coast and EngUsh and "Bee,"
and • Confidence,"
Bristol Channels.
F'rench and Holland.
237. Jeremiah Hudson. — G8, North Marine Road, Scarborough. — Served 7 years
and am now greyabout 10
headed. Retired from actual
but goes
my own steamer now. —The Steamer " Fame,"
— have been 18 times round England, Ireland, and Scotland, through the Linross
117
220 tons
and
Arcliangel,
coast of France, Spain, Portugal, Bosphorus, West Coast, Black Sea, and the
inner Sounds. —
Danube.
— Clyde.
238. Peter Smith. — Ship Builder, Ayr. — 6
— Left the sea 6 years ago; but the
239. John Gray. — Ne^vton Terrace, Ayr. — 38
had
was the
— The Clyde,
Ship " Helen Thomson," of Ayr, 544 tons
— May 17th, 1859. — 18
240. George Campbell. — Steamer "Caledonian,"
—
command the Steamer
"Caledonian," of Glasgow, 115 tons
and 80 horse power. —
From Holyhead
the Mull of Cantire,
including the Solway Firth and Firth of Clyde.
— Scotia," 82 tons, Glasgow, 80 horse power. —
Ayr. — 29
John McEwen. — Ship Master, Harbour

235.

Mark

Bil.mer.

Street,

1.

M,

2.

coast.

years.

all

yeai's.

M.

I.

2.

apprenticeshij),

service

net.

gross,

1.

years,

M,

in

I

Baltic,

2.

years.

1.

years.

vessel I

register.

1.

years.

register,

I

years.

M.

to

I.

Street,

241.

last

v

Ayi-.

""

From Cumbry Island down George's Channel, Bristol and English Channels.^2. Mediterranean and parts of
West Indies, &c.
John Armstrong Cutiibertson. Retired Ship Master, Ford Terrace, Dartmouth. May 17th, 1859. Entered

M.

1.

France,

242.

—

—

—

—

M

the merchant service in 1815, retired in 1847, was 22 years a master mariner.
1. English Channel, from Land's
End to 1 )owns, also the Bristol Channel. 2. Coast of Portugal, south coast of Spain, West India Islands, Newfoundland, South America, from Pernambuco to the River Plate.

—

1

243.

Andrew Milne.— 15,
1.

244.

From

—

Thomas Ralphs Mowle.—Pilot,

54,

from Cape Clear to Tucker Light.

2.

—

Peter Owens.

246.

Thomas

Quay,

Broomielaw,

Steamer, of Campbelton, 120, 120 horse power.
2.

— May I6th, 1859. — 30 years. — "Brian Boiroirahe,"
Glasgow. — Glasgow, May I6th, 1859. — 26 years. — "Druid,"

—

From Cape Wrath

I.

Henry Bell. —Mariner,

—

2.

?•

M.
M.

Workington, Cumberland.

— 63

years.— " Friends of Workington,"

9"]

tons.

—

I.

I

am

M.

No.

Walter Caws.— Pilot,

—

—

Sea View, near Ryde, Isle of Wight. May 16th, 1859. A pilot for the Portsmouth and
Cowes district 19 years. 1. The English Channel on the coast of England, more particularly in my district as
from the Owers eastward to Peverel Point west, and the ports of Portsmouth and Cowes. 2. Not well

—

acquainted with foreign coasts.

Archibald Cowan.

—

—

Master Mariner, Gatehouse, of Fleet, North Britain. May I6th,
"Ehzabeth," of Dumfries, 21 tons. 1. AU round the United Kingdom. 2. Baltic.

IT.

M.

to Bristol Channel, including Ireland.

pilot

249.

Montrose.—

No.

not.

248.

of

Master of the " Brian Boircirahe," Drogheda.
Steamer, 226, " Drogheda," 300 horse power.

245.

247.

tons,

Middle Street, Deal.— Deal, May 18th, 1859.— Yes, 7 years.— I. Ireland,
Spain and Portugal, from Cape Finisterre to Cape St. Vincent, France,

Flanders, and Holland.

—
Kerr. — Anderston

—

—

Montrose.— May 17th, 1859. 40 years. "Agnes," 93
Dunsbay Head, pretty well. 2. In the Baltic, pretty well.

Hill Street,

the South Foreland to

—

—

3M

—
1859. — 51

years.

—

p.

M.
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Questions 35, 36, 33,

—

3-t,

1,

— continued.

2.

250.

David James.

—

.

—

M
P.

.3-4

—

years.

—

John McKiRDY. — 101, Mdes Street, Toxteth Park, Liverpool. — 30 years. "Champion of the Seas,"
1. I am acquainted with the English and St. George's Channels, and the coasts of Australia.
Liverpool.

M.

and the west coast of South America.
Master of the
254. William Campbell.

255.

— —

—

"Duke of Richmond" steamer, 4, Millburn Street,
Duke of Richmond " Steamer, 260 tons, port of Aberdeen, and 220
2. I have not been foreign for many years.

54 years. "
Kith, 1859.
Firth of Forth to Shetland.

—
Philip Heaney St. Patrick. — Rose
1.

—

15 years.
Hill Cottage, Drogheda.
Been 20 years or more in steam in

1. St. George's Channel, weU lighted.
acquainted with the foreign hghts.

—
—
—

258.

John

259.

260.

261.

—

—

—

—

—

262.

263.

—

No. 2, Woi-sley Street, Benerhy Road. Hull.
power; " Antelope," 100 horse power. 1. East coast. 2. No.

Robert Hemett.

—

—

;

—

—26 years

—

—

years.
1. From Scilly to the
No emploj-ment. Above
the harbours, roads, and anchorages. 2. The whole of the ports in the Mediterranean.

William Milman.

—

—

I have the management of the shi])s
9, Abliotsford Place, Glasgow.
left off going to sea
Rodger," partly owned by me. I became Master in Jan. 1827
from sea. 1 t am acquainted with the Enghsh, St. George's, and North Channels. 2.
Malacca
Straits,
and
and
China Sea.
Rhio,
Singapore,
Java
Sea,
Sunda,
Straits of

Alex. Rodger.

—

;

Robert Brown. — Yacht Buihler, No. 1, Montpelier
Mav 16th, 1859. ,32 ye.irs. "Petrel" Yacht, 21 tons,

—

—

tlie

—

.

Land's End, to the Bishops-and-Clerks,

and

Cajie of

Good

off St.

Ilfracombe,

Terrace,

Bamstaide.

—

Downs, mth

Devon.

Sejjt.
I

am

1857.

— Have

retired

acquainted with the

— Hakin,

Milford Haven,
Channel, Bristol Channel,
coast of Austraha, from ..Swan River

St. George's

1.

Dand's Head, south

Ho])e.

— Master and Owner, Loudon Road, Lynn. —34 years. — " Ivestone," of Lvnn, 220 tons
Not acquainted.
Particular on the north-east coast. —
Parade, opposite Custom House. — Since 1826. —The
265. John Hoppins. — Pilot for the port of Plymouth. — No.
on board
in his absence
when
take charge. —
takes
charge
brother
Very well acquainted
"^Tiisper." My
Not with any foreign
from the Land's End to Spithead. —
—
" \Vm. Wright,"
Wynn Street, Caeman-on. —26
"Wm. Wright," of
266. RiCHD. Jones. — Master of
east as the Thames, Bristol Channel
From Liverpool, round the Land's End, as
Liveniool, 752 register.—
to the Gulf of St. Lawrenoe, the Mediterranean as far east as Smyrna, and the
From New
included. —
coast of Chih and Peru.
267. W'lLLiAM Clicram. — Resident Engineer to the Gloucester and Berkeley Canal Co., a Younger Brother of the
Trinity House, London, and Sub-Conunissioner of Pilots for the Port of Gloucester. — May 16th, 1S59.
West coast of England.
Mawes, Cornwall. — May 10th, 1859. —
268. Nicholas Vincent. —
" Swanland," of Hull, No.
Edward Place. — May 9th, 1859. — 30
269. George Morton. — Captain of the
" S^-anland," S.S., 265, port 63, horse power 90. —
The east coast of England. — From the Skaw to Dantzic,

264. R. J.

SiMMS.

register.

2.

16,

I

;

I.

parts.

2.

ship,

years.^

3,

far

1.

Y''ork

2.

M.

60 horse

" Kate Cairne " and " Ellen

1.

P.

— " Velocity,"

— "Mary,"

—
Town, Dartmouth. — 2S

—

to Sydney,

E.

8 years -Master.

Ives, Cornwall.
May 19th, 1859. 14 years.
of St. Ives, 110 tons;
" Albert," Falmouth, 160 tons ; and " Edith," Falmouth, 460 tons.
1. South or Enghsh Channel, St. George's,
2. W'est coast of France, Mediterranean, west coast of Africa, east coast of Brazil, Azores.
Bristol.

from

M

;

—

—

Thomas Kennetts Harry. — St.

—

P.

much

at present

Master Mariner. Office, 19, Doncgall Quay, Belfast; Residence. 17, Brougham Street,
17 years in foreign-going sailing vessels; 3 years home-trade steamer.
First address is most certain.
Cambria " Steamer, 314 tons, Kinross, 140 horse power. I. Yes South coast of Ireland, St. George's Channel,
2. Spanish and Portuguese; from Cape
Irish Sea, Clyde to Cambrae Island; also Bristol and English Channels.
Ortegal to Gibraltar; particularly about Cadiz and Gibraltar.

all

M.

Not

—

Geo. M. K. Donnan.-

and

Y'

Steamer,269; 300.

2.

;

'•

M.

horse power.

—

—

Belfast.

M-

— "St. Patrick"
the Channel. —

2.

Shipowner, Church Street, Whitehaven. Whitehaven, May 12th. 1859. 18 years.
R. Thompson.
Resigned command. 1. Yes; Cumberland and Irish coasts, in the United Kingdom and the Windward Islands,
French Guayana, and their colonies in the West Indies.
2. Yes
British Guayana, &c. in the Colonies.
Retired Ship Master, 39, Hill Street, Hakin, Milford Haven, South Wales.
37 years.
257. William Davies.
2. Mediterranean, Baltic, and the Gulf of Finland.
1. EnifUsh, Bristol, and St. George's Channels.
256.

M.

1,94C tons,

— China,
Aberdeen. — Granten,

—

May

M.

—

—

253.

M.

—

—

Sea View, Ryde, Isle of 'V^'ight. " Gipsy Queen," R.Y.S., Cowes. May 17th, 18S&.
I am Acting Master and Pilot of the " Gipsy Queen," R.Y.S., 190 tons, of Cowea.
1. I am particularly acquainted with the coast from the Owers to Portland, and generally acquainted with th«
English Channel.
have sen-ed at sea

M.

M.

—

—

Harvey Caws.— Pilot,

Silas

252.

I

C

—

—

"Olive," 100 tons, now
13 years.
Sun-eyor to Lloyd's Register, Cardigan.— May
78 of Cardigan, is the" last I commanded. 1 All the coast from the Downs to Land's End, thence to Bristol,
thence to Liverpool, and from thence to the Clyde, and aU round Ireland. 2. Rotterdam, Antwerp, Ostend,
Guernsey, Havre, Nants, Bourdeaux, St. Andre, Gibraltar, Palermo, and Massina.
Loading for Gibraltar, by J. Glynn and Sons, Liverpool. May 14th, 1859. 27 years.
251. John M.S.Jones.
" Hortense," 173 tons, of Fayal (in the Azores).
1. With the Bristol Channel mostly.
2. Often visited the ports
of New York, Boston, and Norfolk, in Virginia ; also those of South America.

M

IGtli, ISoi).

Pilot, St.

1.

years.

3,

2.

1.

in Baltic.

M.

270.

Dartmouth, 123.

M.

271.

Mariner, 14, New Road, Brigham.— May 20th, 1859.— 17 years.— " Sylph,"
South-east and west. 2. France, Spain, Portugal, and America.

John Reed Pomeroy.— Master

—

1

.

Richard Robinson.

— Master

—

Mariner, Falcon's Place, W^ashington, Cumberland.

Whitehaven.

M

272.

John Biurck. — Master of the
North

M.

273.

Shields.

—

1.

" Sarah Wascoe," No. 66, Upper Pitt Street.
East coast England. 2. Mediterranean.

—

years.

138,

years.

John James.— Greenfield. Cardigan retired, owing to old age, and not very well off.— May
Went Master on the Smack " Phcenix," of Cardigan. 47 tons, in the year 1825; then
;

19th,

1859.-39

years,

the " Velox," and the
Schooner "Jane," of Cardigan, 98 tons, until the year 1S53. Refer you to the books. 1. Been coasting often all
far
as
in
the
Baltic
as
Petersburg, Holland,
voyages
to
different
ports
many
2.
Been
round England and Ireland.
France, all along the bottom of the Bay, Portugal, Spain, as far as Marseilles; been into Larashe, Barbary.
May 19th, 1859. 14 years. I have commanded vessels in the foreign and
St. Ives. Cornwall.
274. Wm. Stevens.
1846."
coasting trade likewise a steamer from Kayle to Bristol about two years have left off the sea from the year
xhe English, Bristol, and St. George's Channels, south coast of Ireland ; Bristol Channel jiarticularlv.
1
Mediterranean, Cattegat, Belt, Baltic, and Gulf
2. The coasts of Spain and Portugal on the Atlantic, south coast of

—

—

M.

— 15

— "Wilfrid,"
— 14
—" Sarah Wascoe," 325 tona;

—

—

—

—

;

;

.

.

of Finland.

M.

275.

Robert Elson Gumming.— Master Mariner, Tor, Torquay.—26 years.— " Bonita," i^j^, of Dartmouth.— I.
Clear to Liverpool and London; Newftundknd.— 2. Cape Race to Guirpore and Straits of BeUisle.

Cape-
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continued.

1, 2.

— "Flora" Sailing Vessel, of Cowes, 34 tons.
— Cowes, May 20th, 1859. —35
— Cowes
— Cowes and Peverel Point.— None.
—
May 20th, 1859. —30 years. — Ship
277- Peter Brown. — Master Ship "JuUa,"
Queen Square,
" Juha," 1,058 tons, Cork. —
George's,
North, and Bristol Channels, and the Gulf of
Lawrence.
— South-west coast of South America, and English,
the Gulf of Florida.
— "Laurel," of Lancaster, 189T^tons,
278. Thomas Lilly. — No. 84, Great George
— 28 years
180 horse power. In command of the same, and have been for the
years, running four times a week from
Belfast to Morecombe. —
Pretty well acquainted with both the channels, having ran a screw steamer from Belfast
to London seven
— Not particularly acquainted with any foreign
but have
nearly every port
of trade
the Mediterranean, and
of the West India
279. Robert John Fudge. — Master, 102, New Church
Bermondsey, London. — May 17th, 1859. —26 years. —
Screw Steamer " Victory," of Limerick, horse power 180, tonnage 501.^1. Well acquainted with the whole of the
coasting
— Mediterranean and- Black Sea.
280. Charles Shier. — Master Mariner,
Hehers, Jersey. — May 17th, 1892. — 33
Lempriere
—
"PrisciUa," 87 tons, Jersey. —
am, from the Clyde to the Tyne down channel by Bristol Channel, Gulf of
La\vrence, West
Mediterranean. —
Coast of Spain, and ports up to
and coast unto Trieste
2S1. A,DAM Killock. — Master Mariner, Southampton. — 50
— Generally. — France, Spain, and Portugal.
282. Rd. HosKYN. — Master, R.N., Admiralty Surveyor, Hollywood, Co.
— May 18th, 1859. —34 years.— East
coast Ireland.
283. William H. Embleton. — Chief Officer steam ship " Pacific," Galway, Ireland. — May 20th, 1859. — 27 years.—
am generally well acquainted
nearly the whole coast of the United Kingdom, but only
so with
— am very well acquainted with the coast of North America from Cape Hatteras to Cape Breton.
" Almora,"
1859. —40
284. H. Williams. — Captain,
Caernarvon. — May
Pool
—The
Liverpool, 1,248 tons. —
No place more particularly than another. — Most parts of the mercantile world.
— Limekilns, May 21st, 1859. —3/ years continuously, and part
285. Andrew Monro. — Shipowner, Limekilns,
of 2 seasons
— With the whole coasts of the United Kidgdom, but
for the past
276.

Jonas Denham.

Pilot.

years.

p.

1.

Bristol.

3.3,

Bristol,

St.

1.

M.

St.

'2.

Street,

at sea.

Belfast.

last

M.

five

1.

years.

coasts,

2.

in

\-isited

islands.

several

Street,

trade.

Street,

5,

St.

years.

I

1.

2.

years.

Trieste.

1.

Do-svn.

1.

I

1.

21st,

Street,

retired,

years.

last ship,

The whole

the Danube,

partially

1.

—

—

to

—

—

" Heather Bell," Little Ferry, by Golspie, Sutherlandshire, North Britain.
and steamers of various descriptions, for over 26 years. 1. All
St. Lawrence, and ujjper Lakes of Canada.
2. The coasts of

sailing ships

I

—

—

round the United Kingdom, the Gulf and River
Denmark and those of the Baltic.

El

and from Bilboa

—

—

289.

Joseph Hoppins. 1st class Pdot, port of Plymouth; address, 14, New Street. I have served at sea 24 years.
I command the pilot cutter " Whisper," of Plymouth, 36 tons register.
1. Not any in particular.
2. Not any.
D. Hughes. Master of ship "Eclipse," E. C. Friend, and Co., 27, James Street, Liverpool. 26 years.

290.

Long Island.
Alex. Hill. I am Harbour Master

291.

William Randall.

288.

J^J.

.

—
R.H.Hudson. — Master of the steamer
36
— have commanded both
years.

I

—

—

j^i_

five years.

coasts of Euro[)e, from the River Seine to Archangel, the whole Baltic included,
part of Brazil, Cape Home, and Cape of Good Hope.

Shipowner, Limekilns, Fifeshire. May 17th, 1859. I have served at sea 39 years. I commanded the
brig " Helese," 23 years, and brig "Daring" seven; the former 131, the latter 173 tons, both of this place,
Borrowstoness district. 1 I have a general acquaintance of the coasts of the island, and in particular with the
Firth of Forth.
2. With the Gategot, Baltic, Gulf of Finland, the Mediterranean, and particular acquaintance
\vith Grecian Archijjelago, Gulfs of Smyrna and Salonice.

John Reid.

M.

2.

Fifeshire.

since.

1887.

M.

2. I

1.

28G.

j^j

Yi'H

specially

\vith

2.

M.

St.

in

Indies,

part.

M.

2.

—

—

"Echpse," 393 tons, of Liverpool.

—

—

—

1.

George's Channel.

St.

— Brazilian and the United States, from New

—
—

M.

p,

M.

Orleans

to

—

in Port William, county of Wigtown ; my address will be, Ale.x. Hill, Harbour
Master, Port William, Wigtotvnshire.
Port William, May 21st, 1859.
I have served at sea between 42 and 43
years, always in the coasting trade.
commanded a vessel above 30 years, and the " Bargarey " I have
I have
commanded the last 23 years ; she belongs to Port William Head Custom House, Wigto\vn.

—

—

—

—

Harbour Master, Port of Limerick. May 20th, 1859. I have served at sea 27 years, 17 of
I was in command.
1. 1 am well acquainted with the coast from Leith round south, down the English
Channel, uj) Bristol Channel, along the Welsh coast. Saint Georgfe's Channel, and around Ireland. Well
acquainted with the coasts of Spain, Portugal, and the Mediterranean, as far up as Sicily.

—

which

292.

—
—

John Smith.

—
1

.

—

M.

—

—

Master Mariner, Hartlepool, care of Mr. Peter Watt, Rowell Street. Hartlepool, May 19th, 1859.
have for 35 years.- Yes ; at present the " Martindale," of Hartlepool, 212 tons register. Sailing Vessel.
Yes ; with the east and north-east coast of England. 2. Yes ; with the coast of Germany, from the Elbe to the

—

I

M.

M.

—

Texel.
293.

—

—

John Ogilvie.

—

—
—

—

—

Kincardine, Perthshire.
48 years. " Maid of Perth,"
With the United Kingdom. 2. The Baltic, and coast of Holland.
John Cameron. Ship Master, No. 7, Hope Terrace, Leith. 23 years.
1.

,295.

—

Alloa.
May 13th, 1859. 40 years. 1 have commanded ships ovit of this port from
1817 to 1851, and on shore since that date. 1. 1 have a general acquaintance with all the channels of Great
2. I have been a good deal in the Mediterranean, United States, British America, East Indies, China, and
New South Wales.
Britain.

294.

—

John Liddell.— Shipo^vner,

—

—

—

of Greenock (barque), 193 tons register.

— Barque

"Monarch," 528

—

tons, port of

iii

»»

J^i_

Leith.
1. I am well acquainted with the east coast of Scotland, part of the west coast of do., and Highlands of
Scotland ; also the east coast of England, south-west coast of Newfoundland, Gulf of St. Lawrence, and Bay
of Fundy.

296.

Charles Miln.

— Ship

297.

—

Master,

—

register, Dundee.
1.
White Sea, and Mediterranean.

264 tons

I

Matthew Hay. — Master
M'Cormick" Steamer,
not the colonies.

2.

I

—

—

—

—

Mariner, Culmore, by Londonderry.^ Liverpool,"May 23d, 1859. 25 years.- "WilUam
1. lam well acquainted with the United Kingdom;
of Londonderry, horsepower 260.
acquainted with the whole of the Mediterranean, Black Sea, Baltic, and White .Sea.

—

James James.

Pilot,

M_

j|

am

— Pilot boat
299. James Connell. — Master Mariner, care of Donald R. Macgregor, Esq., Exchange Buildings, Leith. — 23
—
Brig "Sceptre," 184 tons
am well acquainted with
the north coast of
Leith. —
port of
Scotland, and the north and
Coast of Norway, Jutland,
coasts of England, including the English Channel. —
Denmai'k, Sweden, Prussia, and Russia.
300. Daniel Draper Carter. — Brig " William Barber," Alma Road, Gt. Yarmouth. — May 24th, 1859. — 14
—" William Barber," 230 tons. Great Yarmouth. — North Sea, Cant, Enghsh and George's Channels.—
298.

—

—

—

Carron Street, Alloa. Alloa, May 12th, 1859.— 15 years. Brig " Georgiana,"
have a general acquaintance \n.\h the east coast. 2. Acquainted mth the Baltic,

No.

5,

New

" Alarm," 45 tons, Falmouth.-

—

1.

Street,

From

register,

Falmouth.

the Land's

— Served
End

register,

seven years as an apprentice to a
and Scdly islands.

1.

east

pilot.

p

to the Start Point

years.

y^

years.

M.

all

1

2.

1.

St.

Mediterranean, Grecian Archipelago, Dardanelles, Sea of Marmora, Bosphorus, and Black Sea.
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"2.

1,

Cornwall. — May 22d, 1859.— 28
— Mary's,
"
— At present the "Ariadne" yacht, 86
Mediterranean.
— have been frequently

301. T. Duff, Junr.
coasting trade.
three channels.
302.

tons.

2.

them Master in the foreign and
Western," screw, 35 horse power. 1. In the

years, 17 of

Scilly,

St.

:

Little

—

in tlie

I

William .Stephen Andrews. — Master

" extra," and Xaval Engineer in the Mercantile Marine. Occupation at
present. Naval Architect and Ship Builder, Lowestoft, London, and Sidmouth, Steam Shipowner, and Naval
Engineer. .'iO years; 20 years in command; present age -43; Harbour Master, and Superintendent of Pilots, 1848
of Sir Hyde Parker, 183!) to 18-12. 18-12 to 1848, Uoyal Mad Steam Ships
to 1854.— " Louisa" Schooner,
" City Glasgow " and " Medway," 1,800 tons, 400 h. p. 1. Well acquainted with all the coast of Great Britain,
2. Spain, Portugal, France, and shores of Mediterranean, Noraay, Sweden,
Ireland, and West India colonies.

—

—

—

Denmark, Russia, and

the Baltic.

Master, Waterford Harbour.— May ,23d, 1859.-15 years.— 1.
the British channels and the American coasts.

P-

303.

Edw. H. Alcock.— Pilot

^^-

304.

Henry Walker. — Shipowner,

M-

305.

John Bushell.

coasts.

South Australian

— 18

West Gate,

58,

Scarborough.-

years.

—

1.

Has

a general

knowledge of

Yorkshire coast, MeiUterranean

coasts.

—

—

—

Master of the " Gadabout," No. 3, Camden Square, Ramsgate, Kent. 23 years. Command the
Schooner " Gadabout," 93 tons ; Ramsgate, port of registry. 1. Acquainted with the east and west coast of

—

England.

M.

306.

—"Nelson Packet," Bridport,
— Master Mariner, Bridport Harbour.— May 24th, 1859.—45
parts of the L'nited Kingdom.
Well acquainted with
—
of Wight. — May 23d, 1859. —10
"George and Henrv," Cowes, 10 tons.
George Wasaer. — Yarmouth,
—1.
of Wight.
have
no
occupation.
Jackson's,
Mary's,
— Mary's,
Mrs.
May 23d,
John Gibson. —At
was 20 years Master. — Not since 1855 the
1859. — have sened from 1825 to 1855, during which time
100
acquainted
with
"Allegro,"
by
the
new.
—
am
the
coast
of England from the
was the Schooner

Jacob Sv.mes.
106 tons.

M.

307.

—

years.

all

1.

years.

Isle

Isle

M-

308.

Scilly Isles.

St.

St.

I

Scilly,

I

I

last

vessel

1.

last

;

I

to T\Tiemouth in Durham, Bristol Channel. St. George's Cliannel, south, west, and east coast of
2. I am acquainted with the coast of Portugal, and south coast
Ireland, and also the east coast of New-foundland.
of S])ain, the coast of Sicily, Adriatic, Soulina at the mouth of the Danube.

End

Land's

M.

309.

—

Edward Dane. — Master
" Pojie Clementine,"
Channel.

P.

310.

—

—

Mariner, 1, Alma Terrace, Dover Street, Folkstone. May 24th, 1859. .\bout 21 years.
147 tons, of London, horse power 180. The north side and south side of the British

George Greenham.— Pilot, Sea View, Ryde,
present I am Pilot and Acting Master of the

Isle

—
of Wight. — Cowes,
"

—

May 18th, 1859. About 50 years.—At
Brunetti, 80 tons, of the port of Cowes.
l.I am well

yacht

—

acquainted with the coast from the Owers to Portland.

M.

—The "Pass Mary," 10 tons, London,
— Glennie Pause, MiU Lane, Folkstone. — 2/
— South and west coast of England. — Holland, France, Spain, and Portugal.
— "Princess Helena," of London,
Folkstone. — 32
— Master Mariner, Steam Packet
North coast of England,
coast of Scotland, west coast of
206 tons
190 horse power nominal. —
coast
of
Ireland
—
Channel,
south-west
Coast of France from Dunkirk
Bristol
and
George's
England,
Channel Islands.
— " Margaret and
Mary's,
— May 19th, 1859. —28
313. John Hacking. — Master Mariner,
George's Channels, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide,
— Enghsh,
and
Jane," 324 tons, port of
— Island of Sicdy, Malta, Smyrna,
Van Diemen's Land, Cape of Good Hope, Calcutta, and Torres
Genoa, Leghorn, and Naples.
Constantinople, Odessa, Alexandria,
1859. —45 years
314. Matthew AVarren. — Shipomier,
sea 38 Master.
— " Cyrus," of Gloucester, 52 tons Norfolk Terrace, Gloucester. — May 25th,
Sackville
Nort'n
Everton,
"Blenheim"
steamer.
No.
34,
315. Isaac DixoN. — Chief Mate,
—Liverpool*
— commanded the "Manx Fairy" Steamer, Ramsey, 200
sea 34
May 25th, 1859.— have served
— am acquainted with George's Channel, the Noith Channel, and roimd
200 horse power, for four
any foreign
although have been 23 years in the
the
of man. —
am not particularly acquainted
foreign
— Barque "Arethusa,"
316. Richard Quance. — Cornwall Terrace, Penzance. — May 21st, 1859. — About 30
George's,
and British Channels. —The coast of
am well acquainted with the
249 tons, Penzance. —
311.

John Robinson.

312.

John Jenkins.

years.

120 horse power.

M.

2.

1.

years.

Office,

east

1.

register,

2.

St.

M.

Scilly.

to

Scilly Isles, Corrrn-all.

St.

St.

Bristol,

1.

years.

Straits.

2.

\'enice,

M.

at

5,

register.

M.

years.

at

I

years.

2.

Isle

1.

;

v

Street,

Liverpool.^

I

tons,

St.

I

all

coasts,

^\'ith

I

I

trade.

M.

years.

Bristol,

St.

I

1.

Portugal, Mediterranean, on both sides. Black Sea, and Sea of Azof, part of South America, River Plate,
Indies, and west coast of South America.
^I-

P.

Honey. — Master

318.

320.

Pilot, 16, Albert Square.

—

pilot

—

—

—
— Been sea 42
—The "Whim,"
The
65 tons. Wells. —
Western Terrace, Southampton. — May 23d, 1859. — served fiveyeais
H. B. Harvey. — Master of " Express," No.
25 years in the home trade as man, mate, and master. — " Express,"
&c.
the foreign
ajiprenticeship
— Havre de Grace, Guernsey
HI tons, Southampton, 160 horse power.— Between Beaqjiy Head and the
Norfolk.

—May

23d,

1859.

at

18,

trade,

I

;

Start.

1.

and
321.

years.

east coast.

in

M.

West

St.

Thomas Powditch. — Shipoi^-ner. WcUs,
1.

M.

—

Commercial Road East, Stepne.v, E.— May 18th, 1859.— 16 yeare
"Isabella.'"
1. Yes; the English Channel, east coast of
in the Trinity Service.
George's Channel, Bristol Channel, west coast of Ireland to Galway. 2. Yes; east
coast of the United States, Bay of Fundy, the Sleeve, Cattegat, Balric Sea, and Gulf of Finland.

and 16 years as
England and Scotland,

319.

—

Thos. Lowery.—Trinity
at sea,

M.

—

London, May 25th, 1859. Since 1831. Ship
of ship "Amazon," London Docks.
317. H. R.
"Amazon," of New York, 1,800 tons. 1. EngUsh Channel, having traded to London the past 20 years.
2. United States, about the coast near New York, &c.

2.

Jersey.

Master, Puttenbytoi\-n, Wick.— May 24th, 1859.— From 1822 to 1853 (a8
Master from 1827 to 18.53.) " William McLeay," of Wick, 1 17 tons, " Favourite," of Wick, 76 tons, &c. I. The
2. No, haring never been foreign but
east coast of the United Kingdom, from the Orkney Islands to London.
twice viz., two voyages to the Baltic, Russian coast.

James Cormack.— Deputy Harbour

—

—

—

;

M.

322.

Samcel Manlev Weeks. — 6,

— Retired. —

Finland, and
^'-

323.

Thomas Canlirs, —Pilot

Quny.

—Yes;

30 years,

" Guerilla," 24 tons; " Little ilairy," 24 tons.
Ireland.

M.

324.

W.

15.

—

Wells.

South Foreland

to Bristol Channel, Scilly,

and south coast rf

Ser\-ice,

at sea, 15 of
1

Ports of

1.

27, James Street, Liverpool. — have been
— Master in Pacific Steam Navigation Company's
and 320 nominal
which in command.— Steamer " Lima," of Liverpool, of 1,165 tons
Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, and the
Nova Scotia. — The whole of

22 years

.

—

Baltic,

2.

No.

2.

])ower.

—

—Three years apprentice, two years mate, 44 years master.
— The Cattegat, Sound,
Gulf of
boy, mate, and master. —Yes; "Penzance" Packet, 72 tons;

Albion Street, Exmouth.

Even,' part of United Kingdom, but not the colonies.
north side of Mediterranean, with Portugal and .Spain.

1.

Li\erpool and Halifax,

New

Granada.

I

register,

2.

Chili,

Pacific

i

mariners' evidence.
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—

—

—

Mary's, Seilly Islands.
Not in command at present. 1. I have
I ha\'e been at sea 20 years.
a slij^ht acquaintance with most ports of the United Kingdom. 2. My chief experience has been in the Mediterranean, mostly the north coast.

325.

W.

326.

William MoRTLEM.\N.^Master

RowE.

P.

St.

—

—

—

May 2.5th, 185!). 28 years. " Queen of the French,"
Mariner, Folkstone.
121 tons, London, horse power 120.
1. East coast of England, Straits of Dover, south channels, and Swin.
Coast of France, Havre, to Dunkirk.

—

2.

327.

— Master Mariner, Bri.\ham, Devon. —May 19th, 1859. — ISyears. —The " Lycurgus," 141, Dartmouth.
— Most parts of the Mediterranean, South coasts of Spain,
Owells,
Oldmax.
—
Norfolk,
Master
Mariner.
— Have served sea 25
—Nine years Master of the
Robert
" Sidney Claude, of Owells, 78 tons
— East coast of England, and the
Salt
Galway, Ireland.— May 24th, 1859.— have for 50
Sea Park
Tim. Kelly.— Superannuated
— have commanded Her Majesty's Revenue Cruizer, " Amphitrite," up to April 1858. — The
coast
as Portsmouth. —
of Ireland, the west coast of Scotland, and the south coast of England
am not
John Blake.

—

•

The

1.

and some

328.

English, Irish, and Bristol Channels.
parts of the coasts of Barbary.

329.

years.

at

register.

years.

as

M.

Baltic.

1.

Hill.

Villa,

Officer,

M.

Sicily,

2.

I

I

R.N

entire

I.

as far

2. I

acquainted, not having been foreign.

330.

John Jones.— Ship

Broker, Saltnej', Chester.— 30 years.—" Hagar," 122 tons, Chester.- 1. From Orford Ness,
English, St. George's, Bristol, and Irish Chairaels, south coast of Ireland, harbours south east as far as the Island
of Isla.

— No
—

—

—

—

George Simpson. Grangemouth. May 30th, 1859. 17 years.
Channel, and the St. George's Channel, aad the east coast of Scotland.
Batavia, Singapore.

331. Capt.

332.

—

—

William

—

—

British Channel.

1.

Irvine.

— Ship

Master,

Kirkwall.

— 32

years.

— " Arva,"

Scotland.
334.

—

ship at present.
1. The English
The Cape of Good Hope, Madras,

—

Master of the "Duke of Cornwall," of Penzance. Penzance, May 24th, 1859. 39 years, the last
26 Master of a trading vessel from London to Penzance. " Duke of Cornwall," 76 tons register, of Penzance,

Luke Love.

saihng vessel.
333.

2.

William Menarry.

—Master,

power 240.

Belfast, horse

—

1.

Fleet

-43,

Street,

Between Belfast and

of Kirkwall,

79 tons

register.

—

1.

East coast

— " Waterloo," 324 tons,
—31
a Master Mariner). — May 19th, 1859. — 35
—

—June

Belfast.

Liverjjool,

1st,

1869.

years.

M.

M.

^'

M.
M.

and Belfast and Glasgow.

— Shipownier, Mary's, SciUy
— Mediterranean and Black Sea.
a Shipmaster, but
present unemployed, hai-ing just sold my vessel.—
—
William
Liverpool
336.
since 1828, with the exception of a few voyages mate. —
38
— have been master of
United KingNorth of France, Mediterranean, and North America.
dom. —
the coasting trade about 20
337. William Wear. — Shipowner, Scarborough, agentto Lloyd's. — was
— Not
— No.
present. —
am acquainted with the Yorkshire
— Brig "Thistle," 265 tons port of
338. Edward Mi'rphy. — Master Mariner, Mall Lane, Waterford. — 22
Waterford.
Lawrence.
Gulf of
339. W.D.Price. — Surveyor to Lloyd's Register and Board of Trade, Waterford. — 35 years. —
London to Liverpool,
Cape Finisterre
and
and west coast of Ireland, and north coast of Scotland. —
Gibraltar, Carthagena,
Adriatic Archipelago to Black Sea.
Bruccarlo, Genoa, Leghorn, Naples,
— " Dalemain," 279, Liverpool. —
Birkenhead. — 13
340. Joseph Waite. — Master Mariner, 40, Pilgrim
— Coast of New Granada.
George's Channel, English Channel, West
—
"Crimea," of Bideford, 519 tons.
341. Wm. Rodd. — Master of the "Crimea." — 17
— "Lady
Ayrshire. — Liverpool, May 2oth, 1859. —20
342. Robert Montgomehie. — Sagan Bank,
am acquainted with the coasts of the
VaUant," of London, 7-5 tons. —
George and English Channels.
Coromandel
Malabar
the Gulf of Manaar, &c.
343. Rd.
M.\chell. — Master, East Bank, Oxton, Birkenhead, Cheshire. — 26 years. — " Factory Girl," 463 tons,
Liverpool. —
George's Channel.
1859. — 20
344. John Milligan. — Ship Master, " Perpetua," Salthouse Dock, Liverpool. — May
9 foreign,
— "Perpetua," 396, Dumfiies. — None particular. — Ditto.
11 coasting.
"Manchester,"
345. John Ryan. — Master, ship
Everton. — 19
81, Seacombe
— Ship "Manchester,"
Cork, Liverpool, and
— West Coast, South America.
824 tons, Cork. —

^•

Robert Baxter.— Master Mariner, St. John, N.B. 17 years.— " Ann Gray," 1,005, St. John, N.B.— 1. St. John,
N.B.—2. None.
Herbert R. Cross. Master of Steamer "Courier," 42, John's Hill, Waterford. May 26th, 1859. 17 years.

M.

335.

James Tregarthen.

John Clark.
years.

2.

(late

St.

George's and English Channel.

years.

St.

at

;

vessels

I

1.

2.

Street,

"*•

1.

Baltic,

in

I

1.

coast.

I

years.

years.

register,

-}.

at

2.

;

^•

St.

1.

so\ith

M-

to

2.

Sicily,

Street,

Indies.

years.

1.

St.

2.

years.

Iiwine,

1.

coast,

2.

years.

St.

I

coast, in

S.

1

.

21st,

in

Cardiff.

1.

years,

M.

2.

Street,

347.

'•

St.

1.

346.

^•

^

years.

"'•

2.

—

—

—

—

M

—

Steamer "Courier," of London, 374 tons, 150 h. p., running between Milford Haven and Waterford. 1. The
coasts of the English and St. George's Channel, south-east coast of Ireland, the coasts of New South Wales, Victoria,
Van Diemen's Land, and other parts of Austraha. 2. Never remained sufficiently long on foreign stations to
become intimately acquainted with their coasts. I may name, however, west coast of South America, Malabar coast,
south coast of Arabia, &c.

—

348.

William Deans. — Master

349.

.St.

351.

—

—
—

—

—

•

—

—

Richd. Roberts. Commander, India Mail Service 'oetween Alexandria and Marseilles. 22 years. Peninsular and
Oriental Company's steamer " Nepaul," 1,000 tons, and 200 horse power, London.
1. Tolerably well acquainted
with English coast from Land's End to the Downs. 2. Well acquainted with coasts of the Mediterranean, also
with the coasts of Spain from Cape Finisterre to Sound, and Portugal.

—

.350.

—

Mariner, 20, Barclay .Street, Monkwearmouth, Sunderland. 35 years.
None. 1. The
George's Channels, the east coasts of England and Scotland, and west coast of .Scotland, the
coasts of British India and Austraha.
2. Coasts of Cuba, the north side of Porto Rico and St. Domingo,
Crooked Island Passage ; France, from Cape Grisnez to Finisterre.

English and

John Wilson. — At

—

present Master, Steam Ship " Labuan," 49, Coltman Street, Hull.
32 years, nearly 23 as
Master.
Steam Ship "Labuan," 400 tons, Hull; two engines of 40 horse. 1. I am acquainted with the coast
from the Ilumber to the Downs. 2. I am acquainted with the Gulf of Finland.

—

George Peacock.

—

—

—

Retired Captain of the Mercantile Marine, Starcross, near Exeter, and for nearly 12 years
a master and second master in the Royal Na^-y.
May 30th, 1859. 41 years. 1. Yes British and Irish Channels,
coast line on both sides, also the north-east coast of England ; the Canadas, Nova Scotia, Gibraltar. Malta, also the
British Colonies in the West Indies.
the Mediterranean coast line throughout, from Cape Spartel by
2. Yes
Egypt, Syria, the Archipelago, Greece, and the Adriatic coasts of Italy, Sardinia, France, Spain, and Portugal
also the United States Mexico, Central America, and South America from Chagries by the Straits of Magellan to

—

—

—

;

;

Panama.

3

M3

—

;

"^•

R.N.
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Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,

M

continued.

—

—
—
—
U.S., &c,
—
897—
Geo.
Kendall,"
George's
—
28
Channel.
Master.
"
353. Ph. Farlev. —
—"Matilda," of Quebec, 1,035.— am well acquainted with the George's
354. Archibald Stevenson. — 23
No.
and the North channels. —
— 19 years
— Ship "Herald," 6/9 tons, Bath
355. M. B. Crowell. — Master of ship "Herald," on board
Yes; coast of United
shores of
Maine.— Yes; south coast of Ireland, and coast of Wales. —
Mediterranean.
—
Bryn
Lluyd,
Anglesea,
Wales.
—
Miles
Barton,"
20
—
Master,
"
"Miles
Barton,"
933,
356. James Shelford.
Bay of Bengal, to Bombay and the Persian Gulf, and
Geoi^e's Channels. —
and
Yes;
Liverpool. —
the coast of
— "Teresa," 139
Mariner's View. —30
Whitehaven.
357. Jacob Dixon Harrington. — No.
— "Norfolk" Steamer, 147 tons, of
358. James Leetham.— Master Mariner, Goole. — Goole, May 26th, 1859. — 20
coast of England and channel, and west coast of Ireland. —
The
From
Yarmouth, 120 horse power. —
352.

delphia, U.S.

M.
M.

2.

1,

—Master of ship

"Tonawanda," Liverpool. 35 years. Ship " Tonawancla," \\\1„
North and south coast of Ireland, and St. George's Channel. 1. Entrance to the Delaware,

Theodore Julius.
1.

years.

St.

1.

years.

2. I

St.

2.

^^'

at sea.

ship.

States,

2.

1.

^1'

years.

St.

Irish

1.

2.

Brazil.

^^"

^^'

years.

2,

register,

years.

east

1.

Ushant eastwards

to

2.

Belgium, Dutch, Hanover, Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, and Baltic coast, and Gulf of

Finland.

—

—

—

M

359.

G.Orange.

H.

360.

John Dun.-— Haven

—

Merchant and Shipowner. Jersey, May 27th, 1859. 20 years, the last ten as part owner. 1. lam
acquainted with the George's and English Channels, south coast of Ireland, and east coast of England, Nen'found2. Brazils, River Plate, Mediterranean, Black Sea,
land. Lower Canada, Mauritius, St. Helena, Ascension, &c.
west coast of Africa, Azores, Canary and Cajie de ^'erde Islands, &c.

—

Master, Port of Bristol.

3GI.

1.

St.

I

the coasts of Guano,

Fundy
362.

27th,

10,

1.

M,

May

Master's Office, Shirehampton, Port of Bristol,
Intimately with the Bristol Channel.
2. I am not.

—
— 29 years. —Not now in command. —
Earl Street, Belfast. — Belfast, Ireland,
William Graham. — Surveyor of Hatches, Stowage, Dunnage, &c.,
mate,
years
as
master
in the foreign trade. — None at
two
years
as
and
apjjrcntice,
years
17
May 28th, 1859.^Four
George's Channel, also round Ireland. —
Am well acquainted mth
am well aciiuainted with the
present. —
lj^59.

S-

— Haven

West

2.

and Mediterranean,

Indies, coasts of Brazil,

also a part of the coast of America,

to Florida.

William Wright. — Harbour

Master, Ballina.

— May

1859.

24th,

'ib

years.

— "Henry

Bay of

and Jane," 105

tons,

Ipswich.

M-

363.

—

—

Manchester Street, E.\inouth, Devon.—44 years, and have been Master for 30 years. Retired.
Well acquainted from Newcastle to the Bristol Channel; colonies not acquainted with. 2. French and Dutch

Chas. Parker.
1.

—

coasts well acquainted with.

M.

364.

—

William W. Harvey. — Master, Newhaven,

—

coast

M-

—

Staveley. — Commander

—

—

" Nimrod," 7, Polygon, Clifton, Bristol. 25 years.
"Nimrod,"
365. RoBT.
Steam Ship, 351 tons, Cork. .150 horse power. 1. Yes; the English, St. George's, North, and Bristol Channels.
coast,
and
the
coast
of
Portugal.
2. I am well acquainted with the northern French
366.

Steam Ship

C.

;

;

on the other.

Henry-

—

—

—

vessels, "

367.

—

Have not sailed for the last 10 years, but own four
Shipowner, Girvan. About 20 or 22 years.
Agnes," register 38 tons "Elizabeth," register 52 tons ; " Agnes Kelly," 73 tons " Elgin," 137 tons.
acquaintance with the coast extends to Liverpool, Dublin, &c. on the one hand, and to the Isle of Skye

Alex. Cl.'Vchab.

—1. My

—

2.

No.

Bussell.

— Innholder,
—

retired for the last seven years.

M

—

Sussex.
Newhaven, Sussex, May 26th, 1859. Been at sea 27 years.
1. WeU acquainted mth
Shi]) " Orleans." of London, gross tonnage 269, 160 nominal horse power.
from South Foreland to Land's End. (ieneral knowledge of coast of Ireland from Cape Clear, and
2. The French coast, from Dieppe to Cape La
St. George's Channel to Liverpool, the Bahamas, West Indies.
Hague, the Mediterranean and Black Seas, coast of Xorsvay and Baltic.

— Steam

I.

—

—

Bridgewater, May 26th, 1859. 16 years ;
English, Bristol, and St. George's Channels, and the east coast. 2. No.

West Quay, Bridgewater.

—

have

Si-ray.— Schooner "Billow," of Hayle.— May 27th, 1859.^30 years.— " Billow," 113 tons, of St. Ives.—
am well acquainted with the North and Bristol Channels. —2. No.
Thomas Liddle. No. 31, Saville Street, S. Shields; no occupation at present. About 17 years. "Wentworth
Beaumont." 255 N. M., Port of Newcastle. — 1. I am acquainted on the north-east coast of England, likewise the
English Channel and St. George's Channel. 2. From Gibraltar up to Constantinople I am acquainted, likewise

368. P. B.
1.

369.

I

—

—

—

—
1859. — For 35
26th,
Stranraer.
—
May
— have commanded in the Glasgow and
—
370.
22 years the
has been the " Albion " Steamer, which
156
.Stranraer Steam Packet Company the
Not acquainted.
and 149 horse power. — The United Kingdom. —
—
"Queen," Steamer, 160 horse power, port
Hayle. — May 27th, 1859. —34
371. William Spray-. — Queen
— am well acquainted with the Bristol Channel. — No.
of
Pareoin
Row,
Rothcrithe,
London.
— May 28th, 1859. — About 18
Mariner,
31,
—
Master
Straneck.
Henry372.
Dutch
River Thames and
coast of England. —
326 tons, 120 horse power. —
"Concordia," London,
France.
northern coast of
much
but
Eden
Sunderland.
—
About
25
years;
373. John Grey-. — Inspector to Local Insurance Clubs,
sea previously.
Sunderland
Engineer to the River Wear ComFrom 14 years residence
374. Thomas Meik. — CivU Engineer. —
the Black Sea.

M.

John D. Haswell.

years.

last

years.

Street,

registry, St. Ives.

^'-

1.

tons,

is

2.

1.

M.

I

last

;

2.

I

years.

S.,

east

1.

1.

coast,

C.E.

at

Street,

14,

as

at

1.

I am well acquainted with the north-east coast of England, from Scarborough to the Firth
am not.
Nicholas Reynolds. Master, Wellington Road. Cork. — 22 years. "Reward," 119 tons, Cork.

mission,
2. I

M.

375.

—

—

Ireland, Bristol Channel, English

376.

Robert Anderson.— Master

M.

377.

Leonard Watson.— Lloyd's
in

command,

generally,

378.

St. George's

Channel.

—

2.

of Forth.—

1.

Coast of

Coast of Spain and Portugal.

of the "Josephine," Newburgh, Fife.— May 30th, 1859.— 34 years.— " Josephine,"
84 tons register, port of Perth.— 1. WeU acquainted with all the ports of Britain. 2. AH the coast of France, and
the Holland coast, and the Baltic Seas.

M.

M-

and

—

generally

—

Agent, Warren Point, Ireland.— May 31st, 1859.— From 1804 to 1822 ; 13 yean
India trade; rctii-ed from sea 1822.— Several.— 1. Liverpool.— 2. West Indies

West

and North America.

Thomas Shugg.— Hayle, Cornwall.— May
1. Bristol

Channel.

28th,

1859.— 24 years.— " Cornwall," of

St.

Ives,

not yet measured.—

mariners' evidence.

Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,
379.

St. George's, English,

M.

M.

2.

William Ansell.

10,

M.

years.

2.

M.

!)i)

Bristol,

St.

1.

383.

—
Vessel. —

— "Ann,"

1.

382.

co7itmued.

— Schooner "Ann," of Penzance. —44 years.
53 tons, of Penzance, Sailing
and Bristol Channel. —
South coast of France, Mediterranean, and America.
—"Phoenix,"
— Master, Woolmore Street, Poplar, London. — May 28th, 1859. —40
South and west coast of England. —
Part of the north coast of France.
Yacht, 70 tons, London. —
—
tons, of Penzance, Sailing
George Bawden. — Schooner "Venus," of Penzance. —42 years. "Venus,"
and English Channel. —
Pretty well acquainted with the Mediterranean.
George's,
Vessel.—
the Steam Ship "City of London," No.
Millbm-n
William Campbell. — Master
Aberdeen. — 27
— "City of London," 1,116 tons,
Aberdeen, 420 horse power. —
From London to the Orkney and Shetland
years.
Mediterranean.
of Forth, and Moray Firth. —
Islands, including the
William B. Leslie. — Courtmacsherry.-— am a yacht o^vner for more than 20 years; my vessel
the Cutter
Philip Jones.
1.

381.

1, 2.

—
—

—

Penzance.
45 years. "Prima Donna," 95 tons, Penzance, Sailing Vessel.
2. Not well acquainted.
Bristol and St. George's Channel, and English Channel.

Joseph Green.
1.

380.

— " Prima Donna,"

iQS

2.

of

^•

Street,

8,

1.

Fii-th

384.

2.

I

Yacht "Psyche," R.C.Y.C., 28 tons, at Courtmacsherry, a port of Cork.
2. 1 am not.
well from Youghal to Bolus Head.

—

385.

George Fowler.— Master
500 tons, 150 horse power.
and north part of France.

386.

John Douglas.— Ship

— Employed

Y.

is

know

I

1.

the south coast of Ireland

—

—

of the "Leopard," Screw Steamer, Hull.— May 29th, 1859.
24 years. "Leopard,"
2. Russia, Prussia, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Holland,
1. East coast of England.

—

—

Broker, No.

8,

—

on shore. 1.
Baltic Sea, North

at present

White Sea and

2.

—

I

M.

Caroline Street, Cardiff, South Wales.— Cardiff, May 31st, 1859.— 30 years.
have circumna\-igated the coasts of Great Britain and Ireland frequently.

and South .Vmerica on the

and west coasts

east

;

China, Signapore, Moulmain,

Mediterranean Sea.

—

—

Master of the "Pacha," in the Hull and Hamburgh Trade, No. 26, Caughey Street, HuU. 19 years.
Steamer "Pacha," 284 tons, port of register, Hull, 60 horse power. 1. East coast from Flamborough
Yarmouth Roads. 2. Coasts of Belgium, Elbe, Baltic, and Gulf of Finland.
Steam Ship " Eugenie," Anglo-French Steam Ship Company, Grimsby, or, 8, Neville Street,
388. John Wharton.
HuU. May 30th, 1859. 34 or 35 years. Steam Ship " Eugenie," 302 tons, Grimsby, 80 horse power. 1. I am
licensed to pilot from HuU to the Downs, the Nore, and the Elbe.
2. Am slightly acquainted with Dunkirk,
387.

H. SouLSDY.

— Screw
Head

to

—

—

—

—
—

—

M.

M.

—

—

Scheld, Cattegat, Baltic Sea, Gulf of Finland.

389.

— "Cai'adoc," 237, Beau—
London. — 31 years 22 years as master. "
Old Broad
Robert Dent. —
1,326, Liverpool.
—
— lam acquainted with a large portion of the
George's and English Channels, the
coasts of Europe, including Mediterranean and
—"Enterprise," 445,
Dundalk or Liverpool. — June 2d, 1859. —35
B. Johnston. — Master, onboard,
Liverpool and
coast of Ireland. —
am not
Dundalk, Steamer, 320. —
— " Eliza," No. 24, Cowes,
—22
Mary's
24. —
George Henry Wakelev. —
Yes, from
to the Start westward, and into and out of the Port of Cowes. —
No.
the Owers
General Steam Navigation Company. —26
—
William Davis. — Master of the after-named
250 horse power. —
George's and English Channels. —
Steam Ship "Shamrock," of
Have
taken
particular
but
not
foreign,
been
Captain John Davies. — Master of Dandy " Edward and James," Crane
Chester. — 14
—The Dandy
"Edward and James," and have been Master of a screw boat between Liverpool and London. —
George's
Londonderry and the Clyde,
Channel from the Smalls
and English Channel to London. —
The coast
maris.

390.

—

George Burton Thomas. — Castle

—

Street, City,

12,

1.

—

Square, Carnarvon. May 28th, 1859.
17 years.
George's Channel, English Channel, and east coast to the Tyne.

St.

1.

Conflict,'"

m_

years.

y[_

;

latter particularly.

St.

j^

2.

Baltic.

91.

in

east

1.

192.

2.

years.

Street.

St.

particularly.

I

register

east

393.

1.

M.

2.

ship, Bristol,

Bristol,

1.

years.

Bristol, St.

j^j

2.

notice.

394.

Street,

years.

1.

to

Bristol,

M_

St.

1.

of France, from Havre to Calais.
Master, Dublin.— May 25th, 1869.-12 years.—" Columbus," 939 tons, of Dublin.— 1. East
coast of Ireland, west coast of England, and west coast of Scotland.
2. Gulf of St. Lawrence, coast of Brazil,
Gulf of Mexico, and a general knowledge sf Mediterranean.

395.

Henry Gregg.— Ship

396.

George Baker.

397.

George McNeii.y. — Master

—

—

—

—

—
—

North Sea and Channel Pilot, 202, Middle Street, Deal. 30 years. No. 1.
Plymouth to Scotland. 2. Yes, France, Holland, in fact the whole coast to Denmark.

coast from

—

—

I

weU know

the

—

Mariner, 17, Stephen Street, Sligo. May 25th, 185!).
19 years.
1. Yes, west of
Ireland, St. George's Channel, Irish Sea and North Channel, Newfoundland, St. Lawrence, coast of North America.
2. Yes, Spain and Portugal, and North America.

M.

p
M.

—
398.

William McKeon.— Master
of Ireland.

399.

—

2.

Mariner, 21, Oriel Street,

DubUn.— May

1859.— Yes, 16 years.— 1. South

27th,

coast

M.

Spain and Portugal, and North America.

George Trott. — Channel, North

Sea, Pilot, 79,

Beach

—

Street, Deal.

— 25

— No,

years.-

any parts of England, Scotland, Holland, Bremen, &c. 1. From the Land's End
to the Brill, including Noluncial, in fact the whole coast.

—
—

—

piloting

to Scotland.

—

my

is

2.

occupation

;

—

—

p

From Cherbourg

400.

John Donohoe.

401.

RoBT. FitzRo Y.— Reserved Rear Admiral, Board of Trade, 2, Parliament Street, London, S.W. 40 years nominaUy, 20 actually afloat in sea service.^l. The coasts of the United Kingdom generally, and those of the
Australian colonies, Cape, Mauritius, &c. 2. France, Portugal, Spain, South America, from the Equator southward, on both sides (including the Falklands), Polynesia, Australia, South Africa, parts of the Mediterranean, and

Ship Master, Cappa, Kilrush, County Clare. May 24th, 1859.^ 19 years. Late Master of
" Lochlibe," but not when she was lost, 1,006 tons, of DubUn. 1. Straits of Bellisle, Gulf of St. Lawrence, Bay
between English Channel, St. George's Channel, west coast of Ireland, and the Clyde.
Fundy,
and
coast
of
2. The coast of the United States of America, from Portland to New Orleans, and the French coast in the vicinity
of Havre de Grace.

—

M.

R^N.

—

various islands.

—28 years. —"War Cloud," of Liverpool,
— None in
— " EUza Hands," 264, Liverpool, — South-west coast of
403. Edward Lamb. —
Blackburn
— 13
Ireland, and coast of
Sea. — South-east coast of America.
404. William Henry' Moore. — Master,
Duke
— 18 years. —No ship present. — Not
— No
part in
—
405. Walter McLaren. — Mariner, Kincardine, Perthshire. — Liverpool, May 13th, 1859. — 30
" Bannockburn,"
730 tons, Greenock. —
AU round the United Kingdom, and Gulf of
Mediterranean, and Gulf
Lawrence.—
of Finland.
— " Parana," Liverpool, 296 tons
406. James R. Scott. —Master Mariner, Park
Liverpool. —25
Tolerabl7 weU acquainted with the English and
None particularly.
George's Channel. —
3M4

402.

Alexander Mackey. — Master Mariner,
1,131 tons.

—

1.

No. 45, Smith

Street, Kirkdale.

General acquaintance with the English and Irish Channels.
7,

Street.-

years.

19,

Street.

^

particular.

2.

1.

M.

Irish

at

1.

particularly.

2.

M.

particular.

years.

Street,

1.

2.

St.

1.

years.

St.

register.

2.

M.
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Questions 35,

M

'

40;).
'

F-^'-

410

—canthiueiL
years.

2.

years.

St.

2.

St.

1.

''

H.

1,

3,

1.

4U8.

M.

33, 34,

3(3,

— 15
— Ship " Lady Ebrington," 413 tons,
— Master Mariner. Orrell View, near Liverpool.West
Yes, the
Indies and west coast of America.
Yes, the Great George's Channel.
of Liverpool. —
— " Saldanha," 1,563, Liverpool.
Liverpool.
—
24
Matthew Flynn. — Master, James Baines and Co.,
Lawrence, South Australia and Demerara.
Gulf of
George's Channels. —
English and

William Quixe.

40"

:

Wilder^-ank.— 1 English
D. T. DE JoNGE.— King's Dock, Liverpool.— 18 years.— " Tantze Meyer," 1G2 tons,
Channel. 2. At the coast of Xetheriand.
Fraoli Peteb.son WoLSGonRD. Master Mariner, 16, South Castle Street, Liverpool. May 16th, 1859. 61 at
Danish Schooner " Bjarke," 144 tons, of Saxe-Coburg, Denmark. 1. Bristol and North
sea; 45 years master.
Channel. 2. Sijain, Portugal, Xpnvay. Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Prussia, and Russia.
.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Belyea. Master of Ship "Kelvin," Miller and Mossman, Agents. I have served at sea 20 years.
Irish coast and St. George's
I am well acquainted with the
1.
"Kelvin" 776 tons, St. John, X. B.
Nova Scotia, and North Brunswick coast.
Channel,' also particularly well acquainted with the Bay of Fundy and

*1-

411.' C. A.

F.M.

412. G.

o

M

41^^.

I

—

well acquainted with the coast of United States from Gulf of Mexico to British provinces.

am

'
M. Deber.— Address Herr L. Larsen, Kragero, Norway.— 10 aar.— Brig Veranaa," 159 register tons.
Thomas Dunn. Chartered to bring coals to Malta, 33, South Chester Street, Liverpool. May 19th, 1859.
1" ye^ii-s
"Ganges," 675, Dubhn. 1. St. George's Channel. 2. The Gulfs of Mexico, and Florida, and St.

—

—

—

—

Lawrence.

M.

1.

1.237 tons.

M

41iJ.

—

—

—
—

24 years, from Liverpool. "Argonaut,"
S. R. Graves, Esq., Redcross Street, Liverpool.
East coast of Ireland; Colonies moderately. 2. None.
Liverpool.— 15 years. "Sultan," of Liverpool, 848 tons.— 1. I
J- W. Steele.— Ship Master, 8, Clarence Street,
am sufficiently well acquainted with the English and St. George's Channels to navigate vessels up and down, but
have only a general knowledge of the coast, as I have been in the foreign trade. 2. I am not, haWng rarely been

William White.

—

—

1.

—

M.

416.

M.

417.

more than twice to the same place.
David Fraser. Master Mariner, 21. Bridgewater Street. 24 years. Barque "Orient," 370,
2. Partly with China Sea.
1. South Africa, English Chunnel, and east coast.

—

—

—

Liverpool.

409 tons, Liverpool. —
—
George's
"
298, Maryport. —
George's Channel.
418. John Herbert. — Master, King's Dock. — 25 years. — Barque
West Indies.
—
Eleanor
Thompson,"
241
tons,
—
years.
Whitehaven.
—
Dundee.
Street,
"
Uueen
17
419. Charles Foskey.
— " W. Johnson," of Liverpool, 118 tons.— From
420. T. B. Lacy. — Master, 58, Park Road, Liverpool. — Since 1824.
From Gibraltar upwards to Taganrog, also the
London northwards. —
Danman," Liverpool. — May I7th, 1869. — am quite
421. C. C. YoisK. — Master of the Danish Bark named
the lights and buoys, &c., &c.
with
Some
Master. —30 years. — Ship "Monterey," 598 tons, of Susannah, Georgia, United States. —
4--- R- Norton.

John Bkown.

—

—

Barque " Illimaine,"
.'M years.
16, Nile Street, Liver])0ol.
2. West coast of America, Chili and Peru.

Channel, West India Islands.

M.

—

—

1.

Isis,"

1.

St.

St.

2.

M.
M.

2,

J.

1.

Baltic.

2.

'•

M.

satisfied

I

all

FM
'

F.M.

M.

Have been

actively

—

^^1.

I

.125.

and English Channels.

Irish

427.

—

4:28.

—

Croft Street, Greenock. .30 years.
2. Australia and West Indies.

—

cannot suggest any improvement

HosMEY. I
Daniel Henry Trvman. Commanding
May 18th, 1859. 36 years.
Liverpool.

—

—

—

St.

1.

—

George's Channel.

States.

—

—

— 2* A

in St. George's

— Ship

—

" Inkerman," 790 tons, Greenock.

Channel as

far as lights go.

Ship " Calhoun." of New York, at present in the Bramlej-moor Dock,
Ship "Calhoun," of New York, present British measurement 1,825
part of the United States.

—

—

—

—

Master Mariner, 57, South Chester Street, Liverpool. 19 years. " Kertch," 1,060, Liverpool.
Well acquainted with St. George's Channel, and south coast of Ireland. 2. The American coast from Cape

John Coulter.
1.

Nova

Hatterass to Cape Canso,
429.

—

—

William CiiAMnERS. — Holms,

tons.

M.

from Boston to Susannah, United

am acquainted

—

426. J. T.

M.

1.

2. Yes,

as master or

employed these 38 years

" Czar," of Greenock.

1.

PM

—

commander, always in the foreign trade. 11 years. Ship
with the English Channel, particularly St. George's and Irish Channels,
States of America.
United
The
and North Channel, also South AustraUa.— 2.
16 years.
Ship " Evelyn," 1,197 tons, New York. 1. I am acquainted with the south and
424. Moses H. Sawyer.
2. I am acquainted with the north
^vest coasts of England and Wales, and the east and south coasts of Ireland.
and some of the west coasts of France, east coasts of the United States, and West Indies.

423.

\i
'

accniaintance from the Sulfere Lights to Liverpool.

Thomas Duff. — Master,
pool.

—

1

.

14,

—

Scotia.

Harbord

Yes, St. George's Channel.

2.

—

—

Edge IliU. 16 years. Ship "William Melhuish," "07 tons, LiverPretty well acquainted in Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea, and Bay of

Street,

—

Bengal.

M.

—29 years. — "Mans," 357
David Brown. — Ship "William Lord," from the United States of America. —30 years. — Yes. — Coast
America. North and South.
Coubragh. and Co. — 25 years master of sailing
— Have not been
432. James Smith. — Overlooker to
Lawrence. —
Only general knowledge.
George's Channel, Clyde, and Gulf of
for 5 vears. —
—
Liverpool. — 24 years.
"Arabian," 404, LiverJohn Carrington. — Master Mariner, 114, Upper Warwick
West coast of Africa.
Channels. —
George's and
pool. —
—
Yes;
CUfton Crescent, Birkenhead. — 12 years. "Fort William," 765 tons, Liverpool. —
434. W. C. O'Brien. —
Lawrence.
Yes Bay of Bengal, and Gulf of
with the north-west coast of Ireland. —
—
—
years.
"Swallow,"
Portsmouth.
—
Not
particularly.
Schooner
"Swallow."
149,
—
17
435. Alfred Welch.
—27 years. —" Cannate," 514 tons, Liverpool. — No. — No.
436. Fred. B. Hire. — 142, Bromilow
From
Liverpool. — 16 years. — "George Dean," 182 tons, Liverpool. —
437. John Abernethy. — 60. Toxteth
Meditenanean, and Mexico.
Coast of
ScUly to London, from Cape Clear to Liverpool. —
Liverpool. — 23 years. — Ship "Melicete," 1,152
438. Gordon Gould. — Master, " Melicete," 67, Upper Lisle
Hoogley.
George's Channel. —
tons, Liverpool. —
— "Julia Heyns," 337, Belfast. —
George's
Paul's Square, Liverpool. —30 years.
439. John Simmin. — 10,
Channel. — France.
—
"
Street,
—
44
years.
Wm.
Wm.
Fairbaim,"
Clevedon
"
52,
440. A NOW. Allan. — Commander, ship
Coast of Ireland, from Cape Clear to Wicklow Head, and Bass's
bairn," 1,293 tons, Liverpool. —

430.

WiLHA.M Stone. — Master
Liverpool.

F.M.

M.

—

1.

St.

St.

Irish

2.

1.

St.

;

1.

Hill,

Liverjjool.

M.

2.

1.

Street,

1.

Afi-ica,

Street,

1. St.

M.

2.

8,

2.

M.

at sea

Street,

43^!.

2.

M.
M.
M.

of

2.

1.

vessels.

Stitt,

I.

M.

tons,

4,31.

1.

M.

No. 18, Egerton Street, Park Road, Liverpool.
Gulf of Guinea, Africa.

M.iriner,

Bristol Channel,

2.

St.

1.

Liver])ool.

Dutch Guiana, from the River Marawine

Fair-

Straits.

1.

2.

St.

to the River Comantine.

'

mariners' evidence.

Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,

—

Jean. Brig "Vivid," King's Dock,
Kingdom and Xorth American Colonies.

441. F. G.

465

2.— continued.

1,

—
— "Anglesea," 913
— Not

—

Liverpool.
29 years. "Vivid" Brig, 197 tons, of Jersey.
2. Gulf of St. Lawrence.

—

United

1.

—
—
George's
tons, of Glasgow.^—
— Master of the "Linda," Messrs. Viney, KiUey, and Co., Chapel
Liverpool. — 18 years.—
" Linda," 344
of Liverpool. —
George's Channel. —
Brazilian and west coast of .America.
— "James Carthy," 277 tons,
Woodside. Cheshire. — 18
444. William Langcake. — Master, 37, Church
George's
Liverpool. —
Channel. —
The Coast of
and the River
"
445. Robert Gordon. — Master Mariner,
Coniston," King's Dock, Liverpool. — Ki
— Sailing Barque " Coniston,"
South-east of Africa,
203, Liverpool. —
George's Channel. —
No.
— " Rajmahal,"
Liverpool. —31
446. Samuel Raddock. — 24, Castle
Liverpool. —
Yes;
Yes the Bay of Bengal, Coast of
George's Channel. —
from
Roque to Cape
—
Huskisson
Liverpool. — 10
" Dumuail,"
447. WiLLi.\M Bowman Bowman. — Master Mariner, No.
Workington, 771 tons
— Coasts of China and Coromandel.
—
448. J.\MES Kiddie. — Australian trade. — 22
" Commodore Perry," tonnage 2,017, port of
Liverpool. —
Channel, Liverpool Bay, Enghsh Channel, south coast of Austraha.
—"
Finwick
Liverpool. — 22
449. R. B. Goodwin. — Master, No.
325 tons, London,
—
Mediterranean and
East coast of England. —
450. Thos. Sopwith. — Captain of the ship " Kitty Cordes," of Liverpool; 39, Toxteth
Park Road. — Seven years
in coasting and Mediterranean trade. — Ship " Kitty Cordes," Liverpool, 849 tons. —
English and
George's
Coast of Coromandel, &c.
Channels. —
Liverpool. —30 years. — "Mina," 186, Liverpool. —
451. William Burton. — Master, No. 24, Windsor
St.
the coast of North America. —
Ceylon, Valparaiso, West India Islands.
George's Channel, and
452. Wm. Charles. — Master of the " JuUa," of Llanelly. — 25 years:
"Alexander," 72, LlaneUy
second,
" JuUa," 119, Llanelly. —
Three channels. —
Yes, from Elbe to Brest.
— "Oldenburg" Brig. — No.
453.
T. Have. — Captain, Liverpool. — May 17th, 1859.
Ebenezer Place, We}Tnouth, Dorset. — 34 years
454. Frederick Wm. Mace. — No.
apprentice, seaman, mate, and
— "Polka," 151 tons
Newcastle. —
North-east
from the Tyne to the Downs, fi-om thence
master.
the Enghsh Channel. —
South of Spain and
to the Lizard
455. Hugh McPherson. — Ship "Relief," Liverpool. — 19 years.^Ship "Relief," 719, Liverpool..—
No particular
— Second
for four years in the "
Joseph Wood. — Dock Master. — Five
South Sea whale
North coast of Scotland,
Channel, and the English Channel.
of London. —
— "Morning Star,"
Washington
Master of the " Morning Star," Liverpool. — 15
457. W.Randall. —
Three Channels; Austraha. —
No.
1,327, Liverpool. —
ScHLOR. — " Windsbrant," 299, of Stralsund, in Prussia. —
— East coast of England and Scotland,
458. C.
Prussian
and west coast of same. —
— "Ida," 1,157 tons, Liverpool. — and Not anyone part more
— 18
459. James Dunlop. —251, Bedford
442.

James Bruce.

Master of the ",\nglesea." About 17 years.
Channel and Xorth Cliannel, Gulf of St. La^vrence in colonies.

St.

1.

Street,

tons,

St.

1.

St.

years.

Brazils,

2.

years.

1,.'101,

Brazils,

;

St.

years.

M.

2.

register,

j^j

Irish

Street,

3,

1

m.

Frio.

years.

1.

St.

1.

Street,

2,

register.

M.

2.

years.

Street,

2.

M.

Plate.

St.

1.

M.

2.

Street,

1.

M.

particularly.

2.

Wallis.

443. J. S.

M.

sailing.

m_

Baltic.

2.

.

Isis,"

3-ears.

Street,

M.

St.

1.

2.

Street,

1.

all

M.

2.

first,

;

M.

2.

I.

F.

1.

as

6,

register,

in

j^
j^j

coast,

1.

Baltic.

2.

1.

jj,

coast.

Officer

years.

45(i.

ship,

.\ctive,"

Street,

years.

;35

years.

1.

years.

Street.

2.

1

than another.

— Master of

—

—

Brig "Premier," of Dover, 21, Union Row, Military Road, Dover, Kent. 33 years.
Brig " Premier," of Dover, tonnage per register, 175. 1. I have seen all parts of the coast of the United Kingdom. 2. France and Holland.

Price.

—

—

—"Ellen," 440
— Master Mariner, ParHament
Liverpool. —23
of Liverpool,
—
and
George's Channels.—
West coast of South America, from Cape Horn to
Josephson. — Commercial Hotel, Canning
Liverpool. — 20
H.
— Barque "Richard Cobden," 461
Tolerably acquainted with the English and
tons, of Liverpool. —
Channels.
— " Saugeen," of Padstow, 481
463. Henry Knight. — Ship Master, Barque " Saugeen," Liverpool. — 28
and
George's Channels. —
English,
From Cape
Vincent
Malta.
Friedrich Wilhehn
464. Rudolph Panitzse..— Fahrer der
uns Danzig. —
Jahr. — " Friedrich Wilhelm
450
von Danzig.
— "Despatch" Steamer, 427
Henry Burns. — Master of Steamer "Despatch." —35
120 horse power. —
Mediterranean, and coast of France.
George's Channel. —
Ja.mes McNair. — Master, Ship " Annawan," Messrs. Wakeman, Dimon, and
New York. — Since 1830. — Ship
.\nnawan," of New York, 759 tons. —
am acquainted with the Great Bahama Bank, Providence, North-west
Channel, and Gulf of Florida. —
am well acquainted with the coast of the United States from New York to
Savannah.
—"
Mendal Crocker. — Ship Master, London Dock. —10
New York, 1,267
—
Peru, Spain, China, &c.
United
— "Anguste," of Cowes, 418 tons,
Wapping Wall, London. — 33
George Dowell. — Master,
Barque. —
East coast of England,
and Mediterranean. —
No.
Nctherfield Ward North, Everton, Liverpool. — 224
Tregoning. — Master,
— Ship " Margaret Deane,"
— West and north coast of England,
of Liverpool, 430
coast of Ireland. —
French
Dutch,
East
China, South America,
and west
of
W. H. Martin. — Master,
Nile
Sunderland, Durham. —43
— Ship " Clarendon," 656 tons, Sunderland SaiUng Ship. —
and Scotland. —
England,
Holland, Spain, Portugal, France, north and south,
Carribean
— "Apollo,"
471. Richard Palfrey. — Master Mariner, W. and H. Thomas and Co.,
New
Liverpool. — 25
John's, Newfoundland, 133
— Enghsh Channel, George's Channel, Ne^vfoundland, and West
—
Portugal.
472. William Johnston. —
Liverpool. — 20
Grafton
— Ship " Challinger," 816 —
George's
Channel, English Channel, North Channel. —
and Peru.
— Byrantium," 304
John Harcus. — Master,
Stephenson
near
— Been 28 years
Shields.—
North and
of England and Scotland, Enghsh Channel,
George's Channel partiaUv,
Gulf of
Lawrence, and parts of West India
— North of the Mediterranean.

461.

William Main.
sailing vessel.

Irish

Place,

7,

1

1.

p

ai

coasts.

2.

John

M

2.

1.

J.

4C0.

M.

Irish

1.

5,

St.

years.

tons,

M.

M.

j^j

2.

Syrique.

4C2.

Place,

S.

years.

years.

Bristol,

1.

St.

tons.

III.,"

11

III.,"

tons,

465.

years.

St.

tons,

F.M.

M.

2.

466.

Co.,

"

1.

2.

years.

Pi'otector,"

tons.

1. All.

States, Chili,

468.

66,

years.

Baltic,

1.

469. S.

Sailintr

years.

east

1.

&c., east

Indies,

470.

47,

sides

M.
JJ

2.

coast,

M

it.

Street,

years.

Ireland,

1.

j^j

2.

29,

tons.

p

I

I

467.

2.

M.

to

St.

2.

"

1.

j^

Irish

1.

2.

M.

Sea.

2,

St.

tons.

Hall,

years.

St.

1.

m

Indies.

2. Brazils,

169,

Street,

years.

tons.

1.

St.

tit

2. Chili

473.

1.

St.

II.

89,
east coasts

Street,

Shields.

at

.sea.

St.

Islands.

3

N

2.

side

"

tons,

M,
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Questions 35,
M-

-174.

William Bishop.

—Master

3(5,

33, 34,

1,

2.

continued.

Ship " Lady Eghnton," British and Irish Steam Packet Company,
Duldin, or, Newtown, Mount J'cnnefly, County Wicklow. Dublin, May 28th, 1859. Since
4(), Xorthwiill,
December 1810, and continuing i'eeling an.vious o serve as many more years to the .sea, and maintaining good
health, thank God.
Steam Ship " Lady Eglint )n," 296 tons, Dubhn, 150 horse power. 1. I am in the St.
George's and in the EngUsh Channels, more particulary between Dubhn and London. 2. Many of the ports in
the West India Island.5 and Spanish and Main, the Bay of Me.vico, and t'rom thence north into all ports continuing
as far as Montreal.
of the Steam

—

—

—

M.

475.

:

—

James Edward Field.

—

—

—

—

Portswood Park, Hants. June 3d, 1859. 30 years. " Indus,' Steamer, 450 horse
power, 2,000 tons; "Haddington," Steamer, 450 horse power, 1,8(K) tons; " Hindostan," Steamer, 500 horse
power, 2,000 tons; "Bentinck," Steamer, 500 horse power, 2,000 tons ; " Pottinger," Steamer, 450 horse jjower,
1,800 tons; "Erin," Steamer, 300 horse power, 1,000 tons; "India," Steamer, .350 horse power, 1,200 tons;
" Candia," Steamer, 500 horse power, 2,300 tons ; " Colombo," Steamer, 600 horse power, 2,300 tons " Behan,"
Steamer, 300 horse power, 1,800 tons; "Tagus," Steamer, 200 horse power, 800 tons; " Ara," Steamer, 450
horsepower, 1,800 tons. 1. Yes, the south-west coast of England. 2. Yes, east coast of the Atlantic, Mediterranean, Red Sea, Arabian Sea, Indian Ocean, China, and Yellow Seas.
;

—

M.

476.

Hall.

15.

—

Office.
June
England from Start

pany's

M.

477.

M.

478.

M.

coast

power,

—

St.

years.

at present,

2.

1.

Bristoe,

Bristol, St. George's, English,

1.

Channels, and

situation

Baltic.

as
coast of Ireland.

S^vansea, GO

—26
—
—I'he "Watson,"
—
—
— 18
— No. — East coast of England. —
480. Edward Johnston. — Master Mariner, Newburgh,
Sea.
West Derby
Liverpool. — Aberystwith.
481. Edward Dempsey. — Commander Steam Ship " Plynlyman,"
May 23d, 1859. —39 years foreign and coastwise. — " Plynlyman," 141 tons, Liverpool, 50 horse power. —
Penzance, Falmouth, Plymouth, Portsmouth, and the Uohtis
with the English Channel and the principal
Channel. —
am not.
to Gravesend
also the
Sea and
to Liver])ool and
Faversham, Kent. — June 3d, 1859. —40
482. William Watt.s. — Master Mariner, out of employ,
coasting
and
—
have a general
Have commanded
from 60 to 170 tons
479.

William Tointon.

Captain of the "Dart," Steam Tug, Liquorpond Street, Boston.
2. Lower continental ports.
of Boston, 52 tons. Sailing Vessel.
1. Y'es, east coast.
years.

Fife.

years.

1.

2.

Baltic

Street,

6,

lair

1.

pai-ts

Irish

;

M.

of

2.

1st,

hor.se

M.

years.

1st,

to

health.

M.

—

— Commander, Peninsular—and Oriental Steam Ship "Tagus," Peninsular and Oriental Com1S59. —24
"Tagus," 497, London, 280 horse power.-^l. South
Needles. —
West coast of Spain and Portugal, from Cape Villano to Cape
Vincent.
1869. — 26
James Mann. — Ship Master, Pulteney, Wick. —June
—None
out of
through bad
— East coast of England, Scotland, and Highlands.— Cattegat and
William Penfitt. —
Westburj'. —June 2d, 1859. — 21 years
master. — "Lord Beresford,"
William

;

viz.,

Bristol

ap])r()aches

2.

I

Ea.st Street,

ye.nrs.—

foreign.

register,

several,

1.

knowledi^'i-

I

the North and South Channels of the mouth of the Thames, the Downs, and across the Kent from Foreland ti
Orfordness, Sunk Channel, Harwich Harbour, cast coast of England and Scotland, Pentland Firth, south harbour;
of Orkney, North Sea, English Channel, Bristol Channel, up to Cardiff, south of Ireland, Irish Channel to thi
north as far as Holyhead. 2. I have several times passed u]) and downi of the west coast of Portugal, soutl
coast of Sjjain u]) to Denia, south coast of Sicily, (Jibraltar, Malta, Corfu, and up and down the Archipelago
to the Crimea, Alexandria, Siraond's Bay, Cape of Good Hope, Persian Gulf, Isle of France, Pernambuco, Rio d
Janeiro, Azores.

—

M.

— Master Mariner, Rumford
Liverpool. —
— Ship "Queen of the East,"
— am well acquainted with the coasts of Great Britain
and those
of India mv
— am
Liverpool. — 24
484. John Herron. — Ship Master,
— EngUsh,
Upp*^ Parhament
George's, and North Channel. —
United
America, West
Peru, Portugal, and Spain.
Chesterfield
Liverpool. —35
— English,
George's, and
485. Be.vjamin Askey. — No.
Channels, west coast of
Gulf of
Lawrence. —
Gulf of Finland, Mediterranean, America.
Briggs. — Master, Ship "Empire State," Waterloo Dock, Liverpool. —32
LuTiiEB
— Ship "
—
Cape Clear
Liverpool. —
State," 1,323
of New
Yes, United States of America.
"
Glen Monarch,"
Carnarvonshire, North Wales. — May
487. Thomas AVilliams. — Master of Ship
1859. — have been 21
— command the Ship "Glen Monarch," of Liverpoid, 973 tons
—
North America, and South Australia. —
Gesrge's Channel and Enghsh Channel,
Peru, from Callao
United
and about Cape Horn.
Chincha
Hope
Liverpool. — 17 years.—" Dakotah," of Bridgwater, 1,000
488. Robert Morell. — Ship Master,
— East coast of Ireland, coast of England, from Lizard North
Foreland. —
Coast of Peru and
foreign trade from 1836
489. John Bartlett. — Barque " Fortuna," King's Dock, Liverpool. — As master
— Fortuna," 416 tons, of Poole.— English Channel, George's Channel,thesouth
coast of
and Nev
483.

Lewis Bilton.
Australia.

M.

2.

Street,

7,

tons, Liver])Ool.

1.

years.

Street,

26,

States, British

St.

2.

St.

I.

Baltic,

1.

to

Y'es, fi'om

2.

Criccieth,

years.

1

18tl

register.

I

British

Islands,

M.

t

States,

Street,

35,

ton

to

2.

Chili.

in

"

—

8

1.

2.

1.

M-

Enipir

years.

Y'ork.

Si

Bristc

J.

486.-

Bristol,

1.

Indies,

years.

Street,

4,

tons,

M.

1,l'2i

also

not.

I

Ireland,

^'-

years.

generally,

2.

M.

.31

I

to 185:

Ireland,

St.

1.

From

Callao to Cape Horn, thence to coast of Brazil, Gulf of Mexico, north-east and north-we
coasts of Newfoundland, coast of Portugal, Spain, and Mediterranean, up to the Gulf of Venice, and North Si
to Hamburgh.

foundland.

2.

—

—

Richard Pentecost. Liverpool, May 18th, 1859. I have
I command the Ship "Lady Sale," 736 tons,
since 18.32.

M.

490.

M.

and Bristol Channels. 2. The North .Sea and Baltic, west coast of America, West Indies, Gulf
Mexico, Florida, and the Gulf and the River of St. Lawi-ence.
Master of Ship " Calesta Haws," No. 5, Church Street, South Park Road. I have been at s
491. James Turner.
35 years. Ship "Calesta Hawes," 1,124 tons, St. John's, N. B. 1. I am well acquainted with St. Georgi
and the North Channels, also the Gulf and River of St. LawTence. 2. I am acquainted with the coasts of
United States, Gulf of Mexico, and the Gulf of Florida.

—

—

St. George's,

^J-

492.

been following the sea for 39 years, and been
1.
registered out of the port of Liverpool.

—

—

—

ina>t
Briti>

—

—
—

t

—
—
—
— Ship "Morning Light," 2,377 tons, of
Jacob Gillies. — Master, Ship " Morning Light." — 26
and New Brunswick, Bay
George's and North Channels, the coasts of Nova
John's, N. B. —
— Callao, as south Pisco
Austraha, and Bombay
the East
Fundy, &c. Victoria

—

Ship "Livingston
Since 1831.
Master, Ship "Joseph Steel," Salthouse Dock, Liverpool.
4/6; Ship "Tinton," 4?0; Ship "Joseph Steel," 838, Liverpool. 1. Not jiarticulai-ly, except the British ai
2. Yes, the Bay of Bengal, and China, and United States.
St. George's ChanneU.

David Jones.

—

M.

493.

years.

1.

United States,
Savannah.

M.

494.

Scotia,

St.

—

far

as

hai-bours of

in

Mobile

t

a

I have been 16 years as mate and master in t
Mariner, St. Ives, Cornwall.
13 of which master.
I am master of the Schooner " Hornet," of St. Ives, in the Mediterrane
Well acquainted in the Enghsh and Bristol Channels, and with the coast of British North America.
know the coast of Spain, Portugal, and south coast of France well.

foreign trade
trade.
I

2.

from the Mississippi to Eastport, State of Maine, including the

John Christoi-heb. — Master
2.

Indies.

in

in

;

—

1.

;

—

i

—

'

MAKINKRS' EVIDENCE.

Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,

Hugh

—

467

2.

1,

continued.

— "Lord

—

22 years.
11, Egerton Street, Liverpool, ia command of the "Lord Raglan."
2. I have had some experience on the coasts of Chili and Peru,
1. No.
Cork, 1,952 tons.
sufficient to justify me in saying I well acquainted with them ; I have been eight different

495.

Ross.

—

—

Raglan,"
but I question if
voyages to those

Ji]_

coasts.

—

—

—

and Brandon, Liverpool. 18 years. Ship
Coast of United States, Mexico, West Indies,

M.

HussEY. Master, Ship "Escort," care of Alexander Taylor and Co., Liverpool, or, David Ogden, Esq.,
New York City. 14 years. Ship " Escort," 1,454 tons. New York register. United States of America. 1. I have
frequented the coasts of Ireland from the SkilUng to Cape Clear, and Belfast English coast ft-om St. Agnes to
the Clyde, and from Land's End to Downs. 2. North America from Cape Breton, Cape North, to Cape Florida,
and from Cape St. Roque to Cape Horn, thence to .'i'. Iparaiso, CaUao, Acapulco, to Cape Mendicinoleal, East
Indies, &c.

M.

W. MiLLiKEN. Ship Master, care of Messrs.
"Caroline Xesmith," 870, of Xew York. 1. I
Mediterranean Sea, &c.

496. C.

—

—
—

497. E. A.

Boult,

am

not.

English,

—

2.

—

—

;

—

—
—
—
—
Egerton
Liverpool. — 15 years. — " Valdivie," 395, Liverpool. —
499. Archibald Halliday-. — Commander,
East and west coast of South America, and Bay of Bengal, China Seas, &c.
East coast of Ireland. —
— 22
— Ship "Tornado," of Glasgow, 1,220 tons. — am
500. James Aitken. — Master, 36, Duke
and
the
coast of Ne%vfoundland. —
acquainted in Queensto'svn without
The coasts of South America
and the Continent.
501. William Stewart. — Home passenger trade, Londonderry to Meville, 22, Lower Road, Londonderry. — 19 years,
1840. — Steamer " Ardentinny," of Londonderry, 75 horse (nominal) power, 68 tons. —
apprenticed
The North
La\vrence. —
From the Capes of Delaware
Channel, generally, and west coast of Ireland bays of Fundy and
the United
to Boston
Y'oughal, county Cork, Londonderrj'. — May 27th, 1859. —26 years.
502. Thomas Perry. — Master, South Main
— " Victoria," 133 tons, London.— The English
Channel, the
and
George's Channels, and south-west
Mediterranean.
coast of Ireland. —
Londonderry. —36 years, 27 of which
have been commander. —
503. William Johnstox. — 27, William
" Enniskillen," 401 tons, Londonderry, 300 horse power. —
am well acquainted with the English and Irish
have commanded steamers for 14 years.
Channels, particularly the North Channel, where
504. Samuel Hatrick. — Master Mariner, opposite New Gate, Londonderry. — May 24th, 1859. — Nearly 40 years. — Not
the ports of Great Britain. —
25 years master to North
35 years saihng out of almost
present. —
The
America,
the ports from Quebec to New Orleans.
Edward Barrow. —Barrowdale Road, Lancaster.—35 years.— " Duchess," Steamer, 130 tons, 40 horse power. —
Between Liverpool and Lancaster. —
Sandside, Ulverstone. —
506. Benjamin Brockbank. — Master of the Schooner "James," from March 1838
May 26th, 1859. —45 years, always in the coasting trade.— Schooner "James," of Liverpool, 59 tons.
" .\rbutns," 236 tons,
Morecambe, Lancaster. — 17years. — .Steam
Townley
Robert Briggs. — Master,
of Man. —
Not having
Sea, north and east coasts of Ireland,
George's Channel,
70 horse power. —
cannot give a comparative opinion to Questions
seven
been
the foreign trade for the
—
" Iron
339, London.
508. G. H. Hood. — Master, "Iron Age," Barrow, near Ulverstone, —24
509. Richard Bush. — Master Mariner, Arn Side, near Milnthrop. —26 years.— Master, "John of Lancaster," 47 tons. —
No.
George's Channel. —
510. George Page. — Ramsgate. —28 May, 1859. — 43 years. — Command the " Annie Denny," of Ramsgate, 127 tons,
No.
Well acquainted with the east coast of England.-—
SaiUng Vessel. —
Hartlepool. — 31 years. — 21
master of the
511. William Wilson. — Master, Brig " Gleaner," Bond
East coast of England. —
Coast of Germany.
Brig " Gleaner," of Scarborough, 239 tons. —
20 years
— Retired. — Enghsh
512. T. R. Matthews. — Shipowner, Torquay. — 6th June, 1859. — 25
Mediterranean.
Channel. —
"
—
Leith. —4th June. — 19
— Steam Ship Holyrood," 70 horse power,
36, Albany
513. John Duff Mackie.
The
tonnage 295. —
Leith,
514. John Vivian. — Secretary to Hayle and British Steam Packet Company, Hayle, Cornwall. — 3d Jime, 1859.
the exception of the Bristol Channel.
—Not present. — Not
45
515. George Fitzsimons. — Master, Steamer " Blenheim," Belfast, Liverpool. —4th June, 1859. — 30 years. — Steamer
" Blenheim," of
400 tons, 500 horse power. —
No.
George's Channel. —
master over 20
Dover. — have served
—
516. James A. Crundall. — Master of "The James," Castle
— Yes, from the of Wight to Tynemouth. — No.
"The James," of Dover, 173 tons
— " Juno,"
General Steam Navigation Company. — 14
517. Leonard Grenham Star. —
Mediterranean, and
George's,
and English Channels. — The
155 tons, 120 horse power.-=—
Black Seas, New Holland, West Coast, South America, and South Sea Islands.
"
—
Commanding
Steam
Vessel
Calypso,"
Terrace,
Chfton
Vale,
Outerbridge.
Camden
—
518. William
— " Calypso," of
364 tons, exolusive of engines, 120 horse power (nominal). —
Bristol and
35
mostly.
—
have
been
the
American trade.
George's Channels
Exmouth. — 4th June, 1859. — have
sea from a boy, now 46 years
519. Edwin Litten. — 30, Albion
command of a ship 22 years, and not one day out of employ, and have served only one
have been
of age
With the coast from (he Holmes,
the Bristol Channel, to Tynemouth,
employer. — Brig " Delhi," 203 tons. —
Not acquainted, not having been foreign some
on the east coast of England. Colonies, no. —
250. John Farrell. — Master Mariner, Dundalk. — Dundalk, 6 June, 1859, care of Dundalk Steam Packet Company. —
—
The
and
21 years
"Pride of Erin," 377 tons, Dundalk, 420 horse power, paddle steamer. —
John Hexry. — Master

498.

of "Helen Wallace," 10, Upper Hill Street, Liverpool.
Liverpool, May 17th, 1859.
27 years. Ship " Helen Wallace," of Liverpool, 641 tons. Sailing Ship. 1. Not particularly, having been generally
particularly,
as
I
have
not
in
foreign
trade.
Not
been
in
any
regular
employed
2.
trade, visiting a few ports only
more than once.

—

Street,

14,

M.

w^

2.

1.

years.

Street.

1.

east

all

pilot,

I

Jl.

2.

in

M.

1.

St.

;

2.

States.

in

Street,

Bristol,

1.

m.

St.

2.

Street,

I

^I_

I

1.

I

at

M.

2.

all

last

1.

all

.'ift.').

2.

1.

to date,

1.

Sliip

Street,

4,

.')(17.

Isle

Irish

St.

M.

4, 5.

years.

1.

M.

2.

years, I

last

in

M.

Nil.

A;.;e,"

M.
M.

2.

.St.

M.

2.

1.

Street,

j'cars

M.

2.

1.

years,

mastei-.

1.

M.

2.

years.

Street,

register

1

at

years.

particularly,

1.

-svith

Belfast,

1

St.

.

Street,

register.

Bristol,

St.

Bristol.

2.

St.

Street,

ser\'ed at

I

years.

2.

nearly.
Bristol Channels.

Francis Smith.

— Master; at— present bound out to Aden and Bombay. Liverpool, Newton
—24 years. " Rising Sun," 824 tons, Liverpool. — From Leith to London.
5,

Street,

Toxteth

]vi.

1.

522.

William Henry Furner.

523.

Thomas M.

—

— Master

—

Mariner, 2, Bellevue Fields, Folkstone, Kent. June 7th, 1859. 18 years;
8 as master.
1. From Liverpool, round south about
Brigantine "Jason," 121 tons register. Port of Folkstone.
as far to the north as Girdleness in Scotland.
2. From Ushant to the Texel.

Adri.

M.

Irish

1.

Park, Liverpool.

—

j^j

I

in

1.

521.

M.

1.

chiefly in

I

in

;

M.

Baltic,

2.

Bristol,

years.

M.

2.

years.

Bristol,

St.

years.

as

I

Isle

1.

M

2.

Bristol,

1.

M.

east coast.

.

—
— General Merchant, Vac, Delting,

Shetland.

Islands.

3N2

—
— May 31st, 1859. —

1.

West

coast of the Zetland

M.
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Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,
524.

William Barber Simpson. — Master

^^-

^25.

James Foster.

^I-

526.

Matthew

—

—

Gun

—

—

—

Cottages. Folkstone, Kent, Master Mai-iner. June 7th, 185D. 26 years; 14 as master.
Brig " Chenanus," 243 tons register, port of Folkstone. 1. From Liverpool round South, about as far to the
north as the Cocket Island. 2. No.
3,

Jones.

have commanded

—

1.
horse power.
well acquainted.

527.

continued.

—

Marine! , Liverpool. .30 years; I served seven years apprenticeship Steam
Ship " Bocotia," 1,000 tons, 250 horse power. 1. Yes, British and St. George's Channels. 2. Yes, coast of
France, Spain, and Portugal, Mediterranean, Levant, Black Sea, &c.

—

—

M.

2.

1,

:

— Firm

—

M. Jones and

—

Brothers, Ship Brokers, &.C., Swansea.
17 years sail and steam.
I
the Steamers " Prince of Wales," " Princess Royal," &c. belonging to Swansea, from 80 to 120
The Bristol, St. George's, and English Channels, more jjarticularly the British Channel. 2. Xot
of

—

John White. — Master

Mariner,

6,

—

—

—

Hojie Terrace, Leith. June 7th, 1859. 36 years.
Steam Ship "Orient,"
1. North of England and Scotland.
2. Norway and Cattegat.

416 tons, 104 horse power. Port of Leith.

—

—

Wexford. — 28

—

years in the foreign trade, from Liverpool and London.
Shipowner, &c. &c.,
1. Enghsh and Irish Channels; as a foreign trader, East and West Indies generally.
2. Island of
Cuba, Gulf of Florida, Bahamas, parts of the coast of Brazil, &c.

528. J. R. CuosBiE.
Retired.

P.

52!).

—

William Vincent. — Pilot,
43 tons, Falmouth Port.

—

St.
1.

—

Mawes, Cornwall, Port of Falmouth.

From

the Land's

End

—25

—The
— From

years.

to the Isle of AVight.

"Vincent,"
Gleen Islands to Jersey,

Pilot Cutter, the

2.

Guernsey, &c.

M.

530.

—

—

John Power. — Balhnakill

House, County Waterford. 25 years. I command no ship or steamer at present.
The Gulf of St. Lawrence, the Bay of Fundy, and the three Channels. 2. The American coast fi-om the Bay
Fundy to the River Plate, West Coast of Africa, and Mediterranean.
William Wake. Harbour Master, North Shields. June lOth, 1859. 32 years. Commanded the " Mary Ann "
I. 1 have a
12 rears, from 1821, and the "Margaret" 10 years, from 1834, both belonging to Newcastle.

—

1.

of

M.

531.

—

general knowledge of the coast of Great Britain.
and ])articularly the Black Sea.
532.

M.

—
—
2.

—

I

am

—

—
—

—

Robert Shankland. Shipowner, Greenock.— Greenock, 9 June, 1859.
William Hoskins. — Master Mariner, 27, L'pper Benn Street, Livei'ijool.

1.

The Clyde.

—

—

—

River Humber, and that to northward of the Thames, but not very well.
Terschelling, also coast of the Brazils, from Cape St. Roque to River Plate.

M.

535.

Ralph Waters.

— Hanover

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

M.

—

2.

No.

—

London, June 9th, 1859. 30 years.
Steam Ship " Empress Eugenie," 413 tons, 100 horse (nominal) power, Liverpool. 1. Y'es, the Irish coast from
2. No.
Belfast to Cork, and Enghsh and Welsh from Liverjjool to West Hartlepool.
Master of the Steam Ship " Schwaibe," Bremerhaven, near Bremen. 28th May, 1859. 22 years.
534. C.^^RL Hesse.
"
Schwaibe," 355 tons, 90 horse jxiwer, Bremen. 1. Acquainted with the coasts near the
Screw Steam Shi])
533.

—

—

M.

—

well acquainted with the coasts in the Mediterranean,

—

—

—

—

Coasts between River Weser and

2.

—

—

—

Square, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. June 11th, 1859. 25 years.
West Chirton,
East coast of England. 2. Partially acquainted with Baltic and Gulf of Fmland.

1.

—

—

—

23,3,

—

Master Mariner, 1, Warwick Square, Kensington. 29 years. Commanded 16 years; my
536. W.P.Stevenson.
last Ship the "Maidstone," 1,000 tons, ".London; o\raers. Money, Wigram, and Sons, Blackwall.— 1. South
coast of England and the coast of Wales, south coast of Ireland, west and south coasts of Australia and Africa.
2. The coast of Hindustan, ('eylon, Burmah, Sumatra, Malacca, Java, China as far north as Shanghai, part of
Denmark, Norway, and up the Baltic as far as Bomarsund, the coast of France, Portugal, and Sjjain, as far
east as the Crimea.
Master of "Clansman " .Steamer, Messrs. D. Hutcheson and Co., 119, Hope Street, Glasgow.
537. Dlgald Graham.
8th June, 1859. I ha\e been 10 years coasting and 9 months u])on a foreign voyage. Steamer " Clansman,"

—

M.

—
—

—

of Glasgow. 260 tons, 150 horse power.
Cape Wrath. 2. No, not acquainted.

—

Y'es,

with the west coast of Scotland, from the Firth of Clyde to

—

John t)RLESCAR.

M.

539,

John Lyall. — Macduff, by

M.

540.

Thomas Cloke Hunkin.

M.

541.

—

—

Great Britain.

2.

—

Banff.

—

46 years.

— "Earl Seafield,"

of Banff,

30 tons.— I. East and west coasts of

No.

—
—
Leon.vrd Watson. — Lloyd's Agent,

—

—

—

Master Mariner, Guernsey. Regent's Canal, Limehouse. June 14th, 1859. Yes,
25 years. Brig "Julia," Guernsey, 210 tons. I. I am well acquainted with the English Channel and north
2. Not acquainted with any foreign parts, except France, north part.
coast of England.

—

—

—

—

June 11th, 1859. Served an apprenticeship four
&c., Warrenpoint, Ireland.
years ni the West India trade from Dublin, 1804 to 1808 ; at sea from 1804 to 1822, generally in the West
India trade and Mediterranean ; 13 years Commander and 0«Tier from Dubhn, Liverpool, London, and Bristol
1. From Start Point, County Down, to Tuskar, and other ])arts of the Channel generally.
retired from sea 1822.
2. West Indies generally, say, from Surinam to Jamaica, and coast of America.

—

—
M.

—

1.

Commander, surveying Gulf St. Lawrence, &c., &c., Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island.
35 years. Hired Sur\-e)-ing Schooner " Gulvan," 200 tons, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island. 1. No.
2. Yes, Gulf St. Lawrence, south-east of Nova Scotia, and Cape Breton.

538.

M.

—

—

—

—

18 years.
African Mail
French. Care of Messrs. Laird, Fletcher, and Co., Castle Street, Liverpool.
Steamer " Ethiope," 468 tons register, 160 hoi-se power. 1. .\ustralian Colonies, Irish and St. George's Chan2. Spain and Portugal, Turkey, France.
nels, West Coast of Africa.

542. X. P.

—

—

543.

—

—

—

Shetland or Zetland. 4th June, 1859.
14 years.
I had command of
" Thule," 174, "Exile," 250, ""Jour,'" 74, &c.
nor sailed in a
I never commanded
1
I \\'as tolerably well acquainted «'ith the Highlands, .St. George's, and Enghsh Channels, Bay of
steamer.
Fundy, West India Islands, Guiana, &c., and coast of Zetland, but it being 23 years since I left sea, I know
Same remarks
2. Ditto, coast of Brazil and Rio Plata chiefly.
little now of their state in respect to lighting.
apply; also, partially, Holland, Germany.

James Hoseason.— Merchant, Mossbank,
several

SaiUng Vessels:

—

—

—

—

M.

Master, " P. AcUer," Steam Ship, Roseneath, Queenstown. 36 years active service,
544. William Law Toother.
1. Enghsh and Irish Channels.
" Preussachor Adler " Steamer, Cork, 628 tons register, 400 horse power.

^I-

545.

—
2.

West India

Islands.

— "Urania," 196 tons, YarY'armouth. — Y'armouth, 30th May, 1859.— 39 years.
— East coast of England. — France, Belgium, Denmark, and Holland.
Francis Wright. — Commander of the " Bold Buccleugh," South Quay, Yarmouth, Norfolk. — 30 years, saihng
GreatY'armouth, 120 horse power.
ships and steamships. — "Bold Buccleugh" Steamer, 145 tons; port of
— Yes, the east
None.
namely, Norfolk, Suffolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. —
"
Tanner. — Master of the Mas."
Liverpool. — 21 years.—
25, King
John Pickthall. — Master Mariner, Messrs. Roberts and
"Clarendon," 422, Liverpool. —
George's Channel, the coast of Newfoundland, and North America.
George Dliney. — North Quay,
mouth, 80 horse power.

M.

546.

—

2.

1.

register,

1.

F.M.

M.

547.
48.

2.

coast,

Griffith,

I.

2.

Mediterranean, coast of Brazd.

St.

Street,

JIAEINERS' EVIDENCE.

Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,
549.

Thomas Rourlanus. — 17
English Channels.

—

—

2.

years.

— "Resolution,"

1,

469

^.—conHimcd.

—
— " Jacoba

115 tons, of Amhoch, port of Benares.

No.

—

550. J. Snock.
Master of the "Jacoba Carolina," now in Liverpool.
For 19 years.
tons, of Amsterdam.— 1. The south coast of England, along the English Channel,
Guiana. 2. The coast of Holland, Java, Black Sea, Brazils, and Mediterranean.

—

651.

552.

—

Henry

Master Mariner, Spencer Street, Hull. 3b years.
R. KrOger.
shores of Baltic and Gulf of Finland, Cattegat, Norway, Sweden.

East coast of England.

—

Southern

2.

register.

1.

Me.-cico.

1.

St.

M

2.

years.

—

all

M.

1.

All French and Spanish Islands in" the
Finisterre to Cape St. Mar^', and coast of

2.

Gulf of Mexico, coasts of Spain and Portugal, from Cape

Indies,

M

state

jjarticulars

years.

West

Brazil.

—

—

556. Ja.mes Tier.
31
34, King Street, Southsea, Portsmouth.
Hawk," of Portsmouth, 100 tons, coasting and fruit trade.
United Kingdom. 2. Yes, Spain, France, and Portugal.
557.

—
Willia.m Payne. — Master Mariner,

4,

May, 1859.

—

1.

Yes,

I

— 35
am

" Sparrow
years, master 23 years.
well acquainted with the coast of the

—

—
—

Princes Street, Landport, Portsmouth.
40 years.
Schooner Yacht "Alia,"
1. South and west coasts of England.
2. North coast of Spain

Royal Yacht Society, 113 tons, Portsmouth.

—

M.

m

and the coast of Portugal.
558.

—

Edward Griffin.— Master,

Dalton Cottage, Southsea.— May 21, 1859.
Upwards of 16 years as Mate and
Master in the coasting and East India trade.—" Champion," of Portsmouth, in the fi-uit trade, 54 tons now
about to command a bark of 400 tons.— 1. The Enghsh Channel and east coast of England.— 2. The French
coast in the Channel, and the Spanish and French in the Mediterranean, also the Portuguese coast.

m

;

559.

Richard Shephard.
register, of

Biscay,
5(i0.

561.

— Master, Shoreham, Sussex. — 27th May, 1859. — 20
— Brig
— English and Bristol Channels and' east coast of England. —
years.

Portsmouth.

I.

2.

"Ashley Down," 226,
French coast. Bay of

ly
'

and Meditemnean.

W. RosKELL. — Cojumanding

Peninsula and Oriental Steamer "Panther," in the mail service between Marseilles
and Alexandria. Marseilles, June 14th, 1859. 25 years. Steam Ship " Panther," of (ilasgow, 750 tons, 320
horse power.
I. No, have been many years absent from England, saihng
in India and China.
2. Yes, the
south coast of China, the coast of Placensa, and those parts which lie in the route from Marseilles to Alexandria.

—

—

John Rankin.—Trading

—

to the

West Highlands

—

of Scotland, 134, Blythswood Terrace, Bothwell Street, Glasgow.
Ship " Stork," 249 tons, of Glasgow, 260

— June 10th, 1859. — Served 20 years at — Command the Steam
horse power. —
North-west and westward islands of Scotland.
sea.

m

—

jlt

1.

562.

ED\yARD

Christian.

— Commander,

Milton

Road,

Woolstan,

Southampton.

—

— 29

years.

— Peninsula

and

vj

Oriental Company's Steamer, " Ripon," 1,956 tons, 450 horse power.
I. Yes, the British Channel, from Southto the Lizard and Ushant.
2. Yes, the Bay of Bengal from Calcutta to Galle, and from Calcutta to
Singapore; also the China Sea on the west side of Hong Kong, and thence to Shanghai; also the Peninsula
coast from Sisargas to Gibraltar, and from thence along the coast of Africa to Alexandria.

—

ampton

563.

William Cargill. — Master,
in

foreign

Murray
564.

—

years,

—

1.

and 33

From

as master

Cai)e

m

Wrath,

— Master Mariner, Barnes
Limehouse. — June 20, 1859. — From 1820 to the
— "Germania"
Screw Steamer, London,
tonnage 428, gross tonnage 630, horse power 100.
— From Texel to the Elbe.
Robert Anderson. —North Sea and Channel
North
Deal, Kent.
My present occupation for the
Street,

2,

])resent year.

565.

—

—

25, Regent Quay, Aberdeen.
London, 2Ist June, 1859. 41
and coasting trade. "Hamburgh," 436 tons, of London, 250 horse power.
and Firth of Forth, east coast to London.

Firth,

William John Wade.
1.

M.

register

East coast of England.

2.

Pilot, 4,

Street,

p

Sea and Baltic, Hamburgh, Bremen, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, and Antwerp,
I have piloted H.M.S. of the hue don-n to 4-gun gunboats.
I have piloted
sliips of all nations in great numbers, say, 400 tons, 1,200, up to 2,500 tons.
I was ])ilot of the European and
American steamers in the Hamburgh, Bremen, to and from Southampton, the " Queen of the South," 2,500 tons
the " Argo," 2,550 tons ; the " Jason," 2,600 tons.
I was pilot and master of the American Yacht " Silvery,"
to St. Petersburg, when we lost our rudder in a heavy gale in the North Sea.
I was also pilot of the American
Steam Frigate " Saint Sinther," 2,000 tons, 500 horse power, from Southampton to St. Petersburg and back.
I was also pilot of the Austrian Frigate " Carlena," the finest of that nation that was at St. Petersburg or in
the North Sea.
I could say much more if wanted.
June 18th, 1859. I have ser^•ed at sea about 4i) years. I
served 7 years as apprentice out of the port of Newcastle-on-Tyne.
I was several years mate out of the same
port in the coal and Baltic, Hamliurg, Bremen, Rotterdam, Antwerp trade also, out of the same port in the
Northern Sea and Archangel trade
other voyages also in the North Sea.
I have commanded five different
ships:
the " Roseville," of Stockton, 180 tons; the " Woodbridge," of London, 650 tons ; the "Jupiter," of
London, 150 tons the " Rambler," of London, 195 tons the "' Rubicon," of Hull, 310 tons and after this ship
I was employed in taking out steam ships for the Russian Government to St. Petersburg and Black Sea, built
by Sir John and George Rennie, London. 1. I have sailed all round the United Kingdom several times, and I
have been in all the three channels. I have been se^eral voyages to the colonies, the Cape of Good Hope, the
Isle of France, and the West Indies, Halifax, Quebec, Nen'foundland, and St. John's, N. B., Pitte, and Malta.
2. I am well acquainted with all the ports in the Straits of Gibraltar and the Black Sea, Odessa, Kerch, Varna,
the Danube, the Bosphorus, Constantinople, Gallipoli, and the Dardanelles, the Tyshen, Smyrna, Alexandria,
Mytilini, Zea, Milo, Rhodes, Zante, Cephallonia, Corfu, Manfredona, and Ancona, Ragusa.
last 12 years has been as a North
also in the three Channels, as Pilot.

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

566.

Thoma.s Spencer.— North Sea

567.

command at present. I.
William Hind Craven.

—

Pilot, 3,

East coast.

— Master

—

2.

—40

Keppel Street, South Shields.— June I8th, 1859.
Sleeve, Cattegat, East Sea.

—

years.— Not in

Mariner, 15, Olive Street, Bishopwearmouth, Sunderland.
June I6th, at sea,
27 years.--" Vere," of Sunderland, 340 tons. 1. From Land's End to the Pentland Firth.— 2. AU the BaUic.
France, Spain, Portugal, and aU parts of the Mediterranean.

—

'

\t

in France.

years.

2.

\i

^

— Master Steam Ship " Barnsley," 45, Francis Street West, Hull, Yorkshire. — June 22d 1859.
— Steam Ship "Barnsley," 340
South Grimsby, 80 horse power. —
Cannot
any
particular
— No
to remarlc.
— Ship " Orso," 747. —
David Jo.nes. — Captain Ship " Orso.'—20
George's Channel and North
Channel,
Lawrence, Gulf of
— New Orleans, Clyde, Liverpool.
John H. Jellicoe. — Commander, Royal Mail Steamer "Tasmania," Southampton. — Southampton, June 21st,
1859. — 22
— Royal Mail Steamer "Tasmania," 2,253 tons, of London, 550 horse power. — Enulish
Channel and
British West India Islands, and coast of Guiana.

— 29

St.

555.

F.M.

George Ray'ner.
places.

554.

1.

F.M.

Edward Hayes. — Master Mariner. —Tnu-o, Cornwall. — June 24th, 1859. — 42 years. — " Kate," 59 tons, Truro.
1. lam acquainted with the Enghsh, North, Bristol, and St. George's Channels, and the south and south-west
I)arts of the Irish coast. — 2. I am acquainted with the Mediterranean, Black Sea, and the Gulf of ^'enice, Spain
and Portugal, and some ports

553.

—

George's and

Carolina," 220
and the coast of British

St.

1.

—

3

N

3

p

w
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Questions 35, 36, 33,
M.

568. T. N. Bevis.

London, 2,500 tons, 800 horse power.
and part of Central America.

M.

569.

—continued.

—

&

1

—

years.
"Parana," of
English Channel, coast of Brazil, West Indies, Gulf of Mexico,

2.

— Princess Royal" Steamer, 68 tons,
60 horse
—40
— No.
—
—
Southampton.
Vincent.
Southampton.
32
Marine
William
—
Superintendent Royal Mail Company,
Have commanded several of their
— En};lish Channel and West
Gulf of Mexico, and
—
of Central America.
"
Frederick Becker. — Master of Glen Almond," now loading
Cronstadt,
Union Place, Newhaven, Leith.
— " Glen Almond," of Glasgow, 250 tons
—June 19th, 1859. — 21
— South and east coasts of

John Stacey.
power.

570.

3-i, 1, 2.

— Commander Royal Mail Steam Packet Company's semce, Southampton. —20

—

1.

—

Merchants' Place, Hotwells.

2,

Yes, the Bristol Channel.

years.

Bristol,

'•

2.

years.

ships.

Indies.

1.

2.

Brazil,

])art

M-

5/1.

for

—

2,

years.

register.

1.

Xortli coasts of France, Holland, German coast. Cattegat, .Sweden, Prussia, Russia
as far as Cronstadt, Mediterranean, Brazil, West Indies, east coast of United States.

England and Scotland.

R•^•

2.

W. L. Thomas. — Lieutenant commanding H.M.S. " Woodlark." — 11th June, 1859, Harris, Hebrides. —33
— H.M.S. " Woodlark, 80 tons. — Yes, the east and north of Britain. — No.
Arthur
Reed. — Master ilarmer. Ship "Earl of Elgin," London Docks. — 18 years. — "Earl of Elgin," 1,127
West
tons, Bridgivater. —
Stanley Harbour, Falkland Islands,
George's Channel, and Liverpool Bay. —
Coast, South America.
William Gilbert Jewson. — Master, 79, Bedford Street, Toxteth Bark, Liverpool. —20 years. — " Byron," 189,
and River
Para. River Amazon, West India
Liverpool. —
George's Channel and the east coast. —
Plate.
Robert Walker. — Ma.ster, Ship "Sarah and Emma," Messrs. Fernie, Brothers, Liverpool. — 26 years. — Ship
years.

5/2. F.

1.

M.

573.

M.

574.

M.

575.

2.

J.

St.

I.

2.

St.

1.

Isles,

2.

—

"Sarah and Emma," 1,064 tons, Liverpool.
1.
Cape Colony, Falkland Islands, south coast of
Gulfs of Florida and Mexico, coasts of Malabar, Cororaandel, west coast of America.

Ireland.

2.

—

M.

57G.

Charles Walker.

M.

577.

James Chester. — Chief

JL

^78.

Master, Steam Ship " Sligo."

—

—21st June, 1859. — 30

years.

—

Steam Ship " Sligo," 191 tons,

'We North Channel and the north-west coast of Ireland.
Ship "Queen," 64, Chester Street, Liverpool. 25 years. Post Captain,
" Cahena." .\bsent.-— 1. Well acquainted with St. George's Channel. 2. West coast of America.
Samuel Follett. 81, Upper Hill Street. Liverjjool. Sen-ed 17 years. Steam Ship " Calpee," of Liverpool,
Sligo,

70 horse

jiower.

160 horse power.

—
—

1.

Officer of the

—

English and St. George's Channels.

1.

—

—

—

—

—

2.

Generally as to Mediterranean and Portuguese

coasts.

579.

Peter Dixon Dodd.

—

—

—

—

May 24th, 1859. 40 years, 29 years Master. I left the
39, Wear Street, Sunderland.
sea in 1857, last ship " Danson," 217 tons, of Sunderland.
I
am now an agent on my o\vn account in connexion with the Shipping Office. 1. Yes, east coast of England. Enghsh Channel, Bristol Channel, New Brunswick, Quebec, and Newfoundland.
2. Yes, Baltic, (ilulf of Finland, Spain, and Portugal to Gibraltar.

—

—

—

M.

580.

Philip Hilman.

— Master,

6,

Marlborough

Hill Place.

Ship " Pioneer," 257 tons, Bristol, 100 horse power.

—

—

M-

581.

John Skellv.

— Mariner,

well acquainted with

all

—

—

Kingsdown, Bristol. 20 June, 1859. 28 years. Steam
English and Bristol Channels. 2. The coast of France

—

1.

from Ushant to the entrance of Bordeaux River.

—

—

—

—

Gurtiestown. 21st June 1859.
1. I am
" Cree," 43 tons, of Wigtown.
41 years.
the coasts of the United Kingdom. 2. I am acquainted with the coasts of the Baltic

—

and the Mediterranean.

M.

582.

Thomas Small. — 8, Water
^Cunard) Company.

M.

583.

—

1

.

—

—

Street, Liverpool.
26 years. 5 years in the sendee of the British and North American
English and St. George's Channels.

— Steam Ship Balbee," Liverpool, Messrs. Bums and Maclver, Liverpool. —J ime
1859.
— "Balbee,"
—28
614, " Glasgow,"
— British and George's Channels, from Dungeness to Clyde.
— French Coast.
E. M. HocKLE. — Commanding Steam Ship "Etna," Messrs. D. and C. Maclver, Liverpool. —21st June, 1859.
— Steam Ship "Etna," 2,240
24
"Glasgow," 500 horse power. —
Acquainted mth south and west
United Kingdom. —
With Mediterranean.
E.
LoTT. — Master Mariner, 159, tapper Parliament
Liverpool. — 30
18 years Master of a Steam
Ship
the
and North American Steam Packet Company. — command the Royal Mail Steam Ship
"Asia," of Glasgow, 2.222
and 800 horse power. —
F.ngland,
Wales,
acquainted
with
Nova
am
— AVith the United
France.
John Harrison. —25
James Stone. — Master Mariner,
Water
Liverpool. — 28
15
the "Cunard" Steamer;
years
Master
the Cimard Steam Ships.^1
George's and North Channels. —
Boston and New York, Bays
United
and
coast of Nova
W.
Millar. — 28
12
Cunard
— H.M.S. "Niagara," of Glasgow, 650 horse power. — English
and
Channels, north and south-east coasts of Nova
— Coast of France, from Ushant
west coast of Spain and Portugal, and Mediterranean
Boston and New York Bays.
— "TenerifTe"
William
.MacArthur. — Messrs. Bums and Maclver, Rumford
Liveqiool. — 20
Screw Steamer, of Glasgow, 812 tons
and iMi horse power. —
George's Channel, English Channel,
and north coast of
— Coasts of Spain and Portugal, and the coasts of the Mediterranean
James H. Langlois. — No.
Licence
Peter Port, Guernsey, and holding a Branch
— " Cornet
Channel
—26
Yes, the Enghsh Channel.
Providence," of Guernsey, 120 tons horse power. —
The coast of Normandy, and
the
of Brittany.
Josh. Roweth. — Master of Her Majesty's Lighter Devon,'" Her Majesty's dockyard, Devonport. — IS July, 1858.
— Master of Her Majesty's Lighter "Devon," 154
35
Devonport Dockyard.
belonging
George Little.

"

21st,

years.

1

60.

St.

1.

2.

M.

584.

M.

585.

years.

tons,

coasts.

1.

2.

J.

British

in

I

tons,

Scotia.

586.

M.

587.

1.

years.

Street,

8,

in

688.

Ireland,

I

.States,

2.

.

east

States,

R.N.

years,

Street,

years,

F.

yeai-s

11

in

;

St.

2.

Scotia.

in

ser\-ice.

1.

Irish

Scotia.

to Calais,

2.

generally,

M.

589.

F.

P.

590.

generally.

Street,

M.

for

I.

part of

coast

"

2.

592.

Pilot

St.

yeai-s.

1.

M.

St.

years.

2.

591.

1.

2.

16,

Islands.

RN.

years.

Street,

register,

Ireland.

to

tons,

am

acquainted with most parts of the coast of the United Kingdom, but more particularly the west coast.
Not acquainted with any foreign coast.

I

William Hamilton.

—

— "Stanley,"
—
Fraserburg, Aberdeenshire. — July 5th. IS59.— Since
—

Master Mariner, Great Crosby, near Liverpool. 6th June, 1859. 27 years.
376 tons, Liverpool, 90 horse power. 1. East and south coasts of Ireland and St. George's Channel.

—

—

593. Captain A. Noble.
Shore Master for the port and harbour of
the year 1819.
Commanded the " Indian Chief" for six years, 410 tons, port of Peterhead, and Ukewise seven other
vessels from 75 tons and upwards to 1,300 tons, and 23 "years a Ship Master.
1. WeU acquainted with all the
coast of the United Kingdom, and of the colonies, of the Cape of Good Hope, Mauritius, Ceylon, Bay of Bengal,
Australia, and South-east coast of America.
2. Wei! acquainted with the above named.

—

594.

William Smith.

—

—

—

—

—

I have served at sea 38 years.
Retired Master Mariner, Pelman, near Fenny, Cornwall.
have commanded the " Susan,' iil' Ply mouth, the " \\ !lli;un ami "Amelia." of FLiiiiy. the "Ann and Ehzabeth,'' of
Fanny, and the "East Cornwall," 'of Fenny. I. I am acijua'.nted with the coast from Liverpool to Bristol
Channel, and the Enghsh Channel ; been master of vessels trading from Wales to London 23 years.

—

MARINERS EVIDENCE.
Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,
595.

1, 2.
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continued.

— Master Mariner; address, John
Seaham, county of Durham. — have served
sea 27
command a vessel name of "The Graces," 168 tons
years, from August 1832. —
which vessel was
Sunderland. —
registered
am acquainted with the north coast from the Tyne to the Thames. —
am weU
acquainted with the French coast from Dunquirke to Cape De
Francis Liverseed. — Master Mariner, 44, South Durham
Sunderland. — Alexandria, June 18th, 1859.
Master 20 years. — " PhoenLx," 251 tons, Sunderland. —
About 30
am well acquainted with the
coast
of England from Tynemouth to the Land's End. —
Not very well acquainted with foreign
except the
Mediterranean and Black Seas.
Eli C. Bliss. — Master for 35
Royal Hotel, Liverpool. — 48 years. — Ship ' Commodore,'' of Boston, United
1,119 tons. —
George's Channel and EngMsh Channel. —
France.
E.
P. Pearn. — Master Attendant, Royal Victoria Yard, Deptford. — 8th July, 1859. — 32
exclusive of
time served as Master Attendant. — No. —
English Channel, but have not navigated
durinn- the
nine
years. —
any length of time on a foreign coast that cannot say
so long since
have been employed
that
am now well acquainted with any.
A. Greely Cutter. — Shipmaster, Portland, United States of America. —2/
— Ship " Ehphalet Greely,"
949 tons. —
cannot claim to be a Pilot to any port, but am acquainted with
of Portland, United
James Lackland.

Street,

at

I

I

at

M.

register,

I

1.

2.

I

le He^•e.

596.

Street,

years.

I

1.

59".

coasts,

years.

States,

598.

St.

1.

^-

2.

J.

years,

1.

It is

2.

M.

east

2.

it

I

last

/r

.

^-N-

I

I

599.

years.

States,

F.M.

I

1.

the channels sufficient for general purposes.^2. Better acquainted with the coast of the United States than any
other.

—

—

Fetch. Master, and Pilot of Her Majesty's ship "Diadem," Hamoaze. July 13th, 1859. 27 years.
English Channel, Sierra Leone, all our Colonies in the West Indies, Irish Channel from Cape Clear to Tuscar
2. Sierra Leone to Cape Mesurada, and from Cape Lopez to Elephant Bay, coast of Africa, West Indies
White Sea, entrance to Archangel.

600. AVilli.\m H.
1.

light.

601.

R.N.

—

—

Thomas

—

F. Freeman.
Master Mariner, Guion and Co., Liverpool. Constantly since November 1854. Ship
"Resolute," of New York, 1,500 tons. 1. From Liverpool to Cape Clear more jiarticularly, also the North
Channel. 2. LTnited States, from Capes of Virginia to Sandy Hook, and South Side, Long Island.

—

—

M.

— Master Mariner and Queen's
Pembroke Dockyard. — Dated
M.P.
6th August, 1859.
45
— English,
and
—
603. Benjamin Stevens. — Master Mariner, Newhaven, Sussex. — Sunderland, 2d August. — 18 years. — "Galway Lass,"
M.
am acquainted from the Bristol Channel to the north coast of England.
201 tons, Newhaven. —
Not well
acquainted.
604. Philip BouTCHER. — Master Mariner, 39, Yellow Road;
present unemployed. — Waterford,
M.
8th June, 1859.
have served
sea 29 years. — None
present. —
am intimately acquainted with the
George's, English,
and Bristol Channels. —
am acquainted with the West Indies, North America, Mediterranean, and coasts of
France, Portugal, and Spain.
605. John Joseph Hammack. — Master Mariner, Royal Mail Steam Packet Company's
Southampton.
M.
1859. — 26
— Royal Mail Company's steamer "Eagle," 620 tons, 250 horse Kingston
Jamacia, June
power of
London, now on service West Indies.^!.
have a general knowledge of the British Channel, coasts of Australia
A general knowledge of the Mediterranean and Black Sea and coast of
India, and West Indies. —
606. Edward Williams. — Master Mariner, Portimarine. — 9th July, 1859, Runcorn. — About 26 years.
M.
"Harriet
"John Preston," 126, Caernarvon " Alice Preston," 64, Caernarvon.
Preston," 68, Caernarvon
Yes with
— Yes, from Ushant to Cronstadt and other parts the Mediterranean Sea.
the
Upper HiU
Toxteth Park, Liverpool. — August 2d, 1859. 35 years
607. Robert Taggurt. — Master
P.
boat " The Queen," No.
2d Master. —
Holyhead, round the coast to
Bee's Head, and
of Man!
No.
Sea View Road, Liskeard, Cheshire. — August 8th, 1859. —
608. John Williams. — Master
^
Pilot boat
"The Duke," No.
From Holyhead to Liverpool and Whitehaven, and round the
70 tons. —
of Man
No.
Cresent, near Liverpool. — July 2Cth, 1859. — 39
609. William Hughes. — Master
^•
Pilot boat
"The Queen." — Liverpool Bay, from
Bee's to Holyhead,
No.
of Man,
George's Channel.
Pilot boat, 10/, Roscommon
610. Isaac Williams. — Master, No.
Everton. —August 3rd, 1859. 28
M— Liverpool Bay, of Man.
Pilot boat " Victoria and Albert," No.
Barkfield
Formby. — August 8th, 1859. — 46
611. John Bark. — Master
— Pilot boat "Albert P.
Holyhead to Liverpool, round to
Edward, Prince of Wales," No. —
Bee's Head, and
of Man.
280, Crown
Liverpool. — August 10th, 1859. — 43
612. James Wilson. — Master
— Pilot boat " Tlie P56 tons. —
Liverpool Bay, ft-om Holyhead round to Whitehaven, including the
Criterion," No.
of Man.
— No.
Her Majesty's ship "Himalaya," Plymouth Sound; on shore, Hawkfield
613. John Thompson. — Master and
RN
November
House, Leith, Edinburgh. — 20 years
— Do^vns to SciUy. — Coast of Africa and
also
Portugal.
28, Great Mersey
Kirkdale. —30 years. — "George Canning," Pilot
614. William Rowlands. — Master
PLiverpool Bay, from South'stack to
Liverpool. —
Bee's,
boat No.
of Man, part of
Sea.
No. 90, Camden
Woodside, Cheshire. — July I6th, 1859. 56 years.
615. Hugh Woodward. — Master
P— The coasts of the Irish Sea. — No.
Pilot boat "Perseverance," No.
Everton Terrace, Everton. — July 16th, 1859. — 25 years. — Pilot boat " Victoria
616. Hugh Jones. — Master
Pof Man, from the Skerries round the Bay to
2d Master. —
and Albert,' No.
Bee's Head.
Everton, near Liverpool. —26
617. Robert Williams. — Master PUot, 120, Field
— Liverpool Pdot Cutter P.
" Mersey." —
Liverpool Bay, along the Welsh coast to Holyhead, the
am well acquainted
of Man, and
Bee's Head, Cumberland, to Lancaster Bay, &c.
from
48, Stafford
Liverpool. — July I6th, 1859. — 27 years.
618. Joseph Powell. — Master
Pboat
" Leader," No.
— From Holyhead to Liverpool, round to Bee's Head, and of Man, part ofPilot
east coast
of Ireland.
have commanded ships for 28
619. George Barker. — Charlestown, Massachusetts. —
— Ship "Sea King" F.M.
— EngUsh and George's Channels. — The
American, 1,350 tons, Boston, United
coast of America
Gulf of Mexico.
620. D. Runnoldson. — In command of Steam Ship "Bengal" between Calcutta and Suez, Peninsular and Oriental
M.
—^Indian steam ship "Bengal," London
August, 1859,
Suez. — 24
Steam Navigation Company. —
2,130 tons, 450 horse power.
621. Thomas E. A.xgel. — Superintendent of Shipping,
.Soulh Parade,
—Waterford, June 2d, 1859.
M.
— For many years Schooner "Prudence," of V/aterford, 150 tons
25
in
and
°
trade. —
Yes, from Waterford in Ireland to London by the Land's End of England. —
Not verv^well
3N 4
602.

William Ivemv.
St.

Pilot,

—

this

Her Majesty's Lighter " Sheppy," 109 tons, belonging to Pembroke Dockyard.
George's Channels. 2. Not acquainted.

years.

1.

Bristol,

1.

I

2.

at

at

I

at

I

.

1

I

St.

2. I

Office,

years.

:i6th,

I

2.

Brazil.

;

parts.

;

I.

all

in

2.

Pilot,

Pilot

Street,

1.,

1

St.

.

Isle

2.

Pilot,

3.,

31

years.

1.

Isle

2.

Pilot,

1.

Fairfield

years.

St.

1.

Isle

5.

1.

years.

Isle

Villas,

Pilot,

8.

years.

1.

St.

Pilot,

10.,

St.

Street,

5.

Isle

Street,

years.

1.

Isle

2.

Pilot,

in

ne.vt.

Pilot,

1.

St.

1.

7-,

2.

Pilot,
12.

Pilot,

Isle

Irish

Street,

1.

2.

73,

I.

5.,

Isle

St.

Street,

I.

IJrazils

Street,

years.

%vith

I

Isle

St.

Pilot,

2.

Street,

St.

1.

Isle

years.

1

States.

1st

St.

1.

at

9,

years.

1.

2.

years.

Vv'aterford,

register,

2.

coastin"-

foreii^n
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Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,
M.

622.

— "Independence,"

—
—

Warren Point

—

M.

M.

—

—

—

22d June, 1859.-27
Commanding Steam Ship "Lebanon," S, Water Street, Liverpool.
G23. J. A. Martyn.
Steam Ship " Lebanon," of Glasgow, 41/ tons, 300 horse power. 1. Have frequently navigated EngUsh
years.
and Irish Channels. 2. Have been many times up anddo\ra Mediterranean.

—

624.

coast of America from Cape Race to
China, and Persian Gulf 7 years.

The

and

George Langlands.
horse ])Ower.

—

1.

— Messrs.

Enghsh,

—

years.
British and North American Royal Mail
coast of Ireland from Uubhn to the Skellys.
York, Cape Horn to Guayaquil, Mediterranean, coasts of India

8,

1.

625.

—

—
Water Street. — 20
James Anderson. — Steam Ship "Etna,"
From Liverjiool to Southampton and HaAre, south
Ser\ice. —
2.

M.

contlnmd.

1, 2.

or Xen-ry.
32 years, 15 years in command. Steamer "Independence," Glasgow, 330 register tonnage, 220 horse power. 1. Yes, with nearly all ports in English and Irish
Channels, and many in the Bristol Channel. 2. Brazil, the Mediterranean and British America.

John Williams.

New

—

—

Burns and Maclver, Liverpool. IS years. " Melita," S53 tons, Glasgow, 180
and Irish Channels. 2. Better acquainted ^with those parts passed in a

—

St. George's,

Mediterranean voyage.

M.

626.

Thomas Keay. — Ship's Husband,
in various capacities

America

M.

627.

P.

—

— From 1810 to
—The coasts of

Stainby Terrace, East India Road. July 30th, 1859.
1. The east and north parts of Scotland.

—

date

tliis

South

—

—

—

Steam Ship "Damascus," of Glasgow, 825
R. Bell. Messrs. Bums and Maclver, Liveqiool. 30 years.
400 horse power. 1. Yes, St. George's Charmel, Malta, Gibraltar, &c. 2. Y'es, Spain, Russia, and the
Mediterranean coasts, and Baltic.

John

—

tons,

M.

5,

from cabin boy to captain.

and west.

east

— WiUiam

—

—

—
—
—

Inman, Esq., AVater Street, Liverpool. 15 years. Steam Ship "City of Man628.
2. Cape Race to Delaware.
1. St. George's Channel.
chester," 2.109 tons, Liverpool, 400 horse power.
For 45 years. 1. The east coast from the
629. A Pilot from Shields to the Poxitis, CUve Street, North Shields.
Pentland Firth to the Lizard Colonies, Halifa.\ to Quebec, Newfoundland. 2. Norway, Denmark, Sweden,

James Kennedy.

—

—

—

;

Prussia, Russia, France, Spain, Egypt.

P.

630.

—

—

—

Ingo. Pilot to Downs or North Sea, Clive Street, North Shields. July 24th. Upwards of 40 years.
2. Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Prussia, and
1. The east coast of England, North America, and Newfoundland.
Russia, Portugal, Spain, Egypt, France.

Henry

—

— am
1859. — About 36 years. — Retired. —
South
From
632. William Forrest. — 29. Green
Sleeve to Co]ienhagen and Baltic Sea.
the Tyne to Gravesend, Kent, and Downs. —
"
Fanny,"
633. Joseph Gr.\v. — .Shipowner, No. 30, Green Street, South Shields. —July 15th, 1859. —40 years. — Brig
— Thames
216 tons, Newcastle, master 12 years; Brig "Columbus," 216 tons, Newcastle, master 12
631.

Hugh Shegtithen. — Tresco,

Agent, Trinity Corporation.— For 23 years previous to 1840.
Kingdom. 2. Mediterranean, Baltic, South America, &c.

Scilly Isles,

well acquainted with the coasts of the United
Street,

—
Shields. — July

1.3th,

1.

I

1.

2.

M.

years.

1.

to Tyne.

M.

Thomond Square, Cork. —34
Beletree. — Commanding Bark "Glanmire," West Indian trade,
— "Glanmire,"
No.
No. —
231 tons, Cork. —
India
No.
Orsett Place, Padding635. Alexander Henning. — Royal Nan-, for many years commanded East
— With the Enghsh Channel, the Malabar
and the
ton. — Upwards of 40 years. — Retired from the
west coast of Sumatra.
—
E.C. —30
"Britannia," 917 tons gross, London, 1?0
New London
636. James Thomas White. —
George's Channel.-—
West coast of Holland,
East coast of England, English Channel, and
power. —
north coast of Holland, west coast of Portugal, and south-west coast of
Southampton. — 23 years. — command the " Behai," Peninsular
637. George William Hicks. — Brunswick
and Oriental Steamer, of London, 350 horse power, 1,650 tons. — Yes, with the south coast of England. — With
the coast of Spain and Portugal.
Princes
Rotherhithe. —
years.—
638. William Phillips. — Service of General Steam Naidgation Company,
am well acquainted with those parts
The " Princess Royal," of London, 494 registered tons. 270 horse power. —
of the coast of the United Kingdom situated between London and Dungeness southward, and London and Leith
France and the
am weU acquainted with those foreign coasts situated between Cape de Heve
northward. —
River Elbe.
and
on
the
Ust
of
Lieutenants
active
occupation,
R.N.
.\ddress. Castle
639. William Knocker. — Retired fi-om
but
Dover. — 22d Julv, 1859.— From 1806 to 1850 without intermission. — Do not now command any
1850.
with
— Well acquainted
the coast from Han\-ich to the
command from 1819 to
have been constantly
634.

Richard

2,

I.

years.

R.N.

2.

I.

ship.

sea.

M.

coast,

years.

Street,

1,

liorse

8,

1.

St.

1.

2.

Sj)ain.

M.

Place,

I,

I

2.

1.

M.

Street,

12,

1.

2.

R.M.

12

I

in

I

retired

vessel,

Hill,

in

1.

with the whole coast of the British and St. George's Channels.
the coast of Holland, the River Elbe, the Sleeve, Cattegat, the Baltic to Cronstadt.

Humber and Flamborough Head;
2.

M.

640.

Well acquainted

with,

])artially so

— Superintendent afloattothe Bridgwater Trust, MerionviUe, O.tton. Cheshire.—July 28th,
Australia, Canada, India,
George's Channel, Liverpool Bay, Shetland
— 38 vears, 29 as master. —
China, Indian coasts generally, United States.
Cape of Good Hope, east coast of Great Britain. —
Cavendish Square. London. — August 3d, 1859. — " Caprirron,"
C. R. M. Talbot. — V.C. Royal Y'atch Squadron,
418 tons. Screw Schooner. — The coasts of the Bristol, Enghsh, and St. George's Channels. — French, Spanish,

William J. Henderson.
1859.

1.

Isles,

St.

2.

Y.

641.

3,

2.

1.

and

M.

642.

Italian coasts.

—

Luke Smithett. — Dover. — 26

Do not at present command any particular vessel, although am often
years.
having the Superintendence of the ])acket service at Dover. I. Am acquainted \\-ith most of the coasts of the
United Kingdom of England, Scotland, and Ireland, also the Channel and Scilly Islands, and the Isle of Man.
2. Am acquainted with the coast of France from Cherbourg to Dunkirk, the coasts of Belgium and Holland.

—

afloat,

643.

Anthony Dudley. —36.

Gloucester Gardens,

—

Hyde

Park.

—

.\

quarter of a centun- certainly.

— Commanded

1. Formerly I knew the east coast of England well, but so many
several vessels, but not for several years past.
])resent knowledge would not serve.
2. The same wiU
alterations in lights, &c. have been made that I fear
apply to coasts in the North Sea and Baltic, which I once also knew, but my long residence ashore renders my
present knowledge almost valueless.

—

my

*'M.

(34^

—

Commander of the under-named vessel in the service of the Liverpool. New Y'ork, and the PhilaSteamship " City of Washdelphia Steamship Corajjany, Water Street, Liverpool.— July 4th, 1859. 20 years.
1. Irish, St. George's, and North Channels.
ington," 1,516 tons, of Liverpool, 500 horse power.

p £ Pexrie.

—

^''

Thomas W. Sawyer. — Commander,

—

M.

—
—

—

—

Waterloo Place, Southampton. 29 years. Royal Mail Steamship "Tyne,"
I. Enghsh Channel. Ushant to Southampton; West Indies and Bahamas.
of London, 1,788 tons, 400 horse power.
of Mexico, Vera Cruz to Tampico; South America, St. Martha to Greyto
Rio
Gulf
2. Brazil. Pemambuco
town ; Cape Finisterre to Cape St. Vincent.
64G. C lAKLES Rolladon.
16, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C—July 6th, 1859.— 35 years.— " Gilbert Munro," 258
2. With coast of France from Ushant
tono London.
1. With hghts in Channel from SciUy to North Foreland.
to Cape Grisnez.

645.

4,

—

;

—

—

—

mariners' evidence,

Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,
647.

648.

—

•2.~conthiued.

—

—
—

Frederick Simpson. Pilot, Liverpool; Address, Old Churchyard, Liverpool. July ISth, 1859. 13 years.
1
From Holyhead to Walney Island, and the Isle of Man. 2. Not acquainted with any.
Commander in the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company's Service, Southampton. 5th August,
P. M. WooLCOTT.
1859.
16 years.
I have been in command of the Royal Mail Steam Company's steamers for six years.
I. West

—

—
—
—
— Gulf of Mexico and Spanish Main.
Charles Powell, — Commanding School Frigate
Indies.

649.

1,

473

V.

M

—

2.

—

—

"Conway," Liverpool. 17 years. Have commanded West
Indian Mail Steamers of 1,800 tons, 450 horse power, and Liverpool Screw Steamers of 2,000 tons and 300 horse
power.
1. English Channel from Scilly to Southampton, and northern part of Irish Channel to Tory Island.
2. Coasts of Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and Maine, United States, the Straits of Belle Isle, and River St. Lawrence, the West Indies in every part, and Gulf of Mexico.

M.

—

—

650.

Edwin

651.

William Walker. — Commander, R.N.,
Went to sea in 1/97 in the Mercantile

—

—

R. Moodie.
Water Street, Liverpool. 12th July, 1859. 20 years.— Steamship "Jura," 2,240 tons, 450
horse power, Glasgow, Cunard Company. I. English and St. George's Channels. 2. From Cape Race to New
York, and MediteiTanean.

—

M.

—

—

at present Examiner in Navigation, Local Marine Board, Plymouth.
Marine, and sen-ed 10 yeai'S in it, then to the Royal Navy. ComMajesty's Steamship " Despatch " five years, but have had separate charge and command" of some
40 ships at sea in the Royal Navy of ei-ery class of sailing and steamships, as a Master Attendant. 1 Pretty
well acquainted witli the coasts of the United Kingdom and of Europe, also with the Ca])e of Good Hope
Navigation. 2. Norway, Sweden, Russia, Denmark, Holland, France, Spain, Portugal, and also in the ilediterranean, but years have elapsed since I frequented these coasts.

—

manded Her

—

R.N,

.

—

652.

—

W.

H. Roberts. In command of the under-mentioned ship. Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company's Offices, 4, Place Royal, at Marseilles.
JiUy 17th, 1859, at Malta. 24 years. " Ellora,"" 1,760 tons,
London .a steamer of 350 horse power. I. No. 2. South coast of France, Straits of Buonafacis, Malta,
Alexanaiia.

—

653.

—

—

—

—

— Commander of "Premier," H. Rodrick, 22, Fenchurch
London. — Upwards
— Barque " Premier," of London, 308 tons. — From the River Tyne to the Land's End, thence to the
Channel Islands, West Indies, and coast of South America from
Berbice to Essequebo. —
Coast of France from Dieppe to Ca])e La Hague, Cherbourg included.
George William Howe. — C. Grimshaw and Co., Liverpool. —38
to Liverpool. London, and Ha^Tc mostly,
" America," of
and two voyages to India, one voyage to Quebec, and four to New Orleans and Mobile. —
New York, 1,137 tons. — Australia, Cidcutta, Bombay, (iuebec, Gulf of Mexico. — As
but not well
Charles Moxt.\gl'E Jones.

Sti-eet,

of 21 years.

vj

\|

1.

Bristol Channel, the latter included. British
2.

654.

years,

Jj.

Shi])

I.

2.

al)o\-e,

acquainted.
655. {Duplicate of No. 593.)

656.

William Martyn.
(leorge's Channels.

— Master Attend..nt, Sheerness Dockyard. — 12th
with
—
coast of America (North and
2.

east

Y'es,

July, 1859.

."i-'outh),

—

1.

With the

\\'est Indies,

British

and

St.

p,^

y

n

v

west coast of Africa, and

Cape of Good Hope.
657.

658.

Charles Pope.

—

—
—

—

Master Attendant, Chatham Yard. July 7th, 1859. I have served at sea in the East India
Company's Service and Royal Navy nearly 30 years. I do not command any vessel. I. I am v.-ell acquainted
with the English coast from Scilly to the North Foreland. 2. I have been much employed on foreign coasts, but
so long ago that it would be presumptuous in me to offer any information about them.

George

— Master of Her Majesty's Ship
— Mediterranean, coast of

Heather.

P.

England and Malta.

2.

.-Vftica

—

—

" Clio,'' Sheerness.
to Fernando Po.

— 14

j-ears.

—

1.

Yes, the south coast of

jj^ >^'

659. {Duplicate of No. 657.)

— Master of Her Majesty's Ship " Saturn," and Queen's Harbour Master of Pembroke Dock. — Over
— Do not command a
— Pretty well acquainted with the English Channel, and Australia, New
Zealand, and India, New Sydney, Hobai-t Town, Swan River, east side of North Island and Cook's
New
Madras, and Rangoon. —
Coasts of Spain and Portugal from Cadiz to Passages, River Tagus.

660. D.

Craigie.

40

years.

vessel.

\

j^

1.

Straits,

2.

661. (DupUcate of No. 660.)

662. (Duplicate of No. 660.)
663. {Duplicate of No. 660.)
664. {Duplicate of No. G60.)

665.

— Master, Broughty Ferry, East Dundee.—20 years. — "Bengal," Dundee, 816 tons. — Bay of
coast of South America from Valparaiso to Callao.
D. M. D. Jago. — Master of Her Majesty's Ship " Neptune," Portsmouth. — lOth July, 1859. — 36
— Master of
• Himalaya," and now of "Neptune." —
am tolerably well acquainted with the Enghsh Channel. —
am

James Clakk.
Bengal.

6G6.

—

2.

1.

West

years.

1.

acquainted with the coast from the Cape of

I

2.

Good Hope

to Natal, east coast of America, coast of Portugal,

M.

n

y

I

and the

coast of America in the Pacific.

— Master of Her Majesty's Ship " Imperieuse." — .\bout 20
— A knowledge of the west coast of Africa.

— Not command.
Braund. — Master in the Royal Na\-y. Her
66?. W.
Ship "Urgent," Portsmouth. — July
1859. — 24
Malta, Sierra Leone, and Ionian Islands. —
— do not. — EngUsh Channel,
Coast of Africa
and nearly aU parts of the Mediterranean.
669. James B. Kennedy. — Master of the " Medway," 101, Douglas
Deptford. — 27th July, 1859. — 30
tons,
the West India Dock. —
Ship "Medway," Scarborough,
The English Channel, from the Downs
Ceylon, from Trincomalee round south to Colombo the Malabar coast
Australia, from Portland Bay
— The Brazil
to Melbourne and through Bass
from Cape
Roque to the River
Francisco.
670.
Read. — Master in the Royal Navy, in charge of Admiralty Survey, Cape of Good Hope. — 14th June, 1859. —
21
671. Joshua Taylor. — Master, Royal Na\'y, Her Majesty's Ship "Andromache," Powder Depot, Milford Haven. —
think about 33
— No. — Practically with the Port of Plymouth, Spithead, Sheerness, the Downs, Milford
Haven,
Malta, Corfu, the Cape of Good Hope, and Mauritius. —
Practically with the coast of
the
River
and Mozambique Channel.
672. Herbert R. Cross. — Master of said
Waterford. — July 11th, 1859. — Milford Haven.
42, John's
Is
— Steamer " Courier," of London, 374 tons, 150 horse power. — Yes, south coast of England, southcoast of Ireland, portion of coast of South Wales
the Colonies, the Australian coasts generally. —
Not
intimately
may mention, however, Malabar coast and that of
of South America.
673. David H. Kerr. — Master, Neyland. — July 11th, 1859. — Milford Haven. — 26 years. — Steamship " Leipery," of
London, 578 tons, 250 horse power. —
Yes, the south coast of England, the south of Ireland, the north coast
of Ireland, and part of the west coast of England and Wales. —
None.
667.

John Sidney Smith,
I.

R.N.

Only the ^English Channel.

2.

years.

in

P.

Jfoj iiy's

years.

6th,

Gibralter,

1.

I

n

.vf

'^

fair

RN

2.

(west), Pacific,

Street,

in

(iHJ

Scilly

years.

1.

;

to

Straits.

;

coast,

2.

-.

j

'

'^

;

;

St.

St.

F. S.

p

j^

years.

I

years.

p^

1.

also

2.

Brazil,

Plate,

vessel,

Hill,

years.

1.

east

;

;

in

2.

n'cst

I

1.

2.

'

II.

3

M,
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Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,
M.

(574.

f)75.

R.N.

()7G.

— No. —

1.

Charlotte," Sheerness.— 7th July, 1859.—-About 30_ years, but
South coast of England. '1. South coast of Soainand the Mediter-

—

—

—

He.vry Bicho.vt.— Master of Her Majesty's Ship "Caesar." July 8th, 1859. 32 years. At present Master of
Her Majesty's Shij) " Caesar," -lOO horse power. 1. Yes, round the world. 2. All parts of the world.

—

Henry Vane. — Assistant

—

—

—

Master Attendant, Her Majesty's Dockyard, Devonport. 8th July, 1859. 3-} years.
Her Majesty's Navy. 1. Well acquainted with the coast of England, limited knowledge of the Colonies.
2. Having served in all parts of the universe, have a general knowledge of the different cjasts, but more particularly the coast of Africa and South Pacific.
55 years.
677. Captain Evan Evans.— Smack " Halcyon," Skinner Street, Carnarvon, North Wales.— July 8th, 1859.
Master of the Smack " Halcyon," of Carnarvon, 47 tons register, new measurement. 1. I am, in St. George's,
Ireland.
Bristol, and the English C!hannels, and rouTid
Master

—

in

—

M.

continued.

James Pf.nn.— Master Her Majesty's Ship " Queen
nearly always on a foreign station.
ranean generally.

R.N.

"2.

1,

R-^'

G78.

U.N.

679.

M.

—

—

—

R.N.

:

John HuTCHiNGS.— Master,

Royal Navy, Her Majesty's Ship -'Minotane."— 30 years.— 1.

—

No.— 2.

No.

Master, Royal Navy.— I. The
Majesty's Ship "Edgar," Sheerness.— 24 years.
2. West coast of South
Downs, Portsmouth, Portland, Dartmouth, Brixham, Plymouth, and Falmouth.
Baltic,
Gulf
of
Finland,
north and south coasts
Florida,
Cattegat,
Gulf
of
Sea,
Carribean
Africa,
America, coast of
of China.
Master, Royal Navy, in charge of Her Majesty's Ship " Royal George," Devonport.— July lOth,
680. H. E. Raneys.
1859.
;il years.
1. Not well acquainted, but have a general knowledge of the south coast of England, the Cape
of Good H'ope, North American and West Indian Stations. 2. Not sufficiently acquainted with any to give a
decided opinion on the manner in which they are buoyed or hghted.

George Giles.— Master Her

—

—

—

—

—

—

Master of " Queen " Steamer, No. 5, Wellington Row, ^^^litehaven.
681. John Metcalf.
" Queen
Steamer, 242 tons, Whitehaven, 180 horse power.

—

R-N.

682.

R.N.

68.3.

— I3th July, 1859. —

,3l

years.

'

—

Majesty's Ship "Scout," Sheerness.

George S. Alldricks. Master, Her
Charles Ga HAN. — Master Her Majesty's

— 8th

Jul.v,

Ship " Queen Charlotte," for service in
('hannel, south-west coast of Ireland, West Indies, Bay of
2. Coast of Portugal, and the different rivers.

nearly.

—

1

The English

.

1859.

"Mars," Sheerness.

—

—

—

40 years

Fundy, and coast to Halifax.

—
—
—

July 20th, 1859.
Have been at
Master, Royal Navy, Her Majesty's Ship "Majestic," Sheerness.
1. Had some
sea pretty constantly for the last 24 years, but not much where there were many buovs or lights.
experience on the coasts of Australia 14 or 15 years ago, and more recently at the Cape of CJood Hope. 2. Toleraldy
Africa.
west
coast
of
well acquainted with the

H.T.Ellis.

R.N.

684.

R.N.

Master, commanding Her Majesty's Steam Vessel "Dee," Woolwich.— Her Majesty's Steam
685. T. C. PuLLERY.
Her Majesty's Steam Vessel "Dee." 1. River Thames,
Vessel " Uee," Woolwich, 13th July, 18.59.^.30 years.
below Woolwich, to the North Forelind, from the North Foreland to the Land's End, and from the Land's Eiui to
Milford Ha^en. 2. Coast of Africa, West Indies, north-east and south-east coast of America, East Indian and

—

—

—
China
W. H. Etarhy. — Master,

—

station.

M

686.

—

—

R.N.

*>S7-

—

4th July, 1859, at sea,
India trade, 128, Warwick Street, Toxteth Park, Liverpool.
Uth April, 1830. to July, 1859, 29 years. Master 16 years. " Nell Gwyn,"
Bristol Channel, bound to Madras.
938 tons, Bridgwater Ship. 1. Almost every part of the I'nited Kingdom. 2. Cronstadt to the Scaw, south
coast of Norway and Sweden, north coast of France, Portugal, Spain, the whole Mediterranean, Boston, Soutli
Carolina, the wh.ole coasts of India, China partially, Sunda Straits, &c.

—

R.N.

'i^^-

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

William John.ston.
Pigmy."

7th,

Shij)

years.

1.

9th,

''

years.

1()0

1.

to

JI.

2.

Street,

register,

States.

2.

years.

to

1.

2.

Street,

12,

^I

years-

1.

to

Scotia,

n
»j
'^^-

—

" Pigmy." — July
1859. — 30
— Her Majesty's Ship
— Master Her Majesty's
— Southern coast of England.
1859.
690. Thomas Potter. — Master, Royal Navy, Her Majesty's Ship "Termagant," Plymouth Sound. — July
— " Pigmy and " Adder.'' Tenders. horse power, Chatham. — Entrance of the English Channel
to
23
Mediterranean. Black Sea,
the Buffalo, West Indies, Channel Islands. —
the'Thames, Cape of Good Hope
Spain.
Portugal,
and
Yucatan,
South-east coast of America, coast of Mexico,
Liverpool. — 28
— Royal Mail Ship
691
John Lkitch. — Master, Royal Mail Ship " Europa,'' No. 14 Water
" Europa," 1,208 tons
Yes, Ireland, south of Newfoundland,
belonging to Glasgow, 640 horse power. —
Liverpool. —
Bay of Massachusetts, United
and from Smalls
Nova
— The English
692. B. B. Stuart. — Master, Royal Navy, Her Majesty's Ship " Vbago." — July 26th, 1859. — 24
Coast of Brazil from Cape Frio to Rio de Janeiro.
North Foreland. —
coast from Land's End
sea for 35
— am Master of the Brig
E.C. — have been
King William
693. C. B. Da-\is. —
" Eclipse." 223 tons. " Madura " Packet, and have been
— Yes. the EngUsh Channel.
that trade 25
No.
— am generally acquainted with
694.
Tucker. — Master Her Majesty's Ship " Wellington," Devonport. —33
— Generally acquainted, but not
so
the south coast of England and Ireland, and the West
on
to give a decided
C95. William Mills.— Master Her Majesty's Ship "Forte," Sheerness. — July I3th, 1859. — In the Na\y 31
— "Adventure." Naval Transport.— Pretty well with the south coast of England, having
sea
actively
two
— With the Indian Seas, having served on that
commanded the "Adventure," Naval Transport,

''^9-

"

K.X.

—

WuNDER. Master, in command of Her Majesty's Ship " Rhadamanthus." July 28th, 1859. 30 years.
Her Majesty's Ship "Rhadamanthus," 820 tons, and 220 horse power. I. Yes, from Land's End to North
Foreland. 2. Yes, having served in the Mediterranean seven or eight years, and on the coast of Africa between
16 and 17 years.
Master Her Majesty's Ship " Amphin." July 8th, 1859. 23 years. Not had any command
T. B. Henwood.
1
Not particularly, have a knowledge of the English and Irish Channels.
other than Master in the Royal Navy.
2. Acquainted with the South American coast.
F. R.

—

R.N.

—

—

years.

at

I

years.

in

1

I

.

2.

D

^-

years.

J.

Indies.

ojiinion

Tjjvi

I

as

•

jeai-s,

at

20.

1.

for

and the Australian stations
j^j^

1.

sufficiently

2.

their lights.

696.

years.

2.

for seven years.

George Raymond.— Master Her Majesty's Ship " Liffey," Plymouth Sound.— 9th Jul.v, 1859.-23 years.—
I am well acquainted with the coast of 'England from the North Foreland to Land's End and up to Liverpool,
and all the coast of Ireland, also Hong Kong, Singapore, and Sierra Leone.— 2. West and east coast of Africa,
1

.

India and China, Red Sea, coast of Japan, Gulf of Tartary, Kamschatka. west and east coast of South America
Gulf of Siam, and St. John's, Newfoundland.

R.N.

^^'^'i-

Edwin Rowe.

—

—
—

—

Master Her Majesty's Ship " Donegal." July 7th, 1859. 26 years, 10 years of which in the
1. Yes, with EngUsh coast, and jiartly
Mercantile Service. At present in Her Majesty's Ship "Donegal."
with Irish and Welsh coast or St. George's thannel. 2. Pacific, Brazils, New Zealand, and Van Diemen's
Land. &c.

—

—

MAKINERS' EVIDENCE.

Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,
18-16.

—

.\frica

2.— continued.

1,

— Master,

—

—

Royal Navy, Her Majesty's .Ship " Renard," Sheerness. 9th July, 1869. June,
Yes, English Channel, Gambia, Sierra Leone, and Cape of Good Hope. 2. East and west coast of

C.Webb.

698. Jon.v T.
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1.

and

—

Master .\ttendant, Kybar Yard, Devonport. — 7th July,
—About 36 years.
— Master in the Navy. — The coasts of England and Ireland, especially the English Channel, also the West Indies.
— The Baltic, French, Spanish, and Portuguese coasts.
Hooper. — Master Her Majesty's Ship "Trafalgar," Sheerness. — 29 years. — The parts of the coast of
B.
have only been once east of the
England are the English Channel only, and that to the westward of the Wight
China was longest on, which
— My
to foreign coasts have been very partial
Wight Colonies, not at

Geokge Biddleco.mbe. — Assistant

699.

RX.

Baltic.

I

18.59.

R.N.

.

2.

700.

I.

J.

;

;

was very imperfectly surveyed

I

;

the Mediterranean east of Malta.

;

and in a tender,
— Master Her Majesty's Steam Tender " Myrtle," Sheerness. —At sea 13
for 9
harbour
— Her Majesty's Steam Tender "Myrtle," Sheerness, 116 tons, 50 horse power.
Thames and Medway. — South .\merica,
and Mediterranean
English Channel and mouths of
shghtly.
— "Gibraltar,"
Hall. — Master,
Lee Place, Lewisham, Kent. — 17th July, 1859. — 26
702. W. G.
British Channel. —
Coast of Spain and Portugal from Cape Ortegal
of London, 669 tons, 110 horse power. —
Gibraltar.
— Master, R.N. —
703. Ed\v.\rd Maunder. — Master, Royal Na\T, Her Majesty's Steam Frigate " Curacoa." — 32
West Indies, southThe coast of England from the Land'sEnd to the Downs. — The North and White
Mediterunnean, and south-west coast of Ireland.
coast of
— Master Her Majesty's
Brown. —Master Attendant, New Dockyard, Devonport. — 7th July, 1869. —38
704.
the
Navy. —
am well acquainted with the coast of England, partly of the coast of Ireland and Scotland,
C;ipe Colony. —
Not particularly more than the general obser\'ations of a seaman who has navigated ships in
parts of the world
almost
commraanding Her Majesty's Steam Vessel "Wildfire," Sheerness. —
705. George Brockman. — Master, Royal
— Her Majesty's Steam
"Wildfrom 1838 to 1842, 17 years on home
4 years on foreign
tonnage, 182 horse power,
— Land's End, Cornwall, to Dundee. — No.
No. — West Indies, coast of
706. Mark Hetton. — Master, Her Majesty's Ship "Cossack," Sheerness. — 19 years. —
July
—
Master
Attendant,
Woohvich.
—
12th, 1859. — 35 years. —
McDonald.
Her
Majesty's
Dockyard,
707. John
— No.
Master, Royal Navy. —
The English Channel only
making passages from port to
South Shields. —2d July, 1859. — 21 years. — "Thomas and
708. William Lucock. — Master, No. 53, Savile
East coast of England, North Sea. —
From the
on the coast of HolMary," 205 tons, South Shields. —

701.

W.

Bourchieb.

S.

R.N.

I

visits

2.

all.

for

years,

R.JiJ.

years.

service

rivers

1.

S.

east coast,

2.

years.

6,

M.

2.

1.

to

years.

1.

R.N.

seas.

2.

east

."Vmerica,

years.

J.

I.

in

R.N.

also

I

2.

all

Na-i-y,

stations.

stations,

fire ;"

76.

;

1

R-N

^'essel

2.

.

2.

1.

R.N.

Africa, Brazils.

port.

in

1.

Street,

709.

Ellje,

H.W.Allen. — Master, commanding Her

and northward to the Horn Reef on the Jutland

coast.

—

K.N.

Majesty's Ship " Elbana," Holyhead.
For upwards of 40 years for 35 years commanded
the Royal Mail Steamer " Elbana,"' belonging to the City of Dublin Company, registered
in Dublin, 303 tons, and 380 horse power.
1. Well acquainted about Liverpool, Holyhead, and the Irish coast.

H.N.

Her Majesty's Ship " Vivid," 160 horse
2. France, Holland, and Belgium.
710.

'>L

Te.xel

2.

1.

land eastward to the entrance of the

R.N.

2.

—

—

Majesty's Ship " Vivid," Woolwich.
8th .\ugust, 1859. 42 years.
1. The English and St. George's Channels and North Sea.

—

power.-

—

—

John Willi.\ms. Her
steamers. — I command

;

—

—2. No.
711.

713.

—

—

Royal Navy, Holyhead. July 1st, 1859. I entered Her Majesty's Navy in 1806.
I command the Royal Mail Steamer " Llewellyn," belonging to the City of Dublin Company, lately belonging to
the Government, 400 horse power.
I have commanded Go\'ernment and Contract Mail Packets in the Irish
Channel the last 20 years. I. Well acquainted about Dublin Bay and about Holyhead, and the coast to Liverpool.
2. No.

Richard Williams.

—

—

—

Master Mariner, 6, Stanley Terrace, Holyhead. July 1st, 1859. From October 1834 up to
the present date, say 26 years.
I command the Royal Mail Steani Packet " Prince Arthur," between Holyhead
and Kingstown ; tonnage 203 ; horse power, 226. 1 Have considerable experience in the Enghsh, North, and
St. George's Channels.

W. Williams. — 7-1,
"

—

—

O.xford Place.

—

—

Liverpool, Falmouth, Plymouth,

—

of the " Windsor."
June 8th 1859. 14 years.
to the City of Dubhn Company ; register, 511 ; horse power, 345.
Portsmouth, Southampton, and from hence to London, Dubhn, Belfast, Cork,

Liverpool,

M.

.

commander

Windsor " Steam Ship, of DubUn, belonging

1.

R.N.

—

—

712.

—

Edward Keane. — Commander,

^^^

and Glasgow.
714.

H.W.Geary. — Commander,

No.

New Comin

Dubhn.

—June

I8th, 1859.

—

—30

years.
Steam Ship
Coast of Great Britain and

'^^•

S. Triphook.
Commanding " Iron Duke " Steamer, City of Dubhn Company, Clarence Dock Office,
18th May, 1859. 3 years apprentice between Shields and London, 4 years mate of a ship in the
Liverpool.
Mediterranean and ^Vest Indies, 30 years in the revenue cruisers in the United Kingdom, and 7 years in steamers
jirincipally between Kingstown and Liverpool.
" Iron Duke " Steamer, 385 tons register, Dublin, 325 horse power.
1. WeU acquainted with the whole of the coast of Ireland, part of the west coast of Scotland, and from Portsmouth to the Land's End. 2. Not well acquainted, not being foreign for the last 36 years.

.M.

5,

Place,

"Trafalgar," of 365 tons, and 360 horse power. City of

Dubhn Steam Company

—

1.

Ireland.
715.

Richard

—

—

—

—
716.

—

—

John Taylor. — Master,

717.

—

Robert Roberts.
Jvme
265

;

— Master

—

2.

—

Thomas Reynolds.— Master
" Bii-mingham,

720.

23 years.

— " Duchess

am ;"from

Liverpool to

all,

I

—

—

1.

Acquainted between Liverpool and Dublin and Belfast and

No.

Thomas Davies.— Master.—8th
Dubhn, 200 horse power.— I.
Kingdom. 2. No.

719.

—

Dubhn Steam Packet Company, Liverpool, 5, Phoeni.x Terrace, Bootle.—
merchant service since 1816. " Duke of Cambridge" Steam Packet, tonnage,

in the City of

8th, 1859.— I have been in
port of register, " Dublin ;" 220 horse power.

Dubhn.
"18.

—

—

1, Bedford Place, Booth.
July 7th, 1859. 4 years apprentice, in
Kent " Steam Ship, City of Dublin Company, 217 tons register, 250 horse power. 1.
London, round the coast of Ireland. 2. Nil.

of

'

June, 1859.— 54 years, home and foreign.— " Prince of Wales," 206 tons, port of
Dubhn, Liverpool, Bangor, Beaumaris, and Carnarvon, aU in the' United

Belfast,

Mariner, 272 Derby Road, Bootle, near Liverpool.— June Ilth, 185,9.-26 years
225 tons, 120 horse power.
1. Coast between Liverpool, Dubhn, and Belfast.
2. Noiie.

—

—

John Griffiths.— Master
.35

—

Mariner, City of Dubhn Steam Packet Company, Liverpool— June 8th, 1859
—Yes
years.— " Prnice " Steam Ship, 270 horse power, 303 tons register —1." Yes ; St. George's
Channel Entrlish
and round Ireland and Scotland. 2. No.
"

(Channel,

—

'
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Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,
^I-

7-1.

Thomas Dearl.

— 44 years.

l.-'5i).

The

1.

coast,
^I-

722.

register

George's Channel and English Channel.
Oporto, Lisbon, Cadiz, and Gibraltar.

St.

^-iz.,

continued.

1, 2.

—
plying between Liverpool and Dublin, Bath Avenue, London Road, Dublin. — 8th June,
—Master,
" Royal William " Steamer,
tonnage, 282 port of
Dublin horse power, 2/0.
—

Register,

;

2.

Richard Viilliams.

—

—

—

—

723. D. F.MRFiELD.
Lieutenant Royal Xavy, Marine Superintendent for the City of Dublin Steam Packet Company,
Liverpool.
June 8th, 1859. 1 have served in the Royal >.'a\-y and merchant senice since 1804, coramandccl
several mail ])ackets and others during 25 years.
Acquainted between Liveqjool and Dublin. 2. None.
1

—

lv..>.

—

Master, City of Dublin Steam Packet Company, Liverpool. June 10th, 1859. 52 years.
" Princess " Steamer, 2!)2 tons register, port of Dublin, 2G0 horse power. 1. Well acquainted all round the coast
of England and Ireland. 2. Not with any.

—

'I-

;

Flanders, France, and Channel Islands, Peninsular

A"igo,

—

—

—
—July 7th, 1859.
Liverpool. Dubhn,
AVas well
Liverpool. —

.

—
—

TuLLY. Lieutenant Royal Navy, at present Superintendent of Mail Packets, Holyhead.
About 20 years, 12 of which in Iler Majesty's service. A steamer, the " Shamrock.'' between

72). Joiix

and

—

Belfast.
1. Well acquainted with the English Channel and Irish Channel and
acquainted with the coast of North America at one time, also the North Sea.

725.

726.

John Beattox.

—

—

Agent, National Bank of Scotland, Stromness, and Vice-Consul for Denmark. August 2d, 1859.
1.
acquainted with that jiart of the coast in the vicinity of Stromness, county of Orkney. 2. Not
acquainted with any foreign coasts.

— Never. —

Am

—

—

—

—

John- A\'AL?n. 28, Berkeley Square, London. June 27th, 1859. I have been in the habit of yachting for upwards
" Amazon,"
of 20 years, and have been na\igating our own seas every year.
I have been the proprietor of the
Royal Yacht Steamer. 1. I am well acquainted \rith the English and Irish (.St. George's) Channels, and with the
north-west coast of Scotland. 2. With the north coast of France.

.Sir

—

727.

2.

Edwin Anderson.

—

—
—

—

—

—

Master, " Ryaute," Market Square, Dartmouth. June 27th, 1859.
152, Pl\Tnouth.
1.
The English, British, and St. George's Channels. 2.
Spain, Mediterranean .Sea, Archijielago, and islands of the Levant.

— " Ryaute,"

—

—

Ser^-ed at sea 15 years.

The

coast of Portugal,

—

—

Poole. Master Mariner, " St. Floro," 9, Anglesea Place, Durdham Down, near Bristol. 25 years. Steam
Vessel " Flora," Bristol, 700 tons, 350 horse power.
1. Bristol Channel, English Channel, Irish Channel, Malabar
(-'oast, Straits of Malacca and Singapore. Bay o' Bengal, West Coast.
2. Coasts of S[)ain and Portugal, African
coast, French coast from Marseilles to Straits of Bonifacio, coast of Sicily from Island of Maritimo, Black Sea.

72>. Ja.mes

'*'•

—

—

—
—
—
—
John H. Ridley. — Marine Surveyor, (Jarraway's, i'Mx. — About yO years. — have not been at sea since
but
have commanded vessels since
any particular parts of the United
— am not very well acquainted
Kingdom or colonies, but know most about the east and south coast of England. —
am not well acquainted
Evans.

—

Commanding "Ceylon," Woolston, Southampton. 25 years. Pemnsularand Oriental Screw Steam
"Ceylon," 2,400 tons, London. 450 horsepower. 1. The English and Irish Channels. 2. Spain and Portugal,
the Mediterranean and Black Sea.s, Bay of Bengal, Arabian and Red Seas.

729. R. \\.

.Ship

730.

18.';4,

I

l8J(i.

1.

v.-ith

I

2.

with any foreign coasts, but
the River Plate.
*'•

7.il.

Richard Chew.
"

R.N.
"••^'

know most about

—

Dundee, Scotland, 30th June, 1859.
Marinei-, 104, Cogan Street, Hull.
Ship, of Grimsby, 442 tons, 100 horse power.

7.'i'!.

—

Georck Richards. — Portsmouth. — July

-''•

—

—

734.

John Jones.

735.

Wm. Gilham. — Master and part

2.

'Ilie

2.

the

British

1.

east

.St.

—

Straits.

—

—

.\cting Superintendent, Peninsular and Oriental Company, Calcutta.
June 26th, 18.59.
have served 24 years at sea.
1. No.
2. lam acquainted with those portions of the coasts of Asia and Africa
sighted by steam ships trading between Calcutta and Suez.

—

—

—" The Liver," Pilot Boatj
— Master Pilot. Bootle,
Liverpool. — August 16th, 1859. — 44 years.
— From Anglesea round Liverpool Bay to Whitehaven, of Man, west coast of Scotland.
sea 34 years, as apprentice,
J. W. Ferguson. — 17, Union Street, Deptford. — 5th September, 1859. — haveser\-ed
mate, and master in the home and foreign trades. — " Clarence " Steam Ship, of London, 426 tons
and
240 horse power; builders' measurement,
am acquainted with the east coast of Britain, and the
tons. —
island of Jamaica in the West Indies. —
Pretty well acquainted with the north coast of France and Holland, and
somewhat with the entrance of the River Elbe.
John Keer. — Master Mariner, 10, Lawrence Street, Sunderland, October Gth, 1859. —30 years. — " Evadore," 460,
Newcastle. —
East coast of England.
David Reid. — Licensed North Sea and Baltic Pilot, 46, Addison Street, Sunderland. —42 years. — 11 years apprenand mate; 25 years master 2 years
Baltic expedition
4 years pilot coasting. —
am acquainted on
the east coast. —
In the Baltic.
John Needh.\m. — North Sea
Monkwearmouth Shore, Sunderland. — October 10th.
39, Hamilton
1859.- 42 years. — Different vessels and tonnage during that period belonging to the port of Sunderland. —
East
coast of England. —
No.
Matthew Wilson Hi.vothaugh. — Master Mariner, 14, East Street, Sunderland, October 7th, 1859. —34 years
at sea; master of sailing vessels this
20 years. — No vessel at present. — East coast, and English Channel.
Bay of Biscay, French coast.
John H.\RDiNG. — Living
half pay, on a small farm, French Fort, Commander R.N. Oranmore. — October
6th, 1859. — In the Royal Navy about 30 years, actively employed
— Coast Donegal; DubUn Bay, coasts
adjacent: Wexford, Wicklow, Skemes, and Galway coasts; New Bnmswick Point, Nova Scotia. —
was

737. AV.

738.

Ye.s,

West Indies, Hondiuns, New Zealand and south coast of AustraUa, Banks' and Bass'
Patagonian, Chilian, Peruvian, Brazilian, and parts American.

Thos. H. Emeson.

Lama.stek

No.

M.

1.

Plumblands Lane, Whitehaven, Cumberland. — Jamaica, 25th July, 1859.
— " Calista,"Owner,
George's Channel, south-cast and
coast of Ireland;
187, Jersey. —

—
P.

—

H.M. Dockyard, Portsmouth.

Pilot,

6 years, whalefishery.
also Enghsh Channel,
73t>.

years.

2.

—

Master H.M.S. " Sidon."
1859. 20 years.
coast of France adjacent to Channel Islands.
.0th,

—27

—25ycar3. — H.M.S. "Atrato," 3,400tons,
— Spain and Portugal.

—
—

WooLLEV.— 2, Washington Terrace, Southampton. June 29th, 1859.
Southampton, 750 horse power. 1. Enghsh Channel and West Indies.

732. F.

Channel and Channel Islands.
"•

the Mediterranean, Black, and Azoff Seas, the Baltic, and coasts near

— Master

Grimsby" Steam

I

9,

60 tons.

neai-

Isle

1.

at

I

register,

7^*0

1.

I

2.

M.

739.

P.

7-10.

1.

tice

pilot,

;

1.

;

I

2.

P.

7-11.

Pilot,

.Street,

1.

2.

M.

742.

R.N.

743.

last

1.

2.

retired,

,

afloat.

1.

2.

I

formerly in different parts foreign.
"1-

744.

George Ch.\rles Birne. — Now commanding the under-named sliip, on a
Kong and back, with cargo, passengers, and H..M.'s Mails. — Penang, June,
ser\-ice,

commencing

in 1843.

voyage between Bombay and Hong
1859.
14 years and 8 months actual
and Oriental .Steam Navigation Company's Steam .Ship " Pelcin,"
and 400 horse jjower, of the Port of London. 1 and 2. I do not consider

—The Peninsular

—
—

1,182 tons {759 registered),
myself sufficiently well acquainted \\\Xh. the coasts indicated in the majority of these questions to give a confident
and knciwledgable answer to them, or at least such an answer as I could conscientiously consider desen-inss of
weight in the consideration of the subject by the Commissioners, or calculated to be of real use in assisting them to
form conclusions ; and this principally because since I have held command I have been employed solely in the
(jiaddle), of

477

mariners' evidence.

Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,

1,

'2.

—continued.

Indian, China, Ai'abian, aud Red .Seas, whose coasts, wherever not in British possession, are not lighted at all, or
And
so feebly as to be unworthy of notice, and therefore do not come within the scope of these interrogatories.
because as a general rule, as I am convinced, both by observation of others, and personal consciousness, the
experience and judgment required to fonn an opinion of any value in matters of this kind are only acquired through
the operation of the sense of responsibility and anxious care induced by the sole charge and navigation of a ship
I have, therefore, answered only such
devolving upon a commander, and not in any subordinate position.
questions, wherein I am able to give any, as are of quite general nature and application.

—

—

745.

Robert Thomas DuND.is.

—

Running between Bombay and Suez, and Bombay and China present address, to
Bombay. 27th August, 18.')!).— I have served
the care of Peninsular and Oriental Company's Agent, Bombay.
20 years at sea. I command the Peninsular and Oriental Company's Steam .Ship " Norma," of London, 970 tons,
220 horse power. 1. I know the Enj;lish Channel very well, the Irish Channel pretty M'ell, but very little about the
2. I know the French coast from the Caskets to Ushant and Ste. de Sein; also from Marseilles to Cape
colonies.
Caraarat ; also from the Spanish and Portuguese coasts from Corunna to Valencia ; also Corsica and Sardinia, and
the shores of the ^lediterranean.

Peter M.\bshall.
'SS-l

747.

—Master

Mariner,

Smith.

— London

and

Dock
The

.31,

tons, of Sunderland, 75 horse power.

Walter

M.

—

—

746.

;

—

—

—

1.

South-western

—

Street,

Monkwearmouth, Sunderland.

east coast of

Railway

England.

Company's

—

2.

— 21

years.

— " Hetton,"

M.

Xo.

Offices,

Southampton.

—

.35

years.

—The

" Havre," 200 tons, 225 horse power.
I. and 2. The last 20 years I have been employed in running between
Southampton and Havre, in France, and occasionally to the Channel Islands.

Am

well
Suffolk.— 30 years.— "Joseph Shepherd," of London, (J30 tons.— 1.
acquainted with the English, Bristol, and St. George's Channel, and have been to Sydney and Newzealaud.—
America.
west
coast
of
on
the
ports
Brazils,
and
United
States,
2.
well acquainted with the

748.

Robert Philltps.— Southwold,

749.

George Baeor. —3, Richmond

Am

1.

Portland to the Owers.

—

2.

—

—

"Dispatch," Southampton, 200 horse power.
45 years.
Terrace, Southampton.
le Heve to Cape Frehel, France.

Cape

—

—

—

Bentinck. Davies Street, Berkeley Square Have been continually at sea since 1823. Royal Yacht Steamer
•'Deacon" (Yacht), 184 ton.s, Portsmouth. 1. The coast of the United Kingdom generally.— 2. France, Spain,
Portugal, and the Mediterranean.

750. G.

751.

—

William Holland Warren.— Commanding

.Steam Ship "Telegraph," Hibernia Terrace, Holyhead.
1. North Sea, from Shields
" Telegraph," Chester, 374 tons, 4()8 horse power.
years.
am
qualified master and pilot in the Royal Navy ; St. George's
Channel,
for
which
I
a
and upwards English
Channel, particularly Liverpool, Menai Straits, Dublin Bay, and Cork Harbour. 2. Coast of Brazils, West India
Islands, and Mediterranean thi-ovghout,

November

11th,

—

1859.-31

—

;

—

754.

Henry

M.
Y.

M.

—

—

Commanding " Candia," Galle, Calcutta, October 4th, 1859.-20 years. Peninsular and
752. William Curling.
2. No.
1. The Channel.
Oriental Company's Steam Ship " Candia," 2,000 tons, Calcutta to Suez.
753.

M.

—

—

M.

—

—

Chapman. Agent for Lloyd's, Liverpool. Liverpool, August 23d, 1859.
Commander of American .Shij) " Georgia." Have served constantly at sea since 1830. — ComE. C. Macloon.
mand the Ship " Georgia," of Savannah, of 1,035 tons register. 1. A 42 years' acquaintance wth the south coast
C.

—
—

—

of Ireland and St. George's Channel, regularly in
having changed frequently to dLfi'crent ports.

the trade between Savannah and Liverpool.

—

2.

Not

F.M.

particularly

well,

755.

Eli PEunv.-Captain, Bath, Maine.— 27 years.— Ship "Cambria," 1,200 tons, Bath, United States.— I. Yes; all
around the coast. 2. Yes Russia, Prussia, Sweden, Denmai-k, Norway, Germany, France, Spain, Portugal, East

—

F.M.

;

West Indies.
George M. Melcher.
Indies,

756.

— Master, Ship " C. S. PcnneU," United States. —33 years. — "Charles S. Pennell,"
— Not at — am well acquainted mth the United States of America.
James C. Stevenson. — Chemical Manufacturer, South Shields, one of the Tyne Improvement Commissioners.
Wm. .Stanton. — Singapore. — .\ugust I2th, 1859. — Nearly IS years. — Master commanding H.M. Sur\-eying Brig
" Saracen," 232 tons. —
East coast of England, south-east coast of Ireland, west coast of Scotland, and British
North America, Baltic, Mediterranean, Black Sea, Spain, Portugal, and Indian Archipelago.
Channel. —
—
"Courier," Oakland Cottage, Woolston, .Southampton. — 36 years. "Com-ier"
Commander,
James Goodridge. —
British Channel, Channel Islands, Gibraltar,
tonnage about 400, and 200 horsepower. —
Mail Packet,
Corunna,
Vigo,
Malo,
Brest,
Cherbourg,
Granville,
France, Spain, and Portugal, Harae,
and Malva. —
Oporto, Lisbon, Cadiz, Malaga, Bilboa.
41 as
Limerick. — Limerick, November 9th, 1859. — have been 52 years
Timothy Gorman. — Henry
" Jane" Black," of Limerick, 579 tons
am well
commanded. —
that
was the
master. — The
1,000 tons, Brunswick.

757.
758.

I.

all.

2.

F-M.

I

R.N.

I.

Pacific,

2.

759.

total

St.

2.

760.

M.

I.

Street,

at sea,

I

register,

Shij)

last

I

1.

M.

I

acquainted with the English and St. George's Channels, and the coast of Ireland, Valso. the coast of Newfound2. I am not much acquainted with foreign
land, the Gulf and River St. Lawrance, Straits of Belisle, c&c.

—

coasts.

761. John "\^"alker.— Civil Engineer, some years Memljcr of the Royal W. Yacht Club, Lumclone Ferragh,
I. I have had a reasonably good landsman's knowledge and experience of the Irish
Carlow. August 25th, 1859.
coast from Dublin round to Cork Harbour, more particularly of Dublin, Wicklow, Carne, Waterford, and Dungarvon, also of the Shannon, Foynes Harbour, and other places.

Y.

Noire.— Commander, Peninsular and Oriental Company's Service, Hong Kong, July 19th, 1853.— 18 years.
"Rajah" Steam Ship, 530 tons, London, 80 horse power. 1. Not well, having been employed on foreign
2. Coast of China, coasts of
stations for 13 years, and when sailing out of England not having been in command.
India, and ISIalacca Straits.
George Brown. Commander, Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company's Office, 122, Leadenhall
Bombay. July I3th, 1859.— 21 years.— " Haddington," 1,460 tons, of London.— 1. I am well acquainted
Street.
2. Also between Lizard and Dungeness, on the EngUsh coast, and
with the coast between Melbourne and Sydney.
the Malabar and Coromandel coasts between Bombay and Calcutta.
E. HoRE.— Commander.— Gorey, Jersey, November 17th, 1859.— 22 years.— H.M. S. " Dasher," 240 tons, 100 horse
2. The French coast in the vicinity of the
power.
1. The south coast of England and Channel Islands.

M.

—

—

762.

763.

764.

W.

F.

—

—

—

—

M,

—

R.x.

Channel Islands.
765.

Thomas Pakry.— Master

766.

Pilot, 18, Staft'ord

Street.— September 20th, 1859.-33 years.—" Pioneer," Liverpool Pilot

— The coasts of Wales, Lancashhe, and Cumberland, of Man. — No.
D. G. MuNRO. — Commander, Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company, Indian Station.^Steam Ship
" Emeu," Aden, August 3d, 1859. — Active service since 182/. — Peninsular and Oriental Steam Ship "Emeu,"
Bins Straits, east coast Australia,
Enghsh Channel, Ushant to the Downs. —
1,538 tons, 350 horse power. —
Boat, 84 tons.

Isle

1.

China Sea, or from Singapore to Hong Kong, Formosa Channel, east coast of China, ports of Amoy, and Chusan
Group, Yangtse Kiang River to Woosung, Bay of Bengal, New Zealand (North Island), Cook's Straits.
Alex. B. Farquhar.- -Commander, Steam Ship " Nubia," Peninsular and Oriental Company, Calcutta, July 5th,
1859.
18 years.
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Ship "Nubia," 2,000 tons, of London, 460 horse power.

—

—

j^j

2.

1.

767

p_

2.

303
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Questions 35,
1.

Coromandel and Ceylon

coast of

R.N.

768.

P.

769.

Red

coasts.

—

770,

33, 34,

continued.

Sea.

James Tonkin. — Master Attendant and Queen's Harbourmaster, Portsmouth. — August 12th,
John R. Bell. — Channel Pilot for the St. George's Channel, not having any command.

— Since my apprenticeship at Shields

—

and

1859.

—

I

have had the

5.4,

—39

years.

Cresswell Street,
of steamers

command

Bristol Channel.

Charles Granger Weller. — Commanding

—

—

the under-named ship, Southampton.
"La Platu,' of
31 years.
London, 2,500, 1,000 horse power, from Southampton to West Indies. 1. Yes from Scilly to Downs, and in the
my senices having been for upwards of 20 years in the East
2. No
Colonies, the West Indies and East Indies.
Indies, and the last 10 years in the West Indies.

—

—

^^'

1, 2.

North-east and north coast of Africa, south-east coast of Arahia, east and west

2.

Liverpool.
I have been at sea 34 years.
for 24 years in the St. George's Channel

M.

3b',

:

;

;

—

—

—

Commanding the " Simla," Calcutta to Suez Line. Suez, September 5th, 1859. Served at sea
771. Eewakd Cooper.
40 years. Peninsular and Oriental Steam Ship " Simla," 2,440 tons, registered in London, 650 horse power.
1. I am acquainted with the south-west coast of England, south coast of Scotland, east coast of Ireland, all the
south ar.d east coast of Australia, India, Ceylon, British America, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland. 2. Yes;
nearly all parts of the Mediterranean, France, Spain, Portugal, Grecian Archipelago, Sea of Marmora, Bosphorous,
Black Sea, Red Sea, China Sea, Straits of Malacca.

—

—

M.

R.N.

772.

773.

John Bawen. — Commanding Steam

—

Ship "Ganges;" residence, Seaton Lodge, Tardea, Bombay. Penang,
I have commanded vessels to nearly all parts of the world;
I have served at sea from 1822.
A\igust 12th. 1S59.
I. I had a verj' general knowledge of
the last 114 years in command of the Peninsular and Oriental Company.
the coasts of the United Kingdom, but have been in India the last fi years. 2. I am acquainted with Red Sea,
India and China coasts.

—

—

—

—

—

—

John Hay. — Commander,

With trifling exceptions, 45 years. I have
R.N., 2, Bevon HillTen-ace, Southampton.
a Revenue Cniizer and a Royal Yacht, served in small ships of war, and latterly (11 years) as agent in
My experience of the channel is based upon
charge of mails going to Mediterranean, Lisbon, West Indies, Brazils.
more than 20 years of coasting, and I have published a work on the subject, now in 4tb edition. 1. With the
2. Western coast of France, coasts of Sjjain and Portugal,
western coast of England, and West Indian Colonies.
Mediterranean, West Indies, Gulf of Mexico.

commanded

—

—

P.

774.

John Frederick.
tice 7,

M-

775.

Seaman

5,

— North

Mate

—

Sea Pilot, No. 16, Pemberton Street, Sunderland. September 24th, 1859.
Master 21, North Sea Pilot 3; 47 years. 1. East coast of England. 2. No.

—

11,

David McKechnie. — Shipmaster,

—

— Ai)pren-

—

—

Seafield Road, Dundee.
I have been 18 years at sea.
I command the Brig
1. I am will acquainted with that part of the east coast of the United
of Dundee.

"

—

Marv Read," 102 tons,
Kingdom that lies between Flamborough Head and Aberdeen.

above Answers by Mr. McKechnie (775) is the following: " I have considered the questions in
" this ])aper, and I agree with the answers given. Robert Gibb, Shipmaster, 5, Castle Court, Dundee;
" Dundee, September 10th, 1859.'

Annexed

P.

776.

to the

— September

—

North Sea Pilot, 7, Henry Street, Sunderland.
Mate 5 years. Master 15 years, Pilot 7 yeai-s.— I.
England and Scotland, North Sea. 2. No.

James Crlte.
tice 4 years.

M.

—

Joseph Scott.

I

;

—
—

ca.stle-on-Tyne.
P.

779.

780.

—

1

.

R.N.

F.M.

—

—

1.

Round

—

—

all

the island.

—

2.

AU

the Baltic.

I'oole.— October 5th, 1859.— Nine years, A. B.

:

five years,

for Lloyd's, &c. &c. for Islay, Jura, and Colonsay.— 1. Having been agent for the
underwriters at Islay. Jura, and Colonsay, in Argyleshire for the last 42 years, I have acquired a thorough knowledge of the coasts of those islands, and I know of no place which requires a lighthouse and beacons more than

7S1. E. E.

Islay.

Morgan.— .\gent
"

London Line of Packets, 70, South Street, New York.— November 8th, 1859.—
years, Ships " Hudson," " Philadelphia," " Hendrik Hudson," " Devonshire."
sailing"— 1. From Scilly to London.

of the

— Commanded, during 20

Southampton."

all

HosKYNs.— Master, R.N., .Admiralty Surveyor, Haleywood, near Belfast.—34 years.— 1. East coast Ireland.
Richard Parry.— Master Pilot, 49, Cazueau Street, Liverpool.— August 12th, 1859. 16 years in Pilot Boats,—

782. R.
783.

" Newhope," Poole, 40 tons.

John MacLean.—Agent

and
P.

—

31 years; (viz.) Appren12th, 1859.
particularly acquainted with east coast of

British Channel.

24 years.

R-N.

command

William Palmer.— Pilot,

Lochendahl, in

M.

am

Street, Peterhead.
I have sen-ed .39 years, 29 of which I have been in command of
1. I have a general knowledge of most
at present the Barque " Kate," of 266 tons.
I am acquainaed with coast of Brazil, all the west coast of America,
Kingdom.
2.
United
parts of the coast of the
and from Cape of (iood Hope to Calcutta, Mediterranean, and Baltic, &c. &e.
North Sea and Baltic Trinity Pilot, 30, Dame Dorothy Street, Monkwearmouth Shore, Sunder778. John Wilson.
34 years. " Lowtl er," .340 tons, Newcastle-on-Tyne, " Jourteen," 349 tons, NewSe])teml)er 19th, 1859.
land.

777.

different vessels

P.

—

— Maiden

I

The "Mersey" Pilot Boat, No.
—2. No.
James Hosken.— Captain R.N., on

11,

67 tons.

—

—

1.

Isle of

Man, Holyhead, round

to Liverpool

and Whitehaven.

half-pav, Stapleton, Bristol.— More than 40 years.— 1. English, Irish, and
Bristol Channels, coasts of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex.— 2. Some parts of the Mediterranean, more particularly
the French coast about Toulon and Marseilles.
Bath. Maine, United States, Master of Ship " Rhine," of Bath, now on her passage from
785. William T. Harward.
" Rhine," of Bath Maine,
Rio Janiero to Savannah, United States. Five years. I command the American Ship
United States, 534 tons register, English to'nnage, 620. 1. I am not well acquainted. 2. I am some

784.

—

—

—

—

—

acquainted.

M.

786.

25, Constitution Street, Dundee.— 35 years, 25 Master of Ships, various sizes.—
" Lion," of Dundee, 87 tons.— 1. I am well acquainted with those parts of the United Kingdom from the Isle of
Wight' round by the North to Liverpool.—2. I am tolerably well acquainted in the Baltic and coasts of the

William Lee.— Shipmaster. No.
continent.

,,,,

Annexed to the above Answers by Mr. William Lee (786) is the following :—
" We, the undersigned, have considered the Questions in this paper, and, after due dehberation, we have
" agreed to the answers and suggestions given, particularly to that one suggestion the placing of a
" light upon the North Carr.
" John Lee, Camp House, Broughty Ferry, Dundee; 25 years at sea, 15 years Master; at present
.

" Master of Schooner 'Violet,' 108 tons.
202, Aimer's Land, Overgate, Dundee; 22 years at sea, 11 years Master;
" at present Master of the Schooner EUzabeth," 109 tons.
I have been at sea 28 years,
No. 14, Grant's Stocks, Dundee.
Landt,
Small
William
" 4 veai-s Master at present .Master of the ' Majestic," 89 tons.
at present
" Daniel Petuie, No. 22, Kyat Street, Abroath; 23 years at sea, 1 years Master
" Muster of the
lmpro\eracnt,' of Arbroath, 82 tons.
yeais
" Francis Ogilvie. No. 2, CI ments Terrace, Dundee.
I have been at sea 26 years, /
" Master at present Master of the ' Olive, of Dundee, 191 tons."
"

James Midie, No.

'

:

;

•

;
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Questions 35, 36, 33, 34,

479
continued.

1, 2.

— Master of the "Ada," Xo. 42, Regent
Liverpool. — 7 years
Ada," of London, 102 tons
787.
— From Liverpool round north Galway.
the Tyne, the Grove, Mestre, South Shields. — November 28th, 1859.
788. Ja.mes Mather. — River Commissioner
John Fkll.
register.

Street,

.-

'

to

1.

for

789.

Wm. Aylen.— Captain

R.N., 50, Lister Street, H ull.— November 25th, 1859.—36 years.— H. M.S. " Rhadamanthus,"
900 tons, and 220-horse power.— 1. English and St. George's Cliannel, coast of Ireland, part of the west coast of
Scotland, Hebrides or Lewis Islands, north-east coast of England.
2. Coast of Africa,
Sierra Leone to the Bight
River Plate to Bahia, (West) Talcuhano to Callao; Mediterranean, east coast of
of Biafra; South America
Spain, Gulf of Venice, Grecian Archipelago, coast of Syria.

—

—

790.

—

—

—

791. J. A.

—

Beaumont.

Sea.

—

2.

Not

;

—

—
—

— Commander,

tonnage 535, horse power 400

Waterside, Holyhead.
Between 17 and 18 years. "Cambria" Steam Ship,
port of register, Chester.
1. Enghsh Channel, St. George's Channel, and Irish

sufficiently so to report.

792.

George Taylor.

793.

Luke Martin

—

—

—

Commander, Benburb Lodge, Richmond, DubUn. 18 years. "Ellen" Steamer, burthen
300 tons, horse power 250; port of register, Chester. 1. English Channel, St. George's Channel, and Irish Sea.
2.

Not

—

sufficiently so to report.
(at sea).

horse power 350

;

—

1,

Upper

—

1

.

—

—

Dublin. 31 years.
Steamer "Sea Nymph," 304 tons, 43;
English Channel, St. George's Channel, and Irish Sea. 2. Not

Sheriff Street,

port of registry, Chester.

sufficiently so to report.

APPENDIX.
794. G.

795. J.

Holland Ackers.
Grant Lumsden.

805. T. p.
806.

M. Talbot, M.P.

C. R.

Henry Brown.

808.

798.

dufferin.

809.

799.

Henry Mangles Denham.

810.

LiTCHFORU.

811.

John Berners.
W. Anderson.
Thomas Hertle.
D. Wood.

812.

800. J.

802.
803.
804.

Williams.

Charles Baring.

807. F. D. P.

796.

797.

801.

—
—

Chas. Baker. Master Mariner, J. Moss & Co., 78, Tower Buildings, Liverpool. 13 years. "Tamaulipas"
Steam Ship, Liverpool, 335 tons, 80-horse power. 1. From the Lizrrd to Liverpool along the Welsh coast.
2. The French coast from the island of Ushant to the river Loire and the river Gironde.

813.

814. Jame.s

4

Astley.

William Delafield.
Richard Frankland.
Samuel R. Block.
Robert Tracey.
D.wid Front.
William Wills.
M. Outridge.

—

R.N.

M.

APPENDIX TO REPORT ON LIGHTS, BUOYS, AND BEACONS:
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Do you

3.

think

that

the Coasts of the

Kinijjdon!, or the part or parts

United

of them which you have
are well lighted ?

—

named

above,

Yes.— i'.

1.

I

do.

—

.'i.

—
—
— 24.

—

—

—

21.

Yes.— 22. Yes.— 2.S.

Yes.

think the coast of England

is

—
—

—

.

—

—

5.

—
—

at a short distance from dark rock
or hill often very deficient, as if the light was absorbed by
166. Yes.
165. I thinlc them very well lighted.
it.
167. Yes, very well lighted so far as I have had an o))portu173. Yes.
170. Yes.
172. Yes.
nityof experiencing them.
—174. Yes.— 175. I do.— 177. Yes.— 179. Yes.— 180. I do.—

found that lights placed

I do consider them all well lighted.
Yes.
(i.
Yes.— 7. Yes, thoroughly.— 8. I
Yes.
light of Tralee, count)' Kerry,
harhour
do, excepting the
which is very indistinctly seen even at a distance of three
I think a light on the Great Fox Skerry and Outer
miles.
Blaskel would be of service.— 9. Generally.— 10. Yes.—
\2. Yes.
11. No; a harbour light wanted for Aldemey.
IG. In my opinion verj- well
1-4. I do.
15. Yes.
13. No.
19. Yes.
18. Yes.
17. Yes, all of them.
lighted.
1

—

—
—

156. Yes.
158. Very well lighted.
155. Yes.
157. Y'es.
162. Ihavehad no occasion
160. Yes.
159. Yes.
161 Yes.
163. They are much imjiroved within these
to find fault.
last 10 years, and will be much more so when the imiiroved
164. 1 have
lights are placed where we have notice of.

—

Yes.— 25. Yes.—2G.

I

well lighted, particular where

—
—
—
— 183. Yes. — 185. They

—

—

181. Y'es, better than any other coast.
all very well lighted.— 186.' Yes.— 188. Yes.— 189. Yes.
—191. Yes.— 192. Yes.— 193. Yes.— 194. Not sufficiently.—
195. They are well lighted.— 1.98. All the coast well hghted.
199. Very well lighted.
202. Yes, verv well indeed.
203. Y'es.
201. Yes.
206. Yes.
205. Yes.
207. I do.
204. Yes.

are

—
—

—
—

;jO. Yes.—
I have named.— 27. Yes.—28. Yes.— 29. Yes.—
31. Yes, all of them.— .32. Yes.— 33. Yes.— 34. 1 consider
my satisare
to
3().
They
35.
Yes.—
the coast well lighted.—

—

—

—
—

—

—

209. Yes.
211. Yes.
208. Generally well hghted.
213. Yes, generally thev
212. I do, with one exception.
216. Yes.
2l"7. All
215. Yes.
214. Yes.
are so.
218. Yes, I think they are. 219. I have no
well hghted.
faction, with the exception of the Straits of Dover.
improvement.
British
coast.
220.
Yes.
lights
on
the
room
for
to
find
of
the
fault
39. There is
38. Yes.
37. Very.
224. Yes.
225. They are.—
—221. Yes.
222. No.
40. The parts of the coast that I ha\-e named are well
well
is
I
think
them
well
'hghted
226. Y'es.— 227. Yes.— 228. Yes,
41. That part of the coast above mentioned
lighted.
but having seen such great im])rovement in my experience I
14. Yes.—45. Yes.—46. Yes.
13. Yes.
42. Yes.
lighted.
229. Yes.
assume we have not attained perfection.
—ij. Yes. 18. Yes; veiy good. 19. Yes. 50. The part
230. Yes.
231. Yes. 232. I have no fault to find with the
which 1 have named is very wellUghted.— 51. Yes._— 52. The
233. I do.— 2;34. Yes, the
lights on the British coast.
places named above are well lighted, that is, the Start Point
coasts of the United Kingdom, in my opinion, are better
and the Bill of Portland ; but a hghthouse placed on Strait
235. I
lighted than any other, with very few exceptions.
Point would be an especial benefit to ships trading to the
hghted.—
well
are
the part of the coast to which I have refeiTecl is well
They
think
54.
53. Yes.—
port of Exeter.
57. The idaces
lighted, and very much imjiroved in that respect the last
55. Yes, I think they are well Ughted.
25 years.— 23(). Ves.— 237. Well hghted.— 238. Brest Rock
named above are well Ughted, viz.. Start Point and the Bill
Lady Isle near
near Gu-van should have a bell or a light.
of Portland ; but a lighthouse placed on Strait Point would
Exeter.
239. On the Brest Rock,
'i'roon should have a light.
be an especial benefit to ships trading to the jiort of
consider the east
It
(il. I
1 7 miles south of Ayr, a great raeny vessels get ashore.
60. Yes.
59. Yes.
58. Yes.
has a beacon, but should have an alarm bell or light.
roast toleralily well lighted as a whole, but still capable of
Lady Isle, near Troon, should have a light. 240. No.
improvement" on certain parts of the coast and shoals.
241." Pretty well.
242. Yes. 244. Yes.
65. Those promontories
247. I am not
64. Yes.
{>3. Yes.
G2. I do.
acquainted with any foreign coa=ts. 248. I think the coast
named above are well lighted ; but a lighthouse may be
250. Yes,
249. Yes.
in the English Channel is well litrhted.
placed to the eastward of Exmouth Bar, which is essentially
251 I do. 252. I consider the English Channel to
1 do.
66. The i)arts of the coast 1 ha^•e named are well
requisite.
be well lighted.- 253. I think that they are admirably
lighted.— 67. Yes.- 68. Y'es'.— 69. I do.— 70. The parts of
71- Yes.
254. The coast between the Firth of
lighted throughout.
the coast that 1 have named are well lighted.
75. Y'es.
Forth and Shetland is all well hghted. 255. Well lighted.
74. I do.
72. Yes.
I'i- Yes, very good.
well
258. I do, generally ajieaking.
256. Yes.
257. I do.
76. The coasts of the United Kingdom and France are
259. Yes. 260. Very well; none better. 2()1. Particularly
lighted, but that of Spain not.— 78. Yes.— 79. Yes.— 80. I
263. All,
262. I think they are now well lighted.
so.
think that part of the coast of the United Kingdom I have
except the Bristol Channel. 264. Well lighted. 266. Yes.
named is better lighted than any foreign coast with which
—268. Well lighted.— 269. Yes.— 2/0. I do.— 272. Coast
I am acquainted.— 81. I do.— 82. Yes.— 84. Yes, to my
of England, yes. 273. I do. 274. 1 think most of the
86. Yes, to my satisfaction.
85. I do.
satisfaction.
89. Well lighted, hut more disUnited Kingdom, above named, generally well lighted.
88. 'S'ery well.
87. Yes.
No.
Y'es.
91.
90.
desirable.
275. Yes.
276. Needles, fed, ought to be flash.
277. In
tinction would, i)erhaps, be
my exjierience I always found the coast of the United King92. Yes, with the exception of Morte Point, and a beacon
of
a
floatexception
I
think
the
United
dom well lighted. 278.
Kingdom weU
on the Monkstone. 93. Yes, with the
280. I do.— 281. Well lighted.—
hghted.— 279. Yes.
ing light on the Skerweathcrs. 94. 1 think them well
282. Yes, generally, but imjirovements might be made.
hghted. 95. No. 96. No. 97. I do consider them well
283. I think that the coasts of the United Kingdom are well
lighted.— 98. Yes.— 99. Yes.— 100. Yes.
^101 Moray Firth weU hghted. Light should be placed on
lighted.— 284. I think they are.— 285. Yes.— 286. I think
the coast in general is well lighted, the Firth of Forth exnorth end of' the Island of Stromar, and one on the butt of
cepted.
287. I think with more lights distinguishable from
the Lewis.— 102. Yes.— lO.i. Yes.— 104. I consider that
one and other, there would be more safety in na^-igating.
generally thev are well lighted.— 105. The present lights
289. United Kingdom; yes. 291. I think all the coasts
are good.— 107. Yes.— 108. They are well lighted.— 109.
above named are well lighted. 2.92. I do. 293. The coast
110. Cannot answer this question ns regai-ds the preY'es.
111. Tlae
294. (ienerally.
295. Yes,
of Great Britain is well lighted.
sent time, as it is 22 years since I left the sea.
except
in
satisfactory,
but would recommend a light at the butt of the Lewis.
coast ft-om Lynn to Newcastle verj'
296. The east coast is, in my opinion, very well lighted.
Lynn Roads, where a light ship would be very useful, and
112. Yes.
297. Yes.— 298. Well lighted from SciUylslands'^to Start
tlie Hunstanton is not so good as it might be.
114. I think them
299. Yes, and has the greatest confidence in them
Point.
ll;i. 1 think they are well hghted.
115.' I
consider they are well lighted.
being well kept. 300. Yes.
well hghted.
301. The English Channel would be well lighted if
but there is a few exceptions.
IK). Generally thev are so
there was a brighter red light at Dungeness. .302. Very
117. Yes.— 118. Yes.— 119. Yes.— 121. Yes.— 122. I think
excellently so.— .303. I do.— 304. No.— 305. Well lighted.
they are well lighted.— 124. Yes.— 125. Yes.— 126. Yes.—
—306. Yes.— 307. Yes.—308. Yes.— 309. I do.— 310. Yes,
127. Yes.— 128. Yes, all of them.— 129. Nothing can be better.
the
with
exceii.
Well
lighted,
132.
1 think the coast above named is \-ery well lighted.
—1,30. Yes.— 131. Yes.—
315. 1 have never seen
313. Yes.
312. Yes.
311. Yes.
tion of the Owers hght, which is not sufficiently brilUant.
1.33."
Might
be
lights.—
anv coast as well hghted as the coasts of the United Kingand would be better if it had three
do'm.- 316. Yes, well lighted.— 317. I do.^318. I do.—
better.— 134. Yes, 1 do.— 135. Yes.— 136. Well lighted.
322. Yes.—
319. Yes.— ,320. Well lighted.— 321. Yes.
—137. I do, with one exception.— 138. Yes.— 139. Yes, I
,323. Yes.—324. Yes.— 325. Yes.— 326. Yes.— 327. I think
do.— 140. WeU lighted.— 141. Yes.— 142. Yes.— 143. I do.
—144. The east coast of Scotland is well lighted.— 145. The
they are all well lighted to the best of my knowledge.
328. I think that a light ship on the north-east part of the
parts of the coast with which I am acquainted have a suffi147. Yes.
Inner Dowsing would be of great service. 329. I do.^
ciency of lights, and most of them are good.
333. Additional hght
330. Yes.—331. Yes.— 332. Yes.
14S. "1 think the parts above named are well lighted.
wanted on the east coast of Orkney Islands. 334. Yes.
149. I do.— 150. The coast of England, both east and west,
335. Yes.— 336. Yes.— 337. Yes.—338. A hght or signal
has a sufficient number of lighthouses an increase would
gun would be required on the Bird Island, as vessels passbecome an ey\\, particularly on the south of Ireland.
\ light vessel ing up in thick weather cannot see St. Paul's, shape theu:
153. The United Kingdom "is well lighted.
ccaroc for the south-west point of Anticordi, consequently
ought to lay on the rift of Skagen, Jutland. 154. Yes.
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Question
some

go ashore

—

the first-mentioned island.
339. Yes.—340. Yes, I think they are.— 342. Yes.— 343. Yes.
On second consideration, I consider that Bardsey Island
Light is not so good as the other lights in the St. George's
Channel. I invariably find it diflieult to pick up ; and
have sometimes passed it when I felt almost certain that
I was within range of it on a fine night.
344. Yes.
34". Yes.
345. Yes.
346. No.
348. In my opinion
they are generally. 349. I do not think there are enough
liglithouses.
350. Very well lighted.
351. I do.
354. Yes.
352. Yes.
353. Yes.
355. Yes.
35G. Yes.
359. 1 do believe that they are at
357. Yes. 358. Yes.
present we'l hglited, with the exception of the Cliannel
islands Jersey, Guernsey, &c.
3G0. Yes, perfectly so in the
3(il. As to the coast of the United Kingdistrict named.
dom already mentioned there are none other better lighted.
364. Yes, except at St. Alban's Head.
363. Yes.
365. I
do.
366. Pretty well.
367- AU but the Bristol Channel.
—368. I do not.— 369. I think quite.— 370. They are well
hghted. 371. I do not. 372. Yes. 374. On the whole I
consider the coasts of the United Kingdom are well lighted.
On the north-east coasts, as above, the local harbour lights
require to be increased in brilliancy and power to be more
easily distinguished from shore lights in bad weather
also
on the length of coast, as abo\'e. Additional lighthouses,
such as lately erected at \Vhitl)y, and in course of erection
at St. Abbs' Head, would be of great advantage.
At this
port I consider a lighthouse on the high ground north of
the harbour entrance is mucli required.
375. Yes.
376. Yes.
377. From my experience, I think the lights
greatly impro\-ed and increased.
378. Not sufficient by
two. 379. All very well, except the Rundle Stone, near the
Land's End, where there ought to be a light (coloured) on
shore, so constructed as to darken the light ; the light to be
seen only when south of the Stone.
Have seen as many as
four wrecks at a time in consequence. 380. Veiy m'cIL A
hglrt on the shore to show us the Rundle Stone would be
382. Very well, except at the
desirable.
381. GeneraUy.
Rundle Stone, where there should be a coloured light on
the shore darkened so as only to sho^i- the direction of the
Stone.
383. Yes.
384. The coast I have named is badly
lighted from the Old Head west.
385. Yes. 386. Yes.
387. Yes, very well.— 388. Yes.— 390. They are wellligh ted.
—391. I do.—392. Yes, very well hghted.—393. Most of
them. 394. Yes. 395. The best that I have seen in any
3!)fi. I consider the coast of the United Kingdom
place.
much better than any other coast. 397. Yes. 398. Yes.
400. I do.
399. Nothing to complain of.
401. Very well lighted, but, indeed, rather o\-erlighted in
103. Ves.
404. Yes.
some parts. 402. Yes.
405. Yes.
--106. Yes.—107. Yes.— 408. Well lighted.—409. Yes.410. Yes.
411. Yes, \rith the exception of the Kenebeg
floating light, which I consider a very poor light.
413. Yes.
116. Yes.^17. I think that the
414. Yes.—415. I do.
United Kingdom is well lighted. 418. Yes, well lighted.
423. I think very well
420. Yes.
422. Generally well.
lighted.— 425. I do.—427. Yes.— 428. I do.— 429. Yes.—
432. Yes.
133. United Kingdom,
430. Yes.
431. Yes.
4.35. Yes.
136. I think the
434. Yes.
yes ; Africa, no.
lights in both English and St. George's Channels are verv
good.— 437. Yes. 138. Yes. i;i9. Yes.—440. Yes.—441. I
am of opinion that a light is required on Guernsey.
444. Yes.
443. United Kingdom, yes.
442. Yes.
449. Coast of England.
446. Yes.— 448. Yes.
445. Yes.
—1.50. Yes.—451. Yes. 452. Yes.— 453. Yes.— 454. Yes.
45S. Yes.
459. Most assuredly.
456. Yes.
457. Yes.
461. Yes.
160. There might be impro\-ements made.
466. The Great
463. Yes.— 465. Yes,
462. Yes.
Bahama Bank is not. A light ought to be on Stirrup
ships
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for light
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draught vessels cross-
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468. Yes.
469. France,
ing the bank.
467. Yes.
470. Yes.
471. Yes.
472. I
next to England.
Yes.
173.
474.
I
think they are well lighted.
certainly do think so.
475. United Kingdom, yes
Red,
4/6. Yes.
Arabian, and Indian Seas, no.
477. Well
lighted.—4/8. Yes.—479. Yes.— 480. Yes.— 481. I think
483. I consider the coasts of
they are.
182. Judiciously.
the United Kingdom to be well lighted, except that the
new light on the Blackwater Bank, being partly revolving,
has already been mistaken for Tuskar, and about 400 lives
lost thereby
484. A sufilcient nvnnber of lights, but badly
arranged. 485. Yes.
486. Yes, I do.
187. In general I
488. I do.
do.
489. Yes, at present most complete for
general navigation.
For small tidal harbours I ha,ve no
o])inion to offer.
490. Yes.
491. I think the George and
North Channel and all round Ireland are well lighted.
492. In my opinion, it is well lighted and attended to.
493. I think they are all well and properly lighted. 494. I
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II.

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
— 515. Yes.— 516. Yes. — 517. Yes. —518. They may
be improved. — 519. Exceedingly well hghted.- o20.
do. — 521.
As they are now building a light on
Abb's Head,
think they are well lighted. — 522. Yes,
in general.— 523. No.— 524. Yes,
do.— 525. Yes, in
general. — 526. Yes. — 527. Yes,
do. — 528. Generally
do.

I

St.

I

I

I

so.— 529. Yes.- 530. No. There ought to be a hghtshi'p
on Manecorugan Shoals.— 531. I think the coasts" of the

United Kingdom are well hghted. — 532. Yes. — 533. Yes.
— 534. Yes. — 535. Well hghted,
but the atmosphere not so
clear^as in many other
Perfectly well hghted.
— 637. No. think there are— 536. very
lights
— needed.— 539. On the whole, pretty important
— 540. Yes.

—

—

3

think a light on Mart Point, on the coast of Devonshire,
would be of great benefit to the shipping in Bristol Channel.
495. I do think that the coasts of the United Kingdom are well lighted; but this is only since 1854. 497. The
lights in the Enghsh and St. George's Channels are good
and varied, so as not easily to be mistaken. 498. Pretty
well lighted, but I think some of them are not visible far
enough, such as the Saltees lightvessel. 499. Yes.— 500. I
do, with all precaution taken, such as the lead attended to
and a good look out.
501. I believe a lighthouse to be very much needed on
Arranmore Island, on the site of the old hghthouse.
—502. Very well.— 503. I think the coasts of" the United
Kingdom well lighted, but in some places there is a want
of Hghts.
504. Pretty well.— 505.
No.— 507 Yes
50.9. Yes.
510. Yes.
514.' I
511. Yes.
512. Yes.

3

parts.

I

still

well.

541.

consider there has been great improvement generally
around the coasts of Great Britain and Ireland, including
Hghtships.— 542. Very well lighted.— 543. St. George's and
English Channels very well lighted, when I knew them
the Highlands of Scotland, and Zetland, very badly; Bay
of Fundy, middhng in the West India Islands and coast
of Guiana there were no lights.— 544. Yes. 545. I do.
546. Yes
but might be improved with additional lights,
which I shall name v>-here.— 547- I think the lights on
the Enghsh coast to be very satisfactory.
Some years back
the lights along the coast were not so numerous, and even
then I considered it very well lighted. 548. Yes— 549. Yes.
550. Yes.— 551. Yes.— 552. Yes.— 553. Quite well lighted.
^54. No. 555. Yes. 556. Yes. I do not know of any
improvement to be made at present. 557. Yes. 558. Very
well hghted.
559. Yes.
560. Cannot give an opinion.^
561. A few more lights would faciUtate the navigation
immensely (the islands of Scotland). 562. Yes ; very well
lighted.— 563. Yes.— 564. Yes. 'llie lights that are already
in position are good lights, but I think the high light at
Orfordness is somewhat deficient in brilliancy.
o65. I
think the coasts of the United Kingdom are all well lighted.
—566. Yes.— 567. Yes.— 568. Very well.— 569. Yes.—
570. Yes.
Perfectly so.
573. Yes.
574. Yes.
5J1.
575. Yes.
577. I think, sufficiently.
578. Yes, with an
exceptional case here and there.— 5/9. Yes.— 580. I would
suggest that the high light on Nash Point, Bristol Channel,
should point out a berth clear of the dangerous shoal,
Breaksea Point.— 581. I consider the coasts well lighted.
582. Generally very well lighted.— 583. In some places
improvements could be made.— 584. About the Land's
End, capable of great improvement. 585. The French
hghts can be seen farther than ours. 589. Generally, yes.
590. Yes.
591. The lighthouse now erected at Godrevy
Island near St. Ives fills the only blank that I have known.
592. No.— 593. I do think 'the coasts of the United
Kingdom are now well hghted. 594. I do. 595. I think
that the parts which I have named are well lighted.
596.
I think so.— 597. Yes, I do.— 598|Yes.— 599. I do.— 6O0!
Yes.
601. With very few exceptions; Acklow lightship is not
so good a light as it should be, and there is great need
of a lighthouse on the Coningbeg rocks.
603. Some parts.
—604. I think so.— 605. Yes.— 606. Yes, moderately so
6O7. Yes.— 608. Yes.— 609. Yes.— 610. Yes.— 611. Yes.
612. Yes.— 613. Well lighted.— 614. Yes, but improveinents may be made.— 615. Yes, but may be improved.—
616. Yes, but may be better.
6I7. I do.
618. The fiohts
are good, but more are wanted.
619. Yes.
620. I do''not
feel myself sufficiently competent to gii-e an answer to these
questions.
I have been away from England upwards
of
five years, and previous to that used only to visit
the
Channel once a year for several years. 621. Yes. 622. I
do generally.— 624. Generally speaking, very well lighted.'—
625. Yes.
626. Would re<iuiro imiM-ovement.
627. Yes
as to ]M)sition and number, but not brilliant enough.
628^
I do.— 629. I think that the coasts of the United
Kingdom
are the best lighted.— 630. I think the coasts of the uliite
1
Kingdom are the best lighted. 631. Yes. 632. Yes.—
I
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Question

—

—

635. The English Channel
634. Cannot say.
633. I do.
is well lighted on the English coast; they are hke excellent
A more ponerful light
fingerposts to assist the mariner.
on the Start would be desirable; no commander feels satistied in his progress up channel, if he has not seen the land,
636. I do.
to pass this important headland unseen.
637.
I think that the coast of Kngland is as well lighted as any
kaow. 638. 1 think them very well lighted,
coast that
but not jjerfectly so. 63:^. Yes. 6-10. Yes. 641. Well
hghted. 64:i. \es. 643. From what I knew once, and
and tile number of lights I know which have been added,
644. Yes.
I should say, generahj well lighted.
645. Yes.
646. That port with which 1 am acquainted I conceive to
be well lighted.— (i48. Not well lighted.— 649. Ves.— 650.
Ves.
651. 1 think the hghts lately improved on om" own
coast will beai- comparison with those on the north cosst of
France which 1 had occasion to use last year on the coast of
.Normandy. 653. Ves. 654. The coasts of the United
Kingdom arc well lighted, but I cannot say much about
656. The parts with which 1 am acquainted
the Colonies.
are well lighted.
65/. Very well lighted.
658. Yes.
660.
666. 1 think tlie English Channel well lighted for all
Ves.
purposes of navigation. 66/. Yes. 668. Ves. 66.4. Yes.
6/0. During my service in Her Majesty's Xavy, i have been
employed abroad almost constantly.
knowledge of
the lights, lightships, and buoys in the United Kingdom
is, in consequence, very limited, and therefore of no value to
6~'2. Yes, \vith an exception
the Commissioners. 6/1. Ves.
named below. 673. Yes, with the exception named below.
674. Ves.
675. Ves.
676. Ves.
677- 1 much approve of the
new lightship proposed by the Honourable Brethren between
Bardsey Island and the .South Bishop, but still recommend
a light on Strumble Head.
678. I do.
679. Yes, a light
680. Ves.
is required on the east end of the .Shambles.
682. 1 beg respectfully to state that my jiractical knowledge
of the suljjects referred to in the accompanying questions
has been so limited, that 1 feel incompetent to give an
opinion on them, the west coast of Africa being the only
station 1 have had an opportunit)- of becoming well ac683. \\ eu liguteJ.
685. Yea.
quainted with.
6S6. I
Hiink them well lighted. 68/. Well lighted. 688. Xot
been employed in the Channel surticiently to give an
690. Yes.
opinion.
68!/. Yes.
691. Yes.
692. Ves.
(iJ3. Yes, exce|)ting Dungeness.—694. Y'es.
695. I do.
696. Yes.
6:'7. Ves, very well.
698. Ves.
699. Generally
700. \'ery well lighted.
so.
701. Ves, with the exception of the '\Volf iiock.
JO-J.
Yes.
703. Yes, I think so.
704. 1 consider tiie coast
705. Yes.
7l">.
well lighted.
\ery well lighted. 707.
Yes.— ,08. Ves.— 709. 1 do think they are well hghted.—
712. All estahushed lights are
711. Viry well hghted.
good, but that on the Holyhead Breakwater 1 consider can
be improved.
715. 1 do think them very well lighted.
716. 1 do think idem very well hghted.
717- ^^ ell lighted.
718. Yes, except the Menai Straits near to Beaumaris.
720. les.
7-1. Ves.
722. I consider that they
719. Yes.
724. Ves. 1 consider them well
are.
723. \Vell hghted.
725. It is the opinion of se\ eral nautical people,
lighted.
that a lowhght placed about that part of the crag opposite
the " Old Man of Hoy," Island oi Hoy, Orkney, would be
\ery useful to vessels steering from the Portland Firth for
Hoy Sound, the lights there not being visible by vessels
to tbe south-west of Hoy, and in \vith tne Caitlinessknd.—
726. Yes, with the exception of the north-west coast of
Scotland, north of the mouth of the Clyde.
727. The
Enghsh and Irish Channels seem to be well hghted.
728. Yes.
729. Ves.
730. 1 think the coasts of tlie United
Kingdom above named ai-e well hghted so far as the number of lights.
732. Yes.
733. Uenerally.
735. I do, as
far as 1 have experienc-ed.
737. Ves, generally.
738. 1
think they are. 739. I think so, generally.
741. Ves.
742. In giueral, except one.
745. i do not think that the
coasts of the Lnittil Kingdom are as weU lighted as they
ought to he. 746. 1 think the east coast might be improved.
747. 1 think tlie >ab hght might be improved.
748. Yes ; but I think u lightship would be of service on
the ^'arne olf Uungeness.
749. Yes.
750. Xo.
751. Some improvement might be made, particularly in
Dublin Bay. 752. Yes, verj- well. 753. 1 have long been
of opinion that we have too many lights on the coast, and
the consequence is an increase of collisions and neglect of
the lead, with more shipwTecks ; but mthout this increase
of lights, steamers could not run in and out of ports at
night.
754. Decidedly better than any other part of the
world with which I am acquainteil. 755. Yes. 756. Yes.
758. Ves, with the exception of the west coast of the
W esiern Hebrides. 759. 1 believe all, except St. Alban's
Head, which I think req.iires a revolving light with inter-
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— 760. think that the coasts of the
United Kingdom are well hghted with the exception of
the west coast of Ireland. — 761. As a landsman
do; but
leaving

mittent red flashes.

I

I

this, and other questions 1 might give some
1 jirefer
information on, to be better answered by seamen. Also,
see repUes to 8, 15, 19, 22, 23.
762. X'ot competent to
judge.
763. Yes.
764. Yes, very well lighted.
765. Yes.
766. I do.
767. For the last 12 years been on Indian
stations. Bay of Bengal, Arabian Sea, and Red Sea.
Know
iiltle of the coasts of United Kingdom. —77'1. Yes, admirably lighted.
771. 1 consider the coasts of Great Britain
that I am acquainted with to be well lighted.
772. ITje
United Kingdom, I think, was well hghted. 773. Better
than other nations. 774. Xot sufficiently. 775. It is
upon the whole well lighted; but there are places wliere
lights are needed.
776. Yes, with one exception.
777. I
think in general it is well lighted. 77>*. Yes, all very well.
780. Lochendahl is not hghted at all, "and it
779. Yes.
is highly essential, for the safety oi both hfe and property,
that a harbour hght shoiUd be erected to guide vessels
to a proper anchorage, and prevent them going into that
dangerous Bay of Laggan, in which (during my re.oUeciion),
no less than 21 vessels have gone (m shoi-c in consequence
of not having a harbour light.
The harbour is frequented
in stormy weather by a great number of ships taking the
north channel, as also by numerous coasting vessels bound
for the west coast of Ireland and other places.
7^*1. Yes.
782. Yes.
783. Yes, with a t'ew exceptions.
7i'4. Yes.
7Sa. I think they are.
JSd.
There are places where
additional hghts are necessary.
7^7- Xot very well.
789.
Good on the coast of England and Scotland, but think
some improvements might be made on the coast of Ireland.
791. I think so.— 792. Yes.— 793. Yes.
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Do you

think that the Coasts of the
United Kingdom are as well lighted
as any of the Foreign Coasts whieh
you have already named

—

—
—
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—

3,

I

'f

think them all as well hghted as any foreign coast
that 1 am acquainted with.
}. Better.
5. Yes.
7- Ves.
10. Yes.
11. Xo experience of the hghts on the coasts of
the United Kingdom.
12. Much better.
13. I am not
able to form an opinion.
14. In the whole, much better.
16. Quite as well.— 17. Yes.— 18. Yes.— 19^ Yes.— 21. Better in many respects.
^24. Yes ; superior.
26. 1 think
that the tnglish coast is as well lighted as the coast I have
named. 31. Yes. 32. Yes. 33. Some of them. 3(i. I
think so, to the best of my knowledge. 38. Better. 39.
do not. 41. Xot known.
12. Yes.
43. Yes.
15. Yes.
46. Yes, superior.
17. Yes, better.
18. My opinion of the
lights on the shores of Great Britain are as good, or preferable, to the foreign.
19. Yes, superior.
54. Better than any
coast, excepting the Gulf of Finland.
55. I think they are
good, if not superior. 59. Ves. 61. Scarcely, in all respects,
though as a whole I consider oiu- Enghsh hghts better, where
we have them ; but, in many of the parts 1 have referred to,
their hghts are very close together, though not generally so
62. Ves.
68. Yes.
brilhaut as ours.
69. Ves.
72. Equally
so, if not better.
73. Yes.
75. Yes, and better.
76. Yes.
79. Yes, better.
80. Yes.
81. Better.
83. 1 have never
seen any foreign coast with lights equal to the coast of
England. 84. I am not acquainted with foreign coasts.
85. I do.
86. I am not acquainted with foreign coasts.
88. I think much better.
90. Don't
87. Don't know.
know. ;<4. I think them as well hghted as any foreign
3.
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have seen. 97. Quite as well as any foreign coast I
acquainted with. 98. English coast well, what I have

coast

am
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seen.
101.

—

Yes, and consi108. Equally so.
110. Formerly 1 thought
derably better.
the coasts of the United Kingdom as well lighted as any
114. 1
113. Much bener.
uther.
111. Xo knowledge.
think them as well hghted as any part of the world with
better
consider
them
hghted.
which 1 am acquainted. 1 15. I

Yes.— 102. Yes.— 103. Yes.— 107.

—

—

—

—

—

—

-lib. Better.- 118. Yes.— 119. Ves.— 121. Ves.— 122. 1
do not know.— 124. Ves.— 127. Yes.— 128. Yes.— 129. Yea>

—

—

131. .\s well as any I know.
better.
130. Ves.
136. Better
134. Yes, 1 do.
132. Cannot give an opinion.
138. Yes, berter.
137. Better.
lighted than any foreign.
—^139. 1 think the coasts of the United Kingdom are as
140. Betwell hghted, if not better, than the foreign coasts.
145. The hghts will com144. Xo.
141. Ves.
ter hghted.
147. I'he
paie with the best hghts in tne United .States.
bghts in the United Kingdom are better hghts than those
ou the foreign coasts above named. 148. 1 tbink the coasts

and
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Question
of the United

Kingdom

coasts.

I

— 149.

are better lighted tlian the foreign
150. I do, and mth far better ligHts

do. —
have
cruizing upon. — 152. Yes.
— 154. Yes. — 155. Yes. —
Much
— 159. Much better than
Yes. — 158. Much
— KJO. consider them better lighted
any other have
than any other pait of the world. — 161. Yes. — 162. Better.
— 163. Yes, and much more — 165. think they are
much better Mghted than the above foreign
— 16/.
— I/O. Yes. — 1/2. Yes. — 173. Very
think they
— 177- Yes. — 178. On the whole,
any. — 175. Much
the
think the English coast
— 179. Yes.— 180.
— 183. Yes. — 185. The English
do.— 181. Yes;
coasts have the best
— 186. Better than any have
sailed along. — 188. Certainly. — 189. Yes. — 191. Yes.

than any foreign coast

— 153.
— 157.

lieen

I

Better.

better.

15(i.

better.

seen.

I

I

so.

I

coasts.

I

httle,

are.

if

better.

best.

is

I

I

better.

lights.

I

193. Yes.— 195. Much better.— 198. Nil.
.201. Yes.— 202. Much better than the Straits of Malacca,
and quite as good as that of Australia. 203. Yes.

—

204. Yes.—205. Yes —206. Yes.— 207. I do.—208. Yes,
209. Yes. with the exception of the Gulf of Finland,
which is the best lighted channel I have navigated.
212. Yes.
213. Yes, better than any of the others named.
214. Yes.
216. Yes.
215. Yes.
217. They are.
218. Y'es, and much better.
219. The British lights are far
superior to any lights on the Dutch or Belgium coasts.
220. Y'es.
224. Have no knowledge of them.
221. Yes.
225. They are.
226. Much better.
227. Yes ; equal, if
not superior, in every respect. 228. I think the coasts of
the United Kingdom as well lighted as the coasts to which
I refer above, and as well as any coast in the world that 1
have \-isited. 229. Yes. 230. Yes. 231. Yes, and better.
232. The British lights are far superior to the German,
Dutch, and Belgian lights.— 233. I do.— 2.34. All of them,
v.-ith the exception of the Gulf of Finland.
2.J5. I think
they are, and much better than in most cases. 236. Yes.
50.-239. I
England
is
best
lighted.—
238.
I
think
237.
think so.
241. Nearly.
242. Better.
244. Yes; the
French ha\-e good Ughts. 249. Yes. 250. Equally as good,
and better, than some parts. 251. Better so. 252. I think
the hghts of Ca])es Grisnez, Barileur, and La Hague are
more brilliant than English lights in general. 253. Much
better than any I have seen.
256. Yes
257. I do.
258. Yes.— 260. Much better.— 261. Much better.— 262. I
have seen few lights except those on the coasts of the
United Kingdom, and a few on the coast of France.
263. Better.— 264. I think, better lighted.— 266. Yes.—
269. Yes.— 270. I do.— 272. Yes.—273. The French hghts
are very good, but the English are better.
274. I think
the coasts of the United Kingdom are quite as well
lighted as the coasts of France and Gulf of Finland, and
better Ughted than the coasts of Sj3ain, Portugal, and Italy.
Yes.
275. Yes. 276.
277. 1 always found the coasts
of the United Kingdom better lighted than any foreign
coasts I have been on.
278. Yes.
279. Y'es.
280. I do.
281. As well, and in most cases better.
283. I think
they are as well lighted as any foreign coast I know of.
285. Yes.— 286. 1 think they are.— 287. I think they are
better lighted.
289 Yes, better. 291 I think the coasts
of the United Kindom are better lighted than that of any
other country, except France, to which they are quite equal.
292. Yes, 1 think they are as well hghted as any coast 1
have been on. 293. The coast of Great Britain is better
lighted than any coast I have seen.
294. Yes.
295. Yes.
•
296. The United Kingdom is better lighted than any of
298. I think that the coast
the coasts named,
297. Yes.
of England is better lighted than any foreign coast that I
am acquainted with. 299. Yes. 300. Yes.
301. Y'es.
302. Much better, the northern coast of France
304. Yes. 305. Quite as well
excepted.
303. I do.
306. Nil.
308. Yes,
lighted.
307. Not prepared to say.
309. I think they are.
311. Yes.
and much better
312. Yes.
315. I am sure it is.
316. Better
313. Yes.
Ughted (France excepted).— 317. I do.—318. I do.— 320. I
think it is.— 321. Yes.— 322. Better.— 323. Yes.— 324. Yes.
325. Much better. 326. Yes.
327. I think the coast of
the United Kingdom is better lighted than any foreign coast
329. See answer to No. 2.
I know.
328. Yes.
331. Yes.
—335. Yes.— 336. Yes.— 338. Better.— 339. Y'es.—340. Yes,
fhey are. 342. Much better. 343. Yes. 344. Found the
British coast best lighted.
346. Yes.
345. Yes.
347. Yes.
348. At least as well, though not so immerous.
349. No.
350. Equally so, if not better.
351. Better than any
foreign coast \vith which I am acquainted.
Some of the
French lights in the British Channel are as good as the
Enghsh. 352. Yes. 353. I do. 354. Y'es. 355. Yes.
356. Much better.— 357. Yes.— 358. I do.— 359. I do think
that the English lights are as good, if not preferable, to the
foreign coasts I have visited. 360. Not sufficiently ac-
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quainted with the hghts on foreign coasts to answer the
question.—361. The coasts of the United Kingdom are
better hghted than any other coasts that I have seen.
362. Not being to sea for many years, I cannot teU.
36;i. I
do.
364. Yes.
365. I have always considered them fully
equal, if not superior.— 366. Cannot say.
369. Much bettej in England.
370. Can pass no remark.
372. Yes.
374. Have not sufficient acquaintance with foreign coasts
to answer this question.
375. Yes.
3/6. Yes.
377. I
think better.—380. Yes, very much better.— 381. Yes.
382. Yes better.— 383. Yes.—384. I know, from others,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

that the coast of America is closely lighted, and that confusion does not arise— 385. Yes.— 386. Better.— 387. Yes,
better.
388. Generally they are so.
390. Better than
many parts ; but the French coasts and Gulf of Finland, I
think, ai-e better than om' coasts, i.e., more hghts.
391. I do.

—

—

—

Y'es.— 395. Much better.—396. Yes, superior.
397. Yes, and better.—398. Yes, better.—399. Y'es
400. I do.
401. Not only as well as, but better than any other,
excepting a very hmited part of the French coast.
402. I consider the coasts of the United Kingdom better
lighted than any others 1 am acquainted with.
103. Yes.
404. Much better.
105. Yes.—406. Yes.^07
Yes
408. Yes.— 409. Better.—410. Yes.—111. The coast of the
United States has far more Ughts, but the Ughts of the
—.'.94.

—

—

—

United Kingdom are much better.— 413. Yes. 414. Much
better.
415. The coasts of Enghnd and Ireland are better
lighted than any foreign coast I have seen.
416. Yes.
4l7- I do, and nmch better.
418. Yes.— 419. On the

—

—
—
whole,
think our own coast the best lighted. — 420. Yes.
423.
think much better than any foreign coast which
have coasted along. —424.
do. — 425.
do. —427. Yes.
I

I

I

I

I

— —

428. I think they are.— 429. Yes.— 430. Yes.
131. Yes.
432. United Kingdom better lighted.
133. Better.—
434. Yes, better.
435. Yes.
436. I do.— 437. Yes, or

—

—

—

better.—4.39. Better.—440. Yes.— 441. Yes.— 442. Yes.—
443. Yes, far better.^44. Yes.— 445. Yes.
446. Yes.—
447. As well as any coasts I know of.
448. Yes.
449.
Yes^—450. Yes, better.—^51. Yes.^52. Yes.— 453. Yes.
454. Yes.
455. Better than any coast that I have yet
visited.— 456. Better.— 458. Yes.
459. Decidedly more
so.
460. United Kingdom and France are best. 461.
Much better.—463. Yes.—465. Yes.— 466. Better than
any other coast that I know. 46/. Yes.
468. Yes.
469. I fancy much better than any other coast.
470.
Better.— 471. Yes.— 472. Yes.^73. Yes.— 4/4. I do think
the hghts of the United Kingdom better Ughted than any
other country that I have been to.— 475. Not all parts.
476. Yes.— 477- Yes.-^79. Yes.— 480. Yes.—482. Superior.
483. I do. 484. I think better than any, except from
Cape Cod to East Port (United States). 485. Yes.^86.
Yes, I do.—487. Yes.—488. Much better.—489. Yes, in
every respect far superior.
190. Much better.
491. J
think that the parts of our coasts that I have mentioned
are better Ughted than any foreign coasts that I have been
on. —492. Yes, and much better.
493. Quite as well
lighted.
494. No coast so well lighted as the EngUsh
coast is.
195. Much better
but I do not know any country in the world where they are more required.
196. I think
they are. 497. Better than any other coasts, except the
New England States of North America. 498. Yes.—
499. Much better.— 500. I do give the preference to the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

United Kingdom.
501. I believe the lights to be of a superior order and
in the United Kingdom.
502. Better.
504. Yes. and better.
505. Cannot say.
507. See No. 2.
510. Yes.
511. Yes.
512. Yes; much better.
515. Yes.— 516. Yes.— 517. Much better.— 518. Yes.—
519. When going foreign, it was to the Mediterranean
mostly. One voyage also to the Baltic. Cannot remember
those coasts being lighted equal to the part of the coast
named in first question. 521 I think they are. 522. Yes.
524. No.
I think the French lights are superior in brilliancy, and seen much farther than our own.
527. Yes, I
do.— 528. I do. A hght
the south bay of Wexford
would be of great advantage. 529. Yes. 530. No.
531. I think the coasts of the United Kingdom are better
lighted than any foreign coast, with the exception of thi
Gulf of Finland. 532. Cannot say. 534. Yes. 536. Quitt
as well.
537. No remark.
538. Yes ; better.
540. Yes.
541. I have reason to know there is no part of the world
where the navigator has more confidence in than approaching or saiUng through St. George's (EngUsh) or the Irish
Channel. 542. As well as any, if not better. 543. They
were then better Ughted. 544. Yes; better. 545. I do.
560. Yes, and even better.
548. Yes.
551. Yes!—
5.52.
Yes.
553. Equally so.
554. Yes. 555. Y'es.

arrangement
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Question
556. Yes ; 1 do not know of any im])rovement to be made
558.' Perhaps better than the
55/. Yes.
at present.
French, and m\ich better than the Spanish or Portuguese.
Cannot give an oiiinion. 5fi2. Yes ;
5(10.
55<). Yes.
I think the English roast is as
quite as well. -5()4. Yes
5()5. The United
well Hghted as any I am acquainted mth.
Kingdom is as well lighted as any coast that 1 have seen.-56G. Yes.— 5()7. Yes.— 5(iS. Much better.— 5().'). Do not
know any. 570. Yes. 571. In every respect.— 57.'1. Yes.
575. Yes.
577- Better.
674. Yes; much better.
578. Equally with France ; l)etter than any other.
of
the
United Kingcoasts
consider
the
581.
I
579. Yes.
dom are better lighted than those named. 583. Xo.
consider
the lights on
585.
I
superior.
584. French lights

—
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—
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6.

If

you tiiiiik that the Coasts of the
United Kingdom are not so well
lighted as tliose of any other country
or coinitries, name those countries in
the order in which you prefer their
Lights.

3. Generally, I give preference to the lights of the United
5. I think the north-east coast of England is
quite as well lighted as any foreign coasts I am acquainted
10. 1 think the coasts of the United Kingdom are as
with.
well lighted as any other country I am ac<|Uainted with.
l.'i.
I am not able to form an opinion.
14. I think the
lights on the coast of England so good, where I am
acquainted, that 1 am not able to suggest any improvement.
18. Our coasts are as well lighted as other countries.
2(). I knov.' of no other country
21. Better.
24. None.
32. The French coast is well lighted,
that is lighted better.
from Dunkirk westward. 33. France. 3(). In the Straits
of Do\-cr, where there is two sand banks, where a light ship
is very much wanted.
I have often mentioned to masters
of vessels that, if asked for, I ha\e 110 doubt it would be
granted. .39. The south coast of France.
11. Not known.
- 12. The South Foreland is very good.
1.3.
There are
many of the modern French lights surpasses many of
our English. 45. England.
16. None.—48. To the best
of my knowledge, the coast that I am acquainted with is as
well lighted as any coast that I have witnessed.
19. None.
55. I don't know of any.
59. I consider the coast mentioned above to be lighted equal to any fureign
Uussian,
as next, their lights are good.
61
On the coast of Norway,
in the Scognac, the lights are ])retty numerous, though not
so bright as ours.
In the Gulf of Finland they have many
lights, very close together, and some are very good.
73. The Enghsh lights are best, and in more order.
75. They are well lighted, and better than any country I
have visited. 76. France and England equally well lighted.
79. None.
8.3. I ])refer our own lights above any 1 ha^•e
ever seen.
84. I am not acquainted with other countries.
85. None.
86. I am not acquainted with other countries.
—S7. Don't know.— 90. Don't know.
94. Nil.
97. I
give preference to the lights of the United Kingdom.
102. No country.
108. None.
110. Do not recollect.
111. No knowledge.
11.3. I have never seen better than
the hghts of the United Kingdom.
114. Ithink them as
well hghted as any, or, perhajis, better than anv other part
118. I do not.
of the world.
119. I think our coasts well
lighted.
121.
opinion is, that the coasts of the United
Kingdom are now better hghted than any country ever I
have risited. 122. I do not know. 127. I see none better
than the English lights. 131. France has one brilhant
light, seen for about 30 miles.
134. I cannot name any
country that I have ever been to better hghted than the
1.36. Nil.— 1.38.
United Kingdom.
140. Nil.—
141. Consider all equally good.
144. Sweden.
147. I
think the coasts of the United Kingdom are better lighted
than in those countries I have visited. 149. No countrj'
better lighted.
161. I do, to the best of rav knowledge.
163. ThcSinatts. The Lynn shore light might be improved
by a stronger light, and another south of the Humber.
165. I know of no coasts better lighted than the coasts of
the L'nited Kingdom.
1/0. I think that the
167. Nil.
coast of the United Kingdom is as well lighted as any other
coast.
173. I cannot decide.
175. I do not know of any.
180. So far as my experience
179. France.
177. Yes.
goes I think there are no coasts any better, if so well,
181. Great Britain, above
lighted as the English coasts.
all.— 188. No.— 189. EngUsh lights the best.— 198. Nil..
209. The United
204. As well as any I have ever seen.
Kingdom is as wcU, with the exception as stated above
opinion
is
that
the
lights of the
in No. 4.
212.
United Kingdom are surpassed by none. 213. The United
States of America, judging from hydrographic surveys and
descriptions, ajipear to me to have the best system of lights,
and their coasts are better hghted than those of any other
nation, but I have liad no opportunity of veritying this
opinion by personal examination or experience. 215. Yes.
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Kingdom.
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the coasts of Great Britain, as a general rule, are better
lighted than any foreign coasts that I have seen.
773. Yes,
better.
777. I think the coast of the I'nited Kingdom is
better lighted than any of those.
778. Yes. and better.
7S\. Yes.
7!?5. I think the coasts
779. Yes.
784. Yes.
of the United Kingdom are as well lighted as any in the
world.
786. As a whole they are better.
7^9. Yes.

—

—

the coast of France, and the recent first order r.f lights on
the coast of the United States, to be more powerful than
those of the United Kingdom. 5Si.'. Yes, ^^^th certain
oIK). Yes.
591. Never had an opportunity of
exceptions.
comparing. 59.'^. I do think the coasts of the United
Kingdom are as well hghted as any of the foreign coasts.
The Cape of Good Hoi)e. Mauritius, and Ceylon are well,
b;;t the Hay of Bengal and Austraban coast are rather infew lighthouses. 594. I do. 595. I do think
differently so
that the coasts of the United Kingdom are as well lighted
590. I think it
as the foccign coast I have already named.
597. Yes, better.
is better hghted than any foreign coast.
COO.
Yes.
—598. Yes.— 599. I do.—
f)04. I consider them far better
CMi. Yes.
(iOl. Yes.
(>13. Very much better
(J0(>. Yes.
()05. Yes.
lighted.
()19. Yes.
lighted than any coast I ha\e ever been cm.
()'23.
(Generally speaking, yes.
<i21
G'22. 1 do.
Yes.
()24. I have thought the French lights superior, but am
not prepared to say how much is attributable to difference
ly25. Yes.
627. Probably as well, but not
of atmo.sphere.
628. I do.
629. I think the
better lighted than .some.
6.j0. I think
Kingdom
better lighted.
coast of the United
the coasts of the United Kingdom are better hghted than
6.32. Yes.
any coast I have been upon. 6;il. Yes.
635. Yes.
636. I think
634. Cannot say.
63i3. Yes.
they are much better. 637. Yes. 638. I think they are.
Inferior only to the
640. Far better.-^641
639. Yes.
644. Yes.
643. I think so.
642. Yes.
French.
648. Yes.— 649. Yes; the
646. I think so.
645. Yes.
American (U.S.) coast has too many lights, but I do not
think any English light is equal to Cape Grisnez { French).
653. Yes.
650. Yes.
651. Yes; 1 think so.^ 652. Yes.
656. Yes.
()57. I think the EngUsh
654. Much better.
coast and channel are much better lighted than any foreign
660. Much better.
658. Yes.
coasts I have visited.
666. Yes, most decidedly.
()67. Yes.
665. Yes.
671. Yes.
669. Yes, I think better.
668. Yes, better.
675. Cer674. Most assuredly.
672. Yes.
673. Yes.
678. Equally so.
676. Very much better.
tainly.
680. Yes.
683. I consider it
679. Very much hetter.
684. Better.
better lighted than any part I have visited.
685. Infinitely better.— 686. Yes.— 687. Yes.— 688. Yes,
better.— 690. Yes.— 691. Yes.— 692. Yes.— 693. Yes.—
696.
6i)5.
Better.
Yes ; much better.
694. Yes.
698. Yes.
699. I consider the Danish waters
697. Yes.
701*.
I consider them better
better lighted than any.
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hghted than any have
— 702. Yes. — 703. Yes. —
—
701. Yes, much
—
consider that our coasts are better lighted, generally,
704.
speaking. — 705. No ojiportunity of forming an
—
No.—
706. Much better.— 707. Yes.— 708. Yes. — 709. Equally,
—
—
or indeed
— 715. cannot speak from my own expebut have often heard that the lights on the coast of
—
F'rance are better than ours. — 716. Cannot
— 717. Can—
not
— 719. No opinion. — 720. Yes. — 7-1. do, of
— 7-3. Cannot — 7-4. Better than thetheabove.
of
726. Yes, as regards the nuralier and
to be more
consider the French
— 727. Yes.
are more
— 7-S- Yes, number The French
—
—
—7-9. Yes. — 730. think the coasts of the United
—
Kingdom are on the whole better lighted than any foreign
—
am acquainted with. — 732. Yes. — 733. Yes. —
—
—
coasts that
— 735. cannot say that know of any better hghted than
—
741.
Yes.
United Kingdom. — 738. Yes. — 740. They
—
—742. No. — 745. do not think they with the excep—
which
have only
tion of the Spanish and Portuguese
good
or three
— 747. think
—
My
748. Yes,
— 749. Yes. — 750. No. — 751. Yes.
—
752. Yes, and better by
— 753. The United Kingdom
better lighted than any other countiy. — 754. See Answer
to No.
—755. Yes. — 706. Yes. — 758. Much superior.
759.
with the exception of France. — 760.
they are much better lighted. — 762. Much
—
Yes. — 764. Yes. — 766.
—
— 771. consider
—
—

visited.
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Question

— 217.

—
—
—

know none lean prefer before our own coast lights.
cannot name any. 219. The French lights are quite
I

others.
391. I have not been in other countries for some
time.
395. None.
396. No other country equal to England.
399. England is the best I know of.
100. I consider them better lighted than any other country I know

—

218. I
equal to

British lights ; I ha^•e seen the French
220. I think the coast of the
lights at a farther distance.
United Kingdom better lighted than those foreign countries
named above. 221. English lights are equal to any I have

the

—

—

—

—

401. France, in a very few instances only.
404. I think
the United Kingdom better lighted than any other part of
the world.
106. I think they are better lighted.
407. Enghsh.
110. They are.
111. None.
418. I prefer the lights
of the United Kingdom before all other lights. 420. Y'es.
422. I prefer the first order of French or dioptric lights ; the
old hghts on the coast of the United States are being removed
for the above lights.
423. I can name none.
125. I do.
429. I know of no foreign coast so well hghted as that of
the coasts of the United Kingdom.
131. Y'es.
134. I
think the coasts of the United Kingdom as well hghted as
any other country to my knowledge.
436. I ha\-e seen
no other country better than the United Kingdom.
437. Nil.— 439. Great Britain.
440. I think they are as
well hghted as the coasts of any other country.—442. I
think they are as well hghted as any. 445. 1 think they
are as well hghted.
450. English lights.
451. United
Kingdom. 452. United Kingdom. 154. None. 456. Far
better.
458. They are better lighted than most countries.
463. The coast of the United Kingdom is as well lighted
as any coast I know.
465. Great Britain.
466. Better
lighted than any other country that I know.
167. None.
—468. No. 469. England first, France next. 474. I
know of no other country better lighted than the United

—

— —

Bordeau.x, Ushant, Cape Grisnez, Schoenen,
Burnholm, Dagerort, are fine specimens of lights; and the
lights in the Gulf of Finland are a credit to Russia, the
more so, as I have been many voyages there, and never paid
one penny to or for lights, buoys, or beacons. 22i). Replied
to in answer to No. 4.
230. I think some of the French
lights, for instance, those on the coast of Algeria, more brilhant than the generality of English lights. 232. I consider
the French lights <juite adequate to the British lights.
233. Nil.
23-i. The Gulf of Finland is the only best, in my
experience, " not as regards brilliancy, but the lights are
placed so very exact within the range of each other, and
placed with great care as to the height of the light, to correspond with the approaching danger," and answers well
where the soundings are irregular. 233. I do not know of
any country that is better lighted. 237. Cannot be better
lighted.— 241. I prefer the French lights.—242. The coast
of the United Kingdom is better lighted than any other
country with which I am acquainted. 244. There arc no
lights on any coast equal to those on the English coast.
Grisnez, coast of France, is a good light. 24!(. Better
250. There are good lights on the French coast,
lighted.
from Ushant to St. Andese. Gorduvam, at the entrance to
Bordeaux, is a capital hght. 2G2. The liglits on the coasts
of tlie United Kingdom are equal, if not superior, to any I
have seen anywhere. 266. Better. 2/3. England. 2/!'. I
think the coast of the United Kingdom is the best lighted
coast in the world.
278. Think our coast as well lighted as
any I have visited. 280. I prefer the English lights.
28.'i. I do
281. As well Ughted, and in many cases better.
not think there are any coasts better lighted than the coast
285. The Gulf of Finland is as
of the United Kingdom.
French rivers are more carefully lit,
well, but not better.
say Seine, and on a cheap principle, being attended to by a
286. I think our coasts are
cv;stom officer on duty.
better lighted, and that the Cattegat and Gulf of F'inland is
equally so. 287. 'Ihe British coasts are best lighted.
288. I am of opinion the coasts of the United Kingdom are
292. I do not know of
as well lighted as other countries.
any foreign coasts better lighted than the coasts of the
United Kingdom. 293. Much I)etter. 297. The United
Kingdom is the best hghted of any country or countries I
am acquainted with. 300. I think the coasts of the United
Kingdom are as well lighted as any coast I have been on.
302. France, whose lights are of more recent erection,
has a slight advantage ; and, from the long estaljlishment
of some of ours, it would be difficult to arrange them better.
—306. Nd.-307. Not prepared to say.— 309. Do not
know of any. 313. I do not know any country so well
315. There are no coasts
lighted as the United Kingdom.
so well lighted as the coasts of the United Kingdom.
316. I know of no country's lights preferable to our own.
322. The coast
.320. The French lights are more briUiant.
of France and Gulf of Finland are well lighted, but not better
than the United Kingdom. 323. Have not seen other
328. Equal to any.
329. I cannot,
324. None.
coasts.
of course, say, not being foreign. 336. 1 think the United
Kingdom to be well lighted. 339. I think they are.
340. I think the coasts ox the United Kingdom are the best
342. I think that they are much better lighted.
lighted,
343. No. 345. I consider the coast of the United Kingdom better lighted than any country that I have been to.
34!). The south coast of France, and
346. United States.
352. I prefer
351. I do not know of any.
coast of Italy.
356. England.
355. Well lighted.
the Fresnel lens light.
357. Yes. 358. I think our coasts better hghted than
any I have traded upon. 361. There are none better
363. Never saw
lighted those of the United Kingdom.
366. Unable
better lights than those on the English coast.
to answer, never haying been in another country.
sufficient
acquaintance
with
369. England.
374. Have not
foreign coasts to answer this question.
375. Ves.
377. Superior.
381 I prefer the English. 384 I know, from others,
that the coast of America is closely lighted, and that confusion does notarise.
386. British Hghts superior to all others.
387. England and Belgium equally good.
390. The
French ligl'ts are, I think, better generally than any
I

refer to
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the United Kingdom is as well or better lighted.
528. As
weU lighted as any other coast; generally better.
530. Americans.
531. I think the coasts of the United
Kingdom are as well, or Ijetter, lighted than those of any
other country. 532. Cannot form an opinion. 534. Nil.
536. Nil.
537. No remark.
541. I am of opinion the
lights around the coasts of Great Britain and Ireland,
including floating hghts, are superior to any other country.
544. No.
548. None.
552. The French coast may be
better, but, if so, the coast requires it.
553. No other
country, to my knowledge.
5.54.
North Channel.
556. The Enghsh and the French lights are equal; other
nations are not so good. 559. I think that the Enghsh
coast is better lighted than any other country ; but the
lights are not so strong as the French lights.
560. Cannot
give an opinion.
569. Do not know.
571. I think the
coasts of the United Kingdom comparatively better hghted
than other known to me. 573. I consider the United
Kingdom best lighted.
575. Yes.
583. France.
584. France.
589. France and Spain, in one or more
instances.
591. I can offer no opinion.
593. The United
Kingdom is better lighted than any other country. 595. I
think the coast of the United Kingdom as well lighted as
any foreign country I have been at.
601. I think they are as well hghted.
605. I think the
coasts of the United Kingdom better lighted than any
other, France excepted.
606. Upon the whole they are as
well, but must admit the reflectors are more powerful upon
the Norwegian coast. 613. None better lighted.
621. No.
622. I noticed no better lights than the South Stack,
Skerries, Calf, Tuskar, Longships, the Lizards, Eddystons,
and Beachy Head. 626. I think the United Kingdom is
as well Ughted as any country I know.
627. I consider the
Gulf of Finland and the Russian coast in the Black Sea
exceedingly well Ughted; the lights being numerou s, judi-
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491.

—
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—
country
—

land States, N.A., Lundy Island, and the Highlands of
Naver Sink, New York, andHavannah; the latter seen
farthest.
498. I think they are.
500. I beheve the coasts of the United Kingdom to be
much better hghted than any others I have seen. 504. Better.
505. Cannot say.
507. See No. 2.
511. No.
516. I consider the French lights as good as the English;
the Norwegian next. 517. No countiy is so well hghted
as Great Britain.
518. I know of none.
519. As above
stated (No. 4).
524. I prefer the French.
527. I think

—

—
—

—

better hghted than those of any other country I
185. I think the coast of England is better
I think that our coasts are as well hghted as
any
that I have been on.
492. None as well
hghted.
493. There are more hghts from New York to
West Guaddy, near Eastport, than there is in the same
number of miles on the Enghsh coast. 494. The French
coast is hghted with very powerful Ughts.
497. New Engvisited.

lighted.

—

—

—
—

—

Kingdom

have

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Kingdom. iJA. The French lights m their new colonies,
and in the Mediterranean, appear superior to ours. 482. I
think no country can be more judiciously hghted than the
United Kingdom.
483. I think the coasts of the United

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

of.

228. I give a practical opinion, and
seen.
225. Yes.
incline to think that some individual foreign lights are very
good, would not say better than individual English lights,
yet

—

P

3

—

—
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Question
Spanish and French lights very
6:.'8. I think the coasts of the United Kingbrilliant also.
dom as well lighted as nny other coast. 629. From experience I ])refei' none to the United Kini'dora, I have found

cioiisly placed,

and

brilliant,

—

Have you ever

noticed aii} deianijement
or irregularity in the light of a Lighthouse, or Floating Light
or have
you ever known it to go out or have
you ever known a Floating Light to
he off her Station ? if so, state when

6.

—

;

—

630. I think there are
great irregularitT in foreign lights.
no other country or countries I would prefer to the British,
both to the regularity of lighting between sun-down and
633. I know of none better lighted than the
sun-rise.
United Kingdom. 634. Not aware. 636. I consider the
coast ol England better lighted thBn those of the other
63!). Xe.xt to British
countries that I am acquainted with.
642. 1
I notice the Russian care of the Gulf of Finland.
consider the coasts of the United Kingdom as well lighted
643. I think so.
as anv other. The coast of France next.
650. I think that French lights generally are l)erter than
EngUsh.— 651. Having been employed for a quarter of a
century in the Naval Civil De])artinent as Master Attendant,
Harbour Master, &c., I cannot answer this question deci654. Better; but some of the French lights are
dedly.
657- I have
verj'good, perhaps better than the Enghsh.
already stated my b, lief that the coast of England i-i much
660. I do
ijetter lighted than any foreign coast I know.
not think the coasts of any country so well lighted as
666. I have never seen
665. Yes.
those of Britain.
any lights that I prefer to those in the ICnglish Channel.
667^ From what I have seen I consider the coast of England as well lighted as any Foreign country. 668. I do
not think that any coast I 'have been on is so weE lighted
671. I think the coast of
as the south coast of F.nglnnd.
the United Kingdom as well lighted as any foreign country
687- Xone better
675. I think tb.ey are.
I have \'isited.
lighted.— 688. The Enghsh lights are best.— 691. I think
our coast is better Ughted than any T am acquainted with.
693. Not able to
692. As well lighteii us any country.
give an opinion.
697. I think the English coast well
lighted and good, but owing to difference of atmosphere
lights oannr.t be seen so far as in some ioreign climates.

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

698. Nil.— 700. Nil.
701. I do not think that other countries are so well
lighted as the coast of the United Kingdom, meaning those
703. I have
of which I have had exjjerience. 702. None.
never seen better lights than those of the United Kingdom.
707- I think our coasts well
704. 1 cannot name any.
708. France.
lighted co:iipared with other countries.
709. I think the coasts of the United Kingdom well lighted.
for
reason stated
opinion
the
to
give
an
715. Not able

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—
—
—

—

—

and where.

—

No.

—

I have not seen any derangement of
instance nitnes^ed by me of a lightwas that of the Nore lightvessel
going adrift in a very heavy gale from the W.N.W.. about the
year 1824 or 1825. as near as I can imagine the time from
memory. 1. Not in my experience. 5. No. 6. No.
8. Whilst at anchor in the River Mersey, many years
7. No.
since, probably in 1839 or 1840, I have an impression that
one of their lightv-essels parted her moorings at high water,
and ran in over the banks ; 1 think it was the north-west
10. I have, during my surveying operations,
lightship.
noticed the light on Caldy Island occasionally grow very
13. I have, at times, obscr\'ed discrepancies in the
dim.
periods of revolution. Have not known a light to go out at
Have known a light\essel to break adrift
imi)roper time.
in the North Sea, but so long since that I cannot give par14. I have known the South Foreland light to go
ticulars.
out oconsionally, and the South Sand Head lightvessel to
go adrilt, soon after she was placed there, but not since,
and the Nore light tn-ice. 16. I have known the Seven
Stones lightship off her station, but not lately. 17- No.
20. 1 have known them to break their chains, but
18. No.
have been replaced as soon as possible.
The Cockle.
24. Not
23. Cockle, and replaced directly.
21. No.
Yes ; I have known the Leman and Ov.ers to
any.
go adrift, but replaced with all possitde speed. 25. Coc26. No, neither with shore or
kle, rejilaced directly.
floating lights.
I have known the Leman and Owers,
Newarp, Cockle, and Gatt light shij)S, break their
chains, but they have been quickly brought to an anchor
close to the moorings.
27. Cockle, replaced directly.
29. Only the
28. Cockle, and was replaced directly.
30.
The Cockle
Cockle, and was replaced directly.
light, and the Newarp light, and
St. Neot's hght have
all been adrift, but were soon replaced ; not all at one
1.

No.

2.

3.

The only

the lights.

vessel being off her station,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

No. 2. 716. Cannot say. 717- Cannot say. 719. No
I do consider our
opinion.— 720. United Kingdom. 7^1
723. Cannot say.— 724. None
coast to be as well lighted.
727. The const of the United Kingdom
better or so good.
is decidedly the best hghted, except some parts of France.
730. Some of the French appeared to me to be the best,
but nearly all the foreign lights of recent construction
which I have seen appear very good. 7''58. I think they
arc quite as wel! Igihted as any. and better than most,
7-12. French coast, Bay of
741. None.
foreign coasts.
7-13. From what little I have seen I think the
Biscay.
lights are good and jdaces well chosen in Ireland and
England, but I cannot consider I can give satisfactory
answers to these inquiries. 7-15. I think the French lights
that I have seen are better than ours; also the light on
the Bayonas (Vigo Bay), Ceuta Light, Cape Pertusato
Light, Cape Camarat and Porquerolles Lights, Cape Carbon Light (Algiers).- 747. The French. 749. Those lights
on the Knglish coasts I am acquainted with are good, yet I
750. 1 consider the coast of France
preler the French lights.
to be better hghted than the coast of the United King-

31. No.
32. The Sunk light drifted from her statime.
tion about 16 years back, during a heavy gale at north;
33. 1 have often, in pecuthat is the only one I know of.
har weather, observed the float lights, such as the Owers,
6how two lights instead of one, owing to a kind of mirage.

dom. 753. The hghts are not in fault, although improveOil
ments must keep ])acp with scientific discoveries.
must always be the standard, but many harbour lights
might be lighted with gas. 755. Old England. 756. None.
758. Next to the I'aiglish lights 1 prefer the French.
759. I consider the French lights more powerful and bril760. I
hant, and placed at every point of danger (nearly).
ot
know of none. 761. Same as in Answer 3. 762.

known both Nab and Owers

at

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.^

competent to judge. 766. Lights ujion the coast of France
771- Nil.
superior to thoseui on English coast.
777. The
Gulf of Finland is well lighted, but not better than so'ne
United
As
good.
789.
779.
parts of the coast of England.
Kingdom coast is better lighted than other countries I have
visited.
790. I prefer the lights on the west coast of France
to anv I have seen, only the French lights are not so well
placed as the lights in the United Kingdom.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—^34. 1 do not knoiv of any derangement, eithet- on shore
or afloat.
1 have never kuown them to go out, but have
observed that they are very punctual in lighting. Have not
known any lightvessel out of j)lace. 35. No. .'((). The
South Sand Goodwin lightvessel has been adrift two or
38. No.
three times, but I don't know the dates.
37. No.
40. I do not recollect any derangement or irre39. No.
gularity in a lighthouse or floating light, or ever known one
to go out.
I have known the Sunk hght to drive from her
station and cause the loss of nine vessels, about 18 years

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

41. The Newarp floating light off Yarmouth, about
21 years ago, drove about one mile and a half to the westward ; I was passing at the time and observed it. I never
noticed any derangement or irregularity in the hghts of any
lighthouse or floating light, except in the single instance
past.

A2. Not for some years.—43. I have
lightships to have been driven
J4. No.
far back. I cannot name.
16.
have
known the Leman and
Not any. Yes ; 1
Owers to go adrift, but replaced with all possible speed.
49. Not any.
48. None, to my knowledge.
17- Never.
Y'es
the Leman and Owers, but replaced v. ith uU
53. No.
52. No.
possible speed.
50. No.
51. No.
54. The Rock hghtship at Liverpool drove from her moor55. I have not.
57. No.— 58. No.
ings in January. 1839.
59. No.
60. Cockle, and was replaced as soon as
possible.
61. Personally I have not known or seen any
irregularity in any of our lights. Though I have seen some
instances, in foreign waters, I have not jcrsonally kni:wn of
any instance wherein a floating light has been off' her station.
I have heard of them breaking adrift in stormy weather.
64. I have frequently observed the
62. No.
63. No.
South Foreland high hght to be invisible for several minutes
about the time of midnight, but I am not jircpared to state
that any irregularity exists in the i)resent method of hghting
66. I do not recollect any derangement or
it.
fi,5' >,'o.
above mentioned.

off'

—

their stations, so

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

irregularity in a lighthouse or floating light, or ever

known
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Question

—

one to go out. 6/. I have never noticed any derangement
()8.
No.
in any liglithouse or floating lightvessel.
fi9. None.
70. I do not recollect any derangement or irregularity in a lighthouse or floating light, or ever known one
to go out.
I recollect the Sunk light to drive from her
71- Cockle.
moorings about 18 years ago.
/- No, I
never saw any off their station. 73. No. 7-1. 1 ha\-e not
78. No.
7->- Not any.
Yes, 1 have
7'>- No.
75. No.
kno\vn the Leman and Owers to break adrift, but placed
back to her station as soon as possible. 80. I recollect the
South Sand Headlight vessel to be adrift, but it was a
short time after being at that station.
In other respects, I
have not observed any derangements in the lighthouses or
84. I have not.
lighti-essels.
81. None.
83. No, never.
—85. I have not.— 86. I have not.— 87- Never.— 88. On
one occasion the Sunk lightship drifted from her moorings

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

November 2Ist, 1841 or 1842, when many lives and much
property was lost.
passed up Swin in the morning,
1
November 22d, about 2 a.m., in a hea^y north-east gale.
90. Never.
89. Never.
91. Not for many years.
92. No.
93. I have seen the Mumbles Tower without a
light on three different times, but not with the present hghtkeeper.
94. I have ne\-er found any derangement or irregularity in the light of a hghthouse or floating light, or have I
ever known them to go out during the period tiiey should be
lighted, or have I found a floating light oti' her station.
.95. No.
97. I have never seen any derangement of any of
the lights.— .99. No.— 100. No.
101. Never.— 102. Never.— 103. No.— 104. No, with the
exception of the north-west lightship at Liverpool, in 18j9.
105. But once ; the Kish lightship was driven from her
nuudjer of years ; at least
station.
I cannot state the
(in

—

—

—

—

—

—

;«)

years.— lOti.

No.— 107. No.— 108. No.—

Never.—

10.

1

am

of opinion the Hunstanton shore light does not
show so well as formerly. In coming up the Lincolnshire
coast I often make the Lynn Well light nrst, which was not
113. Never.
114. None.
115. Never
formerly the case.
noticed any derangement or u-regularity, or have ever kno\vn
1 IfJ. Have known the northa floating light off her station.
west hghtship, at Liverpool, when the Erin steamer was
No.— 120. Never.— 12 L I have
lost.— 118. No.— 119.
known the floating light at the entrance of Liverpool part
from its moorings, and also the bell buoy. 122. I never
have known any derangement of lights. 123. Never.
124. No.— 125. No.— 126. No.— 127. No.— 128. No.—
129. Newarp light I have known break from her moor130. No.
I have known
ings in a gale (three times).
many of the floating Ughts to break adi-ift ; the last I remember was the north-west hghtship at Liverpool, in 1839.
131. Sometimes the floaling lights are very dim.
132. Never.
134. I used sometimes to notice the upper hght at the
being
very
dull,
and
South Foreland
sometimes would
appear to have gone out, till lately, when the new light
Some years ago (soon after being placed)
ai)peared there.
the South Sand Head light broke adrift, but many yeai-s
135. No.
have elapsed since such an occmrence took place.
13G. Lynn Well float parted from her moorings some
Ballycottin light once, for which,
138. Yes
time since.
139. No, I have not.
I understand, keeper was discharged.
^140. At L^-nn, some yeais since, the float drove from her
142.
No.
143.
141.
No.
I never heard.
moorings.
145. I have not.
144. Not in Scotland.
147. I have
never noticed any derangement or irregularity in a light of
a lighthouse or floating Ught. I ha\'e known the Saltees
lightvessel off her starion, in December 1824.
148. I
have ne\'er seen any derangement in any of the hghts, nor
any floating light off her station. 149. Never. 150. No.
111.

I

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

— 152.

—

No.— 163. Never.— 154. No.— 156. No.— 157. No.
—158. No.— 160. No.— 161. No.— 162. No.— 163. With
the above ught I have often noticed a great fullness, and
164. During the
with Dungeness, but not so much of late.
e.xperience of 40 years I have not observed one single irregu165. Have never known any
larity of British hghts.
irregularity in the lights of lighthouses, nor any lightship
170. No.
off her station.
167. No, I have not.
172. No.
173. On or about the 10th April 1858, off Tuskar, I
could not see the light over five miles in the morning and
evening it might have been on account of the atmosphere.
174. No, I have not.
175. I have not.
177. No.
180. I have never known any irregularity in any lights,
neither have I ever known any lightship to be off her
station.— 181. No.— 183. No.— 185. Never.— 186. No.—

—

—

—

—

;

187.
193.

—

—

—

—

No.— 188. No.— 189. No.— 191. No.— 192. None.—

—

No. 195. Only once have I observed irregularity
and that was some years ago ; the light on
I'Agentras went out, and remained so all night.
196. No.
1:/8. No.— 199. Never.
201. No.— 202. Never.
203. No.— 204. Never.—
in a lighthouse,

—

—

—

3

—

205. Only when they break fi-om their moorings.
20fi. No.
208. At times, floating lightships, from bad weather.
209. None.— 211. No.— 212. None.— 213. I have never
noticed any derangement or irregularity in the lie[ht of a
British lighthouse, but have frequently observed such irregularities in the lighthouses on the shores of the Mediterranean, and ha\'e several times known them to go out before
dayhght appeared. 1 have several times, within the last
25 years, known the Liverpool lightshijis to be off their
stations.
I have also known of the Arklow, Kish, and
Bahama lightships being off their stations, but do not
remember the dates of these occurrences. 214. Seen floating hghts break adrift through stress of weather. 215. No.

—

—

—216. No.— 217. None.— 218.

—

have not.—219. I have
never seen any irregularity in our Hghthouses or floating
lights on the British coast.— 220. Ca;:e Passero (in the
Island of Sicily), about four years ago, not lighted, or not
seen, when very near it, at two different times.
221. No.
I

—

No.— :.'25. No.—227. Never.-228. No

222.

irregularity

worth

naming, excepting lightships drifted fi-om their
stations, but cannot give dates.
Have knon-n lightships
from Seven Stones, Nore, Hasborough Gate, that is, Ne^varp,
Dudgeon, drifted from moorings but this is of rare occurrence.— 229. No.— 230. No.— 231 So.—-J.i-3. I have never
obseri'ed any irregularity in any lighthouse or floating hghtship on the British coast.
233. Never.
234. Not any,
t?
1
iny own experience ; except in extreme cases. The Sunk
lightship broke adrift about 28 years ago,
and the
Mouse about six years ago, both in hea\'^' gales of
mnd, and gi-eat loss occasioned by it. 235. Not on the
coast of England, to my knowledge. 236. Once, the
Newarp in an extreme gale at north-east. 237- Lights
;

.

—

—

m

—

—

—

are well attended too.
One terrihc gale of \^•ind. I think
the Dudgeon, I missed from her moorings. 241. Not
any.— 242. No.— 244. Y'es, the South Sand Head broke
adrift in the years of 1832 and 1833.
246. No.— 247. I
never have. 248. I have ne\'er noticed any derangement or
irregularity in any hghthouse or floating light.
249. None.
250. Formerly I have, when they were lighted with coals,
at St. Anne's, Milford, and Holms, in Bristol Channel.
Saltees
and Seven Stones hghtships have been off
theu- stations; I do not know the exact time.
251. I
cannot ascertain the date (at present), but I have been in
New Y'ork when the lightshii) which lies off Sandy
Hook was in port, having drifted. 252. I have known the
Owers and Bembridge hghtshijjs to be off their station,
but cannot give the date. 253. I have never observed any
irregularity in hghts or lightvessels.
254. I have never
noticed any derangement or uregularity in anv of the Ughts
along the coast they are all well kept. 255. Lightships
at N.W. of Liverpool, been adrift, 1839.
-Jiid. Yes. I have
known the floating hght, stationed off Berbice Bar.to be off
her station, in June or July 1853.
257. Never.
2,58. Very
trifling, consequently did not take a note of the tim«.
Arklow lightvessel broke her mooring bits in (I think;
'43 or '44,
and ran up to Dubhn
easterly gale.
259. Mouse light broke adrift about five years ago, in a
gale.
260. Seven Stones hghtship and N.W. lightship,
neai- Liverpool
do not remember the dates. 261. Never
knew of any irregularity. 262. I liave not. 263. None.
264. Lynn Well floating hght,some years since. 266. No.
268. Not any. 269. Have not ever noticed any derangement.
270. I have not.
273. Often, in the Baltic.
274. Never.
275. No.
276. No.
277- I never found any derangement in any hght I have passed. 278. No. 279. No.
280. I have always found them duly hghted, and in position.
281
Never. 283. I have never noticed any derangement of the kind referred to. 285. Not for inanv
years.
Floating lights vary in power as you pass the
different radii of reflection.
Gull Stream has apyieared to
me the strongest Dudgeon float the least poweriid, which
may arise from the great refraction caused from the extensive sand bank and coasts in the \'. eil, when the wind is
off
shore.
286. I have never dane so. 287. I knew the
N.W. lightship at Liverpool to be off her station and in
Liverpool, about the winter of 18Li4, when the Earl
of
Roden steamer was lost, and all hands, on her passage
from Dundalk to Liverpool, on East Hoyle Bank
288. Never.— 289. No.—291. I have never known such!—
2.42. 1 have not observed any derangement or
hregularitv
in either lighthouse or floating hyht, or known them to
go
out.
The Mouse light was driven from her station on the
27th December, 1852; the Sunk, some years previous
293. No.-2.94. NO.-296. No.-297. I have never noticed
any derangement in any hght, li 'ithouse, or floating hght.
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—
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—
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—
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—
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—

—

—

.

—

—
—

—

—
'

—

;

—

—

;

301.
—306.

P

4

No.—302. Never, to my knowledge.—303. Never
Never noticed any aerangement or irregularity

—
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Question

()

—

—

— SOS.

No, never. 3(1.'). I have not. 310. I
have known the Owers and Bembridge floatinf( lights off
311. No.
their station, but do not remember the date.
312. 1 remember the Sank liglit shi]) breaking adrift many
years ago ; the date I forget, but it was the same night the
Survey bark was lost in the neighbourhood of Yarmouth.
315. I have not seen any derangement or irregu315. No.
31 G. No.
larity in any lighthouses or floating hghts.
320. I have not.
318. I hcver have.
317. I never have.
322. Knew once the Galloper light off her
321. No.
station, and once found the Rundlestone buoy gone.
32(). No.
327- I have not experi325. No.
323. No.
enced any derangements or irregularity in any lighthouses
329. Such an occurrence has never
or ships.— 328. No.
come under my notice. 330. No. 331 No. 332. No.
335. No. 336. I have known a
334. No.
333. No.
floating light off her station, viz., Sunk and Newarp, but
33!). Do not rememthe
dates.—
337. No.
recollect
do not
307.

None.

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

.

—

—

342. Never.
3AU. 1 have not known any.
343. Never.— 344. No.— 345. No.— 34ti". No.—347- Once
only, in the case of Ballycottin light, south-east coast of
Ireland, omng to some neglect; was reported to Ballast
It hajjpened in the
Office, Dubhn, and inquu-ed into.
348. I have often ol5sen-ed a difference
early part of 1858.
in the brilliancy of the same lights when about the same
distance from them, but oannot decide whether this was
caused by the condition of the lights or the condition of
the atmosphere, or the condition of the vision of the
observer at the times. 349. No. 350. None. 351. Never,
during mv experience. 352. No. 353. None. 254. No.
355. No! No!! No !!!— 35G. No.— 358. No.— 380. Nothmgof
361 None. 363. No.
this kind has come to my knowledge.
365. Only once, at Ballycottin, last year;
364. Never.
366. About 20
light-keeper diomissed in consequence.
years ago, Livoriiool north-west lightship drove from her
36". No.
368. I have not.
station, with a hurricane.
369. 1 have ni>t.— 370. No.— 371. I have not.— 372. No.

ber a ease.

—

—
—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

— 374.

consider floating hghts may answer in very
I
sheltered roadsteads and creeks, but are not applicable
to exposed coasts. They are also objectionable, from the
expense of maintenance. 375. None. 376. No. 377. No.
.'^80. Never.— 381. Never.— 382. Never.—
379. Never.
383. No.— 386. No.— 387. No.— 388. I.eman and Owers
lightships would be improved if the revolving light had an

—

—

—

—

—

interval of darkness; the atmosphere sometimes deranges
the ai)i)caranee of a light the re\oIution is not sufficiently
distinct.—390. No.— 391. Not any .—392. No, I have not.
—393. The Enghsh and Welsh Grounds light blew out
about eight years ago. 394. No. .S!)5. None in Great
went out, at Valparaiso, in 1850. 396. No.^397.
Britain
Xo.—398. No.—399. Never. 400. Never.
I have heard of instances, at rare intervals,
401. No.
which I cannot now quote from mcmoi-y. 402. Never.
4t)7.
406. "No.
No.—
105. No.
403. No.^04. No.
411. No.—413. The Arklow ship, I think, in
410. No.
116. No.
115. I have not.
414. Never.
year 1847.
420. No.
423. None.— 424. I
417. I have not.—118. No.
;

—

—

—

;

—

—
—

——

—

—

—

——
None. —
—

—

—

—

—

128. I have not.
None.
433. Not individually.
432. No.
weather.
436. I have
of
ftom
stress
inilcss
434. Never,
440. No.
l.'.S. No.
439. Heard of them.
437. No.
not.
145. No.—
144.
No.
443. No.
441. No.-^42. No.
446. Yes the outer floating hght, River Hoogly ; the hght
to go out, and likewise the ship to be off her station.
450; No. 451. No. 452. The floating lightvessels are
frequently driven from their stations in hard gales.
456. No.
457- No.
455. No.
454. No.
453. Never.
163. Have
462. No.
461. Never.
459. Never.
458. Xo.
any hghtirregularity
in
or
derangement
any
noticed
not
house or floating light. 465. No. 466. No. 467. No.
469. Tuskar too long in the interval for a lead468. No.
ing light, especially in a misty night, and not having seen
472. Never.
171- No.
170. No.
anything previous.
174. 1 have never noticed
473. Not to personal experience.
derangement or iiTegularity with any of the lights. Years
back I have noticed the Kish light to be driven iVom her
moorings ; and also the .Vrklow lightship driven from her
moorings by storm. 475. Yes ; Trincomalee lighthouse,
which led to the loss of the Aca ; and floating lights are

have not.

125.
431. No.
429. Never.

—
——

—

—

127.

—

—

—

——

—

;

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

——

—

—

often off their stations at the mouths of the Indian rivers.
479. Not to my know478. No.
476. No.
477- No.
481. I have never noticed anv of these derangeledge.
ments.— 482. No. 483. I have not.—484. No.— 485. No.
^286. No. 487. I made the Fastnett Rock light in the
beginning of September 1857, at 4-10 a.m., and it never
revolved until daylight. I wrote to the master light-keeper
concerning it ; he repUed, that it was his turn on shore. 1
left all the particulars with Messrs. Scott and Co., Lloyd's

—

—

—

—
—

—

:

6

agents at Queenstown, but I do not think that they ever
took any proceedings. I was from Callao at the time.
488. Never.
489. Yes. The Seven Stones lightship, some
years since, off her station
on a second occasion, no hght
visible.
190.
I ha\'e never noticed any derangement or
irregularity in the light of any lighthouse or floating light,

—

—

;

1 ever known one to go out.
I remember, several
years ago, the Liverpool north-west lightship to ha\-e been
driven oif her station through stress of weather, but she was
immediately replaced.
191. I have never known anything
wrong of either hghthouse or floating hght. 492. No
except the Liverpool north-west light vessel, January 1834.
1!)3. I have never, in my exjierience, seen a lightvessel
off her station
neither have I observed any irregularity in
the lights.
194. I have never seen any derangement, or
seen any hghtship otf' her station.
195. Never.
496. No.
198. 1 have once, in the month of April 1851), that the
light on Ballycottin Island was first seen at 7'30 p.m., on
the 7th; hght not very brilliant, weather gloomy, hght
winds; at 20 minutes past 10 p.m. the light was fixed, and
remained so for nine minutes, afterwards flashed, and then
for a period of 15 minutes totally obscured ; the ship only
seven miles off.
499. None.
500. February 1853, bound
to Bi'cmen, found the buoys out of their place, also the hghtshi[) from her moorings, fi-om stress of weather ; ran for the
Elbe, found there the lightships out of their ]]lace.
501. I would reconunend Ennishaven Head inner hghthouse to be raised, so that they could not be mistaken, as
they often are by strangers. 502. The Coningbeg lightship,
off Saltees, Ireland, but cannot state the tune.
504. No.
505. Cannot sav that I have.
501). No.
507. None.
510. No.— 511. No.— 512. No.— 514. No.— 515. No.516. No.
517. None. 518. I consider the Arklow hght
ship a very poor one.
519. At no time have I noticed any
derangement. 521. None. 1 would ])ropose for a leading
light, such as the Start, for instance, (siiijis from sea making
that hght cannot at all times tell their exact distance ott',)
suppose a lower light, of a different descrijjtion, was placed
lower down, so as to be distinguishable just so many miles
off in clear weather, say, five or more, as the occasion may
require, ships would then know their exact position, and
shape their course accordingly. 522. No. 524. Never.
525. No.
526. No.
527. 1 have ne^•er noticed such an
occurrence.
528. The Arklow lightship, on one occasion,
broke adrift some years past, in a (Ireadfol gale in the
channel, bound to Livcrj)ool at same time. 529. No.
530. Often saw derangements whilst trimming the southwest and north-west lightships, when driven from their
moorings.
531. I have not.
532. No.
533. No.
534. No.
536. None whatever.
537. No, I never noticed
any derangement, &c. &c. .539. No. 540. Not to my
recollection.
.341. I am not aware of any derangement or
irregularity in any lighthouse.
In one instance the northwest Liverpool hghtship drifted from her moorings, on the
night of the llth December, 1831, which caused the loss of
the steamer Lord Blai/nei/, and all hands, from Newry to
Liverpool, on the West Hoyle.
542. I have never known
anything of the kind, excepting one of the Li\erpool lights'lips parting from her moorings, in January,
1839.
54.3. No.
544. Never.
545. Only once the Coelde Gat
light.
546. Yes ; the Dudgeon floating light, which, by
her ranging about, appears like a revolving light on first
sighting her.
Yes; on the 29th December, 1849, the
Coelde floating hght broke from her moorings. 548. No.
—549. No.— 550. No.— 551. No.— 552. No.— 553. No, at
no time. 554. No. 555. No. 556. No, I have not.
558. Sometimes, when trimming, the light of a
557. No.
float will be in temporary obscurity, but not of any consequence. 559. No. 560. Yes. Gozo hght revolves irregularly, varying from three-fourths to one minute and a
half.
Two years and a half ago the light on Pedra Branca,
Straits of Singajiore, on two occasions, was extinguished
more than an hour before dayhght, on one occasion much
to my incomenience, which circumstance I re])orted.
563. No.
564. I cannot bring to mind that I
562. No.
have noticed any derangement in any hght, or remember
any floating light to be otf her station, only I ha^e heard of
such things many years ago. 565. I ha\'c not known the
566. No.
567. No.
floating lights to be off their station.
569. No.
570. No.
571. Never, to my
568. Never.
knowledge. 572. No. 5/3. No. I have found the hghts
always correct. 574. The Leman and Owers, also the
Cockle hghtships, were off their stations on the 29th of
575. No.
577. None.
578. No.
December 1849.
579. Yes; Dudgeon adrift, in January 1839. 580. No.
581. 1 have never noticed any derangement or irregularitj' in the hght of a lighthouse or floating hght, nor have
I ever knorni a floating light to be off her station.

nor have
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Question

583. Lizard lights put out or not attended to, sometimes
5S4. No.
585. I have passed Mine
late, before sunrise.

—

—
—

Head light on a clear night and not seen it, when 1 considered I ought to have done so.
587. Beaver Island, on
the east coast of Nova Scotia, is a revolving light. In 1854
the
hght
at
Halifax,
was
out of order, it being
I reported,
at that time fixed, and not revoh-ing, as it should have been.
591. Never observed.
589. No.
592. North-west floating lightship, Liverpool, in January 1839. 593. I have

—

—

—

—

seen several floating hghts drove from their station through
stress of weather, but I do not remember the dates.
594.
595. I have not noticed any derangement or
I have not.
any irregularity in any lighthouse or floating light, nor yet
59(i. I never saw anything
to go out or be off her station.
wrong with the English lights or lightvessels. 59/. Never
noticed any irregularity.
598. Not to my recollection.
599. I have not.
fiOl. Except the Smalls light this time I have never
known any. I remember the north-west lightship off Liverpool breaking adrift in the year 1833, I believe in the month
of December, no other but the Saltees has been adrift I
believe.— (i02. Never.— 603. No.— ()04. I have not.— G05.
No. (SIX). No. COJ. North-west lightship broke adrift in
608. North-west lightship
the January hurricane, 1839.
broke adrift from her moorings in January, 1839. 609.
North-west lightship broke adrift in January, 1839. GIO.
North-west lightship broke adrift in January, 1839. fill.
North-west lightship broke adrift in January 1839, in a
612. North-west lightship broke adrift in the
hurricane.
heavy gale of January 1839, and once jjreviously within my
613. No.
614. Point Lynus light does not
recollection.
mask soon enough for the Dulas Rocks. Crosby shore
North-west lightlight is often very difficult to make out.
shi]) has been off her station t%vice within my recollection.
615. Point Lynas light does not mask soon enough to
clear the Dulas Rocks, and hardly enough to the westward.
Not during the last 20 years. 616. No, except Invyn Dee
hght, which sometimes appears bright instead of red.
North-west lightship broke adrift in 1839 in a gale. 617I have known the north-west lightship in Liverpool Bay to
be off her station during the memorable January gale.
618. North-west lightship parted her moorings in a hea\y
619. No.
gale, January 1839, and once since.
621. No.
622. No ; I think generally speaking our lightships cannot
be beat ; but make gunners of the crews, it will serve their
health.—<;24. No.— 625. No.— 626. In the St. George's
Channel, south entrance, something is wanted, as there is a
627. Not
great similarity on both sides of the Channel.
actually seen any lightship off her station ; have heard of
them being driven away by gales. 628. No hregularity in
lighthouses or lightvessels. 629. I have never seen any
irregularity in any light on shore ; I have heard of a lightvessel being driven from her moorings, but never seen it.
630. I have never noticed any irregularity of any lights,
either land or sea, nor have I ever missed a lightvessel from
her station; I have heard so. 631. The Seven Stones lightvessel was off her station occasionally soon after she was
placed at the station, but now rides safely. 632. No.
635. Never.
636. Seven Stones
633. Never.
634. No.
hghtship in 1843, and Arklow Bank lightshi]) in 1853.
638. I have frequently noticed great
637. Never.
irregularity in both lighthouses at Lowestoft and in the
high lighthouse at Orfordness. 1 also think that the difference in the height of the two at Orfordness is not sufficient.
I remember the Sunk lightvessel being once from
her station, but so long since that I cannot say when. 639.
On or about 1825 the outer Elbe lightship foundered at
Since that period I have
her moorings; all hands lost.
never known her to be absent ; but in the ice time I have
complained to the Hamburg Senate of the imperfection of
her light, and there is now a proposal for her to exhibit
One
three lights to distinguish her from the Weser light.
of the General Steam Navigation Company's ships had very
640. Not in
lately a narrow escape from this mistake.
English Ughts. Nore hghtship broke adrift about 1823.
641. No.— 642. No.— 643. No.— 644. No.— 645. No.—
646. No.— 647. No.— 648. No.— 649. Not in England; I
have in the English West India Islands. I once knew the
Gatt Stream lightship to be out of her place, but cannot
650. No.
651. Yes, some yeai-s ago I have
state the date.
known lights to be eclipsed in trimming them, or even put
out, and I recommended a large lamplight to be used, and
to be seen seaward when the Plymouth breakwater light
required trimming.
652. No.
654. None, but I have
heard of north-west lightship off Liverpool being off her
station, having been blown off in a heavy gale.
656.
None. 657. Never. 658. No. 660. Never.
665. No.
—666. Never.— 667. No.— 668. No.
671. No.— 672.
II.
3
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Yes, in l_he
part of 1858

case

of

Ballycottin light, about
early
the affair was investigated by the Dublin
;
Bjillast Office, reoorted by steamship Paupo.
673. No.
674. No.— 6/5. No.— 6/6. No, at times it is difficult to
ascertain if one or two lights when fii-st seen ; no.— 678.
Never.— 679. Never obsen'ed any.— 680. No.— 683. No.
684. I regret to say that having I'jeen for the greater part of
the last 20 years employed almost entirely on distant
foreign stations, my local knowledge or expeVience in the

—

Enghsh Channel

is

necessarily

much

too limited to justiiy

my

advancing any opinion on the efficiency of its hghting
buoying.— 685. No.— 687. Never noticed any derangement or irregularity of any lighthouse, or a floating hght
to be off' her station.— 688. None.
689. No.
690. "No.
69L The Coningbeg lightship had dragged on one occasion
a mile to eastward.
6!)2. Never.
693. No.
694. No.
695. No.— 696. Never.— 697. No.— 698. No.— 699 Never
or

—
—

—

—700.

—
—

Nil.

No.— 702. None.— 703. No.— 704. I have generally
making a floating light, being unable
to discover if it be one, two, or three lights, but T do not
see how this can he remedied.
705. No.
706. No.
707.
701

.

found

difficulty in fu-st

—

Never.— 709.

—

—

—

I never have.
710. I have known the Kisli
floating lightship off her station, but do not recollect the
date.
711. I have known the Kish floating light off her
station, think about the year 1843, hut not since, as well as

—

—

my memory

sen-es me.
714. The north-west lightship at
Liverpool, and Kish lightship at Dublin Bay.
7i5. 1 have
never seen any derangement or irregularity, and have never
known a hght to go out. I have "seen the Kish floating
light driven three quarters of a mile from her station six or
eight years ago, and have heard that the Saltees lightship
was driven from her position. 716. No. 717- North-west
hghtship at the entrance into the port of Liverpool broke
adrift in a heavy gale in 1833, and was towed into port by
one of the mail ])ackets Dolphin, and was replaced next
day.
718. I recollect the north-west lightship in the Liverpool Bay to have drifted once or twice, but cannot remember dates.
719. None.
720. No.
7^1. Not to my
knowledge. 722. I have never known any derangement or
irregularity in the fights^ but I have known the north-west
lightship of Liverpool to be off her station some years ago.
723. The north-west lightship at the entrance into the
port of Li\-erpool broke adrift in a heavy gale in 1833, and
was towed into port by the mail packet Dolphin, under my
command, and replaced next day. 724. I do not recollect
any.
725. I have not noticed any derangement or iri'egularity in the lights near Stromness.
727, There are many
hghts named
the Mediterranean, which cannot be depended on being Ughted.
728. Yes, Flatholms hght,
Bristol Channel, twice last autumn, to go out, but cannot
recollect date.
729. Never.
730. I do not recollect, at
present, any particular light being out of order, but have
often been disajipointed in not seeing lights in positions
where they ought to have been seen. I do not remember
what I thought the causes might have been at the time. I
never knew a floating light off her station. "31. No.
732. Yes; St. Juan, Porto Rico.
733. Yes; the light at
Cape Frio, South America. 735. Not to my recollection.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

m

—
—

—

—

—

—

The

lights of North-west lightship are irregular, so
although she may be broadside on, the three hghts
m.ay not be equally brilliant at the same moment.
Northwest lightship, in a hea^'y gale, parted her moorings
(January 1839), but was replaced immediately on the
weather moderating. 738. I remember the Sunk lightship
once breaking adrift from her moorings. /JO. I have not.
741. No.
744. I have not myself found any floating
light off her station ; but I have heard that it has occurred
during my service in these seas to the outer floating lights
of the sand heads (off the Hooghly Delta), and of Boniljay
Harbour, and also to that upon the North Sands in the
Straits of Malacca, but 1 cannot remember the periods of
their occurrence.
745. I have never noticed any derange-

739.

that,

—

—

—

—

—

ment

or irregularity in a British lighthouse or lightvessel,
I ever knomi a floating light to he off' her station.
746. No.
747- I have knoxra the Southsea Castle hght
to be out ; I have also known the Cape le Heve southwest light to be out for twenty minutes. I have not the
dates.
748. Yes; the Sunk light was once adrift, and
went out some years ago. 749. No. 750. Not amongst
the lights of the .United Kingdom.
751. The Kish floating
light, and the North-«'est lightship at Li\-erpool, also the
Seven Stones, (Land's End) ; do not remember dates.—
752. Never.
753. Very seldom.
I only remember the

nor have

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

North-west hghtship breaking adrift, fi-om defecti\'e chains.
754. Never.
755. No.
756. Saltees lightshi]) cannot
be seen well. 758. No. 759. Once, at the Caskets
it
appeared as one light for a considerable time, from

—

Q

—
—

:
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Question

6,7

want of regulating the machinery (when
was set right immediately on my reporting it.

some

defect, or

new). It
760. I have not in

i

my recollection
— knomi

—

any.

— 762.

Not

27. Lowestoft high light.
28. Lowestoft high hght.
2.9.

Lowestoft high hght.

my recollection. 764. No. "65. I have frequently
remarked that the three hghts of the North-west lightship
(when broadside on) do not ajjpear with equal brilliancy,
one or another appearing dimmer than the rest. She broke
766. The light
adrift in the January gale (about 1839).

30. Lowestoft high hght.
31. The ]iresent South Foreland upper hght and Cape
Grisnez. The present South Foreland upper light.
32. Flamborough Head and Tyneraouth (Enghsh), and

of Carigidon, entrance to Manilla Bay, too
should he upon the Nun Rock.— 77"- Never.
have
never
obsen-ed any derangement or irregularity
I
771.
77-. I have not any
in lights either on shore or afloat.
evtr
seeing a derangement in lighthouses or
recollection of
hghtships ; have heard of some, but never e.>:perienced any
myself.
773. No.
7/5. I have often noticed the low hght
on the island of May (Fifeshire) dim, as if a haze was about
it, and at times I have been unable to see it at no great
distance off, and at the same time the high hght was
to be seen plain enough.
777- I have never obserued
any. 77!'. Never. 781. Very seldom. 783. The hghts
are irregular at the North-west lightship ; whatever position

33.

to

—

upon

island

high;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

may

be in she never shows the three lights distinctly at
she
the same moment, o^ving to the arrangement of the reflecThe North-west lightshi]) broke adrift in the gale of
tors.
January 183i>. and twice previously \rithin my recollection.
—784. No. 785. In my experience I have not. 786. I
can generally see the high hghts on our coast better than
for instance, I have often seen high lights
the low lights
on Isle of May and Ferns when low lights were invisible.
787. The lower light of the Maidens I have seen frequently
almost out, also the river Ribble light, entrance to Preston.
789. ANTiether from inattention, bad lamps, or oil, I cannot say, (but the lights on the coast of Ireland cannot be
compared with those on the coast of Scotland, England,
and Wales,) Uueenstown Roches Light (seaward red) is the
worst, I should say, in e.\istence when boimd in for Queenstown Harbour on a clear night, more than once I have
made out the buildings before 1 saw the light ; and again,
the lights are ])ut out before daylight in some of the lighthouses, which is not the case in England, Scotland, or
Wales. (This was the case while 1 served on the coast of
7,91. Never.
Ireland.)
;

—

—

7.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

What

British and wliat Foreign Light
have you usually seen ftnthest off, .in
which of the two has been usually
visible at the greatest distance

?

out with a briUiancy superior to fixed hghts.
Beachy Head, Enghsh ; Cape Grisnez, French.
Cape Grisnez.

Beachy Head.

Ann's, Milford Haven.
The Lizard, in England ; Goza, near Malta ; and Cape
Camarat. The two latter are seen farthest off.
40. Lowestoft high hght is ^'isihle at the greatest chstance
iSt.

on this coast.
I have not taken notice of these distances so as to form
an opinion.
42. Cape Grisnez is a good light. I think South Foreland
41.

is

44.

—

—

Dunkirk and Cape Le H eve French ).
Beachy Head and Cape Grisnez. Cape Grisnez.
The British hghts most remarkable to me are the Start
and Beachy Head hglits these being revolving, break
{

34.

the best.

North Foreland and
Grisnez,

all

South

Foreland,

and Cape

good.

45. TjTiemouth and the Naze of
46. Cromer, 20 miles ; 18 miles.

Norway.

Tynemouth.

Head and Cromer on the east coast, the
North and South Forelands, and Cape Grisnez on the

47. Flamliorough

coast of France.
48. I have seen the

South Foreland and Cape Grisnez
hghts a great distance sometimes, but it is all according to the weather; the lights are not always the same.
Local knowledge make you see them many ways.
49. Cromer, 20; Lowestoft, 18 miles.
50. 'i"he present South Foreland high light is certainly the
brightest hght I ever saw, and is seen at the greatest
distance.

know

Cape Grisnez

is

the best foreign hght

I

of.

Cromer

or Flamborough Head.
Although the hghts above named are both very good,
I think the Start has the best.
53. Lizard, and Calf, Isle of Man.
54. F'lamborough Head and Dagerort hghts, at the entrance of the Gulf of Fuiland ; the last visible the
longest.
51.
52.

55. I have not had any cx])erience in lights this last 20
years, since I have been a Southampton pilot, not at a
great distance.
57.

Although the hghts mentioned above are both very
good,

The

present South Foreland hght
light at the greatest distance.

and Cape Grisnez

North Foreland light.
In the duty of my calling I have often noticed the
South Foreland and Grisnez hghts, the latter generally
visible at the greatest distance with a close atmo-

I think the Start has the precedence.
58. Lizard, and Calf, Isle of Man.
69. Tj-nemouth, Flamborough, and Cromer, 18 to
Dagerort, Gulf of Finland, 20 miles.
60. Lowestoft high hght.

61. British:

62.

in power.

63.

The South Foreland and Cape

Grisnez. The South
Foreland upjier hght I have seen 40 miles off, and very
fi'equently at 35 ; Cape Grisnez I have seen at 35 miles,
and frequently at 30.

64.

The ]iresent South Foreland high light is ^isible at a
great distance, and so is Cajie Grisnez.
Ha^-e not made any distinct comparisons.
I ha^e seen St. Elmo liglit, at Malt.-., furthest off, and

65.

the Copeland hght

66.

and the South Bishop

68.

Portland high light.
Have never compared any.
South Foreland hghts on the coast of England and
Cape Grisnez on the coast of France.
16. I have seen the present high hght on South Foreland
when off Hastings. Cape Grisnez is a very powerftil

69.

Welsh

(Ireland),

coast), ftirthest off.

light.

70.

71. Lowestoft high light.

The Lizard, Tnskar, and Holyhead. Cape Grisnez,
Ostend, and Cape Barfleur. Holyhead.
The Start hght is the furthermost hght that I know of
and have seen.
75. Flamborough Head, and Dagerort, entrance of Gulf
72.

The

present upper South Foreland hght.
Flamborough Head.

Lowestoft high light.

Flamborough Head, Cromer, Beachy Head, Heligoand Naze of Norway.

land,

Lowestoft high hght.
Cromer, 20 miles; Lowestoft, 18 miles.
Lowestoft high hght.

Flamborough Head
thest

—

Foreland, Dungeness.
Foreign :
Koll hght,
Dagerort, Russian.
;
I consider the British
hghts I'ather the best, though some of these are good.
I do not recollect.
The ])resent South Foreland high hght.
Cape Grisnez, on the coast of France, has hitherto been
the most powerful light in this locality; but I have not
had an opportunity of comjjaring it with the South
Foreland hght as at present constructed.
Under different circumstances I have thought the Start
light the best.
Lowestoft high light is visible at the greatest distance
on the coast.
Beachy Head and Start hghts.
Cape Grisnez is a
good light, but I give ])reference to the British hghts.
Fecamp and Beachy Head hghts are seen at a great
distance. Cape Grisnez, Start, and St. Catherine hghts
are powerful lights.
Lowestoft high hght is visible at the greatest distance
on the coast.

Sweden

Cape Grisnez on the coast of France, and Beachy Head
on this side of the Channel, as nearly as possible equal

I

Rock, Flamborough Head, Cromer,

North

sphere.

light

— BeU

20 miles;

off,

liglit I

further than

believe to be seen the furin France.

Cape Grisnez hght

73.

of Finland.
The Lizard, in the United Kingdom, and the Ceuta,
on the coast of Barbary.
77. Cajie Grisnez, on the French coast ; the Start Point,
on the Enghsh coast.
79. Cromer, 20; Lowestoft, 18 miles.

76.
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Question
80.

Flamborough Head and Beachy Head, English Fecamp and AiUy, French lights. The English lights are
;

139 The
.

light,

South Foreland and Cape Grisnez. I think the former ;
but both are powerfid and briUiant hghts.
Beachy Head.
83. Lundy, and Lizard, and Start hghts I have always
BurUngas, on the coast
seen at the greatest distance.
of Portugal, is a powerful hght, but not equal to the
above lights.
84. Lundy Island, 35 miles.
81.

140,

.

1-1 1,

.

82.

1-12,

,

143.

.

85.

Lundy

Island light and Cape Grisnez

;

the

first

Lundy

The Lizard.
Cromer or South Foreland.
The first-class hghts on the

145.

ble as far off as any
Cape Clear, Calf of

,

147.

Island, 35 miles.

87. Start.
88. British.
90. Start.

148.
149.
150.

Lundy

Island, British, and Cape Ottoway, South Ausforeign ; Lundy Island the greatest.
Lizard hghts, Enghsh Channel. Foreign
94. British :
Lights on high )and of Never Sink, enti'ance to New
York, United States. I think they can both be seen
about the same distance. I have seen the hght, when
on Cape Clear, as far as any I have seen.
95. Lundy, clear weather.
96. Lundy hght.
97. I have seen the South Foreland hghts 26 or 27 miles
distant. I have also seen Cape Grisnez light, on the
coast of France, 24 or 25 miles distant.
93.

144.

men-

tioned furthest.
86.

tralia,

—

:

—

Enghsh.
Flamborough Head.
100. Beachy Head.
101. Cannot say.
102. English hghts, Flamborough Head
98.
99.

Norfolk,

in

and

the -Naze

Norway.

of

Lundy

107.
108.

Flamborough Head and Cromer. Schowen, on the
Dutch coast.
Flamborough Head and Schowen hght, on the coast

109.

Beachy Head Hght,

Island hght.

of Holland, equal.
British.

Grisnez, the greater dis-

tance.

Cannot recoUect.
Beachy Head.

113. St. Bees' Head, Mull of GaUoway, and Calf of Man.
I think there is little difference.
114. I believe the old light on Cape Clear, Bardsey light,

and the Calf of

Man light

are

those I have seen at

the greatest distance.
115. 'riie British lights I have seen furthest off are the
The foreign I
iiull of Galloway and Calf of Man.
cannot say which, they being generally so dim.

South Stack. Greatest distance. Cape Grisnez.
117. Lizard.
lis. Flamborough Head, Spurn, and Cromer, on the coast
116.

of England;

West CappeU and Schowen, HoUand.

119. British hghts the best.
120. The Lizard light, at a distance of 18 miles; I have
never noticed a foreign hght.
121.1 always found that. the lights on the British coast could

be seen at the

full distance

marked to be seen

in clear

weather.

not acquainted wth foreign lights.
123. The Lizard hght I have seen at a distance of 18 mUes.
I have never particularly noticed a foreign light.
124. High light of South Foreland, or Lizards, clear weather.
Never took that particular notice whether they
could be seen further than Schowen light, on the
Dutch coast, or Cape Grisnez, on the French coast.
122. I

125.

am

The

Lizard.

126. Lizaa-d.

127.

161.

The present South Foreland high hght at the greatest
and tlie light at Cape Grisnez.
The present South Foreland upper hght and Cape

165.

South Foreland ii])per hght.
Flamborough Head and Cromer; also good
Hehgoland.
130. Flamborough Head in Yorkshire.
131. Cromer light furthest off, about 22 miles.

Cape La Heve, and

I

think the South Stack and Tuskar very good lights.
light on Mount Video could be seen as far

1()6.

light

—

174. Lizard.
I75. I have not taken particular notice.
178. On the coast of England the Start light ; the Havana
hght in the Gulf of Florida.
180. I do not know; but my impression is, that the Tuskar, or the light on Fastnett, are as good as any that
has come under my obsen'ation.
Highlands of New York, South Stack, and Skerries,
Ans. Highlands.
183. Cape Clear before removal, and island of Neversink,
New York ; the former farthest.
185. The greatest distance I ever saw one light was 30

181.

miles.
186. Skelhg Bar.
Raza Island, Rio de .laneiro harbour.
188. Cannot teU exactly.
189. Flamborough Head, North Rana Ozchein, Beachy

Head, Cape Grisnez.
The KoU and Flamborough Head.
Flamborough Head and Cromer.
]'JS. The Lizard hght I have seen furthest off, I think, in
the Channel, and Cape Briny, Van Diemen's Land
light on Kent Group Bassett.
I have also seen the
new Madras hght a great distance.
I97. I have ran in hea\-y weather, in heavy gales, and other
critical circumstances for the Lizard hght with more
confidence than I would have done with any other hght
similarly situated with which I am acquainted, and I
have never been disa]>pointed, always having made them
193.
194.

at a sufficient distance to secure safety.

jpg Beachy

hght the greatest distance.

Beachy

Cape Grisnez

in

France.

"

The Lizard

light in

England, and the hght recently

put on Cape Borda, Kangaroo Island, South Auatraha.

^03.

I

should think Flamborough Head or the Naze.

204. No answer to this question.
205. Flamborough Head and Dagerort.
206. Lundy light in the Bristol Channel.
208. Cannot exactly say whether Barra

most

'

Head

or Dagerort

distance.

209. Beachy Head, Flamborough, Barra Head, and Bell
Rock, about 25 miles. Dagerort hght, in the Baltic,

tainly.

Beachy Head.

Naze of Nor^vay,
137. British.

Head

Head, British ; Grisnez, French.
qq^ South and North Foreland, and

on

The Start hght.
The South Foreland upper light and that of Cape
Tlie new Upper South Foreland light, cer-

Lundy.

167- F^lamborough Head light.
168. I have seen tlie light on Goza, the Island of Malta,
the greatest distann'.
seeing it about .S5 miles.
I70. I never tuoh juirl iiular notice.
173. I am not aliK- to dicide.

Grisnez.
135.
136.

light.

The new

Grisnez.

129.

132.
134.

Cape Clear

62. Beachy Head and South Foreland.
163. St. Catharine's and Beachy Head,
1

distance,
128.

in clear weather.

off as either.

Cromer.

112.

Enghsh

Tuskar, Flamborough Head, and Lundy Island, and
F'astnett Rock.
157. South Foreland, and Dagerort light, Finland.
158. Fastnett Rock, about 22 miles distance; St. Anna,
north coast, Brazil, same distance.

15fi.

erected.

106.

110.

coast of Scotland are visi-

know.

Cantire, British
and Highlands of Never Sink, United States, at about
the same distance.
Kinsale light, about 10 leagues ; Cape St. Antonio,
Spain, about 10 leagues.
I have seen the Bi-itish lights fm-thest off.
Not able to answer.
The Lizard and South Foreland hghts I have seen
further than any hghts, either on the coast of Great
Britain or any foreign coast.
•
British hghts.

152.
153. France and
155. Cape Clear.

Finland.

Cromer

I

Man, and Mull of

Grisnez.
164. All the new Catadioptric hghts are e.xcellent wherever

and Cromer.
Foreign lights, Dagerort, at the entrance of the Gulf of

103.

and Cape Grisnez.
South and North Foreland, Dunku'k Harbour
and Cape Grisnez.
Flamborough Head and Cromer.
Holyhead, and Schowen on the Dutch coast.

138, BaUycottin

seen the furthest.

and Dagerort, Gulf of Finland.

35 miles.
Flamborough Head and Cromer.

fully

211.

3Q

2
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Question
213. Tuskar Roads light ; Bowlings light.
visible at the greatest distance.

Tiiskar usually

214. Flamhorough and Bell Rock.
215. Buchan Ness.
217. I never saw one at a greater distance than Hamhorongh

Head

hright light.

218. Flamhorough and Beachy Head, Lizard,

Ca))e Clear,
Tuskar, St. Paul's, (iulf of St.Lawience. Our lights are
foreign
lights.
than
seen much better and further oft
I have never been in want of any more lights on any

part of our coast or channels.
Cromer hght on the British coast, and Cape Grisnez
Cape Grisnez visible at the
on the French coast.
greatest distance.
22(1. Flamhorough Head on the east coast, and Lizard on
the west coast of England ; Cape St. Vincent (coast of
Goza light seen
Portugal), and Goza, near Malta.

219.

farthest.

221. Lundy Island hght.
222. British, Ramhorough Head.
22-1. Beaehy Head and the Start are the two best lights.
225. Holyhead on the coast of Wales, and the Calf in the
Isle of Man, with Lundy Island.
226. Ujnicr South Foreland, and Cromer, and Flamhorough
and ("ape Grisnez the farthest.
227. Flamhorough Head light and Schowen light ; but I
think Flaraborough has the preference.
228. Flamhorough Head and Dagerort ; hut the distance
all the principal lights can be seen must be determined
by the dij) of the horizon, as I have seen all our ])rin-

two feet above I cou'd see it, and
on deck could not have seen Cromer, and Cape Grisnez very brilliant on deck in dark weather.
229. Flamhorough Head, as far as the British are concerned but as regards the foreign, I have no decided
ojjinion on the subject.
230. The Start light in England, Cape St. Vincent in
I
Spain, and those about the Straits of Bonifacio.
think I have seen the latter lights furthest but the
atmosphere
should
be
rememthe
greater clearness of
cipal lights dip])ing

;

;

l)ered.
2.31.

The

British lights are generally visible further off than
The lights on the coast of Livonia

the foreign Ughts.
are next to them.
2>'i2.

from Flamhorough Head, on
the British coast, fin-ther than any other hght ; Cape
Grisnez light, on the French coast, further than any on
I

have seen the light

the British coast.
North F'oreland and Bermuda equal distance. Cannot
give a preference to one foreign light.
234. Flamhorough Head hght, north-east coast of England,
IS the best light, and seen at the greatest distance.
Hansholm, coast of Jutland, is the best in that direcThere are good
tion, but not equal to the former.
lights on each side of the British Channel, but the
Lizai-d is the best.
235. Flamhorough Head and Tynemouth Castle, wnich I
have seen nearly 30 miles off, Heligoland about 20
23,'S.

miles.

Flamhorough Head and Cromer; Schowen, in HolFecamp, in France.
French
237. The Start and Flamhorough Head lights.
lights opposite Dungeness are good.
238. I think Cape Clear is the best light.
239. I think Cape Clear is as good as any I have seen.
Lizard, 24 miles.
241. Genoa, 30 miles
242. Cannot say.
244. North Foreland, seen from Dunkirk Roads (40 miles);
Dunkirk, Gravelines, seen from the Downs (40 miles)
Grisnez, seen from the Downs (22 miles); South Foreland, west of Dungeness (23 miles).
24(>. Cannot say, particularly.
247. Caimot say.
248. The revolving light on Beachy Head.
249. Tuskar and Point of Cornwall.
23(5.

land

;

;

light, Milford; Linidy Island
Lizard. The
I believe, is A'isible at the greatest distance.
Island over ^0 mUes; Highlands (New York),

Anne's
Cordouan,

2.50. St.

251.

Lundy

;

22 miles.
252. I have seen Beachy Head light at a greater distance
than any other light.
253. I have always seen British hghts fm'thest off, such as
the Lizard, the Start, Fastness, SkeUigs, Mull of Cant^Te, and Bardsey.
255. Holyhead.
256. Stack, Holyhead, Cai)e Clear, Ireland
Mull of Galway, Scotland; and foreign, Havanna; Cuba. The
;

first-named British at the greatest distance.

267. Lizard and Ushant.

Ushant.

258.

New hght on Old Head of Kinsale or Lundy, in the
Bristol Channel; Rock of Lisbon, Portuguese coast.
Either of the first, although the latter has the advantage of a clearer atmosphere.

259. F^lamborough Head.
261. The Lizard, and Cape St. Vincent.
The Lizard seen
further off.
262. British :— The Old Head, of Kinsale, and Calf of Man
upper light. Have not seen many foreign lights.
263. St. Catherine's Point, Isle of Wight ; and Cape Grisnez, coast of France.

Flamhorough Head and Cromer.

2()4.

Lundy;

266.
269.

Genoa. Genoa.

Flamhorough Head on the English coast, Schowen
on the Dutch coast. The same distance.

light

Lizard lights

270.
272.
274.
275.
276.
278.
279.

;

Genoa.

Genoa.

Beachy Head, Holyhead, Flamhorough Head.
Never compared the range of any lights.
Lundy Island, and f'ape Grisnez. Cape Grisnez.
Start and Beachy Head.
Never took i)articular notice.
South Foreland u])per light and Cape Grisnez eqiially
good ; the former much better since it has been
altered.

280. Flamhorough
British

Cape

;

South Stack,

Head, Lizard, Tuskar,
Barfieur, Grisnez, French

;

Ca]ie St. Vin-

cent, Portugal.

281. Start.
2S3. I have seen the light on Barra, Isle of L'sk, furthest
of British lights, and the High Lands of Ne\er Sink
America, fiuthest of foreign lights.
284. Cajje Clear and Leghorn lights; the latter seen at the
greatest distance on account of the state of the atmosjihere.

Cape Grisnez in France the most powerful foreign
I have seen.
Lizard I have thought the best
of English lights.
I have seen Cape Clear 30 miles,
Mull of Cantire,
yet it was generally ill to be seen.
Barra Head, and Cajie Wrath, &c. are too high, being
often enveloped in fog.
286. I consider Flamhorough Head light to be seen farthest off, and no foreign light that I know so nearly
equal it. 287. Flamhorough Head is the light I have
seen fui-thest off.
288. British light, the Lizard Foreign light, Bartleur, on
the coast of France.
I think one equal in brilliancy
to the other.
289. Holyhead and Naversink.
Holyhead.
291. St. Agnes, SciUy, and Cape Grisnez opposite Dungeness.
I have seen St. Agnes at greater distance.
292. On the north-east coast, Flamhorough Head and
Tynemouth, from 25 to iiO miles ; on the coast of
France, the Cordouan, 30 miles ; Hehgoland, about
285.

light

—

:

20 imles.
Lizard, Tynemouth, and Bell Rock, about 20 miles.
Flamhorough and the Bell Rock.
295. British lights seen at the greatest distance.
296. Tjniemouth and Bell Rock lights about 21 miles.
297. Barra Head light, Lewis Islands, Scotland, and Cape
Grisnez, north of France.
298. The Lizard lights.
299. Flamhorough Head revolving light I have seen distinct at 20 miles, and Schowen revolving light, on
coast of Holland, quite distinct at 23 miles.
300. The Lizards, and Ceuta in Morocco.
The Lizards
I have usually seen the furthest off.
301. The lights furthest seen by me have been Genoa, Cape
Grisnez, and Tuskar.
302. I believe I have seen Beachy Head further than any
light in the world.
303. I have seen the Hook Town light at 17 miles distance.
Cannot speak particularly as to the distance I have
observed other hghts at.
304. Lizard lights 30 miles off.
305. Flamhorough Head hght.
Foreign light,
306. British light, Flamhorough Head.
2f)3.
2.94.

Flamhorough Head
(;'upe Grisnez (French hght).
hght the greatest distance.
307. Not pre]iared to say.
308. Cape Clear, Lundy, South Foreland, Flamhorough,
Mull of Galloway, Cape St. Vincent, Lisbon, Pelorus
I have seen the British hghts
at the Fcrro Messina.
the iurthest off.
,30!*.

None

in pai-ticular.

have seen Beachy Ught at a greater distance than
any other.
.31 1
South Foreland and Cape Grisnez.
Cape Grisnez.
312. South Foreland and Cape Grisnez.
310.

I

.

313.

Lundy

Island and

Cape Grisnez

usually.
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Question
315. Calf of Man upper light and Sidney Head light ; hut
the Calf of Man at the greatest distance.
316. Britisli light, Lizard ; St. Vincent, foreign.
317. The Start light and the High Lands off New York both

The same answer as to No. 5 Question.
375. BaUycottin, on south coast of Ireland ; Bayona Island,
entrance of Vigo. The latter one.
37''. Beachy Head and Cpjie Le Heve much the same.
377. I haA-e seen Tuskar and Cape Clear, now Fasnett
Rock, and Calf of Man. Latter seen from the shores
of More, distance 12 to 14 leagues.
378. I have seen Lundy light about nine leagues.
37!'. Lizard.
Lizard.
380. Lizard or Lundy.
Cape St. Vincent.
381 Lundy, Enghsh, about 30 miles ; and Isle de Bas,
French, about 27 miles.
382. Lizard, English ; Cape St. Vincent, foreign.
383. Buchan Ness ; Genoa light. The Buchan Ness.
385. Flamborough Head and Calais ; the former at the
37'J.

about equal.
foreign light,
British light, Flamborough Head
the Gulf of Finland.
Flamborough
Head.
320. Beachy Head, St. Catherine, Portland, and the Start ;
Cape Le Heve, Barfleur, Cape La Hague. Cape Le

318.

:

Dagerort, in

Heve I have seen the furthest off.
Cannot say as regards a foreign light.
321. Noss Head.
322. Flamborough Head on north coast, and Lundy Island,
Bristol Channel.
323. Isle of Man, 30 miles; Lizard, .30 miles.
324. Cape Clear and Valparaiso. Cape Clear.
325. SciUy lights are good, and seldom obscured by fog.
Berling light, on the coast of Portugal is a good light';
but I do not know any foreign light as good as the
English.
326. Flamborough Head, east coast of England; Cape
Grisnez, coast of France.
I have seen the latter

Flamborough Head and Cromer.
Foreign
Schowen, coast of Holland, and Scow hght, coast of

387. British,

Jutland, equal.
388. Flamborough Head

38.0.
3iH).

Beachy Head and the Start.
Have seen Lundy Island light distinctly 33 miles in
very clear weather.
394. Lundy Island Wsible at the greatest distance.
Cape
Grisnez, France.
395. The Mull of Galloway.
British visible at greatest

have seen the Calf furthest off in clear weather.
Island.
This will depend on the state of the

;

land.
337. Flamborough Head light, 25 miles distant.
338. St. Paul's, on the Gulf of St. LawTence, is quite visible
in a clear atmosphere at 10 leagvies.
339. Do not remember.
340. Cannot say.
342. I have never taken notice of that.
343. Enghsh.
344. Seen Tory Island hght at the greatest distance.
.345. Lundy Island hght.
346. Sandy Hook, United States.
Holyhead greatest.
347. Lundy Island can be seen further off than any other,
British or foreign.

348. Beachy Head, the Start, the Lizard, Jlinehead, Mull
of Galloway, Cape Grisnez, Ushant.
3J9. I have seen the Start light a good distance off; but
Genoa Uglit, and Porquerelles, on the islands of Hyries
(France), a much greater distance.
350. Flamborough Head light and Dagerort light; both
lights.

351. Beachy Head and Cape Le Heve.
I have seen Beachy
Head further in clear weather.
352. About equal.
353. Tuskar light.
354. I do not know of any foreign light visible further than
British lights.
355. All veiy good.
356. British.
358. Beachy Head, Cromer, and Flamborough Head, seen
them generally in clear weather .32 miles; Schowen
(Holland) seen frequently 30 miles.
359. The English liglits are generally seen the furthest.
360. Cannot speak to this.
361. The light on Cape Fria, coast of Brazil, I have seen
the furthest off, say 28 miles ; but there are those on
the Fastness and the Tuskar preferable to the one
above, as there can be no mistaking them from any
other light, and I have seen them 20 miles off.
363. Cromer light, Flamborough Head, and South Fore-

land.

365.

366.
368.
370.

Cape Barfleur, French.
The Start light, English
Cape Barfleur seen furthest.
I saw Lundy Island light 28 or 30 miles off on last
Tuesday evening, which I think about the greatest
limit a light can be seen.
The Rock of Lisbon I have
also seen a long way off.
;

I

am

light, Liverpool

are good.
The clearest lights are

3!)2.

336. Cromer, Flamborough Head, Tynemouth, Lizard,
Forelands north of France ; Dagerort, Gulf of Fin-

364.

British

393.

Lundy

good

Rock

3!)I.

weather.

are remarkably

head of

but not always to be depended upon.
in fact aU in the Irish Channel
;

clear weather,

borough Head.
329. I can offer no opinion for the reason stated in answer
to No. 2.
332. Lizard, and Cape Grisnez in France, when a Ijright
light was seen the greatest distance.
I

and Dunnet,

Oxoe in Norway, Heihzeholm on Gottland,
Schowen in Holland.
Cape Carbone.
Lizard, and Cape (irisnez, and the latter can be seen
farther.
Beachy Head is seen a great distance in

lights.

furthest off.
327. The greatest distance I ever saw a light was 30 miles;
that was Goza light.
I have not particularly noticed
the distance of the English lights.
Flam328. Flamborough Head and Naze of Norway.

334.
335.

greatest distance.
Eagle Island, Arran Island, Skellig Island.

38f).

distance.

396. British.
3f)7. Fastnett Rock, Cape Clear, and the Highlands of
Naversink, New Jersey. Fastnett Rock I have always
seen at the greatest distance.
3,98. Mine Head, and Cies Island Hght, the entrance of
Vigo, Spain, seen 32 miles.
399. British.
400. The Skellig (British) I have seen further off than any
foreign hght I know of.
401, The Start and the Grisnez, of which the Start bas
been seen the furthest.
402. Best, British
Calf of Man and Tuskar.
403. Lundy Island and South Stack.
404, Lizard, Cape La Hague.
406. Saltees, English ; Foreign hght, ha:-e not taken par;

ticular notice.

408. Skerryvore and Cajie Otway.
409. The light of Barra Head I have seen at the furthest
distance.
The light of Burlings is the second I have
seen the furthest, on the coast of Portugal.
410, The British.
I think I
411. Fastnett Rock, British ; Neuvetis, Cuba.
have seen the light at Neuvetis furthest off.
413 . The Wicklow light Mount Desert Rock light. State
.

;

of Maine.
414, Fastnett and Tuskar.
415, The Lizard light.
I do not remember to have seen
a foreign light any considerable distance.
416, Cannot say.
417 Holyhead and Valparaiso. British light seen furthest
.

.

off.

To the best of my judgment I have seen the Calf light
the furthest visible of any other.
419, Start Point in England ; the Moro at the Havanna.
The latter is the best of the two.
418,

420, Flamborough Head.
425, Cape Roman, S. C.
427. Holyhead and Isle of Man or Calf of Man.
428, The light on Bermuda can he seen 35 miles.
429. Never took particiUar notice.
431. Cape Clear, Mantuckie.
432. I would prefer English lights as far as I have seen.
433. Know not of any light to surpass the Tuskar.
434. Ushant, Insterhaul, Wicklow Head, Fastnett Rock, and

Tuskar
436

I

light.

cannot state any particular one.

437. Start Point, Holyhead,

not aware.

and Cape

St.

Mncent.

British

lights.

Lundy and Godrevy.

438, Tuskar.

I have seen the South and North Rock, ou the coast
of Ireland, ftu-thest ofl'.
371. Lundy and the Nash.
372. South Foreland, Cape Grisnez. Noi'th Foreland, Cape

Le Heve.

440,

441

in

clear weather; Tortugal, in

Mexico.
.

Q

South Stack and Ushant fm'thest off.
English lights. Lizard and Tuskar.

442 Lundy Island

Holyhead and Valparaiso.

Holyhead.

Gulf of
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:

Question
444. The Tuskar.
445. Cape Clear.
447. Lundy Island and False Point.

The Tuskar,

in my opinion, is the best Ught I have
Alexandria, in Egypt, is the best foreign light.
Island, in clear weather, but always capped in
hazy weather.
The British lights that I have seen furthest off are the
Calf of Man and MuU of Galloway.
Toiy, Inistrahul, and Runs Point.
Point of Ayr, Isle of Man.
Holyhead hght.

.5(11.

seen.

Lundy

Island generally

visible at greatest distance.
448. English lights are iisually seen according to scale
foreign lights the same.
449. Beachy Head, Flamborough Head, Holyhead. Foreign,
Cape St. Vincent, Ceuta, and Goza.
450. Lundy Island, Bristol Channel; Cape Grisnez, French

coast.

451. British.
452. Lundy and St. Bees.
454. Not noticed.
455. In my opinion the British lights in general are seen
further.

456. Cannot say.
458. Oversall light ; Arcona light in Prussia.
4G0. Flamborough Head and Cape Grisnez.
The South Stack.
4()1. South Stack and the Ushaut.
4G2. The Calf of Man light at home, and Bombay light on
the Malabar coast ; the former visible at the greatest

Lundy

502.
5(G.
504,
507.
509,

510 Flamborough Head.
511, Cromer, Flamborough Head, Hartlepool, Tynemouth
Castle, and Hehgoland.
Flamborough Head seen at
the greatest distance.
It depends so much on the state of the atmosjjhere,
with overcast weather, as is often the case with strong
south-west winds ; the Start, St. Catharine's, and the
Isle de Bas.
515 Tuskar.

516 The South

Foreland, British; and Cape Grisnez,
Each according to the weather.
Lundy, from its great lieight (in clear weather only),
England; France, Cape Grisnez.
Lundy Island and Tuskar Lundy fxu^hest.
British, Flamborough Head or Cromer; Bristol Channel, Lundy.
The Calf of Man and Stark.
Could not say confidently.
The present .South Foreland high hght (British') and
Beachy Head and Cape Grisnez ; the South Foreland

French.

distance.

403.

I

think

Lundy

Island in the Bristol (Channel, seen

.'W

4()5.

518.

;

519.

miles.

Cannot

reply.

Do not recollect.
46/. Cape Grisnez on the French coast.
4fii). South Stack; Bell Isle light, France.

520,

4(i().

521

Lundy

Island,

522,

England.
470. British,

Flamborough

Head;

Ireland,

BaUycottin;

Cape St. Vincent, foreign.
Cape
471. Cape Spear, Newfoundland; Hock of Lisbon.
Spear.
47-. Tuskar in St. George's Channel.
4/3. Tuskar Rock light in St. George's Channel, Beachy
Lundy Island furthest,
Head in English Channel.
and Cape Grisnez on the French coast.
475. The hght on Cajie Carbon, Algeria, visible further than
any Enghsh

light.

Bayonna light off Vigo Bay furthest.
476. Start light.
478. St. Ann's, Milfo'rd Haven, and Lizard lights.
479. Beachy Head on the east coast of England ; from the
French coast, Cape Le Heve. Beachy Head the greatest distance.

;

Marseilles.
491. Fastnett Rock,

Old Head of Kinsale, Mine Head,
Stack, Point Lenas, Calf of Man,
St. Bee's Head, Mull Cantire, Wicklow ; all of which
I think can be seen fm-ther off than any foreign hghts
that I have seen.
492. Enghsh Channel, the Start Point, Bristol Channel,
Lundy Island, and St. Ann's. St. George's, Tuskar.
493. The brightest I remember to have seen was Cape
Grisnez many years ago.
I have seen Lundy Island
light in a clear night 45 miles.
494. St. Agness light, on Scilly, I have seen more than 20
miles ofi', and Plannier light off Marseilles.
495. The Calf of Man Ught, and Cape Grisnez, coast of
France. The Calf of Man ; but this I attribute to its
greater distance.
Tuskar, South

Most

of

my

;

Have never taken

The Lizard hghts.
Lundy Island and the Old Head of Kinsale.
Beachy Head in England, and the Cordouan Tower

52!),
.5;«),

531,

Have never seen foreign lights.
Taking the different states of the atmosphere into
I consider Dungeness as good a hght as
any on the Enghsh coast, and Cape Grisnez on the

533,

consideration,

French.
I prefer the former.
North Foreland and Cape Grisnez

Lundy Island and the Highland of Naversink New
York harbour the latter seen furthest.
498. 1 think Cape Grisnez light, on the coast of France,
;

superior to our lights in general.
Cajje Lagubhas, British Colonies.

Never observed any particular differences in distance.
Can make no comparison.
Cannot say ])ositively think white hght is furthest seen.
Flamborough Head and Cape Barlleur.
I have seen the Tuskar light 11 or 12 leagues off,
and Cape Clear, now Fastnet Rock also the Calf of
Man lights from the coast of France, n-inter time, a

536.
537,
539.
540,

;

541,

;

distance of 13 or 14 leagues off, frequently.
Old Head of Kinsale, Tuskar, Holyhead; Cape St.
A incent, Cajje Finisterre. Enghsh hghts, I consider,
are to be seen fiu^hest.
543, Being so long ago, I do not recollect.
545. Schowen, on the coast of Holland, and Flamborough

Head.
Old Head of Kinsale.
Cannot say.
550, That of Beachy Head, and of Cape Grisnez, on the
coast of France.
I consider the first one the best.
Flamborough Head, and Butt of Lewis; Dagerort

548,
.549,

entrance to Fiidand.
It depends, on the elevation, but I generally see the
foreign lights as far as the Enghsh, if not further.
553, England, and Foreign, Hamburgh Head.
554 Old Head of Kinsale is very good.
555 Start Point light ; Moros St. Paul's, on the coast of
Brazil ; and the light on Isle of Bayonne, at the enlight,

,

,

,

trance to Vigo Bay.
556 Cannot say ; depends on the atmosphere.
557. The Start, coast of Devonshire; Cape Grisnez, coast

of France. The Stai-t is visible at the greatest distance.
I consider Beachy Head hght the most distinct at a
distance.

557 Lizard hghts, in the English Channel; and French
lights, in general, better than English.
Pei-tusato light, in the Straits of Benzaico,

560,

Holyhead, British

600. I think our Ughts the most preferable.

the latter \isible

;

at greatest distance (about four years ago.

558.

497.

in

France.

experience on the coast of Great Britain

has been thick weather.

particular notice, so as to compare.
consider the British lights, in general quite as good,

I

and often better, than other ships.
527, F'lamborough Head and Scaw, on coast of .Jutland.
628, Tuskar Rock and the Hole in the Wall. Bahamas.

532.

480. Flamborough Head.
Naze of Norway.
482. I think no lights excel the British ; the French
Amongst so many good lights
are equal in brilliancy.
I cannot give a definite answer as to visible tUstance,
so much depends on situation and weather.
483. Black Rock, Tuskar, and South Stack in the Irish
Channel, and Pedra Branca in the entrance of Singapore Straits ; the latter at the greatest distance.
484. Cannot say, never having compared.
485. England's.
486. Cape Clear, Tuskar. Holyhead Gay Head, High Land
of Sandy Hook, and all the S'ew American hghfs in
Lens lights
the Gulf of Mexico of the first order.
are equal and some better than the first named.
487. British, Fastnett Rock.
488. Cape Clear when lit. South Stack, and Sand Island,
Alabama ; the latter.
489. Those in the St. George's Channel of the first magnitude, and those on the south coast of France east of

496.

being seen furthest.

Capes Le Hague, Le Heve, Belle Isle, Bay of Biscay,
ana Grisnez British Channel.
The present South Foreland light and Cape Grisnez.
The South Foreland is seen furthest.

I

have

seen."

irregular in

561

,

MuU of

its

It is visible

is

the best

30 miles from the deck, and

revolutions.

Cantyre hght, seen 22 miles

off.
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Question
Start light ; Bayonne light, off Vigo Bay, 30
miles; Cadiz light, 20 miles ; Ceuta hght, 28 miles.
564. I think I have seen Cromer light as far as any light

The

562.

most

on the English coast.
565. I have seen the Lizard lights, in clear nights, 26 or
27 miles off; I have also seen Cape Grisnez, near
Boulogne, 2iS to 30 miles off, in a clear night ; this is
one of the hest revoking lights in all the channel.
567. The light on Goza, Malta.
5()8. Sturt, and Moros of St. Paul's (Brazil), seen at about
equal distances.
569. Lundy lighthouse.
570. Start, and Bayonne, coast of Spain.
571. The lights of the present day are of so superior a
nature that each, according to height and position, on
a clear night, shows a great distance ; yet it must be
allowed that British coast lights are comparatively
more powerfid, and more to be relied upon.

The Lizard,
Genoa light

573.

British

and Genoa, foreign;

;

I

and Goza

Head

I

628,
629,

630.
631.
632.

630,

;

The

fine lights.

597. Hally Head and Tuskar.
598. Beachy Head and Cape Grisnez, the former the gi'eater
distance.
599. Cannot positively state at this time.
600. Lizard and Havana; Lizard greatest.
Skeri-yone, Barra
Head,
601. Innistrahul,

Kinsale,

Highland

604.

505.
606.

Ballycottin,

Mine Head, South Stack, South Bishop,
lights, Fire Island.
The lights in the United

States are equal to others now.
602. Start and Lundy Island.
603. South Foreland and Cape Grisnez

;

South Foreland.

The Lizard and Dunkirk ; the Lizard I have seen at
the greatest distance.
The Start light I have seen 18 miles off, Raza light, Rio
Janeiro, seen 18 miles.
Lundy and Barra Head, British; Naze, Norway.
Calf of Man lights in clear weather.
Calf of Man or Bidston.

607.
608.
610. Stack light.
611. Bidston light.
612. Bidston hght.
613. British.
618. Bidston light.

The British light I should say is St. Catharine's
the foreign, the lights on the Island of Goza or
Alexandria light.
638. Of British lights I think I have seen Cromer furthest
off.
Of foreign lights, Grisnez, and Grisnez further
than Cromer.
639. Flamborough Head is seen as far off as any light with
which I am well acquainted on our coast, and fm-ther
than any I know on the opposite coast.
640. South Stack light, Holyhead ; New York lights.
641. Beachy Head, Lundy Island, Start Point, the light
on Isle Dieu, Isle Planier, Cordouan tower, Saintes, all
seen till they dip out
French lights brightest.
542. The late trial of the electric hglit at the South Fore-

land was the one seen at the greatest distance ; the
others are about on a par with the first-class lights
in France.
'

^Miere the lights generally are good it would be difficult
to fix on any one in particular, perhaps, in preference
to others, though it may be possible.
(;44 Lundy Island, Bristol Channel.

(;_)3

Start light when the weather has been clear ; light on
the Morro of San Paulo, Brazils.
I have seen the
latter light 26 miles off.
648. The Start light and the Moro light at the Havanna
but I consider the latter the best light.
649. Grisnez (French), Tuskar, South Rock, Rathlin, Beachy
(545

Head.
650. Ceuta light in Mediterranean; Barfleur hght in France.
G51. I considered the light at the French lighthouse at the
entrance of Bordeaux river one of the best in 1814,

and

The Hook Tower

The

light

brilliant

Sken'ies,

our Lizard

light.

Start Point light and Cape Pertusato in Straits of
Bonifacio, the latter always seen furthest off, possibly
from having the greatest elevation.
g53 Flamborough Head ; Ushant, which I have seen at
greater distance.
(554^ The Caskets and Barfleur.
Tliese lights I have seen
farther than any other, considering their elevation.
Ballycotton lights I consider the best in the Irish
Channel. I do not think so much of the Fasnet two
lights far apart on Cape Clear, one a flash and the
other steady would have been better than the Fasnet.

The

Start and
experience.
(55^^ The light on
g5g^

Cape Grisnez, both equally

Grisnez

;

Beachy Head, and the

the latter

is

ggj'^

in the Mediterranean is the most
have ever seen ; but such lights as the
South Stack, Tuskar, Lizard, and Start, ai-e

upon Ceuta
I

3

light

is

on Cape

Have

seen the Start

off.

I

have generally

seen furthest off.
Lizard, Beachy Head, and Cape Barfleur,

which

Cape Grisnez, coast

from

the stronger light of the two,

and can be seen furthest off.
ggO Start Point and Cape Roca.
light furthest

at Waterford,

visible

my

gg5 Dagerort, in Gulf of Finland.
ggg The lights of the Enghsh Channel

of France.
623. South Stack, Cape Barfleur, and Ceuta, all equally
visible under similar cii-cumstances or atmospheres.

624.

at least equal to

(^^o.

619. English lights are in general seen the fiu-thest.

621.

Lundy Island Hght with clear atmosphere, Bristol
Chaimel, 30 miles ; Cape Grisnez, coast of France,
miles.
Cape Grisnez usually ^^sible at the greatest

;

South Stack (I. C.), in clear weather ; Cape Barfleur
(France); and Ceuta, coast of Afi-ica ; Cape Barfleur
seen furthest.
Ballycotton light; Highland light of Cape Cod; Highlands of Naversink. The American lights to be seen
the greatest distance.
Holyhead (South Stack), British; Ceuta, Spanish.
Flamborough Head, England Ca])e Barfleur, France.
South Foreland (not observed any foreign light).

both are

Beachy Head, Cromer, Flamborough Head, and Tyne-

distance.

Barfleur, in France.

Start light in the English Channel and Flamborough Head seen furthest off, the former at the
greatest distance.
595. I have usually seen Flamborough Head light on the
British coast and Cape Grisnez on the French coast ;
Cape Grisnez usually the greatest distance.
596. I think the French hghts iu'e visible the greatest
distance, say Cape Grisnez and the Saints Rocks hght,

593.

influence in the Mediterranean.
British, Old Head, Kinsale ; foreign. Fire Island light
Old Head visible at the greatest distance.
The Lizai'd lights are to be seen furthest off than any
other lights I have seen.
I have seen the Lizard lights the furthest of either
British or foreign.
Cannot positively say.

637.

584.'

589.
590.
591.

Ceuta (Spanish) in Africa;
The state of atmosphere

in Mediterranean.

25

furthest.

585.

same

distant.

dis-

distance.

;

in the

I have seen often seven leagues off.
Fecamp
have seen the furthest of any foreign lights.
633. Cromer, Flamborough Head, and Tynemouth, six and
seven leagues.
634. Cannot say.
635. The Lizard lights I have seen distinctly shout 22 miles

The Lizard, on the English, and the light on Cape
Grisnez, on the French side of the channel; the Lizard

583. South Stack (Holyhead)

good

mouth

tance.
Cape
575. Fastnet, Ballycottin, Mine Head, Skerries;
Florida.
I consider Fasnet light good.
577. I never made a comparison.
578. Lizard and South Stack, British ; Cape Grisnez, &c.,
French. Genoa light can be seen a great way off in
clear weather.
579. Beachy Head, Lundy, and Cordouan (Gironde), and
Grisnez.
580. Lundy Island, Bristol Channel, and Belle Isle, coast
of France ; Lundy \'isible at the greatest distance.
581. The British lights, I consider, are visible at the greatest

582.

as

light I

have seen

have seen at the greatest

and might appear

may have some

furthest.

574. Flamborough

efficient,

climate.

625 South Stack and Vigo.
62/, South Stack (British);

doubtful

best.

Lizard lights and Ceuta light. I have usually seen
Ceuta light furthest, as the atmosphere is generally
very clear.
gg9 Cape Grisnez, the two South Foreland, the Lizard,
and the ^ew Bishop lights have appeared to me to
be the best. The hght on the Bishop is I think the

ggs,

best I have seen.

Q
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Question
671.

The Lizard high hght and Beachy Head light on
the English coast, and Cape Grisnez on the French
I think I have seen Beachy Head light furthest
coast.
off.

67^. British ; Lundy Island before any other.
673. The Calf of Man, and Cape Grisnez, coast of France.
I am doubtful which
67-1. The Lizard and Cape Grisnez.
of these hghts I have seen furthest off.
67o. Cannot say.
Lizai-d has been visible at
676. Lizard lights, and Ushant.
the greatest distance.
678. Lizard lights, and Cape Grisnez. The latter I think
is the brightest, and seen further.
6/9. Start hght. Cape Antonio, Cuba.
680. Cannot answer from memorj', and have no dates.
impression is that Raza light off Rio de Janeiro

My

is the best foreign light that I have seen.
683. Beachy Head light, the Lizard, and the Start I have
seen at a greater distance than any foreign light.
685. Lizard lights.
I know of no light on a foreign coast
to com|)are with it.
686. Lundy Island hght; Cape Grisnez, coast of France.
Lundy light furthest seen in clear weather.
687. Lizards lights.
688. The Lizard and Ushant.
68!>. Cape Grisnez, France; Lundy Island light, Lundy
Island.
6!)0. Lizards I have seen at the gi'eatest distance ; Cape St.
Vincent.
6!) J
Bally cottin light seen at greatest distance ; Boston
outer light good ; Cape Pini, Newfoundland, good.
6.92. South Foreland, and Cape Cirisnez.
693. The Lizard lights, and Cordouan (entrance to the
Garronne) ; the former are very good lights, but the
latter is seen at the greatest distance.
69-1. Fastnet Rock, and Tarifa, Straits of Gibraltar;
the
.

695.
69(i.

former \-isible at the greatest distance.
I think you see the Lizard lights as far any.
Lizard
Calais, and usually visible at the greatest
;

distance.
6!)".
()98.

Beachy Head

The

Baltic

guese

;

;

Monte Video seen

French lights

are, as far as

seen the latter a
seen as

at greatest distance.

in the

my judgment

Channel and Portuwill jiermit (having

few times), equal to our

lights,

and

far.

99. The Start, Beachy Head, and Cai)e Grisnez; but have
not seen the Needles light.
7(H). Lizard lights and Start light ; Gibraltar and Alexandria
on the coast of Egjiit ; the British lights being usually
visible the furthest.
701 I do not remember.
702. Beachy Head and Vigo ; A'igo.
703. The hghthouse on Gibb's Hill, Bcimuda.
Lundy has
704. Lundy Island light, and Cajie Grisnez.
been visible usually at the greatest distence.
Cape
705. May Island light furthest off, fixed hght.
Grisnez, revohing light.
706. Beachy Head, Monte Video ; the former the greatest

coast of Devonshire ; hght on Bayonna's
Vigo Bay, coast of Spain.
The Vigo
the greatest distance.
noted these points, and seldom been in
ascertain the exact and greatest distance
from any lights. The light at Cape Grisnez appeared
very bright a long way off.
732. British (Bermuda).
733. Have seen the revolring hght at the Mons San Paulo

729. Start light,
entrance to
light visible
730. I have not
jiositions to

(Brazils) farther off' than any English light.
735. Tlie state of the atmosphere so often varies, that mth
any certainty- I could not state any particular one.
736. The Madras light is a splendid one ; I have seen it

from

I

have not had

many

opportunities of forming

747.

lights are seen in
ordinarily cleai- weather eight to nine leagues ; I have
seen them a much greater distance, and on one occasion
as much as 40 miles.
748. The Bermuda light I have seen about 24 miles off.
749. The Needles hght, when on the cliff, clear weather, full
30 miles ; the light on Ca])e la Heve, in clear weather,
between 30 aiul 40.
750. The lights which I have made at the greatest distance
are the ones on Cape Grisnez, and the light on the Cios
Islands.

751. The Lizard (Land's End), and South Stack (Anglesea).
752. Tliis depends on weather mainly. Enghsh hghts are
best.

The worst piece of legislation was in altering the old
Trinity rules for ships and steamers meeting.
All the
improved lighting will never compensate for this
blunder.
Laws that apply to steamers only should not
include saihng ships.
754. I have seen the hghts on Bermuda beai-ing N.W. by
N. in 24 miles difference of latitude, which is further
than I recollect to have seen any other.
755. Lizard's and Holyhead.
Old
756.
Head of Kinsale.
758. Lizard, Ushant. Corunna, and Ceuta hghts.
759. Beachy Head and Cape la Heve ; Ca])e la Have seen

753.

farthest.
I do not at present recollect.
The following, in the order jmt Loop Head, Hook
Tower, Tuskar, Clare Island, Clew Bay.
762. To the best of my recollection, the PorqucroUes hght,
on the south coast of France, is the best I have seen.

763.
761.

763.

an

opinion.

708.

Cromer or Foulness hght

greatest distance

:

Cape La

Heve, in France.
709. South Foreland and Cape Wrath, Cape Grisnez, and
Dunkirk ; South Foreland and Cajie Wrath the furthest
off.

710.

The South Stack at Holyhead.
The Stack light at Holyhead.

711.
712. British light seen furthest is the South .Stack.
715. The Stack of Holyhead, Tuskar, and the Fastnet
are the British lights I have seen fm-thest off.
716. Holyhead, and Bailey in Irish Channel.
717. Cannot say.
71s. Bidston and the rock in Liverpool
furthest off.

Rock

30 miles.

and PorqucroUes much further.
Flamborough Head, bright hght.
The Cape La Heve and Fee-amp

746.

distance.

707.

aloft

737. Bidston hght, or the South Stack.
738. Cromer, on the coast of England, and Cape Grisnez,
on the coast of France.
741. Cromer.
742. Beachy Head, and BeUe Isle; I jirefer Belle Isle.
745. I have seen the Start, the Calf of Man, the South
Stack, CorsewaU light, and the Needles (on a very
clear night) a long way, but I have seen Cape Camaret

764.
766.

:

The
The

Start light the next.
Start and Beachy lights, Kent's Group, in fine
weather often seen from 30 to 40 miles, in dirty

weather never visible.
The Start in England, and Cape

la

Hogue

in France.

upon the Biu-hngs^ coast of Portugood as any I have seen.
767. Madras Light I have often seen 30 miles from aloft.
770. I have seen most of the channel hghts from the mastI

consider the hght

gal as

head of large ships quite bright in clear weather
directly they were above the horizon, and long before
they could he seen from the deck.
771. Bonifacio Light, on Cape Pertusato, Corsica, and the
Start Point light.
I have seen both hghts from a
ship's deck 20 mdes.
77-. Tuskar, Skerries, Point Linas, Lizard, Start, Ushant,
all first rate.

Bay; Bidston visible

719. Cannot say.
720. British lights, South Stack and Flaniborough Head ;
French hght, Ushant, the greatest distance.
721. Lundy Island, Bristol Channel, South Stack, St.

Georges, Flamborough Head, North Coast; Ushant
have seen the greatest distance.

I

723. Cannot say.
724. South Stack.
726. The Lizard, Enghsh ; Cape Barfleur, French.
727. The light on Ceuta, opposite Gibraltar, and Start
Point lights, are to be seen a great distance, but I

think Ceuta the best.
728. Ballycottin flash light, Irish coast ; Lizard, English
coast; Sanguinaire, island of Corsica; Ballycottin.

773.

The Lizard or

Start,

and

Isle

de Bas

;

Lizard risible

at the greatest distance.
77^. Cromer, in Norfolk ; Cape Grisnez, in France.
777. Cannot say which I have seen furthest off.
778. South Foreland and Calais, Foreland farthest off.

779. Portland and Caskets.
783. Calf of Man.
The first.
784. .St. Agnes, Scilly; Planier, near Marseilles.
785. Cape Clear and Barfleur lights ; Cape Clear the greatest
distance.
789. British invariably.
790. I have seen Lundy Island upper hght the furthest of
any British light, and Corduan Light in the entrance
of the river Gironde the ftirthest of any foreign hght,
and the latter the furthest of the two.
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Question

Have you ever

a want of Lighton any part
of the Coast or in any of the Channels of the United Kingdom ?
if so,

8.

felt

.

liouses or Floating Lights

.

.

—

.

where ?
1. I

3.

have not.

—

No.

2.

.

—

.

.

.

—

have not. 5. No. 6. No.
Yes but the omissions have been attended to, as in
the cases of the Cork Ledge, Cockle, and Gunfleet
lightvessels, and of those shore lights which have
recently been established in Zetland, and upon oui"
;

9.

13.

17.

18.
20.

22.

23.
26.
27.
31.
32.

now.
No, e-tcept on the Varn.
Since 1834 have not been at

No.—21. No.
A channel light at Ilfracombe,
No.—24. No.— 25. No.

sea,

especially.

No, none.

cannot sav now.

A floating light on south end of Cross Sand ; a floating light at the Goldstone, near Holy Island ; a light
in place of the beacon at Anscar Rocks, Firth of
Forth.

in the Bristol Channel.

No, not any where, except near the Outer Dowsing.
No.—28. No.—29. No.— 30. No.

100,

No;

101. See

except the Varne.

102,

now

103,

of Dover, on the N.\V. jiart of the
Varne. I have often thought of communicating with
the editor of the " Shipping Gazette " upon the
subject.

No.—38.

No.

A floating light on the Shambles, two leading
Ughts by night into Plymouth Sound, by the western
passage, and the same for Southam|jton Water.
40. There is no particular \\-ant of any more lighthouses
or floating Hghts between Lowestoft and Gravesend.
39. Yes.

41. No.
42. I think a light would be serviceable on the Varne.
43. No.—44. No.^6. No.

;

On Mort

Enghsh

part of the

I

Cliannel.

None.
there were Ughts required in the Swin to
Queen's Channel ; that defect is certainly now remedied,
or seemed to be last year, when I went to the continent.
already stated,

HI As

—

53.

Mort

62.

No.

64.

of opinion that a floating hght off the south-east
spit of the Goodwin Sands would materially assist the

I

have not

am

navigation at the back of the sands, and prevent

many

serious losses.
65.

have not.

No

Yes; when in command of vessels taking the bar at

Exmouth.
II.

;

except the Varne.

No.
I was the chief mover in getting a Ughtship placed
on the Bahama Bank, Isle of Man ; lighted, I think,
in .January 1846.
A light and buoy are wanted in the Outer Dowsing,
bearing 15 miles N.N.E. of the Dudgeon, and 45 S.S.E.
of Flamborough.
132. On the Varn.
133. Gore or Hook off Margate Sand.
134. No although sometimes I have fancied a light on the
S.W. end of the Varne, where the buoy is now, might
be of service to those persons who could not obtain
the services of a pilot.

131

;

it would be a desirable thing to
place a floating hght near the Outer Dowsing ; many
ships ha\-e been lost there it is to be feared, and their
crews ; also the south end of the Shipwash.

— 63.

Point.

No.— 119. No.— 120. Never.— 121. No.— 122. No.—
Never.— 124. No.— 125. No.— 126. No.— 127. I

123.

Wolf Rock.

I

or at the

water,

—

59. No.— 60. No.
61. I have often thought

Lynn Roads,

—

Often, in reaching in towards the Irish land of Blackand on the south side Bristol Channel from

,

cannot or do not properly understand.

55. No.
56. Southampton Water.
57. Yes; whilst in charge of ships taking the harbour of
Exmouth by night, when a lighthouse on Strait Point,
as before stated, would be a great boon.
58. Wolf Rock.

one in

Wisbeach Bar buoy, would be very serviceable.
No. 114. No, none. 115. Never.

Some, perhaps, would like to have a light every fathom,
others can do without it, therefore I cannot answer.
49. No.
50. No.
51. No want.
52. Yes; whilst in charge of ships taking the harbour of
Exmouth by night, when a hghthouse on Strait
Point, as before stated, would be a great boon.

—

Point.

— 108.

No.

At one time

A floating hght placed near the north-west part of
Varne would be of great advantage navigating this

48. This question

No.

No. 3.
On the Varne Sand off Dover.
No.
104, Every voyage during the winter months I feel the
want of a Ught on St. Abb's Head, and a floating Ught
at the Plough Rock, Holy Island, or leading Ught
through the Fairway.
There should be a floating light at south end of Codling Bank
between it and north side of South Ridge
there is a deep channel 3 miles wide.
The Codling
Bank has a buoy on it now, and is a most dangerous
bank from its form and position.

There has been that want on the North Hinder, but

35. No.
36. In the straits

47.

—

No.
Yes ;
No.
I have felt a want of both on all parts of the coast
and channel that I am acquainted with, but that does
not now exist, it having been remedied by the corpoo
ration of Trinity House, London.
None. 82. No.
None. I think our coast well lighted now.
I have not.
Yes, on the west Scarweather sands.
I have not.
87. No.
In the channel, from Maulhead to Kirkwall, Orkney,
and on the Cross sand of Yarmouth, Norfolk
No.

Morthoe Point ; also a red Ught in the Naish Tower,
as a guide to keep clear of Breaksea Point.

a lightship is placed there.
34. Do not know the want of any light in the district for
which I am Ucensed.

37.

No.
of Guernsey.
But there is one, I know
want anywhere else.
76. Not particularly.
a floating Ught at the N.W. end of the Varne.

On the west coast of Scotland.
Want of lighthouse on the north point, and beacon on
the Monkstone.
I have, on the west end of the Skerweathers.
I have never felt the want of any Ughts.
I consider
them well lighted.
Morthoe Point, West Skerweathers. Morthoe Point

No.

On

Berry Head.
In Galway Bay, to guide betiveen Black and Margaretta Rocks.
On Straw Island, KiUarney Bay,
.Vranmore, Galway.
In nearly all the harbours and
roadsteads round the coast.
14. Formerly, but not now.
16. The whole of the coast that I pass is well Ughted
12.

No.— 72.

The Hannois

—

Yes, in Broadhaven Bay ; but a harbour Ught has been
placed there within the past four years, which remedies
the defect.
Yes. To mark the entrance of Forrev harbour.

10.

No.

—

east coast.
8.

No.— 68. None.— 69.

I do not see any occasion for any more lighthouses or
floating lights between Lowestoft and Gravesend.

of no

Yes, for many yeai-s I felt the want of a light\'essel at
the east end of the Tongue, and also at the Girdler,
the both of which have been for some years placed
at those points.

4. I
7.

.

I do not see any occasion for any more Ughthouses
or floating lights between Lowestoft and Gravesend,

135. No.
136. North end. Inner Dowsings.
137. Yes, leading lights at the Cockle entrance to

No.

139. Considerable benefit would be afforded by a floating
light being appointed on the flats near the

west

buoy

3

Yarmouth

Roads.
138.

at the entrance

of the Horse Channel.

last
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:

Question
On the north end
No.— 142. No.

140,

141

of the Inner Dowsings.

143 South-west end of the Bamaxd.
144 I have frequently felt a want of lights in the Miiich,
but it is now well lighted.
148. I have never felt
have.
147. No.
I never
149.
the want of any hghthouses or floating light.
150. None.
Never.
Wolf Rock, entre lea iles Scilly et Longschep,
oii il n'y a qu'une bou^e, 11 y aurait grand besoin d'un

—

—

—

—

feu.

No.— 15/. Never.— 159. Not for
No.— 153. No.—
160. No.
the last six or eight years.
Orines Head.
162 Not being acquainted with the coast, cannot tell.
152

1.56.

,

161

—

.

,

163 Yes. A floating light ship is wanted on the Shambles,
another on the outer part of the Inner Dowsing, and
a lighthouse five miles south of Humber.
164, No time left for due consideration, going to sea.
.

I have not of late years found any want whatever of
lighthouses or lightships in the channels or coasts of
the United Kingdom.

165

166,

No.— 167. No.— 170. None.— 172.

174.

Not

.

,

No.

recently.

—

I have not.
177. No.
Grassholme Island.
180, I think the English coasts are all well lighted.
181, No.
183. No.
185, 1 leave that to your countrymen.
186, No.
188, Not in Great Britain; but there should be one hght
on the south of Bornholm, and one on the coast of
Jutland, about Robsnorth or llartshals.
189, No.— 191. No.— 193. No.
194, Yes.
Outer and Inner Dowsing.
195,.No.
196. Formerly, Point, Liverpool, one of the first class, and
the entrance of the Queen's Channel.
197. I ha^-e often felt the want of a floating hght in the
Fairway, to the southward of the shoals off Beachy
Head, say at about three miles outside the outer shore.
Was a float placed there, and burn a blue light e\-ery
hour during the night, as do the Calcutta floats, it
would be next to impossible with ordinary care, even
in the thickest weather, for a ship to pass without its
being seen and run on shore on the French coast and
would, if in existence, in all human probabihty have
prevented the greater number, if not the whole, of the
wrecks and consequent loss of life on the French coast
within the last few years, occasioned by ships passing
Beachy in hazy weather without seeing it. Besides,
Beachv Head light is entirely useless for pi'oeeeding
down channel, imtil the danger it was intended to guard
against is passed. The float to be i)laced sufficiently
far south to allow for any shght error or errors arising
from indifferent compasses, local attractions, careless
or bad steerage, or error in judging the distance off

175,

.

17!),

.

—

,

.

hghthouse, it would be found so beneficial that the
system would soon be e.vtended to sei-eral of the other
lighthouses, say, for Eiftlish Channel to Start Point
and Lizard, and but little ingenuity would be required
It
to adopt it to night-time signals as well as day.
would not only benefit ships from English ports, but
also all ships from Baltic and German ports bound
south or west.
198. No.

When in the Liverpool trade we felt the want of a
lightship off the Bahama Bank, and the lights at
Portpatrick after it was discontinued, but is now
relighted again.
200. I think there should be a Ught at Great Ormshead.
199.

201.

212.

,

;

shore when passing the Wight or St. Catherine's Point
lighthouse. It would be equally useful for ships bound
down channel, and would, I think, do away with the
Though
necessity of Beachy Head light altogether.
not coming strictly \nthin the limits of the question,
important
addition
to
I beg leave to suggest a most
the usefulness of Dungeness lighthouse, viz., a time
ball to be dropped every hour bet^veen sunrise and
benefit to
sunset.
It would be of more practical
shipping than aU the rest of the time balls at present
have frein the United Kingdom put together.
I
quently felt the want of such a con^•enience when
bound outward in mnter time, and no opportunity of
solar observations.
No one with experience of the
working of chronometers will rely on the rates received
with them from the shore their removal, change of
temperature, and other influences to which they are
liable, will in nine cases out of ten alter their rates.
I have seen and possessed three box chronometers,
and good instruments too, as was proved by their
previous and subsequent performance, which in consequence of removal by rail from Fenchurch Street to
BlackwaU, went wild to an extent of more than a
minute in a day for the first day or two. By getting
their errors on passing Dungeness, even without a
rate, they will be of much service in a short voyage,
and if an opportunity offers, say at Madeira or Canaries,
to obtain sights, a sea rate will be obtained which is
not likely to alter much afterwards.
I feel satisfied
that if the experiment was made with the Dungeness
;

No.

— 203.

Not

lately.

now

placed.

A

floating light would be of much service placed on
the north end of the Outer Dowsing.
I would also
recommend that rockets be exhibited on board the

Dudgeon

.

,

—202.

A
A

is

.

.

in particular.

A

,

,

None

204. Yes; a want of a floating light off the Outer Dowsing
shoal, S.E. of Flamborough Head.
Very much in the
fairway of navigation on that part of the coast.
205. Montrose Ness is in want of a hght.
206. No.
208.
hght much required at Montrose Ness in the winter
season, when ships running down with a southerly
wind. Ships often get to leeward before they can see
the leading lights.
lighthouse on Montrose Ness.
209.
211.
floating light on the Heaps where the beacon buoy

floating light.

213. Tlie coasts above referred to are generally well lighted.
214. Montrose Ness, much wanted.
215. No.
216. Would suggest two leading lights (inland) for the
Cocklegate.
217- All parts of the coast I consider well Ughted, where I

have sailed.
I have never been in want of any more lights on any
part of our coast or channels.
219. I have never felt a want of lighthouses or floating
lights in any part of the British Channel.
220. Experienced the want, or loss, of Cape Clear hght
when running for the west coast of Ireland, the
218.

Fastness light not being seen so far.
221. No.
222. No, not personally.
226.

—

—

No.

— 227.

.

Never.
228.

which time many lights
have been established, all of which are highly valuable.
I know parts where hghts are urgently required.
Does
I

was master

in 1831, since

pier light bum all night ' it should.
A floatbe of service on the north end of
Siezwell Bank, between the Nesses, and in the vicinity
of Blackwater Bank, where the ill-fated passenger
ship Pomona was lost.

Whitby

ing light would

229. No.
230. No.

The old Needles'

light

was bad, but the new

one is very good.
231..No.
233.

Near the outer Gunlivat.
do not know of any particular light required at
on the Inner or Outer Garbard, on

2.34. I

present, except

the north-east end.
235. Not of late years.
236. Cross Sandhead, a lightship ; and Filey Bridge, east
coast, a lighthouse.
237. Not since steam became general.
240. I have felt the want of a li^rhthouse on the east side of
the Firth of Clyde, from L'orswell Point to Cumbra

Head.
241. Tumbury Point and MacCormick Island.
242. Never.
243. At Montrose, also Firth of Forth.
244. Yes ; a floating light in the Straits of Dover. Between
Ridge and Varne ships frequently strike.
247. No.
248. I do not know the want of a light. ^249.

—

—

No.
250. Yes

;
I often felt a want of a Ught at the Land's End,
near the Rudleston, and another on Kemeshead, en-

252.

253.
255.
256.
257.

trance to Cardigan harboiu-.
I have never felt a want of lights on any part of the
English coast in the English Channel.
Never experienced any want of either.
In Drogheda Bay.
Yes ; Langness Point, Isle of Man.
River Shannon on Scatry, and Breaksea Point in
Bristol Channel.

mariners' evidence.
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Question
Want

358.

a light on Black Head, north side of Belfast
Lough ; Scotch mail steamer Stag got on shore there
in March 1857, also other steamers.
Also a light on
Turnberry Point, Ayrshire coast, Scotland.

259.

A

324. Yes ; at the north end of Blackwater Bank, which is
outside the range of Tuskar, and Arklow float not
visible.

During the last few years several important lights
have been placed.
326. No.
327. I have not ; most times being in the foreign trade, I
have not much experience of pilots' waters.
328. Inner Dowsing.
329. I have not.
330. Yes, on the Foze Rock, off the Blaskett Islands, county
325. No.

on the Inner Dowsing would be of great

light

service.

261

.

Have several times found the want
S.W. end of Guernsey.

of a light on the

262. Yes; previous to lighthouses being erected on the
Isle of Sana, Rachlan Island, Skenvore, aU in north
channel, and Skelligs, south-west coast of Ireland, and
Blackwater Bank, and now Fife Ness, east coast of
Scotland.
263. Yes.
bright light on Ilfracombe, near Devon, as a

Kerry, Ireland.
331. No.
332. Not of late years, there being so many new lights.
334. I have felt the want of a light on the Chickens as I
have come through the Sound, and not seen either
lights or houses.
335. Wolf Rock, near the Land's End, Cornwall.
336. North-east end of the Inner Dowsing and St. Abb's

A

channel

light.

264. North end of the Inner Dowsing.
266. No.— 269. No.
270. Mort Point, North Devon.
274. I think a floating light is desirable about midway
between the South Bishops and Bardery, 10 miles
north of the entrance of Cardigan.
275. Wolf Rock.
276. No.
277. I have never felt want in any part of the
channel I have been in. 278. Not to my recollec-

—

__

339.
340.
342.

Not of late.

—

a light would be of great serWce on the Tiraght,
westernmost island of the Blaskets, west coast of
Ireland, to one side the Foze Rock, there being no
light between Skelligs and Loop Head, and a great
angle.
A small light on south end of Scattery, Shannon, and that river should be buoyed.
The light
at Samphires, Tralee Bay, is hardly visible till close
to it ; it is hardly Wsible more than a mile.
280. No ; except on the island of Guernsey.
281. No.
282. Skerries Park Rush, Rathlin Sound, Lough Strangford entrance. Lough Carlingford.
283. Yes

;

;

in

A

light

it

much

running in for the Shannon or Galway Bay.
on one of the outer Blaskets would make

rine's
.3.52.

years

I

have not.

Portland harbour.
306. Never.

No.

—

— 308.

OfF the south-east spit of the

No, never.

off

Point hai'e been erected.

—

No.—353.

this place.

— 309.

On the west end of the Scarweather and the west end of
the Culvers, in the Bristol Channel.
368. I have.
Mort Point.
369. I have not.
370. Never found any.
371. I have.
Mort Point, north coast of Devon.
372. No.
374. I have observed a great want of guiding and directing
lights and signals in the approach to harbours.
I consider there is a want of prominent lights in Tees Bay.
375. On Foze Rock, off Blaskets, west coast of Ireland ; on
a Diu'sey Island, same coast.
376. No.
377. No.
378. A hghthouse on Morte Point, a floating light on the

—

Goodwin Sands,

No-

to fire

minute guns in thick weather.
313. No.
314. A lightship wanted on the west end of Scarweather
Sands,

acquainted

367.

where.— 310. No.
.'ill.

am

360. Certainly not in the British Channel.
.3()1. None; for in any thing like clear weather, I can say
for these few years past, before losing sight of one I
picked up another.
.362. Yes ; a light is very much required on Canaghsharra
Point, between Sligo Bay and Killala Bay.
363. Yes ; on StraightPoint, near Exmouth Bar.
364. Want of a hght on St. Alban's Head.
365. Not for some years.
366. Much wanted at Turnberry Point, 5 miles north of

301. Put a light on the Wolf Rock and you have a guide to
all the channels.
302. I felt the want of a light in St. Alban's Head last
week.
If the least haze is on you maj' be abreast
of St. Albans and not see either the Needles or Portland
lights, therefore unable safely to take the shelter of
303. Never.

I

.357.

287. In the sound of Isla, the sound of Jura, the State
Isles, Stovehead, the Butt of Lewes.
288. Never.— 289. Never.
291. I have always felt the want of a light upon the
westernmost island of the Blaskets, west coast of
Ireland; as also upon the south-west point of Sqattery,
in the river Shannon.

No.—2,97. No.—298. No.—300.

tliat

None.
354. No.—355. No.—356. No.—
No.
358. I have felt the want of some to show tlie south end of
Harborough Sand.
359. None; except the Channel Islands.

A

now

part of the coast

Milford Haven and Ireland.
348. Y'es ; on the outer extremity of the South Rock Reefs,
south-east coast of Ireland.
349. Yes ; at St. Alban's Head, and along the coa.st between
Start and Portland.
350. Never.
351. Not since the lighthouses on the Start and St. Cathe-

A

Of late

have not.

343. Never.— 345. No.— 346. No.
347. Yes; a light is much wanted on the island of Grassholm, near the Smalls, for the navigation between

supplied.
float would be \-ery useful at Outer Dowsing shoal.
hght is much wanted
on O.xcar's Rock, Firth of Forth ; perhaps also on
Fifeness.
286. St. Abb's Head, or the south-east way of the Firth
of Forth, and O.xcar Rock in the Forth.

292.
293.

I

Not on any
with.

safer at night.

284. No.
285. Many, but

A
A

light was wanting off Whitby, which is now supplied.
floating hght is very much requii-ed at Monuvuagon
shoal, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, in thick weather;
vessels passing up and down often go on shore for the
want of such, or an alarming bell, as guns are on
Black and Green Islands.

tion.

279. Yes

Head.

337.
338.

—

Swansea Bay.

Scarweather Sand.

315. None.
316. Wolf Rock, south-west of the Longships.
317. I must say that my opinion is, that a good floating
light should be placed on the " Vame," and think it
would be the salvation of many lives and much property, ha^-ing myself been on it, before the buoy was
])laced, twee.
I repeat, it would be exceedingly useful.
318. I have never experienced the want of light, excepting
at the Varne shoal in the Straits of Dover, where I
tliink a lightvessel would be of great ser-\'ice.
319. The Inner Dowsing.
320. The harbour light at Weymouth was out several nights
last winter.
321. No.
322. I have lost many tides from want of a light on Straight
Point, near Exmouth Bar.
323. No.

3

on the tail of the Scarn-eather Sands near Swan;
and the Rundlestone. as before mentioned.
the east end of the Shambles, and on the west end
of the Varne.
382. Y'es, on the sands called Scanveather, off Swansea, and
Rendlestone.
383. In the East Swin, and off Yarmouth.
384. There is great inconvenience on the coast I have
379. Yes
sea,

381.

On

named.
385. Y'es
in the lower part of the Thames, the Swin, and
the Humber some years back, but think all those places
are sufficiently hghted at the present time.
.386. No.— 387. No.
388. Y'es, between Flamborough Head and Spurn ; and
recommend the Grimsby dock tower to be lighted.
It can be seen 30 miles off, and could be seen at the
;

Dudgeon.

R
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Question

8
389.

the AVolf Rock, a lightvessel off the Sam Badrig
SanH, and a lightvessel midway between Tuskar and

495. Pre^-ious to placing a Ughtship on the Blackwater
Bank, I have felt the want of one in that locafitv.
496. No.
498. Y'es running from Cork Harbour for the SciUy Islands,
the light on St. Agnes is not generally seen from the
deck.

On

Holyhead.
390. St. Alban's Head.

A lightship on the Shambles and
on the Varne, and perhaps the Royal Sovereign Shoals
at Beachy Head.
entrance
391. Dunaney Point, on the east coast of Ireland,
At
to Dundalk Bay, entrance to Liverpool, west end.
West

Hoyle, hea-vy weather

N.W.

;

499. No.
500. From my experience and attention in any of the
channels, I must say no.
501. Very much, between Jary Island and Rathlin O'Bime
Island, in looking out for the land in westerly and
north-westerly gales.

ship cannot be seen

any distance.
392. No.
S93. Morte Point,

and west end of Culver Sand, Bnstol

502. No.
503. I have felt the want of a light very much in the Sound
of Rathlin ; a light on Sheep Island would be of great
ser\-ice to the steam and coasting trade.
504. No ; using the necessarj' precautions.
lightship off Lytham Bank I have often need the
505.
want of, instead of the Nelson buoy.
507. On the north side of entrance to Belfast Lough.
509. No.
511. Yes; the Outer Dowsings ; also the Swain Heaps.

Channel.
394. On the east end of the Shambles, near Portland.
395. Yes ; at Great Ormshead, in North Wales.
396. Never.
3'l7. Yes ; on North Arran Island, north-west of Ireland.

398.
400.

401.
402.

No.—399.

A

No.

think a light upon the Blaskets on the west coast of
Ireland would be verj' ser\'iceable ; I have not generally
I

otherwise.
On the Irish and Scotch coasts formerly.

No.—

None.-^03. No.—404. No.-^<15. No.—406.

407. No.

A

408.

light

is

much wanted on

the north end of

512. No.
513. St. Abb's Head.
514. Morte Point, entrance of the Bristol Channel, fighthouse.
515. The upper light on the Calf of Man ought to be placed
on the Chickens.
516. No.
517. Floating light wanted on west end of the Culver Sand,
Bristol Channel.
518. .V floating fight on west end of Culver Sand ; and a
beU buoy on One Fathom Bank required.
521. No.
519. At the present day, none.
522. Two leading lights in the Cockle, into or out of the
Yarmouth Roads ; and a fight on St. Abb's Head I
have greatly felt the want of.
523. The want of a light on the west coast of Zetland has

Kmg's

Island, Bass Straits.

409.
412.

Never.—110. No.
Poa 51°

58'

—

Bog, 2°

No.
L.O, Greenwick, benanit ""idre

111.

3'

Gabbard."

—

—

—

417. I have not.
116. No.
415. I have not.
425. No.
41S, Xo.—420. No.
427. Y'es, on the Blackwater Bank, previous to the stationing the present lightship there.
428. I should think there is enough in the George's and
south coast of Ireland. Too many is as bad as too
few.
429. No.
.,
^
lighthouse is much wanted on the mainland, mside
431.
the Blackwater Bank ; with a hght equal to that of
Cape Clear (stationary light), it would be a great boon.

414. Never.

—

—

—

.

A

been severely
525.

432. Not latterly.
423. Never so'long as I had a deep sea lead and line.
434. On the Black Rock of Ochill, N.W. of Ireland, andthe
entrance of Boimion, island of Islay.
137. No.^38. No.
436. No.
439. Borough Head.
440. No.
441. Guernsey.
446. No.—
445. No.
444. No.
143. Never.
442. No.
A
448. Light wanted on Ormshead coast, Caernarvon.
gun to be fired even,- half liour in beu of the blue hght,
weather,
at
foggy
two
hours
in
which is burned every
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
No. —
No. —
No. —
No. —
No. —
No.—

—

—

every

think floating Fernioy lights would conduce much to
EngUsh Channel.
Alban's Head.
At the west part of Nash and Scar Sands.
Yes. To the entrance of Boston Deeps very useful.
I think a hght^hip on the
I have, in Cardigan Bay.
west end of the Causeway and another on the west end
of the Patches would be the means of saving many
I

St.

ships

482.

and

lives.

think a light to guide betn-een the South Track and
Fork Spit of the Goodwin Sand would be very useful.
I

—

have not.— 484. No. 485. No.
have, until the ship was placed on Blackwater Bank
see a better one on Arklow.
487. I do not recollect at present.
felt a want of hghthouses or
Never
490.
488. Ne\er.
floating lights on any part of the coast, or in the
192. No.
channels.—491. None.
493. On the coast of Ireland, from Cork to Waterford
which is now filled up by BaUycotton and Minehead

483.
4S6.

I
I

;

and would hke to

—

—

fights.

494.

I

have often
Bav.

St. Ives

felt

and seen the want of a

fight

my

No. 1. There was one steamer, fiiU
of passengers (300), nTecked upon it, the Cheralier,
many
a
and
steamer since had a narrow escape in
passing it.
I think a fight is more needed here than
on any of those new proposed places upon the west

fimits specified in

;

the safety of the
476.
478.
4/9.
481.

felt the want of a fight upon Sgcir Moal,
of Jura ; I felt the want weekly. Sgeir Moal is,
opinion, the most dangerous rock between the

I

Sound
in

purpose.
475.

—

Humber and Yarmouth Roads.
536. No.
537. Yes.

—

Head

vessels.

\

461. In Caernarvon Bay.
466. No.
167. No.
465.
163.
462.
172. No.
171.
469.
468.
the westshore
to
along
coming
when
years
past
4/4. Some

ward, jjassing inside Sovereign Shoal at Beachy
but now, Eastlavin being hghted up, ser\es

by many

Two

ance.
529. None.
5;10. I have, in the Gulf of St. LawTence.
532. No.
531. Not of late.
534. No.
floating fight on the Inner Dowsing is much
535.
required, in na\-igating Lynn and Boston Deeps, would
also be ser\-iceable to vessels na^ngating bet^veen the

the Liverpool N.W. lightship.
153. Never.
452. No.
151. No.
450. No.
449. None.
454. Running in Pakfield Gate.
455. No.
456. St. Abb's Head, north coast of Scotland.
459. Never.
158. No want whatever.
457. No.

—

felt

Never.
leading lights through the Cockle into or out of
Yarmouth Roads.
526. Yes, on the west end of the Scarweather Sand, Bristol
Channel.
527. I have felt the want of a fight on St. Abb's Head
entrance of Firth of Forth.
528. From information received from experienced coasting
masters, well acquainted in the channels, a fight in the
south bay of this port woidd be of the utmost import-

.'>24.

Formerly a want, but now supplied.

—

:

in

coast.

539. St. Abb's Head. The lower fight in the fairway should
be moved west, to make, along mth the high fight,
leading fights through that channel. A fight, instead
of the beacon, on the Oxcars, in the Firth of Forth
guiding lights on Fifeness, for the purpose of clearing
the Carr Rock ; a fight on the Butt of the Lewes.
540. Yes ; on the north-west coast of Guernsey.
541. The lighthouses at the entrance of Carfingford Lough
are good lights, and judiciously placed as a leading
mark, running in for Carfingford Lough, day or night.
542. Not on the coast of the United Kingdom. Very great
want of fights in the colonies.
Highland of Scotland; east, north, and west
543. Yes.
coast of Zetland.
544. No.
545. Inner and Outer Dowsings.
I think if there were some leading fights on Yar546. Yes
mouth Domis, for the Cockle Gat. would be the means
ships from getting on the Scorby Sands. &c.
keeping
of
I think, if a floating fight were on the Inner Dowsing,
very
useful, and of great sen-ice for the Deeps,
would be
&c. I would suggest, say, a red fight.
;

mariners' evidence.

8
648.

Question

Loch Strangford.

595

No.—550. No.— 552. No.—553. Never.
554. Between the Tuskar and the AVelsh coast.
555. Yes.
When arrivino; with the Brazil and West India
mail, ha\-e often felt the want of a floating Ught on the
Thorn Bank, If a light was placed there, it would, when
arriving at night, frequently be the cause of the mails

I have felt the want of a floating Ught at the outer
entrance of St. Nicholas Gatway as a guide for ships
jiassing outside of the rapids in stormy weather.

54.9.

.

being landed several hours earher.

.

.

.

,

Head.
560. No, having been many years absent from England.
561. In the Sound of Jura, on Skeir Marble Rock. Ruisdor
Island, and north entrance of Oban Bay.
562. Yes ; between St. Alban's Head and Durlestone Point.
563. Yes.
564. Yes, I have a long time felt the want of a floating light
ofl' the Cross Sand, and I think a Ught at the Outer
Dowsing would be of great service also.
565. I think lightships are much wanted on the north side
of the Varne, Straits of Dover, as these shoals are very
dangerous to all vessels, more so to large ships.
566. Outer Dowsings, Boston Bar, Cockle Gat.
567. No.
568. Frequently felt the want of a floating light on the
Thorn Bank, on the Solent, when arriving with the
West India or Brazil mail at Southampton during the
night, and if one were placed there it would often be
the means of having the mails landed some hours

may
.

6O7,

A pile lighthouse on the west end of Hoyle Bank. A
Ughtship at the entrance of Queen's Channel, River
Mersey, Beaumaris River.
Yes ; a Ughthouse should be placed about Walton, or
the north wall of Li\'er|)ool Docks to act with Rock
lighthouse for Rock Channel, and to lead up Crosby
Channel.
A Ught on Oi-me's Head is much wanted. A floating
light instead of the beU buoy. Queen's Channel, would
faciUtate the navigation of the Mersey.
On Orme's Head, or on west end of Hoyle Bank. A
Ught

at the entrance of the

of a bell beacon.

Mersey

[in

place

Leading lights for Beaumairis River.

A

Yes, in Oi-me's Head.
floating light at entrance of
Queen's Channel ; leading Ughts up Beaumauris River.
I have not.
I refer especiaUy to merchant
where good leadsmen are rare, and where, from
their having so few men, they are soon done up, especiaUy during the long winter nights, and when, from
the state of the weather, the Foreland and Dungeness
lights cannot be seen.
614 Yes, on the Orme's Head. Lights are much wanted
for Beaumaris River, to lead up the channel.
015 A Ughthouse on Orme's Head would be of importance
to na\-igation. It should be masked, so as to give warning when apjjroaching Constable Bank. A lightship
should be placed where the beU beacon now is.
616 A light on the Orme's Head. A Ughtvessel in the

.\s a

pUot

Yes, on the Varne Sand.

vessels,

struction.

573. No.— 5/4. No.
575. Light much wanted upon the Bull, Cow and Calf,
west coast of Ireland ; Arklow and Kish Banks. Likemse a hghtvessel between Tuskar and the Welsh
coast, as a guide in thick weather.
576. Arranmore, Ireland ; and Sheep Island, in the Sound
of Ruthlin.
577- ^ ery much in the Coningbeg.
578. Yes, on Great Orme's Head.
579. Yes ; prior to the time of those floating lights, which
have been established within these last 25 years.
580. Yes.
Morte Point, north coast of Devon ; and Fovvey
Harbour, south coast of Cornwall.
581. I am not aware of any part in need of a lighthouse or
floating light.
583. A light on Three Stone On, and one on the Wolf, or

place of the bell beacon.

617

I have
Head.

618, Yes,

felt

the want of a Ught on the Great Orme's

on the Orme's Head, and

at the bar of the
Queen's Channel, Liverpool.
621, Shambles, off Portland.
622,
light would be very useful outside the west end of

A

West Hoyle, between the north-west hghtship and
Orme's Head, as the current setting into the River
Dee is apt to take a vessel on that dangerous Hoyle
Bank.
62.3 In running from Liverpool to Ha^Te in a steamer I
have felt the want of a light on Seven Stone Oar or
near.
In crossing Bristol Channel \rith a south-west
gale and spring flood, the Longships may easily be shut
in if sufficient allowance be not made.
A stranger
would not make enoug'n.
624 A lightship instead of the bell buoy at the entrance

Gol Pedan Pem-ith (Land's End).
584. Land's End.
586. A lighthouse wanted on Orme's Head ; a floating lightvessel in place of the bell buoy at the entrance of
Liverpool.
589. Yes ; Wolf Rock, in going round the Land's End.
590. Yes ; on the north-west end of Guernsey, now, I belie\-e,
in contemplation ; also so on the south-east side of

of the present principal channel to the port of Liverpool would be a great advantage.

Yarmouth Sands.
Yes on my passage to and from the Bristol Channel,
where the Godre\'y Island light is now erected.
593. I have at one time, but not now.
At Start Point, and at Breaksea
594. Lighthouses wanted
Point in the Bristol Channel, and at the entrance of
Fen-y Harbour.
I have been obUged to keep at sea in
a gale of wind many times, which I should not have
done if there had been a Ught to point out Ferry Harbour. At two different times, in gales of iiind, that I

625 No.

;

626,

—

628.

629.
630.
632.

have been off Ferry, in
driven on shore close to
of Ferry Harbour
one
loaded with teak, from

the night there were vessels
the eastward of the entrance
was caUed the Shepherdess,
;
foreign, some of the crew
drowTied ; the other, at another time, was called the
Comet, of Southampton, loaded with flour, all hands
drowned. Either of these times we could have run
for Ferry Harbour if there had been a Ught there.

R

,

floating

earlier.

3

alter the case.

606 Yes; a floating Ughtship on the west end of the Causeway, Cardigan Ba\-.

569. No.
5/0. Frequently felt the want of a floating light on the
Thorn Shoal, in the Solent, when arriving from the
West Indies and Brazils with the mails. A light on
the Thorn would be of great advantage to the mail
packets arriving, and would often facilitate the landing
of the mails, particularly in the winter.
5/1. On St. Abb's Head, where there is now one in con-

:

—

—

596 .Never. 597. Never.
598. Not for many years.
599 I have not.— (iOO. No.
601 I have often felt the want of a Ughthouse in place of
the hghtshi]) off Coningbeg, and of a Ughtship at
Blackwater Bank.
602 Berry Head, Torbay, Dodman Fishguard, Scomar
Island, and up MUford Haven.
603 I have felt the want of a floating Ught to clear the
Xmme and Ridge in the Straits of Dover.
604, I have felt a want of a light on Breaksey Point in the
Bristol Channel.
I would recommend a Ught on the
Spit of Passage at Waterford Harbour.
In running from Portland for the Needles at night in
hazy weather I have thought a Ught at St. Alban's Head
would be useful, Imt perhaps the new Ught at Needles

556. No, I have not.
55". On the Hanois, on the west end of Guernsey.
558. When the new float at the Shambles is placed, I do
not see the necessity for another anywhere in the
channel, except at the Hanois, Guernsey.
559. Yes ; would recommend a light on the east land of
Mount's Bay, by opening of the same to clear the
Rundlestone Rock. And hkewise a revolving light
on the Shambles, between Portland and St. Alban's

591.

501

A Ught is much wanted either on the Stock or Skerries
west of the Pentland Firth, also near the North Carr
Rock, on the east of Fife, Scotland.
I have felt the want of a light on the Stag Rocks,
St. George's Channel.
Yes, the Outer Dowsing, 16 miles from the land, with
2i fathoms.
Yes, one on the Outer Dowsing.
Yes, west end of Outer Dowsing, the straightest passage from the Yorkshire coast to Haisborough Sand
End being to the eastward of the Dudgeon Shoal, and
particularly with easterly winds.
On the northward of the Outer Dowsing.

633.
634. No.
635.
Ughtvessel would be very serviceable
or Ridge.

A

3

on the

Vame
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;

Question
636. Blackwater Bank, coast of Ireland, was much wanted,
now happily established ; also the lights in Sea Reach
and Princes Channel. Warner Light, eastward Isle of
637.
638.

Wight.
Yes very great on
;

of the tides.
St. Alban's

Head, and on the Bram-

Running constantly between London and Edinburgh,
at the back of Yarmouth Sands in the
night, I every bad night feel the want of a light outside
and nearthe north-east Cross Sand, and submit whether

great utiUt}-.
702. South-west end of Guernsey.
703. I think not.
704. I have not experienced any want of lights, &c.
705. Floating light at south-west end of Gull Stream floating light near the Keeps in Swin Channel.

one were placed there the light at St. Nicholas could
not be dis])ensed with. A light at the Outer Dowsing
would also be a great boon to all coasters, particularly
to loaded colliers.
639. Many years ago I have felt great wants, particularly
between Orfordness and Harwich, but these have been
since supplied.
subject.

A

light

I

made many

representations on the

on Orme's Head, and a lightship instead of
beacon, Liverpool. Also on the Ve Skerries,

the bell
Shetland, west coast.
light would be useful on Grassholme, off Milford
Haven, on the Dodman Head, and on Morte Point, in
the Bristol Channel.
643. Not to my present recollec642. Not of late years.
644. No.
tion.
hght on St. Alban's Head
revolving
that
a
consider
645. I
would be of great sendee for " steam navigation."
floating
light in the Strait of
646. I have felt the want of a

706.

—

714.

715.

716.

Dover.

On

A

652. No.
653. On the western part of the island of Guernsey.
654. Lightships on a line of the headlands off Cardigan
and Carnar\'on Bays would be of great ser\ice, and I
have seen the want of them.
656. None.
657. I have frequently experienced the want 'of a light to
guide into Spithead by night ; but this is now obviated
by a lightvessel having been placed near the Warner
Shoal.
658. No.— 660. No.
665. Varne, in Straits of Dover.
666. No, not in the parts of the English Channel I am acquainted with. 667. No.
668. No, except near the Shambles, where a lighti'essel is
about to be placed.
669. I have frequently felt anxious when running u)), with
the «ind southn-ard, for fear of getting embayed near
the Needles. The light standing so high is frequently
obscured.

—

671.
672.
673.
674.
675.
676.
677-

No.
Yes, on the island of Grassholme.
Yes, on the island of Grassholme.

No.
Shambles.
No.
As above stated, I have seen the want of a light on
Strumble Head, near Fishguard Bav.
"
678. Yes, on the Wolf Rock.
679. No.— 680. No.— 683. No.
685. Yes ; east end of Shambles, and Royal Sovereign
'

Shoal.
686. On Shiant Isles, in the Minch.
687. Yes ; on passing the Shambles ; also the Royal Sovereign Shoals, coming down at night from Dungeness.
688. No.
'
689. Shambles, near Portland.
690. For entering Portland at night clear of the Shambles.
691. No.— 692. Never.— 693. No.— 694. No.— 695. No.
696. Never since the light has been placed on the Bishop,
off Scilly Islands.
697. Yes, on the Brisons; for in thick weather sometimes
Longships cannot be seen, and would tend to keep
ships clear of Wolf Rocks.
698. Not in the Enghsh Channel.
699. The only hght required is that proposed for the
Shambles; that is, concluding the Needles light answers the proposed purpose of clearing Durlestone

No.
floating lights on Royal Sovereigns, Shambles,
;
and Rundlestone would tend in a great degree to the
safety of vessels na\-igating the channel.

708.
709.
713.

.

the Great Orme's Head.
lightship on the Bramble would be very useful for
all steamers bound to Southampton at night.
649. I think Dungeness should be a better light; and I
think a lightship on West Hoyle would be valuable.
650. No.
651. I have often sadly wanted lights in our old wars,
when "channel groping" in dark and hazy nights;
but now we are so well provided that the lead is sadly
neglected, and losses arise on that account.

I

707. Yes

A

—

647.
648.

think a lighthouse on the Wolf Rock would be of

701.

if

641.

"00. Nil.

ble Shoals (north-west end).

and passing

640.

on whicTi point I suggested to the Trinity
Board to place a Ught, as St. Alban's Head, and that
neighbourhood is a difficult navigation for the strength
Point,

717718.
719.

North end of the Outer Dowsings, on the east cOast.
the east end of the ."shambles.
a better light on the north side of the
channel, situated between Pigeon House and the North
Wall End in ])lace of the jiresent one, which cannot
be seen in any haze, and is so similar to hghtships.

On

At Dublin

A

lightship

at

.Spencer's

Spit,

entrance

to

Rock

Channel, Liver])ool.
I have often felt the want of lightships at Coningbeg
and Blackwater Bank before lightships were ])laced
there ; but am of opinion that the Blackwater lightship
should not be lit with a revoh-ing light.
Yes ; a better light on the north side of Dubhn River,
between the Pigeon House and North Wall lighthouse.
No.
Yes; on the Levan Spit, between Puffin Island and
Beaumaris.
have much felt the want of a light on the
I
llockabill.

720. No.
722. Not any ])lace that I can think of.
'23. No.
724. None.
light is much required in Holborn- Head, Caith725.
ness, low down, to guide vessels to proper anchorage
ground, in the night time in Scrabster Iloads. Dermot

A

—

Head light is of no use in this respect.
727- For vessels running in channel I think tliere should be
a light somewhere about the Bolt Sail.
728. Yes, a floating hght off the Foreland, Bristol Channel
a spar, at least 20 feet above high-water mark, with a
large ball on it, on centre of Monkstone Rock, Bristol
Channel, and a beacon on the Hook Buoy.
729. No.
730. I remember very httle now where I thought lights
would be of service, and could not say the positions
without referring to charts and notes taken at sea. I
have foiuid the want of one outside the Cross Sand
I would ha\-e preferred the Newarp
off Yarmouth.
light in that position.
731. No.
732. Yes, off Shambles.
733. Yes, during the existence of the red light on the chff
at the Needles.
735. I am not aware that I have particularly.
737. Yes, on Orme's Head ; at the entrance of the Queen's
Channel, Ri^er Mersey; leading fights up Beaumaris
River.
738. On St. Abb's Head, entering the Frith of Forth, and
at the outside of Yarmouth Sands, near the Cross
Sands.
741. The Outer Dowsings.
742. Outer Dowsing, North Sea.
745. Not since the Needles Hght has been moved down to
the rocks.
746. The Cross Sand off Yarmouth, and the Outer Dowsing.
748. .\s mentioned in answer to Question No. 3.
750. The Dodman, Penlee Point, Berry Head, and Bem752.

bridge Ridge.
Never. 754.

—

758.

I

have not.

— 755.

No.

— 756.

None.—

No.

759. St. Alban's Head.
760. I have frequently

found the greatest want of a hghthouse on the most western rock of the Blaskets, the
Tiraught Rock, when bound to or from the Shannon.
761. A red light and a beacon by day was, and perhaps
stiU is wanted, on the Oineath Rock. Carlingford
Bay ; and also at Foynes, and jn Dungarvon Bay, on
CaiTickapane Rock. See 23.
7''3. No.
762. For reasons before given, no.
764, I think leading colom'ed lights in the channel of
Little Russel, in Guernsey, are required.

—

MARINEES EVIDENCE.

Question

8,9
765.

A

lightvessel in Cardigan

Head

;

on

a Ughtvessel

Channel, River Mersey

;

Bay

;

a light on the Orme's
entrance of Queen's

the
leading lights

up Beaumaris

River.
766. No.
lightship is much wanted West End Wash Sands,
769.
red fixed Ught is much wanted on
British Channel.
GrashaUow Island, off Milford Haven, for the protection of coasters in general passing through the islands
in dark weather, and a bell or gong in thick weather;
this is of the greatest importance, not more so in the
three channels.
I had much experience in this part
while in command of a mail steamer between Milford

A

A

and Waterford

;

this

I

have often mentioned to

of the authorities at Milford.
770. The turning point at Calshot Spit
fined at night.

many

is

very badly de-

quired on Hanois Rock, Guernsey one on Corbierre
I also think a light on .St. Clement's Island
(western entrance of Mount's Bay) most desirable, not
only as a night mark to clear Wolf Rock to the eastward, but also to warn a ship of her position should
she of a dark or hazy night be standing into Mount's
Bay, where there are formidable dangers.
Such a
Ught, when seen from inside, might also serve to guide
clear of the Lowlea and Carnbose.
I have frequently felt a want of a
light on the north
end of Outer Dowsing, North Sea.
I have often felt the want of a light when rounding
the North Carr (Fifeshire).
The low light on the
Island of May is too far off the danger it is intended to
clear ; it can only be seen in the clearest of weather.
Yes, in the North Sea (viz.), floating light near the
north end of Outer Dowsing Shoal.
I never felt a want of any.
Outer Dowsings ; a hght there would be of great
sernce, as I have sounded in two fathoms.
I often
have ships 22 feet water in charge.
;

77-i.

776.
777.
778.

779. No.
780. At Lochendahl, Island of Islay.
781. I think a light in lat. 49° 30', Ion. 8° W. would be
very useful in running into the Enghsh Channel in
winter.
782. Yes, in Rathhn Sound (coast of Antrim), in Lough
Strarigford, and Lough CarUngford.
783. I have not felt such a want; but a 'Ught on Orme's
Head would be very useful to strangers, as also two
leading Ughts for Beaumaris River, and a floating light
at entrance of Queen's Channel, River Mersey.
785. I have not,
784. No.
786. In the trade I am at present in I find a great want of
a Ught on the North Carr, or the coast against, to
know when to round it.
787. Very much so on the Black Rock off Achil Head,
789. Yes,
790. On the approaches to Liverpool, say a light on the
Orme Head, or a Ughtship on the Constable Bank and
one at the entrance to the Queen's Channel.
791 Never.— 792. No.— 793. No,

—

9.

Do you

tliink that the Floating Lights
generally in the United Kingdom are
sufficiently brilliant or distinct in character to prevent them from being
mistaken for Ships' Lights or Shore
Lights ?

—

1. I do.
2. Where there is a floating light near a roadstead there is often a difficulty in distinguishing a brdliant
ship's Ught from the Ughtship, viz., the " Mouse."
3. I

—

always find them sufficiently distinct at all seasonable times.
—4. I think the Owers light an exception to the generaUy
exceUent floating Ughts on the coast. I think it ought to
be more distinctive in character and of greater brilUancy.
5. Yes.
6. Yes.
7. I think they are, but the risk might
be stiU further avoided by a more Uberal use of rockets or
blue Ughts in misty or obscure weather; the number of
rockets sent up at intervals to con-espond with the number
of lights carried by the vessel.
8. Yes.
10. Yes.
12. Yes.
—13. There are no floating Ughts on the coast of Ireland
with which I am intimately acquainted.— 14. Perfectly so.—
16, I think them sufficiently brilliant to distinguish them

—

—

—

—

—

—

3

R

—

—

—

Yes.— 22. Yes.— 23. Yes.— 24. Yes.— 25. Yes.—26. I think
that the floating lights cannot very weU be taken for ships'
or shore lights.—27. Yes.— 28. Yes.— 29. Yes.— 30. Yes.—

—

—
—

31. Yes.
32. Yes.
33. I do not think the present float
lights are sufficiently brilUant to distinguish them from the
shore or ships' lights.
34. The floating Ughts Uave a suffi-

cient briUiancy, except in extreme cases, hazy weather, which,
of course, cannot be remedied. 35. Our floating Ughts are
very good, but ships' lights are too brilUant, especiaUy the

—

at anchor.

—

36. I believe they are,

and

House has taken every precaution

the Trinity
spect.

(Jersey).

—

17. In the neighbourhood of
the Downs it is, in my opinion, their power should be increased in order to distinguish them more satisfactorily from
the ships' Ughts in the roadstead.
18. Since every ship
must carry lights, cannot say. 19. Yes. 20. Yes. 21.

Ughts used

771. No.— 772.\\o.
773. Yes, one to define the channel between the Brambles
and Calshot shore (entrance of Southampton) ; one re-

775.

9

from any ship or shore Ught.

—37. Yes. —38. Yes. — 39.

I

think they

I

think

in that re-

are.

—

JO.

Our

floating lights are generaUy very briUiant and clear, and are
so distinct from ships' and shore lights that we do not often
make any mistake in them. 41. I think a greater distinction should be made, as I have often been in doubts whether

—

was a

Ught or a

—

ships' light that was seen.
44. Yes.
45. Yes.
46. Yes.
47. Yes; I never
experienced any difficulty in recognizing their distinctive
character.
18. Yes
Yes ; I think the present arrangement
of the Ughti-essels are very justly adapted for the purpose
they are intended for.
19. Yes.
50. I do.
51. Yes.
52. Yes.
53. Quite sufficient.
54. They are good, but it
would be much better, where it is possible, to show bright
revolving lights, to distinguish from sailing ships.
55. Yes.
—57. Yes.— 58. Quite sufficient.— 59. Yes. 60. Yes.
61. I think our floating Ughts are capable of improvement,
at all events they ought to be superior to aU ships' lights.—
62. I do.
()3. I do.
64. I am of opinion that the floating
lights are sufficiently bright for the purposes for which they
are intended.
65. Yes.
66. Our floating Ughts are generally very brilliant and clear, and are so distinct from shore
lights and ships' lights that we do not often make a mistake
in them.
68. Yes.
69. Yes.
67. I do.
/O. Our floating
Ughts are generally very briUiant and clear, and are so disthict from ships' and shore lights that we do not often make
any mistake in them. 71- Ves. 72. Many of the lightships exhibit but one Ught or two, and, I think, would be
easier distinguished if three were shown.
73. They are
sufficiently briUiant, and not to be mistaken, for they are
larger, and placed in a peculiar position.
74. Yes.
75. I
think that floating Ughts ought to be revolving to distinguish them from -v'essels' lights at a distance. 76. Yes.
77. Bembrige floating light, at the east end of the Isle of
^Mght, not sufficiently distinct. 78. Yes. 79. Yes. 80.
Yes, I do. 81. I do, since the adoption of the present
system of signal lights for sailing vessels. 82. Yes. 83. I
think that Arklow and the Kish light ought to be improved
more powerful. 84. Yes, with caution. 85. I do. 86.
Yes, mth caution. 87. Yes. 88. Quite sufficient. 90.
Yes.
91. In order to prevent as much as possible the mistaking of a ship's masthead light for that of a Ughtship, I
would suggest that blue should be substituted for the present bright Ught of the former ; for, although it has not yet
been considered appUcable for distance, it might be made
sufficiently marked for that required by the Admiralty regulations.
92. Yes.
93. Yes, with caution.
94. I think"
them sufficiently briUiant and distinct in character to prevent their being mistaken except in thick or hazy weather.
95. In the late improvement in ships' lights, I nearly mistook a ship's light for the Holmes light. 96. Yes.— 97. I
do consider them so. 98. Very good Ughts what I have
seen.— 99. Yes.— 100. Yes.
102. Quite perfect.— 103. Yes.— 104. Yes.— 106, Yes.—
10/. Yes.— 108. Yes.— 109. AU except the Owers light,
which has one Ught screw steamers masthead high mio-ht
be mistaken for it. 110. Those I have lately seen appeared
to me very good
ships carrying so many lights now seems
to me an evil.
1 1 1
I have experienced some difficulty with
the Bull Float, at the entrance of the Humber, to distinguish
It from ships' Ughts.
112. Yes.
113. I think them generally sufficient.
114. Yes, quite.
115. 1 do.
116. There
is not enough distinction in the whole of the lightships,
there should always be one coloured Ught with white eyes,
or the bright Ughts to be put triangular.
117. Yes
118
Yes.— 119. Yes.— 120. I do.— 121. Yes.— 122. I think they
are sufficiently brilUant.
123.
1 do.
124. Yes.
125.
have no floating Ught. 126. Yes. 127. I do. 128. Yes.
131.
129. Yes.- 130. Yes.
Not sufficiently distinct, they
ought to be double, say a bright and a coloured lio-ht, in
order to make them distinguishable from ships' lights.
132. The Owers, as stated above, and to burn a blue light or
maroon every half hour, as the Ughts at the entrance of the
Hooghly and Bombay,— 134. Yes, I do,— 135, Yes,— 136.
it

floating

42. Yes.
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Question

9

not possible.— 137. I do.— 138.— Yes.— 139. I have
always found them to be sufficiently brilliant. 140. I think
not possible to mistake them. 141. Yes. 142. Yes. 143.
145. I think
generally in clear weather.
144. Yes
Yes.
14S. 1 think the floating hghts are
147. Yes.
they are.
sufficiently brilliant to distinguish them from any other
150. Yes; if the two are of equal dis149. I do.
hghts.
tance I should know the light of our floating hghts from
I

tWnk

—

—

—

—
—

;

—
—

—
—

—

that of a sailing ship's light ; but as all lights dim in ]jroportion to distance, so that a sailing ship's light may often
be taken for a floating or shore light. 152. Yes. 153. No.
155. I mistook the light on Blackwater Bank for the
Wicklow lights, and had I not gone aloft and caught a
glimpse of the Tuskar, serious consequences might have
15^t. Lights of Black15(). Yes.
167. Yes.
ha]ipened.
water Bank lightvessel not safe, as one is a revolving light.
Believe some will not observe the difference between it and
Tuskar, especially in hazy weather ; and that the Poiioma
was lost in consequence of that revolving light. Believe
159. From my
three fi.xed lights in triangle more suitable.
Kil. I consider
l(iO. Yes.
e.xperience I think they are.

—

—

—

—

—

—

9

it

light.

are,

Xd'-i.

1()2.

;

1(>4.

in

flash light.

1

difficulty in

at

1(>6.

sufficiently

I

New Land, mouth of the Hurabcr.
170. Yes.— 172. No.— 175. 1 do.— 177- Yes.— 178. 1 do.
180. I do think that some of the floating
179. I do.
lights are rather dim, and are often mistaken for ships'
181. All except Blackwater Bank boat, which
lights.
should be two revolving lights, the same as the Calf of Man
185. They
183. Yes.
lights, no mistake can then be made.
186. I think some of the floating
are brilliant and distinct.
hghts are wanting in brightness, as the C'oningbeg, off'Saltee
Island.— 187. Yes.— 189. Yes.— 191. Yes.— 1!»2. Yes.—
194. Yes.— 195. In the British Channel I
19.S.
Yes.
199. They are
198. Yes.
think they are.— 196. Yes.
known from shore lights, being nearly always in motion.knowledge being the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

200. Yes.
201. ITie South

Good\vin.— 202. They might be more
brilliant, but they are generally and easily distinguished
from having more than one light of the same colour, while
those of steamers or sailing vessels are of various colo\irs.
205. Depends upon the atmos))here.
203. Yes.— 204. Yes.
206. Yes.
207. I think them efficient in every respect.
212. Yes.
208. Yes, according to atmosphere.^211. Yes.
213. I have myself frequently been imable for a time to
distinguish between the floating lights and ships' and
steamers' lights when making for Liverpool, and I think
there is room for impro\'ement in the svstem of floating
lights.— 214. Yes.— 215. No.— 217. I thiiik so.— 218. I do

—

—

—

—

—

.

think they are sufficiently brilliant and distingviishable from
ships and shore lights.-^219. I think there cannot be any

improvement on the floating lights on the British coast I
have never been mistaken with ships' hghts or shore lights,
;

have been with the fishermen's lights in the season.
Frenchmen. 220. 1 think not sufficiently, it being sometimes difficult to distinguish them from shijis' or shore
224. 'I'he Needles light
lights.— 221. Yes.— 222. Yes.
(red) is very similar to a steam vessel, and it would be a
226. Yes.
227. Decidedly
great advantage if it revolved.
thev are. 228. I have seen many of the floating lights
dipping a few difi'erence in my altitude, putting them in and
out (or \'isible and invisible); they could be improved, but they
but much depends
are su])erior to ships' Ughts at present
on cleanliness and attention. 229. Yes. 230. I do not
know sufficient of floating lights to answer this question.
232. In my opinion, I do not think there can be
231. Yes.
but

I

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

any improvement in the floating lights. 2.'J3. They are.
234. I do not know that there are any of the floating lights
but what may be clearly distinguished from shi])s" lights or
235. At a distance on a clear night it is
lights on shore.
sometimes difficult to distinguish them, and always thought
ships' riding lights and fishermen's lights ought to be blue
236. An improvement is very desirto make a distinction.
able.
237. You would do great good to colour the white
distinguishable
from our own plain white
lights, sufficiently
lights.— 238. Quite distinct.— 239. I think so.— 240. Yes.—
244.
242. Yes.
241. Some of them not verj- distinct.
Mouse light. West Swin, not sufficiently distinguished from

—

—

—

—

—

—

ships at anchor.
246.
248. 1 think they are
character.
249. Yes.
I have seen of them so

—

Yes.

—247.

Sufficiently brilhant.
and distinct in

sufficiently brilhant

—250.

—

think they are. 251. What
far does not enable me to think the
1

—252.

have mistaken ships' lights for floating
lights, and think it desirable that the latter should be as
brilliant as possible.
253. I think they are extremely well
arranged.
255. Might have red or green splash lights to
show hourly, instead of two hours, as some have adojited.
256. Yes.
267. No. 258. In case of three lights, the centre
one should be higher than at present, as when " end on "
they appear Uke one.
Kish, Irish, and North-west (Liverpool) lightships are, for above reason, not so easy to distinguish.
259. Yes.
260. Impossible to mi.stake them.
261. Quite sufficient.
262. Yes; but if they could be
made more brilliant it would be an improvement. I have
seldom seen a light from a lightvessel more than a few
contrary.

I

—

—
—

—

—
—

—

'2Ki. The floating lights are good, and require no
miles.
alteration.
264. Perfectly so.
265. Most decidedly so.
266. Yes.— 268. Yes.— 269. Yes.—270. I do.— 272. Yes.—
273. I think they are.
274. I think they are.
276. No.^
276.iYcs.
277. 1 always found it easy to distinguish floating
lights from ships' lights or lights on shore.
278. "i'es.
2/9. Yes.— 280. I do.— 281. Generally good.— 282. Yes.—
283, I think with proper attention no mistake of that kind
need occur. 284. Generally they are, but the Arklow Bank
light.ship is not distinct enough ; it should have three green
lights of strong magnitude.
285. Yes ; but steamers' lights
are often too powerful, and are mistaken for floats or shore
lights when seen in showery weather ; hence many mistakes
from multiijlicitj- of lights. 286. I do think they are sufficiently distinct.
287. I think they are sufficiently distinct.
288. To the best of my knowledge I think the floating
lights generally in the United Kingdom to be sufficiently
brilhant to prevent misconception.
289. Yes.
291. I
think all floating lights sufficiently brilliant to distinguish
them from shi])s' lights or shore lights. 292. I do. 293.
Floating lights are often mistaken for ships' lights. 295.
296. Floating lights are apt to be taken for a ships'
Yes.
red light.— 297. Quite sufficient.— 298. From Scilly Islands
to the Start Point are sufficiently brilliant, that 1 think they
cannot Ije taken for ships' lights or shore lights. 299. 1

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
the light on Blackwater Bank has been taken for Tuskar,
Some of
— Yes.
being a
or revolving
some not the Dudgeon, the Sunk, and the Mouse
them
Great care ought to be taken
are not good enough. —
the sea of floating lights for
not to mistake the dipping
— 165. ha^e never found any
a revolving or
distinguishing them from ships' lights or shore
—
a distance beyond eight miles.
No. — U>7. Not
lights.—
— 168. think they are
distinct: the best to my
flash

:

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

have always found them answer their jnirpose, and cannot
see who they could be mistaking for shore hghts on account
of the motion, and their brilliancy always exceeds the sail-

—
—

ing vessel. .300. Yes.
301. Yes.
302. Generally so ; the single lights might be
an exception. 303. I do. .304. Yes. 306. .ill sufficiently
brilliant, except the Ores light, east of Isle of Wight.
307.
308. I have always found them distinct.
.'509.
Yes.
I
think they are not so strong as they ought to be. 310. If
floating lights could be made more briUiant, they would be
more readily distinguished from ships' hghts. 311. Yes.
312. Yes. 313. Yes. 314. This dejiends on weather and
circumstances, as the rolhng or pitching of the ship or the
changing position of the ship by wind or tides will give a
different apjiearance to the lights.
.315. Yes.
j;16. Generally they are, but the Seven Stones and Saltees are exceptions.— 317. I do.— 318. I think thev are generallv.—^19.
Yes.— 320. I do.— 321. Yes.— 322." I think the "floating
lights in the United Kingdom cannot be better arramred.
.323. Yes.
324. With above exception of Arklow Float.
325. Yes.—326. Yes.—327. Yes.— 328. Yes.— 329. In my
opinion they are. 331. Yes. 332. Dungeness is not so
brilliant as it ought, being in a naiTow channel where so
many ships and fishermen are always passing with bright
lights, and have often taken the one for the other.
3.34.
Yes.
335. They appear to be sufficiently brilliant, but mistakes do often occur in taking one for the other.^^36. Yes.
—338. They are.— 339. I think at times lights floating will
be mistaken. 340. I think they are sufficiently brilliant to
be distinguished from shore lights or ships". .'i41. Yes.
342. Yes, I think so.
343. Quite so.
344. Have sometimes found a difficulty. 346. Diiferent in colour from
34S. In general the floating lights are
shijis..
347. Yes.
not sufficiently distinct in character to pre^ent them from
being frequently mistaken for travelling vessels' hghts or
shore lights at night. 349. Yes. 350. 1 cannot think they
can be mistaken, .ioX. I do, with ordinary attention and
judgment. 352. Yes. 353. Yes. 354. No. 356. Yes.
356. Yes. ;i57. Yes. 358. I think all floating lights that
only show one bright light should have something to distinguish them from sailing vessels. .360. Those that have
come under my obsen-ation are certainly so. .'i61. The
floating lights are all good on the coasts of the United
Kingdom, «ith this exception, they should be more explained both to situations and the time when lighted, as in
the month of November last I nearly took the light upon
the Blackwater Bank for the Tuskar had it not I, being well
aware that I was farther up Channel^and seeing the two lights
instead of the one not changing colours. There cannot be mistaking any of them for a shore light. 363. Yes. .364. No.
366. Cannot say. 368. I do. 369. I think
365. I (lo.
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—

—

—

—

—
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107.

—

Could not

—
——
—
—

—

—

—

——
—

—
—

and which floatmg lights on the bank I fear was not
down on the chart on board of the Irish or St.
Cleorge's Channel. All newly erected lights should be pomted
out on the charts, and sufficient notice given liereafter by
laid

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
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—
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—

—
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—
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514. Yes.
515. Yes.
516. Yes.
517. Floating
ai'e good.
518. I do not see how they can be improved.
519. The only deficient fight is the Dudgeon,
which, if possible, should be improved. 521. I think at
present they are.
522. I never mistook them.
524. Yes,

—

—

11.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

.

—

lights

—

—

—

—

—

ward.

—

—

—

—

—

—
;

might be probably some improvement made in several of
them, sucli as the Saltees, Arklow, and the Owers when the
weather is a little hazy they are not well discerned.
199.
No ; not in moderately hazy weather. 500. I think not, as
the lights now adopted on board of ships are so far different
from Ughts on land or floating lights.
501. I have never found any serious difficulty.
502.
1 think them quite distinct to be mistaken from any light
on shore. 503. I never have had any difficulty in distinguishing the lights.— 504. I do.— 507. Yes.— 509. Yes.—
510. The floating fights ought to be made more brilhant,
as they arc sometimes mistaken for steamboats' lights.
511. Yes.
512. Yes, generally speaking they are; but I
have had a difficulty in distinguishing the Gull light
from Ramsgate, and the North Foreland coming from south;
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—

;
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—
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—
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—
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—
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the shipjnng master, or others, previous to sailing.
542.
I do.
543. I only know that at Liverpool, which is as
easily distinguishable from the particular configuration of
the three Ughts on it.
544. Yes.
545. I do.
546. Yes,
in general.
548. No.— 549. Yes.
550. Yes.— 551. Where
jjvacticable, floating Ughts should rcvoh-e.
552. I have
never been decei\-ed by them. 553. Equally so. 554. No.
555. Yes.
556.
distinction is requisite between the
Owers and St. Catharine light, both being fi_\ed lights.
557. Yes.
558. Some are very difficult to make out, as the
Owers and Nab. 559. Yes, under the present regulations
of shijis' Ughts.
560. Unable to give an opinion, having
been many years absent from England. 561. There are
not any floating. Ughts on the west of Scotland. 562. Yes,
all sufficiently brilliant, except Portland in hazy weather.
563. Yes.
564. The floating Ughts are very brilUant and
good lights, but sometimes ships and fishermen carry such
bright Ught.s, that if the floating light is stationary, it is
difficult for a time only to distinguish one from the other.
565. I think that floating Ughts ought to be made as
powerful as possible, as many ships now carrying very large
bright Ughts, might be very easily taken for one of the light
ships when in the vicinity of one.
I have known this to be
the case off the Owers if that fight was improved it would
be one of the greatest impro\-ements in the Channel,
and i)rcvent many ships being lost iu the night amongst
these very dangerous rocks.
566. Yes, but I should suggest
rockets at Dudgeon,- at stated intervals of 15 minutes.
567. ^Vhen there are a number of ships and fishing boats
in the Swin, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish the
middle Ught.— 568. Yes.— 569. Yes.— 570. Yes.— 571. I
think nnniistakeable. 573. I consider them sufficiently
brilhant.
574. Yes.
575. No.
577. Yes.
578. Double
or treble lights, yes
single Ughts, no.
580.
o79. Yes.
Yes, but think the Nore and Mouse lights might be im5-^1.
proved.
I think they are sufficiently briUiant and
distinct.
582. They are, in my ojjinion, not sufficiently
distinctive.
583. Yes.
584. Yes.
5)*b.
GeneraUy so.
587. Saltees^ lightship (two lights) off Waterford, Ireland,
are not sufficiently briUiant; when the weather is hazy,
you are close on board of them, before seeing them.
588. Coningbeg Ughtship, ofl' the Saltees, (two lights,) deficient in power, can only be seen a very short distance when
the weather is at aU hazy.
589. Yes.
590. No.
591. Yes.
593. The Ughts on floating vessels are not sufiiciently
brilliant for distinction from ship Ughts.
595. I do think
the floating lights are sufficiently brilliant to prevent them
from being mistaken for ships or Ughts. 596. I think they
are.
597. I do.
598. Yes.
599. I never had any difficulty in distinguishing them.
600. Those I am acquainted
with, which consist of all from North Foreland to Scilly, I
am perfectly satisfied with.
601 Oft times it is very difficult for awhile to distinguish
them from such fights as many of the steamers carry at
the masthead, and such as many ships carry or used to
caiTV at the bowsprit ere the coloured lights came in use.
602. I have been mistaken at &-st sight.
603. Not at
all times.
604. I do think floating Ughts are sufficiently
brilUant to prevent any mistake.
605. Yes.
606. Yes.
6O7. Yes.— 608. Yes.— 609. Yes.— 610. Yes.— 611. Yes.—
612. Yes.
613. AVith common care I do not think it possible
to mistake them, fi-om shore or ship Ughts.
614. Yes.
615.
Yes.
616. They might be improved and made more distinct.
61 7. I think the lightships in Liverpool Bay sufficiently
brilhant, and never mistook them for ships' Ughts or shore
lights.— 618. Yes.— 619. Yes.— 621. I consider that floating Ughtships are not sufficiently brilUant to distinguish
them fi'om shore lights, but more especially ship lights.
622. I do.— 623. No.— 624. I think the Seven Stones, off

—

—
—
——

—

—

—

lights,

—

110. Yes.
ships' lights ; weather hazy.
109. Yes.
411. Yes, all that I am acquainted with, except Henebegs.
413. Yes, what I have seen.
114. I think they are not first
class vessels.
115. I think so.
416. Yes. -417. I do.
423. At times I hare been mistaken,
418. Yes.
120. Yes.
but rectified the mistake in time.
124. Floating lights may
easily be mistaken for shore lights sometimes.
427. 1 have
to
determine
in hazy weather
sometimes been at a loss
whether Bardsey hght was on land or a ship's light.
12i).
Yes.
131. They might be made more brilliant.
432. Yes.
433. Yes.^34". Yes.
136. I do.
137. Yes.
140. Yes.—
143. Yes.
441. Yes.
142. Yes.
144. Yes.
145. Yes.—
446. No.
448. Yes.—449. Yes.
147. Yes.
450. Not
bright enough nor high enough.
151. Yes.
452. Yes.
453. Nevev.
154. Yes.
456. Yes.
458. Think
157. Yes.
they are brilhant enough.
459. I think they are.
160. At
times you cannot tell them from fishing crafts' Ughts.
461. Yes.
162. No.
463. Yes.
165. No.
166. Yes.—
168. Yes.
469. Yes.
467. Yes.
170. No ; Dudgeon is
not.
471. Yes.
472. Yes.
473. Have found some difficulty in distinguishing float lights from fishermen and
.ships' hghts, but mostly owing to the state of atmosphere.
474. I have alwaj'S found them sufficiently distinguishable.
476. Yes.
475. Generally, yes.
477- Yes.^-478. Yes.
480. Yes.
181. I think they are quite suflS179. Yes.
ciently brilhant, not to be mistaken for shore lights.
482. I think that they could not be better arranged.
483. I conceive it impossible any of the floating lights of
the United Kingdom could by any possibility be mistaken
for a ship's hght ; of the other I am by no means so sure.
484. Not sufficiently brilliant to prevent them being mistaken.
185. Yes.^-486. In my opinion the light on Blackwater Bank ought not revolve, as it might be mistaken for
Tuskar.
488. They are not suflB187. In general 1 do.
ciently brilliant.
489. I do consider some more uniform
and distinct character required and necessaiy to all single
float lights, to distinguish them from ships' lights.
190.
Floating lights in the United Kingdom are sufficiently
hriUiant, and, with care, cannot be mistaken either for shore
or ships' lights.
491. I think that floating lights may be
known from ships' lights or shore lights.——192. Yes I
think the Saltees is the worst.
193. They might be brighter
494. I think the floating lights are often
to advantage.
mistaken for ships' lights. 495. I do think that the floating fights are sufficiently brilliant and distinct in character
to prevent them from being mistaken for an>-thing but what
they are. Perhaps a little more elevation would be an im196. Have not sufficient knowledge on the
provement.
points to express an opinion.
197- I do not.
198. There

—

—

540. Increase of briUiancy very desirable to make them
more distinct.— 541. I fear the melancholy loss of the
Pomona lately on the Blackwater Bank, was occasioned
through inattention to the lead, and the master, in my
opinion, taking the floating Ughts on the bank for Tuskar

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

9

think they are well placed, and can hardly be improved
upon ; I speak, of course, of those parts I am in the habit
of traversing. 525. Never mistook them in clear weather.
526. Yes.
527. Sufficiently brilliant, but not easy distinguished from ships. 528. "Generally not power enough.
530. It is hard to distinguish floating lights in" bad
weather if an improvement could be made, it would be
necessarj-.
531. I think they are.
532. Cannot say.
534. Yes.— 535. Shijjs' lights are very commonly too brilliant.
536. I do.
537. There are none in use upon the
west coast. 539. As far as I recollect they are sufficient.
I

—

—

from

30,)

Question

9

—

quite sufficient.
3/0. I thinlc so. 371. I do. 372. Yes.
374. No, as far as my experience goes. 375. Not remarkable enougli, more brilliant, and would suggest two lights
in every lightship.
37G. Yes.
377. Cannot.
37<^. Yes.
37!'. Yes.—380. Yes.— 381. Yes.— 382. Yes.— 383. Yes.—
385. Yes, in clear weather, but not so readily in hazy
weather.^-38C. Yes. 387. Yes. 388. Yes ; the sole exception is the Lemon and Ower.
389. They would be
better if more brilliant and distinct; I have seen many
sailing vessels' Ughts which were difficult to make out,
whether sailing vessel or floating lights, untd near approach.
390. Yes.
392. Yes, they are veiy good, unless under
jieculiar circumstances.
393. Yes. ii94. Yes.
:i95. The
Blackwater lightship and the Arklow Bank hghtshi]) are
liable to be mistaken for each other in daytime, particularly
in hazy weather, both being masted alike.
396. Quite so.
397. Yes, I do.—398. Yes.—399. Yes.— 400. I do.
401. Yes, when well attended.
402. Yes.
403. No, not
404. Yes.
in moderately thick weather.
405. Yes. -40().
"
Yes.
408.
Yes.
distinguish the " Start

—
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the Land's End, and the Saltees deficient in this respect.
625. Not sufticiently distinct in character.
627. 1 think
they mi^ht and ought to be more brilliantly lighted. 628.
62!*. The Dudgeon
I think they are sufficiently brilliant.
and the Sunk. 6.S0. The Dudgeon and the Sunk, with the
late improvements in hghting, might be made better.
6.'32. So far as
631. Yes.
1
have seen, yes.^ 633. I do
think them sufficiently brilbant. 634. Yes. 6. 5. Quite
sufficiently distinct not to be mistaken for ships" lights.
(i3S.
636. I do.
63/. Yes.
When stationary, 1 have
fi-equently been unable to distinguish them from the lights
of ships riding in their viciniy, which on board some are
very good ; and I regi'et that more uniformity in the
quality of lanterns and lights carried by ships is not made
imperative.
639. Y"es, if there is an intelligent exercise of
640. No.
proper precautions.
611. Yes.
642. I do not
consider the white fi.vei floating lights sufficiently distinct
from the present lights on board ships at anchor or the shore.
643. Yes.
644. Yes.
645. I ha\e seen but few floating
lights
those I have seen ujjpear to me to be effective.
646. Yes.— 647. Yes.— 648. Yes.— Mi). Yes.— 650. No.—
651. I think that floating bghts should be made more
brilliant, and have greater space-i)enetrating power than
any ordinary shiji light whatever. 652. Not sufficiently
familiar with them to give a competent opinion.
653. Yes.
654. I consider all the floating lights in the Channel are
insuilicient, and are often mistaken (or ships' and shore
hghts. The Saltees light is a poor one and all the otheis
up to the Kish Bank, and in my opinion should be further
656. Those witli which I am acquainted, I
off shore.
think generally are. 657. 1 think the lights shown in the

—

—

—

—

—

best kind, there might
who have not much experience in
distinguishing
the different descriptions of lights.
731. Yes.— 732. Y'es.- 733. Generally.— 737. M;ght be
improved. 7.'i8. As some vessels exhibit very bright hghts
at anchor, I think the floating lights might be made more
brilbant.
739. Generally, except the Mouse hghtshi]).
740. I think they are.
741. Yes.
742. Y'es, except a
distinguishing light at the Mouse.
745. Y'es.
746. Yes.
747. I do not think those that 1 am accustomed to see
are, viz., the Owers and Nab.
748. The present system
749" Y'es.
of ships' hghts is rather calculated to deceive.

be mistakes by those

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

floating light\essels are sufficiently

— 666.

their

—

— 658.
—

—

brilliant

and

—

—

Yes.

mistaken for

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Do YOU

—

—
—

1.

Y'es.

—

2.

vSignals

Lighthouses and Floattlie United Kingdom are

in

ing Lights in
efficient

Fog

the

think that

now used

—

—

—

10.

shijjs' lights

—

—
—

—

—

—
—
—

—

distinct

— 660. Yes.— 665. Yes.
—

—

—

—

—

being mistaken for ships'

or lights on shore.
672. Yes.
67.3. Y'es.674. Yes.
675. Yes.
676. I am of ojjinion they are sufficiently brilliant to prevent their being mistaken for ships" lights,
although 1 have known instances where, wlien first seen
by lookout men, they have been reported as shi|)s' lights.
678. Scarcely so.
677- 1 think they are.
679. Yes.
680. Yes.
()83. Those I have seen cannot, with common
attention, be mistaken for shore or ship Ughts.
685. Y'es.
687. Sufficiently brilliant, but the light at Dungeness
difficult to distinguish at night when any other ships are
rounding it.— (588. Yes.— 689. Yes.— 690. Yes.— 6fn. All
the lightships I am acquainted with have two lights.
I
have never mistaken them for ships' or shoi-e lights, though
all fixed lights are liable to be mistaken.
692. I think
they might be more brilliant and distinct by having them
of greater height and of different colours.
693. This is a
very difficult question to answer, as so much must depend
upon the state of the weather.
694. Yes.
695. The
soundings and bearing of the light would be sufficient to
know it by. 696. Yes. 697. Yes. 698. Y'es, in EngUsh
699. I do not think they are generally.
Channel.
700. Those I have seen I shoidd think could not be, with
care, taken for ship or shore lights.
701. Hardly.— /02. No.— 703. I think they are suffi704. I think they are often mistaken for
ciently distinct.
ships" lights.
The more brilliant they can be made the
better, as long as, when there are tvvo or three in one
vessel, they can be pre\ented from producing such a glare
705. Y es.
706. Yes.
as to appear as one light.
707. Ves.
708. Some deficient.
709. I do think them sufficiently
brilliant not to mistake them.
711- ^ es.
715. I think that
they could not be taken for ships' or shore lights.
716. No.
717- Those I am acquainted with are sufficiently good.
71.''. Suffi71S. 1 think they are in the above places.
720. Yes, in clear weather.
ciently.
722. I consider that
723. Those 1 am acquainted uith are sufficiently
they are.
good. 724. I do. 725. It is stated by some that Dunnet
Head hght is jdaced too high, vessels often mistaking it for
a star ; and a foreign vessel some years ago, so taking it,
ran ashore in Munkle Bay.
72(!. They are frequently
liable to be mistaken.
A more distinct character of Hght
would be a great improvement. 727. I think by proper
attention floating hghts may generally be distinguished
from ships' lights. 728. Y'es, as regards Enghsh ships'
lights.
Many of the American ships are in the habit of
carrj-ing lanthoms at their jib boom ends in the channel.
729. Yes.
730. Wien at sea I did not think there was
aiuch fear of mistakes; but now, all vessels being com-

—

—

—

—

—
—

Yes.
668. Y'es.
667. Yes.
669. Some vessels'
lights are so good that it is not jjossible to distinguish them
from the lightships. I have been unable to make out the
Eddystone light from a number of \ esscls" liglits aroimd.
6/1. I think the lights in the United Kingdom sufficiently
distinct to prevent their being

—

—

—

—

in character to prevent
lights or lights on shore.

—

Yes.
753. If they are not sufficiently
brilbant, they should be improved.
754. So far as I am
acquainted, 1 think they are all that can be desired.
755. Yes.
756. Yes.
7-58. Yes.
759. Y'es, as far as my experience goes.
760. I do not think them sufficienvly distinct
in character from ship or shore hghts.
762. Not competent
to judge.— 763. Y'es.
764. Y'es.
765. May be improved.
766. Y'es.
770. Yes.
771. I consider they are sufficiently brilliant to prevent their being mistaken for ships'
hghts or lights on shore. 772. I think the floating hghts
all sufficiently good, and powerful enough.
773. Y'es, and
ought not I0 be mistaken. 774. 1 think so, in general.
77''^. sufficiently
776. Yes.
777- 1 think they are.
brilliant and distinct.— 779.
No.— 781. Yes.— 782. Yes.—
784. Yes.
785. What
have seen I think they are.
789. Not sufficiently hrilliant to prevent them from being
mistaken for other lii;hts. 791. ttiule so. 792. Yes.—
793. Yes.

—

—

—

—

—
of navigators. — 752.

;

—

—
—

7.'J0. No.
751. .\n alteration might be made in the
arrangement of the lights in Dublin Bay to the advantage

I

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—
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9.

some of the

pelled to carry lights,

?

Y'es.

—

—

Those that

3.

—

I

am

—

acquainted with

—

Yes.
7. Y'es.
8.
not acquainted, to any extent, with the methods in
10. Yes.
1.3.
Have no information. 14. Perfectly
use.
16. I think so.
18. I suppose
so.
15. Y'es.
17. Yes.
20. Y'es.
21. Y'es.
22. No, there ought
so.
19. Y'es.
to be a large bcU to distinguish it from other Ughts on
St. Anne's.
23. Y'es.
24. Yes.
25. Y'es.
26. I think
they are quite sufficient. 27. Yes. 28. Y'es. 29. Y'es.
.30. Y'es.—31. Y'es.
32. Y'es.
33. They cannot be heard
far enough.
34. The fog signals are inefficient.
The
gongs cannot be heard but in calm weather, and on board
of steamers not at all.
1 would suggest the firing a gun,
at a given time, at the Needles and Bembridge, which wotild
enable the packet steamers to approach, and make their
36. I have passed hght vessels very
passage.
.35. Yes.
near, and have not heard the signal until after having
I am not aware of any fog signals
])assed the Ughtshii).
being at Dungeness or the South Foreland. 3/. Yes.
40. There
38. Yes.
39. 1 think gongs preferable to beUs.
cannot be anything more required than the present fog
signals that are used in lighthouses and floating hghts.
43. Superior gongs best signal.
44. Yes.
42. Yes.
45. Yes.
46. Yes.
47. Yes.—48. Yes.— 49. Yes.—
52. Yes.
53. Yes.
54. No; a gun
50. Yes.
51. Yes.
fired at short intetA-als would be a better signal on board
are quite efficient.

Am

4.

—
—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

I

do.

—
—
—

5. Y'es.

—

—

6.

—
—

—
—
—

—
—

—

—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—
— 56.
— 57.
floating lightships. — 55.
— 60. Yes. —61. do not.
highly
58. Yes. — 59.
and most regularly
important that these be very
— 62.
— 63.
— 64. am of opinion
attended

—
—
—

Y'es.

Y'es.

Y'es.

Y'es.

It is

I

efficient,

to.

Y'es.

Y'es.

I

that fog signals on boai-d lightships ought to be sounded
by machinery, so as to ensure a regular interval between
the sounds. The method now in use is uncertain, and

quite depends on the watch on deck and I have known
them to be neglected for a long time, and only sounded
when a \'essel is seen a])proaching through the fog.
65. Yes.
66. There cannot be anjthing more required
;

—
—

—
—

—

than the ])resent signals that are used. 67. I do. 68. Yes,
70. There cannot be anything more required
69. Y'es.
than the present signals that are used. 71. Yes. 72. Y'es,
73. Perfectly, those that I am acquainted
if well attended to.
75. I
with.
74. 1 have no experience of them to s.iy.
never heard any. 76. They admit of impro\ements. The
lights also of small \essels generally not bright enough.
78. I am of opinion that the gongs now used
77. Y'es.
on board floating hght\essels cannot be heard at a suffi80. I think the floating-hght
I'J. Y'es.
cient distance.

—

-

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

MAllINERS

-87.

88.

—

seldom heard them

I

any of the

at

stations.— .ffO. Yes.— 92. Yes.— !);i I do.— 94. I think
them efficient.— 95. Yes.— 96. Yes.— 97. Yes.— 98. Yes.—
99. Yes.— 100. No.
102, Yes.
104. No a gun on Flamborough
103. Yes.
Head, Outer Feni, and Buchan Ness, 1 thinlc are wanted.
105. Gims should be fi.xed to answer guns from \-essels
both at Kirk lightships and Kingsto^vn pierhead.

—

—

—

—

;

—

106. Yes.
108. Yes ; they cannot be better.
107. Yes.
109. Y'es, in lightships.
110. Cannot say.
111. Those I
am acquainted with I think are efficient. 112. Yes.
113. Yes, I think they are.
114. Yes, quite so at the
time I was conversant with them. 115. I scarcely can say.
116. Do not think that beUs and gongs are sufficient.
Guns ffi-ed every fifteen minutes, or at longer periods, would
help a great deal.
119. Cannot
117. Yes.
118. Yes.
say.
120. If a gong were substituted at the breakwater
light, instead of a beU, it would be preferaljle.
121. I
should consider a powerful whistle, wrought by an air
cyhnder, as an accompaniment to lighthouses or floating

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

an improvement.

Such could be

adopted,
think they
are.
123. I think if a gong were substituted at the breakwater Ught instead of a Ijell, it would be preferable.
lights,

and would be heard

—

at a great distance.

easily

— 122.

I

—

—

Yes.
125. None in the district.
126. Yes.
127. Yes.— 128. Yes.— 129. Yes.— 130. Yes.— 131. The
signals are rarely heard in foggy weather, as far as
own
knowledge goes. 132. Cannot give an opinion. 134. Yes,
136. Yes.
I do.
135. Yes.
137. I do not ; they cannot
124.

—
—

—

be heard

—

—

at a sufficient distance, except in

— 139.

138. Yes.
are.- 140.

my

calm weather.

From what I know of tliem 1 believe they
Yes.— 141. I think so.— 142. Yes.— 143. Yes.—

—
—
—
—

145. I have neither seen nor heard one
144. Cannot say.
148. I have never had an opporof them.
147. Yes.
tunity of judging.
149. Not acquainted with signals.
150. I do not think them efficient.
153. They are, I
beUeve.
156. Yes.
158. No.
169. Cannot
157- Yes.
160.
say, not having e.\perienced such.
Yes.
161. Not
having ever lieard, cannot form an opinion. 162. Ha\'e
never heard a fog signal.
163. Yes.
165. I cannot say
I have ever been in a ])Osition to hear the fog signals.
166. If properly attended to.
167. They are of great use,
but I consider a gun or bell better. 170. Yes. 172. Yes.
173. I do.
174. Never heard any.
175. I cannot say.
180. I have never heard a fog signal on the
177. Yes.
English coast, and yet they maybe very efficient.
181. No
they should all be gongs, striking all the time.
183. No.
184. No; they ought to be a gun fired from the floating
lightship every half hour in thiclc weather.
185. They are.
186. Not in some cases.
189. Yes.
191. Yes.
193. Y^es.
194. No improvement to suggest.
195. I
cannot speak from experience. 198. Yes. 199. Those
that I know are pretty good.
202. I have never been sufficiently near
201 Yes.
203.
in thick weather to test them.
Yes. 204. Yes.
205. Yes.— 206. Yes.— 207. I do.— 208. Yes.— 209. Cannot say.— 211. Yes.— 212. I do.—213. I do not think
them either sufficient or efficient. They cannot be heard
distinctly at a reasoniible distance to avoid danger.
215. Yes.—216. Yes.— 217. Yes.— 218. Yes, I think they
220. Had no experience.
221. Never heard
are efficient.
or seen any. 222. I have been 24 years in the coasting
trade, and have never distinguished one from a lighthouse
during that time, though riding \vithin a mile of Hun224. Yes.
226. No.
stanton by the day together.
228. Yes.
227. Yes, but the steam whistle is far superior.
229. Yes but I consider, nevertheless, that a bell would
be better in all instances than a gong. 230. I never saw or
heard any fog signals, though I have been very close to the
231. Yes.
232. No opinion.
Start and Portland in fogs.
234. Quite efficient, in my opinion,
233. Cannot say.
235. I think if a gun were fired
for the purposes required.
at interv'als, it would make them more so ; say, 30 minutes.
^236. When used according to instructions. 237. Could
you fire a gun every half-hour ? 24 1 Give little attention.
242. Cannot give an opinion.
244. Do not know of any,
only the gong in thick weather. 246. Yes. 247. Yes.
249. Yes.
248. I think the fog signals are efficient.
250. I think not. The report of cannon once every five
minutes would be advisable in gales of wind bell or a
gong in moderate weather may do. 252. Yes. 253. I
cannot answer this question. I have not been near either
'1 fogsy weather to prove efficiency. 254. I have never
heard or known of any fog signals being used in any of the
Hglithouses on the east coast of Scotland. 255. A large
gun much better. 256. Yes, if properly attended to.
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Question

10

signals efficient, but respecting the lighthouses have no
knowledge.
81. I do.— 82. Yes.— 8^. Yes.— 84. I am
not used to them. 85. I do. 86. I am not used to them.

—
—
Yes. —
have

EVIDENCE.

—

—

10

—

A

257. No. 258. I do not.
gun discharged every 5, 10,
or 15 minutes would be much more serviceable to steamers
as, when the engines are slowed, the noise of steam quite
drowns the bell or gong on shore. 259. They would be
much better if they could be heard further off. 260.
gun fired every half-hour wiU be essential. 261. Quite
262. Cannot answer this question.
efficient.
263. Yes.
264. Yes.— 266. Yes.— 268. Yes.—269. Yes.— 270. I do.
272. Yes. 274. Never had an opportunity of testing the
efficiency of any fog signals.
275. Yes.
276. Yes.
277. I never had experience of fog signals now used.
278. No some are very bad gongs in use, or not properly
struck.—280. I do.— 281. Yes.
282. The fog bells are
283. I think guns are the only
not always sufficient.
efficient tog signals in blowing weather.
284. Yes.
285. Yes.— 286. I do think they are efficient.— 287. I think
a gong is the best fog signal. 288. 1 do. 291. I think
them quite efficient. 2!)2. I think a gun fired occasionally
would answer better.
293. They are of great use.
295. No ; both a gun and gong should be at every Ughthousa or lightvessel. 296. Yes.
297. Yes. 299". Quite
efficient
as I have, in a dense fog, obtained correct bearings of a lightvessel by the sound of the gong.
300. Yes.
301. Yes.
302. In very foggy weather a maroon or explosive signal, like a gun, would be useful.
303. I do.
.304. Yes.—305.— Quite sufficient.— 306. Y'es.— 307. Yes.
308. I never had an opportunity to know.
309. Yes.
310. I have never experienced inconvenience from the present arrangement.
311. Ves.
312. Yes.
313. Yes.
315. I do.
316. I never heard one to give an opinion.
317. 1 do.
318. I think they are efficient; but feel that the
gun signal, as used in parts of the United States, would
be of great service. 31!*. Yes. 320. Yes; but an improvement may be made at the Baskets by a gun evei-y quarter
of an hovir.
321. Cannot say, having left sea in 1853.
322. The fog signals cannot be better arranged, in my
opinion.
323. Not known.
325. I never heard one at
sea, never being near a station during a fog.
326. Yes.
327. There should be a report of a cannon sometimes,
more especially in shallow water-points and low lands.
328. Yes.—329. I think they are.—S.iO. No.
332. In
floating lights.
333. Y'es, perfectly.
334. Yes.
335. Y'es
if kept in use in foggy weather.
336. Yes. 337. Yes, but
often neglected.
340. I think they are.'
341. Yes.
342. Yes, I do.
344. Ne\er heard a fog signal.
346.
Never heard any. 347. Y'es. 349. Yes. 350. I cannot
say.
351. I cannot speak from experience on this head
but I would recommend the " trumpet musket " to be used
on board lightvessels in addition to the fog horn and gong
—.352. No.—353. I do.—354. Yes.— 355. Yes.—356. Yes.
358. I think the gong generally used on
357. Yes.
board lightships not loud enougb. 359. Yes. 360. I do
not know.— 361. Efficient.— 3(i'3. Yes.— 364. No.—365.
366. I am unable to answer.
Yes.
368. I do.
369. I
think quite sufficient. 370. They are very fair. 371. I
do.
372. Yes.
374. There is a great want of good fog
signals for lighthouses.
On the south-pier hghthouse here
I used a gong for a short time ; but, from the difficulty in
procuring one sufficiently loud, I have again been obUged
to have recourse to the bell, which is objectionable from
being used for so many other purposes. 375. No use in
strong winds ; very well in calm winds. 376. Yes. 377- I
hoiild say not.
378. A gun on Lundy would be an improvement in fogs. 379. Yes. 380. Yes. 381. I cannot
382. Yes. 383. I never heard any fog signals from
say.
either lighthouse or floating lights.
385. No.
386. Yes.
I think the fog signals should be used more
387. Yes.
frequently ; every one or two minutes.
388. No the gong
can only be heard in very still weather. 390. A shrill
whistHng sound would be heard further. 391 i do. I
recommend a gun to be fired from Carlingforrt House, as
the mountains obscure the light in hazy weather.
392. I
do think they may be improved, but will not venture to
suggest the better method. 393. No. 394. I never heard
one.— 395. I think not.— 396. Yes —397. Yes.— 398. Yes,
where the bells are good. 399. Yes.
100. I do.
401. No, by no means.
More powerful and frequent
sounds should be effected. 402. Yes. 403. No. 404. Yes.
405. Yes.
406. To the best of my judgment I think
so.
407. No.
410. Yes.
411. No.
413. I do not
know, having heard none. 414. Never required them.—
I
have
seldom
415.
heard them, and think it would be
better if the bells were struck at shorter inter\-als.
416.
Do not know. 417. I do.
418. Yes.
420. Y'es.
422.
No. A cannon would be much better, and could
be heard a great deal further than a beU or gong.
423. They are little use, unless very near, when blowing
hard, when the ship is to windward of the light.
121. 1
do.—127. The gun" on the South Stack is the only one I
;
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AXD BEACONS:

Question

10

10

—

589. No.— 590. No.— 591. Yes.— 593. No.
think efficient.
428. CanFog signals are
not used at all lighthouses, for, at Kinnaird Head (here), the
-i'^0- Never having heard them, cannot say.
not say.
lighthouse is not provided with any horn, bell, or rockets,
4.'il. Rockets ihspla\'ing red lights at intervals would be an
595. I do think the fog signals now used are quite
13:2. Yes.
iS.i. Yes.— 4.34. Yes.—l.i(i. Yes.—
&c.
addition.
efficient.
59(>. I never heard or saw any fog signals at any
138. Yes.
440. I
4ii7. Never been near enough to prove.
any.
442.
As
far
of
the
lighthouses.
597. Never being nigh them, cannot
have never heard any. 441. Never heard
44G. Yes.
598. Yes. 599. I never heard one of them.
44.5. 1 do not know.
say.
444. Yes.
as I am aware.
(iOl. Never heard a fog signal used, exce|)t from the
148. Yes, only with
447. I never heard any of them.
602. Yes, but
149. Yes.
lightships at Liverpool ; they appear good.
reference to the Liverpool north-west lightship.
think the gongs ought to be sounded at intervals by time,
150. No.
151. Yes.
152. If propei'ly attended to.
and a certain number. Each lighthouse or vessel to be
454. No.
456. Yes.
157. Unknown.-—158. Have not
numbered in each channel the gong to sound the number.
had any experience of them yet 459. Very fair. 161. Yes.
CM. I do. 605. Have had no experience of
60.3. Yes.
162. Would sugf;est that brass guns of small calibre be
465. Yes.
them. 606. As far as I can tell. 607. Mav be improved.
fired at regular intervals.
463. Yes.
—608. Yes.— 609. Doubtful.— 610. Yes.-^611. Yes, but
468. Yes.
466. Do not know. 467. Uo not know.
may be made more so. 612. Yes, but may be improved.—
46y. Yes.
470. I have never seen nor heard them.
61.3. I do.
614. They might be more efficient.
615. No,
471. Never heard them.
472. I prefer the gun.
as regards the North-west lightship, where a gimg and bell
474. I certainly do think so.
476. Never
475. Yes.
alone are used. Guns would be preferable. A blue light
heard or observed any. 477. Yes.
47^. Yes.
478. Yes.
and rocket would be better dining darkness. 616. No.
480. Yes.
481. I think they are quite efficient.
482. Quite so, as they are distinct from other fog signals.
61 7. 'lliey are, in Livcrjjool Bay, if paid attention to.
618. No.
619. No experience.
621. Efficient.
622. Cer184. No"— 485. Bells are not suflicient ; they
483. I do.
tainly not.
Firing a gun, at a given time, would be preought to be guns with funnels fi.\ed to them to extend the
623. No. They should be
ferable to the present system.
486. Never heard one.
sound.
487. 1 am not able to
more frequent. 625. Very inefficient. 627. 'I'hey might
give an opinion, as I have never been close enough to any
be made more so. 628. I think they are efficient.
629. I
488. Never heard them.
in thick weather to judge.
think they are the best. 6.30. I think there are none better.
190. I think the fog
489. Yes, when projierly attended.
1)31. Yes.
632. Yes, when well attended to.
6.33. I do.
signals are efficient, and I have always found them well
6.34. Not aware.
635. Never experienced them.
636. I
193! Quite so.
494. I
attended to.
192. I think so.
do (bells might be increased in size, to give loudness of
think a gun would be a very great advantage, if fired every
sound).
I approve of Chinese gongs, from their ])eculiar
half hour from both lighthouses and lightships in foggy
4!t5. No.
498. I have
and powerful sound, for lightships. ().37. Yes but at the
weather.
197. Could be better.
same time I should strongly recommend a gun at the
been several times close in to the shore in a fog, and never
Needles Rocks, or a large bell. 638. I think them not
heard the signals. An improvement in that respect is
639. I do not know anything about
sufficiently loud.
199. No.
500. I think the most requisite in
requisite.
them. 640. No. ()41. No experience. 642. Do not conthick weather would be firing cannon at intevvals.
heard
stated
sider
they
are
at a sufficient distance.
643. Yes, and
501. 1 beUeve a .small smart gun, to be fired at
more would cause confusion, and do more harm than good.
intervals in foggy weather, would be an improvement on
50.3. I never have heard of any fog
(>44. Yes.
645. I think simple machinery might be used
502. Yes.
the coast.
505.
504. Yes.
to keep up a continuous humming noise ; for example, say
signals except the Liverpool hghtships.
the three lights on the Goodwin; viz.. South Foreland,
No. 507. Yes, but would recommend a bell at Point of
Gull, and North Sand Head.
646. So far as I know or
Ayr, also one at Innishowen lights. 508. A gun every
have experienced, yes. 647. Yes. 648. Yes.
649. No
15 minutes would be better heard. 509. Yes. 510. Suffi516. I
especially for steamers, as bells are thfficult to hear when
511. Yes.
512. Yes.
cient when followed up.
650. No.
engines are working.
651. I would prefer
have never heard any. 517. Many are not loud enough.
519.
gongs (sonorous) to bells in lightvessels and lighthouses,
518. Gongs are good if used as they ought to be.
other reason than mere distinction.
if it were for no
Not efficient, wliicli I experienced no later than Monday
520. I do;
652. Not sufficiently experienced to give an answer.
last, when near the north end of the Goodwin.
65.3. Yes.
654. I do not.
65(>.
Had no experience.
no fog signals in our Dimdalk lighthouse. 521. If ju-operly
658. Yes.
660. No.
657. Efficient.
attended to, I think, quite sufficient. 522. Yes. 524. Yes.
666. I am unacquainted with them.
528. If jjroperly attended to,
667. Yes, but very little expe525. Yes.
527. I do not.
6(i8. No.
rience.
It has struck me that a small gun
but in many cases not. 530. If they could be used oftener
5.31. I do.
fired occasionally, from vessels in such jjositions as the
532. Cannot
I would prefer minute guns.
.Seven Stones, Nab, Owers, .South and North Goodwin, S;c.
533. Yes. 5.34. Yes.^ 535. Quite efficient, if attended
say.
536. I think they arc.
671. i think some imjjrovement might be made in floatto, which is not always the case.
ing hghtvessels, something more noisy and distinct being
537. There are none in use upon the west coast. 539. Yes.
substituted for gongs something on the plan of a whistle
540. Cannot say.
541. I am of opinion the fog signals
of a steam engine. 672. No. 673. No. 674. Yes.
are very inefficient to warn vessels from approaching the
543. I know
542. They are not efficient.
675. Yes.
676. I cannot speak from experience, as I have
shore, &c.
not been in the vicinity of light vessels or houses during a
nothing of them. 544. Yes. 545. I do.- 546. Yes, I
fog.
would suggest a gun every 15 minutes in fog weather.
678. I do.
679. Yes. ^680. No experience.
683. Yes.
549. Yes.
550. Yes.
551. The intervals are
685. Yes, and could suggest no improvement.
548. Yes.
^686. I think so. 687. Efficient. 688. I have found no
too long. 552. I would recommend them to be used on
difficulty from them.— 689. Yes.— 690. Yes.— 691. I have
all lighthouses and vessels, and then let there be a little
never heard a fog signal from either of t'uem. 692. Not
delay, by which it might be knomi what lighthouse or
554. No.
555. Yes.
sufficiently acquainted with them to offer any information,
553. Quite efficient.
vessel it was.
556. Yes, I do.
but I consider a gong as most efficient. ii'.Ki. I do not
557. I think that the fog signals are
the
lead
know. 694. Yes. 695. Sever experienced the effect of
not used with sufficient frequency. 558. Yes, for
696. Have not experienced much fog in the Channel,
any.
would always be a warning to a careful master. 559. Yts.
5()0. Unable to give an opinion, having been many years
to judge accurately.
697. Yes.
698. Cannot give an
opinion.
699. I have not had an opportunity of judging.
absent from England. 563. No. 565. I think the fog
—700. Yes.
signals in the lightships are very good if properly made use
566. Yes.
568. Quite
701. Yes.
702. Yes.
703. I cannot say.
704. I have
of.
567. Yes, when attended to.
569. Yes.
570. Yes.
not had much experience in the use of fog signals, but I
so.
5/1. I have found them to be
573. Yes.
would recommend uniformity, and that to be a gong worked
572. No experience.
so on several occasions.
bv machinerv. which I consider the best.
575. No, I consider that all lightships in thick
705. Yes.
574. Yes.
706. Yes.— ;'07. Yes.— 708. No.— 709. I think they are.—
weather ought to use guns in place of gongs or beUs, as
710. The signal fog gun at Holyhead is very badly placed
they could be heard when blowing hard. 576. Required a
at present, on the top of the mountain, which makes it all
gun on all islands where a hghthouse is, and a good bell or
but useless for the packet seniee, for ^ihich it was put. It
a gong in Hoating hghts. 577. Yes. 578. Yes. 579.
not
ought to be nio\-e(i to the South .Stack Island as the best
Yes, 1 think no fog signal, if we may excejjt the gun,
place.
If not there, to be placed low down on the low part
even the steamer's whistle can surpass the deep sonorous
711. The signal fog gun at Holyhead
of the North Stack.
sound of the gong. {See Appendix to Mariners' Evidence,
at i)resent it is on the top, or near the
580. Lundy high is often obscured when the low
is very badly placed
p. 579).
light is visible in hazy or foggy weather, and I would suggest
top, of the mountain, which makes it all but useless for the
that the low light should be visible in a southerly direction
packet ser\-ice, for which it was put there. It ought instantly
equal to that of a northerly one. 581. I consider they are
to be placed on the low point at the North Stack. Even for
very efficient. 583. Seldom heard any the present bell at
general purposes it is useless where it is.
712. I strongly
Victoria or Queen's Channel useless.
recommend that the gun on Holyhead mountain be removed
584, No experience.
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MARINEES EA-IDENCE.

Question

10, 11

as

—

do not.
I would recommend that all lightships at the
entrance of a bay or channel where ships have to run for,
should have a signal gun in addition to the gang and bell. I
consider the signal giin at Holyhead very badly placed ; it
should be on the Sourh Stack. 71(>. I do not. Gun I
would recommend in the North-west hghtship, Liverpool,
and Kish, Dublin Bay. 717. The fog signals in the Northwest lightship at Li\-erpool, and Kish lightship at Dublin
Bay, and the Copelands Island, the entrance of Belfast
Lough, are not efficient. I would strongly recommend two
guns every half hour, which would be a very great ser7l!?. No.
The
vice, in thick weather, for all vessels.
North-west lightship, before named, requires a fog gun, also
7^''- Sometimes.
the Menai Straits lights.
719. Efficient.
7-1- 1 think in many stations a gun, particularly on
board the Kish lightship. 7--- A gun be fired half-hourly
on lightships and lighthouses at the entrance of ports where
there is much traffic, as the report of a gun can be heard
7-'-i'i'he fog
much further than the sound of a bell.
signals in the North-west lightship at Liverjjool and Kish
I sti-ongly recommend
lightship, Dublin, are not etficient.
7^-1. Not at Holyhead
very
fog guns every half-hour.
inefficient.
I would recommend, either on the South Stack
Rock, or on the low part of the North Stack, as soon as
possible, the fog gun.
7-7. By proper attention to the
7-S. In Brissignals now given, I think them sufiicient.
7-9- To the best of my belief tliey are.
tol Channel, yes.
know
what
now, but
I
do
not
fog
signals
are
used
730.
when at sea thought they were not half the service they
73'2.
Yes. 733. Generally,
might have been. 731. Yes.
when diligently attended. 737. No. 738. Yes. 739. No.
740. I think a gun fired occasionally at Flamborough Head
would be of service. 741. If properly attended to. 742. I
would prefer a gun fired every half hour at Flamborough
HeadandNewarplightvesseJ. 74o. Yes. 74G. Yes. 747do not think they are. 748. I always endeavour to keep
farther off lighthouses than to be able to answer this
7oO. No.
question.
749. Yes, as far as I can .judge.
Greater sound should be given in
751. Not by any means.
foggy vi-eather. A gun fired at short intervals on board the
Kish lightship would be of the greatest service.
752.
753. Signal guns can alone be effectual.
Yes.
754. Have never been sufficiently near to distinguish
always avoid floating lights as much as possible. 755. Yes.
756. Yes.
758. Yes.
I think them very defective.
7t>l. I think the time and tolling of
7()0. I cannot say.
See reply to Query 2J.
bells might be improved.
763. Yes.
764. Yes.
762. Not competent to judge.
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11.

1.

Do you

think that Fog- Signals are
used with sufficient frequency in
Lighthouses and Floating Lights in
the United Kingdom ?

Yes.

—

sounded a

2.

The gongs on board

httle oftener in

lightships

foggy weather.

3.

—

—
—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

kept up with continuance during fogs.

Sarabro Light Head, Halifa.x', and tliat was fii'ing guns.
773. If clock machinery
772. I know nothing of them.
were applied to the gongs, beUs, or rattles, it would be
774. I think they are not
a safeguard against neglect.
well attended to in lightvessels, and a gun fu-ed occasionally
775. They are not efficient; there
at Flamborough Head.
776. No.
is much need for improvement.
777. I think
they are very useful. 778. Yes. 782. An improvement in
the fog bells are not heard at a
this respect is desirable
783. Yes ; but the bell is much better
sufficient distance.
than the gong. 7S4. May be improved. 785. Have not
had experience enough to tell. 786. It would be more
efficient if they could be heard farther, for we are often very
789. No.
close before we are able to hear these signals.
720. Crossby lightship, and Formby hghtship, both strike
nine strokes on the bell during foggy weather. Now I
think if one or the other would strike only six strokes, and
the other nine, it would give seamen an idea which of the
two channels he was in, and I think the north-west hghtship should fire a gum every half-hour in addition to the
gong.— 791. No.— 792. No."— 793. No.

—
—

—

—

—

—

766 I do not know, nor ha\'e I
765. May be inipro\'ed.
before heard of any fog signals.
7/0. I have never heard
any.
771- I have never heard or seen any fog signals
made use of in any lighthouses or lightships except at
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my

6. Yes.
1. I
do.
5. Yes.
experience goes.
7. Yes, because no great frequency is required during fogs,
the weather being stiD, and the motion of vessels through
10. Yes.
13. I cannot say ; but
the water being slow.
the necessary frequency depends on the facility or intricacy
of the navigation, breadth of channel, and other local
Cases of wreck have occurred for want of
conditions.
14. I never found otherwise.
15. Yes.—
fog signals.
16. I think they cannot be too careful about fog signals on
board floating hghtships, as I drifted ])ast the Southsand
I
lightship in a dense fog, and never heard her fog signals.
18. I suppose so.
passed her close-to twice.
17. Yes.
—19. Yes.
20. Yes.—21. Yes.
22. Yes.— 23. Yes.—
26. I think that they are.
25. Yes.
I always
24. Yes.
hear them when passing. 27. Yes. 28. Yes. 29. Yes.
32. Yes, pro\-ided proper attention be
.'iO. Yes.
31. I do.
paid to the instructions given. 33. I do not. 34. The fog
signals are used with sufficient frequency, but cannot be
heard at a great distance if it is blowing. 35. Yes.
36. Where there is a great traffic of shipping there should
be no cessation ; for, in narrow channels, it would be advisable.
There should be no limited time. 37. Yes.—
40. The more frequently fog signals
38. Yes.
39. Yes.
are used in hghthouses and floating hghts, the better it is
42. Yes.
44. In my locahty, yes.
for shipping.—41. No.
}5. Yes.—46. Yes.
17. 1 think they ought to be used
have
always
found them so when I
more frequently. 18. I
needed them. 49. Yes. 50. Yes. 51. I beheve so.
52. I have never felt any inconvenience therefi'om.
53. Yes.
54. It would be better if they were used more
56. Yes.
frequently.
55. Yes.
57. I have never felt any
inconvenience therefrom. 58. Yes. 59. I have not ob60. Yes.
61. Not generally.
62. I
ser\-ed any neglect.
never felt any inconvenience in that respect. 63. Yes.
64. I think that fog signals in lighthouses and hghtships
ought to be used at regular intervals ; and in order to accomphsh this, they ought to be struck by machinery. 65. I
have never expeneneed any inconvenience through their
unfrequent usage. 66. The more frequently signals are
used in hghtships and hghthouses the. better. 67. Yes.
69. Yes.
68. Yes.
70. The more frequently fog signals
71. Yes.
are used in lighthouses and lightshi])s the better.
76. Yes.
72. I think they are.
73. Yes, veiy good.
78. Yes.— 79. Yes.— 81. I do.— 82. Yes.— 84. Yes, if used
according to regulations. 85. I do. 86. Yes, if used according to regulations. 87. Yes. 88. Everj' five minutes
i/O. Yes.
93. I think the fog signals in floating
in fog.
lights should be used every five minutes, especially when
placed in a tide's way. They cannot be sounded too often.
94. I have ever found them used when required.
95. Yes.— !J6. Yes.— 97. Yes.— 99. Yes.— 100. Yes.
102. Yes.— 103. Yes.— 104. No.— 106. Yes.— 107. Yes.
—108. Yes, I believe they are.— 110. Cannot say.— 111. I
ll2. Yes.
think they are so, as far as I know them.
114. Fog signals ought to be
113. Any I have heard are.

to the South Stack, for the safety of vessels in general as
713. Xo.
There should be a
well as the packet service.
fo'jt gun in the North-west lightship, Liverpool, at the South
Stack. Holyhead, and Kish light, Dubhn Bay.— 714. Might
he more efficient by a fog gun in North-west lightship,
715. I
Li\'erpool, South Stack Rock, and Kish hghtship.

—

509

might be

Yes, as far

—

115.

I

cannot say.

—118. Yes.— 119. Cannot say":- 120. I do.— 121. I am
not aware what means are adopted to ascertain how and
where they are used. The use of them should be recorded

—

—

—
—
—
—

124. Lightships'
122. No.
123. I do.
in a daily log.
gongs ought to be sounded at least every five minutes.
128. Yes.^12!).
They might use them oftener
127. Yes.
with great benefit to shipping. 130. Yes, so far as I have
131. No.
133. No, not in
the means of observing.
floating hghts.— 134. Yes.— 135. Yes.— 136. Yes.— 137. I
do not. I think every two minutes would be too often.
138. Yes.— 139. AYeli attended to.— 140. Yes.— 141. Yes.
143. Yes.
144. Cannot say.
145. I cannot
142. Yes.
149. Not acquainted
147. Yes.
say that they are not.
150. No, they are not used with
with signals or their use.

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

but could an improvement in the
;
obtained, the present time would suffice.
153. Yes.
156. Yes.
160. Yes.
157. Yes.
158. No.
162. Cannot tell.
163. Yes.
161. Cannot say.
165. I
can only answer as in the previous question. No. 10.
166. If rung according to instructions.
167. I considei^

sufficient frequency

sound be

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

in a fog they should be continually used.
168. I think
not.
170. Yes.
172. Yes.
173. I have had no diffculty.
174. Never heard any.
175. I cannot say.
177- Yes.
180. To this question I am not prepared to answer.^
181. Question answered in No. 10.
183. No.
185. I

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

donot know.— 186. No.— 189. Yes.— 191. Yes.— 192. Yes.
193. Never nigh enough to hear those signals in a fog.
194. Whenever observed, very regular.
195. I have had no

—

experience.

—
— 196. Yes. — 198. Yes. — 199. Those that

I

know

are.

201. Yes.— 202. I cannot say.— 203. Yes.—204. Yes.—
205. Yes.— 206. Yes.—207. I "do.— 208. Yes.— 209. Cannot say. 211. Yes. 212. Should, in all cases, be used

3S

—

3

—
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Question

11

—

every five minutes.- 213. I do not ; with a fast steamer, in
foggy or hazy weatlier, they are at present nearly useless.
215. Yes.
21/. I never had any fault to find.
214. Yes.
219. I have never seen or heard any
218. Yes, I do.
fog signals in Ughthouses used, but I have heard the gong
220. Have had no e.xperience.
from lightvessels.
flouting
222. Lighthouses, no
221 Never heard any.
226. Yes. 22/. In the floating
224. Yes.
hghts, yes.
in the lighthouses I have
lights they are well attended
had no opportunity of ascertaining. 2J8. I should think
not, having been many years at sea as master, and have
seldom heard fog signals. 229. Yes. 230. No. 231. Yes.
234. I am of opinion they are, to the
233. Cannot say.
235. When attended to, they are.
best of my knowledge.
23/. There ought not to be pauses of more than five
minutes. In my steamer the bell never ceases. 242. Cannot say. 244. Not frequently enough. 247. Cannot say.
248. I think the fog signals are used with sufficient
frequency. 249. Yes. 250. I never found them to be so
251. Not suffisufficiently frequent as they ought to be.
ciently acquainted to express an opinion.^252. Yes, exI
reply to this
channels.
253.
cannot
cept in narrow
question from e.xperience. 255. At Holyhead the gun is

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—
—

—

—
—
—

;

—
—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
do not.
No. — 25/. No. — 258.
most valuable. —
259.
do not think they are; floating
—261. Quite
—262. Cannot answer
quessay as much of
—263. Yes. —264. Yes. —265.
— Yes. —268. fog on
the breakwater fog
required. —
Yes. — 270. No. —
the Maccacle l)Uoy
cannot
272. Yes. — 2/5. No. — 2/6. Yes. — 277.
—
of
them.
—
Yes.
279. Yes. — 280.
experience
278.
had no
as ray ob.servation goes,
do. — 281. Yes. —282. As
283.
have never found any want of them. — 284. Yes.
think they are attended
regularly.
285. Yes. —286.
think they should be used more than they
287.
—291. conCannot be used too
288.
do. —
—292. do.
sider that those sigaals are well attended
think they are.— 294. Yes.— 295. No.—296. Have
—
Yes. — 299. Yes, every ten
not much
—300. Yes.
minutes might
minutes but
do.— 304. No.—
301. Cannot say.— 302. Yes.— 303.
—
308.
never
had
opportunity
Yes.
an
306. Yes. 'M?think
may be advantageous to use them
know. — 310.
narrow channels. —
Yes.
with greater frequency
— 315. To the best of my
cannot
312. Yes. — 313.
—316. decline giving an opinion, for
knowledge they
—317. do. —318. do.
the above reason in
— 322. have
319. Yes. —320. Yes.—321. Cannot
as great a distance as
always heard the fog signal
never had to complain. — 323. Yes.
could expect.
— 326. think the sounding of the
cannot
324.
foggy
—32/. For
gong ought to be continuous
strangers on the coast they shouid be used more frequently.
think they
as they have come
328. Yes. — 329.
—330. No.—332. Yes, floating lights no
inider mv
reason to complain. — 333. Not aware. —335. No. — 336. No,
have
think they ought to be used more frequently. —
—342. cannot
no reason to believe thev are
Do not know, as have never heard any.—34/. They
AVhere
might be used more frequently with advantage. —
intervals of from ten to
the gongs are struck
every
—
gun
minutes.
349.
and
a
seconds,
have not obser^•ed that fog signals on lighthouses are verj
—
—
cannot
350.
cannot
much attended
—352. No. —354. Yes. —355. Yes. —356. Yes. —35/. Yes.—
do not think even the present gong used often
358.
— The fog
as
as
enough. — 360. Cannot
frequency. — 363.
have kno%vn, are used with
—364. Yes. —365. At
think
do not think they
—366. Cannot —368. do.
they are well attended
25(i.

I

lights ia ])articular.

1

this

sufficient.

tion.

I

can'

2(i6.

signal.

.V

b.

11

2il9.

is

say, as

I

I

1

far

yes.

1

to

I

are.

I

often.

28.'>.

I

I

to.

2.93.

I

I

2.97.

exi)erience.

suit better.

five

;

I

to

I

it

1

in

.311.

say.

I

are.

I

iViticle 10.

I

I

say.

I

at

I

I

say.

I

1

weatlier.

in

are. as far

I

in

notice.

.340. I

I

nut.

say.

I

I

.346.

;i48.

at

fifteen

filteen

fi—f.

say.

I

to.

I

say.

.351. I

I

tell.

signals,

3()1.

to.

1

I

])re3ent I

are.

369.

far

sufficient

I

1

tell.

do.— 370. Ithmkso.—3/1.

I

do.— 3/2. Yes.— 3/4.

I

think the more frequent use of fog signals at lighthouses
«onld be most beneficial. 375. Yes. 376. Yes. 3/7. No.
381. Cannot say. 383. No.
385. No.
378. Yes.
388. I am not able to reply to this
386. Yes. 387. No.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

390. Yes.— 391. I do.—392. Yes.— 393. No.—
question.
395. Yes.— 396. Yes.— 397. Yes.—398. Yes. I have found
JOO. I do.
it so.—399. Yes.
401. No; they should be used constantly (not merely at
402. Yes.
403. Y'es.
ntervals) during thick fog.
406. I cannot say.
105. Y'es.
404. Y'es.
407. Cannot
411. No.
413. Have no idea.
410. Y'es.
say.414. Never had much occasion for their use.
AVould
116. Do not know.
prefer a minute gun.
117. 1 do.
420. Yes.
423. 1 have never heard a fog signal during all
the time of navigating, either in channel or colonies.
424. I think guns should be fired in foggy weather from
lightvessels by day and night, and at short intervals.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

11

have but once been near enough in a fog to hear the
129. Cannot
un on the South Stack. 428. Cannot say.
- ly.
43.3. Yes.
431. Can ofi'er no opinion.
132. Yes.
134. Yes, to the best of my knowledge.
436. Yes.
437. Do not know.
140. I cannot say.
438. Yes.
441. Never hcaid or saw any.
442. As far as I have had
occasion to require.
143. Cannot be used too often.
444. Y'es.
445. I have not experienced.
147. Never
148. Yes, genehaving heard, cannot form an opinion.
rally, from my experience.
450. Yes.
449. Yes.
153. Yes.
451. Yes.
152. In thick fog I do not.
454. Cannot say.
156. Yes.
458. Do not
457. Yes.
know.
159. I should think so.
460. They might be used
oftener.
461. Yes, to the best of my knowledge.
165. Yes.
462. Yes.
463. Yes.
166. Cannot say.
168. Y'es.
169. Yes.
467. Cannot say.
170. I have
always
1
never seen or heard them.
472. Yes.
174.
found them attended to. 475. Yes, but have had but
181. I
small experience of them.
478. No.
177. Yes.
482. Yes, if not
have never known them otherwise.
neglected.
183. 1 have never passed sufficiently near to
485. They ought to fu-e
give an opinion.
484. No.
Half
oftener; say, 10 minutes, others 15 and 20 minutes.
an hour is too long for a vessel going fast through the
water.
186. Never heard one, but have often been up and
down in fogs. 4^8. They are not used with sufficient
190. 1
frequency. 489. Not at all times in flouiing lights.
492. 1 never ha\e
do.
491. They are, for what 1 know.
been near enough to hear them ; if attended according to
193. I ha\e
the direction, it is quite frequent enough.
ne\er been close enough to distingui-sh them particularly,
494. I have often passed
as I always trust to my lead.
both lighthouses and lightships without hearing the fog
signal, even in foggy weather.—495. I have never heard a
fog signal from any lighthouse and lightvessel since I
498. 1 think not, as
have been going to sea.
49/. Yes.
499. Yes.— 500. I have found it
I have stated at No. 10.
so, from a long experience in the Newfoundland trade.
These signals have conducted me into the harbour otherwise I might have been days upon the coast or met with
127. I

—

—

—

—

—

—

——

—

——
—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

——

—

—

—

—

—

—

——

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

;

some

serious accident.
501. 1 believe there should be some general rule for that
purpose, and strictly enforced. 502. If used more fiequently,
504. 1 think they are.— 505. Nil.
I think it would bebetter.
50/. No
as great difference of opmion appears to exist
amongst light-keepeis as to the density of fog. I would
also recommend that the bell at the Copeland light should
be removed on to the Mew Island, and that if a bell were
place at the Point of Ayr, it shouid be at the extreme Point,
not at the hghthouse, which stands a quarter of a mile
from the shore. 509. Yes. 510. Answered in No. 10.
515. \Vanted more frequently on the
511. No.
512. Yes.
Copelands, entrance of Belfast Lough. 516. No. 517. No.
518. No.
519. I fear in hghtvessels the gong or signal
521. I have to complain of the nonis oft neglected.
attention of the captain and crew of the St. Nicholas Gat
lightship, called Hewitt's Channel on the east coast, for not
sounding the gong in foggy weather, shi)) being close to
xer)-

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

him. 522. Yes. 524. I think they are, but they can
525. Yes.
scarcely be too frequently used in dense fogs.
526. Not in every case.
52/. I cannot say. 528. Not.
531. Yes.
530. Fog signals cannot be too quick in any ease.
532.
Cannot say. 534. Nil. 5.'15. No. 536. Not
prepared to answer. 537. At present there are none on
my route. I would suggest Sanda Light and Mull of
Cantyre for fog signals, a locality of the coast where more
shipwrecks take place in foggy weather than any other
portion of the west coast. 539. 1 do. 540. Rather doubtful.

—
—
—

—

— 541.

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

do not, from all I haveheard onthe^ubject. More
might be used, such as firing a gun every half
hour during the fog, if practicable. 542. 1 am not aware of
any neglect. 543. My experience of this matter having reference to a time and "state of matters long past, any rephes
544. '\ es. 546. I
1 could give you would ha\e no value.
would suggest that a gunfireil from such places as Orfordness, Cromer, Flamborough Head, and other headlands along
the coast, and the bell or gongs continually a-going on
board the hghtships. 548. Yes. 549. Yes. 550. Yes.
551. No.
552. They may be used when necessary, but, as
I have stated against No. 10, 1 think if that coidd be carried
553. I have
into efi'ect it would be desirable and valuable.
always found them so. 554. Yes.— 555. Y'es. 556. Yes.
558. Yes. 559. Not so frequent as
557. See No. 10.
mi^ht be with attention. 560. Unable to give an ojiinion,
haWntr been many years absent from England. 561. 1
have never heard warning signals from lighthouses during
563. No.
564. 1
fogs on the west coast of Scotland.
cannot answer this question. 565. I hope they are, or
I

distinct signals

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

MARINERS EVIDENCE.

Question

11
ought

be.

tfl

—

—

At

5fi7-

times.

—

—568.

would be

—

but even as it is I consider it frequent
enough. 572. Most of my time has been served in Shetland,
where there was then one lighthouse, and the Orkneys,
where there were three. 1 do not remember to have ever
heard a fog signal from either of them. 573. Yes ; I have
heard the bell on the South Stack, Holyhead, quite distinct
when the land could not be seen for fog. 574. No for a
ship would run a great distance during the interval.
575. Yes.
578. I should
577- I have not noticed them.
suggest once in five minutes. 579. I have heard them
frequently from lightvessels (floating lights); but do r''
recollect, with one exception, of hearing them from hgli houses.— 580. Xo.— 581. I think so.— 5S.3. No.— 589. No.
—590. Yes.— 591. Yes.— 59;i I have no doubt but they
would be attended to, if provided to lighthouses and floating lights.
595. I do think the fog signals are used with

—

preferable,

—
—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

—

—
Holyhead would be more useful
gim
Stack lighthouse. — 650. No. — 651. No;

652. Do not
succession, giving unmistakeable warning.
know. 653. To the best of my knowledge. 654. I do
656. Not sufficiently acquainted to give an opinion.
not.
657. I have always found tjiem sufiicient, and have
660. Cannot tell.
frequently experienced their benefit.
666. From my experience of them I cannot say.
665. No.
668. I do not know
667. Y'es, but little experience.
how often they are ordered to be used. 671. I think that
fog signals are used with sufficient fi'equeney .n lighthouses, but as' in floating lightvessels of the United Kingdom, I think some sharp shrill uuise would be an improvement. 672. No. 673. No. 674. Yes. 6/5. Cannot say.
676. I cannot say, not having had experience.
678. Yes.
683. Yes.
680. No experience.
685. Yes.
679. Y'es.
686. Yes.
687. Ought to be sounded e:er}' five minutes.
689. Yes.
688. Yes, if the fog bell is continually r\jng.
690. Yes.
691. I have never heard any.
692. Not
693. I cannot judge.
sufficiently acquainted with them.
694. No experience.
695. Never approached near enough
696. No.
697. Cannot say.
in a fog to ascertain.
700. Yes.
698. Cannot give an opinion.
701. As far as my experience goes, which is very small,
704. I do not know.
703. I am not aware.
yes.
702. Yes.
—705. Yes.— 706. Yes,— 707. Yes.— 708. No.— 709. I do.
711.
experience of 20 years in command of a mail
packet in the Irish Channel teaches me that no floating
lightship should be without a gun, and that gun fired
every quarter of an hour during fug.
J 12. I woidd
strongly recommend that a fog gun be placed on board

—

—

—

—
—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

;

—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—

;

—

—

—

from a want of Tide Signals in Lighthouses and Floating Lights^ or from
or from a want of
their inefficiency
if so, state where,
a uniform system ?

—

—

My

—

3

—

—
—

if

—

—

Have you experienced inconvenience

—

—
—

—

—

12.

shifted to South
bells or gongs in
lighthouses and lightvessels instead of being rung in funeral or divine ser\-iee order should be struck in pretty rapid
at

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

lighthouses and floating lights.
596. Cannot say.— 597. Cannot say.— 598. Yes.— 599. From
personal experience cannot say.
601. Cannot say.
I know I passed very close to one
His bell was
lightship coming up the Channel in 1856.
they
not going, and I hailed him about it. 602. No
ought to be used oftener. Steam vessels in fogs and thick
and
the
noise
the
of
their
course,
of
making
bold
weather
60.'-!.
No.
wheels. &c. I think oftener would be better.
605.
had
Have
no experience of
604. I do think so.
608. Yes.
609. Yes.—
606. Yes.— 607. Yes.
them.
614. No.—
610. Yes.— 611. No.— 612. Yes.— 613. Yes.
I
618. No. —621. Certainly not.
615. No.— 616. No.
should recommend that a register be kept of the state of
the weather, and the number of days and nights signals
were kept going. 622. In many instances I Imve noticed
bells slowly rung, unless the paddles of a steamer or the
623. No.
625. When
noise of a sailing ship is heard.
efficient cannot be used too frequently during fog.
627. .\either loud enough, nor frequent enough, nor of a
628. I think
.sufficiently distinct and uniform character.
they are. 629. I do. 630. I never heard of any, except
the lightvessel of the Chapman, in the Thames. 631. I
should think they were. 633. I do. 634. Cannot say.
636. It would be better in rivers, and the principal channels
637. Yes.
or thoroughfares to sound more frequent.
638. I think that fog signals, howe\'er good, should be
used at intervals not greater than ten minutes, to be of
639. See No. 10.
640. No.
proper service to steamers.
643. I cannot answer this question particularly,
642. Yes.
but generally they should be used fi-equently during fogs.
continuous humming sound instead
644. Yes.
645.
of fog horns would be preferable. The same may be said
with respect to gongs. 646. So far as I am aware, yes.
648. I have
647. They cannot be too well attended to.
I think the fog
not had sufficient experience. 649. No.

—

—

—

frequency in

sufficient

—

—
—
—

—

—

11, 12

each lightship where vessels frequently pass, and fii-ed
713. Kish lightship off Dublin
every quarter of an hour.
Bay, North-west lightship, and formerly Ughtship ofi^ Liver716. Yes.
pool are not sufficient.
715. I think they are.
719- Quite sufficient.
718. Yes, as far as I am aware.
720. Sometimes.
721. I have always found them sufficient when within hearing.
722. A gun, as before stated.
724. I would recommend the
723. I think they are.
fog gun at Holyhead to be fired every quarter of an hour.
727. \Vhere there is much traffic I should say there ought
to be a constant signal in thick weather.
728. Yes, in
729. Yes.
730. I thought they were
Bristol Channel.
not used with sufficient fi'equeney, or any regularity. The
times should be stated, and varied as much as possible, for
732. Yes.
lights in the same vicinity.
737. No.^ 738. No.
7--1'. I think they are.
741. I should pro739. No.
pose a gun to be fired at Flamborough Head, Newark, and
Kentish Knock in foggy weather. 742. No. 745. I
747. No ; as I have frequently
think they are. 746. Yes.
passed the Nab, Warner, and Calshot Spit lights in a fog
without hearing the guns. 748. Cannot say. See Answer
10.
750. No.
751. No ; as I have stated,
749. 1 beheveso.
752. Yes.
753. Of
there shouhi be greater sound given.
754. Not able to say, never having heard
verj' little use.
756. Yes.
758. Yes.
759. No
755. Yes.
I have
one.
never received any aid from them but once, and that was
from the Calshot lightship. 760. I cannot say. 761. Same
762. Not com|)etent to .judge.
763. Yes,
as Answer 10.
764. Yes, as far as
as far as I am acquainted with them.
my experience goes. 765. Yes. 766. I do not know of
769. They are not.
I have passed several in foggy
any.
weather when the bell ought to have been going and was
not.
771- I think if fog signals were made use of more
frequently there would not be so many ships wrecked.
773. Not aware of any
772. I know nothing of them.
omission (see Answer No. 10.) 774. I think so, if properly
atteniled to with a gun. as in last answer, at Flamborough
Head and NeWiU-p lightvessel. 775. They are not they
should be almost continuous. 776. I have frequently had
reason to complain of negligence in hghtvessels in this
respect.
778. Yes.
779. Yes.
777- Cannot say.
782. I am not aware of any neglect in the use of the bells.
786. I think they
783. Yes.
785. Could not say.
should sound at least every five minutes. 789. All Ughthouses and floating lights ought to have a gong, to be
sounded, the former two strokes eveiy 10 minutes, and the
790. Yes, all 1 am aclatter one every five minutes.
quainted with.— 791. No.— 7!>2. No.— 793. No.

Cannot answer from

570. Cannot answer this question.
569. Yes.
The constant sounding of a gong in hghts-essels

experience.

—571.

.511

—

—

—

have not. 2. No. 3. No; none whatever. 4.
5. No.
6. No.
7- The system of showing tidefrom a certain period oi the flood to another of the
ebb should be adopted as a universal system but lighthouses at the entrances of bar harbours might be made farmore useful than they are at present, were the depth over
the bar during tide time shown in figures visiljle from the
8. No.
9. Yes;
offing, by a system of shifting boards.
10. No.
13. In my report on Harin all tidal harbours.
tlepool to the Refuge Harbour Commissioners, 1 have
noticed the defects in the tide signals, inasmuch as there
no variation from half flood to half ebb, during which periods
the signals are shown consequently, they convey no certain
14. None.
15. No.
information of the depth on the bar.
18. No; I could calculate for that.
16. No.
17. No.
23.
24. No.— 25.
20. None.— 21. No.— 22. No.
No. 26. I have experienced no inconvenience. 27. No.
28. No.— 29. None.— 30. None.— 31. No, never.— .32. No.
.'34. We do not require tide
signals, having water at aU
36. A distinguished light would be very useful at
tides.
Shellness Point in case of a gale of wind from the northward, when vessels part from their anchors in the Nab
Channel.— 37. No.— 38. No.— 39. No.—40. Tide signals
are not required from floating lights to those that are
acquainted. I never experienced any inconvenience for want
ofthem.^1. No.—42. No.—14. No. 16. No. 17. No.
—48. None.— 49. No.— 50. I have not.— 51. None.—52.
1.

I

Never.

—

—

lights

;

—
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

No—

—

—

—

—

No.—53. No.—55. No.—57. None.—58. No.—59. No.—
60.
this,

S 4

—

No. 61. I have not pcvionally felt inconvenience from
though I have heard others complain of it. 62. No.

—

—
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Question

12

—

64. 1 am of opinion that all tide signals
63. I have iiot.
ought to l>e uniform throughout the kingdom. 65. Xo.
66. Tide signals are not required from lighthouses to those
69. No.— 70. Tide
that are acc|uainted.— 67. No.— 6S. Xn
signals are not required fxom lighthouses to those that are

—

—

—

—

—
—

7-'- None.
73 I know of none.
71. No.
have not.— 75. No. 76. No.— 7f>. ^'o- 7!>. No.
86.
«'.. No.
85. I have not.
84. I have not.
S2. No.
I have not.— 87. None.— 88. Never.— 'JO. None.- 91. Not
from lighthouses in particular, but have known injury to
result from the want of tide signals under the control of
jiroper authority
at Peterhead a imiform system is most
94. I have
92. Not experienced inconvenience.
desirable.
never experienced anv. 96. No. 9/. No, none whatever.
100.
No.
99. Girdle Ness.—

acquainted.
74. I

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

102. No.— 103. No.— 104. No.— 106. No.— 107. Not in
110. Do not know of any in108. No.
experience.
efiiciency.- 111. I have not.— 113. No.— 114. No ; none
116. At Liverpool the lighthouse
115. Never.
whatever.
cannot be seen in thick weather outside the banks from
North Fc.reland ; for overland route there is no night guide
to London River.— 118. No.— 119. No.— 120. Never.- 121.
No I think a uniform system might be adopttd to be of

—

my

—
—

—

;

great utility to sbi])s nangating in Channel after a long voyI22.--N0; I never found anv want. 123. Never.
age.
124. No.— 125. No.— 126. No.— 127. I have not.— 128.
No; never. 129. No. 130. No. 131. Can speak on this,
but think that a uniform svstem would be best. 132. No.
—134.
135. No.— i.36. Nil.— 138. No.— 139. Not
anv.— 140. Nil.— 141. No.— 142. No.— 143. No.— 144. No.
148. 1 have never-felt the
145. I have not.
147. No.
want of tide signals in lighthouses or floating lights. 149.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Nc—

—

—

Never. — 150.

—

—

farther than v,'hich will follow, wmU
show an im])rovement. 156. No. 157. No. 158. No.
—159. No.— 160. I have not.— 161. No.— 162. No.— 163.
No. 165. I cannot say 1 have exjjerienced any incon1/0.
167. Nil.
venience from the want of tide signals.

—
— 172.

No

— 174.

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

No. 175. I have not. 177. No.
^180. To this (j^ucstion I must say, that I never have been
183. No.
181. No.
placed in a position to require them.
191.
189. No.
186. No, I never have.
185. Never.
^To_l<,;j Xo.— 195. No.— 196. No.— 1.98. No.— 199. No.

No.

None.

—

—

—

—

Xo.— 202. None.—203. No.— 204.

201.

—

Yes, in theTyne

is a bar harbour, and very defective, having no tide
signals there from the first quarter flood until the tirst (juarterebb.— 205. None.— 206. No.— 207. None.— 208. None.
212. Tide signals would be of much value
211. No.
213. I have not myself
at the entrance of the river Tyne.

which

—

—

—

experienced any such inconvenience, but I would consider
it very necessary that a uniform system should be adopted
and strictlv carried out in all lighthouses or floating lights.
214. Cannot say.— 215. No.— 216. No.— 217. None—218.
I have not experienced any inconvenience nor want of tide
222. No, not
221. Never obser^-ed any.
220. No.
sio-nals.
pS-sonallv.- 224. No.— 226. No.—227. Never.—228. No.
—229. No.— 230. No.— 231 No.— 233. No.—234. Not any
so far as my experience has gone, but 1 am of opinion that
there is great need of some unifoi-m system of tide signals
235. No, I have not.
required, principally for bar harbours.
—237. A mark to show seven feet of water in ^Vhitby in the
day would be of great service to me; thev get money enough
242. No.— 244. No.— 246. No.— 247. No.—
to do it.
248. I have not experienced inconvenience from a want of
251. Never.
250. No. I have not.
249. No.
tide signals.
—252. No.— 253. No.— 255. Not.— 256. No.— 257. No.
the
lighthouse,
bell
at
258. I have. There is no tide light or
262. I have not, having
261. Never.
259. No.
Belfast.
2(U.
263. None.
always been in the foreign trade.
272. No.—
Xever.— 266. No.— 269. None.— 270. No.
274. Never.— 275. No.— 27(). No.—277- I have not.—
278. No.—279. No.— 280. I have not.— 281. No.— 282.
No.—283. No, never.—284. No.—285. No.—286. I never
experienced any inconvenience. 287. I have not had much
experience in tide signals. 288. I have not. 289. No.
291. I do not think ride signals at aU necessarj- in either
lighthouses or floating lightships. 292. I have not. 293.

—

—

—

.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

No.
No.— 296. No.—297. No.—299. No.—
301 No. 302. No an experienced pilot or master should
always know the state of the" tide. 303. I have not. 306.
Xo.—307. None.—308. No, never.—309. Nowhere.—310.
I have never experienced inconvenience from either of these
causes.— 311. No.—313. No.— 315. None.— 316. No.— 318.
I have not.— 320. At Weymouth onl v.— 321. No.— 322. No.
.300.

.

—

;

—

—

—323. No.—324. No.— 325. No.— 326. No.— 328. No.— 329.
I have not.— 332. No.— 333. Never.— 334. No.— 335. No.
—336. No.— 337. No.— 239. No.— ;«0. I never have.—
342. I have not.—343. No.— 346. None.— .J47. No.—348.
The absence of a uniform system is an inconvenience the
light on Rock Point at the entrance to Cork Harbour is
;

12

from the'llmited distance it can be seen in general.
349. No
I have had very little experience in that of
going into tidal harbours. 350. I cannot say. 351. I
cannot speak from ex])erience. 352. No. 353. None.
354. No.
355. No.
356. No.
.358. No inconvenience in
England, but the Dutch coast often.
360. Never experienced such inconvenience.
.361. None.
363. No.
365. I have not.
366. No.
368. I have not.
370. No.
371. 1 have not.
372. No. 374. From the want of
pro])er tide signals at this port, I some vears ago proposed
the use of numerals moveable by the ride, and the Cormnis.'^ioners of this navigation in 1850 erected a house, where the
depth of water on the l>ar has (during the day) been since
exhibited from half flood to half ebb to vessels leaving the
harbour, which system has worked with perfect regularity
since its adoption.
(I forward some printed particulars and
a report from Mr. Stevenson, of Kdinborough, on the sub-

inefficient

—

;

—

—

—

—

•

The

ject.)

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

use of flags and balls to indicate the de])th of

is most inadequate ; whatever system is recommended
ought to be general. 376. No. .377. No reply. 378. No.
381 .—I have not.— 383. No.— 386. No.— 387. Not in Eng388. 'llie reply as before. 390. No.
land, but in France.
391. Not anv.— 3!*2. No.—393. X'one.—.394. None.— 395.
No.—;i96. None whatever.-397. No.— 398. No. 399.
1{K). Never.
No.

water

—
—

it

—

—

—

—

— No

401.

tide signals are not desirable at lighthouses, or
;
102. No.
!03. No.
on board lightshi|)S (in mv opinion).
405.
106. No.—407. No.
109. No.
110.
404. No.—
No.
No. 411. No.
113. .\'o.
114. Never have to use them.

—

—416.

—
—

—

No.
No.

—

—

—417.

I

—124.-

——

have not.
have not.

— ——
—

Never found any want.

118.

—

—
have
— No.—
No.—
No.—
No.
No. —
No. —
No.-—
No. —
No.
No.^12. No. —
—
None. —
No. —
Xo. —
No. —
No. —
No. —
No. —
No. —
No. —
— No.—
Had
No. —
No. —
No.—
No. —
No. —
No. —
have
Never
— No. —
have
any
— No. — No.— No.— —No.
No.—
—
have
—No. — No.—None.—No.— No.—Never —
No. —
—
from any
have
known any
—
have
any
from any
named. —
No.—498. have
— No.
420.

429.

436.

I

1

143.

428.

427.

No.—131. No.—432. Xo.
have not.— 437. No.—138.

not.

I

134.

4,33.

441.

140.

144.

445.

447.

450.
452.
153.
451.
456.
458.
161.
454.
457.
11.) opportunity
of judging.
462.
463. No.
466.
468.
469.
465.
467.
470.
471.
seen any.
472.
474. I
not experienced
inconvenience in the ports I
frequented.
476.
178.
475.
177.
183. I
480.
481. I never have.
482. .Myself, no.
not.
485.
486.
have.
184.
487.
190.
191.
492.
193. I never have.

449.

494.

inconvenience
out of order.
195. I
of the causes
inconvenience

never

I

tidal light being out of pjace or

never experienced
4.96.

499.

not.

I

501. 1 have not; but I would suggest the principle of
50.3. I have
Liverpool Rock light as an unifoi-m system.
found great inconvenience in entering Lough F^oyle, as the
504. No, never.
lights are both the same height and colour.
505. Nil.
508. On 'Walney Island a more bril507. No.
liant half-tide light ; also a flag by day would be an advantage to the mariner. 509. .\o. 510. The tide lights (green)
at Ramsgate Harbour are very faint, and cannot be seen at a
515.
distance.
511. No.
512. Xo.
No. 516. No.
517. No. 518. No. 519. None.
520. No tide signal in
Dundalk pile lighthouse. 521. None. 522. Folkstone
Harbour light is not at times lit according to printed
regulations.
524. Never.
525. No.
526. J5ideford Bar
has two lights, high and low, exhibited from half flood to
Would suggest that one hght should be Ut
half ebb.
from sunset to sunrise, and the second be put in at half
flood to half ebb ; am positive that it would be the cause of
saving valuable lives and property. 527. I have not.
528. .V general uniform system required.
529. No.
530. No; there is no master but can make his calcularion en
the tides. 531. Not any. 532. No. 533. There is a larger
buoy required on the Manacles. 534. Xil. 536. I have not.
539. I have not.
537. There are none in use on my route.
Light, entrance of
.541. On Haulblowlen
540. No.
Carhngford Lough, a large black ball is hoisted up 20 feet
on a pole, from the summit, from half flood to half ebb.

—
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—
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—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

have fiequently passed Tuskar and Holyhead
I
without seeing any tide signals. 543. My experience of
this matter having reference to a time and state nf matters
long past, anv replies I could give would have no value.
544. .\o.— 545. I have not.— 548. No.— 549. No.— 550. No.
552. The Lizard hghts are not verj- distinguishable when
553. Xo.
554. No.
cast or west of them, or thereabouts.
558. I consider that a
557. No.
55(i. No.
555. None.
great
improvement ; for
uniform system would be a
instance. Dover. Rye, Shoreham, Littlehampton, are all
559. No.
560. No.
different, and puzzling to a stranger.
565. I have not.
562. No. 564. I do not remember any.
—566. I should suggest tide signals at T^me. 567. No.
568. Never.— 569. No.— 570. Xo.—571.— Xever.— 573. Xo.
578. Xo.— 579. Yes; in No577. None.
575. Xo.
542.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

MARINERS KVIDENCE.
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vember 1838 I drove ashore in Mount's Bay in a hea^'}' gale
from south by west. Had there been a directing signal,
such an one as we have on the south pier at this port, and
at Memel, 1 should hai'e got into Penzance.
581. I thinit

—

—

If a lightvessel ^i-as placed where Bell Buoy
think she should show the depth of water on bar
of Queen's Channel for strangers' use in daytime.
584. No.— 589. Xo.
591. I am very little acquainted with
harbours where the tide signals are used. 593. I have no

not.

now

58;i.

is, I

—

—

doubt that many barboui-s want tide signals, and where
there are signals they should be better attended to, and a
uniform system adopted. 595. I ha\-e not experienced any
inconvenience from a want of signals in lighthouses anil
floating lights, or from their inefficiency or want of any
uniform system. 596. Never. 597. Never. 598. No.

—

—

—

—

599. Have not.
601. No.— 602. No.— 603. No.— 604. I have not.— 605.
No. 606. I have not experienced any. 607. No. 608. Yes,
at the dock pierheads, but not in lighthouses or floating
lights.— 609. No.— 610. No.— 611. No.— 612. No.— 613.
No.— 614. No.— 615. No.— 616. No.— 617. 1 have not.—
618. No.
621. I am of opinion that an improvement
might be made in tide signals. 622. Generally I think
the coast of Great Britain as well buoyed as any other
country.
625. No.
627. No ; have had little experience
of small tidal harbours.
628. None.
629. There is a
great want of attention to the harbour lights in entering
630. I have in
different harbours on the British coast.
Shields harbour lights. They are lighted from half flood
to the first quarter ebb, two bright liglits ; were one of
these changed to a red light, say after high water, the
low light to denote that the tide had come away strong :
a fresh running with it is the occasion of a great many
ships lost from v.-ant of sail.
631. No. ^632. No.
633. Never.
634. No.
636. I have not.
6.37.
Never,
but at the same time it would be an advantage if all lighthouses were to show the state of the tide ; viz., flood or
ebb.— 639. See No. 10.-640. No.— 642. No; a uniform
svstem much to be preferred. 643. No. 644. No. 645.
No.— 616. No.— 647. No.— 648. No.— 649. No.— 650.
No. 651 I rather complain that a uniform system in these
matters is wanting. 652. No. 653. No.
654. I have
never seen them.
656. None.
658. No.
657. Never.
660. No.
666. Never.
6(>S. I have not, from
66/. No.
the fact of my not having had to enter any harbours where
tidal signals are used.
6/1. No.
672. Have not frequented
tidal harbours.
673. Not frequented tidal harbours.
674.
No.— 675. No.— 676. No.— 678. No.— 679. No.— 680. No.
—683. No.— 685. No.— 687. Never.— 688. No.— 689. No.
—690. No.— 691. No.— 692. No.— 693. No.— 694. No.—
695. No.— 696. No.— 697. No.— 698. No.- 700. No, I have
not experienced any inconvenience.
703. No, I have not.
704. No.
705. No.
701. No.
708. Yes, at the entrance into the
706. No.
707. No.
Tyne, with the wind from the northward, you cannot see
the lights by night when lighted nor the flag by day when
hoisted, as tliey cannot be seen imtil you have the harbour
open, when there is a lee wind ; and if a signal was made

—

—
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—

—
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—
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—

—

—
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light we then would know when to approach
709. I never have.
711. I have frequently
the harbour.
passed very close to the Kish, but from the noise of
at

Tynemouth

—

—

my

own steam and

the direction of the wind, iiave been prevented
bell or gong ; had a gun been fired at
stated intervals it would miich facilitate reaching the har715. I have
bour, and consequently the landing the mail.
718. No.
716. I have not.
717. No.
719. None.
not.
7--- Not any.
723. No.
720. No.
7-1. No, never.
7-5. Not being a sea-going person, I cannot
724. None.
answer this question satisfactorily. 726. Yes a uniform
system of tide signals at the mouths of harbours, particular
lights and flags indicating the turn of the tide and the
depth of water would be of great assistance to vessels on
729. Never having had occa7-8. No.
entering them.
sion to enter harbours where tide lights or signals are
used, I am not in a position to give an opinion.
730. I do not recollect of finding a want of tide signals ;
but think there should be a uniform system throughout the
coasts, with signal beacons to guide vessels into harbours
when pilots cannot get to sea. 7^1. No. 732. No.
733. No.— 737. No.
738. Never.— 740. I have not.—
741. No.
744. No; I have not been so placed at any
7-16. No.
time as to experience any such.
745. No.
754. I have not.
748. Not any.
752. Never.
749. No.
755. No.
756. Never.
757. There is no proper tide Ughts
for the use of vessels entering the Tyne.
The only means
of indicating (at night) the tide is the extinguishing of the
harbour hghts between half ebb and half flood. Captains
of tug steamers have complained to me that during this
period of the tide they have thus no harbour lights.

from hearing the
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Vessels approaching the Tyne from the north with a north
wind cannot see the state of the tide at night until they
are to leeward of the entrance.
A regular and efiicient
tide light should be attached to the Tynemouth hghthouse, where it would be visible from all points.

There

is such a tide hgbt on Hartlepool Heugh LightNo.— 759. None ; but I should think a very
desirable thing for some parts of the coast.
760. I do not
recoUect.— 762. No.— 763. No.— 764. No.— 765.
769. I ha^-e felt great incon^enience at Aberystwith, Car-

house.— 758.

—

No.—

digan Bay; it is not at
high water, often not at

times ht at two 'hours before
all, in case they do not expect
some vessel in that tide, which is dangerous to run for this
part at night without being certain the light is up at tide
there, which is very uncertain and dangerous.
770. No.
771^ I have never experienced the inconvenience indicated.
/7-. No.
773. No.
777. I have never experienced any.
—778. No.— 779. No.— 781. No.— 782. I have found that
the time for making the signal is generally a subject of
calculation, instead of observation.
A simple apjiaratus
might be fitted to most liglitbouses, which would acquaint
the light keeper with the true state of the tide by night or
day.— 783. No.— 784. No.
785. I have not.
788. As
a river commissioner for tlie Tyne during the last five
years, I beg to state, in answer to No. 12, that the two harbour lights for that river are lighted at first quarter flood,
and put out at first quai-ter ebb.
Tlie consequence is,
that \-essels of small draught, whicli may be standing for
port in easterly ^winds (when, perhaps, no pilots can get out
on account of a bea^-y sea), are suddenly deprived, when in
a critical situation, of the only directing means to safety,
which, there can, I think, be no doubt, is not an unfrequent
cause of wTcck.
It is palpable that those lights which are
made tide-lights should be exclusi\-ely harbour hghts, and
a prominent tide-light, of some distinguishing colour,
should be erected on an elevated point, that ships far at
sea, before attempting tlie harbour or getting involved in
the dangers and intricacies of its entrance, should be
warned in time while a choice of their com-se is in their
power. 7-''l. Never.
792. Never.
793. Never.
all

—

—

—

—

—

13.

I.

well
6.

—

—

—

—

Do you

think that the Coasts of the
United Kingdom arc well supplied
with Buoys and Beacons ?

—

—

—
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Question

—

do.
2. All channels coming under my notice are
supplied.
3. Remarkably well.
1.
Yes.
5. Yes.

I

—

—

—

Yes.— 7. Yes though no doubt additions might be made
;

here and there with advantage, were the ease carefully gone
into.
8. Generally they are
the beacons, Castlemaine
Harbour, county Kerry, if kept in line, would run over the
toe of a dangerous bank.
9. Generally well suppHed.
10.
Yes; generally speaking. II. Beacons wanted on some
tidal rocks at Alderney.
12. Yes.
13. That part of the
coast of Ireland which is intimately known to me, is grossly
deficient in artificial helps to navigation.
14. 1 do.
16. I
think so. 17. Yes. 18. Yes, to what they were when at
sea.
19. Yes.
20. Yes.
21. Yes; better than any country
I was ever in.
22. Yes.
2.'i. Yes.
24. Yes.
25. Y'es.
26. I consider that the coast is well supjilied in my district.
—27. Yes.—28. Yes.— 29. Yes.— 30. Yes.— 31. Yes; extremely well. 32. Yes. 33. Yes. 34. In the locality for
which I am a pilot, we ha-s-e a good supply of buoys requiring some alteration. 35. Yes. 36. I do ; but there is a
necessity for more, I think two, buoys upon the S.E. part of
the Longsound. 37. Yes. 38. Yes. 39. Yes, with the
exception of instances, see No. 15.
10. I do not think
there are any more buoys and beacons required in our
channels.
11.
Yes.
12.
Y'es.
13. Too well for some
branches.
14. Yes.
15. Yes.
16. Yes.
17. Yes.
48.
Yes: in ray profession.
19. Yes.
50. Yes.
51. Yes.
52. Yes ; that part of the coast with which I am immediately acquainted.
53. Yes.
54. Yes.
55. They are, to
the best of my knowledge.
57. Yes ; that part of the coast
with wbicli I am immediately acquainted. 58. Yes. 59.
The Outer Dowsing a buoy is wanted as warning from the
Baltic, ships would then know their position in time.
60.
61. I think we might have more of both.
Yes.
62. I do.
63. Yes.
64. Yes.
65. Yes ; that part of the coast with
which I am immediately acquainted. 66. I do not know of
any more buoys or beacons required in our channel. 67.
Yes.
68. Yes.
69. Yes.
70. I do not know of any more
buoys or beacons required in our channel. 71. Yes. 72.
I think a further impro\'ement might be made in size if not
increased in number.
73. Yes.
74. As far as my experience goes I should say yes.
75. Yes.
76. Yes.
77.

—
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—
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—
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—

Yes.— 78. Yes.— 79. Yes.— 80. Yes;

T

—

—

—

—

—

—

I

do.— 81.

—

I

do.—
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Question

13

—

—

eo. Yes.
84. Y'es ; as far as I am acquainted.
83. Yes.
87. Yes;
86. Yes; as far as I am acquainted.
85. I do.
90. Yes;
88. 'WeU supplied.
as far as my district extends.
91. Generally so, exceptions
as far as my district extends.
hereafter mentioned.— 92. Yes.— 93. I do.— 94. The parts
with which 1 am acquainted I think are well supplied.

—

—
—

—
—

Yes. — 96.

All except a beacon to be replaced on Monk95
stone.— 97. Yes.— 99. Yes.— 100. Yes.
102. Yes.— 103. Yes.— 104. I think that i/enerallv they
are so.— 107. Yes.— 108. Yes.— 109. Yes.— 110. Not able
111. I think buoys on Thedto judge or give an opinion.
dethorpe Middle and the Rose Sand on the Lincolnshire
113. I think there
112. Yes.
coast would be useful.
should be a buoy placed on the Selkirk Rock, which hes

—

—

—

about a mile from Selked Point

vessels were lost

two

;

this rock last winter, all hands of one and
114. I never felt the
other, but not sure.

on

think of the

1

—

want of anv.

do.— 117. Yes.— 118. Yes.— 119. Yes.— 120.

1 think
a beacon was erected at the Keystone
cannot
122.
I
121.
Yes.
this port.
123. I think it would be a benefit if a beacon was
say.
port.
124.
erected at the Shagstone on theentrance to this
Yes.— 125. Yes.— 126. Yes.— 127. Yes.— 12S. Yes.— 129.
132.
131. Generally on the east coast.
130. Yes.
Yes.
Yes.— 133. Might be better.— 134. Yes; I do.— 1.35. Yes.
—136. Yes; better.— 137. I do.— 138. Yes.— 139. Yes.—
140. Yes; they are.— 141. Yes.— 142. Yes.— 143. Yes.—
144. Many parts of the Highlands require additional buoys
and beacon.s. 145. So far as my knowledge extends, they
148. I think the coasts are well supplied
147. Yes.
are.
150.
149. So far as acquainted.
with buoys and beacons.
There is room for improvement. 152. Yes. 15.i. Yes.
154. Yes.— 156. Yes.— 157. Yes.— 158. Yes.— 160. Yes.—
163.
162. Yes.
161. Yes; to the best of my knowledge.
Y'es ; such as they are, but larger buoys, such as they have
now at Liverpool in our principal channels, would be much
as far as I have
167. Yes
165. I think they are.
better.
174. Yes.
172. Yes.
168. Yes.— 1/0. Yes.
experienced.

115.

I

would 1)6 a benefit
on the entrance to

it

if

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

I do.— 180. So
181. Yes.
experience goes I believe they are.
far as
as far as I
186. Yes
185. I do think thev are supphed.
192.
Yes.—
know.— 187. Yes.— 189. Yes.— 191. Yes.—
195. Ihe coasts I am
194. Not sufljciently.
193. Yes.

—175.

do.— 177. Yes.— 178. Yes.— 179.

I

my

—
—

—

—
;

—

199. As far
acquainted with, yes.— 196. Y'es.— 198. Yes.
as I am acquainted, well.
201. GeneraUy.— 202. Yes.— 203. Yes.^2n4. Yes.— 205.
Yes.— 206. Yes.— 207. Yes.— 208. Yes.— 209. Yes.— 211.
Yes. 212. Yes. 213. (Jenerally they are so. 214. Yes.
21S. I think they are sufficiently
217. Yes.
215. Yes.
219. I think if there were a buoy placed on the
supplied.
inside of Winterton Ridge, it would be advantage to
mariners bound northward. 220. Yes. 221. Yes. 222.
225. They are not every bank ought to
224. Yes.
Jvo.
have beacons, as in the Gulf of Finland, long jjoles with iron
one end, when moored, forms a beacon, and nill stand any
gale, with very httle expense, except where the tide is too
22-^. Yes.
229. Yes;
226. No.- 227. Yes.
stiong.
generally.— 230. Yes.— 231. Yes.— 232. I think if there
were a buoy placed on Winterton Ridge, it would be a great
advantage to mariners bound to and from the north, as it is
a very dangerous shoal. 233. Yes. 234. Yes there may
be some exceptions, but, as a general rule, the United Kingdom is well supphed with buoys and beacons. 235. In
general I do. 237. Not to be complained of. 240. No.
246. Yes.
242. Yes. 244. Yes ; need no improvement.
247. Yes. 248. I think the coasts are well supphed with
with few250.
Yes,
I
do,
Yes.
249.
beacons.
and
buoys
exceptions. 251. They are in such of those parts which I
needed.
more
buoys
are
thinic
252.
I
have frequented.
254. I think the east coast of Scotland is very
253. Yes.
255. Too many
well supphed with buoys and beacons.
buoTS in the approaches of Liverpool. 256. Yes. 258.
261.
260. Very well.
259. First rate.
Yes"; generally.
Very well. 262. As far as my knowledge extends, I am
not aware of anv deficiencv. 263. Yes. 264. I think they
are.— 2ft6. Yes.— 269. Yes.—270. I do.— 272. Yes.— 273. I
275. Yes. 276. Yes.
274. Very well generally.
do.
278. Generally,
277- 1 think they are as far as I have seen.
279. No ; the Rundlestone is not sufficiently
pretty well.
Generally
yes, hut
2s2.
marked. 280. I do.— 281. Yes.
285. Yes
283. I do. 284. Yes.
capable of improvement.
Scotland,
partigenerally, except about the harbours of
cularly in Highlands and islands in north west of Scotland.
286. I think they are.
287. Every sunken or half-tide rock
should have a buoy or beacon. 288. I do. 289. "i es.
292. I
291. 1 think all the coasts adrahably buoyed off.
2i)3. Well supphed in most places.
294. Generally.
do.
2f»7. Yes.
295. Yes. 296. Never found any want of such.
299. Y'es ; there are none better supplied of my acquaiatance.--300. Yee.
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301. There should be a beacon-buoy on the Rundlestone,
302. Yes ; but an
instead of the one at present in use.
uniformity in theu- colour, like the German buovs, would be
desirable.— 303. I do.—;W4. Yes.— 306. Yes.— 307. -^s far
308. Yes ; as far as my experience goes,
as I am acquainted.
310. 1 think an improvement
or according to my opinion.
may be made in this particular. .311. Yes. 312. Yes.
314. The Irish Hanks in St. George's Channel
313. Yes.
very deficient ; there ought to be larger and more of them,
with distinguishing marks on them for each bank. 315.
316. Yes; those ports I have named.
317. Yes.^
Yes.
318. I do.— 319. Yes.— 320. Yes.—321. Yes.— 322. As far
goes
they
are.
323.
As
far as 1 have seen.
as my judgment
324. Long absence on a foreign station prevents my being
325.
Yes. 326. Yes; those parts with which
able to say.
327. To the best of my knowledge it is
1 am acquainted.
329. 1 think" they are.
330.
328. Yes.
well supphed.
No. 331. Yes. 3S2. Yes. 333. Yes, to my knowledge.—
334. Yes.— 335. No.— 336. Yes.— 339. Yes!— 340. I do.—
341. Yes.— 342. Yes.— 343. Yes.—344. Yes.— 345. Yes.—
346. Cannot say. 347. .^s far as I know, yes.— 349. Yes;
350. I do.
351. Yes.
the part of Channel I have named.
354. Yes.
355. Yes.— 356. Yes.
357. Yes.
;352. Yes.
Channel.
360. Yes, as respects the Bristol
358. Yes.
361. They are aU weU, as to Liverpool and London Rivers,
also the east coast of England, they are well supplied with
buoys and beacons, and many other places I have been in
no place better. 363. Middling. 364. AVell supplied with
buoys, but more beacons or land marks would be useful.
365! Yes.—366. Pretty well.— 368. I do not.— 369. I do.—
371. The coasts I am acquainted are,
370. Now they are.
374. No, there is a great
except St. Ives Bay. 372. Yes.
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—
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want of proper beacons and buoys along this coast. The
Commissioners of this navigation uphold a number of buoys
along the coast, which, from the great wear of the mooring
chains, require frequent renewal ; and in winter time when
they break adrift during heavy seas, considerable time elapses
Instead of beacons, in many
before they can be replaced.
instances, I think Martello towers, such as at Leith Harbour, for the purpose of protection, as well as land marks,
would be of immense advantage. 375. Yes. 376. Yes.
378. Yes.
377. Want of knowledge to reply.
379. Yes.— 380. Yes.— 381. Yes.— 382. Yes.—383. Yes.—

—

—

—

—

—

many
384. The coast I have named
parts.— 385. Yes.— 38<i. Yes.— 387. Yes.— 388. Yes.—390.
is entirely deficient in

—

—

—

Yes. 391. I do. 392. Yes, in my district. 393. Yes.
396. Superior to any other. 397.
394. Yes. 395. Yes.
399. Superior to any other in the known
398. Yes.
Yes.
100. I do.
world.
102. Yes.
401. Very well supplied, generally speaking.
105. Yes.-Uo6. Yes, I think so.—
104. Yes.
403. Yes.
111. Yes.—413. Y'es;
407. Yes.— 409. Yes.—410. Yes.
114. I do.
416. I think so.
what 1 have seen of it.
120. Yes.-^24. I do.—425. I do.
418. Yes.
417. I do.
130. Yes.
431. A large bell
127. Yes.— 429. Yes.
beacon is most wanting on King WiUiam Shoal, off Point of
433. Yes.
432. Yes.
434. Yes, I think
Ayr, Isle of man.
so.—435. Beacon oft' the Rundlestone. 436. Yes. 437.
141. Yes.
142. Yes.^443.
Yes.^.l8. Yes.—440. Yes.
445. Yes.
444. Yes.
447. So far as I am able to
Yes
448. The Liverpool bell buoy is very small, would
judge.
452.
449. Yes.
450. Yes.
451. Yes.
do much larger.
456. Yes.
458.
454. Yes.
457. Yes.
Yes. 453. Yes.
460.
.\bout
459. So far as I am acquainted, yes.
Yes.
462. Yes, generally.
463. Yes.
461. Yes.
certain parts.
—165. Yes.—466. Yes.^67. Yes.—468. Yes! 469.— Yes.
4/2. Yes.
471. As far as I have seen.
470. Yes.
176. Yes.
475. Yes.
474. I do so far as I am acquainted.
482. So
478. Yes.—480. Yes.--481. I do.
177. Yes.
484. Yes.
483. I do.
far as I am acquainted I do.
488. I do.
186. I do.
487. In general I do.
485. Yes.
489. I think two buoys on the shambles off Portland very490. Yes, and much better than foreign coasts.
necessary.
491. Any part that I am acquainted n-ith are.—492. I do.
193. The various ports I have entered appear well buoyed.
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494. I think the coast that I am most acquainted with
495. To the best of my judgment the coasts
well sujiphed.
of the United Kingdom are well supphed with Inioys and
498. The buoys are in general
beacons.
497. Very well.
500. I do as
499. Yes.
rather small where dangers exist.

—

—

— —

—

have found.
501 I do not think the North Channel is as well supphed
503. I think there are many
502. Yes.
as it requires.
places in want of buoys and beacons, the \A'hiteitone Bank,
off the Point of Ayr, Isle of Man the Highlandman Rock.
N.N.E. off the Maidens, is very dangerous, and many
504. I do. 507. Ves.
vessels have been wrecked on it.

far as

I

.

—

—

;

—

—

509. Yes.— 510. Yes.— 511. No.—512. Yes.— 514. Yes.—
517- With a few exceptions, yes.
516. Yes.
515. Yes.
large cage bell buoy, one mile off the middle of
518.

—

A

—
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Allow Bank, would be of great sen-ice. 519. Very well
520. The Irish and Bristol Channels are.
supplied.
521. I would a larger buoy on the Alborough Napes, off

—

Generally speaking,
— 524. Yes, well
my trade permits me to
as
—525. Yes.
— 526. Yes, the portion am acquainted with. — 52/.
—
529.
Y'es.530.
Yes.— 531. They
do.— 528. Yes.
— 532. Cannot — 534. — 535. Much improved
can suggest
requiring
— 536. Yes. —
— 539. As
buoys and beacons. — 538.
can
— 541. From my knowledge believe
— 540.

Orfordness.

5'22.

yes.

far as

si:pplied,

say.

I

I

say.

are.

Y"es.

5>'37.

latterly.

I

se^-eral

far

Y'es.

I

a.s

Y'es.

recollect.

I

Lord Clermont is now placing four large buoys,
bv 7 feet, nun, insirle the bar for the better
aecurity in navigating the Lough.
542. Yes.
543. My experience of these matters having reference to a time and state
of matters long past, any replies I could gix'e would have no
544. In most instances they are.
value.
545. I do.
546.
they

are.

iron, 11

feet

—

—
Yes.— 548.
Yes. — 553.

—

—
—

—

Y'es.— 549. Yes.— 550.' Yes.— 551. Yes.— 552.
Y'es.
554. Yes.
556. Y'es, recom555. Y'es.
mends a larger size. 557. Yes. 558. Y'es. 559. Y'es.
560. Cannot say.
561 There is a number of rocks on the
west of Scotland, on which, if buoys and beacons were placed,
would greatly assist the navigation. 562. Yes. 563. Yes.
565. I think the
564. Yes, the parts I am acquainted with.
coasts of the United Kingdom are well supplied in general.
568. Yes.
569. Yes.
5(>6. Y'es.
570. Yes.
567. Yes.
571. I think that everything has been done to facilitate
navigation.
572. The north and west coasts are very badly
supplied with buoys and beacons. 573. Yes. 574. Yes.578. Yes.
579. Y'es, for the colo575. Y'es.
577. Yes.
(See Appendix to Mariners' Evidence, p. 579.)
580.
nies.
Yes. 581 I do. 583. Yes except Rundlestone Rock at
Land's End. 584. Rundlestone difficult to distinguish
585. Generally well.
589. Y'es.
591. Yes.
at night.
595. I do think the coasts well supplied
593. Nearly so.
with buoys and beacons. 596. I think so. 597. I do.
600. That part I am pilot for, yes.
599. I do.
598. Y'es.
601. Yes generally, but I must except the eastern side of
()02. No.
603. Some jiarts.
604. I
the Irish Banks.
consider that the coasts of the United Kingdom are well
supplied with buoys and beacons.
605. Yes.
606. I
believe not, particularly in Beaumaris Bay.
607. Y'es; but
lai'ger buoys should be more generally used in principal
608. Y'es ; but large buoys should be brought
channels.
more into use. 609. Yes, but larger buoys should be more
610. Y'es, but may be better.
generally used.
611. Yes,
but lai'ge buoys should be brought more into use. 612.
Yes, but .additions and improvements may be made.
613. Y'es.
614. Generally, yes; but to make them more
efficient they should be larger in the principal channels.
615. Yes, so far as I have experienced, but I think large
buoys should be generally iised in the most important
channels.
616. Y'es, but the larger the buoys are the better.
6I7. I think Liverpool Bay is.
618. Yes, but large
buoys like those in Queen's Channels might be more
generally used.
619. Yes.
621. 1 think many places require buoys
off the Lizard and Hartland Point especially.
622. I have felt the want of a bell buoy instead of the
present one on Holyhunter Rock, at the entrance of Car625. Yes.
iingford Bay.
623. I do.
627. Generally,
628. I think so.
629. I think the coasts are well
yes.
630. I think they are.
631. Yes.
supplied.
632. A shoal
lay, and, I believe, yet lies, about north by west, about a
mile and a quarter fi-om the Dodgen. with about 14 feet water
at low water ; on this shoal I have not seen a buov.
633. I
do.— 634. Yes.— 636. I do.— 637. Yes.— 638. I "do, but I
time
that
a
better
one is required at
think at the same
Aklborough Knapes. 6,39. Yes. 640. Y'es, so far as I
have experienced. 641. Well supplied, especially London
and Liverjjool approaches. 642. Yes. 643. To the best of
my knowledge and belief I would say yes, generally.
645. So far as I have experienced, should say
644. Yes.
646. So far as mv knowledge extends, yes.
ves.
647. Yes.
—648. Y'es.— 649. Yes.— 650. Yes.— 651. Although in my
time very much has been done something may yet be done
652.
in that respect.
Local experience not sufficient to
form an opinion. 653. Yes. 65 j. From my experience I
do, but coasters are better qualified to say then .ship masters.
656. Speaking generaUv, ves.
657. VeiT well supplied.
658. Y'es.— 660. Yes.— 665.' Yes.— 666. All the parts of the
English coast I am acquainted nith I think are sufficiently
supplied with buoys and beacons for the purposes of navigation.
667. Y'es.
668. Y'es.
671. Generally I think they
are, but in some harbours, Milford Haven, for instance, I
think some buoys on the Pwlchroggan Flats would be very
useful.
674. Yes.
675.
buoy on south-west end of
Skerries would be useful.
676, Yes.
677. I think it
very much improved to what I ha\'e seen it, but still want
more.^678. Yes, but I think it would add much to the safe
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navigation of the coasts if distinguishing beacons were
placed on some of the principal headlands to enable
strangers to distinguish one part of the coast from the
other in thick weather.— 679. Yes.— 680. Y'es.— 683. Yes.

—585. Very well.— 686. Not in all places.— 687. Well
supplied.— 688. Cannot decide.— 689. Yes.— 690. Yes.—
(Wl. Yes.— 6!>2. Yes.— 693. Yes.— 694. Yes.— 695. Y'es.—
696. Yes, so far as I have experienced.
697. Yes.
698.
Yes, in English Channel.
699. Y'es, in the English and
Irish Channels.
700. Yes, as far as I have -i-isited them.

—

—

—

—

701. Yes.— 702. Yes.— 703. Yes.— 704. Yes.— 705. Y'es.
—706. Yes.— 707. Yes,— 70s. No.— 709. I do.— 712. I
would recommend that a bell buoy be placed on the Clip])ern Rock, Holyhead Bay, in lieu of the one now there
also a black nun buoyviith conical top on the north end

—

—

Kish Bank, county of Dublin. 71^. No. 714.
Might be better supplied in certain places by lai-ger buoys.
I think they are.
716, Cannot say,
717. Rock
lighthouse wants a gong or a large bell in the place of
of the

— 715.

—

—

—

does not make a sufficient alarm for
know in time and also buoys in Rock Channel
on the north bank are too small, namely, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, and
the jjresent one,
vessels to

;

—

6 nun buoys, Liverpool.
718. Yes, if of a larger size.
719. Much room for improvements in the buoyage of the
Rock Channel, port of Liverpool. 720. Y'es, but larger
buoys and beacons would be better. 721. Quite as well,
but, generally speaking, the buoys are too small.
722.
Yes, they are.
723. Some of the buoys in the Liverpool
Channel are too small.
725. The coast in and about
Stronmess seems to be well supplied with buoys, but a
beacon is much needed on the Skerries of Ness, near
Stromness, vessels often going on shore there, in the night
time especially. 726. Yes, except on the north-west coast
of Scotland. There can be no greater service rendered to
the navigation of our coasts than the erection, wherever
practicable, of permanent stone beacons, or of iron ones,
in the place of floating buoys.
The obehsk on the Wolf
Rock, near the Land's End, has converted a danger into
a useful landmark.
similar one on the Rundlestone
would be \'ery serviceable.
In short, these permanent
beacons ha\-e every advantage over buoys.
They are
visible to a much greater distance, their shape can be
endlessly \-aried, and thej' are not liable to wash away, put
where they are most wanted. 72/. There are, certainly,
many buoys that cannot be seen any distance. 728. Y'es.
729. Yes.
7''W). I think the coasts of United Kingdom
with which I am best acquainted are very «'ell supplied
with buoys, so far as the number goes, but think there
might be more beacons in the place of buoys in some parts.
7'^2. Y'es.
73?. Y'es.
737. Y'es, generaUy; but Urge
buoys, such as now used in the Queen's Channel, would
materially facilitate na\-igation if used in all principal
channels rormd the coast.
738. Yes.
739. No.
740. They are.
741. Yes.
742. No.
743.
Generally
well, I believe ; but I have retired these 1 1 years from sea
service.
745.
Yes.
746. Yes.
748.
Yes.
749. Yes,
with those pai-ts I am acquainted with.
750. No.
752. Yes.
754. So far as my experience goes, there is no
want of others. 755. Y'es. 756. Yes. 758. Yes. 759.
Y'es, in most parts.
760. I think that the United Kingdom, or the coasts thereof, with the exception of the north
and west coast of Ireland, are well supplied with buoys
and beacons. 761 Well, as far as I could judge from
limited opportunities but some beacons or lights might
stiU be placed with advantage
viz., on the Barrels Rock
(half tide), which caught up the Arctic; and on the
Collough sunken rock, rising to mthm 30 inches of the
surface at low s])rings, both almost in the fair-way round
Carnsore, south of Wexford, inside the Tuscar.
762. Not
competent to judge. 763. Yes. 764. Yes. 765. Yes, but
may be improved. 770. Yes; but in some places they are
too small, particularly south-west .Shingles, in Needles'
Channel.
know, I think everv
771. Yes, as far as
I
danger is pointed out. 772. Y'es. 773. Yes, 774. No.
775. They are upon the whole well supplied, but there
are places where additional ones would be of great ser\ace.
776. Generally, with two or three exceptions; (viz.)
Outer Dowsings, Winterton Ridge, and Hammond's
Knowl, North Sea. 777. I think it is. 778. Yes.
780. Not in Lochindahl, where both are very
779. Yes.
much required to save property. 781. Y'es. 782. Yes,
generaUy.
783. Y'es
but for important channels large
buoys should be brought more into iise. 784. Yes.
786. Upon the whole I think
785. I think they are.
they are. 787. Galway Bay is not. 789. More are re790. Y'es, better than any foreign port or coast
quired.
that I am acquainted mth.
792. No.
791. No.
793
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Question

14

think that the Coasts of the
United Kingdom are as well supplied
with Buoys and Beacons as those
Foieii,ai Coasts which you have already named at Question 2 ? If you
do not, name the country best sup-

Do you

14.

Those parts of the United Kingdom

— —

-n-ith

which

I

am

—
—

—

do.— 17-

I

I

do.— 18.

Ves, in

as they stand high.— 21. Better than
any country I ever navigated. 24. Yes. 2(j. I think that
our coast is as well supplied as the coast I named. 3\. I
.'32.
gi-eat deal better ; scarcely any buoys are on the
do.
this shape

—

prefer,

I

—

—

A

numerous sandbanks between Dunkirk and Flushing.—-.33.
Yes. '.id. They are, I think, quite as well supplied. Their
uniform system as regai-ds placing their buoys is better than
You cannot mistake their
the system in this country.
buoys" or their channels for "this reason,— their white buoys
are '))laced upon the starboard hand, going inwards, and
black buoys upon the port side, and the red buoy as
fair way buovs, which is not the case in this country.
No
the buoys in France
31).
38. Lighted better.
12. \es.
being much larger, are preferable on that account.
Yes.
16.
17. Yes, quite as .veil,
1.5. Yes.
13. England.
IS. 1 do not i)articularly recollect seeing the
if not better.
buoyage of foreign countries, but I do believe our own
1!). Yes.
coast and channels are well buoyed and Ijeaconed.
Gl. I consider the system of buoyage
5;). Yes.
54. Yes.
in the United Kingdom preferable to those jiarts I have
named ; for instance, in the Gulf of Finland, where there
This I disare very many shoals, they use flags on poles.
approve of. G2. 1 do. 64." I am unable to give an opinion.
Y'es.—
76. Yes.
75.
73.
Yes.—
Yes.—
6!). I think they are.— 72.
—77. Yes.— 7i). Y'es.— 80. Yes, I do.—Xl. Better.— 83. Yes.
foreign
any
as
—85. 1 do.— !»4. I think them as well sui)iilied
'.17.
I consider the coasts of the
coast I have been at.
United Kingdom the best supplied. 100. Cannot say.
107. Yes, and much better.
103. Yes.
102. Yes.
110. I have always tliought the
108. Second to none.
continental nations kept theu- channel.s more clearly
and better l)uoyed than ours, more especially the Dutch
and Danes.— 111. I have no knowledge.— 113. I think
much better. 114. Yes, I think so. 115. I think the coasts
of the United Kingdom are as well or better supplied
1 18. Yes.
116. Yes.
than the foreign coasts already named.
—Hi). Yes.— 121. Yes. 122. I do not know.— 124. Yes.
—127. I do.— 128. I do.— 12!). All well supplied.— 130. The
coasts of the United Kingdom are better sujiphed than
any coast with which I have been acquainted. 131. Yes.
—134. Yes, 1 do.— 1.36. England.— 137. Better.- 138. Yes.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

1.3i).

buoys
those
Quite
think

—

141. Yes.— 144. The
better.— 140. Nil.
and beacons are of a better descrijition than
145.
not
so numerous.
but
Baltic,
used in the
148. I
147. Yes.
as well ; generally better.
supphed
than
any
better
the United Kingdom is

Much

—

—

—

— 149. do. — 150. The coast and shoals of
the United Kingdom are buoyed and beaconed better than
supjiUed as any
— 152. They are
any foreign
— 157. Yes.
other country. — 153. Yes. — 15G. Much
Yes.— 160. Y"es.— 161. Yes.—
—158. Mucli better.—
the United Kingdom. — 163. The
162. Better supplied
— 165. think
Dutch coast for numbers, but not
they are better supplied than any of the coasts mentioned in
— 175. Much
Yes.
Yes.—
172.
No. 2.-167. Yes.— 170.
— 177. — 180. So as my experience goes,
supphed
are
think the coasts of the United Kingdom
with buoys, beacons, &c., &c. as any other. — 181. Great
— 185. think the English coast best
Britain above
Yes.—
Y'es.- 1!^3.— Yes.
sui)plied.— 18G. Better.—
— Yes.— 198. NU.
201. Yes.—202. Much better generally.—203. Yes.—
opinion. — 205. Yes. —206. Yes. — 208.
204. Dechne
do.— 213. Yes.— 214.
Yes.— 209. Fully as well.— 212.
—215. Yes.—216. Yes.— 217. think our coast
foreign coasts.

I

as w-ell
better.

coast.

15!).

in

for size.

better.

I

far

Y'es.

I

asw^ell

all.

is

I

li)l.

18!).

1!)5.

gi^-ing

I

Y'es.

—

I

—

is

—

—

buoying.
land is Ijetter managed with beacons. Poles moored round
each bark, with a flag or cask on to]) of each pole, thus it
forms a beautiful beacon, visible a long distance. 226. Yes
much better. 227. Yes, and much better. 228. Better
than any countri- I ever visited. 229. Yes. 230. Yes,
nuich better. 231. Yes. 232. I have every reason to
think that the British coast is preferable Jo any other coast
with buoys and beacons, but the method of plaeing the
buoys white on the starboard hand, and black on the port
as in the channels on the coast of Holland and Belgium is

—

I. Better than any foreign
acquainted are well supplied.
5. I think the northport or coast I am acquainted with.
east coasts of England are quite as well supplied with
coasts
I am acquainted
foreign
buoys and beacons as any
with.— 7. I think they are, generally speaking, for where the
from the
results
buoys are more numerous over sea, it
12. Much
10. Yes.
special character of the navigation.
14. I think quite as
1.1 Have no information.
better.

well for their locality.— IG.

preferable to the Belgian and French coast in
220. Y'es.
221. Yes.
225. The Gulf of Fin-

coast

—

plied.
:i.

14

Dutch

is

218. I do think they are.
as well as any I have seen.
219. The British coast is preferable to any foreign coast in
am
acquainted with ; but the
buoys or beacons that I

—
—
—

—

—

far better for a stranger to distinguish.

—

2.33.

I

;

do.

—

2.34.

am

of opinion the United Kingdom is as well supbeacons and buoys as any foreign nation or
country, and as well attended to, so far as my experience
has been concerned. 235. Yes ; I do. 237. England is
weU supplied. Some ship masters would have buoys in
sight of each other, which would end in shi|)S sinking buoys
and buoys suiking ships. 238. I think the coast is well
supplied with buoys and beacons. 239. 1 think the coast

Yes

;

I

plied witli

—

—

—

—
—

—

know. 242. Better. 244. Yes;
those countries named are in general badly buoyed and
beaconed. 249. Yes, better. 250. Yes, and better than
any foreign coast that I have seen. 251. Full as well.
253. Much better.
256. Yes.
257. I do, and much better.
—258. Yes.— 260. Better.— 261. Much better.— 262. I
think the coasts of the United Kingdom are better supphed
with beacons and buoys than any foreign country 1 have
2G6. Yes, better.
269. The English coast is equal
seen.
to foreign coasts.
270. Yes.
272. Yes, better than any
foreign country.
274. 1 do not know any
273. England.
foreign coasts lietter supphed with buoys and beacons than
the coasts of the United Kingdom. 275. Yes. 276. Yes.
277- I have always found the United Kingdom better
su])plied than any foreign coasts I have been on.
278. Yes.
—279. Yes. 280! I consider better.— 281. Yes.—283. I do.
284. Much lietter. 285.
Yes. Gulf of Finland has
on south side of a
a unifoiTn, sim])le, and efficient system
on
shoal, red flag, beacon, and broom l)ranches downward
north side, nhite and broom branches pointing upward.
These may be seen at a great distance with a spyglass, and
These must, of course, be
are the same over all Russia.
renewed annually on account of the ice. 286. I think our
coasts are better supphed than those of foreign countries.
2S7. 1 think the coasts of the United Kingdom are best
288. I do.
289. United Kingdom. 291. Much
supplied.
292. Yes. 293. I think
better than anv other countrv.
much better.— 294.—Yes.— 2!)(;. Better.— 297. Tlie United
Kingdom is tl>e best supphed. 299. Yes. 300. Yes.
301 Yes. 302. Much better, except the Elbe and Eider.
308. The coast of the United King.303. I do.— 306. Nil.
dom is much better supplied than any foreign coast I have
been at. 309. I think they are. 311. Yes. 312. Yes.
313. Yes. 315. I do. 316. Our own very much better.
318. I do, and
317. Yes, to the best of my knowledge.
much superior to any coast I have ever navigated.
322.
Tlie
Gulf
of Finland
.320. auiteas well.— 32"l. Yes.—
and the ground off Copenhagen is well buoyed and beaconed, but not better than the United Kingdom.
326.
Yes.
.323.
Unknown. .325. Better supplied.
.327. I think the English shores better supphed with these
328. Yes. 329. I have not named any at Quesmai'ks.
331. Yes.
335. Yes.
tion 2, not having been foreign.
.336. Yes.— 339. Yes.—.340. I think they are.— 342. Yes,
.345.
United Kingdom.
Yes.
344.
much better.
347. Yes. 349. I do not think they are as well supplied
with lights as the coast of France. 3^0. I do. 351. Yes.
358. I
.356. England.
355. Yes.
.352. Yes.
354. Yes.
think our coast the best lighted of any before named.
.359. I do believe that the coasts of the United Kingdom
are as well, if not better supplied with buoys and beacons
361. None of the
as those of the coasts 1 have visited.
foreign coasts so well as those of the United Kingdom.
364. Better supphed with buoys for numbers.
363. Yes.
Coast of Norway and Baltic better supplied with beacons
landmarks. 365. Quite equal to any other. 366. Caraiot
England. 370. Do not know. 372. Yes.
say.
.369.
375. Yes.
376. Yes.
374. See answer to No. 5 Question.
—377. Answered in No. 13.-381. Yes.—383. Yes.
385. Yes.— 386. Better.— 387. Yes.— 388. Yes.—390. Yes.
3i)5. Far better than any foreign coast that I know.
396. None better than "England.— 397. Yes.— .398. Yes,
is

supphed so

well

far as I

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

.

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—

100. I do.
better.— 399. British best.
No
401. Better than those named at Question 2.
102. United Kingdom
other country is so well sujiplied.
104. In my opinion much
103. Better.
best supphed.
better.—405. Yes.^106. Yes.—107. Yes.^()9. Better.116. Yes.
413. Yes.
414. Better.
111. Yes.
410. Yes.

— —

—

—

—

—

—
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—

—

418. Yes.
420. Better.
417. I do; and much better.
128. They are.
129. Yes.
125. 1 do.
427. Yes.
424. I do.
'

——
—
—

—

—

—

—
—
——

—431. Yes. 132. Yes.—433. Yes. 134. The Sand Heads
437. (ireat Britain.
and river Hooghly. 136. Yes.
141. England.
44(1. Yes.
142. As well as
438. Yes.
144. Yes.
143. United Kingdom.
445. Yes.
any I know.
446. Yes.— 447. Yes.— 448. Yes.— 449. England.—
451. Yes.
452. Yes.
4.50.
453. Yes.
More so.

—

——

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Far better. 457. Yes.
158. Yes.
454. Far
460. About equal.
461. Much
459. Better in England.
better.

—

456.

—

—

—

—

165. Yes.
466. Yes.
463. Yes.
467. Yes.
better.
169. Much more so.
468. Yes.
470. Better.—471. Yes.
473. Yes.
474. I consider the United King472. Yes.
dom better supphed than any other country that I have
been to.
J75. No. I think the French system of buoying
harbours superior to ours, as at Toulon, Marseilles, &;c.
480. Yes.
182. I know of none better supplied
476. Yes.
183. I
than the United Kingdom and her dependencies.
considerthe coasts of the United Kingdom best sup])lied with
world.
484. I
of
any
in
the
and
beacons
country
buoys
think it as well, but know few places where a good system
186.
I do.
^187. I do.
185. Yes.
is so much required.
189. I believe they are more efficiently so.
488. Better.
191. The Gulf of Florida is the best for beacons
490. I do.
492. Yes.
493. I think them quite
of any place I knov/.
as well buoyed as any other country I liave been at.
494. I think the coast of the United Kingdom better
suppUed %vith buoys and beacons than any coast I know.

—

——

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

495.

do

I

beg to

Much

497.

—

—

—

—

—

—

you to answer given at Question 4.
498. Yes.
499. Much better.- 500.

refer

better.

—

I

as far as they are requisite.

I am sure that the United Kingdom is l)etter sup502. Better.
504. Yes, and
generally speaking.
505. Nil.
507. See No. 2.
better than any of them.
516. Yes.
515. Yes.
517. Much
511. Yes.
512. Yes.
519. I believe the United
518. I know of none.
better.
Kingdom as well sujjplied as can be on any coa.st. 521 I
do think the coast of England as well supplied as any other.
524. I think they are superior to the French
522. Yes.
528. A great
527. I think much better.
in that respect.
529.
Much better. 530. They are.
deal
better.
532. Cannot say.
534. Yes.
531. They are better.
536. Quite as well.— 538. Yes, better.— 541. t should
say much better. .542. None better supplied than England.
543. The Elbe was better supplied than any British
544. Better.
545. I do.
548. Yes.
river I have been in.
553. Always have
552. Yes.
550. Yes, and better.
found it so. 554. Yes. 555. Yes. 556. Yes, I do.
558. Better.
559. Yes.
560. Cannot say.
557. Yes.
564. Yes; I do think it as
562. Yes, generally better.
565. I think quite as well as any foreign
well suppUed.
566. Yes.
567. Yes.
ohS. Much
coast that I have seen.
569. Do not know.
571. There is no
better.
570. Yes.
better buoyed
than the British. 573. Yes.
coast
Yes.
575.
578.
Yes.
574. Yes.
577- Yes, better.
579. Yes, and much better than any foreign coast, more
especially the Gulf of Finland, the buoyage of which is
exceedingly defective. I may also mention the grounds on
Saltholm side and Scaw Reef. 580. Yes. 581. I think
the coasts of the United Kingdom are better sujiplied.
590. Yes.
591. Un583. Yes.— 584. Yes.— 589. Yes.
593. The coasts of the
acquainted with foreign coasts.
United Kingdom are better supplied than foreign coasts.
595. I do think the coasts of the United Kingdom better
supplied with buoys and beacons than the coast I have
mentioned in Question No. 2. 596. I think the coast of
the United Kingdom is better supplied than any foreign
597. None better than the United
coast that I know.
Kingdom.— 598. Yes.— 599. I do.— 600. Yes.
601. I have not named the entrance of the Hooghly, as
I have not been there for many years ; but the buoys there
are to my recollection the best I have ever seen.
604. I think that the coasts of the
602. Named none.
United Kingdom are better buoyed and beaconed than
any of those foreign coasts which I have already named at
Question 2. 605. Yes. 606. Yes. 613. Much better.
619. Yes.
621. From v.hat I have seen of foreign coasts
1 am fuUy of opinion tliat English coasts are much better
provided with buoys and beacons. 622. I do. 623. Yes.
624. Yes.— 625. Better.— 627. Yes.— 628. I think the
coasts of the United Kingdom are as well supplied as any
foreign coast.
629. I do not know any other coast so well
supplied as the U rated Kingdom.
630. I tliink the coast
of the United Kmgdom are better supplied. 631. Certainly ; quite as well.
632. Yes.
634. Cannot say.
636. I do.— 637. Yes.— 638. I do.— 639. I think the
British coast is by far better attended to than any foreign
coast I know of.
640. Better.
641. Much better.
642. Yes.
643. Yes.
644. Yes.
645. Superior in every

501.

—
—

plied,

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—
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T

any foreign country

to

I

—

have

visited.

—

—646.

Yes

;

I

think them as well supplied. 648. Yes. 649. Yes. better.
Yes.
651. If I were to measure the benefits conferred on naWgation by the money le\ied on our ships for
lights, buoys, and beacons I rather think a money remainder might appear applicable to further improvements.
652. Yes, and better supplied.
653. Yes.
654. Better,
and there is greater need. 656. Yes. 657- Better than
any foreign coast, port, or harbour I have ever visited.
658. Yes.— 660. Much better.— 665. As well.— 66(). I think
the parts of the English coast I am acquainted n-ith well
suppUed with buoys and beacons, and better than any
foreign coast I have seen.
667. Yes.
668. I do.
671. I
think the coast of the United Kingdom better supplied
with beacons and buoys than foreign countries. 674. Yes.
Better.
675.
676.
Better supplied.
678.
Yes.
679. Yes.— 680. Yes.— 683. Much better.— 685. Yes, and
better.— 686. Yes.— 687. The coasts of the United Kingdom I think is better supplied. 688. Yes. 690. Yes.

— 650.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Yes.— 692. Yes.— 693. Yes.— 694. Yes.— 695. Better.
I do not know any foreign coasts so well supplied
those parts of the United Kingdom with which I am

691.

— 696.
as

—

—

—

acquainted.
697. Yes.
698. Yes.
699. I believe so.
700. Yes; far better.
701. I think they are much better.
702. Yes.
703. I
think the coasts of the United Kingdom better suppUed

—

—

with buoys and beacons than any country I ha-\'e seen.
704. Quite as well suppUed.
706. Better.
707. Yes.
708. Elbe River, W'eser River.— 709. liqually.— 715. Not
able to give an opinion for the reason stated at No. 2.
716. Cannot say.
717. I cannot say.
719. None.
720. Yes.
721. i do.
723. I cannot say.
724. I do.
727. I have never seen any better than the United Kingdom.— 728. Yes.— 729. Quite as weU.— 730. I think the
coasts of the United Kingdom are better sup])lied with
buoys than any foreign coasts that I have navigated ; the
River Elbe appeared to me to be well buoyed. 7-32. Yes.
—733. Better.— 738. Quite as well.— 740. "l do.— 741. Yes.
745. I think they are better supplied than the foreign
coasts I have mentioned.
747. I think they are, and, in
case of their breaking adrift, are much sooner replaced on
our own coasts. 748. Yes, better. 750. The buoys are
generally too smaU, and there is a want of a uniformity of
system in buoying. 7o2. Yes, and better by far. 754. I
consider them far better supplied.
755. Yes.
756. As
well.
758. Much superior.
759. Yes.
760. I cannot
say.
762. Much better.
763. Yes.
771. Much better
buoyed and beaconed than any foreign coasts I know.
772. Well lighted and buoyed ;
no country better.
773. Better.
777. I think it is.
778. Yes.
/79. Better.
781. Yes; better.
784. Yes.
786. I think the coasts
of the United Kingdom are better.
789. Yes.
790. Yes.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Have you ever

felt a want of Buoys
or Beacons on any part of the Coast
of the United Kingdom ?
and if so,

1.5.

—

where

—

—

15

14,

way

—

—

—
—
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1.

I

5. I

—

have not.
have never

7.

2.

No.

—

3.

No;

I

have not.

—

4.

No.

felt the want of buoys or beacons on any
of the coast, or on any sand bank except the Outer

])art

6.

?

Dowsing.
No.

The omissions have been filled up from time to time,
and there are now no material wants on any portions of

the coasts I am acquainted with.
The beacons, Castlemaine Harbour, should be so placed
as to be in line when in the deepest water over the
bar, or a buoy should be placed there.
9. Yes
Lantiret bay, 2.1- miles eastward of Forney (to
mark the position of the Udder Rock). Temporary
beacons ha^'e been erected by the Admiralty StuTey.
Marks in Falmouth Harbour difficult to distinguish
unless locaUy acquainted.
Buoys wanted to denote
the Channel up to Mopus.
10. Yes, and have from time to time, on the discovery of
dangers, represented such necessity, which has been
attended to by the Trinity House.
8.

;

11.

12.

Aldemey.
At outer end of Mewstow Ledge,
Sound.
answer to 13 applies to

east point of entrance

to Plj'mouth
13.

My

general,

this.

The

deficiencies are

and too numerous to mention here

;

suffice to

say, that none of the harboiu's or roadsteads but those
that are strictly trading ports have any l)uoys or bea-

cons, although there are

many

excellent refuges.

'

APPENDIX TO REPOUT OX LIGHTS, BUOYS, AXD BEACONS

^l»

Question

15
now.

14. Formevlv. but not
15.

17.

163.

Yes there is great want of a good beacon on the
Blacktail. and means used to prevent the Essex people
from lodging strange ships into Blacktail Swashway,
and their making by a deceptive light of their own'a

—

—

—

—

—

liG.

No.— 153. No.— 154. No.— 156. No.— 157. No.—
158. No.— 159. No.— 160. No.— 161. No.— 162. No.

— 18. No.— 20. No. 21. No, never.—
No.— 23. No.— 24. No.—25. No.—26. No; I have

Never.
22.

not.— 27. No.— 28. No. —29. No.
33. No.
32. None at present.
31. No.
.30. None now.
34. Do not know the want of any extra buoy.
—35. No.
the Longsand, as I stated above. No. 13, from
the Shingles beacon do^\Tiwards.

Upon

No.—38.

37.
3y.

A buoy

No.
on Pennington

41.

—

48.
49.
53.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

to be to

—

mark out the

—
—

—

—

—

;

—

No.

75. None.
No.
80. Not any part that

— 76.

No.

— 77-

No.

—

78-

No.

79.

buoyed.

No.

81.

86.

89.

am

acquainted with as

—

—

—
I

I

it

85. I have
83. None.
84. I have not.
have not.— 87. No.—88. Never.
Deputy Buoy should be larger, also the

The
Buoy near the Copelaiid

is

now

not.—

No.— 97.

No.
Outer Dowsing.
No.— 101. No.
102. Outer Dowsing, north end lies about 34 miles southeast bv east from the Spurn Point lights.
103. No.
104. Yes, frequently at Rattray Head.
106. A beacon on the Monkstone is required.
99.
100.

107.
110.
111.
112.

No.— 108. So.
Do not recollect.
No, except

as

above named.
1 never

the want of any.—
117. No.
121.
119.
122. No.— 123. Never.— 124. No.— 125. No.— 126. No.
—127. 1 have not.— 128. No.— 129. No.— 130. No.

No.— 113. No.— 114.

115.
118.

—

Never.

— 116.

No.-

1.<2.

Not

of

No. — 120.

felt

late

—
—

years.

Never.

No.—

None.

133. Knock Channel.
134. Yes, in the Princes Channel, but when the authorities
saw its necessity it was immediately done.
135. No.
136. Lynnwell wants

the

two buoys on the Roger and one on

Long Sand.

No.— 1.».

No.
140. Lynn Deei>s on the Roger, and a buoy on the Point of
the Longsand, in case the tioating light at any time
should drift from her moorings.
141. No.— 142. No.— 143. No.
144. Loch Carron, Point of Han-is. and many of the lochs

1.38.

of the ^Vestern Highlands.

—

—

148. 1 have never felt the want of
145. Never.
147. No.
any bviovs or beacons on any jiart of the United Kingdom.— 149. Never.
150. I have not felt the want of any myself; still, I believe

on the east of the kingdom various
might be made.

never have.

— 181.

No.

198.

No.- 199. No want.—201. No.— 202. No.—203. Not
No.— 205. None.—206. No.—207. No.

lately.— 204.
208.

1

have often thought the island of Stroma in Pentland

Firth.

211.

219.

Not now.— 212. No.—213. No.—214. None.— 215. No.

—

—

217. Never.
218. I have never felt the want of
any.
I have felt the want of a buoy or light%-essel on the
Outer Dowsing when bound to or from northward

hea^T

draft.

220. No.
221. '\\hen I last passed the
the beacon was down;

Monkstone
I

am

(Bristol Channel)

not aware of

its

being

—

222. No, not personally. 224. No.
226. Winterton Ridge and Outer Dowsing.
227. No.
228. Not particularly.
The large (black nun buoys are
excellent for such places as Inner and Outer Dowsing.
1

Race Bank, and such spots.
229. No
but I have seen another vessel which could have
been saved from stranding, in my opinion, if there had
been a buoy. I consider it very desirable that a buoy
should be placed on the most southern point of Spurn,
as I have known several vessels get on shore there,
and only last year a Dutch galiot. which I consider
would not have occurred had there been a buoy there.
230. No.— 231. No.
232. I have felt the want of a buoy or a lightvessel on the
Outer Dowsing, when bound either north or south,
with a hea\-y draught and head wind, as the water is
;

Brigg

Islands.

90. No.'
91. On the west coast of Scotland.
92. Yes, on the Monkstone.
94.

I

Yes; east coast of Ireland, CodUng Bank and Kisk
Banks.

rejilaced.

Not particularly.
Nowhere all in their proper place.

73.
74.

— 177. No. — 180.

east

No.— 186. No.— 187. No.— 189. No.— 191. No.—
193. No.
194. Blakeney overfalls.
195. No.
H)6. One beacon. Chicken, Isle of Man, one beacon east end
of the Little Copeland, one buoy pot feet Killwot Point,
Belfast Lough.

64. I

72.

have not.

I

buoy on the Outer Dowsing,

185.

shoals.

No. 6.'j. I have not.
am of opinion that a buoy on the eastern part of the
shingles on the Princes Channel abreast of the East
Tongue buoy would facilitate the navigation.
69. I have
68. No.
67. No.
65. No.— 66. Not any.
71- No.
70. Not any.
not.
62.

experienced any want of buoys or beacons.

—183. No.
184.

No. 42. No. 44. No. 16. No.
»7. No.
None, to the best of ray knowledge.
No. 50. I have not. 51. None. 52. No.
Buoy on Rundlestone not sufficiently buoyant for
chain and set of tide.
55. Never.
57. No.
58. Buoy on Rundlestone not sufficiently buoyant for
chain and set of tide.
.59. I think a larger buoy on the east part of the Cross
Sand would certainly be of great sendee.
fiO. No.
61. I cannot remember to have felt any particular inconvenience, but am of opinion all that can be done ought

Have never
—167. No.

168. Yes; the want of a
coast of England.
170. No.— 172. No.
174. Not recently.

and a beacon on Cadland

40. There are no more buoys and beacons required in our
channels, for thev are well buoved and beaconed.

;

prize.

165.

175.
Spit,

Point in Southamjiton Water.

15

152.

No.

bnoy placed at the entrance of the
Needles, such as they have at Liverpool, for ships to
make in thick weather, would he a great advantage.

16. I think a large bell

:

improvements

very shoal.
On the Cross sand a beacon would be of great service,
as the bays cannot be seen at a sufficient distance in
bad weather to avoid danger.
234. Not any. so far as my experience goes, but a beacon
on the Cross sand at the back of the Yarmouth sands
would be a great benefit, especially for strangers, as
buoys dip too much in badweather.

233.

235. In .South-west reach, between the west of Barrow buoy
and the Middle light, for ships reaching over or
wishing to anchor with easterly winds. .\nd on the
west side of Haisbro sand, midway betn-een the Southwest buoy and the lightship.
237.

Not

240.

On

since steam has

become

prevalent.

north-west end of \Yhitestone bank near point
of Avr, Isle of Man.

242. No.'
244. Buoy. Varne, where a buoy is now placed.
246. .\t the Otter Aird of the Island Devon, and the

Smerby Rocks.
247. No.
248. I have not felt the want of any buoy or beacon.
249. No.
250. I have, on the Crow Rocks, near Milford, another on
These require beacons.
a rock in Ramsey Sound.
251. Never.
South-west elbow of the Owers, south south252. Yes.
west end of the Boulder, Pennington Spit, Brook

Ledge,

Freshwater

Skerries Start Bay.

Bay,

Kimmerage

Ledge,

and

MARINERS EVIDENCE.
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253. Never.— 25G. No.
257. River Shannon.
258. Should be a buoy off the North Briggs or Potts Rocks
north side of Belfast Lough.
259. No.— 261. Never.
263. None.
362. I have not.
264. Lynn Deeps, one on the Long sand and one on the

—

266. No.
268. \ buoy on the

Vrong rock near the Lizard would be
requisite on which the Czar was lost.
269. Not any.—270. No.
271. Selkin rocks, 12 miles south of St. Bees Head.
272. None.
274. I have found the want of a buoy on rocks called the
Stones, which are about four miles E.N.E of St. Bees
Head ; there is, however, a lilack buoy now near the
reef.

275. No.
278. Yes

—276. No.—277.

I never have.
have found the want of a buoy on Hilpsford
Spit, south end of Walney Island.
with the exception of the Rundlestone above
279. No
mentioned, near Land's End.
280. Not since the improvements of late years.
281. No.
282. Lough Carhngford.
283. No, never.— 284. No.
285. Yes; in Sound of Sky, Sound of Mull. Sound of Islaj-,
harbours and channels in Lewis Islands.
286. I have not.
287. Paterres Rock of Sana should have a buoy or beacon
;

I

;

288.
290.

291
294.
.

296.
299.

on it.
I have not.
A buoy is wanted on Barrsalloch Point,

in the

Bay

of

Luce, in the county of WigtouTi, where the ship Sir
Howard Douglas, of Liverpool, was lost a few years
back.
None.—292. I have not.—293. No.
Rattey Briggs.
No.—297. No want.
No ; I have always found a sufficient quantity of
buoys in the channels that I have navigated to avoid

dangers.
300. Yes, on the north end of the Outer

North

Dowsing

in the

Sea.

301. No.— 302. Not of late years.
303. I have not.—306. No.— 307. None.—308. No, never.—
309. Not anywhere.
310. I think the south-west part of the Owers and Boulder
should each have a buoy; that there should be a buoy

on Pennington
311.

Spit,

314. Arklow Bank, on the east coast of Ireland, ought to
be buoyed along the outside, and not more than one
mile apart, the bank being 12 miles long, with only
2 buoys on it, one at each end, and not more than
8 to 10 feet of water on some parts at high water.
315. I have not.
316. Not as those parts already named are buoyed and

Have experienced a want

.366.

No.

of beacons.
365. Yes ; at Kingroad, where there is only one buoy on
the Cockram Shoal, although there are a number of
other shoals in the winitv.

368. I ha\-e, off Godway Stones, St. Ives Bay.
369. I ha\'e not.
SJO. No.
371. I have not, with the exception of St. Ives Bay.
372. No.
374. I think the coasts of the United Kingdom could be

much more

327.
330.
331.
335.

of .-Vdmiralty Pier, Dover, would be of great advantage
.\lthough it lies close in
to vessels using the pier,
shore we go close to it in turning round to berth ship
at the pier, with head to the south ready to start.
No.— 328. No.—329. I have not.
Yes ; Chester Bar and approaches to the river Dee.
No.— .332. No.— 333. No.—334. No.
Yes; a beacon on the Rundlestone near the Land's

side

End.

Not of late.
I have felt the want of a bell buoy at the end of Filey
Bridge.
339. Not of late.
340. I have not.— 342. No.— 343. No.— 346. None.
347. There should be a beacon on the Brandies Rocks near
the Saltee Islands.
349. Yes, going into Portland Roads.
350. I have not.—361. No.— 352. No.— 353. None.—
354. No.— 355. No.— 356. No.— 358. No.—359. No.—
360. Never felt any.
361. None.
362. On St. Patrick's Rocks, Killala Bay, a beacon very
much required.
363. Have felt the want of a buoy on Baggy Leap, near
Mortc Point, Bristol Channel.
336.
337.

—

3T

jiroi-ided

with

beacons

and

No.
Answered in No. 13.
No.
Rattray Head, in Aberdeenshire.
Yes, at Castle Townsend, Long Island Channel, and

particularly the Kenman River.
385. Not of late vears.
386. No.—387. No.
388. Cannot say.
389. Another buoy between the two buoys near on the

Dutchman's Bank, Menai
Beaumaris Bank.
.390.

391.

Straits;

394.

also

a

buoy on

No.

At the Bahama and White Stone Banks off Point Ayr,
of Man.
Not as far as my knowledge goes. 393. No.
At the entrance of Chester River a large beacon buoy

Isle

392.

—

wanted in the jjlace of the small one on the southwest end of the Earwig Patch.
395. Y'es, at north end of South Ridge Bank of Wicklow.
396. No.— 397. No.
398. Y'es, on Coningbeg and Coningmore Rocks, which
are half-tide rocks, with no buoy or beacon on either.
399.

401

.

No.—400.
Y'es

;

coast

Never.
formerly in the Bristol Channel and on the Irish

(now suppUed).

—

No.—403. No.—404. No. 105. No.^06. No.—
No.—109. No.—410. No.—411. No.

402.

407.

412. Paa 51°

1'

—

Bay

P

20' L.

—

O. Greenwich, benannt Varue.

—

413. No.
414. Never.
116. No.
117. I
have not.—
418. No.^20. No.
423. None, so far as I know.
424. I have not.—425. No.—427. No.—429. No.—431. As
above.
132. No.
133. No.
134. No.
435.
buoy wanted on Kimerage Ledge near St. Albans,
also one on the Skerries near the Start Point.
436.

—

—

—

A

I have not.^37. No.-^38. No.^40. No.—441. No.
—442. No.

443. The Blackwater bank on the Irish coast.
444. No.
145. No.
146. No.
147. No.
149. None.—
450. No.—451. No.^52. No.
454. Inner Gabbard and Outer Dowsing.
455. No.
156. None.
157. No.
458. No.
459. No.
460. Yes, on the eastern coast of Britain.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

461. Never.
463. No.
465. No.
166.
467. No.—468. No.—469. No.—471.

No.—^20. No.—321. No.

326.

efficiently

buoys.
376.
377.
381.
383.
384.

474.

—322. No.— 323. No.—324. No.— 325. No.
A small beacon on the Bullock Rock on the west

15

364.

and one on Brook Ledge.

No.— 312. No.— 313. No.

beaconed at present.
317. No.— 318. I have not.—^19.
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I

foimd no

difficulty

at

I

have

not.

No.—172.

any of those ports

No.

I

fre-

and

east

quented.
475.
481.
482.
483.

No.^76. No.—477. No.^78. No.
I have in Cardigan Bay,
end of the Causeway.

Not

of late years.

—

off

—

Machras

Spit,

—

184. Never.
485. No.
I have not.
186. Never have.
187. No.-^88. Never.
489. On the Shambles.
490. No.
191. None.
192. No.—193. No.
494. 1 have felt the want of buoys in the Bristol Channel at
the back of North Sands.
495. Never.—496. No.
498. I ha^-e not.—499. No.
500. Not to my knowledge.
501. There is a beacon very much wanted on the French-

—

—

—

man's Rock off Mulray and Lough Swilley.
Youghal, south coast of Ireland, and river
;
Shannon.
504. No, never.
505. On the south side of Lune Deep buoys are wanted.
506. A buoy on Helpsford Sand, south-west point of
Walney Island, on the west coast of Lancashire, is very
502. Yes

much

required.
I believe that
Helpsford is within
the hmits of the St. George's Trinity Commissioners of
Lancaster.
507. Yes ; a buoy is very much wanted on Helpsford, south
end of Walney Island.

4
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Question

15
5(18.

On

HeljisfrTi!. ^V;^lney Island, a bell

buoy wanted very

15

51)-).

much.
50J).

Yes, Portmadoc.

The Outer Dowsing;, the north end of Sherrinirhau.
and the north-east end of Sizewell Bank.
51-4. Xo.
515. No.
512. No.
51 (). Yes
I believe if the channel between the Kentish
Knock and Lon;; Sand were buoyed, likemse the
channel between the Cross Sand and Scroby oif Yarmouth, it would materially assist the navigation. 1
likewise think that a few e.vtra buoys inside Goodwin
would be very useful.
517- Large bell buoy on One-fathom Bank, Bristol Chan511.

—

—

;

nel, to replace

one

now

—

—

many

—

—

•

places.

536. Never.
5.'i7. I felt the want of a buoy or beacon upon Sgeirtarsin,
entrance to Sound of Raasa; Catsgeir, back of Gigha
Island, to rock near Port Appin (1 have not the name
of it); a buoy in Salen Bay, Sound of Mull; and
another in Sound of Patba, near Broadford, Skye.
5.39. No.— 540. No.
541. I cannot say that I have particularly.
542. No; not on the coast of the United Kingdom.
543. Yes ; se\eral places in the Highlands ; and on the
coast of Zetland, in particular, 1 may mention the very
dangerous half-tide rocks the Rimbles, in the fairway
of 'I'ellfound, Zetland, a passage much used by Greenland and other vessels, and in its present condition

highly dangerous.
544.
ant of a beacon on the Rundlestone Rock.
545. No.
546. Yes ; I think a buoy on the Rose Sand would be
useful, on the Lincolnshire coast, off Saltfleet.
548. I have felt a want of a buoy on the Hilpsford Sand
in taking Piel or Houdray «ith a scant north-easterly

W

549.
553.
554.
557.
559.
560.
561.

562.
565.

wind and ebb tide.
No.— 550. Never.— 5.52. No.
Not these late years.
No. 555. No. 556. No.
The Shambles, on the Dorsetshire coast.
Outer Dowsing, and Proceter Shoal of the Humber.
Cannot say.
Sounds of Islay, Jura, Mull, and Skye, and several

—

—

lochs on the west coast of Scotland, enumerated in
No. 23.
No.— 563. No.
I have felt mtich the want of l)uoys on the south side
of the Skerries, Start Point, and also two buoys are
much wanted on the ."Shambles, Bill of Pentland, and
This would be of the
lightshii) on llie east end.
greatest benefit ; also a buoy is wanted on the shoalest
Hendon
in
the passage to Antwerp
West
l)art of the
from the Downs. The buoy ought to be on the south-

west part of Hendon.
567. No.— 568. Never.— 569. No.— 570. No.
571. Not where I have been navigating.
572. Constantly ; almost everywhere on the north and west
coasts.

No; I consider the channels I have navigated to be
well buoyed.
Never.
575. No.
574.
576. On the Frenchman's Rock, north-west coast, Ireland ;
the Highland Rock, north-north-east from the Maidens ; and a buoy on the Whitestone Bank, Isle of
573.

—

Man.

—

578. No.
577- None.
579. Yes, Hendon Rock. {See Appendix to Mariners'
Ecidence, p. 579.)
581. I think the coast is well s\ipj)lied v.ith buoys and
beacons.
583, Not sufficiently close to ascertain.
585. I have often felt the want of a buoy on the south rock
off

Tuskar.

589. No.
590. Yes ; on the plate bone off the Amph Rocks, entrance
of Small Russell, coast of Guernsey.
591. No.
593. Yes, I would jiropose a large nun buoy on the dangerous shoal off Rattray Head in six fathom water.

a beacon wanted on the Cannes Rock that
lies about south-east of the Gribben Head, and covers
at half flood ; it is right in the track of vessels running
from the south-west for Ferry harbour ; there is also
a buoy wanted on the Yaw' Rock that lies off the
ITiere

is

Guineas, near Me\agizey.
have never felt a want of buoys or beacons on any
of the coast of the United Kingdom to the best of

5!)5. I

I)art

my
-,j,j
'

.'

knowledge.

—

—

r^cfC

"

^^'

on.

518. One-fathom Bank in Bristol Channel, and Arklow
Bank, coast of ^Ireland.
At the present day none.
Never; not at present.
Between the Kentish Knock and the Long Sand.
Never. 525. No. 52(J. No. 527. I have not.
528. Not latterly.— 52!). No.— 530. I have not.—
531. Not lately.— j32. No.— 534. No.
535. Hasborough and Shipwash sands, which are steep-to in

519.
521.
522.
524.

AXD BEACONS:

I'.UOT?,

No. 597. Never. 598. Not
I have not.— 600. No.

for

many

years.

On the east coast of Ireland. If there were some
large buoys on the south end and middle of Blackwater, north end and middle of Arklow, and two on
the Codling Bank.
Bell buoys might be the best, but

common buoys e\en would be very useful. The south
end of Blackwater Bank is very steep-to a large bell
buoy would be very good there.
002 Milford Haven and Crow Rock, and Toes off Lenny
Head near Milford Haven.
G03 I have felt the want of buoys in the Channel between
the Long Sand and Kentish Knock, entrance to the
River Thames.
COL I have not. 605. No.
;

—

Yes, ])articularly Beaumai-is Bay.
Yes, ou Selker Rock, south end of Hilpsford Bank
(black), and on Foul (jround. Morccombe Bay (red), to
mark entrance into Piel a Foudre; on north end of
Bahama Bank, Isle of Man, would be very serviceable.
Blancy Channel, River Dee, should have at least two
more buoys.
'>08. Yes, on Selker Rock ; on Foul Ground, outside Walney
Island
on north end of Bahama Bank ; in Blaney
Channel, River Dee.
G09. Blaney Channel, River Dee, is a good channel, but
not sufficiently buoyed.
Buoys are wanted on Foul
Ground and Hilpsford Bank, at the entrance of Piel a
Foudre.
OlO. On Selker Rock; on south end of Hilpsford Bank;
and on the edge of Foul Ground, Morecombe Bay;
on north end of Bahama Bank (Isle of Man), and on
Craig Rock, Peel Bay.
<>11. Oc .Selker and Coekspeck Rock, south end of Hilpsford Bank
on north end of Bahama Bank, Isle of
Man, in Blaney Channel, River Dee.
612. On south end of Hiljisford Bank, Walney Island,
there should be a black buoy, and a red buoy on the
other hand going into Piel a Foudre'
on north end of
Bahama Bank ; Welsh Channel should be better
buoyed, and in Welshman's Gut (River Dee) there
should be two buoys instead of one ; another black
buoy on Dutchman's Bank, abreast of Causeway buoy,
(>0G,
(>07.

:

;

;

013.
614.

Beaumaris River.
No.
Buoys are wanted to mark the Blaney Channel,
Chester River ; large ones should be used ; also on
Selker Rock, Coekspeck Scar, Hilpsford Bank, and on

Seldom Seen,

Piel

;i

Foudre.

615. Yes, on the Selker Rock, coast of Cumberland, on the
Foul Ground off Walney Island, and Duddon Sand.
616. Buoys are wanted on Selker Rock ; and on Hilpsford Bank, with Walney lighthouse bearmg E. by N.

617 No.'
618 On Selker Rock, where two vessels were lost last
year; about Walney, on the Coekspeck Rocks, and
Hilpsford Bank.
619, No.
621 Answered in Question 14.
622 I have many times within the eight years I have been
in command on the NewTV trade been annoyed in
thick weather for the want of a proper signal at CarUngford, say a gun tired from the lighthouse every 15
or 30 minutes.
If there should be an objection to fijing
a gun from Cai-lingford light, there is the block house
close to it
a gun of any size could be tired from
;

—

[P.S.
Since filling this report, I find that four
large buoys have been ordered for Carhngford Bay.]
62.i The
Rundlestone requires a beacon; Wolf Rock a
it.

light.

A light on the Land's End to guide clear of the Rundlestone, or the Longships made more powerful, would
supply a considerable want.
628. None.
629. I have never.
625. No.—^627. No.
630. As far as my experience goes, I have not.
624

—

631,

—

No.

632, .\l(iborough
possible.

Knaps should have

as

large a

buoy

as

MAKINEES EVIDENCE.
15
633. I have not.
639. I think the

and

— 634. No. — 636.
Humber may

—

have not. 637. Never.
be improved both in buoys
I

The KiUinghoIrae leading lights are too
a float somewhere outside the beacon would bo
and several more buoys might be useful.

lights.

distant

useful

;

;

640. No.
641. On the

Rundlestone, Shambles, Skerries, in Start
Bay, Lizard Point, and outside the Stags.
642. No.
643. There was a want in the service formerly, but perhaps
not now.
644. No.
651.

—

64,5.

I

am

654. Never.
656. Yes ; on the Manacles and Rundlestone.
657. Never.— 658. No.— 660. No.— 666. Never.— 6(;7. No.
668. No.
671. I have not.
672. Yes, in the harboiu's of Milford Haven and Waterford a beacon is wanted on the Brandies Rocks eastward of Saltee Islands.
673. Harbour of Milford Haven. The buoys in Milford
Haven are, I am led to believe, Admu-alty buoys.
(>7G. No.
674. No.
675. No.
677. I have seen the want of a good substantial stone beacon
on the Wishlan Rock in Portinllain Bay, Carnarvon-

—

—

shire.
I have felt the want of beacons on the coasts of the
United Kingdom in thick weather, when at times you
get sight of a heacOand for a few moments, but

may

possibly not sufficiently clear to distinguish the part of
the coast you are on whereas, if a beacon could be
seen it would at once jioint out the ship's position.
;

679.
685.
686.
687.
693.
694.
700.
703.

704.
708.

709.
713.
714.

Selker Rock, Cockspeck Scar, Hilpsford Bank (a large
buoy) should be buoyed. Also on the north end of
Bahama Bank, and on Craig Rock, Isle of Man.
738. I have frequently found it very difficult to make out
the buoy on Alborough Knapes.
739. North Sea, Outer Dowsing, Hammond's Knoll, Winterton Ridge, SizeweU, and Inner Gabbard.
740. I have not.

acquainted with.

Shambles near Portland, and doubtless on Hand Deeps
and East Rutt here, if we are to have many ships in the
channel fleet drawing 26 and 27 feet water.
652. No.
653. On the Shambles (Portland.)

678.

15, iQ

737. Blaney Channel, River Dee, should be better buoyed.
An additional buoy north of West Hoyle is wanted.

741. ^\'interton

No, not on the coast

—646. No.— 647. No.— 648. No.— 649. No.— 650. No.
Buoys are wanted on the Skerries near Start Bay, the

—

No.— 680. No.—683. No.
None on those I am in the

habit of visiting.
A dangerous sunken rock one third of a mile off
entrance Barra harbour, Hebrides.
No.— 688. No.— 689. No.— 6,90. No.— 691. No.—
692. No.
On the Shambles near the Isle of Portland.
No.— 655. No.—696. None.— 697. No.— 698. No.—
699. No.
I ha^•e not.— 701. No.— 702. None.
I think a lightvessel should be placed en the east end
of the Shambles.
No.— 705. No.— 706. No.—707. No.
Outer Dowsing, Sherringham Shoal to small Hasborough Sand, AVinterton Ridge, Aldborough Knaps
to small Ship«'ash Sand.
Buoy on Highland Rock on east coast of Ireland.

A black pillar buoy ^v^th staff and ball off the north
and south rock lighthouse, in room of the small red
buoy there at present, north-east coast of Ireland.
715. I have often felt a great want of buoys in the River
Shannon, Derry Loch, and Loch Ryan. I also think
a great part of the buoys in the Channels into Liverpool much too small.
At Liverpool and Dublin.
717. Not since a bell beacon was placed on Spencer Spit
in July 1858 in Rock Channel entrance, on the tiun
into Rock Channel, Liverpool.
718. The one upon the Dutchman's Bank, Menai Straits,
has been adrift severaltimes the last few years ; shoulil
think a larger one and better moored requisite.
7-0. No.
719. No.
721. No, not of late years.
723. Not since a bell beacon was placed on Spencer Sjiit at
my suggestion in Jidy 1858, in Liverpool C'hannel.
725. The buoy placed on the '• Howing eddy "' opposite the
high light on (iromsay has often broke adrift, and is
now ])laced on the ^\Tong spot, it is said.
7-7. The buoy on the Rundlestone is not a \'ery pei'picuous object.
71 6.

—

Hammond's

Knoll,

there

is

no

Outer Dowsing, Hammond's Knoll, Winterton Ridge,
and larger buoys on Sizewell or Inner Gabbard.
745. No.— 746. No.— 748. No.
749. In former years in the Channel Islands, but now
remedied.

—

—

—

752. Never.
754. I have not.
755. No.
756 None
758. No.
759. On the Shambles of Portland, and the Skerries, near
the Start.
760. I have frequently in the River Shannon, where there
is neither buoy-beacons or perch.
761. Very much in the eastern entrance to Fovnes Harbour
See No. 23.
762. No ; for reasons given at Question 1
763. No.
764. No.
765. Yes ; on Selker Rock ; on Hilpsford Bank and Foul
Ground, Walney Island ; on north end Bahama Bank,

—

on Craig Rock ; in Bkney Channel, River Dee.
I would recommend that a beacon be jilaced on the
Dean, tail buoy as a guide for ships coming from sea
for Spithead, and forming a connecting hnk with
Bullock's Patch and Boulden Bank.
769. Between Nash Point and west end Nash Sands, where
a lightship is wanted. The buoys ought to be aU
black, \vith white tops, and numbered N. Sands, and
marked.
771. I do not remember ever ha^•ing felt the want of
buoys or beacons.
77^. No.
768.

773. Not of late years.
774. Outer Dowsing, Winterton Ridge, Hammond's Kno«l,
and a larger buoy on Sizewell and Inner Gabbard.
775. I have, with north and north-east winds, felt the
want of a buoy about one mile east by S. tV S. from
No. 2 Goa Buoy (River Tay).
776. Frequently, on places named in Answer to Question 13.
777.
778.
780.
781.
782.

I have never felt any want of either.
Cromer Ridge.
At Lochindahl, Island of Islay.

On

the Varne.
beacon on

A

Lough

the Highland Rock (Maidens).
In
Carlingford there is almost a total absence of

buoys and beacons, a want the

now
783. Yes

local authorities are

supplying.

on south end of Hilpsford Bank, and on Foulnev Spit. Walney Island. On north end of Bahama
Bank, Isle of Man.
784. No.
;

785. I have not.
786.
buo}' on the north side of the ( joa Sand, River Tav,
at a snatchway often used by us with northerly winds'.
78'). Yes, on the coast of Ireland.
791. I have never felt the want.
792. I have never felt the want.
793. I have not felt the want.

A

16.

No.— 729. No.
I do not remember just now of finding a want of
buoys in any particular parts, but have thought that
some buoys would have been of more service if they
had been placed in different positions. Buoys not in
sight of land should be of the most conspicuoxis kind.
731. No.
732. Yes ; off the Thorn and Solent.
733. No.
728.
730.

'

II.

Ridge,

buoy.
742.

At DubUn.

—
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Question

3U

Are you aware of the existence of
difficulty in navigatin;,^ any particular
Channels, Harbour.s, &c., owing to
the system of Buoying there usetl, or

—

the absence of system ?
if so, name
them, and the defect in each case.
1

.

—

—

I am not aware of any.
2. No.
3. No ; I am not.
None. 5. No difficulty, that I am aware of, in narigating any'channel with the present system of buoying

4.

—

—6. No.
7.

There has been no general system up to a very recent
and there has been much confusion consequent upon it. Channels should be marked by black
buoys on one side and red on the other, with chequered
period,
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Question

16

This
buoys for middle grounds.
latter distinction has generally been recognized among
the
overlooked
in
this
was
seamen, but unfortunately
The Spit of the South Cave was
rase of the Tees.
black
and
(and perhaps now is) marked by a chequered
white buoy and, if I am correctly informed, it caused
the loss of a vessel and all hands, from mistaking it
for a middle ground buoy.
that is,
8. I w{)uld propose a unifonnity of buoying
that we should always pass the same coloured buoys
black and white

;

v\ce versa

when

port,

when entering a harbour, and

—

1 ,S.

No

general system appears to be estaljlished for the colours of buoy's, and hence great difficulty arises to every
stranger on approaching a port, from not knowing
whether the buoy he sees should be left on the starboard or port hand.
There is necessarily much difficulty in navigating all
such places as are either totally destitute, or very inIt is the abadequately supphed with artificial aids.

No
sence of all system that I have to complain of.
one attends to the wants of this coast, or seems to
care about

—

it.

None. 17. None.
Every channel, where buoyed, should be red and
18. No.
black, and on one and the same system.
20. None.— 21. No.— 22. No.—23. No.— 24. None what25. No.
ever.
26. 1 do not know of any difficulty in navigating the
channels and harbours in my district.
.33.
27. No.— 28. No.— 2!». No.— 31. No.—32. None.
No. ;34. Not any. .35. No.
.3().
Tlie Black Deeps is not buoyed off, which would be
of great service in case of vessels parting from their
anchors while riding in the Nab Channel
.37. No.—;J8. No.
1-1.

—

—

—

—

Yes ; the buoys in Southampton water, I
too small, and indistinct in colour.
I know of no difficulty in navigating any of our channels or harbours, owing to the svstem of buoying.
48.
i2. No.— 44. No.—Iti. "None.— 47. No.
41. >'o.
None. 4!). None. 50. lam not aware of any. 51.
No. 52. No. 53. No. 55. I do not know of any.
56. Noman Buoy difficult to be seen, omng to the rippling of the tide.

consider, are

39.

——

—

—

—

57. No.— 58. No.— 5i). No.— 60. No.
61. I cannot speak to special instances personally.
64. I am not.
62. No.
63. I am not aware of any.

—

—

—65.

know of no difficulty in navigating any of our channels or harbours, owing to the system of buoying.
No.—68. No.—69. No.
I know of no difficulty in navigating any of our
channels or harbours, owing to the system of buoying.
74. No.
73. I know of none.
72. No.
71. No.
75. No.— 76. No.— 77- No.— 78. No.— 79. None.—

67.
70.

—

—

—

81. No.
82. Black with staff, I think the

Noman Land Buoy

to

be.

84. I do not.— 85.
90. No.
91.

I

am not.—86.

I

do not.— 87.

No.—

There must be doubt and hesitation, with danger,
when navigating a coast where every other port has a
different system, as is generally the case in England
and Ireland, and was so in Scotland until lately.

steamer from Liverpool, bound to coasts on the
north-east coast of Ireland, might in 24 hours encounter half a dozen alternate arrangements in colour.
94. 1 am aware of no difficulty.
92. Aware of no difficulty.
97.1 am not.— 99. No.— 100. No.— 101. No.— 102. No.
—103. No.— 104. No.— 106. No.— 107. No.— 108. No.
110. No.— 111. No.— 113. No.— 114. I am not aware
of any.— 115. No.— 118. No.— 119. No.— 120. I am

A

—

— 122. do not know any want.am not.— 124. No.— 125. No.— 126. No.— 127. lam
not aware of any. — 128. None.

not.

— 121.

No.

I

129.

The light in PakefieUl Gat would be more hkely to
prevent error if moored more to the southward, the
channel having altered.

130.
134.

No.— 1.32.
No; but

1

80.

am

afraid,

if

181.

it would be a dangerous experiment, being
a well-organized system, and understood.

Sunk and Ferry Buoys,
needs improvement.

Lynn Well, much

—

—

— 170. No. — 172.

No.

— 174. No. — 175.

I

am

not.

want of self-acting bell
on the lighthouse, Liverpool Horse channel buoys being
too small in bad weather.
198. No.
199. None, as far as I know.— 201. No.
202. No
but where the channel is narrow I think there
ought to e.xist beacons on one side, with buoys of one
colour on the other, and a buoy of a different colour

—
;

mark the fairway.
No.—204. No.— 206. No. 207. None.—208. None.
211. No.— 212. No.— 213. No.—215. No.—216. No.
21/. Not aware of any.
I am not aware of any difficulty to na\'igate any port
or ports on our coast.
No.—221. No.— 222. No. 224. No. 226. No.
227. No.
This is a large question. There is room for improvement, as a general plan or princi])le. I always considered the buoys on the sea hea(ls, Scroby and Gorton, l)ad ; the Hood tide acts on these sands.
They
need larger and darker buoys.
No.— 230. No.— 231 No.
not aware of any, except fairway buoys; they
I am
should be distinguished with a bell, or something
similar, especially at the entrance of harbours and
narrow channels, to prevent mistakes in entering at
night time.
No.
244. None.— 246. No.— 247. No.—249. No.—
250. No. I am not aware.
In boisterous weather (with a few exceptions) all the
British coasts are difficult in navigating, but jiarticularly the St. George's Channel ; not owing to any
absence of system in the question, but to the absence
of a system of channel pilots in force, which would
In regard to the port of Liveravoid many accidents.
jjool, there is no pilotage in force for vessels bound
inwards beyond Point Linas, nor for those bound out,
But in many instances
west of the N.W. lightship.
they would be welcome to go or come from, as far as

to

203.

—

—
218.

220.
228.

229.
234.

242.
251.

—

—

—

the Tusker, as it is from Bristol to Lundy.
256. No.
252. No.
253. Not aware of any.
257- There are no buoys in the Shannon.
261. Not aware of any difficulty for the want of
259. No.
264.
buoying. 262. I am not aware. 26.3. None.

—
—
—
None. —

266.'

—

—

—

No.

267. In the River .Severn, between Kingroad and SharpIf
ness, there are no buoys or beacons of any kind.
two beacons were placed on the land to lead vessels
buoys
or
beathrough the Shoots, and two or three
cons ])laced upon the rocks, on the south side of the
Barnicle Channel, would be of the greatest sen-ice
possible for the increasing trade to Gloucester.
270. No.
271. Wants a

buoy
House entrance

or perch on the east side of
of Carlingford Lough.

Block

272. None.
273.

Romsey Sound, off St. DaWd's, Pembrokeshire, is
frequented by coasting vessels, and there is a
rock in the middle of the Sound called the " Horse,"
the sharp
very dangerous many vessels lost on it
top of it dry, about three feet, at low spring tides. It
could be blown up.

much

;

275.
277.

in

—

196. Belfast, in foggy weather, for

the present system should

be altered,
135. No.
136. The

—

—

—177. No.
So far as mv experience goes I am not aware of any.
No.— 183. No.— 186. I am not.— 189. No.— 191. No.
—193. No.— 195. No.

No.
I

of any difficulty.
not aware of any at this present time as in former

of buoying.

-123.

I

am

167. None.

No.
66. I

I

—

—

—

Not aware

156. No.
152. No.
157. No.
158. No.
160. I am not.
162. No.
161. Not aware.
165. I am not aware of any particular difficulty in na\'igating anv channel, or the want of buoys, or the system

40.

—

—

years, not so frequently navigating the various coasts
and harbours as usual.

for all

places.
12.

—

—

in use.

149.
150.

leaving.

Only from the want of uniformity of system

10.

16

138. No.
139. Difficulty would be much lessened by buoys, situate at
the entrance of any channel, being of different colours,
say black on one side, white or red on the other.
140. Nil.
141. No.— 142. No.
144. x\o.—
143. No.
145. I am not.
14/. None.
148. I am not aware of any difficulty in navigating any
channel, arising from the system of buoys at present

;

and

to starboard

I

278.

No.— 2/6. .No.
I am not aware

;

of any difficulty.

Think the buoys should be put uniform in
nels; viz., red, on the port hand, going in.

all

chan-

MARINERS EVIDENCE.

16

—

Question

—

281 None.
280. I am not aware of any such.
279. No.
284. No.
283. I am not aware of any.
285. I have felt a want of system in Yarmouth Road and
channels, and in mouths of the Thames ; perhaps now
supplied.
286. I am not aware.
287. Buoys should be uniform for entering all harbours.
288. 1 am not.— 289. No.
291. 1 have experienced great difficulty in navigating the
River Shannon, in consequence of the total absence of
buoys and beacons upon the rocks and shoals along
the margins of the channel in that river.
292. I am not aware of the existence of any difficulty in
navigating any channel or harbour, owing to the present system of buoying.
297- No difficulty experienced.
300. No.— 301. No.
302. Not aware of any ; could take a ship into any harbom- in the kingdom without a pilot.
303. I am not.— .306. No.— 307. None.
308. I am not aware of any difficulty in any channel or
309.

—

311. No.—312. No.— 313. No.— 315. I know of none.
317.
316. Not aware of any existing difficulty.
None. 318. I am not.
320.
\-essel may deviate from the channel going into
Weymouth Harbour, and ground upon a lot of large
stones on the south side, and do her a serious injury.

—

A

They can

easily he

removed.

No.—322. No.—323. No.—324. No.—325. No diffi326. No.
328. Not aware of
culty.
327. I am not.
329. I am not aware of any difficulty.
any.
330. All harbours should ha\e the same shape and colour
of buoys ; say starboard side, on entering, red ; port
side, black.
331. No.— 332. No.^334. No.— 335. No.— 336.
339. No.— 340. I am not.— 342. No. —343.
346. None.
In the harbour of Waterford the buoys are far
347. Yes.
too smaU, and a light should be placed on the Spit at
passage.
349. I have not been in and out of enough harbours in the
United Kingdom to give a positive answer.
305. I am not.— .351. I am not.— 352. No.— .353. None.—
354. No. —355. No.— 356. No.—358. I am not.
359. None, except the approaches to this harbour, where
more buoys and beacons are much needed.
361 None. 363. No.
360. Not aware of any.
365. I think the mouth of Bristol river very much in want
of beacons, there being at present only the banks to
guide, which are often overHowed in a high tide, or
heavy gales in winter.
366. I think a national system ought to have one colour
on starboard, and another on larboard, and fairway
buoys checquered, so that strangers could take any
harbour or channel.
372. No.
374. I amnot av.'are
370. No.
371. I am not.
of any.
375. The entire Shannon, Youghal Bar, Dungarvon Bay.
377. No. -381. None.—383. No.
384. If I recollect rightly, there are two rocks in the west
entrance of Berelserven not buoyed. TheDoolah, off
the Galley Head, is a bad rock at high springs.
386. No.— 38?. No.
388. I wrote, in 1847, to the Commission of N. Lighthouses,
recommending a masked hghthouse, of oblong form,
in Hebrides.
for the harbour of Stornowav,
'
390. No.
391 From BeU Buoy in Rock Channel to Rock Lighthotise there is no leading light at night, only the
With north wind and heavy sea,
single rock light.
ships are hove to leeward without notice.
393. The buoys on Mixon Sand, near Mumbles Head, and
Manacles, in my opinion, ought to be good bell beacons, the one on Mixon being a very poor one.
321.

—

—

—

—

No.—
No.—

—

—

394.

—

—

The Helbre Swash. The buoys are too small,
leading not correct, nor large enough.

and the

395. None.— 396. No.—397. No.—398. None.—399. No.
400. In the River Shannon great inconvenience is felt, for
want of buoys and beacons upon the shoals and rocks.
I am not aware of any deficiency elsewhere.
401. No, except that some buoys are not large enough, in
various places, and others are ill-painted.
402.

448
449

—

None.—404. No.^05. No. J06. No.-^07. No.—
410. No.^11. No.^13. No.--J14.None.—416. No.
^17. 1 am not.—418. No. 420. No. 424. I am not.
425. No.—427. No.^29. No.-^31. No.-^32. No.

—

No.

—446.

No.

—

No.

447.

An uniformity of buoys in all harbours, black on port
hand, and red on starboard hand, inward bound.
None.

— 450.

——

No.

Not aware.

451.

No.

—

452. No.

—454. No.—

157. No.-M5S. No.—459. No.-^61.
None.^63. No.—465. No.^66. No.-467. No.—
468. No.
469. No.^70. No.—471. No.—472. No.
I am not aware of any deficiency of buoys,
and do

—

474,

not disapprove of the jiresent system

I

have foimd at

different places.

4/5. Yes.

port

think there should be but one system of buoyRed on port hand, black on starboard, going into
green for wrecks, and striped for fairwavs.
I

ing.

476.

;

No.—478. No.—480. No.-481. I am not 'aware of
—482. I am not aware of any. i83. I am not.
484.^ No.—485. No.
486, I ani not.
487. No.—
488. Not aware.
489. I am not.
490. Not aware of
any difficulty. 491. I am not aware of anv —492 No
^
any.

—

— —

—

—

—

—493. No.

I think
the channels I am acquainted with well
buoyed.
I am not aware of the existence of any difficulty
in
performing the duty named.
496. No.—498. I am not.-499. No.— 500. I do not —501

495.

No.
502. Yes;

U

Y'oughal,

south coast

of Ireland,

and River

Shannon.
504.
507.

No.—505.

Nil.

Would make it compulsory on all to adopt the Trinity
system.
509. No.
511. Yes. The Outer Dowsing, the north end of Sherringham, and the north-east end of Sizewell Bank.
512. No.
513. Leith Harbour.
signal at night should be made,
when vessels are leaving the harbour, to prevent colUsions by other vessels coming in whilst the fairway is
not clear. Also a small light on the extremity of the
east pier, in^-isible from the eastward.
314. Bristol Channel, Lundy being often invisible.
A
lighthouse at Morte would be valuable.
515. No.
516. The buoys at the entrances of the channels off Y'ar-

A

mouth Sands and

off Lowestoft, in

my

opinion are too

small, as vessels running for them in gales of wind it is
mostly broken water, and are oftentimes not seen until
too late.
I
should recommend these buoys at en-

trances of the channels, likewise those at the back of
Corton Sand, to be the same as those at the back of

the Goodwin.

No.— 518. No.— 519. Not aware of any.
I would recommend a beU buoy at the south entrance
of Hewett's Channel, on the port side going to the
southward, as a great assistance to ships running for
Yarmouth roads in foggy weather.
522. I think that if the channel between the Kentish Knock
and the Long Sand were buoyed off it would be of
great utihty in stormy weather.
524. I am not aware.
525. I think that if the channel between the Kentish Knock
and the Long Sand were buoyed off it would be of great
517.
521.

utiUty.

—527.
—
—

526. No.

No.— 530.

I
I

am not aware
am not aware.

—
—

of any.

—531

.

— 528.

Not.

—

^529.

No.—532. No.—533.

No. 534. No. 536. I am not.
537. I have no case to specify.
539. No.
540. No.
541. I am not aware of any.
542. I
am not aware of any difficulty. 544. No.—r545. I am

—

—

not.

In all narrow channels I would number the
side, so as in thick weather you would
the buov, and where you were, &i
548. No.— 549. No".— 552. No.— 553. Not to my knowledge.
546. Y'es.

buoys on each

know

•^'''

The harbour of Salcombe is not buoyed, although it is
mentioned in direction books as being buoyed. The
absence of buoys makes the entrance to the harbour
difficult.

-r^

There should be one system of buoying channels into
harbours and between sands for instance, the colours
of the buoys at Portsmouth and Exmouth are diame;

trically opposite,

559
560,

—

3

,

am not.—137. No.—
I am not aware.

I

No.-44I. No.-#442.

No.^44. No.—445.

456.

—

.

No.—440.

438.
443.

No.—436.

494.

—

—

Kj

— 434.

-433. No.

.

harbour I have been through, or at.
Not aware of any. 310. I am not aware of any.

—

523

2

and Salcombe

is different from both.
No.
There appears to be no general system of buoying out
of England. In the River Hooghly, on entering, you
leave the red buoys on the port, and black on the starboard hand. In the Ganks, Keang, China, the reverse

APPENDIX TO REPORT ON LIGHTS, BUOYS, AND BEACONS

524

Question

16

the case. Alexandria Harbour has a white beacon,
then a red, and afterwards a black buoy, on the edge
of the sand, on the jjort hand.
No. oti4. No. 565. I have not.
I think if a system was adopted at all bar harbours to
hoist a flag, to be seen at a distance, when the channel
shifts from one side to the other, would be useful.
No. 56;). No. o/O. No. 571. Not to my knowledge.
575. No.
574. No.
573. No.
Not suflScient in channel practice.

16
buoy, black ; Harbour Rock, black ; Pwlchrowon Flats,
black buoys Heavspit, large red can buoy outer buoy
of Canspit (now white) should be black, but better if
a lightship, as formerly. Waterford The buoys up to
Passage are far too small, there should be a light also

is

5C2.
567.

568.

—

—

—

—

—

577.
578. No.
579. No.

—

—

—

p. 57!).)

—

58i). No.
581. I am not aware of any.
590. Yes. The fairway buoys, at the entrance of the Pakeare not sufficiently conChannels,
Stanford
and
field
spicuous to be seoi in bad weather, when running for

those channels.

596.
603.

604.
606.

I am not aware of the existence of difficulty in navigating any particular channels or harbours owing to
the system of buoying.
Not any.— 598. Not
I do not know of any.— 597.
aware of any. 599. I am not. 600. No. 60:2. None.
There is great difficulty in navigating the Stanford
Channel, off Lowestoft, owing to the buoys not being
shifted as the sand increases.
I am not aware.— 605. No.
Yes, off the town of Beaumaris, owing to vessels being
moored in mid channel and the narrowest pai-tofit;
other buoys also wanted.

—

—

—

607. No.
608. There

upon the spit at Passage, now a very jjaltry beacon.
Mdford Haven: Lewis Rock buoy, large nun buoy;
harbours, do. nun and black; Pwlchrowon Flats, a
black nun buoy; Ware spit buoy, red can; Carrs
Rock spit, now white, should be a large black nun

6/3.

„.

W

CM.

I

No —610. No.— 611. No.— 612. No.— 613. No.— 614.
No.— 615. No.— 616. No.— 617. No.—618. No.—619.
No.— 621. No.

'i'here are several channels might Ijc made by buoying
on the cost coast a good roadstead.
630, In navigating all channels the fairway buoy should be
black with a ball on the toj) placed with water on each

629

691. No.— 692. No.— 6.93. No.— 694. No.— 695. No.
If a uniform system with the buoys were adopted, I
think it would be lieneficial, say, all buoys, black, to l)e
left on starboard hand, and white on port side ; all
shoals to be chequered.
697. _No.— 6!)8. No.— 699. No.— 700. I am not aware.
701. No.
7()2. None.
7(*3. I am not aware of any
difficulty.— 704. No.
705. Flat top is a bad shape, white is a bad colour.
7*t6. Not aware.
709. I am not aware of any.
707. No.
715. I have felt a want of buoys in the River Shannon,

No.
Nothing more than

—

I

—

—

—

•S0.—M7. No.— 648. No.— 650. No.

1859 not very extensive as regards
651 My knowledge
A beacon, however, on the Shagstone
this question.
in the eastern channel to Plymouth Sound is required.
in

652,

No.

6-53

The entrance of the River Deraei-ara is not sufficiently
buoyed, and the pilot system badly organized, that
many ships are often allowed to remain on the bar and
lee liank for days, and frequently from the taking off
of spring tides till the following springs.
None. 656. No.

—

who

are in the constant
practice of na\ngating our coast, channels, and harbours no difficulty would exist, but to ethers the

To

—

—

Derry Loch, and Lock Ryan.

No

7l77
719.

observation.

No, except the before named.

•

No.— 720. No.— 722. Not
No observation.

7^3.

any.

often difficulty in vessels entering Stromness
Harboiur owing to a shallow point ninning out in a
westerly direction from the Outer Holme of Stromis

ness.
7^1^. I

am

not.

—729. No.

I am not aware at present of any difficulty in navigating any channels, but when at sea have thought
that some might be made more safe and easy to jiass
through by a more uniform system of colours and
shapes of buoys on particular sides.

730.

No.— 733. No.
.\11 the ])orts along this coa.st are buoyed on a good
and uniform system.
740. I am not.
741. No.
738. No.
743. There are many shoal places unbuoyed, and not
perched, not having commerce or being much fre732.

7''i7.

—

—

quented.

No ; in none that 1 am conversant with.
I am not aware of any difficulty owing to the present
746. No.
system.
The
buoys are generally too small, and there is a want
750.
of uniformity in the system of buoving.

coasters

numerous

—

7^2. No.
754. I am not aware of any, but have

no experience in
harbours, always having employed local pilots.

—

No. 756. None.
758. There is a want of one uniform system of buoying
in most of our small hai'bours.
759. At the Needles passage it reqim-es a better bell and
beacon buoy, in the outer part of Shingles, than is
''''^

difficulty.

65/

—

—

—

7-io.

have named.
636. I do not.
637. No.
634. No.
(;;i3
I am not aware.
Black starboard,
639 I bke the system in the Elbe:
white port, going in.
644. No.
(;4() Xo.— 642. No.— 643. No.—
645 I am not aware; at present 1 have not experienced any

()54

No.—

i^^-

side.

616

679.

should recommend a bell buoy on Breaksea Paint,
Bristol Channel, also a floating fixed (two lights, one
above another.) on the Blackwater Bank, north end,
St. George's Channel.
687. No.— 688. I am not aware.— 689. No.— 690. No.—

,

622. There are many dangerous rocks and shoals in Carlingford Bay not in any way marked.
625 No.— 6L'7. No.— 628. None.

6.(2

a lightship, as formerly.

No.— 675. No.— 676. No.— 678. No.—
No.— 683. No.— 6S5. Ditto.

least.

631,

if

681).

(i74.

725. There

elsh
is a difficulty in navigating Blaney or
Channel, River Dee, from the absence of system and
that
the
Triremark
here
would
1
buoys.
of
want
the
nity buoys along the coast are often moved and changed
without "notice being given to pilots, of Liverpool at

,;(,()

;

:

6i)().

No.
693. Once, but not more.
.5!)!.

595.

;

buoy, better

think the system of buoying, in all channels
and harbours with which I am acquainted, is per(See Appendix to Mariners' Evidence,
feet, or nearly so.
I

:

and such

jieople

colours, &c. of the

buoys would be extremely

perplexing.

—

No.

660

trading to this
port (Milford Haven), exjiress a wish to have a buoy
on the shoal east of the Stack Rock, and another on
the north side of the Pwlchrowon Flats, black on one
side, and red on the other, and I think it would be
of the steam

vessels

northerly, to get into the river without using it.
779. No.
778. No.
I am not aware of any.
,80. In Loehindahl, Islay, there are no buoys or beacons,
guide
to
vessels to the
required
which are very much

—

—

proper anchorage, and Irom the want of which I have
(during my long period of service) known many vessels to run on the bar, and remain there until the
discharge of their cargo.

very beneficial.
I
666. I am not aware of any difficulty.— 667. No.— 668.
a-n not aware.
generally
harbours
the
think
coast
I
671. On the English
well buoyed with some few exceptions, such as at Milford Haven, as before named.
672. Milford Haven : Lewis Rock should have a large nun

—

—

///

65B,

The masters

now used.
Where
I know of none but the colour of buoys.
the most danger is, in my opinion, the black buoys
should be placed, as best seen at night.
762. No ; for reasons given in answer to Question 1.
765. No.
763. No.
764. No.
771. Not aware of any.
—772. No.— 773. No.—
775. The Gaa Channel (River Tay), is not an authorized
channel, but there is plenty of water in it, and it is
often used with north and north-east winds ; indeed, it
is often impossible, when it is flood tide, and the wind

760.

7^^.^,

.

/"/

.

—

—

No. 7S4. No. 785. I am not.
Outside Dorinch Island, Clew Bay, there is a rock
with only seven feet water on it ; it bears W. by S.
J mile distance from Inisgort light. A buoy would be
requisite.

.

See copy of

Remark Book heremth

sent.
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Question

17

What

17.

the shape and colour of the
Avhich you can see best at

is

Buoys
night

?

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

is best seen at night, and the flat top for shape.
12.
Can buoys, white and red.
Red or black.
Generally black. The shape, that which floats high, is
easily hfted by the undulations, and rises well above the
15. Black.
16. Conical, black.
14. Black.
surface.
18. Same as above, as this shape
17. Can buoys, black.
stands lofty. Red in many ])laces is mostly to be preferred,
but that depends upon the state of the weather. I am of
opinion that something could be done to coat buoys ivith,
to make them visible at night, although verv dark.

black

—

11.

13.

—
—

—

—

Black.— 20. Black.—21. Black nun biiov, 'with staff.
and globe.— 22. Black.— 23. Black.— 24. Black.— 25. Black.
26. I consider that spiral or monster buoys, painted black.
19.

—
— 27.

—
—
—
—

—
—

29. Black.
30. Black.
Black.— 28. Black.
32. Black.
33. Black.
31. Can shape, and black.
35. Xun, dark colours.
36. Black.
34. Black nun buoys.
38. In my opinion, red.
39. Shape,
37. Conical, black.
Colovirs, black,
like those on the Shingles, but larger.
striped, or chequered ; white I consider objectionable.
Black is best to see at night.
large nun buoy.
40.
41. The buoys in the Tay, and the fairway buoys, have the
best shape of any I have seen. The colour in the dark is
13. Dark coloured.
12. Black.
44. Black
immaterial.
and red. 45. Black spiral buoys, with ball and staff.
ij. Black spiral buoys.
48. At night I pre46. Black.
sume you cannot distinguish any colour ; but, in a fine
49. Black.
moonlight night, I prefer a black buoy.
50. The spiral buoys, and those coloured black or dark
51. Conical, and coloured black.
52.
large
colours.
53. Black.
54.
long nun
half nun, painted black.
buoy ; black.^55. Black. 56. Black can buoy, with a
beacon. 57. A large half-nun, painted black. 58. Black.
59. The elongated or nun buoy ; it can be seen above the
horizon. 60. Black. 61. I prefer the usual form of our
buoy, but most decidedly object to v.'hite buoys. 62. Sha])ed
thus
, stanihng as nearly perpendicular as possible,
and painted black. 63. The spiral buoys are best seen, and
those coloured black. 64. Can buoys, and black, decidedly.
large half-nun buoy, painted black.
66.
65.
large
nun ; black or dark red is best to be seen at night.
6S. Black or red nun67. Black and red can buoys.
69. Black or red can buoys.
70.
buoys.
large nun ;
black is best to be seen at night.
71. Black.
7-. Cone,
74.
Black.
75. Black nun buoys.
and black. 73. Black.
76. The black.
77. Peacock's patent ; colour, black.
79. Black.
80. Nun
78. Can buoys, of a dark colour.
buoys; black. 81. Not prepared to give a decided opinion.
83. Black.
84. Can buoy, colour black.
82. Black.
86. Can buoj-, colour, black.
85. Black, with beacons.
87. Black or red.— 88. Black.— 89. In the Irish Channel,
where the water is so clear, black and red show best ; but,
where the water is not so clear, white is best seen, I believe,
90. Black or red.
91. This will depend
in aU weathers.
on various circumstances. In order to meet the objections
of those who prefer white to the red buoy of the proposed
system of uniformity, under the supposition of its being
better seen at night, I would suggest a lighter shade of the
92. Black buoy,
latter colour, to that usually adopted.
93. Black can buoys.
94.
with beacon.
can buoy,
black or red.
95. Black.— 96. Black.—
thus
;
98. Black or browni.
99. Conical,
97. Black nun buoys.
and black.— 1(10. Black.
103. Black nun buoys.
102. Large nun buoy ; black.
104. I think that buoys are of no practical use at night.
106. Black, with beacon.
107. Tlie largest size ; conical;
painted red, with white rims round them.
108. Nun
109. Nun buoys, red or black.
buoys, white.
110. I
should think white, but do hardly recollect.— 1 1 1 The long
spiral black buoys show best at night.
112. Black or red.
113. The large nun buoy, and red a good colour.
114.
I
should think black, the shape immaterial.
115. Black buoy, and shape of those used at the entrance
of the River Mersey.
116. Black, with the top shape.
117. Black.— 118. Black nun buoy.— 119. Black, staff and
ball.
120. Round buoys, with a flat head, of a black colour.
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— 121.

—

Black can buoy. 122. The buoys which stand over
end, and painted black, such as the buoys of the Tay.
123. Round buoys, with a flat head, of a black colour.
125. Black, round.
124. Black nun beacon buoy.
126. Black.
127. The spiral buoys are best seen, and those
coloured black. 128. Can or nun shape ; colour, black.
129. Long egg-shaped buoys are best seen.^130. Cask
shape, and black.
131. Dark-coloured.
132. Black or
red ; nun, the best shape.
133. Black, with beacons, as
S. West Brake.
134. lean always discover black the best

—

1
The spiral buoys are best seen of a dark colour.
3. Bhck nun buoys.
4. Black
2. Black spiral buoys.
nun buoys, with a staif and globe. 5. Large nun buoys, of
black or red colour. 6. Black spiral buoys. 7. Canshaped, and black or red, as the case may be. The reds
should have a ball of white on the tops, to distinguish them
S. Can buoys, chequered.^9. White or
from the blacks.
Can buoys, with cage beacon on top. 10. Red or
striped.
.

52.5

—

.

—

—

—
—
—
—
night-time. — 135. Black. — 136. Black beacon buoys.
137. Spiral buoys, black, such as are used in the Humber.
— 138. Conical, and black. — 139. Oval top buoy, black
colour. — 140. Black beacon buoys. — 141. Conical, and
black. — 142. Black. — 143. Black or red;
top.—
in

flat

The colour most easily seen at night depend upon the
nature and amount of light if moonlight, white if star144.

;

—

;

—

—

145. I cannot sav.
147. Black.
148. Dark colour.— 149. \Miite.— 150. Black nun buoys,
152.
particularly those with bill.
Black, round.
156. Large on the top; dark.
157. Vi'hitc and black,
158. Black nun buoys, with beacons.
161. Sustreaked.
162. Black, as at moonlight, no white
gar-loaf; black.
buoy can be seen-at any distance. 163. Black. 165. Black;
nun. 166. Black. 167. Black, but shajie immaterial, if
large enousrh.
168. Black nun buoy.
170. Nun buoy,
17.3. Can buoys.
white and red.
172. I am not aware.

hght, red or black.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

nun buoys, with staff and ball. 175. I do
178. Red nun buoy.
179. Black,

174. Large black

— 177. Black. —
— 180. That depends

not know.

the water ;
black, and

—

—

—

—
—

conical.

—

—
—

if v.'hite

v.'ater,

I

in a measure on the colour of
believe the colour should be

^-ice versa.
In regard to shape, I am not pre181. Nun, black and white, with
pared to answer.
long sto,ff.— 184. Black and round. 186. Black, cone.
191. White, round and square.
189. Black, with nun buoy.
—193. Black.— 194. Oblong, and black.— 195. I should
196. Can buoys, red ; nun buoys,
say, black nun buoys.

—

—

—

—

— 198.

—

Black.
199. The larger the better for seeing,
think black is the best. 200. Red.
202. A conical buoy, white
201. Black monster buoys.
below, with a black top. 203. Without reference to shape,
205. Black
black.
204. Long spiral buoy, painted black.
cone buoy. 207. Black. 208. Black cone buoy. 209. Cone,
212. Buoys of
211. Black nun beacon buoys.
black.
213.
spiral shape, coloured black.
215. Nun buoys, black. 216. Shape
214. Black cone buoy.
I
of nun buoy; black. 217. Black, or any dark colour.
218. The tub-shaped buoys, I
])refcr the cone shape.
and black buoys are best seen, day or
think, are best
219. You can see large nun buoy (black) further
night.
than any other colour, by night or day much further dis222. Conical,
220. Red nun buoys. 221. Black.
tance.
with point upwards ; black. 224. Black. 225. Black.
227. Large conical buoys, either
226. Black nun buoys.
red or black. 228. Large nun buoys, black. 229. It is
diiiicult to answer this, because, in my opinion, a great deal
depends u|!on whether it is a light or dark night.—
230. Upright bell buoys are very useful, especially in fogs.
231. Black
I think white buoys most easily seen at night.
nun buoys. 232. You may see a black nun buoy a much
greater distance than any other colour, by day or night.
234. Nun iiuoys are best in my opinion;
233. Black nun.
white at the surface, and black top. 235. Black nun buoys,
236. Black,
such
as S.W. Shipwaah, &c.
size,
a good
237. The lead and a good look-out.
conical shape.
think,
black.—
240.
239.
I
Red.—
238. Black or red.—

black.

and

I
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—
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—
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—
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241. 1 think, red.—242. Black.— 243. Cooical, black.—
244. Black, surmounted with staff and ball, cross or triangle.
245. Black and large, which is generally too small.
246. White in some cases, and dark in others.
247. I
248. Black nun buoys. 249. Black.
see no difference.
250. Nun buoys, black, are the best to see at night.
251 The shape is that which will preserve its equilibrium
the I'.iglimcst above the water. The colour is doubtless the
most black.— 252. Black in colour, and shape as on Dun253. Those in common use answer the purpose
dee Bar.
very well.— 254. Black.— 255. Black.— 256. White can.—
258. Can buoy, black.
257. Conical, painted black.
260. Black.
261. Black
259. Beacon buoys are best.
262. I could not name the shape, but I can
bell shape.
263. Black.
264. Black beacon
see a black buoy farthest.
Black. 269. Cobuoys. 266. Black beacon buoys. 268.
270. Black, nun.
271. Black.
nical buoy, red or black.
black.— 274. I think black buoys
272. Black.— 273.
can be seen at the greatest distance at night. 275. Can
buoy, red. 276. Black. 277. Black, with white chains.
278. Not particular as to colour, but most of the buoys in
use are too small. 279. Black. 280. Black or striped.
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281. Red. 28-. Black; nun or can, if of good size.
284. Black.
285. Black
283. White, and conical.
can or double rone, such as the one at Tav
or red
of black
286.
BeU
shape,
Goodwin.
of
back
Bar and
287. Nun buoys, black.—
colour, is best seen at night.
coni289.
White,
colour,
black.
;
shape
buoys,
288. Can
would recommend red buoy where there is
cal shape,
of
buoys
is
colour
2:)0.
There
no
surf or broken water.
Bell buoys is the only remedy for
visible in a dark night.
safety of life and property along a range of sand banks,
such" as the Goodwin Sands, and along the east side of the
black
banks, from Dubhn Bay to the Tuskar light.
buoy, in daytime, is visible at the greatest distance.
291 Can buovs present the largest surface ; black or red
are best seen' at night, or striped with white vertically.
292. The nun buoys, black or red, are best seen at night.
295. Conical buoys. 296. Large
29.'1. Black nun buoys.
black nun buoy. 297. Black, best. 299. Can buoys, white
jjainted. is best seen ; but when buoys are black, white
300. Nun shajie
letters or figures are of great utility.
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—
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colour, black.

301. Black.— 302. Black, red, conical.—;i03. Black, can
305. The large beacon
.'KM, White, bell shaped.
shaped.
buoy. 30(). Black nun buoy. 307. Black. 338. Nun
buoys, painted red or black, are best seen, in my opinion.
309. White. 310. The buoy that stands the highest above
the water can best be seen, and its colour black. 311. Black.
312. Depends on the weather. 313. Black or red.
314. Black, or some dark colour, is best seen at night.
315. Can buoys, black. 316. Can buoy, and black.^
318. Nun or
317. Dark, say black or red ; spars buoy.
319. A nun buoy, and black.
can buoy, black.
320. Black. 321. Cannot say exactly, think the round
buoy, and dark colour. 322. Long nun buoys, black
swimming or moored on end or upright. 323. 0\-al, red
324. Depends on state of atmosphere.
or black.
325. Black, and of the usual form. 326. Nun buoys,
black. 327. Those that are can built, and of a dark colour.
328. Black or red. 329. Can buoys, and black.
332. Red or
331. Black.
330. Black, and pointed to]).
black.—333. White.—334. Black.—335. Colour white.—
336. Egg-shaped buoy, and black coloiu-. 338. White.
342. Black, I think ; water being
339. Black nun buoy.
more the colour of the water. 344. Black, conical-sha])ed
buoy. 345. Black. ^146. Round and white. 347.
349. Black. 350. Nun buoys, painted black.
black.
351. I think black; unless the night is very dark, and then
352. Light-coloured,
huoys
are more easily seen.
white
nun. ;153. Black. 354. Round and white. ;155. Black.
358.
Black,
nun buoy.—
AMiite.—
Black.— 357.
;i56.
361. Black buoy, with cone on top.
.:.60. Colour, black.
Black
best
seen.
Nun buoy
363. Nun buoys, black. 364.
366. Cannot teU. 367. Black
black.
shape best. 365.
nun buovs.—368. Black.— 369. Black, oval I should think.
371. Black. 372. Nun buoy. red.
370. Red, nun buoy.
-—374. Black is preferred by the i)ilots here, as best seen
For shape, see sketch No. 2. 375. Black.
at night.
377. Much dejiends on the state of the
376. Checquered.
atmosphere. 378. Large nun buoys, with dark colours.
379. Red or black beacon buoy. 380. Beacon buoys,
bbick.— 381. Black. 382. Blackbeacon buoy.—^83. Nun
buoys, and black. 384. I can see Ijlack liest at night.
386. I sup385. Nun buoys, of large size, painted black.
387. Nun buoys, black and in
pose, white nun buoy.
389. Black. White and chequered
a fog, red.— 388. Black.
buovs are hard to find out, day or night, in broken water.
391. Black nun.
390. Cone-shaped and black.
Some say the black nun buoys are
392. Opinions dift'er.
393. Black can ouoys. ;194. Black and red, the
best.
shape of an egg. not flat top. 395. Nun buoys, and white.
396. Red.—397. Black can buoys.— 398. Black, convex,
400. White can
with flat top painted white. 399". Red.
buoys, or striped with red and white, or black and white.
401. Conical, and black or red.—402. Black buoy, with
105. Black, with square
104. Black can buov.
perch.
IO7. White can buovs.—108. White,
106. Black.
end.
and conical. 109. Black. 110. Black". 111. Canister
buoy, colour white. 412. De sorte indseilingsboier ter
413. Declines to give an opinion, not ha\iiig
Liverpool.
much experince in seeing them. 114. White. 116. Black.
.—418. Black.—419. Red, shape
—417. Black, thus
423. Black,
420. Cone, chequered B. and AV.
conical.
424. Buoys ought to be larger, in
or any dark colour.
White and black colour is
order to be seen in the night.
good.
Black, conical.
127. I do not know.
425.
428. Black.
129. 'l"his depends so much on the state of
the atmosphere, it would be diflicult to say. 331. Black and
432. Black.
433. White, if the night be ver\conical.
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moonUght. 434. Black and red. 435. Cone
and black.—436. Red or black. 437. Canbuoy with perch,
checked.—438. White.—139. Black.—440. Cask, black.—
441. Red.
142.
Striped hght and dark.
443. White,
conical shajje; but would recommend red buoys where
there is surf or broken water.
145. Bla'k.
146. Double
cone, black.
147. Black and conical.
148. Dark coloured.
149.
Black.
150. Moonlight, black buoy
starlight,
white buoy.
151. Black.
452. White in moderate weaand black in rough weather.
thej-,
454.
Black.
dark; black,

if

—

—

—
— — —

— — ——
—

— 457.

456.
White.
459. White, in
161. Black.

—my

—

;

—

White,

opinion.

conical.

—460.

—
— 458.

A\'hite.

^

The large beacon buoys.
nun shaped. 163. Nun, n-ith

162. Black,

—

—

—
—
—
—

and ball. Black colour. 165. White. 166. Black,
167. Could not say.
468. Black.
169. Black
beU-sha])ed buoy.
170. Nun buoy, black.
171, Colour,
black.
472. Round, and painted red.
474. Black buoy,
with cone.
C'olour immaterial for night, but all
175.
buoys should be so moored as to show set of tide.
477" Black nun buoys.
478. White.
479. Black.
480. Black.
481. I should say black, nun, or can buoy is
best seen at night.
182. .Shape, nun ; colour varied according to the light or darkness of the night.
483. Conical
buoys, painted white, I conceive the best seen at night, with
bells at dangerous points.
484. Black (on water), tar-barrel
shape or conical, with large end up.
185. White, with
pinnacle.
186. In my opinion, the pilot? arc only capable
of answering this question.
187. Black.
488. Cannot say
as to shape, but consider black the best colour.
489. Conical, black.
190. Black, conical at each end.
191. 1
think dark colour.
192. White.
493. Nun buoy, black,
perch.
white
494.
Black
with a
or red buoys can be seen
195. Conical, with ball on top, and painted
best at night.
496. A hght colour, perhaps a light red.
black.
White
can be seen farthest, but may be mistaken for a topj)Ung
198. Black buoys, nitli
sea.
497. Conical and black.
499. Black, for all sorts of weather, with
pole and ball.
square top. .501'. In general, black, I think.
501. 1 would prefer conical buoys, with a white ring
painted on them for night use.
502. Black with flat top.
504. White.
505. Black, with round to|) to stand erect.
506. Nun buoys, black.
507. The shape, what is commonly termed the nun buoy, which are best made of plate
508. Black can buoys.
iron ; the colour, white.
509.
510. Black long nun buoys.
Black.
511. .Spiral.
512.
Can with ball, red. 514. Black, and sbajjed as Bristol
Channel buoys. 515. Red and blacl;. 51(). Black nun
buoys. 517. Large can buoys; black and white striped or
chequered. 518. Black; some say chequerc d. 519. HaL
520. Black and high. 521. I
or can buoy; black.
thmk black ; I would also recommend a uniformity of
colour throughout the I'nited Kingdom of leading or fairway buoys, say black on ]iort hand, white or red starboard.
522. Blick colours and spiral shape, with staff and ball..
524. Black.
525. Dark colours. 526. Black ; nun
shows higher than a can, being conical. 527. Coloui'.
528. With a conical point,
black, with large round end.
and black.— 529. Black.— 530. Red.— 531. Bell shaped,
and coloured black and red. 532. Fixed, bright. 533.
534. Black nun
Black nun buoys with ball beacons.
buoys. 535. Black ; shape, that which shows the greatest
elevation in a tide way.
536. Dark coloured buoy.
537. 1 think globular shape, and black and red colours.
538. L'pright buoys, black top, white sides.
539. Red ; a
nun buoy in shape. 540. The nun buoy is decidedly the best,
and black. 541. Red or black at night; nun or can buoys,
much depends on the atmosphere. 542. Tin can buoy with
543. White in smooth water; black in rough;
a perch on it.
shape. I think, of Uttle consequence if sufficiently bulky.
545. HaHovalandblack. 546. The
544. Conical and black.
549. White.
548. Black nun.
conical ones, black and red.
552. Round, black.
551. Nim buoys, black or red.
555. Red or black beacon
553. Chequered.
554. Black.
buoys. 556. Black, and nun shape. 557. Nun (shape),
black (colour). 558. Decidedly the best buoys are Peacock's and the inverted cone buoy. All black and white
more readily distinguished, mixed or red beiiig \ erj- (hfficult
559. Black, with flat heads.
to make out satisfactorily.
560. Red and black, particularly on the edges of a saiid, or
where there are breakers. 561. Cylindrical, floating up562. Beacon buoys, chequered.
right ; bright red or black.
564. I think a black conical buoy.
563. Black and red.
5()5. I think black and white buoys are the best night
or dav, and them only to be made use of in general.
567. Nun and beacon buoys.- 568.
566. Spiral, dark.
Beacons; red or black. 569. Black can buoy. 5/0.
black.
571. Conical buoys of a dark
or
red
Beacons;
colour I think are best seen at night. 572. Black, and the
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—573.

R^d, can.

—

—

— 5/5.
cone. — 578.

— 5/4.

Black.

Black can buoy. 5/6. Black. 577- Black
Flat-headed can buoys, painted any dark colour. 579. Nun
with staff and ball"; black.— 580. Colour black.— 581. I
5S'2.
White in smooth
prefer black ; shppe immaterial.
583. Black or red
water, black in a sea way, and conical.
585. It de584. Black or red, conical shape.
conical.
pends somewhat on the darkness of the night and the
roughness of the sea. 58(>. Buoys of a larger size, similar

—

—

—

—

—

to

some

down

lately laid

—

in the Victoria

Channel

;

float

can buoys best. 58/. Vv'hite in smooth water, black in
rough water conical. 588. Conical black when there is
any sea ; white, or chequered black and white, in smooth
590.
589. Black ; as laji and conical as possible.
water.
591. Shape, conical: colour, black.
Spiral and black.
coloured
cream
red.
593.
Xun
buoys,
592. Black or
595. My opinion is, that black buoys
594. Black.
colour.

—

;

—

—

—
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larger the better.

EVIDENCE.

;

—

—

17,18

—
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—
—
buoys. — 717. Large nun buoys, black. — 718. Red can buoys.
— 719. Black nun. — 720. Red can buoys; and beacons,
nun buoys. — 721 Black and red can buoys of large
722. Black. —
Nun and can buoys, black and
724. Black. — 725. Not being a nautical person
cannot
answer
question
— 726. Black and red;
more important than shupe. — 728. Round
heads,
colour white. — 729. Conical shape, colour black. — 730.
think the darkest colours, and those
and

black.
705. Spiral, black or red.
706. Bell-shaped,
black.
707. Black can buoy.
708. Spiial or nun buoy,
black or red. 709. Nine pi.i, black. 713. Black nun.—
715. I think the nun buoy painted black.
716. Black nun

—

—

—

size.

.

72.'1

red.

I

this

sufficiently.

size

flat

I

with balls, the best
seen but this could be ascertained by mooring the different
kinds of buoys together, and examining them at different
;

times,

distances,

and

positions,

of

states

weather.

—
731. Nun buoys,
black — 732.
Round, and red.
top
shape could be seen better than the
733. Black, except where buoys close to land (with a dark
of the
Nun buoys, black, such as on back ground) are placed. —
buoys of any colour. —
The form of a cask
best
— 598. Nun buoys, black. seen, and painted black. — 737. A black can buoy (or nun).
the Knock. — 597. Black or
—599. In a dark night, white in a Hght night, black — 738. The large black buoys.
739.
Conical
or
shape
—
— 600. Black black or red colour. — 740. Black
those that stand well up out of water are
or
— 74 Black or
— 742. Conical or
or red.
black or red. — 744. The best form,
flat

spiral

59().

73(5.

is

red.

spiral

;

best.

red.

spiral

COl. I have always been of opinion that black is the best
colour, and a large can buoy as good shape as any, perhaps
G03. Nun buoy, mth staff
602. Black and red.
the best.
and ball white. 604. I consider from my experience that
black buoys of cylinder shape can be seen furthest off at
njaht.- 605. White.— 606. Conical, black.— 607. A black
can buoy.— 608. Black.— 609. A black buoj;.— 610. A
612. Black,
black can buoy. 611. A black can buoy.
conical.
613. Black, particularly if kept well painted.
616.
615. A black nun buoy.
514. A black nun buoy.
618. A black nun buoy.
black can buoy.— 617- Black.
621. Black.— 622. Black can buoy.— 623. Black, conical.
625. Black, decidedly, and I
624. Conical and black.
627. Black, and
think, if large enough, shape immaterial.
entrance
of Liverpool are exlarge enough ; the buoys at
628. Bro«Ti and red.
eeUent as to size and shape.
629. Black with a ball at the top can be seen at a great
630. Chequered black
distance, especially a fairway buoy.
and white. 631. Black. 632. I think the nun the best
shape as it is generally more out of water, and I always
could see a black buoy besf at night, particularly if any
broken water. 633. Cone, and dark colour. 634. Black.
636. Large spiral buoys painted black
635. Black.
638. I think that black conical buoys are
637. Black.
639. Black nun buoy is best to " pick
best seen at night.
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up " at night with a good night glass. I have often found
every black buoy on the whole length of the Elbe at night.
black buoy. 641. Depends on which side the
640.
light is coming ; generally I prefer red and white striped.
643. Perhaps chequered best, but it is
642. Black nun.
a diflacult question to decide. 644. White. 645. Black.
648. Black, and
646. Black.
647. Black nun buoys.
649. Black can buoy, or such as the
the shape of a cask.
650. Conifairway buoy off Queen's Channel, Li.\ erpool.
651. In fogs white is decidedly best
cal, black or white.
652. To be
seen, at night " la chose est problematique."
!?3en at night time, more depending upon size than shape ;
653. Black, with inverted cone.
prefer dark colours.
666. The conical shape which swim upright,
654. Black.
and coloured black. 657. A cone-shaped or spiral buoy,
and painted black, or of a very dark colour. 658. Black
666. I think black, and this
660. Black can.
conical.
668. Black, with staff and ball,
667. Black.
shape
as the general colour, some
beacon.
Red,
671.
or other
black, and of a conical shape, are the most easily made out.
673. Black nun buoys and
672. Black nun and can.
('75. Black.
red can.
674. Spiral, and painted black.
678. Conical and black.
676. Cone-shaped and black.
ti80.
The nun shape, and the
679. Conical, white.
Black conical buoys.
683.
black or red.
colour
686. Black, always,
684. Black.
685. Conical and black.
undoubtedly. 687. Black conical buoys with beacons.
688. The black buoys.— 689. Cone buoy, white.— 690. Can,
black.
691. Black and red; only required to be sufficiently
large, and the sides of the channel distinguished as now.
693.
692. Circular, white and black, and white striped.
nun-shaped buoy painted black. 694. Shape, nun ; colour,
696. Black beacon
red or black.
695. Black and conical.
buoys. 697. Black. 698. Any shape if sufficiently large ;
black.
699. The can buoy is the best generally, but it is
a question whether at night a nun buoy is not more readily
seen colour, red or black.
conical buoy of a black
7*J0-

—

—
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—
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—
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—

—

—

—

—
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—
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—
—

—

—

—

—

colour.

701. White or
— "02.
Black and

black, as the night may be thick or clear.
conical.
704. Cone shaped
703. Black.

—

—

3U

red.

.

floating upright,
cross, or triangle.

and

its apex surmounted by a sphere,
any single colour, that depends much upon the state
of the atmosphere and sk}', and the amount or absence of
moon or starhght ; but the best general mode of painting
buoys, so as most readily to catch the eye under all circumstances, would be in alternate horizontal stripes of red (or
black) and white.
This would not do now in some places,
however, where particular buoys are so distinguishingly
painted, except by the establishment and enforcement of a
general system of buoyage.
745. A buoy that will float
high out of the M'ater, and painted black, is, in my opinion,
the best to be seen at night.
746. Conical, black or red.
747. Black and red, and, I believe, conical.
748. White,
and usual shape.— 749. Black.— 750. Black.— 751. Black;
can.
752. 'White, with staff and basket.
753. Herbert's
])atent iron buoys, that float ujnight.
754. Should say a
dark spar buoy, with, perhaps, a light-coloured cage or
ball.
755. Oblique, and black by night or day.
756. White.
758. Beacon ; under high, dark-coloured
land, white; off shore, black or red.
759. I think half
sphere, with beacon built on top (colour black).
760. I
think that black buoys, of the common shape, are best seen
at night.
762. Black, conical.
763. Black.
764. Black.
765. Black, nun.
767. Black
768.
Black.
769. Black, with white tops, as described in reply to
Question 15, but white in preference to red, as red is a
bad colour to see at night ; colour fades so much.
770. The larger surface the better, and black or a
a dark red.
771. The can buoys are best, and painted
with black and white stripes, vertically, horizontally, and
chequered.
772. I think a white spiral buoy is best by
night, in my opinion.
773. Black, or red, or chequered,
as a general rule (of Peacock's pattern) ; but in narrow

.\s to

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

.

—

—

—

harbours and high land (suc'n as Dartmouth), white buoys
would at night contrast better with the land. 774. Conical
shape, black or red colour.
775. I can see conical-shaped
and dark-coloured buoys best at night. 776. Conical
buoys, of black or red.
777- A cask buoy, black and

—
—

—
—

white.— 778. Black.— 779. Black.— 781. Black.— 782. Those
that stand highest, and show most body ; nun buoys have

—

character ; black or dark-coloured.
generally this
784. Sometimes conical, generally ob783. Black can.
long, round ; a thorough good black.
785. Have not
had any occasion to >ise them. 786. Conical shaped, and
dark colour. 787. Black can buoys. 789. Shape, nun ;
790. Black, or black with white band
colour, black or red
half way between water mark and top.
791. Red and
white colour, triangular shape. 792. Black, triangidar
793. Black nun buoys.
shape.

—

—

18.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

A

1

;

my opinion, is that of the elongated cone,

—

—

;

in

you have ever had occasion to make
a claim for the return of Light Dues
erroneously charged, state how often,
and the result.

If

3. No.—4. No.— 5. No.— 6. No.— 7. No.— 10. Never.—
14. None.— 16. None.— 17. Never.— 18. Never.— 20. No.
—21. No.— 22. None.— 23. No.— 25. No.— 26. No, I have
not had to make any claim. 27. No. 28. No. 29. No.
—31. Never.— 32. No.— 36. None. —37. No.—38. No.—

—

,39.

No.

— 41.

Never.

— 42.

No.

—

—

44. No.

—

—

47.

No.—
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—
—
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—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—
—

—

No.—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
No.—
—
—
have never had occasion to make any
Never. — 165.
which the
claim M-hatever. — 166. No. — 16/. The manner
lights have been levied has prevented me from knowing
— 170. No.
v/hethcv anv overcharge has been made or
have not.— 177. No.— 180.
172. No.— 174. No.— 175.
never have had any such occasion. — 181. Once, and recovered.— 185. Never.- 186. No.— 189. No. — 191. No.—
— 198. Never.—
know
193. No. — 195. Not that
199. Never.
201. Never. — 202. No. —203. No. — 204. Never.—
205. None.— 206. No.— 207. No.—208. None.—211. Never.
—212. No. — 213. Frequently refunded on apphcation to
collector.— 214. None.— 215. No. —217. Never.— 218.
never had any. — 220. No occasion. — 221. No. —222. None.
—224. Never have.—227. Never.—228. Never, think.
I

lf)3.

in

not.

I

I

of.

I

;

I

I

No.—231. No.—233. Never.— 234.

never had to
my knowledge, e.KCcpt sailing from any of the northeast coal ports, clearing out for south, and afterwards,
through i)revailing ^rinds, going north about; which
light (lues was duly returntd at the termination of the
2;i5. I
voj'age by the production of the ship's log.
237. Only through oversight.
have not. 236. No.
242. Not to my knowledge. 244. .N'o.
241. Not any.
246. No.— 247. In former years.— 249. No.— 250. I have
25.3. No.
256. No.
251. Never.
257. Once; the
not.
money returned. 258. I have not. 259. No. 260. Do
not remember. 261. Never had any occasion to make
claim on light dues erroneously charged. 262. I never had
263. None.
264. None.
occasion to make a claim.
266. Never.—269. Not any.— 270. No.
272. None.—
276. None.
277- Never.
278. Never.
276. No.
280. Such has not occurred to rae. 281. Never.
279. No.
28.3. No, never.
284. Never had.
285. I was charged
for Skerries at Tralee, on a voyage to London, and when
complained at London, was referred to the proprietor in

329.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

I

—

—

—

—

—

—

English lights were often
lost my money.
Wales.
I
charged for each ]iassage in place of once for the voyage
286. I never had occasion.
to and from Scotland.
2.92. I
288. Never.
289. No.
287. Never had occasion.
have not. 293. In old times ships from this port paid the
hghts for both north and south channels ; but one charge
was refunded on ship's return. 296. Never had to make
any claim. 297. None. 300. No.
301. Never.— 302. Never.—303. I never had.— 306. No.
308. I ne^•er had to make any claim.
307. None.
309. I never had an occasion to do so. 311. No. .'U3. No.

—

—

—315.

—

—

—

—
Never. —

—

—

—

—

—

—

Never had occasion to make claim.
321. No.—
Never.—
No.
320. Never.
322. Never have had any cause to complain. 323. No.
324. No. 325. I never had a false charge made. ;327. I
have had no occasion, or have I found them erroneous.
.'i28.
.3.30.
329. I never had.
No.
Not any where.
3.32. No, never.
.333. Never.
334. No.
.331. No.
339. Do rot remember.
340. I have
335. No. 336. No.
not.—341. No.— .342. I have not.—343. Never.— .344. No.
.?45. Have not had occasion.
346. None.
347. No.
350. Never.
352. No.
349. No.
351. Never.
3,53. Never.
354. No.
355. No.
356. No. 357- No.
358. No. 360. Never had occasisn.
361 None. 3C3. No.
-

— 318.
"

.316.

—

319.

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—

.

—

—364. No.—366. No.— 367. No.—370. No.—371.
not.

—372.

No.

—

;i74.

No.

—375. Once,

in Dublin,

—

have

— 390. No. — 391. Not any.
— 395. Never.—396. Never.-

not recollect such claim.
39.3. Never.—394. Never.
397.

I

and got

No.—377. No reply. — 379. No. 380. No.—
None.— 382. No.—383. No. — 386. No.—388. Can-

it.—376.
381.

U

Question

18

—

—

51. No.
52. No.
53. Never.
50. Xo.
48. None.
53. Never.
5f). No.
60. No.
57. No.
35. I never have.
62. I never had.
65. No.
67. No.
61. Never.
73. No.
71. No.
72. None.
Gf*
\o. 69. Never.
81. No.— 82. No.— 84. I
76. No.
74. No.— 75. No.
have not. 85. No. SG. I have not. 87. No. 88. No.
had
occasion
to make any claim.
94.
Never
yO. No.
!)7. I have not.— 99. No.— 100. No.
104. None.
106.
102. Never.
101. No.
108. No.— 110. Often had. Cannot saythee.\act
107. No.
ll.'i. Never.
114. I never
111. None.
112. No.
dates.
115. I had occasion to apply for return of hght dues
had.
made upon my bark Yarwath at Kingstown, on April
30, 1859, when I called there to wait for water at Maryport.
—116. No.— 118. No.— 119. No.— 120. Never.— 121. No.
—122. No.— 123. Never.— 124. No.— 126. No.— 127. I
have not. 128. Never. 129. No. \iO. I do not recollect
151. No.
132. Never.
of niakin<; any such claim.
134. No.— 135. No.— 1,36. None.— 138. Ncverhad.— 139. No.
141. Never had.
142. No.
143. Never.
140. None.
144. No.
145. I never made such claim.
147. No.
152. No.—
149. Never.— 150. Not any.
148.
162. No.
160. Never.
Ifil.
Never.
156. No.

No.—398. No.—399. No.—400.

Never.

401

:

No

—

—

occasion at any time. 402. Never.
403. No.
405. Never.
404. No.
106. No.—407. Never.—410. No.
411. 1 have never had an occasion.
414. None.
416. No.
417. I have not.
420. Never.
418. Never.
424. I have not.—125. No.--429. No.—431. No.—432. No.
433. No.
134. Never.
136. I have not.
435. No.
437. No.—4,38. No.
139. None.—440. No.^141. Never.
^14.3.
442. No.
No.
445. I never had occasion.
150. No.—451. No.
1.54. No.—
449. None.
152. No.
456. No.
458. No.
459. No.
161. None.
457. No.
462. No.
163. No.
465. No.
466. Never had occasion.
468. No.
469. No.
467. No.
4/0. No, never.—
471. No.
472. No.
173. None.
474. At present do not
recollect the time.
475. No, never.
476. No.
477- No.
481. 1 never had occasion to make
180. No.
478. No.
182. Never.
483. I have not.
any such claim.
485. No.
488. Never.
186. Never have.
487. No.
4S9. Never.
190. Never had occasion to make any claim.
491. I
492. No. 493. I never had.
never had to make any claim.
494. 1 have never had occasion to make claim.
498. I ne>er had occasion.
496. No.
495. Never.
499. No.— 500. I never had.
504. No, never.
501. No.
502. Never.
505. Nil.
507. No.— 509. No.— 5)0. No.— 511. No.— 512. Never.—
514. Never.
515. No.
516. No.
518. No.
517. No.
521. Never had to make claim.
519. Not at any time.
526. Never.
522. No.
524. Never.
525. No.
527. I have
.528. No.
530. I neverhad occa.sion.— 531. No.
not.
532.
No. 533. No. 5.34. No.— 536. Never. 53/. No occasion.
539. 1 am not aware of ever having been overcharged.
540. Yes ; cannot say how often.
Succeeded sometimes.
541. No.— 542. Never.— 543. No.— 544. Never.— 545. 1
have not. 546. None. 548. No. 549. No. 550. Never.
.55,3. No, not at any time.
554. No.
555. No.
552. No.
559. No.
560. Never.
556. No, I have not.
565. I never had any occasion to
563. No.
562. Never.
make a claim for return of light dues. 567. No. 568. No.
569. No.
571. I have never had occasion to
570. No.
do so, 573. I have never had occasion. 575. No.
581. Never had any
578. No.— 579. No,
577- None.
occasion., 589. No.
590. No.
591. I have never been
aware
59.3.
None. 595. I have
overcharged that I am
of.—
never had occasion to make any claim for the return of
596. Never to my knowlight dues erroneously charged.
598.
ledge.
597. One at Sunderland ; jjerhaps a mistake.
No. 599. I have not.
601. I protest evei-y voyage against jjapng for the light
on Cape ilace, Newfoundland nothing else. 602. None.
604. I never had occasion to make a claim.
603. No.
605. No.— 606. No.— 61.3. No.— 621 Never.— 622. No.—
624. No.—628. None.— 629. Never.— 630. Never.— 631.
Never. 632. I am at jjrcsent makin^ a claim for return of
hght dues for the brig Thalia, putting back from Peterhead
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when bound to Quebec in Ap.
them back, although it a|)pears to

leaky,

get
so.

— 633.

Never.

—

6.34.

Never.

:1

last;

i,ake

— 636.

1

I

believe will

some time to do
have not. 637.

—

Never.— 639. No.— 642. No.— 643. I,'o.— 644, No.— 645.
No.— 646. No.— 648. No.— 649. Ne.er.—650. No.— 651

—

—
—

Never. 652. No. 654. Never. Caj.c Race I havenever
seen excepted, and it is not likely I e\er shall, except in a
66.?. Never have.
656. No.
steamer.
657. Never.
666.
No. 667. No occasion. 668. I have not. 671. Never.
674. No.— 676. No.— 679. No.—68;:. No.— 6,85. No.—
687- No.— 688. .Never.— 691. No.— 6,93. I have never
claimed a return. 695. No. 698. No. 700. Never.
702. None.
703. No.
704.
701. Had no occasion.
No. 7O6. Never. 707. Never. 708. None. 709. Never.
715. I never had.
718. I do not recollect
717- No.
having done so. 719. None. 720. No. 722. Never had
729. No.
728. No.
730. I have never
any.
723. No.
made a claim for a return of light dues, but m.ay have been
overchaged. It is generally the brokers to p;;y these bills,
and masters have seldom time to examine them. 732. No.
744. No.
745. No.
738. Never.
741. No.
733. No.
752. Never.
748. Never.
749. No.
746. Never.
753. 'I'he collection of light dues might be much simplified.
They should not all be levied on shipping, but on goods as
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Steamers should pay, on builders' measurement, as
lights have been multiphed expressly to facilitate steam
756. Never.
755. No.
navigation.
754. Never.
I
never had any.
760,
758. No.
759. None.
770. No.
7/1, No; never.
765. No.
762. Never.
778. No.
777. I never had any.
773. No.
772. No.
792. I never have.
7-93.
784. No.
791. I never have.

well*

—
—

—
—

Never.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

JNIABINERS' EVIDENCE.

Question

19

Has

ever occurred to you that any
particular system of Lighting, different
from that at present employed, would
have facilitated navigation ?
if so,
describe the system that would, in

19.

127.

of no better than the present system.

No.

—

125.

No.—

126.

No.—

—
—

—

—

—

and were there

;

am

differences of system.
think that if an illuminated figure or letter could be
exhibited at every lighthouse, with a reference to the
same in the lighthous_e book, published by the Admiralty and others, it would prevent the possibility of
mistaking the light.
13. It has occurred to me that many useful harbours might
be opened to night navigation at a comparati\'ely trifling
cost, by means of one or two Argand lamps hoisted on
a staff, and made sufficiently distinctive from local
lights, by coloured shades.
A small attached dweUing
for the keepers would complete an establishment that
Vv'ould prove a great boon to coast navigation.
The
adoption of reflecting beacons in narrow and tortuous
channels, or on dangers sufficiently near a fixed light
to reflect its rays, would materially extend the benefits
of that light.
Reflectors might be made of highlyglazed tiles or other cheap material uninfluenced by
weather.
I yet hope to see an in\-ention for rendering buoys and beacons self-luminous.
1-4. I can see none better than the present.
17. No.
20. None.— 21. No.
22. None.
23. No.—
24. No.
25. No.
26. I cannot see at present any
better system.— 27. No.— 28. No.— 29. No.—30. No.
34. The light lately established on the Needle Rock would
be far better white seaward. The red light cannot be
seen at so great a distance as white ; and the same
might be a flash or revolving light, that A-essels, when
making a light in so critical passage, may not mistake
it ; also that a lai-ge staff nun black buoy be placed
on the south-west port of the Shingles, instead of the
present small bell buoy.

—

—

—

—

Strong flashing hght

is

preferable to red or any coloured

lights, or to a total eclipse.

might be an impro\-ement made

40. There

in the Gunfleet
lighthouse.
By disappearing or altering the colour of
the Ught when approaching the sand.

—

12. No.—46. No.
A colom-ed hght (red) of a defined angle, say, from
about S. by ^\'. to S. A E., shorni from the tower of
the North Foreland lighthouse, would be of great ser-

41. No.

and facilitate navigation in the vicinity of Margate
Sands in dark nights.
49. No.
50. I know of no better than the present sy.stem.
52. No.
53. Never.
55. It has not.
56. I think Hurst light, that is visible up the Solent,
should be one colour while in a fair way, and differ
on approaching either shore, being bound to or from
\-ice,

—

—

—

—

Coives Roads.

No.—

No.—60.

58. Never.— 59.
57.
61. I think om' present system
I

think

we might

No.

good as far as it goes; but
ha\-e stiU greater briUiancy and power.

No.

know

63. I

of no better than the existing system.

No.

66. I think

light

it would be an improvement in the Gunfleet
by disappearing or altering the colour when ap-

proaching the sand.

No.— 69.

No.

70. I consider there might be an improvement made in the
Gunfleet light by disappearing or altering the colour

when approaching the sand.

No.— 72.
know

73. I

No.

of none better than that in use.

has not.
United Kingdom, no ; on the coast of Spain,
Lights are requisite on the Plains of Etmere,
Cape Palos, and on the Island of Galette, Barbary.

76. In the
yes.

No.—82. None.— 87. No.— 90. No.—92. No.— 97.

No.

—100. No.
II.

The system

167.

No.— 170. No.— 172.

S

would describe the

is

No.

very weD.

No.

think that if a uniform system were adopted, it would
save much country and sometimes loss.
If a particular kind of light were always shoivn from every
headland, and another kind of light on low lands and
shoals, any master makmg such light would know at
once the nature of the danger to guard against.
180. I believe there can and will be some system adopted
before long to hght up buoys, &c. ; but what that
system will be of course I am not prepared to sav.
I

181. No.— 183. No.
I must leave that to the coasters.
191. No.— 193. No.— 198. Nothing.—203. No.
204. Yes, would suggest a blue hght or rocket shown ft'om
the Dudgeon hghtvessel at stated times, say, every
15 minutes, from sunset until sunrise, visible about
three leagues.
213. Anything that will increase the power and brilliancy
185.

of hght, so as to make them more visible in dark, hazy,
or foggy weather, would be a decided improvement,
and greatlv facihtate navigation.
221.No.—224."No.— 228. Never.— 229. No.
234. Never, except where there are safe harbours for refuge
available at all times of tide.
flash hght to distinguish the same from all others for strangers, ships of
war, &c. Refuge is a serious matter in this north-east
coast, for there is none, and should be taken into
serious consideration.
237. Can you vary the white light different in coloiu- to

A

our plain white hghts ?
this particular.

—

I

have been at

my wits

end in

—

242. Never.
247. No.
250. No, I cannot.
251. It is beyond my knowledge to answer tending in any
way to improve this or either of the four following
questions.
255. I am sorry to say carelessness and not hghts is the loss
of many ships.
256. No.
264. None.
265. The newly-erected lighthouse at the Needles will greatly
facihtate navigation.
266. No.
269. Not any .^272. None.
276. Needles ought to be flash red.
281. No.
282.
decided and unvaried distinction between harbour
and coast hghts; the former should invariably be
coloured, denoting their local character.
283. I think the present system of lighting very good.
I
do not see how it can be altered for the better.
284. I believe a more general use of green hghts would be
beneficial.
The state of the atmosphere, logs, &c. at
certain times has the effect of turning bright lights
red, but green holds its colour.
285. No ; I have experienced great anxiety from the too
powerful reflection of harbour hghts in entering a
narrow channel with a hea\-y sea ; for instance, Valentia,
N\-est of Ireland, and Milford, in a dark night.
The
reflection of the hght on the broken water and foam
confound the judgment.
287. In aU cases of danger a green light should be used or

—

—

A

a green flag.

288. Never.
292. It has not; I consider the present
jjurposes of navigation.
.301.

74. It

No.— 161. Never.— 162.

157.
163.
178.

—

3". Never.

sufficient space I

same.

10. I

79.

—

No.

150.

not prepared to originate any alteration, but
would endeavour to give sound rephes to any suggested

71.

124.

tion.
8. I

68.

—

of none better than the existing system.

—144. No.— 149. It has not.
None better than those in use for Ughthouses, floats
down but for ships meeting each other I believe a
great improvement could be made to avoid collisions,

f<.

65.

No.

know

No, never.
134. No, never.
135. No.
136. None.
138. No.
139. No.
140. None.—
141. Donotknowof anybettter.
142. No.— 143 No.

cannot possibly think that any system better than
that at present employed would facilitate the na^aga-

62.

I

— 128.

5. I

47.

ha\-e

—

No, never.

3.

39.

I

115. Never.
116. See 21.
lis. No.— 119.

your opinion, be an improvement.
know

19

found the French lens hghts a great improvement in hazy weather.
107. No.— 108. No.— 112. No.
114. It never did.
104.

it

—

1. I

5£9

sufficient for all

No.

302. If the whole coast was to be rehghted a more uniform
system could be adopted; but the old estabhshed
lights would have to be altered.
303. It has not.
305. I propose that a brighter light be placed on the West
Cliff at Ramsgate, instead of the green light, which is

X
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not discernible in hazy weather, for the navitration of
the Old End Channel in the night time.
309.
311.

It

never has.

The electric light on the South Foreland makes the
low Ught look very dim.
313 No. -315. I know of no improvement. 316. No.
317. No.

—

320. The French.
322. I could not advance any.
323. Yes.
324. No.
325. The new hght at the South Foreland

is a decided
improvement.
329. No better system has ever occurred to me.
331. No.
332. No, very good at present.
334. No.— 336. No.—347. No.
348. A system in which the different description of lights
indicated a certain description of positions and dangers
would, in my opinion, be an improvement.

349. No.—350. It has not.
352. The Frasnel lens to the reflector.
353. None.— 354. No.— 355. No.— 356. No.
358. Stevenson's system of lighting the channel wnth midchannel Ughts, as shown in the Nautical Magazine.
363. Can suggest no improvement.
Buoys, on
366. Same as I stated at Question No. 16.
entering any harbour or channel, one colour on the
starboard, and another on the larboard hand, so that
any stranger could take a harbour on the right side

from the colour of the

light.

370. No.—^73. No.
375. I would suggest no Ught to exceed one minute in
revolving, such as the Tuskar and Fastnet, now three
minutes in revolving.
377- No information.
381. I do not know any.
384. It appears to me that on each coast one or two of the
princiiial hghts might be made certain by some such
shapes as a cross or a long line, or two lights.
386. I cannot say.
388. I recommend a red revolving light for Grimsby dock
tower.
391. Not any.
392. I have talked with other pilots, and they say the new
light on the Needles rock would be better if white
seaward.
393. Never.—394. None.
396. I know nothing better.
397. No.— 398. No.
399. I think nothing so good as the present system.
401. Systems should vary with the circumstances and nature
One system only, however exof localities or objects.
cellent in itself, may be inapplicable to certain special
conditions of a Hght.
106. No.—410. No.
405. No.
411. I think that every principal channel light should be
provided with a good signal gun.
414. iVever studied them.
416. No.
418. In no instance could I make any improvement.

—

—

—

131. No.
129. No.
420. No.-^27. No.
433. Only in the case of the revolving lights, on the south
which, though revolving
Bank,
Blackwater
end "of the
especially by a stranger
at a different time, might be

—

—mistaken for Tuskar.

One red, one white steady, in
opinion would be an improvement.
451. No.—
434. No.—440. No.—445. No.—449. None.
161. None.
459. No.^
462. None, except about the Saltees, on the coast of Ireland,

my

—

—

as referred to in

No. 21.

469. No.^73. No.
474. I would strongly recommend the alteration to the
revolving Ught on the Blackwater lightship, by having
it coloured blue, which would show sufficient distance
to clear Blackwater

475.

Banks

;

besides,

it

has its comrade
such alterations

Ught on the next mast to assist. By
it would never be mistaken for the Tuskar light.
The system of danger lighthouses in these days of
great speed is erroneous, and we must come to the

fairway principle eventually.
478. No.—480. No.
476. No.
482. It has never occurred, as I consider the present system
quite efficient, and displays great judgment.
483. 1 cannot speak with confidence on this subject, my
knowledge of the principles of Ughts being limited.
484. A different system of Ughting would, I think, decrease
the number of accidents. A red light on all turning

—

19

—for

—

Cape Clear, Tuskar, &c. and
then between white flash revolved ; these are the lights
most frequently mistaken, and always attended with
the most fatal results, owing to a change of course
taking place.
485. I woulil suggest the removal of the revolving light
from the Blackwater Bank, as it is liable to be mistaken for the Tuskar, and, instead, woidd place three
Ughts in a triangular position.
486. It never has.
[loints,

instance.

487. No.
489. Some uniform colour or shade to all float-Ughts different to those required on board steam and sailing
vessels at present.

494.

495.
500.
501.
504.
505.

I know of no better system than that at present
employed.
Never.
496. No.—499. No.
I could not suggest more appropriate Ughts.

—

No.

I never had any difficulty by using proper caution.
510. No.
512. No.
Nil.—509.
514. No.—
516. No.
518. No.
519. None whatever.
515. No.
522. I do not know of any other system that would be
better than the one now employed.
524. I do not think we can improve in our system; but I
do think the Ughts could be made as brilliant as the
French.
525. I do not know of any other system that would be better
than that now employed.
527- I think the lightvessels should show a blue light every
half hour, the same as entrance of River Hoogly.
528. At stated periods of the year should be bound to liglit
the houses, ships, &c.
529. It has not.
530. I consider the ])re3ent system good.
.5,'J3. I beg to suggest the Longships light to act red, so that
vessels may know themselves clear of the Rundlestone

5.35.

—

No.—

—

—

—

—

when standing in shore.
The present system appears

to be excellent, but there is
a want of uniformity the lights on board some vessels
being of great briUiancy, while others are scarce perceptible.
If the lights were of the same volume, they
would not be taken for beacon hghts, and the distance
could be calculated more correctly.
;

536. No.

have no remarks to offer about lighthouses or ships,
but I wiU take the Uberty to suggest a change in the

,537. I

carried

lights

by

sailing vessels

;

instead

of

side

coloured lights, one mast Ught, half bright and half
lantern so made and divided that the one
red colours
colour would not be seen while the other was visible.
542. I cannot suggest any improve541. I am not aware.
;

—544.

—
—

No. 549. No.
552. Could one of the Lizard lights be ^•isible a httle.
554. No.
553. Cannot see any better improvement.
562. I cannot at present projiose an improvement.
565. I think the system of the present lights is very good
ment.

—

—

in general.

Not

567-

to

my

knowledge.

—568.

It

has not.

— 569.

No.

570. No.

An

impro\-ement might be effected by illuminating the
577lighthouse with the initials of its name.
578. EngUsh system adapted to English atmosphere.
579. It has occurred to me that if Lowestoft low light was
discontinued, and a floating Ught placed at the southwest end of the Hohn would be a great improvement.
The Strangford Channel, south entrance, is so very
lading
narrow, that Lowestoft lights are of no use
vessels never use it at night, and vessels of light
draught go boldly into Pakefield Gat. (See Appendix
tu Mariner's Evidence, p. 579.
586. Formerly red Ught very poor.
;

589. No.— 591. No.
592. All Ughts placed on high land should be removed to a

lower position.
693. Yes, that of Kinnaird Head lighthouse should have a
part of the white light shaded red to clear Cairnbulgh
reef, and darkened to clear Trouj) Head on the west
and also Buchanness lighthouse be shaded red to the
northward to clear Rattray Head.
597.
601.

Never.— 598. No.
The present system appears

to me very good.
I may
be mistaken, but Ballycotton appears to me a very
superior Ught to the Fasnet, which is a turning point.
602. When new lights are put to be distinguished as much
as possible, whereby lights ai-e with bme and green.
604. I wouldnot suggest any alteration in the present system.
605. No.— 606. Never.

mariners' evidknce.
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19

being far more brilliant than any
in use, would facilitate navigation if it could be practically employed.
610. The electric' light would be a great improvement if
it could be brought into use.

greater extent by varying the times and colours.
Sti-angers will have some difficulty in making out
their position when they are in situations such as
outside of Yarmouth Sands, where there are so many
lights of the same appearance.

613. Xo.
614. If the electric light could be brought into use in the
most important lighthouses, I think it would be an im-

733. No.
736. The present system of lighting seems to me good.
737. I think that gas. or the electric light, if practicable,

609.

The

electric light

would be more

provement.
616. If the electric light could be carried out, I think it
would be an improvement.
618. Yes, an electric light which was exhibited for experiment on the landing stage, Liverpool, I think is
brighter than any other Ught I have ever seen.
621.
622.

Xo.

think the present Admiralty rules regarding lights,
observed by sailing ships as well as steamers, are
admirable.
62/. Revolving or Hashing light (in my opinion) should
always be used (where practicable). I have frequently
mistaken a ship's hght for a fixed hght; (say) Smalls,
I

if

for instance

631.

;

in

situations

where there are

fires

fre-

quently on shore they are liable to cause mistakes.
From my position with the Trinity Corporation I
do not consider myself at Uberty to attempt any
replies to the Special Questions, without their special

permission.
633. It has not ; I believe the system good.
636. I know of none.
G39. I think it has been a grave mistake from our earliest
records, the placing lights high above the horizon.
640. Where practicable I consider gas would be preferable to oil.
642. Never.— 643. Xo.— 644. No.— 648. No.—650. No.
651. I have had my attention tm'ned to lighting both land
and water, and well remember the London street
lamps, and the coal hght shown as a fire on the
Gas light is
Isle of May, now happily departed.
more brilliant than oil light, the Drummond light
better still, and the electric light is certainly brilliant,
space-penetrating, and pecuhar, but its practical apjilinot so
cation to lighthouses is yet problematical

—

with gas.
652. No.
454. None other than to give stronger light, still I have
never given it my attention.
666. It never has occurred.
668. It
660. No.
658. No.

—

—

671.

—

has not.
The system of any particular mode of hghting has
never occured to me, except varying colours of hghts
according to ports, which I believe is done.

674. No.
675. I know of nothing better.
6/6. It has not, as I have never found the slightest difficulty in navigating the Channel under the present

system.
I think the present system very good.
No.— 683. No.
685. I can suggest no improvement on the present system.
687. No.— 688. It has not.
678.

,;7.9.

t\S9.

691.
697.
702.

An

electric light.

As few

fixed lights as possible.

No.— 698. No.—700.

No.

To have

floating lights exhibiting coloured lights as
well as bright hghts.
but a plan was proposed for lighting the
not;
do
704. I
English and Irish Channels by stationary fairway
I gave it my best consideration, and came to
liglits.
the conclusion that such a plan could not be carried

out.

705.
707.

No.
I have recently seen Major FitzMaurice's light, and
am of opinion it could be most advantageously em-

I

ployed.
715. It has not.
709. It never has.
718. I have formed no opinion.
722. I do not know of any way of improving it.
728. It has not.— 729. No.
,30. I have long thought that nearly all fLxed lights

—

brilliant.

would suggest that long intervals of observation in
revolving lights are very objectionable and dangerous
especiafiy where fogs or heavy rains occur, and that
change of colour might in many cases be substituted
for revolution (or at least for long entire obscuration)
with advantage.
745. I think if the present lights were rendered more powerful it would be an improvement.
747. It has often occurred to me that if one of the Nab
lights was made cither red, or red revolving, it would
facihtate the na^-igation to the inside of the Isle of
Wight. I have many times had great difficultj- in
making it, from not being able to distinguish the' two
lights until within a mile and a half of her, and even
less, and have had a cast of the lead, being in doubt
as to whether it might not be the Owers.
As to the
question of facilitating navigation by any particular
system of lights, I am confii-med in the opinion that
the position hghts in sailing ships are attended with
danger, owing to coloured lights not being visible in
hazy ^-eather at a great distance that through neglect,
more particularly in small lanthorns, they become so
smoked as to render the lights almost" inrisible. I
think if the rule had been that all sailing vessels,
immediately they discovered a sail or hght, should
show a bright or white light, and keep it thus shown
until she was answered by the other with a bright
hght, when both should take in their bright Hghts,
and attend to the rules as at present laid down. I
think such a rule would ha\-e caused more attention
to the present lights in genera], as I believe in many
cases the hghts are set up at night, according to law,
and very little notice taken of them afterward. This
being the case, vessels nearing each other have no
means of knoiving if there is a good look out kept by
the approaching vessel, whereas the bright light woul'd
be a warning light. It might be kept in the binnacle
or companion, so as to be always at hand.
In case of
a steamer, as she carries a bright masthead light, she
should answer the sailing ship with the coloured light
agi-eeing to her side light, that the sailing ship is on
her quarter. In cases of steamers sighting each other,
and crossmg at right angles, the first to show a light
might show to the other how she has or intends
putting hei' helm, by showing the green light if she
starboards, or the red light if she ports.
By being
answered by the same colour she will know she is
understood, or by a contrary colour that she is not,
or that a mistake is made, and will stop.
It has
happened to me in crossing the channel from Isle of
Wight to France that a steamer going down channel
would probably have come in collision had I kept on,
as I did not know which way she would put her helm,
although, from lier being on my port bow, and my red
light and masthead light only to be seen by her (both
of which was clear and bright), and crossing at right
angles, I think I had a right to suppose she would port
Being in doubt as to what she would do,
her helm.
and whether she had a good look out and saw me, I
stopped, and I think did right, as she crossed my
bows.
Had the rule been as I have stated, and she
had shown me a green light, I should have starboarded,
not having any doubt as to her look out, or whether
she would port at seeing my red light, in case of the
look out being neglectful, and suddenly discovering
7-14. I

;

it.

752. No.
I believe the present system as near
754. It never has.
perfection as is attainable ; should be reluctant to

might

much greater sen-ice if they were constructed 80 as to change their colours, and darkened
on the edges of shoals, and near the shore, to denote
when vessels come near any danger. The bearings by
compass and soundings cannot always be depended on.
I think there might be some improvements made to
distinguish the different lights more easily from each
other.
There might be more on the revolving principle.
This plan could be carried out safely to a much

be made of

3

X

change.

—

756. Never.
755. No.
757. The Trinity House of Newcastle-on-Tyne have jurisdiction over the hghts, buoys, and beacons connected
with the River Tyne (but not over the Tynemouth
lighthouse), and (besides other dues) they le^'y large

sums annually

for

their maintenance,

not only on

ships using the Tyne, but also on ships visiting the
other ports of Sunderland, Sealiam, and Blyth.
It
appears by the Report of the Royal Commissioners on
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the Trinity

Charges (1854, page 443,) that

Local

House levied in the Tyne in 1852, \,:i76l. 17s. lOrf.
for Shields Harbour hghts, and 988/. Ifis. for Newcastle buoys and beacons, besides SOSl. 4s. Gd. levied
in the other ])orts above mentioned, in respect of the
Shields Harbour hghts, which

are of
using those ports.

no

l)enefit

what-

impossible
Harbour hghts can oust annually
anything approaching even the amount levied within
the Tyne; and I do not hesitate to assert that the
sum annually levied for buoys and beacons is enormously beyond the cost of their maintenance. The
other ports ought at once to be relieved by law from
the burden of these dues. And as regards the Tyne,
there is no necessity for the Trinity Heouse having
any longer this duty intrusted to it. The Kiver Tyne
Iniprovement Commissioners could much more efficiently discharge the duty, and thereby eifect a very
See
great 'reduction of the taxation of the Tyne.
Kus. 3 and 19 of the Recommendations of the Royal
Report,
Commissioners on Local Charges on Shipping,
It is

ever to vessels
that the two Shields

page 4G.
"58. No.
760. It has often occurred to me that, where there are two
or more hghts on shore they should not be of the same
colour, so as to distinguish them from other shore
lights.

and mast

at the

Blackwater

same vessel
Bank, Wexford coast, one 20 feet, and the other .iO
feet from water, could scarcely have been taken for
the Tuskar, even if the mistake had been the occasion of the loss of the Pomona.

"61. Lights on the

762. It appears to

me

that a greater distinction

is

necessaiy,

773. It has not.
777. I think the present
is

No.
;

—25.

those

I

coast

There should
sufficient if properly distributed.
he a marked distinction between harbour hghts and
leading or headland lights ; the former should always
be coloured.
789. There should be green lights to all small h,arbours,
and river dangers, to distinguish them from the prin-

found

cipal harbours, headlands, rocks, and lightvessels.
791. In Dublin Bay, Howth hght being made a flash hght,
Kingstown East Pier light a fixed bright hght.

Lighthouse
on the Coasts of the United Kingdom,

in placing the Light of a

mention the height.
tl\e purpose for
whether for local navigation
is, that no hghthouse
should be more than 300 feet above the level of the sea:
7- No
if above that height, it is often enveloped in fog.
10. It is
8. 200 feet.
I have not considered the point.
of
foggy
account
high,
on
light
too
have
the
well not to
Lundyhghtis frequently not visible, although
weather.

have not

which the
or great

lighft

all

;

is

distances.

must depend on

erected,

—

5.

My

opinion

—
—

—

;

the island can be seen ; and the necessity- of height must
depend on the character of the hght. 11. As low as posBible.— 12. 250 feet.— 12. I consider that, where practicable,
a height exceeding 300 feet should be avouled. Greater

—

altitudes are liable to be at tunes obscured by hanging
17. I am
clouds.
14. I have never formed an opinion.
18. There is at
quite satisfied with the present heights.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

80

No.

—
—
—
— —

72.

and not higher than 250

feet,

when

is

it

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

their locality; viz.. Isle of Wight to the Thames.
136. Greatly depends on the weather.
135. No.
139. No.
144. About 200 feet.— 150. As there
are various parts subject to mist, which is well known to
the residents at tliosc jjlaces, it is quite clear the lower the
light is in reason the better it will be seen.
157. 500 feet.
161. About 2.50 feet.
162. Never formed an ojnnion.
164.
moderate height, say 100 to 300 feet, with a free
horizon all round, or as distant from objects in the horizontal line as possible.
167. No.
170. No.
172. Have not.
174. No, but 1 have noticed high lights more frequently
obscured l)y tnist than the lower ones.
179. 1.30.
180. For various reasons I never have formed any decided
185. I must
opinion.
181. None higher than Fastnet.
196. Height of the Start
leave that to the coasters.

—

—140. Nil.— 142.

—

No—

—

—

A

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

Beachy Head, Portland, and Calf of Man hght, being
very difficult to see in foggy weather.
198. Never formed
an opinion.
tliink
no
hghthouse
ought
202. I should
to stand more
than 350 or 400 feet above the level of the sea, with land
behind to act as a reflector as well as to attract low clouds,
which hang often on the highest points. 203. No, so
much depends on the atmosphere. 213. Lights exhibited
from lighthouses jdaced on isolated rocks are seen furthest
U' the land in the background of a lightin all weathers.
house is high the light should be kept low, and as far228. Would not be positive.
distant from it as ])ossible.
but I think a hght 200 feet above the level of the sea best
Lights at a
calcidated to answer the purjjose intended.
high elevation become capped, or immersed in fog and
when very low, and near the sea, they become
clouds

—

—

—

—

;

you have foviued any opinion as to
the extreme height above the level of
the sea, which should not be exceeded

20. If

—

I

—

—
—
—

light,

good.

782. The nuiltiphcation of hghts renders it necessary to vary
their ajipearance ; but the more simple they are the
more easily described and recognized, and a few
varieties ol"' a well understood appearance would be

3. I

— 26.

—

—

system of lighting the

No.

know seem

150 feet. 73. It should never be less than
feet, as then it gets hazed
more. 74. I have not, but should judge a
moderate height the best. 76. I have not formed any
84.
opinion.
82. No.
I have not.
86. I have not.
8/.- No.— 88. About 250 to .350 feet.- 89. I believe the
C^alf of Man hght is too high from the sea coast.
90. No.
—92. No.— 97. I have not.— 100. No.
103. 300 feet.— 104. No, but I consider Barra Head too
high.— 107. No.— 108. No.— 112. No.— 113. I think 200
feet high enough.
1 14. I have never formed an opinion.
118. No.
119. No.
121. I have not, but consider it
a most important point, particularly where a lighthouse is
to be placed on a headland liable to be enveloped in fog.
125. No.
128. I think the lights are well regu126. No.
l.ated to their locality.
131. Cromer stands highest, and
is seen furthest off.
134. I cannot say any other than
the lights \Wth which I am best acquainted are best suited
71.

—

House Corporation, London.

—23.

—

—

to be seen.
Where practicable, there should be two leading lights
into all harbours, or to clear dangers : that is, two
Iron ships frequently expelights to be kei)t in one.
rience great trouble running in by bearings.
the present (I mean six
exceed
can
nothing
think
772. I
yeai's ago) system of hghting or management of the

Trinity

None.

—

to

763.

—

20. No.
21. No.
have no idea as to
quite high enough.
—27. No.— 28. No.— 29. No.— .30. No. 10. I consider
the lights are of a sufficient height.
12. No.
51. 50 feet.
52. I have never sufficiently studied these things to give
an opinion. 55. The Needle lighthouse is not high
enough, I think; that is my opinion. 57. I have never
sufficiently studied these things to give an opinion..
59. I
cannot determine.
60. No.
fil. I have not thought of
this point, but believe it desirable to place our hghts as
high as possible. 62. I have not formed any opinion as
to this question.
65. I cannot form an opinion on the
subject.
66. I consider the hghts are of a sufficient height.
70. I consider the hghts are of a sufficient height.

— 22.

the extreme height

by the employment of coloured hghts. or inThe coloured hghts would be open
creased "numbers.
to the objection of being seen at unequal distances in
thick weather, unless this could be remedied by proportional increase of power in the colours most difficult
either

20

times; a very high Ught cannot be seen.

—

obscured by spray. 229. No: but I nevertheless
230. I cannot state the
consider they camiot be too high.
extreme height that should not be exceeded, but moderately
low lights are certainly seen the furthest. 234. The height
of the hght is not of so much consequence as the distance
it can be seen from the deck of a shi]) at sea in clear
weather, the circumference of which should be marked
out on all charts, especially on the coasts, the height of tne
ligiits to correspond with the aj)|)roaching dangers, espeIn
237. Yourselves may decide.
cially unseen dangers.
a clear dark night a high hght is preferable ; but a damp
hea\-y air that lurks on top of high lands, as we often see
pal tially

—

—

—

—

142. I never formed any
then a low hght is preierable.
244. No. —247. No opinion.—
opinion on this matter.
250. My opinion is, 300 feet is high enough for any hght
252. I think it advisable
to be above the level of the sea.
that no hght in the Enghsh Channel should be -v-erj- high,
as the tops of the headlands are frequently capped -nith
254. I think 150
mist, especially with south-west winds.
feet above the level of the sea is high enough for a light
it,

—

—

—

for instance,

the Bell

Rock and Buehanness lights are
and they are best seen with thick

lowest on the coast,
255. I have found by my experience
hazy weather.
30 or 40 feet ; as, if higher, mist generally rests on high

—

k
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—256.

—

have not. 258. Depends on the locaUtv.
Never.—263. 150 feet. The light on Lundy Island
is too high
it seldom can he seen from IltVacombe, North
Devon.—270. 100 to 120.-272. None.~27-l. 1 have always
found in passing Lundy in heavy weather, that the light
on it was invisible, although the isle itself could be plainly
seen at :i or 4 miles' distance.
275. No.
276. No.
281. Depends on
278. Have never studied the thing.
land.
260.

I

;

—

—

—

—

circumstances. 282. Generally, the greater the elevation
the more liable to observation.
I should consider 200 feet
the maximum, which would enable the light to be seen 19
miles from the deck of a small vessel.
283. Where fogs
are prevalent I think a lighthouse should not exceed 200
feet above the le\-el of the sea
if in a clear climate, it
might be higher.— 284. From 200 to 300 feet.—285. So as
to he seen 15 or 20 miles.
Cape Clear was, Bana Head,
Mull of Cantyre, Cape Wrath, Dunnet Head, Swanborough
Head, &c. are too high, and are often obscured. Also South
Foreland and Needles are often obscured from their too
great height.
287. I think 300 feet sufficient for any
288. I have
hght, and in the vicinity of high land 200.
never formed any opinion on this matter. 291. I have
always been of opinion that the best height for a hght is
that ranging with the Eddystone, Hurst high light, Dun292. I have not.
geness, Orfordness, Cromer, &c.
299. I think, should not exceed 400 feet, as it is apt to get

—

;

—

—
—

—

—

obscured by light fogs.
302. So much
301. Say 100 feet in hazy weather.
depends on the state of the atmosphere, biit I prefer a high
hght 500 feet is not too high. A better lantern in the
303. I
old modes would have been better than the new.
should say lights ought not to be over 150 feet. 310. I
cannot say what should be the extreme height, but find
high hghts very often obscured hv fog. 311. From 180 to
200 feet.—315. I have not.— 322. The Wicklow hghts
have been often enveloped in fog when the horizon has
been cleai-, and the Needles hght formerly, but not so
with the new hghthouse. 32.'5. No. 324. From 300 to
350 feet. 325. 1 do not consider it well for hghts to be
placed very high, particularly when fogs prevail. ;:i27. Not
exceeding 200 feet ; any higher they are generally clouded.
329. I cannot sav, nor have I fonned anv opinion.
332. No.^334. No.^35. 120 feet.—336. 150 to 180 feet.
347. A light should certainly not exceed 200 feet.
348. 150 feet the extreme, 75 the mean. 349. No.
350. I
have not. 351. I have expressed an opinion thirty years
ago that the Needles light ought to be placed where the
mature judgment of the Elder Brethren ot the Trinity
House has at length placed it. I think all harbour lights
should be placed low; not exceeding 100 feet above highwater level.
352. 200 feet.
354. Never formed an
3(il. From
356. No.
opinion.
355. Fonned no opinion.
100 to 200 feet; not more, as it is often above that height
they are often en\'eloped in haze or fog for instance, there
are the Fastnet, Tuskar, and Calf of Man lights can be
seen when that of the Mull of Galloway, even at a short dis363. No.
3()4. Not
tance, is not discernible at all.
formed an opinion as to the extreme height, hut think it
should not he on the highest land in the immediate neighbourhood, except it be low. 370. Not above 100 feet, if
372. 200 feet.
possible.
373. No, but think a good
guide to a good level might be obtained from Lundy
Island and the Needles, on the one hand, where they are
capped by cloud or mists that descend, and from such
places as Har\Wch, on the other hand, where the lights
are very often obscured by mists that rise from marsli and
river.—375. Could form no opinion, as the state of the
weather makes a vast difference in seeing. 377. No reply.
386. When a hght is too high it is apt frequently
I cannot say proper height.
to be obscured mth fog.
Lighthouses of great
388. It dejiends on the locahty.
height can be best seen on low lands. High lands are
sometimes cloudcapped, which would obscure a light.
390. 250 to 280 feet, but the position would affect this
considerably.
When anything in the natxire of the land
tending to cause mists occurred this would, perhajjs, be
too high.— 391. I have not.^393. 150 feet.— 3.95. 400 feet
396. Not able to give
in general, except in hazy weather.
an 0)rinion. 398. 220 feet.

—

;

—
—
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—
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—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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401. Generally speaking, a warning light ought to iie
low, and near the danger.
A leading hght may be comparatively high, especially if intended to be seen at a great
distance ; but the whole height of the lantern above the
sea should not exceed 300 feet, and care should he taken
that its beams of hght are directed to the distant horizon,
not throvv-n off in a plane at right angles to the vertical.
402. 100 to 150 feet.—106. No.—410. No.—114. Low

Ughts.-^20.

No.—427.

I

533

have not.—429.

No.^31. No.
3
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—432.

Low

—

seen in foggy weather.
to 1 50 feet.-440. No.—442. I think 160
on high lands, where fogs are fi-equent,
such as the MuU of Cantyre. 445. I have not.— 446. No.
—451. No. 455. Not over 200 feet. 161. No. 462. Consider that an elevation of 250 feet from the sea is the best
on all occasions.
171. No.
472. No; it would depend
upon what kind of land it were upon. 174. From experience, I would say, not to exceed 300 feet.
475. Height
should depend much upon jjosition. Ushant. the Start,
Upper Portland, the Buchngs, and Cape St. Vincent
answer well, while the old Needles hght was next to useless.
476. None.
478. No.
182. I think the height of
a light should depend upon what it is intended for Wz.,
whether merely a guide for the coast or approximation to
lights

438.

From 120

feet,

especially

are

best

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

danger, also locaUtj- of situation.— 483. I concei\-e a light
should never exceed !J0 or 100 feet above the le\-el of the
sea, as higher lights are hahle to be obscured in fogoj
weather.
184. 250 feet.
185. I think a light should not
not be seen at sea more than 25 miles or less than 15.
486. I never have.
487. I have not formed any opinion,
but I have seen BaUycotton Island and the coast'for miles,
and could not see the light, owing to haze being on top
of the island, and I have seen the same with Lundy Island in
the Bristol Channel.- 488. 300 feet.
193. 150 feet.
194. I
think from 100 to 120 feet in height are the best lights, and
oftenest seen with advantage. 495. Probably 250 feet.
496. In different climates or atmospir res different heights
would be judicious. In some parts of the United States
the higher the better. Cannot give an opinion regarding
Great Britain.
199. No.— 500. I think this depends upon
the formation of the land.
501. Not more than 220 feet.— 504. No.— 505. Nil.—
507. Not more; than 80 feet.— 510. The hghts on Flamborough Head are sometimes capped mth clouds and fog
when clear below. 511. In clear weather high hghts are
seen at the greatest distance, while in hazy weather low
hghts are best distinguished. 512. 200 feet. 514. No.
516. I consider that no hght should be above 350 to 400
feet abo\'e the level of the sea.— 517. 200 feet.— 518. I
would ])refer running for a hghtship to a high hght on
laud, as they are frequently capped by fog.— 519. Could
not improve those ah-eady fixed. 521. 200 feet. 526. The
altitude of the hghts should depend upon the locahty,
whether subject to high or low fogs, such as the Stack
Rock, near Holyhead, where, when the fog is high, obscuring the princi])al hghts, a lantern is lowered from an
inclined plane to the surface of the water, which is seen
for a considerable distance.
527. From 180 to 200 feet.
530. The high lights cannot be seen far off in hazy weather.
The low ones are the best. 531. I ha^-e not. Much depends on the place, as it often ha])pens high land gets
ca])ped with fog when it is clear below.
This used to
happen at the Needles.- 533. 90 feet.- 535. Perhaps this
may be influenced by the formation of the land in the
vicinity.
Bold land will ha\-e a different atmosphere from
a swamp.— 535. I think 100 feet sufficient.— 537. I have
formed no opinion. 540. From 100 to 150 feet I beheve
to be best seen, as a general rule.
541. Can gi\'e no
opinion.
542. On the coast of the United Kingdom hghthouses should not be very high, as fog frequently covers
the hills, and ]u-events a high light from being seen when a
low hght could be. I have formed no opinion of the
extreme height. 543. I have found, what is generally
admitted, that hghts placed upon high headlands are often
of httle use ; not that the hght is too high, but that fogs
fi-equently collect round such bluffs.
()n a flat coast I
consider that the higher the light is the better.
544. No.
549. No.
551. Shore lights should not stand higher
than 100 to 150 feet.
552. Can give no opinion.
553. Formed none.
558. Not- possible 'to form an opinion,
as position of coast and local circumstances wiU cause the
height that is proper in one spot to he decidedly incorrect
at another.
565. I think, as to the height of lighthouses,
and when to be seen, depends more on the state of the
weather than on the height of the house, as I have many
times seen Lundy low hght when I" could not see the
other, and at the same time they were only 30 feet
apart.
I have also found the May Island hghts
in heavy
weather.
I have seen the Bell Rock light when I
could
not see the May light, when half way between the tn'o. If
the weather is clear, I think the height is of i^reat use
and the sooner the light will be seen. I think 1;hese two
islands. May Island and Lundy, are a good reference as
to
the height of lights in different weathers, as both are of
great height, and the lower lights are seen when the hi<rh
ones are not to be seen. 569. No. 571. A light elevated
above 150 feet above the water Une is not much to be
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relied upon, as it is apt to be obscured by vapours floating
in the air.— 5/2. About 200 feet.— 577- N'ot above 100 feet.
5/9. Lundy, upper. Cape Wrath,
57S. 250 to 300 feet.
South Foreland, high, and Dunnet Head are the highest
lights above the level of the sea ; but do not recollect ever

—

—

seeing either capped ^^ith fog or cloud ; and as the former
can be seen .30 miles o£F in clear weather, I should say from
5-10 feet, the height of it, to 550 feet, ought not, in ray
582. The lower that a hght can
opinion, to be exceeded.
be placed on a bold coast the better. On a low- sandy
coast 100 to 120 feet high is a very good height.
583. About 7f> feet, if no dangers outside, of 4 inches from
light.— 584. 80 feet, on account of fogs.— 585. I think a
light ought not to be above 200 feet above the sea level.
589. In my experience the low lights are best seen in thick
weather, and that is the time they are most wanted. 591. I
have not formed any opinion on the subject. 593. Not to
exceed 200 feet. 597. I think all are a good height.

—

—

—

—

—

598. South Foreland, highest light.
601. As there has been so much said and written on this
There are
subject, I scarcely need venture my opinion.
times I am aware when a light on a great elevation will be
obscured, and lower it might be visible, but I question the
602. 70 to 100 feet, but depends on the
frequency of this.
part of the coast for the sea breaking o\'er or spray of sea.
604. This, in my opinion, would dc|)end on the position of
the lighthouse ; foss will obscure the light if jilaced too

—

high.— 605. No.— 506. None. —607. About 2.50 feet.—
60.4. 150 to 200 feet.— 610. About 200 feet.— 612. 150 or
160 feet.— 613. Not above 300 feet.—614. From 150 to
200 feet.— 615. From 250 to 300 feet.— 616. 200 to 250 feet.
—618. 200 feet is high enough for any light.— 621. I think
lighthouses over 120 feet for level are apt to be capped with
fog, as in the case of Lundy, which would almost reqiiire a
lower light to be erected. 622. I should be slow to answer
this, as I have seen the top of a lighthouse in one descrip623. From 100 to 150
tion of fog and the base in another.
feet I think the best.— 627. No.—<'>28. 300 feet.— 632. No.
should
not exceed 100
purposes
>Xi(y. Lights for coasting
such lights as the Longships, Dungeness. Smalls,
feet

—

—

—

;

Tuskar, or Hurst Castle lights are more easily discernible
in dark rainy weather than those that are higher though
more powerful. 637. Certainly not above 490 feet, for at
the height of 496 feet the Needles light was found to be
639.
ver>- often useful, and, therefore, placed on the rocks.
I like the height of the Orfordness lights ; the great requisite of a light is. not to see it at a very great distance,
but to be able to see it best in hazv weather. 640. Not
much above 100 feet.— 641. The height above 100 feet is
not to be depended on in thick or rainy weatl-.er. (>42. Do
not approve of bghts lieing placed too high consider from
250 to 300 feet the maximum, according to circumstances.
648. The
643. I have not formed the oi)inion asked.
Lizard bghts are a very good height. 649. 1 know that as
before
Hurst
Castle
at
seen
the
Ughts
always
have
1
rule
a
651. Yes, I
I could make out that on the Needles CUff.
Hiu-st
bghthouses
on
that
the
practically
found
have often
beach were not high enough above the sea drift at night,
whilst the Needles light on the island was hid by the send
and haze aloft here the two extremes are given. 652. No.
657. When practicable, 1
654. The higher the better.
think that no light should be placed at a higher elevation
than 100 feet above the level of the sea. 660. Never higher
than fifty feet if possible to avoid it. 666. I have not
668. I think about
foiTned any opinion on this subject.
100 feet is as high as I would place a bghthouses in the
English Channel, if practicable, as the land is so often
669. In my opinion the Lizard or Start
cajiped with fog.
The Ught on St. Antonio, Cape de
lights are high enough.
Verd, is high, and is frequently obscured by haze. The
Bishop light can be seen a great distance.—-671. I think
about 240 or 250 feet above the level of the sea where it can
be done, as a general rule. 672. Not above 200 feet.
674. To define the exact height
673. Not above 200 feet.
which a liirht should be placed, appears to me to be a most
delicate point, but I see no reason why it should exceed 250
676. I do
675. I have not depends on atmosphere.
feet.
not think it should exceed 250 feet.— 678. 180 to 200 feet.—
depended
are
more
to
be
680. No, but low Ughts
679. No.
upon than high ones. 683. I consider 230 feet as high as
any light should be placed, and as near the shore as possible.
685. I would take the Lizard Ughts as a standard of the
extreme height at which a lighthouse should be placed.
686. 200 feet ; 150 feet high is best seen in certain states of
the atmosphere, being equally free from clouds above and

—
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20, 21
No, but low Ughts

are more to be depended upon than
high ones. 695. A range of 20 miles visible on the horizon
is high enough, and any greater elevation renders them
Uable to obscurity from fog. 697. Cannot say. 698. No.
—699. I think from 80 to 100 feet is a good height, but it
depends on the character of its neighbourhood.
700.
No light should be above 230 feet.
705. On low land
704. Should not exceed 200 feet.
the higher the light the better, but on high land the Ught
should not be placed too high, if a convenient place lower
down can be found, on account of fogs and mists generally
banging about high land
707. Much depends on locaUty,
but, generally speaking, for harbours, say from 50 to 60
709.
have
not.
715.
feet.
I
I am hardly com])etent to
give an opinion, but think it should not exceed 180 feet.
7-1. High Ughts are often
718. I have formed no opinion.
obscure when Ughts of moderate height are seen
Hurst
light is a good criterion as to height ; leading marks through
for the Needles.— 722. 200 feet.— 724. 20 feet from high
water to the base. 726. The height of the Ughthouse at
728. I have found that high island or
Cape Barfleur.

694.

—

—

—

—

;

—

—
—

—

.

—

—

coast lights are not \-isible when at all hazy.
729. I
730. This should depend on the
imagine, about 450 feet.
situation of the Ughts, and what they are intended for.
Those which are placed in positions where vessels make the
land, or that might be a guide for shoals at a long distance,
should not be less than 200 feet high, except that they are
more Uable to be obscured by fogs at that height.
733. At about 150 feet generally
but
732. Sixty feet.
736. This
higher, if not subject to foggy or hazy weather.
depends ujjon the state of the atmosphere. 737. About
200 feet. 738. It is very diflicult to answer this question,
as sometimes low lights are seen before high ones.
I have
747. No, as I think it depends on the locaUty.
often gone in and out of Havre without seeing the Le Heve
light, although I have seen the pier-head Ught, and the
Ughts of the vessels in the roads, the fog, in some cases,
The .St. Catherine's
reaching half-way down the cliffs.
light, Isle of Wight, is often eclipsed, I beUeve from the
same case. 749. One hundred and fifty feet. 751. No
opinion, should be higher than from 151) to
light, in
200 feet. 754. I have not given the subject much thought,
but it has sometimes occurred to me that Cape Wrath was
755. If the coast is
placed at a very judicious height.
high, have the Ughts low ; if the coast is low, have the
Ughts high. 756. Formed none. 758. Three hundred feet.
759. In my opinion, not above 200 feet, as above that
760. I
it is subject to be capped by fog in hazy weather.

—

—

—
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—

am

of opinion that 220 feet should not be exceeded, if circumstances would permit, as low lights are always best
761. Loop-head, on the
seen in thick or hazy weather.
Shannon (raised, I beUeve, 269 feet), a|)peared to be as
762. I have not formed an
near as possible to perfection.
765. Where prac763. I should say, 140 feet.
opinion.
770. I think no Ught
ticat)le, not higher than 200 feet.
ought to be above 200 feet, if possible to avoid it.
It
would then give quite sufficient range, and less Uable to be
772. The height of lighthouses
obscured by mists.
I was always of
de])ends, in my opinion, on the locality.
opinion the Needles Ught was too high, and more frequently
know.
773. I think
enveloped in fog than any other I
about 120 feet above the level of high water the best height
777. I think no Ughts should
for Ughts in the Channel.
I have always
exceed 250 feet above the level of the sea.
placed more dependence on seeing a Ught in aU weathers
782. About
that was under 2CK) feet than those above 200.
O|)0 feet.— 783. Not higher than 200 feet.
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21.

Can

yoii sugges<t

any improvement in

the position, height, nature, colom*,
or means of identification of any
Lighthouses, Floating Lights, Buoys,
or Beacons in the United Kingdom ?
if so, suggest the improvement, and
give your reasons.

—

—

(iSS. Between
(187. .\ljout 250 feet.
exhalations below.
300 and 400 feet. 691 Ha\e not formed an opinion, but
should not be too high.— 692. From 100 to 200 feet.—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

:

1.

Not any.

A red shade in the North Foreland light to strike the
buoy of Margate Sand would much faciUtate the
navigation at the entrance of Queen's Channel.
3. There is one, and that is, the removal of the Gull
Ughtship, about three-quarters of a mile further to
the southward and west\vard, nearly midway of where
she now is and the Bunt Spit buoy ; the reason for
2.

east

mariners' evibence.

Question

21

— In

proceeding for the river in
times of southerly gales and rainy weather, a vessel
might approach the South Brake buoy with the certainty of making the Gull light, a bearing of which
would place the ship fairly in the GuU Stream, thereby
saving (what is now frequently the case) the necessity
of sinking an anchor in an open roadstead.

which

No.

5.

—

as follows

is

:

be far more advantageous for local navigation and for
general purposes in conne.xion therenith other posiwould be more fa-(-ourable. 2dly, because the
arrangement of colour, as shown from the north Ughthouse, is directly opposed to a recognized universal
principle for signaUzing by colour, both on shore and
;

tions

and from which in this case there is no necessity
to depart for the reason which I have heard assigned
(Wz., that the red light would not be distinct enough

No. I think they are sufficiently distinguished from one
another, and may, in all cases, be safely used with the
commonest caution.
8. Recommend striped lighthouses, beacons, and buoys ;
lateral stripes, black and white or red and white.
9. The buoy off the Manacles floats so deep that it is
difficult to be seen.
Requires a beacon on top, or made
higher. The beacon on Wolf and Rundlestone is continually being carried away.
Consider stone buildings
better to be seen, and less Uable to accident.
10. I think all Ughthouses should be painted white, with
red ring (or stripe horizontal) round them.
13. The iron beacon on the Swilly Rocks, Lough SwiUy,
is not sufficiently conspicuous, and the same is the case
small
with that on Black Rock in Galway Bay.
solid tower is much better adapted to such situations
as required to be made out at some distance off, while
iron beacons, presenting only a small surface to the
eye, are only fit for narrow channels and close navi-

afloat,

7.

to indicate caution at
gers), as they lay but
that some of our red
from. 3dly, because

I

None.

18.

Where

think the

summer.
have found black buoys could be seen best at night,
and that red is a good colour to distinguish hghtvessels
by day.
No. 22. None.
23. Not any.
24. Not any.

20. I

—

25.

Not

—

any.

cannot suggest any improvement.

26.

I

27.
31.

No.—28. Not any.—29. None.—30. None.
No.
In my opinion the present position,
and colours

.33.

heights,

are well adapted to their locahty.

39.

No.

The Needles

to be a flashing Ught, as the red light

is

so

northward to make
sometimes endangers

faint vessels generally keep so far

it of the natural colour that it
Had it not been a red Ught, probably
the William Singer and Tyne steam ship would not

their safety.

have grounded.
40. Refer to the 19th Question.
41. I think the beacon on the Carr

Rock off Fife Ness
ought to be enlarged, and I think that all beacons
should be of a red colour.
46. Not any.—49. Not any.— 50. No.— 52. No.
42. No.
54. They should be painted in red and white stripes, being
better to distinguish in foggy weather.
55. I cannot see a white buoy at any distance, night or

—

day, comparatively speaking.

—

—

93.

Herbert's buoy, it retaining its perpendicularity when
subject to the action of strong winds, tides, and sea,
consequently visible at a greater distance.
104. The Pairway is much behind in being lighted
I can
see no reason why that channel should not be as
safe as the Humber.
106. No.— 107. No.— 108. No.— 112.
114. No.—
115. No.
116. See Question 9.
At the north-west Ughtship, Liverpool, one continual blue light as long as there is water.
117- Bell on the Manacles b\ioy for fog.
118. No.— 119. No.— 120. I cannot.
121. I know some hghts, such as that on the
of
Cantyre, and the island Devon, where I would consider it an improvement to have the lighthouse painted
red and white striped, so as they \vould be better seen
through a fog.
123. I cannot.— 124. No.
125. Bright red Ught the best, because seen at the greatest
distance. In my opinion, at the Manacles, a bell placed
on the buoy would be of essential service in a fog.
126. No.— 127. No.— 128. No; I cannot.
129. See Clause 16.
131. Double lights, bright and coloured, to all beacon and
;

None.

34. I suggest that a large black nun buoy be placed on
the Noman Bank instead of the present white one,
which cannot be seen in the night.
38.

No.
A good bell buoy on Breaksea Point would be an
improvement.
The number of ships stranded there
shows the want of it.
94. I think it would be an improvement if Tuskar was
now distinguished by two revolving liglits, one some
feet ahove the other, both appearing at the same time
and going out at the same time. This would afford
means of distinguishing Tuskar from the revolving
Ught noiv jilaced at the Blackwater Bank.
97. No, none.— 100. No.
103. I decidedly approve of the form and construction of
92.

the land is low, where the lighthouses stand
as beacons in the day, such as the Tay lights, I would
recommend a black stripe down in front of the house,
as it would be seen much better when snow is on the
ground, or in rainy weather, or in hazy weather in

21.

60. Not any.
59. No.
57. No.
61. I beheve that white bghthouses are bad to distinguish,
and think our floating lights are as well red as any

No.—

MaU

133.

colour in which you can have them.
63.
66.
68.

—

-n-hatever.

145.
altera-

No.—75. None.—76. No.— 79. Not
^ith

buoy South-west Shingle

;

I

— 138.

No.

beUeve that the revolving Ught on the Blackwater
lightvessel has been and will be mistaken for

Bank
no

tion.

92. Larger

—

134. I cannot.
135. No.
136. None.
139. See Number 16.
140. None.— 141. No.— 142. No.

65.

70. Refer to the 19th Question.
71. Not any .^72. No.
73. The present system is good, there should be
74.

floating Ughts when fixed.
AU buoys as maiks should be conical, farthest seen,
not so good a resting place for birds. Ask officers of

Trinity yachts.

— No.
Refer to the 19th Question.
No. — 69. None

No.

than in extrica-

from doubt and difficulty.
4thly, because by
the erection of the lighthouse at the north extreme
of the sound, a second became necessary at the south,
distance about nine miles, thus more than doubling the
necessai-y expense, without affording the local advantages of the central light, obstructing a more advantageous general arrangement, and rendering difficult a
decided and unmistakeable distinction between lights
so Uttle distance apart as they will be, should the
present arrangements be carried out. I also recommend
increasing the power of the present red light of Port
Ellen, Islay, it being but a single reflector, but of great
general benefit.
tion

present very good.
17.

dan-

lights are

likely to result in fatal consequences

gation.

cannot suggest any improvement, as

sufficient distance off the

half the distance off the Ught
supposed to be seen
the bearing upon which a -i-essel
would pass from one colour to the other is far more

A

14. I

21

of a similar erection in progress at the southern entrance, because, 1st, a Ught in a central position would

No.

6.

535

any.
black at the

Noman,

staff.

No.—90.

84. I cannot.— 86. I cannot.— 87.
91. {Answer to Q. 21 and 22.)
The

No.
masking or distinguishing by colour of the hghts of Buchan Ness and
Kinnaird on the Aberdeenshire coast (Admiralty chart
1,409) upon such a bearing as will guide clear of the
reef off Rattray Head ; as at present this and other
dangers the mariner is exposed to by night, the lights
being clear three miles within the head without an
object or a cause.
The removal of the hghthouse on
the north end of Islay Sound, and the discontinuance

Tuskar Ught, which

is revolving.
149. Cannot.
150. To define the same in a clear and distinct manner
would require a greater space, therefore, not to be
misunderstood, I decline, for those reasons only.
161. Bardsey should be more brilliant.
162. No.
163.
Ught at Blacktail for the above reasons, and at the
Humber for ships entering.
167. No.— 170. No.— 172. No.— 174. No.
180. At present I cannot.
181. Answered in No. 9.
185. I must leave that to the coasters.
196. Donaghdu should show red to the southward in a
range of one mile to eastward of Skullmarten Rock

A

X
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Question

21
and

in shore St.

Should show a bright

John's Point.

from the same tower, for strangers make
mistakes, taking for the north and south, and shaping
their course north, go on shore.
198 Cannot suggest anj- improvement.
203 No.
212 I approve of lighthouses coloured white.
213 The lights on Mull of Galloway and Mull of Cantvre
are frequently obscured by the fog or haze hanging
these lights
over the high land in the background
would be more useful if placed nearer the shore.
would
suggest
220 Where there is liability to mistake, I
that hghthouses be painted with two most remarkable
colours, perpendicular on the four quarters of the
round, and lightships painted from the bows to the
midships with one colour, and from the midships to
the stem with another colour by this means I think
they would be more easily distinguished from one
another by day by ^a^ying the coloiu-s of different
fi.xed light

spars, &c.

224 No.
228 No; but

it is desirable to have as much distinctiveness
as possible between lights and lighthouses, particularly
that strangers may know the latter too much sameThis
ness in om-s, they should l)e all or any shapes.
contrast in this respect in the lighthouses of the Gulf of
Finland is superior to ours, as a chart will show the
peculiaritv of the na\'igation made this necessarv.

—

No.—231".

229
234

it would probably be
more cbstinctive if the Arklow lightvessel bore the
revolving and the Blackwater a fixed hght.
-83. White hghthouses with black rings and red Ughtships are the most conspicuous.

See answer to 1 9 and 20.
when seen against land for distant observation ;
floating Ughtships red, as in use ; where uncertainty of
points of land is likely to occur, party colour, either
circular or striped, for distinction.

:284.

285. White,

288. I cannot suggest any improvements.
292. I cannot ; I consider both lighthouses and Ught\'essels
as they are, easily identified one from the other, or
from any other objects.
301. No.
302. Fixed and flashing are the best and most simple ; avoid
coloured Ughts except for tidal.
303. Nothing particular to suggest.
313. No.
309. Not any.
>^14. Lights on board of Ughtvessels revolve too quick ; if
more time was given it would be much better in bad
weather, as they might be better identified.
315. I cannot.
316. White Hghthouses can be seen at the greatest dis-

—

tance.

No.—;322. No.—323. No.—324. No.—329.
No.—334. No.— 336. No.

319.

—;«2.

339.

would colour the Hook Tower in stripes
or any way different from altogether white.
I

No.

358.

I

cannot.
I think a staff and ball on the Neman's Land buoy
would be an improvement, as the broken water on the
shoal [)revents it being seen at a distance.
250, Lighthouses, if above the land ; white is the best
colour under cbfps ; dark red colour floating lights,
buoys, and beacons ; black and red is the best to see at
a distance.
252, I consider a large red or black buoy with staff and
ball on the Noman to be very desirable, as the sea over
the bank in stormy weather i)revents the white buoy
seen.

258, St. John's Port

(Irish),

3()8.

,

371.

on Blackwater

372.

375.

,

377,
378,

Sujiposing we were running between Grassholm
and Skomar, we were bet\\een the Hook and Saltees
There should be something to distinguish
between the Smalls and Hook lights.
None.— 264. None.— 269. No.—270. No.— 272. None.
I think the light on Lundy ought to be on the extreme
northern point of the isle, at an elevation of about 120
feet; for reasons of such a change, read answer to
No. 20.
No.—276. No.—278. No.
^\ould prefer Dungeness lighthouse white.
No.
The west lighthouse on Mishowen Head should be
but from their
raised ; the lights in one clear the Tuns
being of the same elevation it is a ^'erj' hard matter to
kei'p them in one. for yo)i cannot tell on which side
the Une of direction you are. It is doubtful if (from its
proximitj- to the Tuskar) the Blackwater light\essel

389,

Irish

,

,

A

escape.

386,

,

388

.

.

lightship.

.

.

280,

.

281

.

282

.

;

painted differently.
.Some ])lan should be adopted to enable us to know
when we are clear of the stones lying off Godrcvy
Island
the flashes of Ught are so brilUant as to
deceive us passing in and out St. Ives Baj-.
The MuU of Galloway, A\'igtonshire, ought to be two
Ughts,
one on the east and one on the west; the
present one is far too high.
Some plan should be adojited to enable us to know
when we are clear of stones lying off Godrevey Island
the flashes of light are so brilUant as to deceive us
passing in and out St. Ives Bay.
The red light at the Tongue (entrance of Priam
Channel) should be higher and of greater brUUancy.
The brilliancy of Winterton improved, and the Cockle
floating Ught placed on a line mth the north end of
the Cross Sand would prevent many a blunder and
accident caused by ships hauling up or keeping away
to the south-south-west and south-west before they
should do so.
Cork Harbour Ught, a bright flash every minute (too
dull at present), and continue red.

—

;

ship very powerful, that it
may be seen as far as the revolving light.
260,
beU buoy to the north-north-east of St. Ives stones.
262, The Hook hght and Saltees Ughtvessels' hghts arc
very similar in apjiearance and bearing and distance to
Ships ha^•e often
the Smalls and St. Anns lights.
mistaken the one for the other ; I had once a narrow
light

—

;

370.

and Mull of

Galloway (Scotch) lights, have been often mistaken
Make South
for each other, being nearly in a line.
Rock to flash quickly. Ardrossan Ughts should be
open all along the coast, and not merely as a harboiuMake steady
light, being open only for a few points.

—

—

•''7''i-

and South Rock

—

improvement. .'{55. No. 35(). No.
I think the Dudgeon, and Ughts similarly situated,
ought to have another light to revolve for to distinguish them.
361. None. .'iS.'J. No.
364. All hghthouses and lightships in the same channel

I

from being
256 No.

—

,

her.

.

cannot.
vertical,

be a great advantage.

was a sea-going sliipmaster I was not aware of
two lights in one bearing alike on our north coast,
therefore the arrangement is good.
242, No.
244, Should suggest the Mouse lightship. West Swin, to be
a red hght, on account of ships riding round and near

263
274

I

347- No.
348. The adoption of one colour to indicate starboard,
and the adoption of another to indicate port, in the
position of beacon buoys ; in all cases where placed,
certainty would then take the place of imcertainty
when the above suggestion is not adopted.
349. Portland Ughts not seen far enough off.
350, I cannot.
353. None. 354.
Cannot suggest any

When

247
248

;

I am not aware of any impro^ement otherwise than
what they are at jjresent lightships red and lighthouses on the coast white.
Apiiroaching Orfordness from the north-east it is \ery
difficult to (iistiguish between the high and low light
have frequently thought thera open one way when they
have been the reverse, and think many ships ha\e
If
struck on Si/.ewell Bank in consequence of this.
either light was shaded red when open inwards it would

—

237

21

should bear a revolving hght

;

;

:

390

.

392.

,

-'ia'^

.

394,

,

No

reply.

The Holms Ught being fixed, it cannot be distinguished from the many ships' lights riding near it.
No.
For Stornaway harbour I would place an oblong Ught
along with the light at the remote end, to show the
channel into the harbour.
I would suggest that, in addition to the present red
Ught at Paketield, that a green or bright Ught be
shown, either aU round, or immediately on losing sight
of the red Ught on lioth sides.
Lighthouses should be simple towers, with as few
other buildings about them as possible ; if prominent above the land, a dark colour is more conspicuous ; but when there is a background as seen
from the sea, white is the best colour.
A black nun buoy on the south-flest of Shingles
instead of the ])resent bell buoy.
Any dark colour I find is best.
I would suggest that a red Ught so arranged on the
Longships Ughthouse that it would show when a shij)
was standing too near the Rundlestoiie to the southward and the Brissoms to the northward. Likewise,
the hght on St. Anthony Point, Falmouth, to have a
red shaded Ught to open when going too close to
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the Manacles, as any vessel's compass
and not give a correct bearing.

396 No better than
397 No.

may

vary a

little

530.
531.
533.

red.

The Blackwater

lightship revolving light changed
from red to blue, so as to make a distinction between it
and the Tuskar red revoh-ing light.
1 have always found red best discerned the farthest.
Yes ; many might be more or less improved, however
good at present ; but this is too large a question to be
answered in a few words.
No.
105. None.—106. No.— 410. No.
Lighthouses ought to liave distinguishing paint white,
horizontal, vertical, and red.
420. No.
127. No.
129. No.
I beheve that large
black horizontal stripes on the
Tuskar lighthouse would be of great service to masters
of vessels coming into the first or St. George's
Channel to distinguish it from others.
The Coal Rock, if enlarged, and a bell added, the
latter would warn when in the locality on dark nights.

398.

399.
401.

—

402.
414.

—

No.—

418.
431.

433.

No.—140.

434,

No.

—

—

145.

No.

—

149.

None.

—

No.—

151.

No.
Would suggest that a more prominent light in the
neighbourhood of the Coningby Rock be established

461.
4G2,

it being a sharp turn for ships
St. George's Channel, requiring great
caution with southerly winds.

in the coast of Ireland,

bound up the
No.

47-'

I would suggest the light on St. Anthony's Point, at the
entrance of Falmouth Harbour, placed or raised so as
to be of use when approaching from the eastward, and
to be coloured or tubed on the line clear of Manacles.
475, Yes ; lights visible 20 to 25 miles off should have
a distinguishing light at, say 10', upon the principle
of Lundy Island lights.

474.

No.—4/8.

476,
482.

No.

are so wisely and systematically arranged that
find no trouble to identify any light in the United

They
I

Kingdom with care and prudence.
483. I cannot.
484. Blackwater should be red, triangular, or flash ; two
revolving lights are in its immediate vicinity.
485. White, distinguished by black marks, circles, balls, or
pillars.

A

486.

better light

on

Salteea, as I often

make my

landfall

about there.

The

487.

named in No. 20 as to height if
can be
should suggest that Bardsey Island light

lights

done.

I

it

and also the Smalls.
would recommend that the Blackwater Bank light
be changed from a revoh'ing light to a triangular.
489. Reason
the Board of of Trade require steamers to
use a bright masthead light and saiUng ships use at
times, in addition to the red and green, a bright light,
which renders it difficult to distinguish the float lights
of same colour.
should

488.

l)e

stronger,

I

:

—

;

494. I do not know of any.
595. See Question 26.
496. No.
499. As to colour, lighthouses would be better a brighter
red, when red, and white and black to some others, so
as to be easily identified during the day.
I consider the removing of the light from Cape Clear
to the Fastnet Rock an improvement, being a mile to
the westwai-d of the Cape.
believe all lighthouses near the shores should be
I
painted two colours, I would recommend red and white,
belts or rings.
Think Cork Harbour light may be imjjroved by a more
brilliant red.

505 Nil.— 509.
511 In leading

No.— 510. No.
lights,

such as Hasborough, Orfordness,

would recommend one

1

light bright, the other coloured,

with building to correspond.
512. I cannot suggest any better plan.

No.—516. No.

514,

517, Lighthouses painted in black and white stripes are best
seen in fog, white being a bad colour for either houses

or buoys.
know of none.

518, I

519 None.
524 Let some Hghthouses be striped perpendicularly with
black ; others, horizontally and others again, white.
I
was the other day on the coast of France, and could
;

,

not tell in a fog my position, because
houses are painted alike.
I cannot suggest any.
II.

537

all their

light-

3

536.
537.

21
consider the present colour good ; that is, the houses
white, and ships red.
Not any.
I know black beacon buoys to be the best at night, by
experience.
I cannot.
I would suggest a change in the lights at Stornoway
and Port Ellen, Islay. Stornaway, the flash is at least
too short by half, and Port Ellen is too weak ; both are
of Uttle service in thick and bad weather.
None. 542. I cannot. 544. No.
I can suggest no improvement.
I

—

—

541.
545.
549. No.
552. Unless one of the hghts could flash with red or green.
554. No.
553. At no time.
556. See Nos. 13 and 23 as to size.
557. I think it would be an imin'ovement if the St.
Catherine's hght were made to revolve.
In the clearing up of thick weather it may be mistaken for the

—

Owers

light.

558. If the Owers had two lights, different heights, and
the upper one red, and the Nab made a red revolving
hght, it would be easier to distinguish your position in
thick weather, with many vessels about.
565. I suggest that a great improvement would be made
in the Gull Stream hghtship if one of the lights were
to revolve, as it woidd always point out her station in
the night ; as the large number of ships at anchor on
the Down's end of the Gull Stream, with so many
lights, and some of them so bright, that it is almost
impossible to make out the Gull Stream light, for at
a distance it appears as one light.
It would also be of
great use for ships outside of the Goodwin Sands, as

many Hamburg and Bremen

captains, there, have
taken the Gull Stream light for the South Sand head
light, and almost got on shore before they found out
their mistake, as the Gull Stream lights show as one
at that distance.
If one of the lights were to revolve
it would be one of the greatest improvements that
e\er was made about the Downs.
I ha;-e been coming
into the Downs in the night when there n-ere 300 or
more ships at anchor there, and I was obliged to come
to an anchor, as I could not make out the Gulf light
from the ships at anchor. If one of the lights had
revolved I could ha\'e gone on with safety.
567. None, without it be the middle light in the Rings
Channel, or East Swin, say the light or mast to be
10 feet higher.
569. No.
578. No.
577- None.
579. {See Appendix to Mariners' Evidence, p. 579.)
585. I think there should be some alteration in the
Tuskar or Blackwater lightship, as without great care
one may be mistaken for the other, as the ti.xed hght
on the ship, or the red light on Tuskar, are not to be
seen on a thick rainy night until close-to.
586. Small hghts to be changed.
Better to have two lights,
one above the other.
589. Flashing and fixed light to be preferred.
591. I have no opinion toolfer.
593. The colour of hghthouses, cream colour, and on buoys
or beacons the same, with white stripes, is best seen in

—

—

weathers.
I should suggest a red and green light at the entrance
of Ferry Harbour to be diiferent from any other in
the Channel, and to be so constructed to clear the
Cannes Rock by night.
all

594.

597. None.
I am of opinion
50S. (Answer to Questions 21 and 22.)
that Beachy light (if the formation of the land will
admit of it) would be in a better position on the head
itself than at Belletout, so that it might be seen in
coming from the eastward in a line mth Dungeness,
as well as in coming from the westward, because, as
the light is now situated, there is no guide for clearing
the So\'ereign shoals except bringing the light open
and, therefore, the cautious navigator, after losing sight
of Dungeness light, keeps well to the southward, so
as to be sure of bringing Beachy light o])en before he
gets too near the shoals, and when he sees the hght
he wiU, perhaps, be several miles further to the southward than there is any necessity for. This, if bound
into Spithead with northerly winds, might lose him
a tide.
On the other hand, if, from an anxiety to
keep to windward as much as possible, a ship should
be a mile or two nearer the shore and further to the
westward than expected, she might strike on the
Sovereign shoal without seeing the light at all ;
whereas, if the hght could be seen from the eastward

•
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Question

21

from the westward, the first bearing taken of
it would show whether the ship was in a proper direction
But a more serious evil is, that a light so
or not.
situated leads to a careless manner of navigating by
nei'lecting the compass, and many an incautious navias well as

21

627. Uniformity

I'he

Crosby shore light should be improved, or should
change Ughts with the Formby light ship.
612. Crosby shore light should be improved either by
raising it or by bringing it down to low-water mark
(one and a half miles seaward), as in hazy weather it
If a light vessel was substituted
is totally obscured.
for the bell buoy, then the Formby lightvessel and
Crosby lighthouse might change Ughts to advantage.
Point Lynns light should mask a Uttle sooner for
Large buoys should be brought into
more general use in all princi])al channels.
613. I would suggest that outlying buoys, such as the
south-east Prinepa, Elbow buoy of the Dean, southeast buoy of the Dean, and other buoys of the same
importance, have belts of reflectors of stout plate glass
well jirotected from damp by being set in metal frames
with India rublier placed on thein. The slightest Ught
I ha\-e seen vessels'
falling on them is seen directly.
positions, by having reflectors at their mast-head vanes,
of
some
two
or
tln-ee
miles at night by the
a distance
rays of the moon falling on the reflector.
I think
it would be worth a trial.
614. Crosby shore Ught should be more powerful; West
Hoyle buoy should be black instead of white ; Bidston
light should be brighter.
615. Crosby lighthouse should be higher so as to appear
above the fog, which often lies on the sand hiUs. The
light is also very indistinct, being red and on a level
with the sand hiUs. Bidston light being of great importance might be made more briUiant.
616. If Crosby lighthouse were higher it would be better,
or if brought down to low-water mark, on account of
the fogs on the Crosby land. The Ught is very indifWest Hoyle buoy sliould be black and larger.
erent.
Bidston Ught is good, but cannot be too good.
618. I think that a pile Ughthouse on Taylor's Bank, or
low-water mark of Formby beach, should be substituted
for Crosby lighthouse, as it is often obscured by fog
when south winds prevail. West Hoyle buoy should
be larger, and painted black instead of white. Bidston
Ught is good, but, as it is of so much importance, it
should be more brdUant.
621. Explained in Question 20.
622. Point of Ayr Ught, at the mouth of the Dee, is often
taken for the North-west shij). To make it a flash
light would be a great imjjrovement.

Dulas Rocks.

ori

the foremast and the other on

as the vessel is for the most part
to the north-east or south-west, consequently these Ughts appear as one Ught to a ship
approaching, calcidated to mislead, especially when a
number of ships are riding in the Dow-ns with Ughts
either

swung

in dark weather.
The Casket lights are curious,
standing in the form of a triangle, though at equal
heights from the sea; when they bear S.W. by W., or
S.E. by E, two of the lighthouses are in line, and
only two of the Ughts are seen ; sometimes they have
a very extraordinary appeai'ance, revolving every 15
seconds at irregular intervals, for at times you see aU
three lights, then two, and again only one, as the
machinery goes faster in one light than in the other,
resembling something burning on shore, or a fisherman's flareup with bright and fitful glare. St. Anthony's Ught Fahnoutli Harbour, should show red
when westward of a line touching the Manacle Rocks,
to enable steamers and others to avoid those rocks by
night also the Longships in a S..S.E. direction touching the Rundlestone, should show red when on that
bearing, to enable steamers and other vessels to avoid
that rock with more certainty at night.

up

;

C,:i'.).

\o.

640. Larger buoys should be more generally used.
641. I suggest a quicker flash for revolving Ughts generaUy,
so as to remove doubts as to the fi.xedness of the light,
which often occurs when it can only be occasionaUy
seen.
(i42.

Consider that white buoys to mark the entrance of a
channel or sand bank, the most difficult to make.

6«. No.— (544. No.
()51.

This is a very extensive question, and would comprehend almost everything. I found many gentlemen

House Light Committee very intelUgcnt
headed on these matters.

of the Trinity

and

River.
(ill.

class.

to have one Ught placed higher than
T'he Ughts at present e.vhibited are at the

same altitude, one
the mainmast, and

No.

the Dulas Rocks.
609. Crosby lighthouse should be higher and the light
The buoys of important channels should in
brighter.
general be larger, hke those in Queen's (Channel, which
are at all times remarkably distinct to the eye.
610. I think if the Crosby Hghthouse and Formby lightship were to change Ughts it would be an improvement,
so that the red light should be the nearest of the two
coming into port. Lai'ger buoys, hke those in Queen's
(Channel, may be advantageously used in Beaumaris

very imj)ortant.
Floating Ughtships
being a colour seldom, if ever, used

GuU Ught

the other.

;

60/. Crosby shore light is very indistinct, and is often
hid by the haze of pre\ailing southerly winds.
608. Crosby hghthouse should be brought down to lowwater mark, as, owing to the haze on the low marshy
Point
land, the hght which is red is often obscured.
Lynns light should mask sooner to the southward for

is

coloured red, it
by vessels of any

CM.

gator bound up Channel, so that the light be kept
open, thinks it all right, and will not take the trouble
of taking a bearing at all the consequence is, that
wich an ebb tide the ship may be set more to the southward than thought for, and may not this in some
measure account for the fearful wrecks which so often
occur near Boulogne? If a compass-bearing of the
light had to be depended upon for keeping clear of
the Sovereign shoal, it would involve a frequent application to the compass, by which means the ship's
drift would be discovered in time to prevent danger.
GOl. I would like to see Tuskar lighthouse painted all red,
it would be seen much sooner in smoky, hazy weather.
G03. I would suggest all hghthouses on shore, white, as best
to be seen im land.
GO-I. I would not suggest any improvement.
(iOo. I think hghthouses painted red and white in broad
horizontal bands might be used ad\antageously here
and there, as easily made out in foggy weather.
(iOG.

:

652. No.
654. Red
(i57.

cleai-

is

a good colour.

No.— 658. No.—660.

No.

cannot suggest any better colours than at present.
No.
672. Buoys should black on one hand of a channel and
red on the other, but differing in shape for identification at night, say, black, nun buoys; red, can buoys.
673. Black nun buoys on one side of a channel and red can
buoys on the other side.
GJi). No.
676. No.
674. No.
678. I would prefer lighthouses to be chequered black or red
and white, being seen furthest in misty weather, and
white buoys being seen at so short a distance, ])articularly in misti,- weather.
I would prefer any other
6(i6.

I

{!68.

No.— 671.

—

colour if practicable.
679. No.
680.
lower Ught at the Lizard and at Beachy Head would
be an improvement, as the present Ughts are frequently
enveloped in mist, when the atmosphere is clear below.
683. No.
685. I can suggest no improvement on the present system
without so many compUcations in description, that
serious errors would arise.
()87. Dungeness Ught would be easier identified if a second
Ught was placed directly under the present one, so that
two bright Ughts be seen perpendicular, it could not
then be mistaken for a ship's Ught ; jdso the Owers
Ughtvessel, if she had three masts instead of one, could
not be mistaken in thick weather.
688. None ; the bright Ughts the best.
()91. Bidston light should be a better one.
()1)2. Floating lights by ha\ing them different coloui-s, more
distinguishable by having them so.
G'J3. In coming up and down the Channel, Dungeness
Ught is frequently mistaken for a fisherman's Ught,
and I would suggest that a flash light would be an
improvement, simil,^ to Point Lvnas, near Liverjiool.
6.04. A low light at Beachy Head and the Lizard, I think,
would be an improvement, as the present lights are
fi-equently enveloped in mists when it is clear below.
695. Think the Owers and Nab Ughtvessels should be painted
differently, as coming suddenly on either in a fog, they
• might in the hurry be mistaken for each other.
697. I think if more yeUow was used that buoys could be
seen much better by day when wind is high, &c.

A
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Xo.— 700.

be of stone.

76.'),

where the water is Ijroken.
Example, the Gull
buoy cannot be seen by a shi]) from the northward so
soon as the North Bar black buoy, which is at greater
All buoys should be sjjiral, flat top buoys
distance.
do not show sufficiently oiit of water, especially at high
tide.

:

pose they make the Kish Ughtship before they make
the Bailey light, the Kish wiU of course appear as one
fixed light, the ship will be riding head on to wind.
I
have personally known four colliers to have mistaken
these lights, and hauled their wind to the southward,
then judging themselves to be looking at the Bailey,
instead of the Kish lightshij), in a few moments these
ships were hard and fast on the Kish Bank, and few left
to tell the tale. As the Bailey is at present a fixed light,
and the Kish lightship is a fixed light, as with two
white lights which open as one, with the wind at N.E.
to S.E. ; this is why I suggest the Bailey to be a
revolving light. Su- James Dumblane persuaded me
that he would look into the matter as soon as the
reflective light was completed. I have had much expe-

nie bright and red lights.
Not any to my knowledge.
The fog gun on Holyhead mountain

is not well placed,
too high, and the sound interni])ted by the moun-

rience between Holyhead and Kingsto^m, when in command of the Scotia express steamer. A revolving Ught

tain in certain directions ; it should be removed to the
Stack Rock or to the North Stack.
7-(>. The Owers light ought to be distinguished from that
Both are single fixed lights.
at St. Katherine Point.

is

east coast of Ireland.
within 12 miles.

Both

are single revolving lights,

72.').

No.

730.

think there might be improvements in all these points.
The postion it might cause mistakes to alter some
lights, but such as Beachy Head might be altered
safely to guide ships clear of the .shoals to the eastward ; at present it is only seen close to shore from the
westward, where there are no shoals to avoid. 2d. The
height there are several lights which might have been
a guide for dangerous shoals, if they bad been made a
few feet higher.

;

red and green

is

wanted

both Ughts being so close together. The revolutions of the Blackwater lightship being so slow in a
heavy sea you are liable to miss a revolution ; if so,
that will make 3'ou a])t to believe that it is Tuskar
light,

I

1st.

;

From what I have seen myself, I have little
doubt but the ship Pomona made that mistake. I do
not doubt but they did.
I can suggest no improvement.
None, except that of numbering witli paint every
ighthouse or vessel to correspond with an official list.
Buoys and beacons by letters, or a letter and figure
combined, having reference to an official list.
I think
the Buttonness light (River Tay) would be
improved by elevating the high light a few feet more,
a.s it is often difficult to tell whether they are open to

light.

;

No.

The Dean tail buoy to be changed to a beacon l)uoy,
it from the other buoys on the Dean.
'37. Crosby light (sliore light) should be improved, because
it is often obscured by the haze rising from the marsh
in which the lighthouse stands.
738. The high light at Orfordness is scarcely visible at
7'M.

to distinguish

the eastward or west^'ard.

I think the lighthouses might be jiainted difFerent
colours, and built difFerent shapes from each other, so
that in hazy weather they might be the more easily
recognized.
747. I think lighthouses might be painted so as to be easily
identified, by day, by varying the colours ; for example,
perpendicular black and white stripes, horizontal black
and white stripes ; all black, or all white, in cases of
round towers. Square towers might be painted in
diamonds, or round spots, or chequered on the squares
of the towers, black on a white ground, or white on a
black ground.
750. The South Rock and St. John's lights, on north-east
coast of Ireland, are with revolving lights, not easily
distinguished in thick weather.
751. The Kish Ughtship three lights appear in one at times,
and the shore light on Howth (Bailey) hke it; find
often in easterly gales a great difficulty in distinguishing them until very close, and often in doubt as to

745.

:

position.

—

weather,

,

.

.

—

75(5. None.
755. No.
I cannot.
am of opinion that there should be a change from
the uniform Ughts on the Northwest Ughtship, and also
the North Sand Head (Goodwin Sands), or on any
floating lightship with more than one light, as they
would be better distinguished.
761. Tuskar light has been represented so high as to be
seen over the land of Carnsore, which rises in parts
only to 80 feet.
It might be better to equalize it by

7()0. I

3

Y

The

Bell

Rock lighthouse

should be coloured red, or red and black, if it was
judged necessary to distinguish it from the Longstowe.
I do not remember any at present.
Inishowen west light to be raised, because it is used
as a leading mark.
Our lighthouses are almost in
variably white when remote from hills or other background; they would be more conspicuous, in hazy

times.

754.

of no use on Kingstown pier

only.
This, I trust, you will understand me. I consider the Blackwater lightship is a. dangerous light
where it is placed. I find it will take great presence of
mind to tell the difference between it and the Tuskar

Also St. John's Point light from the South Rock, north-

7;i;i

;

;

707. No.
708. No buoy ought to be painted white, cannot lie seen
near broken water.
709. I cannot.
7I-I. The blue signal light in the North-west lightship at
Liverpool to be burned every hour in mnter in room
of every two hours as at present.
Rocks improperly
71.'). I think the hghts on the Skilligs
placed, it should be a single light on the Foze Rock,
as that is a low and dangerous one ; besides which,
the Foze is the turning point where vessels alter their
course going north or south.
7I8. I have formed no opinion.

it is

Beacons might

No.
I would suggest that Ci'osby shore light (red) be made
more brilliant, or the tower removed to low-water mark,
because 9 months out of 12 the state of the atmosphere
is such as to obscure it in its present position on low
marshy land.
I suggest that Kingstown re\'olving light be discontinued a red and blue on each pier-head instead the
one removed to be taken and placed on the Bailey,
which would be tlien a revohing liglit, and is now a
fixed light.
This improiement I have laid before Sir
James Dumblane, head of the Ballast Board, Dublin.
My reason is this Supposing the wind is in an easterly
direction, and thick hazy weather, blowing hard, vessels
running for Kingstown or DubUn, in the night, sup-

see

7-3.

Ttiscar.

See sketch.
to judge.

Not competent

light (bright) with a red or green light adjacent to it.
704. No.
705. Lighthouses on low land would be better coloured red
if situated like Dungeness mth no interruption from
back ground ; where a back ground would lessen
the contrast, white is better than red. There should
be no buoys coloured all white, as they are difficult to

7-1.
7--.

21

masonwork, rather than lower

No.
As the South Sand Head light is often taken for a
vessel's light, I would recommend a more powerful

698.
702.

539

if

black or red.

Tnvyn Du light, Beaumaris, and AA'alney tide Ught
should be improved, because they are not distinct
enough.
Crosby shore light should be brought
down to the beach, because it is now on swampy
land, which creates mist and obscures it.
The light
should be brighter.
That the buoy on the One Fathom Bank, near the
Holmes, in the Bristol Channel, be a bell buoy to
intimate to vessels their exact position in thick weather.
I think the Bell Rock Ughthouse would he better seen
coloured red.
A stranger running down, as I was, from the northward towards Newcastle, cannot distinguish the Longstones from Coquet Island in very thick weather by
directions.

.

Quecnstown, Roches light (seaward light, red,) is a
bad one, and not to be seen far off under favourable
circumstances. I should recommend two bright lights ;
lighthouse now built to remain, and to have a second
erected on the ground at the back, and placed so as
to show two Ughts, when outside the Vent Rock. The
buoy placed near this rock is often washed away.
Crookha\-en, the lighthouse is on the starboard hand

—
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up for this snug little harbour
wrecked, because when he opens the light he steers
of the entrance, goes on the
ignorant
being
and,
;
for it
Alderman Rock. I think a green hght best for this
harbour.
Longships l:ght,
790. I would suggest a change in the
which is a very inferior light for such a thoroughfare,
and so many' vessels passing during a long winter's
which
night, and considering the dangerous rocks
surround the neighbourhood. I have been passing the
to the port, in bearing
is

Bordeaux for nearly four years, making
nearly two voyages per month, and on a dark night
when there are many vessels showing bright lights,
which a great nianv still continue to do, it is difficult
to know which is the ship and which is the Longships,
more especially when the shi]) is steering the same
Land's

End

cannot suggest any removal, as I think the present
very good.
-'•2. None.
23. No.—
20. Xc
21. No.
Xo.
25. No.
26. I cannot suggest any change.
24. None.

14. I
17.

—

wind being south-west or west (which winds prevail in
nine
that neighbourhood, I should think, eight or
months in the year), and the weather dull, attended
with showers of "rain, and have been to the northward
of the Wolf Knrk before 1 have seen the Longshij'S
Now I think it would be an improvenient if
light.
there were a red revolving hght (of a deep colour)
placed on the mainland inside the Longships, of
Mounts
sufficient height and brilliancy to be seen over
Bay. so tliat vessels crossing the channel from the
English
the
southward, and ha\-ing been carried up
Channel by the flood tide, which is often the case, as
they have to steer a very fine course, being afraid of
coming in contact with the Wolf Rock, consequently
they get into Mounts Bay, and do not see the Longships light at all, hiving "shut it in with the land ; or
place it on the mainland inside the Rtmdlc.stone, and let
to be rnisit revolve, say every three minutes, so as not
taken for St. Agiies, which is the nearest revolving
of the
side
that
Instead of darkeninii
light to it.
Longships light, now showing to the eastward of the
should
Rundlcstone, which is very useful to vessels that
happen to be a little to 'the eastward of their course
in coming across from I'shant to the Land's End, for
any shipmaster may easily know by a single bearing
of "the light, if he s"ees it, whether he is to the eastward
of the Rundlestone or not. The only danger is in
being too far to the eastward, and not seeing the light
at all, and getting into Mounts Bay, the weather being
Coming from the northtoo thick to see the Lizards.
not so bad, as vessels may steer bold in
for the Longships, there being nothing to pick them
up in the otSng, besides having a good light in iSt.
Ives Bav.
791. Lighthouses, if panted red and white, would be much
easier of identification.
it is

—

—

—

—

—

—27. No.— 21. No.—29. No.—30. No.—31. No.—33.
I should not.
34. None but those specified above.
35. No.
On the
Needles hght. see 21.
:i'J. The change in the
morning of the 2yth ultimo it was scarcely percepon

a north-east bearing.
the coloured glass.
jl.
.')3.

Xo.

verj- distinct ; it was
attribute the difference to

although Hurst Ughts were

tible,

to

course as myself, or the opposite course, for in such
other
cases we should not alter the bearing of each
I have been coining from
until we got nearly abreast.
the
and
(-ongships,
the southward, steering for the

ward

22

Question

21, 22

when it should he on
of the entrance to the harhour,
nearest point
the port, on the Alderman's Rock, or the
ought to be
to it, the result is, that when the harbour
a stranger
master
of use to vessels in distress, and the

—

42.

No.

—

16.

I

None.

—

49.

None.^o2. No.

oi)ininn Seven Stones hghtship is too far from
the rocks to warn mariners of danger night or day.

In

my

would suggest that ever*- buoy should be black, or,
white or reel, a black vein on them. 57. No.
58. In my opinion Seven Stones lightship is too far from
the rocks to warn mariners of dangers night or day.

5,5. I

—

if

No.— 60. No.— 62. No.
am of opinion that the

59.

64. I

Gull light ought to be re-

to abreast of the South Brake buoy, in order
to prevent ships passing through from the westward
The difiettv outside the Fork or inside the Brake.
ference of the angle of bearing of the Gull light from
deviation
small
that
the
so
being
and
Fork
the Brake
of the compass on board many ships has a tendency
to mislead those using that channel in large sliips.

moved

65.

No.— 6S. No.— 69. No.— 71. No.— 72. No.—74.

—76.

S6.
95.

I

—

No. 79. None.
would not.— 87. No.— 90.

Many
deem"

No.— 92.

No.

No.

vessels ha\-inp been lost in Brcaksea Point I do
a light placed thereon would prevent this

tliat

for the future.
97. No.— 100. No.
104. The stone beacon at the Ox Scares should be made
into a lighthouse to assist vessels running uj) by
night.
107. No.— 108. No.— 112. No.— 114. No.— 115. No.

116. See 23.
120. No.
12.x No.
119. No.
118. No.
125. No.— 12(1. No.— 128. No.
129. See Clause 16.
1.14. No.— 135. No.— 136. None.— 1:38. No.

—

1,'ii).

140.
141.
150.

—

—

— 124.

No.—

See Number 8.
I do not know of any.
Would not.— 142. N"o.— 144. No.— 14;(. Would

not.

The Needles light would be far better on the rocks
beneath than on the summit of the chff. Improvements at other jilaces to advantage might be made,
but short of space.

161. No.— 162. No.
163. In the Gore Channel great
made for small shipjiing.

imjirovement might be

167. No.— 170. No.— 172. No.
180. I would not without more e.vperience.
151. Not one.
185. I must leave that to the coasters.
191.
1!*6.

No.
Crosby shore hght,

it

being of

little

or service in haty

weather.

22. ^\'ould you suggest the entire removal
or a ehaiige in the position of any
Lighthouse, Floating Light, Buoy, or

—

if so, name it, and state
Beacon ?
why you think it should be moved.
as above

named.

3.

Only

5.

Not" at present, nor until the shifting of a sandbank
should make it necessary.

6.

No.

7. I

think a mistake has been

made

in the lighting of Zet-

The superior light ought to have been sho«Ti
from Lambaness instead of from the Bunafiord Holms,
as it would have led rotmd the north of Zetland, and
marked Baltic Sound at the same time. Only a verjinferior light was necessarj- at the Muckle Flugga.
Recommend the Western Beacon, Castlemaine Harbour,
bfing placed farther south, so as to form a transit with
viiS iiastern Beacon when in the deepest water over the
land.

8.

Outer
Godrevy lighthouse ; better position on
Stone ; it would then have been placed on the danger
it is supposed at present to point out, instead of a mile
tlie

inside of

211.
213.

None.

The removal of the beacon buoy on

it.

the Heaps, and

lightvessel instead.
Many accidents have occurred in consequence of the
above-named lighthouses being improperly placed, and

thev ought to be altered n-ithout delay.
215. No".
219. I suggest, if the Newarp lightvessel was moved in a
southerly direction two or three miles, it would be an
advantage to mariners from the southward bound
through the Gats, as the course is from N.E. to N.AV.
224. The Needles light is very bright whilst white ; but
red is so very similar to a steam vessel's, and cannot
be discerned above seven miles, but if re>olved would
226.

be seen further.
I think the Newarp should be placed nearer the Cross
sand, in order that ships of hea\7- draught from the
westward might alter their coiu-se sooner through Has-

borough Gats.
228.
232.

No suggestion to make. —229. No. —231. No.
I am of opinion, combined with experience, that

if the
lightship were placed three miles farther to
the southward, it would be a great advantage to mariners sailing from the southward, and no disadvantage
to those sailing from the north.

Newarp

bar.
9.

198.

233. No.

541
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Not any that I am aware of at present, except a
beacon buoy on the north and south end of the Outer
Dowsing; one black and the other red. This I should
strongly recommend as being in the track of large ships
navigating that part of the coast, as there has been
serious accidents by ships striking on it.
236, Mo^-e the Xewarp to the Cross Sand end.
23". Depends on sands shifting, &c.

361.
364.

242. No.
250. No,

370.

— 247. None.

cannot suggest the removal of any.
252. I think the buoy of Ryde Sand Head should be moved
further eastward, and ])laced on the extreme point of
the sand, because strangers, supposing this to be its
position, are misled, and very fi-equently run aground
I

on the sand.
No.
258. Change Copeland hght, Belfast Lough, to Maw Point,
lieing more extreme and lower; also Corsewall Point
^^"igtonshire) hght to the Lagon Rock, being the extreme west pai't of that coast.
If a lighthouse were erected on Fifeness, east of Scotland, there might be no need for the low light on the
island of May, as that light would guide vessels clear
of the Car Rock.
I have often seen the north end of Lundy Island
when the south end has been obscure, the hght also.

368,

371
373,
375,
377.
379,

25fi.

(

—

None. 272. None.
274, See Answers to 20 and 21.
264,

I may add, that Lundy
light, at its present height, is quite useless in hazy
weather.
No.—278. No.—280. Cannot.-281. No.—283. No, I
do not know of any. 284. No.
Winterton Ness is of little use.
Leading light on
Great Fern would be better on Megstone ; the bearing
is the same,
and channel outside Megstone safer;
but expense of keeping would be much greater. If a
light were at Fifeness, leading hght on May Isle could
be dispensed with.
Any light that is not exactly on the danger should be
placed on it if possible.
I would not suggest any removal.
Objections did exist in the Needles light and Cape
Clear, both have been remedied.
I would not.— 301. No.— 302. No.— 303. I would not.
I think they are all in good position.
I should suggest a black buoy with a staff and ball
for the Noman's Land, as tlie water is so broken in
l)ad weather that the white buoy cannot be seen and
that Ryde Land buoy be placed further eastward on
the point of the sand.
No. 315. None whatever.
I would suggest that the new lighthouse on Godrevy
Island, St. Ives Bay, be removed to the outer rocks of
for this reason,
St. Ives stones
in very hazy weather
could be seen in time to keep clear, which from the

276.

—

285.

287.
288,
291.
2.02.
30.9,

310.

;

—

313.
316.

—

;

island could not.

reply.

— —

—

—

—

—

Yarmouth Sands.
461

469
471
474

—

No. 467. No.
A light wanted badly on Great Hohnes Head, coast
of Wales, for pilots as well as captains.

No.—172.
I

No.
have often, when bound to Dubhn, steered from

the Longships to Tuskar in hazy weather, using patent
log and a good look out, by which means only we
could sight Tuskar lighthouse, not discernible much
over a mile late in the afternoon, when the first discernible hght would be the revolving light on the
Blackwater lightship, which might easily deceive saiUng
ships.

—

—

475 No. 476. No. 478. No.
482 So far as comes %vithin my knowledge I would not
Circumstances somesuggest a change at present.
times require a change.
I do not, except the new light on Blackwater Bank,
which I conceive should not revolve, being so near
Tuskar. Two fixed hghts would do.
No.

The Tuskar hght, in my opinion, is eclipsed too long,
and the hght on Blackwater Bank ought not to
re\'ol\e.

487 No.
494 I think

if

oftener and
weather.

;

495,
501),

Lundy
with

Island light was lower, it could
accuracy be seen in thick

more

No.—496. No.—499.

No.

think a change might be made upon the Saltees
I think a flash hght more appropriate.
I would suggest the removal of the upjjer Calf of Man
light to the Chicken Rock; the upper light is very
often obscure when the lower is quite clear.
I

lightship.

—

,

,

No

The Godrevy lights should be a floating light on the
extremity of the rocks. Persons running for the hght
in hazy weather would be likely to strike the rocks.
I understand a hght is being erected on the Calf Rock,
which appears to me a mistake ; because, if on the Bull
or Cow, it would be a guide to run for Sneem Harbour.
I would suggest that the present low light at Spurn
become the high light, and that it should be carried
much higher than the ])resent high hght, the land
being low.

396 None that I know of.
397 No.—398. No.—399. I know of none.
401 Bardsey and Tuskar revolving lights are too near each
other.
The Kish might be two lights, one over the
other, with advantage.
Their present arrangement
probably caused the loss of the Pomona.
402 No.
110. No.—
105. None.^06. No.^09, No.
418. No.
120. No.
423 The .South light on South Head, Sydney*, Australia,
should be removed to North Head.
424 I think the floating lightvessel on the Blackwater Bank
should have both lights fixed, in order not to mistake
her for Tuskar light in thick weather.
427, No.
129. No.—440. No.--145. No.
448, Arklow lightship, in my opinion, should be shifted
further out by one mile and a half mile.
449 None.
151. No.
152. No.
460 Newar]) hght on the Noss Sand, the Stanford on the
Slohn Head, better for ships going to the back of

bank.

—

—

No.
Leman and Owers lightvesscl, as stated, because it has
been taken for North Hasborough Sand end hghtship.
Beachy Head light should be better further east, with
a fixed red light within the range of the Royal
Sovereign, or a tloating light to point out those shoals.
393 No.

if Arklow float was on the south-east side of
Arklow Bank, say, the south end of the bank bearing
it would be a better guide in that dangerous

,

in a line,

38(1,

north-west,

,

to lead a vessel clear of Hasborough Sand, south end; then sailing and other
vessels would have a good mark on each side of the
Gat to beat either in or out.
None. 363. No.
Beachy Head would be better had it been on lower
ground, so often capped with fog.
No.
The above is the only one that I know.
No.
See No. 21 Answer.
Crookhaven removed through Alderman Rock, the
safest guide for the harbour on the port side.

when

388,

321, No.
322, I thinlv,

323. No.
329. I would not, as I consider that in all respects they
answer their purpose.
332. No.
334. I would do away with the upper light on the Calf, and
put one on the Chickens.
336, No.
342, I think they are very well placed.
348, The South Rock light, Ireland, No. 336, shoidd be
removed from its present position, and exhibited on
the south-eastern extremity of the reef; because, in its
present position, it has misled many seamen, viz.,
among many others, the City of Pekin struck on it
9th March, 1858; the City nf London passed inside the
buoy the same night ; the Saxon King, of London
grounded on the reef the 10th January, 1859,
6.40 A.M. and a coasting schooner struck the buoy on
the 10th January, 1859, 6 p.m.
All these declared
that they judged the light to be from three to four
miles from their respective vessels.
349. No.
350. I cannot.
353. None.
354. No.
355, Light on Blackwater Bank farther east, so as not to
be mistaken in hazy weather for Tuskar.
356, No.
358, I would suggest that Hasborough hghts be altered, so

22

that,

505,

Nil.— 509.

No.—510. No.—511. No.— 512. No.—

514 No.

.

SYS

If the

upper light on the Calf of

Man

was placed on
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Question
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would he seen at a quarter distance in

the Chickens, it
hazy weather.
516. No.— 517. No.— 518.

609.

or the placing of a beacon on the stone, as vessels often foul the

610.
611.

The removal

of the

No.— 519. No.— 522.

buoy on Monkestone,

buoy, and do considerable damage.

happen many
52".

I

5.30. I

would

am

I

1

have seen this

times.

not.

not suflBciently acquainted to form the opinion

required.
531. No.— 533. No.— 536. No.
537. I would suggest that, instead of building the light

upon McArthur's Head, Sound of Islay, one be built
upon Sgeir Moal, Soimd of Jura, and then Mc.\rthur's
not be so much needed. I think one light about
Port Askrig for Sound of Islay, would be sufficient,
as the Sound is so narrow, a leading light is necessarjfor going through in dark weather.
539. I have mentioned one in the fairway, see No. .S.
541. I cannot.
542. I am of opinion that the lightship of C'oningbeg should
be (lone away with, and the intended lighthouse on the
rock about two miles from it should be built as soon
It will be less liable to accident than the
as ]M)Ssible.
floating light, and mariners will see it at a greater

.

sailing or beating out down Channel.
The lightvcssel in St. Nicholas Channel to be moved
to the outer part of the Cross Sound, as a guide for

See Answer to Question 19.

None.— 589. No.

.591. I can suggest no change as an improvement.
592. Calf of Man, ui)per light, removed to the Chicken
Rocks ; cannot be seen in thick weather.
593. 1 am not prepared to say.
595. I would suggest the removal of St. Nicholas lightvessel to the outside, as it would answer three purposes, it would answer the same as at present, going in
and out the gatway, likewise for ships going outside
of the sands in stormy weather, when the lights on
shore are obscure, we could see St. Nicholas Ught.

597. No.

See No. 21.

601.

Only what

I

have m-ged

in

regard

to the Saltees

lightship (see on
602. St. Catharine's and the Owers, both being fixed lights,
bright, one each, and la^-ing on the east and western
up
side for ships bound to Spithead ; shi])S ha^•ing
(^hannel in thick weather, and have to steer by distance
and
sea
12
hours
too,
say,
after
laying
soundings,
and
tide, they may not make allowance enough for leeway,
seeing a light at first sight after laying to, coming
thick again in such weather, they do not know one
from the other, and they are so close together, had

nm

known they may have run for Spithead instead of knocking about at sea for perhaps a whole
night ; and I do not think any Ughts so close together
as the Owers and St. Catharine's of one kind are good
for the navigation anj-nhere.
603. 1 would suggest that the black and white spiral buoy
on the Holm Sand be shifted to the southward, as I
have struck the ground dran-ing 10 feet to the .southward of the buoy, Stanford Channel, off Lowestoft.
they have

604.
6O7.

woidd remove the

I

bell

beacon, and i)Ut a floating

leading mark.
I would suggest a change in Crosby lighthouse as just
stated.

would suggest a change in Crosby hghthouse, as
above (.\ns\ver21).
The Saltees floating light is not of sufficient j)Ower
for so important a ])osition
a large lighthouse erected
on the island or neighbouring rocks would be seen

618. I
619.

;

farther.

621.

I would suggest the entire removal of the Rundlestone
Rock ofi^ the coast of Cornwall.
I think the light on St. John's Point ought not to be a
bright one. as the south rock is so, as well as Carlingand the Calf of Man the Great Britain to «-it.
As this question is not confined to the United Kingdom, I will say here that I think there should be a

—

ford,
(i25.

difference

between Europa Point light (Gibraltar) and

Tarifa (Spain), and
ranean.

many

lights required in Mediter-

627. No.
630. .\11 floating lights, buoys, or beacons leading to a
roadstead should, in my opinion, be placed in a fairway mid channel, so that the masters might know
how far to go either way, esjiecially ebb or flood.
637.

I think it is to be regretted (that when the .South
Foreland lights were reconstnicted in the year 1841)
that they were not placed in line so as to lead through
or work through
the Gull Streams, then shi])s could
by night or day, even should the (hill light be driven

nm

they would have answered
equally well as distinguishing hghts should the South
.Sand Head light be dri\en from her position, a single
bearing would enable a vessel to avoid the Goodwin
plenty of room outside.
638. See answer to Question 8.
64.3. No.
644. No.
639. No.
642. None to suggest.
652. No.
651. No, unless some contingency arose.
on
the Irish
Lights
654. Only those named above.
shore from Blackwater to the Kish cannot be seen
until ships are close in and on the Welsh coast ships
often get into Cardigan and Carnarvon Bays, when
the captains think they are about the Isle of Man or
mid-channel.

from her position, and

565. I do not know of any that should be moved.
569. No.— 578. No.—
579. Unless Lowestoft low light be of essential sen'ice to
fishermen navigating Swashways or Channels, with
which I and others are acquainted, discontinue it.

.598.

beacon

A

616.

vessels in the night-time, and in strong easterly winds,
as ships could make more free with that dangerous
sand, and make their passages, when they have often
to return to the Huinber.

bell

lightvessel for it.
floating light for the bell beacon.

would remove the bell becacon to make way for a
light\-essel.
I would suggest an improvement as above,
with regard to Crosbv shore light.
613. No.
615. Crosby lighthouse should be made so that it could be
moved by means of a line of rails, according as the
banks shift, and act in conjunction with the Crosby
lightship, or a pile lighthouse on Taylor's Bank, as a

—

58^1.

(An-

I

No.

545. I would not.
546. Yes, I would bring what is called the Fairway buoy of
the Cockle Oat in a line or [jaraUel «ith the northeast buoy and the other buoys in the Cockle Gat.
5,53. No.
549. No.— 552. No.
554. Blackwater Bank may be mistaken in hazy weather
Tuskar.
for the
561 Juna hght to be opened up white easterly and northerly,
from the cutting off the red, so as to discover the jiosition of the inland at night, and as a guide to ships
563.

as above.

entirely, substituting a

light in its place.

622.

distance.

would remove the

612.

^ill

.544.

moved

swer 21.)

No.-

525. No.
526.

22

608. Crosby lighthouse should be

No alteration neeessarj-. —605.
A pile Ughthouse on Taylor's

—

No. 606. No.
Bank, south-east end,

should be substituted for Crosby shore hght.
vessel in place of bell beacon.

.\

light-

:

—

—

—

—

;

657.

671

.

No.— 658. No.— 660. No.— 666. No.— 668.

No.

I have no reasons to give why any hghthouse, floating
hght, or beacon should be removed.

674. No.

— 675. Cannot

suggest.

— 676. No.

677. It has been reported that the Llanddwan Point hght
is to be discontinued ; but 1 ^x-ish it to remain, as 1
am informed it has been the means of saring Uves,
ships, and cargoes, hv getting over Carnarvon Bar.
678.

681.

No.— 679.
.\

No.
on Liverpool Banks

lightship

bell

buoy.

in the room of the
In wild weather the bell is not distinctly
when thick, the motion is not

heard, and in calms
sufficient to sound it.

683. No.
685. I would like to see the Owers lightvessel one mile
further to the westward, so that a com-se might be
shaped direct after passing her, for the Well Ught\-essel,
without fear of a spring flood setting you on the

Boulder Bank.
I would suggest a light to be fised on the south point
(low) of Lundy Island ; also a low Ught fixed in both
cases) on Beachy Head, each of which could be seen
better in thick weather.
687. The Owers lightvessel shifted a httle farther out, as
the flood tides set verj- strongly over the shoals.

686.

1

688. Have had no reason.
691. No.
692. Not aware of any change being necessary.
698. No.
697. Cannot say.
695. None.

—

—
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Question

699. I sugf^ested to the Trinity Board, London, to remove
the Owers lightvessel sufficiently to the south-west of
the shoal that vessels entering Spithead may preserve
a line from it to the Warner Ughtvessel, without reference to the compass, so as to allow the Boulder Bank
one mile. It was shifted, but not, in my opinion,
sufficiently.

No.— 704.

700.

No.

705. If white buoys are retained,

change the colours of
Gull buoy and North Bar buoy, in order that the outside danger may be seen first.

No

707.

suggestions.

22,

of breaking adrift.
784. No.
787. The beacon on Black Rock, Galway Bay, cannot be
distinguished in the dark.
I would propose a large
stone beacon, about 30 feet high.

Would you suggest the placing of a
new Lighthouse, Floating Light, Buoy,

23.

time would then

know where

or Beacon on any part of the Coasts
of the United Kingdom ?— if so, state

to approach

the sand.
709. Hai-wich low light to be moved to westward, so as to
be in one with high one when in the Channel.

715.
726.

I

cannot.

— 71S.

No.

—

7---

Not

where

any.

My

are,

5.

perhaps, in the long run not more expensive

6.

than buoys, as they are permanent.
729. No.
730. I do not know what alterations have been made recently ; but a few years ago I thought that two lights
out of three in one part were of Uttle or no use ; that
was, Lowestoft low light, and the Stanford floating
Ught ; the former might ha\'e been removed close to
the point, to guide vessels through the inner channel,
and the floating Ught outside the Stanford channel.
733. No.
737. I would suggest a change in the position of Crosby
lighthouse, which is now about three miles inland of
low-water mark. A pile Ughthouse at low-water mark
should be erected instead of it. I would suggest the
removal of the bell buoy, which is not a sufficient
guide for the channel by night; and in foggy weather, which is invariably calm, the bell does not ring.
745. I think the Lizard lights ai-e too close together, for at
a very short distance ofi' they appear as one.
754. I do not feel competent to make any suggestions.

770.

8.

coast.

A harbour light to mark the entrance into Fowey, and
buoys or beacons to mark Udder Rock (2.| miles eastward of Fowey). A Ughthouse on Wolf' Rock, being
directly midway between the Land's End and Scilly,
having deep water close to, showing a good offing
and position for ships and vessels, under all cu'cumstances, in passing round the land.
Yes, the placing of a Ijuoy on the 2i-fathom shoal of
the Outer Green Grounds, in Swansea Bay, as represented by me to the Hydrographer of the Admiralty,
in January 1859.
Beacons on Pierre-au-Vrach, westward of Alderney
outer rock, on Grois Ledge, north side of Alderney
and on the outer JummeUe Rock, north-west end, and
on Sanquet, on north-east side of .Mderney harbour

9.

10.

11.

•

Ught.
1

2.

since.
13.

rock might be discontinued.
I would suggest that Crosby lighthouse be a pile

3

Y

A light is especially required on Aranmore Island, on
the west coast of Donegal, where one formerly stood.
It is the most saUent point of the coast intermediate
RathUn O'Birne and Tory Ughts. It was a A'eiy injudicious step to remove it, and vessels have been
WTecked for want of it. The lights, buoys, and beacons
required to render available the many useful harbours
on the west coast of Ireland are too many to enumerate

of traffic
channel.

783.

on Ben-y Head is much needed to guide vessels
and as a certain mark for clearing the
A buoy is required at the east point of entrance to Plymouth Sound.
An Irish steamboat was
wTccked on the Mewstone Ledge about four years
light

Skerries.

is

772. No.
773. I think the floating lightvessel about to appear off the
east end of Shambles (Portland) might be so placed
in conjunction with the breakwater light to serve as
a leading mark to clear the shoal ; otherwise a compass bearing (Uable to error) must be used.
775. I would suggest the removal of the low light on the
Island i>{ May (Fifeshire) to the place at present occupied by the beacon on the North Carr rocks.
777. Cannot say at present.
782. The South Rocks light (Cobown) has a reef extending
a mile to seaward of it, partly dry at low water.
This
would be a good position to tiy one of the improved
floating lights ; if found to answer, the Ught on the

A

to Torbay,

improve the navigation of the Mersey.
As before stated, the turning point

at Calshot S])it
very badly defined at night, and the largest amount
coming to Southampton by the western
Whether Calshot lightvessel might not with
advantage be placed near the Spit, and a fixed Ught in
Calshot Castle, to cut off Black Jack and north-east
Mumble to south-east, which would lead through the
south channel, and also to cut oS Fawley beacon to
I am aware that the lightship would
the northward.
then be veiy close to shoal water, but well moored.
I
think she might be kept in her position \nthout ever
having to veer on the Oudle.

should be placed, and why.

No urgent necessity presents itself to my recollection.
I think an undue multipUcation of floating
objects is
an error to be guarded against.
On the Fore Rock (Outer Blasket), county Kerry, not
only because it is the niost western point of land in
Ireland, but also for its anticipated utiUty for the navigation of the Shannon and vessels running down the

7.

entire

755. No.
756. Saltees lightship cannot be seen well.
761. Mutton Island light, Galway Bay, removed to Hare
Island, would be a fairway light leading up clear of
all shoals, and still better brought in fine with a red
harbour light. I would propose, on a pier head run
out in the roadstead to at least 27 feet water (low
springs) in a south-east direction, from south-east
angle of Mutton Island.
762. Not competent to judge.
763. No.
765. I would suggest a change in Crosby lighthouse (see
I would remove the bell
Answer to Question 21).
beacon, and place a light vessel on the same spot to

it

—

No. 3. No, none.
I would suggest the placing of a large red nun
buoy,
with staff and beacon, on the Outer Dowsing. I think
it would facilitate the navigation between
it and the
Dudgeon.
No.

1.

answers to Queries 13, 14, and 15 apply to this
one, as beacons, whether of masonry or of iron, secured
by iron stays, are really in many cases half as serviceable as lighthouses, and five times better than buoys.

They

23

Ughthouse on the sands, to keep the Ught clear of the
haze on the marsh land. The bell buoy should be
removed, and a Ughtvessel placed about half a mile
farther out, to give her room to run into port in case

708. Orfordness high light a red face, W. by N., or in one
svith Aldborough Knaps ; ships coming out of the sea
at night

543

here.
14. I
1

6.

1

7.

20.

cannot suggest any.

A

large beU buoy at the entrance to the Needles, about
14 to 2 miles south of the present red bell buoy, for
steamers to make for in thick weather.
In my opinion, it is very desirable to place a Ughtvessel
on the shoalest part of the Varne Bank, where the

buoy now Ues.
No'.— 21. No.

A

22.

smaU harbour Ught on

the Stack Rock, in Milford

Haven.
23. No.
24. I know of none.
-25.

No.
on the north-west end of the Outer Dowsing
thmk a Ughtship would be of the greatest service n
saving lives and propei-tj'.

26. Yes,
I

27. No.— 28. No.— 29. No.— 30. No.
31. It is
opinion that a Ughtvessel stationed within
the shoalest part of the Varne Sand (where the

my

buoy

now moored) would be of
not only mark the locaUty

is

great service, which would
v. ohat shoal or sands, but
also serve to mai-k the posUion of those in
charge of
vessels,

or

who may not

Dungeness

ha', j

made

m running up

either

Beachy Head

Channel, nor South Sand
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Question

23
Head

light,

when

ailing out of

North

Sea,

it

perhajis

being heavy weathtr and strong winds, and not likint^
to make too bold with the hauling in to make the said
lights.

would be very desirable to jilace a larger buoy on the
south-west part of the Shingles.

33. It

34. Floating hght east end of Shambles.
36. As stated in Answer 15, one Ijuoy near St. Thomas's
Channel, that in case of necessity \-essels may run
through ; another buoy four miles below, in order to

North Foreland
run through between the

faciUtate vessels getting hold of the

also

it

would

assist vessels to

;

Knock and Longsand when, the wind being too

far

southerly, and blowing heavily, they would not be able
to get to the southward of the Kentish Knock.

No.

37.
38.
39.

Know

87.

No.

!^S.

On

of none.
I think,
at Morte Point, there ought to be a Ught in
the Bristol Channel.
So. Yes. on the West Skerweather Sands, owing to the
Mumbles light being so often obscure with smoke.

abreast of

it.

and a landmark for strangers by
day running down from the eastward bound for the
harbour, it being quite landlocked until you arrive
night,

Wolf Rock: on the rock, so many vessels continually
passing between Land's End and Noilly.
55.
a white buoy has been taken away,
or where it can be done conveniently, or have a black
vane on the toj).
53.

56.

I think a light on Cadland Point would be very useful
for the large mail steamers.
-Vfter romiding Calshot
Spit, we coidd bring Southampton Pier lights open

with Cadland light, until you i)assed Cadland Point,
when Calshot light, a little oi)en of Cadland Ught,
would guide to your anchorage.
5". I would suggest the placing of a new lighthouse, with
a fi.\ed bright light, on Strait Point, where it would
be usefid in making and taking the harbour of Exmouth
by night, and a landmark for strangers by day running
down from the eastward, bound for the harbour, it
being quite landlocked until you arrive abreast of it.
'Pile beacon here stood so many years,
58. Wolf Rock.
why not a lighthouse? Vessels so continually passing
such a dangerous spot, in my o|)inion a light should
be, if possiljle.

59.

A buoy on the eastern edge of Outer Dowsing, and also
on the eastern extreme of the Cross Sand off Yarmouth.

60. No.
61 . I would suggest that many of our Ughts for princi])al
ports are unequal in power to the importance of the
places, and might be im[)roved.

62.

No.— 63.

No.

A floating light, red, revolving on tlie south-east part
of the Goodnnn Sands.
On account of the great
depth of water close to the Goodwin, the lead is ahiiost
useless if the ship is going at ordinary speed; and
that it would be the means of saving many Uves and
much valuable property.
65. I would suggest the jilacing of a new Ughthouse, with
a fixed bright Ught, on Strait Point, where it would
be useful in making the harbour of Exmouth by night,
and a landmark for strangers by day when running
from the eastward bound to the harbour, it being
quite landlocked until you arrive abreast of it.
No. 71- No. 7-. No. 73. I know of none. 7(>.

64.

—

—

—

—

^'°-

-_

A

floating light on the eait end of the Shambles as a
guide to Portland Roads.
7y. Yes, a floating light near the north-%\'est end of the

77.

Ships bound up channel with southerly winds
and hazy weather, sometimes borrow to windward, for
fear of the land, and miss the light at Dungeness.

^'ame.

,

first

inside the

Maul

;

;

that I am aware of.
Ught on Mount Batten, to lead clear of the Dray
Stone, Knap, and Panther, as a leading mark by nigh
into Plymouth Sound. I would also suggest a flashing
instead of the red Ught on Plymouth breakwater.
41. No.
42. A floating light on the Yame would be good for ships

l)y

Rarieur

Head, Orkney, in making KirkwaU and running down
that channel in a winter's night, is dreadful, and on
the Cross Sand, Norfolk, the shore light has been
many times obscured by fog.
90. No.
94. Y'es
viz., for the outer navigation in connexion uith
Oversay and Skerryvore, on Duheartack (2,515) on
the north end of Colonsay, and at the centre of the
Sound of I slay, near Port Askaig (2481); in Lochandail (Islay), near Port Charlotte, fur the benefit of
the numerous vessels seeking refuge, and, though last,
the most im])ortant for the inner navigation, on Sgeir
Mavile, in the Sound of Jura (2,515), on whicli the
Chevalier ^ Steamer) was wrecked. These will complete the connexion of necessary lights, at a proper
distance apart, will direct through the numerous channels, and clear of or off from most dangers on that jiart
of the coast with which 1 am at present acquainted,
and to which my remarks refer, unless otherwise

A

Exmouth

23

79.
S3.

Not

])assing the Straits of Dover.
45. Floating Ught on the Longsand Head would prevent
many ships from going ashore.
46. Know of none.
48. I think a lightvessel would be of some service on the
Varne, in the Straits of Dover, to Ije a caution to
vessels nearing that dangerous sand.
49. Know of none.
50. No.— 51. No.
52. I would suggest the placing of a new lighthouse,
with a fixed bright light, on Strait Point, where it
would be useful in making and taking the harbour of

:

S]>ecified.

Buoys and Beacons

arc also desirable for

Kyles of Bute (2,174); viz., two near the Burnt
on Cachskier, one mile north of the south end
of Gigha (2,037), and on which tlie Marquis of Stafford (Steamer) struck; a beacon on the Black Rock
Sound of Islay |2,481
a buoy on the rocks north
end of Risan Vic Faden, and off t!ie south end of the
Island of Luing 2..i26
on the Bo Rock, off Salen,
Sound of Mull (2,155) and a beacon on rock on the
east side of Lisinore towards Appin Ferry.
Above
this, towards Fort WilUam, I am as yet unacquainted.
92. Lighthouse on Morte Point beacon on the Monk
Stone.
93. A floating on the west end of the Skerweathers,
Bristol Channel, would be of great ser\ice, and is
much re([uired, as the flood tide is so strong it frequently throws ships out of their reckoning, and the
Slumble Ught so close to the copper works of Swansea
is frecpieutly obscured for hours.
95. Morthoe Point, ^^'est Skerweathers, and Breaksea
tile

Isles;

;

1

(

1

;

;

Point.
96.
97.
101.

The same as Question 8.
No, none.— 100. No.

North end of Island of .Stroma ; reason is, guide in
passing through the Pentland Firth. Butt of Lewis
should have one ; reason is, guide in making land
from America, Davis's .Straits, Greenland, Archangel, &c.
102. North Foreland lighthouse to ha\e an extra Ught in
it. to strike the east end of Margate Sand.
103. A floating beacon on Smith's Knowl, in the North
Sea; near to its shoalest part (15 feet, lat. 52' 52' N.,
long. 2° 12" E.)
This shoal is steep-to, having 2S
fathoms water at a distance of only a quarter of a
mile, and is distant from the Norfolk coast 23 miles.
104. I would place a Ught at Locheripool, to save life; a
buoy or beacon, at Rattray Head a Ught on St. Abb's
Head a float at the Plough, or leading Ughts through
the fairway.
105. Floating light at south end of Codling Bank, opposite
coast of Wicklow.
106. A light on the Morte Point would be a great assistance to vessels coming up and down channel.
;

;

108. No.
109.
floating Ught on the east end of the .Shambles.
111. One in Lynn Roads, as already stated, would enaljle
vessels to run up the channel with safety.
113. I think a Ught on Heston's Island, at the entrance to
the water of Urrd, in the .Solway Firth, would be very
useful.
114. None required, that I am aware of.
115. No.
116. Another lightship north-ward of bell buoy, Victoria
Vessels with north-east gales
Channel, Liveri)Ool.
would be enabled to pick up the channel, whereas
often, for keeping far enough to windward, get out of
Also a light at Morte Point, for
sight of the lights.
in heavy gales from the southward \essels too often
get entangled with the Welsh banks, and Lundy

A

cannot be seen, .vhereas, if they knew the exact whereabouts they were, smooth water and safety is easily
obtained.

MARINERS EVIDENCE.

No.

A

light on Outer Dowsing.
1 thinlc if a beacon was placed on the Skuystone, it
would faciUtate the na\'igation of the eastern channel
on entering this port.

outside Arklow Bank and
would be usefid in hazy weather.

205.
207.

the

Codling Bank
The Manacles is the most dangerous point in my
district, and a lightship, I think, would be the meant

208.
209.

of saving life and property.
126. No.— 127. No.
128. I think a lightvessel stationed within the shoalest
part of the Varne Sand (where the buoy now lies),
would be of great value, as it would not only mark the
locality of that dangerous shoal, but also serve to mark
the position of those in charge of vessels, who, through
hazy weather, accompanied with strong winds, may
not have made Beachy Head or Dungeness.
l.'il.

On

132.

210.

211.
212.
21 4.

Outer Dowsing, because it has only two
and many vessels are liable to be picked up

the
fathoms,

by

On

the Varne, in thick weather, a ship might pass
it, which has happened to
myself.

134.

A

(flash

useful.

219. I think it requisite, in my own judgment, if there
were a lighthouse placed on St. Abb's Head, as it is a
long distance from the Staples to May Island in that

light)

prepared to know their position
west end is, I beUeve, best.

if

placed

;

direction.

220.

To

136.

222.

the south-

prevent the

Lynn

vessel getting too far easterly,

and London tract too far westerly.
The placing of two leading lights for the Cockle
Gat, on the shoal at Yannouth, would save many
The difficulty of keeping a lightship in bearings,
lives.
when running from her, induces many masters to
attempt the Newarp Gat, which, with north-easterly
winds and a flood tide, is a most difficult passage for

137. Yes.

slow or deep-laden ships.
138. No.
139. See Number 8.
140. Stated in the 15th Question.
141. No.— 142. No.
143.
floating light is much wanted at the south-west end
of the Barnard ; for the want of it vessels are obliged
to lay hove-to all night.
144. A lighthouse on Haskin Island ; two beacons on Sand
of Harris ; two beacons in Loch Carron ; two beacons

A

in

Lock Maddj'.

Have never felt the want of any additional lights on
any part of the United Kingdom.
150. There are sufficient lights in number, particularly on
the coasts before mentioned but buoys and beacons
oa many parts yet could be added to improvements,
149.

;

161. See
162. No.
163.

No.

8.

On the Black Tail, to prevent the Essex people from
deceiving shipping, which I have seen many times
in winter seasons.
In the Gere, to enable small ships
to proceed to and from the Thames.

167. Cannot.
170.
180.
181.
185.

No.— 172. No.

My

answer to No. 22 will also answer this question.

On

Little

I

Ormes Head two

fixed lights.

cannot say.

191. In consequence of the draft to the south-west of the
tides in strong or in bad in crossing Lynn Well,
there are several vessels stranded between Burnham
and Blakeney in the course of a year. I do not know
what to recommend.
96.

One powerful

bright light on Formby Point, to assist
coming from the northward to jjick up the lightand discontinue the Crosby shore light, for it
cannot be seen at any distance in foggy weather and
place a hghtship at the entrance of the Queen's

vessels

ships

224. No.
226. Winterton Ridge and Outer Dowsing a buoy or
beacon, not being water for ships of heavy draught.
228. No suggestion to make.
229. No, not as regards lighthouses, beacons, or floating
lights; but, as regards buoys, see my reply to No. 15,
and note attached.
232. I am of the opinion that a hght on Sf. Abb's Head
would be of great importance, as there is about 45
miles from the Staples to May Islands without any
light.

A floatmg light would be of great service to ships
hauling out at Hasbrougli Gat to cross the Kent in
easterly gales, if placed on the west side of the Outer
Garbard.
234. I would suggest that a floating light be placed on the
north-east end of the Outer Garbard, showing one
red light stationary, for the safe navigation of large

233.

ships to and from the British Channel and Noi-th
Sea.
I tliink it would prevent many ships being lost
on the sands at the entrance of the Thames, as has
been the case to a fearful extent for many years.
236. Red light, or blue, on Filey Bridge, east coast.
have lights enough for a farmer to navigate a
237.
vessel, if he could but say the Board of Trade lesson.

238. Mentioned in No. 3.
239. Mentioned in No. 3.
240. On Turnberry Point, east side of the Firth of Clyde, a
great many vessels get wrecked on Brest Rocks every
winter for want of a light on Turnberry Point.
241. Turnberry Point to keep off Brest Rock, MacCormick
Island, a guide of the Iron Rock.
242. No.
243. Montrose Ness, and eastward Firth of Forth.
244. Floating light between west end of Varne and east
end of Ridge Straits of Dover, having grown up of
late so as to becom.e dangerous to shipping.
247. I would not.
250. I would suggest the placing of a

new hghthouse on
would be a guide for vessels embayed
and others to come to the
roads and harbour beacon in Ramsey Sound.
252. I think a lighthouse is much needed on the Hanois,

Kemes Head
to know their
;

;

;

254.

Channel.
198.

it

situation,

Guernsey, south-west end.
I would suggest placing a new light on Ella Holm
It
or Theisis Hohn, in Shapenshy Sound, Orkney.
the tides turn very strong, and
is a dangerous sound
often thick, hazy weather, with heavy gales of wind.
;

None.
11.

channels of Liverpool in heavy weather.
A floating light at north-east end of Inner Dowsing
would be of advantage to all ships navigating that
\'icinity. The buoy removed to south-west end, coloured
Four red additional buoys ought to be placed
white.
at the south side of Boston Deeps, for the greater
For the same
protection of ships in gales of mnd.
reason, four new buoys might be placed in Lynn Old
Channel.

We

there not being the evils attending the latter as the
former.

1

I think a hght on Great Orme's Head, Liverpool Bay,
would be of great service in guiding ships to the

No.

135.

as

Head.
I think a light near the Outer Dowsing would be

217.

on the HydrauHc Tower, at
New Dock, by its height it would be seen
much farther than the Spurn lights, when they are enveloped in mist.
Also the channel, between the
Songsand Knock buoyed ; and coasters, who could
often get the Foreland when they are driven back
to Orfordness or Yarmouth Roads.
As I have answered at No. 8, a light may be of service
at the southewest end of the Varne, to those ])erson3
who, by thick and stormy weather, may be more fully
hght
Grimsby,

;

215. No.
216. Lighthouse on Montrose Ness, and one on St. Abb's

it.

Dungeness without seeing

133.

stated in answer to No. 8, a floating light
vessel off the north end, it being very dangerous
and, in my opinion, many vessels strike on that shoal,
and are never heard of after.
Montrose Ness, as before in No. 8.
A floating hght at the west side of the entrance to the
River Uske, South Wales, would be of great service, as
the present light stands too far inland.
Montrose Ness, as before remarked. No. 8.
Montrose, in my opinion, requires a hghthouse, as it
is difficult and dangerous to make the harbour in a
dark night.
Foze Rock requires a lighthouse with a revolving
light ; it is a dangerous rock, right in the way round
to the west coast of Ireland to the southward.
Floating light on the Heaps.
Only the floating hght, as before named.
Montrose Ness much required, as ships running down
during \vinter with a southerly wind are often driven
to seaward.

204. Yes

123. Vide Question Vi.
124. Large beacon buoy
125.

23

Question

23
118.
119.
120.

54.5

3
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Question

23

would also
it would be
into Scrabester Roads

dangerous place in a dark night.
suggest a new light on Holburn Head
It is a

I

;

very useful for directing vessels
on "a dark night; the land being so high, it is very deceiving, and strangei's often bring up too far off in
bad ground, and often drive off. Also leading lights
for the Car Rock, on the coast of Fife.
2.56. I wouW suggest that a hghthouse should be placed
upon Langness Point, Isle of Man, of a red colour, in
order to distinguish it from Douglas Head or Calf
Lights, because the point is low, and projects a great
distance seaward.
floating hght off Breaksea Point, to lead ships clear
257,
of the point where they cannot see the other hghts.
lighthouse on the south point of Scatry Island, to
guide sliips up to Tarljert.
258. See Answers to 8 and 15.
261. I would suggest placing a light on tlie south-west end
of Guernsey.
If a lighthouse were placed on Fife Ness it would
guide ships entering or departing from the Forth,
between the Isle of May and the Car Rock. It would
also be of great service to coasters rounding the Car
either from the north and St. Andrew's Bay, or entering
the bay from tlie Forth.
26.3. I suggest that a bright channel light should be placed
at Ilfracombe, that coast being the northernmost land.

A

A

In the channel, I believe, there are many vessels lost
on the Skerweather Sands, by giving the high coast
of Devon too great a distance. A good sounding
l)ell on St. Ann's Head would be of great service in
foggy weather. The same on the Mumbles Head,
Sw.msea Bay. A black buoy on a rock called Tichbull, east end of Stockholm Island, off Milford Haven.
If there was a bright light fixed on the north-east end
of King's Island, Bass' Straits, many lives and much
])roperty

would I)e saved.

I

would strongly recommend

a bright fixed light on Robin Island, Table Bay, Cape
of

Good Hope.

A

floating

Ught on the north end of the Inner Dowbe a great guide for both London and

sing would

Lynn

ships.
It wo\ild enable mariners to mark the
Barnstaple Bay with north and north-west

^iorte Point.
inset in

winds.

2/1

275
276
278,
27y,

The

places alluded to.

None.
I would suggest placing a bell buoy in place of the
black buoy now on St. Ives Stones.
M'oli- Rock.
No.
Hiljjsforde Spit, south end of Walney Island.
Yes a light would be of great benefit on the Tiraght,
Tlie
already mentioned ; a light also on Scatten.
southernmost end of the island is very low and shoal
off the points.
The Shannon should be properly
Imoyed, and the light on the Samphire, Tralee Bay,
requires considerable improvement ; we are often close
;

to

before it is ^-isible.
Consider a lighthouse necessary on the south-west end
of Guernsey.
Vessels bound up channel, not ha^-ing
had observations for several days, arc hable, by the
indraft, to the southward of their course, and frequently
are misled, taking one of the islands for the Isle of
AVight.
it

281 No.
282 A pile lighthouse on McKenny's Bank, Lough Tayler
Harbour; hght on east end of Skerries, Port Rush ; a
light on Sheep Island, Rathlin Sound, screened in the
direction of Carrickvarn Rock.
Entrance of Lough
Straiigford,
light tower on Angus Rock to be hghted
for refuge purposes.
Black Rock, Warrenpoints,
Lough CarUngford, to lead to the anchorage, the lough
to be buoyed and beaconed.
a lighthouse on the Island Innistuis Rare, one
Yes

—

;

of the Blaskets, to faciUtate the navigation of the River
Shannon and Galu'ay Bay ; also a light at the Black
Rock, on St. Margurite Rock, in the Bay of Gahvay,to
facilitate the ajiproach to theHarbour of Galway at night.
284.

No. Two lights should be jjlaced on Falkland Islands,
one on the southern and one on the northern extremity.

285,

A

286.

float at Outer Dowsing.
Steering for the Dudgeon
leads too far in amongst the other banks, and outside
you are in danger of the Outer Dowsing. Light on
Oxcars, with Firth of Forlli.
Thousands of ships
pass annually, and particularly for the safety of the
fleets that seek shelter in mnter.

23
On

the Oxcar Rock, to point out the fairway at night.
The high land at the top of the Forth darkens much,
which makes it very ditficult and dangerous to catch
the fairway between that rock and the island of Snel
Calm. Shipwrecks have occurred for want of this.

On

287.

the

Sound

of Jara a liglithouse should be built

on the Iron Rock.
I would not.

288.
289.

A

large beacon bell buoy on the Blackwater Bank,
instead of a lightship, so it can be heard in foggy
weather.

A new hghthouse on Burrow Head, countj' of Wigtown, for the safety of life and property, and in directing the mariner to get clear of the Solway Firth into
the North Channel
it would be a great safety to
the shipping interest where there is such traflic in the
coal trade to Ireland
a steady red light would distinguish it from other lights in the vicinity.
291. Vide No. 8. Tiraght Rock, one of the Blaskets, a
cluster .35 miles west of Loop Head.
Scattery Island,
near Kilrush, red light.
292. I am not acquainted with any part of the coast where
either buoys or hghts are required at present.
29.3. In the Firth of Forth I should say that a light should
be placed upon the Island of Inchcolm, as the beacon
on the Oxcars is only seen at a short distance also
an additional number of buoys from Queen's ferry up

290.

;

;

;

to Alloa.

on Inchi;olra (Firth of Forth), to be a guide to
Narrows.
295. I would suggest that a lighthouse be placed on the
Butt of Lewis or Barra and Rona, which would be most
useful for vessels making the land in the fall of the
year from America, &c.
299. A light upon St. Abb's Head, at the entrance of the
Firth of Forth, would answer well for vessels making
that Head fi-om the Baltic, also steamers going south,
having a correct depth to carry them round the Fern294. Light
tlie

island.

a lightship on the north shoal of the Outer
I consider it a dangerous shoal with no
guide to clear it.
.301 See No. 8.
302. There should be a lighthouse on some part'of the
coast of the West Bay.
Vessels often miss the Start
or Portland, and stand in until embayed.
300. Y'es;

Dowsing;

.

would not.
I suggest the placing of a floating hght on the north
end of the Outer Dowsing Shoal, lying in a direct track

,30.3. I

305.

of vessels leading the north ports, with outerly winds.
310. I should suggest the placing of buoys at the places
named in No. 15, because, for want of them, shijis
have frequently run aground at those places, and
several have been lost.

313. No.
314.
floating lighten the west end of Skerweather Sands,
umbles
of Swansea Bay, being nine miles from the
Head hght, which is often obscured by the fogs and
smokes of the copperworks in the vicinity of the bay.
It would be the means of guiding many vessels clear
of those dangerous sands, and a good guide to ships

A

M

bound into Swansea.
I would suggest the placing a beacon on the Chickens
Rocks, off the Calf of Man, as they he low.
316. A lighthouse on the Wolf Rock would be of great
315.

round the Land's End in
strong and hazy weather from the southward, and also
coming in from the Atlantic for the Land's
Mount's Bay, with strong gales and hazy
weather, not being able to see Scilly.
service to coasters beating

for sliips
End or

A floating hght on the Vame would, in my opinion,
be exceedingly useful and the means of saving many
Uves and valuable property, and save many ships from
going on the French coast.
318. I should suggest the use of a floating hght at the
Vame shoal, in the Straits of Dover. WhUe engaged
in my vocation as pilot I have, on several occasions,
when bound to the westward from the Downs, with
large ships, the wind blowing strong from the westward
\vith hazy weather, I have found it impossible to see
the lights on the South Foreland from their height,
while at the same time I have stood in between Folkestone and Hj'the, and made the gas-hghts on the
shore.
It has occurred to me, that if in this narrow
strait I could see the shore hghts, that a light on the
A'arnc would have been of great service to me and the
numerous ships that navigate those narrow waters.
317.

mariners' evidence.

23

Question

On

319.

the Inner Dowsing, on the north end, because
the tide is so strong up the Lynn Depps, causing so
many ships to come on shore on the Norfolk coast.

320.

I would suggest the placing of a lighthouse on the
Hannois, at Guernsey; also one on the Corbiere, at

Jersey.

322.

A hght on Straight Point (Exmouth Bar) would
enable a vessel to find Exmouth Bar in a dark night.

323.

flash and a fixed light to be brought in one, so as
to guide eastward of the Rundle Stone, in place of
the beacons, as the steamers complain that they cannot

A

tell

when they

bay boats

are abreast of the stone.

Coasters and

also complain.

A

light on Cahose Point to mark Blackwater Bank.
324.
328. In consequence of so many ships coming ashore
between Wells and Blakeney, I think that light on
the Inner Dowsing would prevent them.

324.

3.')0.

I would suggest that a lighthouse may be erected on
Black Rock, off Black Tod, county Mayo, so as to
enable vessels on all occasions to enter the bay with
greater safety. I would also suggest that a beacon such
as is on the Wolf Rock, off the Land's End, may be
erected on Black Rock, Galway Bay, which would be
seen at a greater distance than the iron perch now in
use, and a buoy on the extreme of the shoal extending

westward from Black Rock.
Yes, on Hilbre Island, leading lights through Hilbre
Swatcbway into Chester River, from the Liverpool
north-west light-ship.

The Rundle .Stone is a very dangerous rock, and many
dangers around it, and buoys have been placed near
and a beacon on it which could not be seen by
night, and not at all times then.
If two lights were
placed on the land, say red and green, in a line with
the stone, and not to be seen when near, it would save
a great many lives and much property, and facilitate
navigation very much.
333. Jjighthouse on Copinshay or MuUhead, east coast of
Orkney ; being at present no guide to the entrance
332.

it,

to Kirkwall.
335. Yes, a lighthouse on the Wolf Rock, and a beacon
on the Rundlestone, both being very dangerous.
336. As already named at Question 8, Inner Dowsing, as
coasting vessels are often driven on this bank from the
effect of the flood tide.
33". See 15.

347.
348.
349.
350.
353.
354.
355.
358.

Named

in Questions 8

and

15.

Answered at 22.
At St. Alban's Head.
I

No.—356.

mouth of the River Exe.
light on St. Alban's Head, as it lies so much in the
track of ships running for the Needles.
I have known
ee\-eral ships lost near there.
366. Turnberry Point being a very low point, vessels going
in channel frequently run on Brest Rock ; sometimes
two striking on together at the same time. There
has been an immense loss of life and property there.
lightship on the west end of the Skerweather
367.
would facilitate the going into the Mumbles, as the
lilumbles light is often obscure, and a Hghtship on the
west end of the Culvers would add to the safety of
the navigation of the Bristol Channel.
368.
light on Morte Point, and a beacon off the Stones,
near the

A

A

A

St. Ive's

Bay.

369. I should think a light on the north end of the'Outer
Dowsing, on account of hauling out the \vinA from
the eastward.
370. I would recommend a light upon Turnberry Point,
Ayrshire. There is a number of vessels go on shore
at that place.
371. A light on Morte Point, and a beacon off the Stones,
373.

St. Ives

Bay.

A

buoy on the north end of the Outer Dowsing ;
may strike on it, and light ships sweep

large

23

their decks, or turn over if they shift their ballast as
they cross in a gale of wind.

375. Beacon on the rock in Youghal Bay, and also on
rocks in Dungarvon Bay the Gainers.
377. Not aware of any required in this locality.
378. Yes, two, liz. a Ughthouse on Morte Point to mark
the position of that dangerous reef; also a lighti-essel
on the west end of the Skerweather Sand to show
the position of it for the better na\-igating the channel

—

and Swansea Bay.
A floating hght on the end of the Skenveather Sands
Swansea; many Uves hai-e been lost in consequence.
380. Lighthouse on shore near the Stone.
381. Lightship on the east part of the Shambles as a guide
into Portland Roads, and one on the west end of the
379.

off

Varne, as a guide to the Do^v^ls or through the Straits
of Dover.
3S2. Floating light on the Skenveather; lighthouse on
shore opposite the Pendlestone.
383.
floating light at the Cross Sand, because it is often
hazy, and the Newarp cannot be seen until close to
it, and the current is very strong.
384. I think there ought to be a light on the Galley Head,
and there ought to be marks on Castle To«Tisend, on
the entrance of Long Island, and on the rocks in the
Kenmare, particularly the Maiden Rock, ought to be
marked, as well as those in Kilmakilloge and outside
Green and Ballynoveme harbour. The rocks in BallinskeUigs Bay ought also to be marked, and by a small
expense an excellent shelter could be given there by
filhng the small opening betiveen Horse Island, at
the west side of the bay and the mainland.
I think
a harbour hght at the west entrance of Berethaven
would be useful.
The supply of Admiralty charts
at QueenstowTi requires attention.
386. No change suggests itself to my mind.
388. Grimsby dock tower, because it can be seen when
Spurn hghts are shut in behind Dimlington high land,
and as slups can ha\'e ten fathoms, and, before the
lead can be hauled in, be on shore.

A

389.

A bell buoy in a direct line between Tuskar and Holyhead, two leagues from the latter.
bell buoy two
leagues west by south from Dungeness, as leading
marks to Holyhead and Dungeness in foggy weather.

A

390.
391.

have answered this at No.

I

8.

On Dunancy Point is a shoal reef; vessels bound to
Dundalk %vill try to make CarUugford light, if heavy

weather, may get on Cooling Point by so doing.
393. Stated in Question 8.
Reason, Lundy light being so
very high, the sbghtest inclination to haze is entirely
lost ; the other, in hazy weather ships coming up the
south side of channel would find it very convenient in
passing between the banks of sand, the tides ha\nng a
great tendency to run on angles.

—

cannot.

None.
I would not suggest the placing of any light or buoy.
No.
I would suggest that a buoy be placed upon Winterton Ridge and the end of Smith's Knowl.
359. Now that a lighthouse is in course of erection on
(iueniscy, I would suggest also one on the Corbiere,
Jersey ; else, ships may mistake the Guernsey light for
the Start or others on the coast of England, and be
in imminent danger of being wrecked on the numerous
rocks between the islands or adjacent coast of France.
363. Would recommend a lighthotise on Straight Point,
364.

oif

laden ships

3

On the east end of the Shambles, and a large buoy on
the outer edge of the Blackwater Bank, and two or
three more along the Arklow Bank.
395. None.—396. No.
397. Yes; noi-th. Island of Arran. Within the last 10 years
several ships have been lost on and about Arran
Island, limning for the north channel, and not having
got an observation for several days.
There is now
13 miles of bad coast between the extreme ranges of
the lights on Boughy O'Bera and Long Island, which
is not hghted, and which, I think, requires lighting as
much as any other part of the coast.
394.

398. Large stone beacon on north Bull Wall.
River.

In

DuckUn

399. No.
400. Upon the westernmost of the Blaskets, called Tiraght,
I

think a light most desirable.

401. No, not under present circumstances.
Perhaps there
are too many lights already.
402. No.-^05. None.
406. No.
lighthouse on Saltees Island would be of more
407.
use than the present lightship in making the land
about Carnarvon Point.
410. No.
412. Paa 51° 58' N. B. og 2° 3' L. E. Greenmck foreslaaes,
al Arbodizhed et Fyrokib med rodt fast Fjr az eet
pridt Blink-Fyr.
Paa 51° 1' N. B. og 1° 20' L. O.
Greenmck een Klokkeboie-til Advarsel for Skibo
sagande ind den Engelske Canal.
418. Not any plan.
420. Blackwater Bank light should be a standing light to
prevent mistake.
424. I do not, but I think the lights are much arranged in

A

Z2
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Question

English Channel than they are in St. George's
Channel.

the

Xo.—-42!). No.

427.

A

4iil.

23
dangerous shoals.

think one or two ianamarks 'on
the south-west coast of Ireland would be of great
service say, on the Stay Rocks one, and another on
Gaily Head.
Shipmasters, in the winter season and
thick Ti-eather, trying hard to make the land to the
westT\ard, and Ijetween Cape Clear and the Old Head
of Kinsale is generally selected for that jmrpose; so
that a conspicuous beacon on one or both of those
points, I am of opinion, would be of great service.
498. Yes, a large beacon on Galley Head, to the westward
of the Old Head of Kinsale, as shijjs making the and
thereabouts in nazy weather have been deceived by
the apjiearance of the land, as it is comparativelv low.
;

liffhthouse on the Maw, inshore of the Black water
east coast of Ireland, as before named.

Bank,

434. .'>ee Question 8.
440. No.
441. Guernsey.
443.
large beacon bell buoy on the Blackwater Bank,
instead of a lightship, so that it can be heard in foggy
weather.
445. Xo.
448.
opinion is, a light is wanted on King's Island, in
I think a light would be
Bass' Straits, Australia.
required on St. Paul's Island for ships bound to the

A

My

499. Xo.

think the lights are verj' well regulated upon the
coast of Britain.
On the site of Arranmore old lighthouse there is a
long line of dangerous coast from Ferry Island to

5()0. I

above port.

Xone.—451. No.—452. No.

449

501.

454. Leading lights in Peakfield Gat, where the present light
is eclipsed.
Cannot say if to northward or southward
at times.
456. St. Abb's Head.
460. Buoy on Henterton Ridge, one on Homer outer bank
light on the Outer Dowsing ; all very bad places, and
;

water.
floating light in the middle of Camanon Bay.
Vessels steering from the Tuskar to the South Stack
often find themselves driven in the bay, for want
of such a light.
463. Morte Point, Bristol Channel. Vessels to or from the
Land's End have to alter course at this point, and
Morte Stone is verv dangerous.
467. No.—471. No.—4/^2. Xo.
474. I would recommend a buoy on the Horseshoe Reef
of rocks, near AVicklow Head. I also recommend a
lighthouse at the entrance of Wexford, harbour of
little

461.

A

Wexford.
475. Yes, a light on St. Alban's Head because in foggy
weather Portland might be missed.
The Lt/ne was
nearly lost under the Head.
476. St. Alban's Head.
A lighthouse would be of vast
importance to the steam packets bound to South-

Rathland O'Bime

A floating light on the west part of the X'ash rnJ
Skerweather Sands.
481. At Question 8 I have stated where tT\'0 lightships
are wanted ; viz., one on the west end of the Causeway, and the other on the west end of the Patches.
I am of opinion that many ships that are lost, and
never heard of, get driven into this bay, get on the
Causeway, and go to pieces ; and they would be of
great service in the coasting trade between Port Madoc
and Aberystwith, Bai-mouth, &c.
482. Beg to refer you to Xo. 8.
I also think a light to
facilitate the navigation of the East Swab would be
useful.
Many a vessel would be able to obtain shelter
in dark and stormy weather, but cannot for want of
such faciUtv.
483. Xo.

—

185. "Xo.

could not.
Great Ormes Head. I should suggest a steady
green light, because it can be distingiiished from any of
the other hghts, fi.xed on the north-west point to keep
vessels clear of the Dutchman's Bank to the westward,
and to the eastward to keep clear of the Constable

4'^6. I

S'K

I am of opinion that a floating ligh.t a short distance south of the Blackwater Bank, on the coast of
Ireland, mth fog signals would be of great benefit,
and more particularly to strangers that are unacquainted
mth the tides.
493.
hght on the Bull, Cow, and Calf, near Bantry
Bay, as the SkiUings and Fastnest Rock lights are too
far apart.
Ships approaching the channel are often set
to the northward in thick weather n-ithout obsen-ations.
494. I think a light on Morte Point, in the Bristol Channel, would be of great benefit to shipping in the
Bristol Channel.
495. A lightship to the westward of the Verne and Ridge
Sands (Straits of Dover), to keep ships cleai of those

490.

A

and

it

is

the general landfall

beacon to be replaced on the Rundlestone
a
new beacon on Corrigapene Rock, Dunga^Tare Bay,
also on the Gainers in the same way and the harbour
buoyed, also a buoy on the Bar Kock, Youghal Bay,
and the bar and harbour buoyed.
505. At the north-west buoy of Lune I would recommend
a floating light, because there is good anchorage, and
large ships may ride out any gale with good grouml
tackle I bebeve it would save much life and property,
'l"he

;

;

;

for,

mth

westerlv gales, shij)s to and from Liverjiool

are frequently driven into
sets strongly in

from

Morecambe Bay.

all i)arts

The

tide

of the coast.

My

reason, the increased number
507. Xos. 8 and 15.
of steamers carrj-ing mails, and otherwise i)assing said
])oints.

509. Portmadoc.
510. Xo.
511. Yes; a light on the Outer Dowsing, also one off the
Deeps in the Swain, as both places arc danj^rous
with easterly gales, and many ships and lives have

512.

on them.

been

lost

On

the Shambles, Portland being

made a harbour

of

refuge.
514. Yes, at Murt, a lighthouse.
515. Chickens off the Calf of Man.
516. I believe if a floating light was placed on the Outer
Dowsing it would very much assist ships in the northcountry trade, ])articularly large ones.
In my recollection many ships have been sup])0sed to have been
lost there.
517. Floating light on west end of the Culver Sound, Bristol
Channel, the hght on the Flat Holmes being often
obscured by fog, being too high.

518. Milford lights are frequently obscured, and as it hes
so far inside the Crow and Milford Islands, I think
some sort of light on .Skokhara Island would be of
great use.
519.

On

Bank.
No ; but I would recommend some of the outer lightvessels on our coasts be furnished with the code of
signals ; and when the master of such vessel observes a
ship steering a course likely to endanger the property
and lives, that from the hghtvessel the signal be hoisted
" Tack ship," or " Haul on your port " or " starboard
tack," and then run up the number re])resenting the
lightsliip, by which the master, not having made the
land, will know his situation, and save the shi]).

light,

for the north channel.

502.

ampton.
478.

487.

I

would suggest a

light near this harbour as a guide
to say, ships working up or down
the channel, entering into this bay with the wind fiom
the southward, being a dee]) and dangerous bay, and
no signal whatever from Portland to the Berry Head
I

for all vessels, that

is

on Start Point ; in fact. Berry Head only, from its
boldness and size, also haWng Torbay near.
I have recommended in No. 16 former sheet.
Two leading hghts at Yarmouth or near Gorelstone,
to enable ships to enter or leave the Yarmoutli Roads
at night through the Cockle Gat, and at St. Abb's
a stationary hght.
523. I am of opinion that a lighthouse placed on the Vee
Skerries, Ipng off Papa Stone, would, from the situation,
be the best for benefiting the west coast of XU, Islands
of Zetland, and be very necessary.
525. Two leading hghts at Yarmouth to lead through the
Cockle to enable ships to enter or depart safely in the
521.
522.

night.
526. Yes : the floating hght on the west end of the Skeaweather ; my reasons were given at length in a letter
to the Secretary of the General Shi]) Owners, ice, in
answer to a request made through him by Duncan
Dunbar, dated the 16th Februarj-, 1859.

527.
528.

I

should

])lace a

Wexford being
dreaded both by
the South

hght upon

St.

Abb's Head.

a dangerous coast, and always to be
foreigners and coasters, a Ughtship on

Bay woidd

i)c

the means of sa^-ing Ufe and

j)roperty.

530.

I

would suggest a landmark

for the best of the bar of
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Waterford, in case the buoys were i'emo\-ed, that any

,

stranger might run in.
531. No.
633. I .suggest a large black beacon buoy on the Manacles.
536. Afloating light half-way between Dungenessand South
Foreland, to avoid running on the coast in thick weather,
in the event of having no pilot.
537. I already suggested and recommended the Sgeir Moal
Sound of Jura for a light. My reason is, that I think
it the most necessary light now proposed,
or even
building; instead of last, it ought to be first.
Buoy or
beacon, Catsgeir, near Gigha, Sgeir Tarsing, Sound of
Roasa, and Port Appin ; and a buoy in Saltees Bay,
Sound of Mull, and Sound of Pabla, near Broadford.
These are, in my opinion, the most important.
53.9. St.
Abb's Head, for ships bound for the Firth of
Forth ; Butt of the Le%vis, for ships making the land
from America, Greenland, Dans's Straits, White Sea,
&c.
540. I strongly recommend a lighthouse being built on the
Hanois Rocks, Guernsey, to prevent shipwreck and
loss of life, to ships coming in channel.
5-11.

543.

None.

The west coast of Zetland is much in need of a light
the Vee Skerries most suitable ; the Island of FouUa, or
Foul Island, the most westerly point, being, for the
Beacons
reasons stated, duestion 20, too high land.
should be placed on the half-tide rocks, the Rimbles,
in tlie centre of the fairway of Yellsound, Iceland, the
usual passage for the local traders between the east and
west sides of the islands, and with south and southeast winds, for the Greenland and Davis' Straits fleets.
They could be easily erected, and render a passage, now
dangerous, very safe.

544. Beacon on Rundlestone Rock.
545. I would suggest that a floating light be placed in the
Inner and Outer Dowsings. The Dowsings are very

dangerous 'shoals.
have mentioned in Questions 8 and 22.
549. No.— 552. No.
553. No particulars to remark.
54f!. I

554. No.
555. Yes

a floating light, on the Thorn Bank in the Solent,
as specified in Answer No. 8.
light is very much
required on the Island of Sombrero, as, on approaching
the West Indies through the Sombrero Channel, great
caution is required, pai'ticularly at night, as the currents
are strong and uncertain, and the Anegada and Horseshoe Reefs most dangerous. The island also itself is
ver}' low.
556.
larger buoy on the Rundlestone would be much
better for ships running down round the land in hazy
weather.
558. A lighthouse is required on the Hanois, Guernsey, on
one of the outer rocks. I should suggest a red light
it woidd
facilitate the navigation.
Ships embayed
would be able to determine their position.
561. (Jn Skerimaole Rock, in the Sound of Jura, two miles
from the nearest shore. The necessity of a light on this
small rock I would strongly urge, being very dangerous,
lying right
the thoroughfare, making the navigation
of the Sound of Jura exceedingly difficult at night,
and especially in hazy weather. Light on Ruadh Skeirs
Island, as a leading light up the Sound of Jura, and
also a guide to the harbour of Crinan, and to the
Crinan Canal.
Light on north-east point of island
Keri'ara, as a guide through the sound to Oban, the
entrance of which is very difficult to discover at night.
I. Buoy on North Rock, off Ruadh Island, in the Sound
of Jura. 2. Buoy on Two-feet Rock, off Risanvicli
Faden Island, Sound of Jura. 3. Buoy on Rock, southwest point of Linng, in the Soimd of Scarba. 4. Beacon or buoy on the Black Rock, Sound of Islay. 5.
Buoy on Bogha an Sagant Rock, south-south-east from
the GarveUoch Island.
6. Buoy on Skeir na Fhem-im
Rock, near Gellanock, Sound of Kerrara. /. Buoy on
Bogha Nuadh, off the Island of Dubh Sgeir, inner
Channel of Mull. 8. Buoy on Slieir na Lour, Scallardale Point, Sound of Midi.
i).
Buoy on Rock, westsouth-west from the Green Islands, Sound of Mull.
10. Beacon on the Little Strike, entrance of Loch
Sunant. 11. Buoy on Bodha das Strath Rock, entrance
of Loch Navish.
12. Buoy on Six-feet Rock, north
by west from Kyleakin lighthouse. Buoys on Rocks,
entrance of Loch Carron.
Buoy on Three-feet Rock,
off the Sassanach Reef, Sound of Pablay.
Beacon on
Skeir na 'I'arsin, east of Scalpa Island. Buoy on Rock,
entrance of Loch Torredon. Buoy on Jolla Mealan

Rock, Sound of Dirnay,

Islands, Sutherland-

consider a light absolutely necessary between
St. Alban's Head and Durlestone Point, for steamers
bound to the Needles, as five times out of si.x Portland
hghts ai-e never seen (although in 25 fathoms water),
from the peculiar nature of the atmosphere surrounding
the Bill.
I
recommend a fixed and red flash hght,
exactly like Cadiz lights, as that is the most distinguishable I have ever seen, in thick rainy weather, in
any part of the world. The light would enable mail
steamers to make the Needles, when they are so frequently kept out all night from not having sighted
Portland.
564. Yes.
A floating light placed off North-east Cross
Sand would be an invaluable guide for coasters, and
more especially Scotch steamers to Edinburgh, who
always pass in the night, with thousands of passengers
annually ; and who have more difficulty in hazy weather,
at the back of Yarmouth Sands, than any part of the
coast they navigate, for the want of a light, as above
stated.
It would also be of great service for vessels
from the Elbe and Baltic, who frequently come in at
the back of Yarmouth Sands.
I

565.

I would place a lightship on the north side of the
Varne, in the .Straits of Do\er, and also one on the east
end of the Shambles. Bill of Pentland. The Varne is
very dangerous in the night, also the Ridge. The
Shambles also are dangerous to large ships when the
marks from the shore cannot be seen. If a lightship was
on the Exeter end you could go in in the night as well
as the day.
A light on Morte Point, Bristol Channel,
would be of great use there.

566.

Two leading lights on Yarmouth Deans, to enter
Yarmouth Roads in gales of wind from eashvard. Outer
Dowsing lead clear, with easterly winds Boston Buoys
are not well seen when there is a sea running.

568.

floating light in the Solent on the north-west part
of the Brambles or Thome, as mentioned in Number 8.
It would be of immense advantage to ships in general,
and especially to the West India Mail Steamers, if
there was a lighthouse erected on the Island of Sombrero, at the entrance to St. Thomas, in the channel of
that name, as from the dangerous idcinity of Anegada.,
and its reefs, ships cannot enter that channel unless
sure of their position Ijy observation on the previous
day, es])ecially as the currents are strong and irregular
in that part of the world.

A

m

Summer

shire.

562. Yes.

;

A

549

56!).

570.

A

No.

A floating hght in the Solent, on the north-west
part of the Brambles or Thorne Shoal, as mentioned in
No. 8. It would be a great ad\-antage to ships in
general, particularly, to the West India Mail Steamers,
if there was a hght placed on the Island of Sombrero,
in the channel of that name (West Indies).
Wrecks
are frequently occurring on the Anegada Reef, many
of which would, in all probabilitj', have been avoided
had there been a hght on the island referred to, the
currents being strong and uncertain in these seas.
a great many; but the
Steamers should be inquired of.

572. Yes,

officers of

the Packet

575. In saihng along the south of Ireland in bad or thick
weather the light vessel of the Saltees is of very httle
use ; and in case of not seeing Tuskar, I consider that
would lie good to have a hghtship, with three
it

powerful lights, in mid-channel, between Tuskar and
Welsh shore, wliich, no doubt, \(-ould be the means
of saving many a valuable ship, owing to the cross-set
of tides in that part of the channel, as many vessels,
no doubt, have been lost ov\ing to the same. Likewise,
I consider tliat there is no more than two points westerly
variation along the whole of that part of the coast,
which I have frequently found.

tlie

It would assist the navigation
576. Arranmore, Ireland.
greatly in bad weather, as Tory's is a poor hght in
bad or rainy weather, and when near the coast Rathlin

O'Birne cannot be seen.
On the Coningbeg.
A lighthouse on Great Orrae's Head. Reason,^ a
certain mark for our distance from the Sand Heads
of the Mersey.
579.'. Yes
I beg to suggest that a floating light be placed
at the outer entrance of Hewetfs Gat, where the
South Scroby Buoy is, it would be a great improvement. (See Appendix to Mariners' Eoidence p. 579.)
5S0. Lighthouse on the Wolf Rock off the Land's End.
583. A new light on Tliree-stone Car, and one on the WoU
577.
578.

;

3
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run up Sandy Haven Bay and been
lost it would hkewise enable vessels to leave the haven
at night better.
Likewise Pwlchroan Flats on the south
side of the haven abo\:e Milford
I think a buoy on
the east and west end of these flats, as it is steep-to,
would benefit for strangers ; there are two red lights
;

up the harbour, clearing
the flats on the south side, and the \\'ear Spit on the
north
but these lights are only common lights, as the
others in the dockyard they are in a good situation,
but they ought to he higher and more powerful to be
seen five miles off the AYear Spit formerly had a lightvessel, when the Government boats run the mails to
Waterford. The Carr Rocks and Shelf: a hghtvessel
was hkewise placed here by the ])ost office, and kept
up afterwards by the Admiralty until the Waterford
mail was discontinued bj'the Government ; this light
would; likewise enable the vessels to clear the dockyard bank, lying in the middle of the river, and only
eight feet water low tides, and the Channel only 80
fathoms wide in this part. Lenny Head, a most dangerous part of the coast
there is a beacon on the
Crow Rock, but I am of opinion as there are more
vessels lost on the Crow Toes than Crow Rock making
bold for the beacon, I think three beacons on the land
])laced so that the centre one and west one would clear
the North-west Toe, and centre and east one clear the
South-east Toes, and the centre beacon placed and
Iiainted that by seeing a particular part of it over the
land A-essels would be outside to the southward of
the rocks
I have made these few remarks for others,
not myself, as I am Queen's jiilot, and it would be
against me as a jiilot but I think all necessary.
in the ilockyard for leading

A light on Wolf Rock.

AVolf Rock, because in running from the Lizard in
thick weather it is possible to shut in the Longships.
590. Yes
the placing of a new floating light near the
south-east buoy of Courtan Sands, so as ships coming
from the south-westward might ship a straight course
for it, and from that to the Newar]), and vice versa.
591. In my opinion a light on Strumble Head would be
very useM to vessels working into and out of Car-

58!(.

;

;

;

;

—

digan Bay.

On

592.

the

Wolf Rock,

the

Longships light not being

visible at a distance in thick weather.

A

buoy on Rattray Reef, as the shoal lies off the land,
and many vessels have been lost on it, not aware of
the distance it was from the land.
594. Outside the entrance of Ferry Harbour in particular a
593.

vessels have

;

ment.
586.

23

many

or Sol Peder, Penarth, to assist the navigator to navigate the small channel of the Land's End.
584. Wolf Rock (Lights), and entrance of Victoria Channel, Liverpool.
585. I think a lightship, instead of the bell beacon, off
the Queen's Channel, Liverpool, would be an improve-

:

very much wanted.
595, I would suggest that a floating light placed at the
Outer Dowsing would facihtate the navigation, as in
stormy weather and strong east winds vessels bound
both north and south steering an outwardly course
would make the liaht, when they frequently miss the
Dudgeon, and strike on the Dowsings, as tliere is no
guide there at present.
liglit is

.

598 No.
699 None on these

coasts, but in the Colonies some are
needed.
Yes, on the Coningbeg Rocks there really should be a
lighthouse.
In a heavy gale of wind from \\'.S.W.
to S. when tlie sea runs so high, the lightship then,
when most wanted, is almost useless. The lanterns
cannot be kept much above the rail, then consecjuently
the lights cannot be seen far.
G02. Berry Head, Torbay, being a good roadstead, is always
resorted to both by men-of-war and merchant .ships of
large size
I think a green or blue light on Berry
Head, with a change of colour bright or red, would
enable men of war to go in or out as well by night or
day, and pick up their berth as well with the hea\-ing
of the light
the light to be similar to Plvmouth
Breakwater, only blue or green, as there are none of
Small jvessels
that colour on this part of the coast.
as much as possible to anchor so that they may not
change the colour of the hgbt, laying further under the
land.
I have known many vessels drove up Channel
that may have lain safe in Torbay, if there liad been
a Ught ; this will be opposed by pilots and fishermen.
Dodman
a light on this place -n-ould enable vessels
to anchor in the bay, and when not able to lay in the
with
shift
l)ay
a
of wind, would enable them to run for
Fowey, or get down Channel for Falmouth, the Eddystone being more than '2i) miles on St. Anthony's light
lit Falmouth, shut in there, and no light to be seen on
ibis jiart of the coast
and there is a deal of traffic at
the different ])orts and places about here. And I think
if the Gibbon is wanted to make the land here by day,
Fishguard Roads. St.
a light is wanted by night.
George's Channel, being a good roadstead, and the
only one between Shadwell Roads and Milford Haven
for south and west gales ; this is a spot much resorted
to, but difficult of dark nights for want of a light.
A
blue light on the western point to be seen seven miles
off would be a great benefit to this part of the coast.
Scomar Island near Milford Haven
these islands are
in the track for vessels altering their course from Ireland and Liverpool bound for MUiord Haven and up
the mail and other jiackets,
the Bristol Channel
hough thoroughly acquainted, often feel great difficulty
here
thick weather.
A red light and gong in foggy
or thick weather here would, and is wanted.
The tide
here runs often from five to six knots, and so
ich
foul ground causes a heavy sea, and bad for navigating
between the Smalls and Milford Haven many vessels
Milford Haven
are lost about this part of the coast.
entrance and up the harbour
Chaple Rock at the
entrance has only 14 feet low water, and the sea breaks
heavy in it ; a buoy here is wanted. Stack Rock, a
red light
this hght would, on the proper l)earing,
open of Thorn Island, would clear the Lewis Rock and
buoy at ;he entrance of the haven, v.-hich has only 18
feet at low water ; this light would be a great benefit

;

603.

COl

;

—

:

—

;

:

—

;

1

m

m

;

:

:

—

—

604.
605.

would suggest that a large nun buoy be placed on
the north part of the Outer Dowsing, as there is great
I

danger in crossing the sand.
No change necessary.

As before stated, I think a light on St. Alhan's Head
might be useful for steamers running up Channel for
the Needles, supposing the Needles new Ught does not
answer that purpose.
606. Yes, on the Causeway, and on Cardigan Bay; owing
to the indraught of the tide, vessels become embayed
on the south and east of Bardscy, from the absence
of any light, when from their own calculations they
were supposed to be outside.
60". Pile lighthouse on West Hoyle, west end, to lead clear
of Constable and West Hoyle, and mark the entrance
A lighti-essel for entrance of Queen's
to River Dee.
Channel ; leading lights for Beaumaris River(on Watchhouse Point and fall of Baron Hill); buoys on Selker
Rock, Hilpsford Bank, and Foul Ground, Bahama
Bank, Blaney Channel.
603.

A hghthouse

on North Dock Wall or near Walton to
up Crosliy Channel, and to act with Rock light for
Rock Channel buoys on .Selker Rock and Foul Ground

lead

:

off AValney Island, to facihtate navigation
on north
end of Bdiama Bank to mark the Channel between
that and the Whitestone Bank ; in Welsh Channel,
:

River Dee, to define the channel.

would suggest a light on Orme's Head as a good
also to lead clear of the West
; and
Hoyle Bank, for which purpose it should be masked
or coloured on a certain bearing ; a floating light for
the bell buoy for the improvement of the navigation of
the Mersey; buoys on Hilpsford and Foul Ground,
and at Blaney Channel, River Dee, to facilitate na\d-

(i09. I

place for lying-to

gation.

610. Yes, on
to lead

Orme's Head, or on west end of Hoyle Bank,
up to Liverpool or Chester Bais; outside

Queen's Channel Bar, a floating light in place of bell
beacon, which is not a sufficient guide, is sometimes run
down in the night, and does not ring in calm and
foggy weather buoys on Selker Rock, Cumberland
on Hilpsford Bank and Foul Ground, to mark the
entrance into Piel a Foudre on Bahama Bank, north
end, to mark the passage between that bank and the
Whitestone Bank ; on Craig Rock, Peel Bay.
611. A light on Orme's Head would be a comfortable thing
for ships lying off and on in bad weather; and by
masking, changing colour, or showing an additional
light in the direction of the Constable Bank would be
a great help to navigation. A floating light should
be put in the place of the beU beacon, whic-li is sometimes run down and does not ring in calms leading
lights for Beaumaris River; buoys on Seiker, Cockspeck Rocks; on Hilpsford Bank, Walney Island; on
;

;

;
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north end, Bahama Bank: in Blaney Channel, River
Dee.
612. Yes, on the Great Orme's Head, to enable masters of
ships not having obtained ]nlots, to keep an offing,
and to lead clear of Consta'ole and Hoyle Banks ; a
lightvessel in place of beU beacon, which is not sufficiently useful at night, is sometimes run down, and
does not ring in calms with fog leading lights should
be established on Watchhouse Point and Baron Hill,
Beaumaris River buoys on Hdpsford and Foul Ground,
AValney Island on Bahama Bank, north end, in Welsh
Channel, and Welshman's Gat, River Dee another
on Dutchman's Bank, abreast of Causeway buoy,
Beaumaris River, as the buoys on this bank are too

639.
640.

;

;

641.

far apart.

On

the Varne, for the reasons before stated at Quesand I think a large buoy, similar to the Royal
Sovereign buoy, might be placed with advantage on
the east end of the Skerries if the weather is at all
thick the land marks are difficult to distinguish, and
the soundings deep, not approaching nearer than 20
fathoms.
614.
light on Orme's Head as a stem mark for the Northwest lightship, coloured or shaded in the direction of
Constable and West Hoyle Banks ; buoys on Selker
Rock, Cockspeck, Hilpsford, and Seldom Seen.
615. A lighthouse on Orme's Head as a mark to clear the
Constable Bank, &c., a leading mark for north-west
lightship, other important pm-poses.
floating hght
instead of bell beacon as a mark by night for the
Queen's Channel, and to ring a good bell in foggy
weather, for which purpose the beU beacon is of no
use should it be calm ; buoys on Selker Rock, Foul
Ground, off Walney Island, and Dudgeon Sands.
616. A hght on Orme's Head would facilitate navigation,
but as a pilot I can do without it. It might be marked
or colom-ed so as to lead clear of Constable and Hoyle
Banks a floating light in lieu of beU beacon. Queen's
Channel, would be a great improvement. The bell is
now not of much seiTice at night, and the beacon
occasionally capsizes, and has been several times run
down buoys on Selker Rock and Hilpsford Bank.
617. I suggest a light on the Great Orme's Head, on the
west end, to facilitate the conducting of ships into
;

642.
643.

;

No.

644.

A revolving light on St. Alban's Head, and also a light
placed on shore in a line with any floating hght, to act
as a leading mark, independent of buoys or bearings.
646. I think a floating hght placed between the Ridge and
Varne in the Straits of Dover, would be'of great benefit
to shipping, the shoals being very dangerous.
647 A hght on the Orme's Head would enable vessels to
stand in with confidence eastward of it, and be of great
serxice to keep hold of when not prudent to run for

645.

A

A

Liverpool.

A

St. Alban's Head would be of great
bound to the Needles ; on the
on the Solent, for steamers coming from
the Needles and going to Southampton. Also a hghthouse on Sombrero, West Indies, to avoid the Anegada
Shoal, which the Paramnttu lately foundered on.
See No. 8, for \\'est Hoyle.
In thick weather ships
often get to southward of North-west lightship, and
the fear of doing so often keeps iron steamers outside

Brambles

all

;

,

651

Li\'erpool Bay.
floating light

653

Only where I have already named.
Northward of the Outer Dowsing,
visible

as there

shijjs navigating this coast
one and a half to two leagues.

;

is

656
657

658
666

the

Wolf Rock (Land's End),

a light would be

.

,

.

,

See Nos. 15, 16.
On or near the Shambles, to facihtate the entrance
to Portland Harbour.
I have not thought of any other than before mentioned.
A hght on Wolf Rock, a beacon on the Rundlestone
and Manacle Rocks.
I know of
none that are requisite, as a lightvessel
is, I understand, about to be placed at the east end
of the Shambles, off Portland.

No.— 660.

No.

,

,

668 No.
,

671,

,

I would suggest placing buoys on the Pwlchroggan
Flats in Milford Haven, as in No. 13, and I think a
good light on board the Andromache (powder depot)
moored off Bull Well, W'ould facilitate the navigation
of the Haven, especially steam \-essels.

672 Grassholme Island, alight, red; Brandies Rocks, before
named, a beacon.
673 Grassholme Island, red fights.
674 No.
675 Cannot suggest.
676 I have no suggestion to make.
677 I would have a hght on Strumble Head as before
stated, to warn mariners not to run further into
Cardigan Bay, and the beacon on the Wislan Rock,
as many vessels have ran on it, it being a half tida
rock in Portlinlain Bay.
678 On the Wolf Rock, to enable vessels to navigate
between SciUy and the Longships ^vith greater safety
also for vessels working up and down Channel in
foggy weather.
679 No.
681 ,\ hght of some description on Langness Point, on
the Isle of Man, would be a great acquisition to coasters
from and to ports in Ireland and ports in Cumberland.
The point fies low, and extends seaward for a considerable distance, and in thick hazy weather the high land
looms behind large, that you cannot perceive the lov/land until you are close to it; a Hght then might be
.

.

.

,

fixed,

635. On the Varne or Ridge.
636. I know of none requiring such.
637. Should suggest a hght on the Bramble.
638. In answer to Question 8 I have suggested
hght at the Cross Sand.
glance at the
show the irregularity of the soundings near
and that they cannot be depended upon as
•

placing a
chart wiU
that sand,
a leading
guide towards the Newai-p, and in hazy weather the
lights on shore cannot be seen.
light placed with
the Coclde and Winterton lights in a Une will point
out where the sand can at all times of tide he crossed

A

A

3

night.

On

I think a lighthouse placed on the Hanois Rocks,
west side of the Island of Guernsey, would be of great
use in the prevention of shipwrecks.
667 On the west end of the Varne I have thought a
lightvessel might be useful in working from and running for the Downs in thick weather.

numbers

say, red,

,

654,

coast.

of large

;

invaluable.

A
should take the place of the bell
beacon, to mark the entrance to the Queen's Channel,
as by night the beacon is of little use, and has been
several times run into ; in calm weather the bell on
the present beacon does not ring, and in strong weather
it cannot be heard.
A light on Orme's Head would
be very sen-iceable in clearing the Constable and Hoyle
Banks.
Buoys should be placed on Selker Rock,
Hilpsford, and Cockspeck Scar.
621. I am not aware.
622. A light on the Black Rock in Carlingford Bay would
be most useful. Mr. Hoskyn, who has recently surveyed Carlingford Bay, can prove this.
624. See Question No. 8.
626. A lighthouse on the Skerries, west of the Portland
Firth would be of great use ; also a floating light west
of Corn Rock, [as vessels in a north-east gale could
round it close, and keep the north shore on hard and
wide, the risk of getting over in Dunbar- Bay, which
has been fatal to a great many.
627. In my opinion a floating hght outside the entrance
of Lix'erpool, say 8 or 10 miles, and very brilliant,
as a fairway hght, would be useful.
628. I would suggest the placing of a hght on the Stag
Rocks.
630. As I named before, the placing of a hght on the
Outer Dowsing would be a great benefit for the east
632.
633.

hght on

sen-ice to steamers

;

618.

A

due consideration
of the number of colliers and other ships at all times
passing the Outer Dowsing, and the danger attending
them with easterly gales, wUl assuredly prove the
necessity of one there ; it was long since contemplated.
See Answer No. 15.
A hght should be jjlaced on the Ve Skerries, Shetland,
which are detached rocks, three miles off the most
prominent part of the west coast of mainland.
There
is not a single light (although much needed) on the
west coast of Shetland, and the lights at the extreme
north and south ai-e 60 miles apaa-t ; a light on Orme's
Head would be of great benefit to na\'igation ; and a
lightvessel instead of the bell beacon. River Mersey.
An efficient beacon is required on the Rundlestone
and buoys are much required on the Shambles ofi:' Portland, and on the outer part of the Owers shoal.
Not that I know of.
It does not at present occia- to me to suggest fights,
buoys, &c., elsewhere.

;

tion 8

23

in that direction in fine weather.

;

613.

551

Z
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Question.

23.
picked up,

when

at other times lights

such as Douglas Head and the Calf, are not visible.
683. No.
685. I think the floating light about to be placed on
the east end of the Shambles, ^vill be a very great
assistance as a guide to Portland Harbour, to avoid
the shoal ; and I would like to see a floating light on
the Royal Sovereign Shoal, as I think it would be the
means of preventing those lamentable accidents which
have occurred to so many ships ]iicking themseh-es up
on the coast of France when bound up Channel after
passing Beachy Head.
686.
bright fixed light on Morte Point, Bristol Channel
a black buoy on a dangerous rock, one third of a
mile off entrance to Barra Harbour, Hebrides ; a light

A

on Pheant

Minch.
68/. A lightvessel on the Royal Sovereign Shoal instead of
the buoyj it would be a great guide for vessels coming
up and down Channel a lightvessel on the Shambles,
to faciliate vessels going into Portland Roads.
688. Cannot.
690. Floating hght on the south east end of the Shambles,
Isles,

;

to lead into Portland at night clear of the shoals.
691 No.
692. Not aware of where any are required.
695. No.
697. I think a buoy on south-west part of Skerries near
Start Point would be useful in ease of thick weather.
698. As to my e.\|)crience of the English Channel, no.
699. If the present light at the Needles answers for the
na\'igation in the neighbourhood of St. Alban's Head
well ; but, if not, Dundlestone Point is the place to
have one, as stated in replies 2 and 8.
700. No.
701. I would suggest jjlacing a lighthouse on the Wolf
Rock, as an assistance in going round the Land's

702.

End.
A good powerful floating lightvessel exhibiting a bright
and coloured light, in the vicinity of the Varne or
Ridge, would save vessels from shipwreck upon the
French coast.

Portland, east of the Shambles.
704. I .im unable to do so.
705. Floating lights (red re\ohing) near the Burt Head
or South Brake, it l)eing difficult to hit the Channel
between the buoys at night, as tiic South Foreland
high light cannot be depended on in hazy weather,
and in large ships the mizen mast iireveols a stem
healing off Gull light ; i', would also be convenient for
ships running through the Gull stream from the southward. Floating light (similar to Gull hght) near the
Keeps in Swin Channel, tlie distance between Swin
middle and (iunflect being too great, if hazy, for
steamers navigating that Channel at night.
707. I have to suggest the placing of a floating light on
the llundlcstone. Shambles, and Royal Sovereign
Shoals ; I am of ojiinion it would add nmch to the safety
of vessels.
708. North end of the Outer Dowsing, with the wind
from the eastward, bound to southward from Flamborough Head, we are compelled to keep on a lee
shore, for if we keep to the eastward we have nothing
to warn us when we are approaching them.
709. Liglit on Garrison Point, Sheerness, to lead ships into
Sheerness by night.
beacon on the north bank, between No. 4 and 5
714.
bl ick buoys in the Rock Channel, Liverpool.
715. 1 am not aware of one being requisite anywhere.
718. Stated in tiuestion No. 8; we lose sight of Menai
Straits light and Beaumaris light, being no guide to
us.
gun much wanted as a fog signal on the Copeland
719.
entrance of Belfast Lough.
722. I canr.ot think of any plac>.
72.3. No suggestion.
724. I would recommend a light on Rock or Bill, north
of Cambay Island, in the Irish Channel, to he green.
72s. See answers to (iuestions ii, 8, 13, and 16.
726. A light on St. Alban's Head, properly distinguished
from the Needles and Portland Lights.
hgiuhouse
on the Manacles, or a lightvessel moored ott" them
these are very dangerous rocks when the Lizard hghts
are not visible in thick weather.
new lighthouse
JO'A.

A

A

A

A

on Rue Rca Head, between Loch Gerloch and Loch
Ewe, on the north-west coast of Scotland, would be
ot gnat auvancage to vessels going round Cape Wiath.
723. Yes
a lightship uft' the Foreland, Bristol Channel.
In thick weather, running uj) channel, we are obliged
;

23.

make south
Lundy seldom

on the higliland,

to

hght
729,

I

:

on north side.
those times, and Ilfracombe

side to avoid the dangers
visible at

and uncertain.
not aware of any being recpiired.
indifferent

is

am

730, I think

floating

lights at

such places as the Cross

Sand and the Outer Dowsings would be of

ser^•ice,

as

they lay in situations where tlierc is the greatest traffic
in the world.
There are other parts equally dangerous,
but they are more out of the way and it might lead
to mistakes to have too many lights near each other,
unless they are varied in their appearance, so as to be
easily distinguished from one another.
732 Yes ; off Shambles, a floating liglit on north-east
;

.

point.

No.

733,

A monster buoy on the Bouldre Bank, as a better
guide for ships proceeding to Spithead from the eastward.
737. I would suggest the jilacing of a first-rate lightvessel
in place of the bell buoy, as the Queen's Channel is
the most imjioi-tant entrance to the Mersey. A lighthouse on Oime's Head, to keep ships clear of the Con734

.

stable and West Hoyle Banks ; light to mask or change
in the direction of danger.
Lighthouses on Watch-

house Point and Cam])
lights
nortli

Beaumaris, for leading

Hill,

up the river. Buoys in Blaney Channel at
of West Hoyle on Selker Rock
Cockspeck
north end of Bahama Bank
Hiljjsford Bank
;

;

:

Scar
on Craig Rock, to facilitate nangation.
It would be of great service to steam ships if a lightship was placed at the eastern part of the Cross Sand
;

;

;

Yarmouth, and something to mark the Outer
Dowsing.
I
think there should be a lightship on the Outer
Dowsing, because it lies in a fairway for large ships,
and neither buoy, beacon, or light on it.
740. I think a floating light ought to he placed on the
.Suppose a ship from tlie north,
Outer Dowsing.
drawing 20 feet or more, taking a de])arture from
Flamborough Head, he steers for the Dudgeon, the wind
being easterly, and heavy sea ; he steers without the
Dudgeon. I'he distance being so short between the
Dudgeon and Outer Dowsings, a hght is much wanted.
741. On the north end of the Outer Dowsings ; having
ships of 21 or 22 feet water on that part of the coast
the Outer Dowsings is dangerous.
742. I think there should be a hghtslii]j on the Outer
Dowsing, north end, because it hes in a fairway lor
off

739.

crossing the deeps, or making the land.
The Harbour Commissioners at Galway ajjpear

sliips

743.

desirous
of giving more facility to the steam ships, &c. entering
Galway, probably a bell buoy on the St. Margaret's
.Shoal, a beacon on Black Rock, and a fair\vay light
exhibited from Mutton Island, below the others at

some

distance,

Island does not

might

show

The
enough out

suffice.

far

light

on Mutton
Arran

in the bay.

lights being altered, are invisible inside the island in

the direction of the bay.
Since the new light has been placed on the Needles
Rocks I don't know any jiart ot the United Kingdom
that requires a hght or buoy.
Yes ; a floating light on the north end of the Outer
Dowsing, because it lays in a track with easterly
winds from Flamborough Head towards the A\ ould ;
during gales the sea breaks very heavy on it. Also on
the south end of the Cross Sand, because the shore
hglits are often obscured during the winter months
with frost and haze.
The one they are now placing on the north-west coast
of Guernsey will be a very great advantage.
I would place lights on the Dodman, and a harboiu'
light at Fowev.
Also hghts on Pedler Point and Berry

Head.
It any new light

is

needed

it

seems that it should be
where the range of one
which is between

in the only place in the channel

light does not range within another

the South Bishop and Bardsey.
In 50 fathoms water, between the Tuskar and Smalls.
1 know of none.
On the Island of Hesker. There being no other hght
between the Butt of Lewis and Barra Head. Many
ships bound tluough the Pentland Frith from the West
Indies, America, Ike. steer for the Butt, and are often
It would also
set to the southward about Hesker.
ser\e to point out the entrance to the Sound of Harris,
\\ lure ships may have shelter, and a navigable passage
throi'-gh, and escape the fate wluch they so often find
on the rockv shores of South L'ist and Barra.

MAKIXERS EVIDENCE.
Question

23

"59. St. Alban's Head, liecause a shipmaster may miss
seeing Portland in hazy weather, and, being anxious
to make the Needles, may haul in and find himself

embayed.
The want of a light on the Tiraught Rock is much
it would be of the greatest advantage to ships
navigating the Shannon, and also Galway liay.
761. 1st. I believe and know that a small red light on
Omeath Rock, which nearly joins the south shore,
Carlingford Bay, would be advantageous at night, and
The direction on the Admiralty
the tower by day.
;

Durnish Farmhouse (the present lead in to Foynos
Harbour for the main or west entrance) would be a
fairway light, and lead in both entrances.
762. Not competent to judge.
763. No.
765. A lightvessel in Cardigan Bay, to keep ships clear
of the Causeway. A light on Orme's Head, to keep
lightships clear of Constable and Hoyle Banks.
vessel in place of bell buoy, which is not a sufficient
mark for the entrance of the Uueen's Channel by night
Lights at Bangor and Beaumaris, to lead
or in fog.
up Beaumaris River. Buoys on Selker Rock Hilpsford
Walney Island north end Bahama
Ground,
and Foul
Bank, and on Craig Rock, Isle of Man ; Blaney Channel, River Dee, to improve the navigation.
768. I would suggest a monster black buoy, with a beacon,
to be placed on the south-west end of the Boulder
Bank(()wers); this, with the buoy on Bullock's Patch,
and the beacon buoy on the Dean Tail, would facilitate
the navigation to Spithead, and make the passage

service, I have seen several vessels strike, one of which
sunk immediately; in short, I cannot too strongly
upon your minds the necessity of making

A

imf)ress

Lochindahl a harbour of refuge, to save both lives
and property.
782. Yes, at Sheep Island, or on the Rue Point of Rathhn
Island, to lead through the sound.
Also at entrance
of Lough Strangford, for refuge purposes ; a tower has
been built here, but not illuminated. Also on Black
Rock, Lough Carhngford, to lead to anchorage off

;

;

Warrenpoint.
on Orme's Head, to keep ships clear of the
Constable and West Hoyle Banks. On Barow Hill,
and Watchhouse Point, to lead up Beaumaris River.
At the entrance of Ciueen's Channel, in ])lace of bell
buoy, which is not a sufficient guide in dark or calm
foggy weather, buoys on south end Hilpsford Bank
and Foulney Spit, Walney Island, and north eilge of

783. Yes,

perfect.

suggest that the Kenel)eg lightship be done away
and a lighthouse erected on the Cnmney Bay
Rock. Ships are so liable to run inside of the ship,
tliis being anchored so far oft'; by so doing this would
be a great sa\'ing of men, and safer position for a
I'jjiit to be so placed.
770. The eastern end of Shambles is at present not
marked but I hear a lightvessel will be ])laced there
Ships bound for Portland will have to shave
shortly.
the Shambles close with westerly \nnds.
1

with,

Bahama Bank, to facilitate navigation.
7S4. In certain states of the atmosphere a light below the
lower light on the Calf of Man, would be very useful.
786. I would suggest a lighthouse on the North Carr ; or,
if that is impracticable, a Jack-in-the-box on the extremity of Fyfe's Reef, to know when to round the reef

;

on

772. No.
(visible at six miles)

in

vessel

;

night on the lights in one to within a ship's length of
the Calshot lightvessel, when, the southern river being
open, there would remain little difiiculty in clearing the
shoal called " Jack.' In the absence of this suggestion,

would move the

lightvessel to the north-west elbow

of the Brambles.

would suggest the placing a new lightvessel at the
north ])art of Outer Dowsing (viz.), a flash light every

77-1. I

10 or 15 seconds.
775. If the suggestion at Question 22 is impracticable,
then a " Jack-in-the-box " lighthouse should be placed
on Fifeness, and a light exhibited that would show only
in the direction of the Carr Rocks, so that vessels
rounding the Car would know when they were abreast
of it, and when it was .safe to alter their course. The
Noi-th Carr is not the only place where I would suggest the placing of a light; and I have only mentioned
it because it is of the most importance to us Dundee
traders.
The inner sound (Farn Islands) is often used
by us coasters, esjieciaUy in strong westerly winds,
when we feel as if there were a necessity to use it. To
facility the navigation of that channel, I would suggest

so strong, that in dirty weather
slow, and sometimes lay to,

go

when
it is

it is

necessary to

hard to

tell

what

course the ship is making, so that a light on Orme's
Head or on the Constable Bank, would enable seamen
to renew their departure for the N.W. hghtship.

24. If you are in the habit of passing Lighthouses with coloured Lights, do you

consider that they are discernible at a
sufficient
distance,
and that such
Lights are sufficiently distinguishable
from one another, and from white
Lights, in all weathers ?

the placing of a light somewhere about Holy Island
Castle, so that by its bearing we would know when
we were abreast of the Plough Seat and I would
suggest the strengthening of the low light on the
Farn Island, because it, like the low light on ihe Island
of May, is a poor light, and is often not to be seen
when most needed. A light upon the Oxscars (Frith
of Forth) would be of great use to vessels trading to
ports in the Frith to the westward of them, and hkewise to vessels running for the Hope roads for shelter
in strong easterly gales.
I will say nothing about St.
Abb's Head, because, from an advertisement that I saw
;

II.

either side.

The Mageretta Shoal
Galway Bay not

is the only danger under water
sufficiently marked.
A light
would supply the defect.
789. I would strongly recommend a lighthouse on the Foze
Rock this might be one revolving bright and green
alternately, to distinguish it from Loop Head light
Skelhgs, Slyme and Arran lights.
On no rock,
point, or island on the coast of Ireland is a hght more
required than on the Foze Rock. Tliis light would be
of the greatest use to vessels in rounding the Blaskets
bkelligs lights
trading to Limerick and N.W. coast,
to remain, and to show the same lights as before.
As the distance is so great
790. On the Orme's Head.
from Point Lynas to the N.W. lightship, and the tide

787.

on the
shore near Hill Head (entrance to Southampton), to
mark the channel between the Bramble Shoal and
north shore, enabling the mail steamers to enter by

I

A floating hght on the north end of the Outer Dowsing
would be a good guide for heavy ships coming from

the northward, as it is dangerous to steer too far in
with a 22 feet ship ; there are over-falls to the north
of the Dodgon light, with only four fathoms on them
at low water.
780. At Lochindahl, in the Island of Islay, a lighthouse is
particularly required on the north side of the entrance
to the harbour, and a buoy on each side of the channel,
it being a bar harbour; and it has frequently occurred
that vessels have struck on the bar in consequence of
the channel (which is a quarter of a mile broad) not
being properly buoyed on each side. And a beacon
should be ])laced on that dangerous sunken rock off
Laggan Point, on which, within my long period of

thus caught up the Sea Xymphs. 2nd. A red light
on Carrigapane, Dungarvon Bay, «ould enable vessels
at night to wait for water over Dungarvon Bar, there
being good anchorage and shelter to lee of the rock.
3rd. A red light, raised on the slob to the west of

'73.1 suggest leading lights

is

I

present.

778.

chart, " after clearing the Earl's Rock,'' &c. to " steer
for Warrenpoint, ' leads" on the Gaunaway Reef, which

769.

24

would, (viz.,) north end of Outer Dowsing.
In
navigating the North Sea with large ships drawing 22
or 2.i feet water, or, leading across the deeps, it would
greatly assist us in charge of large ships, especially
with east winds.
777. I do not remember any place that wants such at
776.

760.

felt

-23,

in the news])apers a few months ago, I believe there
to be a light placed there.

1.

All lights that

I

am

in the habit of passing are suffi-

ciently distinguishable.
2.

Yes.

3. I
4. I

have generally found them so.
am in the constant practice of passing lighthouses,
I consider the arrangements admirable.

and

4
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Question

•24

—

Yes. 6. Yes.
In my opinion the distinction between the different
objects has been well marked.
tienerally they are, but the Tralee harbour Ught is an
exception.

Yes.— 14.

I do.

am

not in the habit of passing coloured hghts.
All I pass 1 consider perfect.
I am satisfied with the present system.
Yes, but a white is seen at the greatest distance.
20. Yes.
Yes.
21. Yes.
22. Yes.
23. Yes.—
24. Yes.— 25. Yes.
I frequently pass the lighthouses with coloured lights,
and 1 think they can be seen quite a sufficient distance.
Yes.— 28. Yes.— 29. Yes.— 30. Yes.—31. Yes.
Very seldom they are discernible at a sufficient distance.
Coloured Mghts are not discernible at so great a distance ; but when made they are distinguishable from
white hghts.
36 I have often noticed the Gull Stream hght flaring up
when swinging about more at one time than at
another.
Yes.
I

—

I

—

—

—

do not.

I consider they are discernible at a suiRcient distance
to be distinguishable from each other.

—

Yes.
42. Yes.
All coloured lights, used as leading marks, in my
opinion, ought to be much stronger than any other,
to prevent them being mistaken, in thick bad weather,
from steam or sailing ships' hghts.
From London to Isle of Wight all the lights are good.
Y'es.

Yes;
Y'es.

—
—

show

well.

,:

—

those coloured lights which

at

a sufficient distance.

A

good bright

—

light

is

—

I

pass are discernible

the best ever

I

saw.

sufficient distance.

149. Do not.
150. In very bad weather, v>'hen the knowledge of a particular colour is required, could there be an improvement to cause them better distinguishable it would be

a great benefit, as
only obtained.
156 Yes.

I consider they are discernible at a sufficient distance
to be distinguished from each other.

hghts are discernible at a

suffi-

cient distance.

The red lights are not so good to make out, in hazy
weather, as white lights.
69. I think they are quite distinguishable.
70. I consider they are discernible at a sufficient distance
to be distinguished from each other.
68.

I

—

—

do.
73. Y'es.
cannot give any opinion.

71. Y'es.

72.

1

Yes.— 76. Yes.— 78. Yes.— 7-9. Y'es.— 80.

Yes, I do,
I am not in the habit.
86. I am not in the habit.
87. Y'es.
88. Quite distinguishable from each other.
89. I believe the certainty of distinction to be more important than being seen a few miles fui-ther off.
90. Yes.
92. Only in the habit of passing Newport light, which is
discernible at sufficient distance.
95. Y'es.— 96. Y'es.
97. I have generally found them so.
99. Yes.— 100. Y'es.
101. Yes.— 102. Y'es.— 103. Y'es.
104. In hazy weather coloured hghts are not so easily seen
as bright

hghts, but

on nearing them can he seen

sufficiently to avoid danger.
106. Y'es.
107. I am not in the habit of passing lighthouses

—

do.— 161. Yes.— 162.

I

Yes,

I have seen.
163. Yes.
think they are sufficiently distinguishable from one

as far as
I

is

another.

A

green light

may be

mistaken, but not the other

168.

think they are not discernible at a sufficient distance,
but I think they are sufficiently dis tinguishable from
one another.

170.
ISO.

Yes.— 172. Yes.— 175.

10?. Y'es.
111. 1 cannot suggest any alteration.
112. Yes.
113. I think a red light easily distinguished

I

I

do.— 179.

I do.

I am in the habit of passing coloured Ughts
and, in
answer to the latter clause of this question, I am not
prepared to answer.
181 According to weather, which requires judgment.
183 Yes.— 185. 'I-hey are.— 186. Yes.— 191. Yes.— 193.
;

Y'es.

Quite discernible and distinguishable.
\\ here I am acquainted they are quite distinguishable.

198,

Y'es.

I have not been in the habit of passing many coloured
hghts, and am, therefore, not competent to give an
opinion ; but I think that a green light can be seen
farther than anv other coloured light.
203 Yes.— 204. Yes.

205 Cannot
206 Y'es.
208 Cannot

say.

sav.

212 Yes.
think the bright hght preferable to any coloured
ught. and would have all first-class lights bright, in

213,

I

three classes, riz., steady, flashing, intermittent.
215, Y'es.
217, I consider they are.
219, I have found them discernible at a certain distance, and
distinguishable from white hghts in aU sorts of weathers.

220 Consider that Roche's point hght (Cork Harbour) not
sufficiently red, or brilhant, for aU weathers.
221 Yes.

—224.

Yes.

—226.

—

227. Yes.
superior to bright hghts;
generally, are sufficiently distinguishable from the
bright hghts and one another, but our present coloured

The coloured hghts

2-'S

Y'es.

are

hghts need impro\Tng.
I consider Spurn low hghts, at the entrance of the
Himiber, to be a very indifferent hght.

229.

230
232

Y'es.

have always found them discernible at a sufficient
and sufficiently distinguishable from each
and from white hghts, in all weathers.
I think they are quite sufficiently distinguisliable and
discernible in both cases, thick with snow or fog
I

distance,

other,

2M

excepted.

with

coloured hghts.

235 I think they are.
236 Y'es.
237 'WTien there is a red and white revolving hght we
can do very well ; but when the light is white, not so
.

well.

from a white

one, though not seen so far,
114. All that 1 know of are
quite eufficiently distingui thable.
115.

No""

often happens that one sight

it

157 Not always.
158 Yes.— 159. Y'es.- 160.

202

am

67. I consider the coloured

—

—

A red light can generally be distinguished from one of
a natural colour, but green is apt to be mistaken for
white.
The red generally can be distinguished at a

144,

ciently distinguishable.

able.

118.

—

199
201

of opinion that the system used in these lighthouses is good, and the hghts sufficiently distinguish-

74.
75.
84.

guished far off.
^\'hite hghts are far preferable to
red, being far better, and seen at a much creater distance.
136. Sufficient.
135. Yes.
138. Yes.
139. Yes.
140. Yes. thev are sufficient.— 141. Yes.— 142. Y'es.
143. Yes.

Quite so. 59. Y'es. 60. Y'es.
I think
the lights may be distinguished from the
hghts caused by ships generally.
I never felt any difficulty.
All hghls that I am in the habit of passing are suffiI

66.

—

colours.

All hghts that I am in the habit of passing are sufficiently distinguishable.
Y'es.
52. Yes.
53. Quite so.
Y'es

—

—

—

46. Y'es.
especially red lights
49. Y'es.

-24

119. Cannot say.
120. I think so.
122. Y'es.
123. I think so.
124. Y'es.
125. Y'es.
126. Y'es.
127. All hghts that I am in the habit of passing are sufficiently distinguishable.
129. Y'es.
128. Yes, I do.
1.34. Only the harbour hghts. and that on Southend jetty,
and which latter requires fine weather to be distin-

242 Yes.
244 White hghts are preferable
.

colour in lights.
246 Y'es.— 247. Yes.— 249. Yes.
250, I consider they are.
'.

;

many cannot

distinguish

»'

BIAEINEKS' EVIDENCE,
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Very few coloured

251.

lights

I seen,

and

it

any lighthouse showing a coloured light, either red or
green, is discernible at a sufficient distance to avoid

has always

in fair weather, when I have found them
quite discernible at a distance of 10 miles and over;
is a certain state of the atmosphere under
which a bright hght mil exhibit a red colour.
252. I have at times experienced a difficulty in distinguishing coloured lights from white lights, particularly in

chanced to be

363.
365.

hazy weather.
253. I think they are all well an-anged ; in misty weather,
red lights are not well seen.
256. Yes, I do.— 259. Yes.
260 I think they are.
261 The coloured lights that I have seen on different
])arts of the coast are sufficient.
I have always found that white lights are seen before
the coloured lights, and are easily distinguished from
each other; but the difference between a dark red and
is

not easily seen, particularly at a distance.

263 The white lights are the best.
264 Quite so.
269 They are sufficiently distinguishable from one another.
270 I do.
None.
So far as my observation has gone, I think they are

—

I passed easy to be
tinguished in all weathers when I could see them.
Yes, in ordinary clear weather.
279 Yes.— 280. I do.—231. Discernible.

The

284, See

[dis-

red, yes.

Question 19.

;

the Floats' two lights is too great in showery weather,
the one might be mistaken for the other.
In general they are sufficient.
Coloured lights should be more powerful than lights
of the natural colour.
The lighthouses which I am in the habit of passing,
viz., up and down the English Channel, I think are
sufficiently distinguishable from one another, and
white lights, in all weathers.
I think they are.
I am ; they are sufficiently discernible to distinguish
them from white lights in all weathers.
Yes.—294. Yes.— 295. Yes.— 296. Yes.
Red lights are not so easily distinguished as bright
ones, but they are of the greatest importance when constructed siniilai- to Xoss Head and the Coquet Island.
Mariners finding the bright lights Ijccoming red haul
to the eastward for safety.
Yes.
Perfectly distinct, red especially ; can be seen any safe
distance ; white and red flash very good, but white seen
much the farthest.
Nothing to particularize under this head.
Yes.
;

289.
292,

.301

302,

,303

306
.309

I

am

not.

lights cannot be seen at great distances, and
hazy weather are difficult to be distinguished fiom
lights.
white

310 Coloured
in

—

—

316. Yes, sufficiently distinguishable.
315. I do.
Yes.
318. I do.—319. Yes.—320. Yes.—321. Yes.
322. I think they are sufficiently distinguishable.
323. No.
324. I have not been in the habit of passing coloured lights
for

many years.

At times hghts

325.

369.
370.
373.
377.
381.
386.
388.
389.

I do.
I think so.
Yes. 375. Yes.

—

No

are not discernible at the distance at

which they are supposed to be seen, but it depends more
on the atmosphere than on the colour of the light.
329. 1 found Uiem discernible at a sufficient distance, and
distinguishable from one another, and from white lights.
330. Yes.— 331. Yes.
333. Generally so.
334 . Yes.— 336. Yes.— 339. Yes.
341 The Tuskar is not the red hght.
.342 1 have never found any difficulty.
343 Quite so. 347. Yes.
.349
red hght is seen 15 miles off, and where it revolves
from red to white it is very distinguishable. Vide Cape
Delia Zesta light (coast of Sardinia Island).
350 I consider them quite distinguishable.
35:
Yes. 353. Yes. 354. Yes.
355 Not sufficiently distinguishable from white Hghts.
356 Yes. 357. Yes.
361 I have been in the habit of passing the lights both
in the EngUsh and St. George's Channel, and say that

m

discern at times.
390. Yes ; but I dishke coloured hghts on account of their
not being seen far ; and «'hite lights are often red in
some states of the atmosphere, and would easily be
mistaken for such.
391. Coming from the westward, Point Ayr hght, at River
Dee, might be taken for the N.W. lightship, which
would bring ships on West Hoyle Bank, as it often

has done.
The coloured lights can be distinguished from the
white lights.
393. Yes.—394. Yes.
395. Coloured hghts are not distinguishaliie at a suiiicieul

396. Quite so.—39/. Yes.—398. Yes.
399. I would suggest revolving red lights.
400. I consider that any coloured lights which I sirn in the
habit of passing are discernible at a sufficient distance,
and are also sufficiently distinguishable from one
another, and from white lights, in all weathers.
In thick
401. Coloured hghts are seldom visible far.
weather they are not sufficiently distinguishable (except
purposes,
as
harbour
lights),
local
and
for
therefore
are unfit for distant use.
402. Ex-cept in fog.
405. Yes.—406. Yes.—410. Yes.—411. Yes.—113. Yes.—
414. Yes.
416. Found no difficulty for distance, nor for distinguishing.
417. I do.—118. Yes.—420. Yes.
423. ^Vhite lights are seen furthest off, or blue light.
424. In thick or hazy weather they are oftentimes not distinguishable.
427. The coloured hghts at the Tuskar arc very fine.
429. Yes.—131. Yes.—432. Yes.— 433. Yes.—134. Yes.—
438. Yes.
440. I do not.
443. I think they are.
444. Yes.— 445."Yes.^48. Yes.—449. Yes.^51. Yes.—
452. Yes.—454. Yes.—457. Yes.^58. Yes.
459. I scarcely think they are discernible in hazy weather
from white hghts.
461. Yes.—462. Yes.—463. Yes.-466. Yes.-468. Yea.—
472. Yes.
473. No.
474. I consider the coloured lights quite discernible at the
sufficient distance, and distinguishable from the white
or bright hghts.
475. There is always a considerable doubt about a red light,
unless a bright one is visible to compare it with.
In
hazy weather the brightest white light sometimes appears

dark red.

—

them

iufficiently discernible.

I think coloured lights are seen quite far enough off
for all purposes for which they are intended, and with
ordinary care are easily distinguished.
484. I consider that a red light is discernible at a sufficient
distance, and distinguishable from white in all wea-

483.

thers.

485. Yes.
486.. I consider

—

—
—

—

.

4

—

480. Yes.
476. Yes.
477. Yes.-^78. Quite so.
481. I do not think the present system of lighting, to distinguish one light from another, could be improved.
482. I have frequently jiassed coloured lights, and think

.

.

Yes.

I think they generally answer the purpose very well.
This is difficult to reply to as regards all weathers.
Anglesea, is very difficult to
Black Point hght,

.

A

—376. Yes.

experience.

Yes.—383. Yes.— 385.

distance.

285, I have not seen Blackwater House float, but think
a revolving light on it and another on Tuskar are too
near and the difference of height (10 feet) between

286
287

danger.
Yes.— 364. Yes.
I have for vears been passing the Tuskar light, in St.
George's Channel, and think it a splendid light in
every respect,

392.

sufficiently distinguishable.

275 Yes. 2/6. Yes.
277 I always found the lights

282,

24

Question
have

but there

pale red

555

-si'hite

lights better

than

all

others, in

any

weather.
487. I would suggest that Roche Point light, Queenstown,
should be a good deal stronger, as the present one is
a most miserable light in my opinion.
Colom-ed hghts are not distinguishable from
488. Yes.
white lights in all weathers.
489. I do consider they are.
Yes, so far as relating to red
hghts.
I
think
that
coloured
491.
Hghts can be distinguishable fi'om
white Hghts in all weatners.

A2
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492. I think not, in

493. Yes.
494. I think red lights are not discernible so far as bright
lights are.

think they are discernible at a sufficient distance.
never fouiid any difficulty in distinguishing coloured
from white lights.
496 Coloured lights cannot certainly be seen so far as a
clear light ; stiU the making sufficient distinction
between the difFerent lights being of even more importance than making them at a distance, it is doubtless
I have
very often judicious to have coloured lights.
never found them othenvise.
498. Yes.—499. Yes.—500. I do.
501. I always found them to work well on the present
I

I

principle.

502. I consider quite discernible.
504. Yes.
505. Cannot say.
607. Have known instances in which red was taken for
white in snow ; the result, the loss of the ship.
510. Yes.
509. Yes.
511. I have always found the coloured lights to answer the
purpose intended.
516. Y'es.— 517- Yes.
514. Yes.
612. Yes.
518. In fogs bright lights appear of a red colour. I cannot
suggest any improvement. No mistaking the Tuskar.

—

—

—

519 No.
521. I think sufficiently obsen-abl«.
522. Yes.
625. Yes, they are discernible at a sufficient distance, and
also froni

one another and from white

lights.

626. I have jjassed coloured lights. They are not so easily
discernible as bright, but may be seen at a sufficient
distance to warn off. and with moderate attention are
easily distinguishal)le from other hghts.
527. I do, more especiaUv the red hght.

Yes.— 529. I do.
6.H0, It is impossible to distinguish them far off.
535. Very good.
533, Yes.
536, I am not in the habit of passing coloured lights in
628.

—

Ughthouses.
I

all coloured lights be made
think they are quite distinct when

would recommend that

much

stronger.

I

onre picked up.
538. Coloured hghts are only good as harbour hghts, or
to distinguish them from other near lights.
539 I consider them sufficiently discernible.
640, If possible, an

improvement

is

desirable to

make them

distinct under all circumstances.
referring to the Admiralty Chart, " Wreck lights
floating lights around the coast of Great Britain
Irelanci, and channels.'' I consider the hghts are

more

On
and
and

from one another. Ha^ing
been instrumental, with the late Marquis Downshire,
bv numerous memorials to the Trinity House and
Ballast Office, Dublin, in 1837-41, succeeded in
getting the present hghthouse erected on St. John's
Point.'Dunden Bay, hghted 1st May 1844. Instead of
sufficiently distinguishable

the present intermitting clear light. 1 would recommend
red internetting, as we have no such on the east coast
of Ireland.
I have not found any difficulty in distinguishing one

542

from the other.
consider coloiu-s not easily distinguishable in certain
atmosphere and of the weather, and that,
when practicable, the distinctions of fixed, revolving,
flashin", are much better, and more dependable.

543,

I

states of the

544 Yes.
545 I think they are
549 Yes.
.

right.

best for all weathers and all purposes ; therefore,
decidedly give them the preference.
566. Yes.
567. Yes.
568. 1 have found no difficulty- in distinguishing them.
569. Yes.

552,

.

The

570. Unless within a moderate distance, there is some
difficulty in discerning coloured lights.
571. I have never found difficulty in distinguishing the white
from the coloured red light, and I do not think they

can be mistaken.
Have never experienced any

572.
573.

is

not very

553 Quite so.
5.54 Blackwater bank in hazy weather.
555 Yes. 556. Yes.
557 The lighthouses I have found sufficient, but the green
light on the Brighton pierhead is very indifferent. The
tmvn hghts are very brilhant, which often renders it
.

whites and a red, very good hghts.
574. Yes.
577- Easily at about 6 miles.
578. Coloured lights should always revolve, with a bright
light in rotation or two to one, as Tuskar.
579. I do.— 580. Yes.
581. They are sufficiently distinguishable from one another,
and also from white lights, in all weathers.
5*^3.

No.

584. Coloured lights not easily discernible; useful only
where a number of lights are close together.
585. I do not consider coloured hghts can be seen at a
great distance.
587. The red light on De\-il's Island, near Halifax, Nova
Scotia, is a very poor light for such an important
position.

588. Devil's Island light (red1, entrance to Halifax harbour,
a very poor light, and very indistinct.
589. No.
5I;0. Have passed Plymouth breakwater hght, on an average,
twice per week for more than three years, and have
found a deficiency of fight in the same.
.591. Yes.
592. If placed close to the water.
593. The red colour is the most preferable.
596. I never felt any difficulty in knowing one light from
another.
.597. I do.
598. If the power of the red hght at Hastings could be
increased so as to be seen 10 or 12 miles, and kept
burning throughout the year, it would be a good mark
for clearing the .Sovereign Shoals to the eastward.
599. I never have been deceived.
601. 1 have made Tuskar hght a very great number of
times the last 26 years, I never felt at a loss to distinguish it when within range of the red face.
603. No.
604. All sufficiently discernible.
605. Have no experience on the point.
606. Yes, I beheve so.
607. Red lights ought to be improved if possible.
608. Crosby shore light (red) is not discernible at a sufficient distance.

The Rock hght (red) is seen at a sufficient distance,
but the Crosby shore light is not.
610. Yes.
611. They might he improved.
612. I should hke to see them improved.
613. I think it would be a great advantage to have the
Seven .Stones and Longships fights higher, so that
each hght might be seen distinctly on opposite sides
for instance, the Seven Stones to be
of that passage
seen distinctly at the Longships. and the Longships at
the Seven Stones.
614. GeneraUy not sufficiently discernible at a distance,
but may be distinguished from any other.
shows a red fight, which is not
(>1 5. Crosby hghthouse
609.

;

—

The red' hghts of Crosby and Trwyn Dee Point
(Beaumarisl, are not descernible at a sufficient disTrwyn Dee hght appears white instead of red
in hazy or gloomy weather.
618. Crosby fight (red) is not discernible at a sufficient
(il6.

tance.

distance.

.

.

difficulty.

I consider red lights discernible at a sufficient distance
for instance, Roche's Point and Tuskar, revolving, two

sufficiently distinct.

Cork harbour

discernible.

.

I

—

.

light at the entrance of

24

Question

foggv weather.

;

hardlv noticeable.
I consider that the red hghts, such as the Maplin, are
excellent, aud might be used more, with advantage, in
floats where there are two hghts.

559 I do.
562 I consider they answer the purpose admirably.
564 All that I am acquainted with arc quite sufficient in
.

colour and distance.
I have passed many lights in different parts of the
world, and 1 think the red and the white lights are the

The coloured fights are not seen as far as the bright
ones but, as a distinction, colours red and blue, are
good.
621 I do not suggest any unprovement.
622. Any coloured hghts I pass are good.
619.

;

.

624. Yes.
627. Scarcely sufficient distance. The red light on east end
of Malta is very indistinct at a distance, while a white
In some
ficrht would be perfectly bright and distinct.
states of the atmosphere they are not easily distin-

guished.

mariners' evidence.
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632.

I

Question

have generally found the lights on the English coast

Red

lights are sufficiently distinguishable from natural
coloured ones, though not seen at so great a distance.

63J. Yes, I think so.
638. With the exception of Pakefield all the other coloured
lights that I am in the habit of passing I think very
639.
6-10.

good.
I have had great difficulty in making out the red light
at the entrance of Cork Harbour.
Not discernible at a sufficient distance, but sufficiently

distinguishable.
642. Coloured lights are more difficult to make, but, where
distance is not an object, they are useful to distinguish

;

I

from each other.
653. I cannot say that I approve of a coloured light singly,
nor that they are distinguishable in all weathers.
654. I am, and do not.
I am not in the habit of passing lighthouses at present,
I always considered them visible in fair weather at
a sufficient distance, and perfectly distinguishable from
one another.
658. At the places I have seen coloured lights I have always

657.

but

747,

660. Ha\'e not been in the habit of passing coloured lights.
666. I think coloured lights are only fit for harbour purposes, as they cannot be seen far off.
667. I think white are the best and seen farther.
668. Yes.
671. During my serv'ice at sea I have never found a
difficulty in distinguishing one light fi-om the other.
572. Yes.
673. Y'es.
674. Yes, so far as my experience goes.
675. Yes.
676. Plymouth breakwater is the only one I have passed
often enough to give an opinion on, which, in my

—

answers admirably.

I

think

am

I

do.

I

cannot

offer

I think a white light is the best.
Castle fight I have discerned without
passing when there have been many vessels
anchored at Spithead.
Coloured lights are not discernible in thick weather at
a distance sufficient to give confidence in running
for them.
All in St. George's Channel are.
Yes.— 756. Yes.
Yes, quite distinguishable but the more powerful and
brilliant a red light can be made the better.
I
do think they are. The Tiiskar light is, in my
opinion, the best on all the coast of the United King-

The Southsea

;

dom.

power. This
any weather.

773.

in

At any reasonable distance they are sufficiently disLight green or light blue should be avoided,
unless within one mile of the object.
The only coloured light that I am in the habit of passing is the Bell Rock. I ha\-e never had any difficulty in
distinguishing it from the other fights in that neighbourhood, and I have often seen it when it was just
above the horizon. It is a splendid fight in both its
red and white faces.
I frequently pass Flamborough Head and Bell Rock,
and I think them quite sufficient.
I think they are.
The South Foreland coloured is a great improvement.
Quite distinguishable.
Yes ; red fights.
I do not
think they are discernible at a sufficient
distance, and would be glad to see them abofished
altogether where it is possible to do without them.
Yes.

775.

776.

777.
778.
779.
782.
783.

I have never had any difficulty in distinguishing tha
United Kingdom.
Loop Head and Inishere Island fight are not, both
having the same ajipearance.
White and green lights good red bad.

fights of the
are.

789.

any opinion excepting in the one instance
on the Plymouth breakwater, which

well.

;

you have formed any opinion as to
the comparative merits of each description of coloured Light filed,
Green, Blue, &c.) as regards their
application to Lighthouses, and Floating Lights, state it.

25. If

705. Yes.
I

have found very distinct from others

tinct.

787.

of the fight (red)

707.

I

763. Yes.
765. May be improved.
772. I know no coloured fights but red and white, and they
are sufficiently distinguishable from each other.

not in the habit.

answers very

stronger or

762. In the harbour of Hong Kong the Peninsular and
Oriental Company's hulk has a red light of no great

red.

Yes.— 6.']0. Yes.— 591. Yes.
With where I am acquainted I think they
Yes.— 697. Yes.— 698. Yes.— 700. Y^es.
I

760,

784.
786.

so.

Only bright and

759,

light is distinguished

at the greatest distance.

686.
638.
689.
692.
694.
701.
702.
704.

754.
755.

well.

Yes.— 6S0. Yes.— 683. Yes.
The red fight next to the white

made

741. Yes.
742. I think so.
745, For all weathers,

—

0])inion,

think the coloured lights "might be

more powerful.

difficulty in

643. Yes, generally.
644. Y'es.
645. Unless in very clear weather I think that coloured
lights cannot be properly and satisfactorily distinguished.
647. Ves.— 648. Y'es.— 641). Yes.— 650. Yes.
651. Atmospherical agency varies very much, and tend.s
to bewilder and confuse seamen at night, and the navigator often neglects to sound, and thus, by finding a
depth and taking a Ijearing of the light seen, he
may verify his position of the ship and the character
of the light.
652. Have never experienced difficulty in identifying lights

679.
685.

gi-een for the

732 Yes.
733 Coloured lights in hazy weather are at all times uncertain, even if seen.
737 The red lights (I have seen no other coloured lights)
are not discernible at a sufficient distance; they should
be strengthened
sufficiently distinguishable.

them from white hghts

found them answer

24
might cause mistakes to use blue and
same piu-poses.
it

sufficient.

636.

557

have not been in the habit of ])assing lighthouses

the last 12 years.
708. Yes.
709. I do consider them sufficiently distinguishable.
710. I think it very desirable that a gun should be put on
board the Kish hghtship, and that gun fired every
quarter of an hour during foggy weather. I also recommend the same to be placed on board the Xorth-west
lightship, Liverpool.
715. 'I'he Rock lighthouse, going into Liverpool, is the
only one I am in the habit of passing, and that can
always be discerned.
716. Y'es.
718. I consider the before named efficient.
719. Efficient.
720. Y'es, when clear.
721. I consider Roche's Tower light to be a very poor one ;
also Donayahada Harbour light near Belfast Lough.
722. I consider that they are.
723. Yes.
729. Where red and blue are shown.
730. I have not observed any objections where they are not
required to bs seen at a longdistance, or that they
are not easily distinguishable from one another (except

1

Red appears to me

to be the best colour.
decidedly give preference to red and to white fights

as the

most distinguishable.

AU coloured fights are difficult to be seen any distance
with certainty, but red is the best of the three.
5. I think red lights better than green, and green better
than blue.
6. Red is the best colour.
7. No; I have not specially considered the subject.
10. Red is the easiest to be distinguished.
13. I consider a brilfiant red or crimson the best colour.
Green is not a good colour for distance, but does very
well for narrow channels and distinguishing pier lin-hts
proWded more conspicuous lights lead to" them frorn
seaward.
Bright red is also a good distinctive colour
4.

for lightvessels.

green from blue), and from white lights at any time

4

.

3. I

A

think the present very good.

14.

I

17.

No.

18.

Cannot

say,

but prefer red to the other.
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25
sea.
19. Red on shore, green at
red lights are
20. I am of opinion that deep

149.
150.

nest.

'li Red.

Red.
24. Red.
25. Red.

•23.

26. I am quite satisfied \rith the red
present.

and green

lights

;it

.

33.

1

have not.
than
I think red and green lights would be seen further
any other coloured lights.
Js o, I

34. Tlie red light the best coloured light.
36. I think red can be seen best and farthest
39. I consider them all objectionable.

off.

50. I think red is the best colour.
51 Red and white.
52. I have always been able to distinguish the red

hght

before any other coloured hght.
bright and red hght, in my o])inion, would be much
better for steam shijis than green.
always been able to distinguish the red light
have
57. I
before any other coloured hght.
59. Red is most distinguisliable, but green may be seen

A

Red.

and

blue last.
I think the red is the best colour.
64. I am of opinion that the red light is the best colour
to be used in lighthouses and vessels.
65. The red hght is always more easily distinguishable
than any other coloured light.
66. Red.
70. Red.
71. Red.

63.

is

best, for

the green and blue bhnds with

the haze too much.
75. Red is the best.
76. Red and bright lights are discernible at the greatest
distance.
79. Red.
84. I have not.
88.
90.
97.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
106.

— 86.

I

liave not.

—87.

None.

Lighthouses white.

None.

Red

is

the most distinguishable.

Red.
No.
1 ihink red and white lights are
Red.
Red.
Red.

easiest seen.

107. No.
110. I jirefer white hghts.
113. I think red the best.
114. 1 think red the best as offering the greatest contrast to
the common white light generally used.
115. The red is seen at the greatest distance.
118. No.— 119. No.
120. Ihave never formed any opinion.
121. I consider the[red light the best for both piu^ioses.
122. I think red is best seen.
123. I have never formed any opinion.
125. Bright red.
126. No.
127. I think red is the best colom-.
128. No, I have not.
129. Green is the clearest.
134. By my watchful attention to the South Foreland upper
light, which shows a greenish hue, I should say that
that and white are best ; but white is best of aU.
lOfi.

198. Never formed an opinion.
199. Next to a bright hght the red, in my opinion, is the
best for seeing soonest.
201. Yes; the South Foreland.
207. Red is easily distinguished, but green and blue not so
easy.

the furthest distance,
61. I think red is the best discernible, green next,

72. None.
73. Tlie red

170. No.
17-- Have formed no opinion.
178. Green.
180.
opinion is, that coloured lights shoidd never be
used alone, if possible to avoid it, as they cannot be
seen at so great a distance as a clear bright light.
bright and coloured hght together is an excellent guide.
181. Do not alter them.
185. None.
196. AVhite light seen furthest off; green next greatest
distance ; red next greatest distance ; blue, not able
to distinguish it from green \\\t\\ any confidence.

A

49. Red.

(it).

am not much acquainted with the channel lights,
being this 20 years in the foreign trade.
The
coloured lights I much approve of, for instance, Tuskar
Rock ; I have often been certain of my position by the
second revolution.

69. I

My

40. Red.
42. I think red.
46. Red.
4". I think red is best.

55.

coloured lights, I think red the best.
Respecting colour, none is so distinguishable as red
(white excepted).
Red coloured lights.
Believe red to be best.
Opinion good.
In my opinion white is seen at furthest distance.
Their merit in the order mentioned.
Red, in mv opinion, is the best.

67.
168. Red.

1

27. Red.
28. Red.
29. Blood red.
:H). Blood red.
.'U

157.
158.
161.
162.
164.

25
Of all

None.

138. AVliite and red.
139. Most certainly a white hght is quicker discerned than
a coloiu-ed, and at a greater distance. I have no preference for any colour.
140. None.— 142." No.
143. The white hght is the best.
144. Cannot speak decidedly as to the comparative merits.

208. Cannot sav.
212. Red.
213. Red is next to
distinguished in

bright in brilhancy, and is readily
Green and blue are
weather.
useless, as they cannot readily be distinguished.
21 7. 1 think red is the best distinguished, blue or green may
be taken for bright.
219. I think red hghts ])referable to any other coloured
hghts.
220. I ascribe great merit to coloured hghts in their ap|)hcation to lighthouses and floating lights.
222. Bright.
224. No.
226. Red.
227. Red, decidedly.
228. I decidedly ])refer red.
229. No.
230. Red is most easily distinguished, I think.
231. I think red and white lights should only be used in
floating hghts.
232. 1 think a red hght preferable to any other coloured
hghts.
233. None.
234. I ha\e not formed any opinion on this subject as
regards the different colours, &c., excejjt that blue lights
should be exhibited, as a general rule, from aU hghthouscs, hghtships, sailing or steam ships, to any other
ship or vessel approaching or going into danger, under
a penalty by law for the same.
236. .\11 depends in position placed.
237. Only change the colour of the white, every thing
else is as

good

all

as can be.

242. No.
244. AVhite in most cases, exce])t where the hght is surrounded by shipping, should suggest a coloured light.
247. Red is best.
245. Red hghts are more observable than blue or green.
249. Green.
250. I am of opinion that light and red colours are the
best to be seen at a distance.
251. Having no opinion of the blue, of the red and green T
should prefer the last.
252. Of coloured hghts I have always found i-ed to be the
best.

255.
256.
258.
259.
263.
264.
274.
275.
276.
278.
279.

Bright hghts best for distance.
It is my opinion that the red is the most suitable.
Red, best.
Red I thuik the best.
Green and red are good, blue not good.

None.
I have not formed any opinion.

Red

is

Think

best distinguished.
red.

Have never formed an ojiinion.
Red far preferable to green or blue.
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280.
282.
283.
284.
285.

Red,

Red

410.
411.
414.
416.
418.
419.
420.
423.

best.
is

the easiest defined by the eye.

Green.

Green or blue should only be used when other lights
are burning ; where the position is certain and distance
short, as at bar harbours.

287. For general purposes red is the best colour.
288. I have never formed any decided opinion as to the
comparative merits of coloured lights, but think red
the most distinguishable colour.
291. I think it more distinctive, and can be seen at a greater

Yes.
I think Red the best.
White lights are the best.
I should think red best.

Red and

green.

Green.

No.

Red

lights

are

seen at

much

shorter distance than

white or blue lights.
427.

The red

light

perceptible at a greater distance I
think than the green or blue.
429. I have often had great difficulty in discerning a green
light from a bright one.

distance.

431.
432.
433.
434.
440.
445.
449.
454.
456.
457.
458.
461.
462.
469.
471473.

consider the redlight, such as those at the Gunfleet
MapUn lighthouses, preferable to blue or green.
white is furthest seen.
Bright
29/.
299. Red light is better than green, as far as my opinion
goes, and green to be chosen before blue ; but the
whole may be required for the navigation of intricate
channels, where many lights are required.
301. Red and blue are the easiest to be distinguished.
302. Red, the best am of opinion that sufficient difference
can be made by white and red.
303. Nothing to particularize under this head.
309. The green lights are of too pale a colour.
310. Red is by very far the best of coloured lights ; gi'een,
hard to be distinguished from white.
313. Red.
315. I have not.
316. It is my decided opinion that red is best.
317. Red, I think, is by far the best.
320. Red is very distinguishable.
322. My opinion is, a white light may be distinguished at
the greatest distance.
323. None.— .324. No.
329. I consider red the best.
330. No.
332. Red.
334. I think you would see red furthest off of the three.
336. Red Ught is best seen.
343. I consider a red light is discernible at a greater distance than any other, and green and blue are too much

292.

25

Question

I prefer red.

I

or

;

is

Red.

Red and green are good lights.
Red the best in my opinion.
Red.

No.
Red.

None.—451. No.—452. No.
Red.

Red the

best.

No.
Red.
No.
Consider bright Ughts the best when practicable.

Red and
No.

white.

—472. None.

Red

preferred, green or blue apt to be mistaken tor
bright at a distance.
474. In coloured lights I have always fo\ind the green to
show the greatest distance.

alike at first sight.

344. Bright light.
346. Red.
347. Red is better than either green or blue, that is, more
distinguishable from a white Ught.
348. Green is seen further off by me than either red or blue.
349. Red is best.
350. I have not. 352. I have not.
354. I have not formed any opinion.
355. No.— 356. No.
356. Bright seen at greatest distance, and I think red next.
363. I consider that red and bright lights are best.
364. Red and green best colour.
,
365. I think red the best.
370. I would give red the preference.
372. Red best green or blue easily mistaken for bright.
373. I consider red better seen in the distance than green or
blue of a decided colour. There is no system of lighting can surpass that on the north side of the Thames,
from the Hook of the Gunfleet to Mucking Flat. 20
_years ago it was the most difficult bit of navigation in
the night I know of, now it is as safe at night as day.
But it has one drawl)ack, especially for sailing ships,
and that is, the bright anchor-light of ships riding.

—

;

377. See No. 24.
383. T consider that a red Ught is seen at a greater distance
than green or blue.
385. Red, in my opi iiion is the best.
386. I have not sufficiently studied this subject.
388. Blue and green lights I consider bad to see on accoimt
of the atmosphere, being of the same colours.
Blue and green lights
390. Red is the best of the three.
are veiy indistinct as to colour, at even a short distance.
391. Not any.— 393. No.
395. Blue is best.
396. Red best.
397. I think red the most discernible.
398. Red, for that is seen at the greatest distance.
399. Red.
4((1. Coloured lights being above considered appUcable
only for harbour, or limited use, it need only be added
that red is seen further than blue or green (as a
coloured light) though the latter are visible further as
a white light.
402. Red light decidedly best,
,

405. Red.
406. Red.

4

475. Red, green, and blue should not be used, but bright
lights, only varied by Hashes or revolutions above or
below the fixed Ughts.
4/6. During my experience on the Peninsular line, I found
the red flash Ught at Cadiz at all times visible at a
great distance.
478. No.—180. No.
482. I think the white and red should take the precedence
of other colours, green and blue approximate too
much (at a distance off).
483. I have not, except as regards those in sailing ships,
which I conceive will lead to collisions.
484. Red is the easiest to distinguish, green or blue cannot
be distinguished from each other or from a bright
light at any great distance.
485. Red and white.
486. I have not.
487. Red.
488. Bright red.
489. I am of opinion the blue coloured reflectors are the
least distinguishable.
492. No.
493. Red and green are veiy proper, blue in thick weather
approaches too near in colour to white.
494. I cannot form an opinion.
495. I would suggest the adoption of either green or blue
light, but not both, as there is much ditUculty in distinguishing one from the other, even in tine clear
weather. ^Vhite. red, and green, or white, red, and blue.
497. Red is far preferable to any other.
498. I prefer a brilliant white, as it shows better in hazy
weather.
499. No colour seen so well as red and bright white, under
all circumstances ; green and blue being weak, and not
easily known from bright in moderately thick weather.
501. I could think of no change but what would tend to
confusion
505. Nil.
507. Think red, next to white, but should be used senaratelv.
509. No.
510. Consider it advisable, if possible, that coloured lights
should be made visible at greater distances.
511. No.
512. In my opinion, red.
516. Red 13 seen the best.
Green and blue, at any distanct,
appears nearly white, particularly in hazy or wet weather.
518. 1 think red best.
619. None.
522. Red lights are seen farthest.
524.
see green mUch further than red.
I refer now
to the red lights of steamers ; the same will apply to
lighthouses.
525. Red Ughts are generally seen best.
526. Natural bright Ught is of course best, after which red
shows best green or blue rank next. It is difficult
to find any other good distinguishing colour.
527. White and red.

We

;

A

4.
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think a red light the best.
530. Blight and red hghts.
531. I have not.
533. Red.
62!). I

536. Not formed any opinion.
537. I have formed no opinion.
540. Red, where it can be appUed.
541. I have not had experience of late, to give an opinion
as to the merits of such hghts.
514. Red.
649. No.
545. I have not.
551. Red is best seen, ne,\t green, then blue.

—

:

642. Consider that a good red light for floating hghts
the best of the coloured lights, and applicable to Ughthouses, particularly for harbours or roadsteads.
643. I have not formed an opinion hereon.
644. White light seen farthest.
645. I think the colours should be confined to red and
Blue, at a distance, would be easily mistaken
green.
for green.
647. Red is seen at the gi-eatest distance.
650. Red.
651. My conclusion is, that there is much difficulty in
making out the colour of a light at sea in a " nasty
night.
652. Red, green, and blue have their respective merits, but
the two latter should be always \videly separated,
as there is an affinity between the two which may
lead to error.
653. I think that a blue light would be the best distinguishing colour in narrow channels, much frequented,
red and green being ships' signals.
6.54. Red, dark and bright.
657. I consider a bright or white light can always be seen
at a greater distance than a coloured one.
CtiJS, All colours are equally good, provided they have equal
brilUancv.
660. Red.
666. I have not formed an opinion.
667. I prefer red and green to blue.
668. I think red is the most easily distinguished.
671. 1 think, where it can be done without interfering with
other lights, a bright red best to distinguish.
672. Red is best, where distinction is required from a
bright light.
673. Red is best.
675. Red.
676. I have not.
(178. I should prefer the red light.
The green hght, at a
great distance, can scarcely be di.stinguished from a
"

No.
Cannot form an opinion.

552.
553.

554 Red, green, bright.
557 The red hght is best seen.
as an
558, Red, certainly, first
;

au.xiliary, light

be occasionally used.
I
decidedly give the preference to

565

lights in all lightships

green

all wliite

may

and red

and lighthouses.

569 No.

From experiments

571.

that

I

have seen tried with variously

coloured glasses, at Pillau, in Prussia, I am of opinion
that the only coloured glass, most efficient, is the red
one, as regards the apphcation thereof to sea lights.
1 sliould think it difficult to
I consider red best.
determine between green and blue, any distance, in
hazy weather.
I should say red is best.
Red is the best for British atmosphere.
Ever since coloured lights were first introduced into
steamers, I have in all cases observed the red before
the green. {See Appendix to Mariners' Evidence, p. 57!'.)
Green seen further than red. Init some are bad to distinguish fi'om bright.
Red.
Thei-e is this great objection to all coloured lights,
that some persons, owing to a defect in the optic nerve,
cannot distinguish one from the other.
In general coloured lights are objectionable, but in particular cases may be used, where distance is no object.
Red is superior to either blue or green.
I have no opinion to offer.
Red.
Never have. 598. No.

577.

573
57!),

584.
685,

589.
5!)0.

691.
593.

—

597
699 Red most easily distiiitjuished.
601 I hope we shall never have any green, much

less

blue coloured lights, either in a lighthouse or lightship.
Blue would distinguish from all sea lights on board
vessels.

603
604
606
607
608
609
610

Blue.

—

605. No.
I have never formed an opinion.
Red.
Red.
Red.
Blue or green are better than red.
Red.
611 Red.
612 Red.
613 I consider a Ijright red the best, as it will show so
much stronger than any other light, especially in foggy

weather.
Green I consider a \ery indifferent light,
unless of large size, and with powerful reflectors.
A steamer's red light is always seen first, and when
seen is much brighter than the green, although both
of the same size.
I think red best.
Lighthouses, red or white; lightships, red.
I think red the best.
Green or blue would be objectionable.
I think, for a lighthouse, red the only discernible colour.
Red is the most difficult to see, and not seen at all the
same distance as white.

618.
621.
622.
624.
625.
627.

628. Red.

629 Red is preferable to either green or blue, as 1 have
experienced from Flamborough Head.
630 Red before either green or blue.
636 I would prefer red, when a distinguishing colour is
required.
I think red gives the best ; green decidedly the worst.
Of coloured lights I think that red is best.
I do not like any coloured hght for a lighthouse or

637
63S
639

float.
.

The red is generally made too dark ; the green is too
blue in tinge, and almost useless in consequence of
being visible so short a distance. A yellow green and
a yellow red are visible much farther than other coloiu's.
Blue only darkens light.

—

white light.
679. No.
680. Bright red is the best.
683. 1 should prefer a red light to either green or blue.
685. I consider the red light is most readily distinguished
as a colour at night.
686. Bright and red are easy to distinguish from each
other, but green and blue not so distinguishable above
two miles distance ; at three miles distance they are
easily distinguishable.
687. White and red I consider the best.
688. Bright and red the best.
689. Red.
690. Green.
691. Have not formed an opinion.
().92. Red, in my opinion, is the best.
693. Red is the most conspicuous.
694. Bright red.
696. I consider red preferable.
697. I think red the best ; some give the preference to white,
but I think the atmosphere has a great deal to do with it.
698. No.
699. Red is the best, then green, and lastly white.
700. I should prefer a red light to either green or blue.
702. Red and green.
704. I have not.
705. A bright hght is best for a long distance ; for a shoit
distance, red is better than green or blue.
707. No.
708. Red.
709. I think red the best.
714. White and red best.
715. I consider green and blue bad colours.
7 16. White and red best.
7 18. I have formed no opinion.
722. I consider that a bright light can be seen furthest.
723. Green is very bad colour, it being a receding light.
726. Red is the most discernible, but is more hable to be
mistaken at a distance for a white light than blue
or green.
728. Dark red standing, and flash white.
729. No.
730. In my opinion red

is the best coloured light for the
Blue might be used for harbour purposes and
inner channels in preference to green, to prevent being
mistaken for ships' hghts.
733. All coloured lights should be avoided, if possible, in
difficult navigation; and, in my e.\perience, red is the

coast."

worst description.
737. Red.

MAEINEES EVIDENCE.
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Question

738. I think the white and red lights the best.
741. No.
impression is in favour of red.
744.
745. Of all coloured lia;hts I think red is the best.
74". I think this depends on the density of colour, if
both alike in that respect, I beheve red to be the
Blue I have not seen in use.
best.
750. Red is the best of the three.
751. Red and green.
753. Green and blue lights bad and decejrtive in liazy
weather.
754. I have never formed an opinion; either, as used, one

.

,

2.5.
2().

•il).

3\.

I

29.

34.
36.

most distinguishable, as blue or
may be mistaken for white in hazy weather.
of opinion that a red light is better distinguished
from a bright light than any other colour.
No experience.
I -consider red is
the most readily discerned, next
green ; but blue may be mistaken for green.
Green.
From experience I find white, red, and blue the
best lights to be used for all purposes.
The green at a distance may be mistaken for white if
green

770.

am

49.
50.

Gong.

(i6.
()7.

70.

I

best to be identified.
consider those coloured red to be seen at the greatest

—

—

87. Black or red.
88. Lighthouses white, hghtships red.
90. Black or red.

should prefer two distinguishing colours instead of
one for most seamarks, as from various causes, such as
the background, and state of the atmosphere, one
colour would at times be more readily recognized than
another, as black and white, red and white the colouring should, however, be made, as far as practicable, subser^ient to a general system of uniformity.

91. I

;

,,,,

94!

1

think

lightships should be painted red, and have

all

tinguishing marks
i)J_ 1

9S.
100.
102.
lo;^

know

of

o\'er

a white ground.

none better than the present system.

White houses

are best.

No.

Red and white.
White is more easily discerned in foggy or hazy
weather, and red in other states of the atmosphere.
Broad bands of alternate red and white I am of opinion
:\'Ould be more eflScient.

l(l(i.

No.— 107.

lO,'^.

My

11.3.

1

114.

the Eddystone distinguish it very clearly.
For lighthouses that are seen under the land, white is
the best colour but for those that crown the summit of
a hill or island, and show against the sky, a dark colour
is preferable ;
a sufficient breadth of white in the
walls or buildings would distinguish it from local
signal towers.
I have frequently been unable to see
white hghthouses placed as above.
14. I think the present colour, red, very good.

No.

o])iniun

am

is,

red.

not.

think a bright red the best colour for both, as they
would be more easily distinguished from surrounding
I

objects.

115.

121

I
I

am not.— 118. No.— 119. No.— 120.
consider

identified in

—

I

am

not.

and white stripes the most readily
hazy or foggy weather.

red

123. 1 am not.
122. No.
125. Lighthouse white, hghtship red.

126.
128.
129.

not.

i;j4.

Red in general for ships, and white on shore, with black
when in lead for beacons.
White lighthouse, red hghtship.
I know of none better than the colours now used.

No.

The

present system.

No.
1

think there can be no impi-o^ement in the present

system.

stripe

4

Not acquainted.
a ball at mainmast-head during daytime. Lighthouses,
1 think, should be white, but where it is necessary to
distinguish them it should be with black or red dis-

13.

am

lightships are best to be iden-

better.

79. Red.
80. Lighthouses white, lightvessels red.
84. I am not.
86. I am not.

Lateral bands of red and white or black and white for
hghthouses. The system of painting light\-cssels red
approved of.
10. Lighthouses should be painted white, with one or
more red stripes (horizontal) round them, and hghtships painted red.
12. The red and white horizontal bands recently placed on

I

None

For lighthouses, such as the Eddystone, the red and
white horizontal ; for lightships, red ; and for shore
lighthouses, white.
76. No.
77- ^^o alteration required.

S.

17.

Red lighthouses and

73.

No.

IL

Red lighthouses and lightships are

tified.

71.

I know of none better than the present system, that of
lightships red and lighthouses (with but very few exceptions) white.
4. I think the colour quite unimportant.
5. I am acquainted with no system better than at present
adopted for the identification of lighthouses or lightships either bv night or day.

20.

not.

distance.

.3.

18.

am

is the best.
o5. I am not.
59. Lighthouse white, lightship red.
60. None better than the colour now used
64. I am of opinion that red is the best co.our fcr lightships.

you are acquainted with any system
of colouring Lighthouses or Lightships by which they are easily seen
and readily identified, describe the
cystem.

19.

I

house, is preferable.
54. The plan of painting lightships red

26. If

—

think the English very good.

1

5 1 The present system, red for ship and white for light-

777- I thinlc the red hghts are the best.
7/8. Blue and red is the most distinguishable.
782. Red, as most distinct in all states of the atmosphere.
784. I think their merits, in the order of the question, red
green, blue.
786. Red first, green next, for a short chstance, to clear
the danger, say six to eight miles.
789. White and green lights good ; red bad.
790. I am of opinion that a good red light can be seen
further than any other light in foggy or rainy weather,
and a bright light in clear weather.
791. I prefer red and white.
792. Red and white.
793. Red and white.

No.

think the present colour for lighthouses and lightships the best.
White lighthouses are best seen.
I believe Dungeness is the best colom' that can be
painted, namely, red.

39.
40.

light.

15.

now used.
now used.

Red lighthouses and lightships are best to be identified.
42. I am not.
44. Lighthouses red or white, hghtships all red.
46. Red.

hazy.
772. No.
773. See Answer to 24.
775. I think that red is the best, and green the next best
and I think that it is quite safe to use red in any hghthouse or lightsliip, but green should only be used
when no more than a radius of five or six miles is
required ; I have never, however, seen a first-class green

7.

am

better.
better.

better than the colour
better than the colour
not.

3.'1 I

—

765.
769.

better than the colour now'used.
think that white lighthouses are best, and red painted

None
None
None
None

27.
28.

sufficiently conspicuous.

762.
763.

None
1

lightsliips.

756. No.
755. No.
758. Red.
759. White and red are
1

26

21. No.
22. Lighihouse white, lightship red.
2.'1 None better than
the colour now used.
24, Red.

My

760.

561

136. Best red.
139. No.

140.

B

None

better than red.
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14'2.

— 143.

No

-

144.

A

hghthouse white, a lightship red or black.
No.—324. No.

No.— 14!). Not

acquainted.

None

I am not acquainted
No.—331. No.

Enghsh

best.

-^
v 1 *
ships and white lightI think the present system of red
houses are very good.
1!)8. None.— 208. None.
ui
of eciual breadth
213. Horizontal stripes of red and white
,

,

,

Red and white.
By colouring them

,

—
—

are readily seen and identified.
red, as tney
217. Lighthouses are best white, lightships

at longer distance.

.

.

Every hghthouse and hght painted differently with
black and white, some horizontal, some obhque, some
chequered.

.

one—

hou.ses.

221. Liglithouses white and hghtships red.
224. No.
.,
226. Red.
^ ,
,
painted suitable
228. I think the colour our lightsliips are
painted d^erent
be
should
Liglithouses
good.
and
these
ot
one
colours— black, white, and red; some
to distinguish:
colours, others two or three colours
some chequered, so as they could not be mistaken.

.

Red, by all means.
White" for hghthouses, red for hghtships.

.

I

.

23>

at the masthead of the
I tiiink. by having the baU
be seen at a
lightships lilack instead of red, it would

much greater distance.
233. No.
,
the present
234. I think there can he no better system than
red lightships and white Ughthouses.
•>35 None more than the present system in use.
100 different shipmasters
237. The present system is good
,

,

:

would have 50 diiferent colours.
242. Not acquainted with any particular system.
244. Red, as now used requires no alteration,

it

is

good

in all cases.

247. I cannot.
249. Lighthouse white, Ughtshij) black.
in white
250. Lighthouses above the land they are best
lightships are best in Mack or deep red.
251. With none whatever.
255. Black.
256. Liglithouses white, and hglitships red.
257. Lightships red.
260. Not acquainted.
'6-' A lighthouse jiainted white appears to me to be the
for a lightship.
best'; red is, perhaps, the best colour

Half white and half hght

26,3.

red.

275.

Not acquainted.
As at present.

-7('-

No.

27-1.

coasts as perfect as it can he made.
284. Red for ships, and white for houses.
285. That abeady in use is very good.
and black tor hght
287. White is the best for hghthouses,
ships.

am
am

not acquainted.
but
not acquainted nith any particular system,
black and white, horizonI think alternate colours of
advantageously.
taUy and vcrticaUy, maybe introduced
system.
292. 1 know of none better than the present
good.
consider
I
system
present
.301 The
I

I

Red.
1 think red and white are best seen.

Red

'.

t.

.

Good hghts, good reflectors, clean glass.
303. I am not.
311. Red.
315. I should say red.
,
,
j
red.
316. lighthouses white and hghtships a bright
319. Red is the most discernible.
320. The present system I think very good.
.302.

.

the best seen.

is

would recommend hghthouses to be painted jierpenshow half white and half black, which
would accommodate two states of the atmospere.
Lighthouses on rocks, such as Eddystone and Smalls,
would be more readily distinguished from a vessel
under canvas if painted blue or black. Lightships, I
I

dicularly, to
.389

think, are best red.
I am not acquainted with any system differing from
that used in England.
.391. Red.
394. The way the Maiden Rocks lighthouses are painted,
in my opinion, is seen sooner than if all white.

390.

395. Broad belts of different colours.
396. I know nothing better than red.
398. Blue for floating lights and white for hghthouses.
399. I have always found red best.
401. Red, red and white, black and white, or either
colour, according to the locality, and perhaps the

usual background.

None.
Houses white, ships
No.—410. No.
White.
No.—429. No.

402.
405.
406.
418.
420.
431.
434.
440,
447.
448,
,

,

,

red.

White for hghthouses, dark
Red and white.

.

'

291

No.

.

.

,
,
,
J
^ 1
already adopted.
279. I know of no better plan tlian that
281. Bright red.
pro•'8'^ Lighthouses seen against high land white, on low
varied by bands
iecting points or insulated rocks dark,
the
discountenance
would
I
them.
to distin.ruish
rocks to the
practice of whitewashing Ughthouse
weather.
hazy
in
seen
be
cannot
water's edge ; they
on the British
283. I tliink the present system adopted

288.

discernible a dark colour, say red.
.

.

269. Red.

not.

I

I.

No

am

would say such hghthouses as Tuskar, Smalls,
Eddystone, and such like towers would ajipear more

.

>-'9

—

the present.

painting
Not acquainted with any system but the
colours are better
lightships red, but consider that two
ships and
different colours for different

than

either red or white.

No. 350. I am not. 352. I have not.
Cannot describe the system.
No. 356. No.
The hghthouses that I have discerned first of all from
spires and steeples are those white, with red belts, or
white and red stripes.
I do not think that any colouring can be better than

hghtvessels are best
218. Lighthouses are best seen wdiite,
seen when painted red.
hoisted to the mastare
which
the
balls
if
that
think
21 y I
would be seen
head of hghtvessels were painted black,
220.

-i
'

not particularly acquainted with any.

am

I

>

"
think white.
Lighthouse, white is best seen_; floating lightships red,
now
are.
they
as
Lightships red.
As at Clause 21.
I think hghthouses might have their names so arranged to be of service.
I

Am

180.
181.
195.

think the present system (red) good.
with the system.

I

better than red.
161. House white, ship black.
162. No.
163. White lighthouses and ships red.
not.
167. No.— 170. No.— 172.

150.

26

Question

26
improvement

:

for lightships.

—

No. 445. 1 am not.
Lighthouse white, ship black.

White

for hghthouses.

—

—

152. No.—457. No.
151. No.
449 Noiif
460 As they are at present time.
461 No.
462 Consider the present system of painting hghtships
red the best, on account of their being more easily
.

distinguished.

469 White lighthouse, red lightship.
470 Red.
47^ No 1 never found any difficulty in making them out.
473 White for lighthouses, red for lightships.
474 I cannot describe any better than the present general
system, the white lighthouse and the red hghtship.
475 Lighthouses should be white, ships hght red, with£a
hall by day.
478 No.— 480" No.
482 I think there can be no better colour for hghthouses
than white, or red for hghtships, especially if no other
vessels are allowed to assume the same colour.
483 I am not.— 485. No.
;

,

486

No more

than

being '"painted in different'

coloiu's.

striped horizontally or verticaUy.

487 I am not, better than they are at present.
488 The colouring of hghthouses ought to depend somewhat on the groundwork colour they w-ere built on
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942.
493.
494.

I

am

I

lijsththouse,

not.
off the Wexford coast, is very distinct.
not acquainted with any system better than at

The Tuskar,
I

am

I think an improvement could be made in the colouring of hcrhthouses, for instance, one could be painted
and another
black and white, bands horizontally
black and white bands vertically ; a third white, and
so keep changing them that it would be next to impossible to mistake one for the other, particularly if
the painting was regularly attended to ; 1 have passed
Dungeness lightliouse when it was next to impossible
to tell wliat cokiur it was at three miles.
498 'VSTiite for both appears to me the best, with occasional
rings or checkers on them.

496.

;

499 None.
501

I would recommend red and white to be more used.
Think lightships could not be better coloured than at

No.— 510. No.
511. Red.
512. I am not acquainted with any

system.

I

think

if

Eddystone were coloured like Dungeness, it would be
more readily distinguished. The lightships are easily
distinguished by their masts and balls.
515 White.
518 I consider chequered lighthouses seen furthest off.
519, Not l)etter than at present.
521 I would suggest that light\-essels should vary in colour
according to their different stations.
Say, for instance,
the Newarji painted black and white ; ships would (in
case of foggy weather, and not able to see the land), in
coming in with those so described, know their position
exactly diagonally.
524. Lightliouses should not all be white.
Tliere is, 1
believe, a difference in the paint of the lighthouses on
In a fog and when near, by
Scilly and the Eddystone.
seeing any kind of distinctive mark, we should know

where and what hghthouse

it is.

526. Lighthouses .should be painted white, lightships red,
letters, in

good

when many lightships
them by other colours.
52/.

I

am

are

colours.

It

together,

would be
to

well,

distinguish

not acquainted with any other system than

now

in use.

528. No remark.
530. Lighthouses white, and lightships red.
531. I am not.
533. Red lightships, and white hghthouses.
536. The jjresent system I consider very good.
537. I would colour lighthouses on shore white, and in the
sea, if sm-rounded by water, black or red.
540. Not acquainted with any system, but suggest that all
lighthouses be white, and lightships red.
541. Stone colour or white.
544. No.— 549. No.
552. I think the green, if not too bright ; but the red is a
good colour when bright.
558. White should be used where there is a dark background, as hills, &c ; black and white, striped, when
seen against the sky.
564. No ; but I think the present system of colouring lightvessels is one by which they can be easily seen and
identified.

AU

lighthouses ought to

be all white, and all the
and outhouses about them. All lightships ought
all red, with their names on both sides.
567. Cannot be better than at present.
565.

walls
to be

569.
471.

Do not know any.
The system of colouring lighthouses and lightvessels,
used inEngland,

I

find extended all over the world,

as

and

find it quite efficient.
573. I consider that lighthouses are best seen white, when
the land appears above in the background; but such
as Dungeness, and False Point (Bay of Bengal), would
be best red, with vertical or horizontal stripes.

577. None.
579. See answer to Question 21 in the Appendix. {Appendix to Mariners' Evidence, p. 579.)
583. V\ ith land intervening lighthouses should be white ; if
placed on rocks, at sea, should be dark colour.
589.

I

am

not acquainted.

591. Unacquainted.
593. For lighthouses,

I prefer
red, with white stripes.

597. None.

think all hghthouses should be white, and
lightvessels and beacons red.
599. In most all states of the atmosphere I think white as
rule, I

good as any.
610. I think painting Tuskar lighthouse red «'ould be an
excellent mark, also as well as seen better.
have
knomi the Hook Tower, at Waterford, mistaken for
Tuskar.
Dungeness lighthouse was painted red, I
behe\-e, in 1827 or 1828.
St. AUardin's day-mark, in
Scilly, is red, or was ; and I would like to see one of
the Maiden hghthouses aU red. The large ball at the
mast-head of the lightships I have often found very
serviceable in hazy weather.
It can be seen a long
way. I have seen it from the deck, and could not
see the hull from the mast-head. This was omng to fog
lying quite thick. This is of rare occuiTence.
(i02. Depends on the part of the coast, whether there are
houses about or near the lighthouse, and the colour
they are mostly jiainted.
No better than the present.
Red being the colour easiest seen in hazy weather, I
think red and white, or red and black, might be used
advantageously at distances apart sufliciently great to

6(14.

605.

present.
505. Nil.— 509.

with white

As a

598.

We

present adopted.

502,

20

Question

think white the best for a
and black and red for a lightship.

but, as a rule,

563

))re\'ent mistakes.
606. White lighthouse, and red lightship.
610. No, except contrast.
612. The system of contrast.
613. I thinlc nothing can be better than the white hghthouses and red lightvessels, as at present in use ; in
running for the harbour of Sierra Leone during the
Harmattan season, when it is verj' foggy, I have invariably seen the white lighthouse at the distance of
six or seven miles before seeing the high land imme-

diately

;

behind

it.

greater contrast with

surrounding objects the

better.

No; but

the colours should vary, so as to make the
strongest contrast with the surrounding land or water.
616. Black, as a general rule, is best for lightships.
The
colour of lighthouses should be light on dark land, and
dark on light coloured or low land.
()18. Black for a lightship.
The colour of lighthouses
should vary, so as to contrast them as much as possible with stirrounding objects.
615.

621. I am not.
622. I think red is best seen in hazy weather.
If Carlingford hghthouse was red, instead of white, I would often
see it quicker than at present.
623. Bright red most distinct, generally speaking.
629. All lighthouses are more easily made out coloured red
than white ; lightships the same.
630. AU lighthouses and lightshi]is should be coloured red
they are easier seen than white.
633. Houses, white ; ships , red.
636. I consider white for hghthouses most conpicuous,
and red for hghtships, with name of shoal painted in

white lerters on side.
I think that red is unquestionably the best colour

638.

for lightvessels, and no other vessel should be allowed
to paint in that colour.
For lighthouses, jnuch will

depend on

their locality,

and

also their vicinity with

respect to other buildings.
639. No.
640. I think lightliouses should ^-ary in colour, and be
striped, in some instances, to distinguish them from
one another. Lightvessels would be better black.
644. No better than what is adopted.
645. All the lightships that I have seen are coloured red.
649. Nothing better than red for vessels, and horizontal
stripes or bands for houses.
550. Bright red or white.
651. Lighthouse best seen and best distinguished, on land,
in hazy weather, if white ; and I may add that, since
the Eddystone lighthouse has been painted red ^nd
white, in alternate belts, it is much easier made out.
652. Chequered black and white.
654. Red, or red, wlrite, and black, or any other colour to
distinguish.
657. I am not acquainted with any particular system, but
would suggest black for lighthouses, and some very
I
dark colour for lightvessels.
660.
not acquainted.

Am

666.

I

know

668.

I

am

671.

cream colour

The

614.

for lightships,

of

none better than the present.

not.

lam of opinion that red is the best colour of lighthouses, varying it with red and white horizontally,
as requisite.

672.

4B

None
2

'

other than are in use.
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Question

2C)

674. I know of no better plan than the present system.
675. No.
67f>. In my opinion red is best for light^-esscls, and n-liite
for lighthouses.

for hghtships.
6!)1.

Am

not acquainted.

\ot any.
694. Strijied red and white.
697. Not acquainted.
695. Xo.
(i!»9. lied and %vhite, or black

61)2.

773. This much depends upon the character of the weather ;
as, for instance, if in sunshine, white buildings are
generally seen first ; but I think the present colour of
the vessels (red) cannot be improved.
775. Lighthouses and lightships that are surrounded by
water, and have nothing but the sky for a background,

should be of a dark colour, and I think that red is
the best, because it is as easily seen as any other, and
because it is the best to distinguish a lightship from
any other \essel that might be in its neighbourhood.
777. I do not know anv.

White.

and

I

would suggest

I

red, or red

and black

striped.

No, I should think black or red the best.
790 Where the land is low and the lighthouse is the first
object seen, in my opinion it should be black, but
where the land is high and the hghthouse placed
between the land and the sea, on some low rock, it
should be white.

789,

701.'.

I.,ighthouse, white; lightvessel, red.
Red is the best colour for ships,

No.

11'--

/*^6

7(11.

704.

I

778 Red.

and white, is the best.
The red colouring system in use by our Trinity Hoard.

70.'j.

20, 27
consider the best colour for Ughthouses and ships
a light yellow, more especially lightships ; they ought
not to be black or red, as they are at present ; the red
goes dark, and cannot be seen from any other colour.

769.

679. >'o.
680. Those striped red and white are most readily identified.
685. No.
686. I could state such a system, but not concise enough
for this paper.
687. Lightvessels would be more readily identified by having
one, two, or three masts, which can be seen in daylight at times before the \-essers hull.
68S. White the most conspicuous for lighthouses, and red

:

,

,

think white

for houses.

Answered in Question 21, with hghthouse. Lightships are best coloured red, as at |)resent.
715. I am not.
709. 1 am not.
707. No.
718. 1 have formed no opinion.
719. None.
722. I am not acquainted with any.
728. I should think red preferable to white for lighthouses,
the same for lightships.

705.

—

—

What system

of Fog Signals applicable
and Floating Lights in
use in this or Foreign Countries do
you think best ? Describe it.

^7.

to Lighthouses

—

I

do not know of any better than the gongs.
know of none better than are used in the United

729. No.

I

have thought that all lighthouses should be painted
manner, so as to be easily distinguished
from other buildings they are built in all shajies, and
Strangers may have
some among other buildings.
Say two colours,
difficulty in making some easily out.
red and "white, and some distinguishing mark on the
they might also be lettered, or numbered on each
toj)
floating lights, three colours, as they are ])laccd
coast
on the coast, and lettered or numbered.
7.3.'f. None better than that already adopted.
736. Lighthouses with no hack ground should be black
with dark background, white. Lightships should be
black or red, with a large cage at the masthead also

Kingdom.

7.'iO. I

in a uniform

1

I

;

I

A

I

744.

North America, lighthouses are
black or red, vertical, diagonal,

is

used in

I

(Jong.

Our present system of gongs.
The gong, and firing a gun every fifteen minutes.
The gong, as now used, is very good, if there could
be something done to show what light or lighthouse
it is.
I cannot propose anything better than what is in use
now, but where there is much trafiic there should be no

cessation.

Gongs.
gong.
Gun.
The gong.

A

Rnghsh system.

Great
.

white.

_

.

_

black and white they would be more readily identified
than by being one uniform colour.
761. Chequering or striping them (see sketcli attached)
would render them more easily distinguished.
762. Not sufficiently acquainted with the subject.
767. Lighthouse white, if it stands against a dai-k liack
ground; red, if on a beach ; lightships, red.

think the bell in lighthouses, and the gong in light-

Gong.
Gong.
Gong.

Britain.

765. Red and
756. White.
758. Lightvessels red, and in England the lower part of
the light towers red, to contrast with the snow in
winter.
759. Dark red appears a good discernible and distinguishable colour.
760. I am not acquainted with any particular system, but
am of opinion that if lightships were chequered largely

are.

ships.

climates.

better system than

afloat.

Gongs.
The gong.
Gong.

lighthouse, although 1 have seen all the time the
point upon which it stands, and the rocks off it, and
been much perplexed thereby, until a gleam of sunshine
or brighter light falling upon it has suddenly made it
Its colour is white, which, however,
brightly visible.
rapidly loses brilUancy, and becomes grey here, as in

most

gun

Bells or gongs.

horizontal, or crossed.
I conceive, as I have ah-cady stated regarding buoys,
that red or black and white sti-ipes might in many
I have on several occajilaces be a great advantage.
sions, upon grey mornings, apjiroached to within a few
miles (say frou'i seven to four) of the entrance to the
harbour "of Port de GaUe, Ceylon, without seeing the

748. White.
752. White.
751. Know of no

use.

or bell on shore, a
think the gong.

As they

White is not easily distinguished, or
black or red.
other light colour.
I think white the best for high lighthouses, and red
for low lighthouses and hghtships.

stri])es,

for all jiractical ]iur-

think the gong.

A gun

;

in

good

The gong.
Those now in
Cannot say.

-,

painted

sufficiently

bell is best heard.

I

;

741. No.
743. At New Brunswick,

own

think our

poses.

;

738.

think the gong the best fog signal in present use.
think none better than at ])resent used.

The gongs.

,

Gong.

The Chinese gong
coast,

50.

,

2

.

54.

,

and

I

think

is

is

now

in

general use

on our

best.

do not know of any better than the gongs, as they
can be heard at a considerable distance.
I

A

gong

in lightshii)s, a bell in lighthouses.

There can be no doubt that the gun signal would be
the best.

55.

I

59,

.

A

60,

.

,

do not know of anything better than the gong.
in light winds, and rockets used in night time.

gong
Gong.

Either the

gong or a

eflectual.

A

large bell, I believe these are most
has been used with success.
63. I do not know of any better than the gongs.
64, .\ bell tolled at regular intervals.
61,

,

shrill whistle

,

.

66,

.

Gong.

68 Those in present use.
.
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69, I consider the signals

now

bell

22(y
227,
228,

Gongs.
Gong.

A

and gong

are better than the horn.

discharge from a cannon

I

The

79.

Gongs.
For lightvessels, a gong.

80,
85,

A

present system.

gong or very

88.

Gong

92,

Not acquainted.

large bell.

or gun.

97.

1

know

236.
237.

A
A

present in use, but would recommend the powerful air
whistle.
123, Vide Question 10.
125.
gong.
127, 1 do not know of any better than the gong.
128, Our system of gongs.

A

and gongs.
The gong is best if attended to, but occasional guns
would improve it.
The gong as used in our lightvessels I think is best
where proper attention is paid in making it heard.

129, Bells

136. Present quite sufficient.
138. Gong.
140 Present quite sufficient.
143 Those now used.

147
149:

A

cannon.

Not

able to answer.

Wind

instruments are best, as the sound goes farthest,
and they could be invented to be blown by another
instrument containing wind, and would sound much
farther than the gong.
156, Gong.
168, Gongs, and also guns at fixed intervals.
161. Guns.
162, Cannot tell.

150

163,

167,
168,
180.

181

The gong

for lightvessels

;

the bell for lighthouses.

have ah'eady stated the gun and bell are the best.
firing of a gun or sending up rockets.
I thiiik a gun fired every few minutes in fogs the best
signals that can be used.
I

The

Answered

in

No.

10.

Such

202,
203.
207,

Guns and gongs.
The gong.
I think the gong preferable
Cannot say.

208,

212 Gong

bell.

are yet incomplete.

The present.
Our ov.'n is good it wovild be more
gun every half hour.
Cannot sa}'.
England the gong as now used.
The horn I consider the best.
;

efficient

with a

242.
244.
;
247.
249. In this country.
2.50. Report of cannon once every fi\-e minutes in stormy
weather ; a bell or gong will do in moderate weather.
251. The bells.
256. I would .suggest that a gun be fired at intervals in
order to distinguish them from ordinary vessels.
257. Rockets.
259. The bell.
260. A gun every half hour.
263. Bells and gongs.
264. The present is sufficient.
269. The gong for floating lights.
271. The beU.
275. Gong.
276. That in uss.
279. Gongs.
280. Prefer bells for lighthouses, gongs for ships.
283. I think to fire a cannon at stated periods the best.
284. Gongs and guns.
285. The gong, as distinctive from ship bells.
287. The gong I think the best.
288. I think the use of a bell to be most applicable.
289. Our system is good, but I would suggest a strong
whistle on board a lightship, and the bell in lighthouses,
so a floating light could be known from a shore light
Gun on Tuskar Rock fired twice in succession would
be a good guide for ships to shape their course up
channel in dark and foggy weather.
Bell signals and swivels.
I think a gun fired at intervals of ten minutes or a
quarter of an hour the best.
Gongs and fog horns.
A gong sounded every ten minutes, then succeeded
at the interval of ten minutes by the report of a cannon.
Gongs, bells, and fog horns.

A gong.
A gong.
The gong.
gun or explosive instrument

A

the best

;

steam whistle

very good.
Beils.

The gong.

183, Firing of cannon.
186, Guns.
196 Self-acting bells.
198, Cannot be a better system than those already used.
199. Either a good bell or gong.

201,

similar.

or bell.

am

only acquainted with the gong and gun; the
former is good for all general purposes, the latter for
special danger.
I

I think the gong, as at present used on board our
lightships, with the addition I have named at Question
10.

of none better than are used in the United

Kingdom.
Gong.
A gun at intervals.

100.
102. Gong.
104. At Bick Island, River St. Lawrence, I have experienced
great benefit from a gun fired every half hour.
106. Gong on board lightvessel.
107. The present.
108. System used in Britain.
113.
large bell.
114.
horn sounded continually, with a gun at intervals.
116. See 9.
118. Gong or bell.
119. Cannot say.
120. Vide Question 10.
121. The gong, the bell, the signal gun, the best at

131,

The gong

wind

94. Bell or gong.
95. The present.

'99.

,

Railway whistle, or something

I have no": much experience in this, but guns are
used at Oj'orto, and I have landed Her Majesty's
mails there in fogs through them.
The system of fog signals used in this country on board
of hghtships and in lighthouses I am of opinion are
the best, except a uniform signal for approaching
dangers.
Fog signals for ships running before the

for floating lightvessels.

76.

,

The

should think the best

signal.

Large gongs

27

Question

in use in this country are

quite sufficient.

The

565

Gong.

A

bell.

Good

bells,

United

to a bell.

or gun, but the latter where a near approach

is

dangerous.
At important stations a gun every half hour, and I
would suggest a modification of the steam whistle
applied to a smaU high-pressm-e boiler or air vessel for
use every five minutes of the interval between the guns,
and also at stations of secondary impoi-tance.

215 British.
217 Gongs or guns.
218, Gongs, as all ships use bells.
220 Not acquainted.
221 A gun is fired on Bir Isle, St. Lawrence, during fog,
and can form a good idea of its bearance.
224 Gongs.

4B

and are used much on the coast of the

States.

The gun

as used.

signal at intervals, as used in the
have found of great service.

Bay of

Fundy, I
Ours are very good.
I do not think anything better than a bell.
None.
On the west coast of South America we have no fog
signals, but the guns used at Sambro light, N.S., are
the best I have seen.
The gong is a very good signal, and cannot suggest
anything better.
I can form no opinion of their relative merits, not being
foreign.

BeUs.
gun.

A

Gong and

bell.

Whistle to steamers.

Gun.
The gongs slow but continuous, and fifteen-minute
guns fired.
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Question

27

349. Discharge of guns (two), one half a minute after the
other, then another two discharges ten minutes after-

wards.

Fog

bell.

356. In this country.
358. I think if a powerful bell was used on board lightvessels, and something to make a loud report occasionally like a railway fog signal, it would be better.
Thosein use by the north-west lightshi]) at Liverpool.
and a gong or bell at the entrance of roadsteads or
harbours, same as the Copelands, entrance of Belfast
•

Lough.
Nothing can be better than a

bell if projierly attended

to.

A

large

gun

fired at different spaces of time,

according

1

think the bell at the South Stack, Holyhead, a very

good
36i).

370.
372.
.i73.

A

plan.

A

A

Chinese gong for float hghtships, with a gun when
observed a ship approaching to danger.
Can recommend nothing better than a bell or gong.
492 I think good bells.
493 A large gong or bell; a gun is not heard in thick
foggy weather so far as one would imagine.
494 I think the firing of guns at stated intervals, as at
present adopted in the St. Lawrence, the best, in adit is

,

gong.
not know.

Do

Gong

preferable to lighthouses and lightships, and
not to be used in any other ships.
475. No experience.
gong.
476.
478. Those in use cannot be improved if attended to.
482. I think a ])owerf'ul gong well beat, and no other vessel
allowed to use one.
483. Guns fired at intervals I conceive to be the best, as
bells or horns are not heard at any great distance.
gun is preferable to all others.
484.
485. Guns.
486. Cannot describe the system, but we do have in the
United States fog signals like the whistles on locomotives, that I have heard at a great distance.
487. I know of no improvement.
489. Guns at regular intervals for lighthouses, and the

490,

to the station.
3(J5.

27
Gongs

474.

A

351. See Number 10.
352. Firing guns.
354. Cannot saj-.
.355.

.

or horn.

hghthouse, a gong for lightship, nnd a
gun for both in bad weather.

dition to the i)resent system.

bell for

377. No information.
37!^ Bell.

495 Great guns.
496 The system or systems
,

.

380 BeU.
382. Bell.
383.
large

A

gun

fired every fifteen or thirty

minutes

at the

The firing of guns.
386. The bell and the gong.
387. The gong I think is best.
388. Ordnance.
391. Cannon or gong.
395. Bells.
39fi. Gongs best for floating \essels whistles ashore.
398. Bells and gongs.
399. Whistles ashore ; bjlls or gongs for floating vessels.
400. I am not acquai ted with any system except the gun,
beU, and fog horn.
401. Bells, gongs, horns blown by machinery or screaming
whistles similarly worked.
402. Lighthouses, gongs hgbtships, guns.
403. A gun to be fired at regular intervals at the leading
lights where the course is to be changed.
404. A gong.
405. Bells.
406. Old system.
40^. Fire a cannon.
109. Bell.
410. In England.
411. Gongs and guns.
412. Dundnen paa en stor fromme eller kanan-skud.
414. Guns.
417. The same that are now in use.
420. 'The gun and gong.
427. The gun.
;

;

'^

Guns.

4.33.

Large

and

it

may

bell.

A

United Kingdom.
clear bell.

Locomotive whistle or air
Bell and horn.

The same

as used

now.

Gong.
Guns.
BeU.

Those used
Gong.
Cannon..

The gun.

in

England.

bell of sufficient calibre.

The

firing of

gims

pump.

at intervals so as not to imitate

accompanied by a powerful gon§

,

I

think the gong
three

or

the best for lightships and if
more lightships the outer ship

is

—

;

—

—

distinguished.

504 A gun.
505 Nil.
508, As aforesaid, at No. 15.
510, Do not know the foreign system.
511. Gongs.
512. Gong.
516. I consider the gong or steam whistle the best.
517. The gong, struck by machine.
518. Gongs, if used.
519. The gong.
522. Present fog signal.
525. The present fog signals.
.526. A large sonorous gong for light-ships, and no merchant
vessel to be allowed to use a similar one, so as to pre^•ent confusion; and I would suggest a whistle, acted
upon by compressed air or steam, for lighthouses.
527. A gun fii-ed, instead of the gong in use at present.
528. Guns, gongs, and bells.
529. Firing a cannon, &c. ; whistle from steamers.
530. Minute guns.
531. The gong.
5.33. Gongs to have a sound different from shij)s bells.

A

gong.

The gong

is

^ery powerfid, and easily distinguished

from other soimds.
536.

151. British.

A

all

should strike three, the second, two, and the inner,
one,
every 10 minutes. By this means they would be

be rockets in

434. A gong.
442. Firing guns at known intervals.
443. Our system is good, but I would suggest a whistle on
board of a hghtship, and the bell for a lighthouse, so
a floating light could be known from a shore light in
thick weather.
445. I cannot teU.
447. Gun or gong.
448.
gun to be fired at inter\als in foggy weather, according to position of lighthouse or lightship.
452.
454.
457.
458.
460.
461.
462.
466.
469.
470.
471.
472.

;

there are

535.
bell,

means than by sleepy-headed keepers.

or bell.

501

5.34.

A

use

other

signals of distress,

.385.

429. Firing a cannon.
431.
sharp-sounding
addition.

in the United Stites is of very
those things should be done by some

little

A

497,
498,

different lighthouses.

42,S.

:

The

report of a powerful gun, fired at intervals during

a fog ; and with a little wind, some kind of aerial harp
might be heard at a distance.
53/. No opinion.
538. Something of a high pitch, like a steam whistle, is
heard better than a gun in rough weather.
541. I am not aware.
542. I do not know anrthing better than a gong, and
that cannot be heard far.
543. There were few such in use when I was at sea, and 1
am not acquainted with the matter.
544. Gong.
545. The one in present use.
546. I have mentioned, in Questions 10 and 11.
551. Gun.
552. Not acquainted.
554. Firing off guns, and a gong.
556. Gong.
557. I consider a gun, fu-ed frequently during a fog, to be

the best signal.
559. Enghsh.
561. Would suggest a large bell.
564. A gun to be fired e\ery quarter of an hom- from
lighthouses on headlands, and a carronade from lightships in dark and thick foggy weather.

MARINERS EVIDENCE.
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565.

Question

think blue lights and rockets, and gongs, are the
best fog signals in hazy weather for lightsliips and

681

I

lighthouses, in

all

countries.

bell.

607. Guns every 15 minutes ; gong and bell in the intervals.
608. Bells frequently ; guns at inten-als.
609. Good gongs and bells are sufficient.
610.
gun every quarter of an hour, gongs and bells.
611. Gongs and bells at very short intervals, guns every 15
minutes, at the principal Ughtships.
612. Bell and gong, with guns occasionally.
613. I think a gong the best.
I prefer our own system.
614. Guns.
615. Guns.
616. Guns are best.
618. Guns.
621. I am not aware.
622. A good bell is useful, but where a gun can be used it

I

691.

on the present system

e.xperience, that

I

and gun

At Boston outer hghthouse,

fu-ed at iutervals.

off

Sandy Hook, United
by clockwork,

States, there are bells, which are worked
said to be good, but I never heard them.

692.
693.
696.
697.
699.
704.
705.
707.
708.
709.
712.
713.

The gong.

No

experience about

it.

The gong, as at St. John's, Newfoundland.
Guns and gongs, bells, &c.
The bell and gong are the best.
The gong, worked by machinery.
Gongs,

No

as at present.
experience.

A large bell, in a hghthouse.
consider the best.

Gongs. Floating hghts.

Those in use now

I

Foj; gun.

Gun,

to

be

fii-ed

every

15 minutes continually, in

foggy weather.
consider the gun best.
Gun I consider the best.
717. Fog bells and fog horns are good, and fog
715.
716.

I

gun

in

certain important position.
718. Fog guns.
719.
gun for Ughthouses, and bell for hghtships.
720. Guns in some instances, and bells in others.
722. Guns.
723. Fog bell, fog horn, are good, and fog gun in certain

important positions.
724.

1 would recommend a fog gun on/the Kish floating
hghtship at entrance of Dubhn Bay; also on the
north-west lightship, entrance to Liverpool, so much

frequented.
728,

Gong and horn

729,

Guns.

730, I think the

;

a powerful deep-toned bell best.

gun

for Ughthouses, and the gong for
floating hghts, are the best ; but they should be used

—

and \'aried, say, 1 gun every 10 minutes,
at the Lizard; 2 guns every quarter of an hour, at
the Start; 3 guns e\ery 20 minutes, at Portland.
Then commence again with 1 gun at St. Catherine's
harbour Ughts and others out of the track, 1 gun.
Gong and beU.
Guns, periodicaUy; beUs, frequently. I think little
of the gong.
I think nothing better than the gun and gong, if used
regularly, and at short intervals.
As I said before, a gun at certain stations.
I think a beU struck with a hammer,
worked by
machinery.
Guns ; the intervals to be stated in the Admiralty Ust
of lighthouses.
A gun every ten minutes or quarter of an hour.
at stated times,

better.

;

628. Gong.
629. 'I"Tie gong for lightvessels.
In this, or any other, as I
have never heard any signals from foreign lightvessels.
630. The gong.
632. The most loud.
633. The gong.
640. Good gongs and bells frequently used, and guns
every quarter of an hour.
642.
large bell, or a gun occasionally, in the vicinity
of any dangerous sand.
644. The bell.
647. Deep sounding bell or gong.
649. That in Newfoundland a gun fired at regular in-

738,

bell,

is

A

—

tervals.

would recommend the most brilliant and spacepenetrating light, and use loud and sonorous gongs,
I

I am
struck rather quickly, but uniformly, in fogs.
not aware of such practice in foreign countries.
654. I have never considered, and am not much acquainted

with them.
I believe our

from

find,

687. ITie present system.
688. Bell constantly rung,
690. Gong.

731,

657.

situated

quarter or half an hour.

worked by machinery ; but whatever fog
used at a Ughthouse or Ughtvessel, should not
be used on board ship.

651.

on very high ground,
and when the fog hangs on the land it is hardly per\ gun would be a great addition, say, every
is

could suggest nothing better.

A

much

Head hght

A

599. Large bells and guns.
605. Have no experience on the point.
606. The present.

is

27
St. Bee's

ceptible.

567. Gongs.
569. Gongs.
571. The system in use in Britain, viz., the ringing of a
bell, or firing of a gun at intervals.
573. I consider the fog signals in the United Kingdom
I have not had the means of ascerquite efficient.
taining others.
575. In Ughthouses, during fogs, one gun should be fired
every half-hour ; and on board of lightvessels, two
guns every quarter of an hour, in succession. Gongs
are of no use in bad weather.
576. A gun. on all islands where a lighthouse is, and a good
bell, or gong, in all floating lights.
577. As at present used.
578. Cannons and gongs.
579. See answer to Question 10.
580. The gong.
589. Guns, as at Sambro, in Xova Scotia.
591. The gong, worked by machinery.
593. A great gun, fired at intervals, and a long fog horn,
with a reed in it. If one gun were placed near Kinnaird
Head, and a fog horn for the herring-fishing season,
and used when a fog was, it would be a great advantage and safety.
597. Bells.
598. I think there can be nothing better than the gong and

625. Large
signal

567

own

737,

741
747
750,

751,
753.

Gnns.

754. Know of no better system than is used in Great Britain.
755. Large beU and gun.
756. As good as any.
758, I have not had any experience of the foreign system.
759. I am of opinion, in addition to a good beU or gong, a
gun should be fired at intervals of half an hour, at
entrances of channels or harbours.
761 Instead of the regular tolling, I believe that if intermittent (three times, three strokes), quickly following
a pause, as in -vhat has been called" Kentish fire," it

could not be mistaken for imagined town or other
fog signals (gongs, horns, &c.) to be

sounds besides, on acoustic principles, as exemby the gong, the waves of sound would be more
powerful and much further extended. I conceive that
machinery to effect such change could easily be obbell

the best.

;

plified

658. Ringing a bell.
660. Guns, fog horns, and Chinese gongs.
666. I know of none better than those used in the Channel.
667. Guns fired at the same interval as the Ughts take in
revolving, and a uniform time for all fixed hghts.
668. The gong.
671. I am not aware of any better system of fog signals, to
foreign hghthouses and hghts, than on the English
coast.

672. Gongs in preference to bells.
673. Chinese gongs in preference to bells.
674. I do not know of anything better than gongs.
675. Cannot say.
676. The gong.
679. Steam whistle.

tained.
762. Gongs, of large size, and good sonorous metal.
765. Large beUs, frequently nsed, guns at longer intervals.
gong; and by night frequent powerful blue Ughts,
772.
similar to those used oS th^ SandHeads of Calcutta.
773. Never recollect any foreign nation troubling themselves
to make signals during fog.
(See Answer to No. 10.)
gun at stated periods.
774.

A

A

I cannot say which are best.
Gong.
frequently; guns every quarter of an hour.
BeUs
783.
I
would here suggest that a rocket be used, instead of

777.
778.

4

B

4
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'21, -28
a blue light,

Question

on board the North-west

lightship, as

might sometimes be seen abo^e the fog.
An occasional gun, an occasional po-n-erfnl
and a powerful gong struck with regularity.
789. See No. 11.

784.

it

73.

flash

76.

791.
79i'.

793.

lightships, bell

28

No, we should not know the difference. There must
be no alteration. The present system is the best.
I would suggest no alteration in the present system of
buoyage.

light,

Gun and bell.
Gun and bell.
Gun on leading

:

consider that buoys of a particular colour (say,
black, for instance,) should, as far as practicable, be
placed on the same side of all channels.
Under the
present system the buoys are so placed that a man in

78. I

on lighthouses.

you think that any uniform systei.i
of Buoyage applied to Coasts, Harbours, Channels, &:c. would facilitate
navigation, give your opinion, and
descril)e the system.

passing through one channel will have all the black
buoys on his starboard hand, and in the next he may
have them all on his port hand. This is the case
inside the Isle of Wight, and is apt to confuse a

28. If

stranger.
85.

The usual system, red one

side,

and black the other

87. Do not know of any.
89. Generally, to apply the red colour to the port side of

entrances of harbours and sounds would probably be
of sen-ice.
Do not know of any.
91. I consider a system of uniformity necessary to
facihtate navigation in respect to buoys, beacons, and
lighthouses, where practicable, both in colour, shape,
and light. Such a system, in regard to buoys, is
described in the printed report of the Secretary to
the Board of Northern Lights. But in order still
more fully to carry out the system, it might be desirable to substitute dark green for the proposed
black, which would assimilate with the green lights
marking channels by night.
94. I think all channels and harbours should have a
uniform system. By placing a can buoy on one side
the channel, and a barrel buoy on the other side, and
all cases should be uniform, haWng a particular-shaped
buoy on north or south side.
97 All the channels I am acquainted with are well buoved.
1(10 No.— 112. No.
114, I can
think
of none better than the jjresent
system.
In all channels there should be on the port or
larboard side, black buoys going in for the river or
harbours;
left or the larboard hand.
90.

."i.

.5.

6.

the channels are well buoyed generally.
I do not
I do not think any system of buoying would facilitate
the na\igation better than tliat at present used on the
east coast of England.
;

No.
have sketched the system under No.
required is simjilicitv and distinctness.

7. I

1 (i.

.\11

that

is

See No. 16.
9. To have one side of the channel red or black buoys,
and the other side white or chequered buoys.
10. I think there should be a unil'orra system of placing
buoys, that is to say, so that all of a colour should
be passed on the same side.
11. In narrow and toi-tnous channels, buoys or stakes
on one side red, and on the other black.
12. A general system should be adopted for all ports;
for example, light-coloured buoys, white or yellow, on
dark-coloured buoys, black
starboard hand going in
or red, on port hand going in ; reverse in coming
out chequered buoys to mark shoals in mid-channel
green buoys, wrecks.
l.i. I think it desirable to adopt, as far as possible, an
uniform system, and that ])roposed by Mr. Cuninghani,
.Secretary of Northern Lighthouses, seems to be geneThere may be cases
rally well ada])ted to the pur))0se.
of "narrow and tortuous channels, where, from the
other,
each
the red and
overlap
buoys appearing to
black may not be sufficiently distinctive at dusk ; but
combined
with
difference
in most cases a bright red,
of shape, (a feature not noticed in the above system.)
8.

;

:

would

sufiice.

think the present uniform system very good.
my opinion, the present system is quite sufficient.
and in all channels should be alike, red on one
side, and black on the other.

14. I

17. In
18. All,

None. '2\. None. 2^. None. ^o. None.
26. I think tliat monster buoys moored at the entrance of
channels to be the best, or on the end of dangerous
sands.
30. None.
29. None.
28. None.
27. None.
31. I know of none better than the present in use.
•20.

—

—

—

I do not.
35. Uniformity very desirable, and different-shaped buoys
to mark the side of channel.
36. I have stated my reasons respecting buoyage in
Answer 23.

.'53.

38. None.
39. The buoys on one side should differ in shape
colour to that on the other.
40. Large

and

port side,
system.

last improvement of black buoys on the
and red on the starboard, is the best

think our present system is good.
55. I think aU buoys, beacons, and lightships should be
black as much as ])ossible, or, if not black, red is the
next best.
59. I cannot say.
1

60. None.
61. I have not

;

129.

No.

1.32.

I think buoys should be of an uniform
shape and
colour for each side of the channel, black imn buoys
on one side, and red buoys of another shape on the

other.

All black buoys should be left on the starboard side
entering harbours, and the land side elsewhere.
cannot think that any alteration from the present
system niW improAe the na\Tgation thereof.
136. Blue lights by night and black balls by day.
1.33.

134. I

140.

144.

thought on this subject, but believe our

present system good, especially if dark-coloured buoys
be used.
62. I think the system now adopted in Scotland, viz.,
in entering a river or port, black on port, and red on
starboard hand, with a distinguishing fairway buoy,
would facilitate navigation.
66. Large nun buoys.
70. Large nun buoys.
71. None.

On the entrance to the port there is a shoal called
the Tinker, with two white buoys on each end, and in
thick weather it is difficult to distinguish the east
buoy from the west buoy ; I would sugges't a black
ring being put round one buoy, so that the east buoy
should be distinguished from the west buoy. There
are also two red buoys in the western channel of this
port on the shoals Queen and Scotch ground ; I would
suggest a white ring being placed around one, so
that one should be distinguished from the other in
thick weather.
On the entrance to the port there is a shoal called
the Tinker, with tn'o white buoys on each end, and in
thick weather it is difficult to distinguish the east buoy
from the west buoy; I would, therefore, suggest a
black ring being put round one buoy, so that the east
buoy should be distinguished from the west buoy.
There are also two red buoys in the western channel of
this ])ort on the shoals Queen and Scotch ground
I
would suggest a white ring being placed around one,
so that one buoy should be distinguishable from the
other in thick weather.
12s, I know of none better than the present system.

nun buoys.

41.1 think the

42.

119 Cannot say.
120,

149.
150.

None.
The system now coming into use of having red
buoys on the left and chequered on the right is good
as far as harbours are concerned, but hable to be
mistaken in channels.

No

opinion.

1 believe a uniform system would be far best, and
would facilitate navigation, and often be the sa\-ing of
life and property, when pilots cannot be obtained
but

—

S])ace

161.

too short to dffine.
side of the channel and black on the

White on one
other.

162.

Cannot

tell.
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Do away with the

small can buoys and have

nun buoys.

287.

167. Nil.

uniformity' is calculated to
174. I am of opinion that
confer the greatest advantage on navigation.
17S. If all buoys in all channels were to be ahke, say all
red conical buoys be left to jiort, chequered barrel do.

buoys that may be passed on either side
to starboard
to have a beacon on it, strangers would know in
thick weather their position in making a port.
;

18iV I cannot at present think of any.

181.
195.

cannot answer.
think that a universal system of buoys might be
adopted with advantage; thus having all the buoys
of one colour to be passed on the starboard hand,
and \'ice versa, of an opposite colour ; middle grounds,
chequered or striped and this should apply to every
channel, that a ship suddenly falling upon it might
know on which side to pass in safety if they could
identify the buoy.
Red can buoys on the starboard, and black nuns on
the ))ortside, going into any harbour, with the name
of channel and number of the buoy.
I

I

;

198. None.
202. Answered at Question 16.
203. No.
204. I would suggest, that aU the buoys

Kingdom on
The system

buoys on shoals.
I am not aware.
I think
the present system quite sufficient for all
purposes.
299. Black on the starboard side in entering harbours,
rivers, and swatchways, and red on port side, white on
middle patches, and chequered on tujning points, with
staff on Neilson buoy.
302. Yes ; to adopt the uniform rule in entering any
channel or river to place black on the starboard, white
on the port.
303. Nothing to particularize under this head.
31 5. I have no opinion.
320. I would suggest that all buoys should be uniform with
the ships' lights of the present day in buoying the
various harbours and channels, namely, aU green on
the starboard hand, and aU red on the port.
323. No.
324. I cannot say.
329. Nothing prefei-able to the present system has occurred

consider it would be of advantage if all buoys were
of the same colour on the same side in entering all
harbours.
For instance, Lynn, white buoys starboard
side ; other ports on Norfolk coast that use white
buoys, place them port side in entering. Boston, port,
red ; AVisbeach, starboard, red, in entering.
The Noman's Land buoy would be better red or
black, with a beacon placed on it.
The only suggestion I can make is, that black buoys
should be placed on starboard hand, and coloured on
the larboard, with large nun buoys for fair\i'ays
(black).
difficult to

decide which

entering harbours, red buoys on the stai-board going
and black on the port.
333. Uniform would certainly be best, both in colour and

form.
336.

348.

to that.

A general system should be adopted throughout
England, Ireland, and Scotland to have red buoys
on one side, and white on the other. A stranger
could take safely any harboiu' then.
242. Cannot give an opinion.
244. The present system requires no alteration.
237

247. I cannot.
250. In harbours or channels, going in, imn buoys, black,
starboard side ; can buoys, red and white, port side.
251. On the coasts the system would seem dangerous,
owing to the liabiUtj' of breaking loose ; but in those
channels where practicable, to a standing, it would in
a great degree assist navigation.
Black and white in channels, chequered on banks or

do not think

I

The buoyage

is

would.
good.

276.
278.
279,
282,
283,

285

entering the harbour, red to port ; green buoy, with
beacon, to starboard.
Black seen best at night.
Red on port hand going in port in all channels would
facilitate navigation.
Cannot propose any better plan than that adopted.
Buoys of same colour to be left on same hand in all
harbours, channels, &c.
I think if there was a law to ha\'e the buoys throughout the kingdom determined as to colom" on each
side of any channel, it would tend to prevent mistakes.
I think uniformity might be adopted ; say, pass to the
north of black, south of white, to east of circular, and
to west of striped partly coloured buoys, or otherwise,
so as to make the arrangement general throughout
the United Kingdom, if not in Europe.
II.

4

facilitate

navigation

.

A

buoy marked and numbered.
366.
370.
372.

.373.

have described in Question No. 16.
think we are very well off.
would have all buoys of one colour on one side
where the channel takes another direction I would place
a large nun buoy with staff' and bell.
I like black, and striped or chequered black and white
to define a channel
a red, fairway and green, %^Teck.
I

I

I

;

377.

;

am

of opinion the better a coast or harbour is
buoyed, the greater facility in navigating and with
I

safety.

Beacon buoys are seen at the greatest distance.
Beacon buoys.
Beacon buoys are seen furthest off.
In rivers all the buoys on one side to be of the same
colour, say black, one side, and red on the other ; but in
chaimels that have to be entered from sea, the buoys
should be varied somewhat in colour.
386. I could not hazard an opinion.

379.
380.
382.
385.

.395.

One side of the channel, cone buoys, the other side,
can buoys ; the can buoys black, the cone buoys red.
I think it would be a great advantage to navigation to
have an uniform system of buoyage, let one colour
always point out the right side of the channel, and
another the left, say black and red, fainvay buoys
chequered black and white.
To always have red buoys on the starboard hand
going into any harbour; if required to distinguish
another channel, let it be l)y the buoys on the port
hand.
1 do not know of any improvement.

398.

Can

388.

390.

.'(94.

it

On

buoys on the middle banks.
A uniform system would certainly

349. No.
353. Can suggest nothing better than now used.
356. No.
361 I know of none better than is in use.
363. Cannot suggest any improvement.
364.
genei-al system ; black buoys starboard and white
buoys port side going into harbours, and to the eastward or northward through channels, with chequered
black and white when can pass either side ; every

flats.

263.

Buoys on the one side and beacons on the other,
particularly in crooked channels ; striped or chequered

to seamen, briefly described at 21.

would

should think the system of buoying the channels
and rivers should be white on the starboard, and
black on the port hand, on the British coast.
All white on the port side, all black on the starboard,
and red for fairway, would be a great reUef to the
channel in taking harbours in a gale of wind when
pilots cannot be had.
I think the ])resent
system sufficient for entering
channels or rivers ; starboard hand black, and port
hand white or red, and fain\'ay buoys before mentioned
should be distinguished by a bell or something similar
I

256.

On

in,

I

it

me.

to

excellent.

232.

Red should be used on the starboard hand in entering all harbours, and black on the port, with chequered

288.
292.

330.

of the United
the starboard side should be black.
of buoyage in practice at Liverpool is

229, Yes; but I consider
be the best.

28

Question

28
163.

give

no opinion.

know nothing better than the present, cannot suggest
any improvement.
401. No; different coasts require different systems ; buoyage
suitable for one place might not answer in another.
406. No.
110. No.
402. None.
414. I think all starboard and port buoys in the channels
ought to be uniform.
419. I think if all cliannels, &c. were to be buoyed alike,
say, for instance, aU buoys to be left to port to be
red conical ; buoys to starboard, chequered barrel do
fairways, on rocks, &c. to have a beacon buoy; in
bad weather a stranger would be much assisted.
420. No.
445. I do not know.
451. No.—461. No.
.399. I

—

—

^^
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Question

28
462. Consider that the present system

of buoyage

efficient.

1

which

cannot describe any other system better than that at

way

present in use.
475, Most decidedly ; see answer to Question 16.
482. In my oi)inion the present system is \ery good.
483. I can imairine none better than those generally in use,
viz.,
red and black buoys on different sides of a
channel, with cliequered to point out dangers in

mid-channel.
486,

Never thought mucli on the

subject.

487. I do not.
493. In the proper channel for strangers, white
494,

495,

on the port

hand, black on starboard hand, going in.
I do not know of any.
A line of buoys from the Kish lightship to the Arklow
lightship along tlie outer edge of tlie banks would
be of unspeakable value, different colours for the different banks the same could be done outside of the
.\ves, English Channel, Sovereign Rock, &c.
X few
buoys could be placed across the mouths of deep and
dangerous bays.
The system universal in the United States of all buoys
on the starboard hand one colour, all on the port hand
another colom% and channel buoys another, and obstruction buoys another, is a very excellent system.
Have not had an o])inion.
I think all channels after passing fairway buoys
should be painted i-ed on starboard, and white on port
hand, going in, and chequered on banks or patches
near the fairway.
;

496.

499
501,

505

Nil.

that the system of placing light and chequered buoys on the larboard hand, and black and
dark buoys on the starboard hand, is the best.
A uniform system would faciUtate navigation for
harbours and narrow channels, say white on one side
and black on the other.

518 Cannot say.
Can speak of none.
521 I have described iu No. 17 (former sheet)

519,

531

536
537

The Elbe and the M'eser and Eyder is so,
black on the starboard hand and white on the port
hand. I have many times been obbged to take the
Elbe and Weser in a gale at north-west, and no pilot
to be got, and, by the channel being buoyed as above,
I was able to find the way in in sai'et)-, and thus save
ship and passengers' hves, for it would be impossible
to keep a ship off in long winter nights, and to
anchor would be of no avail therefore 1 think black
and white buoys would be a great imjirovement in
all channels, the black on the starboard hand and
the white on the port hand going into harbour.
569. Do not know any.
571. I consider the system of buoyage used in Britain
superior to any other knomi to me, and, as the
channels are more intricate than those leading to ports
in foreign countries, uniformity in colour would not
facilitate navigation any more.
589. The dangerous parts of the Channel lighted and
;

buoyed

;

—

;

;

hand

on

for left

and

in

right banks of rivers,

and

good

when kept

order.

A

.

The system adopted in
black nun buoys

the Mersey I think the best,
to be left on jiort hand going
buoys on starboard hand; elbow buoys
with perch and ball; chequered buoys to be left on
either hand.
616. I think a uniform system should be applied to the
615.

viz., all

in; red can

coasts of Great Britain,

552 Can give no opinion.
558. There should be one system, say, white buoys, port
side ; black, starboard ; for channels
parallel black
and white chequered, port ; red, starboard ; for the
eastern or southern channel, a racket buoy for port
entrance of a channel, and inverted cone, starboard;
and the east, nun buoys wath or without beacons for
outlying shoals.

—

Buoys mentioned at Number 15.
buoys were universally adopted

I

618.

621.
622.

black for the starboard hand, on
channel, I think it would facilitate navigation.
The system that is at present employed in the rivers
Mersey and Clyde for entering the channel, red on
starboard black, port hand.
565 I think that two sorts of coloured buoys would be a
great improvement for all harbours and poi-ts and
bays, that is to say, all black on the starboard hand,
and all white on the port band, going into harbours.

627.

;

(»36.

gi-eatly facilitate

in the

Mersey

is

navigathe best

No system can be better than that applied to the
Mersey, Dee, and Beaumaris Strait, viz., black buoys
on one side of a channel and red buoys on the other,
perch buoys on projecting spits, and chequered buoys
on shoal patches.
I am not aware.
Buoys generally are too small, they have been enlarged
in the Queen's Channel at the entrance of the Jlersey,
I find them of great advantage.
The round buoys on the starboard hand and conical
upon the port would be simple and useful if general.
Decidedly, it would be a great boon to strangers if
one uniform system were introduced and enforced.
Black spiral buoys on the starboard and red can
buoys on the port hand entering all harbours, chaimels,
etc., with white or chequered buoys on shoals in the
fairway, green for wTeck as usual.

—

624.

and

The system adopted
know of.

tion.

for the port, and
entering a river or

—

gene-

vmiform system is undoubtedly the best. That in
use about these coasts is black on one hand, red on
the other, chequered on detached rocks or patches,
perch buoys at the elbows.
603. A uniform system should be employed all round
the coast, viz., black on port hand going in ; red on
starboard
chequered on detached rocks or banks
))erch and ball on the elbows.
609. I think there should be a uniform system, as used
in the Mersey, Dee, and Menai Straits, viz., black
nun buovs on port hand going in, red can buoys on
starboard hand, ])erch buoys where to alter course,
chequered buoys on detached shoals.
610. I think that the uniform system used in Beaumaris,
Chester, and Mersey rivers should be used round the
coast of the United Kingdom.
611.1 think that the system ajiplied to the Mersey should
be brought into general use, viz., red on starboard
hand going in, black on port hand, chequered on
detached ])atches, perch and ball on elbows.
612. The system of buoyage ado))ted in the Mersey should
be brought into general use in my opinion.
613. I think channels might be buoyed with one colom- for
port, and another for starboard hand ; particular buoys
might be nun buoys, or marked with staff and IjaU,
cross, or diamond, as at the back of the Goodwin.
614. 'I"be system applied to the Mersey should be generally
607.

shoals.

561

now

adopted.
is

chequered black and white and red and wliite for centre

If red

is

rally adopted.

597. I think the present system is good.
598. Not aware of any.
604. Present system best.
60,5. Have no e.vperience on the point.
606. I think buoys i)ainted black are the best

in passing.

am of opinion the better a coast or harbour
1
buoyed, the greater facility and safety in navigating.
546 1 have mentioned in Question 16.
541

549 No.
551 Black and red

sufficiently.

591. I have no opinion to offer.
593. I cannot give any other than that which

;

relative to

buoys.
I think the present system quite sufficient.
I am not aware of any better system.
Tlie buoys to be of a different colour on each side of
any channel.
Tidal harbours to have a red light at tide time, and
liright light at other times.
Not aware of any system.
I think a uniform system very desirable for all harbours,
it would frequently save from shipwreck in strange
harbours and channels
I would buoy on the same
])rinciple, all same as entrance to harbours.
A uniformity of system is much needed. In United
States of .-Vmerica and in Canada,
entering harbours,
red buoys and even numbers should be all on the
black buoys with odd numbers on the left or
right
port hand channel buoys, black and white per])endicular, may be passed on either hand; and black
and red horizontal are on obstructions, and may be
left

side to leave them on. and be able to find his
into port, and save both ship and passengers'

lives.

510 Consider

527
530

28
buoys; for if a stranger is about to run for
a port m a gale of wind, and not able to get a pilot
would at once know, when falling in with the buoys,
ports, or

quite

472 Xo.
474.

;

iOOjVaa OK/i. ,:.;?IABINEKS' EVIDENCfirTjx

28

28

marks on

great ser-sace, but
before now ; one
ticularly if they

.

I

I think a uniform system of buoying channels would
simplify the navigation ; say, black buoys on
one side and white on the other, and a chequered buoy
where a vessel can ])ass on either side of a shoal.
660. Same colour on same side of the channel.
666. I think our present system very good.
667. I rather think by ha^•ing all harbours buoyed with
similar coloured buoys on the starboard and port sides

712.

might prevent ships getting into

difficulties

and

facili-

tate na\-igation.

gation.

677.

I think that Carnarvon Bar should be buoyed on both
on the starboard and black
on the port side.
On approaching an anchorage or harbour, the br.oys
which are to be jiassed on the port hand should he
white, and the starboard hand black ; a red buoy or
striped black and white fairway buoy.
An uniform system is desirable if practicable.
Harbours and channels may be marked with buoys
on one side of one colour and the opposite of another.
1 do not think any system better than the one in use.

sides of the channel, red

679.

680.

687.
688.
691.

I consider the system at Liverpool good, cannot think
of any better, nor do I know of one.
692. Black and white most readily distinguishable.
693. I think it would be better if all channels had red
buoys on one side and black on the other,
beacons
at particular points.
694.
uniform system would be of great advantage if
practicable, such as having the red buoys always
placed on the port hand, and black or white buoys on
the starboard in going into harbours, and green buoys
on very shoal patches.
695. I think one uniform coloured buoy should mark one
side of a channel, say, red, and black the other, as
white is difficult to see in a glare ; and I think that
system should be carried out all over the world if

A

I

consider the present very good.
uniformity of buoyage and colour

Would recommend
made general.

to be
715.

717.
718.
720.
721.
72.'-!.

7^6.

657.

671.1 think where buoys are requisite on both sides of a
channel, I would have red conical buoys on one side
and black barrel-shaped buoys on the other.
672. In a channel, as described in Question 21.
673. In a channel, as described in Question 21
674. No.
675. The present system is good.
676. I am of opinion that if the system of having all buoys
black on one side of a channel or harbour, and red on
the other, were adapted, it would facUitate the navi-

all

side.

70P,

par-

much

For

starbord,

mark

would like many good things,
knew they could get them.

top.

harbours and channels, on entering, black
and white on port side.
708 At night-time or hazy weather we often can see a
buoy, but cannot make out the colom-. If the buoys
were all one shape on one side, we then should know
what side of the channel we were on. Spiral or nun
buoys one side, can or flat-top buoys on the opposite
7'^

the fairway would be of
have never given it a consideration

lights or bvioys to

571

hand. All buoys at the entrances of channels or ends
of detached sands to have balls or other distinguishing

tion.

Any

X/OT'ia'JI.'.

Question

640. I think a unifonn system would greatly facilitate
navigation, as, for instance, black buoys on one hand
and red on the other, &c., as used in the Mersey.
642. Consider a uniform system of buoyage should be
applied to all coasts, harbours, &c., viz., black on one
hand and white on the other.
644. The present system I consider good.
645. The simple system of white buoys on the starboard
and black buoys on the port hand on entering any
intricate channel would facilitate navigation.
649. One colour to port, another to starboard, and one
particular shape for fairway buoys.
650. Conical and can buoys, black or white.
6.51. Our system of ])lacing green buoys on wrecks, beacon
buoys on corner shoals (turns in channels), and buoys
painted of different colours, or chequered, numbered,
or lettered, answers prettj' well.
652. An uniform system throughout the world most important, for instance, all black buoys to be left on
the starboard hand going in, all red on port hand,
white fairway buoys (to be steered for).
653. Where practicable at the entrance of harbours and
narrow channels, I am of opinion that, the uniform
system of red buoys on the starboard hand and black
buoys on port entering, would facilitate the naviga654.

OX

I think there should be a uniform system of buoying
throughout the United Kingdom, such as the black
nun buoy on the jiort hand going in, and red can on
the starboard hand, similar to the buoying of Liverpool and L)ublin.
The system in Liverpool is very good.
I have fonned no o])inion.
Large buoys, red and black.
Nothing more than at present used.
The system in Liverpool is very good.
Any uniform system of buoyage would be of great
ser\'ice.
Ex. gratia: If on entering a port all black
buoys were to be left on the port, and all white buoys
on the starboard side ; if a particular shaped buoy
indicated a continuous shoal, extending from the
mainland, and a different shape an insulated danger,

&c. &c.
"28. All

buoys should have beacons on them, with

balls at

the top distinguished by their different colours.
I think there might be a more unifonn
system of
buoyage, such as buoys of the same shapes and colours
on the same side of all harbours and some particular
channels, and ball buoys on the ends of shoals.
7^3. An uniform system of buoyage would be serviceable,
such as buoys of a certain shape and colour, &c.
placed upon predetermined magiietic positions.
737. I am decidedly of opinion that a uniform system
should be adopted in all the harbours and coasts of
the United Kingdom.
I would recommend the system
adopted in the Mersey.
73S. I know nothing better than placing buoys all of one
colour on one side, and all of one colour on the other.
741. No.
747- I think if buoys and beacons that were to be left on
the starboard hand were all black, and those to be
left on the
port side were all red, or black beacon
buoys, as black is the best colour at night, it M'ould
facilitate navigation.
750. The size of the buoys to be increased, and a general
rule as to the colours of the buoys on the port and
starboard hand.
753. Red buoys on the port side, and black buoys on the
starboard side of e^'ery channel going out ; this would
secure uniformity, with chequered buoys to mark the
fairway or shoals in niid-cliannel ; green buoys, as
now, to denote wTCcks.
754. Know of none better than the present.
755. Buoys on both sides of the channel, black and white.
7.56. I know of none.
J5S. In marking the boimdaries of a channel, steering in,
white, starboard: black, port; chequered or striped,
mid-channel and a bell or beacon buoy at the sea
extremity of a shoal.
759. In entering ports or harbours, all red buoys on the
port hand, and black on starboard.
762. Not competent to judge.
7()3. In all British ports the respective colours
should
universally be used for the same purpose, and to mark
the same side of any channel.
7()5. I decidedly think that the system adopted for the
7^0.

;

772.

possible.

Mersey should be brought into universal use.
Buoyage depends entirely on the locahty of the place.
I do not think a uniform system would answer in aU
places ahke.

696. See answer to No. 16.
697. Cannot say.
699. I would recommend the buoys on either side of a
channel to be one colour.
704. I think one uniform system of having all buoys on
one side of a channel black, and on the other red or
white, and mmibered as necessary, would be an im-

provement.
705. Leading up to a port or river, all buoys in a channel of
one colour (say black) on port hand, red on starboai-d

4

C

See Answer to Question 21
that a uniform system of buoyage would
I think
but the only approach to that
facilitate navigation
that I ha\'e experienced is the change that of late has
been made in the River Tay. I think it is a good
change, and should be applied to all rivers.
777. I have always had most confidence in entering a
channel or harbour when the buoys were all black on
the one side of the channel, and all red on the other.
782. Buoys of same colour to be left on same hand.

77;3.

77o.

;

2
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•28,

Question

29

783. 1 think a uniforin system should be apphed to all
In my opinion, the system adopted in the
places.
Mersey should be brought into general use.
786. I would suggest in all fairways the buoys would be
best coloured red on the starboard side going in, and

121.

;

29

think the air whistle might be made use of when
vessels were passing near the lighthouse or Ughtship,
either by night or by day.
I

123.
128.
129.
134.

black on the port side.
buoys black,
789. Starboard hand of all harbours, &c. &e.
Port hand, white; chered, chequered, or striped.
quered red or black, or striped.

:

am

I

not.

— 125. No.

The

present very good.
remarks.
The present system 1 consider is best, and with a
jjroper attention to them, cannot be mistaken.

No

None.

136.

140. Blue lights by night, and black ball
149. Not acquainted with tide signals.

29. "V^Tiat system or description of Tide
Signals applicable to Lighthouses and

Floating

Lights do

and if you are
day and night.

you think

able, give the

best,

code for

The day tide signals at this port arc yerj' distinguishable; a "ball unider a red flag while the water is under
a certain draught, the flag alone betn-een other draughts,
and a ball over the flag when the water has risen to a
better signal by
I know of no
particular height.
night than the usual red tidal light.
5. I think no system can be better than at present, either
bv night or day.
6. Red hghts by night, and red flags or black balls by

3.

day.
7.

Lighted at a tidal
for depths

9.

10.
13.

by day,

i)eriod at night,
as mentioned in

and actual figures
Xo. 12.

Tidal shades to" be attached by machinery' to a selfregistering tide gauge, so as to denote by figures every
foot, rise or fall, of the tide, thereby showing thee.\act
depth at the entrance of the harbour.

A black ball by day, and a red light by night.
A system that" would show the depth on the bar,

18.

Cannot

20.

Red

say.
lights at flood,

at

49. None.
55. I can give no opinion.
59. I cannot say.
()0. Red light by night, red flag by day.
fil. I do not think am^hing can' be better th.an ours is, a
light at night time, or a flag in the day, taking care to
keep these different to the other lights.
71. Red light for night, red flag by day.
73. I know of no better than the present, the flag and the
signal ball.

Cannot
1

say.

as described in the above
with the addition of lower depths being in-

dicated for shallower harbours.
94. For a lighthouse, a ball during day, a tidal light at
night ; a lightship, a flag during day, a tidal light at

night.
97. I think the tide signals for

Dover Harbour very good;
by day, a ball under a red flag, from 7 to 10 feet,
from 10 to 13 feet the red flag only; from 13 feet
and upwards, a ball over a red flag. By night, 1 red
light from 7 to 10 feet, 2 red lights from 10 feet and
viz.,

upwards.
100. Cannot say.
107. No.
113. The kind of tide hght wUl depend much on the kind
of stationary light at the same port ; I think a red
ball

Ball signal

237.

I

by day

cannot

by day, red light by night.
an opinion ; I am afraid we have too
and bad looks out.

offer

many

lights
242. Cannot say.

244 Dover and Ramsgate ai-e good, and well known by day
and night should suggest the same for other har.

bours.

247.
250.

A

second

light.

bright hght and another red when there
ten feet water in the night ; a flag in the day when
there is 10 feet water.
251. Having not seen any, cannot form an opinion.
255. Red.
256. For lighthouses, a red flag by day, and if the lighthouse
shows a bright light, a red hght below it by night,
or Wee versa ; and for lightship a green light instead
of red, and flag by day, as above.
263. Blue flag by day, a flash hght by night, to commence
the tide at tidal harbours.
264. Blue hghts by night, black balls by day.
271. The same as Dubhn and Carlingford Lough.
276. Not able.
279. Balls and flags by day.
282. Balls by day, hght by night. The height of the tide
is too often a matter of loose calculation.
In most
lighthouses a httle simple michiner)' might be constructed to show the Ught-keeper the ti-ue state of the

To show one

is

tide.

recommend the system

report,

2;^fi.

say.

87- Cannot say.
88. Red, safety ; green, dangerous.
91.

I cannot satisfactorily reply to this question.
sufficient consideration, but
I have not given this
whatever code be adopted, it should represent " the
dcjrth of water on the bar," and the supposed sea or
send on do., and not to approach except in extreme
cases of emergency.

night at ebb tide,

42. I think our present tide signals arc good.

90.

likewise.

229.
234.

:

and green

and flags by day.
Red light by night, a blue flag by day.
Red light by night, flag by day.
Red li',;ht bv night, flag by day.
27. Red hght b"y night, flag by day.
2S. Red light bv night, red flag by day.
29. Red light by night, red flag by day.
30. Red hght by night, red flag l)y day.
31. The present very good indeed. .

Cannot

A

;

22.
23.
25.

76.

A

dock

entrance to a harbour, is essentially necessary
but I have not formed an o])inioii on any jjai-ticular
mode that has been adopted or recommended.
14. I have not studied the subject.
17. The present very good.
sill, "or

by day.

when most

required, as with the wind
blowing on the shore, or in other words, in jiort, the
flags are not discernible, being end on ; but a large
black flat-sided beacon, perforated n-ith large holes,
would always be discernible seaward.
161.
ball by day, and a hght by night.
162. Cannot tell.
1(>7. .V flash signal every five minutes.
180. I have never taken the subject into consideration,
therefore I am not prepaied to answer this question.
181. Same as now in use.
198. None.—201. No.
202. Balls by day, and lights by night.
213. The system of tide signals in use at the Rock lighthouse, Liverpool, is found to answer well.
228. I am acquainted ^^ith no code.
staS^ dirided into
6 spaces, black and white, or coloured, the particular
space would denote the hour of the tide ; bhie, red,
and bright lights would denote the hour of tide
150. Flags are an evil

is

good.

114. I cannot describe any better than those in use.
119. Cannot sav.
120. I am not.

283.

I think the system of balls by day and lights by
night are as good as can be adojjted.

284. Balls and hghts.
288. I should think a black ball on an elevated position in
the day, and a bright light by night similarly elevated.
291. Every commander na«gating a vessel can readily
ascertain the state of the tides without signals.
292. The present system answers very well, that is, a red
flag or baU through the day, and a red light at night.
302. One colour for flood, and another for ebb.
303.
bright hght at night, and a ball during daylight,
to be dis])layed so long as there is a given depth of
water in the harbour.
315. I am not able.
324. I have no jiractice or experience of tidal lights.
329. I cannot otfer anything that would be an improvement

A

on the present practice.
336. Flag by day, red hght by night.
348. Let even numbers be represented on the port, such as
the signals adopted, and odd numbers to starboard of
hght, or the lighthouses for tide signals ; by day it

would
349.

Not

suit for lightships.

capable of answering.

MARINERS EVIDENCE.
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Question

356. Marryatt's code for day, and code of night lights.
361. There can be no better than the one at the entrance
of DubUn, and also at Whitehaven.
363. Cannot suggest any improvement.
370. No.
377. Distinguishing lights by night, signal balls by day.
386. I would rather decline giving my opinion.
387. I think the enclosed an efficient code.
388. Not able to answer this question.
390. Flags by day, commencing at, say, 9 feet, half masts
when there is half foot more ; all ports should have
uniform signals ; coloured hghts may be used at night,
and obscured for one, two, three, or four minutes, as
the water increases one, two, three, or four feet.
394. By red lights at night, and flags in the day.
395. The present system.
398. Thinks that the present system is good.
400. I do not think tide signals at all necessary ; shipmasters
can always ascertain the state and rate of tides.
401 I think that tide signals should be separated from the
lighthouses and vessels, as they may cause neglect of

•

the light, or a mistake as to its indentity.
402. No opinion.
406. I could not say.
410. No.
418. Flag in the day, and a light at night.
420. No.
433. The present system of the rock light, of a ball in the
day and a light in particular position during the night.
445. I do not know.
447. Balls or flags during day, and lights at night.
448. An extra light in lower basement by night, and a ball
or flag by day, as cu-oumstances may admit.
452. The system in use.
457. Lights at night, and the present code at day.
462. Black balls by day, and hghts by night.
469. White, and ball by day.
474. That for lighthouses ball hoisted by day, and small
second light by night ; at present I do not know of

any for lightvessels.

Not sufficiently well infoi-med to answer.
I must decline giving opinion on the question, pilots
and others resident about such localities being more

475.
482.

competent than myself.
483. l!liave not studied the subject.
486. Cannot do it.
know of no improvement.
487.
494. I am not able to suggest any imjjrovement on the
present system.
501. I v/ould approve of Liverpool Dock hght system for
day and night.
"
505. Nil.
510. Cannot say.
511.
flag or ball by day, and coloured hght by night.
517. Tide light; ball by day, gun in fog.
518. Similar to Poolbeg lighthouse, Dublin.
519. A black ball high on a staff by day, and a red hght by
night.
526. I presented a letter, touching on Question No. 12, to
(I belie\'e) Captain Farrer and another gentleman on
board the steamer Arr/us, in Lundy Roads, some years
about the
since, but never heard anything more
matter, which is, in my opinion, a very important one.
527. I cannot give any code.
528. Critical.
530. As I said before, they are not required.
531. Self-registering tide gauges with a large dial.
533. A ball or flag to be hoisted at tide time during the
day.
536. The present system.
537. I have formed no opinion.
54] Balls exhibited from a pole from the top or balcony
'.

577- Not acquainted.
579. Tide signals by day ; night signals (see Appendix to
Mariners' Evidence, p. 579.)
589. As at Havre, in France.
591. I can suggest nothing better than the present code.
593. I cannot give any other than that which is now
generally adopted.
598. Have none to propose.
602. By day the same as now ; by night, a rocket or blue
hght, first signal, 10 feet; second, two rockets or blue
hghts for more water.
605. Have no experience on the point.
606. I have never taken that into consideration.
613. I think tide lights might be worked by means of a
float and gear attached ( self-acting by the rise or fall of
tide) in a tube connected to shutter; at 10 feet, to
open one small hght, similar in size to the low light
in breakwater light at Plymouth ; 15 feet opens two,

which would be

most

vessels using tide

when there
;

is

a certain

and a coloured hght

amount

at night,

if suitable.

A

flag by day.
630. The same as No. 12.
638. For day signals, on shore, 1 know of none better than
the system now in practice at Havre.
640. Balls and triangles by day.
642. Consider tidal signals (night) should be red, to distinguish them from the town lights.

544. AVhat are in use at present.
647. The ball by day, and hght at night, are quite sufficient.
I would advise coloured lights ; say, red, white, green ;
white, red, white ; red, white, red, &c. &c. With three

648.

lamps you could make 30 different signals.
That used at Ramsgate a large cage ball by day,
and a coloured light by night.
651, Lights at entrance of tidal rivers or harbours should
be able to show through shades the depth of water in
or any other number of feet a thing
feet, thus

—

649,

—

easily done.

653

,

By day, first quai'ter flood, cne ball (perpendicular)
second ditto, two balls ; third ditto, three balls ; high
water, four
(coloured).

balls.

By

night,

same system of

lights

lam

not acquainted with the system.
660, Have not had any experience, or studied that.
666 I am not acquainted with any tidal or floating hght
654

.

.

.

signals.
I

would hoist

a red square flag

by

day,

when the

•i^'as sufficiently high for a vessel to enter the harbour and 1 would let off rockets by night half-hourly,
as long as the tide would suit.
674 Have not had sufficient practice in tidal harbours to
enable me to give a satisfactory answer to this ques-

tide

;

.

tion.

675 The present system quite sufficient.
676, Not having had any experience in tidal harbours I
cannot offer an opinion.
688 Not able.
691 I am not able.
692 The present system.
697 I think, by day, black ball for high water ; white, half
flood ; yellow, quarter flood ; green, low water; and by
night, lights of different colours on the bowsprit, or
rockets of different colours.

698 Flags hoisted by day, and a small hght or lights
shown half-way up the building of a hghthouse, and
of a different colour. The same in a floating light.
699 Have not studied it.
704 1 cannot offer an opinion, ha^•ing had but little to
do with tidal harbours requiring signals.
705 The present tide signals are good. They should, where
convenient, be kept as distinct as possible from lighthouses and hghtvcssels placed to warn from dangers.
707 No opinion to offer.
red lights by night.
708, Red flag by day
71*^ I have formed no opinion.
7-0 Light by night, and bell by day.
If for
730 I flo noi know what tide signals are used.
hiirbour purposes, say one red ball at eight feet, two
balls at two thirds tide, three balls when the tide is
near its highest, on a vertical line ; at night, blue or
.

If from a lightship,
of hghthouse 20 feet above it.
top of the mast, from half-flood to half-ebb at night,
a distinguishing hght, to show 3 or 4 miles off.
549. Do not know.

.

Can

give no opinion.
shown at day, and red and green under the
other at night.
565. The present system for tide signals for day and night
1 think is good, when well understood and made in
proper time, not as they were made at Castles a few
months ago, which was the loss of one of the mail
packets and some h\'es.
If signal hghts are not
properly made and well understood, it must be attended
with great danger. They also ought to be well understood on board of ships.
Therefore, captains, pilots,
and those in charge ought to make themselves well
ball

4

sufficient for

narbours.
621. I am not aware.
622. Let a flag be hoisted on
of water in any channel

.

A

29

acquainted with the hght signals from the shore, and
1 think a proper signal book for that purpose ought to
be on board of all ships and vessels.
569. Coloured hghts.

A

552.
554.

573

.

.

C

3

;
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57i

Gat, and one in the Cockle Gat ; the St. Nicholas Gat
light was moored not long after, and since that time
the Cockle Gat hght has been moored.
I was at that

time a Gat

None.— 28. None.—29.
never.
34. None.
38.
50. No.
46. None.

54.

AppUcaticn was made to the Trinity House at Hull,
by the masters trading to the port, for leading Ughts
in the River Humber, which were immediately erected

cannot say.
Leading lights; the towers by day.
Ball in the day and a red hght for night.
Ball in day-time, and a low and high bright light at

I

night.
793. Ball in day-time,
night.

and a high and low bright

light at

—

at

55.

754. Never have had occasion to notice tide signals from
lighthouses or floating lights ; local i)ilots should be

the best judges.
756. Xo.
75s. One flag (blue), and two balls, during the day. will be
quite sufificient to form a code, and an occasional bright
flash at night, a warning to keep off (or a green light).
762. Not sufficiently acquainted with the subject.
773. Not studied the subject

pilot.

27.

62.

the roads.

777778.
791.
792.

30

Question

30

the same way. Where there are two
red lights
harbours together that possibly might be mistaken
for each other, one of them might have the signals
on a horizontal hne. Flags are ditficult to make out
with particular winds and calms.
733. Have not turned my attention to the subject.
738. Black balls l)v day, and coloured hghts by night.
741. Xo.
747. I think one system of tide signals should be universal
all tide lights'of the same colour, and that all pier-head
lights inside of roadsteads should be coloured, so as
to be easily distinguished from vessels' lights lying in
in

—

—

KUUngholme.

None.—30. None.—31. No,
No.

—

—

—

42.

—

No.

—

No.

44.

have not. 59. No. 60. None. 61 None.
have not, but I was master of the Fraternity of
Masters and Seamen in Dundee, when the system referred to at Question 28 was adopted in the River Tay,
at the suggestion of the Commissioners of Northern
I

.

I

Lights.
64. 1 have not, for in so doing I considered that I should
be unnecessarily interfering with the constituted authorities in whom this power is vested.

None.
I have never made any.
None. 73. No. 76. No. 79. None.
As alterations have occurred and come under my notice,
I have reported the same to the Trinity Corporation,
who have at all times attended to it.
8S. None.
82. None.
87. None.
89. Yes, I represented the necessity of 1st, a perch on
Rock Patrick ; 2d, a tower on Rock Angus 3d, a
perch on the North Rock
4th, a buoy on the Butter
Plodily, all of which have been done by the Ballast
Board, and have proved very useful to the coasting
68.
69.

—

—

71.
80.

—

—

—

;

;

Have you ever made any

representaregarding the
proposals
Lights, Buoys, or Beacons of the
Coasts of the United Kingdom ? if
the subject— and
so, state to vhom

30.

or

tions

trade of that part of the coast.
90.

—

—

the result.
92.

—

have not. 2. No.
Yes; to Cai)tain Washington, R.N., at the Admiralty,
about the year 1845 or 1846, relative to the east buoy
of the Ouzc, in the Nab Channel, which buoy, being

1. I

3.

white, «as very difficult to see when much required
in windy weather ; that gentleman, I believe, represented
my statement at the Trinity House, and ultimately it
was replaced by a black buoy, and which it has re5.
7.

mained ever since.
No.—6. No.
private representations, rather than official comit the best.
Ballast Office Commissioners, early in
1858, about the position of the beacons, Castchnaine

Many
Yes

;

to the

Harbour no reply.
Godre\T Lighthouse, in 1855. Admiralty. Site recommended on the stones. Not adopted. Vide copies of
&c., relative to Ughthouses, orof Commons to be printed Fe-

communications, &c.
dered by the House
bruary 8th, 1858, Mr. Lowe.

10. Frequently, respecting the necessity of placing buoys
on newly-discovered dangers, to the Hydrographer of

House.
have made a special report of the requu-ements of the
west coast of Ireland, between Galway and Lough
SwiUy, to the Harbour of Refuge Commissioners ;
also to the Dublin Ballast Board, on the want of a
light on Straw Island, Aranmore, Galway, and on
I
several occasions to the Admiralty Hydrographers.
am not able to mention any results.
15. No.
14. None.
16. The late Mr. Halpin, about the balls in the lightships
on the Irish coast, have been placed in the same position as those on the English coast.

—

17. Never.
Trinity master here I made several alterations
18.
here in our river ; I put a black stripe in front of each
lighthouse, which was generally approved of; hut the
gentleman who succeeded me put them as they were
all white again, which does not consist with reason in

When

such a situation.
24. None.
25. None.
23. None.
20. None.
21. No.
26. In the year 1833 I was examined before a Committee in
the House of Commons as to tne navigating of Vajmouth Roads in the night. I stated that it was t) be
done quite easy by mooring a lightship in St. Nicholas

—

—

—

—

Never made any.

— 97.

No,

I

have not.

104. I
Royal Commissioners and Harbours of
Refuge to hght Locheripool.
106. No.— 107. No.— 113. No.— 114. No, never.— 115.
Never.— 118. No.— 119. No.— 120. I have not.—
123. I have not.— 125. No.— 126. No.— 127. No.—
128. Never.— 129. No.
130. See Question 8.
Result successful.
136. None.
134. No, never.
In connexion with si.x other masters of vessels,
137. Yes.
of the jiort of Ipswich, I apphed for the placing of the

—

140.
144.

Cork lightship il think in 1842).
None.— 141. Never.— 142. No.

To the Commissioners of Northern Lights, and to the
Hydrograjiher.

1 have not.— 157. No.— 160. No.— 161.
Never.
170. No.
174. No.
167. No.
have not. 177. No. 180. I never have.
181. To no one connected with that department.
1.'^. No.— 185. I never have.— 186. Never.— 187.
No.—
193.
191.
No.
No.— 195. No.— 198. No.— 199.
203. No.
205.
Never.— 201. No. —202. Never.

149.

Never.— 150.

Never.

— 175.

— 162.
I

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

None.—206. No.—208. None.

the Admiralty, and which has been done by the Trinitj'
13. I

— 94.

viTote the

;

9.

No.

100. No.

munications, judging
8.

None.
on all of the foregoing subjects, to the
Admiralty, the Board of Trade, the Hydrographer, and
In respect to
the Commissioners of Northern Lights.
the lights, generally, I beUeve, without result ; but
T\-ith effect, with the Northern Board, in regard to
buoys.

91. Repeatedly,

Dock Trustees, Liverpool, Clyde Trustees, Glasgow, as to improvements in the navigation of t'le
Mersey and the Clyde generally ; favourably considered.
215. No.
217. None.
219. I have never made any representations regarding the
hghts, buoys, or beacons of the coasts of the United

213. Y'es.

—

Kingdom.
224.
232.

No, never.— 229. No.— 231. No.
have never made any representations to any person

No.—228.
I

in the L'nited

Kingdom.

have never made any representations, or any proposals,
any one respecting any of these matters.
235. To the Commissioners of the Port of Hartlepool, previous to the present hghthouse being erected on the

234.

I

to

237.

Hugh headland.
None.—242. Never.—247- No.—249. No.—250. No,

—

251. Never.
I never made any.
255. Ballast Board, Dubhn, for rock, a bell, Drogheda Bav.
Never.— 262. I have not.— 263.
260.
256. No.— 259. No.—
264. None. 269. None.
275. No. 276.
None.
278. No.
2/9. No.— 281.
None.
277- Never.
Never.
282. Yes ; to Royal Commissioners on Harbours of Refuge.
283. No, never.-^284. No.

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

EVIDENCE.

JIARINEES

Question

30

285. Publicly, through the pages of the " Shipping Gazette,"
more than 20 years ago, and often in conversation,
when I urged the placing of floats at Lemon and
Owers, Shipwash, and Seven Stones, &c.
286. I have never made anv.
288. Never.—292. I have not.— 293. Xo.— 294. None.—
296. No.— 297. None.— 301. Never.
302. Have communicated with the Trinity Board, and
assisted Admiral Bullock in his surveys.
303. Have never had occasion.
309. Not any.— 311. No.— 313. No.—315. I have not.—
316. No. 317. No. 318. I never have.
320. I have spoken to the harbour authorities at Weymouth about the harbour hght there ; it was rectified
after a time, but if a south-east gale sets in out goes the
light again.
322. No.—323. No.—324. I have not.—329. I have not.
330. To the Trinity House, Tower HiU, London (personally),
about the perches in the River Dee not being of a
different description on the starboard and port side
of the channel (answer, a local affair), Chester.
331. No.— 334. No.— 336. No.
339. Yes, as at Question 21, to Captain Washington, R.N.,
who approved of it.
340. I have not.—342. No.—343. Never.— 345. No.— 346.
None.— 347. No.
348. To the owners of the Saxon King, to Captain Anderson, at Lloyd's, to some of the underwriters at Glasgow, relative to the position of the South Rock light
the result in progress.
349. No.— 350. I have not.
351. See inclosed paper.
352. No.— 355. No.— 36G. No.
359. Ever since 1854 I have made representations in various
quarters, showing the necessity of a light on Guernsey,
and urged upon our authorities, pubUc bodies, and,
through the columns of the " Shipping and Mercantile
Gazette," endeavoured to arouse the attention of the
Trinity House and Board of Trade to the subject,

—

519.
521,
530,

531,
532,

—

533
535

especially

when wrecks

occiu'red, eWdently caused by
;
the result has been the
and the building of the present

—

.539

541

—

was just speaking to Mr. Stevenson about a light
on Sona, and about what colour.
371. I have not.— 372. No.—376. No.— 377. No.— 383. No.
—386. No.
388. 1847, respecting Stornaway Harbour got no reply.

notice
569,

589,

593
597
601

;

390.

No.—391. Not any.— 392. No.—394. None.— 395.
None.— 396. Never.—398. No.

399. No, not considering it my province to do so.
400. Never.
401. Yes, formerly (many years ago) to the Trinity House,
on several subjects and with various results, too numerous for this paper.
402. No.
106. No.— 407. Never.— 409. No.—410. No.—
414. None.
115. I have not.
418. No.
420. No.
124. I never have.—425. No.— 427. No.—429. No.
—431. No.—438. No.—440. No.^45. No.^49.

—

—

—

—

—

604.
622,

None.—451. No.—452. No.-^59. No.—461. No.—
462. No.—467. No.—470. No.^71. Never.—473.
None.

623,

474. I never have before made any representations, never
before appUed to for the like.
475.

Not of the United Kingdom ; of the
Foreign Office ; result, none yet.

—
—

476. None.

178.

No.—180. No.—482.

Red

—

494.

I

643

Sea, yes

No.-483.

644
I have

649,

—

485. No.— 486. Never have.
487. No.
488.
Never.
489. I have never had reason to do so ; stUl I must admit,
in a period of 22 years, I have found so much done by
the Commissioners to assist us, and to render the approaches to land, sand banks, harbours, &c., less
hazardous, and of ^
general good
to all shinpinjj.
^
'^ "
492. No.
not.

ha\'e represented the great

me

to forward

have never made any.

Never.—499. No.— 500. I never did.—SOL No.— 502.
Never.— 504. No.— 505. Nil.— 509. No.— 510. No.—
511. No.— 512. Never.— 514. Never.
518. I stated in a letter (two years ago) to the "Shipping
Gazette,'" the want of a buoy off' the south-east side
of Ai-klow Bank; it is a long distance from the hghtship to Wicklow Head, 16 miles.
Many ^vrecks occur

495.

4

my

views to the Royal

563 No.
565 I never made any representations to any one, as I
think they are of no use without being made from a
body of men, and then at times they are taken no

I did, to

I

—

want of a light between
St. Alban's and Durlestone to Admiral Hope, when a
passenger with me some short time since to India, and
I

he requested
Commission.

None.—363. Never.- 364. No.
Captain Green, Dockmaster, Bristol; in consequence of which one beacon was put up at Nelson

Commis-

Never.

562

of.

No.— 573. No.—577. None.—579. No.

580, Yes, to the editor of the

Point.

370.

Never made any representation.
Latterly, in reply to queries from the Royal
sioners on Buoys, Beacons, &c.

542 Never.
543 I made a representation to the Northern Lighthouse
Commissioners, through the late Procurator Fiscal of
Ler-wick as to the desirabihty, almost necessity, for
beacons on the Rumbles, above described. The reply
I received was, they had no funds applicable.
544 Never.— 549. No.— 550. Never.
552. No.
553.

the want of a light there

361.
365.

30

about the middle, as the tides run very rapid, setting
across them.
None at any time.
Ne\'er.— 522. No.— 525. No.— 527. I have not.— 528.
Not.
I have made none, nor was I asked for any.
No.
To Parhament, with a view to the repeal or modification of the hght duties, so that the national ships
pay for the use of the lights as well as merchant ships,
and that the rates charged for duties should not
produce a greater revenue than is absolutely necessary
to keep the hghts up efficiently.
No reply yet.
No.
To obscure several hghts on the Banks of the Tyne
which might be taken for the harboiu- lights, to the
Trinity of Newcastle.
Lights obscured.
No. 537. I have frequently talked about, but only
wrote one letter to Capt. Bedford, R.N. to bear on
the subject.

.

necessity acknowledged,
lighthouse.

575

650,

" Shipping and Mei-cantile

Gazette," respecting Falmouth, Lizard, Longships,
Godre\-y, and Trevoise Head hghts ; no reply.
None.— 591. No.
I never have, but such has been done from our port.
Never.— 598. No.
Some ten or eleven years since I put one or two
articles in the Liverpool papers, urging the placing
of a hghtship at the Blackwater Bank, and I was
exceeding glad when I first saw her in December 1857.
She carries very good lights. I have heard some complain they mistook her revolving light at first for
Tuskar. I thiijk a very little attention would prevent
such a mistake as that. Her fixed light can be seen
very soon after the revolving light shows when nearing
towards her, or by going a few feet above the deck.
have made representations of the buoys on the
I
Middle Sand in the River Humber not being placed in
a position to clear the sand, to the Collector of Buoyage.
Never.— 605. No.— 606. No.— 613. No.— 621. Never.
I have often had a conversation with Her Majesty's
Sun-eyors respi-i-ting a hght on the Black Rock, and
the buoying ai Cirlingford Bay.
No.—627. No.— 628. None.— 642. No.
Yes, formerly, and lights have been there adopted
on the east and other coasts of England, &c., through
Trinity House, London.
No.— 646. No.— 648. No.
Not in England. I have in Halifax, where the buoys
were mis-placed, and nearly caused me to run ashore in
the steamship Circassian: result, nothing.

No.

had occasion to complain of the lighthouse
buildings at St. Anne's Port (Milford), being yellow,
dark, and dingy, so that even I could not make them
out ; the reply was civil and evasive.
Never.— 656. No.— 657. No.— 660. No.— 665. None.
666. Never.
667. None.
668. I have not.
671.
Never.
672. I answered these same questions from Waterford about
a month since.
674. No.— 675. No.— 6/6. No.— 678. Never.— 679. No.—
683. No.— 685. No.
686. Yes, pubhshed in " Shipping and Mercantile Gazette,"
lSo6 and 1857, on the necessity of signal lights lor
sailing ships.
Present system partially.
651. Yes, I once

—

C

4

—

—

—
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Question

30
687.

No.— 688. No.— 691. No.—692. Never.— 693.
—695. No.— 697. Never.
698. No.

—

699. Often in

30, 31
to the northward of Buchanness lighthouse, and a
vessel will clear the shoal in 1 6 or 17 fathoms water,
with the light on Buchanness bearing S.S.W. -J W.
by compass; but if there were a point, or a jioint and
a half, of westerly deviation on the compass, the vessel
would l)e on shore on Rattary Brigs before she brought
the light to bear S.S.W. jj W. ; but if the light %vere

No.

reference to the old Needles light, to the

Hydrographer of the Admiralty
and in each
edition of my little book " Remarks cm the Enijlish
Channel," and later to the Trinity Board, as explained
in replies 8 and 22.
700. Have never made anv representations.
late

;

None.— 704. No.— 705. No.— 706. No.— 707. No.—
709. I never have.
715. I have not.
718. No.
722. The port of Dublin, and has been attended to by the
Ballast Office.
372. I represented the necessity of a bell buoy at the turning
point of .Spencer's Spit going in or out of Liverpool
by the Horse Channel (to the Dock Committee) ; the
answer was, " the objections were so weighty that the
" suggestions could not be complied with. ' This was
in December 1855 ; but in July 1858, the bell was put
there.
I also represented to the Admiralty in 1856
the necessity of a fog gun on Holyhead Mountain, and
it was placed there by the Trinity House, 1st January
1857.
728. None.— 729. No.
730. In 1847, and since, I WTote to the Trinity Board, proposing the alteration of the colours of lights, to denote
when vessels were near enough to the edges of shoals
or the land.
Since then some new lights have been
constructed on this [jlan, and no doubt in a few years
almost every fixed light will be on this jmnciple. In
1853 I jirojjosed signal beacons to guide vessels into
harbours, &c. when pilots could not get out to sea.
733. Yes, about the year 1848 represented to the Trinity
Board the disadvantages of the high position and
colour of Needles light.
The hght is now jjlaeed
702.

—

shaded on that bearing, it would prevent all mistakes.
A cojjy of the above was handed to a gentleman who
was making a plan of the .South Bay of Peterhead,
in connexion with the Royal Commission for Harbours

—

of Refuge.
780. Have represented the case, but to no efi'ect.
782. Yes, to the Hydi-ographer, which have generally, in the
ease of buoys, been attended to.
784. No.
789. Yes.
Remark books sent to the Admiralty in the
years from 1845 to 1849, wdien in command of H.M.

Steamers Alban and Rhadamanthus.

you are practically acquainted with
any Lighthouse or Floating Liglit, the
Light of which has heen changed from

31. If

the Catoptric (indicated in the Official
Lists by C.) to the Dioptric principle
(indicated by D.); and if you have
formed any decided opinion as to the
superiority of either principle, state it.
The present South Foreland high

; .

lower down.
736.

No.— 738. Never.— 740.

I

not.— 741.

have

—

—

1st. I mentioned to Col. Da^-id La Tarres, of the
" Corporation for improving the Port of Dublin,"
Carlingford Bay sailing directions, on
Admiralty chart, and I forwarded to him a copy of
the chart, with notice of the error, which, he informed
me by letter, he had forwarded to Mr. llalpln, engineer
to the Board I also left with Mr. Blair, of the Revenue
Department, Warrenpoint, a copy of the chart, showing the error. 2ndly. I forwarded to Mr. Chas. O.
Lever, M.P. a trace of Captain Bedford's chart of
Galway (in part), showing the advantage of moving
the Mutton Island light to Hare Island, &c.
762. Never.- 763. No.
764. For leading harbour lights at Brave Harbour, Alderney,
to the .Uhniralty. which have been placed, and for a
beacon on the Grand Anqucttier Rocks, near Jersey,
\\'hich has been erected.
To the lieutenant-governor
of Guernsey, to place a bell buoy at the entrance of the
Little Russet, and to the lieutenant-governor of Jersey,
for a buoy on the Diamond Rock, in St. Aubin's Bay,
neither of which recommendations have been adopted.
772. No.
766. Never.
773. Yes; to Trinity Board, in 1821, relative to a light to
Result,
that the question
clear Manacles Rocks.
being referred to I'almouth, a lighthouse was built on
suggesting
that in the
Also in 1858,
St. Ann's Point.
New Needles lighthouse a light from inside should
be made available for clearing the Warden ledge. It is
now so arranged.
have, through the " Shipping and Mercantile
776. I
Gazette," in 1853 and 1854, of places named in
Answer 23, but nothing has been done.
777. I represented that Buchanness light should be shaded
or darkened when bearing S.S.W. J \V.,to warn vessels
of their close a])proach to Rattray Ilesd, on which
so many vessels have been wrecked
and I think the
principal cause of those wrecks has been the deviation
of the compasses, caused by the masses of iron on
board the vessels. Rattray Brigs is about nine miles

5.

6.

—

;

—

4. I

and

is

am

not.
light

electric
at the South Foreland is
decidedly the best hght I ever saw.
I do not think
floating lights require to be any brighter than those in
use at ])resent.
The high South Foreland light has been lately altered,
and now exhibits a very bright light.

7. I

have not.
have formed no decided opinion, but like the Diop-

tric best.

14. I
18.

44.

'

—

Not at all.
The new

10. I

the error in

;

light,

seen at a great distance.
.'1.

Admiralty.
761.

light ha's been lately

and now exhibits a very bright

altered,

No.—

745. No.
751. Some years ago, to the Dock Committee of Liverijool,
upon the necessity of firing a gun in fog on board
the North-west lightship.
A short time ago, to the
Ballast Board of Dublin, for the same to he done on
board the Kish. Both to no purjiose.
755. No.
756. Never.
754. I never have.
759. Yes ; I proposed the desirability of mooring the Needle
light to Mr. Vt'alker, the engineer, which was done
through his interest with the Admiralty and Elder
Brethren of Trinity. I also proposed to Mr. (ireen,
my superintendent, to have a bell ])ut on the Outer
Shingles Buoy, which was done through him with the

:

50.

have not studied the subject.

—

—

Cannot say.— 20. None. 23. No.— 25. No. 27. No.
30. None.
29. None.
12. Not acquainted.
The late improvement with the high South t'oreland

—28. No. —

—

—

light appears to be very superior to that of the former
one.
The South Foreland high light has been lately altered,
and now exhibits the brightest light I ever saw, and is
much superior to the low light.

—

—

59, I am not.
60. No.
South Foreland high light has lately been
and now exhibits a verj- bright light.

55. I have not.
63. The present
altered,

have not the official li«t, and, therefore, cannot form
an opinion.
No.— 71. No.
73. They are both very good, in their relative positions ;
they are not one better than the other.
84. I am not.
86. I am not.
82. None.
76. Not.
64. I

68.

—

87.

Do

—

—

know.— 90. Do

not

not

know.—97. No.

— 100.

No.
103.

light at Orfordness, coast of Suffolk, was
altered to Dioptric in 1841 ; it is a verj- brilhant hght,
and obser\-ed by unaided vision sooner than the high
opinion is in favour of the Dioptric.
light.

106.

No.— 107; No.— 113. I have not.
1 am not practically acquainted with any.
No.— 119. No.— 120. 1 am not.— 123! I am not.—
125. No.— 126. No.

The low

Mv

114.
118.
127.

The

South Foreland high light has been lately
and now exhibits a very bright light, and is

])resent

altered,

seen at a great distance.

—

None. 136. None.
Am not acquainted with any where the change has
been made.
150. I have not particularly.
160. None.— 161. Not acquainted.— 162. No.
163. The South Foreland is by much better, and
129.

144.

167.
1^0.

floating lightships
No.— 170. No.

am

much

better.

not [jractically acquainted with any such lights.
181. Better understood if :aore simplified, cannot understand the question.
I

mariners' evidence.

Question

31
1S5.

am not acquainted.
None.— 1'03. No.
I

—

No.

ISfi.

— 195.

No.

— 198.

.

3
Nil.

far superior to the former.
233. No.
234. I do not particularly understand or am practically
acquainted with the system as here described, but I
think from what I do know the Dioptric is the best
principle for reflecting the light steadiest, most uniform,

577.
579.

533.
536.

—

565.

569.

briUiant.
prefer the former one.

237. I have been a long time at sea, but never learnt the
ropes herein specified.
242. Not acquainted.
250. No, I am not acquainted ^vith any at present.
251. I am not.
262. I am not acquainted with the subject.
2f)3. The high hght on St. Ann's Head, Milford Ha^-en,

—

what it originally was.
283. I have never observed any of the changes alluded to.
284. No.
285. I recollect of a change being made in the Gull light
which rendered it very powerfid. Most floating lights
are somewhat indistinct, which may arise from the
motion of the sea. Dudgeon is the most indistinct,
and the most looked for on the coast.
I

am

not.

Have not

—292.

I

am

not.

— 301.

Not

practically ac-

sufficient experience of the ])rinciples of each

to form an opinion.
303. Have nothing to particularize under this head.
311. Unacquainted with the difference of the two.
315. I am not; therefore I have no opinion.
316. I should give the preference to the Dioptric.
322. I have no x-emarlc to make.
323. No.— 324. I have not.
329. I am not acquainted with any Ughthouse, &c. in which
the change has been made, and, therefore, I cannot
offer an opinion.
.331.

—371.

—

—

—

—

No.— 407.

106.

—
—

Never.

— 410.

—

No.—414.
I

—

know

—

—

487.

I

cannot.

—

—

488.

an

728.

729.
730.

—

answer

acquainted.

No.— 699. Not

well.

— 697.

—

Not acquainted.

—

I have not paid sufficient attention to form an opinion
on the merits of change from Catoptric to Diopfric.
I

am

not.

I am not acquainted with the different principles, or
have seen in any official hsts.
The different kinds
of light could be best tested by placing them together,
and examining them at different distances, and states

of weather.
738.

I do not know what has been done to the Hght on
the May Island, but it has been much brighter these
four or six years.

741. No.

747.

The Cape Le Heve

Ughts,

I

beheve, are Dioptric.

1

remember, at the time of the alteration that all on
board remarked how much brighter they were than the

Not acquainted with any.

old lights.
I am not acquainted with any, nor have formed
any
opinion.
755. No.
756. None.
758. Yes ; from Catoptric to Dioptric. I consider the latter,
when used with colza oil, a decided improvement.
762. Not acquainted with any.
772. No.
773. Of the two, I incline to the Catoptric.
777. I am not.
778. The South Foreland is a great imjirovement.
754.

—

—

—

removing the Cape Clear light to the
Fasnet has been a great improvement.
II.

jiractically

No.
not.

oi^inion.

499. No.
502. I think

consider the

acquainted,— 704. No.— 705. No.
—706, Not acquainted. 707. No. 709. I am not.
715. I am not, nor am I competent to give an opinion.

find

I

Not
698.

a great improvement by the removal of Cape
Clear hght to the Fasnet Rock.
When on the cape it
was frequently lost with fog and rendered no service.
494. Cannot form an opinion.
495. I am not sufficiently informed on the subject to form
490.

I

—
—

The South Foreland

light, lately altered, will
()95.

No.
145. I have not.
451. No.
455. No.
461. No.
J62. No.
17(1. No.
474. To answer this question I should require to seek information about it, and ha^'e not at present the official
lists of C. or D.
482. No.
483. I have not.
475. No. 476. None.
486. I am not, and ha\'e not, but believe the Dioptric principle to be the best; the liglits on the coasts of the
United States have a great many of them been changed,
but were an inferior light, in the first place, of the
Catoptric order, so that I cannot make a comparison in
these two cases.
140.

—

Am

;

—420. No.—425. No.^129. No.—431.

—

688.

I am not.
377- None.
The lights at the Girdleness and Kiimaird's Head were
changed a few years ago^ and I consider the present
lights a great improvement.
386. I cannot say.— 388. Do not know cither.— 390. No.—
391. Not any.— 394. No.— 398. No.
401. Yes
and I have no doubt of the superiority of the
Dioptric principle where it can be properly carried into

effect.

Am

light is much more brilhant than
the low one.
Not had experience to decide.
()91.
not acquainted and have not formed an opmion.
692. Not acquainted.
693. I know nothing of the technical name of lights, but
I think the principle of the upper South Foreland

687.

—

383.

402. No.

—

has lately taken place, makes what
most brilhant light I have ever seen.

is

—

—

—

I

—

—

—

No.
All

light

—

—

—

can say respecting lights is, that a revolving
seen at the greatest distance.
349. No. 350. I am not.— 355. Do not know of any.
356. No. 364. No. 365. I cannot judge. 3/0. No.
.336.

—
—

—

quainted.
302.

not acquainted with am-.-

—

improved.

275. South Foreland high hght is much improved.
278. No.
276. None.
279. The South Foreland upper light is far superior to,

288.

am

583. I find that Baday light is much better of late years.
585. Several lights have been recently altered in the United
States from Catojitric to Dioptric, and they ai-e very
much imjiroved in consequence.
589. Not practically acquainted.
591. I have not formed any oi)inion on the subject.
()93. Yes, Kinnaird Head hghthouse has been changed from
the Catoptric to the Dioptric principle, and is a very
great impro\-enient in brilliancy at a greater distance.
698. No.
597. Not acquainted.
605. No.
606. I have not formed any opinion as to this.
621. No.— 622. No.— 627. No.— 628. None.
636. I am practically acquainted with the South Foreland
hghts, the higher one of which is of the Dioptric principle, and the lower light of the Catoptric, and have
formed a decided opinion as to the superior power of
the lower ligiit, or Catoptric.
642. No.
643. Not practically acquainted.
644. No.
650. No.
651. Eddystone, changed and improved.
The Dioptric
principle properly carried out, with all vertical rays from
the lamp reflected horizontally (as in breakwater lights)
is decidedly, in my opinion, a scientific and economical
application of lights.
Our old system of many lamps
and reflectors certainly burnt much oil, and gave out
mucli light ; but although there were many lamps,
much light was lost or absorbed in the hghthouse, i.e.,
three quarters of it ; tlie single Dioptric lamj) sends out
all its rays horizontally.
C54. I am not acquainted.
660.
not ac(|uainted, nor
hare formed any opinion. 665. No. 666. I am not
acquainted.
668. I am not.— 671. Not.
674. I am
not practically acquainted, and cannot give a decided
opinion.
675. No.
()76. No.— 678. None.
679. No.
685. The change in the upper South Foreland light, which

and

much

1

have not formed any ojiinion on them.
I prefer tlie latest improvement.
Not acquainted.
537. I am not acquainted.
541.
Not acquainted. 549. No. 552. No.
I have not formed any decided opinion as Ughts, but
the present South Foreland light, llie upper one, is the
best that I hare ever seen ; therefore, lights of that
quality surpass all others tliat I have ever met with.
Not acquainted with any.
I have not noticed.
I really do not know one light that has been so changed,
and unless I was infoi-med that such a change was to
be made, I can scarcely think it possible to distinguish the D. from the C.

5.30. I

is

— 511. No. — 527.

528. Not.

Being acquainted with the South Foreland, the system
they have in lighting now is far superior to the old
system by which they were formerly hghted.
:224. No.
L'l'O. Not aquainted.
226. South Foreland upper light much improved.
228. Cannot give an opinion.
22.9. No.
2.'^2. Being well acquainted with the South Foreland lights,
I thinlt the system by which they are now lighted is
L'ly.

2.'J6. I

577

l)y
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Question

32

32. If from your general experience you
have formed a decided opinion as to
the comparative merits of the two
principles named above, state it, and
your reasons.
3. I have not.
4. 1 think the Catoptric principle the hest : because I
experience a clearer and
have always found in
better \-ision by reflection than by refraction.

my

5. From ray experience I have long formed a decided
opinion, for general i)iuT)Oses, no better Ught can be
shown than those reflected by Argand lamps.
10. Xot of any decided opinions.
14. Have never formed an opinion.
20. Xone.
22. The high Ught on St. Ann's is the best.
23. None.— 25. None.— 27. None.— 2f<. None.— 2!). None.
12. Not any knowledge.— 55. None.
30. None.

—

—

59.

I

have not.— (!0.

None.— 71- None.— 73.

I

know of

none.
76. Formed no decided opinion.
82. None.— 97. No.— 100. No.
103. In the Dioptric principle the rays of Ught issuing
from the lenses are not weakened by dispersion, losing
nothing of their intensity, except what may be absorbed
by the imperfect transparency of the atmosphere.
113. I have not.
107. No; 1 have not.
118. No.- 119. No.
114. I have never formed any opinion.

—

—

—

—126. No.— 144. No.
149.
150.

No
I

decided opinion.

have not weighed this matter

sufficient to give

an

opinion.
161.
163.

167.
ISO.
186.
195.
198.
219.

opinion.

Much better to be seen.
No.— 170. No.
I am not prepared to answer

this question.

have not.
have not thought about it.
Nil.— 203. No.
By my own experience, running from the South Foreland, bound to the continent, I have seen the Upper
Light much farther distance at the jjresent time than
I
I

before.

233. No.
234. I have not, from general experience, formed any
decided opinion on the merits of the two principles

named.
Can you

alter the AMiite Lights? You wnll require
to give long notices, and great care in altering Ughts.
You
It is a serious matter to foreign ship-masters.
would do well to begin in the summer.
None.—
Not
acquainted.—
272.
—255.
251.1 have not.
276. I have not.
279. The South Foreland Upper Light is far superior to

what

it

originally was.

s\ibject, however, to the disadvantage,
;
one Ught gets disarranged, you are in darkIt is, however, to be preferred for briUiancy,
ness.
economy, and that it is easily varied.
283. I have iiot given that subject any consideration.
285. I have not attended to the difference.
292. I have not formed a decided opinion as to the comparative merits of the two principles.
302. Have not.— 303. I have not.
315. I have formed none.
316. Because of its magnifSHng power.
322. I have not any.—323.' No. 324. I have not.
329. I have had no opportunity of forming an opinion for
the reasons stated in answer to No. 31.
.331. No.—337. No.—349. No.
350. I have not yet formed an opinion.
364. Not.—
158. I have not.-^61. None.
356. No.
371. I have not. 377. None.
370. No.
can
be seen a
and
brighter
much
Dioptric
Ught
is
The
383.
greater distance in hazy and clear weather.
386. Opinion not formed.
390. I am led to beUeve that the Dioptric principle ia the
best, from the greater intensity.

282.

32

398. None.
401. My general opinion is that the Dioptric principle is
best on land, but that the Catoptric answers best
afloat.

402.
422.

No.—406. No.^07. Never.—410.
I

if its

—

—

—

No.

120.

at a great distance.
429. No.
431. I agree with the last-named principle.
440. Xo.—145. I have not.
161. No.
170. No.
162. No.
475. I think the Cata- Dioptric lights of the first order
should alwavs be used.
476. No.—478. No.-^82. No.—483. I have not.
187. I
cannot.
494. I have no reason to state.
502. Think the Cape Ught was too high, badly seen in
thick weather.
518. The South Bishop is a good flash Ught.
.
52v 1 have not formed any opinion.
528. Not.
530. 1 have no opinion to offer.
533. I know from experience the Needles light to be better
since the last improvements.

—

—

—

—

.536. Nil.

537. No ; I have formed no opinion.
414. No experience.
552. Not sufiiciently acquainted as to give an opinion.
569. Have not formed any.
577- I have formed none.
578. Dioptric the best when in order, but most Uable to
disarrangement.
582. I am not prepared to say which principle is the best,
but the Ught exhibited at Madras is the best I have
ever seen the light at Cape Otway is also seen at
a great distance.
585. Experience on the coast of the United States has
proved to me the Dioptric is superior.
589. No.
591. Cannot decide.
593. The Dioptric is much the better at a distance, and
seen bright at the time it appears above the horizon,

and for a fixed Ught is preferable.
598. No.— 605. No.— 606. I have not.
608. I think the Dioptric principle is the best.
621. No.
622. I know of no change in the lights I pass.
627. No.— 642. No.
645. I have not studied the subject.
660. Have not formed
654. Have not.
650. I have not.
any opinion. 665. No.
666. Have no experience of the two lights named.
676. I have
675. No.
668. I have not.
671. I have not.
692. Not
691. Have not formed an opinion.
not.
71*4.
Have
not formed
695.
opinion.
No.
formed an
any opinion. None. 705. No. 760. No. 707. No
/09. I have not.
718. None.
727. ^Vhere the standing or fixed Ughts can be used without
interfering with other Ughts adjacent, I think them

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—

best.

729. 1 have net.
730. Lights on the

principle of that at Cape Grisnez
as to the distance from it, by
appealing very near a long way ofi^.
738. Knotting very Uttle of the two principles, decUne to

might cause mistakes

give an opinion.

The Dioptric

that

No.

think that the Dioptric principle is far better than
I have seen, because the light shows larger

any that

;

Have not formed a decided

224. No.
226. I prefer the Dioptric principle, on account of the imI)rovement at the Upper South Foreland.
229. No.
232. By experience, being in the North Sea, I have seen
the Upper Light of the South Foreland a much greater
distance, as it is much more brilUant than the former.

23".

:

741. No.

Why

think the refracted Ughts better than the rethat on nearing them they are less brilUant,
thus gi^^ng a better opportunity of seeing objects near
and around one. A pier head, for example, is better
seen with such a Ught on it than with lamps and reI have experienced tliis on entering Ha\Te
flectors.
on a dark night since the change.
never
formed any decided opinion.
Have
754.
756. Formed none.
755. No.

747.

1

flected

is,

—

758.

The

refracted light

is

much

clearer,

and more

easily

recognized from a vessel's Ught than the reflected.
762. Not acquainted with the principles in question.
772. No.
773. See .\nswer to Question 31.
777. I think the Dioptric ])rinciple
782. Dioptric, as most brilUaut.

is

the best.
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East Coast of United Kingdoji.
prefer the gong to all other fog
to floating lightships and
retain the bell in lighthouses, altering the mode of toUing,
however, in order to distinguish them from those on board
ordinary ships. I do not know the size of those in Ught-

Notwithstanding

10.

signals, I

I

would confine thera

houses, but suppose them to be much larger than those
now in use in the merchant seirice, agreeable to the AdWith regard to the mode of toUing
miralty Regulation.
allow me to suggest the foUomng, namely, S toUs to be
given in succession, which would occupy 6 seconds; pause
12 seconds, then 3 tolls more, and then rest 10 minutes,
when the same process should be repeated as long as the
fog continues other lighthouses to vary the time, number
of tolls, &c.
Some such mode might be adopted with the
gong, in order to distinguish one hghtship from another
for instance, supposing the Hasbrough Sand gong is struck
twice in quick succession, pause 4 seconds, repeat the process 8 times and rest 15 minutes, repeating the process as
long as the thick weather continues. Newarp, strike the
gong 5 times in 20 seconds, pause 2 minutes ; repeat the
process 10 times and rest 15 minutes, when the same proBy some such mode
cess may be repeated during the fog.
as the above one floating lightship could be distinguished
from another, and would be of great utUity, more especially
to those ships coming from seaward.
15. Hendon Rock, a dangerous shoal, lies about IJ mile
S.S.E. of Sunderland, S. pier-head; has been very much
neglected, for when the buoy was driven away 2 or 3 years
ago, it was replaced by a small piece of timber, very difficult
and a stranger unaccustomed to such buoys would
to see
never suppose it was pvit there to indicate the presence of
such a dangerous shoal. If it is not practicable to keep a
buoy ft'om brealung adrift, why not have a beacon in such
a position that by being brought in a line with the hghthouse, or any other remarkable object, would be good
leading marks, and two beacons at Hendon for thwart
;

;

marks.
16. In 1855 I was standing in, having been knocking
about all night outside Yarmouth Sands, wand S.S.W., hazy
with rain, lead going mistook the S.W. beacon buoy on
the Newcome for the N.E. beacon buoy on the Barnard;
touched the ground in stays, hut came round and off.
I am infonned that the staff and ball on the former is since
taken away. Now, I think, that when two beacon buoys
;

are so close to each other to mark the entrance of a channel,
as in the case of Pakefield Gat, that they should differ in
shape as well as in colour ; thus,
19. 1 am no advocate for superfluous lights, and if it is

thought that by placing one at S. Scroby and another at
the Stanford would be too many, then have but one, and
that one be the former.
1 know that I am hable to
censure for proposing the discontinuance of Lowestoft lowit will be asked, " How is the stranger to know
Lowestoft high light fi'om AVinterton, when coming in
from seaward, say, to the southward of Smith's Knowl."
Now, as this is a very dangerous intricate navigation, indeed the most intricate on the east coast, tlie only answer
I can give is, if practicable, change Lowestoft high Ught
from fixed to intermittent, and then every light in the
vicinity will be distinguished from each other.
21 I beg to suggest an alteration in the colour of the
floating hghtships, which is as follows:
Assuming the
Dudgeon to retain her present colour (red) then have
Hasbrough Sand black and white (perpendicular stripes).
Newarp, all ])lain yellow or cream colour. Shipwash, red
and white (diagonal stripes). Galloper, half red, half white.
Kentish Knock, all green ; and the Gull Stream, tricoloured
(perpendicular)
so that every one on the east coast to the
South Sandhead could I)e distinguished from each other.
My reason 'is thus, supposing a ship to get in coUision
with one, say Newarp, which is not unfreqxiently the case,
oxving to the tide setting so much athwart, and cames
away one of her (Newarp) masts. A stranger coming in
from seaward having had no observation for two or three
days falls in with, makes her out to be a floating hghtship,
because she is painted red and other jieculiarities, but cannot make out her name. He knows that the Hasbrough
Sand lightship has two masts he also knows that the
GaDoper has two
then the question arises, " Which of
these two is it ?" A strong tide drifts the stranger away,
and is bewildered,— lost, till he falls in with a pilot, "if
nothing else harder picks him up. I quote an instance
let

light, for

.

—

;

—

;

;

:

1 was at Yarmouth, I think in the winter of 1854 ; a little
foreigner from the Baltic made a floating lightship Ijefore
By his
dark, but not near enough to make out her name.
reckoning the foreigner was much farther to the southward,
fishing
drifted out of sight to the northward ; fell in with a
smack, hoisted his colours, and got a man on board who
took the httle craft into Yarmouth Harbour, and then
made a claim of salvage. Now if the other Ughtshijjs had
been painted any other colour than red, it would have at
once convinced him that it was the Dudgeon.
2.3. Supposing that in the event of a war with some of
the northern powers, and we do not know how soon the
event may take place, it would be necessary to have a,
North Sea squadron, with five or six frigates of observaThe only channel into Yarmouth Roads in the night
tion.
Then, supposing that squadron to be
is the Cockle Gat.
overtaken by a gale from N.E. or E. N.E. outside Yarmouth
Sands, and it might be at the very entrance of Hewett's
Gat, which has water sufficient for the largest fine of battle
ships ; the night is too dark to make out the buoys, and
although the lights are all visible, yet there is not one to
guide them into the outer entrance. In 1856 1 was taken
aback with a gale from .S.S.W., a dark winter's night, in a
Stood into 14 fathoms, a little to
deep-laden coUier.
windward of the Gatway, but too dark to make the buoys.
Stood off and on all night, and fetched Winterton the
following morning whereas, if there had been a floating
light at the South Scroby, could have gone boldly in, and

—

;

got to a safe roadstead off Yarmouth. It has been always
my impression that if such a light had been estabhshed,
that excellent, lamented officer, Capt. Hewett, would have
sm-vived that dreadful night, and found refuge in Yarmouth
Roads. "
It was then in
25. In 1847 I w'as at Littlehampton.
1,
contemplation to have a coloured light on the east pier.
with several other shipmasters, was applied to b)' one of the
local committee, or commissioners, whose name I have
forgot, to give an opinion as as to the comparative merits of
each description of coloured light, when I at once pronounced the red to be the best. My reason was as before
stated.
That opinion was reported, and Littlehampton
hght was made a red.
For 10 feet, one red flag, half
29. Day tide signals.
mast when it is not high water flag and one black ball for
11 feet, flag and 2 balls for 12 feet, flag and li baUs foils feet, 2 flags for 14 feet, 2 flags and 1 baU for 15 feet,
2 flags and 2 balls for 16 feet, and when it is high water the

—

;

One ball between 2 flags
flag to beat the masthead.
for 17 feet; the same, ^vith an additional ball below, for
18 feet, with 2 additional balls for 19 feet; with .'1 addition.al balls for 20 feet, and three balls between 2 flags for
upper

21

feet.

me

With regard

to tide signals

by night,

it

occurred

ago that a lanthorn could be so
constructed as to show the ship's name, where bound or
from, latitude and longitude, &c. I made a temporary one
of pine board, 7 feet by about 14 inches in depth, and
12 inches in width, with 2 faces of buckram. The first
trial, which was in these roads, the name was, with the aid
of a night glass, read from the south pier, a distance of
more than a quarter of a mile. Now, 1 think a tide signal
might be constructed upon this principle, denoting the
depth of water by black balls; thus, for 10 feet 1 ball; for
12 feet 2 balls ; and for every additional 2 feet rise of tide
Such a lanthorn, if it merely showed the name,
1 ball.
would be a great improvement in our floating Ughtvessels.
to

about 10 or 11

Notices

of

yeai-s

New

Lights, Buoys, Be.vcons, &c.

to these, I think the present system of
to the public any alteration is, inefficient.
What seems to me to be a much better, is cards ^vith a
diagram. For instance, supposing the floating lightships
to have their colour altered as suggested, say Hasbrough
Sand, for example ; delineate her on the card, set off the
bearing and distance of Cromer hght, Hasbrough high
Send tw-o or three of these
Ught, and the Cockle light.
cards to every sea port in the United Kingdom, colonies,
and foreign countries, where the shipowners and underwTiters could have as many printed as would be necessary
It is a notorious fact, and I
for the use of their captains.
know it from experience, that captains have gone into the
Custom House \vithout ever noticing these notices, and have

With regard
making known

gone to sea unconscious of any change having taken place.
I was away on a foreign voyage when the St. Nicholas floatknew nothing of it till I was going

ing hght was removed,
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out of the Gatway, and should have gone on the wrong
side had the mate not informed me of the removal.

Lawrence.
for me

St.
It

tion

would he presumptuous
after the inimitable

Feb. 17. At !).30 p.m. we saw the buoy on Hendon Rock
(black).
The n-ind at the time being W. by N., it was
necessary to keep as close in shore as possible in order to
arrive at our port.
kept our vessel about half a cable's
length outside the buoy, thinking the buoy was on the
outside of the rock
where it ought to be. The vessel
came to the ground, where she remained about one hour,
the buoy bearing W. by S. half a cable's length, which
bearing makes the buoy direct on the inside, and in a
position to lead vessels directly on to it.
How it happens
to be there I do not know.
It could not be removed by
the winds, as they ha\'e been prevailing from the S.W. on
this coast for the last three months or so.
I understand
the buoy on Hendon Rock the Sunderland Dock Company are bound to keep there, in a proper place and in
repair.
Should such be the case, are they not liable for
the damage done to my vessel through their neglect'
When she came off she was nearly full of water, and I had
to take assistance into Sunderland and to pay 5/. and 10/.
for a steamer, besides considerable dama<;e to the vessel's
bottom. Your attention to this will much oblige,
Y'our obedient ser\-ant,
Newcastle, Feb. IS, 1S59.
George Boccheb.

We

to offer

any sugges-

survey by that excellent

officer,

Capt. Bayfield, although I have, on some occasions, wished
had been a hght on the Bird Rocks, more especially
when coming down from westward. We are apt to give
them too wide a berth, and overnni the distance. The

there

wind blowing strong from the westward, have found it
for of all ships in the world. I
difficult to clear Cape Ray
think those timber laden are the most leewardly therefore,
by having a light, would enable them to haul close round
(provided the weather be clean, and ha^e smooth water
under the lee of the Magdalenes, more especially in the
a threatening
season, and
the sky assumes
winter
;

;

apjiearance.

\Vith regard to beacons, I think the foreigners, more
Swedes and Norwegians, are far in advance of our
North American colonists. I am of opinion that a beacon
summit
of Cape Rosier, or thereabouts, would be of
on the
great service, particularly to those ships which have nothing
but their dead reckoning to depend upon. There might be
one or two higher up, say, at the Great Pond River and
Magdalene River, would be excellent landmarks for it
often happens in a fog, that by going to the masthead the
top of the high land can be distinctly seen, so that by
getting a sight of one of these beacons would be a good
especially

;

departure, when a fair course co\dd l)e sha])ed to clear
friend of mine (Mr. Mortimer i, of Poole, was
Anticosti.
mate of a ship beating down late in the fall, 14 or 15 years
ago. The captain kejjt in shore to get a departure, having
no chronometer, when a gale came on from the northward,
drove the ship ashore, and was wrecked. The crew got to
a small settlement, where they wintered. There is plenty of
timber in the locahty, and beacons built of that material,
particularly red pine, and kept well painted, or stuffed with
coal-tar, would last for a \asl number of years, and cost
little.
I think the jiyramidal form is the best that can
be conceived; and, in order to make a distinction, see

—

The following returns were received

I

the eastern entrance, ])assed between two sunken rocks not
more than two ships' lengths apart, with neither buoy nor
beacon on them, (iot safe in, however, to the astonishment of the natives, who were watching me from the
wharf.
My consignee told me that he had not known a
Since then a
ship come into that passage for many years.
lighthouse has been erected on Carboniere Island.
I may also name Trinity Harbour, one of the finest in
the world, was, when I was there, without a beacon on the
north shore to make its entrance. Now, if they have no
timber, they surely do not want for rocks and stones, the
same kind of material with which the Swedes and Norwegians build beacons, which can be seen three or four leagues
distant.
1 almost forgot to state, that it is the opinion of many
coasters that leading Ughts at Yarmouth for the Cockle (iat
would be of great utility. I concur in that opinion ; hut
then there is another consideration, and, as I observed
before in answer to Question 19, that I disapprove of haWng

too many hghts, as they are conducive of confusion to the
this is a
I confess that
stranger coming in from sea.
question which requires argument, therefore let the majoritydecide.

for

May

.Jrd, ISfJO.

consider it my duty to offer the following supplementaiT evidence on the necessity for additional buoys
for the na\igation of this coast, and the opposition to
their being placed, even should my communication be too
late to do more than strengthen my former reports made
to the Royal Commissioners upon like subjects.
Resulting from my survey of last year and information
I

several buoys being laid down
leading between the Crinan and
and also round the N.W. coast of
Scotland. These recommendations were fully explained
with illustrations, to the Commissioners of Northern
Lights, and were, with few excejrtions, approved of and
submitted to the Trinity House. This Board rejected all,
giving as their reason, that although they could see no
objection to the buoys being laid down from i)ri\-ate soijrces.
the object was of so local a character that they could not
recommend the Board of Trade to place them at the expense of the Mercantile Marine Fund, apparently forgetting
that in the same channel above and below the position now
proposed to buoy, two lighthouses are building, and several
buoys have been laid do«Ti through their sanction and
This decision was appealed against to the Board
a])proval.
of Trade, who have likewise rejected the recommendations
with only one exception, but without giving any opinion
received,
in the

I

recommended

M.mn Channel
Canals,

as to the requirements beuig of a local or general character.
There is not a danger proposed to be buoyed upon which
several vessels have not struck, some of a large size, causing
total WTCck, much injurv', and long detention, from the
It should be also borne in mind
necessity of unloading.
that the great ex[)enditure upon the Caledonian Canal
should induce everj' encouragement to its more general
use, by facilitating the direct navigation through its approaches, and also that these requirements have been
repeatedly urged b)' an extensive trade, compelled to use
these channels ; yet the appeal is in toto and unhesitatingly

and by one imperial Board at least (from argximents used), ajiparently unacquainted with the district, its
rejected,

dangers or tidal influences.

In conclusion, I know that I shall incur the displeasure
of a certain party here by my endeavours to increase the
amount of hght dues (by proposing another floating light!
but for that" I care not. I should be hapjiy to make any
pecuniary sacrifice, did I think that it woulil have a tendency
in promoting the welfare of England's bulwark, or saving
one ship's crew from destruction by ship^vreck.
I

am,

obedient ser\-ant,

Peter D. Dodd.
{Reference at 15. " Hendon Rock."}

Buoy on the Hendon Rock.
To the Editor nf the Shipping and Mercantile Gazette.
Sir,
By your inserting the following in your valuable
Paper you will oblige:
On Monday, February 1-). the
schooner " Mary .\nne," under my command, left RochesAll well until
ter with a fair wind, &c., for Sunderland.

—

I

have, &c.,
E. J. Bedford,

Commissioner.

794.

Sir,

Your

—

too late

.\dmiralty .Survev. Oban,

Sib,

Caledonian

The same may be said with respect to Newfoundland.
With the exception of St. John's, and one or two other
places where hghthouses have been recently erected, I do not
know of one landmark (artificial on that iron-bound coast.
I think it was in 18.'34, I was bound to Carboniere, in Conception Bay, and got into the wrong (western) instead of

18(>lt,

91.

A

Diagrams.

in

insertion in the Mariners' Eridence.

\.
',i.

8.

to the Land's End.
with two exceptions, namely, one, Durleston on
lies
St. Alban's Head, and the other. Berry Head, near
Torbav.
At Durleston on St. Alban's Head, and on Berry

From Portsmouth
;

Head.
Yes ; as regards the Nab, Warners, and Calshot Lights
but have not yet had opportunity of witnessing the
new floating light on the Shambles.
23. X liirhthouse on or near Durleston Head, as a guide
to the Needles, which should clear St. .\lban's Head
when open and would assist vessels making for
9.

;

mariners' evidence.
Also a lifjhthouse on Berry Head, to assist
making for Torbay, (or on the rocks near
Hope's Nose, commonly called Bob's Nose, the
northern point of Torbay).
.30. I have represented the want of a light on or near
Durleston Head to the Secretary of the Trinity House,
when the " Tyne " was %vrecked near there.
34. Owner of the yacht "BrUliant," -ISO tons (O.M.), of
Houtham])ton.
35. G. HOLLAND ACKERS, /, Hyde Park Terrace,
Poole.
vessels

3(5.
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shape, and those to be left on the port hand a different
colour and shape, and those on the points where the

channel divides, nhich may be left on either hand,
should be partv coloured and different in shape.
33.

No.

34. I am the
tons.
.J5.

owner of the

HENRY BROWN,

••

Plover" yacht, R.Y.S., of 70

Colonel in

H.M. Indian Army,

Soho Square, London.

28,

London, W.
23d April 1S60.

798.
Belfast Lough.
8. On the shoal off
1.

795.

Carrickfergus,

in

the

Lough

of

Belfast.
1

.

have passed nearly the whole of my life in India,
and am not, therefore, competent to reply to these

No

;

I

35.

DUFFERIN,

36. 24th

March

1,

Spring Garden Terrace.

1860.

questions.
2.

No.

17. Black.
18. Never.
1,').

I

have not studied the subject, and therefore,

offer

799.

no

33. I

have not served

35. J.

at sea.

GRANT LUMSDEN,

Kelstone, Milbrook, South-

No occupation.

ampton.

1.

With the south and

3.

Yes.

4.

Much

6.

The

7.

Port Fleetwood Light, and Cape Moreton Light, the
latter ,34 miles ; former dioptric, the latter cato])trie.
Nowhere, except in the Tav, where I suggested (in
1848) a lighU-essel.

the west coast of Great Britain,
and the south coast of Ireland, as lighted, &c. eight
years ago.
2. The west coast of Africa and the east coast of Aus-

opinions.

tralia.

796.

20

Bristol t'hannel, Irish Channel, EngUsh Channel.
2. Coast of France, Spain, and Portugal, Italy.
3. Yes ; but not so well lighted as the coast of France.
1.

4.

Better than Spain and Portugal

5.

France

fi.

No.

7.

British, Beachy,

;

England

;

;

8.

inferior to France.

Spain and Portugal

;

Italy,
.*).

14.
15.
17.

23.

11.

d'Yeu, Bartluer.
think they are not bright enough in general.
Irish banks off Wicklow, &c., are very deficient
in buoys.
France is best supplied i you can almost always see two
lighthouses at one time, often three.
Yes, in the Irish Channel.
Depends on the light.
I would suggest the placing of a beacon on a dangerous rock in the centre of Holyhead Harbour;
another on a similar danger in the centre of Alderney
Harbour another upon the Rundlestone oft' Land's
End. Also, I suggest a red light on Grasholm, near
the Smalls.
Green is decidedly the worst colour for hght. The red
used is usually of too dark a colour ; orange red is
the best.
Alternate flashes of red and white light are useful in
distinguishing lighthouses and Ughtships.
It would be advisable, if possible, that the
same
coloured buoy should always be left on the port side in
entering a harbour.
" Capricorn;" 418 tons 60 horse power.
C. R. M. TALBOT, M.P., Penrice Castle, Swansea.

12.

I

26.
28.

34.
35.

14.

15.
16.

1719.

20.

2L
24.
25.
2()'.

27.
28.

;

29.

30.

797.
have sailed round the English and Scotch coast, and
the Dutch and French coasts.

1.

I

3.

Yes.

6.

8.

No.
No.

9.

No

\-isited

31

I

;

think

distinguish
11. Yes.
12.

all

the floating lights should re\'olve to
ships at anchor.

them from

Yes

;

17.

Nun
No.

21.

The Eddystone hght

so.

Yes.
Never.

Much
Many

better.

have been added at my suggestion in Li^-erpool
and Morecambe Bays.
Not aware of any.
The tall black nun buoy.
Besides local hghts, I would light all commercial seaboards, so that the ranges of light shovild overlap.
to three hundred feet ; but the lower the better,
looking to the range required.
I cannot.
Red lights are perfectly distinguishable.
I believe that red is the only tint which does not recede
after being reflected or refracted four to five miles.
Red for lightvessels, and for such lighthouses as have
no back ground, otherwise white towers.
Guns and gongs for foggy weather, blue lights and
rockets at stated hours, during hazy nights.
Black (beacon or I)ell) buoys for fauways.
Then
(looking inwards) black nuns on starboard hand, red
cans on port hand ; black and white vertically striped
nuns for mid-channel banks passable on either side.
A lower chamber hghted in the proper aspects while
the bar is navigable for such vessels as trade with
the port.
Frequently between 1829 and 1848, to the Trinity
House of London, and the local authorities of Liverpool and Port Fleetwood, and Admiralty, regarding
Port Patrick Light.
Not aware of any such change, but I prefer the dioptric as affording a steady imbroken light, whereas the
catoptric yields its intensity more wthin the focal
rays of each reflector; unless two rows of reflectors
are resorted to, then the catoptric is the safer lantern
of the two, as the former depends upon one lamp.

Two

HENRY MANGLES DENHAM,

see 28.

18.

buoys of red or black with a
is

staff

and

adrift

33. Nearly 50 years.
34. H.M.S. '-'Herald."
35.
Captain, R.N.,
F.R.S., surveying the local sea Western Pacific.
36. Sydney, 24th December 1859.

No.

13. Yes.
16.

Bay frequently

13. Yes.

The

;

25.

Quite

in Liverpool

10. Yes.

Lundy; French, Tour de Cordonan,

I

9.

13.

better.

floating light
years ago.

ball.

painted white, ^vith red bands,

which gives it the appearance of a ship before themnd.
Red alone would be better.
I
24. Coloured lights are much less distinct than white.
consider them only applicable to narrow channels and
the
change
to
where
harbours. They are very useful
coloured indicates that you have passed the danger, or
that you are out of the proper channel.
28. Yes ; I consider that in all channels the buoys to be
left on the starboard hand should be of one colour and

4

800.
I

have no knowledge at
J.

D

3

all

on the

suljjects

LITCHFORD.
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I

8.

or Ifi years ago, I remember the Sunk
off Harwich, going adrift, and though the Ught
was not shown nine vessels went on the Sunk Sands.
Lowestoft and Cape Barfleur the furthest of the two.
No.

Islands, and one on the northernmost point of the
group.
On the western coast of the Shetlands there is, however,
no intermediate Ught between those on the extreme points
of the group, a distance, as already stated, of about 70
miles.
This coast is in its general features what may be
termed an iron-bound one. There are several places of
shelter on it, but very difficult to find or enter by a
stranger, and frequent shipwrecks continue to take place

!).

Yes.

on

801.
I.

Harwich to Lowestoft and London.

3.

Yes.

6.

About 15
light,

7

10. Yes.
11. Yes.

12.

Xo.

13. Very well.
15. Xever.
16. No.
black conical buov.
1 7.

A

18. Never.
25. Red.
26. Red, because

no other

vessels

have the

coioui-.

27. The gong.
30. Never.
33. An officer in the army.
34. The owner of the "Egret" schooner yacht, (X.M.)
48 tons.
BERNERS, Wolverstone Point, Ipsmch.
35.

JOHN

it.

ITiere is a very fine sheltered haven on this coast, called
" Vaila Sound," comjiletely land locked, being shut in
from the west by the Island of Vaila. It has two entrances,
one (the best) leading into it from the S.E., the other
Iving about east and west, tiffording the means of entry
and departure mth any wind. The haven itself is capacious, with good anchorage in a moderate depth of water.
A light on the S.E. end of the Island of Vaila would, I
consider, be very useful, both as an intermediate coast light
for the west coast of Shetland, and as a leading light for
the S.E. entrance to Vaila Sound, as a Harbour of Refuge
for vessels caught in a westerly gale off that dangerous
coast.

W. Anderson.
29th March 1860.

803.
1.

802.

Am

well acquainted with the greater part of the United

Kingdom.

1.

Yes

2.

Not
Not

3.

the coasts of the Shetland Islands
particularly as to their lighting.
the western coast of the above islands.

Cannot give an opinion.
No.

8.

On

9.

I

See Paper

believe so.

10. I do not
11. I do not
12. No.

13.
15.

2.

3.

the west coast of the Shetland Islands.
annexed A.

6.

know.
know.

Cannot give an opinion.
No.

16. Cannot say.
18. No.
23. See paper annexed

9.

10.

A

Am

Most

See accompanying letters relative
certainly not.
to Kish floating light, Kingstown, and South Stacks.

11. I

A.

13.

30. See paper annexed A.
More lately in
33. In the Royal Na\'j- ISIO to 1815.
passages and yachting. North Sea, Mediterranean, and
British coasts.
34. Steam yacht " Norseman," 200 tons, 40 horse power,
port of London.
35. W. .V.VDERSON, Senior Managing Director of the

Peninsular and Oriental Steam S'a^-igation Company,
122. Leadenhall Street, E.C.
36. 28th March ISIIO.

15.

17.

18.

on Lighting the West Coast of the
Shetland Islands.

Until within these few years past, the coasts of the
Shetland Islands were verj- inadequately lighted.
That group of Islands, as the chart -n-iU show, Ues
between the 59th and 61st degrees of north latitude, and
nearly on the meridan of Greenwich, stretching in nearly
a S.S.W. and N.N.E. direction about 70 miles. They are
in the track of vessels bound to and from the North of
Europe, say Ai-changel. Norway, the Baltic, the western
ports of the United Kingdom, North America, and the
Whale and Sea Fisheries, &c.
The only light on their coasts, until recently, was one
on the southern extremity, on a point called Sumburgh

20.

21.

23.

Head.
Scarcely a winter passed without several ships being
wrecked on them, and in the winter of 1847-8, no less
than fourteen vessels were totally ^^Tecked, the crews of
the greater proportion perishing, all in the neighboiu-hood
of a group of small islands called Skerries, siu-rounded
by sunken rocks lying off the east coast of the principal
island, about half way between the southernmost and
northernmost points of the main group.
The writer, who then represented the county of Orkney
and Shetland in ParUament, brought the subject under the
The Commissioners of
notice of the House of Commons.
Northern Lights soon afterwards directed their attention to the lighting of the Shetland coasts, and now the
east coasts are well lighted by four lighthouses, viz., the
original one on Sumburgh Head, a Ught on the Island of
Brassay, ser\'ing as a leading Ught into the fine haven of
Brassay Sound or Lerwick Harbour, one on the Skerry

do not.
do not.

See accompanying memorial.
in inducing authorities to
and beacons in several dangerous positions.
Those which appear to me of most importance in tliis
locaUty are referred to in accompanying memorial.
Large nun buoys coloured black, «nth stall' and ball at
turning points and particular positions, and bell buoys
for fairways at bar and other harbours, if of sufficient
importance to warrant the outlay.
AppUed on behalf of Chester and Holyhead Companj"
in July 1850, to Trinity House and Ballast Board.
DubUn, for a return of a sum exceeding 1 ,005/.
Received in November same year upwards of
The Company's vessels had been
891/. I8s. '2d.
charged twice instead of once in 24 hours.
of opinion that the height of a light above the level
of the sea should in few, except in special cases, exceed
150 feet.
of opinion that Bailey Light, Howth, should be
changed in its character to prevent the possibility of
mistaking t for the Kish (when end on) or Poolbeg
before half tide Ught shows.
The Skerries shoxdd have a red Ught so placed as to
enable vessels to clear the Coal Rock, and to be lost
sight of immediately on nearing its dangerous locaUty,
where many valuable vessels have been lost.
See accompanying memorials, referring to Main Piscar
Rock, Holyhead Harbour of Refuge, and Kish Light.
Much depends on the construction of the lamps. Have
seen green, red, and blue at about the same distance
when the shades are not coloured too dark.
of opinion thiit white for lighthouses, and red for
I

Have been instrumental
place lights

A.

Memorandum

certificate of

is

;

6.

4.

my

competencj% No. 720,
good English and Irish
following notation, "
coasting pilot and inteUigent master."
acquainted, but not sufficiently so to understand
their position in respect of this inquiry.
Much improvement has been made in this respect
within the last 20 years, and there is room for still
further improvement.
Have seen the Kish Ughtship adrift in an easterly gale
imder sail running up to DubUn, about the year 184-!
or 1845, when sepen ressels icere wrecked in Kinr/stown
Harbour, of which I was an eye-nitness.
Generally speaking I should think they are.
In

25.

26.

Am
Am

Am

lightships,

27.

is

suitable, as at present.

Guns, most decidedly, fired at regular
properly advertised where appUcable.

intervals

and

29. Certain number of Ughts red, white, and green in
triangular form, to denote number of feet at night, and
balls in similar positions for day.
30. To Ballast Board, Dublin, for floating light near
Blackwater Bank, and buoy off east end of ledge near
South Rock Lighthouse. North Channel; complied
n-ith. A Ught on North Perch in the Clyde, and various
other improvements greater part compUed with by
Clyde Trustees, the light in particular, .\pplied and
obtained permission to erect leading Ughts in Cork
;

MARINERS EVIDENCE.
Harbour

;

plied with

suggested better system of buoying ; comAnd for additional Ughts between
also.

80G.

With

the south coast of
^yight to the Scillys.
Not well acquainted.
Yes.

Kinsale and W'atcrford, in common with others, complied with, although not as suggested.
33. ITiirty years

;

commanded twenty

vessels at different

periods.

Command

vessels occasionally,

From

6.

No.
No.

the Lizard to the Land's End.

Black, conical shaiie.

I

No.
think red the next best colour to white.
think red the best colour for lightships, and white for
lighthouses.
If there are two of the latter at one spot
one of them to be striped red and white.

I

I

No.

No.

Lundy

of

Start Light shows further than any other light
with which I am acquainted.
coast I have named above.
I think those that I have seen are so.
I am not sufficiently acquainted with hem to judge.
No, not on the above named part of the coast.
Yes ; always speaking only for the ports I know.

Owner

Lundy
Island Light and Cape Grisnez Light
Island Light seen at the greatest distance.
8. A light much wanted W.S.W. of the ridge situated in
the Straits of Dover.
9. Yes.
10. Yes.
7.

Isle

Not on any part of the

am acquainted with several ])arts of the coast of
France, Spain, Portugal, Greece,Ceylon, Mediterranean,
Cape of Good Hope, Africa, but not well.
3. Yes.
4. Yes.
5. Yes.
2.

fi'om the

The

804..
1.

England

No.

but holds the post of
Manager of the Chester and Holyhead, London and
Is'orth-\Yestern Railway Company's Steam Vessels.
HERTLE, Superintendent C. & H.,
35. THOMAS
L. & N.W.R., Steamboat Department, Holyhead.
36. Holyhead, 29th November 1859.
34.

583

;

of cutter yacht R.Y.S. " Caprice," of Cowes, 56

tons.

CHARLES BARING,

Lieutenant-Colonel,
Place, Chester Square, London, S.W.
29th March 1860.

1,

Chester

11. I cannot say.
1-2.

No.

13. Yes.
14. Yes.
15. I have;

16.

807.
but buoys are now placed on these parts.

am

well acquainted with any.
Generally speaking certainly, and a great improvement
\vithin

my

recollection.

as my acquaintance goes I should say better.
Never.
7. 1 do not think there is a better light anywhere than the

Lizard.

think a floating light to denote the position of the Sam
Bodrig, in Cardigan Bay, would be of service.
Quite sufficiently so.
I have no experience in any fog signal except the bell
at the Copeland, which is very efficient.
As far as I know I should think they were.
I cannot say I have.
Perhaps there may be some dangers
Generally, yes.
still requiring them.

8. I

11.
12.

13.
15.

Not

am

I should say can buoys.
No.

I

buoyed.
There is a

Navigated generally, but not "well acquainted."

I tliink the coast is generally well bghted, and that
too many lights are a serious e^-il.
Yes.
Only accidentally. I have known the two lights of
6. No.
the Sevenstones on the bearing of S.S.W. to make
as one, and steered for them as for the Longships, and
not discovered the error till mathin two or three miles.
8. I may have felt the want under circumstances, but
should not on that account recommend them, where
confusion under other cu-cumstances might be created.
There might be improvements in that
9. Perhaps not.
All floating lights might be of one colour,
respect.
reserved solely for that purpose.
There is room for improvement.
13. Pretty well.
14. In the Gulf of Finland and on the coast of France
staffs are much used, but our coast not being so ironbound I should say our system was equally good.
3.

4.

24. All the lighthouses with coloured hghts that I have
seen are sufficiently distinguishable.
30. I made last year a representation to the Trinity House

that the beacon at the east entrance of the Menai
Strait being black was not sufficiently reheved from
the dark high land opposite, and suggested its being
made white, which was partially done.
33. I have never regularly " ser\'ed at sea," but have been
more or less in the habit of going to sea all my life,
conunanding cutter, schooner, or brig.
35. T. P. WILLIAMS, Lieut.-Colonel
Commanding
Royal Anglesey Light Infantry.

4

Eaton Square, London, S.W.

808.
I, 2.

not.

I

17.
18.

tolerably.

think that the above-named Mediterranean coasts are
perhaps better lighted than anj' other with which I am

I

for many seasons.
35. F. D. P. ASTLEY, 67,

lately.

16.

of Skye.

false entrance to the harbour of Arisaig,
otherwise called Loch Na Gaul.
It was proposed by the officer superintending the
coast survey on that coast that a beacon should be
erected on an island called Lingamore, to enable
vessels approaching from the north to distinguish the
For some reason or other
true from the false entrance.
his |)roposal was not acceded to.
I think the proposed
lieacon would be very useful.
23. See answer 16.
34. Owner of the yacht "Camilla," of London, of 170
tons ; have been in the habit of navigating her myself

16.

Not

made
As far

Sound

acquainted.
have seen tlie light at Genoa I think further than any
other Ught.
13. Many buoys and perches might be advantageously
supplied on that part of the west coast of Scotland Avith
which I am acquainted.
15. There are many dangerous rocks of the coast between
Ardreamuchan Point and Rhu Arisaig, which might be
advantageously buoyed, and many of the lochs on that
coast would be useful as places of shelter in bad
weather if the channels into them were sufficiently

6.

10.

Very

7.

particular.

9.

•i.

in the

have some knowledge of the coast of the Mediterranean, especially between Toulon, Genoa, and Leghorn.

805.

4.

I

4.

acquainted generally with the coast of North
AVales, and that of Anglesey and Caernarvonshire in

3.

2.

well acquainted with the coast of Scotland between

Oban and Kyleakim,

29. I prefer balls.
30. No.
34. Yacht " Freak," 63 tons, Preston.
35. D. AVOOD, Colonel, Royal Horse Artillerj-, 22, Green
Street Park.

2.

I

No.

17. Conical and black.
18. No.
20. No.
21. Dungeness Lighthouse black instead of red.
24. Yes.
25. White light for high Ughts ; red lights and coloured
lights for low lights.
28. All buoys going up channels to be uniformly the same
kind on the port, and uniformly the same kind on the
starboard edges of channels.

1. I

am

1.

D

4
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584.

the Skerry rocks, east of the Start, a buoy might
be of use in hazy weather, when land marks are not

On

15.

may be permitted to remark as creditable to
the men in charge, that uiion one occasion

the \-igilaiM-e of
in .\ugust last,
of Harwich with a northerly %vind!
and had rounded the lightshi]) for the North Forelarid, they
considered we were hugging the bank too close, and fired
a gun to warn us against the possible danger.

when we had come out

visible.

hke the same coloured buoys to be on the starboard
hand of all harbours going in, be it i-ed or black, and
on the north of open channels, it would be of great

16. I

use to strangers.
17.

No

18.

No.

I

difference in colour.

A large

S.\ML. R.

Block.

think the two lights of the Sevcnstones require some

21.

I

.50.

alteration ; see No. fJ.
No.
Wizard," Royal Yacht .Squadron.

'M. "

811.
Cutter

;

95 tons

WILLIAM DELAFIELD,

AG. 2(!th

March

Generally acquainted
France, and Holland.

1.

(O.M.I, Portsmouth.
;i5.

am, &c.

cone.

-lO,

Lowndes Square.
2.

From

3.

Consider the

lS(i(l.

tlie

«-ith

the

coasts

Channel islands eastward to the

of

England,

Te.\el.

Britisli coast well lighted.
Generally, yes.
In many instances as master of a Jersey coasting vessel.
In laj-ing too in gales of wind I ha\-e"felt the want of
a hght on the Hanois off the west point of Guernsey,
and such a light would be a boon to vessels coming in
from sea to Channel.
10. The fog signals are very good if properly understood

4.

().

809.
1.

2.

3.
•4.

«.

.'>trangford. England,
from Land's End to Portsin.mth, especially about
Cowes and Cork Harbour.
The vicinity of Cherbourg and the channel islands, and
a partial knowledge of most of the Mediterranean and

Ireland, from

Cape Clear to Loch

coast of Portugal.
Yes, generally.
'Hie French have more lights, but I am not sufficiently
acq\iainted to sav their system is better.

No.

7. I have seen Ballycotton island light farther than any
other.
8. I have felt the want of a lighthouse on the west end of

Guernsey.
9. I think there is room for improvement.
13. A better system is wanting.

and attended to.
In 1854 I went into Salcombe harbour, and although
it was stated on the chart and book that it was well

15.

buoyed and beaconed there were none there, and it was
said there had been none for some time past.
They

would be

desirable, as it
33. Thirty-five years.
34. Royal Yacht Squadron,

is

a safe harbour inside.

Schooner " Magic," 87 tons

lO.M.L Portsmouth.

ROBERT TRACEY,

35.

36. P. S.VM.

BrightUngsea, near Colchester.

Rd. Block, Greenhill, East Bamet, Herts.

14. Yes.

have felt the want of Ijuoys in the shoals off the east
coast of Ireland.
want of an uniform system causes difficulty
in most of the channels and liarbours of the kingdom.
I think white worst.
17. I cannot say which is best.
19. I think lighthouses ought to l)e as easily identified
by day as they are by night. Perhaps this could Ijc
attained by ])ainting them the colour of the light they
show. If the light revolves, broad tiands round the
building could indicate the ninnber of revolutions in a
minute.
If it flashes the stripes might be made

812.

15. I

16. I think the

vertical.

23.

think the Skerries off tlie Start, and Peveril ledge off
Swanage, and tlie north shore of the Solent want buoys,
and the banks off the east coast of Ireland, but I have

I

not been in the latter locality for three or four years,
I think
so perhaps the want may ha\-e been supplied.
a lighthouse w'anting on or near the west end of
Guernsey, perhaps on the Hanois rocks.
2S. I think some imiform system of buoyage quite necessary.
I think the buoys which mark isolated shoals
should be different in form from those which mark
l)anks connected with the shore, and the colour of the
latter should always indicate on which band they

3-1.

should be left.
I have been yatching for 20 years.
" Eugenie," R. Y. S., 92 tons.
Southampton.

35.
36.

2nd April

.'^3.

RICHARD FRANKLANU,

Queenstown, Ireland.

1S6(».

1.

Yes, with the British and St. George's channels.
coast of France, north coast of Spain, Portugal,
and the Mediterranean.

2.

The

3.

The
The

coasts I mention are well lighted.
coast of the United Kingdom is as well lighted as

any

I

4.

know.

knew a floating light to be off her station, or
out, or any irregularity in the light of a hghthouse,
Catta, in the Gulf of Lyons, and
Gosa, near
Malta.
I think Gosa to be \-isibIe at the greatest
distance.
8. I never felt the want of Ughtships or a, lighthouse in
either of the two channels.
9. It happens sometimes that a ship light is taken for a
floating light when the ship is much nearer to you
than the lightship.
6.

I

never

go

7.

10.

Y'es.

11. Y;es.
12.

None whatever.

Yes.
I think the coasts of the L'nited Kingdom much better
sujiijlied than any other coasts I know.
1 5.
None whatever.
16. I am not aware of any difficulty.
1 7. A black nun buoy.
18. Never had an occasion.
23.
floating light would be very useful if placed on the
ridge in the straits of Dover.
Many vessels no doubt
13.

14.

A

lost on this shoal.
think the hghts are discernible and distinguishable
from one another.
27. I think a powerful bell, such as they have at Kingstown Pier Head.
29. Flags by day and lights by night, such as they use at

have been

24.

810.
Bamet, Herts.
March 31st 1860.
the Commissioners appointed by Her Majesty to inquire
into the Condition and Management of Lights, Buoys,
Greenhill, East

To

I

Shoreliam.
33. Thirty years.
34. Mr. Morgan's

Yacht " Minstrel," 75 tons. Portsmouth,

R. Y. S.

and Beacons.
35.

Gentlemen,

DA^"ID TROUT,

66,

Upper King

Street, Southsea,

Hants.

I presume
owner "of the R.Y'.S. Schooner" Magic," I considered
saihng
my
object
to
refer
it
to
your
advantageous
to
it most
master, Robert Tracey, who is simjjly a practical seaman
Brightlingsea,
near
living
at
of most respectable character,

In reply to your circular addressed to me,

as the

813.

Colchester.

The answers appended

to your queries are to be taken as

coming from him.
So far as my own limited experience goes, which is
confined to short nights, fine weather, and the more accessible harbours frequented by yachts, I can bear general
testimony to the sufficiency of the means to the end, but I

1.

2.

Yes

;

I

know the English Channel well, from the Downs
Land's End — every harbour in it.

to the
Also acquainted with east coast of Ireland and west
I know many pai-ts of foreign coast, but
of Scotland.
not sufficiently to suggest any alteration or imjirovement.

SURINERS EVIDENCE.
3.

Some

parts of

buoys,

it.

4.

Yes.

5.

The French

6.

No.
I would suggest a light ship be placed on the Ridge, a
dangerons shoal about 13 miles S.E. of Dungeness.
The float should exhibit two lights, one red, the other
bright.
I have also felt the want of a lighthouse on

8.

9.

lights are best.

12.

the N.W. part of Guernsey.
think generally they cannot be mistaken.

No.
No.

14. Yes.
16.

No.
No.

No.

'20.

Not above 300

21.
22.

No.

feet.

The Mull of Cantire Light

is

not in the most favour-

able position to be seen coming from the southward.
It should stand further down on the point to the southward, and it would be as readily seen coming from the

north.
23.

I

would strongly recommend a lighthouse should be
on that dangerous rock Skervail, in the

built at once

Sound

of Jura (Scotland), instead

of

the

present

beacon.
24.

I

27.

I

have found the red hght at the N.E. entrance of the
Straits (Pcnmon Point) a very dull bad light.
do not know anything better than a large bell or

Menai

now

in

command

WILLIAM

from 70 to 210 tons;
of a yacht 117 tons.
York Terrace, Newtown,
8,

^YILLS,

Gosport.

814.
9.

1 9.

In clear weather, yes ; but to make them properly so a
rocket should be fired eveiy hour at night, and a gun
in thick weather during the day, using the usual fog
The rocket for this reason,
signals between the hours.
it may be very thick over the lightvessel if near a bank,
but may be clear in deeper water, and the rocket may
be seen from the vessel above the fog.
^Vhen the light is a fixed light, to have a lower light
only to be seen within a certain distance. And when
the light is revolving, to have a ])ortion of the light
always visible only ^Hthin a certain distance, as at
times it is impossible to estimate distances accurately
at night.

Lundy

Island lights are very high, but not too high for
the purpose but in channels, if there are no outlying
dangers, I think 200 feet should not be exceeded.
21. I think lighthouses, the Tuskar for instance, should be
striped black and white horizontally, for I have been
very near it and could not make it out on account of
its uniform appearance ; with the sun shining looking
like a sail, and with a clouded sun could not see it on
account of its not having anything to distinguish it
from the sky in the background, horizontally, for if
both stripes were of an uniform breadth the distance
may be estimated accurately. Moating lightvessels
also should l)e painted white and black perpendicularly
or horizontally from the gunwale to the water's edge if
there are two %vithin a short distance of each other, and
chequered if there should be only one. As regards
20.

;

II.

person, see the accompanying idea.*
For the day, and placed where best seen from the
offing or entrance to the harbour, commencing at low
water, and ha\'ing notliing but the bare mast visible.
At the commencing of the flood tide hoist the red flag
at the mast head, and for everj' foot of rise in the tide
use the numeral flags of Marriott's code of signals until
the first quarter, then place the arm of the semaphore
at the point where it is marked first quarter flood
commence again with the signals at (*), and so on,
till half flood, begin again ; at high v.-ater haul down
the red flag and hoist a blackball; at the commencment of the ebb, haul down the ball and hoist the blue
pendant (I think would be best, for then, if the colour
was not distinguishable, the Ibrm of the flag would),
and mark the fall of tide by the numerals, as ( ), till
first quarter ebb ; begin again from that point, and
so on till low water or as long as daylight lasts.
For the night, the same machinery will answer, using
three lights, the centre (and upper lights between half
ebb and half flood) to be always white and stationary.
Commence at low water, the red light being the lower
and the green the upper light ; at the first quarter
flood, the green comes down and is the lower light,
and the red light will be where it is shown as first
quarter flood, and so on till high water, when the red
becomes the upper light and the green the lower light,
still, at quarter ebli the red light comes down, and is
the lower Hght, and the green goes up to where it is
marked first quarter ebb, and so on tUl low water oj
until dajdigbt.
No one could mistake them, as tbe
green light being beneath the white light and the red
light at an angle with them, will show the flood ; and
the red Ught being beneath the white light and the
green light at an angle \i-ith them, will show the ebb
at high water, red above and green below, and the
contrary.
For a Ughtvessel, the same light at night may be
used, and in the day a black ball may be used instead
of the light, using the red flag for flood and blue pendant for ebb, and Marriott's numerals, as on shore, at
one yardarm, or simply the red square flag at the
mast head to denote the flood has commenced, and use
the numerals, say No. 1 for first quarter, 2 for second,
&c. ; at high water a black ball ; then, as soon as the
ebb commences, down with the lilack ball and hoist
the blue pennon, and hoist No. 4 numeral, as being
first quarter ebb, always minding to on the flood hoist
the flag after the quarter is full, and the ebb before it
is down to the quarter.

—

30. No.
33. Twenty-eight years.
34. Have commanded several vessels
35.

bu')y.

sailing vessels.
28. AVlien a coast requires a buoy, it should be a bell beacon
buoy ; for the rest answered in 21.
29. The semaphore, to be understood by the most simple

Black.
18. Never.
17.
19.

and white

23. Blackwater Bank, Coningsbeg Rock.
24. I do ; it is true that a brilliant or white light will
appear somewhat darker in a fog, but the fog is always
perceptible, and must be taken into consideration, and
it is my opinion that the colour of the lights on the
coasts of the United Kingdom could not be more
judiciously placed.
25. While we have briUiant and red lights for the different
lighthouses, I should say white lights in all cases for
lightvessels, with the present mode of lighting large

I

13. Yes.
15.

it should be an universal system of having, on
entering a roadstead or harbour, those on the port hand
and on the starboard hand black, and any danger
in the channel to be marked with a chequered black

red,

10. Yes.
11.

5S5

4E

33. Twenty-two years.
34. Ship " Champion of the Seas," 1,946 tons, of Liverpool.
35.
Ship Master, 40, Everton
M.

JAMES

OUTRIDGE,

Valley, Liverpool.
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circulated amongst Mariners, &c., with an Abstract of the
Evidence of 793 Witnesses, comprising 14,791 Answers written
on the Forms returned.

Form

CIRCULAR NO. VIII.
ROYAL COMMISSION ON LIGHT-HOUSES,

&c.

TheCoMMISSIOXERS APPOINTED BY THE Queen TO INQUIRE INTO THE CONDITION AND MANAGEMENT OF LiGHTS,
WILLIAM ALEXANDER BAILLIE HAMILTON, Esq., RearBuoys, and Beacons,— namely,
Admir'al, R.N., ALFRED PHILLIPPS RYDER, Esq., Captain, R.N., JOHN HALL GLADSTONE, Esq.,
L1UNCAN DUNBAR, Esq., Chairman of the London Local Marine Board, and SAMUEL ROBERT
GRAVES, Esq., Chair.man OP THE Liverpool Local Marine Board; by virtue of the authority
VESTED IN THEM BY RoYAL WARRANT TO QUESTION THOSE WHOM THEY MAY DEEM MOST COMPETENT
TO AFFORD THEM CORRECT INFORMATION ON THE SUBJECT OF THEIR INQUIRY, request that you will write an

—

of the following Questions, and that

to each

answer opposite

ou will return this Paper through the Post Office {unpaid).
J. F.

7,

Secretary.

1859.

Abstract of Answers.

Totals.

Questions.

CAMPBELL,

MiLLBANK Street,

Are vou well acquainted with any particular
parts of the coast of the United Kingdom or
the Colonies ? if so, name them.

J93 Answers

See Index for the coasts named.

Are you well acquainted with any foreign

156 Answers
337 Blanks

See Index for the foreign coasts named, which include
most of the sea coasts in the world.

715 Answers
78 Blanks

564 Direct

1.

—

2.

—

if so, name them, or those parts
coasts?
of them with which you are well acquainted.

3.

Do you

think that the coasts of the United

Kingdom, or the part or parts of them which
you have named above, are well lighted ?

aflirmatives.

110 Qualified affirmatives, suggesting improvements.
7 Qualified negatives, mentioning local defects.
17 Direct negatives.
3 Doubtful.
14 No answer to this question.

4.

think that the coasts of the United
Kingdom are as well lighted as any of the
which you have already
foreign coasts

Do you

586 Answers
207 Blanks

named ?

of the United
5. If you think that the coasts
Kingdom are not so well lighted as those of
name those
countries,
any other country or
in the "order in

countries

311 Answers
482 Blanks

« Doubtful
^ ^^J^ negatives
8
8 Direct negatives.

18

15

their lights.

No

_

French
^j.

.

^^

^'nited «*-*United
States

;

ing light to be o£F
when and where.
7.

lier

any derangement or

of a lighthouse, or
you ever kno«-n it
ever kno«Ti a floatstation ?— if so, state

British and what foreign hght have
you usually seen furthest off, arid which of
the two lias been usuaUy -i-isible at the

What

greatest distance

ever felt a want of Lighthouses
R
i'""- vou
c. Hflvp
J
_t .u.
t
or floating hghts on any part of the coast
or in anv of the channels of the United
Kingdoni ? if so, where
,.

^

,

.

,

fFrance
Spain

-

1

Russia

-

3

Sweden
Norway
Belgium

-

Name countries equal
/
No opinion.
No answer to this question.

1

-

1

America

-

.3

-

1

i

312 Name British and foreign hghts seen far off.
149 The British light usually seen farthest off.
74 The foreign Ught usually seen farthest off.
69 British and foreign lights as equal.
51 Have no opinion.
20 Are double answers.

G45 Answers
1 lu
i.„
Blanks
148

297 Have

think that the floating lights gene-

rally in the

United Kingdom are

suificiently

brilliant or distinct in character to prevent
them from being mistaken for ship's hghts

or shore lights?

25

1

—
—

31

felt

the want,

Have noticed

305 Have not

felt

and say

defect,

but

the want,

so.

now

remedied.

and say

so.

5 Doubtful.
7

Do you

-

655 Answers
157 Blanks

m

1

answer to this question.

477 Have not in either.
Ill Have, either in hghthouse or lightship.
38 Have, in Ughthouses and Ughtships.
23 Doubtful.
6 No answer to this question.

—

9.

-

655 Answers
138 Blanks

?

14
^

3'*

[uanish

LItaly
6. Have you ever noticed
irregularity in the hght
floating hght; or have
to go out or have you

.

^-^^^^

(.„,f

/

^

200 Prefer England.
33 Name countries preferred \

45

which you prefer

I

affirmatives 1

38

Naming

r

514 Direct affirmatives.

658 Answers
135 Blanks

No

answer to

this question,

488 Direct affirmatives.
102 Qualified affirmatives suggesting improvements.
21 Qualified negatives suggesting improvments.
j2 Direct negatives.
22 Doubtful.
3 No answer to this question.

mariners' evidence.
.\bstract of Answers.

Totals.
think that the foj; signals now used in
lighthouses and floating lights in the United

Do you

10.

Kingdom

are efficient.

Do you

11.

639 Answers 352 Direct affirmatives.
154 Blanks
78 Qualified affirmatives suggesting improvements.
37 QuaUfied negatives suggesting improvements.
94 Direct negatives
34 Doubtful.
44 No answer to this question.

think that fog signals ai-e 'used with
frequency in hghthouses and
floating lights in the United Kingdom ?

604 Answers
189 Blanks

327 Direct affirmatives.
82 Direct negatives.
129 No opinion, or no experience.
66 Suggest impro\-ements.

inconvenience from

588 Answers
205 Blanks

515 Have not experienced any inconvenience.
50 Have and suggest improvements.
23 Have had no experience, or have no opinion.

668 Answers
125 Blanks

545 Affirmatives, direct and general.
83 Qualified afSi'matives, with particular exceptions.

sufficient

\vith

Have you experienced

12.

587

a want of tide signals in lighthouses and
floating lights
or from their inefficiency

—

want of uniform system?

or from a

—

if so,

state where.

Do you

13.

think that the coasts of the United

Kingdom

supphed wih buoys and

are well

12 Qualified negatives referring to local defects.
15 Direct negatives.
13 No answer to this question.

beacons ?

Do

14.

15.

you think that the coasts of the United
Kingdom are as well supplied with buoys
and beacons as those foreign coasts which
you have already named at Question 2. If
yeu do not, name the country best supplied.

488 Answers
305 Blanks

442 Direct

Have you

647 Answers
146 Blanks

456 Have never

563 Answers
230 Blanks

472 Are not aware of any difficulty.
14 Complain of want of system.

ever

the want of buoys or
part of the coast of the

felt

beacons on any

United Kingdom ?

—

and

if so,

where

?

Are you aware of the existence of difficulty
in navigating any particular channels, harbours, &c., owing to the system of buoying

16.

—

there used, or the absence of system ?
name them, and the defect in each case.

felt the want of buoys and beacons.
12 Have felt the want, but now remedied.
174 Have experienced the want, and state where.
3 Have no opinion.
2 No answer to this question.

15 Suggest a general system.
52 Mention local defects.
10 Not an answer to this question.

if so,

Wliat is the shape and colour of the buoys
which you can see best at night ?

17.

affirmatives.

6 Qualified affirmatives suggesting impro^'ements.
5 Foreign countries as %vell supphed.
8 Foreign countries better supplied.
27 Have no opinion.

Shape
405 Answers
388 Blanks
Colour
698 Answers
95 Blanks

333 Have formed

an

opinion as to shape.

72 Have not.
657 Have formed an
opinion as to colour.

41

Have

not.

Shapes
Colour.
preferred Black
408
Cone

95
62
123
Spiral 25
Round 12

Can

Dark
Red

94
29

Nun

Chequered 13

Other

Red & white 7
White
62
Not classed 44

shapes 16

657
333

you have ever had occasion

make a

513 Answers
280 Blanks

493 Have not had.
14 Have.
6 No answer to this question.

343 Answers
450 Blanks

249 Have no suggestions to make.
82 Make suggestions or desire alterations.
12 No answers, or no opinion.

the
sea
the
the

335 Answers
458 Blanks

128 Have not formed an opinion, or indefinite reply.
203 Have formed an opinion and state height4 No answer to this

Can you suggest any improvement in the
position, height, nature, colour, or means of

375 Answers
418 Blanks

claim
for the return of light dues erroneously charged,
state how often, and the result.

18. If

Be

good as

so

to

tn attend to the directions for signing,

Sfc. at

numbers 33, 34, 35, 36.

Special Questions.
Any of the following questions remaining unanswered
19.

to be crossed with the Pen.
ever occurred to you that any particular
of lighting, different from that at
present employed, would have faciUtated
navigation ?
if so, describe the system that
would, in your opinion, be an improvement.

Has

it

system

—

you have formed any opinion as to
extreme height above the level of the
which should not be exceeded in placing
hght of a lightliouse on the coasts of
United Kingdom, mention the height.

20. If

21.

of any lighthouses, floating
lights, buoys or beacons in the United Kingdom? If so, suggest the improvement, and
give your reasons.

identification

22.

Would you
change

in

suggest the entire remo\-al or a
the position of any lighthouse,

floating hght,

and
moved.

it,

buoy

state wliy

or

beacon?— If

you think

it

so,

name

should be
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Totals.
23.

suggest the placing of a new
lighthouse, floating light, buoy, or beacon on
roasts of the United Kingthe
of
part
any
dom? if so, state where it should be placed,

Would you

466 Answers
:i-27 Blanks

130
331
5

Abstract of Answers.
Make no suggestions or say they are satisfied.
Make suggestions for placing new lighthouses.
IS'o

—

opinion, or no answer to question.

and why.
are in the habit of passing lighthouses
coloured lights, do you consider that
they are discernible at a sufficient distance,
and that such lights are sufiiciently distinguishable from one another, and fi'om white
lights, in all weathers.

509 Answers
2S4 Blanks

391
S4
15
19

as to the

416 Answers
377 Blanks

303 Have formed an opinion J blue
favorable to
red and green
113 Have no opinion.
white red and white

you

24. If

^vith

Are generally

satisfied with colored lights.
Generally satisfied, but mention defects.
Are not sasisfied with colored lights.
Ha\e no opinion or no experience.

fred

215

-

12
5
12

green
j

you have formed any opinion

25. If

comparative merits of each description of
coloured light (red, green, blue, &c.), as
regards their application to Ughthouses and
floating hghts, state it.

you are acquainted with any system of
colouring lighthouses or lightships by which
they are easily seen and rcadilj- identified,
describe the system.

352 Answers
141 Blanks

What

384 Answers
409 Blanks

26. If

27.

system of fog signals applicable to lighthouses and floating lights in use in this or
Dl-foreign countries do you think best ?
seribe

',

Ai-e satisfied with present system.
.90 Are not satisfied and make suggestions.
117 Have no opinion, or give no answer to question.

145

51 Have an opinion, and prefer "the present system."
117
30 Have no opinion.
f Gongs

Gongs and

—^

303 Prefer

it.

I

[

you think that any uniform system of
buoyage applied to coasts, harbours, channels,
&c., would facihtate navigation, give your
opinion, and describe the system.

268 Answers
525 Blanks

'What system or description of tide signals

202 Answers
591 Blanks

28. If

29.

and floating lights
do you think best, and if you are able, give
the code for day and night.
applicable to lighthouses

—

—

373 Answers
420 Blanks

Are satisfied with present arrangements.
62 Point out defects or improvements.
75 No experience or no opinion to give.
(15

]

L

28

-

unsuccessfully

62 Have made representa- J uncertain
no rejily, result
tion

311 Have not made any.

—

10

Guns

148 Are in favour of ani/ uniform system.
86 In favour of present ai-rangements.
34 Have no opinion.

I

ever made any representations or
proposals regarding the lights, buoys, or
beacons of the coasts of the United Kingthe subject
dom ?
if so, state to whom
and the result.

Have you

50
38

bells

Bells as used
Whistles -

("successfully

30.

29
30

-

8

-

2

not~l

stated.orinabey- ^24
ance
-J

62

are practically acquainted with any
lighthouse or floating light, the light of which
has been changed from the catoptric (indicated hi the official fists by C), to the diopand if you
tric principle (indicated by D.)
have formed any decided opinion as to the

31. If yo>i

221 Answers

572 Blanks

C.

,'iG Arc practically acquainted with lights \
- /
changed, and prefer
178 Are not acquainted, or give no opinion.

7

No

I).

3
33

answer to this question.

;

superiority of either principle, state

it.

from your general experience you have
formed a decided opinion as to the comparative merits of the two principles named above,
state it, and your reasons.

32. If

163 Answers
630 Blanks

{C.

you havo served

at sea, state for

how

long.

-

-

-

-

-

2
19

-

-

1

C. afloat, D. ashore
opinion.

1

Cata
127
9
4

33. If

-

D

1)

Have not formed an

Name places where lights are
No answer to this question.

excellent.

See Index.

you command a vessel, give her name and
tonnage, and port of register, and if a steamer,

34. If

her horse power.
so good as to sign your name, stating your
present occupation, and giving tn address.

35.

Be

36.

Date and fold the paper and send

it

(unpaid)

to the nearest post office.

after these answers had all been received, printed, and abstracted, a number of forms which were
sent to tile Secretaries of the Yacht Clubs in April 1859 were received by some members, and were then filled
They are printed separately and are not included in this abstract. (See Appendix to Mariners'
sent.

Kote.— In March 1860,
up and

Evidence, p. 579 to 585, ante.)

—
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ANSWERS TO SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS.
Dr. Robinson.

1.
I.

A cii'cular vessel would,

THOMAS ROMNEY ROBINSON, D.D., Observatory,

II.

Armae;h.
In general, 1 consider

the best in particular cases,
its intensity may be much increased by mixinc; a
portion of oxygen with the air which supplies the
Argand burner. If gas be used, its brilliancy is
increased by saturating it with the vapour of
naphtha, or better of benzole.
Lime light is
nearly as troublesome and precarious as the elecI conceive
of its intensity.
tric, but has only
these intense lights should only be used in case of
In ordinary cases, a first class
fog or snow.
Fresnel light is visible at any distance within view
I have been told that the
of a vessel's masthead.
Skerryvore light has been seen from Ben Nevis,
90
miles.
In
1851
I found a dioptric light
about
on Pentland Skerries ten times as intense as the
oi]

:

^^

XVI.

off.

XVIII.

beUeve fog acts merely as a general damper of
sound, and therefore do not think any peculiar
pitch preferable.
XIX. A whistle ; its pitch to be as discordant as possible
from that of the sounds made by the wind and
sea.
These are said to be generally belonging to
C. The flash of a gun would be visible at soma
distance, but how far is not known.
XX.
large speaking trumjiet intensifies the sound, but
confines it to a limited divergence ; it has been
tried with guns, and would undoubtedly act well
with a steam whistle. But it could only be of use
on a single line of approach.
XXI. As near the sea level as possible.
XXII. Judging from my limited experience, I should say
not lese than 1110 feet nor more than 500.
XXIII. Mr. Wheatstone has recently invented a form of
telegraph which can easily be worked and read by
the keepers. The information most desirable is,
the direction, force, and place of a gale, as also
whether its strength is spreading north or south, &c.
These could be shown by the flags of Mari-yat's
signals, and fresh signals shown as each despatch
was read.
XXIV. The announcement by the same code of signals of
the actual depth of water for each half hour. Any
person who cannot read such signals ought not to
command a vessel.

are the best.

The

on

which a strong beam of parallel rays might be
thrown from shore.
With electric light, I am
disposed to think this could be done several miles

catoptric on Dunnet Head.
Except in the case of fog', I think oil the best. Then^
as an auxiliary, the magneto-electric light may be
used, but its regulator should be, like that of Mr.
Serrin, able to rekindle the hght when interrupted.
For flashes, the electric light is less objectionable
than for continuous exhibition.
IX. Certainly, Stevenson's holo])hotal combination ; a
parabolic mirror, with a Fresnel's lens in front to
catch the rays which would escape the mirror.
Especially, if instead of a triple or quadruple concentric lamp, a smaller flame of more intensity
were used.
V. I know of none better than Fresnel's cylindric arrangement with oil. If the electric light be used, as its
small size v/ill not allow sufficient divergence, the
lenses must be specially figured.
VI. For floating lights, I suppose the simplest arrangements
a.

think, pitch excessively,

reflectors of silvered glass, portions of cylinders

III.

VII.

c.

I

but the principle of mooring, so that the strain on
the moorings should pass as near the centre of
gravity as possible, seems good.
Near a harbour, buoys might be provided with

present process is a very rude one, and gives an
Perhaps, if a mould were figured
specula could be formed on it

untrue surface.

I

A

carefully, accurate

b.

I

by electroplating.
have no suggestion on

this,

parency of the glass

shoxild be measured before

Circular No.

wrought into lenses or prisms, and its power
of resisting sea air ; some kinds become rapidly
tarnished.
^'III. None that are available for this ptirpose.
IX. a. I wish to suggest that it is important to ascertain the
character of the light transmitted by coloured
glasses, for the spectra are very different when the
eye sees nearly the same tint ; and the absorption
by the atmosphere may also be different.
b. As few as possible pieces of glass should be interposed between the light and air ; light is lost at
every surface by reflection, and absorbed by every
inch of thickness. Three inches of the best flint
glass will intercept O'l!) of this incident light.
X. a. Undoubtedly red according to my experience, no
other colour can be perceived a few miles off;
what red medium is best, remains to be deterit is

;

mined.
6. I

XI.

a.

b.

would

prefer white; the fog will absorb useless
rays ; any colouring medium will abstract some of
the useful.
If stars are visible, the distance between one near the
zenith and the light, taken with the sextant and
I know
the time, will give the light's altitude.
none other available in a sea way, unless Profes' ir
Smj'th's revolving stand comes into use.
If the intensities of the light be known, and the distance run, the distances at the time of the two observations are easily found ; the intensities could be
measured by a simple photometer, a wedge of dark

shded before a slit, through which
the hght disappears.

glass
till

XII.

a.

1

II.

except that the transI.

So much

so, that till I

I.

JAMES

P.

read this question, I never contemplated tlie possibility of such apparatus being
constructed without these data.
II. Decidedly so ; the height of the station may exercise
an important influence on the figure, not only of
the reflecting prisms, but even of the lenses. At
200 feet height, the dip of the horison is 14
The
minutes, which could not be neglected.
horizontal arc is intimately connected with the
intensity of the light, assuming that some holophotal arrangement is used.
III. Such tables must be of double entry, with height and
refractive index as arguments.
They could be
made ; but I think it would be far better for lighthouse authorities to emjiloy some competent
mathematician to compute in each instance. The
pieces of glass should be first cast, and the indices
determined.
IV. I do not know ; the only place where I have seen such
computations, is in Alan Stevenson's work on
Skerryvore.
Feb. 22, 1860.

2.

li.

I

JOULE,

LL.D., F.R.S.

I think gas appai'atus much more hable to
I have strong objections
accidental derangement.

do not.

to the use of the electric light, for, wliether obtained
by \he use of a voltaic battery or a magneto-electric

you look

it is liable to derangement, and the intensity of illumination varies perpetually and to a
considerable amount. The oxy-hydrogen lime light
is, I believe, less objectionable on these grounds

machine,

should prefer trussed structures of iron, left open
to give passage to the waves ; painted, not galvanized ; and where there is a prevailing set of sea,
strongest in that direction.
speaking, I should prefer a vessel long,
shaip forward, and with wave lines, but as flat in
the floor as possible amidships, in reference to sea.

XIV. Generally

4E

than the

electric;

but

I

could not recommend

it

in preference to oil.
III. Paraifin oil might be used in lighthouses easy of access.
But as it is almost as combustible as camphine.

3
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Dr. Joule.

Rev. T. P. Dale.

do not think it would be safe to use it in lighthouses in i-emote positions.
XI. Two lights might be employed, as suggested by
Mr. Fryer. The one being placed at a certain
known elevation above the other, the mariner
could readily find the distance by the use of a

of the bar or ball ; or if sound and light signals
were made simultaneously, the diS'erence between
the interval when the light was seen and the sound
heard, would give this distance roughly.
XVIII. I would suggest a trial of the drum, as distinctive
at a considerable (Ustance.

I

sextant or other

XIV.

means

for ascertaining the angle

subtended by the lights.
think Mr. A. Flyer's suggestion

I

(1). (A.1
is

a

good one.

A

"
paper was read by Mr. Alfred Fryer, entitled Suggestions for a new form of floating hghtship, and a mode
of estimating the distances of lighthouses.'
" Authorities agree that ordinarj' floating lights are uncer'

being hable to be drifted from their moorings ; they
are also frequently injured by storms, and are expensive to
tain,

:

XXIV. and XXV.

maintain.
" As the riolent action of wind and waves on a considerable
surface is the chief cause of mischief, it is proposed to construct a- vessel presenting little surface exposed to their
The form pro])osed somewhat resembles a
influence.
hydrometer, and the material used is wTought iron, the
'
stem being surmounted by the light-room and lantern,
and the bulb containing the dwelling apartments and
store-room. The form of the stem is slightly taper, and at
its union mth the light-room is only of sufficient width to
admit a ladder and the body of a man easily. The length,
shape, and strength would varj' within certain limits by
The vessel represented in the diagram
local considerations.
and model was one bundled and twenty-five feet long, twoA wide
thirds being exj)osed and one-third submerged.
flange, the office of which was to retard and reduce oscillation and vertical motion, was attached to the widest part
of the bulb.' The discomfort of living twenty feet below
Some
the surface of the water was shown to be small.
stem,' while
down the
little light could be reflected
quiescence when the water was violently agitated by storms,
immunity from the dangers of fu-e and hghtning, and little
or no chance of shijiwTeck or being drifted from the moor-

I propose the following plan
for identifying
the different combinations required.
Adopt' the
Roman system of numerals, and let the flash
represent the V. and the eclipse the I. of those

numerals.

Then Xo.

represented by one eclipse.
by two.
by tliree.
No. IV. by one ecUpse and one flash.
X^o. V. by one flash.
No. VI., &c.,byone flash, one eclipse, &c.
No. IX. by one echpse and two flashes.
No. X. by two flashes.
have found this plan so simple that two

'

'

'

ings, are advantages not to be forgotten.

Ample

ventilation

could be secured by dividing the stem into ventilating
shafts.

''Moderate cost, steadiness during storms, and the great
at which the light is exhibited, are the chief
odvantages.
" It is proposed to construct lighthouses, in all cases where
it is important that mariners should estimate their distance,
'l"he lower light should be exposed in
as double hghts.
the same tower at a given distance, say fifty feet, and by
measuring the apparent distance of the lights apart, either
ap])roximately with the eye or accurately with a sextant,
the distance can be at once determined.
• If Mr. Herbert's proposition for mooring a series of
floating hghts along the English and other Channels should
be adopted, it is proposed to unite them with each other
and with the shore by means of a submerged cable and
electric telegraph, so that important information either
resjiecting the lighthouses or vessels in distress can be
communicated to head quarters without delay.
" [Models of the ordinary form and proposed new form of
lightships were exhibited, and on the surface of the water
being agitated the motion of the former was considerable,
while that of the latter was very slight.]"- Proceedings, Lit.
<^- Phil. Society, Manchester, No. S.— Session 1859-6'0.
elevation

XIX.

A

:

I propose that hghthouses be distinguished by
combinations of rapid extinctions of the hght,
which I will call flashes, and slower extinctions,
which I will call eclipses.

'

'

Identification of lighthouses
night.

At

I

I. is

Xo.

II.

Xo.

III.

persons

of intelligence could signal with considerable readiness after an hour's practice.
The application of this plan to fixed lights
I propose as follows
Tlie light remains steady for a certain number
:

of minutes, and then proceeds to make the combination of flashes and eclipses which represents its
number, then remains steady again, and so on all
night.
I assume that the ten distinctive numbers would
be enough, though in case of need a light might

make two

in succession.

A distinction

would

also

be possible by means of the intenal of the flashes,
as one minute, two minute lights, &c.
The number of the hght should be noted on
the chart. Tlius, suppose the South Foreland light
were No. 6. 1, and the interval were two minutes, it
would be denoted on the chart by " 2 mi. (G )." and
would be known by making a flash and an ecUpse
at an interval of two minutes.
Of course the
change to red might be substituted for a flash, but
the objection to coloured lights appears to be that
noted in my answer.
The same principle could be adopted in tidal
lights ; in that case the number made might be the
number of feet, yards, or fathoms of water over
1

the bar.

—

To

identify hghts by day.
Let the white
pendant represent I., the red flag the X. of
numerals, or the bar the I. and the
ball the V.. and in this case the lighthouse could
with four flags always display its number.
(a.)

flag or

the

Roman

distinctiim of sounds should be made so as to
indicate the objects whence they proceed. Thus the
steam whistle for steamers, bells for sailing ships,
gongs for light ships, and cannon for lighthouses.

XXII. Generally about 20 yards above high-water mark,
but it would be desirable to determine the best
elevation in each instance by meteorological observations

made

for the purjiose.

3.

THOMAS PELHAM DALE,

M.A., F.R.A.S., 14,
Toriington Square, AV.C.
VIII. A red light can be extemporized by covering an
ordinaiy lantern with good red bunting.
X. a. I would venture to suggest that inquiries should be
made as to the existence of colour blindness as a
Many artists
cause of the mistake of red lights.
declare their inabihty to trace the lower tones of

I.

Rev.

red.

XI.

o

I

propose to repre-

:

«!'

represents

I.

w

I

1

,

^

•

I

fully explained in Marryat's Signals,

(This is
ed. 1856.)
^
Heijce No. (4) would be represented in musical

notation by

By making

the bar, alluded to in XXIV., a given
length (its azimuth supposed known), or if the
ball were of known diameter, the angular measure
by a sextant would give the distance to the centre

—

by sound.
numbers by sound, thus

Identification

sent

Jl

By means

of a simple apparatus, a subsidiary
as a
signal light. The electric light, should it in other
light

might on the same principle be used

:

wrO^Ar-T

Rev. T. P.

ANSWERS TO SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS.

Dale.

Mr. C. PiAzzi Smith.

suitable, would be very convenient; and by means of a code, meteorological
information might be communicated to a conA sound apparatus might be
siderable extent.
used with or mthout the light ayjparatus at
The apparent interval between the two
pleasure.

respects be found

XXV.

a.

b.

591

would answer roughly query No. XI.
By means of flags, &c., arranged according to the
Roman numeral system.
By means of flashes and sounds arranged in the
same way. See detailed account above.

rock, R. Stevenson found horns a better fogsignal than guns.
The first employment, as being the most certain to
be trustworthy and useful, of telegraphic communication to lighthouses, should be to give timesignals to outward bound vessels.
See Report to
British Association, by Sir E. Belcher, R.N., in
1856.

XXIII.

XXV.

Consult Mr. Babbage on his excellent system:
he employs is at once

b.

especially as the notation

applicable,

mutatis

ceding question, or

I.

PIAZZI SMYTH, Astronomer Royal

C.

No.

exist for

of clear glass, ground and polished.
V. Fresnel's annular lenses and annular totally reflecting
prisms, made of clear glass, truly ground, and
well polished.

VI. Without modifications, beyond suiting the size of the
apparatus to the size and stability of the floating
vessel
remembering also, that this answer refers
only to the optical arrangements, and not to the
mechanical means of producing rotation, which
must be employed in No. 4.
VII. b, c. Alluded to already under IV. and V. All pains
should be taken to choose clear transparent glass,
\\nthout the too usual tendency to green or purple,
when looked at edgeways ; and all the means of
the optician should be emjjloyed to grind and polish
true surfaces.
In special circumstances, achromaticity, by employment of two kinds of glass, may
be studied %vith advantage.
d. The height of the centre of the
light to be
regulated above the centre of the lens, according
to the distance at which the light is wished to be
best seen and the height of the lighthouse ; the
adjustment once made, should never be altered.
VIII. No.
IX. b. Coloured chimney objectionable on account of the
;

of coloured glass, and the
getting two chimnies of perfectly equal
depth of colour, or one chimney perfectly equal all
freater

brittleness

iflSculty of

round.

X.

a.
b.

Read Dr. George Wilson on colour-blindness.
White used intermittently The fog already reduces
the intensity of the light, and if to that you add the
obstruction of coloured glass, you will lose great

penetrating power.
Yes.
Yes.
XII. a. This question appears too general, for the Commissioners do not mention what lighthouse as built,
or what project of a lighthouse, they regard as
the most advanced model to be improved on, if
possible ; or what is the character of exposure to
which the building is to be adapted.
XIII. Consult Mr. Babbage, F.R.S., at whose house I
have seen some vei-y admirable plans.
XIV. Referring only to angular motions, which I have
made a subject of instrumental obser\'ation in
several vessels, I would say, by all means make the
breadth equal to the length, and let these be as large
as possible, this being the most certain, if not tlie
only, plan of moderating angular disturbances of
the lightvessel in shallow seas.
XVIII. A high note is generally preferable ; but inasmuch as there is note-deafness, similarly with
colour-blindness, no one note should be trusted
to entirely.
On the contrary, there should be a
longvarj'ing sound, as in horn-blomng, beginning
at the highest note, and ending at the lowest note, in
full volume, and then terminating abruptly ; next,
a commencement at the low note, and gradually
ending with the high one, also finishing abruptly.
Guns are not heard to theb fuU intensity, because,
as with the electric spark appreciated by the eye,
a certain time is required to ]>roduce full excitation of the seutient nerves ; hence at the Bell-

XI.

a.

b.

XXV.

to solving the pre-

a.

for Scotland.

There are a few situations where peculiar facilities
burning gas, and that will be cheaper and
more easily tended than oil, as long as everything
goes right ; but if something goes wrong, the
immediate rectification may not be within the
power of the light-keeper, in the same complete
manner that is the case with an oil lamp.
IV. Stevenson's holophotal arrangement or combination of
lenses, and totally reflecting prisms ; to be made
II.

niittatidis,

JAMES MILNE

I.

and Son, Edinburgh.
In lighthouses of easy access, gas might be used with
advantage.

II.

III.

No.

IV. Polygonal lenses ground.

^

V. Catadioptric.
VI. Yes.

Circular No.

II.

Manufacturers are usually bound to work to specifications, from which they cannot depart, such being
the case, the information would be unnecessary.
If no specification is supplied, the work could
not be done without the information
II. It is desirable that all information should be furnished
I.

before

The

I.

commencing.

e\-idence of

M. FARADAY, Royal

Albemarle Street,

Institution, 21,

W.
Royal Institution,
February 25, 1860.

was appointed "Scientific adviser to the
Corporation of the Trinity House in experiments on lights."
In 1836

I

Since then a large part of my attention has been given to
the lighthouses in respect of their ventilation, their lightning conductors and arrangements, the impurity and cure
of waters, the provision of domestic water, the examination of optical apparatus, &c., the results of which may be
seen in various reports to the Trinity House.
very large
part also of my consideration has been given to the numerous propositions of all kinds which have been and are
presented continuaOy to the Corporation ; few of these
present any reasonable prospect of practical and useful
apphcation, and I have been obliged to use my judgment
propositions,
chiefly in checking imperfect and unsafe
rather than in forwai'ding any which could be advanced
Hence, I cannot give simple answers
to a practical result.
to the queries beneath, and therefore think it better to
refer, when there is occasion for it, to my carefully conThe Royal
sidered communications to the Trinity House.
Commission may not think it necessary to refer to any,
but as an
or, at all events, to many of these papers ;
illustration of my position and duty I will refer, in the first
instance, to a letter of inquiries, &c. of the date 8th
February, 1860, relating to Prosser's lime light.

A

II.

Not

as yet.

—

Gurvey oxyoil lamp. Reports, 15th February
15th January 1838 ; 1-lth June 1838";
1837
29th October 1838; 12th August 183!). Great
exertions were made to perfect this lamp, but its
;

application failed.
Fit: Maurice lime

August 1858.

—21st

light.'

July and 20th

—

Prosser's lime light.
Letter and inquiries, Sth
February 1860. See the Return to Requisition at
the end.

—

— Report, 15th August,
— 27th June 1859.
Holmes' magneto-electric
— His
28th
Watson

s voltaic light.

1854.

Way's mercurial electric lump.

light.

letter,

my comments, 1st May 1857; my
2yth April 1859, and also 20th February

April 1857;
report,

1860.
Pyrotechnic mixtures, and the association of
steam with the lamp, have been projiosed to the
reports on which 1 do not refer.
;

III.

4E

4

No.
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IV. The best at jiresent are the refracting and reflecting
apparatus now in use,
V. The best at [iresent are the arrangements now in use.
VII. b.c. Moulded glass, I6th January 1860.
VIII. Xo.
IX. b. Propositions as to reddenintj the liyht. 12th July
1837, 17th March 18-13, 2Gth December I8-I0,
14th October 1859.
X. a. Red from white.
is more ser\'iceable and penetrating whilst
white, than if reduced by the intervention of
coloured media.
XI. a. b. A])])roximations may be obtained occasionally,
but they will be uncertain, because of the darkness, the unknown haziness of the atmosphere,

b.

White light

and the

refraction.

XIII. Such im])rovements in ventilation, or in other points,
as have occurred to me h&ve been already introduced.
XVI. c. Messrs. Brown's ignited plulinum wire, 17th

December 1847.

XX. Parabolic reflector, ICth August 1848.
Whistle reflector, 24th March 1853.
22nd Sei)tember 1853.
„
Electrn-magnetic arrangement, (ith and 16th
Gctobcr 185/.
'Boulogne fog-bell and reflector, 24th October

XVIII., XIX.,

185!).

Circular Xo.
I

presume that

in Great

II.

Britain, as

there

abroad,

is

always a competent authority, who considers and
decides the circumstances of e\ery jjarticular lighthouse, and gives instructions to the competing
manufacturers. 1 think a i7ianufacturer should
not, on his own judgment, interfere with the judgment of such an authnrity. He may kno«' the
height of the lanthorn above the sea, liut ought not
to vary his angles for any variation in tbat i-espect.
The variation of the angles of the glass is rarely,
The authoriif ever, the kiuii of change required.
ties are conscious of the need of making the beam
dip, if necessary, and always ha\e the power of
directing it.
In respect of the horizontal arc also,
the authorities always, I believe, give the nmnbcr
of degrees, and the manui'acturer should not use
his judgment in the matter.
II. The manufacturer does not need this information to
guide him in the grinding and fitting of his lenses,
prisms, &e.
He should receive a specification for
an apparatus of well-known construction, to ])erand if,
foiTii a certain well-kno«Ti optical duty
when it is c.vamined, it does not perform that duty,
it should be rejected.
III. There is not the slightest occasion for a table relating
The instnietion is, in any
to the horizontal arc.
case, for a certain number of degrees, ^vith frames,
bars, &c., in certain jilaees ; and the work simply
has to be done. As to deration, the depression of
the ray necessary on that account is in the ]jov\'cr
of the authorities, being ordered especially, or
governed by adjustment of the lamp, and it should
not be interfered with by the manufacturer.
no duty in this res])ect, but only that of examihave
IV. I
nation nevertheless, as far as I know by the
results, the specification and instructions given
by the authorities are sufficient for the purpose.
Perfect numerical exactness in the angles cannot
for the maker
jiroperly be directed or required
has, rightly, a power of iini)rovement over his
glass, and if his glass vary, the angle must vaiy
The S])eeitication should tell everything
also.
that is necessary for the full information of the
makers. The makers have their work subjected
and it is proto a very close optical scrutiny
bable that any attempt to refine further in their
department might lead to the removal of resjjonsibiUtv from the parties who ought to bear it.
March 21, 1860.
;

;

;

;

Return

to

Requisition, dated 21st March 1860,

sent

desire of the Elder Brethren of the Trinity House,
at the request of the Commissioners, after perusing

by

Professor Faraday's evidence.

Sir,

In reply

drawn up

Faraday.

be necessary to make, and have answered, before any
proposal to introduce the lime light into a lighthouse
could be considered. These 1 lieg to submit to the consideration of the Deputy-Master and Elder Brethren.
As
far as I am concerned, such preliminary inquiries and
answers would be required in every like case.
I am, &c.
(Signed)
M. Faraday.
P. H. Berthon, Esq.,
&c.
&c.

Inquiries, SfC.
1. The Trinity House cannot undertake to consider a
mere proposition, or an imperfect arrangement, but only
such subjects as are presented to them in a jiractical state.
2. The Trinity House cannot undertake to work out, or
])erfect, the application of a proposition, though it may feel

in undertaking to test a perfected arrangement,

jnstified

upon good reasons and data being submitted to it.
3. In order to enable the Trinity House to judge whether
a jiroposition made to them by parties, not practically experienced in the service of lighthouses, is well founded and
has been thoroughly considered, it is desirable that certain
questions should be answered, not from expectation only,
but upon principle and from experience. These, in the
]>resent case, may be founded upon the requisites for aflrst
order fixed light, and may be as follows
4. Wh.'it is the quantity of light projiosed to be supplied,
expressed either in relation to a central Fresnel lamp of four
wicks, or to an ordinaiy Argand burner, such as is used in
a reflector ?
5. The number of jets of gas required to ignite the lime?
(i. The quantity of oxygen required for 12 hours?
7. The current price of the oxygen, i.e. the cost of materials, wages, repairs, and any other current expense ?
:

Start Point reflector, Hfc, 21st November 185!).
XXI. Depends on the locality.
XXII. I think each locality requires special consideration.

I.

:

Royal Institution,
February 8, 1860.
I have

to your letter of the 1st instant,
a set of inquiries which, in my opinion, it

would

The manner of storing the oxygen?
The nature of the gas fuel; the quantity

8.
!).

required in

12 hours?
10.

How

is

the gas fuel to be obtained?

How

is it

to

be

storird ?

What

12 hours, including
material, wages, repairs, and other current expenses?
12. What is the shape and size of the lime or focal
light^ How often \riU it require renewal? Hnw or where
is it to be obtained? and what will be its current cost?
l.'i.
What degree of steadiness will the light possess? Is
it now as steady as a well burning lamp, or is it unsteady
like a lamp in a draught? or does it sink and rise at
11.

intervals

is

its

current

price

f'r

''

14. Will the attention of the keeper be, of necessity, per-

what intervals has the light been left, as
ofl' in character?
the vertical height, and horizontal width of
the mos; intense part of the luminous object? and what
the height of the part which may be called generally, injutual

yet,

?

if

not, for

without falling

15.

What

is

luminous'
1(). What number of persons would it be necessary to
employ H;)on ^/(e s/io?, in relation to the lighthouse? and
what would be their occupations?

tensely

17.

What

buildings or outhouses for retorts, gasometers,

and what habitations, besides those now belonging to
order hghthouse, would be required?
IS. Are the means of obtaining the light considered as

&c.,

a

first

applicable only in favourable situations, or in

all

ordinary

situations? In the latter case, let the reply have rebition to
such a lighthouse as that at Dungeness or Flamboro'
Head.
1 !).
.\re there any exceptional cases where the light could
not be applied with advantage, as the X'eedles, Eddystone,
Eongships, Plymouth Breakwater, Casquets,
Bisbojis.
Longstone, Bell Rock, Skerryvore, Stack, Smalls, Tuskar,
and others? If so, are they supposed to be few or nume-

rous ?
20. Will the serv-ice of the lime light make it dependent
u))on the neighbourhood of a town ? or if not so dependent,
what kind of annual supplies, or supplies at considerable
intervals, will probably be required ?
21 What will be the probable outfit of the ai)paratus, with"
the buildings necessary for it, and for the accommodation
of the extra staff required ?
22. What will be thenatirre of the necessaiy repairs?
23. What will be the ichole current expense of the application of the lime light (including royalty, &c.) ?
The Trinity House cannot authorize any chance of interference n-ith the certainty if lighthouse action, by the introduetion of any uncertain or unproved arrangements tending
!t therefore
to disturb the actual service of the light.
requires full proof of the fitness of any proposed arrangement before considering its introduction into a lighthouse.
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the light-tower foot to the nearer limit of the area
requiring reflected illumination ; considering the
sea surface as a plane and neglecting refraction.
Let this be denoted by D, which, generally sjjeaking, \\nX\ not differ materially from 3 times d (3 d.),
so that
(/ \\-illbe the angle between those extreme reflected rays, within which angle all the
reflected light ought to be made to diverge and be
scattered as equally as the nature of things will
permit over the sea surface. This premised, let c
(Fig. 1) be the centre of the light or the radiant
point, here drawn as a simple candle, but which
may be either a lamp, a lime cylinder, or an electric

D—

7.
I.

Sir J.

F.

W. HERSCHEL,

Bart.,

of

.

W. Herschel.

below the geometrical horizon of the highest ray
which the reflecting apparatus ought to send forth.
That cif the lowest may be computed from the
height of the light and the given distance from

Any failure in such preliminary proof, or any serious
departure in the results, fi-om the answers given to the
questions 4, 5, ti, 7,
10, 11, }2, 13. 1-1, Ui, 17, 18, 20, 23,
which can be as well obtained out of a lighthouse as in it,
will be considered as showing that the proposed application
has not been sufficiently matured, and if not removed by
further investigation and proof, \rill lead to the conclusion,
that the method is not applicable to the service of lighthouses.
(Signed)
M. Faraday.
February 8, 1860.

Collingwood,

Hawkhurst, Kent.
II. I am disposed to believe that as a mode of producing
an intense light, the simple combustion of oil
(not previously reduced to gas by destructive distillation, apart) is superseded by many forms of
illumination,
practicable with ready access to
those resources which can be commanded by money
and science duly conjoined. Among others, the
electric light, the lime hght (with the recently
improved mode of keeping up a steady supply
of the lime cylinder), the combination of zinc,
sulphur, or even phosphorus in oxygen, &c. The
electric and the lime light appear to me, however
(so far as ray own knowledge and experience extend), the most practicable.
III. In remote and isolated positions, I should be disposed
to adopt only such means of illumination as could

(Fig. 1.)

be most secui-ely relied on for continuous practical
working, and in which difficult and delicate manipulationsshould not be required. Under almost any
circumstances I should think it v.-ell to be provided
with the means of readily substituting an oil
illumination for any recondite form of light which
might be liable suddenly to get out of order. I
am of ojiinion that when the electric or lime light
shall have become thoroughly reduced to practice
in easily accessible situations, their use may be
gradually extended to more remote ones, but not
at once.

IV.

A

discovery of Prof. Liebig has supplied a
of silvering (with a coating of perfectly piu'e
nearly 91 percent, of the incident
light *) glass surfaces of any figure and magnitude.
paraboloidal reflector of glass (worked by
FoucauU's process if necessary), to a perfectly true
paraboloidal form, and so silvered, would, I apprehend, be very likely to supersede the polyzonal
lenses, &c. referred to as a means of throwing out
the collected light of a central burner to a great
distance.
To give such a reflector its full eifect,
however, a very small and exceedingly intense
central light would be almost indispensable, and
for this purpose the electric stellar lights or the
lime cylinder would be es])ecially useful.
Such
a reflector must be made (or more than one) to
revolve round the central light and sweep the
horizon.

recent

star, the latter

mode

A

V. The

dimensions of the reflectors will depend), having c
one focus, a for the nearer vertex, and a c b,
llie other
for the direction of its longer axis,
focus of this ellipse is not represented in the figure
its distance from c, which is to be taken equal to
d),
ticice c e, multiplied by the cotangent of half (D
being too great. Its vertex a, then, will be distant
from c by almost exactly half c e, because under
the circumstances contemplated it will differ but

for

proposed being to illuminate with aU
the a\'ailable light of the lamp the whole seasurface extending to the visible horizon from a
certain moderate distance from the foot of the
light tower, and that continuously/ and simultaneously: the first plan I have to propose is by the
use of a reflector or reflectors of peculiar construction, as follows
1st. IV hen not more than 180° of the circumference of the horizon requires to be illuminated.
From the known mean temperature of the station
during the night hours, and fi-om the barometric
pressure, corresponding to the height above the
sea of the light, calcidate the mean amount of the
dip of the actually visible sea horizon (which is less
than the geometrical dip by the mean amount of
the terrestrial refi-action due to that height and
horizontal distance), and let the angle so comJjuted, diminished by the angle subtended at
the light by the height of the deck of the largest
ship placed on the verge of the visible horizon be
denoted by d. Since mirage or cases of extraordinary refraction are extremely unlikely to occur
at night, this may be taken as the (degression
object

Httle from a parabola, of which dee, the double
of c e, coincides very nearly in length and direclet this ellipse be
tion with the parameter.
supposed to revolve round d e, as an axis, and it

Now

revolution, consisting
of two conoidal surfaces A, B, d, B', A', and
E, D, e, D', E', the one above and the other below
the light, and a spindle-shaped surface d, a, e, a',
between them, enclosing the light. Of these, let
the portions B, d, B', and D, e, D', be cut away
so as to allow the chimney of the light to pass
through them (if a chimney be required). Of the
spindle, let not only portions corresponding to
those at the top and bottom be removed, but also
the whole surface situated towards the sea (that is
to say, half its entire surface), so as nowhere to
intercept any direct ray from the radiant c, which
can reach any ])oint of the area proposed to be
illuminated, and let G, a, H, K, be the portion
remaining after such removal. Let this, and the
two conoids be made of glass, silvered by Liebig's
jjrocess (as improved by Messrs. Delarue and
Miller), or, if it be required to extend the conoids
to such diameters, that it would be too costly to
execute them of that material, or it' such silvered
glass be considered othenvise objectionable, then of
will generate a surface of

:

.

I

'

By

Steiaheil's eiperhnents.

II.

See also Jamin, Ann. de Chem. xix. 305.

4

being in every respect preferable,

from the intensity of its light, its concentration
in a point, and its perfect transparency.
Let
d, e, be a vertical passing through c, and a c b,
a line directed downwards at an angle of depression O c b, below the true horizon c O, equal to
A (D + d). Conceive an ellipse A, B, d, a, e, D, E,
in a vertical plane, to be described, passing through
e, a point below c (on whose distance from c the

silver, reflecting

F

im
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be found by calculating the value of the

electro-plated copper, with a thick coat of ;)Hr?and
HIGHLY HAMMERED Or BURNISHED silver, which
reflects much more light than any other metallic
surface. Only the spindle sejjment had hetter l)e of

axis

silvered glass, as it could with difficulty he humished
and kept clean, and scrupulously hright, if of metal.
Since only half the horizon requires illumination,
of the conoids liehind the
and
the halves

q
the distance from c of the other focus by that of

M

X

lischt heinfT wholly shaded hy the spindle, may be
left unsilvered, or need not be constructed at all,
which would save material and workmanship ; but
probably they had better be made and figured
(roughly in these portions) complete, as so they
would be less liable to breakage or flexure.
2nd. In the case above considered, and with the
form of construction there adopted, the lime cylin-

der is available ; the portion of light reflected from
the s])indle segment intercepted by it being small.
The whole liglit incident on the reflectors (with
that exception) is in that case dispersed over the
sea surface fi'om the offing to such a distance from
the shore, as may be considered essential (suppose
sea
:i or .'U niiles), while the nearer portion of the
within ttiat limit receives the direct rays diverging
downwards within the angle A c E. But those
which di^'erge upwards within the angle b c A,
are lost and to obviate this loss, and so to utilize
all the light from the radiant, as well as to eff'ect
the illumination of the whole circumference of the
horizon, the construction represented in Fig. 2
;

(Fig. 2.)

algebraic expression,

+

ip

q

.

q)

n-pd

cotang.

(D

,

— d),

and the arerage intensity of the reflected hght
compared with that afforded by the direct light
of the radiant, at a point on the sea sui-face, by
that of
versed sine of
""

Sine of (D

E

c ^,

— d)

By

diminishing c e, then and increasing e g, that
by flattening the conoid and enlarging
base to the greatest ])racticable extent, anil by
placing its summit as little below the level of the
radiant as the nature of the light and its mechanical arrangements will admit, the intensity of
the reflected beam (or rather sheet of reflected
Thus suplight) will be rendered a maximum.
posing the sea surface, on which is throv\Ti to
subtend an angle at the light of of a degree, or
d^Aa', the height of the conoid to be 12
inches, that of the light above its summit 6 inches,
and the diameter of its base 4 feet, which would
give for the distance of the other focus of its
the average intensity
elli])se 76 feet 5 ipches;
of the reflected would exceed that of the direct
light (supposing 1.5 per cent, of light lost by reThe diameter of
flexions) in the ratio of 5.3 to 1.
the hemisphere A, B, A', appropriate to such a
conoid would ba about 18 inches.
3rd. If it be not required to irradiate the whole
horizon, Init only a certain large portion of it, the
construction of V. 2 may still be adopted, but with
the addition of the lower half a, h, k. Fig. 2, of a
the curve of
sjrindle segment like that in Fig. 1
which should be, not a continuation of the same
e,
vvdiicb
defines
the
conoid, but,
elh])se E, D,
identical with that described in the other constrtiction, i.e., a continuation of the ellipse A, B,
This \vill receive and utilize,
or E, D, of Fig. 1.
as there described, not only the light diverging
doMTiwards over the angle A', c, E', towards the
land side, but also that diverging upwards over
the corresjjonding angle on the sea side, reflected
from the hemisphere.
•1th. It remains to say something of the pracexecution and figuring of the reflecting
tical
The
surfaces required in tbese constructions.
only one which would present any difficulty is the
complete spindle segment G, a, H, Fig. 1, on
account of its deep concavity and considerable
variation of cun'ature ; the u])per half obstructing
The half-spindle of Fig. 2
access to the lower.
would be of much easier construction, and both it
and the conoid might be figured with the utmost
facility to any degree of optical precision by a
hand-grinding process for glass, or a handhammering and polishing one for silvered copper,
on the principle of M. Foucault's process for
giving a perfect parabolic figure to a glass or
The correct elliptic curve
metallic speculum.
being calculated, and the surface roughly turned
or otherwise modelled to a general and ai)proximate
conformity to it a divergent very small and
brilliant point of light should be placed in c, and the
eye of an observer (looking through a small
circular hole) carried round in the circle described
bv the other focus (which \nll seldom be more
than 100 or 150 feet distant, and but little below
the level of the base of the conoid). The surface
must be reduced by grinding and polishing until
is

to say,

its

D

;!

—

;

proposed, in which the upper conoid and the
whole of the sjiindle-shaped reflector are suppressed, and their places sujiplied by a concave
hemispherical reflector A, B, B', A', having the
is

radiant jioint c for

its

On

centre.

the same in-

genious principle (from which this adaptation is
avowedly borrowed) as the concave hemisphere
attached to Mr. Stevenson's paraboloidal reflector behind the lamp utilizes all the rays diverging over the posterior hemisphere ; so, here, all
the light diverging upwards is turned back, and
passing again through c, radiates thence downwards, and in effect nearly doubles its intensity
each ray pursuing the same course and finding its
place on the same point of the sea surface, on the
And
direct ray from c, with which it coincides.
here it should be observed, that both to this and
addition,
with
that
paraboloid
Stevenson's
to
the same objection to the use of a lime cyhnder as
If well centred, the whole of
a radiant applies.
the light reflected from the hemisphere must be
thrown back on the lime and stopped. The electric star is the fitting radiant for both, though
the lamp may also be used.
In this construction the ellipse, by whose revolution about the vertical axis d, e, the conoid E, e, E',
is generated, is not the same with that employed
in the former case, and it is thus determined.

D

and d denoting

resiH-ctively

as before, let

the heights

c

e,

p and
and

e

q rei)resent
y ; those,

nauiely, of the radiant above the summit of the
then
conoiil, and of tliat summit abo\'e its base

—

will the angle of depression O,

c, b,

of the longer

;

e\ery part of it, so examined, is found to reflect
the light of c into the eye when situated in that
part of the focal surface corresjionding to its

The hemisphere would j)resent no
beyond what is already satisfactorily
overcome in Stevenson's construction.
5th. The problem proposed admits of iaiother
solution (which might possibly be found equally
or more advantageous in practice, though more
expensive) if the condition of continuous and
simultaneous illumination over the whole sea
surface he so interpreted as not to exclude consituation.
difficulty

tinual visibility at every point by flashes succeeding each other, two, three, or four times in a
second of time. Hitherto, in the cases where

vK03i
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revolving lights are used, the period of rotation of
the apparatus occupies several minutes, and each
ap[)earance of the light is gradual, rising to a
maximum and dying away during at least 1 5 or
20 seconds, mth intervals of darkness as long or
This gives time for uncertainty as to
longer.
position arising from motion in the shij) during
the intei-v-als, or from the occurrence, between
successive appearances, of fog drifts or rain squalls
whereas, were the rotation rendered so ra]jid as to
present the light at the small intervals above
mentioned, the eye would have no time to wander
No
fi-om the right direction between the flashes.
very great speed of the driving machinery would
be required. A fi-ame carrying 8 lights, mounted
wth Stevenson's paraboloid, or 8 polyzonal
lenses with one central light, would not he required to revolve more than once' or twice in a
second.
Considering the perfection which heavy
machinery has attained, this cannot be held
inconsistent with complete security, supposing the
framework and mountings of the lenses or reflectors strongly constructed.
The only objection
seems to be that in the case of oil lamps carried
round, their flames might be disturbed by the
commotion of the air. This would not ap])ly to
a single central lamp, nor to electric stars, which
mighi; revolve with any degree of rapidity without
In the
the sUghtest disturbance of their hght.
event of this latter mode of illumination being
resorted to, the conductor or conductors must be
carried both up and down through the common
axis of rotation, which must rest on a shoulder or
in a conical pivot hole open beneath, leaving its
lower e-\tremity expose'd and free, to allow the
issuing wires to form their approjjriate mercurial
or frictional contacts, which shall bring them into
connexion with the battery or batteries below.
It is only necessary to add, that the intention
being to illuminate indifferently the ivhole sea ai'ea,
and not to project a concentrated beam out to the
extreme offing, hollow ellipsoids of revolution
must be substituted for paraboloids, if Stevenson's
construction be adopted, having their focal lengths
determined as in V. 1, and their axes somewhat less
depressed than there proposed, the only difference
being that the ellipse A, B, a, D, E, (Fig. 1,) for
this purpose, instead of being conceived to revolve
round d, e, as an axis to generate the reflecting
surface, must be supposed to revolve round a c b.
I would be understood, however, rather to throw
out this solution of the problem as a suggestion
for trial than as speaking very confidently of its
success in the absence of any positive knowledge
of the least time required for a given light to
make its full impression on the eye. Mith 8
burners, and a rotation twice in a second, the
beam of light, whose theoretical angular amphtude
would barely exceed half a degree, would pass
But
across the eye in the 120th part of a second.
as it is scai'cely possible, with whatever perfection
in the reflectors, considering the large size of oil
flames, or even the diameter of a lime cylinder,
that with these at least the theoretical amplitude
should not be greatly exceeded ; if we allow 2°

VII.
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instead of half a degree, the flashes will still be of
only 1 -30th of a second in duration mth intervals of
29-30ths, and I am not prepared to say positively
how far a light, such as is contemplated, might have
its effect on the eye enfeebled by so short a duration.
An important series of experiments on this very
point is in progress by Professor Swan of St. .-Vndrew's, which will, in all probabiUty, speedily decide
this question, or, perhaps, it might not be impracticable to subject it to direct experiment by urging,
temporarily, and for one or two nights trial, the
fi-amework of some existing revoh-ing light to the
required speed, whether by laying on power or by
tlirowing the wheel work out of gear, and applying a diS'erent motive power to the frame.
Liebig's process for
See reply to Query 4.
silvering is given in the Annalen des Chemie und
Pharmacie, xcviii. p. 132. Foucault's process of
giving a parabolic figure in the " Notices of the
Astronomical Society," vol. xix. p. 284.

VIII. Coloured glass acts by the destruction of a large percentage of the total incident white light.
It is,
therefore, a highly objectionable thing per se, but
1 am not prepared to propound any naturally

W. Herschel.

coloured flame as capable of yielding a ucry intense
Hght.
It is very possible that by substituting a
cylinder of strontia for lime, or impregnating the
Ume with strontia, a very luminous red might
be produced ; but I have no experiments on a
krge scale to cite.
Chloride of copper might
give a green tinge, but would require constant
renewal.

IX.

b.

The

colours of

and

heat,

most transparent media deepen by
chimney is intensely heated, I

as the

should fear that a chimney of coloured glass would
destroy an unduly large per-centage of light, and
a variable one, depending on the temperature of
the chimney at the moment.

X.

In

a.

ij.

all weathers (meaning of course in hazy weather,
the purest white is most likely to penetrate
farthest, not by reason of its colour, but
its
intensity.
Red is best distinguished as a colour
from white, but it should rather be a luminous
orange red (as transmitted through a not strongly
coloured brown glass), or the very luminous red,
communicated by oxide of silver (? gold) to glasses
(such as the more brilliant ancient church window
RosE-red).
Blue glasses coloiired with cobalt
transmit a very complex light, and are to fie
especially avoided.
Pale red and pale green give
a good contrast, but there is a chance of colourblind persons not jierceiving it.

In fog, white by all means, i.e., the unintercepted
total light (of whatever colour) the most intense
the lamps can give.
No sacrifice of light by any
sort of obstruction or interception

can be tolerated
sometimes red or yellow, but it
therefore, to use a red or yellow
glass to colour the hght in agreement with the
fog. These could only act by destroying the green
and blue rays, which the fog wovdd do without

A fog

in fog.

is

would be absurd,

their help.

XVIil., XIX. Every one has remarked the great distance to
which a steam railway whistle may be heard, but it
would be worth trial what would be the effect of
a battery of such whistles (blown l)y high-pressure
steam), or by a combination of 3 (or several sets
of 3), pitched exactly to harmonic intervals
(key note, 3rd, 5th, and octave), but all of a very
high pitch, and with a rattle (analogous to the
pea in a common whistle), which intensifies the
action on the auditory nerve, as a quick sparkling
glitter does to

the optic nerve, or as the interrupted
the

shock of the medico-galvanic appaiatus to
ner\'es of feeling.

XX.

I

know

of none other than concave reflectors (large
close textured material) or funnel-shaped
apertures.

and of

[N.B.

—

I

have not a doubt that a subaqueons

linear propagation of sound to very great distances
in given precise directions might be accomplished

by explosions or other sudden sounds
of large and heavy parabohc reflectors.

in the focus

I set down
this suggestion here to pre\'ent its being patentized
hereafter.]

XXI. Above

the probable level of the densest portions of
the usual fogs of the locality, so as to give the
greatest possible extent to the sound wave in the

clear air, whieh might radiate thence downwards,
by dispersion, into the fog from above.
XXII. This must entirely depend on the local peculiarities
in respect of fog or haze.

that a light

1

have been informed
Cliff, St. Cathe-

on the High Chalk

Down, on

the south coast of the Isle of
Wight, was rendered useless by its too great
In bad weather, when lights ai'e most
elevation.
needed, clouds are low actual cloud I presume,
however, seldom descends to 200 feet above the
sea level, but rain is actually more copious at lower
levels than at higher, and rain intercepts light as
well as cloud.
rine's

;

XXIII. The most important meteorological communication
which could be telegraphed would be information
just fresh received per telegraph of a cyclone
actually in progress at a great distance, and work-

ing its way towards the locality.
There is no
doubt that the progress nf a cyclone may be so
telegraphed, and inight stcure many a ship from
danger by forev/arning it. As to the form, 1 have
no suggestion.

XXIV. Some

4F2

localities

may he

well adapted to one system.
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W. Herschel.

Col. J. T.

ITie foUowinff seems to be
to another.
universally applicable.
Sui)i)ose the spring tides,
for instance, to rise and fall six feet ; to enlarge

some

this to, say sixty,

and render

it

and

its sinj^le feet

visible to a distant shi]i, attach a float to a ten-fall
pulley, and let the cord, fi.xed at one end to the

caiTy at the other loose end a bright lamp,
which thus will rise and fall sixty feet; let it travel
up and down a mast or other erection sixty feet
high, and pass in succession six fixed lamps at
ten feet distance from each other. Or the arrangefloat,

ment figured below may be adopted, which will
make the rise and fall of the lamj) correspond
with those of the water.

Smith.

V. In a separate memorandum (A.) I have mentioned two
modifications of the existing arrangements, one of
which has been tried with success, the other was
jiroposed by me many years ago.
(A.)
Under special circumstances I adopted a " reciprocating "
light for Madras, which has now been in use HJ years, and

answers the ]mrpose exceedingly well, being more economical
than an ordinary revolving light, in the ratio of three to
five.
The same principle has been ap])lied else%vhere, but
it is not advisable in any case where it is, or may hereafter
be important to measure the exact periods of light and
darkness.

have long been of opinion that an improvement may
utilizing light by refraction.
that of using crossed prisms
instead of lenses for revohing lights, somewhat like what
has already been done by M. Fresnel, but (Uff'ering in
this, that instead of the prisms being of verii' nearly the
same focal distance, they should be materially and essentially different; that which collects the rays 'horizontally
being much shorter, «-ith the -i-iew of increasing the
horizontal divergence of the beam, and consequent length
On this subject a paper was submitted by
of the flash.
me to the Honourable Trinity Board 23 years ago, viz., on
the 11th .'Vugust 18.'^7, and I should be very glad, if any
solid objection has been urged against the views therein
stated, to be made acquainted with it.
It ajjpears to me
that any plan which bids fair to add length to the flash of the
French lens, (at present only 4° ori°) is deser\-ing of expeI

be made in the method of
The change I projjose being

rimental trial.
V. Theoretically, and in the abstract, nothing can be superior to Fresnel's catadioptric system; but, nevertheless, in certain cases the catoptric method is
preferable; and a slight modification of this, which
1 have detailed in memorandum (B.), is, I think,
worthy of experiment.
(B.)

XXV.

On

a, b.

this point

Mr. Babbage has some excellent

If a copy of these ipieries have not been
already sent him, it would be highly advisable to
ideas.

do

so.

ClRClL.VU Xo.
I.

II.

There seems to be no possible doubt as to the pro|)ricty
of ginng the manufacturer employed in constructing such an a])paratus all jjossible information as to the circumstances under which it is
intended to be used, and the ])recise nature

and

of the objects it is to accomplish.
Where a definite arc in the horizon only is to be
illuminated, this information may lead to economy
in the construction, or to peculiar adajitations of
a special nature suiting the locality.
If the information in question is of
II. Most assuredly.
any imjiortance at all, it ought to enter into and
form a part of the working plan of the maker of
the a]>paratus, so that he shall not have to alter
his patterns, fittings, or any other part of his
ex"tent

work.
III.,

IV. Unable to give any satisfactory reply.

—

Memorandum. Wiile these repUes are passing through
the press, I observe in Mr. T. Stevenson's valuable work
" On Lighthouse Illumination on the Holophotal System,"
which I had not seen when the constructions in my rejilies
to Query V. were devised (my knowledge of his hemispherical appendage being derived from another quarter),
that a construction identical in its general principle M'ith
the first of those (V. 1.) Fig. 1, has been already proposed
by M. Bordier Marcet and executed by Mr. A. Gordon.
In Marcet's construction, however, the generating curve
A, B, a, D, E, is a parabola, having its axis horizontal, by
which arrangement the light, instead of being dispersed
over the visible sea surface, is thrown out in a parallel
horizontal sheet into the air beyond the offing; and only
irregidarly reflected rays, or those emanating from the
unfocused portions of the lamp-flame, can reach the surface.
June

lM, 1860.

J. F.

W.

H.

In remote niaccessible localities, where the apparatus for
is required to
be siini)le, more especially if
of the horizon is to be illuminated, the
catoptric is superior to the dioptric system, and any improvement of the former may be of value. I would suggest the
trial of a different form of lamp from that commonly used
with the jjarabolic reflector.
Instead of having a circular
wick of one inch diameter, I propose to try an oval shape,
or rather rectangular, with circular ends, thus,
placed with its longest diameter in line with the /"
This would much increase the power of
axis.
fixed lights
(mly a jiart

the reflector ; and I calculate, when sei'eral are
used to fill adjoining parts of the horizon, each
would fill 22-' with an uniform amount of light,
equalling 350 .Vrgand flames. If this be correct,
18 reflectors would amjily fill 3G0° of the
^^___
horizon (and a smaller number in jjroportion
any |)art of it), while to produce an eqiia/ effect with the
common Trinity House mirror of three inches focus, I calculate -15 would be necessary.
The consum])tiou of oil,
however, by the new lamps would be greater than the
present, in the proportion of seven to three, so that there
would be little or no economy of oil. The imjirovement to
be looked for (the plan has not been tried] would be the
more perfect uniformity of the belt of rays produced by a
series of reflectors, and the convenience of accomphshing
the object with a much smaller number of them.
I ought not to omit to mention the system of fixed lights
adopted by me in lS3f), and which has been in use evtr
since, and is now established in 15 to 20 different localities
in India, where it has given great satisfaction.
It consists
of a series of reflectors of a peculiar shape, which I have
called ' periscopic," and they possess the advantage of
giving perfectly uniform light throughout 180° of the
horizon, of any required degree of power, varying from
about 30 Argand flames (the effect of one lamp and reflector)
to 3ti0 or more, according to the number used.
They have
hitherto been generally applied three or four together, and
six, combined, give an
it has been found that four to
excellent light for Ki or 18 miles distance.
Twenty-four
"periscopic" reflectors, .3 feet high, 1™ feet broad, would
fill
the whole circumference with the uniform fight of

360 Argand flames, consuming no more oil than 24 common
Argand lamps ; but they are not suited for the .\rgand lamp,
having a lamp of their own, of peculiarly simple construction, which is a great advantage where trained lightkeepers cannot be had.

I.

Colonel J. T.

II., III.

I

know

SMITH,

late of the Madras Engineers.
of no improvements.

This system is referred to by Mr. Alan Stevenson in his
rudimentary treatise on hghthouses. Part I. p. 121, though
in terms of disparagement. It

is

true the instruments are

ANSWERS TO SCIENTIFIC
Col. J. T.

QUESTION'S.

Smith.

theoretically inferior in respect to the collection and utilisation of the rays, even to the common jjarabolic mirror,

but they have nevertheless been found ]jractically of the
greatest use in situations where more jjert'ect and conijilicated
apparatus would be worthless, and I am of opinion that the
principle of the system is deser^-ing of attention and some
It is apt to be
little trouble taken for its improvement.
hastily condemned, because one jjeriscopic reflector, in
any given azimuth, is only onc-tivelfth as powerful as a
common paraboUc reflector it being overlooked that it is
at the same time doing the work, in part, of 11 other
reflectors ; so that when 12 of each are compared together,
the " periscopic " may have the advantage.
;

—
—
—

VII. X. I have no suggestions to make.
XI. XVI. I have no new method to propose.
XVII. XXV. I have no suggestions to offer on this

II.

am

1

not aware of any light which I think in all respects
])referable to an oil or gas lamp of the best conI know well the lime light and electric
light, they give reiy bright l\g,\it from small shimnp^
surfaces, and in soine optical experiments this is a
great ad\-antage, but in lighthouses a much larger
quantity of Ught must be needed, although it, may
arise from flames with very much greater shining
surfaces.

III.

From

IV.

My

the answer to question II., it must arise that I
think, independently of the labour and attention
which the lime light and electric light require, the
most improved forms of oil and gas lights should

Circular No. II.
by " manufacturer " we are to understand the person
who is to design the arrangement and specify the
apparatus to be used, I should think it would be
not only advantageous, but necessary that he
should have the infonnation referred to, especially
i
but the purpose for which the information is
required falls mthin the pro\-ince of the lighthouse
Engineer, rather than of the manufacturer.
The whole arrangement of the apparatus, and exact
position of every part, ought certainly to be settled
work of a special character is begun ;
before any
and for that jjurpose the information is required,
But all the various instruments
as above stated.
now used, such as polyzonal lenses, cylindric

If

;

II.

be employed.
experiments in photometry made many years ago
were the most extensive and vai-ious th.it have
ever been undertaken.
My experience and my
actual determination of the loss of light in passing
through a thickness of two inches of clear flint
glass have long led me to doubt the great advantages which have been claimed for the polyzonal
lenses of M. Fresnel.
I found about one-fourth of
the light to be lost by reflection and absorption in
passing through a thickness of two inches of such
glass with highly polished surfaces. I found in like
manner that good ordinary looking glass reflects w'a:tenths to two-thirds of the light falling

and

catadioptric

zones, holophotal lenses
and other mirrors, with
I believe, made accordand if they are to be used

reflectors, parabolic

their lamps, are themselves,

ing to

fi.xed

entire, it

III.

I

patterns

;

would be immaterial

in

what way they

are afterwards arranged, except in rare cases.
think, perhaps, I do not quite comprehend the meaning
o£ this question. I am not aware that it is usual
to alter the details of the instruments to suit the
In
height from which they are to be exhibited.
ordinary cases, the vertical divergence of the rays
if not, an
is sufficient to meet the requirements
angle of depression may be given to the axis of
the beam of rays from a reflector or refractor, by
•'
canting " it forwards, or placing the lamp a
little above the true focus ; and the latter method
may be applied to a cylindric refractor.
In regard to the horizontal arc to be filled,
there are so many different jioints to be considered
in each case, and so many different kinds of instruments, all of different special qualities and uses,
from which the most appropriate selection is to be
made, that I do not think the case could be met
by any table. Perhaps an instance may make this
clear.
I have just been asked to design a light,
It is
of %vhich the requirements are as follows
to be in a remote and very inaccessible locality,
Height,
inhabited by extremely ignorant people.
350 feet, arc to be illuminated about 200° ; but
the middle part of this arc, say 160°, only requires
a comparatively feeble illumination, the two edges,
say of 20° each, must be lighted with the full
Great simpUcity of the
strength, visible 25 miles.
working parts desirable. All these considerations
numbers,
or tabulated.
expressed
by
could not be
I think it probable that four " periscopic " and
;

:

—

I

I

the most effective.

VI.

VII.

four common parabolic, or perhaps, even, holophotal mirrors, may suit the objects required.
The design and arrangement of the apjjaratus
to be used, and the mode of using it, must be
made by a person thoroughly conversant \vith the
subject, and well acquainted with every kind of
instrument, and the precise capabihties and virtues
of each and to such a person, it appears to me, no
table would be of much use.
have never met or heard of any such a table as that
proposed.

I

think the semi-cylindrical ring of glass the best concentrator of the Ught of a floating light, because
the offing will never be very distant, and a continuous bright light in all directions is very

a.

c.

I

pohshed to a true parabolic figure before the
silvering took place.
Tlie manufacture of the semi-cylindncul rings before
named would, I think, offer no difficulty.
where a parabolic mirror is used, the light
from the front of the lamp not falling upon the
mirror might be employed by means of mirrors,

I

prisms, or semi-cylinders of glass to illuminate
the objects on or near the surface of the sea near
to the lighthouse.
think glass prisms of considerable size may be
used to produce coloured beams of light with

advantage in some cases, but in others coloured
glasses must be resorted to at a greater or less
distance from the flame of the Ught, to be deter-

9.

IX.

London,

4F

desirable.
think, as before stated, that the new chemically
silvered glass mirrors should be carefully tried for
miiTors of lighthouses.
I expect there would be
no difficulty in getting the plate glass formed and

d. I think,

RICHARD POTTER, A.M.,

formerly Fellow of Queens'
College, Cambridge ; Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in University College,

and

think for continuous illumination, and in all directions
around the light at the same time, that semicylindrical rings of glass around the light will be

VIII.

I.

it,

lenses.

V.

;

IV.

upon

that highly polished mirrors of speculum metal, as
used in the reflecting telescope, reflect still more,
according with Sir Win. Herschel's results. I
accordingly see that little, if any, advantage is
gained in the quantity of transmitted light of a
polyzonal lens over the quantity of reflected light
from mirrors of ordinary looking glass of the same
a])erturcs, and if mirrors of proper form and size
could lie obtained of the new silvered glass, I
think the quantity of hght from a given lamp
would be much in fa\-our of the mirror. Other
olijections against the ])olyzonal lens are, the loss
of light by obstruction of the opaque mounting of
the segments, and the imjiossibility of thus building
uj) the lens with true o])tical accuracy.
Nevertheless, where the light is required to be continuous
in all directions around a lighthouse of low elevation, and therefore the ofiing is not very distant,
the refracting method (Jf concentrating the light
might be the best, since the mirror obstructs the
light in one direction, whilst lenses may be placed
all around it.
In the latter circumstances semicylindrical rings of glass around the flame might
be tried to concentrate the light upon all points
of the offing at the same time.
If an illumination upon or within the horizon may be at recurring
intervals, then from what has been said it will be
seen that I think the best min'ors and best oil
and gas lamps will he the most serviceable apparatus ; remembering also that mirrors can be
made of much larger proportional apertures than

Aw

refractors,

Potter.

struction.

subject.

I.
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3

a.

mined by experiment.
The light of oil and gas flames is a full orange light,
as is easily shown by comparing it by photometry
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Professor

Mr.

Potter.

with daylight, and it contains only a small proportion of blue light, so that dark blue (glasses will
transmit but little light from such flames, and are
therefore very objectionable.
If sufficient

b.

changes can be produced by green and

red glasses they should be employed only, and not
too dark, but" changing from one to the other
quickly, as the eye is impressed by contrasts, but
soon accommodates itself to one species of iUumi-

X.

nation.
he seen in the answer to the last question the
oil and gas flames restricts the coloured
glasses to shades ranging through red, orange,

It \viU

a.

nature of

and green.
consider that wliite light is unattainable for lightI think the large quantity of light from
houses.
large flames the liest in hazy or foggy weather.
beam given
I think the succession of colours from the
by a large prism might be employed to indicate
the distance from the light when saiUng near to it,
or a series of coloured glasses might be used, the
vessel coming into green light being in danger,
and into red light being in excessive danger.
6. The mechanical arrangements to be ascertained
after the success of the previous step is kno«ni.
hermetically sealed
c. I think buoys may have strong
spherical stfrered' glass bottles attached to them,
from
a distant shore,
illuminated
which could be
so as to be seen from vessels near them in any
yellow,

b.

XI.

a.

XVI.

I

direction.

XVIII.

.\

steam trumpet or horn

is

used in the neighbour-

hood of Hampstead Road, and when it roars it
would awaken the sleeiiiest subject, and it is heard
to great distances when bells are not heard.
XX. They might be directed to tr>- the ear-trumpet to
determine the direction of sound.
certain situations both high and low Ughts should
When low lights were not used, powerful
be used.
reflectors near the shore, ^ecei^•ing light from the
high light, might be used.

XXII. In

:

Robert Mallet.

IV. I am not prepared to answer this briefly.
V. Totally reflecting prisms, or those in combination with
polyzonal lenses.
VI. With suflicient size of lightship to admit of making
good coal gas on board, I see no difficulty in
adapting my method to flouting hghts.
\TI. d. A. part of my arrangements have this in view.
VIII. When the apphcation of magneto-electric Ught shall
have been jji-actically perfected, it is not difficult to
see that means n-iU be developed of producing
(at will) changes of colour incomparably superior
to any device hitherto proposed.
X. 4. Practically. I believe white light the best.
XII. I am prepared to suggest methods of construction in
malleable iron iplate iron principally) calculated
to produce great reduction in cost, rapidity of
execution, and mthout loss either of stability or of
durability.
The same ajijilies to beacons.
XV. a. I believe the ease of riding may be materially improved, as also the safety, by a better point of
apjiUcation of the cable to the ship, and by elastic
connection.
XVI. c. When the magneto-electric illumination shall have
become perfected this will be easily accomplished.
XVIII., XIX., XX. To the subject of fog signals I have
devoted a good deal of attention, and am desirous of
laying before the Commission designs for acoustic
signals, which I deem to embrace imjiortant improvements. Explosive sounds are those that will
penetrate furthest.
Of continuous sounds, those
of high pitch are heard best.
Explosive sounds
give the best indications of direction.

XX bis. My improvements

particularly refer to these.

XXI. Depends upon the average height of

sea fogs above
the water at the place.
This being known, a
principle to fix the height may be shown.
XXII. -Answer to XXI. embraces a good deal of this.
XXIII. Wind in shore, and movement of the barometer at
the site, I should suppose, but am not specially
informed on this head.

CiRClLAR No.
I.

I

10.
I.

G. A.

MILLER, Lamp Maker

to the Admiralty, \79,

II.

Piccadilly.

am
V. Our
II.

I

not aware of any better method than burning od.
experience extends to the manufacture of lamps
with lenses of various sizes up to eight inches in
Plano-convex lenses are seen at the
diame;er.

instance.

IV.

would; but in the hands of the manufacturer
doubt its utilitj-.

It

III.

I

I

the manufacturers I
have reason to think are not conducted with rigid
rule.
regard to scientific

believe not.

accurately formed and the
modification of this form
into curves is necessary for spreading light, but
which it is obvious is proportionately weakened in
greatest distance,
lamps well made.

II.

think both should be officially given in all cases. The
information under letter b, so far as my information extends, is alu:ays gi\en at present.
If gi\en at all, they should clearly be given in the first

if

A

The methods of

the distance.
VII.

a.

material for reflectors

The best and most convenient
is

well-plated

copper,

and the jiarabohc form,

reflecting the light parallel to the axis, is best
calculated for hghts to be seen at the greatest
b. c. d.

Messrs. Chance and Co., Birmingham, would

afford this information.

VIII. No.
^
IX. a. Messrs. Chance and Co., Bu-mmgham.
made very briUiant by
b. Coloured lenses being now
.

means of

coating, are preferable to loose glasses,

where they can be used as being more simple and
Bright ruby. The tint to be in relation to the power
of the flame.
best distinguished.
b. Bright ruby would, I think, be
manufacture of
XII., XIlT. We have no exiierience in the
hghthouses.

X.

12.
I.

distance.

ROBERT FITZROV,

II.

I

do not think that any method is preferable to the
best arrangement for burning vegetable oil with

oxygen

gas.
is so generally reUable, under aU varieties
of circumstances, as that of burning good oU.
IV. Large polyzonal lenses, or sections of a circular lens.
V. The answer to No. IV. refers to revolving light ; this
III.

No method

question (V.) having reference to fixed hght is
My reply is, Combined
separated in character.
dioptric and catadioptric sections of lenses and

—

a.

prisms.

VI.

VII.

By no means.

a.

11.
I

Bridge
ROBERT MALLET, Mem. Ins. C.E., F.R.S., 11,Dublin.

II.

Street,Wesl minster, and 97, Capel Street,
of i>lans
In Hghthouses easy of access, I am in possession
wish
"for illumina'ting by good coal gas, which I
of
mode
The
to lay before the ' Commission.
illumination is catadioptric. The gas is burnt by
suggested,
a method much superior to any hitherto

and the discoverable causes of accidental extinction
gas.
are nullified. In cheapness nothing approaches
and perIII. I do not, in the case of floating or remote
It is apphcable to all
fectly insulated lights.
shore lights.

Rear-Admiral.

b.

c.

A

floating light should have a combi-

nation of parabolic reflectors and .\rgand lamps,
so fitted as to preserve the reflector vertical in any
motion of the ship.
Reflectors should be, in their horizontal section,
hyperbolas; but in vertical section, parabolas,
where hght is to be spread horizontally. The
purest copper, well silvexed and highly polished,

should be used.
Glass should be the very purest flint, without lead
or other mixture that may injure its transparency

when heated,
Lenses and prisms should be as perfect as art and
monev can obtain, since the least deviation from
exact "mathematical accuracy in the prism near the
centre (or focus) of hght, magnifies, in projiortion
to the distance, error of direction in the refracted
or reflected ray.

ANSWEHS TO SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS.
Rear-Admiral Fitzroy.

Rear-Admiral Fitzroy.

Optical apparatus should be so placed as to throw the
light to the visible horizon, and thence to within a
cable's length of the lantern ; 7wt horizontally, if
the light be much elevated.
VIII. Coloured glass is the surest under all circumstances;
but colour is suitable only for limited distances
and minor uses, such as those of harbours and

other places, or from their

d.

IX.

a.

b.

XXIV.

XXV.

narrow waters.
Coloured glass should be very pure and free from
lead, or it mil soon become opaque after being
continuously heated.
Coloured glass, so placed without the lens as to be
accessible for cleaning, and as thin as may be consistent with sufficient strength, is better than
coloured chimnies (which intercept too much hght,
and become less transparent, if not opaque, by
heat,) or coloured panes, or screens within the
lens (which are not so accessible for cleaning).
The panes of a lantern are too thick to bear
being well coloured, without an approach to
obscurity.

Red, blue, and green, in this order of visibility but
neither can be seen at a long distance.
but no
b. White light, as by far the most powerful
light can be seen far, if at all, in a fog.
XI. Yes, more than one.
a. Vertical angles of the lantern with the base
of the tower, or the water line below it, and
the distance run by time and log, Mill gi\-e
the distance of the light trigonometrically.
b. Assume a height and compute distance as
Run a second short distance by
above.
log, and take vertical angle
compute
the same angle.
If too large, try a less
height if too small an angle, try a greater
assumed height, till the observed and comThis may be done by
puted angles agree.
inspection with an ordinary masthead table,
quite near enough for common practical

X.
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a.

;

own means and know-

ledge.
Balls and cones by day; coloured lights by night.
a. By colours, stripes, bars, ball or triangle devices in
white, black, or red, and by special marks (such as
a piDar) near the tower or building.
Floating

b.

lights should have framed balls or cones at their
mastheads, painted red or black.
Yes ; in some places a tall tower showing a high
and a low hght, one at least 50 feet above the
other, vertically, would be a desirable variety. No
system of letters lighted at night can serve, because
all such small lights near ea'ch other either blend
or do not show ^^^th distinctness at a comparatively

short distance.

13.

JOSEPH

H. RITCHIE, Siuveyor to Lloyd's, No. 2,
White Lion Court, Comhiil, London.
II. The only suggestions I can make will be found in
answer to questions 1-4 and 15.
XIV., XV. I would ad\dse that the moorings should " enter"
I.

the light-vessel on each side over her centre of
buoyancy by using bridle chains shackled to the
main mooring chains at a convenient distance
ahead, the main mooring chain being allowed to

;

hang slack from the shackle of the bridle chains
to the bows of the hght-vessel, as shown in the
sketch below.
The light-vessel could with ease
be always brought to " ride head to sea" by ha^-ing
a small transverse screw fitted through her after
deadwood, to be worked by «dieel and pinion with
crank handles on deck this arrangement has been
patented under the name of the " Ship Ma-

;

;

;

noeuvrer."

purposes.

For such merely approsnmate measure-

ments a sextant answers (on and off the
arc), but a Rochon or other sun'eying
micrometer

is

better.

The

light

tower

or its summit above the water line,
serving as a base for rough calculation.
b. This question is too extensive, and varies too
much with localities, to be here answered sjjecifiEach place may differ more or less from
cally.
itself,

XII.

a.

others.

My

acquaintance with many late improvements does
not enable me to reply.
XIV. Such a form as will give sufficient stability and easy
motion with the least resistance to currents and

XIII.

winds.
A form, moreover, that will enable a constant
supervision of the moorings to be vigilantly kept,
and a comparatively easy substitution of chains or

XV.

ground tackle.
Answers to these questions would vary with the

a. b.

localities implied.

XVI.

Similar replies.

a. b.

For

temporary
purposes only -small strong
may be attached. In some few places a
flexible gas pipe might be attached to a buoy.
XVII. No buoyage is dependent, essentially, on local
circumstances, and cannot be generalised without
incurring risks infinitely disproportionate to the
(theoretical?) advantages.
XVIII. A sharp or high pitch, such as that of a screech or
I think the fog horn, if
whistle, or a fog horn.
well made and worked by levtr pressure, is the
most powerful high sound.
e.

lanterns
:

XIX. Guns and large gongs or bells.
XX. Trumpet-mouthed devices. Such
sound

in concentrated

lines,

contrivances send

showing whence

it

comes.

XXI. As low as

possible.

Sound travels along water

than through unconfined

air.

It

usually rises as

diverges.
elevation ought to depend partly on the object
of the light and its power.
If for a " landfall
light " of the " first order," it may be a few hundred

it

XXII. The

above the sea (not more than 500 however),
if for a warning or leading light, the lower it
the better, if not below 50 feet (to clear the

feet

but
is

14.

farther

spray).

XXIII. Height of barometer, wind and weather expected,
received from Coast Guard, by telegraph, from

4

I.

WILLIAM JOHN MACQUORN RANKINE,

Civil

Engineer, LL.D., Professor of Civil Engineering
and Mechanics in the University of Glasgow.
II. Not that I know of by my own observation.
IV. Polyzonal lenses and totally reflecting ])risms, in a
frame surrounding one central lamp. When it is
required to concentrate the light into one beam,
a " holophotal " glass reflector to be combined
with a polyzonal lens and totally reflecting prisms.
(See " Thomas Stevenson on Lighthouse Illumination.")

F
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V.

William John Macquorn Rankine.

Mr.

the whole horizon, ring-shaped lenses and
described about
totally reflecting prisms of figures
horia vertical axis. To illuminate an arc of the
holophotal
with
combined
suitably
to
be
these
zon,

To illuminate

William Austin.

V. A globe with lights or disc on the four cardinal points.
VI. yes.
X. a. Red.

and prisms.

reflectors

X.a. Red.
b. White.
the di>,tancc of a light while sailing
the effect
it, on the supi)osition that
is inappreciable.
water
the
above
shijj's deck
being also known, let the difference of those
two heights, that is, the height of the light
above the level of the ship's deck, be de-

To determine

XI.

directly

towards

of atmospheric refraction
a. The height of the

•

noted by H.
of an instrument capable of mea-

By means

suring angles of altitude at night (such as
that invented by Professor Piazzi Smyth,
Astronomer Roval for Scotland), take the
Let this angle be
altitude of the" light.
denoted bv A.
Let R denote the earth's radius, that is, on
an average, about 20,887,500 feet, or 3,-438

[3E2S

nautical miles.
the shij) to the
.r be the distance from

I>et

Ballasted

ne arly.
^llETf R- tan -A R tan A
J'
expressed in feet, a; will
both
arc
and
H
R
If
be comi)utc<l in feet also, which may be
If it is preferred
miles.
nautical
to
reduced
light, then,

\-ei'y

—

=y

to

Charge

\n/
XIV. \ polygonal

or circular iron caisson, with sides serrated or indented rims, so as to form a perfect
grip and safe riding on the waves, with a vertical
secured position at all times of flood or tide, so
that ship«Tecked persons could stand on it until
succour could be sent from shore.
" Captain Herbert's jdan for mooring from the
centre of gravity-," with an iin])roved addenda
suirel shackle on the mooring chain, to prevent
coihng of the chain (similar to a cord on a peg
top), and which pulls the buoys under water, as
now used, which the shackle swivel would prevent.
b. c. The above rough hand sketch is a suggestion
It has been seen
for ^eiiern? use and application.

miles.

Take a

first

altitude of the

and

liglit,

let it

be denoted by A'..
After the vessel has run a known distance, as
measured by the log, directly towards the
.\".
light, take a second altitude oi' the light
Let"!) be the distance run in the interval
between taktng the two altitudes.
Let R denote, as before, the radius of the
earth.

Let X be the distance of the ship from the
light at the instant of taking the second
altitude

x-\^^+ D

:

— then,

tan A'

|

-^( tan

XVI

.

in ]ilans, sections,

.V-tan A'- j^

\ccording to the mode of allowing for terrestrial refrac(l+c) R would be
tion commonlv practised in geodesy,
each of the preceding formula^, o being
substituted for R
J^, accordwhose value fluctuates between i and

XVI I. Red, green, and white, alternating in succession.
XVI II. A steam whistle.
XIX Blown by regulated times so as to denote the course
.

m

a fraction
in ' to the state of the atmosphere.
V
,
£ JThe practical utility of both processes for finding tlie
especiaUy of the first, is
distance of a light from a ship, and
and variarendered very doubtful bv the great uncertainty
the atmosphere near the
bility of the "refraction of light by
which
they
of
precision
of
degree
The
surface of the sea.
by experiment.
are capable might easily be ascertained

XIV. Circular :— to be moored by the centre of gravity.
the
XY. a. The Unes of direction of the cables as they leave

a.

hawse-holes should pass as near as possible to the
centre of gravity of the vessel.
TaU cvlinders "ballasted so as to float upright;
diameters not to be greater thanis necessary
their

to make them
large deep-toned bell.

sufficiently visible.

XVIII.

XX-

A

Parabolic reflectors to concentrate sound.
Parabohc ear-tmmpet to find the direction approxi-

mately.

1,

the
XXII. This question might be answered by collecting
results of observation

as to the visibility of ex-

isting lights.

15.
I.

WILLIAM AUSTIN,
Tlie improved

C.E., Errol Cottage,

III. Yes.

oxyhydrogen

XXI

XXV

.

the shi]) is supposed to be taking, and responded
Each ship invato by other ship, as understood.
riably to port helm.
Just above the gunwale level.
o. By colouring them red, being quickest recognized.
b.

By using

the lime light.

16.
I.

WILLIAM HENWOOD, Master Shipwright, Sheerness
Yard.
best form for the hull of a floating light would, I
consider, be similar to that for a sea-going vessel,

XIV. The

which is very fast with the wind aft. It should
have the least possible direct resistance, to render
the strain on the moorings a minimum ; and Jhe
least possible rolling and pitching motion, that the

mav be steady.
The size of the vessel being

light

given, the proportions of length and lireadtb should be those of a
fast vessel, as abo\-e stated, with a flat floor and
fine entrance, and the after end to balance the fore,
so as to make the longitudinal stability of the
fore end not less than that of the after, or about five

per cent, greater, to make jiitching a minimum.
The suggestion of a "circular form" is indefiA cylinder may be regarded as a circular
form, but its axis may lie either vertical or horizontal, &c. ; but such a form would produce great
strain on the moorings, and a great motion of the

nite.

Elm

Southsea.
II

and models by practical seamen,
and much approved.

pilots, officers, &c.,

)

Effect of Refraction.

XVI.

w

should be reduced.to

at once, the height
a fraction of a nautical mile, and the radius
of the earth R also expressed in nautical
b.

for Lights.

in nautical miles

compute the distance

H

^^^SETI

Hollowed Chambers

I

Grove,
,

lime light, as adopted by

Agent
the Universal Lime Light Company.
printed
A. H. Renton, Esq., C.E. See pamphlet
1859.
Hansard,
by H.

^
observation.
IV. Red or green reflectors are best for quick
.

,

,

light.

The form for great velocity, with the wind aft,
would give stabihty to sustain the mooring strain,
witk the least pitching and least strain on the
moorings.
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Mr. G.
sides.

vessel.

The upper works should be
hang of bow and quarters.

XV.

I

low, with

little

and

over-

I

venture to suggest, that if a floating light were
moored by a single chain through a hawse hole at
the middle line of the stem, and as little abo\-e the
water as may be, and secured at the middle line of
the vessel, low down on the inside, she would ride
most easily in all weathers.

XV.

a.

I

of my recoUection, in from seven to eight years.
A Belgian Ught-vessel on tlie Daerdemarkt bank
moored 12 years uninteruptedly at the same mooring, wore them through and parted during the
late gales, and the Government have ordered a
new set of moorings on the same system.
b.

No.

b.

description

sent

and marked

2.

—

XVI.
Do.

my

Do.

a.

Beyond

my

in

The drawings sent were considered to be too large
Note.
publication; the telegraph described is a pneumatic
apparatus.

F.R.G.S.,

the bow of the vessel over
pass.

l)y

nmst

comparison,

what

0))inion,

on an
18.

GEORGE WILLIAM LENOX,

all

is

called the Herbert or
inverted cone bottom
buoy is the best. Its
motion is most gentle
and easy, as if riding

for

I.

opinion, the best point of entrance for the

leverage offered
which the chain

See drawing and description sent and marked

No. 1.
Do.

In

moorings is, that when circumstances will admit,
which is nearest to the hue of floatation, at the
fore-foot, because the line of tension is more direct
to the fixed point or anchor, and there is less

barometer.

a.

cannot, belie\'ing from great experience that no

method can be more secure than that at present
adopted by the Honourable the Corporation of the
Trinity House ; and my opinion is supported by
the fact that there are now 34 light-'^-essels moored
in eveiy dangerous part of our coast, and not^nthstandmg the severity of the last winter, not one
rupture has taken place since January 1S57, when
a chain, supphed in 1851 to the Helwick lightvessel, parted, and that the only one, to the best

:

XXV.

decidedly think a circular form would prove
and occasionally give a rotary

motion.

" Barometer Rising." or " Falling at
;"
" Foggy (it
;"
;" "Stormy, S.IV. at
and the different points from which the wind blows
in conjunction n-ith the rising or falling of the
See drawing and

violence.

objectionable,

1. JAS. MACXAB, Gentleman, Clefland Testimonial, -239,
Buchanan Street, Glasgow.
XXIII. See drawing and description sent and marked Xo. '2.
A permanent number of illuminated lettered boxes
and boards for disc could always be at hand and
marked as follows, for dui/ and niffht signals

XXIV.

W. Lexox.

keeps up a continual tossing until the swell subThe flat floor would be the pivot, and the
ends the mere means of breaking the water; thus
the moorings would be relieved of much strain

If an iron vessel be intended, the mooring chain
would not be injured by the galvanic action of
copper sheathing and sea water, as in a wood

elastic cusliion.

Its principle may be
thus described
Take
a tumbler and fill it
with water; take a
wine glass turned over,
place it in the water on
:

Assoc.

I.N.A., ;W, Bedford Square, W.C.
v., VI., and VII. If not already obtained, I recommend the
opinion of Alexr. Gordon, Esq., C.E., &c. &c.,
3, Middle Scotland Yard, to be taken.
XIII. Refer to Mr. Gordon.
XIV. I consider the best form would be a long flat floor
sharp entrance and easy
or midship section.
flare upwards, a stern delivery of same shape, of
same length, both ends nearly alike, with the exception of the upper works, the deck of which
might be spread and rounded astern. See sketch.

its

side,

—

—

that the air

mayescapefromwithin,
hold

A

it

erect

in

-,-p,-

'

V

^^/

/

'-'

,

\/

the

water, depress and lift it, and you will observe a
column of water «-iU remain in the wine glass
when drawn up, the tendency of which is gently
to draw the wine glass again to the tumbler, thus
forming an adhesive spring, upon which the buoy
rebounds in gentle and easy motion, gi\ing but
moderate friction to the mooring chain, little or

no pull upon the sinker, and a con-esponding
from agitation or friction to the globe and
staff above.
They are more expensive than plain
made can or beacon buoys, and cost, with the
Board of Trade and others, has been the ghost by
which the jjresent generation has been scared from
consistency, and which has led to cheap and infamous productions, and lately to such frightful
loss of life.
If expense had not been considered,
these buoys would have been universal, and the
cheapest by far in the end. They set with least

relief

upon the moorings, are quite upright when
uninjured or free from leakage, and are consequently seen, when built of a bold form, at the
greatest distance ; the method of mooring, in my
strain

opinion,
b.

II.

A

excellent.
I

should

recommend,

where not so much
wear exists, is my flat
wrought
bottomed
iron can buoy, with
mooring
ring
the
housed in tlie centre
bottom;
it
is
of the
an erect, strong, and
perfect buoy, and at
less cost than the cone
bottomed buoy, to
which I consider it.
the next best, and in

Mj reasons are, a long flat floor would make
the pitch to the sea easier and longer, offering less
jerk to the moorings; the bow would take the
blow of the sea in less body, and the bound upwards, and consequent violence upon the cables,
more moderate ; the stern upon falling would
enter the water easier, and consequently the motion
n ould subside sooner.

is

The buoy
here

sheltered situations as

good.
c.

round bow and stem

4G

None in my o])inion practicable within the reach
of our present knowledge of chemistry.
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Mr. G.

XVII.

W. Lenox.

These buoys are intended as " warning beacons " to ships,
when approaching dangerous shoals or rocks, or to direct
vessels into the mouths of tidal harbours in foggy weather,
The buoy represented
in dead calms or dark nights, &c.
in Fig. 1 and 2, has an undershot water-wheel, internally
jilaced, with an apparatus as sho\vu for ringing the bell
the wheel is turned by the water passing through a trough

generalised.

or

me

is

I)uoys in the British Channel
to be ])ainted on the port bow or entrance l)lack.
and all on the larboard bow to be chequered in
First, I

propose

all

black and white, the whole to be cone bottomed
or Herbert's buoys; the first six or out-sea on
either side of the Channel to be 11-feet buoys,
whose base would carry the proposed signals in
any weather; the next line to be eight-feet, and
the inner or home to be si.x-feet buoys.
The first on either side to caiTy a 3 ft. globe
The second,
on upper end of a vertical staff.
either side, to carry an upper .3 ft. globe, and
one foot below a' 2 ft. globe. The third, on
either side, a 3 ft. globe, and two 2 ft. gloljes
under, each one foot apart. The fourth, on either
side, a horizontal staff, -n-ith a 3 ft. globe in centre.
The fifth pair of buoys two 3 ft. globes one foot
apart.
The si.xth pair of buoys, a centre 3 ft.
globe, and one of 2 ft. on each side, as shown

on

at

and

if it

is

number of
would add one more set
end of vertical and hori-

desirable to increase the

distinct signal buoys, I
with four glol)es at each

zontal staft's. The smaller or home buoys to carry
a 3 or 2 ft. globe only as now ; thus, taking the
buoys alternately at five miles apart, there ^^ould

])ipe, and striking against the lower blades of the wlieel,
turns it round, and sets the apparatus in motion, so that
the
as long as the tide or current runs the bell will ring
buoy has a fixed rudder, which keeps tlie mouth of the
as
near
water course to the stream in which it is moored
the danger as possible.
Fig. 'A represents a can buoy moored by the large end,
in which are two recesses or chambers, with floats attached
to rods passing through tubes in the interior of the buoy,
these rods, by the risnig up and do^^^l of the floats acted
upon by the motion of the buoy, sets the apparatus in
motion which rings the bell placed on the upper end of the
;

buoy.
Fig. 4 is a small water wheel attached to a frame of iron
or wood, to the axle of which is fLxed a crank and a rod,
which when throi\Ti overboard from a light ?hip moored in
a stream, will revolve as the current runs by it, and ring
a bell placed on the tafirail of the vessel ; the same can be
used by a steamer or other vessel passing through the
water on a dark night or fog, and as she drags it behind
her, the bell will ring.

and

lifted

When

not wanted

on board.
Fig.

1.

be 70 miles of channel significantly buoyed.
I.I

.

2.2

.

3.3.

George's Channel I would
the buoys
;
to be painted red on the port bow, and
larboard,
the
on
white
and
chequered red
and the signals to be square cages inbe the
to
design
stead of globes; the
same.

in

c St.

recommend the same system

And lastly, in the Bristol Channel the port
buoys to be painted a good stone colour (or what
Messrs. Blyth's
is called "in ordinary,") or like
ships, the larboard to be alternate
black and stone rings horizontally,
and the signals to be lozenges or

diamonds
or triangles

In addition to this organized system, I would
a good bell buoy to be placed on all
dangerous rocks and sands, and at the entrance of
any harbour or place of refuge to be entered at
night.
I enclose a lithograph of my bell buoys.

recommend

XIX.

Sea.

a most essential and interesting point,
and I have given it much attention. I addressed
a letter n])OU the suhject to the Secretary of the
Trinity House, dated the 28th December 1855,
and received a reply, dated the l/th January
185G, dechning to entertain the project then;
since which I \\3.ve considered the plan could be

Tliis to

•

G.

:

W. Lenox's Patent Alarums at

Tlie bell, as worked by a good bell buoy, without
shield or housing, beyond a mere cap to keep rain
or snow off, letting it verberate on the atmosphere.
I would recommend all stationary beacons on land,
sands, or rocks to be furnished with a bell to be

rung by a weight, which might be wound up once
in 24 hours.

I

have a model.

Fig.

2

it is

unbolted

lb fact

uncje f'k

Del}

i

Sm

Lu]i"l.liu

t'uv*
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W. Lenxox.

years at its berth without removal. In 1846 and 1847
my firm made seven 20 feet cast iron ballasted buoys. In
1848 I was informed by the Committee that the difficulty
of transporting these buoys was such, from their weight,
that unless I could devise some method of making them
sioim erect without the ballast, the iron buoy must be given
up. Being unwilling to give up my scheme, I begged for
time to consider, and it immediately occurred to me, that
by decking the structure about one-third from the lower end,

many

Fig. 3.

letting the water into the lower compartment, I could
See
dispense vnt\\ the iron ballast ; it was successful.
It appears that one nun buoy only
inclosed sketch, No. 2.
in 1848 was made upon this principle ; that in 1849 two of
the cast iron ballasted were converted to water, and then it
was discovered those buoys had too much motion ; the
water, not filling the compartment and having too much
space for play, kept up the rolling, when the buoy was set in
motion, to an extent that was considered objectionable. I
was again consulted, and I suggested making the buoys
with round bottoms, and appending an egg-shaped compartment to the centre of the bottom, permitting the water
to flow in and out by small apertures ; this would confine
the water when the buoy was in motion, and form a pendulum ; and, I beUeve, when made to proper proportions, no
See sketch. No. 1
better buoy can exist when once placed.
From 1849 to 1852 my firm made 22 of those buoys, chiefly
17 feet; but objections again arose, they were troublesome
on the decks of the steamers, and thus " Herbert's " plan
came into use until the expense was made a difficulty,
when I was obliged to attempt the cast iron bottomed
buoy as a cheaper substitute. These, I find, are not to be
depended upon ; and I now make the same shaped buoy,
\vith a thick «TOught iron flat bottom, hausing the shackle
eye as described in my paper to the Commission. Expense,
or rather economy has been the difficulty throughout, and
buoys upon one principle have been converted to another,
regardless of shape or dimensions, and thus no one good
principle has been fairly and judiciously adhered to since
iron buoys have been introduced ; and although they may
be a little dearer at the first cost than wood, they are not
one half the cost in the long ran. Every change is made
under estimate, and thus the contractor is crippled in his

and

Bedford Square,
London, July 2, 186U.
Mr. Leiio.x's most respectful compliments to Admiral
Hamilton, and is much gratified by the tenour of his note.
B. L. and Co. are not informed where the respective buoys
ordered are placed, but Mr.Lenox will obtain the information,
and have much pleasure in communicating with Admiral
Hamilton. The egg-bottomed buoy noticed by the Admiral
is an invention of Mr. Lenox's, of some years past, and
followed other schemes of his to get rid of a large quantity
30,

of solid ballast required to

float,

a

perfect

and

floating

efficient

beacon.

egg-ended buoys being superseded, excepting where now placed, was the) cause of ray omitting
them in my remarks to the Royal Commission.
Apologising for the length of the communication,

The

fact of the

I

have, &c.,

W. Lenox.

Geo.

.\dmiral Hamilton,
&c.
&c,

or rather steady, large iron

take the liberty of going more
day or two, hoping his remarks
may be interesting to the admiral. The two Herbert's,
viewed in comparison, may have been altered buoys from
egg or other bottoms by way of economy (the order of the
day), and would not be perfect as his patent, having narrower bases than if first constructed in their proper porpor-

Mr. Lenox

buoys.

endeavours to produce

will

fully into the subject in a

L'ABBE MOIGNO, from "Cosmos,"
March 2 and

16, 1860.

Vari^tes.
Optiqiie, acoustique, et me'caviqiie des Phares.

tions.

To Admiral Hamilton,
&c.

La commission

&c.

30, Bedford Square, London, W.C.,
July fi, 1860.
Reverting to your letter of 29th June. I beg to inform you that the buoy on the Swashway at the back of the
Goodwin, that attracted your attention, is a 17 foot eggbottomed buoy that on the N.E. Goodmn is a hollow

SiK,

;

bottomed or inverted cone, called Herbert's, of 20 feet
and that on the S.E. Galloper is a 17 feet egg bottom.
I now take the liberty of adding the following remarks,
having reference to the introduction of iron as a substitute
for wooden buoys for buoying the channel under the control of the Honourable the Corporation of the Trinity
House.
Having for a considerable time had the honour of mounting and fitting the wooden buoys for that service, in 1845
and 1846, it occurred to me that sheet iron would be a very
superior material to wood for such purposes, as being more
durable, more buoyant, being free from saturation, easily
repaired, and not materially aft'ected by the sun or rain,
consequently would not shrink or leak, but from violence.
I proposed the
and in January,
experiment
being
heavy, but I believe it

In 1845

mittee,
for

19I.

;

introduction to the Lights Com1846, I made a barrel buoy of iron,
the first it was too strong and
exists to this day, and remained

4,G

royale des [)hares d'Angleterre,

composee

de MM. Baillie Hamilton (rear admiral), Ryder (capitaine
de vaisseau). Hall Gladstone, Duncan Dunbar (president
du bureau de marine de Londres), Graves (president du
bureau de marine de Liverpool), nous adresse une serie de
questions, sur lesquelles elle voudrait avoir I'avis motive
des savants les plus competents nous nous empressons de
repondre a rap])el qui nous est fait, en publiant son programme dans le Cosmos, et lui donnant des aujourd'hui
quelques indications utiles.
1°.
Pour les
Optique. Production de la lumiere.
phares et les fanaux flottants d'un facile acces, pensez-vous
qu'il existe un procede de production de la lumiere, de
nature a donner de meilleurs resultats que la combustion
de I'huile ? Si ce moyen existe, daignez le de'crire en quelOn emploie le gaz dans quelques feux de
ques mots.
ports ; la lumiere e'lectrique, engendree par les machines
magne'to-electriques, est en expe'rience depuis (juelque temps
ith-Foreland
d'autres moyens
a. Douvre, dans le jjhare S
semblables, I'emploi, par exemple, de la lumiere Drummond,
engageons
vivement
la commission
proposes.
Nous
out ete
A se procurer et a etudier serieusement I'opuscule de M.
Jules Guyot sur la telegraphic de jour et de nuit (Paris,
EUe y verra, par exemple, que pour les petits feux,
1840).
et peut-etre meme pour les grands feux, I'hydrogene
liquide remplacera avec d'immenses avantages le gaz et les
huiles.
Mais que la commission le remarque bien, I'hydrogene liquide de M. Jules Guyot differe essentiellement des
;

—

—

;
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produits adulteres, vendus sous ce nom dans le commerce,
el. qui lie sont que de simples melanges d'alcohol, d'essence
Si elle s'adresse a
de terebinthine ou d'huile de schiste.
M. Degrand, adrainistrateur general du service des phares
fran^ais, la commission obtiendra des chiffres iiarfaitement
exacts et tres-concluants sur remjiloi economique de
la lumiere electrique, engendree par les machines de la
compagnie VAUiimce, lesquelles, avec une force de deux
chevaux donnent directement une lumiere equivalente a
celle de 200 lamjics, et les nouvelles lentilles fondues de
M. Degrand donnent directement une lumiere e'quivalente
-". Prenant
a plus de cinq mille lampes en ciel Carcel.
en consideration les difficultes detransport aux phares
et aux feux flottants. installes dans des positions isolees.
lointaines, tres-diffieilement accessibles, et le danger qui
re'sulte de I'extinction de ces feux, pensez-vous que le.
mode de production de lumiere que vous proposez puisse
etre substitue sans inconvenients graves a I'eclairage a
I'huile ? L'hydrogt-ne liquide, obtenu par la combinaison de
trois substances abondamment repandues dans le commerce,
peut etre prepare sur place, ou pent se transporter sans
embarras aucun ; la lumiere qn'il donne est presque inextinguible.
(Yoyez la brochure, p. 143.)
Les machines
magneto-electriques n'exigeant plus qu'un sim]ile transport
de charbon, ra])])rovisionnement ne raanquera jamais.
1". Quel arrangement ojitique
Utilisation de la lumiere.
considerez-vous comme le meilleur ou le plus eflScace pour
envoyer a I'horizon, ou sur un jioint situe' en de(^a de
I'horizon, pendant decourtes])eriodes, se succedant parintervalles re'gidiers ou irreguliers, laplusgrande proportion possible de la lumiere resultant de la combustion d'une quantite
donnee d'huile, ou produite par une autre methode quelconque ? On a employe' ou propose deja les reflecteurs
rae'talliques et autres, les lentilles polygonales, mecaniquement polies ou fondues, les jirismes a reflection totale,
simples ou combines, etc., etc.
Cette partie du jirogramme
a ete si completeraent etudiee par M. Degrand, ses lentilles
a echelons fondues et tres-minces ont donne de si etonnants
resultats que nous ne croyons pas qu'on jiuisse rien y
2°. Quelle disposition
ajouter d'essentiel.
opti(]ue considerez-vous comme la meilleure ])our envoyer d'une
mauiere contiiuie et simultant'ment aux observateurs situes
a I'horizon ou en decii de I'horizon la ))lus grande quantite
possible de la lumiere engendree ? Meme re'p<jnse, recours
a i\I. Degrand. 3". Considerez-vous les methodes qxie vous
avez de'crites, comme applicables aux feux flottants, avec ou
sans modifications si des modifications sont neeessaires,
veuillez les iiuliquer ici en (juelques mots, ou les decrire
longuement sur une feuille se'paree? L'hydrogene liquide
s'euiploie absolument comme I'huile, et beaucoup plus
facilement que le gaz. 4°. Daignez nous communiquer les
reflexions que vous avez pn faire sur la fal)rication des
reflecteurs, en y comjirenant la matiere et la fomie, la
fabrication du verre, la construction des lentilles et des
prismes, I'installation des appareils optiques dans les ])bares,
de maniere a obtenir les plus grands avantages possibles, en
ayant egard a la ])osition et a 1' ele'vation de la lumiere.
Faire appel sur tous ces points a M. Degrand.
1°. Pou\ez-vous indiquer un moyen autre que
Coiileur.
I'interposition de verrcs colorcs, ]iour obtenir, suivant les
besoins du sen-ice, une lumiere de telle ou telle nuance?
Cette question nous rappelle que nous aurions du annoncer
et analyser, il y a quatre mois, I'excellente Ciiimie ptjrotechviqiie ou traite' pratique des feux colore's, de M. Paul Tessier

—

;

—

Dumaine, IS59). 11 y a longtemps que I'ide'e nous
venue de demander que sur certaines cotes plus inhospitaUeres on knee periodiqueraent en I'air des etoiles de
couleurs qui ])uissent etre apercues de tres-loin ; or, M.
Tessier apprend a fabriquer tres-e'conomiquement des bombes
remplies d'etoiles de I'eclat le plus vif. 2". Ayez la bonte' de
(Paris,
est

separement vos avis sur

la fabrication des verres cosur la position a assigner aux verres qui doivent
on a essaye' ou propose tour a tour
I'emploi des chemine'es de couleur. des ecrans de veiTC
colore's a I'interieur des lentilles, des lanternes a pans de
verre colores, des combinaisons de cheminees. d'e'erans, de
lanternes ?
S°. Dans votre opinion, quelle est la couleur
qiii se voit a la plus grande distance, dans tous les etats de
I'atmosphere, et qui, en meme temps, se distingue le mieux
des autres lumieres colore'es et de la lumiere blanche ? On
trouvera dans la brochure de M. Jules Guyot des renseignements pre'cieux sur la lumiere conside're'e comme agent
Ijroducteur de signaux.
Les meilleurs signaux sont ceux
qui se peignent en blanc ou en lumiere siu- un fond noir
les lignes lumineuses sont incomparablement pre'ferables aux
points ou cercles lumineux, etnous sommes surpris que Ton
n'ait pas demande encore aux lentilles cylindriques des
hgnes tres-lumineuses dans la substitution des lignes aux
points on gagnerait pres de cent pour cent. Apres le blanc,
les couleurs qui s'e'teignent le plus taid, ou a de plus

re'diger

lores, et

colorer la lumiere

;

;
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grandes distances, sont i'urange, le rouge et le vert; a
qnelque distance que ce soit, dans la bmite de la visibilite',
on distingue toujours les verres colores des verres incolores,
alors meme qu'on ne peut plus caracte'riser la couleur cette
remarque, due a M. Jules Guyot, est tres-importante et
])eut-etre utilisce dans la pratique. 4°. En cas de brouillard,
faut-il que la lumiere du signal soit blanche ou eolore'e, pour
qu'elle soit aussi visible que jjossible ? Si la lumiere eolore'e
:

quelle couleur faut-il choisir?
Dans notre
opinion, la lumiere craise directement par la source lumineuse

est iire'ferable,

employer; car tous les agents de coloration sont en meme temps des agents d'absorption et d'extinction plus ou moins grande.
Le brouillard absorbera
les elements plus re'frangibles de la lumiere emise, les rayons
est celle qu'il faut

violets, bleus,

etc.,

ne

et

lui

laissera

que

les

rayons plus

refrangibles, vert, jaime, orange, rouge ; a intensite' egale, les
lumieres vertes, jaunes, orange'es, rouges, perdraient peut-etre

moins que

la lumiere blanche ; mais comment dans la pratique obtenir cette intensite' egale?
II y a aussi brouillards
et brouillai'ds, le brouillard jieut avoir une nuance jiropre,
tendant vers le rouge ou vers le bleu ; le plus prudent done,
dans tous les cas, sera de garder la lumiere blanche. Si on
se de'cidait a lancer ])e'riodiquement des bombes remplies
d'etoiles de couleur, U faudrait choisir les nuances les plus
5"- Connaissez-vous une methode a
varier.
on puisse mesnrer la distance a laquelle se
une lumiere que I'on aper^oit du pont du navire,
et vers la quelle on cingle en hgne droite il faudrait apprecier
cette distance dans le cas oil Ton connait la hauteur de la
lumiere au-dessus du niveau de la mer, et dans le cas ou
cette hauteur est ineonnue ? Des que Ton sup])ose que la
distance a la lumiere est assez grande, la hauteur est peu
importante. Dans tous les cas, nous sommes certain que le
phanoscope de M. Porro, convenableraent adapte, permettra
de re'soudre ce probleme d'une maniere sufiisamment
approche'e en faisant appel a notre saxant artiste, la com-

vives,

et les

I'aide de laquelle

trouve

;

;

mission verra son va;u bientot rempli.
M^CANiauE. 1°. Pouvez-vous indiquer quelques perfectioniiements a apjiorter ii la construction des jihares a
installer sur des ])oints jjlus ou moins exposes
ii la construction des fanau.x flottants ? 2°. Connaissez-vous quelques
perfectionnements ii apjiorter a la constniction des lampes,
des appareils tournants, ou autres mecanismes emjiloyes
dans les phares ou pour les feux flottants ? Pour les jietits
feux, nous demandons instamment I'etude et I'essai de la
lampe a hydrogene liquide de ^L Jules Guyot. parce qu'elle
rendrait de tres-grands sen-ices.
Les lampes electricjues et
les feux tournants ont ete longuement et habilement etudies
])ar M. Degrand ; elles sont seules applicables economique-

—

;

ment aux grands
Flott.vison.

feux.

—

1°.

humiire

flottunte.

— Quelle

est,

dans

votre opinion, la meilleure forme a donner a la coque du
navire support du feu flottant ? C'est-ii-dire quelle forme
faut-il lui donner pour qu'il se tienne a I'ancre ])ar tous les
temps, dans les positions les plus decou\'ertes, jiar les
mare'es les plus fortes, les mers les plus houleuscs, avec le

moins de mouvement ou de deplacement possiljle, avec le
moins de traction possible sur les amarres ? Quelques-uns
des navires porte-lumiere sont plus courts; d'cutres plus
la coque de quelques-uns est tres-rcnfle'e ; pour
;
d'autres, la coque est i)lus allonge'e; quelquefois, en raison
des courants et des inarees, ils ne tiennent pas tete a la mer
et sont agites de mou\-ements excessifs ; on a conseille de
leur donner une forme circulaire et de les amarrer ])ar leur
centre de gravite'. 2". Connaissez-vous quelques jierfeetionnements ii apporter au mode d'amarrage des vaisseaux portelumiere ; ])ar quelle partie du vaisseau croyez-\-ous que
I'amarre doive pene'trer ; dans quelques cas, les ecubiers, ou
ouvertures d'entre'e des amarres, sont a une hauteur considerable au-dessus de I'eau; quelquefois, elles afileurent
avec la ligne de flottaison ; on a conseille depuis de les
3". Boue'es.
faire descendre au-dessous du niveau de I'eau?
Quelle est celle des formes adoptees au propose'es ])0ur les
bouees que vous jugez la meilleure. la plus apte a se
maintenir par tous les temps, dans les situations les jilus

longs

expose'es, par les mare'es les ])lus fortes et les

mers

les jilus

dures, avec le moins de traction possible sur les amarres, et
qui en meme temps soit la iilus facile a apercevoir? Avezvous quelques perfectionnements a proposer dans la forme a
donner e.ux bouees, ou dans leur mode d'amarrage? Quelle
forme de boue'es adopteriez-vous dans les jjositions mieux
abritees ? Pourriez-vous indiquer quelque moyen plus pra-

tique et ])lus avantageux de rendre les bouees lumineuses
pendant la nuit? Ici nous de'clinons notre competence en
aux marins lecteurs du Cosmos. Nous redisons
seulement que le ve'ritable hydrogene liquide serait un agent
4°. Pourriez-vous nous
parfait d'eclairage pour les bouees.
indiquer un systerae ge'ne'ralement applicable, pour indiquer
aux navires ajl'aide de bouees ou signaux equivalents la route
a suivre le long des cotes, dans les ports, les paisses ou

faisant apuel
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bas-fonds
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de'fendre des roches, des bancs de sable,
de telle sorte que meme sans I'aide des

I'absence des pilotes les vaisscaux puissent
en surete? Si yous connaissez un semblable
Bysteme, ayez la bonte' de le de'ciire et de dire un meme
temps si on peut le re'aliser avec les bouces actuelles.
AcousTlQUE. Quelle nature et quel timbre de son jugezvous la jjlus ])ropre a transmettre des signaux a tra\'ers le
brouillaid? Quelle est la meilleure maniere de produire le
son le ])lus apte a etre entendu de loin? Quel mode de
signalement par le son, en temps de brouillard, conseillerezOn
vous comme le plus avantageux dans la pratique?
s'est servi jusqu'ici de cloches mises en branle par des
machines, et de canons ; on a eu recours a des re'tiecteurs ou
a d'autres combinaisons pour diriger et condenser le son on
II
ix propose d'employer des sifflets
a vapeur, etc., etc. ?
y
a encore beaucoup d'experiences a faire, avant de pou\'Oir
donner a ces questions une re'ponse satisfaisante. Nous
dirjns cependant, des aujoiu'd'hui, qu'un son grave, continu, d'intensite relativement mediocre ou qui soit sans
c'clat, a beaucoup plus de portee qu'un son aigu, rapide,
tres-fort.
Des eclats de foudre dont le bruit formidable,
entendu a proximite', a ete quelquefois compare a la de'tonation de cent ])ieces de canon e'clatant a la fois, ne se
propagent pas a des distances de plus de 16 ii 24 kilometres, tandis que le bruit du canon s'entend quelquefois a
80 ct 120 kilometres. Un timbre de tres-grand diametre,
mis en vibration par un archet mu mecaniquement, et dont
le son serait renforce par un gros tube [jlace' en arriere du
cartes et en

naviguer

—

;

On ])Ourrait tenter aussi
timbre, meriterait d'etre essaye'.
de bouches a feu dans lesquelles des melanges detonants d'hydrogene ou de gaz d'eclairage et d'air
remplaceraient la poudre a canon. M. Marloye proposait
de substituer aux plus grosses cloches, meme aux bourdons,
des triangles d'acier rendant des sons tres-intenses et tresL'adjonction aux
graves, sous la percussion d'un marteau.
cloches de tubes renforgants n'a pas encore ete faite, et
merite de I'etre, ainsi que nous I'avons dit dans le tome ii.
de YA7iniiaire du Cosmos.
2°. Quel moyen conseillez-vous pour concentrer le son, ou
pour ren\'oyer dans une direction donne'e? Pensez-vous
qu'il existe une niethode a I'aide de laquelle les marins
puissent
distinguer, a\-ec
une certitude sulEsante, la
direction dans laquelle un son est engendre ? Les retiecteurs
du son, dans notre opinion du moins, sont et seront conipletement inefficaces. La seule maniere de condenser le
son est le tube renforcant, aujourd'hui sans application, et
qui aurait, en outre, I'avantage de mieux imprimer au son
Nous
ime direction dans le sens de I'axe du tube.
sommes enclin a penser qu'en s'armant les oreilles d'un
la construction

double
ste'thoscope semblable a celui que ^L .Scott
Alison a decrit sous le nom de ste'to])hone differentiel, dans
le Philosophical Mai/azine de Novembre 1858, on arriverait
a discerncr la direction de le source du son d'une maniere
presque infaillible. II serait important aussi d'essayer le
pouvoir conducteur et condenseur de I'eau mis en evidence
par les experiences de MM. Colladon et Stiu'm, et de

M.

6 0a

Alison.
A quelle hauteur faut-il placer les signaux sonores des

font voile. Quant au mode de transmission ou de re'ception
de ces signaux, nous ne connaissons rien de mieux e'tudie
que la telegraphic de nuit de M. Jules Guyot.
0°. Siffiiaiix de mare'es.
Quel systcme recommanderiezvous comme devant etre adopte gcne'ralement dans les
phares ou sur les \-aisseaux a feu place's k I'entrt'e des ports,
pour I'indication de I'e'tat de la mare'e le jour et la nuit aux
personnes naviguant au large? Divers systemes comprenant des ballons, des pavilions, des lumieres colorees,
des figures illuminees mises en mouvement par le flux ou
reflux, sont aujourd'hui employe's ou propose's ? Le systeme

—

de signaux si inge'nieux et si efficace de M. Sudre n'a pas
refu, il nous semble, toute I'attention qu'il me'rite, et nous le
croyons bien preferable aux imitations que nous avons vues
mises a I'essai Tanne'e derniere sur divers points, en
Angleterre et en Amc'rique. Nous avons ^uivi de tres-pres,
a

Edimbourg,

monument

la

manopuvre du

de Nelson, et

qui

ballon installe sur le
simjjlement signaler

doit

aux vaisseaux des ports voisins ; or, cette
raanceu\'re nous a semble bien complexe, bien absorbante
ne pourrait-on pas atteindre le meme but beaucoup plus
simplement?
4°. Connaissez-vous, ou pourriez-\'ous indiquer une bonne
me'thode de constater I'individualite des phares ou des
I'heure

vaisseaux a feux flottants ])endant le jour? Pourriez-vous
indiquer quelques perfectionnements au proccde par lequel
on s'assure de cette individualite pendant la nuit? Si nous
avons bien compris, il s'agit de savoir quel est le phare ou
le feu fiottant que Ton a actuellement en vue, ou, ce qui
revient au meme, le point sur lequel le jihare ou le vaisseau
sont places. Si c'est bien la la question, nous dirons
nettement que la meilleure solution du probleme est celle
proposce par M. Babbage, I'illustre membre de la Societe
Royale, qui. ])ar des moyens tres-simples, fait signaler au
loin, par chaque feu, son nume'ro d'ordre ou son nom.
Nous ne comprendrions pas que ce perfectionnement
conside'rable eiit ete ajourne jusqu'ici, s'il n'etait pas trop
vrai que nul n'est jjrophete dans son pays.
Telles sont, a premiere vue, les rc'ponses que nous croyons
devoir faire k la consultation qui nous est addressee.
Nous
la re'sumerons en disant que si la commission anglaise tient
a s'aider des lumieres de la p'rance et de la expe'rience
acquise parmi nous, elle devra se mcttre en rapport, pour la
telegraphie ojitique de jour et de nuit, avec M. le docteur
Jides Guyot ; pour les phares, source lumineuse, lentilles e
e'chelons, refiecteurs avec M. Degrand ; pour le telegraphic
acoustique, avec M. Wertheim
si elle suit nos indications,
elle avancera
conside'rablement sa besogne, et remplira
mieux sa grande mission tout humanitaire.
P.S. Les machines magneto-electriqucs de la compagnie
I'Alliance out atteint une perfection telle, que la lumiere
electrique est en ce moment la plus intense et la plus
e'conomique de toutes les lumieres.
Le regulateur de
lumiere electrique de Mr. Serrin, adopte par la compagnie
:

I'Alliance, est aussi

absolument

])arfait,

3°.

lampe s'allume,

F.

temps de brouillard, pour qu'ils soient entendus a la plus
grande distance possible? Nous n'hesitons pas a dire que
sons doivent etre jiroduits a la surface de I'eau qui
de plan refiecteur et directeur mieux vaudrait
encore peut-etre le produire dans I'eau, oil il serait comme
emprisonne. Ajoutons que si cliaque station de signal a
son son propre, de ton de'termine et connu a I'avance,
I'appreciaiion facile de ce son, a I'aide de boites a resonnance
comme sait si bien les faire M. Kcenig, serait le meilleur
moyen de determination du lieu, origine du son signal.
Meteorologie. 1°. Aquelle hauteur est-il desirable que
les bees lumineux soient places, en general, sur les cotes
que,
des royaumes-unis, en tenant compte de ces faits
plus la lumiere est e'levee, plus est grande la distance a
laquelle les rayons parviennent, avant d'etre interceptt's par
I'horizon
que, plus la lumiere est basse, moins elle est
exposee a etre obscurcie par les nuages ? Nous pencherions
pour une hauteur aussi grande que possible, en raison des
brumes ou broxiillards qui regnent trop souvent ii une faible
distance du niveau des mers.
2°. En supposant que la tele'graphie optique soit etendue
a quelques phares et ii quelques vaisseaux a feux flottants
pres des points les plus saillants des c5tes ; quelles sont les
informations meteorologiques qu'il importe le plus de
transmettre aux vaisseaux en vue comment et sous queUe
forme ces informations peuvent-elles etre revues et transmises par les gardiens des feux? Les informations les plus
importantes seront evidemment, lorsque le nouveau service
sera etabli, ceUes relatives aux ouragans et aux tempetes
apparus dans des parages plus ou moins eloignes, et yui
menacent de s'etendre aux regions vers lesquelles les navires

sa

se

allumee, se rallume elle meme sans aucune
intervention de la main de I'homme; c'est la solution la
])lus complete d'un difficile probleme.

maintient

Moigno.

les

servira

;

—

:

;

;
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In lighthouses, and floating lights in particular, we do
not at present think there is any better method of
producing light than by burning oil to the best
advantage.
Gas is used in some harbour lights but at
Holyhead Harbour oil has been sulistituted for
gas with the best effect. We do not consider the
advantages of the electric hght o\-er light from
od to be ])roportionate to its cost.
III. Considering the difficulty of transport to lighthouses
and floating lights in isolated and remote positions,
no other knorni method of jiroducing light can
with safety be adojjted in preference to oil.
IV. For revolving lights the catoptric principle is the
most efficient and the most economical, both
as respects first cost and maintenance of 15
reflectors on a triangular frame of five reflectors
on each face or side of the triangle.
'If the above 15 reflectors ha-\-e a focal distance
of six inches each, and a consequent divergjnce of 8^ instead of 15°, as now in use, we
shall have three beams of light tin-own out from
the lantern, each beam illuminating 8° of the
horizon.
Now, as each reflector will reflect nearly
II.

;
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two-thirds of the whole light of the lamp, we shall
have from the five reflectors a heam of light of
3-33 (say three) argand lamps, less 5 per cent,
lost

by

to proNade for all probable changes of the tT\'o
conditions referred to would, we think, be somewhat complex ; but it could, without doubt, be
prepared, and would be of the greatest possible

reflection.

With

the

same

consumption of

oil

sen-ice, inasmuch as without some such standard,
each engineer or manufacturer might effect the
same result with a different combination of the
shapes and positions of lenses and jirisms, and
thereby lead to confusion instead of system, as
woiUd be desirable.
AVe are not aware that any such information has been
hitherto furnished to manufacturers.
Fresnel's
system of dioptric lighting apparatus having been
adopted, an apparatus of which casts a nearly
parallel beam of hght, and does not pro\'ide for
the contingencies of height, or of a necessity to
illuminate any particular horizontal arc. thereby
rendering any such information (had it been
given) superfluous.

by the

eight beams of light,
each illuminating fi° of the horizon; but the
arrangement of the upper zones, in order to extend
the duration of light, increases the actual divergence to 8°, if we consider that the light from
dioptric .system,

we have

the fresnel lamp is equal to 16 argands (which is
more than the case), and that the holophotal
dioptric apparatus uses up the whole of the light,
we shall have the light of two argand lamps in
each beam ; but as the absorption of hght by the
(Professor
dioptric • apparatus is 50 per cent.

I\'.

Faraday, Kith March), we shall have practically
the light of one argand lamp in each of the eight

beams.

So that for equal quantities of oil consumed
we can obtain by a catoptric hght apparatus three
efficient beams of light, each of them three times
more powerful than can be attained in any beam
of light thrown out by the dioptric apparatus.
The effective power of this beam of light accords
with the observations we have made from experiments with a reflector three feet in diameter,
and ha\'ing a divergence of 8°. .\s respects the
relative economy of the two apparatus, the first
cost of the dioptric will not be less than :.'.<>00/.,
while that of the catoptric will not exceed SdO/.
V. In our opinion the catoptric system is the most efBcient,
and where the whole 360" do not require to be
hghted, it is the most economical. The Fresnel
lamp, which illumines the whole circle, consumes
the same quantity of oil as Ifi argand lamps, which
when used in the ordinary catoptric apparatus

illumine two-thirds of the circle. If, therefore, 240°
be required to be lighted, it can be in our opinion
more efficiently done with the same consumption
of oil by means of the catoptric than by the
dioptric system, and if the prime cost of the two
apparatiis be considered, with greater economy.
Should 160° of the circle be lighted only, then
by permitting 5° of light from each reflector
to overlap one other, the 160 will be much better
hghted by the catoptric system ; but if the reflector
be so made as to diverge the light 10- instead of
15°, then we shall obtain a fixed hght very far
superior to any that the dioptric system for fixed
Ughts is capable of jiroducing.
Our opinion that the catoptric system affords
capabilities for greater efficiency in lighthouse
illumination than the dioptric is strengthened
by Professor Faraday's remark at the Royal
institution on the l6th March 1860, that silver
reflects 95 per cent, of the hght that impinges
upon it when the poUsh is perfect but as it is
probable the brilliancy of pohsb which reflectors
possess when they leave our manufactory fresh
from the hands of skilled workmen is not maintained at every lighthouse, more particularly in
the colonies, we have, after many trials, at
length succeeded in devising a simple mechanical
arrangement which shall maintain the high pohsh
referred to, and which is not improbable that the

22.

JAMES

met with its deserts, in
consequence of the want of the necessary pohsh.

21.

DE

A'lLLE and Co.

ClKCL'LAR No.
I.

of both these jiarticulars. if properly
cmploved. might be made much use of in increasing
the efficiency of the light exhibited, by extending
a beam of othenvise insufficient dimensions, or by
contracting and thereby increasing the power of
one uselessly diffused over a space not required
to be illuminated.
woiild certainly be important that the information be
furnished before any of the work were commenced
but, although the manufacturer could turn the
information to its full account, we are of opinion
that the shape and relative positions of the lenses,
prisms. &c., should be determined by the engineer
into whose hands the whole matter was intrusted.

The knowledge

II.

It

II.

T.

CHANCE.

Circular No.

II.

The apparatus should generally be so adjusted
Yes.
that the rays from lines in the flame through the
respective foci of the prisms and lenses shall constitute the light seen at the farthest distance.
This adjustment depends upon the elevation of the
apparatus.
h. Yes.
The maker might frequently suggest improved
arrangements, especially for the purpose of making
use of that ])art of the flame which is towards the
arc of the horizim not required to be illuminated.
II. This information need not affect the prisms and lenses.
The required adaptation can be perfectly accomjilished by inclining the prisms, and depressing the
lenses, in their respective metal frames to a rery
sliyht extent, varjnng as the square root of the
elevation ; the lenricular panels ought at the same
time to be inclined outwards, so that the focus
of the lenses shall remain in the same point of
the flame as before the lenses were depressed.
III. Yes; but no maker ought to require any such table.
(I do not see the applicabihty of any table to
different horizontal arcs.)
IV. No.
I.

a.

23.
I.

ALAN STEVENSON,

;

catoptric system has not

and Co.

A table

III.

II.

LL.B., F.R.S.E., lately Engineer to the Lighthouse Board in Scotland.
There are a few situarions near to tomis in which gas
might be used, especially in dioptric lights, whether
fLxed or revohing but its applicarion to catoptric
:

illumination would apply only to fixed lights.
As to the oxy-hydrogen and magneto-electric lights,
mv own experience gives me no means of offering

III.

(My Rudimentary Treatise on
a decided opinion.
Lighthouses, p. 60, Part I.)
experience leads me to reject any mode of
illumination but oil for fights in difficult and in-

My own

accessible situations.

l\. There can be no doubt that the polyzonal lenses invented by Buffon and Condorcet, and again by
Fresnel, who re-invented them, and first apphed
them to Ughthouses, are the best instruments for
revoh-ing lights and more especially is this true
when their effect is extended beyond the simple
dioptric action, by means of catadioptric zones of a
curved form, concentric with the zones of the lens,
and removed behind them so as to intercept the rays
which would escape above and below the lenses.
Tliis arrangement was first suggected by Mr. T.
Stevenson, and used for a first ela-ss hght at
North Ronaldsay, in Orkney.
V. The dioptric arrangement of Fresnel with diagonal joints,
or rather hehcal joints, [hke those first used in renovating the Isle of May Ught in 1836], is by far the
most suitable, and seems the only one capable of
fuUy meeting the requirements of a fixed hght on
;

a large

VI.

I

sc.ile.

have never had that subject under
consideration.

my

i)articular

ANSWERS TO SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS.
Mr. A. Stevenson.
VII.

d.

I

strongly

Mr.

recommend the use of diagonal framing

done, on the large scale, at Noss Head in Caithness (Account of Skerryvore, p. 330).
(See also
masking of lights.)
X. I know of no colours except red and green which can
be used witli advantage.
XI. I know of none that would be of tlie sliglitest use in

with

The

•IX.

menting on some blown directly from red " metal"
at Messrs. Chance's works, which have answered
remarkably well, and are expected to be very

think stone buildings should always be preferred.
All experience goes to condemn the use of iron
in exposed situations, which must daily deteriorate in its strength and in its fixtures.
For such
purposes I think weight a far more legitimate
source of staliility than strength.
(See my
Rudimentary Treatise on Lighthouses, p. 55,
Part I., and 180, Part III., also Part I. p. 25,

I

its

red chimneys used in the Northern Lighthouses
are first made of white glass, and then stained red,
but Messrs. Stevenson have lately been experi-

jiractice.

XII.

considerably cheaper.
a.

Red chimneys have been long used

XXII.

XXV.

have no great confidence in any mode of employing sound, either with the expectation of

I

I

b.

condensing or directing it.
think there is rarely much need to seek a higher
elevation for the lights than 150 feet.
I decidedly prefer the mode used in Scotland to
that based qn minute subdivision of time.
Upon
this subject much ingenious but useless speculation has found favour with persons unacquainted

azimuths, the coloured medium must be
as far as jjossible from the radiant
to increase the sharpness of the '• cut off."

When

proper

X.

a.

In the order of their visibility white, red, green, blue ;
but the green,' and especially the blue, greatly
diminish the power of the light, and should be
very sparingly employed.

b.

If the radiant be of the
certainly the best, as

same power, white light is
though a fog has the property of imparting a reddish tinge to white hght,
it probably never obstructs all the other rays of the
spectrum. If, on the other hand, the red light be of
the same intensity as the ichite light, the advantage
is on the side of the red light, as I imderstand has

24.

to the

Fresnel are combined with the totally reflecting
holophotal prisms which I proposed for lighthouses in 18-iy.
The fu-st application of total
reflection to revolving lights

was adopted

at

been proved by
experiments.
XI.

Ije

;

;

Morecambe, &c., annular lenses cast
one piece having the curved surfaces of the

scale, as at

also of the outer rings

may

made azirauthal condensing when the light does
not require to illuminate the whole horizon
the
power being increased in the required directions by
ap])lying mirrors, which are made to move when
they come to the dark or landward part of the
lantern, where they will alter the direction of the
rays but this arrangement is not capable of being
adopted in all cii-cumstances.
I beg to refer to the drawings of beacons and
hghthouses whichha\'e been furnished by the Northern Lights Board to the Royal Commissioners.

Hors-

unground

do not, however, think that for sea lights any
plan, however cheap, should be adopted which
intercepts any considerable portion of the rays
which would have been usefully transmitted had
the surfaces been polished. The full efl'ect of the oil
consumed should not be diminished by the interposition of apparatus of second rate quality, by
which the seaman is in perpetuity deprived of a
portion of the rays proceeding from the combustion of the oil, for the whole of which he has
to pay ; and though stamped lenses and reflecting
prisms, may, as I understand has been done in
Degrand, be made much thinner than
France by

Reynaud and Oegrand by

In certain circumstances a revohang hght

near Singapore, in 1851, and afterwards
on the large scale at North Ronaldsay.
Since 1851 I have used for hghts of a small

central part and
and unpolished.

MM.

do not know any satisfactory method.

I

XII.

burgh,

in

plate-glass can be procured of the
tint, sufficiently thick for glazing the
it is much to be preferred.

lantern,

THOMAS STEVENSON,

F.R.S.E., President of the
Royal Scottish Society of Arts, and Joint Engineer
Board of Northern Lighthouses.
II. In the present state of our knowledge I am not jjrepared
to state that there is any better source of light
than oil.
IV. The most perfect is that in which the re\'olving lenses of

the

removed

with practical seamanship.

I.

in

Northern Lights' service for argand burand experiments have just been comjileted by Messrs. Stevenson on similar red
chimneys for four-wicked burners, the results of which are quite satisfactory. When
the hght is to be all red the chimney is the
best agent, but when the light is to change
from one colour to another in certain
ners,

et seqq.)

XVIII.

Thomas Stevenson.

in nearly every case may be placed
axis truly horizontal, but in very high
lights the lenses, &c., should be made to dip till
their axes intersect the horizon line.

The apparatus

^'11. d.

for the lanterns instead of vertical, as the light is
thus equalized in every azimuth. This was first

p. 320, as to the

607

I

M

XIII.

I

Wl.

c.

believe the lamps, &c., in the Northern Light's service to be constructed on the best kno\vn principles.

The most promising method that I know of is to
direct a powerful beam of light upon them from
some station on shore; the buoys might also be
furnished with reflecting or refi'acting agents.
In experimenting lately on an apparent light
proposed for illuminating an inaccessible beacon,
a powerful beam of very slightly divergent light
was produced by glass prisms, which were more
than half-a-mile distant from the source of light,
which consisted of a lai-ge annular lens, illuminated
by a single argand burner only one inch in diameter.

.

those which are ground and polished, and may
thus prevent much absorption of light, still I
should fear that their surfaces would be inferior in
polish and accuracy of form, thereby causing
It is proper to state, howirregular dispersion.
ever, that I have not seen any of the French cast
lenses, which are probably veiy superior in quality
and in other respects to the small ones made for

XVII. The
of

V. The

at one time proposed by Mr. Cuningham for offshore dangers, is the best system, and should be
extended to all buoys, and to beacons also, whether
they be placed in rivers or at sea. The intermediate bearings coidd be indicated by stripes of

tern,

4G

Mr. Alexander Cuningham, 'and

My

the

northern lighthouses, with diagonal framed lanis the most perfect fixed light apparatus that
When the light does non
I am acquainted with.
require to be seen all round the horizon, or it
equal strength in every azimuth, I recommend
what I have called the uzimuthal condensing light,
by which the light can be so allocated as that its
power in different azimuths shall be proportioned
to the distances that the hght is expected to be
seen in those azimuths. This arrangement was
proposed in 1855, and introduced in 1857 at Isle
Oronsay and other Sound lights, where a great
saving of oil has been effected.

by

to in his report to the Commissioners
of Northern Lights in 1858.
impression is
that the system of adopting four colours to represent the cai-dinal points of the compass, as was

referred

me

in this country for harbom' lights.
fiuxed dioptric light of Fresnel, as used in

proposal for this purpose that I am aware
that by Captain Bedford, and adopted and

iu'st
is

extended

two

XVIII.

XX.

I

XXII.

I

colours, or otherwise.

am

unacquainted with any satisfactory method of
employing sound.

know

of no way of enabling the mariner to tell with
accuracy from what direction a sound comes.

On

the Scotch coasts, especially, if in the neighI think it is not desirable
ar height of about 200 feet.

bourhood of high land,
to exceed

4
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COS
Mr.

Thomas Stevenson.

intelligence I can think of is the occurrence of storms at other parts of the coast, but I
think it would be difficult to communicate with
ships at sea.

XXIII. The only

XXIV. Mr.

Ale.\ander Cuninghara's code seems to promise

Mr.

Thomas Stevenson.

divergence to be adjusted in any required ratio,
of
this differential lens, ^^de
figs. I and 2 (in which the curves,
Fig.
for the sake of distinctness are
pm-posely exaggerated) would re-

One

side

1.

semble Fresnel's lens in having
surfaces curved s])herically, while

well.

other side, instead of fjeing
would be ground to a
double curvature, the one horizontal to produce the necessary
azimuthal divergence, and the
other (fig. 1.) vertical to give the
necessary dip.
In fixed lights
the central refracting belt may be
corrected for dip by a slight
\ertical curvatxire on the inner

the

ClRCUI,.\R
I.

It is

])lane,
II.

absolutely necessary that the infonnation alluded to
in the accomijanying (lueries should be obtained
In
])revious to the construction of the ajiparatus.
our experience we find that the arrangement of
almost all lights lespeciaUy those in Sounds, and
in cases where the lenticular aiijjaratus has, in
order to produce its maximum effect, to be combined with au.\ihary agents I, involves the fulfilment
of ojjtical recjuirenicnts ])eculiar to the locality
which cannot be dealt with by the mannfacturer.
and which, if neglected, may very seriously impair
Moreover
the utility of the light to the mariner.
the Commissioners of Northern Lights, and others
lighthouses,
whom we advise as to the erection of
contract by tender for the construction of the
In order, therefore, that all offerers
apparatus.
may base their tenders on the same data, and so
engage in a fair competition, it is absolutely necessary to furnish them with a plan and specification
The plan and
of the work to be perforined.
specification embrace the information referred to
in the queries, so that the only duty of the manufacturer is to see that his own department is
fulfilled, and that the work is executed in terms of
Without such a plan and
the specification.
specification it is not possible always to secure
good work, and it is not at all unlikely, when
there is no regular ])lan and specification, that a
high i)rice has to be paid for inferior workmanship,
without the ])Ower of being able to check it.
Further, we have often, even with a specification
and plan, had occasion to reject, in whole or in
part, apparatus furnished by the most respectacle
houses, which, without the plan and specification
as a standard of reference, we could not have
insisted on, but must have been contented to take
the contractor's explanation of what he conceived
to be the quality of work required, and on which
vuffue conce])tion he had made his offer.
A light has often to be cut off, or its colour
changed, or its intensity increased in different
azimuths, all of which must be considered by
those who design the light, and the desired effect
can only be attained by actual trial and adjustment
of the Ught itself as viewed from the sea, which
obviously cannot be intrusted to the manufacturer.
From what we have said it will, therefore, be seen
that we do not consider that it would either be
economical or desirable, or even in many instances possible, to intrust the manufatcurers who
and
offer for the work to arrange its details
style of workmanship, and therefore we conceive
that the proper course, in order to ensure the best
workmanship at the loicest cost, is that which wc

side.

As it is probal)ly impossible to give any additional curvature to the totally reflecting portions of the api)aratus,
the rays, after ])assing through the ordmary apparatus,
might pass through differential refractors placed in front.
One face of each refractors (figs, and 4 would be straight
vertically and ground to such a
curve horizontally as would give
g.3.
the incident rays the required
amount of azimuthal divergence,
while the other face would be
straight horizontally, but would be
curved vertically so as to give the
necessary amount of dij). Similarrefractors, circular in plan and
cun-ed in the vertical section to
Fig. -4.
give the required dip might be
constructed for fixed lights, or to
dispense with an additional refracting medium the glass i)anes of the lightroora might be
so as to answer the same ])urpoEe the horizontal curvatures
being omitted. These refractors might have different curvatures so as to allocate the quantity of light to be sent in
different vertical sectors proportionally to the distances
from which the light requires to be seen in such sectors.
In azimuthal condensing lights, whether fixed or revolving, the straight ))risms which form part of the auxiliary
apparatus might, where the height of the tower renders it
advisable, easily be ground for the dip to a vertical cun-ature
'.i

)

L

on one

side.

2.3.
I.

JAMES

R.

NAPIER.

Glasgow.

invariably follow, viz., to take all such details as
those specified in the queries into consideration
pre])aring the plans and specification which
regulate the carrying out of the contract betneen
the parties, and in terms of which the different
contractors make up their offers, and thereafter

when

execute the work.

XI.

Note as

to

Apparatus for the Electric Light.

Having never had an opportunity of seeing the magnetonot attempt to give any design
I think it right right briefly to
describe certain optical instruments some of which may be
useful for lights, such as the electric, which, from the small
volume of the radiant possess very small divergence.
AVhere additional horizontal divergence is required for
revolving apparatus, I would reeonmiend the sphericocyhndric lens which I proposed for lighthouse illumination
in 18.56. AVhere, from the tower being elevated much above
the sea, increased rertical divergence is also required. I
would propose, as probably a better arrangement than merely
depressing the spherico-cylindric lens, a new form which
might be called a differential lens from the projierty it possesses of allowing the amounts of vertical and horizontal
shall

electic

light

for its

apparatus,

I

but

Let

O be the light and A B the mast of a vessel apliroaching the light, A being near the deck and
the mast, the higher the better,
where it is convenient to make an observation.
The angles B A O and
being found by
obsenation, and A B knomi, the distance C X can
be calcidated.
I beUeve that the free revolver of
Professor Piazzi .^mrth of Edinburgh will measure
the angles A and B n-ith great exactness.
Apply
to him for information.
B anywhere up

ABO

XIV. The larger the

ship the steadier the Ught; therefore
if the lights are not sufficiently steady at present
increase the ship till the required steadiness is
Anchors and cables can be made suffiattained.
ciently strong to ride the largest ships in all

weathers.
The smaller the ship the less the strain

moorings.

on the

AXSWKKS TO SCIENTIFIC

QUESTlOX.S.

Mr. James R. Napier.

XXH'.

XXV.

Allernate while and red colour painted on the
lighthouse or vessel.

More

—

Note. The lights referred to in this paper were
shown to the Secretary.
The lime light did not appear to him to varv

from other lights produced, as this
appeared to be, by an oxy-hydrogen flame impinging on a surface of prepared hme.
materially

The gas

bells,

easily

Its

comparative

cost

was not

can only be determined by experiment what
advantage, if any, would be gained in lighthouses
if the oil there consumed were converted into gas
in a retort instead of the ordinary lamp.
In any
case oil is converted into gas in the process o"f
burning, and this double method of burning oil
seems to add the diificulty of storing that gas,
which in common lamjis is produced above the
wick and consumed as fast as it is produced.
It

guns, steam whistles, &c.,

Something might possibly be gained in hghtships by using gas, so as to avoid the shaking of
the hquid oil in the lamps consequent on the
mo\-ement of the vessel.
\A'hat would be the result of mooring " a rhom-

26.

JAMES COPCUTT,

II.

made.

stated.

large enough.

I.

said to be produced by the destructive
seemed to burn well and to be

distillation of oil

enter the vessel about the
level of the centre of gravity of the ship when the
lights are up.
The times of rolling and the angle of rolling can
then be more easily adjusted by ballast, &c.
Close to the water is, in my judgment, much
better than at a considerable height above it.

the gongs,

signally brilliant lights, as proposed herein,
with the various colours, or alternately with

colour.

The moorings should

XIX. Make

a.

fitted

Spherical lightships or floating bodies moored
by their centre of gravity will require heavier
anchors and cables, and will pitch more and roll
less than a vessel of the same displacement formed
as above.
See a paper in the Philos. Transactions, 1850, on
the Dynamical Stability and Oscillations of
Floating Bodies, by the Rev. H. Moseley. My
best answer should have been, put Moseley's
theory in practice.
h.

Separate light, signal or flag vertically adjustable
above, level to, and below the lantern, according to
height of tide, whicli tide would give the motive
power.

b.

ment.

XV.

James Copcltt.

Mr.

conceive that a i-esscl whose length is about
times its breadth, bow and stern hnes alike,
and both sharp, circular bilges with radius about
one-third of the beam, flat bottom, no keel, and
draff of water about one-third of the beam, will
produce less strain on the cables in all weathers
than longer or bluffer vessels of the same displaceI

n:

fi
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26, Kirby Street, Ilatton Garden,
London, and of Aylesburj', Chemist.

bus by the centre of the stem "

Yes, by Fitzmaurice's domestic or defiant gas,* which
is useable \vith any of the common gas fittings,
and with or without compression. The gas is
made from oil or grease, which may he enriched
with unrefined or other camphor. The very same
apparatus used to make this gas from oil, &c.,
will do for coal gas.
Lime wicks are not used for

is

not explained by

the projector of this plan.
It

how electro-gilt cones woxild
reflect much more light than

does not ajipear

be luminous or
water.

The buoyage system proposed appears

to require

further explanation.

this gaslight.

By

Fitzmaurice's (Copcutt's

olefiant

Ume

light,t

which

is

2nd Patent)

made by oxygen

o.\y-

gas,

defiant gas, and a prepared lime wick.
N.B. Either of these lights may be seen at

—

Conway Lodge,

12,

Hyde Park

(iate,

III. Yes.

IV. Fitzmaurice's neic argand olefiant gas burner placed in
focus of a shallow reflector, revolving or concentrically within lenses for dioptrics.

The

oxy-olefiant

hme

light also

is

applicable,

with reflectors or dioptrics, or without either.

V. Either Fitzmaurice's new argand

olefiant gas light or
the oxy-olefiant lime light, fixed in focus of
reflectors placed around the lantern inside.

VI. Yes.
VII.

Burners placed (some in vertical triangle) as near
as practicable to the lantern glass, both for light
and temperature.
Snowstorms, ice, &c., are

d.

thereby counteracted better.

IX.

X.

Coloured glass placed in centre of rays near but
outsideof reflectors, lenses, &c.

b.

a.

Rose

red.

b. White with rose red centre.
XIV. PJvombus, moored by the centre
XVI. a. Double cone.
c.

of the stem.

Copper top, electro-gilt, and burnished cones or
spheres woidd be very visible objects at night.

XVII. Systematic

diversification

shape, size,
&c.

and character

of buoys, viz., colour,
in accordance to depth,

• 80 feet per hour jjervianenf pas, and 3 lbs. fine dry lampblack {fit
for paint or iirinting ink) are easily made in a stove 3 feet square from
1 gallon of pine oil, costing 6d., to whieh oil, 1 oz. unrefined camphor
be added, to further increase the brilliancy of tliis rich gas hght.
The colza or the animal oils yield 120 feet of pas per gallon.
N.B. No lime wick or vitriol is used for this gas lisrht, nor is any purification necessary when made from oil or grease. Six feet per hour give
the ifht of 80 candles.
t Oxygen gas is made from S parts chlorate of potash to 1 part oxide
of manganese. No oil of vitriol is used for this lime light.
By aid Ota reflector the oxv-olefiant lime light would be visible at a

may

—

distance of

II.

lOiJ

miles and

it

has

27.

W.

(See Copcutt's pamphlet on these lights.
Hebert, Cheapsidc; West, Newgate Street.)
*if*

shown tbe time by^a watch

a mile

otf.

4

H

I.

Vr.

H.

MILLER,
versity of

Professor of Mineralogy in the Uni-

Cambridge.

IV. In most situations the light is not wanted all round the
horizon. During the time that the hght is diiected
landwards it is in a manner wasted. In such
cases would it not be better to make the reflector
oscillate through the angle in which the light is
required, instead of revolving all round? The
intervals between every alternate appearance of the
light would be equal
the intervals between
every successive appearance unequal, except at the
middle of the angular range of the liglit. This,
the bearing of the light from a ship being known,
;

«'0uld serve to identify the light.

XI. If a reflector A B could be placed at 10 or 20 feet above
the lamp, revolving
b
with the mirror or
lenses, a faint hght
would be observed
above the bright light.
The angle between
the two measured by
sextant or " comingup glass " would gi\e
the distance of the
light.

The

reflector

might

be a rightangled prism, or a ^^,,
number of them,
having one surface
ground convex, so
that the lamp shoidd be in the focus, hke the
right angle prism used iu the construction of
a camera obscura.

XIII. In some cases

it

might be advantageous to make the

reflector oscillate instead of revolving.
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Mr.

28.
I.

S

C.E., 5, Culford Grove.
TowTi, London, N.

BARRASS,

XI An

De

Beauvoir

can be reached by the workmen.
system is believed to be eminently
adapted for beacons in sands, silts, or loose earthy
bottoms in exposed situations a series of small
cyhnders may be sunk until each is properly placed
on a foundation, then filled with concrete and
braced together in the superstructure.

The above

b.

I

visible

;

the optical ])rinciple that the angles
of incident and reflected rays are
equal thus, let an instrument be
constructed mth a fL\ed reflector
and a movable one, the latter ha\-ing
an arm or lever with a graduated
scale and vernier, and a magnifier
for reading off as in the quadrant,
or the index glass may sUde at
right angles to the axis of vision,
and then equal divisions of the

XVI.

Buoyage.

a.

;

vernier will represent
equal distances from the obsen-er,
the horizon glass being silvered
half way up, and ha\'ing a small
telescope to assist the sight, in the

scale

XII.

a.

The forms of buoys in present use, and those
proposed which have come within the cognizance
of the wTiter, are inehgible for the purpose intended, their excessive motion rendering any distinctive mark upon them (when visiljle at all)
impossible of identification.
I beg to suggest that buoys be constructed of
two separate but integral parts, one part to give
flotation to the entire mass, and another part to
always stand vertically (or nearly so) and be the

and

usual manner of opticalinstruments
for taking observations.

lignalling object.

This I propose to effect by hanng an aperture in
the centre of the floating part (which may then be
a right Uned figure instead of a peg-top form),
through which to pass and hang in swivels, the
vertical part, which is to form the signal, passing it
into the water a certain distance and weighting it
at the bottom to keep it steady and vertical, and
allowing it to stand above the water surface, say
15 feet or other suitable height, according to circumstances. The method of mooring should be

,^^

^^

beg to draw the consideration of the Royal Commissioners to a means of constructing lighthouses

I

exposed sitxiations, and apphcable to many
where floating hghts are now moored, it being
premised that a lighthouse will always be preferred to a floating hght wherever it is possible to
substitute the one for the other.
This means is by sinking large wrought-iron
in

cvlinders or caissons in the position required, excavating the interior until a good bottom is found,
or a foundation formed, filhng up the void with
concrete, and then erecting thereon a stone or
iron tower according to the funds at command,
stone forming an unexceptionable tower, but iron
offering a cheaper course of construction, while
the caisson may be carried :20 or .10 feet above high
water level, and form a breakwater to protect the

with three chains.
6.

XVH.

Roman

caisson for the centre pier of

depth of water at that
of
as fathoms
water, while rocks and
shoals might have their
initials fixed ; the buoys
being so moored that
point

thev cannot turn round
and present the edge of..-the letters or figures.
Could be applied to

buoys now

XIX.

A

Sand Head Light is fiO feet, chalk probably at 75
The Nore Light in about 30 feet, and the
feet.
two Formby Channel Lights and the North-west
Lightship in about 40

feet.

There is every probability that in any of the
above positions, where the sands and channels are
bufficientiy permanent to justify the erection of a
tower, a lighthouse could be erected, the ultimate

^

_

.

\\

^^/7
I

in use.

bell, similar

of sufficient

to those of clocks and alarums, but
magnitude to be heard one or more

miles.

XX.

Placing the bell in the focus of a paraboloidal reflector.
Yes making the bell to revolve and strike a
given or certain number of times in one re\olution,
when the maximum and minimum or varying
intensities of sound would indicate the hne or
direction of the signal.
;

XXI. The

surface of water is probably (if not absolutely)
conductor of sound, and a fog signal
should therefore be placed on a separate gallery

the best

(instead of the gallerj' around the lantern), and as
near the surface of the water as is practicable,
haling due regard to the height which heavy
spray may be thrown during the period of fogs,
say about 30 feet above Trinity datum or high-

ders for the bridges recently erected over the Nile
«re sunk from 90 to 100 feet below the water level.

The Gull Stream hght is moored in 54 feet, the
bottom sand and shingle, the nearest chalk soundings 62 feet, no doubt the sohd chalk formation as
in the adjacent coast. ITie South Sand Head
Light is 84 feet, nearest chalk 95 feet. The North

numerals, say 10

feet high, indicating the

The WTiter endeavoured some ten years ago to
draw the attention of the authorities concerned to

Saltash Bridge is sunk to a greater depth than
would be required for a lighthouse in the position
of the GuU Stream floating light, its diameter is
The cyhnnearly enough for a first-class tower.

afore-

said vertical signaUing
part of the buoy there
be fixed large block

this proposition,

of failure, if the works are properly and cautiously
conducted, is exceedingly remote.

beg to suggest that

I

on the top of the

terrace for the recreation of the keepers, while, if
necessary, it might be made an element in the
means of rescuing life from shipwreck.

but the sinking of cyhnders for
foundations was then, comparatively speaking, in
its infancy, nothing had been attempted beyond
cyhnders of six and seven feet diameter, while
Dr. Pott's cx])erimental beacon at the South
Calliper Sands had hut recently proved a failure,
a failure wliich might have been anticipated, seeing
that the cyhnders were merely stuck in the sand
and had no foundation. Now, however, by the
introduction of the system of working and excavating under a pressiire of air, using the cyhnder as
a deep diving bell, exposing to view the whole
area of the bottom, and so offering ever facility
for procuring a good foundation, the probabiUty

The above description of buoy is believed to be
equally eligible for sheltered situations.

Yes.

tower in rough weather, and in fine weather a

The wTOUght-iron

Barrass.

possibility being determined by sinking a small
experimental cylinder to see if a bottom can bm
found or a foundation formed at a depth nhich

instrument may be made to determine the distances of lights as soon as they are

and irrespective of their
height, on the geometrical principal
that the angles at the base of an
isoscales triangle are equal, and on

S.

:

water

XXV. A

level.

good system of identifying hghthouses and floating hghts by day may be effected by colouring the
body of the tower of the former and the side of
the hull of ihe latter in large patterns, consisting of
the three simplest geometrical figures,
the square,
the triangle, and the circle, with the three ]irimary
colours, red, blue, and yellow, together with black
and white. Floating hghts having their mass
signals agreeing in shape and colour with the
pattern on the hull.

—
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bands

bands

Horizontal bands.

Circles.

the interstices of the lower, somewhat
It is selfas the drawing shows.
[
evident that then each lens, or at least
have
its peeach row of lenses, must
culiar source of light, and that the two rows
be inclined somewhat differently.

Diasronal

Vertical

diamonds

one another in two rows in such a manner that
those of the upper row should be siuated above

which could

effected.

Triangles and
Squares.

Mr. G. Magnus.

Barrass.

S.

The following

-.

fv

Such double curved
do not require
VII.

I

must

cylindrical lenses, if they

much curved, might be
to the following method given

to be too

made according
at

I'

c.

A

VII.

c.

Blue Yellow Elack and red ; Black and white
Black and blue ; Black and yellow Red and white Red and blue Red
and jellow AVliite and blue White and yellow Blue and yellow.

:— Black

;

Red

White

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

15

X

7

=

105 distinctions.

29.
The Secretary of the Royal Commissioners on
Buoys, and Beacons.

Lights,

Honourable Sir,
April 30, I860.
I BEG most humbly to request that you will be pleased to
lay before the Royal Commissioners my plans for improving
buoys, which I have enclosed. The defect in bell buoys at
present is that they depend on rolhng motion, and in calm
still foggy weather they do not ring and their object is lost.
To remedy that defect I propose tide-working bell buoys,
which could be fitted so as to be distinguished in foggy
weather in such passages as the Needles.
buoy on one
side could ring three bells, each bell distinguished by its
different tone.
buoy on the opposite side could ring one
bell, which would be a guide to the passage, however foggy.
I have submitted three distinct plans, and ho])e that one
or the other may render intricate passages less dangerous to
navigate in dark or foggy weather.
I beg to submit to the Honourable Commissioners that
the plan could be applied to lightvessels, so that in foggy
weather the man on the watch, by moving a lever, could set
it in motion and ring one or more bells or gongs, which

XVI.

c.

A

A

would ensure

their ringing without

depending on manual

labour.
I

in

deem it an honour to gi\-e any further information
any way that the Honourable Commissioners may be
shall

strengthening of the light might still be
attained by the placing of concave mirrors behind
the plane of each lamp.
It is superflous to mention that these must be brought into such a
position that the flame is in the central point of
the mirror.
Lenses may be constructed of sheets of glass fixed
together, between which water or some other fluid
In order to give the necessary curvais placed.
ture to the well ground and polished sheets, there
must be jirepared in iron a segment of a sphere of
the size and curvature which the lens should reThis segment is placed in a great muffle,
ceive.
or a suitable reverberatory furnace, the sheet of
glass is laid on it and heated till it becomes soft.
Thus it sinks do^Ti on tlie sjiherical segment, and
takes its form, especially if tlie curvature be not
too great. Two sheets thus curved, or one curved
and one plane, may be adjusted with their edges
in a setting of metal, and the space between filled
with water or some other fluid through an opening
Since at present very large sheets
in this setting.
of glass are prepared, very large lenses may also be
obtained.
For the illumination of buoys at night the electric
current may be employed. The buoy must either
be wholly of glass, or it must carry a water-tight
lantern, which always assumes the highest position
as well when the sea is high, as at its ebb and flow.
Into this lantern must be hermetically fixed a
cable containing two mres, through one of which
the cm-rent flows to the buoy, and tlu-ough the
other back from it.
The so-called electric or coal-point light is on
various grounds not applicable.
But a fine platinum wire stretched between the two conducting
w'es may be maintained at a white heat by a constant current ; or, what is better, an induction
apparatus may be employed, and l)y means of it a
Geissler's tube may be rendered luminous.
If the
rarified space through which the stream passes in
such a tube is of very small diameter, the light
that this space sheds abroad is of extraordinary
intensity.

pleased to direct.
I

have the honour to be.

Your humble obedient Servant,

—

Residence

31.

JAMES BALES.
Landport,
Portsmouth, Hants.

13. Central Street,

I.

The

{See diagrams, p. 612.)

EARL

—

of ROSSE
I have not had sufllcient experience at sea to be enabled to speak ^vith confidence upon any of the points raised in these
questions, and although I venture to make a few
suggestions, it is more ]ierha])s with the view of
showing an anxiety to co-operate in e\'ery way
my power with the Royal Commissioners, than in
the expectation of being able at present to propose
:

m

30.

G.-MAGNUS,

Berlin.

(Translation.)

V. If there be placed before a lamp, or any other source

II.

bounded by one
or by two

which

is

drical

surface,

jilane

and one

cylindrical

cylin-

surfaces,

the axes of which are horizontal, the rays proceeding from the source of light in a vertical
plane perpendicular to the axis of the lens, are
If we now suppose the
parallel to one another.
lens curved so that it stands at the focal distance
passes through the
that
plane
vertical
each
in
source of light, the rays proceeding from the lens
which
is
Iwunded above and
so cun'ed fill a space

anything useful.
the oxyhydrogen, and the oxycalcium
and gas
and
if not too expensive there seems to be
lamps,
little doubt they might be advantageously emploj'ed in lighthouses.
The experiment at the
South Foreland will, I presume, decide the question
as to the electric light.
The only inconvenience
which I have experienced in some experiments with

electric,

the lime light arose from the occasional splitting
of the lime cylinders. 'Iliey are usually turned
out of solid lime with a central hole drilled out.
found that they might be quickly made with
powdered lime driven over a jnercer in a brass
mould like a rocket. To prevent the Ume from
adhering to the brass, a thin card was interposed.
In the limited experience we had these cylinders
As to expense, the principal item
did not crack.
would be the light expended in producing the
necessary amount of divergence, and that would
depend upon circumstances.
{continued on page 613.

We

below by parallel surfaces, and on either side by
planes which pass through the source of light and
If the lens be so
the vertical edges of the lens.
placed that these rays stretch away over a part of
the surface of the sea, the light is visible to all
It will not
vessels that arrive \rithin that space.
be possible with a single lens to illuminate a ven,'
large surface of the sea ; this object can be attained
only by means of several such lenses, placed over

i

The

lights far surpass in brilliancy the best oil

of light, at the focal distance, a cylindrical lens

•
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The Earl of Rosse.
III.

I

IV.

I

Mr. G.

do not think there would be much difficulty in
making one or indeed both gases in a lightship.
think a well made parabolic reflector. Almost all the
light, indeed all the light where a lime cylinder is
em])loyed, is received by a parabolic reflector of
sufficient size, and silver reflects about 92 rays in
a hundred.

be made to ride head to wind, then it should be
On
long, sharp, and of such lines as to roll least.
the contrary, if the strength of the tide is sometimes overwhelming, and means cannot be found
by extra moorings or otherwise to keep the vessel
head to "wind, there seems to be no alternative but
a very large beam. A circular vessel would obviously be in great danger if driven from her
moorings.
If the Commissioners have not yet
examined Mr. Babbage's suggestions for improving lighthouses, I think it desirable that thev
should do so, as he is a man of great knowledge
and great inventive powers. I am not, however,
sufliciently acquainted with his \'iews to be enabled
to give a practical opinion

on the subject.

32.
II.

G.

HOLLAND ACKERS.

My

XVI.

Acker.s.

The present mode

of figuring parabolic reflectors appears to me to be very defective. The paraboloid
of
revolution,
and it can best be prois a figure
duced by turning. A cutting point guided by a
uarabolic templet would give, in my opinion, a
Daraboloid very superior in accuracy to one proauced by any process of hammering, as at present.
The templet might be made in different ways. For
instance, a cone can be ])roduced by the lathe
with extreme accuracy, and therefore a section of
a cone. The reflector must be cast of gun metal
turned, electro-plated carefully, and finally finished
The increased accuracy would only
in the lathe.
tell, however, in the case of a small source of light,
or the central portion of a large one.
JX. Possibly in some cases it might be important to he
enabled to identify a light with certainty, even at
long intervals, say half an hour. A small cartridge of strontian fire would probably effect that
object, and self-acting apparatus could ob\'iously
be contrived for producing the ignition at the reWhere there were several oil
<|uired interval.
lights, to make one a lime or electric light would,
I should think, completely identify it.
XI. In the first case, I know of no shorter or better method
than that given in the Scientific Manual. In the
second case, ])hotometry appears to me to offer the
only chance of even a rough solution of the quesIf the intensity of the
tion practically applicable.
light and transparency of the air were nearly constant, a scale of distance might be made connected
with the thickness of tinted glass required for the
extinction of the light. The practical aiTangemcr.t would be a telescope furnished with a wedge
I have,
of tinted glass giving motion to a scale.
however, had no opportunity of tiying the experiment.
XIV. It appears to me that the form should in some degree
For instance,
vary with local circumstances.
if with the aid of a suitable I'udder the vessel can

I.

Holland

aiTangement was generally adopted and
made known, no vessel would pass to the southward of a red buoy, to the westward of a white
buoy, to the northward of a black buoy, or to the
eastward of a checked buoy. On isolated rocks, or
small patches, a buoy of some other colour and shape
may be used where the buoy is by itself and unconnected with any other.
If this

V. The dioptric a])paratus.
A'll.
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QUESTION'S.

a.

opinion respecting floating lights is, that floating
lights, (whose bearings from each other shall be
known.) placed (in line, if possible) some 10 or 15
miles from the headlands, and at some 30 miles
apart, along the English and St. George's channels, being distinguished, say, the three westernmost being red, white, and green lights, the three
next being red, white, and green revolving, the
next three different again, and so on, would guide
sliips up channel, without seeking a light on
shore whereby to ascertain their position, which
causes many wrecks.
I believe the double cone or nun-shaped buoy the
best.

XVII. Coasts,

shoals, &c. should

have buoys on each side

respectively painted the same colour ; say, on the
north side red buoys, on the east white, on the
south black, on the west checked ; and the depth
of water in feet at low springs should be painted
This is applicable
in large figures on each buoy.

to

the,

buoys now in

use.

4

H

33.
I.

GEORGE GLADSTONE,

II.

I

X.

a.

b.

of 8, Austin Friars, London.
have never seen the South Foreland magneto-electric
light, but I have heard it most highlj' spoken of
by shipmasters and others.

Of

coloured lights, red and green present the greatest
contrast (to those, of course, who have a true perception of colour), and at the same time are the
most readily distinguished from white light. I
think, however, that the colours generally adojited
are of too deep a shade.
If the green contained
less blue, and the red more nearly approached a
scarlet than a crimson, the contrast would be more
marked, and less light would be absorbed, so that
they would be visible at a greater distance.
White light can be seen at a very much greater
distance than the same light coloured by glasses,

during a fog, coloured lights being
only with great difficulty under such circumstances.
XIV. Not circular. This form will present the greatest
possible resistance in proportion to its size, so that
I doubt whether any ordinary moorings would hold
a vessel of sufficient size of this form. The resistance of any vessel is dependent on the midship
section, so that you can lengthen a vessel almost
indefinitely without
materially increasing
the
resistance (the increment in such case being principally due to mere friction), provided you do not
alter her beam, and as the longer she is the sharper
you can make her, I would suggest a long vessel
with small beam, with a fine entrance, but full in
the run, only just tapering sufficiently to avoid
friction of the ivater against the ship's side.
The
fineness of the entrance would reduce the resistance
as much as possible.
The length of the vessel
would tend to her steadiness and ease of motion,
and the heaviness of the run in proportion to the
entrance would keep her head well up to the sea.
XV. The hawse holes should be near the water line, and
only a short distance in front of the centre of
disjilacement, so as to a\-oid tlie strain caused by
the pitching of the vessel, which would necessarily
be increased the further they are carried forward.
XXI. Close to the surface of the water, as that will prevent
the sound from spreading (as far as possible), and
as all sounds have a constant tendency to rise, it
would soon be lost to those on board a vessel if it
especially
visible

originated from any elevation.
light should in
opinion be placed as higlx
There is frequently a dense fog near
as possible.
the surface of the water, wliile it is perfectly clear
above, and I think a low liglit is more likely to be
obscured in this way than one in a high situation
is by the lowniess of the clouds, and as a good
white light can be seen from a ship's deck in

XXII. The

my

ordinary weather as soon as it rises above the
horizon, the higher it is placed the more useful it

wiU be.
XXIII. Telegraphic communication may be extended to
many of the lighthouses round the coast irith
most beneficial results. Many of the disasters
which take place arise from the ships being overtaken by severe weather before tlie crews have had
time to jjrepare themselves against

it.

The keepers of the lighthouses which are in the
most favoTirable situations for making meteoromight be instructed to watch
the approach and course of storms, and to communicate at once by electric telegraph with the other
lighthouses which are likely to come within the
range of the storm, and by a code of signals th
infoi-mation could be communicated to all the
vessels within sight.
By these means it would be
very easy to tell the shipping in the neighbourhood
from what quai'ter and how soon a storm might be
expected, as each lighthouse keeper could be infornied of the state of the barometer, as well as the
logical observations
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Mr.

direction and rate of the wind at the other points
of observation, and by comparino; them nnth his
own observations, «-iIl be able to calculate its

approach mth tolerable accuracy.
A military committee, which is now sitting at the
AVar Office, Whitehall, of which Deputy Quartermaster-General Gordon is the secretary, has been
considering; the establishment of some militarjobservatories (probably under the charge of the
corps of engineers) at some salient points of the
coast, to be connected with head-quarters by telegraph wires and it has been suggested to this
committee that it would be highly advantageous if
such officers were at the same time to keep a
regular daily meteorological register, and transmit
their observations from time to time to RearAdmiral Fitzroy for permanent record, while any
important atmospheric disturbances should he
immediately conmiunicated by telegi-aph to the
Downs, Lloyd's, Liverpool, and other places of
importance to shipping. It seems probable that this
suggestion will be carried out, and the scheme
would be rendered much more complete were
several of the most im])ortant lighthouses round
the coast to be brought into rapport with these
military stations.
As the lighthouse keepers have
many, other important duties to attend to, it would
not be desirable to tax them with so many details
as may reasonably be required of the militarj'
establishments.
Tlie necessity in the case of lightvessels of
swinging at their moorings, and of having at times
a good length of cable out, seems to me to ])reclude
the possibility of establishing telegraphic communication between them and the shore.
In some
cases, however, it might be arranged to convey the
infonnation to them by signals from a station on
the mainland, to be rejieated by the man in charge
of the lightship for the benefit of others that may
be at a greater distance.

W.

:

B. RoBiN-soN.

XXII. About

a hundred feet, but the best position for a
lighthouse is of paramount importance.
XXIII. All lighthouses and Ijghtvessels should, if possible,

be connected by electric telegraphs, so as to warn
each other of approaching storms, and they should
transmit barometrical and other intimations of
approaching storms, &c. to passing ships by any
code of signals in common use, or of easy appbcation.

;

34.
I.

WM. BRAHAM ROBINSON.

Esq., Senior Assistant

Master Shipwright, .Sheerness Dockyard.
IV.

the best. The light should
brightest state once every minute.

The diojjtric system appears
reach

VIII. No.
X. a. Green.
trials
b.

A

Permettez nous de porter a votre connaissance et a
celle de la Commission Royale des Phares, que depuis
plusieurs mois, nous avons joint a nos ateliers de construction
de Paris, un atelier special pour la construction des appareiU
lenticidaires.

M. Degrand, Inge'nieur au Corps Imperial des Ponts et
Chausse'es, attache depuis 184S, jusqu'au 1 Janvier 1860
au sen-ice central des ])hares de France, a bien voulu, apres
y avoir e'te autorise par decision de son Excellence Monsieur
le Ministre des Travaux PubUcs, en date du .'^0 De'cembre
dernier, accepter la direction de cet atelier spc'cial, et c'est
d'apres ses conseils et sous sa surveillance immediate, que
seront exe'cutes tous les travaux concernant I'eclairage
maritime et le balisage, qui viendraient a nous etre commande's.
Les phares que nous nous proposons de construire, sont
ceux du nouveau systeme, iniagini' par
M. Degrand, dans lequel le moulage est en parti suhstitue
a la taille pour la confection des lentilles, de maniere a
obtenir une reduction considerable dans le prix des api)areils.
Les ameliorations ipie nous avons deja apportees dans
la fabrication du ces nouvelles lentilles, en pohssant avec
soin les surfaces de moidage, de maniere » leur donner un
eclat comparable a celui des lentilles taillees, nous permettent de garantir jiour les nouveaux appareils, un effet
lumineux au moins egal a celui des anciens.
En adoptant en outre, dans certaines circonstances les
nouvelles combinaisons de lentilles proposees par M. Degrand, il arrivera souvent que cet effet sera notablement
(irincipalement

augmente.
L'avantage

nouveau systeme.

is

un

an exposed position, is liable to
break from her moorings, and therefore to be
exposed to shipwTeck, she should consequently be
Length conduces
fitted for sailing or steaming.
in

im])arts lateral resistance, and consequently tends
As a ship always
to lessen the rolling motion.

quantity of water the weight of which
equal to that of herself, it follows that after she
inclined from the upright position the water she
displaces will be exactly equal to that displaced
'before the inclination, therefore the solid content
of that part of the body immersed is equal to the
- solid content of that emerged by the inclination
hut the forms of the solids immersed and emerged
are not necessarily alike, and, if not similar, the
axis of rotation, and therefore the centre of gravity of the ship, must rise or fall during the inclinaFrom
tion and return to the upright position.
this it will be seen that the centre of gravity of
the ship, in a vertical sense, and the axis of rotation should coincide with the water line to ensure
an easy rolling motion. Also a lightvessel should
have a sharj) bow, as experience shows that sharp
bowed ships require less heavy anchors to hold
them than, ceteris paribus, fidl bowed ones do.
Just above the water line.
The buoys now in use might, by colouring them, be
made applicable for buoying coasts, harbours,
rocks, shoals, and channels, a black buoy being
kept to carry a vessel out of danger, bearing north,
a white onesouth, a red one east, and a green one
west, and a buoy to be kept bearing N.E. might
be painted black and red, and one required to be
kept bearing S.E. white and red, and so on with
dis]'laces a

;

chiffre tres eleve.

Ainsi, jjar
est

XVII.

S.W. and N.W.

pour un phare de l"

exeraple,

ordre a feu

la

fi.xe,

payee dans

partie optique qui

I'etat actuel, tant

constructeurs Francais, t|u'aux
structeurs Anglais
Sera li\Te'e par nous, au prix de

;

6.

d'une reduction considerable dans
entier en faveur des phares du

done tout

is

light.

lightvessel,

to the reduction of the pitching and 'scending
motions, and a moderately deep draught of water

XV.

re'sultant

les prix subsiste

Dans un pays comme la Grande Bretagne, oii un trJs
grand nombre de phares sont munis dfe refiecteurs, cet
avantage parait avoir une importance toute particuliere.
Les tours et les lantemes des phares aetucls, sont dans
im etat parf'ait d'entretien, et peuvent etre conser^-ees t«Ues
qu'elles sont
il n'y aurait done qu'ii remplacer les appareils
a re'flecteurs par des appareils lenticulaires, et si au lieu des
appareils anciens, de ce genre, dont le prix est excessivement
eleve, on propose d'employer des appareil produisant les
memes effets lumineux, mais coutant moitie moins cher, les
economies qu'on sera a meme de reaUser pourront atteindre

White

XIV.

its

This opinion is formed from having attended
of bow-lights for sliips.

35.
Batignolles, Paris, le Ifi Mars 1860.
Monsieur I'Amiral Hamilton. President de la Commission
Royale des Phares et Balises de la Grande Bretagne.
Monsieur I'Amiral,

Economic
ou 50 pour

Nous

d^

aux
con-

...

6-14

644

cent.

ferons en outre des re'ductions de 10

pour cent sur le prix de I'armature et de
15 pour cent sur le prix des lampes, ce
qui portera I'e'conomie totale a environ
670 livres par phare. De meme pour

un

])hare

toumant,

optique

la partie

complete payee maintenant
Sera li\Tee par nous, aux prLx de
Economic
ou bien 45J pour

-

-

-

1,^7-

-

800

-

672

cent.

prix comme
sur Farmature
lampes porteront I'e'conomie totale a plus de 700 livres

Des reductions de
et les

-

ci-dessus

sterling.

Pour
dans

les

les

phares des autres ordres, les economies sont
projiortions et on peut les (fvaluer d'une

memes
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M.

maniere assez exacte, en ce qui concerne les jjieces optiques,
on com])tant sur line reduction de 40 ii hi) pour cent, par
iapport au.v pri.x qui figurent su» les tai-ifs" publics tant en
France qu'en Angleterre pour ces sortes d'ouvrages.
Inde'pendamment des phares lenticulaires du systeme de
M. Degrand, nous exe'cuterons egalement, lorsquUs nous
seront specialeiiient commande's, les appareils en verre taille
aux memes conditions que les anciens constructeur et en

F. C.

Vannet.

I communicated my scheme for navigating safely with
buoys to I'Abbe' Moigno, when he published the short
translation of the inquiries of the Royal Commission in his
' Cosmos."
I beg your permission to explain my idea in French,

making me better understood.
Hoping that the plan will benefit mankind,
I

faisant toujours de notables reductions de prix sur la plupart

10,

Rue de

la Fidelity.

am, &c.
F. C.

VANNET.

des pieces mecaniques.

Nous sommes

en outre, d'executer aux
meilleures conditions possibles de bonne confection et de
bon marche, non seulement les lanternes en fer et en bronze
et leurs vitrages, mais encore les tours en fonte ou en tole
sur lesquelles on les installe assez frequemment maintenant
les tourelles et e'chafaudages pour la meme destination, les
en

mesure,

phares sur pieux-;i-vis, les

phares flottants, les boue'es et

un mot tons les ouvrages concernant
a quelque titre que ce soit, I'eclairage maritime et le basilage.
L'anciennete de nos ateliers de Paris et de nos chantiers
de Nantes, ainsi que I'importance exceptionelle des travaux
que nous executons, tant pour la Marine Impe'riale de France
que pour divers pays e'trangers, paraitront sans doute des
garanties suffisantes pour qu'on ])uisse compter sur la bonne
execution des ouvrages qui viendraient a nous etre confie's.
Nous n'avons pas besoin d'ajouter qu'aides du concours
de M. Degrand, nous nous efforcerons constamment
d'introduire dans nos appareils tous les perfectionnements
qui pourraient etre propose's tant en France qu'ii I'etranger.
Plusieurs ouvrages et entre autres un phare de
ordre,
nous ont deja e'te commande's par I'Administration des
Phares de France, et sont en cours d'exe'cution dans ce
moment-ci dans nos ateliers.
Pertnittez nous d'esperer, Monsieur I'Amiral, que la
Commission Royale, prenant en consideration les faits que
nous i-enons d'exposer, voudra bien donner son approbation
au.x phares du nouveau systeme et recommander a I'attention
soit du Board of Trade, soit des diverses Corporations des
Phares de la Grande Bretagne, les propositions que nous
avons I'honneur de lui soumettre en ce qui concerne les
appareils et autres ouvrages que nous sonmies a meme
boue'es-balises, et en

^

d'exe'euter.

Nous sommes avec

les

sentiments les plus respectueux.

Monsieur I'Amiral,
Vos tres devoues

serviteurs,
Pr. Pon. Ernest Gouin

A.

&

Cie.

LAVALLEY.

Batignolles, Paris, le 29

Monsieur I'Amiral Hamilton, President de

la

Mars 1860.
Commission

Royale des Phares d'Angleterre.

Monsieur I'Amiral,
Nous nous compressons de repondre a la question,
contenue dans la lettre que vous nous faites I'honneur de nous
adresser, en date du 28 courant, au sujet du phare de 3""
ordre que nous executons dans ce moment-ci pour le compte
de rAdministration des Phares de France.
L'appareil est compose de leatilles moulees et taillees,
d'apres le nouveau systeme imagine par M. Deyrand, et son
prix sera inferieur de pres de moitie, a celui d'un appareil
semblable qui aurait ete execute en verre taille, d'apr&s
Vancien systeme, suivi jusqu'a present par les anciens constructeurs de phares.
Get appareil sera prochainement termine et doit faire
I'objet d'expe'riences spe'cialesde la part de M. I'lnspecteurGeneral Reynaud, Directeur des Phares de France.
II sera dresse par M. Reynaud, un proces-verbal de ces
expediences et si vous voulez bien nous le permettre, nous
aurons I'honneur de vous en adresser ulterieurement, ime
copie.

Cette
les

meme commande comprend

lampes

et autres

accessoires, tels

la lanterne

que

escaliers

du

phare,

en fonte,

tous ces ouvrages serons livres a I'atelier central des
&c.
phares k Paris, en meme temps que l'appareil avant la fin
du prochain mois d'Avril.
Nous avons I'honneur d'etre.
;

Vos

tres

Monsieur I'Amiral,
humbles et obeissants serviteurs,
Pr. Pon. Ernest Gouin &
A.

Cie.

LAVALLEY.

36.
Sir,

Paris, April 20, 1860.
In answer to the questions of the Royal Commission
on the buoyage system, which I read to-day in the Monthly
Mechanics' Magazine, I beg to let you know, Sir, that

4H

One.

== Two.
^lE Three.
*•

^3SSS>

J^

direction of a

sail.

on the axle of the 2 number 1 in a limited curve.
according to N. B. exception.
^several jiositions in which a sailor finds himself
in foggy weather, and how easy he can get out
from danger by a little care given to my scheme

(1)
(2)

of buoys.
1

engaged in a ])ass, she crosses two buoys
2, meets with No. 1, finds herself in the pass.
=»-New directions taken after reckoning.
s-vessel

ySS^

No.

^jJSS>

La Commission Royale des Phares d'Angleterre ayant
demande s'il y avait quelques perfectionnements a apporter
daus les boue'es et dans leur mode d'amarrage, question
que je laisse aux praticiens au sujet de I'equilibre et de
a cote de cela, je reconnais qu'il y a toujours eu
qui n'a pas ete rempli ; " le distinctif " pour
naviguer surement, quand on se trouve dans une passe ou
que Ton rencontre une bouee sans qu'on ait pu appercevoir
la cote.
Qu'arrive-t-il actueUement quand un batiment
entre dans une passe, il tatonne, marche a 4 vapeur et
cherche k s'orienter, tandisque le systeme que je propose, le
met a meme de connaitre sa route soit par les bouees de
droit ou de gauche ou celles du centre.
Se trouve-t-il
porte' comme dans la Manche ou Canal St. Georges, par
des courants, sur un bas fond ou roche non apperfue par
les brouillards, la bouee qu'il rencontre lui indiquera ou
est le danger et la route pour aller au large.
On a revetu le sommet de ces flotteurs d'appendices
suivant les ports, ou de signaux conventionnels, c'est la le
grand tort, il ne devrait y avoir qu'un systeme, unique et
facile ; mettant a meme le premier matelot de connaitre
un passage pour la 1='' fois comme le pilote.
I'amarre
un vide

;
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Van-net.

M.

—

Je me sers de 5 boue'es, 3 suffiraient au besoin
Systhne.
le systeme, les 2 autres seraient com'ne acce ssoires.

pour

Chaque bouee

munie d'une

serait

tige

maintenue

perpendiculaire par un contrepoids balancier et a
son extremite il y serait fixe a anfjle droit un
cercle ou anneau de 8 pouces de large environ et
de 2 a 3 pieds de diarattre, de maniere a representer de tous cutt's une transversale.

,-^\

ave: une (raversale No. 1.
bouee No. 2 en y ajoutant a
un cercle plus petit en J^X^

1. J'appelerai cette houe'e

2.

Je

terai la

la partie superieure

diamctre.

F. C.

Vaxnet.

Sir,

Paris, .4pril 28, 1S60.
.4pril 20th, on the buoyage system, I
%\Tote that I use circles instoid of balls, the former being
better visible in a fog than three balls, which appear like a
column when we are not close to them. As the Royal
Commission desires any improvement to be ajiplicable to
the actual buoy, my system may be applied without using
the double movement, but in few cases by the wind and sea
the circles would look like balloons. There would not be
any danger of approximating to distinguish. To improve
the system, instead of using the square flags, broad sheetiron letters might be emj)loyed to designate a coast or
harbour, and Roman numbers for lighthouses, so that at
one or two degrees distant the same letters should not be

In

my letter,

emploved.
3.

Quant a
dans

4.

No.

celle

.1,

j'y

mets encore un cercle maia

The" letters D, F, G, I, J, P, Q, R, X, excepted, for their
similitude with the others and with the Roman numbers.

am, &c.

I

la partie inferieure.

Pour les bouees

10,

accessoires, I'une restera

Rue de

F. C.

la Fidelite'.

Vaxnet.

sans appendice, telle qu'elle est aujourd'
hui, servant a marquer un bas I'ond
sans danger,
une chaine ou un
ancre.

Ur, letters cut
5.

L'autre portera un pavilion en fer carre, qui toumera
au gre du vent et s'amarrera de 20 a 40 metres d'une
a numcro, dans la direction oil il n'y a pas de danger.

off.

37.

—

Tlie'orie.
Pour tout na\-ire allant au nord, est, ou ouest,
a I'entree d'un chenal ou port, il aura a sa guache la
boue'e No. 2; au miheu du passage il rencontrera la

bouee No.

1.; et

ii

sa droite le

numero

3.

Le

voila

done

sur de sa route, il ne doit pas sortir du 2 et du 3, tandis
qu'auparavant, inde'cis, il se guidait sans le vouloir sur des

bouees en dehors comme les numeros 2 ou 3.
Dans un passage a courbe trop courte soit a droite, soit
a gauche, il est urgent d'e'tablir une boue'e ii la courbe
exte'rieure No. 2 ou 3 dans I'axe des deux numeros 1 les
plus proches, pour que le navigateur puisse, dans le cas ou
Ijouces No. 2 et 3 laterales et le No. 1 suivantes,
les
invisibles momentam'ment, continuer sa route en ligne
droite et rencontrer alors la l)oue'e 2 iiu 3, ce qui le reraettrait dans sa route.
Voir flcche poinice ^l).
Cotes.

—Toutes

a droite seraient munies simpleavec celles a pavilion a une distance

les cotes

ment de bouees No.

3,

voulue dans la direction de

la pleine mer ou espace le plus
large a naviguer.
Les boue'es No. 2 seraient fixe'es aui cotes a gauche et
pavilion.

Les numeros 1, 2, ou 3 indiqueraient (sans drapeau ou
pavilion fixe' a c6te') de porter toute attention, qu'on se
trouverait au milieu d'une passe ou sur les bords.
On eWterait ainsi bien des malheurs, que de capitaines
apres plusieurs jours de brouillard se trouvent sans le
soupi^onner pres des cotes, rencontrent une boue'e sans
signe fixe, etonne's et pcu surs d'eux memes font souvent
fausse route, comme aussi se trouvant pres de terre ils ne

peuvent avancer sans pilote.
Objection.^On me dira que ceci est connu, que Ton va
tres bien avec la routine, il en e'tait de meme des signau.t
anciens avec le telegraphe de Chappe, et la telegraphic
actuelle
des signaux des flottes d'Alexandre aux signaux
de Nelson, et de I'Amiraute actuelle.
N.B. Dans la situation d'un port qui se trouve au sud
et qu'il faille passer i)ar quelques boue'es al'est ou a I'ouest,
ou conservera.jjar exception les boue'es No. 3 a droite, mais
pour y arriver, le capitaine a deja reconnu son entre'e.
Par I'esquisse vous verrez les differentes positions des
;

—

navires.

Dans I'espoir qu'un systeme si simple sera bientot
adopte' universellement, quand la Grande Bretagne aura
commence
conserver

a

le

mettre a execution, je ne demanderai qu'a
et encore devant I'humanite Thomme

mon nom,

SCALE OF

doit s'effacer.
J'ai

rhonneur

d'etre.

FEET.

Messieurs,

Votre humble serviteur,
F. C.
10, Rue de la
Mes voyages
site d'autrcs

A'annet.

Fidelite', Paris.

fre'quents

m'ont

perfectionnements a

Marine Surveyors and Water

faire

reconnaitre la nc'cesdans la marine.

Bailiff's Office,

Liverpool, May 5, 18C0.
following is a copy of so much of tlie monthly
report for April as refers to the Queen's Clunnel Bell

Dear

fait

Sir,

The

Beacon.

ANSWERS TO SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS.
Mr. M.

Parks.

'V.

"The mirrors fitted to the New Bell Beacon upon the
of Mr. Graves, consequent upon his
observation of the utility of such a contrivance, seen by him
in course of his du,ties connected with the Royal Commission
of Lights, Buoys, and Beacons, is nearly ready, and will be
in its place in a few days.
The new beacon, built in Liverpool, and sent to its station on the 1st of March, continues
to promise favourably, making itself audible, even with
unfavourable circumstances of smooth water, at a distance of
a mile."
I enclose a sketch showing the proposed
mirrors as
designed to be fitted. As comparisons between the new and
tlie original Queen's Channel Bell Beacon lead to conclusions doing an injustice to the principle of the buoy, it
should be known that the original beacon was not designed
for a bell beacon, but simply for a Herbert's patent pillar
buoy, which having been adopted as a Queen's Channel
fairway beacon, while the old beacon rode in the fairway of
the Victoria Channel, on the closing of the Victoria Channel
was converted to a bell beacon. Its stability pre\'ented the
bell sounding effectually, and, as a consequence, it became
subject to collision, and was thereby three times disabled.

Polished balls to ship on a staff, or glass balls
silvered on the inside, would have a tendency to
reflect light enough to render them visible by star

c.

reconimendation

Yours

or

moonUght.

XIX. The steam

on board vessels steaming.
and along shore.

whistle

at headlands

XX. A

Bells

funnel pointed in any direction would have a tendency to guide the sound, fitted with apparatus
so as to be easily turned on a pivot.
XXI\'. Illuminated figures moved by the tide I beheve
of

most

XXV.

By

a.

service.

difi'erent

arrangements of

flags,

both in number

and colour, this may be effected.
That to wdiich I refeiTed in article 13, by using
coloured lights, by which any lighthouse may
be
knov/n, having reference to notices that should
be

b.

given to mariners.

39.

truly,

I.

MURRAY T. PARKS.

S. R. Graves, Esq.

6ir
Mr. W.M. Darley.

ROBERT AYTOUX, W.S.,
of a Safety

Cage

Assoc. Inst. C.E., Patentee
Edinburgh, 3, Fettes

for Miners,

Row.
See also my
the Secretary

38.

XV.

L WILLL\M DARLEY,

Superintending Measurer, Act
ing Foreman of H.M. Dockyard, Sheerness.
Lighthouses may be so constructed as to admit of a
gasometer producing a sufficient quantity of gas,
whilst a limited supply of oil with lamps could be
kept in the event of accident.
The electric light, if it can be maintained, is the

IL

most

a.
b.

it is

most practicable

a.

White

b.

White.

particularly red; yellow; green; blue. White
or yellow fringed with red would be well identified.

XIL

I

date 5th June, 1860, to

propose attaching the cable to the middle of
a chain which proceeds from either side of the
:

The straining of a vessel against its anchor is
mainly caused by pitching. The whole toimage
of the vessel is set into \'iolent oscillatory motion
by the upheaving of a wave, and is brought to a
standstill by the cable as it is ordinarily placed,
but is allowed to expend itself in the plan I have
drawn without straining the cable or anchor.

to use

oil.

X.

I

vessel amidships, thus

desirable.

IIL For floating lights exposed

letter of

Y'es.

;

would suggest for such positions as the Goodwin
Sands that a budding of great utility may be
raised of any magnitude, and forming a founda-

A

tion for a much desired lighthouse.
vessel may
be built of iron, floated to the desired spot, and
tliere sunk, the interior being arranged into water-

compartments may lie filled with masonry.
This I suggested to Captain Bullock some seven
years since, who fully fell in with my views, and

40.

Circular

tight

Xin.

expressed a disposition to introduce the subject
to the Trinity Board.
I would
recommend that lights be arranged ami
reflectors to show the mariner the
letters X. E. S. W. at the cardinal points
on lighthouses at sea, the reflectors
and gas arranged thus
a, light ; b,
reflector facing the cardinal points.
As near as possible in shape as the piiddle-box
boats of our men-of-war steamers.
I believe it is advisable to moor below the centre
of gravity, especially where exposed to strong
:

XIV.

winds and

XV.

b.

well to

XVI.

tides.

Just above the water's edge and of a good stive
particular care should be taken to secure them

meet the

s-.idden st.r.ains.

Buoys of a cylindrical form of about
two feet six inches in diameter, bal-

a.

lasted at the lower end, may be made
to project some distance above the

water as

d,

and

rendered con-

be

spicuous ; they may be moored a
short distance below the centre of dis placement.

For exposed

situations,

I

would

recommend them

to be built of iron,
within the other,
so that in the event of an

^^

DEGRAXD,
Louis
I. a.

Ingenieur des Ponts ct Chaussees, II,
Is

Rue

Grand.

n'y a utilite k indiquer au constructeur la hauteur du
phare que lorsqne cette hauteur doit etre considerable et d'epaisseur, par exemple, 150 or 200 pieds.
Au-dessous de cette limite les dispositions de I'ap-

exactement les memes quelle cjue soit
hauteur de la tour, et le constructeur n'a pas
au contraire, lorsqne la
hauteur est plus grande et surtout lorsqne le phare
doit etre situe', par exemple, sur des falaises e'levees,
une cote montagneuse, &c. il devient ne'cessaire
d'incliner legerement les lentilles et de relever la
lampe placee au foyer, et dans I'interet de la bonne
construction de I'appareil, il convient que la constructeur sole pre'venu d'avance.
II va sans dire
que la hauteur du phare doit toujours etre comptee
a partir du niveau de la mer.
h. II est toujours necessau'e d'indiquer d'avance au constructeur Tangle exact de I'horizon a eclairer.
II. Lorsque les appareils lenticulaires doivent presenter les
dispositions adojite'es en France il n'y a nul interet
pour le constructeur a connaitre la hauteur du
phare et Tangle a eclairer avant de tailler les
prismes entrant dans la composition des lentilles.
Le travail de ces pieces est dans tous les cas le
la

interet a la connaitre

;

and one encased

meme.

thus

Mais si Ton adoptait des combinaisons nouvelles
de lentilles, comme par exemple dans le but de
concentrer toute la lumiere d'un phare sur un
point de'termine, de la diviseren deux ou plusieurs
faisceaux suivant des directions speciales, &c., il

:

—

Circular of this section
(a)
(4)

:i.

II

pareil restent

accident happening to the outer one,
the buoyage is not destroyed.

b.

II.

Paris, le 2!) Juillet, 18G0.

serait necessaire jfour le consti-ucteur, avant de
commencer le travail, de connaitre exactement
toutes les donnees du probleme, parceque le profil
meme des lentilles de^Tait dans quelques circonstances etre calcule d'apres ces donnees.
Quant aux armatures en bronze dans lesquelles
les lentilles sont monte'es il est toujours utile de
prevenir d'avance le constructeur lorsque le phare

;

Signal ball.
Guard Iron.

41
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MM. L. Sautter &

M. Degrand.

III.

II

une graiide hauteur parceque dans

ce

relui

cas les formes de ces armatures doivent recevoir
certaines modifications toujours diffieiles et dispendieuses a executer apres coup.
est extreinement aise de dresser d'avance des tables
iiidi(|uant au constructeur I'inclinaison a assigner
aux lentilles suivant la hauteur du phare au-dessus
du niveau de la mer. Des tables de ce genre ex-

I'nr,

doit

a^•oil•

X.

a.

XIII.

Le rouge.
Voir

pages 15,
16,
et
planches a la suite.
.Vous

17,

de

la

Notice a

recommandons partieulierement pour

les

les

de quatriemeordrele systeme de rotation
sur pivot (])lanches 31,32, &c.,) qui a donne d'ex-

ajipareils

cellens resultats.

yr^'our

les lampes nous recommandons beaucoup
lampes a reservoir superieur place tout
en haut de Tappareil, avec ecoulement d'huile
regie [lar une soujiape conique. Le maniement de
ces lampes est rendu tres commode par Taddition
d'une pompe servant a remonter I'huile dans le
Nous en avons construit de
rcser^-oir su])erieur.
cette espece qui fonctionnaient parfaitement.

qui pourraient se presenter et exigeraient le calcul
de uouveaux piofils pour les lentilles, il doit suffire
de quehiues .jours au constructeur pour faire ces
calculs et il existe pour cela des formulas d'un

l'em])loi des

usage aussi aise que celui des tables.
en
IV. Je n'ai pas eu connaissance cju'on ait eu occasion
France d'assigner aux constructeurs des de'lais
quelconques poiu- des calculs de ce genre.
En France les ingenieurs des phares, faisant des
commandes, preparent d'habitude tons les calculs
les dispositions

de double' u

il a ete dit plus haut.
Ce moyen est preferable a I'emploi d'une cheminee en verre de
couleur, parceque si celle-ci se brise, le phare
devient blanc, ce qui est un grave inconvenient.

employer et I'amplitude a donner aux
faisceaiix lumineaux.
les problemes speciaux d'e'clairage
pour
Enfin

eux-memes

nom

comme

a

arretent

Cie.

cristaUerie sous le

etre obtenu en grandes feuilles, la meiUeure
maniere de Temployer est d'entourer la cheminee
de cristal blanc, d'un manchon en verre colore

deja en France, et il suffit de donner au
constructeur la hauteur du phare ])Our qu'il sache
imme'diatement s'il y a lieu ou non d'incline'r les
lentilles et de combien il faut les incliner.
Quant a Tangle de I'horizon a eclairer il suffit
d'indii|uer cet angle en degres au constructeur
pour (ju'il sache imme'diatement le norabre de

et

connu en

parceque c'est le seul qui colore la lumiere
sans en absorber une grande portion, comme tons
les autres.
Ce verre etant fort cher, et ne pouvant

istent

lentilles

:

des ap|)a-

Circular
I.

a.

se conreils, le constructeur n'a a cet egard cju'a
former strictement a I'ordre qu'il revolt et aux
instructions qui lui sont donnees pour Tinventeur.

II.

Ce rcnscignement est indispensable dans le cas ou la
hauteur du phare est telle qu'il faille donner aux
rayons une direction plongeante, parcequ'il entraine des modifications dans la construction de
I'nppareil.

41.
Paris, le ^OJuillet, 1860.

\u

Commission Royale des Phares. &c.
Millbank-street, London.

Secretaire de la
7,

est necessaire egalement parceque
dans I'arc qui ne doit pas etre eclaire, I'optique est
remplace par des re'flecteurs.
II. Autant ijossible ces renseignement doivent etre donnes
au fabricant en mcme temps (|ue la comniande.
Cependant pour le premier ce n'est pas indispensable, il suffit qu'il I'aie au moment ou il fait le
montage dans I'atelier.
III. Ces donnees existent, il est en tout cas facile au constructeur de les calculer, et c'est generalemeiit lui
que ce soin regarde.
h.

MONSIELR,

NoL-s avons I'honncur de vous accuser reception
phares ((ue vous nous
des listes de demandes touchant les
Nous regrettons qu'une
avez envoye'es il y a (|uelque temps.
empeches dy
longue absence" de M. L. Sautter nous ait
repondre plus tot.
nous pourSur plusieurs de ces questions, tout ce que
deja parfaitement connu
rions dire a la commission est
dans des ouvrages
soit pour avoir et^ imi)rime'

Ce renseignement
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d'elle

Thomas et Allan
speciaux tels que ceux pubhes par MM.
&c., soit
Stevenson par le Gouvernement Espagnol, &c.,
Angleterre ou
en
pour etre de plus longtemps pratique

Nous pensons toutefois que la
dans d'autres pavs.
nouveaux
commission trouvera (luelques renseignemens
"
sur les Phares lenticulaires,
-Notice
la
sur ce sujet dans
dont
que nous avons fait imprimer I'anne'e dcrniere, et
nous vous prions d'accepter un exemplaire.
Nous nous bornerons a inscrire en face de chaque quesreferme la reponse, ajoutant,
tion la i)age de la notice qui
que nous
pour quelques unes d'entre elles les observations
personnelle.
ont suggerees notre experience
Agreez. Pc.

SAUTTER &

L.

L SAUTTER &

1

C'''.,

37,

Avenue Montaigne,

C''.

Paris.

pages 13, 14, lo, et les
IV. Voir Notice sur Us Phai'es,
planches a la suite.
,
de phare dite u
I'apparence
opinion
notre
Dans
donner lieu a
feu fixe mrie' par (les eclats peut
possible
des meprises, et il vaut mieux autant que
.

I.

AMB.

Vnir

b

etranger.
a la qualite

du verre, il faut se preoccuper
encore
de sa blancheur et de sa purete, mais plus
Le plus souvent les verres
de son inalte'rahilite.
d'etre tres
tres blancs ne le sont qu'a la condition
leur
tendres, c'est a dire, de perdi-e promptement
Plus le
poli et leur transparence a I'air de mer.

Quant

verre contient de silice, meiUeur
22 et 23.
d. Voir notre Notice, pages

VIU. Non.
IX.

Anosyeux
ployee.

,

-

est.

-.

,
,
rouge doit etre la seule emverre rouge qui doit etre pre'fe're est

la coloration

Le

il

Street,

centre of gravity in all situations.
If they
prevailing ninils may determine this.
be off shore, the signal may be placed low, if on
shore the signal should be placed high ; for as the
advancing wave presents a steeper front than the
receding, the small angle at which the sound, if
placed low, would strike against the advancing
wave would dissipate it very speedily to an ear
placed so close to the water as on the deck of a
shi)), while if the wave be receding from the signal,
the sound wiU travel with but little interruption

along the wave surface.

et les

VII

Buckingham

XXI. The

totales.

VI

C.E., 12,

XIII. In an arrangement for showing two or more revolving lights simultaneously to an observer may be
rendered comjjlete and certain by regulating the
periods of successive flashes by means of a pendulum, governed by an electric current by which the
two movements "may be rendered isochronous at
whatever distance apart.
XIV. XV. H. i. .\ vessel of a circular form, moored from the
centre of gravity, as proposed by Mr. G. Herbert.
The attention of the Commissioners is respectfully
re(|uested to ])ai)er marked " Paper referred to in
Mr. Renton's Evidence," sent herewith.
XVI. a. h. Mr. G. Herbert's method of mooring from the

Nous pensons toutefois que
dispenser.
de la
dans les phares a eclats une petite portion
lumiere doit etre conservee sans forme de feu
jamais
soient
ne
fixe, de maniere que les eclipses

lo,
14,
Notice sur les Phares, pages 13,
planches a la suite.
applidoute
Le systeme lenticulaire est sans aucun
de notre
cable aux feux flottans (voir planche 42
Nous construisons en ce moment trois
ouvrage).
gouvernement
un
pour
genre
appareils de ce

RENTON,

Adelphi.

s"en

V.

H.

ado])tion of floating lighthouses would in most
instances render a very extended range of Ught
unnecessary.
XXIII. The establishment of a floating sub-marine telegraph station, placed at the entrance of the English
Channel would jjrovethe most serviceable arrangement to commerce and shipping. (See accompanying paper, ])age 21, and model herewith.)
XXV. a. Bv placincr conspicuous numbers on towers of

XXII. The

floating Ughthouses.
b.

Bv causing the character of a light to indicate the
nature of the position in which it is placed. (See
i)aper to accompany Mr. Renton's Evidence, pages
44 and 20.)

ANSWERS TO SCJENTIFIC QUESTIONS.
fiction consiilered s mthwards, it follows that a
triangle with its a])ex do%vnvvards found in the
open sea must be interpreted " Danger South."
The chequered buoy, signifying " Danger South,"

43.
I

Lieut.

M.

CURLING FRIEND,

R.N., 4A,

Ashburnham

Grove, Greenwich.
A general system of buoys and beacons to be
used throughout Great Britain and its colonies
can, in my opinion, be easily devised
and I beg
to propose one which is so simple that the mariner
may %\ithout chart or pilot bring his ship into port.
It was carried out by me in the river Tamar, in
Tasmania, and with perfect success.
Advantages. The system is as economical as
possible.
The beacons can be erected anywhere
where a few masts and spars are to be obtained ;
and any mail with a saw, a hammer, and a mortice
chisel can put them up.
Moreover, the memory
of the mariner is assisted artificially by an association of ideas, which renders it impossible for hiui
to forget the interpretation of any mark.
Principles.
The principles of the system are the

open sea, must have red rings painted round
it, which will make it look as different as possible
from the " Danger North," buoy. The same buoy
found in a river would signify " Danger downwards," and would be placed on the upper spit ot
in the

;

a reef.

A

buoy placed over an isolated
obstacle having a passage all round it
chequers." red,
white, and black.
beacon intended
to have the same signification must

—

must be painted "in

A

be composed of a lozenge crossed by a
bar and fixed to a mast, thus
This form of beacon may be supposed
:

combine all the others, and the
buoy resembles it in pattern.
to

—

following
1. In the open sea the direction of the obstacle
from the buoy or beacon is shown by its compass bearing.
2. In a ri\-er, harbour, or port, projierly so called,
the compass is not used, but the direction of
the danger is simply indicated, as being up or
down the stream, or to the starboard or port
hand on saihng up it.
3. To enable us to use the same marks in ri\'ers
and ports as in the open sea, the supposition
is always made that the river or port trends
to the north, whatever its true direction may
be ; hence a danger upwards iu entering a
river has the same marks as a danger northwards in the open sea, a danger to the port
hand of a buoy on sailing uj) a river will be
indicated by the same painting of the buoy,
as a danger to the westward of it on the open
sea
and so of the other marks.
4. Other colours than black and white are not
de])ended upon, although they are very useful
in denoting contingent circumstances ; form
is therefore the distinguisning feature of the
system. The nun buoy is recommended in
running streams, the can buoy in still water.
The association of ideas
Artificial Memory.
necessary for interpreting the buoys and beacons
is thus arrived at.
A white buoy in the open sea is interpreted " Danger West," associating
the W. in White with that in West.
On entering a river it is read " Danger <
Port," as before remarked. A mast in
the open sea transfLxed by two spars,
which form a V, thus
is also read
" Danger West," as the V is part of a
in a river it is " Danger Port."
;

—

:

This is the essential part of the sea and river
marks proposed, however many additions may be
to it. which are highly advantageous.
The
rings of the buoy signifying " Danger South" or
" Danger dowii," ought to be red and
white for
greater distinction, and in general the colour red
may be substituted for black when any particular

made

locaUty has to be denoted, or the attention called
to any particular cu-cumstance.
Also the ^"s and
crosses on the west and east beacons may be
doubled for the same purpose, or ^•anes may be
added to them, making the vane above a V, of the
swallow-tail shape, and giWng that above a cross
parallel sides.
A green buoy would indicate a
temporary danger, as a wreck." The following is a
table of signals, with their interpretation
:

;

—

:

—

W

A black buoy in the open sea is held to mean
" Danger East," as black is the contrary colour
which has been used for " Danger
In a river it is " Danger StarA mast in the open sea with a
horizontal bar forming a cross with it
must be considered to mean
thus
" Danger East," from the slight conneca
horizontal
line bears to a capital E.
tion
In a river it is " Danger Starboard."
The marks for indicating danger to the north
and danger to the south can easily be had bv combining those nhich we ha\e already laid down.
The buoys must be chequered, and the beacons
formed of equilateral triangles attached to masts.
A triangle with its apex upwards met with in
sailing up a river will ob\'iously require the inter))retation " Danger up the River," or " Danger up,"
and would of course be placed on the lower spit of
a reef, but as up the river is always considered by
a fiction to mean northwards, the triangle with its
point upwards must also be read " Danger North,"
which is therefore its reading in the open sea. In
like maimer the chequered buoy which has to be
read " Danger North," must be striped lengthways, mth black, or the stripes must point upwards
Such a buoy met with in sailing uj) a river would
and would be placed
signify " Danger upwards,
on the lower ])oint of a reef.
A beacon, of which the triangle points downwards, found in a river would signify " Danger
down the river," and would be placed on the uppe;
spit of a reef ; but as down the river is by our
to

white,

West."

board."
:

—

'

4

Buoy.
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Lieut.

XI.

a.

To

M.

Frfend.

('.

from a lighthouse when
the height of the lighthouse

ascertain the distance

running towards

it,

being known,
ni\idc' the constant

.'M.'iS

by the angle subtended

Mr.

J.

Macintosh.

beheve would be useful in clear and hazy weather,
snow.
A reciprocating circulating Floating Light
Beacon (see Diagram). ]n'0])osed to burn parraflne

I

rain, hail, or

by the

lightlinnse, measured in minutes by a sextant or (luaclrant, the miotient multiplied by the
height of the lighthouse in feet will gi\'e the distance in feet.
If the angle is measured in seconds the constant
must be multiplied by (iO.

M.vTT.

Curling Friend.

44.

JAMES MACKINTOSH,

o. Cook Street, Liverpool.
Yes, from cannel coal gas combined, when necessary,
with oxygen, the process of manufacture being
aUke. The gas to be naphthaUzed, and when used
with oxygen to be burned as a Kude light.
the gases to be condensed into holders
III. As above
purification by the dry process.
V. The dio])tric ap])aratus as in use at C'orduan and
Sherryvore.
The light to be given by a platina Bude burner,
fed with compressed gases (to? atmospheres.)
This would give a small intense light, and corresponding dimunition of lenticular apparatus.
The occultations to be given by the gas itself,
shutting, reducing, and opening valves in a meter,
or by ])endulum and wheel work applied to
suppress, at regular intervals, the supi)ly of oxygen,
and reduce that of hvdrogcn.
I.

II.

;

V. As No. 4.
VI. Yes, paying particular attention to good stowage.
VII., a. Manufacture reflectors by the electro ])roces9,
both body and silvering. Tlie mould could be
made nearly mathematically correct.
b, c. Might not glass ])late he cast in ])lain ridge and
furrow, then jiolished, the ridges at such an angle
as would assist the light passing through them
by inducing total reflection.
VIII. I have a belief that colours might be given with

more

effect and less loss of light, by the introducof hollow glass lenses
or prisms of white cut flint glass, filled with a

tion, in suitable situations,

X., n,

XII.,

b.

n,

highly refractive coloured fluid not liable to ft'eeze.
Alcohol, turjjentine, bisnlphuret of carbon, naphtha.
Strife would be avoided, and cheapness of manufacture attained.
Call white a colour, then in all weathers in my
opinion red is most ser\'iceable, as penetrating
farther through a fog than white.
In clear or
medium weather, white has decidedly the ad\'antage ; green ranks after red, but at a considerable
distance ; no other colours effective.
b. Take one of the submarine cables jn-esently in
use between England and the Continent, strong
enough to resist anchors, say there are two wires,
one cojjper, one steel, through the core, both
insulated from external influences, and from each
other ; the steel wire runs up into a spiral, forming
a hollow tube ; the cable runs across, say the
'joodwin, and at a point fixed seaward, it is
brought to the surface and cut. The end terminates in a magazine, supported on a stem,
which is floated and kept upright by hollow submarine buoys properly anchored. The shore end
of the tube cable terminates in a gas holder of
condensed oil gas (made from fish and fish refuse),
and in connection with the wire is a pendulum,
wheel work, and galvanic battery, the former
oscillating 7t' times to the minute.
On the apparatus being set in action, the gas
(desiccated ?) rashes through the tube, and as it
rises into the magazine, a series of induction pipes
enable the atmos]iheric air to mix with it to a degree
which will give the strongest explosive mixture.
The look out man on board ship, finger on
jiulse, counts so many, then a loud bright explosion
rings out, brightening by reflection the clouds
overhead.
The magazine is surmounted by a
series of ])risms to assist the flash of the firedamp. Occasional union joints to be inserted to
give increased portability to the cable, and to aid
a speedy repair in case of accident.
There might be major and minor flashes, the
second occurring briefly after the fi^'st. This plan

or belmontine oil.
These materials have the great
merit of being alwaj'S fluid in any temperature of
navigable seas.
I
give a decided preference to the belmontine,
on account of its giving greater intensity of light,
and less or no char on M'iek when the oil is kept
close to

two

P, stem;

it.

I,

solid iron ball

G

;

and

H

or S.) reservou-s (.500 to SOO gallons
B, G, E, and C, H, D, the oil ; B, A, E,

(2. 4. 6.

capacity)

;

strongly condensed air by means of tube S
X, X, sea level; U, silver wire strainers L, lamp
Y, Y, V, Y, up and down oil pipes, the
up one terminating with a needle eye hole at W,
in an intercepted jet abore the oil level the wick
glass to he susjjended from the top of lantern by
hinges or gimbals ; Z to be open, while reservoir
G is em))tying. If the wick charred soon, then
elongate it, and rery slowly move a clean double
edge by wheel work. A number of white and
coloured lights might be grouped on the one
cisterns;

;

stem, at the same or difl'erent elevations, and all
thrown on one ])lano-con\'ex lense. M, glass or
mica-plated sun-reflecting and hollow ventilating
With hiijhly rectified oil the wick might
ball.
require trimming each 10 days.
XIII. Take a tube similar to a large steam ship funnel
strengthened, and supported by four pillars,
have air fanners at the bottom by these throw
into the " air gun " a combined mixture of air,
coal-gas, finely powdered rosin dust, gun])owder
dust, mixed with strontia (red) and copper (green)
powders for colouring. These to he discharged
to the zenith at regular intervals, by j)endulum
and batterj", or wheel and percussion caps.
XIV. Could not photography be so applied as to test
the relative steadiness of light ships and buoys ?
Range those under re\new in a sea-way give each
a light tall mast and a " square " yard, the three
;

;

ends tipped with hoo]) balls. The competitive
papers produced by the aid of a camera would be
a fair test of their relati\-e steadiness.
a certain numljer of one-inch deep treenail hole
wooden buoy, insert therein cylinders of glass

XVI. Bore

in a

internally silvered.

These sjjangles would

at all times, either sun,

moon, or lamp

light.

reflect

\
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Mr.

J.

M.iciNTosH.

Mr.

in ]n'actice, the accoustical property of air

heingthen

1st.

sound

in

air

speedily

slowly down-

-1th.

Annual motion,

to

be

regulated

every

night.

Occasional substitution of mirrors, glasses, and
prisms of various forms might be requisite: but
it would occupy too much space and time to dwell
on this. The occasional bringing out of the prismatic colours would make such an apparatus a
beautiful object, especiallj' perhaps at sunrise or

died

sunset.

Suppose a hghtship with deep water

around,
required to make known her ])osition to a horizon
of J-JdO" or a rocky point ashore to 180° seaward.
In the centre of the
lightship have a circular
shaft or well, having trumpets three or four feet under
water, diverging at the
eight points of the com])ass.
A powerful hell reall

Manufacture a device or number, say 3, twenty
feet high, of a section 3 feet square, of the white
enamelled sheet iron, into a trough or shape, place
upright, glaze the front with gi-ound glass, plain
or coloured, the cross sash bars to be glass prisms,
through the centre have a gas pipe, having
burners at certain distances, with means of access
from side, and ventilation to each. These for

.

minor lighthouses and harbours.

,

is

move

180°, rapidly'back S()°.

away.

volves,

use machinery to give

;

assenting motion, to

3rd. Diurnal motion, to present the faces of the
prisms at one unvaried angle.

This latter v>-ould, therefore, require to
revolve 360° or 180° to give all the points of the
horizon the henefit.
From the well-known experiments on Lake
Geneva, it was established that the sound given
by. a bell placed under water three feet, when
struck with a hammer, was heard across the whole
Lake, nine miles, when the ear was placed under
the

An

ward, then flash rapidlj' hack ."SO".
2nd. Dissenting motion, move slowly westward

jiarabola.

while

Macintosh.

interesting and intricate
motion, say,

curtailed.
By placing the sounding instrument
(hell, &c.) in the focus of a long paraholic reflector
or speaking trumpet, the longer the better, the
sound would he conveyed much further to a point
or ])oints, hut not to such a width as without the

water,

J.

The sun's motion makes the problem more

XVIII. The sound from the discharge of cannon.
Sounds in foggy fl'eather are very unsatisfactory

*

621

and a heavy blow

struck at each focus, the

sound being confined to
one point by a covering

45.

over the bell.
An observer on ship board puts over the side a
" sea stethoscope," made of gutta percha, in shape
like a huge tobacco pipe, the stem end having
an ear jneee, and the bonl being covered with a
tightly stretched membrane of the same material.
Query ? Would our observer make out by sound
the position of the lightship ?
XIX., XX. Take advantage of streams running into the sea,
or where the tides rise high, extemporise a salt
water mill dam to apply water power to send a
current of air to work a pneumatic engine, either
on the beach or a little way aiioat, to raise a
hammer to strike a bell at regular intervals.
Several combinations will occur, which would be
self-acting, and require no further outlay beyond
first cost, and occasional repair.
All know the piercingly acute sound producible
from blowing across a common latch key. Imitate
and extend that by having a whole battery of
steel tubes, brazen lips, and intensely compressed
all concentrated in the focus of a lirobdignagian brass trumpet, pointing or revoh'ing
seaward.
XXI. Level of the water, or even under water.
XXV., a. Make devices, numbers, or names, by means of
sheet iron to be bolted to the lighthouse or beacon
front ; subject the iron to enamelling on both
sides, milk-white, crimson, or black.
The enamelhng is in use to cover cooking utensijs, &c.
internally ; no oxidation could take place, and the
colours ^^•ould be always fresh.
Prepare a quantity of morsels of cut glass

air,

(hiternally silvered?) from the size of a walnut
down to a pea. Round the upper cornice of a
lighthouse, give a coating of hydraulic cement;
while wet, insert these gemlets, regularly irregular
The sun's rays would then be
at all angles.
reflected from some of them at most times of the

day to any point.
Imagine a lighthouse 250 feet high, dropped
suddenly on a submarine bank in a placid sea
;

the commotion would create a number of undulatory concentric circles on the water. YVn observer
on ihe lighthouse top would see, say 20, each a
mile apart, the last being on the horizon.
Required a mode of sending the sun's rays
striking on the top to all these circles, to all points
of the horizon, and at all times of the day.
Su])pose the sun vertical and stationar)-, then it
would not be difficult by means of jiolished sheet
glass, refracting and reflecting jirisms, fixed or
moveable, to send to obsers'ers on the circumferences of the circles bright reflections of the
sun's rays.
The like might be done, the sun being on the
horizon and stationary, or at any given elevation,

and

stationary.

1,

Hanover Chambers,

Buckingham
SiK,

Street, Adelphi.

23d July I860.
In dra\\ingthe attention of the Royal Commissioners
to the " Universal Lime Light ComiOxyhydrcgen Lime Light," which they did the
the honour to inspect at their chambers in Adam

on Lighthouses, &c.
pany's

Company

Street, Adeljihi, I beg to ob.'^crve that the adaptation of the
lime light to the purpose of coast lighting is one of the
jjrimary objects which successive improvers of that system
have had in view, as being one of the most important uses
to which it could be ajijilied.
Although many attempts have been made fi-om time to
time to obiain from this system a uniform and continuous
light for a lengthened period, they have from the early
attempts of Diummond to the present time, failed to realize
such a practical result.
The Univeisal Lime Light Comjiany have, however, been
the means of successfully introducing this light in such
an improved foim, that it has been rendered steady and
continuous for any desired period of time.
The eminently successful ajiplications of it to the South
Landing Stage at Liverpool during a period of two months,
and likewise at the Kew 'Westminster Bridge during a
somewhat longer period, have resulted in such an amount
of experience, not only in the manipulation of the light,
but likewise in the production of gases employed (viz.,
oxygen and hydrogen), which can now be procured at a
cost little if at all exceeding that of ordinary coal gas.
The probationary experience has likewise shown the probability of a still further reduction in the cost of the
elements of the light, which, from its high illuminating
power, will place it in such competition with coal gas, that
its illuminating value for equ?l cost will be at least 50 times
greater ; its peculiar brilliancy, penetrative power, and high
intensity conducing to this end.
In addition to the demonstrations already alluded to, the
public will shortly ha^•e an opportunity of forming a judgment on its value for the important purpose of hghthouse
"
illumination, as the " L'niversal Lime Light Company
have been directed by the Elder Brethren of the Trinity
House to place their light in the South Foreland Lighthouse, to commence on the 1st of October ensuing.*
Other large and important applications of the lime light
are now under negociation, so that its introduction as a
useful, economical, and permanent light may be considered
as no longer a problematical or doubtful question in the

science of artificial light.

Universal Lhiie Light Company, Limited (Engineer's Department.)
36a, Belvedere Road, Loudon,
Deo. 3, ISeo.
Tlie looking over the proof of my evidence respecting the lime
light, I have erased the date of exhibition at the South Foreland Lighthouse. It has heen prolonged by circumstances over which the above
Company have no control, but which will only cause a short delay in its
completion, as tlie apparatus is iu a very forwai-d state, and part in
prosi-css of erection of at the South Foreland.
*

SlE,

J. F. Campbell, Esq.

4^1 3

.

H. Bemtos.
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Mr. A. H. Rento.n.

47.

to its adaptation to buoys and beacons afloat,
are jirepared to apply their light to such
objects for a period of several consecutive days, in situations
where there exist no facilities for daily communication.

With regard
the Company

I

have, &c.,

Amht. H. Renton,
jjoTE. —This

letter

C.E.

by the following
the Commissioners, and by

was accompanied

answers to the questions of
a pamphlet containing observations

on

the

lime

light.

I.

AMHERST HAWKER RENTON,
Chambers, Buckingham

1,

Hanover
Engineer

Lime Light Company

(Limited).
Ves; I consider the oxyhydrogen lime bght better
adapted for the production of light for hgbthouses
and floating lights than other known methods of
to the Universal

H.

C.E.,

Street, Adelphi,

Admiralty, 20 March 1860.
Not having made the questions here proposed subject of
previous reflection, I speak with diffidence when I say that
much importance to them, considering that
1 do not attach
the adjustments could, in most cases, be made in the
setting up of the apparatus by the relative position of the
lamp, &c.
Caie, must, however, be taken that hghts
placed at great elevations be made to throw some rays in
such a manner as to be seen by vessels at any proximate
distance from them.
GbO. AtJGL'STL'S BEnFORD,
Captain, R.N.

lighting in general use.
HI. Yes; the improvements made in the above light since
the time of Lieutenant Drummond, and the experience in its use, render the contingency named

48.
I.

Sir

II.

I

a ven' remote possibility.
IV. Reflectors are calculated to" show the greatest possibe
(piantity of light produced from any source or
method' of light but it is questionable whether a
combination of the catoptric and diojitric systems
may not unite the peculiar excellencies of both,
;

and produce a more perfect instniraent than

either

separately.
X. Red. for lights of extensive range ; but the loss of light
by absorption is very considerable, and sufficient

DeviUe and H. Debray.
There is no danger which cannot be removed by projier precautions, and
I
am of opinion that gas

IV.

1

mode

ing hghts where it
green and Idue, are sometimes used but

with

trifling efl'ect.

Xl\'.

1

consider the

method of construction jjroposed by

Mr. (i. Herbert as best suited for floating lights,
embracing the desiderata here enumerated. These
light vessels are of a circular form,
or near the centre of gravity.

•

XV.

0.

XVI.

a.

b.
c.

1

and moored

F.R.S., Principal of the
University of Edinburgh.
consider gas to be in every respect superior to oil,
and gas with o.xygen as superior to either, as
suggested by me in the Edin. Review in XS'S.i. I
have given reasons for these oiiinions in the Edin.
Review, 1?33, vol. Ivii. p. 181) and 192, and Edin.,
Trans, vol. xi. p. 69.
For new and cheap methods
of ))roducing oxygen, see Comptes Reiidus, 2(Jth
November, ISflO, p. 822, by M. M. Sainte Claire

III.

of distinguishcan be avoided. Other colours

to discourage the use of that

D.WID BREWSTER,

at

may be safely substituted for oil.
consider polyzonal lenses, or rather lenses in which
ihe zones are composed of separate pieces, as
superior to reflectors, whether of metal or reflecting prisms. ITie want of homogeneity in glass,
when in large pieces or entire zones, makes the
lenses imperfect.
-V zone composed of a number
of jiieces must be superior to the finest entire
zone that can be made. I consider flint glass to
be, for many reasons, sujierior to plate or crown
glass.

of opinion that a modification of Mr. G. Herbert's system of mooring might be advantageously
adapted to lightvessels of ordinary construction.
buoys
I consider Mr. G. Herbert's hollow-bottomed
moored at or near the centry of gravity to be the
conspicubest form of construction, and the most

am

V.

I

ous as sea marks.
ditto.
Ditto
An adaptation of the oxyhydrogen lime bght
which, by the use of compressed gases and
a suitable 'arrangement of the lime wick, may be
made available for two or three weeks supply, in
situations where access can only be occasionally

consider the Whole Light Apparatus (or holophote), as
described by me in 1812 in the Edinburgh
Enci/clnpaiHa, Art. Birnm-vg Instriments, and
in 1827,
in the Edin. Trans,
vol. xi.
|).
58,
consisting of two polyzonal lenses, with smaller
lenses and lateral
reflectors and a s])herica[
mirror in whose focus the light is placed, as
affording the best means of illumination
in
lighthouses.
If the mirrors are plated with
silver by M. Foucault's method, their reflecting
jiowers will be great, and their distribution
of the incident light superior to what is obtained by reflecting prisms.
I am of opinion
that a spherical mirror, composed of flint glass
prisms is greatly inferior to one made by M. Fou-

obtained.

Every ray ])asses through a thickness of glass equal to the diagonal of the prism,
slightest error in the angles of the prism
will occasion an enormous deviation in the re« fleeted ray from its proper direction.
VIII. Coloured fluids may be advantageously used.
IX. b. Coloured chimneys are very bad. The light should
fall perpendicularly upon the coloured medium,
whether solid or fluid. That is. the coloured
cault's process.

and the

46.
.\dmira!ty, VM\ March ISfiO.
It appears to me that these particulars belong entirely
to the engineer, whose business I consider to be to see
that this scientific detail (on which the real efficiency of
I consider
the lighthouse depends) is properly carried out.
which the fonn
it his business to make the calculations on
involved by n and h depends, and having determined that

mathematical form leither of lenses or reflectors), to instruct
the maker accordingly, and then see himself when they
are so made, that their jiositions in the building are really
I consider that the
those which were intended for them.
maker has enough to do if he follows up coiTectly the
and
that if such calcuintended form calculated for them,
lations be left to the maker they will become dead letters.
.\gain, the manufacturer should always look to the engineer
for his instructions in these matters as the person responNo doubt, after calculations are
sible for their accuracy.
made of the figures required, tables and models might be
made of the forms necessary, tables and models might be
constructed of them but they should always emanate from
the engineer in my opinion, who should be the responsible
man, as the one really capable of conduetmg scientific investigation on scientific principles.
I know of no such data, having but a very limited
acquaintance with lights or lighthouses from my constant
pursuits in the hydrographic oflace.
A. B. Becher.

—

;

Captain, R.N.

X.

a.

b.

medium should be bounded by spherical surfaces,
of which the light is the centre.
This is not a matter of opinion. It should be determined experimentally both for sobds and fluids.
This dejiends upon the nature of the fog. Red light
would be best in some fogs, and white light in
others, supposing the light to be equal in intensity.
white beam of light deprived of all its colours
but Red, by absorption, will not be so ser\'iceable

.\

as the white

beam

On the ExHiniTioN

itself.

of Occa.sional Lights.

.Vssuming that a dioptric apparatus, illuminated by oil
or gas, is sufficient for any Ughthouse in ordinary states of
the weather, it is desirable that in fogs an occasional bght
should be introduced, in order to increase the distance at
which it can be seen.
The introduced light may be a Drummond light or an
electrical one, or one of oil or gas rendered more intense
by oxygen, or even one of oil or gas alone and it cannot be
doubted that if the range of the bght should be extended a
lew furlongs, or even a few hundred yards, serious disasters
might be prevented.
;
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ANSWERS TO SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS.
Sir

David Brewster.

Sir

The mode of introducing occasional lights has heen
shown hut not descrihed in my pajier on lighthouses.* Two
methods of doing this are shown on Plate III., Fig. 1. In
the

first

method the additional

light

is

made

to

through the lamp or gas flame by the refraction of a

How

TO obtain Colours of any Character or
Composition for Distinguishing Lights.

pass

This is effected by an ellipsoidal mirror
whose foci are F. and T. The same effect may he jjroduced
liy means of a small holophotal apparatus of lenses and
mirrors, which, in place of producing a parallel beam, pn duces one which converges to F.
Although the two first of these methods are distinctly
shown in Fig. 1, Plate III., yet they are not described in the
paper in consequence of the note describing them having
been lost by the printer, and the omission not perceived by
tlie author of the jjaper; but to any person acquainted with
optics the figure requires no descrijjtion.
These methods are applicable to all lights that are either
revolving or employed to illuminate only a ])ortion of the
the principal beam.

No additional light can be introduced into fixed
which illuminate the whole horizon, othenvise than
by removing the ordinary light, and substituting a stronger
one in its place, or by increasing the intensity of tlie ordinary
light by o.xygen gas.
horizon.
lights

On Fixed Lights with

The value of these suggestions can be ascertained only
by experiments carefully conducted.

lens,

so that it is introduced into the principal beam as if it
radiated from the flame.
But as the additional light thus employed is only the
])ortion of it, intercepted by the lens, the figure shows
another mode by which the Whole Light is introduced into

.many Flames.

In fLxed lights where a single flame is placed in the focus
of the dioptric apparatus, we are limited to a flame of oil
or of gas of a certain size.
In order to get rid of this limitation and to obtain a more
powerful light, I propose to construct the dioptric apparatus
so that its focus is not a point but a circle or ring, and in
this circle or ring I would place a number of lamjis or gas
flames, which would produce a light of great intensity. The
refracted beam would, of course, consist of a combination of
parallel and converging beams, subsequently diverging, but
notwithstanding this convergency a very brilliant light
would be obtained, especially with gas flames.
The additional expense occasioned by additional flames
mil not be grudged by those who know the value of the
ife and property which are risked at sea.
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David Brewster.

For catoptric lighthouses the coloured glass employed
must be
large plates covering the mouth of the reflectors,
and hence it is impossible to avail ourselves of media of
which large plates cannot be obtained.
For lenticular bghthouses much smaller coloured plates

m

are required, and we ha\-e, therefore,
media to submit to experiment.

a greater

range of

In order to obtain any particular colour for distinguishing
lights we cannot do it by the superposition
of plates 'of
different colom's, as that would absorb
too much of the
incident light ; but we may obtain it by placing
side by
side small areas of coloured glasses, coloured
fluids,''coloured
gelatine, or even coloured minerals.
If we require a coloured plate for reflectors we
can obtain
one of any colour we choose, or of any composition we
choose, by forming a square or circular plate of ten, twenty,
or any other number of different pieces, and all the
colours
which those pieces produce will be mixed together in the
general beam projected from the lighthouse.
These pieces of differently coloured media may
be

cemented on one plate of glass mth Canada balsam
between two plates.
Portions of coloured fluids

jilaced

might be placed

in flattened or spherical bulbs, or even in
flattened or cyhndrica! tubes.
In the lenticular bghthouses the same thing may he done,
the different portions of coloured media being combined in

a spherical surface, and in this case the colours mil be more
completely mixed liy the refraction of the lens.
The colours of thin plates obtained by M. De La Rue's
process might be obtained in sufficiently large portions to
be combined either with one another or with portions
of
differently coloured media.
When combined with one
another these coloured plates would give, by the analysis
of
a jn-ism, which might be placed at the eye end of a tele"scope,
a spectrum di\ided into 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or any other number
of parts.
I consider the method above described
of obtaining any
colour for Distinguishing Lights as likely to prove of
much
practical value.

1

Appendix.

On Fixed Lights with One Flame.
I

In fixed lights with one flame in

the focus of a cylindrical belt of refractors there is no refraction in a horizontal
plane, and consequently no condensation of light in that
This is unavoidable if an uniform belt of light is
plane.
necessary, and if the apparatus is absolutely fixed.
In order to obtain a brighter light from the same flame,
I propose to place the lenses in a polyzonal frame, and to
illuminate the obscure azimuthal spaces in one of three

ways

:

By having a flame
lens may throw into

1st.

each
converging beam which
its

is

in the focus of each lens, so that

the obscure azimuths the slightly
produced from the lamps out of

focus.

2nd. By giving an oscillatory motion to the lenses in a
horizontal plane when one flame is used.
3rd. When a ring of flames is used to give such a motion
to the ring that each flame passes through the common
focus of the lenses.
The value of these suggestions can only be ascertained
experimentally.

On Distinguishing

Lights.

In the use of colours for Distinguishing Lights it is of
great importance, when the colour is red, to obtain a red
which is different to the eye, and also different in its composition, from the red produced by the absorption of a haze
It may be difficult to find a red which
or fog.
shall
appear different to the eye ; but it is easy to obtain one difmay obtain a red, for example,
ferent in composition.
which is composed of red or blue light, and when this is
examined by a prism, it will be separated into two distinct
may obtain compound
portions, a red and a hlue.
colours which the prism will separate into three, four, or
more portions of light, and thus give a numerical character

We

We

to the light.
.\ numerical character may be obtained also from an
analysis of the spectrum produced from lights coloured by
thin plates.
Or by using polarised light, coloured or uneoloured,
from which many distinctive characters may be obtained.
Or by the analysis of polarised light after passing through
thin crystalline })lates, such as those of sulphate of lime or

"Edin. Trans, vol.

xi.,

works

:

In a Treatise on Burning Instruments, containing
method of building large polyzonal lenses, and a
description of Whole Light apjiaratus, or holophote, for
increasing the intensity and size of the refracted beams.
This treatise was published in 1812 in the Edinburgh En1.

the

cyclopedia, vol. v., p. 140-143.
2. On the construction of polyzonal lenses and mirrors
of great magnitude for Lighthouses, and for Burning
Instruments, published in the Edinburgh Philosophical
Journal, January 1823, vol. viii.. p. 160.
Account of a Xew System of Illumination for Lighthouses. i)ublished in the Edinburgh Transactions, vol xi
p. 33, Edinburgh 1827.
4. (Jn the British Lighthouse System, published in the
Edinburgh Review, vol. Ivii., p. 1G9, October 1833.
5. Review of the Parliamentary Report on Lighthouses,
published in the Edinburgh Review, vol. Ixi., p. 221
January 1835.
(). Observations on the Distinguishing
Coloured Lights
of the Bell Rock Lighthouse, published in the Edinburgh
Review, vol. Ixi., p. 526-5:i3. July 1835.
7. Memorial on the New System of Dioptric Lights,
addressed to the Right Honourable the Lords Cornmissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury, 1859.
8. On Lighthouses, Life Boats,
and Lightning Conductors, published in the North British Review, for November 1859, vol. xxxii., p. 492.
9. On the British Lighthouse System, iiublislied in the
North British Redew for .May I860.
Various suggestions and descriptions of apparatus, and
comparisons of lenses and reflectors, &c.. applicable to the
improvement of Lighthouses, were communicated by me
to the Scottish Lighthouse Board between 1825 and 1835,
and recorded in their minutes. I have been refused copies
of these documents on the ground that the clerks were
much occupied ; but some of them have been printed in
the Appendix to the Report and Evidence from the Select
.'i.

Committee of the House of Commons on Lighthouses, August

1827.

4

have had occasion to make various suggestions applicaimprovement of Lighthouses in the following

ble to the
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APPKXDIX TO liEPORT OX IJGHTS, BUOYS, AXD BEACONS:

02-i

Observatory, Washington
loth December, 1860.
of the " Royal Comletter
circular
the
Ix rei)ly to
information on
mission on Lighthouses, &c." requesting
before them, I
subjects
the
with
certain points connected
question.* .In
beg leave to address myself to their 2Jrd
:—
state
an'svver to that, I have the honor to
system of daily weather reports by telegraph has
g*lj^

That a

in concert,
been adopted by England and France acting
warning,
which promises to be of great advantage in giving
especially of those
of approaching changes of the weather,
visit the
often
which
so
storms
devastating
wide-spread and
recently adopted
British Islands. This system bus been but
to
perfection
the
but
way
under
fairly
indeed, it is not yet
much less
which it has been carried in Holland, and on a
connected
problems
the
of
comprehensive scale, the nature
men charged
with it. together with the character of the
expectations
with o-ivingit practical effect, justify sanguine
lessen the dangers
])ai-t of those who are strinng to
;

;

on the

of navigation.

„ •. 1 . -i
all its details, as
information as to the system
has yet been carried, I beg leave to refer the ComMeteorolomissioners to Admiral FitzRoy. R.N., of the
and Admiraltj-,
gical Department of the Hoard of Trade
England.
in
1 he
subject
the
with
who is specially charged
well as to
information most desirable to passing shi])S, as
the
to
relating
that
would
be
ships in the offings and ports,
it,
coming storm, and the ajiproacb of good weather after
with the direction of the wind, &c.
,
,
watliin
and
waters,
Enghsh
in
annually
occurs
There
amount of shipwreck
sio-nal distance of British shores, an
that is truly appaUing. A single stoma has

For

far as

m
.

full

it

•

and

disaster

hundred
been known to wreck or damage several
to destroy

many

sail

and

lives.

modern research
this line
has shown, have their line of march. Taking up
may, and not unfrequently
at one place, one of these storms
the
traversing
in
days
does occupy one, two, three or more
most of the storms of

Xow

this class,

of the Meteoroloregion over which the indefatigable chief
Trade has ])osted his
gical Department of the Board of
observers may
telegraphic
his
as
weather,
the
sentinels upon
properly occupied,
be called. As soon as his outposts are
give warning,
to
able
wiU
be
he
completed,
and his plans
one, at least
timely warning, of the approach, if not of every
such cases,
all
in
And
storms.
annually of several of these
boon could -not be
whetlier they be many or few, a greater
communicating
than
by
rendered to commerce' and navigation
warning to the shipping in the ports of the realm and
this

off its coasts,

through bulletin boards

suitable places in

at

prominent lightthe ports themselves, and by signals from
ot the
houses in the manner suggested by the interrogatory

Commission.

,

•

i_

i

what is obvious to
It is difficult to enforce by argument
illustrating the advanreason but I may be pardoned for
meteorological
t&aes which the iise of the telegraph as a
manner
implement, and which the warnings by signal in the
In the first part
proposed, promise to aftbrd to shipping.
from
speak
now
I
5th,
for
of last October, I believe the
that
memory, no less than five of the fleet of steamers
Baltic
the
and
ply between the shores of Great Britain
same
gale of
the
in
crews,
their
and
themselves
perished,
They all put out from Hull the same day for
M-ind.
them has been heard of
St. Petersburg, and not one of
;

There is scarce room left for doubt that if Admiral
then been in
FitzRoy's cordon of weather sentinels had
doubt that if
proper 'training.— there is scarce room left for
system of
the
perfect
to
time
the gallant Admiral had had
moment he was actually
daily weather reports, which at the
he
is still
which
of
arrancin.i-, and with the perfecting
this
en^a-^ed,— there is, I venture to repeat, no doubt that if
which
perfection
the
admirable plan had been brought to
it. those ill-fated
to
impart
to
sure
are
experience
time and
impending danger
vessels might have been wai-ned of the
within hghthouse
either befo^re leaving po:t, or while yet

since

the British shores.
What system of signals should be adopted by wbicli
the offings to
the hghthouses may warn the shipping in
perhaps it
seek sheher cannot "be now as well discussed as
may after we sliall have learned by actual experience what
the
system
which
warnings
is the precise character of the

siirnal distance of

may

enable us to gi ve.

• " "Sd Supposing the telep-aph to be eitended to certain lighthouses
and li'^'htvesseis at salient points of the coast, what is the meteorological
information which it would be most desirable to transmit to pajsniB
and
ships, and how and in what form could it be most readily received
jmmunicated by lightkeepers
;•

But as France and England are cam-ing on this system
of telegraphic meteorology- in concert, and as other maritime ])owers also will no doubt unite in giving it both
efficiency and effect, it would appear that the code of signals
should not only be as simple as possible and convenient,
but the signals themselves should be such also as to the
So
miu-ine of all countries shall prove equally convenient.
that when the signal to " seek shelter " is made by the
lighthouses of any coast, it should be alike intelligible to
Not only so, the vessels themail vessels of every flag.
selves as they fly for shelter should each he required to
repeat the signal as she flies, thus giving warning of the
impending danger to others which may be beyond the
reach of the lighthouse signal ; and this flying signal
again to be effectual shoidd, like that for a pilot or of
distress be simple ; it should be capable of being readily
made by means that are common to all vessels.
Our knowledge of meteorological ])henomena and laws
is to be increased precisely as the area is increased over
which a united system of daily observations, of friendly coIn this view, it is not
operation and research is extended.
only desirable that ever}- countiy should assist in bringing
the" magnetic telegraph into the service of this science, and
through it into the sen'ice of navigation ; but it is also
desirable that the system of general co-operation, which at
the recommendation of the Brussels Conference has been
adopted for the sea, should be extended so as to embrace
the land likewise. There can be no doubt that our knowledge of the laws which govern the shoreless ocean, on the
bottom of which man has his habitation, is to be enhanced
as more and more of it is subjected to systematic observation and discussion. As this knowledge advances, so
will the value of this new code of signals by telegraph and
lighthouse be enhanced in the cause of humanity.
Great Britain more than any other nation has practically
the greatest interest at stake in this proposed application of
.She curtains
lighthouses to the jmrposes of meteorology.
the western coast of Europe, she is its great commercial
AH vessels sailing on the Atlantic from any of the
centre.
continental ports, between Ushant and the White Sea, pass
her offings on the outward voyage, and take deiiarture from
her clifi's. On the homeward ]iassage, the first land-fall is
Moreover,
some British lighthouse, headland, or islet.
those islands, unlike the coasts of any other of the great
every gale that \'isits them a
maritime nations, present
So that it is of more importance to the comlee shore.
merce of the world that Great Britain, in preference to any
other nation, should take the lead in encouraging meteorology, in bringing the magnetic telegrajih into play as an
adjiivant of navigation, and in causing the lighthouses to
utter its warnings to vessels as they pass.
Having the ability to give warning from the lighthouses of
the approaching storm and failing to use them for the ])urjiose, would be like surveying a dangerous shoal or reef in
the " fair way " of some one of her ports, and then faiUng to
jnibUsh a chart of it ; or like pubhshing a chart as of the
harbour of Liverpool, and then failing to mark out its
channel-way and dangers by beacons or liuoys.
.\s beacons or buoys are used to mark out invisible
dangers in the water, so with equal propriety may the lighthouses and light-vessels be used to give warning to mariners
of dangers in the air equally invisible, but none the less
real for that.
There is another reason why Great Britain, perceiving
the advantages of the measure, should not be slow in ginng
her vessels, seamen,
it effect in her o'lvn waters, and that is.
and subjects, more than those of any other nation, frequent
Her example in all
all tlie trading jiorts of the world.
that tends to benefit commerce or im])ro\'e navigation is of
Let her ado])t this plan for
great influence with the world.
her own coasts, and distant njitions heeding this influence
will not be slow to follow after and adopt it for theirs also
and thus British shipping will have the ftill benefits of the
system abroad as well as at home.
Pray jiardon me for urging with so much earnestness a
subject which I am sure sufficiently commends itself
without argument to the favourable consideration of Her
In my humble wa_y I have been
Majesty's Commissioners.
advocating the estabUshment of a similar system of weather
reports and telegraphic warnings, not only for the shipping,
but for tlie farmers also of the United States ; and the
action which the Royal Commissioners may recommend
Her Majesty's Government to take in the premises will not
be without its influence here.
Respectfullv, Sec.

m

—

M.
Campbell, Esq.,
&c.
&c.
&c.

J. F.

F.

Maury,

U.S.X.
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CIRCULAR
I.— J.

F.

CAMPBELL,

Lighthouse

Secretary to the

Commission, Niddry Lodjje, Kensington.
„

of

As to "
—
light consists of "

Whether a ray

of
infinitely sivil't corpuscles " or of " vihrations," it is something which can be measured by quantity, if
a measure can be found. A ray of light, so far as it is understood, is either mo\-ing matter or matter moved ; matter
moving like the fragments of an exploding shell ; or matter
moved as air is moved by an explosion, or as the surface of
still water is moved by dropping a stone into it.
It is hard to measure light, but easy to measure that by
which it is produced ; and it seems reasonable to assume that
a given quantit}' of "'corpuscles" or a certain number of
" vibrations " only can be pniduced from a given quantity
of material by a given process.
It is hard to measure a passing fragment of a shell, to
say how fast it moves, how big it is, where it is going, and
(1st.)

II.

when

it

of

qnnntitij

li//lit."

will stop.

hard to measure waves of sound, and to say when
and where they \vill cease to be heard or to take the height
and depth and shape and velocity and direction of passing
waves at sea, and to say when and where they will cease to
It is harder
exist as waves, and the water again be calm.
still to measure hght, but it is easy to measure the gunpowder which explodes a shell, and causes waves of sound ;
or to weigh and measure the stone which produces waves
on still water, and to estimate the force with which it
It is

;

It is easy to measure a knomi cause which
produces certain effects, and so a rough measure of light
be got by measuring the fuel by which it is produced.
The time occupied in completing the chemical changes
which result from the burning of so many gallons of oU
and yards of wick, or of so many tons of coal, gives another

intensity.

It is probable that a definite amount of force is produced,
while the condition of a given quantity' of solid or liquid
matter changes, as coal or oil changes while burning, but
the amount of force is probably the same, whether it is produced all at once as by an exjjlosion of gunjiowder, or
during a year as by burning oil at intervals in a lighthouse
lamp ; or during so many months, as by burning coals in a
steam magneto electric machine; or during so many hours,
and when
as by dissolving metals in a galvanic battery
])Ower is slio«ii as visible light, it seems fair to measure
light by power, and power by that which produced it, and,
;

therefore, to measure light by measuring fuel.
Tlie quantity, therefore, of fuel consumed at a lighthouse
in the year is taken as the measure of the light produced

during that time.
This principle has been applied in the diagram which
shows the consumption of oil at each lighthouse station,
and from that diagram and from the answers to Circular
III., and by a reference to a good map, the n;oney value
of the light lost at a given station may be roughly estimated
thus
The hght at the Point of Ayre burnt ,019 gallons of oil in
It is a revolving light
1857, which cost 4s. 1|(/. per gallon.
and shows all round. Of a circle of .'160 degrees on the
horizon the land occupies about 100 degrees. There is con:

sequently a clear loss of 488 parts while the light shines on
the land, the remaining 260horizontal degrees are illuminated
by a beam, of which more than one-half shines on the sl^tj,
and is wasted and lost vertically by divergence and wrong
From 260 parts I.'IO are to be taken, and of
direction.
360 parts there remain but 130, usefully applied, as against
230 wasted. The proportion being ascertained may be
360
galconverted into oil and its price. The whole
-SO.
the loss
lons of oil, price of the same
loss
of
light
equals
331
question,
the
In the case in
:

gallons,

worth

:

=

=

:

68/. 5s. "i^d.

At every station in the kingdom where the old reflectors
are used, at least one-half of the light produced shines on
the sky, and at many stations the loss on the land is much
greater than it is at the Point of .\yre.
g

coal.

—

—

method of producing light. Burning coal.
do not think that the best method of producing the
gTeatest possible quantity of visible light from a given
quantity of fuel is yet kno^^-n, but burning a ton of coals in
the open air, in an open iron basket, is one method which
was commonly used for coast illumination a hundred years
ago and burning the same quantitj- of coal in a much
longer time, in a steam magneto electric machine, is another
-d. -Is lo

I

;

method lately introduced; and the new method is a great
and manifest advance in science, and is probably capable of
further improvement.
If a ton of coal be the standard measure of light, and

still

II.

its

pay of engineers.
ton of coals may also be burned so as to produce light
in other ways.
For example, one portion may be used to

A

^°^ S*'-

com'ert the other into gas, and the gas may be burned to
give hght ; and there are many lighthouse stations near
which coal gas is so manufactured, and where a ton of
coals converted into a given number of cubic feet of gas
may be purchased, and under certain circumstances, the
manufactured article (gas) may be more cheaply and advantageously used than the raw material (coal).
It is better and it may be cheaper to burn coal gas in
the best possible burner, than to burn coal in an open
grate ; but it is still better to use that fuel to xao\e machinery and produce the electric light, but it would be
waste of power to use that light for harbour lights.
It may be better even to make and use gas, for example,
at sea, %vhere the lamp moves and oil spills.

—

strikes the water.

i]j_

price the measure of cost, the best and cheapest method yet Magneto-elecknown for using that fuel to protUice light is probably to ^J\Q engine.
burn it in a steam magneto electric machine. An open
coal fire at South Foreland to be as clearly seen at Boulogne
as the electric light would consume many tons, and would
cost more than the maintenance of a steam engine, and the

Oil.
If oil be the standard fuel, and a gallon the quantity.
its price the standard of cost for light, the best machine
used for burning oil for Ughthouse purposes is the fourwicked burner, «-ith four wicks and a mechanical lamp
it is used in France and Scotland, and of late it has been
introduced at a few stations in England.
The machine is capable of improvement, and the subject
is a study of itself, which dejiends on all that relates to com-

Oil.

and

may

rough measure for

IX.

bustion and ventilation, the movements of currents of air,
in closed rooms, in chimnies, and in tall shafts, such as the
lantern of a lighthouse, the chimney of the lamp, and the

hghthouse tower.
It has been proposed to convert oil into gas in a retort ^^ S^^'
heated by coal, to compress it, and to burn it in a gasburner at the lighthouse or floating light.
This entails many operations, and it seems better to bum
the oil simply and at once, and to save coal and machinery
and labour. .A good lamp is jn-oljably the best machine
for burning oil, so as to produce light at small cost.
It is also proposed to produce light by burning two gases Fitzmaurice
together, and heating lime with the flame, and for this light and lime
purpose to convert oil into one of the gases required. This light,
form of hme light is, hke the oxy-hydrogen lime light, which
is commonly used, and experiment alone can decide which
of these is best, «'hether either is better or worse than the
electric hght, or whether anj-thing still better can be devised
for hghthouse illumination.
In the meantime my answer to this question is,
First, burning cnal in the steam magneto-electric machine,
at stations where there is room for machinery, where
coal and water can be easily got and stored, and where
ready help is at hand in case of accident to the engine; a
reserve oil lamp to be always a\-ailable, and existing apparatus fitted for oil lamps to be preserved till further experience

makes the

action of the

new hght should have

its

own

new

light more certain.
optical apparatus.

ITie

Second, burning coal gas in existing optical apparatus
where good gas can be pin-chased and readily supphed, and
where the supply is sure. Reserve oil lamps to be preserved in case of accident.
Third, burning oil as at present, in the best mechanical
lamp, and with the best ventilation known, at out stations,
where communication is difncult, help far off, and transport
expensive, because a gallon of oil is the most portable and
useful form of fuel for producing light, or if the expression
might be used, the most portable form of light as well as
the readiest measure of the quantity of hght produced.
III.^I do not think the electric light now apphcable to m.
distant rock stations, because of the machinery connected
with it, but when it has been more tried and is better understood it may perhaps be generally applied.
I do not consider it ad\isable to use coal or oil gas at
such stations because of the difficulty of manufacturing it
there, or of transporting it in a condensed form in closed
vessels from the place of manufacture.
Oil seems to be the best fuel known for rock stations or
for shore stations difficult of access, but a better fuel than
oil may be discovered.
I"or using a given " quantity " of hght to the FV. and V.
IV. V.
best advantage, that is for directing rays, as much as is
now possible, to those places only where they may be seen
by those for whose benefit the hght is shown, and not else-

— —
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where, a combination of lenses or refracting bands, refracting
and reflecting glass prisms, and reflectors of glass or

The sun mil appear to him to fraverse the lens upwards
when he lowers his head, and downwards when he raises it

metal.

but

Many such combinations exist, and many more may be
They pass by the general names of the dioptric
system and catadioptric apparatus ; the system is capable of
improvement, and has been much improved since its first

de\'ised.

adoption.

—

VI. By a little contrivance there seems to be no difficulty
A
applying the dioptric system to floating bghts.
structure like the funnel of a steam boat might easily be
added to floating Hghts, and small apparatus might be
swung and balanced so as to jireserve a sufficient level.
Supposing oil gas to be substituted for oil, it might
perhaps be manufactured below, and burned above as fast
OU gas is now made in a small iron retort in a
as made.
common fire by Mr. Copcutt for the Fitzmaurice Ught.
occupies a very small space, and might
apparatus
The
perhaps be used afloat.

in

Fig. 1 may help to explain what is meant by a catadioptric apparatus, and to indicate the compUcated optical
problems involved in its invention and manufacture.
The foci are all purposely displaced, to show what has to
be accom|)lished in bringing the focus of each bit of apparatus, and the axis of each pencil of light to its proper

place and direction with reference to the source of light and
the requirements of the locahty.
It will be manifest from an inspection of Fig. 1 that errors
may arise in making, setting, and fixing such a comjjlicated
optical machine, and in jjlacing the source of fight in it.
The foUowing is a description of the method which has been
adopted by the Commission in examining such apparatus,
with the view of discovering whether such errors existed,
and they are good enough to say that the method was

" devised by their Secretary'."
idea of a dioptric lighthouse apparatus appears
to have originated in a burning glass. The " device " is
nothing but a retiu-n to first principles.
ray of light follows the same path through a given
to B
series of optical apparatus, whether it travels from
or from B to A.
objects
may
from
distant
be
The sun's rays and rays
taken as i)arallel rays, and such rays are refracted and
brought to a focus at a certain distance behind a lens,
which is called the chief focus, when the sun's rays faU at
right angles to the surface of the lens. I'he rays form an
inverted image of the sun, or of a distant object, sucli as a
ship at sea, and that image may be shown on a plane
surface
If an artificial fight of the same dimensions as the
sun's image be placed «here the image of the sun is formed,
the ravs which start from that source of Mght and fall on
the lens will travel back along the same paths which were
foUowed by the rays of the sun, and a beam of light will
emerge from every point in the lens with a vertical divergence equal to the sun's apparent diameter, which is about
half a degree. The axis of each pencil will pass through
the centre of the lens, which is marked as " point A " in
Fig. 2, in a direction corresponding to the positions of
corresponding points on the sun and in its inverted
image, and if the lens be a fixture, the image of the setting
sun will move upwards as the sun sets, and to the left
when the sun moves to the right, and the axis of every
pencil will appear to move about the central point of the
lens, as if that point were the fulcnmi of a lever, or a pinhole in a window shutter, through which a pencil of the
sun's rays entered freely.
By drawing straight Unes through " point b " (to represent the axial rays of the pencils of fight) and producing
them both ways till they cut the circle, a double scale of
by producing these lines till they
degrees is obtained
cut the perpendicular, which represents the photographic
plate in a camera, a scale of degrees is obtained tor every
picture formed on a flat surface by a truly spherical lens
whose focal length equals the radius of the circle. And thus
by placing two transparent photographs taken with such a
lens, a i)ositive and a negative, in the positions indicated by
the scales, a single ray of sunlight would pass through
pinholes made in corresponding points in the photographs,
and through " point b " in the lens. The lenses commonly
used for photography are not spherical, and the pictures
taken with them on flat surfaces are distorted, but for five
degrees on any side of the focus the distortion is sfight.
But because a large lens is used in a fighthouse, the rays
which meet at the focus diverge greatly when they have
passed beyond it, and that angle of divergence depends upon
the size of the lens. It is taken at 70^ on the authority of
official drawings of first order apparatus.
An observer whose eye is placed seven or eight inches
beyond the focus, and who looks at the sun on the
horizon through such a lens, may move his eye through
an angle of 7tl^, and continue to see the sun through the

The

first

A

A

;

lens.

:

a screen of ground glass or paper is interposed at the
focus for the sun's rays, the sun will no longer seem to
move when the observer's eye is moved, it wiU be stationary
as regards the lens, but it wiU move on the screen as the
sun seems to move, and in the same proportion, though n
an opposite (hrection.
fighthouse lens is in fact a camera obscura on a large
scale, and that which is new in the method pursued by the
Commission in testing apparatus, and which they are good
enough to say was devised by their Secretary, consists in
treating the lighthouse lens as if it were a photographic
camera, and in using photography as an illustration.
The diagram, Fig. 2, vdU explain the principle. It is pi.r
laken from a larger drawing made in July, l>-6(), which was
taken from diagrams made long before. The circle de.scribed about a point in the centre of the lens, is common to
the image formed within the lens, and to the real landscape
outside, and may be taken to represent the horizon, the
When the sun is on the geometriequator, or a meridian.
cal horizon, the image n-iU be on the corresponding point,
and on the geometrical horizon of the image of the landship 17 degrees below the horizon, and on the
scape.
meridian, wiU appear inverted on the meridian of the image,
17 degrees above the image of the sun, that is above the
and if it is desired to send light to that ship,
chief focus
light must Ije placed where the image appears, or within
the double triangle formed by the refracted rays which
cross and make the image, and so with every part of the
distant landscape of which the photographic camera would
take a picture, and of which a fighthouse lens forms a rough
if

A

2.

A

;

image.
Fig. 4 is intended to show that in order to iUuniinate an
angle equal to the apparent angular distance from the crest
of a near wave to the horizon, flames set in the chief focus
of a lens must hear a proportion to the elevation at which
a light is placed. The landscajies are taken from i)hotographs, the one taken from an elevation of about 18 feet
above the sea level in the Isle of ^\'ight, in April ISoS, the
other taken at Whitby, 240 feet above the sea, in August
1860. 'J'he breaking waves shown in the foreground were
In
at nearly the same horizontal distance in both cases.
the one case, a flame equal in altitude to 2^ on a circle
where radms eq;uals the focal length of the fighthouse
lens, would coincide with the image of the sea, and throw
In the other, the flame
light upon it through the lens.
would require an altitude of 17", which is double the height
of the largest lighthouse flame used.
The drawing from which Fig. 2 is taken was made to
illustrate the proposition of which Fig 4 is an iUustration,

Fifr. i

namely
' That in lighthouses the diverging beam whose axis or
" central ])lane is at right angles to the perpendicular axis
" of the instrumeut, and has equal divergence above and
" below that plane in which its axis or central plane lies,
" is WTongly directed. That it should be directed down" wards, its upper hmit to a point a httle above the horizon,
" and its lower fimit as near to the fighthouse as the diver" gence will aUow."
proposition was originallj' stated for the con'I'his
si.ieration of the Astronomer Royal, and it was allowed by
him to be generally correct, on returning from the Start
Lighthouse
The dran-ing referred to was shown to the
Astronomer Royal, to Mr. Stevenson and Mr. Chance, on
the 2nd of August 1860, and it is admitted to be correctly
drawn. It is now agreed that the brightest part of a fighthouse beam ought not any longer to be directed to the geometrical horizon, or above it, but there is still a question of
expediency under debate, whether the brightest fight
should be thrown on the visible horizon or on a point at
some distance within it. My own opinion was expressed in
the proposition quoted, but it is a nautical question, and
it should be decided by practical men.
If the atmosphere is sufficiently clear for the Ught to be
seen on the horizon at aU, it wiU probably be seen, though
the brightest part of the beam faUs on the sea somewhat
If the atmosphere
nearer to the tower than the horizon.
is thick, as it usuafiy is in England, it is best, as it seems to
me, to throw the best fight on the point where it has the
best chance of being seen.
Fig. 6 is a contrivance for increasing divergence downby
wards without altering the flame or the apparatus
adding one plane mirror or two if required.
There ai'e many other ways in ukich the same end may
;

be attained. F'or instance, a plane mirror properly placed behind the lamp and sloped forwards, wifi produce the efiect
of a lamp placed behind the real lamp and above it. The
reflected rays wifi be refracted by the lens to a focus outside,
and wifi thence lUverge, and the axis of the beams wifi dip.
A plane mirror placed behind the lamp so as to reflect
rays on the lower prisms wUl, in like manner, produce a

Fig.

6.

ANSWEKS TO SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS,
dipping beam. Tlie experiment was tried at South Foreland, and a strong light was thrown on an obsen'er close to
the tower, while the direct rays of the lamp continued to be
thrown by the same prisms to the geometrical horizon far
Plane mirrors may
abo\'e the most distant observer at sea.
small addibe similarly arranged for the upper prisms.
tional lamp placed where tlie reflected image of the lamp
ap])eared to be placed would also give a dipping beam tor
the near sea, but perhaps the simplest plan of all would
be to remove the lower ])risms, and replace them with a
sheet of glass, and to allow the lam]) to radiate freely downwards within a certain angle.
At all events if a jjarticular object outside the lens can
be seen from any point mthin it, a Ught placed at the
point where the observer's eye was situated will certainly
be visible from the object seen.
have used a large plano-convex lens, placed convex
I
It forms a kind of reflecting
side upwards on the burner.

A

eye-piece for the whole catadioptric apparatus, and enables
the observer to judge of many parts at one view.
The Astronomer Royal, at his first visit to a lighthouse
with the Commission, simplified the method of internal
observation, and improved it by introducing the use of a
card. By marking a point which corresponds to the position
of the image of an object outside, on the edge of a card
placed at the focal distance of a lens, the observer's eye may.
be moved, so as to view the object through every point in the
lens in succession, and if the lens be well made, and the
card really coincident with the image, the mark and the
object will always seem to coincide, in whatever direction
the object is ^^ewed.
Professor Faraday improved on this, and had an instrument constructed on the same principle a metal edge
sliding on a vertical and horizontal scale, and Mr. Chance
has used the instrument, and he has now adopted the principle of internal observation, in testing and setting apparatus at his works.
That principle is equally applicable to all parts of the
apparatus, and it.was used for examining reflectors, lenses,
refracting hands, and totally reflecting prisms, at home
and abroad. The instrument ai)phes the principle, and
;

makes

it

more

useful.

appears that Fresnel caused movable min-ors to be set by
looking from the burner at the horizon, reflected in the
It

mirror.

The keeper at Grisnez set his min-ors (as he stated) by
looking over the edge of the burner, making his assistant
move the mirrors till the horizon was seen in the centre of
each, and they were found to be so set that the horizon
was seen as described.
Mr. Stevenson states that he has so set mirrors in Scotland, and the horizon was seen in mirrors at Skerry Vore.

The keeper at the Start set his mirrors, according to
instructions, by looking past a metal edge placed across
the centre of the burner, at the centre of each mirror in turn,
and at the reflected image of a spirit level fixed on a pole
outside the mirror, and wthin the lantern, by which
arrangement nearly the whole of the light reflected by the
mirrors was sent to the clouds.
The upper prisms of lenticular apparatus according to
a book published by L. Sautter and Co. in 1858, page
XXXV, should be set by looking from the outside along
a spirit level at the centre of each jirism in turn, and at the
reflected image of a red ball suspended in the centre of the
ajjparatus, and reflected by the prism ; which ensures that
all the Ught above the place of the ball, that is more than
half the light reflected by the prisms, shall be thrown
above the geometi-ical horizon and far above the visible
horizon, and so lost.
The lower ])risms were to be set by the same method,
the ball being slightly raised for each, which ensures that
nearly all the light reflected shall be sent to the geometrical horizon, and above the trae horizon, and so
lost.

Mr. Holmes states that he examined the prisms at South
Foreland by this method ; that he found them to be badly
set, and that they were subsequently adjusted by this
method according to the usual rule.
The method of testing apparatus pursued at the works
of Mr. Chance, as explained to the Commission on the
;i3rd of December 185.^*, was to place a white ball or a
minute gas flame in an assumed conjugate focus of a lens
or prism, and the eye of an observer in the other conjugate
focus at a short distance outside.
The whole apparatus was tested in like manner, and the
difference between the conjugate focus for the distance and
the focus for jiarallel rays was calculated.
And when dioptric apparatus in Ughthouses in England
and Ireland was tested by the method of internal observation, it was found in every instance that the lamp and the
apparatus were so placed and set with reference to each
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and to the image of the landscape formed by the
and prisms, that a part of the Ught produced was wasted.
transparent landscape and drawing of flames at the
beginning of the Report, are intended to show the practical

other,

lens

The

results.

The method now pursued at Birmingham is to place
a minute gas flame at the greatest distance attainable in the
shed, and to observe the direction of the axis of the refracted
pencil from within, by the helj) of Professor Faraday's
instrument, and the improvement effected by the change is
illustrated by Professor Faraday's report on the apparatus

made for the Smalls.
The source of light is moved so as to be on a level
with the centre of the prism, lens, or zone, under observation, and it is placed at a small distance.
If the operation could be conducted from a height, say
of 100 feet, and if the object observed were aif a greater
distance, say a chimney, three or four miles off, or if the
rays of the small lamp were made parallel by using a small
lens, it would be an improvement, because a nearer approach

lately

to reality.

Experiments were also conducted at the same works to
discover the brightest part of a flame, by allowing the light
refi'acted through the bit of glass under observation, to
faU on a screen distant .30 yards.
It appeared to me that
the result obtained could not be relied upon, because the
rays from the more distant parts of the flame, appeared on
the screen as condensed Ught, (because the screen was in the
conjugate focus for that part of the flame,) while the more
im])ortant rays, those from the neighbourhood of the chief
focus near the centre of the flame, being refracted nearly
as parallel rays, appeared on the screen as diffused
Ught.

Photographs taken of the flame at the same time show
that the brishtest part of the outside shell of the flame
under examination which coincided with tlie conjugate
focus for the screen was lower than the brightest part ot' the
central flame.

Similar experiments virere tried by the Messrs. Stevenson,
near Edinburgh, before and after the experiments tried at

Birmingham, and the result arrived at was quite different
from the result obtained at Birmingham.
The place of
observation was at a much greater distance, and the instrument used to test the light was a photometer.
The readiest method of discovering the brightest part of a
flame appears to be either simple inspection of the flame,
or the plan which I suggested and have pursued.
It was
adopted by Mons. Sautter and by Mr. Stevenson, and
consists simply in taking a photograph of the flame.
By
over jjrinting the neffative, the brightest part of the flame
appears in the positive ; by exposing the plate for a longer
or sliorter time, as was done by Mons. Sautter, the plate is
more or less affected, and only the brightest part appears
in the negative least exposed.
Photographs of flames have been lithographed, and Photographs
of flames.
appear in the Report, at the beginning.
The brightest part of the flame being ascertained by some
method, and the best ])osition of the burner decided iijion
the apparatus can easily he tested by looking through it,
at a sea horizon, or at any distant object, in the same direction ; and when the apparatus is properly set the burner
can be adjusted and the flame regulated at will.
Fig. 3 is copied from a photograph taken at Whitby.
The flame, the burner, the observer, who «'as looking- at the
South Lighthouse, through the upper refracting zone, and
the indistinct image of sea and sky, formed by the refracting
band and zones in the flame, were all taken at once, and
are represented within the circle described about the focal
point.
The distant landscape was afterwards taken more
accurately in the usual way, from the gallei-y outside. Tlie
photographs were all taken with the same' lens, and bear
the same proportion to each other, and the drawing may
give some idea of what the observer represented, actually
saw, when he looked at a sheet of ground glass placed
upright on the burner to represent the focussing screen of
a camera.
The inverted landscape must be assumed to be transparent, and rolled round the peqiendicular axis of the lens
till the sea horizon is brought to the left of the lighthouse
tower, and behind the observer. Tlie four drawings.
Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, together, and this description may serve to
explain what is meant by the '• method of internal observation " referred to by Mr. Chance in his paper, by the
Commission in their Report, and alluded to in the letter of
the Astronomer Royal, dated 16th June.
Previous to the 2nd of August 1860 the foUowing experiments had been contrived and were prepared to iUustrate
what has been said above.
small lighthouse lens, lent by
Mr. Chance to the Commission, was set upright on a table in
a window ; a table gas lamp was placed behind it a bit of
ground glass, of the same size as a section of the gas flame,
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was placed on the burner, and the whole was arranged so that
the image of a particular door way in the street coincided
^vith the place of the point of the full-sized flame which
was highest and nearest to the lens. The office keeper
was then instructed to light the gas, and to raise and
On
lower the flame, by turning the gas on and off.
going to the doorway the points of the flame were seen to
descend
the
light
to
lens,
and
as
top
of
the
at
the
appear
the lamj) flame was raised, till the whole lens was filled
rose
flame,
the
light
and
on
loicerin;/
the
\rith light, and
disappeared at the top of the lens, which showed that the
observer was beyond tlie conjugate focus for the most
distant part of the flame, and that no part of the flame was
nearer to the lens than

chief focus.
On walking towards the liglit or from it the same effect
was produced, and the image of a man walking along the
pavement appeared on the ground glass inside, inverted
its

and moving up or down
approached
2.

A

as

he receded from the house or

it.

bit of a lighthouse

prism was placed on a table, so

upon

The

that the sun's rays might fall
was estimated by observing the sun's image, and the
effect of raising the prism, or of moving it, was estimated
by observing the efl'ect caused by the apparent motion of
the sun, and by moving the prism.
Some of the experiments subsequently tried at Whitby,
and at Mine Head, and elsewhere, were similar e.xperiments

on a

it.

focal distance

larger scale.

perhaps worth explaining the structure of a lightfor the common notion of it is erroneous.
is not simply a beam of light composed of
parallel rays, witli a like section at any distance ; but is in
fact a very complicated structure.
Each of the numerous bits of glass or metal of which
lighthouse apparatus is composed, treats a difi'erent portion
of each of the countless spheres of light, where centres
It is

house beam,

The beam

are the radiant points of which the lamp flame consists.
Diverging rays which would form cones or p}Tamids, or
wedges of light, if they were allowed to escape freely
through round or square holes, or through slits in a shutter,
are modified by the glasses, which in catadioptric apparatus
are of forms that Mould cover holes and slits of various
shapes and sizes, and which do take in the bases of diverg-

— carved as w-ere out of solid spheres
— whose centres are points in a lamp flame.

ing solid figures,
light

it

of

According to the distance of each radiant point from the
glass, its rays are differently affected by it, and the whole
beam is made up of diverging and converging rays.
Rays which diverge from points nearer to the glasses
than their chief foci, diverge less after they have passed
through the glass, but they continue to diverge, and never
meet again to form an image.
Rays which diverge from points further from the glasses
than their chief foci, converge after they have passed
through, and do meet again at points situated at various
distances.
These last rays ^'hen they meet produce (either
in the air or on a screen), magnified inverted images of the
jiarts of the hghthouse flame, which are beyond the chief
focus, and when they have met they cross and diverge once
more.
The divergence in all cases depends upon the form of
the glass, and the distance of each radiant point from it.
Only those rays which start from certain points can
emerge as parallel rays.
These points are differently
situated with reference to every separate part of the complicated structure which nearly surrounds the compound
source of light, and the points which would produce
jjarallel beams are not always radiant points.
AVhat is
true of a beam of refracted light is true also in many
respects of light which is reflected; and it may be said,
than an observer at a great distance, who looks at the li^ht
of a lighthouse, is looking through a great number of
inverted magnified images of parts of one-half of the
flame, at the other half of the flame magnified, but
not inverted.
His eyes take in some points and some
sections of the large and small ends of some cones,
]ijTamids, and wedges, as well as sections of parallel
beams of hght.
They may be filled with concentrated bght from one point, and diffused light from
another, with diverging, parallel, and converging rays,
inverted and erect ; and the problem which a lighthouse
engineer has to solve, is how to arrange the glass lenses
and prisms or metal reflectors, ^\ith reference to the source
of light which he has at his command, so as to get the
greatest possible number of the points and small ends of
these numerous cones and pyramids and fl'edges of light,
together with the largest ])0ssible sections of the broad and
narrow ends of the greatest possible number of these
figures, in short the greatest possible quantity of the light
produced, into the eyes of those obser\-ers "whose wants
ought to be most considered, without neglecting those
observers whose wants are of less importance.

All the calculations of the contriver of such optical apparatus must be founded on the shape, and size, and position,
and nature of the light to be used, and on the requirements
of the locality in which the lighthouse is to be placed.
perfect optical contrivance for one kind of light, or for one
place, may be a very bad one for a different source of light,
or a different place
and to make such calculations, and
contrive apparatus to suit every light, and every locality,
where lights are and where they ought to be, \i-ould find
employment for many mse heads for many years to

A

;

come.
Fig. 5. is intended to show that even when the apparatus
well made, and the lamp properly aojuste'l, the glass
chimney of the lamp may by its form seriously injure the
etficiency of the light, by causing refraction in a wrong

Fig.

3.

'Elf.

VI.

is

direction at the outset.
I'he dark line shown in the jjhotograph nearly coincides
with the position of the image of the horizon in many

lighthouses, and is quite as distinctly marked as it %vas in
the table lamp from which the photograph was made, and
which first called my attention to the defect.
The rounded shoulder of the chimnies used in France
does not produce this effect. The leflected light in Fig. 5.
was from a plane mirror placed upright behind the light,
and shows that a mirror placed as the mirrors were ])laced
at South Foreland, near the electric light, will produce the
effect of a larger light, or of two distinct lights, and so produce divergence.
The eff'ect produced by plane mirrors is furtlier illustrated

by

Fig. VI.
VII.
I have suggested as a fit subject for experiment
the manufacture of reflecting prisms in such a form that
rays of light should fall on the first and last surfaces nearly
at right angles, instead of falling on these surfaces, so that
a part is retracted and a large part reflected, and so lost.
The figures might be something of this shape
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ADSWEES TO SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS,
XII. and XIII. I would suprgest that the water power
due to the rise and fall of tlie tide and the force of currents,
should be used at lighthouse stations, and elsewhere for
example, a well, connected with the sea, and a float, would
wind u]i machinery. Such a contrivance might he made
In the same
to ring a bell on a beacon, or blow a whistle.
way the movements of the waves might be made to act
upon hollow chambers, so as to compress the air, and produce loud sounds. It only requires a httle ingenuity to
turn such an enormous natural power to use, and it seems
superfluous to do more than allude to it.
XIV., XV. A floating lightvessel or a buoy being a
structure fastened to the bottom and floating near the
surface of a stream, it appears that the principle of a
boy's kite might be studied with advantage. To fasten the
mooring chain in the centre of a flat or hoUow surface,
appears to me to give the greatest possible strain, and to
tend to produce a spinning motion, without any corresponding advantage.
To fasten the chain high up forward appears calculated
to drag a hghtvessel down into the sea, and increase the
;

strain.
It seems to me that if the moorings are fastened somewhere about the forefoot of a vessel, they will occupy the
same position as to the strain which the knot of the string
of a kite occupies with relation to the direction of the wind,
and so tend to make the vessel rise upon the current, or over
the advancing waves.
To fasten the moorings of a flat-bottomed buoy to a
bridle, would be to imitate a child's round kite, and, as I
imagine, it would both diminish the strain and make the
I have made no experiments,
structure float more steadUy.
but I think experiments should he made, and the form
which a well-made kite assumes when floating steadily in
a strong wind, might perhaps suggest a good form for the
under surfaces of buoys and floating lightvessels, and might
be taken as a starting point in the study of this branch of

flotation.

VII.

XVII. The following system of buoyage.
applicable to buoys now
alterations in their colour

that

which
shall

Fig. VII.,

is

with some few
first sub-

1S5I), and
several systems have been suggested,
frbm the same principle namely, that a buoy
indicate by its shape and colour the compass direction

mitted to
since

existence,

in

It was
and shape.
the Commission on the21st November

period

start

;

as well as the existence of a danger.
I proposed that hlach and red shall be the only colours
used, and that forms be divided into curves and angles.
as to form a
code of signals to express eight points of the compass ; and
so indicate the direction in which it is unsafe to steer, and
the safe course.

That these four symbols be combined, so

XVIII. The same sound that will best penetrate clear air.
XX. I have made no experiments, but it seems worth a
construct a building with funnels arranged on the
same principle as the mirrors which are j)laced above the
lenses in some lighthouses, and to place the source of
sound in a like position with reference to the reflecting
trial to

surfaces, as the source of light

is

placed.

and the manufacturer. In any case the
apparatus should be designed and made for the locality.
II. The same answer appUes, and all that has been said
above is intended to demonstrate the necessity of considering the use of the) instrument before it is made.
"A
first order catadioptric apparatus " is not something defiiute
like a round cake of which a sUce of so-many degrees can
be ordered from a maker without further direction or information from the jnirchaser. It is a complicated instrument,
which should be designed for the use to which it is to be
put, either by the purchaser who gives the order or by the
maker, whichever is best able to make the design.
gives the order

4
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Hitherto experiments to direct sound have been made in
imitation of the catojitric system.
This would resemble
the dioptric, and might be as great an imjirovement. It
is not easy to contrive a chea]) and serviceable method of
producing loud sounds for fog signals
but very loud
sounds are now produced by the action of the sea on condensed air, in sea ca^-es at several lighthouse stations,
and by a little ingenuity the natural power might be
so applied as to be made useful to passing ships.
There is
generally sufllcient motion in the waves to create a considerable power, and in dead calms the old bell might be
used.
XXr. The lower the better to be heard on the water,
speaking from experience of voices and other sounds
heard in boats at sea.
XX;I. The answer to this depends in a great degree on
local circumstances.
If it is desirable to ascertain the comparative clearness of the atmosphere at several stations,
an instrument contrived some years ago, and which has
been well tried, might give information. It consists of a
ball of glass, with the centre coincident with the centre
of a hollow hemisphere, made of wood or other materials.
The surface of the latter is e\-er}'\vhere coincident with
the burning focus of the glass ball.
Whenever the sun
shines it burns a mark when the sun is obscured a blank
is left ; and as the image of the sun changes its place
during six months, minute by minute, and day by day,
the surfaces of the bowls give an indication of the amount
of sunshine which has penetrated the atmosphere during
six months.
Bowls exposed in London and near London,
out of the smoke, show a marked difference
and they
would do the same if thei-e were a difference of the same
amount in the atmosphere of neighbouring sites proposed
for lighthouses
for example, an ex])eriment tried for a
year might have jiroved that which is now known, that
the Xeedles Rocks, though lower, have a much clearer
atmosphere than the bluff above them, a couple of hundred
yai'ds distant, where clouds often form and hang, while the
sun shines elsewhere, and where such clouds formed at
night and obscured the lighthouse.
XXV. In order to identify a lighthouse by day, it is, in
the first place, necessary to see it.
A series of experiments
were tried on the Needles Rock lighthouse which is a
greyish white, and was seen alongside of a chalk cliff, and
against the sea as a back ground.
From these experiments, and from my own experience of
shooting birds, and from the testimony of witnesses who
have expressed an opinion as to the colours which are best
seen on the water, and from a simple consideration of the
matter, I am convinced that white or grey is the very worst
colour that can be used for lighthouses which are seen
against the sea or sky, or against light back grounds. They
should be coloured black or red. It would be equally
wrong to place a red lighthouse against a red clifl', or a
black lighthouse against a dark rock, and the background
should alnays be considered in fixing on the colour.
It would be easy and inexpensive to paint lighthouses
and floating lights in stripes, so that each might vary in
appearance from those nearest to it.
;

;

;

;

CIRCULAR
The answer to this question dejiends upon the relative
amount of knowledge possessed by the authority which
I.

,,r

X.

Tables may be constructed from ])roper data, but it
would be better to work from an order than from tables.
The small lights contrived by Mr. Stevenson for narrow
sounds in Scotland, and the dioptric system of Fresnel did
not result fi'om tables, or from following a beaten track, but
from an inventive genius, professionally directed to a certain
subject, and aided by knowledge and experience practically
apphed.
III.

IV. Tlie forms of tender issued by the three General
Authorities have been obtained, and they give the best
answer to this question.
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Mersey Docks and Harbour Board.
Marine Suneror's

Dear

Sir,

which

I

Office,

Liverpool, 31st January, IStil.

Herewith

I

send a letter accompanied by a sketch

trust will meet your wish, and will I hojie assist to
a just estimation of the capabilities of an invention, which
in its way, I believe, to be eminently useful, and as yet
unsurpas: id.
I send also the larger drawing in case it may

throw anj light on the subject, and
it returned
as the arrangement
;

thank you

n-ill

to

have

disconnecting is a
of the buoy to
have not shown that portion of the
for

specialty connected with the transmission
ita

destination,

I

arrangement in the sketch.

D
I

&c.

am, &c.,

Gr.\ham H. Hills.

S. R. Graves, Esq.,

&c.

Marine Surveyor's Office,
Liverpool, 31st January 1861.

Sir,

12

FEETl

Referring

to a recent conversation on the alleged
defect of " Hard Riding," attributed to certain buoys of
Herbert's Patent, built in Liverpool for the Mersey Docks
Board, you are aware that s\ich remedy as the circumstances
of the case permitted has been ap|)lied, by giving additional
strength to the mooring arms ; it should be remembered
that those buoys were the first attempted to be constructed
so as to act independently of ballast, the weight required
for ballast being procvu-ed by extra thickness given to the
plates forming the bases of the buoys.
I ventured to state
to you my opinion, that the oscillatorj' morion of these buoys
(by which in heavy weather the hollow cone is raised to tlie
surface, and l)ecomes subject to the action of running
seas, giving rise to the " Head Riding"!, was attributable in a principal degree to the faulty- distribution of the
ballast, inasmuch as the increased thickness of plates was
given as well to those forming the periphery as to those
nearer the centre.
In coraphance with your request, and
in illustration of the idea, I enclose a sketch of a section
of a buoy furnished to the order of the Liverpool African
Association, intended to be stationed as fairway buoy to the
entrance of the Bonny River; in this case, instead of anything
like equal distribution of weights, the periphery of the buoy
is plated simply with regard to necessary strength, and the
extra weiaht required for ballast is approximated as nearly
as possible to the axis of motion and centre of gravity of
the body. This extra weight is comprised chiefly, I st, in
the apex of the cone, which is formed of a solidly forged
cap with mooring eve in the centre, the cap '2h inches thick
in the centre, tapering to t inches at the rims, and weighing
with the shackle slightly over 5 cwt. :?ndly, the superstruction, instead of resting on the deck is based on the
cone, an arrangement which brings additional weight,
amounting in this case to 6 cwt. in proximity to the centres
of the buoy ; and is designed at the same rime to give
greater stability to the struchire. one instance ha\'ing
occurred where the old form of pillar worked loose from
the deck ; the cone bearing the strain of the moorings
require extra strength, and the weight so necessitated is
not unfavourably situated in reference to baUasring. In the
sketch the situation of the weights is made apparent by the
proportionate thickness of the lines describing the several
parts.
I

have, &c.

Graham
To

the Mayor of Liverpool,
S. R. Graves, Esq..
&o
&c.

H. Hills.

Master, R X., Assistant Marine
Surveyor, Liverpool.

ly,
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COLONIAL LIGHTS.

COLONIAL LIGHTS.
fioyal

Sir,

AM

I

request that they
information

Commission on Lighthouses,
28th January 1869.

by the Lighthouse Commission

directed

may

be furnished with

to

the following

:

A

showing the names, positions, and
description of hghts, on shore and afloat, in Her Majesty's
Colonial possessions, under the superintendence of Her
Majesty's Government; showing also what lighthouses are
under construction, or intended to be constructed, and at
whose expense, both of construction and maintenance,
the cost of maintenance of each hght, the amount of dues
on shipping received (if any), and the mode of levying these
1st.

Return

dues.
2d.

The Commissioners would further wish to be inwhom the immediate supervision of the construction of Colonial Lighthouses is entrusted.
I have the honour to be. Sir,
Your obedient ser\'ant,
T. H. Farrer, Esq.,
J. F. Campbell,
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary.

formed to

Marme Department,
Board of Trade.

(No. 66.)
Office of

Committee of Privy Council for Trade,
Marine Department,
Whitehall, 9th February 1859.

Sir,
I

AM

by the Lords of the Committee of

directed

Pri^T' Council for Trade to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 28th ultimo, requesting certain information as

regards the Lighthouse authorities in the United Kingdom
and Her Majesty's Colonial possessions.
In reply, I am to inform you that the general Lighthouse Boards in the United Kingdom who are in connection

with this Board

herewith enclosed.
As regards the harbour and other hghts not marked in
the enclosed list, there is no information in this office to
enable my Lords to state by what local authorities they are

managed.
Colonial lights are generally under the jurisdiction of the
respective Colonies, though in some few instances they
are erected and maintained by imperial funds.
Those which have been so erected and are now so
maintained, whoUy or in part, are as follows
:

Cay,

that time.
These questions were forwarded by the Admiralty, with a
a request that directions might be given to the Goxernora
of Colonies to transmit a copy of them to the Superintendent of each of the Lighthouses, situated within the hmitg
of the Colony.
The information thus obtained was down to the 1 st April
18-19, and was printed in Parhamentary paper No. 650, of
the 1st August 1850.
Since the control of Colonial Lighthouses has been vested
in this Board my lords consider it most desirable that they
should be informed of any Lighthouses which have been
erected since the above-mentioned period, with all the particulars relating to them, and to theii' managament ; and also
of the alterations, if any, which may have been made in any
of those included in the former Return.
I am therefore desired to transmit 400 copies of the
original queries; and to request that you will move
Mr. Labouchere to be so good as to forwai-d them to the
Colonies respectively, and to cause instructions to be given
in order that this valuable information may be obtained
from the Colonial authorities with as bttle delay aa
possible.

Cay

Sal,

have, &c.

I

James Bootb.

(Signed)

Herman

Merivale, Esq.
&c.
&c.
&c.
Colonial Office.

14th May 1859.
With reference to your letter of the 9th February,
containing a list of the Colonial Lighthouses under the control of the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for
Trade, I am directed by the Lighthouse Commissioners to
request that a Return may be furnished showing
1
Number, names, and positions of Colonial Lighthouses
under the control of the Board of Trade now in coui'se of
Sir,

;

erection.
2.

3.

Date when erection of each was commenced.
Original estimated time required for the erection of

each.

Time

still required for the completion of each.
Original estimated cost of erection, exclusive
lighting apparatus.
6. Sums already expended in the erection of each.
7. Sum stUl required to complete each.

5.

Abaco,
Great Isaacs, building.
Cay Lobos, ditto.

Cape of Good Hope

Roman

the 10th February 1849, enclosing copies of some printed
queries which had been prejiared, in order that accurate
information
might be obtained as to the state and
management of existing Lighthouses in the Colonies at

4.

:

Gun

Committee of Privy Council for Trade
WhitehaU, 28th July 1856.

AM

directed by the Lords of the Committee of
Privy Council for Trade to request that you will call the
attention of Mr. Secretary Labouchere to the communication from the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty of
I

are,

The Trinity House of Deptford Strond.
The Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses, &c.
The Port of Dublin Corporation.
The hghts under the jurisdiction of these three Boards
are shown, as marked in red ink, in the printed list of lighta

Bahamas

Office of

Sir,

of

;

Rocks, budding.

South Point,
Ceylon

Office of

ditto.

Committee of Privy Council
Marine Department,

for Trade,

•

Newfoundland

Whitehall, 5th July 1859.
I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of Privy
CouncU for Trade to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 14th May last, requesting to be furnished with
certain Returns relating to Colonial Lighthouses under the
control of the Board of Trade, now in course of erection.
In reply, I am to transmit to you the enclosed Return
giving the information requested in your letter.

Sir,

Great Basses, building.

Cape Race.
Ionian Islands Cerigo.
Falkland Islands
Cape Pembroke.
Western Austraha: King George's Sound, two Ughthouses.
In comphance with a letter from this department, of
28th July 1856, to the Colonial office (a copy of which
is enclosed), my Lords have obtained particulars of the
management, &c. of the lights in the various colonies,
and if the Commissioners desire it, the original documents
can be lent to them for their information, as they are too
:

:

:

I

Sh>,

Your obedient

Servant,
T. H. Farrbr

Secretary to the Royal Commission on
Lights, Buoys, and Beacons, 7, Millbank Street,

The

voluminous to be copied.
I

am.

Sir,

Your obedient

servant,

T. H.
Secretary to the Royal Commission on
Lights and Beacons, 7, Millbank Street.

am,

Farrer.

The

4
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COLONIAT, LIGHTS.
Annual

salaries of Lightkeepevs,

and allowances

?— Prin-

cipal, 100/. salary; 321. Gs. \d. (currency) for fuel. Assistant,

70/. salary

;

15/.

(currency) for fuel.

Average annual cost?

— Estimated
—

at 500/.

By whom maintained ? .\ toll of one-si.xteenth of a penny
per ton is le\'ied for the maintenance, and to repay the cost
of erection
but the tolls collected have not as yet realized
suflicient for themaintenanceof the light, and the deficiency
is made up from imperial funds.

:

;

Cerigo LiGHTnorsp,,
Ionian Islands.

Particulars of the

Name

of Light

Situation','

?

letter.

in the

2nd. The system in force for the construction, maintenance, and control of Colonial Lighthouses varies according to the circumstances of the res])ective colonies and of
the respective Lighthouses.
For instance, the Lighthouses
in the Bahamas and in the Falkland Islands have been
er*ted and are maintained entirely out of imperial funds,
and are entirely under the control of the Board of Trade,
inasmuch as the colonies are small and the lights are
maintained for the benefit of the passing trade.

— Cerigo.

— Cape

Spathi.

Lat.

22°57';i0"E.

36°

'22'

50" N., Long.

—

Description of Lighthouse?
Circular Stone Tower, surmoimted by a lantern painted white.
Height in feet from base to vane ? 83 feet.
Height in feet from high water to centre of lantern ?

—

—

.«;;) feet.

Order?

The

— First order.
—
—
—

—

Oil?

6d.

— Rapeseed.

—

—

No information.
of gallons used?
of Lightkeepers ? Two.
Salaries of Lightkeepers and allowances (if any)?
No
information.
Average annual cost ? No information.
By whom maintained? A contribution of .'iOO/. towards
the annual maintenance of the Light is paid by the imperial
Number
Number

—

—

—
—

Government.

The balance

is

with the

Board

of

Tkade

on

Colonial Lights.
Royal Commission, Lights, Buoys, and Beacons,
7, Millbank Street, S. W.
January 9, 1860.
I AM directed to call your attention to your letter of
the 9th of February 1859, No. 1159, and to the copy of a
letter enclosed therein, dated 28th of July 1856, addressed
to H. Merivale, Esq., Colonial Office, and to the following
" Since the control of Colonial
paragraph in the latter
" Lighthouses has been vested in this Board, my Lords
" consider it most desirable that they should be informed of
" any Lighthouses which have been erected since the abovementioned period," &c., &c., &c. ; and I am directed to enSir,

:

—

quire what is the nature of the control, if any, exercised by
the Board of Trade over Colonial Lighthouses other than
those specified in your letter of the 9th of February inst.
2ndly. With reference to the Lighthouses named in your
letter of the 9th of February 1859, and other Lighthouses
erected and maintained or to be erected by imperial funds,
I am directed to request that you will favour the Commission with a short statement of the system now in force for
the construction, maintenance, and control of the Colonial
Lighthouses under the superintendence of Her Majesty's
Government, including in the statement the names of any
other departments to which reference is made, and the course
which such references take before being finally dealt with by
the Board of Trade, previous to establishing a new Lighthouse in any of Her Majesty's colonies.
reference to Parliamentary paper 355.,
.'Srdly. With
ordered to be printed 29th of June 1855, I am directed
to enquire whether any bill has been drawn u]), as suggested
by the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade
in the letter of the 19th of January, 1855.
If such a bill has been introduced or passed ; and if not,
I am to request that copies of any correspondence that may
have passed on the subject may be furnished to the Com-

mission.
I

am.

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
J. F.

T. H. Farrer, Esq.,j
Board of Trade.

Campbell,
Secretary.

Committtee of Pri\'y Council for Trade,
Marine Department, Whitehall,
25th January, 18()0.
I AM directed by the Lords of the Committee of
acknowledge
the rcceijtt of your
Trade
to
Council
for
Vnvy
Office of

Sir,

IT.

King

(jeorge's

Sound, Western

colony.
The cost of erection of the Roman Rocks Lighthouse, at
the Cape of Good Hope, is to be borne by imperial funds
the cost of maintenance by the colony.
The Cape Race Lighthouse was erected with imperial
funds, to be repaid and maintained by a toll on shipping
under the provisions of the Act 18 and 19 Vict. c. 91,
herein after referred to.
A sum of seven thousand pounds (7,000) has been voted
by Parliament for the erection of the two Lighthouses above
mentioned at Vancouver's Island; three thousand five
hundred pounds (3,500) of which sum is to be repaid by
the colony, and the Lighthouses are to be maintained by the
colony.
The course taken in first proposing a Lighthouse and in
constructing it, difi'ers almost in every case.
Sometimes tlic
light is asked for by the trade, sometimes by the colony,
sometimes by the Admiralty. In many cases the colony erects
the light itself, and seeks for no assistance or advice fi'om
the Home Government.
In other cases the colony asks for
advice and for help in sending out apparatus from this countrj- at the cost of the colony.
In other cases application is
made to the Home Government to bear the cost. Whenever
the Home Government has to take any part in the matter,
the case is referred to the Board of Trade.
When so referred, that department is in the habit of communicating
with the Admiralty on the character of the light, and on all
nautical questions connected with it, though they consider
themselves responsible for the decision which may be come
to.
If it is thought expedient from the nature of the trade
which is benefitted, or for other reasons, that the cost should
be borne wholly or in part by imperial funds, the case is
submitted by the Colonial Office or the Board of Trade, as
the case may be, for the consideration of the Treasury as to
the expediency of obtaining a -s-ote from Parliament for such
sums as are required. The expenditure of these sums, as
well as any other steps which have to be taken in this
country, rest with the Board of Trade.
In the discharge of this duty they have occasionally
asked the co-operation of the Trinity House. The further
steps to be taken in the colony in erecting the hght are
taken under directions given by the Board of Trade, either
through the colonial authorities, or through an agent sent
from this country, and under superintendence of an
engineer appointed by the Board of Trade.
In the cases of the Great Isaacs, Lobos Cay, Cape Race,
Cape Point, Roman Rocks, and Great Basses Lighthouses,
the whole of the materials were sent from this country, and
an engineer was also sent to superintend their construction.
The stone for the Cerigo Lighthouse was quarried in
that island, and the construction of the Lighthouse was
superintended by an engineer from this country.
The materials for the King George's Sound Lighthouses
were sent from this country and their construction was
superintended by an ofiBcer of the Royal Engineers, assisted
by a working party from that corps.
The Lighthouses at Vancouver's Island are now being
built under the superintendence of the colonial authorities;

—

made up by the Ionian Go-

vernment.

CORRESPONDENCE

at

to maintain them itself.
The Lighthouse at Cerigo was erected with imperial funds,
and is maintained jointly by Her Majesty's Government
and the Ionian Government.
A sum of seven thousand pounds (7,000/.) has been
\'oted by Parliament for the erection of the Cape Point
Lighthouse, Cape of Good Hope; three thousand five
hundred pounds, (3,500) of which sum is to be repaid by
the colony ; and the Lighthouse is to be maintained by the

;

dwellings, freight, labour, furnishing,
; tower,
commission, &c., 2,i)89/. 6s. lOtZ.— Total ^,887/. 6,5. 4t/.
By whom erected? Imperial Government.
l!)s.

Lighthouses

Australia, have been erected and are to be maintained by
imperial funds until such time as the colony is in a position

Character of Light ?
Revolving white light ; catoptric.
Distance seen in clear weather? 24 mdes.
Year of erection? 1857.
Cost of erection ? Lantern, 1 ,071 /. Lighting Apparatus,
82G/.

033

of the 9th instant, requesting certain information as
regards the nature of the control exercised by the Board of
Trade over Colonial Lighthouses.
In re])ly, ray Lords direct me to state to you, for the information of the Royal Commissioners on Lights, Buoys,
and Beacons, as follows
1st. The Board of Trade exercises no control over any
Colonial Lighthouses except over those specified in the
letter from this department of the 9th of February last, and
over two Lighthouses at Vancou\-er's Island, for which a
sum has been voted by Parliament since the date of that
letter

4

;
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and the lanterns and
from

lightiniy

apparatus have been supplied

this country.

Applications addressed

to the Board of Trade for Lighthouses
or Lightvessels on or near the Coasts of any British FosAugust IS55 to the present Time.

a general rule, it may be stated as regards Lighthouses
once erected, that when they are maintained by a colony,
the Board of Trade exercises no control whatever over
them ; when the Imperial Government is at the cost of

As

session, since the 14th

maintenance, the Board of Trade undertakes the management.
3. In answer to the third question proposed in your
letter, I am to st^ite that the Act 18 and ly Vict. c. 91,
to facilitate the erection and maintenance of Colonial
Lighthouses, was passed in accordance with the recommendations contamed in the Parliamentary Paper 355. of 1855.
The provisions ot this Act have, however, been only acted
upon in the case of the Cape Race Lighthouse, in respect
ot which a toll is levied on shipping deriving benefit trom

:

'

From whom

Nature of

Sbort Statement of

Result of

received.

Application.

the Case.

Application.

Governor of For a lightHong Kong, house ~ "^"
through the
tus Shoal in
ColonialOftheCbinaSea.

proposed that foreign
should be
reque^ted to contribute
towards the ereciion aiid
maintenance of two or

It is

I

I

their vessels trading to and
fromCliineae ports through

servant,

T. H.
to the Royal Comniission on
Lights, Buoys, and Beacons.
7, Millba'nk Street.

;

!

i

'

!

the China sea, and returns
of tonnage of vessels enlering and clearing Cni.
nese ports for one year
has been called for, from

Sir.

Your obedient

tion.
I

lights en this shoal,
by agreeing to a toll on

have the honour to be,

Farrer.

under

contidera-

'

more

the light.

Still

i

governments

,

|

'

Her >Iajesly"s Consuls at
Shanghae, Amoy, Canton,
Fou-chou-Ioo,
Ningpo,

The Secretary

and from the authoniies
at Hong Kong. '1 he authorities

at

Hong Kcng

have aUo been requested
to furnish fuU par oculars
as regards the probable
cost of the establishment
of two hghls and their

I

Roval Commission, Lights. Buoys, and Beacons,
Millbauk-street, S.\V.,

7,

London,

Sir,

AM

1

ctrd

directed to request that

February 1860,
^niU move the

you

Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade to
cause the Commissioners to be furnished with,
1st. A short abstract of the memorials and apphcations
for Lighthouses or hght-ressels *• On or near the coasts of
any British possession," addressed to the Board of Trade,
since the 14th August 1855 to the present date inclusive;
showing by whom the application or memorial was made,

—

Ed-

Prince

ward

on

houses

North
and

the consideration of these
lights must be postponed
until the opinions ol the
other British North American Colonies are obtained ; and requesting the

Cape

Kdst
point. Prince

Governor to furnish iiiformaticnas regards thelites,
the building materials. &c.
obtainable
the colony,

also abstracts of the several rephes thereto, together
with a short statement showing the final result of the
application in each case.
'Jd. And the Commissioners would wish to be informed,
with reference to section 2 of the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 91.,
whether any. and if so what, apphcations have been
received requesting that any existing Lighthouse or ightA'essel on
or near the coasts of any British Possessions should be brought under the provisions of sections
3 to 8 inclusive of that Act.

am.

For the erec-

The

tion of light-

houses

in

the

Ban am aa, at—
Mantaiiilla

1.

Reef.

West end of
Great Bahama Hank.

1.

North - cast
point of Great

3.

I

I

North point
of Eleuthera

4.

Y'ouj obedient ser>'ant.

5.

Stirrup Cay.

2.

6.

Orange Cay.
I

Secretary.

'

j

Is-

land,

the

connderation of the
subject
is

postponed.

engineer of, Report not
<

{

yet received, and rcsuit not arrived at.

How far will engineering difficulties allow of
ligbthousestwtng erected on the tjtois se-

Committee of Privy Council
Marine Department.

for Trade,

I

3d.

1

directed by the Lords of the Committee of
Privy Council for Trade to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 3r(l instant, requesting to be furnished with a
short abstract of the memorials or applications for Lighthouses on or near the coasts of any British Possession
addressed to the Board of Trade since the 14th August
1855, and also to be informed what applications have been

i;Govemment
1

of Canada.
through the

For the erec|

'

tion of a light-

quested to furnish cetaily
to the proposed site,
building materials, ifcc,

house on the

as

j

Bird Rocks or

Bnon

and to ascertain in which
British North American

Island,
or in that locality to the
north east oi

the

Thesouthwe^tpoint

of Inagua Island. \c.
4th. Castle Kock, Crooked Island.
Governor of Canada re-

AVhitehall, 25th February ISfiO.

AM

Memory Kock.

The north-east point
of At>aco Island.

2d.

I

I

!

At what places in
Bahamas does the trade
require lights ; and of
the
lights
requu-ed,
which are the most im-

1st.

'

Sir,

l^rnce Ed-

» ard

lected?
he has been specialty
ordered
lo survey the
Little Balidma Bank, examining particularly.—

!

Office of

re-

ceivedfrom

'

And

&c.

&c.

bc^en
j

impuriant ?

'

Island.

Campbell,

T» H, Farrer, Esq.

Oiis ..._

formation
has
not

|

2.

Sir,

J. F.

resident

As
j
'

the Board of Irade superintending the construction
of the lighthouses on the
(ireat Isaacs and I^t>o&
Cay, has been instructed to

I

#

{

Governor of Prince EdWard Island informed, that

Inland,

through CoOf-

lonial

and

I

,

future maintenance. Until the above information
has been received, the
question
remains undtr

'

culony the island

is

situ-

ated.

Magda-

lece Group.

received for any existing Lighthcmse on or near the coasts
of any British Possession, to be brought under the pro^-isions of sections 3 to 8 inclusive of the Act 18 & 19 Vict,
c. 91,
In reply I am to transit to you for the information of
the Royal Commissioners on Lights, Buoys, and Beacons,
the enclosed short statements showing the applications
which have been made to the Board of Trade for such Lighthouses, and also the result in each case, so far as it can be
given.

Oovtrnorof
Prince Edlands states
that
that

colony does
not feel itself

upon

am,

light,

to

and

that the island
be-

IcngstoCa-

the
other
BritUh

North Ame*

Sir,

Your obedient

caUed

ccntribute
towards the

It win be observed that these statements do not include
the applications for the Lighthouses specified in the letter
from this Department, of the 9th February 1859. Avhich
have been erected, or are now being erected, under the
superintendence of the Board of Trade.
I

Neirfoundland stales,
that there
is no o^jec-

rican Colo-

servant,

T. H.

Farker.
Governor of

The

Secretary to the Royal Commission on
Lights. Bui»ys, and Beacons, 7, Millbank

New
Sti-eet.

^Governor

informed, that
until plans are forwarded
my Lords cannot take into
consideration the question
of erecting lightbcuses in

Zea-

S.W.
th rough the

Colonial
Office.

New Zealand
may be erected from imperial

and

funds,
stating

the colon V.
'

|

that

plans

and estimates
u-^iiU hP fnr.
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c
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LlGlITf^, BUOY.^,

Marine Articles,
number) nearh' all have
now engaged on them.
These authorities have left blanks where the questions were
not applicable to the lights, buoys, or beacons under their
control, and for the sake of uniformity, and to facilitate
comparison, the Commissioners had wished to be furnished
with similar returns for the Colonial lights under the
superintendence of H. M. Government.
The Commissioners most readily admit that the letters
and i)apers forwarded by desire of the Lords of the
Committee of Privy Council for Trade contain much of
the information which they wished to obtain, they had
already carefully considered these papers and documents.
They had abstracted portions of "the information, and they

n-ell as to

those

named

in the Mercantile

and of these (upwards of 110
either filled up the forms, or

in
are

AND BEACOKS:

manner, for the information of Her Majesty's Government
and of mariners."
(b.) " The
officers commanding
Her Majesty's ships
might be requested to report to the Admiralty upon the
.

efficiency of the several lights."
(c.) "That the above reports might be communicated
and registered by this Board."

(1.)

If, after

the

first

step (a) has been taken, the

to

Com-

missioners would be glad if they might be furnished with
the "full record" referred to.
(2.) If the steps [b and c) have been taken, the Commissioners would be glad to be allowed to see such rejiorts as
were forwarded since 8th December 18.54 from the officers
of Her Majesty's ships to the Admiralty and communicated
to and registered by the Board of Trade.

are willing to make use of it so far as it goes ; but they feel
that they cannot ]niblish an abstract made by them as a
return furnished by the Hoard of Trade, and they would
otherwise
l)refer that there should be no excejjtion to the
general rule that governing authorities should furnish
returns in the same form.
The Commissioners apjireciate the offer of their Lordships

(3.) The Commissioners would like to be informed also
whether the Board of Trade receive full annual returns
of inspection of all the lighthouses in the colonies under
their whole or partial control, and whether the raachineri*
at their disposal enables them or their officers to maintain
any (and, if any, what amount of) efiicient control, under
the heads of " efficient lighting " and " economy of oil and

to sup])ly additional information from documents in their
office. 'I'hey are most unwilling to give unnecessary trouble,
and would "greatly regret that the forms which they have
adopted should be considered as going ton much into
detail, but the Commissioners would be greatly obUged to
their Lordshi[)S if they would cause such answers to be prepared, as the information in their possession will enable
them to give, in reply to the (juestions contained in the
printed form, dating "from the period when the superintendence of certain Colonial lights was first placed under
the control of the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council

stores."

For the convenience of their Lordships, 1 am directed to
enclose a ])rinted copy of tlie correspondence aliove referred
I

T.

&c.

have, &c.

(Signedj

J. F.

Sir,

C.VMrBELL.

Roval Commission, Lights. Buovs. and Beacons.
7, Millbank Street, SW.,

London, March

Sir,

3, IStiO.

to my letter of this date, &c. I am
forwarded to this office
directed to return the jiapers
by desire of their Lordships on the !)th of July 185!),
These i)apers have been filed and arranged, and they are
now returned in case they nuiy be required in the preparation of answers to the printed questions forwarded on the

Keif.rring

lath ultimo.
The Commissioners may have occasion to request a further loan of these papers before completing their colonial
inquiries.
1

have, &c.
J.

F.

CAMPBELL,
Secretary.

OfHce of Conmiittee of Privy Council for Trade,
Marine Department,

UhitehaU,

May

14th, 18(i0.

With reference to your letter of the 3rd March
on the subject of certain returns required by the Royal
Commissioners of Lights, Buoys, and Beacons relating to
the Colonial lighthouses under the control of the Board
1 am directed by the Lords of the Committee of
of Trade
Privy Council for Trade to transmit to you the enclosed
printed forms with such replies to the queries as it is prac-

last

:

ticable to give.
I

am, &c.
J.

H. F.VRREK.

Secretary to the Royal Commission,
Lights, Buoys, and Beacons,

The

'7,

Millbank Street.

Royal Commission, Lights, Buoys, and Beacons,
7, Millbank Street, S.W., London,
15th December 18(;().
With reference to a letter of the 8th December 1854
from the Board of Trade to the Board of Admiralty, I am
directed to inquire whether a certain step which the Lords
of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade proposed to
take in a certain contingency, and certain other steps which
their Lordships suggested that the Board of Ad.Tiiralty
should take in the same contingency, have been taken, to
Sib,

:

(a.)
all

J.

F,

Campbell.

Esq.,

Secretary,

&c.

:21st

December

18(i0.

1
am directed by the Lords of the Committee of
Privy Council for Trade to acknowledge the receijit of your
letter of the 15tb instant, requesting to be informed what
taken as regards certain suggestions
stejis have been
relating to colonial fighthouses contained in the letter from
the Board of Trade to the Admiralty of the 8th December

18.54.

In reply, I am to state that a letter was addressed to the
Colonial Office on the 15th .\ugust 1855 (copy of which
is enclosed), enclosing a pamphlet for distribution to the
various colonies. A letter dated the 28th July 1856 was
also addressed to the Colonial Office (as you were informed
bv their lordships' letter of the 5th February 1859), forwarding (juerics to be filled in by the colonial authorities
The returns to these queries were
respecting their lights.
forwardcil to the Lighthouse Commission in original, being
too voluminous to copy.
These returns are the only records kept in this office
colonial
lights, as the Admiralty publish
respecting
periodically a list of all lights for general information, and
my Lords cause all notices received at the Board of Trade
relating to the e.xliibition of lights in the various colonies
to be forwarded immediately to that department for publication.

My Lords have not considered it advisable to carrj- into
suggestion that the officers commanding Her
Majesty's ships might be requested to report generally to
the Admiralty ujion the efficiency of the several Ughts in
the colonies, as these lights (with the exception of those
under the control of the Board of Trade) belong to and are
managed solely by the colonial authorities, upon whom falls
the responsibility of keeping them efficient, and with whose
management, except by their own express desire, the Board
of Trade could not interfere with advantage.
As regards the information requested resiiecting the
colonial lighthouses under the control of the Board of
Trade, 1 am to state that (as has been already pointed
out to the Commissioners), the circumstances are so
various that it is impossible to have any uniform system.
Tlie lighthouse at Cerigo has been reported on by Captain
Sjiratt, R.N., and the fighthouses in the Bahamas have
undergone thorough inspection by Mr. Haney, the colonial
engineer, and by Mr. Scott, who" has been superintending
Pronsion has
the construction of new lighthouses there.
also been made for a periodical inspection of these lightBut
the Board
intervals.
at
short
Haney
houses by Mr.
of Trade does not receive regular annual returns of the
the
immediate
as
lighthouses,
inspection of these or other
management of them rests with the Governor, who always
importance
render it
of special
rejiorts when matters
necessary that the matter should be referred to the Board of
effect the

Sib,

wit

&:c.

OfHce of Committ^ of Privy Council for Trade,
Marine Dejiai-tment, Whitehall,

for Trade.
I

am,

(Signed)
11. I'arrer,

" That a

would be kept
the Queen's dominions

full record

the fights in

at this office of
in a methodical

Trade.

With reference to the machinery at the disposal of the
Board of Trade to maintain control over the lighthouses
under the heads of " efficient lighting,'' and economy of oil

COLONIAL LIGHTS.
and stores, I am to state that my Lords have up to the
present time found the establishments under the control of
Such
the several governors sufficient for the purpose.
establishments vary in the several colonies.
In the Bahamas there is a staff consisting of a superinIn Newtendent, an inspector, clerk, and storekeeper.
foundland the Board of Works manage. In other colonies
the Governor calls in the assistance of the colonial secretary
and the surveyor general.
The lightkeepers make quarterly returns to the colonial
authorities on printed forms prepared by the Board of
Trade, showing the consumption of oil and stores and the
These returns are then
quantities remaining in store.
transmitted by the Governor to the Board of Trade for
examination.
The oil and stores required for the lighthouses are
suppHed by this department from this country on receiving
requisitions from the Governors.
The oil is furnished by the Trinity House out of the large
quantity [jrovided under contract for the English lighthouses, and the contract price is repaid out of the parliamentary vote to the Mercantile Marine Fund. The other
stores are purchased from the conti'actor at the contract
prices at which they are supplied to the Trinity House for

EngUsh lights.
The Secretary

to

I

the Commission on
Lights, Buoys, and Beacons.

am, &c.
T. H. Farrer,
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colony should send all the information in his power as to
the number and tonnage of vessels passing or deriving
benefit fi'om the light, and the ports and places to or from
which they trade. In giving this information, attention
should be paid to the particular circumstances of the case,
so that the Imperial Government may be enabled in fi.\ing
the toll to determine what the amoimt should be, and at
what ports it will be desirable to collect it. As a general
rule it will probably be found most convenient to collect
the dues at the port of de])arture of the ship, rather than at
the i)ort of arrival, where both ports are British ports but
the application of this rule must depend upon the circumstances of each case.
7. Where a light is to be erected or maintained in one
colony and tolls will have to be taken in other colonies,
the communications from the first colony should be so
made as to enable Her Majesty's Government to communicate as early and as effectively as possible with the latter
;

colonies.
I am to add that as regards India my Lords have addressed a similar communication to the Board of Control.
They have also addressed to you a separate letter on the
subject of the tolls for the light to be erected on Cape Race,
and another separate letter as to the jiroposed light on the
Basses Rock, Ceylon, and as regards the latter they have
also communicated with the Board of Control.
I have, &c.
(Signed)
H. Merivale, Esq.,
T. H. Farrer.
Colonial Ofiice.

Committee of Privy Council for Trade,
Whitehall, I5th August 1855.
reference to yoiu' letter of the Gth instant, I

Office of

Sir,

With
am

by the Lords of the Committee of Privy
Council for Trade to transmit to you for distribution to the
various colonies the accompanying copies of the printed
memorandum relating to hghthouses and lightvessels in the

LIGHTHOUSES.

directed

(General Return.)
This Return is not applicable to the lighthouses undef the
superintendence of the Board of Trade.

colonies.

My Lords

have not before replied to the above-mentioned
them that it would be desirable in

TABLE OF PRICES.

letter, as it a]ipeared to

transmitting the

memorandum

in question to the colonial

authorities to call the attention of the governor and other
officers to those jirovisions of the Merchant Shipping Act
Amendment Act, 1855, which relate to the collection of dues
If
for the maintenance and erection of colonial lights.
Secretary Sir William Molesworth should think such a
course expedient, the following are points which will, in
Lords' opinion, require special attention.

my

That the object contemplated by the Imjierial Legislature is to assist the colonies in erecting and maintaining
lighthouses, by providing funds for the purpose by means
of tolls levied on the ships which derive benefit from the
lights, whether those ships go to ports in the colony in
which the light is situated or not.
2. That the principle upon which the tolls are to be
fixed and collected is the same as that adopted in this

Gun Cay, Bahamas.
Price

-

- 6/6/. 9s. 9(^

-

Ordinary repairs
/

r>i

"'^\Cost
nr-

1

^''^'

—

-

Consumption

-

about 12

galls.

-21.

-

r Consumption
i Cost

-

about 40.
about Sd.

1.

Abaco, Bahamas.
Price
.^,

^''"

f

I Cost

That provision

building as well as

is

an

-

—

-

about 12

-

2/.

Consumption abotit
- about
^^'^'^nCost
i,T-

...

Cay

Price

galls.

40.

f

,

made

for jjrocuring advances for
annual income for maintaining

676/. 9s. 9d.

-

Consumption

country.
3.

•

-

-

Ordinary Repairs

8</.

Sal, Bahamas.
not known.

—

lights.

Ordinary Repairs

That whilst no colony can be required to levy a tai
against its will, the money when paid must of necessity

Consumption - about 12 galls.
-2/.
"''"ICost
,,-.
J Consumption about 4 feet.

4.

(being levied in different colonies as well as in the Uniteu
Kingdom be under the control of the Imperial Go\ernment.
5. That it is not the wish or the intention of the Boar,
administering any funds so levied to interfere
of Trade
with the local authorities, who will still have the manage
ment of the lights, except so far as may be necessary to
ensure proper accounts and a proper expenditure of the
public money.
6. 'I hat whenever any application is made for assistance
towards erecting or maintaining a light, the Governor of the

,•.,

-

f

,

"

'

\ Cost

-

-

about

Is.

per

ft.

Cape Pembroke, F.vlklaxd Islands.

m

-

Price

-

Ordinary Repairs

-

not known.

—

/ Consumption - about 10 galls.
ni
^" "tCost
-U.]:h.4d.
Consumption, about
w
about
""^•^^'tCost
I

f

-

4L.3

-

50.
lOrf.
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CIRCLLAR
RETURN FROM

CAY, BAHAMAS.

GUN

The Governor,

3.

assisted

3.

sariat officer.
7.

8.

light.

tower, i)ainted the
to the height of 16 feet
white, the remaining part red.

lower

minating in "the ground at right
13. -17 feet.

17.

The whole

IS.
li).

20.

by

Sea

Conical stone tower, rendered exthe
ternally in Roman cement
lower jjart to the height of 23 feet
4 inches painted white, the re-

light.

circle,

W. and

Revolving white

excepting between

12.

Same

13.

59

14.

155

Lonf{

as at

feet

Gun

feet.

3 miles.

16 miles.

and round

feet

14.

96

feet 1 inch.

15.

112

16.

14 miles.

4.
at 84/. per

annum

Cay.

9 inches.

miles.

whole

bearing

circle

SW.

\

on

except

the

W.

18.

Fixed white light.

20.

From

20.

From

sunset to sunrise.

35.

15 burners.

Long

Acre.

By

pedestal tubes in lantern, w'ith
ventilating plates.

One

sunset to sunrise.

21. Dioptric.
22.

First order.

24.

Messrs. Wilkins, 24,

25.

By

pedestal tubes in
ventilating jdates.

light keejjer at 84/. per

one ditto at 60/.
See also Query

annum

3.3.

seed, 1857. 4s. per
1858, 3s. Sd. per gallon.

Rape

2s. 6d.

36. 676/. 9s.

Query No.

Wicks,

\)eT

39.

Rations allowed.
.")7.

gross.

3s. 3d.

Cost, 1857, aboutl7s-; 1858, about
40.

10s.

525

galls.,

„

1898

35. One bghthouse-keeper at 84/. per
annum ; one ditto at 60/., with

Argand wicks,

in

1858,

1/.

;

„

galls.

See also Query 97.

612 gaUs.; 1858, 564 galls.
Wicks „ 45 yards ; „ 35 yards.

38. Oil, 1857,

1710.
39.

per gall.

1857. about
in Parliament.

1858, 533

seed, 1857, 4s. per gall., 1858,

Rape

44.

;

9f/.

38. Oil, 1857,

gallon

Cost

Cost of repairs in 1858 included in
See
the expenditure for 1858.

rarions.

560 galls.; 1858, 576 galls.
„ 1750.
Wicks,, 970;

Acre.

lantern, with

31. Dimensions, 14 feet diameter.
538/. 16s. 9rf.

;»(/.

38. Oil, 1857,

Long

29. Cost3,8(M/.

Cost,

33. Cost of repairs in 1858 included in
See
the ex])enditure for 1858.
Query No. 44.

;

one ditto, at 60/. Rations allowed.
See also Query 57.

44. Expenditure

as at

Once a minute.

I

33. Cost of repairs in 1858, included in
See
the expenditure for 1858.

'Js. 6rf.

1/.

per gross

13s.; 1858,

;

about

Rape

seed, 1857, 4s. per gallon;
1858, 3s. 3d. per gallon.

40. Concentric wicks 9ie/., Tid-, and
ohd. per vard. 1857, about 1/. 7s.;

1858, about

10s.

1/. 2s.

1.080/.; in-

cluding repairs.
50.

57

17. 'Ihe

29. Cost, 3,967/.

1/.

Same

13.

light.

31. Dimension, 14 feet diameter.
538/. 16s. 9d.

Argand wicks,

Gun

12.

19.

25.

pedestal tubes in the lantern
with ventilating plates.

Annual vote

light.

Revoh-ing white

31. Dimension, 14 feet diameter; cost
538/. His. 8.

42.

Limestone, rendered e.xtemally with

Cay.

29. Cost 3,177'.

40.

Sea

11.

;

6 inches.

24. Messrs. Wilkins, 24,

L>4'

By

39.

10.

18.

22.

& Co

24. Messrs. Wilkins
Acre.

36. (i76/. ys.

1839.

officer.

Roman cement painted in oil
the lower jiart to the height of
16 feet white, the upper part red.

21. Catoptric.

One light-keeper

8.

assisted by the Colonial engineer, who is inspector of
lighthouses, and the commissariat

light.

22. 15 burners.

3.").

For a guide to vessels passing
through the Gulf of Florida.

S. ^ E.

21. Catoptric.

Query Xo.

7.

red.

17. Visible to the north-cast
southerly to W.NW.

One minute and a half.
From sunset to sunrise.

25.

10.
11.

16.

12 miles.

The Governor,

1836.

15. 14-

feet.

15. 9-8 miles.
16.

3.

For a guide to vessels passing
through the Providence Channel.

maining part

angles to the spars.

S.

commis-

;

12. Two detatched conductors, a few
icet distant from the tower on opjiosite sides, consisting of iron rods,
supported by spars, the rods ter-

72

the
inspector

stone

])art

CAY SAL BANK,
BAHAMAS.

by

assisted

Colonial engineer, who is
of hghthouses, and the

11. Conical

1-1.

Governor,

officer.

Sea

10.

The

iiial engineer, who is ins])ector of
lighthouses, and the commissariat

1836.

8.

(OEONIAL IJGHf MOTJSE^:.

OA"

ABACO, BAHAMAS

,

by the Cplo-

For a fruUh to ^•essels passing
through the Gidf of Florida.

7.

OF TRADE

BiiAUi)

111.

the inspector of lighthouses in
the Bahamas.

By

54.

Barometer and thermometer.

57.

.\.

supemumerar}- light-keeper is starioned at Nassau, and the keepers
are relieved at such periods as the
inspector of lighthouses thinks fit.

58. See printed copy of Instructions to
Light-keepers, attached.

42.

Annual vote

44. Expenditure

in Parliament.

42.
in

1858,

1,080/.

in-

cluding repairs.
50.

By

54.

Barometer and thermometer.

57.

Same

58.

Same

as

house.

Gun Cay lighthouse.

for the

ParUament.

in

44. Expendittire in 1858, 1,080/. includ-

ing repairs.

the inspector of lighthouses in
the Bahamas.

as at the

Annual vote

Gun Cay

the ins])ector of hghthouses in
the Bahamas.

50.

By

54.

Barometer and thermometer.

57.

Same

as at the

Gun Cay

58.

Same

as for the

Gun Cay lighthouse.

light-

Ughthouse.
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LOBOS CAY BAHA-

GREAT

Bahamas.

MAS.

ISAACS,

BAHAMAS.

The Governor,

assisted by the Cowho is inspector
of lighthouses, and the commis-

3.

watch one night shall have the second watch the next night. The length
or duration of the watch shall not exfirst

lonial engineer,

ceed four hours.

sariat officer.
3.

The Governor,
nial engineer,

assisted

who

by the Colo-

is

5.

of this lighthouse was
handed over by the Admiralty to
the Board of I'rade in 1856.

lighthouses, and the commissariat
otlicer.

For the Cuba trade and chiefly for
the mail steamers.

7.

5.

The

erection of this lighthouse

was

handed over by the Admiralty
the Board of Trade in 185(i.
7.

to

March 1860.

8.

31st

9.

Contracted in England under contract by Messrs. Easton and Amos;
engineer Mr. Alexander Gordon
erected under the superintendence
of a resident engineer sent out

For a guide to vessels passing
through the Gulf of Honda and
through the Providence Channel.

August 1859.

1st

9.

Constructed in England under con-

by Messrs. Gressell for the
Admiralty ; engineer for erection,
Mr. Alexander Gordon ; erected
under the superintendence of a
resident engineer sent out from

10.

Sea

11.

Iron tower, Uned with sheet U'on,
and painted with broad red and
white horizontal bands.

light.

this country.

the other every Satm'day night.

13.

150

feet.

who has

14.

146

feet.

15.

13-9 mUes.

16.

16 miles.

17-

The whole

18.

Fixed white light.

20.

From

24. Messrs. Wilkins
Acre.

15.

14-4 mUes.

25.

By

29.

About

31.

Dimensions 12

35.

One

36.

1,584/.

&

Co., 24

Long

Second Department.— Tht light-keeper
has this department shall cleanse

who

account not yet

19,000/.;
closed.

light.

19. Half a minute.

oil,

three equidistant ventilators in
lantern floor, which admit the cold
air from the outside by three equidistant holes under the lantern
floor, also by the cowl.

circle.

the glass of the lantern, lamp glasses,
copper and brass work, and utensils,
the walls, floors, and balcony of the
light-room, and the apparatus and machinery theremth connected, together
with the tower stairs, passage, doors and
windows, from the light-room to the
oil cellar.

feet diameter. Cost,

The First Watch.

1,248/. 8s.

20.

From

sunset to sunrise.

lightkeeper at 84/. per annum ;
one ditto at 60/. per annum. Rations allowed.
See also Quer}' 57.

21. Catoptric.
22. 21 burners.
24. Messrs. Wilkins, 24

Long

25. Globe head, top of lantern,
tilators in plinth.
29.

Acre.

39. Rapeseed.

and ven-

40. Concentric

About

14,300/.,

not

account

Uhl.,

lid.,

and

57.

58.

Same
Same

as at the
as

Gun Cay lighthouse.
Gun Cay light-

for the

Cost,

997/.

35.

One

light-keeper at 84/. per

do
one
Rations allowed.

annum,
do.

60/.

See also Query

57.

Instructions to the Light-Keepers in the Bahamas, issued by order
of his

Excellency

General

Rape

40.

Argand

42.

Annual vote

The

Oil.

light-keeper shall
daily serve out the allowance of oil, and
other stores, for the use of the lightroom. The oil shall be measured by
the assistant in the presence of the
principal keeper.
principal

Daily Journal.

\vicks, 2s. 6d. per gross.

in Parliament.

and thermometer.

Time of lighting and trimming hamps.
1
The lamps shall be kept burning,
bright and clear, every night from sunset
to sunrise.

The wicks

shall

be trimmed

every four hours, or oftener,

if

neces-

as at the
as

house.

for

Gun Cay

lighthouse.

Gun

t'ay light-

the

Regularity and Duration of Watch.
2. The light-keepers shall keep a regular and constant watch in the lightroom, throughout the night, and the
lightkeeper on duty shall on no pretence
whatever during his watch leave the
The first
light-room and balcony.
watch shall bi'gin at sunset, the lightkeepers taking the watches alternately,
in such a manner that he who has the

4

L

4

The

principal light-keeper shall
keep a daily journal, in journal books
provided for the purpose, of the quantity of oil, &c., expended, of the routine
of their duty, and of the state of the
7.

duties.

sary.

Same

Measuring
6.

&c., &c.,&c.,

seed.

54. Barometer

Same

the glass of the lantern and management of the lamps at the time of lighting, both Ught-keepers shall be upon
watch throughout the first hour of the
first watch, every night, during which
hour they shall jointly perform the duties
of the light room.

1858.

39.

58,

For the more effectual cleansing ol

Charles John

BAYLEY,Esq., Governor,

36. 898/.

57.

5.

yet

closed.

31. Dimension, 13 feet diameter.

wick

5^ per yard.
Annual vote in Parliament.

42.

light-keeper

shall, immemorning watch, polish

and have everything connected with
the apparatus in a state of readiness for
lighting in the evening.

sunset to sunrise.

21. Dioptric.

22. First order.

—The

department

this

or otherwise cleanse the reflectors or refractors till they are brought to a proper
state of brilliancy ; he shall also thoroughly cleanse the lamps, and carefully
dust the chandelier.
He shall supply
the burners with cotton, the lamps \vith

circle.

feet.

Revolving white

First Department.
diately after the

feet.

18.

daily duty shall be laid out in

Iron tower, lined with brick, and
painted \^^th broad red and white
horizontal bands.

158

16 miles.

The

two departments, and the light-keepers
shall change from one department to

11.

145

The whole

Daily Duty of \st and 2nd Departments.
4.

light.

14.

16.

imperative that especial care

be taken that no lamps, candles, coals,
or any other article be left burning anywhere, so as by any possibility to occasion fire. Si.x fire-buckets shaU be kept
constantly filled with water in the
lightroom, and they shaU on no account be used for household purposes.
The water shall be frequently changed.

Sea

13.

17.

It is

10.

tract

this country.

3.

;

from
8.

Precatitions against Fire.

The erection

inspector of

weather, embodj-ing remarks upon any
other occurrences that may arise, which
shall be noted at the periods of the day
or night when they occur, as they must
on no account be trusted to memory.
Once a quarter, or oftener if necessary,
they shall make up and transmit to the
chief officer of the lighthouse department at Nassati, an accurate copy of
the journal for the preceding quarter,
and all retmns shall be carefully examined and signed as correct by both
light-keepers.

,
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Bahamas
Responsibility of Principal Light-

i

keeper.

1

Responsibility of Assistant-keeper jcken
taking place of Principal.

principal light-keeper shall be

The

8.

good

held responsible for the safety and
order of the stores, utensils, and apparaever\tus of what kind soever, and for
use, and
tliing being put to its proper
beuig
care
for
jilaoe
;
kejrt in its jiroper
taken that none of the stores or mastrictest
the
terials are wasted, but that

economy and the most careful management be observed, yet, so as to maintain

15.

No

9.

S)-c.

any other

light-keepers are prohibited
from carrying on any trade or business
from keeping dogs at
and
whatever,'
the lighthouse establishments.
IG.

article

in

The

17. The hght-keepers must conduct
themselves with civility to strangers
by showing the premises at such hours
as do not interfere with the jiroper
duties of their office, it being expressly
understood that strangers shall not be
admitted into the light-room after sun-

in the lighthouse.

Keeping Lighthouse clean and

good

light-keeijers shall
principal,
lighthouse, the

The

18. 'When any application is made
to the light-keepers for information as to
shipwrecks in the neighbourhood, or as

the

keepers' dwcUmgs clean and
not
in good order. This shall apply
only to the several apartments thereui.
Avater
but to the passage, stairs, roofs,
assistant

cisterns, storerooms,

workshops,

the weather, or the
management of the lighthouses, they
are to direct the appUcants to communicate with the chief officer of the
lighthouse department at Nassau.
to the

privies,

court, landing-places,
roads and drains, and all other things
placed under their charge.
offices,

ashpits,

Landing and Examination of

19.

upon these occasions, satisfy- hmias far as possible, of the (juantity

Messrs. Wilkins of Long .\cre contracted with the Admiralty for the
erection of this light, including
lantern and apparatus.

10.

Sea

11.

Round

13.

GO feet.

14.

110

15.

12 miles.

IG.

14 miles.

light.

cast-iron tower, painted in
alternate bands of red and white.
No lining.

feet.

17. Visible

jirincipal

20.

18.

Fixed white light.

20.

From

lightkeeper shall,

29.

About 2,400/. inclusive of lantern
and apparatus.
Cost
included in whole cost of lighthouse.

of any of the fore-

The breach

the oii'ence

may

35.

One

principal at 150/. per

and one assistant

at 25/.

36. Inchided

in

whole cost of

38.. 1857, oil

317

galls.

;

Quarterly reading of Instructions.

These Instructions are to be read
the lightroom, by the principal
lightkeeper to his assistants, once in
every three months, and notice of such
readmg is to be entered in the quarter y
in

may

not
circumstances, that a supply
to
arrive in time, he shall, with regard
use his discretion as to lessening
of burners so as to make it

number

I

returns.

hold out.

Thos. C. Harvey, C.E.

]This Regulation objected tn by the Board
of Trade.']
Erection,

The

S,-c.

of Buihlitv/s.
any out-buildings

erection of

forbidden, as is also any
alteration of the lighthouse premises,
or fences, without the sanction of the
chief officer of the .ighthouse departis

strictly

ment

at

Nassau.

;

wicks 1884.
wicks 3100.

three
39. Rapeseed 1857 4s. per gallon, 1853
3s. 3d. per gallon.
:

40.

Argand wicks

2s. firf.
per gross.
Cost 1857 about 1/. 12x. ; cost
1858 about 1/. 14s.

42. .Annual vote in Parliament.

22.

have cause to fear from any untoward

14.

forfeit

if they quit the seriice w-ithout gi\'ing three months' notice in writing
of such intention to the chief officer of
the lighthouse department at Nassau.

the principal keeper to be getting short,
he shall immediatelv intimate the same
to the chief officer of the hghthouse
department at Nassau, and should he

oil.

shall

light-

house.

months' pay

becoming short.

Should the supply of any of the
hghthouse stores at any time appear to
13.

the
the

The keepers

annum,
per ann.

with rations.

require.

Quitting the Service.
21.

Acre.

Globe head, top of lantern.

31. Dimensions, 10 feet diameter.

such other jiimishmcnt as the nature of

Measures on Stores

Long

25.

1858, oil 368 galls.
Precautiofiary

— be-

sunset to sunrise.

24. Messrs. Wilkins, 24,

ject the light-keepers to dismissal, or to

afrer
at the time of receiving them, and
the experience of a month or two.

:

22. 15 burners with small reflectors.

going rules and instructions shall sub-

both

over J of a circle, viz.

tween the bearings N\V. J N. and
SW. h\\.

Xeglect of foregoing Rules.

Stores.

stores in detail,

The

purpose.

on
12. The Light-keeper shall rejiort
the quality of the stores, in the Return
proceed
Book, and this report must
upon special trial of the several cans of

and the other

9.

sermon or homily from the volume pro\-ided by the Lighthouse Board for this

and condition of the stores received,
which must be didy entered in the store
book and return book.

oil,

1st

21. Catoptric.

at least once on everj- Sunday, assemble
his own family, and his assistant and
family, in his own dwelhng or other
convenient place, and there read to them
the Church Service for the day, also a

shall,

and Trial of

December 1855.

8.

of

Religions Duties.

the light-keepers shall attend and give
The principal keeper
their assistance.

IReport

state

Stores.

11. "When stores of any kind are to
be landed for the use of the lighthouse,

self,

For the benefit of vessels bound

Information required.

keep the

and

Governor of the Falkland Islands.

7.

set.

order.
10.

3.

Fort William.

to recline, shall be permitted

on which

ISLAND.S.

round Cape Horn, and entering

Prohibition of Trade and keeping Dogs.

in Lighthouse.

bed, sofa, or

FALKLAND

principal light-keeper.

the
ther performed" by him personally or by
the assistant.
Beds,

CAPE PEMBROKE,

Should the principal light-keeper

be incapacitated for duty by sickness,
or obUged to be absent at any time,
the full charge of the lightroom duty
and the premises shall devolve upon the
assistant, who shall, in that case, have
access to the keys of the stores, and be
held responsible in all respects as the

light
in every respect the best possible
he shall also be held responsible for the
throughout
watches
the
of
regularity
the night, and for the performance of
whole duty of the lightroom. «'he-

Xo

;

H.^II.\MAS.

I

Inspector of Lighthouses.

Nassau, N.P.,

November

10, 1S58.

44. Expenditure in 1858, 315/.
54.

Barometer and thermometer.

and reguLitions
Colonial authorities.

58. Rules

issued

by
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POINT KING,

BREAKSEA ISLAND,

CAPE RACE,

King
George's Sound, Western

NEWFOUNDLAND.

At

of

the Entrance

The Northern

Australia.
3.

Board of Works, Newfoundland.

5.

1855.

6.

Admiralty.

3.

The Governor,

9.

15th December, 1856.

Constructed in England under eontract by Messrs. Easton & Amos ;
engineer, Mr. Alexander Gordon
and erected under the superintendence of a resident engineer
sent out from this countiy.

1

Sea

6.

.\dmiralty.

7.

To

8.

light.

9.

Circular iron tower, rising from the
centre of the keepers' dwelling, and
painted in red and white vertical
stripes. Cleaning room, lined with

1

Three radiating copper wire

10.

rojies,

13.

50

14.

180

1

15.

154

16.

1/ miles.

5.

September 1856.

6.

Admiralty.

7.

To

Januaiy 1858.

13.

40

383

packet of the

8.
'.).

January 1858.

1st

Constructed in England under contract by Messrs. Carter & Co.
engineer, Mr. Alexander Gordon;
erected under the superintence of
an officer and working party of
the Royal engineers.

10.

Harbour

11.

Wooden

light.

wii'e roi)e

fastened to the lower flange of the
tower, and extending to a distance
of 20 feet from the tower.

14.

enable the mail

the

Em-opean and .\ustralian ComI)any to enter the harbour at nighttime.

light.

Four conductors of copper

by

Governor, assisted
Colonial engineer.

Iron tower, partly lined with sheet
iron ; tower arises from the centre
of the keeper's dweUing.

12.

from NE. by E. round by
and south to west.

King

Western

The

time.

Sea

1

niUes.

17. Visible

3.

enable the mail packet of the

European and Australian Company to enter the port at night-

1st

feet.
feet.

Sound,

Austraha.

engineer, Mr. .Alexander Gordon;
erected under the superintendence
of an officer and working party of
the Royal engineers.

I inch diameter.

Harbour,

George

Constructed in England under contract by Messrs. Joyce & Co.

sheet iron
12.

Rojal

September 1856.

;

10.

by the Colo-

nial engineer.
5.

8.

assisted

BlufF of the

narrow entrance to Princess

feet.

square tower, with keeper's
dwelling attached, and presents
the appearance of a cottage.

13.

17

feet.

14.

37

feet.

the SE.
18.

feet.

Fixed white hght.
15. 22"5 miles.

20.

From

15. 7 miles.

snnset to sunrise.
16. 10 miles.

16.

25 miles.

17.

The whole

17.

The whole

18.

FLxed white hght.

18.

Fixed white hght.

20.

From

20.

From

ol. Catoptric.
circle.

circle.

22, 13 burners.
24. Messrs. Deville
25.

and

Co., Strand.

three equidistant ventilators in
the lantern floor, which admit the
cold air from the outside by three
equidistant holes under the lantern
floor, also

by the cowl.

24. Wilkins

By

31. Dimension, 14 feet diameter; cost of
lantern and apparatus inclusive

29.

The

1,906Z.

One

22. Fifth order.

22. Third order.

25.

&

Co., 24,

Long

principal at 100/. per

cost of this lighthouse is included with that of Point King
in one account the whole cost of
been
the two lighthouses has

annum

Long

Acre.

for

Breaksea

Island

hghthouse.

Cost

31. Dimension, 8 feet 6 inches diameter.
Cost 231/. 10s.

36. Cost of apparatus 414/. as.

40.

Argand wicks.

42.

By

a toll in shi]jping payable to the
IJoard of Trade.
for 1858, 568/.

44. Expenditiure for 1858, 600/.
45. Barometer

39.

Two

annum

at 6Sl. per

Rape seed 1857,
3x. 3(/.

4s.

each.

per gall.; 1858,

per gall.

Annual vote

44.

The expenditure

in

and regulations issued by the
54.

A

58.

The ('ulonial authorities
and regulations.

J\I

issue rules

annum.

Rape

seed ; 1857, -Is.
1858, 3s. 3(/. per gall.

per

gall.

40. Concentric, Sji. per yard.

Annual vote

54.

A

58.

The Colonial

King

barometer and thermometer.

4.

at 68/. per

44. See Return
lighthouse.

1858 for this

lighthouse and the Point
lighthouse was 345/.

One

2 feet 6 inches diameter.

53/. 5s.

36. Cost of apparatus 102/. 8s.

42.

in Parhament.

42.

35.

39.

40. Concentric, Bid. per yard.

and thermometer.

Colonial authorities.

31. Dimension,

3,796/.

35.

II.

Co., 24,

Return

29. See

:

39. Pale seal, price 3s. \d. per gallon.

48. Rules

&

25. Globe head, top of lantern.

globe head, top of lantern.

36. Cost included with lantern.

Income

24. Wilkins

Acre.

;

one assistant at 70/. Fuel allowed.
In the Planter montlis a third
keeper is employed.

43.

sunset to sunrise.

21. Dioptric.

21. Dioptric.

29. 5,452/.

35.

sunset to sunrise.

By

in Parliament.

for

Breaksea

Island

barometer and thermometer.

and

authorities issue rule

regulations.
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:

CAPE POINT, CAPE OF

GOOD HOPE.

CERIGO, ON CAPE
SPATHI, CERIGO,

3.

The

I

!

IONIAN

SEA.

Governor, assisted
Colonial engineer.

ROMAN

by

ROCKS,
SIMON'S BAY, CAPE OF

the

GOOD HOPE

5. 1853.
I

3.

Maintained xinder the superintendence of the Ionian Government.
i

6.

Admiralty.

7.

For the benefit of vessels rounding

3.

March

6.

Admiralt)'.

7.

For lighting the Cervi Channel.

1856.

March

8.

1st

Engineer,

May, 1860

8.

1st

9.

Constructed

1857.

Great
Walker,
and erected under

Mr.

George Street

;

10.
11.

10.

Sea

11.

Stone circidar tower.

12.

Copper rod conductor.

13.

83

14.

363

under
contract by Messrs. Joyce and
Co. ; engineer, Mr. Alexander
Gordon; erected under the su-

England

in

perintendence of a resident engineer sent out from this country.

the superintendence of a resident
out from this
engineer sent
country.
light.

12.

feet.

Sea

I

by the

6.

Admiralty.

7.

To

9.
t

light.

of cojjjier wire
rope fastened to the lower flange
of the tower, extending to a distance of about 20 feet from the

in

England

under

10.

Harbour

11.

Iron tower, lined with sheet iron.

light.

I

18. Revolving.

|

21. Catoptric.

tower.

,

22. 8 burners.

I

feet.

13.

30 feet.

14.

816

24. Messrs. Denlle

&

Co., Strand.

I

,

feet.

25.

16. 24 miles.

15. 32-8. miles.

t

|

17. Visible througli
from S. 72^

an arc of

W.

(or

•Jbi^'

round northerlv

16.

'

to S. 30° E.)
light.

36 miles.

round the compass except etween the bearings of a ship of
SSW. and S. E.. and betwein
SSE.
E., and SSE. ] E., on
which latter arc of 7° it "ill lie
obscured by the inter\-ention of a
peak rising 64 feet above the light
at 1,800 yards from the Ught

17. -"VU

!

Revolving white

'
I

'

19.

Every half minute.

20.

From

equidistant ventilators in
lantern floor, which admit the cold
air from the outside by 3 equidistant holes under the lantern
floor, also by the cowl.

i

pro.W. Already e.tpended
6,600/.,
bable cost of completion 1,000/.

i-

sunset to sunrise.

21. Catoptric.
1

tower.

22. 21 burners.

31. Dimension, 8 ft. 6 in. diameter.
Cost, inclusive of lighting apparatus, 1,025/.
.36.

Included with lantern.

40.

Argand

,

]

24. Messrs. Wilkins, 24,

Long

Acre.

18.

Revoh-ing white

19.

Every minute.

20.

From

bglit.

Globe head, top of lantern.

1

I

42. Imperial for erection

maintenance.

29. 2,989/.

sunset to sunrise.

I

Dimensions 12

feet

j

21. Catoptric.
22. 16 burners.

36. Cost 826/.
;

Argand wicks.
I

and Ionian. .'iOO/. is voted
annuaUy in Parhament and i)aid
over to the Ionian Government

42. Imperial

24. Messrs. Deville
25.

By 3

29.

About

,

towards the maintenance of the
light.

»0. Capt. Spratt, R.N.,
Ship ' Medina."

wicks.

i

I

31. Cost 1,071/.
6 inches.

By 3

I

'.

&

Co., Strand.

equidistant ventilators in lantern floor, which admit the cold
air from the outside by 3 equidistant holes under the lantern
floor, also by the cowl.
4,600Z.

Account not

yet

closed.

Her Majesty's

and negotiations issued by
the Ionian Government.

58. Rules

Constructed

contract by Messrs. Joyce & Co.
engineer, Mr. Alexander Gordon ;
and erecting under the superintendence of a resident engineer
sent out from this country.

I

ron tower, Uned with sheet iron,
and painted white.

Four conductors

take the place of a hghtvessel
off the rocks.

|

15. 21-9 miles.

40.

assisted

moored

I
'

25.

Governor,

]

[

9.

18.

The

Colonial engineer.

the cape.

5.

(building).

31. Dimension, 14 feet diameter. Cost,
inclusive of lighting apparatus,
1,995/.

36. Included with lantern.
40.

Argand

wicks.

42. Imperial and Colonial for erection
Colonial for maintenance.

and regulations
Colonial authorities.

58. Rules

issued by

:

Colonial for

COLONIAL LIGHTHOUSES.

GREAT BASSES, COAST OF
CEYLON (building).

Great Basses.
24. Messrs. Deville

30.

Governor of Ceylon.

3.
5.

1848.

6.

The Naval Commander-in-Chief on

tlie

Ceylon station

in 184S.

Constructed in England under contract by Messrs. Seaward & Capel; engineer up to Sejit. 1858, Mr. A.
Gordon ; has been building under the superintendence
of a resident engineer sent out from this country.

9.

10.

Sea

643

light.

&

Co.

About 40,000/. The difficulties of working on the rock
and of landing materials have been found to be so
much greater than was anticipated by the engineer

that it has been found desirable to suspend tne further
progress of the works and refer the matter to the
Governor for a special report.
The probable sum
required to complete the works cannot at present be
estimated.
31. I,9fi3/. including apparatus.
36. Included with cost of lantern.
42. Vote in Parliament.

11. Iron tower.

EVIDENCE OF ALEXANDER GORDON,

COLONIAL LIGHTHOUSES,
3,

Sir,

Middle Scotland Yard, London,
3d December 1860.

Ox the 20th June last, I had the honor
my answers to certain questions which were

gorical printed initiatory papers.
The original papers sought
subjects.
(See papers.)

infonnation

much improved.
yj As

Her

;

of the winter 1842-1.3,
Point.

on various

About 16 years

ago,

I

saw

when

this

a large

happen

at

Start

Enghsh

ship from
the East Indies was lost not far from Cape Grisnez,
the few men who escaped from the wreck declared
that they only saw a " dim light like a " stable lamp,

high up."

L'Agulhas catadioptric light at the Cape of Good
is complained of as being often very dim, and

I

Hope

then can scarcely be made out as a Ughthouse. Sir
Thomas Maclear is one of my authorities as to this
hghthouse. Most probably the central light is there
neglected, and a smaller light sometimes substituted.
The ventilation may not be sufficient for that climate,
a common defect in most lighthouses in the colonies.
iVlr. Alan Stevenson
was correct in saying that

:

the uncertainty of the management of the lamp
it more difficult
to maintain the revolv" ing dioptric hght without fear of extinction
;
an
" accident which has several times occurred at
" Corduan and other French lighthouses."
The
same accident has, I find, occurred at the Isle of
Wight. Such were words in my report on Bermuda
Lighthouse, 27th January 1843.
•'

" renders

Mariners' Questions.

In many cases my remarks apply to the coasts at or
near home but I am more acquainted w\t\\ the conditions of, and requirements for, hghthouses
the
;

m

colonies.

have been for many years, and am, extensively
engaged in designing, and constructing and maintaining lighthouses and beacons in the colonies, in
I

—

know

that in time of hard frost, the attendants
Fresnel's dioptric and catadioptric system have
to stand by and supply oil by hand to the wicks of
I

upon

Barbadoes, Turks and Caicos,
Bahamas, Newfoundland, Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon, South and West Australia ; and I am acquainted
\nth the peculiarities and requirements of coasts at
or near home, and elsewhere.
II. I have beeen at sea on and oif foreign coasts often, and
for some days at a time, and have been employed to
report upon lighthouses for the different Governments
of Denmark, Russia. Spain, Brazil, and Norway
and three of these Governments have adopted my
specifications ; and my introduction of iron lighthouse
towers for some difficult situations has been successfuUy followed by many countries.
III., IV. I say that the coasts of the United Kingdom are
The ojiinion given by me before
well lighted.
Mr. Hume's Committee in the House of Commons in
1845 was. that 1 considered the English lights then,
in a great measure, superior to the French.
The use
of sperm oil has been discontinued in British lighthouses, and it may be now that a few of our hghts

Jamaica, Bermuda,

The words

well assured that in

more than one case it has
been put out by a sudden gust of wind causing the
to flare, and break the glass
the broken glass
has then put out the flames. In a very windy night

;

I.

am

lamp

have successfully initiated
inquiries and changes, and have maintained for many years,
that these important structui-es demand, and should at
once have, due attention. Some greater attention has in
consequence certainly been given of late but not yet anything like the due attention.
The figures which I put upon the margin refer to the
printed questions bearing the same numbers on each of

I.

ha^nng ever noticed any derangement or

—

I

Majesty's Government and the Public the neglected

the four divisions of the inquiry

my

to

irregularity in the hght of a lighthouse or floating
light ; or having ever known lights to go out ; or
having ever known a floating hght to be off her
station :
1 know of, and have
seen, failures of the
central and sohtary 4-wicked lamp of Fresnel's system.

In advancing the following facts and opinions, I shall keep
as closely I as can to the spirit and speciaUties of the printed
questions, and take the opportunity for again pressing on
interests of colonial lights.

&c.

are inferior to the French.
Those British lighthouses at home which are supplied with silvered
reflectors are, as explained b'elow, capable of being

to forward
sent to me

you
by the Lighthouse Commission.
They were found to have more especial reference to Ughthouses in the colonies, and showed that I entertained strong
opinions that the course which has been taken " for the con" struction, maintenance, and control of lighthouses in our
" colonial possessions, under the superintendence of the
" Government," at home is not "well adapted for ensuring
" the most efficient conduct of that service, with due regard
" to economy." * The Commissioners, therefore, have
accorded me this opportunity for communicating my views
by separate letter, instead of confining me to their cate-

ESQ., C.E.

the central lamps all night, to prevent their going
out for want of the regular flow ot oil from the
cistern.
In the colonies lights are often allowed to
go out, whatever be the system of illumination. The
following are a few instances that have come to my
knowledge. I have not had facility for collecting such
important facts as I ought to have had.

Fourteen miles S.E. of Monravia,
ship "

about

1850, " when steering for the well-known
" beacon, the Salt Pan Light, which light, as they
" neared it, went out." The Morant Point Lighthouse
was not hghted at midnight of the l!)th and 20th
June 1851.
la my letter to Lord Auckland, 1847,
(Par. Return, 656, of 1850,) I said I had reason to
believe that this hght at the east end of Jamaica
had been often out.
The same letter also states
that the Bermuda light has been totally obscured

vember

at a distance of seven miles.

of the Boyal Commission.

»M

H.M. steam-

Flamer" was lost on a reef, lat. 6° 10' N.,
250 miles from Sierra Leone, on 29th No-

2
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The Cape Otway

Light, at the western extreraitir
Basses Straits, was in the summer ol" \t^oA
"
out for want of oil."
allowed to be
Irregularity in the revoh-ing light at Gun Cay,
Bahamas, has been great, as will be seen by the
following notes made by Mr. Scott, the resident
engineer attending to works in that colony under

to the

my

directions

:

1

G45

COLONIAL LIGHTHOUSES.
^vreck of a British ship of war), and how cheaply a
light can be erected and maintained at Guernsey.
Keith's Reef, in the Skerki Cliannel, (Mediterranean,!
is a position where a light is very necessary, to prevent
The work may reasonships making a long detour.
ably be done Ijy the aid of oontributions from other
views on this subject were, at the request
nations.
of Admiral Beaufort, submitted to the Admiralty ])retty
The Par. Return Xo. 65(] of
fully about 10 years ago.

My

1850, Mr. Hume moved for at my request, -with the
concurrence of the late hydrographcr. Admiral Sir
Francis Beaufort, and Captain Washington, R. N.,
his successor in that department.
That Return shows
a long list of lighthouses which are much required,
and to that long list may be added the Pratas Shoal
in the Formosa Channel, the Pulicat Shoal, north of
Madras, Virgin Gorda, or its neighbourhood, in the

West

Indies.

more than 12i years since I urged the necessity
of a lighthouse on Great Isaacs, and since I laid the
matter before the Earl of Auckland, then First Lord
of the Admiralty. During that time :25 ships ha\-c
It is

been wrecked U[)on that one island alone. 24 of these
and many of the other v'cssels wrecked during the
same time in the Bahamas, in all, about 500, might
have been prevented, and very many lives saved, by more
prom])t attention and systematized action.
Tlie Memory Roclc is one of the important positions
By Par. Return Xo. G5(i (of 1850)
for a lighthouse.
it will appear how early I attended to it.
The rocks
have been surveyed by Captain Barnett, R.N., and
have now been carefully examined by Mr. C. W. Scott,
who has just completed and lighted my Lobos Cav
It is likely that the Memory Rock cannot
lighthouse.
be depended on for foundation, but Sandy Cay, about
nine miles to the southward, has been surveyed, and
will answer if the tower be light and well founded.
I have now the surveys of the numerous sites for
Lights proposed by me for the Bahamas 11 years ago.
These sites require more than tlie makeshift engineering and promised cheap work of the colony.
A lighthouse is much required at Conlngbeg, the
southernmost of the Saltee Islands (Ireland), and it
could be easily erected.

XIX. Fainvay
to

vessels

would be of tlie utmost value
running up and down the British, the

floating lights

Then shijjs might
St. George's, and other channels.
safely run for the lights in succession, instead of
running along the coast to look

for the Ughts which
It is in the neighbourhood of
are upon dangers.
lighthouses that wrecks do most abound, as may be
seen by reference to the ^vreck charts.
Mr. George
Herbert's system promises success for the establishment of " Fairway Lights," if they have low wroughtiron towers.
I'hat would be bj'' enlarging, manning,
and illundnating bodies, of which his extensively used

buoys are types.

XX.

E.\treme height of lighthouses is to be avoided, whatever be the optical arrangement, because the light muy

be obscured l)y fog when
height of the old Xeedles

all

is

clear

below.

Light occasioned

The

many

losses.

The objection to great altitude is much stronger
in the case of a dioptric light, the vertical divergence
being so small that the lower part reaches the sea
French light of the 1st
too i'ar from the danger.
order would in such a situation leave a dark space

A

extending 3,200 feet from the cliff seaward. Ujjon
the divergence and upon the height of the light
depends the dark space close in shore, where a ship
may have arrived during snow or rain, and then cannot
find the hght again even when the atmosphere has
cleared.

The deep water under Cape la Heve, near Havre,
(where the lights are 39/ feet above the sea,) is such
a position. With vessels of small draught of water
this may happen at South Foreland (372 feet high).

My

lighthouse just completed upon South Point,
Cape of Good Hope, is on a precipitous perpendicular
rock, 800 feet above the sea, but it is illuminated with
paraboloidal reflectors, with a great divergence downwards, and also the naked radiating hght, as well as
part of the reflected light, may be seen close in shore.
It is however \vell worthy of consideration whether the
"
dangers known as the " Bellows " and the " Anvil

could be avoided by throwing them, and all between
them and the Cape, into darkness. This could easily
and economically be done in such directions, by
placing within each of the reflectors a pressed lense
of thin erj'stal, which would gather up all the rays

4

M

of light which at present escape by simple radiation.
projected beams of light would be much improved
by this shght addition.

The

in intensity

Lofty to«Trs are more costly and require more labour
from the attendants*, and though they afford some
adi-antage to the ship looking for a fresh departure,
that is gi\'en at an increased cost, and with danger to
the vessels which run to sight the light.
I would prefer never to have any artificial altitude
but a lighthouse on undulating
greater than 100 feet
land may have to show over some inter\'ening height
or outlying danger, and this last is a case where, by
calculating the first cost and annual maintenance for
one lofty light and for two of inferior height, a good
decision may be arrived at, having regard to whether
the fogs be high or low.
;

Dependance upon the extreme range of any light
for the avoidance of a danger near the horizon illuminated (which distant illumination be it observed is only
For instance,
in favourable weatlier) is hazardous.
the Madras Lighthouse is often anxiously looked for
to keep clear of the Pulicat Shoal, and it has repeatedly
happened that when a ship has struclv on the Pulicat

(and not till then) the Madras Light has been made
out "too late." A ship might be on Diamond Point,
at the entrance to the Old Bahama Channel, before
seeing (if she trusted to making it out on that bearing)
Lobos Cay Light, which I have just completed.

The new catadioptric hght (420 feet high) on Pencarrow Head in New Zealand is another instance of a
catadioptric light being jjlaced too high. Tnat position
It is but lately that the
is subject to earthquakes.
whole of Welhngton Harbour was upheaved more than
earthquake
may destroy the persimilar
two feet.
pendicularity of Pencarrow Lighthouse, and throw
the plane of its light much above the eyes of all
seamen. Such accidental elevation on the seaward side
of the plane of light would prevent it being visible at
all from that, the required direction.

A

is a safer mode of identification
colour, more espeI wish to avoid
the discovery of "colom- blindness" by
the lately deceased Dr. George Wilson. The contrast
between high peaked lantern roofs and flat roofs is
Conoidal towers contrast with cylindrical ones.
great.
We can have polygon shapes. When iron is used for
the material of the tower a variety ot furms may be
had in the outline of the towers and in the form of

XXI. and XXII. Shape
tlian

cially

colour.
since

their tops.

The light on Cape Race, Newfoundland, should
have been made a revolving one, and that at Cape
Pine should have been a fixed one. The change
could easily be made now, because both lanterns
are alike, and the details of the reflectors, lamps,
and all parts are conformed to standards. 'I'he
revolving machine and revolving frame at Cape
Pine will do for Cape Race, and the fixed frame of
Cape Race will answer for Cape Pine. If this
change be not made, the Cape Race ought at once
The increase of light
to have more illumination.
can be given for a small outla}', and would not
expenditure
for oil and
require any greater annual
Since I had these lighthouses made,
attendance.
we have obtained an excellent system for utilizing
a good deal of light which is now wasted, the original
cost for which is very smaU.
The light of a lightship need not be more than about
15 feet above the deck, say 20 feet above the sea.
That would give an uninterrupted line of tangental
light for about nine miles, when we take the observer's
eye at only 10 feet above the sea.
In my evidence before Mr. Hume's Committee
(House of Commons in 1845) I suggested that in
" respect to floating lights, instead of masts upon
" which the lanterns are now raised and lowered,
" cylinders of ^vrought iron should be used, through
" which the lamp trimmers could ascend to the lamps
" and reflectors in all weathers. A cylinder of 3 feet
" 6 inches diameter would allow of a light equal to the
• Ostend Light, and with 4 feet 6 inefies, a very effi" cient set of reflectors might be introduced. The
" funnel would terminate in the lantern, which could,
" if I'equired, be lowered or raised within the cylinder,
" but should remain up during the night." The door
of entrance should be under the deck.
In the Great Isaac's Lighthouse in the Bahamas,
which was completed under my direction, but for the
lantern and optical arrangement of which I am not
* AVliich tlie,y often avoid for monliis.
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amount and intensity of the light
miaht be doubled by a small change. There are 21
silvered reflectors (see Figs. 4 and 5. plate 2). n-ith one
lamp in each focus, which really gne from their three
faces of seven in each face less bght than three lamps

responsible, the

XXXII. The

made

to give iby Fig. 3, Plate 2).
save 14 pints of oil per night,
or 640 gallons annually, and the lantern would be kept
I regret the feeble power of the
cooler at night.*
present beams, and denounce the emplo^-ment of

in each face could be

The change would

second-hand reflectors, or such as had been removed
and superseded in England: Such courses are often
taken with the colonies.
There are the (iozo Lighthouse, the Cerigo Light,
and very many other such cases of unnecessary double
consumption of oil or of inferior light.
The lighthouse on Cape Pembroke in the Falkland
Islands is a striking case in point ; and as it has been
!" I take
quoted to me as a remarkably " cheap light
leave to be

somewhat

particular in reference to

it.

The

])osition, height, and
They required, 1st, light tower
character of the light.
to be 60 feet from base to top of the lantern, with
2nd, bght fixed, and of the
requisite foundations
same description as that used by the Trinity House to
illuminate f of the horizon.
Instead of the Ughts being of the same description
as those used by the Trinity Board to illuminate f of

Admiralty had decided on the

;

horizon, the Parhamentary Returns for which I
persuaded Mr. Hume to move, says the 15 reflectors
Now 16 would have been a
inches diameter.
12
are

the

better number for illuminating ^ of the horizon, and
the reflectors, instead of being only 12 inches in diameter (as £ire those of mere harbour lights}, ought to
have been 21 inches diameter, in order to comply with
the condition, " as used by the Trinity Board" for

great sea lights.

A seaman making out the light from Cape Pembroke
can have only one reflector in sight (or its equivalent),
and he will have a light in size and value to look for
not 3 of that intended l)y the reference to those
"used by the Trinity Board," and only about i of the
light which had then for some years been obtained
for combustion of the same quantity of oil.
200/. may be taken as the annual cost of oil at Cape

•

polyzonal arrangement of the dioptric and
catadioptric systems was practically introduced by me
in the year 1S33, that is to say, three years before the
I think that there
Trinity Corporation erected one.*
are positions where the catoptric system is decidedly
preferable (of course it is knomi that at each situation
there may be pecuUarities which require to be specially
jjrovided for to the (Uoptric and catadioptric.
)

:

" to."

Scientific Question.s.
Optics.

Oil used to the best advantage is the cheapest and
safest source of light.
It may be relied on for constancy.
Rain, snow, or fog will occasionally totally
eclipse it, as they do the sun and moon.
As some steamboats run a mOe in three minutes, it
is to be remembered that, on a stormy night, gas may
be jerked out, and no light exhibited for many minutes
afterwards.
An oil lamp is simple, complete in itself,
and reUable as a self-regulating " smail gas making
apparatus." It is subject to no explosiou, and may
always be in condition.

III.

only are used.
is more to be trusted as a paint for lighthouses
The red
or for lightships than any other colour.
funnel of a steamboat is visible at a greater distance
A chequered
than black or white painted funnels.
pattern of red and white, or red and white stripes
alternating in vertical or obhque lines, afford distincIn board I would paint the bulwarks, deck, and
tions.
deckhouses of lightships white. Some of the hghthouses upon which I have been employed are painted
in broad vertical stripes of red and white alternating.
l)thers of them are painted ^\-ith horizontal stripes.
The top rail of lightships should be covered with sheets

In the year 1833, I introduced practically, as stated
above, into Britain, for Mghthouse purposes, the catadioptric apparatus of Fresnel; t and in its focus I burnt
I
rape oil, then not used in English lighthouses.
exhibited the same at the Trinity House, and left the
apparatus there for many days. In the same year I
burnt gas in the focus of these catadioptric lenses at
the Town Pier at Gravesend.
I also used in the focus
of the same catadioptric apparatus for many weeks (in
1834) the continuous oxyhydrogen lime light ou the
top of the Cohseum.
It
burnt steadily without
Drummond had found that the vapour
flickering.
from flame of spirits of wine was more convenient and
as good as that from hydrogen gas for obtaining
and I
his lime hght for trigonometrical siureving
am, I think, prepared with an arrangement of Ume,
with a continued play of oxygen through the flame
of an oil lamp upon it. The danger of hydrogen gas
or spirits of wine will thus be avoided, and even if
the oxygen or lime should by accident be out of order,
the oil-flame will be still alight and effective.
Magneto-electric light may be had at an expense of
about twice or three times the cost of oil light. Its
depends, however,
accurate permanent exhibition
upon the condition and action of a steam engine, and

of brass, kept bright.

XXXI. The

dangers of the Great Basses and Little Basses,
south-east of Ceylon, should be averted by a lighthouse
placed upon one or both of these dangers.
I have
been employed for a light upon the greater of tliese
but having been overruled by a multiplicity of directing
influences, the whole of that work has in consequence
been suspended, if not abandoned, after the e.vpenditure of a large sum of money.

The steamboat which Her Majesty's Government
allowed for this work upon a difficult rock, 10 miles
from the main island, occupied 312 days in making
her passage from England ; arrived out of condition,
and was such a vessel as required repairs everj- few
days.
In fact, she was only able to give our working
party 66i hours (in all) upon the rock during 292
days; and, indeed, she was only 16 days of any use at
the rock.
A flagstaff was erected, which has stood
well ever since; and if my submissions had been
adopted, the lighthouse would have been well advanced
at this time.
It would be well if this matter were
rigidly inquired into.
The whole set of 21 burners were burnt out in less than sis months
Such commou iron burners should never a$»in be allowed in anv

remote lighthouse.

—

" storm, cause greater oscillation, and, consequently,
" greater strain. The simple arrangement of the best
' reflectors, whether for a fixed or for a revohing
" light, sets us free from the difficulties just referred

XXVI. Red

time.

my

Report to the Board of Trade of the hghting
of Lobos Cay Lighthouse (on an island of sand),
Bahamas, dated 7th March 1857, which has a first
order of Fresnel ilLxedl, will be found the following
words, and refers especiaUy to lighthouses in remote
colonies, and ha\'ing in \-iew the untrustworthy light" I have put up many catadioptric lights,
keepers
' but I prefer for this remote locality the more simple
' arrangement of the catoptric (of deep reflectors), the
" superior value of which latter, when compared with
" shallow reflectors, is fuUy before the Board of Trade
" (in my letter to their Secretary, of date 6th February
" 1857). There is also reason to suppose that such
" catoptric Ught is equal to any catadioptric bght
" moreover, it is more economical, and more easily
" attended or repaired, and with its many lamps is
•'
more certain of being always ahght than the system
" which is dependent on one central bght. Again,
" Lobos is in a locality where hurricanes and earth" quakes may disturb the per])endicularit)' of the
" tower, and jierhaps occasion settlements of the foun' dation, and leaving the tower so incbned, that the
" thin plane of light, however bright, may be on one
" bearing altogether above the seaman's eye, at all
" distances, and consequently on the opposite bearing
" inclined to the sea so much that it could not be
' seen even so far as Diamond Point.
The last is the
" grand objection. .VU catadioptrics require greater
" altitude of glaijs, and of themselves are much heavier
" than the simple reflecting system.
The greater
'•
weight and surface at such a height will, during
In

Pembroke, and the effective value of the light so
produced is only the J part of what it ought to be,
as an inspection of Figs. (> and 7, Plate 2, will show,
and a comiiarison of those \^^th the other figures will
at once show the deception, the insufficiency, and the
waste continuing of money.
XXIV. and XXV. In practice, white, red, and green hghts
,

:

;

*

t

And

bnnth

Mr. Herbirfs Evidence, 4724-26 in 1S«.
meeting of the British Association at £diu-

1 exhibited it at a
in ISSi. See Plate 1

COLONIAL LIGHTHOUSES.
the attention of the driver.
For motive power, the
rise and fall of tide may be substituted and availed
and also in some floating lights, but in these
last the run of the tide or cui'rent may impel the
machine, and the pitching and rolling may be made
to add or store power. Great objections to magnetoelectric lights afloat are the weight and motion of the
apparatus in such very uneasy positions.
I do not think there is much practical difference in
the power of illumination of lighthouses when, in
ordinary weather, we compare lights of the same sized
area of luminous body in the respective lanterns, supposing one to be the best dioptric and the other the
The largeness of the luminous object
best catoptric.
is of considerable consequence when looked for from
a distance in ordinary weather.* The intensity of
light from a smaller luminous object is of more consequence in hazy weather but at a very small distance,
fog, rain, or snow obscure any and all hghts, not
excepting that of the sun ; and in such conditions of
the atmosphere any light obtained from electricity

would be no more

effective.

Utilization of Light.

IV. The glass lenses are

now

I have never used coloured media when such could
be avoided. A white great sea light often appears to
he red after the observer had been examining the
fires in a ship's engine room ; also when taking the
bearing of a distant lighthouse from a powerfully
lighted binnacle.
Fog makes a white light appear reel.
XI. a, b. Whether the height of the lantern above water be
known or unknown, the distance may be ascertained
pretty nearly if there be two or more lights placed
apart on the same vertical line in the same Ughthouse
tower.
Intervals of six feet may be adopted for each
nautical mile.
Then two lights placed vertically and
60 feet apart may be made out at 10 nautical miles
distant, and so on.
Such a Ughthouse and another
lighthouse distinguished by two vertical lights only
30 feet apart need not be mistaken.

More than double the amount

gun metal.
Timber is too

use of

employed, but

it

ought

in all

day had it not been burnt down after 47 years
I never heard of any concussion
having endangered it.
I prefer fixed beacons being made of iron, as gun
metal and lead would offer temptations to theft. The
iron beacons should be made in such manner that they
can be repaired piece meal, or entirely; and they
should be close work, and not on open ft-ames. I have
lately heard of the loss of the Hogstye Stone beacon
it was built of the inferior material
in the Bahamas
of the colony, and in a very rude manner.
Had it
been constructed of iron it would have been safe.
XIII. I have some new mechanical arrangements for lighthouses and floating lights, and some other improvements in hghts in floating bodies, which I am not yet
prepared to make public. All lamps for colonial lights
should be made of brass, and the burners tipped \vith
])latinum.
Then these burners wnW last for 20 years,
and not be burnt out, as iron ones are, very often,
\vithin six months.
to this

of successful duty.

;

Flotation.

XIV. For

the most steady huU would be
Mr. G. Herbert's Patent Circular Buoy, moored by the
centre of gravity.
I should prefer
for such floating lights as are
exhibited from manageable sea boats that the hulls
should be of greater beam in proportion than any I
have seen afloat.
Provision for elevating the light,
and for the men's attendance in all weathers upon the
same, should be had by a hght hollow-wrought iron
shaft, as a chimney extending down to the lower or
platform deck.
lightship constructed of iron may be so strongly
made, and strengthened by large shelf pieces and deep
strong wahngSj that her moorings could never damage
her in any weather.
floating lights

A

of light

be had from the same consum])tion of oil, and
by the same or less cost of attendance or an equal
amount, and greater intensity of light, may be had
from the consumption of only one half the quantity of
;

Buoyage.

in those lighthouses.
is used for reflectors or for refractors,

glass

XVI. For mere buoys which have no crew on

board, Mr.
Herbert's system is admirable for buoying channels or
rocks.
For lakes, rivers, or estuaries, liable to be
frozen over, there is no shape of buoy equal to that

the manufacture should be of the best flint glass,
pressed into form by steel moulds accurately cut.
white light is preferable. Either one of
VIII., IX., X.
any two lights, if 50 miles apart, ought never to be
mistaken. If the lighthouses be necessarily at a less
distance, I would prefer to have the distinctive character
of different sea lighthouses known by the number of
lights, or number and succession of appearances.
When more than one light is to be the distinction,
the lights should be placed one above the other.

A

introduced by Mr. Atherton, of Woolwich Dockyard,
when he buoyed Lake St. Peter's a few years ago.
This buoy was a long fi'ustrum of an elongated iron
cone ; the lower and larger diameter had a hemispherical
bottom, from which it was moored; the lower portions
were very much loaded, so as to bring the centre of
gravity much below the surface of the lake.
The
smaller jiortion which is not submerged stands erect,
and when the river is frozen up the action of the aun

See Mr. Faraday's Report to the Trinity House, 11th November
1867.
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cases to be made uninflammable by Mr. Maugham's
patent process.
Rudyerd's timber lighthouse (1708)
upon the Eddystone Rock might have been standing

may

now used

We

Mechanics.

been cast and cut. The former are in my experience
the best apparatus for most situations, though there
are many situations where reflection from polished
I give a view
of the
silver surfaces is preferable.
best form of silvered reflector. Plate 2, Figs. 1 and
2, and Fig. 3 has the addition of a smaU Degrand glass
This Fig. 3 is the complement of my patent
refractor.
system (in the year 1834).
V. Apart from the chemistry of the question, as to the best
optical arrangement, and looking at this as an inquiry
in physiology, the combinations of dioptric, catadioptric,
and catoptric glass, by Degrand's system, will be
(except in a few climates and atmospheres) to be the
best for continuous and simultaneous observation from
all parts of the horizon illuminated.
Recurring occultations, if needed, could be occasioned by screens,
and would be simultaneously observed. I prefer welltimed recurring obscurity to any changes of colour,
about 6 per cent, of mankind being colour blind, and
incapable of distinguishing the available colours.
VII. All reflectors, whether made of glass or of silvered
surfaces, should be made veiy deep, of long axis, so
as to divert as many of the spherically diverging rays
into the required directions (whether in fans or in
beams) as can be conveniently appropriated.
The
calculated areas (we may call them the comparative
the
focal
light)
are
mai-ked
numbers of repetitions of
on the respective figures upon Plate 2, and the faint
concentric circles and parallel Unes drawn upon each
figure express the increasing value of the oblique
incidence of rays of light touching the ])araboloid at
As these fanciful faint lines
its remoter inner edges.
appear to get nearer to each other, they show how
the penetrating power of the light is increased. The
paraboloidal curves may of course be iirqjected yet
further from the vertex of that diameter which passes
through the focus. An inspection of Plate 2 will
now suffice to show that much light may be saved by
what Professor Faraday has called the " Gordon

WTien

feet apart

XII. The construction of lighthouses in exposed situations
may be considerably improved. I have long laboured
to get a lighthouse erected on the only rock " awash "
in the Skerki Channel in the Mediterranean, and my
views for the use of a foundation of lead on that
rock were published in the Nautical Magazine, dated
May, 1851, and other publications. There are also
several jiositions for which I have recommended the

The crystal moulded lenses of Degrand
formulfe.
are much to be preferred ; they are cheaper and more
economically maintained. 'I'hey are thinner,
and
destroy less light than those of plate glass that have

oil

60

made out

lights visible

either of thick plate glass,

and cut, or they ar3 made under Degrand's
Patent of thin crystal pressed (not " cast ") in metal
moulds, which metal moulds are cut for dioptric,
catadioptric, and catoptric purposes, after Fresnel's
cast

reflector."

If

be

on a vertical line, the two lights may
at a distance of 10 miles.
can have
once a minute or twice a minute, or
more ; we can have scintillating lights, or occupations
by screens. Any owner of a watch with a chronometer
beat at his ear could recognize the light. The time
may also be sho\vn by a very simple spring metronome.

of,

;
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liL'OYS, .VXD BE.i.OiXS

free, and if the ice be diifting the buoy
escapes downwards, and is not carried away.
Luminous buoys for night are difficult to be had.
Thirty years ago I assisted my father in some exjieriments with a view to iUuminating the Swin by a
mixture of pyrohgneous ether and a small quantity
of essential oil. The only wick used was our then
patent capillary wire wick, or capillary spun glass wick,
both of which are well known in the tea urn maker's
had one
trade as the " Gordon Lamp and Kettle."
of these lamps huniing without interruption day and
night, and without attendance, for six weeks.
In lakes and rivers where a boat could attend daily
upon the buoys, the buoys might be illuminated by a
" wheel lock " in each, acting upon iron pjTites. 'J'he
coal miner's pyrites lamp of olden times might be made

"'

fog signals ; and I venture to submit to my Lords
" that great good might be deri\ed by obtaining the
'•
opinion of Captain Boxer, R..\., of Woolwich, and
" also of some well-known practical ])yrotecbnist."
The matter then suggested was proceeded with without my being made aware of the course adopted, and
no notice was taken of the other suggestions in that

keeps the buoy

letter.

After my proposition for using fog signals was given
in to the committee of the House of Commons in 1845,
the Trinity Corporation tried a small size pair of beUows,
which, worked by hand, blew air through a small
radway whistle. If I had been consulted they should
ha\e been advised that their scale of arrangement (or
rather that of Mr. Wells) could not succeed.
.\bout 18 months ago I witnessed the experiments of
Mons. Degrand, of the French lighthouse estabbshment. That gentleman built of bricks and cement a
deep paraboloidal reflector aliout 10 feet in diameter
upon the high ground on the north of the Quai de
Billy, in Paris, and sounded a 15-inch bell in the
focus of the reflector.
By this a verj' great effect was
liroducec" at the farthest ])art of the Champ de Mars.
Many years ago, in Holland, I met with an instance
of reflected sounds being thrown from a remote turret
clock down upon the town below.
I think it was

We

A

serviceable.
electric wires

dull

light

may

also

be had where

can be securely laid domi.
Acoustics.

or noise will be most distinctly
heard which does not accord with the sounds ])revailing
on board ship or on rocky or other precipitous chffs.
Shrill sounds travel farthest. The penetrating pecuUar
sound made by the common house cricket when he
grinds the basis of his wing cases against each other
travels far, and I am of opinion that we might well
We can rub together the
take him for a prototype.
edges of two shrill sounding large bowls revolving
With one of them grinding out G
eccentrically.
natural and the other G sharp, we can obtain a
valuable discord.
In my evidence before the Committee of the House
of Commons, 1845, (Mr. Hume's Committee,) I suggested that in foggy weather the gong or bell should
be superseded by a screamer or whistle, similar to the
railway whistle, giving its sound by bellows, the sound
being directed round the horizon by reflectors, either
in revolving currents or streams, or by a centrifugal
plane of sound.
A large stentorian screamer after the model of a railway whistle could be heard much farther than a gong,
for a shrill sound can be heard to a greater distance
than a low one. Any elastic fluid forced through the
screamer will do, but the aeriform fluid of the greatest
weight is to be preferred. The Americans published
ray vie%\'s on this mutter many years ago, and gave me

XVIIL, XIX. That sound

Xow, as notiiSed to mariners,
there is on Partridge Island (Bay of Fundy) a steam
whistle sounded " once a minute," which has " been
" heard from a position eight miles to windward," and
has " ])rovcd the efficiency and utiUty of this addition."
As for fog signals in floatmg bghtvessels, the
rolling and pitching, and even the sleepy undulations
of the sea in the calmest weather, may be availed of
for gathering force of wind, or of machmcry for a great
credit for tlie invention.

and

distinct articulate noise.

movement of the Ughtship (or buoy)
converted into power, accumulated,
for sounding a beU, a stentorian
screamer, or bars of bent metal fixed, and suspended
by their nodes.
A bell cannot be well heard and ascertained.
X^o steamer going fast fl-ould derive any benefit from
an 18-poundergun fired at the intervals now used.
Xow, considering the distance at which it may or may
not be heard, say three miles, or less, (according to the
^•ind,) a fast steamer must lay too, and any vessel must
run the risk of a current carrying her into danger
before the signal can be heard even in favourable
The most

can

be

stored,

quiet

easily

and used

Helvoetsluis.
In my evidence (1845)1 submitted a set of paraboloids
revoh'ing round the focal sound. That revoh'ing arrangement produces a greater effect than a Bordier
Marcet flame reflector could do, the ])ower of the sound
being confined to a beam instead of being spread out
on the horizon. Moreover, it gives us an opportunitj'
for striking one note in a given time from the X., two
notes from the S. in a like lajise of time, three notes
from the E., and four notes from the W., by which
the seamen may know the bearing of the danger.
XXI. Sound travels furthest when low down, and near
smooth water, but it is necessary to keep such a height
as will clear the tops of all waves.

XX.

Manufacturers' Que.stions.
I.

distance.
When reporting to the Board of Trade upon a fog
signal for Cape Race, where there are no artillerymen,
I said (30th July 1857) " Pyrotechnists can imitate
" closely the effect of 18 lb. pieces of ordnance as
" regards sound. I think their encasements of gun" powder by paper are called maroons.
.\ stock of

" such articles, prepared with aU but the detonating
" cap, might be conveniently and safely stowed in a
'•
dry magazine, apart Irom a lighthouse, and brought
" out and discharged as time might i-equire. I would
" gladly hold a conference with the Civil Engineers of
" the Home Lighthouse Boai-ds upon the subject of

is not necessary that manufacturers of the
apparatus should be informed either of the
height of the light above the sea or of the precise horizontal arc to be illuminated.
The civil engineer should

II.

It

optical

specify these,

and

insist

on

his specification.

no more necessary or important to the cflicieucy of
the lighting apparatus that information should be furnished to the manufacturer (as to the height of the
light or the arc to be illuminated) before the lenses,
prisms, &c. are made and ground, and before they
are finally adjusted in their metal frames, and before
their ultimate position with reference to the lamp is
decided on, than for a compounder of medicines to
examine the diagnosis of a sick man before mixing the
drugs ordered by the physician.
III. As to the prop.osal to prepare a table from which the
angles required for constructing an ajijiaratus to illuminate a given horizontal arc, and to be placed at a
given elevation, could be regularly calculated by the
manufacturer from data furnished by the person giving
the order, I consider that a table or set of tables might
be read in error, and mischief might follow. The person or the board ginng an order should be guided by
a civil engineer of sufficient mathematical and practical
II.

It is

knowledge and

foresight.

The following answers

weather.

In Xova Scotia horns are heard two and tliree miles
off. but the blowing of them should no longer be done
by men's lungs, but by artificial blasts, mechanical or
chemical, and in all cases the vibration of sound should
be refltcted into the required direction, not lost landCarbonic acid gas mil by reason
Tv'ard or heavenward.
of its great specific gra\-ity be heard at the greatest

and

to the authorities
I.

The number

relate to the printed

having charge of

forms seut

lights.

of our colonial hghts exceeds 200, and
with very few exceptions they are ill-managed and
" Superintending authority '" is alarmingly
neglected.
wanting (even in situations where the home government maintains the lights I. The cost of illumination
The supply of water very preis unnecessarily hea^J^
Distillation from sea water unavailed of.
carious.
Lightkeepers are appointed and retained \vho are
Some years ago I found
totally unfit for the work.
an instance of a principal lightkeeper being appointed
at a high salary, in order that he might [lay off his
I once met
debts to his patron who appointed him.
with a case where the head lightkeeiier had not been in
Lately I learned that
the lantern for seven months.
at Cay Sal another lighthouse keeper had not been
I pause here to ask
in the tower for several months.
how can such and other evils narrated be pre\ented
if the inspector of hghts has to fulfil the duties of
out-island engineer, surveyor-general, member of coun-
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member

tt'hich holes cold air is admitted by the corresponding
valve into the lantern floor, where it is dispersed into
For ventilation we must have a large
the lantern.
open area in the cowl. The provision for escape of the
heated air in the Great Isaacs Lighthouse lantern is
only 70 square inches of area in tlie cowl, and the
I
was not jiermitted to
ventilation is very bad.
enlarge the cowl of that lantern ; but about the same
time the Lobos Cay lantern was ordered by me to
have 15.3 square inches of area in the cowl.
The "description of oil generally burnt" in the
different colonies for lighthouse purposes may be expected to vary much according to the soil and other
Startling variations in price of lightcircumstances.
house oils will be seen in a return ordered by the
House of Commons to be printed 29th June 1855.
Therein the prices per gallon vary from 6f/. to \4s.
XIX. The system of contracts by public tender for the construction and illumination of colonial lighthouses has

of house of assembly, canvassing for which
the lighthouse yacht was lately employed 7
No
gentleman can do well all the duties required, in my
opinion.
The Commissioners would do well to obtain a copy
of tlie correspondence in Nassau between Mr. Harvey
and Mr. Goldie.
If one of the two commissariat officers at Nassau
should be unable for duty, or if war broke out, all
the Bahama hghts would be entirely neglected. There
is no doubt of this.
New revolving machines have for many months
been required for Abaco and Gun Cay, and the new
light on Great Isaacs already requires another machine.
Who is attending to these ?
I could go on and narrate other very bad cases.
No systematic administration has yet been fixed for
preventing the numerous evils abeady mentioned,
and very many more with which I need not burthen
oil,

last

Great
certainly not promoted efficiency and economy.
is the difference of materials and of workmanship, and

this letter.
I was the first to suggest, and ])ress earnestly upon
the attention of Her Majesty's Government, that a
de|)artment should be established at home for the
erection and maintenance of colonial lights with expedition
and economy, and with advantage and
satisfaction to the Shipping interest, and with a great

however acute and experienced the

saving of public money, which now is really thrown
;
and I have again and again insisted upon
the necessity of estabhshing a small central board or
commission at home, having in view a centre for current
of
a selection
information, advice, and repairs ;
lightkeepers from old and deserving warrant officers
and seamen; devising financial an'angements which
would be necessary ; and for having every colonial
light regularly and repeatedly inspected by competent
naval officers in command on the respective stations.
The above are almost the ^•ery words which I used in
my letter to the late Sir Robert Peel in August 181",

away

colonies to make
The professed

engineer

may

up

for scanijied

work.

economy in these matters is at
variance with the individual practice of those who insist
They individually know better where to
upon it.
apply when they order a telescope, a transit instrument, a gun, or a garment, or anything else within the

my

letter to Lord Auckland.
in
(Par. Report t)5G. 1850.)
VIII. The mechanical variations I have already referred
to ; but here I would remark upon what is called " the

and nearly the same

civil

clever contractor can often defy detection in
Tlie looking for the
materials and workmanship.
lowest priced articles is very wrong. Articles are to be
had cheaply which are really dear at any price. The
contractor is often driven in such cases to work up
to the mark "well enough," instead of to that mark,
so essential to the efficiency of these important structures, the "jierfect as possible." There are houses still
who will not enter into comjietition for producing
cheap work. What, I would ask, is. the use of saving
1,000/. at home, if we have to pay 2,000/. in the

be, a

bounds of their practical knowledge.
XXIII. " The course pursued by the governing authority
" for ascertaining

the

of

value

jiroposals

for

im-

" provemcnts

arrangement, classiin the position,
"fications, or optical pecuHarity of lights, or testing
" new methods of using light," is generally unsatisSometimes the governing
factory to the proposer.
"authority" has left the entire matter to my own
judgment and exiierience, uncontrolled (excepting in

orders of lighthouses." Though the term "order of
light " is not quite out of place in tlie catadioptric and
dioptric system of Fresnel, it is open to objection.
The " orders " of Fresnel have been changed twice
When such terms are used in regard to
already.
Cape Race
catoptric light, great confusion arises.
FLxed Light may be called in Trinity House terms of
"
1st order," and yet the South Foreland Lower
the
Light (fixed) has not one half the power of illuminaand as to Falkland Island Light, which is
tion ;
published as of the "1st order," it is absurdly so
named ; it was a case of gross imposition. It will
be seen by Plate 2, Figs. 6 and 7, that the reflections
of the lamp flame on the seaman's eye at Cape

matters) by any authority at home. These
" Clascases "have always resulted in perfect success.
sification," in which I include also uniformity of all
lighthouses
is
most
all
the parts and stores common to
important. Mr. Hume wrote to the Na\'al Commanthe
seen
by
" It will be
der-in-Chief in India in 1854
correspondence with Mr. Alexander Gordon, Civil

money

:

—

the

" Engineer, that if a proper arrangement was made
" between the Admiralty or the Board of Trade and
" the East India Company respecting lighthouses, the
" whole of the articles required for lighthouses, as
" to the size and nature of the lights, might be

be vastly improved by adding the small dioptric
arrangement in front of the flame (as shown on Fig. 3.)
to collect and add to the beam those radiations which
now escape at the open mouth of the reflectors.
This arrangement does not obscure the rays of light
reflected from the back of the silvered surface, for
they are caused to pass through the focus, and form
part of the beam.

" supplied under his directions by contract in Eng" land, and sent ready to be erected whenever required.
" Every article should be made to fit the relative size
" of the particular lighthouse for which it is destined;
" and thus from time to time supplies of every requisite
" might be all prepared of the projier dimensions, and
" sent out on demand, without the great delay and
" additional expense which has been, and must be,

Pembroke are only 15-}'45 square inches. Those at
Lower South Foreland (see Figs. 4 and 5) are
518'59 square inches. Those at Cape Race (Figs. 1 and
2) are 9o2- 10 square inches, and the latter may easily

" incurred by the several colonies employing

XI. The preference to be given to catoptric, catadioptric,
or dioptric systems of lighting in the colonies can
be determined only when each special locality has to
be provided for. It appears to me to be impossible
to state any general principles to govern a selection of
ojitieal apparatus apphcable to all colonies of the
empire.
ventilation of lanterns in England I have often
found to be radically bad, and when similar ventilation
We
is depended on for the colonies it is still worse.
can always admit plenty of air into a hghthouse
lantern by special ventilating openings or chambers,
or from the general ventilation of the lighthouse tower.
There is but oneway of getting the heated and vitiated
air out of a lantern, that is most conveniently and
My practice may be
effectively done by the cowl.
understood by the following description :— Each large
three or more equiby
floor
lantern is ventilated in the
distant ventilators, which admit and disperse the atmospheric air (avoiding sharp blasts and drafts), which
is admitted from the outside by three or more radiating
equidistant holes under the lantern floor, from each of

XVI. The

II.

4

different

" persons to fit up their fighthouses.
" There should also be a stock of such articles for
" each description of lighthouse in store ready to be
" furnished on indent.
" I trust I have stated enough to engage your atten" tion and to enlist your best sympathies ; and that
" I, though not in office, may be afiowed to influence
" you in promoting the important objects herein ad" verted to."
One great difficulty that I have experienced in
regard to classification is the interest of tradesmen as
well as the convenience of lighthouse boards at home,
whose purpose is suited by shipping off apparatus
and machinery almost worn out, and sending the same
to the colonies, thus making an opportunity for having
new and a higher order of apparatus on the coasts at
home, just as if colonial communities have not as much
to gain as those at home by good and efficient Ughtage.
I have, &c.

Alexander Gordox,
M.

N

Inst.

C.E.
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The foUowimj

Circiihir

iviix

sent to a considerable number of the Companies
vicinity of tlie Lighthouses named ;

CIRCULAR
The Commissioners

whose

vessels trade in the

XII.

by the Queen to inquire into the condition and management of Lights, Buoys, and

ajipoiiited

Beacons,

— namely,

Ryder,

Esq., Captain, R.\.;

Local

:

Wu.liam Alexander Baillie Hamilton, Ksq., Rear-Admiral, R.N.; Alfred Phillips
John Hall Gladstone, Esq.; Duncan Dunbar. Esq., Chairman of the London
Marine Board; and Samuel Robert Graves, Esq., Chairman of the Liverpool Local Marine Board,

by Wrtue, &c. &c.

may

request that your reply to thefnUowing Letter

be addressed to

—

J. F.

Millbank

7,

CAMPBELL,

Street,

Secretary.

Westminster, S.W.

—

Gentlemen, You are requested to favour the Commission with any information or Reports which you may have received
through your Commanders, or others, as to the efficiency, utility, and apparent management of the whole" or any of the
Lighthouses undermentioned, as compared with the best Lighthouses they are acquanted with on the coasts of England,
or other European coasts, the Commissioners being desirous to ascertain how far these Lighthouses are maintained in good
working order, and answer the end for which they were erected.
It would be meeting the views of the Commission if, in the absence of any existing collected Statements on Reports as
to the efficiency and condition of these Lights, you would call ujjon the Commanders of your vessels now at home to give
their opinion, in wTiting, on the above points, transmitting the same to this office.
I am. Your obedient Servant,
J.

L Bahamas.

Gun

1.

Cay.

2.

—

Cay Sal. 3.
Cay Lobos

(building).^.').
II.
(J.

Roman Rocks

ID.

Cerigo.

7.

1

Cape Pembroke.

VI.

South Point (building).

1

Ceylon.
VII.

Great Basses (building).
IV.

9.

—

CAMPBELL.

V. Ionian Islands.
Great Isaacs

Cape of Good Hope.
(building).
III.

8.

.\baco.
4.
(building).

F.

12,

Newfoundland.

l.'i.

Falkland Islands.

Western Australia.

King George's Sound, two Lighthouses.

C»;« Race.

Tht SurreyoK report that from all the information they
can obtain from Shipmasters lately passing through the
Gulf of Florida, it appears that the lights are good, and no
complaints are made.
and

II.

III.

Not

coast.
it

yet constructed.

1\. The steamers carrying the mails to and from America
have Admiralty Agents on board from whom the best
information will be obtained.

I

show

during the night.

12th March 1860.

to

show

Commander

S. S. "

Kangaroo."

h.^.ve seen Cape Race Light only once, it appeared
A gun
well considering the distance I was off.
(would be of great service to mariners both night

fired there

and day) during

consider

the Lighthouse on Cape Race from its
position will be of very great service to mariners approachI

Saml. Brooks,

Liverpool,

I

the Liverpool, New York, and Philadelphia
Steam Company's Commanders, now in Port.

From

its being of medium height the
better during the fogs which prevail on that
cannot report upon the light as I have never seen

ing the land, and from
light will

fogs.

James M. Jeffrey.
Commander S. S. " City of Washington."

i

(yTo face

Beacon of wood.

page 650.)

Ca^e Race

High Water,

Great Basses.

(

HIS

To face page
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XI.

l.-UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
A return

to the questions of the

Commissioners was

received on the 5th July 1859, and

is

as follows

In the absence or sickness of an inspector or engineer, each does the duty of the other.
The inspectors are required by the regulations to
make four visits annually to the lights in their dis-

:

Treasury Department
Office, L. H. Board,

June

and to report to the Board delinquencies of
keepers, necessity of repaii's, condition of lights, &c.,
and in addition to make an annual report of their
This report is made on
operations during the year.
October 1 st of each year.
They are responsible for all the property of the
establishment in their respective districts, and for the
proper disbursement of the money in the hands of
superintendents.
The Board, in its turn, is responsible to the general
trict,

16, 1859.

Hon. Howell Cobb, Secretary of the Treasury.
.Sir,

The

letter of

Lord Lyons, Her BritannicMa-

jesty's Minister near this

government, of the 6th

lust.,

accompanying certain interrogatories as to the constitution and management of the Lighthouse Establishment of the United States, referred to this Board by
the Department, has been received, and in reply thereto
I have the honour to submit, by direction of the
Board, the following answers to said interrogatories,
viz.

government
duties.

:

L — Describe

Q.

ment adopted

briefly

for the

system

the

management of the

govern-

of

lights, buoys,

and beacons of the country and its dependencies, at
home and abroad, giving full information as to the
various superintending authorities, their powers and
duties, and their responsibility to each other and to
the general government of the country.
A. The Lighthouse Establishment of the United
States is under the charge of a Board organized
in conformity to law, approved Aug. 31, 1852,
Secretary

composed of the
officio

two

president,

of the

officers of the

Treasury, exnavy of high
the army, two

two officers of engineers of
high scientific attainments, and one officer
of the navy and one officer of engineers of the army
as secretaries.
permanent chairman presides over the meetings
of the Board in the absence of the president,
In addition to the Board proper there are live
rank,

civilians of

A

clerks, viz.

One

Two

:

-

chief

3d
One 2d

-

-

„

„
„

^2,000

per an.
each per au.
„
„ -

-

class clerks, at ,^'1,600

1,400
1,200

....

One 1st „
One messenger
One labourer
The incidental expenses for stationery, binding, &c. amount per annum to

•

Total

3,200
1,400
1,200

No officer of the army or navy serving on lighthouse duty receives any other compensation than that
to which he is entitled in his grade in the service.
The ocean and lake coasts are divided into twelve
districts, each one of which is under the charge of an
inspector, who is an officer of the army or navy.
These inspectors report directly to the Board. There
are also in each district superintendents of lights, who
are collectors of the customs, and whose duties are
expenses of the
to disburse the money for the ordinary
establishment, on the certificates of the inspectors ;
nominate keepers to the Secretary of the Treasury;
and, in the sickness or necessary absence of the

to

it

performs

its

—K

selection of sites for lighthouses are
1. The position of the lighthouse with regard
to the necessities of navigation.
2. The possibility of obtaining a proper foun-

dation.

respect to floating lights, the two considera-

tions are
1. The best position of the vessel to guard against
the danger, or lead into the channel.
2. The security of the anchorage ; though wher«
it is necessary light vessels ai'e anchored exposed to
the full force of the Atlantic.
If lights are classified (for example, as seaQ.
lights, harbour lights, &c.), describe the classification,
and distinguish the classification on the list ?
A. 48 primary sea-coast lighthouse stations.
92 secondary sea-coast and lake-coast lighthouse

V

stations.

296 sound, bay,

and harbour lighthouse

river,

stations.

number of keepers usually

State what
Q. VI
allowed in each class, and their salaries and allows
is

the

ances.

A.

inspector, to perform his duties.
The inspectors and superintendents are directly
responsible to the Board, but are in no respects

,j

1

assistant

1

keeper

400

1

„

1

3d-class
,,

class

500
300
450
300

1

2d- class

4th, 5th,

^600 per annum.
360 „
each.
„

1 keeper
2 assistants
keeper

Ist-class lights

responsible to each other.
En'^ineers are detailed from time to time from one
or other of the two corps of engineers of the army,
who are either inspectors of lights, and incidentally
engineers of lighthouse construction in their respective districts, or who do duty as lighthouse engineers

assistant

keeper

.

„
„

„
„
„

„

„

„

„

„

and 6th
-

-

_

There are no allowances, but

All lighthouse structures are built under
Designs for
the superintendence of these officers.
the structures are either furnished by the Board, or
are submitted to it for approval before the work is
exclusively.

at

a few isolated

points rations in kind are supplied.
If any general principles govern the selecQ. VII.
tion of the class of light used in particular positions,

—

describe them.

commenced.
i

which

—

With

^9,990

in

State briefly how funds are obtained for
Q. II.
maintaining the lights, buoys, and beacons, and the
cost of maintaining them for the year 1858, giving
separately, if possible, the expenditures on lights, on
buoys, and on beacons.
A. Funds for the support of the establishment are
appropriated by Congress upon the estimates of the
Board, approved by the Treasury Department, and
no tax or toll is levied for its support.
The estimated or actual cost of maintaining tha
lighthouse establishment for the fiscal year, ending
This is exclusive
June 30, 1860, is ;5'802,889 90.
of new stations, which are authorized by special Acts
of Congress.
^685,661 12
Lighthouses and light vessels
117,228 78
Buoys and beacons Furnish a list of the lights on the coast.
Q, ill
for 1859 is
lighthouses
of
list
A. The published
herewith furnished.
any general principles govern the selecQ. IV.
tions of positions for lighthouses or floating lights,
describe them.
A. The principles which guide the Board in the

840
600
750

manner

for the

N
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A. The principles which govern the selection of
the class of light to be used are
1. The distance at which the light should be
2. The importance of the station.
Enumerate the mechanical variations in
Q. VIII.
the machinery of the illuminating apparatus used, such
as fixed, revolving, flashing, &c.
A. Fixed.
Revolving,
Flashing,
Fixed, varied by flashes.
The machine moving the apparatus is an ordinary
clockwork machine, its size depending upon the order

—

colours of lights

A. Natural colour and red.
If any general principles govern the
Q. X.

—

selec-

tion of colour or mechanical peculiarity of lights,
either as regards their own position or their relation
to other lights, describe

them.

A. Tlie primary sea-coast lights are never coloured. In some cases these are double lights in other
Coloured and variable lights are
variable lights.
used for the purposes of distinction merely, to avoid
;

danger of mistaking one light

— Enumerate the different optical

arrange-

(catoptric, dioptric, &c.) used in

lighting the
coast. State which is preferred, and give any reasons
that can be assigned for the preference
distinguish
in the list the lights supplied with optical apparatus
of each kind.
A. The lens system is universally in use. This
system is preferred, because
1st. The primary sea-coast
lights are more
;

powerful than reflector lights can be made.
2d. For the same quantity of light the expenditure of oil is less.

The annual

lens system

system.
The lighthouse
lighthouse.

is

list

cost of repairs
less

than

it

and labour
is

in the

in the reflector

shows the order of lens

in each

—

Furnish drawings of the most approved
Q. XII
descriptions of illuminating apparatus employed, with
the names of the makers.
A. Drawings are herewith furnished. The makera
are Lepaute and Gouthcr & Co., of Paris.
Fill up the accompanying table ?
Q. XIII.
A. The table is inclo.sed herewith.

—

The Price of the Illumiuatiug Apparatus used, which is to include in one sum the
Cost of the Optical and JNIechanical Portions of each Description and Character used.
2d. The estimated Annual Cost of ordinary Kepairs, in which are to be included Glass
Cylinders, Wear and Tear, and Cleaning Stores consumed.
3d. The Consumption and Cost of Oil and Wicks consumed in a hundred hours.
The
Cost of Oil to be estimated at Forty-pence the gallon.
If any extraordinary Repairs can fairly be expected to recur periodically, they arc to be stated
separately, unless they are previously given under the head of Wear and Tear.

Table showing

—

—

as possible the

Q. XI.

3d.

— Enumerate the different

in use.

N.B.

much

for another.

ments

visible.

of lens.
Q. IX.

as

:

1st.

REPLIES TO FOREIGN QUESTIONS.—ASIERICA.

—

ing wooden buoys below the water with good effect,
as a preventive of the worm.
Q. XXII. If any general principles govern the
selection of colours, or arrangements of colour, for
distinguishing or identifying particular lighthouses or
lightvessels, buoys or beacons, describe them.

Q. XIV. If .any general principles govern the
selection of optical apparatus for particular lights,
either as regards their own position or with relation
to other lights

describe

;

them

—

—

?

A. Answered under Question

10.

State what is considered to be the extreme
Q. XV.
height above the level of the sea which should not
in placing the light of a lighthouse.
exceeded
be
A. As a practical question, a height of 200 feet is

A. Where lighthouses are contiguous, and of
the same size and general appearance, they are of
diiferent colours ; either the natural colour of the
material, or some other colour dependant upon the
nature of the back ground. Where a lighthouse is
projected against the sky, it is coloured with some
dark paint: where projected against the land, it is
painted white. No colours are used to identify par-

regarded as the limit.
Describe the most approved method of
Q. XVI.

—

ventilating the lanterns of lighthouses.
A. The lanterns are ventilated by the admission
of cold air in the lower part of the lantern, or in the
parapet wall under the lantern, the quantity of which
The heated air passes
air is regulated by registers.

ticular lighthouses.

In conformity to law, red buoys with even numbers (2, 4, 6, 8, &c.) are placed on the starboard side
of channels, to be left on the starboard hand in entering from seaward black buoys, with odd numbers
(1, 3, 5, 7, &c.), are placed on the port side of channels, to be left on the port hand in entering from
seaward ; buoys with red and black stripes are placed
on obstructions having channel ways on either side;
and buoys with white and black perpendicular stripes
are placed in mid-channel, to be passed close to, to
avoid danger. Other distinguishing marks, such aa
perches, with balls, cages, &c., are placed to mark
special localities, the colouring and numbering indicating on what side they should be passed, as will
appear from the published buoy lists and the same
rules, with the exception of numbering, apply in
general to beacons.

out through a ventilator in the top of the dome.
State what is the description of oil
Q. XVII.
generally burned ?
A. Sperm oil is exclusively used.
any other method is used for proQ. XVIII.—
ducing light, a special report is requested of its com-

—

;

K

parative merit as respects efficiency and cost.
In one or two
A. No other method is used.
instances, wliere a light is in or near a town, coal gas
The result has been satisfactoryis used.
State whether the system of contracts
Q. XIX.

—

by public tender

is

adopted with regard to

Building lighthouses or light vessels, and
making buoys and beacons.

a.

;

illuminating apparatus.
Painting.

Making

b.
c.

d.

Obtaining

c

Or

in

—

stores.

any other

particulars.

so, state whether the system promotes
and economy.
A. a. Generally masonry lighthouses are

If

efficiency

built

by

days' labour, but" the materials are furnished by conIron lighthouses are built by contract.
tract.
Light vessels are either built by contract or in the
navyyards. and in the latter case the cost is charged
Iron buoys are
to the lighthonse establishment.

manufactured in the Washington Navy Yard, and
their cost is charged to the Lighthouse establishment.
Wooden spar buoys are furnished by contract, and
are put

down by

Q. XXIII. Describe the course pursued by the
governing authority for ascertaining the value of proposals for improvement in the position, arrangement,
classification, mechanical or optical peculiarity or
colour of lights; for testing new methods of producing
or using light or ascertaining the value of any other
proposals for improving the lighting or buoying, &c.
of coasts, harbours, channels, &c.

A. When any proposed improvement of the
kind specified is brought to the notice of the Board
in such a shape that its feasibility can be tested, it is
referred to a committee of the Board it is examined
by the committee, and a report is made to the Board
by it. If the Board considers it advisable that the
improvement be introduced, it takes the necessary
The expense of the examination
action in the case.
is borne by the proprietor, except such expenses as
may bo incurred by the members of the Board in going
to and returning from the place of examination.
;

the tenders.

b. Illuminating apparatus are furnished by two
makers in Paris, and the prices are regulated by the
French government.
c. Painting is done by days' labour.
d. Stores are obtained by contract.

—

Furnish a list of the meteorologic
Q. XXIV.
instruments used in lighthouses and light vessels,
and any printed regulations regarding them which
are given to keepers.
A. No meteorological instruments are furnished

It is believed that the contract system, as carried
out by the Lighthouse Board, promotes efficiency and

economy.
Q.

XX.

A.

—Describe

briefly the

stores supplied.
Every cask of oil, as

testing

means adopted

for

all

in the following

manner

to lighthouses.

delivered, is tested

it is

A

journal of the direction and force of the wind,
of the weather, and of the temperature is kept in the
light vessels, for which purpose a thermometer is
furnished.
copy of the journal is enclosed.
Describe the most approved system for
Q. XXV.
indicating the state of the tide to passing ships by

:

Specific gravity is to be -SVo.
32».
2. Temperature, to stand liquid at
1.

'

day or night.
A. A system of signals
been adopted the necessity

for this purpose has
for it has not become
;
apparent, on account of the small rise and fall of tides
along the coast generally, and because the harbours
have sufficient water at their entrances at all times of
There may be one or two exceptions to this
tide.
rule, but the signals are in charge of the pilots.
Q. XXVI. Describe the means adopted during fogs
for warning ships of their proximity to danger, or for
informing them of their position.
A. The most usual means is by sounding a bell,
which is rung at fixed intervals by a clockwork
arrangement. Fog horns are also used on light

;

Q.

XXI

How often

are lighthouses, light vessels,

buoys and beacons, painted or otherwise coloui-ed

—

;

and what materials are preferred ?
A. Lighthouses are painted once in about three
years, except iron structures, which are painted
Light vessels and buoys are painted
every year.
twice a year, and the latter are shifted twice a year,
spring and

fall.

vessels.

Zinc and lead paints are both used.
No conclusion has been arrived at as to which is
the best material. Verdigris has been used for paint-

4

A

—

A

jacket lamp is filled with oil from
Burning.
the cask, and is lighted. The whole of the oil in the
lamp must be consumed without residuum.
All other stores are examined by one of the inThe usual tests to
spectors before they are received.
insure good articles are applied but an experienced
person easily determines with regard to wicks,
scissors, paints, brushes, &c.
3.

653

iSteam whistles have been tried, but
without useful results. The air whistle, it

N

3

hitherto
is

hoped,
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answer a useful purpose but no opinion can be
given on the subject without further test.
Furnish a coloured drawing, plan.s,
Q. XXVII.
and section to scale, of the best modern lighthouse in
the country, with a statement showing
will

;

—

The material of the building.
The position of the oil stores.
The quantity of spare stores, lamps, he, kept

a.
h.
c.

nearly all of importance that have been erected
under the direction of the Lighthouse Board.
One copy of Lighthouse Maps, embracing Atlantic
and Gulf coasts. Two series.

The following answers are submitted in reply to
the interrogatories concerning Light Vessels of the
United
Q.

The

d.

maintenance for one
ordinary expenditure.

details of the cost of

I.

States, viz

—Furnish

year, including all
The price of the illuminating apparatus.
from its
f. The cost of the whole construction,
commencement till the first exhibition of the

a.

light, including the price of the illuminating

c.

apparatus.

d.

—

used.

b.

c.

The

and its dimensions and
with .sections showing the internal
arrangement.

,^000.
3d- class iron

between

|S'.300

mark

channels, and to give

—

Q, XXX. Furnish drawings to scale of any buoys
and beacons which have any peculiarity of form, construction, or principle which might become generally
?

A. Drawings of all buoys are furnished herewith.
Furnish copies of all general rules
Q. XXXI.
and regulations issued for the inspection and management of lights, buoys, and beacons, and copies of all

—

printed forms relating thereto.
A. All of the books, &c. asked for are herewith
The following is a list, viz.
furnished.
Book of Eules, Regulations, and Forms of the
United States Lighthouse Establishment.
Book of Eules, Eegulations, and General Instruc:

tions.

Report of the Temporary Lighthouse Board, 1851.
Additional Report, 1852.
Report and Estimates, 1857.
Three copies. Report of Lighthouse Board on Expenditures, 1858.
Two copies. Annual Report of Lighthouse Board,
1858.
Instructions and Directions to Lightkeepers, 1858.
Buoy Lists, 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6tb, 7th, 8th, 9th.
10th, and 11th Lists.
Three copies. Lighthouse List, 1859.

One blank book, Descriptive

List of Lighthouses.
Light Vessels.
„

„
„
Inspection Book, Lighthouses.
Light Vessels.
„
„
Various drawings and photographs of lighthouse
works, collected from time to time, embracing
,,

Q.

II.

— Furnish

h.
c.

all

a statement, showing a

same

the de-

name and

floating light.

The material
The number

of the huU.
of miles the light

is

seen in clear

weather by the naked eye from an altitude
of 18 feet.
d. How the vessel
f.

What ground

is fitted

tackle

is

with sails.
kept on board in case

of moorings parting.
f.

i.

What means

are \\.t command, if any, for communicating by signal by day or by night.

What means

are at command for assisting the
sliipwreckcd, by lifeboat or otherwise.
of the crew.
How often they are relieved.
The time the vessel usually remains on her sta

The number

,$'200

and <;300.
Spar buoys ready for placing cost from ,^10 to ,s'3.3,
dependant upon the size.
Q. XXrX. — If any general principles govern the
buoying of channels, harbours, rivers, or dangers,
describe them.
A. Buoys are placed to
warning of obstructions.

The draft of water.
The masts.
The moorings.
The method of mooring.
The illuminating apparatus in position.
The mode of suspending the lantern.
The mode of suspending the lamp.

position of the

j.

nuns and cans cost between

hull as coloured,

A. Drawings are furnished, showing

//.

2d-class iron nuns and cans cost

best

sired points.

nuns and cans cost between ii,WO and

and

useful

f.
<],

h.

7.

Ist-class iron

^'500.

of the

lines,

A. The drawings furnished give the information
aisked for, except the cost, and the cost of maintenance
for one year, which latter has already been given.
The first-order lighthouse, as shown by the draw-

buoys commonly used, with a statement showing the
The method of
material of which they are made.
mooring, and the position for which each kind is best
fitted, as for harbours, channels, exposed coasts, tideways, &c., and the price.
A. The inclosed di-a^vings show the materials and
dimensions of the buoys and their moorings.
Nun and can buoys are used where they aro
required to be seen some distance.
In close harbours and tideways spar buoys aro

drawings to scale
showing

floating light on the coast,

c.

ings, cost ^43,000, including the illuminating apparatus, which cost ,s'.S,000.
Furnish drawings to scale of the
Q. XXVIII.

:

tion
k.

without going into harbour for repairs.

The annual consumption

A. Kantucket
b. Wood.
c. About 13
d.
c.

New

of

oil

and wicks.

South Shoals Light

vessel.

miles.

Schooner rigged, with fore and aft sails.
Spare anchor 3,500 lbs, 76 fathoms chains, 1|

inch.
f. Rogers' marine signals.
g. Two whale boats.

Eleven, including keeper and mates.
Tliey are permanently stationed.
/. No regular intervals, but at least once a year.
k. About 600 gallons of oil and 100 feet wicks.
Furnish a financial statement with regard
Q.
to the same floating light, show-ing
a. The cost of the hull,
b. Cost of illuminating apparatus.
c. Cost of vessel when complete for service, exclusive of victualling and lighting stores.
d. The annual cost of oil and wicks.
e. The annual cost of repairs to illuminating ap//.
i.

m. —

paratus.

estimated annual expenditure in maintaining the floating light in a state of complete
efiiciency on an average of eight years,
The scale of wages paid to the crew.
f/.
h. The annual cost of victualling and allowances.
A. a. .s'l 7,800, including tackle, apparel, and
f.

The

furniture.
b.

52494-35.

c.

About

d.
e.

/.

jt2 1,000.

wcks, ,S'9.
About ,?10 contingent.
About ^'G.SOO, including about
Oil, .S'750

;

,S'

1,000 for re-

pairs, &c.
g.

One

keeper, ^,'1,000 per

annum

;

1st mate, ,s'40:

2d mate, ,>'30; and 8 seamen at »;18 each, per
month, with oneration for each person; ration

,,

h.

costing ^'20-oo per quarter.
,«993 -32.

About

REPLIES TO FOREIGN QUESTIONS.

—

Are there any instances on record of floatQ. IV.
ing lights being off their stations in the last five
If so, please to state how often, and the
years ?
cause of the accidents.
A. There are such instances, at least one per
year for each light vessel. They are generally caused
by the vessels parting their moorings through stress
of weather, or by the keepers wilfully slipping the
cables.

Information of a character similar to that above
submitted of the constitution and government of the
British lighthouse system would be highly acceptable to the Board.
I have the honour to be,

Very respectfully,
Your obedient

B. Shubrick.
Chairman Lighthou.se Board.

Note.

—This

1
f

o

•

.

4. Report of the Lighthouse Board to the Secretary to
the Treasury, &c., with regard to the expense of erecting
hghthouses, &c., March 13, 1858, 125 pages.
5. Report of the Lighthouse Board, October fith, 1858,
9 pages.
6. Specifications of Shell Keys Lighthouse, 1858.
7. Rules, Regulations, and General Instructions, 1857,
pages 76.
8. Ditto, a smaller edition, 107 pages.
9. Instructions to Lightkeepers, 93 pages.
10. 4 blank books for inspection, with printed headings,
to be followed by remarks.
1 1
A n>imber of miscellaneous forms of tender. Acts of
Congress, &c., &c.
11. Lists of all the lights, buoys, and beacons on the
coasts of the United States.
12.
set of charts, showing the position of the lights;
their distinctive pecuHarities in colour.
Lithographed.
13. Set of 14 Uthographed drawings of an iron-pile
lighthouse, Atchafalaya Bay.
Scale i inch to foot.
15. Similar drawings of lighthouse at Shell Keys, 20 in

number.

Secretaries.

12. A book containing 95 sheets of similar drawings,
which include minute details of the construction of all parts

J
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A

servant,

W.

R. Semmes,
TIT T.
Franklin,
W. B. T7^

— TURKEY.

accompanied by

the follow-

ing documents
1. Report of the Lighthouse Board, dated 4th February
1852, 7(>0 pages, with numerous lithogra])hs.
'2.
Similar report, dated July 7, 1852, containing references to European lights, &c., 72 pages.
3. Estimates of appropriations to Lighthouse Establishment, Oct. 8, 1857, pp. 89 to 259.
:

of lighthouses, floating lights, beacons, &c.
17- -A. set of 10 well executed large photographs of lighthouses on the coasts of the United States, showing their

general appearance, and that of the locaUty, and in some
instances even the illuminating apparatus inside the lantern,
so as to distinguish its general appearance and many of its
details.

[The whole of these documents] have been
and should be carefully preserved.]

placed

together,

2.-T U R

K E

Y.
Therapia, October 26, 1859.

The

following correspondence relates to the return

which the Turkish Government were requested
furnish

:

to

—
Foreign

Office,

November

8, 1

859.

Sir,

With reference to your letter of the 16th of
April last, I am directed by Lord John Russell to
transmit to you, to be laid before the Lighthouse
Commissioners, the accompanying copy of a despatch
from Her Majesty's Ambassador at Constantinople,
stating the reasons why the Turkish Government
unable to answer the Commissioners' inquiries.
I

am,

is

Sir,

obedient,
humble servant,

James Murray.

Lord,

On

the 4th of June last I received from your
Lordship's office a Despatch marked " separate " of
the 14th May, enclosing copies of certain queries to
which the Lighthouse Commissioners were desirous
of obtaining answers from the Turkish Government.
At my request, these queries were duly transmitted
by Fuad Pasha to the Turkish Admiralty, with instructions to supply the desired information without
delay.
It was, howevor, only on the 17th ultimo,
that a general and unsatisfactory answer was returned
Fuad Pasha then addressed another
to the queries.
letter to the Capitan Pasha, couched in pressing
terms, asking for more precise information ; but to
this fresh application the following answer was re-

turned

"

Your most
J. F. Campbell, Esq.,
Lights, Buoys, and Beacons

Mt

:

as the system of hghthouses is
not yet completed, and as no more than half
the lighthouses have been constructed, the
Board of Admiralty is at a loss to furnish
the information required."

That

I have, &c.

Commission.

4N
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The following preliminary report ou Norwegian
was received from the British Consul General

lights

Crowe, Esq., on the 30th of

J. R.

at Christiania,

September 1859

:—
British Consulate General,
September 1859.

Christiania, 30th

A

Y.

By

O'SS lbs.
a light of the 2d order,
0"26 „
4th ditto
Ditto
O'l „
5th and 6th
Ditto
The average price paid for the best refined rapeseed oil h.as, for the last three years, been 16 shillings
per lb., or Tji/. sterling per lb. of 18 ounces avoir-

dupois.

Genti.emex,

From

the accompanying description, in original
and translation, of the lights and beacons on the
coast of Norway, you will ascertain the number and
character of the several lights in operation at this

The
repairs

cost of the other materials, and of the annual
for all the lights, amounts to ,96,100, or

1,408/.

The

last lighthouse constructed in the country
that of Kundij, of the 1st order ; the tower is of
110 feet high from the foundation to the
It cost, including the dwelling
centre of the light.
for the attendants, ,f'47,000, or 10,800/.
According to the above, the annual expenditure
for the light system in Norway, at the end of last

was

date.

With respect to the administration of the system,
entrusted to the supervision of a director, with
the necessary number of assistants, all under the

it is

Koyal Marine Department.

The
lows

W

official

duties of the director consist as fol-

year,

:

1st.

cast iron,

To inform

himself,

by personal

inspection,

that the officials under him attend to their respective
duties in superintendence of the lights, with due
regard to punctuality and order, and exercise the
necessary care and control in the use of the stores
required for the sustenance of the lights, as to ensure
the necessary degree of economy
2dly. To take care that the lighthouses are always
kept in proper repair, and are furnished with the

amounted

to

:

....
...
-

-

Salaries to officials

-

.'s'22,859

1,000
Travelling expenses of director and assistants
1,035
Ground rent
13,568
Oil consumed, 101,760 lbs., at 16 skillings
6,100
Materials, &c. for repairs
,>^44.562

;

requisite supply of stores
3dlv. To prepare estimates and drawings for

new

and to superintend their construction,
decided on
4thly. To render accounts of the expenses incurred
in the construction of new lighthouses, as well as of
the supplies provided for the proper maintenance of
existing lighthouses ;
5thly. To suggest the erection of new beacons and
mooring rings along the coast, when necessary, as
well as to attend to the conservation of all that
appertains to the system
and,
6thly. To render an account of the means employed for the same.
The officials or assistants under him are appointed
by the Marine Department, at the recommendation
of the Director.
With a light of the 1st order there is one lightlighthouses,

when

Equal

receipt of pay as naval officers.
At the end of last year the

With
and one

a light of the 2d order one light-nlastcr
assistant.

With lights of the 4th, 5th, and 6th orders, one
light-master.
The duties devolving on these officials or attendants will be found in the detailed instructions.
The salaries are as follows
Director of the Lights, ,s'l,200
270/. : assistant

17 coast lights.
28 channel lights.
10 channel and harbour lights.
12 harbour lights.
1

Of these only three were of the 1st order, and six
of the 2d order.
Since last year six new lights have been established
along the northern coast and Finmark, two of which
are of the 2d order.
The printed queries have been distributed which
you furnished me with, but not any h.ave been returned yet, owing chiefly, I presume, to the .absence
of most of the shipmasters engaged in the foreign
trade.
As soon as received they will be truly transmitted.

=

I

=

light-masters at the lights of
the 1st order as well as second, .'s'400 to ,v620
110/.
to 143/., besides free house and free use of the ground
attached to the lighthouse, with the obligation to
keep a man to assist in warming up the lighthouse
rooms, &c.
The attendants at the lights of the 4th, 5th, and
6th order receive from ,s80 to .s'320, or from IS/, to
78/., according as the light burns the whole year
through or only partially. The officials have also, as
a rule, free house, with the obligation to keep a
servant to assist them.
TTie assistants have an annual salary of .f 160=35/.,
Wth free house.
The consumption of stores for the maintenance of
the lights, and repairs, m.iy be taken as follows
The quantity of rapeseed oil consumed on aa
average by a light of tho Ist order is equal to
I'll lbs ]Jer hour.
,<.'4O0

92/.

;

=

:

floating light.

Thus, in all 68 lights, at an annual cost of 10,283/.,
or about 15/. 155. per light.

:

to ditto,

Norway

system in

comprised

;

master and two assistants.

to 10,283/.

It is necessary to observe here, that the assistants
to the director, as a rule, are generally naval officers,
therefore, in addition to ,s'400 per annum, they are in

have the honour to be.
Gentlemen,

The Eoyal Commission,

Your obedient

servant.

J. R-

Lights, Buoys, and Beacons,
&c. &c. &c.

Crowe.

a printed list of
These have been
jilaced together, and should be carcfaUy preserved.

This

letter

was accompanied

^c, with a

liqhts,

hij

translation.

October 11, 1859.
directed to acknowledge the receipt of
your letter of the 30th September, and the information
I am to express
relative to Norwegian Lights. &c.
the thanks of the Commissioners for the trouble
taken.
have
which you
lam, &c.
Sin,

I

J. R.

am

Crowe, Esq.,

H.M. Consul

General,

Chi'istiania.
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Translation of the Return furnished by the Norwegian Government.
Information respecting Lighthouses, &c. in Norway.

The hghthouse service is under the direction of an officer
the King, and styled Director of Light^»-i. appointed by

])rinting thereof, or

course of the

such as have been lighted in the

autumn

of the present year.

I.

who

liouses,

Marine.
a.

is

subordinate

His duties are

to

the

Department of

:

Personally to superintend that the servants eraployed about the lighthouses perform their
to control
functions with order and attention
the entire course of their duties, and especially
to promote economy in the consumption of re;

quisites.
6.

To have charge

of tlie repairing and preservation
of the lighthouses, and of providing them with
necessaries.

c.

d.

e.

estimates and drawings of new lighthouses, and to superintend the building of such.
render account of expenses incurred in erecting new lighthouses, and in providing for all
of them.
To propose and have charge of placing out seamarks and moorings along the coast, and to
keep the same in proper preservation, as far
as regards such parts of the coast as are not in
the immediate vicinity of towns, and consequently come under the harbour regulations of

To make
To

these.
f.

To

render account of the expenses incurred for

works

specified

The Director

under

letter

IV. The principles herein referred to have been set forth
in the accompanying two reports, one of the 20th October 1S51, the other of 6th October 18.55, by Committees appointed, in virtue of Royal Resolutions, to
submit proposals in respect of the most suitable mode
of placing new lighthouses, aiid whose recommendations in the main have been followed during the subsequent development of the country's lighthouse sys-

tem.

A

distinction is made between coast-lights,
V. VII.
channel-hghts, and harbour-hghts. The meaning and
objects of the first named do not require any further
explanation.
Channel lights are such as, in conjunction with coast lights, serve to direct vessels on towards
their ports, or to other important places near the coast,
to wit, the fishing stations.
Harbour lights conduct
immediately into port.
The description referred to
under Clause No.
indicates the class to wliich each
of the several lighthouses in the country belongs.
Moreover the lighthouses ,"are classed according to
their orders, in accordance with the system of Fresnel
as followed in regard to
the principal Norwegian
lights.
The classification of the lights according to
this order is likewise indicated in the
above-mentioned description as well as in the table.
',i,

e.

of Lighthouses has a salary of 1,2U0 spe-

cie-dollars per annum, besides which he has a grant of
2(10 specie-dollars annually for office expenses, Ike. ;

provided with apiu'tments, fuel, and
is, moreover,
candles free of charge. The Director of Lighthouses
has the aid of an assistant, who receives his appointment by the Marine Department, and is generally a
naval olficer such is in fact the case at present, and
The assistant's
the said officer retains his pay as such.
salary is 4(10 specie-dollars a year.

he

VI. At a lighthouse of the 1st order, there are appointed
one lighthou.se keeper and two assistants.
At a hghthouse of the 2nd order, there are appointed one lighthouse keejier and one assistant.
4th.
1

5th. y
6th. J

At

;

—

The administration of the lighthouse
not at the present time organised in a satisfactory manner, inasmuch as both the director and
the assistant, o%ving to the considerable increase in
the number of lighthouses which has taken place of
late years, have become 'so overburthened with office
work that it is impossible for them to exercise so much
personal control over the lighthouses, and to devote
that care and energy to the development of the lighthouse system in general, whicli may be considered deA proposal will therefore be suljmitted to
sirable.
the legislature in its approaching session, ha\-ing for its
alterations
by the means of which the adminisobject
tration will be organised so as to bear a more just
proportion than at present to the extended sphere of
its business.
In particular, it is intended to appoint
a special officer as cashier and keeper of accounts,
under the Director of Lighthouses, and to provide
for the latter such official accommodation as hitherto
has been felt to be wanted, and also the requisite
means for making experiments with lamps, hghting
substances, &c.
Remark.

service

II.

is

The necessary means

are obtained from the treasury of
the State, in pursuance of grants voted by the Diet
(Storthing).
The last ordinary Diet (in 1857) granted
for the support and maintenance of lighthouses 21,
annually, and for the maintel.':i4
specie- dollars
nance of sea-marks and moorings l,.'i38 speciedollars annually, which grants were in accordance
with the sums expended in the years next preceIt should be observed,
ding for such purposes.
however, that this expenditure only partially includes the sums required for channel and harbour
lights, because several of these, namely, Hagliolmen,
Steilene,

Fietvedt,

Rbdtangen,

Moss,

Tungenaes,

and Nordutcs, have been erected and are maintained by the harbour sen-ices of the towns concerned, and Alnaestangen by the rural commune
adjoining.
In the same manner are the expenses
for sea-marks and moorings in and near the harbour
defi'ayed by their harbour administrations.
III. The accompanying "Short Description of Lights and
Day-marks on the Norwegian Coast," as well as table,
contain the information here desired. In the above-mentioned description the department has caused the additional insertion of lights established sub.sequent to the

One

Lister's

lighthouse guard.

and Udsire's Lighthouses there

ai-e

also

imder-keepers appointed.

Lighthouse keepers have a salary of from 470 to
620 specie dollars per annum, together ^vith free
apartments, and the usufruct of such pieces of land
as may belong to the Ughthouses, on condition of
keeping a man at own cost, to assist in keeping the
hghthouse in order, and make the fires in the tower
apartments.
The salary of the lighthouse guard
amounts to from 80 to .'^20 specie dollars, according
as the lights are kept during the whole or only a
certain part of the year, and is in other respects regulated according to different and in part local circumstances. These officers have also, as a rule, fi'ee apartments, and are bound to keep the fire in the lighting
chamber, and some of them are also allowed to keep a
man at their own charge to aid in managing the light.
The Assistants are paid 160 specie dollars per annum,
and have apartments free. The salary of the underkeepers is 216 specie dollars a year, besides free
apartments. All these officers receive, moreover, at
present, dear-time additions, after a scale of .30 per
cent, on the first 200 specie dollars, 20 per cent, for the
next 200 dollars, and 15 per cent, on any sum exceeding that, of each person's annual pay.
VIII. The information here desired will be found in the
before-mentioned description and table.

AH the Ughts are white, with the exception of
Stavarn Point, where, to avoid confusion with other

IX., X.

and Stangholmen, Svino, and Moss
Lights, which for the same reason are red.
Aalesund
will likewise from and after this autumn be changed
to a red hght.
lights, it is green,

XI. XII. and XIV. As stated above, the system of Fresnel
is here principally in use, because it is considered to be
In the before-mentioned description and
the best.
table, the lights which are arranged according to this
system are indicated with the mar'Ks of the different
orders, ©1,
2, &c. Drawings of the apparatus used
in this system consequently coi-respond to the apparatus employed with us.
They are procured from

Henry Lepaute's establishment in Paris, and received
upon a verification from the French Director of Lighthouses as to their being constructed with the same care
and precision as are required for such works by the
French lighthouse administration. The glass reflectors
are obtained from St. Gobain's glass entrepot
under a similar guarantee.

in Paris,
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.XIII.

The information

desired here

and

in the

A copy is annexed of the
agreement concluded with him for apparatus

paute's establishment.

A

Ml

::

„

2nd

„

„

-Ith

„

:;

f^}"

0-88 „
0-26 .,

'''"

'„

'•

price for best quality refined rapeseed
oil has been during the last three years about IG
sk. per lb.
expenses of jiroviding other necessary articles

The average

The

of consumption, and of repairs, may be estimated at a sum of 6,100 s])ecie dollars a year
for all the lighthouses taken together.
oft-mentionefi descrijrtion and table show that
an elevation of 24^ feet above high-water mark is the
highest in this country.

XV. The

treated of in the 1st part,
of a regulation appertaining to the instruction for Ughthouse officers issued
instruction is
in the year 185;^, a copy of which

XVI. The mode of ventilating is
4 6, No. 4, and §§ 7 and 22,

in part answered under No. I. When
questions arise as to the desirableness of improvements,
such information is sought as may, like it happens in
any other case, be considered to the purpose. Sometimes it is enjoined, for instance, the commanders of
steamers belonging to the postal ser\'ice to make observations respecting tlie lighthouses under consideration
when [)assing them. The director of lighthouses and
the harbour master in\'e5rigate the questions that arise
on their journeys of inspection, &c.

XXIV. and XXV.

Observations of the nature here indicated are not yet instituted at our lighthouses.

XXVI. Means

for warning vessels during a fog exist as yet
A similar one
only at Tulehuk, where there is a bell.
is being placed at Little I'serders Lighthouse.

XX\'II.

A

seed

oil

several method.^ are in use, according to circumstances.
All the more important works are executed by the
lighthouse establishment itself with hired hands. Iso-

and less important buildings are carried out by
contract work. This has. for instance, been the case\vitli
some Avooden buildings for the lighthouses in Nordlanden, which houses \mve been erected in this n^ay,
and thereupon despatched to their i)laces of destination.
The oil is i)ro\ ided by tlie dei)artment, which at the com-

Cast iron.

The two stories next below the gallery.
About the middle of every year there is brought

d.

p.

In a list annexed is sho\m the consumption of
various necessaries during the year 18.t8, to
which should be added exjienses of repairs,
amounting, however, only to 20(J specie dollars.
The cost of the lighting apparatus lias been

nstruction.

francs.

added

the cost

whole ex])ense of erecting the lighthouse, including lighting apparatus and window glass,
amounted to aljout 33,000 specie dollars. In
this, however, are only comprised the expenses
for the tower, which is built on the island
the buildings for the persons
Little Fperder
emjiloyed about the lighthouse. &c. wliich had
previously been erected on the island of Great
FtPrder in connection with the old and now
abandoned light-tOwer there, being .still made
use of. The cost of Andenes Lighthouse (of
which has this year been comthe 2nd order
aggregate to about
pleted, amounts in the

/. Tlie

;

tenders, stating lowest price, for the supply of the lightOn the day ajiijointed
houses, within a certain time.
these tenders are oi)ened in the department, and a contract, according to circumstances, thereupon made
with the ))arty "offering the lowest tender. A cojjv of
the notification for this year is annexed. The other
necessaries for the lighthouses are purchased, partly
Dy the director of the lighthouse sernce, partly by the
lighthouse keepers and guards. The provisioning of
the lighthouse officers is effected by themselves.

XXI. and XXII. The oft-mentioned table shows the colours
The colo\ir is selected with the view of
of towers.

cents, to which should be
of Avindow-glass, 382 specie

.'«>

.i8,800
dollars.

mencement of every'year, with this new, issues an invitation, by means of the newsjiapers. to send in sealed

for the testing of oil arc specified among the
See the Noticonditions for oil-delivery contracts.
fication (No. 51, referred to under Clause XIX. and
Sect. XXXVII. of the regulations appertaining to the

in

a sujiply of about 5,000 lbs. of oil, of which
quantity there generally remains but little over
when the new su])])ly comes in. There are three
mechanical lam]is in this light apparatus.

lated

XX. Rules

is

b.

or not.

XIX. Answered under No. XII. as far as regards the ajjpaWith reference to the hghthouse-buildings, &c.,
ratus.

Little Faerders Lightof the Ist order, and was built

annexed of

a.

c.

;

as yet been arrived at os to
result, however, has
whether these lighting substances are preferable to rape-

is

in 1857.

b.

XVII. Wood-oil has been tried at Bastb and Vibberodden
and at Lister trials have been made with train-oil. No

drawing

house, whose tower

annexed.

XVII. Answered under No. XIII.

respective lighthouses easy of distinction

XXIII. This has been

of the different orders herein use.
oil (rapeseed)is consumed on an average for
lbs. per hour.
light of the 1st order

Of

BEACON'S:

one from another, and partly also to make them more
conspicuous as seamarks.

:

6.

AXD

making the

schedule

referred to is communicated herewith as follows
from Lea. The prices are presumed to be the usual
last

liUOVS,

I,

The cost of Fmholmen's
.jl,000 specie dollars.
Lighthouse (of the 1st order), which the department has i)roposed to erect in the term of the
next budget on the island of Ingo. in lat.
71°

5'

45" N..

is

estimated

at

.i().()55

specie

dollars.

XXVIII. XXIX. and XXX.

The form and size of buoys,
moorings, and marks, &c. are determined with regard
to locality, and by so many other circumstances besides, that no general rules in this respect can be laid
down.

XXXI.

Instructions. &c. are adjoined.
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following report was received on the 16th of
January 1860, together with a further return from the

The

Norwegian Government, which

is added to tlie information previously obtained from the British Consul
General at Christiania, J. R. Crowe, Esq., on the
30th September 1859.

Replies to Quekies on Lighthouses, &c.
coast of Sweden is under a director,
into three districts, each under
is divided
an officer of the ranii of lieutenant colonel, who
has under him a certain number of sub-districts
in charge of oificers of the raulc of lieutenants.
Their duties are, the maintenance of the lights
and marks, and the general superintendence of

There is also a certain number of
the service.
engineers for buikliug and repairing the lighthouses, and furnishing drawings, plans, &c., to
the lighthouses, as well as to other buildings. All
are subject to the Board of Admiralty alone.
All expenses are paid by the state, which levies a
The cost of the whole
light duty on shipping.
service of Sweden in 1858 was as follows
Maintenance of lights, 46 in number .£2,000
of buoys and beacons - 1,000
„
list of lighthouses is annexed, distinguishing
sea and harbour lights, and fixed, revolving, and
:

m. A

others.

IV. There are no particular principles. New lights
are established according to circumstances.
V. See reply No. III.
VI. Three keepers are stationed on single and five on
double sea lights, and two on harbour lights.
Head keepers receive 50/., second 8.3/., and third
25/. for the year, with an allowance of fuel and
candles.

VTI. No particular principles.
VIII. See reply No. III.

IX. No colours are used.
X. No particular principles.
XI. See iiot of lights.
XII. The French lenticular liglits made by M. H.
Lepaute are preferred.
XIII. See the accompanying table.

XIV. No

Showing

particular principles.

—

N.

In the north part of the Gulf of Bothnia, where
fogs are frequent, the highest light is about 171
feet above the water.
single central funnel and ventilators in the
XVI.

A

wall.

XVII. Rape oil, costing about 3s.
XVIII. No other method used.

6cl.

a gallon.

XIX.

and

n.

659:

XV.

Contracts by tender are made, when practicable ; but if the tenders are too high the work

The whole

I.

— SWEDEN.

is

done by Government by the above-mentioned

On the whole, the latter mode is
be the best. Contract work is always
directed by a Government engineer.
Illuminating apparatus is sometimes obtained abroad.
Painting and small repairs are done by Government. Stores are contracted for by tender.
XX. Oil is tried by chemical examination.
engineers.

found

to

XXI. No particular periods or preferences.
XXII. No particular principles as to lights

or beacons ; but starboard and larboard buoys are
painted i-ed and white respectively, and it is
proposed to alter the latter to black.
XXIII. The district commander makes a proposal to
the general director, who submits it to the Crown,
by which the required funds are ordered. The
same officer makes all necessary experiments for
trying lights.
XXIV.
barometer, thermometer, and tidepole are
furnished to all lighthouses, and an anemo-

A

meter

to fifteen.

XXV.

There are no regular tides in Sweden ; the
currents are sometimes very strong, but their

force is not ascertained.

XXVI.

Lightships and some of the lighlliouses are
provided with large bells, which are rung in
thick weather every five minutes.
XXVII. Starboard buoys are painted red and
larboard buoys black. All shoals or dangers are
marked by poles of 10 feet high above the water
those on the starboard side, with a northerly or
easterly course, are fitted with a broom at the
top of the pole.
Remarks. Such lights from which greater power
of light is required are provided with French " lentille apparatus," whereas the rest, as harbour lights,
tfiC, are fitted with parabolic or sideral reflectors.
;

—

TABLE.
The

price of the illuminating apparatus used, which is to include in one sum the cost of the
optical and mechanical portions of each description and character used.
2d. The estimated annual cost of ordinary repairs, in which are to be included glass cylinders,
wear and tear, and cleaning stores consumed.
3d. The consumption and cost of oil and wicks consumed in a hundred hours.
The cost of oil to
1st.

be estimated at forty-pence the gallon.

N.B.— If any
Bjitroklubb.
Catadioptric.

Burner,

1

extraordinary repairs can fairly be expected to recur periodically, they are to be stated
separately, unless they are previously given under the head of wear and tear.
r Price

Oil

<^

L Wicks
(Trice

"

J Consumption
I Cost

-

Consumption

-

-

-

-

HoLMo Gadd.
Parabolic.
14 Burners.

J
^

Oil

LWicks

-

-

1 Cost
Consumption

-

36/. 7*.

-

-

26 dozens.
Fixed and flashing.
80 gallons.

Price

WlNGA.
Catadioptric.

Burner.

1

-

-

f

Oil

"

Wicks

-

12 yards.
Fixed. 250/. Lighted
December 20th.
175 gallons.

Consumption

f
"

Fixed.
1,500/.
150 gallons.

- 32/.

Consumption

-

1 Cost
.Consumption

-

(""Price

-

17/.

-

6 yards.
Revolving.

-

Orskar.

to the

Parabolic.

12 Burners.

^1

(^

SVARTKLUBBEN.
Parabolic.
1

Burner.

(

Oil

Wicks

Consumption

\ Cost
-

-

-

Consumption

-

Price
J

Oil

'

Wicks

-

I

Cost

Consumption

-

-

Consumption

230

gallons.

48/. 3s.

Flashing. 25/.
55 gallons.

9

10.?.

dozen.*.

4^0 2

500/.

600/.
Lighted during 18oS from April 27th
end of the year.

23 dozens.

11/.
-

during 1858 from April 21st to
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r Price

Makstkand.
Parabolic.

1

•<

16 Burners,

[^^.j^,.^

Naskubbek.
Sideral.

"

f Consumption
\ Cost

Consumption

-

rPrice

.--.

1

Oil

Revolving.

-

450

93/. 10s.

'

'^^j^^^

I Cost

-

Consumption

-

600/.

gallons.

-

31 dozens.
11/.
Fixed.
33 gallons.

-

Consumption

f

< Oil

Burner,

-

-

-

- 71. 4s.
-

Swedish

4 dozens.
Illmninatlng Apparatus.

Classification.

Feet.

a_p

JIaloren

-

Bjurbklubb
Stora Fjaderagp

}

!

Holmd Gadd
Bradmiin

1

Yungfruw
Eggegrund

1

Stor

Bjiim
Orskar

I

I

Djui'sten

=
—
—

14.6
16.3
15.6

-

-

Understeu
Swartkhibben

Naskubben
Sodcrarm
Gronsklir

102

i

"*

-

17

I

llo
148
140
103
104
195
lOG

Korso
Landsort Gottska Sandiiu

!

F.lro

!

Cistergarn

:

Haburg
Olands Norra Udde
Grimskar t)lands Sodra Udde

I

IJtklvyran

1

I

1

I

'*-

I

I

52

Ystad

17

136
51
& 20

—
—

:

18.8
18.4
1C.5
16.6
20.8
16.7
12.3

—
—

IS
I
I

Falsterbo
I

llalrai)

I

Landskrona

I

Helsingborg

'^
13 & 10

15.1
12.9
11.9
11-1

Morups TaDge
Kidin£;en

j

12

297
98
63

ICullen

I

j

24.6
16.1
14.3

12.6

BottS"
Buskiir
Elfsborg

—

-

I

WiDga
Marstrand

12.8
15.7
24.4

Ilallb

lioster

Floatiso Lights

:

—

Finngi-undet
Falsterbo ref.

12
12.9

G. vox Heidexstaji,

Stockholm, Fyringenior Contoret, Decemlier 1859.

Ofen Fjringenior.

Two bower

anchors and chains.
large bell and two guns.
Two whaleboats.
Master, two mates, and five men.

Eeplies to Qdekies on Floating Lights.

A

./:

I'lxiie ship is built after a drawing received
from England last year, considered the best.

//.

I

d.
e.

A mushroom

anchor, 36 cwt., 1-i- inch chain.
Single anchor, mushroom, 36 cwt., 100 fathom

Not

I.

chain.

/

Lantern of 8
London.

reflectors,

by Mr. W. Wilkins,

k.

in.

At

" Finngrundet," moored near the shoal of that
name.
Oak.
Tvrelvc miles.
Jib, foresail, lugg on the main, and trysail ou
the luizcn.

ice

1,.-jOO/.

780/.
,

.

fixed lights."

n.

«.

b

the masthead, the mast going through it.
h. See Mr. W. Wilkins' book on ''Lantern for

ff.

relieved.

Six months, or from tlic time when the
breaks up to winter setting in.
100 sallons oil in four months.

j-

3.500/.
30/.

None

yet.

Cannot yet be ascertained.
blaster, 70/.
ii.

IV.

50/. for

;

mate, 40/.

;

seaman, 30/.

every six months.

There are no instances on record of
lights being oif their stations.

floating

KEPLIES TO FOREIGN QUESTIONS.
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5.-H A N
Hanover, 19th September, 1859.
In answer to the letter of the 20th May last, and with
reference to my preUminary letter of the 25th ultimo, I have
the honour to" forward herewith to the British Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, George John
Robert Gordon, Esq., the answers of the Royal Director
General of Waterworks, to questions made relating to the
lights, buoys, and beacons, with enclosures.
The Royal Director General of Waterworks has given
the answers in conformity with the questions, but has not
furnished the requested drainngs of the best Hanoverian
lighthouse, as no drawings of the old lighthouse at Borkum
e.xist, nor could its construction be of any interest for the
case in question ; also because the lighting apparatus has
been constructed according to the Fresnel system known
With the light on the " Knocke " it is the
in England.
same.
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew the assurance
of most distinguished respect.
Platen Hallermund.
(Signed)

The

British

Envov

&c.

E.xtraordinary,

&c.

"

I.

II.

b.

Two

c.

Two

d.

On

annual expense

is,

c.

e.

thalers

oil.

of

,/.

for lighting the

of 10 to
chains.

The

the

Harburgh navigable water

is

—

greatest height allowable for lighthou.ses

is

not

Hanoverian coasts and islands
lighthouse is 139-2- feet above
the common high flood. The light can be seen at
a distance of 20 to 40 sea miles,
XVI. The ventilation is done by copper tubes over the
fixed, because the
fiat.

Tlie

20

square

feet

in the
stones

and iron

measure,

Borkum

flat at

the

top.

The buoys are pointed at both ends.
The stationary sea marks (kaapen) are pyraraidical
structures, made of hard wood, vrAk four sides,

XXXI.

and 40 to 80 feet high, costing 700 to 1,800 thalers
(105/. to 270/.)
Instructions for the lamp keepers on the Borkum
lighthfuse, and at the light on the " Knocke,"
also those of the superintendent of buoys and
beacons are herewith enclosed. Other instructions
have not been issued.

1.

TABLE OF PRICES.
Lighthouse at Borkum. Fresnel Lamp.

Light,

2iid Class.
-

Pi'ife

-

Ordinary repairs
Qj,

Wicks

-

-

250

-

2f) ells

-

/ Consumption
[Cost
Consumption
- r
\ Cost

-

14,000 thalers (2,1G0/.)
Is still new.
3,089 lbs. per annum.

.

-

-

=

lbs.
45 thalers (fi/. 15s.)
of wicks perannum.
15 thalers, 18 gr. per annum
(2/. es. 9f/.)

2.

Light on the "Knocke."

Fresnel Lamp.

Light,

6th Class.
Price

-

-

Ordinary repairs ("Consumption
Q|,
\ Cost
f^o^sumptjon
Wicks - 1
1 Cost

glass cylinder.

4

IV.
of peculiar form used.
casks are of a somewhat oblong form,

XXX. None

Harburgh

by the common hydrocarburet lamps.
XII. The known Fresnel construction, executed by the
civil engineer Veit Meyer, of Berlin.
XIII. Has been done vide the enclosed table.
XIV. Vide IV.

are

weights, the other with hydraulic

account of the short time since beinjf
established, the annual cost of maintenance
cannot be stated.
The illuminating apparatus of the Borkum
lighthouse has cost 14,000 thalers (2,100/.)
The cost of the whole construction cannot be
stated.

effected

XV. The

the

used.

Experiments are being made with iron buovs.

Four separate lanterns

lighting

is

alternately

XXIX. Vide
near the

Elbe navigable water.
IV. General principles have not been laid down on account
of the small extent of the Hanoverian coast.
V. Ditto, no classification. (Vide III.)
VI. Two keepers for the lighthouse at Borkum, the first
receiving 207 thalers (31/. Is.) salary, and free
lodgings, the second 175 thalers (21/. 5s.) salary.
The attendance to the lanterns at the Harburgh navigable water costs 183 thalers (27/. 9s.)
VII. Vide No. IV.
VIII. All the lights are fixed.
IX. All the lights are white ones.
X. As stated in IV.
XL The lights at Borkum and on the " Knock " are catadioptric ones, according to the Fresnel system.
They have been put up about one year ago in the
room of the catoptric lights, because they afford a
stronger intensity to the light and an important
saving in

are

XXVIII. The hitherto used buoys are made of oak,
known shape. The mooring is done with

therefore, 10,570 thalers

Lighthouse on the island of Borkum.
Light on the mouth of the Ems,
" Knock."

The

lamps

pressure.

(1,585/.)
b.

under the lighting apparatus

difi^erent

One with

annum.
total

stairs

oil store.

(1,522^. lOs.)

The

old four cornered

stairs.

June.

III. a.

hand.

church tower, built of bricks, with wooden

minister of finances and commerce.
for the maintenance of the lights, buoys, and
beacons, and the stationary sea-marks (kaapen) on the
East Friesian Islands are obtained out of the grants
made by the Royal Ministry for Finances and Commerce for every ofiacial year from 1st July to 30th

There nuist be added the renewal of the seven seamarks (kaapen) (which takes place at an average every
20 years), the expenses of which average 1,200 thalers
(180/.) a piece, accordingly, 420 thalers (63/.) per

at

Ditto.

XXVI. Ditto.
XXVII. Drawings cannot be furnished.
a. The Borkum lighthouse is an

Funds

The amount of such grants averages 10,150

R.

the lighthouse at Borkum, and on the " Knocke,"
purified rape oil is used, and in the lanterns at the
Harburgh navigable water hydrocarburet.
XVIII. No other method is used for producing light.
XIX. Contracts by ])ublic tender only adopted for some
articles.
The insjjector of watei-works notes each
single supply of articles.
XX. The inspector of waterworks convinces himself by
occular inspection of the stores.
XXI. The buoys are annually painted with oil colour. The
stationary sea marks (kaapen) on the East Friesian
Islands annually with black tar.
XXII. The buoys are painted white and black to distinguish the two difi'ei-ent sides of a navigable track.
The buoy farthest at the entrance of na\-igable
water is put up in a straight line with two stationary
marks, and is coloured red. No other general
principles govern the selection of colours.
XXIII. The director general of waterworks himself, or by
his direoticn, the inspector of waterworks inquires
into new propo.«aIs, and decides thereon, reserving
the approval of the minister for finances and commerce.

XXV.

Return.)

The lights are attended to by some guards. The buoys
and beacons are put up by appointed officials (experienced pilots). Both are under the direct inspection
of the respective inspectors of waterworks, who stand
under the higher insjiection of the director general of
waterworks. The latter is finally answerable to the

661

On

XVII.

XXIV. None

AND BEACONS.— (General

LIGHTS, BUOYS,

— HANOVER.

3

-

700 thalers

-

New.

-

(150,'.)

-

530 lbs. per annum.
25C lbs.
45 thalers

-

(i

-

IJthalersperannum

=

ells

of ^vicks per

(6/. 15s.)

annum.
(4,-. 6rf.)
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M

Information from Hamburg relative to Lights, Buoys,
and Beacons in the Upper District.
I.

The information under this head is given in the report
of Commander Abendroth. The beacon near Schulau
is

II.

III.

under the direction of the inspector of the arsenal.

As st.ated by Commander Abendroth.
The lights in the Upper District are, one beacon near

Schulau, and two lightvessels, one of which lies near
Schulau. the other opposite the river Liihe.
As stated by Commander Abendroth.
VI. One keeper is employed for the beacons near Schulau.
His salary is 350 marks (21/.), with an allowance for
IV., V.

house

XII., XIII.,

XIV.

lamps.

Are obtained from the arsenal.
Are purchased at Hamburg.
XX. The stores are tested when bought by the inspector of
c.

d.

the arsenal.

XXI. Painting

is

done as often as

it

is

considered neces-

sary.

XXII.

'rhe hghtvessels are painted red,
near Schulau is painted white.
The

and the beacon
buoys are painted

white, designating the north side of the navigable
channel, and black, designating the south side of the
navigable channel.

XXIII.

-Vs stated

XXIV. No

by Commander Abendroth.

meteorological observations are made.

XXV. No system is adopted.
XXVI. A bell is rung on board the lightvessel.
XXVII. — XX. No drawings can be furnished.
(Signed)

XIV.

XV. The whole coast is flat.
XVI. There is an opening in

The apparatus

c.

for the beacons have been furnished
& Co., of Paris, and the illuminating apiiarutus for the light vessel lately built
was furnished by contract.
The painting is done by the city architect.

rf.

The

h.

by Sautter

stores are

bought

to Hamburg.
XXI. Painting is done when

and Beacons.
I.

The hghts, buoys, and beacons are under the jurisdiction
of a board named the Committee for Harboius and
Navigation.

inspector of the arsenal.
of the lighthouses and lighti'essels is
tlie direction of the architects of the above named

The maintenance
under

committee.

III.

The buoys

are

gation.

XXIV.

Meteorological observations are only

sionally

XXV. No

if

made

occa-

specially ordered.

system

is

adopted.

XXVI. A

bell is rung on board the lightvessels, or guns
'1
he lighthouses are too distant from the
navigable channel to allow warning signals to be heard
by the ships.
XXVlI. XXX. Drawings cannot be furnished.
(Signed)
E..Vbendroth,
Commander and Inspector of Pilots.

are fired.

—

HAMBURG.
in the

Upper District.

(The Hamburg authorities have gi\en no answer to
Question I., a to k.)
II. a. Hamburg has two lightvessels in the Upper
District,
namely. No. I, " The Schulau,"which
lies near
Schulau and No. 2, " The Liihe,"
which lies opposite the River Lube.
/).
Oak.
c. About four English miles.
d. One mainsail and one foresail.
e. One anchor, with a chain of 40 fathoms.
/. A bell, %vhich is rung in foggy weather.
g. Each vessel has a small boat on board.
h. In summer two, in winter three men.
;

The hghts and buoys are under the direction of the
commander and inspector of pilots.
ITiose in the Upper Elbe are under the direction of the

II.

necessary.

painted twice a year, and the colour of the lightvessel
is kept in good state.
XXII. Tt.c colour of the lightvessels is red; two of the
lighthouse and beacon at Newwerk, black. The buoys
are painted black and white, red with a white border,
black with a red border, and the buoys to show \vrecks
are painted green.
XXIII. Improvements and new arrangements are discussed
and agreed to by the Committee for Harbours andNavi-

G. C. Berndt,
Inspector of the Arsenal.

Hamburg relative to Lights, Buoys,

Hamburg.

at

the stores prove bad in use they are sent back

Floating Lights
iNFORM.VTtoNfrom

the roof of the lighthouse,

and tlie lanterns are ventilated partly from within,partly from without.
XVII. Rape oil weU cleansed.
XVIII. No other method is used.
XIX. a. Since 1815 the house for a beacon has been built
by the city architect. The lightvessels are built by
contract, and the buoys are made on the same
system The beacons are made by the city architect.

XX. Should

XV., XVI., XVII. As stated by Commander Abendroth.
XVIII. No other method is used.
XIX. a. The illuminating apparatus at Schulau has been
made by the city architect. The building lightvesselsand making buoys has been done by contract.

Common

G.

]?

XII., XIII.,

rent.

VII. As stated by Commander .\bendroth.
VIII. I'ixed lights.
IX. As stated l)y Commander Abendroth.
X. No general princijiles are laid down.
XI. Common lamplights.

b.

B U

;

functionaries of the Committee for Harbours and
Navigation prepare an estimate of the necessary
funds; and, if approved by the committee, this estimate is placed in the State budget.
The hghts in the lower district are (on shore), the
lighthouse at Cu.xhaven, a beacon and two hghthouees
In the upper
at Newwerk, and three light\-essels.

The

district (see other report).
IV. Lighthouses are built, and lightvessels pronded,
should any necessity be shown.
V. Lights are not classified.
VI. Two keepers are alway^ '-nployed for each lighthouse,
and one for each beacon. . lie salary of a keeper at Cuxhaven is (ioO marks (39/.), and of a keeper of a beacon
601) marks (3C/.), with an allowance for house rent and
fuel.
The salary of a keeper at Newwerk is GOO marks
(3(i/.), and he is allowed some ground for his own

cultivation.

VII. No general principles are laid down.
VIII. The light at Cuxhaven is the only revolving light,
and the same is used seawai'd.
IX. None of the Hamburg lights are coloured.
X. No general jirinciples are laid down.
XI. The lighthouses at Newerk have seaward two rows
of reflecting lights, but in general but single ones are
There is a similar arrangement at the Ughthouse
used.
of Cuxhaven. The beacon is a " Fresnel
of the fourth
'

I.

j.

Never.
If nothing particular should occur, both vessels
are sent to port every two years, in order to have
their

bottoms cleaned, and make otherrepairs.

About 400

lbs. of oil and 24 dozen of which for
each vessel.
III. a. 3,000 marks each vessel (I80Z.)
b. 250 marks each vessel (15?.)
c. 4,ti00 marks each vessel (276/.)
d. About 155 marks each vessel (9/.), inclusive of wicks.
f. About 20 marks each vessel (24s.)
/. 2,200 marks annually (132/.)
g. Captain, 65 marks per month (4/.), and of the
seamen, one is engaged for the year, at the rate of
'40 marks a month (2/. 8s. and the other for four
months at the same rate (2/. 8s.) a month.
on account of ice.
h. About 10 times every year,
Owing to this circumstance the vessel may leave
and return to her station the same day, but this
depends entirely on the state of the ice within the
navigable channel.
k.

I

(Signed)
G. C. Bbrndt,
Inspector of the Arsenal.

EEPLIES TO FOREIGN QUESTIONS.

HAMBURG.

/(.

i.

Ft-OATiNG Lights.
to
(The Hamburg Authorities have given no answer
Question I., a to k.)
so-caUed
the
this,
in
lightvessels
three
has
II. a. Hamburg
Lower District," namely -.—No. L.the "Caspar;" No. 2.,
the " Neptune ;" and No. 3., the " Ernest."

j.

k.

••'

III. a.
b.

THE
II.

The " Caspar,"

a.

" CASPAR."

mouth

the

lies at

c.

d.

of the Elbe.

light is 45 feet above water.
d. Three'gaffsails, several jib and top sails.
e. Four anchors, 2 of 15cwt., 2 of 12 cwt.

The

c.

and

li of 120 fathoms,
fathoms.

n.
;

— None can

2,800

bottom cleaned.
lbs. oil, and

a.

19th December 1855,to24th January, 1856 1857,
8th January to 20th January, 28th January to
31st January, 1st February to 8th February;
I85S, 11th February to 14th February; 21st February to 8th March. Sometimes the mooring chains
broke, but the vessel was again at her station within
24 hours afterwards, so that otherwise she left her
station only on account of ice.
E. Abendkoth,
Commander and Inspector of

(Signed)

marks

for 10

(12s.),

wicks.

2,400 marks (1447.)
70,000 (4,2007.)
c.
2,500 lbs., and a trifle for wioks.
d.
100 marks {&.)
e.
marks annually (7207. to 7807.)
13,000
12
to
f.
Captain, lfi24 marks, 97. I5s. ; mate, 90 marks,
(7.
seamen, 51 to 34 marks, 37. to 27. a month.
57. 5s.

Marks 2„500

h.

(1507.)

On account of ice the " Caspar " was off her station, 1857, 5th to 7th January, 1st to 24th Februai-y; 1855, 2Ist to 24th December, 1856, not
off the station ; 1 857, 3rd to 5th February ; 1858,

a.

THE "NEPTUNE."

miles (10 EngUsh) further in sea, at the mouth
of the Weser, there is a lightvessel ; and, lastly, there
is a hghthouse situated at the entrance of the great
basin at Bremerhafen, to show the entrance to the

German

channel was separated into two branches.
b.
c.

The vessel was built of iron in 1858.
The "Neptune" has two lights, one 45

feet,

the

harbour.

Both lights are fixed
other 30 feet above water.
to the same mast.
All lightvessels
d. Three gaffsails, and several jibsails.
are fitted with like sails.
cwt.; 2 chains
e. Three anchors; 2 of 15, and 1 of 12
14 of 120 fathoms; and 1 chain li of 120

These difl'erent hghts are under the jmisdiction of a
committee, composed of members of the senate and
of the biirgerschaft, and named " Committee for Harbours and Navigation."
The senior member of the senate belonging to this
committee is the president, and a member of the
The buoys
biirgerschaft takes charge of the accounts.
and beacons which mark the entrance to the Weser
are under the superintendence of the Chamber of
'

fathoms.
f.

g.
h.
i.

_;.

Marngots' signals, guns, and bell.
The vessel is provided with good boats.
Two officers and nine men.
Every fortnight one officer and two men get leave
At times, when ice is making,
to go on shore.
both officers and also a pilot are on board.
Once a year the vessel puts into port to have her

Commerce.
II.

The

It.

About 4,000

Unknown.

b.

An

named committee. The expenditure amounted
Rix-

lbs.

dol. groten.

old illuminating apparatus

is

e.

Marks 60,000 (3,6007.)
About 4,000 lbs., and a
About 150 marks (97.)

trifle for

used on board the

For maintaining the liglithouse
For maintaining the light-

wicks.

vessel

pilots.

Only on account of

THE
a.

The"' Ernest '

"

lies

ice.

ERNEST."

b.
c.

d.
e.

upper end of the Norwhere vessels must alter their

at the

dergott, at the point
course.
The vessel

Three gaffsails, and several Jib and top sails.
Three anchors two of 8, and one of 7 cwt. ; one
chain, 1^ of 90, OTe 1^ of 120, and one l-^ of 120
;

fathoms.

Marngots' signals, guns, and

g.

Good

-

-

-

£

4,948

66

825

3,699

19

617

1,503
9,018
The costs for the light at the entrance to the harbour of Bremerhafen cannot be given separately; they
in

amount

—V.

the

Weser

-

-

to about 100 rix-dollars (177.)

The hght of the lighthouse is a catoptric Hght, of
the fourth class of " Fresnel;" that of the light-vessel
a garland of lamps.
VI. Four keepers are employed for the lighthouse, with a
yearly salaiy of 1,080 rix-dollars (1807.), exclusive of
HI.

provisions.

The crew of the Ughtvessel consists of nine men,
inclusive of the captain ; the wages of the same amount
to 1,824 rix-dollars (3047.) yearly.
VII. VIII. The light of the lighthouse is a fix-ed hght,
and 100 feet above the water.

—

was built of oak.
Thirty feet above water.

/.

1853

For the buoys and beacons

/. 13 to 14,000 marks annually (7807. to 8407.)
marks (57. 5s.)
g. Captain, 120 marks (77. 2s.) ; mate, 90
seamen, 44 to 32 marks (27. I3s. to 27.) a month.
earnings.
The seamen have some e-xtra
h. Marks 3,600 (2167.), inclusive of provisions for the
VI. «.

in

to:—

" Neptune."
c.

d.

necessary funds are furnished by the State, of
funds an estimate is proposed by the above-

whicli

bottom cleaned.
a.

Lights, Buoys,

answer is given, is stated.
about four German miles (about 20 EngUsh)
I. There is,
below Bremerhafen, on a sandbank, called the " Hohe
Weg " (High Road), a massive hghthouse; and two

The "Neptune" lies in the Elbe as a "leading
mark " at the point where formerly the navigable

a.

to

The questions are only answered in so far as they relate
To simpUfy the
to the arrangements adopted at Bremen.
report, merely the number of the question, to which the

24th February to 8th March.

II.

Pilots.

BREMEN.
Information from Bremen, relative
and Beacons.

;

in.

;

About
Marks
About
About

b.

II.

a trifle for wicks.
very trifling sum.
10,000 to 11,000 marks annuaUy (6607. to 6607.)
Captain, 120 marks (77. 2s.) mate, 90 marks (57. 5s.);
seamen. 51 to 34 marks (37. to 27.) a month.
Marks 2,400 (1447.)
On account of ice the " Ernest " was off her station,

Unknown.

III. a.

VI.

lbs.

;

k.

i.

About 2,000

Unknown.
Marks 2,300 (1387.)
Marks 45,000 (2,700.)
About 2,500 lbs., and

be used, owing to the

j.

h.

Two officers ana eight men.
Every fortnight one officer and two men get leave
At times, when ice is making,
to go on shore.
both officers and also a pilot are on board.
Once a year the vessel puts into port to have ner
bottom cleaned.

bell.

None.
exposed situation of the vessel.
Two officers and nine men.
Every fortnight one officer and two men get leave
At times, when ice is making,
to go on shore.
both officers and alsoyi pilot are on board.
Once a year the vessel puts into port to have her

r/.

/(.

VI.

and

/. Marngots' signals', guns,

Answer:

I

f.

2 chains,
chain 14 of 120

G63

A

c.

Oak.

b.

—HAMBURG, BREMEN.

bell.

boats.

4

is a white light, and a
smaller light, designating the direction of the navigable
is
Bremerhafen,
red.
to
channel
X. XVI. Are answered by the above statement.
XVII. Refined rape oil is used.

IX. The light of the lighthouse

4
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—

XIX. The lighthouse and the lightship have been
built by contract, but under the control and in conformity with the drawings and directions of the Govern-

XVIIl.

ment engineers.
The catoptric

light of the lighthouse is contracted
and the provisions for the lighthouses and the
lightvessel are furnished for a certain sum agreed for
every year.
The l)uoys are made by the State authofor;

rities.

XX. The

pro\-isions for the. lighthouse are tested by the
chief keeper, and those for the lightvessel by the cap-

and payment is made, but on their written certificate that the provisions are good, both in quality and
tain,

quantity

XXI. The painting is generally renewed every year.
XXII. The lightvessel is jjainted red, to distinguish

it

from

other vessels.

XXJII.

— XXIV.

There are only thermometers and bai'ometcrs on board, and their variations are regularly
registered by the keeper.
XXV. No svstem is adopted.

XXVI. By ringing a bell.
XXVII. The lighthouse is
at the

top of which

a thoroughly massive building,
the glazed cupola.

is

Further
a.

b.
e.

Particul.\r.=.

—

Bricks and clinkers. The lower storv so far as the
iiighest flood can reach is built of freestone.
In the store-room of the tower.
Vary considerably, according to circumstances.

—

Cost of maintenance in 1858
d. The wages of the 4 kee])ers amount to
:

30,

2-4,

18,

and 18

a

month, or

51.,

4L,

ri.>:

37.,

doUars

and

3/.

REPLIES TO FOREIGN QUESTIONS.

A

7.-

Answers

X.

I

have been ma-le bv public auction, excepting for
the building of the edifices, and even some of them
have been constructed by the administration for want
of bidders. The furnishing the oil has also been contracted for, for the greater number of lighthouses
but
so far (excepting in a few cases) for each one separately.
It is possible that in course of time a greater
number of lighthouses may be included in one contract, and that the sujiplying collectively the greatest
possible number of establishmtnts may be productive
of economical results. The lanthorn apparatuses and
the principal supply of objects not made in Spain have
been contracted for with Parisian makers.
XX. In order to be certain of the qiiaUty of the oil, it is
ascertained whether it fulfils the conditions provided
The said conditions and
for hi the deed of contract.
the proofs to which the oil is submitted are mentioned
in the appendix to the instructions for lighthouses at
the end of the plan of lighting, page 142.
XXI. The lighthouses have been painted whenever their
proper maintenance and appearance required it
but
owing to the recent formation of this branch of the
been
sufficient time to fix
public service, there has not
the periods at «hich the paint ought to be renewed.
The same remark applies to the buoys and beacons.
XXII. For the above reason an exact answer cannot be
given to this question.
XXIII. The branch of the service relating to the lighthouses
and beacons of the coasts of Spain, being in course of
organization, it can only be said in answer to this
question, that according to the experience already obtained, all the regulations of the plan .adopted fulfil

Tlie system of administration, which is in force in Spain
with respect to hglithouses, buoys, and beacons, is
They form
identically the same as that of France.
part of the especial branch of public works, and depend
like the latter on a general board of direction esta-

;

blished at the department of public works. There is
also attached to the said direction a permanent commission composed of engineers of superior rank of the
corps of roads, canals, and ports, and of chiefs of the
same rank belonging to the Royal Navy, who are
always consulted, when it is intended to modify or vary
the general plan of lighting, or to establish some new
light, as also upon any system of beacons, in which
cases they determine the site or place in which they
are to be situated, their height abo\-e the level of the
sea, and the distinctive character and ajtpearance which

they must possess in order to avoid their being confounded one with another.
In all else, the construction and establishment of
thi.5 class of n'orks, as well as their preservation, apjiertain to the engineers of the said corps, who are distributed in the provinces and they and the works are

:

;

usually visited at stated periods by their immediate
superiors, who are other engineers, with the title of
inspectors, and who form the superior class of the
corps.
The duties, therefore, and powers of the said
individuals, their responsibility to each other and to
the Government are entirely analogous to those which
are established in France.
With regard, however, to the lighting and beacons
of the coasts of Sjiain, the captains of ports are under
the necessity of watching their eftects and of communicating the observations they may make to the
engineers, and also, if they think it necessary, to the
chiefs of the marine department, so that their recommendations may be so ett'ective as to secure the adoj)tion of every improvement which may be necessary.
II. In the 99th page of the plan of li^'.hting, the general
law is inserted, in virtue of which a special tax is collected, the product of which is to be applied to the service of lighting the coasts; but the revenue thus
derived enters at once into the public treasury, and
the amount of the liabilities of each year, M'hcther for
new works, or for materials for the maintenance, lighting, and service in general are met by drafts on the
credits opened by the liudget of the state.
The revenue derived from the lighthouse tax appears
in the appendix, chapter h, page 25, table No. 101 ; the
ordinary expenses in table No. 102, and the expenses
for new buildnigs in No. 104 of the report.
plan of bghting, page 86 of the report;
III. See the
appendix to chapter 5, table 92.
IV. See the general plan, 13th and following pages.
do.
Do.
V.
VI. Sep regulations for the tower keepers (appendix 2,
same
plan).
101
of
the
page
VII. See the plan of lighting.

and that, nevertheless, endeavours are
to stitdy any improvement vidiich may perits parts ; so much so that to makesure of the result care is taken to ascertain what is the
opinion of the corporations and persons most interested
and competent in the matter, and, finally, the proper

their object,

being
fect

made

it

in

any of

suggestions are made by the commission mentioned
in

XXIV.

No.

I.

See the plan of furniture, of which copies are transand the forms for meteorological observations.
These signals have not yet been established.

mitted,

XXV.

do.
Do.
XXVI.
XXVII. Two projects are enclosed.
XXVIII. See the general plan for beacons.
do.
Do.
XXIX.

XXX.
XXXI.

do.
Do.
VIII.
IX. See table No. 92.
X. See the plan, 13th and following pages.
XI. See the plan.
XII. See the plates of the plan. The makers are Mr.
Sautter and Mr. Lepaute, established in Paris.
XIII. A complete return is being made of all the articles
used in each hghthouse. When it is finished a copy
shall be for%varoed.
XIV. See the plan of Ughting.
XV. See the plan of lighting. The observations of the
appendix 2, page 185.
XVI. For the ventilation of the lanthorns, it has been
found, that the an-angements adopted by the French
builders answer sufficiently well.
XVII. The best ohve oil, which generally comes from
Andalusia and all the other provinces on the coasts of
the Mediterranean and the Balearic Islands, is used for
bghting.
XVII I. No other means are used, nor has there been any
attempt to employ other means of lighting.
XIX. As the organization of the general maritime system
of lighting is of a comparatively recent date, no con'

II.
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SPAIN.

tracts

to the Questions put by the Royal Lighthouse
in England.

Commmissioners api)ointed
I.

—

4

Do.

do.

See the plan for bghting.
Note.
Maritime lighting is recent in Spain, and
the system of beacons has not yet begun to be in force,
as the buoys are oidy now in course of construction.
For both these reasons some of the questions cannot
be answered as much in detail as is wished, but this
will cease to be the case before long, as complete statistical returns are being prepared which will show the
annual cost of all the articles in each lighthouse, and
the expenses and observations to which the system of
beacons shall have given rise. A report will be published every year on the state of public works similar
to the accompanying one, in wiiich will a|)pear all the
suggestions which the service to which it refers may
offer ; and by this means the British Commission will
be enabled to keep themselves informed, as to all that
passes in Spain, in the department of public works.

—

Madrid, Februarj^

1,

1860.

Department of Public W'orks.
General Board of Direction.
List of the furniture and utensils which the lighthouses
of the coasts of the Peninsular and adjacent Island's are to
contain, drawn up by the Commission of this branch of the
service in conformity with the ordeis of the general Board

of Direction of Public Works on the loth January last.
To form a general plan of the furniture, utensils, and
other objects which the lighthouses ought to contain, it
would be necessary to examine and make a special study of
each of the eilifices Mhich now exist, and this would lead to
a want of uniformity, which is precisely what it is intended

APPENDIX TO REPORT ON LIGHTS, BUOYS, AND BEACONS
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to avoid ; in order, therefore, to group and classify them, it
appears jnost convenient to take into consideration the
different parts of which each edifice should consist, and to
ascertain in each of them the number, class, and quality of
the objects which they ought to contain.
All the objects
can be classed in two groups ; 1st, the utensils and furniture
necessary for the conservation, reparation, and daily complete sen'ice of the apparatus.
2nd, the furniture, utensils,
and other objects necessary to supply the edifices, so that its
employes and guards may be able to reside and remain
constantly in them, in order to the due pei-fonnance of the
service required.
The former effects are contained in the 79th and 82nd
articles, inclusive of the instructions of May 21, 1851, for
the better fulfilment of the regulations for tower-keepers of
lighthouses ; and, as experience has confirmed the advantages
and necessity of these articles of furniture when employed
in combination with the principal deposits which were
ordered to be established by the Royal Order of May 16,
1857, no modification should be made respecting them ; but
the list furnished by the said instruction should be at once
adopted.
With respect to the latter class of effects, which form the
subject of this list, the following observations must be borne
in

mind
The buildings of which the lighthouses

which may not be in daily
group above referred to.

composed must
:

:

—

—

—

;

upper compartment.
Approved by Royal Order of June 30, 1858.

Observations

panying return
1st.

mind

in filling

up the accom-

:

The engineers

will

be careful to teach the tower-

keepers properly, so that the observations
with precision and exactitude, and the notes
in their respective columns.

may
may

be

The

3rd.

made

be placed

2nd. The observations shall be made at midnight,
6
noon, and 6 p. m.

a.

m. '

state of the sea shall

be notified in its proper
column under the folloning heads,— smooth, white horses
some sea on, long swell, ground swell, rough, high sea, and
heavy sea.
The word " very" may be used when necessary, or two
of the above adjectives may be united in certain cases.
If the direction of the sea

is diflerent from that of the
it comes shall be specified.
wind shall be classified under the
denominations,— calm, catsjiaws, light wind,

wind, the quarter whence

The

4th.

following

state of the

slight breeze,

freshish breeze, fresh breeze, strong breeze,

whole gale, and a hurricane.
" very " can be prefixed when
considered
necessary, and the quarter from which the wind blows must
half-a-gale,

The word

be specified.

A'o/e.— This-return was accompanied by
1st Two weU-e.xecuted drawings of the lighthouses
at
Las Islas Columbretes, and La Isla de Mouro.
2nd. A report from the office of puplic works at Madi-id,
;

A copy of the general plan for the maritime illumination of the coasts of Spain, 1858.
The last two being bound copies.

3rd.

—

The Commission have had the advantage of conversing
Sefii.r Lucio del Valle, engineer to the
Spanish Lighthouse Board, and have obtained from him, on the yth of
with

April,

1860, the following additional information in reply

to the circular forwarded to the Spanish

Reponse a I'lnterrogatoire de
Phares

—

I,

— Le

Gouvemement

la

Government :—

Commission Royale des

et des Balises.

par lui meme tout ce qui se
rattache au balisage et a I'e'clairage maritime.
Pour s'informer de toutes les questions il y a deu.x
corporations
lere, la Commission des Phares, composee
fait

;

d'Officiers supe'rieurs de la Marine Koyale et d Inspecteurs du Corps Royal des Ponts et Chausse'es ; 2e, le
Conseil des Ponts et Chausse'es, forme' des inge'nieurs du
grade le plus eleve.

Ces deux Conseils dependent du Ministre de Fomento
(travaux pubUcs).
Le ler s'occiipe de I'eraplacement du phare et de la
determination de la classe et de I'ordre de I'appareil
le 2d entend dans tout ce qui se rattache au jirojet
et
au devis de la tour, qui est forme par I'inge'nieur ordinaire, et examine par I'inge'nieur en chef du De'parte-

:

3rd. In the lower division of the press in the storehouse
the linen not in use shall be kept, as well as all the clean
hnen which is to be used during the following week ; and in
tlie upper part all the furniture, utensils,
and spare pieces

The

Ramon de Echevarria.

Uu'ector General,

—

all

first

m

"WTiich are to be borne in
are

and which form the

following articles shall be placed in the press
ot the cleaning room; in the upper part,
every thing which
IS in daily and constant use
for the preseriation of the
apparatus, the inventory books, and those for noting
the
observations made each dav as above directed; and
the
lower part all the dusters and cloths for cleanmopur"
poses which may be in use for the week.
Sth. A copy of the general plan of maritime
lighting, approved by Royal Decree of the 13th September
1847 and
of the regulations and instructions for the
better accomplishment of the same shall be kept in either of the
presses
of the warehouse or cleaning room.
6th In the press in the engineer's room, the
bed and
table linen, and the chma and glass, shall
be kept while not
in use
and the plans, books, and other documents composing the archives, shall be kept on one of the
shelves of
the

:

possess ; 1st, a vestibule ; 2nd, a storehouse ; 3rd, a cleaning room ; 4th, apartments for the tower-keepers
5th,
apartment for the engineer, or for repose.
According to the class, situation, and importance of the
lighthouse, each of these divisions will undergo modifications as regards their dimensions, and one of them may even
be suppressed, or two of them united under certain circumstances.
According to the regulations in force there will
be three tower-keepers in the lighthouses of the first and
second class, two in those of the third and fourth class, and
one in those of the fifth class and in other lights, and an
assistant keeper may he added when circumstances require
it ; in each of these cases, therefore, the necessary objects
shall be furnished to each keeper according to theirnumbers
and the room there may be in each edifice.
Each of the five parts of which each lighthouse is to be
composed shall contain, with a view to the object for
which they are destined, as follows
1st, vestibule
two wooden benches with backs, painted
with oil ; 2nd, the storehouse a lai-ge pine table properly
strengthened at one of its extremites, and arranged so as to
receive a \ice which may serve for filing, cleaning, and
putting in order the pieces of the apparatus when necessary,
two small benches, one bascule, one press with an upper
and lower division, two receptacles for oil.
3rd, cleaning-room
one large pine-wood table, two
benches, one press with an upper and lower di\-ision, two
chairs, one desk, an anei-oid barometer, a thermometer, a
pluviometer, one clock.
4th, apartment for one tower-keeper
one chest of
drawers, six chairs, one brazier, one inkstand, a lamp, a
spittoon, an iron bedstead and clothes-rack, a mattress, two
l)illows, a straw mattress, a wash-hand stand with a complete service of jug, basin, and chamber utensil ; kitchen
utensils composed of two frying-pans, a pair of tongs, one
shjvel, a trevet, a skimmer, a copper saucepan, a large
spoon, a dust-bin a water-jug, a coftee-pot, a soup-tureen,
12 common plates, six soup plates, a salad-boivl, four
cups and saucers, four chocolate cups, two saltiellars, four
glazed earthen pots of ditierent dimensions for cooking, a
cruetstand, four bottles for vnne, four tumblers.
Sth, apartment for the engineer and for repose
writing table with dra^i'ers, a desk, a lamp, a glass, sLx
chairs, a press with an u|)per and lower di\-ision, two mahogany frames for the plans of the edifice, two pairs of sheets,
an iron bedstead and clothes-rack, two flock and one straw
mattresses, two pillows, four pillow cases, one coverlet, two
blankets, one night table, a wash-hand stand with a complete service of jug, basin, and chamber utensil, a small
looking-glass with a mahogany frame, one tablecloth, four
napkins, two towels, china and glasses for four persons, six
plated spoons and forks, six knives, and a large spoon.
In order that the utmost uniformity may be preserved in
tlie arrangement of these eftects, the following rules will
be
observed
1st, In each lighthouse the dimensions of the furniture
and utensils for each apartment, as also the kind of wood
to be used, shall be regulated by the size of the edifice.
2nd. The presses shall consist of two divisions, the upper
one with glass and the lower with wooden doors. The
latter, as well as those of glass, shall slide instead of being
on
lunges, and the upper division shall be provided with
linen curtains.

use,

The

4th.

ment.
Ces deux ingenieurs dirigent

la construction de la
1 appareil, et apres
que le phare
exercent I'inspection sur le seri-ice de la
lumiere et sur les yardiens (keepers), (Torreros).
D'apres la loi du 11 .\vril, 1849, tous les bateaux a.
I'entr^e ^des ports d'Espagne doivent payer I'impdt
lies phares, qui est comme suit.
Les bateaux Espagnols 1 real de \-ellon (2.40peniques)
par tonne.

tour

est

II.

—

et le

eclaire

moniage de
ils

REPLIES TO rOBEIGN QUESTIONS
1°

Les bateaux etrangers 2 rs. de vn. (4.80 peniques")
par tonne.
droits ont produit dans I'annee 1S58

Ces

:

rs.

livs. st3r.

Bateaux espagnols 781,3.37=7,513
Bateaux etrangers 746,595 =7^4fi5
14.97S

— On voit

Li\Te des Phares, page 86, la note
exacte et detaillee de tous ceux qui existent en Espagne,
et aussi de tous ceux qu'on doit encore etablir pour
completer le plan d'illumination.
IV. L'emplacement des phares doit etre dans les caps les
plus avanre's dans la mer, ou Tangle de Thorizon eclaire
soit le plus grand jiossible.
Si le terrain est eleve sur le niveau de la mer, fa
sera bon pour economiser de I'argent dans la construction de la tour, qui sera alors plus petite.
En Espagre il n'y a pas de feux flottants. On
reconnait son utilite' dans de certaines circonstances,
mais si on pent les remplacer par des tours fixes, soit
en pierre, soit en fer, ce sera mieux pour le service.
V.
Deux classes Phares et fanaux.
Les premiers, sont les grandes luniieres qui s'etablissent sur les principavix endroits du littoral pour
faire connaitre au navigateur le point oil il se trouve.
Les seconds, sont les petits phares de localite pour
marquer I'embouchure des fleuves, I'entre'e des ports, &c.
VI. Dans les phares de ler et de 2me ordre avec des appaIII.

dans

le

—

—

a feu fixe, 2 sardiens.
id.
a feu tournant,

Id.

Dans

les

phares de

3me

3 gardiens.

4me

et

ordre

avec

des

appareils a feu toumant, 2 gardiens.
Dans tous les autres phares, 1 gardien.

Les gardiens sont de
traitcment de

les

lere,

2me,

et

3me

classe, avec

= 2,80 schellings.
vellon = 2,20

14 reales vellon
11 reales

id.

8 reales vellon r= 1,60

On

leur

On
pour

id.

donne un appartement pour demeurer avec

leurs famiUes dans la

meme

tour.

donne a chaque gardien J

libra d'huile par jour

ses besoins particuliers.

ont droit a une pension de i jusque J schelling
par jour, lorsqu'apres un certain nombre d'annees
ils se sont inutilise's par le seriace ou par age.
Tous les gardiens etudient dans une e'cole speciale
e'tabliepres du grand phare de ler ordre de Machichau.
Si on veut plus de renseignements, on peut examiner
dans la page 101 du Livre des Pliares le Reglement des
Gardiens, dans la page 1 1 1 VInslructian qui faciUte
rintelligence du Reglement, et dans la page 181 le
Reglement de I'Ecole pratique des Phares.
VII. Les feux de la plus grande porte'e sont, d'apres ce que
j'ai deja dit, pour les caps les plus principaux et les
plus avance's ; dans les points intermediaires du littoral
on e'tablit les appareils d'ordre infe'rieur.
Les apparences de tous les feux doivent etre varices
soigneusement pour ne pas confondre les uns avec
lis

Fixe.

Tournante.
La lumiere tournante (revolving light) peut
poser de deux manieres
2°.

1°.

Avec des

eclipses

ou des

se dis-

du

petites interruptions

feu.
2°.

eclats

Par I'apparence du feu fLxe combine avec des
(flashing) de temps en temps.

Cette description fait connaitre parfaitement les
diverses apparences qu'on peut donnerau feu toumant,
en changeant la dure'e des e'clipses et des eclats, soit
par le nombre des panneaux de verre, soit par la
vitesse du mouvement de rotation de I'appareil, soit
enfin par I'ensemble de ces deu.x moyens.
IX., X. Les verres colore's font perdre a peu pres 3 de
I'intensitc de la lumiere.
C'est pour cela qu'on
ne les emploie que dans certains cas particuliers
pour marquer parfaitement les phares, mais alors il
faut toujours combiner le feu colore avec le feu blanc

ou

meme

les

classe.

La consommation

de I'huile n'est pas

que dans les appareils a reflecteurs.
XII. Mr. Lepaute et Mr. Sautter, de Paris.

si

grande

Ces deux

jusqu'k piesent tous les
fabricants ont construit
appareils employe's en Espagne, mais le Gouvernement
en demandera aussi quelques-uns a la fabrique anglaise de
Chance, Brothers, and Co., pres de

MM.

Birmingham.

On

les dessins des appareils dans la page
200, et les suivantes, du Livre des Phares.

peut voir

la porte'e d'un phare varie
avec la classe de I'appareil (page 194, du Livre des
Phares), par conse'quent lorsqu'on e'tudie le plan
ge'neral de I'e'clairage on ne doit pas oublier cette
circonstance dans la distribution des appareils sur le
littoral, en choisissant ceu.x de la plus grande portee
pour les points les j)lus interessants.
XV. La hauteur de la lumiere sur le niveau de la mer varie
avec I'ordre et la classe de I'appareil et aussi avec la
hauteur de I'observateur.
II y a dans le livre (page 185), un memoire ou on
traite scientifiquement cette question, et on peut voir
les tables des hauteurs dans de diffe'rentes circon-

stances.

XVI. On

voit dans les dessins la disposition donnee a la
la lantenie pour obtenir I'issue de I'airchaud.
C'est I'huile d'olives de premiere qualite' et tres
bien filtre'e qu'on emploie dans les phares d'Espagne.
XVIII. II n'y a aucune autre methode de produire la

coupole de

XVII.

lumiere.

XIX. Les

natiu'el.

Dans

Dans

XIV. Dans un meme ordre

etre,

1°.

Les appareils de reflexion ne peuvent pas donner
un si grand nombre d'apparences differentes
dans la lumiere, comme y a besoin pour
I'eclairage d'une certaine partie du littoral,
parce eque la dure'e des eclipses n3 peut etre
diminue'e qu'en augmentant la vitesse du mouvement, ce qui prodi.it I'inconvenient de faire
plus petite la dur^e des eclats. Si on augmente
le nombre des lampes autour de I'axe de rotation cet inconve'nient disparait en eilet, mais
alors il en resultera un autre plus grand encore,
celui de la diminution de la portee de la lumiere

6°

les autres.

VIII. La lumiere peut

667

a cause des miroirs metalliques etant trop petits.
les appareils a reflecteurs la lumiere se
distribue ine'galement sur I'horizon, puisque
quelle que soit la disjiosition des miroirs paraboliques il y aura toujours un feu plus v\{ dans la
direction de leurs axes respectifs que dans tout
le reste.
Cette diS'erence est un inconvenient
dans les phares a feu fbce.
3" Les reflecteurs absorbent une certaine quantite
de lumiere, ils salissent, et on ne peut pas les
nettoyer sans alterer le poli de leur surface et
le brillant n&essaire pour la reflexion.
4 Tous les rayons lumiiieux qui ne tombent pas
sur les surfaces des miroirs sont completement
perdus pour I'observateur qui se trouve dans la
mer un peu e'loigne du phare.
Les avantages du systeme lenticulaire ou
catadioptrique sont
1° Un plus grand nombre de combinaisons de la
lumiere pour distinguer les appareils les uns
des autres.
2° La distribution de la lumiere se fait egalement
sur tous les points de I'horizon eclaire'.
3° Avec les pannaux dioptriques centrals, et avec
les prismes
catadioptriques inferieurs et les
superieurs qui constituent la coupole de I'appareil on profile Iji plupart des rayons qui sortent
du foyer lumineux forme de me'ches concentriques, et par consequent, raalgre la perte de
lumiere qu'il y a pour traverser les verres,
I'intensitc du feu dans les phares lenticulaires
est plus grand que dans les autres appareils.
4" D'apres les experiences photometriques ime seule
lampe de quatre meches concentriques produit le meme efFet que 22 meches d'Argand.
Dans la direction de I'axe dea lentilles I'offet
de la lumiere est egal ii 4,400 meches de cette

2°

:

reils

—SPAIN.

fanaux ou petits feux locaux,

comme

la

neujs,

de la lumiere n'a pas I'importance que dans
les phares, on peut employer les verres col ores sans
aucun inconvenient et meme avec des a\antages pour
porte'e

P

le

Gouvernement.

On fait I'adjudication des travaux a celui qui pre'sente la proposition la plus favorable aux interets de

distinguer beaucoup mieux le fanal.
La couleur ge'ne'rale des verres est rouge et quelquefois verte.
XI. Un a adopte en Espagne le systeme lenticulaire de
Fresnel, dont les avantagea sur Tancien syeteme catoptrique sont bien remarquables :

4

des phares sont faits par des entrepred'apres les projets formes par I'inge'nieur et

e'difices

approuves par

I'etat.

On a adopte le meme systeme d'adjudication pour
I'approvisionnement de I'huile et pour le service du
pecit bateiu qui doit transporter peiiudiquement Tea
les vivres, le combustible, &;c., lo.sque le phare tit
etabli dans quelque ile separe'e de la cote.
,

2
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On achete les appareils chez les constructeurs de
Paris, d'apres les j)rix regies d'avance entre I'adnunistration et les fabricants.
Les inethodes qu'on vient d'indiquer ont reussi par-

Les

de construction des phares rarie
naturellement d'apres les circonVoici les prix de revient d'un certain
nonibre, les appareils et tous les frais comfrais

beaucoup
stances.

faitement, et elles sont les plus ecouomiqvies.
justifie tous les frais au moyen des documents

pris

livs. sterl.

:

rCap de "Penas

XX. On

'

Cap de

j

Pointe de la Galea
lies Sisargas
4 me ordre<J

faut choisir

un bon

qu'eUe doit etre
inoellons

La pierre de taille,

regies,

brique,

la

ct

sont

les

matcriaux les plus usuels.
Les magasins de I'huile sont etablis dans le rczde-ehaussc'e dans des caisses en fer ou en fer
La quantite d'huile est connue par la
blanc.
l)rofondeur, de maniere qu'il est facile de faire
le controle.
tro'-'ve

les

ctfets

dans le livre la note detaillee de tous
d'approvisionnement.
(Page T2 et

suivantes.)

L'argent emi)loye jiar an dans I'eclairage, service.
phare eat, ternie
et conservation de chaque

moyen

2me
3me
4me

-

'MO

-

-'t^O

-

-

lli>

-

-

120

-

103

^"^"l

e.

,

,

/Feu

-

fixe

'""''''^iFeutournant

-

2370

-

28i«l

r

Feu

fixe

-

1 Feu tournant

-

-

•""*=

/ Feu fixe
\ Feu tournant

-

""'"

/Feu fixe
t Feu tournant
Feu fixe
t Feu tournant
Feu fixe

-

""'-'

J

„

(!me

-

-

-

-

32(1

-

200

-

-

1550
1800
SoO
1200

320
420
250

-

Cap de Santa Pola
-

I

XXVIII. On

-

du \Jivxe des Phares
tout ce qui se rattache aux bouees, et I'on acompagne
aussi les dessins des modeles adojites par le Gouvemevoit dans laseconde partie

ment espagnol.
La jilupart des bouees sont en

fer.

Elles sont fabri-

quees a Londres chez MM. Brown, Lenox, et Cie., qui
sont aussi les constructeurs des bouees pour le Trinity

House.

Pour

assujettir les

chaines on

morts en fonte ou en pierre de
le

fait

taille,

usage de corps
en leur donnant

poids convenable.

On emploie aussi les vis de Mitchell (screw) dans les
bouees tres grandes et dans celles qui servent pour
assujettir les bateaux.
Ce systeme est plus cher que
les corps morts et meme que les ancres, mais il est
))re'ferable par I't'norme r&istance de la vis enfoncee
dans le terrain.
Les prix de nos bouees dans les ateliers de Millwall,
comme suit :—
Boue'e
Boue'e
Boue'e
Boue'e
Boue'e
Boue'e

B

115
(grand modele)
(petit modele)

B
C-

D
E
F

H
H

f

h

-

-

.310

-

-

135

-

-

157

-

-

-

-

-

-

63

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

52
28

-

-

-

-

-

Bouee F
Boue'e
Boue'e
Boue'e

Uvs. sterl.

A

...

....

.95

,',.")

6 10

XXX. Dans

livs. sterl.

„
-'"^

-

ordre-^ Cudillero

Castro Ordiales
f)me ordre<J Tijon [_Villajoyosa -

livs. sterl.

:

806
1138
622
451
680
524
705
644

-

I

time I
Si on desire plus de details on les trouvera dans
(Page 7- et suivantes.)
le li\re.
Les prix des appareils, ternie moyen, sont comme
suit
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Cartagena
Cap de Huestas
rCap la Higuera
I

sont

livs. sterl.

-

Phare de ler ordre

-

-

I

materiel, esptfcialement lors-

tres-e'levc'e.

He Salvora
He Arosa
I

5me

donnerai quelques renseignements
a. On peut employer dans la construction de la
maison quelque fabrique, mais \m\\v lii tour il

d.

1879
2050
2424
2028
3310
7080
1112
1500
1639
845

Corrobedo
lie Fabarca
Cap de Creux

n'a rien rcsolu encore sur cette question.
n'y a rien dans les phares.

On

4203

purcoa

Dans les boue'es on emploie la cloche, ayant adopte
pour cela les boue'es du Capitaine Peacock, et celles de
I'embouchure de la Mersey.
XXVII. Je n'ai pas ici les dessins des tours, mais je

c.

5633
2420
2491

Antoine

Cap de Busto
Cap Prior -

nietre.

b.

.Sn.

Pointe du Llobregat
Sn. .Sebastien de Gui-

Pour distinguer les bouees les unes des autres on
dispose la peinture soit en forme des paralleles, soit en
me'ridiennes, soit enfin par des carreaux resultants de
la co:nbinaison des deux lignes de curvature qu'on
vient de dire.
XXllL On a deja dit que la Commision des Phares et le
Conseil des Ponts et Chausse'es sont les deux Corporations consultees par le Ministre des travaux publics
dans toutes les affaires de I'eclairage ct du balisage.
XXIV. Dans les grands phares les gardiens font tous les
jours quatre observations meteorologiques avec le
II y a aussi un pluviotherraometre et le barometre.

les

7611

Cies

Cadiz
illes
Cap de

et blanche.

II

Finisterre

[_Cap de Sn. Sebastian

XXIL

XXV. On

^^ Vares

^^^'^'^'^

ler ordre J

4000
5810
5182

-

'

personnes qui donnent les effets.
On prend note de lout ce qu'on emploicdans chaque
jour pour connaitre ainsi les existences, et ])our pouvoir
faire le coutrole quand le phare est visite par I'injrcnieur ou quelqu'un de ses subordonnes.
XXI. Les tours sont generalement en pierre de taillc, dont
la couleur est blanche.
Dans les bouees on emploie les couleurs rouge, noire,
siffnfs par les

XXV L

:

le livre on trouvera les dessins de tous les
modeles ajoutes en Espagne.
XXXI. Ou trouve aussi dans le meme livTe les reglements
et tous les documents dont on fait usage pour le

service.

Londres,

le

Lucio del Valle,

20 Mars, 1860.

Inspecteur du Corps Royal des

Ponts

et

Chaiissees,

Membre

de la Commission des Phares,
d'Espagne, &c. &c.
Residence, Madrid, Callc de Valverde, Xo. 23.

KEPLIES TO FOEEIGN QUESTIONS

8.-F
Memorandum of the Documents

KA

accompanying the Note

sent in reply to the Questions proposed by the Royal
Commission of Lighthouses and Buoys of England.

Number

Designation of the Documents.

of

Order.
1.

Printed Works.

6.

6.

Agreement mad

2.

2,3.
3, 4.

4.

oil.

transport of
2.
7, 8.

9.

10.
11, 12, 13.
14.
15.
16.

17, 18.
19.

20.
21.
22.

23.

ivith a

(all

van contractor

belonging to) the

for the

service.

former secretary to the commission ; Begat, hydrographerin-chief to the Admiralty ; Mathieu, member of the academy of sciences, and of the bureau of longitude ; Duperey,
member of the academy of sciences; Leonce Reynaud,
inspector-general of roads and bridges, director of the

26.
Paris,

of lighthouses is called on to decide
(subject to the approbation of the minister) on all questions
relative to the estabhshment of lighthouses and bea-

To it
all that relates to maritime interests.
belongs the organization of the system of lighting the
apparatus
coasts of France, the application of lenticular
invented by its first secretary, Augustin Fresnel, and the
programme of works to lie executed for marine beaconage
(buoys, &c.)
The general-inspector secretary of the commission is
charged with the direction and supervision of the service of
cons, &c., in

1st,

That

two

direction includes

dis-

illuminating apparatus and

the estabhshment of

works belonging

and all stores, such
which are sent from Paris

thereto, their repairs

as wicks, chiranies of glass, &c.,

into the departments.

2d. the execution of all the works of construction of
Ughthouses, beacons, buoys, and sea-marks, and the service
of keeping up the lighting and beaconing, (that is of marking danger otherwise than by lighthouses).
The director is assisted in works of the first category

Phare de Calais.
Phare des Baleines.
Phares de la Canche.
Phare de la Grande He Sanguinaire en Corse.
Phare de Kermorvan.
Tower for harbour light.
Frame work in wood for directing harbour

by an engineer of the French Board of Works,

(ponts, &c.)

aiid four conductors resident at Paris.

other works are included in the duties of the engineers of maritime departments.
In each one of these departments there is an engineerin-chief, several ordinarv engineers, conductors, and inferior
agents of the administration. The service of lights and
beacons constitutes a part more or less important of the

The

Cast metal lamp stand for harbour lights.
Lightheeper's house with fanal (small light).
Buoy " en tole."

duties entrusted to these agents.

26,' 18G0.

(Signed)

Commencement of Works.

L'Inspecteur General des

Fonts

estabhshment of a new hght (fire) is demanded
by mariners, or by a commercial corporation, or by the
the departement, the affair is submitted to the
of
engineers
commissioners of lights, who examine if there is ground

et Chausse'es,

When the

Directeur du Service des

Phares et Bahses.

Rbynaud.

for considering the demand, and, in case the reply bo
affirmative, determine the position, the range (for distance),
and the character to be assigned to the hght. If the documents submitted to the commission do not appear to be

Royal
Notes in reply to the Questions proposed by the
Commission on the Lighthouses and Buoys of
England.

L

and beacons, &c.

tinct kinds of business.

Lenticular apparatus of the 1 st order.
Lenticular apparatus of the 2d order.
Apparatus of the 3d order (small pattern)
and of the 4th order,
Lamp flames of the various orders.
Tide signals of the coasts of France.
Phare des He'au.x de Brehat.

June

hghts and buoys, and secretary to the com-

The commission

light.

24.
25.

of

mission.

lights

Drawings.
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C E.

_\

service

Description of the lighthouses lit on the coasts
of France on the 15th of August 1855.
Regulations for " gardiens."
Instructions sur le service des phai'es et des
fanaux.
Reply to claims made relative to the invention
of lenticular apparatus.
Detail estimatif du service de I'eclairage.
" Cahier des charges " for the supply of colza

1

—EKANCE.

Administrative organization.
A note was sent on this subject on the 22nd ol
February 1858, to Lord Clai-ence Paget. The underto
signed IS informed that it has been transmitted

forming an opinion, the engineers of the department are invited to comjjlete them, and they often
composed
institute on the spot a nax-al commission chiefly
diffeof mariners and pilots, which is charged to study the
deemed
rent questions of which the preliminary solution is
with
the
commission,
this
(report)
of
work
The
necessary.
of
opinions prepared by the chief engineer and the prefect
of
hghts,
Commission
to
the
the department, is transmitted
who decide on it, taking into consideration the importance
pointed
of the navigation, the nature of the dangers to be
the first
out, and the estimated amount of the expense of
sufficient for

the Royal Commission, and to it he refers.
paper
is a translation of that portion of the
referred to which relates to this subject.)
Notes on the organization and the expense of the
lighthouse and beacon, (Balisage includes buoi/s
and beacons, S,-c.) service of France.

(The following

Organisation of the Service.
The centrahzation of the service of lighthouse and beaThese establishcons dates from the national convention.
15th
ments belonged to local corporations, and a law of the
assigned to
February 1792 united them amongst the duties
of
the
Ministry
the Ministry of Marine, but charged the
works. An imperial
Interior ^vith the execution of the

establishment of the service.

The

opinion of the light commission.

this service to
decree of the 7th March 1806, changed
to the admithe Ministry of the Interior, and afterwards
prescribed a connistration of roads and bridges ; but it
AdmiFrench
the
of
offices
two
the
certed action between
to be created, and
ralty and Home Office for establishments
des
Phares
Commission
the
this disposition gave birth to
Instituted in 1811, this com(Lighthouse Commission^.
naval
mission was composed in the beginning of three
Institute, and three general
the
of
members
three
officers,
now
has
of roads and bridges. The commission

inspectors
an extra member,

and

is

.

.

inspector-general secretary of the commission then

draws up the programmes of two projects for consideration,
estathe one for the construction of the edifice, the other
them
blishing the illuminating apparatus, and he submits
the
with
together
minister,
the
both for the api)robation of
There

is

minister.

no instance of

The

first

,

.

,

by the
transmitted to

refusal of approbation

of these

programmes

is

du'ected to draw
the enu-ineers of the departments who are
work^ to
regular and complete plan (project) of the

up a

the conditions imbe executed conforming themselves to
submitted
posed on them. This project is subsequently
inspector-general who addresses
to the examination of the
the
project
part
of
any
If
minister.
to the
his -report

commission is
includes nautical questions the Lighthouse
In the contrary alternative or after these
ao-ain consulted.
the report are
questions have been decided, the project and
and bridges,
submitted to the General Council of roads
which is the assembly competent to decide on aU that
simulAnother
belongs to the science of constructions.
of which
taneous inquiiy takes place, together with the one
object
to
mention has just been made and has for its
make sure if the projected constructions (works) are not of
the defences of the
a nature to exercise an evil iniluence on
country Conferences are set on foot with this object between

composed as follows :—

His Excellency the Minister of Agriculture, of Comabsence
merce, and of Public Works, President, in whose
of its members.
the commission is presided over by one
director-general
rear-admiral,
retired
Messieurs Mathieu,
of longitude ; Junen
of naval stores, member of the bureau
Reibell,
de la Grariere, rear-admiral; Choppart, captain;
inspector-general of roads and bridges and naval works
engineering ; Leonor
Gai'nier, inspector-general of marine
bridges,
Fresnel retired inspector-general of roads and

^
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of the locality,

civil and military engineers
mixed commission of "public works which

the

sits at

on the questions in dispute an opinion on

and the

Paris gives

which

the

ministers decide.
\Yhen the project submitted has been approved, with or
n-ithout modification, it is sent back into the department
to be entered as a decision in whole or in part, and to
be executed under the direction and sun-eillance of the
engineers and their agents. The works which are of a
certain importance are visited in course of construction

by the inspector-general.
\Yhile the edifice is being constructed, the illuminating
apparatus is also bemg constructed in the workshops of
Paris, and is mounted and tested at the establishment of

lighthouses.
It is sent to

its :lestination as soon as the works are
and one of the conductors of the central serN-ice
sent to the «i)0 /to proceed with its installation and to
The new lighthouses are announced
instruct the keepcis.
to mariners before they are lighted. The delay to be
observed between the announcement and the lighting of
the new lights, as well as the degree of publicity to be
given, are regulated in each case by the importance of the
light and its chance of being confounded with any other.
The system of lighting the coast of France is also brought
to the knowledge of mariners by a chart of lights and by
a little book. The editions of this book v\ere formerly
renewed each year, but they now succeed each other at
longer intervals since the modifications in the lights which

finished,
is

(A copy
are generally important, ha\e become more rare.
of one of each of these documents is annexed to the present
note.)
II.

^The Exi'EXDiTrKE IX 18,58:
The expenditure in 1858 for the service of lighthouses
and buoys amounts to l,2t)0,000 f. and may be
divided as follows
Expense of maintenance and great repairs
of coast lights (phares) and port lights
'•
{fa7iaux), imprests, experiments, &e.
:

....

New

works
Maintenance of buoys and beacons
New works

-

-

"81,440
218,560
110,000
90,000

- 1,200,000
.
Total
The allowances of engineers and conductors attached
to the hghtliouse service ai'e not included in this

amoimt.

BTTOTS,

AND BEACONS

:

separates two angles of the polygon should be less than
twice the range.
Those Ughthouses. which are particularly required to
indicate the seaboard, constitute " les phares de gra«id
atte'rage," these are the lights which require the greatest
jiower,
these are the lights of first order.
After having indicated the approach to dangers, it is
necessary- to give the means of arriring at the destination
while avoiding them. This is attained by lighting other
hghts of less range in the larger or smaller bay which is
comprised between two lights of the first order. There
are points, such as islands, reefs, sand banks, or capes of
which it may interest the na>-igator to know the position.
There are straight channels which it may be useful to
mark out, and the power of the hght to be lit in these
places ought to vary with the distance at which it may
be necessary to observe it, while the hghts of the first order
ought to send their rays on all the sea horizon which they
command.
Some of these last lights may concentrate
theirs into an angular space, more or less confined.
Finally, the navigator haWng been thus conducted to
the proximity of the jiort towards which he is directing
his course, there remains but a feeble light to be placed
at the end of one of the piers to show him the entrance of
the channel.
ITie general principles just stated cannot be applied
rigorously.
Tlie peculiarities of an extended seaboard
are too various to permit the arrangement of its illumination according to an absolute formula.
Thus, beyond the sides of the ideal polygon, of which
the liahts of the first order occupy the angles, an island
may be met with or a sand bank which it is essential to
mark ; and a light of secondary importance should perform

—

this service.

On the coasts of France, for example, the Seven Isles are
line which joins the first order lights of He'aux
de BrtTiat and He de Bas, and there there is placed a
light called of the third order.
It is the same in the case of I'lle Vierge between the
Sometimes also the
lights of I'lle de Bas and Ouessant.
configuration of the coast does not admit of the approach
of two lights of the first order to the points where their
hghts may cross, and the inten-al which separates them is
closed by a secondary hght.
This is what is done at the
lights of Belle He and of ITle d'Yeu, between which is
placed a pile hght. and at the lights of ,-\gde and Faraman. between which the light of .\igues Morte has been
beyond the

placed.

The majority

of these officers are entrusted at the

same

time with other works emanating from the office of
public works, and it would be difficult to estimate
that part of their remuneration, which may be
considered applicable to the service in question. ^
III. List of lighthouses lit on the coasts of France. : _
There is attached to the present note (annexed No. 1,)
the description of the lighthouses lit on the coasts
of France on the 15th of August 1855.
A new edition of this document is now being printed,
and a copy will ultimately be transmitted to the
Roval Commission.
Questions relativeto
IV., v., VII., VIll., XI., XIV., XV.
the general principles which govern maritime illumination.
The undersigned believes that he should join these
questions so as to avoid repetition, and comply more
effectually with the v\'ishes of the Commission.

Distribution of Lighthouses,

Lighthouses {phares) were formerly placed at the entrance of ports, or at the motiths of rivers open to maritime
navigation.
There are none of these at the present day.
These points are habitually distinguished only by lights of
seccndar)- importance, and the principal lights are carried
elsewhere, to places where they are required to be of more
ss rWce.
It is, in fact, on nearing the coasts that the most formidable dangers exist, and, consequently, it is the seaboard
above all which it is important to indicate to the navigator.
So if a light is established on each one of the capes
which projects furthest to sea, or on the little island
which forms its prolongation seaward, and if these lights
are joined two and two, they mil occupy the angles of a
polygon circumscribed about all the dangers, and they
indicate the coast from as great a distance as the elevation and power of the illuminating apparatus permit.
Such a relation should also be observed in the range
and divergence of the lights that the navigator cannot
approach the coast wilhout having at least one hght
within his view.
In other words, the distance which

Orders of Lighthouses.

The range adopted

for the hghts of the first order
from 20 to 27 miles, according to the character which
they exhibit. That of other lights varies between much
more extended limits, because the circumstances are more
various.
It is comprised between 18 and 2 miles.
These

varies

last

lights

are

di\-ided

into

several

classes

and

orders,

according to their ])ower. Tlie number of these inferior
orders has been fixed at three by the French .Administration, as shall be explained below.

Characters of Lighthouses.

multiphed. might expose navigators to
had not been discovered to vary
manner that it was easy to avoid
confounding them. This resource was not available when
the light of lighthouses was produced by the combustion
of wood or coal, at all events the only one which was available consisted in grouping several fires on the same spot.
It was certainly verj' limited and very expensive, but the
happy invention of Augustin Fresnel came to increase the
power of the apparatus and give the means of diversifying
their character as much as may be required.
It is above all for the lights of the first order, and for
those which at certain points fulfil mth them the duty of
great coast hghts, that it is of importance to have the
appearance very distinct, so that the navigator may be duly
informed of his position before approaching the coast, and
may rectify" the error in his reckoning. It is not necessary
moreover that each of these lights should have a special
character.
It is sufficent that the distance presented bet^veen each kind should exceed the error of position which
may have been committed under the ordinary circumstances
'ITiese lights, if

fatal mistakes, if means
their appearance, in such

of navigation.
It is doubtless not easy to fix a limit for this error,
nevertheless the Commission des Phares has thought that
it might admit that a navigator should not deceive himself
as to his real position more than aboi;t 85 iiiiles, eXLtpt in
extraordinarj- cases, and after circvunstances which call for
the greatest caution at the moment of making the land.

REPLIES TO FOREIGN QUESTIONS.
Warned of his approach, to the shore by the light which
he mav have within his view, he should not endeavour to
make the port during the niglit, if there be any doubt in
his mind.
Moreover, it is to be observed that the mistake which may
take place when only one light is in sight, cannot avoid
discovery the moment when either one of the neighbouring
great sea lights, or one of the secondary hghts placed in
the same neighbourhood, shall appear.
This consideration has even allowed the neglect of the
limit just mentioned.
Thus the fii-st order fixed lights of the He de Groix and
of the He d'Yeu are only distant 7- miles, but the first
cannot be seen on the same bearing as the second without
•

same time

—

other every 20 seconds shall be alternately white and red,
and to place on the new lighthouse which is to indicate
the western extremity of the Isle of Ouessant a hght of the
same kind, but in which two white flashes alternate with a
red flash.
Thus in the existing state of things, the great sea lights
of the first order on the coasts of France exhibit eight different characters, which are the following
:

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

—

6.

Fixed light.
Lights eclipsing from minute .to minute.
Lights eclipsing from half minute to half minute.
Lights varied by white flashes.
Fixed white light varified by red flashes.
Eclipsing hght, with flashes alternately red and
white.

Eclipsing light with two white flashes, succeeded
by a red flash.
8. Two fixed white lights.
The same characters and others besides are applied to
lights of an inferior order.
As it shall be explained in that
part of the memorandum which treats of illuminating apparatus, we shall confine ourselves at present to saying that
some of these lights are fixed red lights, and others also
fixed lights but alternately red and white.
Resume. It may be seen that the laws which govern
our marine illumination may be summed up in these
"J.

:

minute, and a light eclipsing every half minute.
A fixed hght should always be placed between two eclipsing lights of different intervals.
Xevertlieless, experience having proved that navigators
do not always take sufficient note of the difference observed
between the intervals of the eclipses in the revolving lights
of which mention has just been made, and, on the other
hand, the lights having been multiplied beyond what was
foreseen in 1825, the necessity has l)een recognized of
admitting a larger number of characteristic distinctions.
One of them belongs in some measure to the infancy of
the art, and which having been adopted at the end of the
last century for one of our most imi)ortant sea lights, that
of Havre, was maintained on that point by the programme
of 1825. It consists in placing two fixed lights beside each
other, at such a distance that they do not mingle within
their range, and show from all points as a well mai'ked
group.
This character has, \vithout doubt, the inconvenience of
requiring a double expenditure, but it has the merit of being

—

terms

:

To indicate the approach to the coasts at the greatest
possible distance by lights, arranged and diversified in
such manner that the navigator may be informed of his
position as soon as he sees one of them ; then to place
amongst them lights of which the range may be regulated
according to the distances at which it is important to

1

_.

observe them, and which may direct in all surety to the
entrance of the port.
And to this may be added the
problem has been solved in such a manner that on nearly
all the points of our seaboard the mariners prefer to make
the land by night rather than by day, because they are
better and sooner informed of the position of the points
which they ought to recognize, and find for their guidance
signals which are more apparent and more precise.
The distribution of lights raises stiU other questions.
In the first place occurs that of the height which should
be assigned to them.
It is easy to judge that this height should be such that
the tangent drawn from the focus of the apparatus to the
surface of the sea may encounter the eye of the observer
at a distance from the foot of the tower exactly equal to
the range of which the light is susce])tible.
Two elements enter, then, into the calculation necessary
to determine the height, and these are,
the luminous range
of the illuminating ajjparatus, and the height of the observer
above the level of the sea.
If it were desired to calculate the luminous range of
apparatus of the first order according to the intensity of the
focal light, and taking for the law the decrease in proportion to the square of the distances, and for term of comparison the distance at which an apparatus of the fourth
order or an ordinary light, such as the burner of a carcel
lamp, radiating freely into space, can be seen distinctly,
much higher figures ^vould be found than those which
are generally admitted.
Thus, let the range of a carcel
burner be estnnated at three nautical miles only, and it wiU
be found, by the method which has just been indicated, that
an apparatus such as that of a light of the first order, with
eclipses every minute, having an intensity of about 3,500
burners, ought to range 177'-18 miles. An apparatus having
an intensity of COO burners, should range more than 73

clearly distinctive.
Moreover, several are

found on the coasts of England.
It was adopted in France to point out from the offing the
dangerous coast at the approaches to the mouth of the
Canche, and to illuminate the coasts of the Gulf of Gascony, in the interval comprised between the hght of Cordouan and that of Cape Ferret at the entrance to the basin
of .\rcachon.

—

Another character, which had been at first reserved for
the lights of the second and third order, has been ultimately
applied to hghts of the first order. That is, the fixed light
varied by flashes succeeding each other [every three minutes
or four minutes, that is to say, at intervals sufficiently long
to prevent the possibiUty of confounding them with ordinary eclipsing li'ghts. This has been chosen for the lights
of Calais and the He de Sein, and at PorqueroUe, so as to
avoid all possible mistake between these lights and those in
their neighbourhood.
Finally, the colouring of hght has been called in in certain
It had
circumstances to determine a distinctive character.
been rejected in the first instance absolutel}-, and in fact it

presents inconveniences which should lead to its emjiloyment only with great reser\'e.
On the one hand it reduces the intensity of the light in
a very great proportion, and, on the other, atmospheric
conditions occasion at times accidental colouring, which
might give occasion to mistakes as to the colour of the
Ught, but it has been admitted, as it will be seen below,
that these objections had not always the weight attributed
to them, and yielding to the pressing request of the navigators, the Commission des Phares has admitted red colour
first for the lights of ijiferior order, afterwards for the flashes
It thought that there could
of the lights of the first order.
be no serious objection to colouring the flashes of varied
flashes
are
these
not required to increase
because
hghts red,
the range, but to characterize the nature of the light.
Instead of varying by the intensity it varies in some sort
bv colom-, and the coloured light being placed in contact
w'lth the white light preserves its relative value, so as to be
distinguishable even in foggy weather.
The red colour has been adopted in preference to all
others as being the most advantageous in every way.
This important subject will lie referred to again further
Let it suffice to say at present, that the first order
on.
l^ht of FatouviUe, at the mouth of the Seine, consists of a
wnite fixed hght, varied every three minutes by red flashes,
and that the Commission des Phares has lately proposed

4
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to replace the existing illuminating apparatus of the light
at Biarritts by a light of %vhich the flashes foUowing each

noticing the eclipsing light, n'ith half
minute intervals, of the point of Penmarch, of the light
or of the echpsing
varied by flasiies of the Isle of Penfret,
Ught, with minute intervals, of BeUe He en Mer, and even
almost always two of these.
These considerations induced the Commission des Phares
in the programme arranged by it in 1 S25, on the re])ort of
the Admiral de Rossel, to allow only three different characfixed light, revolving
ters for the lights of the first order
light, of which the obscurations recur at inter\-als of a
at the

—FRANCE.

miles.
It has not been possible to pro\'e these figures by experiment, for no one of our fights is placed at a sufficient
height, and is not in view from a point sufficiently elevated
to admit of observations at such considerable distances, but
some facts come, if not to support these calculations, at least
to ]n'0ve that the actual ranges of our lights considerably
exceeds that which is assigned to them in the officii

publications.
The fixed hght

of Cape Beam, of which the intensity
cannot be estimated at more than COO burners, is some-

times perceived from the hghthouse of .'^gde, which is distant about 50 miles. This latter hght, of which the intensity
is about 3,500 burners, is seen from the former \'ery distinctly
in all ordinary conditions of the atmosphere, and has consequently a range beyond 50 miles.
But numerous considerations do not allow such considerable ranges to be reckoned on, and these have led to
the reduction of the ranges which may be called theoretic
and to their reduction in a proportion the greater as the
order of the light is of a higher order. The reduction is

P
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still

more marked

for the

eclipsing lights than

for

the

others.

important to consider the opacity of the atmospliere of which the action increases with the distance,
and this element cannot be closely appreciated.
2d, a lamp with more than one wick is more liable to
It
vary in intensity than a lamp with one wick only.
1st.

it

is

requires a certain amount of skill in the keeper, and great
vicrilance to ensure its maximum effect during the whole
night, fi-om which it follows that it is prudent to reckon
all the less on the full jiower of \i'hich the apparatus is
capable, the higher the order of the light
3rd, It is also to be remarked that the phenomenon of
that all eyes have not the
v-ision is of physiological order,
same faculty of perception, and that prudence should
induce a stii)ulation rather for organs inferior to the average

—

power than for those which surpass it. And it is all the
more necessary to have regard to this consideration the
more na\igators liave an interest in seeing the light at a
great distance.
4th, when the navigator has entered into the zone illuminated by a light of the first order he is better informed
of his position than he was before he knows on which
side his looks should be directed to perceive the second
rate light, and the slightest glimmer suffices to Gx his
;

attention.
5th, a light which only appears during a small jiumbcr
of seconds is not so well perceived at a like intensity as a

permanent

light,

the intensity of the flashes in an ecUpsing
not the same during the entire continuance of the
flash.
It attains its maximum in the middle, and one
cannot reckon on it in calcidating the range, for the luminous appearance would be of too short duration to be
usefuUy observed at that limit.
8uch are the considerations v\hicli have presided over the
settlement of the limits to be assigned to the range of the
6th,

light

lastly,

is

The figures which haie
different illuminating ajjparatus.
been adopted have doubtless nothing determined, the subadmit of it, but they have the merit of having
been accepted without dispute, and of being rather under
than over the truth in the ordinary conditions of the
atmosphere.
The subjoined table gives the luminous range of the
principle illuminating apparatus calculated from the law of
decrease, according to the square of the distances, admitting a range of three miles for a carcel lamp radiating
and admitting the maximum intensity
fieely into space

ject did not

;

for the different apparatus.

It places in their relation

the

ranges which have been adopted in practice.

Theoeetic

ranges, deduction lor the opacity of

made, and practical range of the

lights.

tlie

atmosphere

REPLIES TO POREIflN QUESTIONS.
;

port renders the construction more expensive.
The most elevated lighthouse on the coasts of France
It is 229
light of first order of Cap Bear.
is the fixed
meters above the level of the tides. In clear weather this
light is seen at great distances at sea, but it is more frecpiently masked by the fog than if it had been placed on
one of the lower gradients of the cape, at an elevation of
about 1.50 metres and perhaps it is to be regretted that
It had also been proposed
this plan was not adopted.
to place a light of the fij'st order on Cap Sicie, between
Marseilles and Toulon, and this point appears to be very
well fitted for the ])urpose when one glances at the chart
but the Commission des Phares has rejected this proposition, because inquiries have showii that the cape is
often clouded in consequence of its elevation.
The most ele\'ated lighthouses of the French seaboard
are, after the lighthouse of Cap Bear, those of Fecamp
(l;Wm.), LaHeve(l2I m.), Fatouville (128 m.), D'Agde
(12(5 m.),
Cap Camarat {I'M m.) The lighthouse of Cap
Carljon in Algeria has an elevation of 220 m., and it

and position of the lighthouse.
There are three for the lighthouses of the first order,
two for the lighthouses of second and third order. The
lights of the fourth order, or fanaux, have but one
single keeper.
In the lighthouses which are isolated at sea, there
are always three keepers, whatever the order of the
light may be, so that the service may never be exposed
to interruption, and that leave may be given to the
persons employed at regular jieriods. The lighthouses
of the first order which are so placed have four keepers.
The keepers are divided into seven classes, of which
the salaries are the following

;

would probably have been more advantageous
to have placed

it

in all

:

Francs.

Maitres de phare
Gardiens de Ire classe
„

ways

,,

„
„

lower.

impossible to state anj'thing on this subject absolutely.
It may be necessary to jjlace a lighthouse on a
culminating point, so as to place it in sight of the whole
sea horizon, and, moreo\'er, all elevated spots are not equally
exposed to Ije masked by clouds ; but it may be stated
as a general theses that there is no real advantage in
exceedmg a height of 130 ni. in all that concerns the really
useful range of the lights.
It is

-

-

850
77o
700

-

()25

-

550
475

-

-

questions.

IX. Coloured lights.

White
ture of

furthest.

France.
The red lights, after these, are most used.
The red colour, while it shows itself with sufficient
distinctness, absorbs the least of the luminous rays.
It is obtained by means of glasses coloured witli salts
of copjjer, of silver, or gold.
Copper gives a very fine
red, but has the disad\'antage of absorbing ^"jj of the
white light produced by combustion.
Silver gives
an orange red, and gold a red of a fine purple; each
red absorbs about j of the light produced.
It is
impossible to be exact on this subject, because it is
very difficult to compare the intensities of two lights
of different colours.
A jdienomenon of a physiological character, which
was discovered after experiments made at the lighthouse establishment (atelier des phares), ])roves moreover that the red light is less disadvantageous than we
might be led to believe by the figm-es just given.
These exjieriments demonstrate, that at equal intensities
red ranges (i)orte) further than white.
The necessity of preventing confusion between certain lights of very small range has caused green
colour to be allowed occasionally.
That is the colour which, after red, is the least disadvantageous.
It absorbs about }.% of the light
produced.
The other colours absorb much more, and have all

range.
2d.

They do not seem to offer so much assurance of
permanence as the others, wlien they are moored at points
where the sea is at times very heavy.
3d. They require more expenditure on maintenance, and
sur-

veillance.

employed to point out the sand banks on
which it is not thought that they permit the placing of a
fixed construction, either by reason of the expense which
would be required, or in consequence of the movement of
the bank. There are, in fact, but three on the coasts of
France. Tliey indicate the moveable bars at the mouth of
are only

the Uironde.

Leading Lights.

A question very interesting for practical application is
that of knowing what is the distance to be fixed between
two lights which are wanted to point out the direction of
a passage.
It is necessary, on the one hand, that the lights should
be distinct, up to the distance at which they should be
seen, and on the other, that when they do not show at the
same height one may not stray from the hne for which
they serve as beacons to such an extent as to go out of
the passage, without observing with certainty that they
are not jilaced in the same vertical line.
The Crst of these conditions springs from the phenomenon of irradiation of which the action is of physiological
The second belongs to
order, and varies with individuals.
correctness of eye, to the feeling for form, which again is
still less susceptible of an accurate estimate.

been rejected.

X. Principles which govern the

clioice of colours
The colouring of lights is intended to give them a
distinguishing character, easily recognized.
Nevertheless white lights appear red, and green lights become white, when the atmosphere is misty. It follows
that coloured lights never ought to be liable to be
seen alone.
It is necessary to associate them always
with one or several white lights, so that the contrast
may cause their nature to be appreciated.
Thus in misty weather, a white light being placed
near a red light, the first may assume a red colour, but
not to such a degree as to appear as red as the second.
If the white light is associated with a green light,
the red colour which the first \vill present will admit
of the appreciation of the true colour of the second.
It follows from this that the lights of the first order
which at great distances are seen alone, should never
be entirely red, but that, without inconvenience in
that case, red and white flashes may be made to
alternate, and that fixed red lights are not admissible except for lights of small range (6 to 15 miles),
and on condition that they are placed near white

Experiments have been made on this siibject at the lighthouse establishment. They have led to the admission that
two white lights of the intensity of those which are given
to the photophores, that is to say, equal to 50 carcel
are very distinctly seen when the radii proceeding from the eye of an observer to each one of them make,
in horizontal projection, an angle of 4' 30", and that it is
sufficient when these lights are placed at different elevations
that the angle is made 6', in order that one may judge
whether they are or are not placed in the same vertical
The breadth of a given channel being known, the
line.
position of one of the lights being determined, the conclusion is arrived at from the experiment given as to the
position to be assigned to the other Ught.
The figures,
moreover, which have been given are looked on as the
lower limit, and it is of advantage that the lights should

burners,

lights,

'

4

lights are those which, for a given expendihave the greatest brillancy, and range the

oil,

These are the most numerous, and for a
long time others were not allowed on the coasts of

Lights placed upon buildings are there much preferred,
and that preference is founded on the following reasons
1st. Floating lights raise the illuminating a])paratus to
but a small elevation (!2 to 14 miles) above the level of
the sea, and consequently they have but a very limited

II.

-

1,000

-

To this note is annexed the regulations for the
keepers on the coasts of France.

There has been no question up to the present time of
and one need not dwell at length on that
method of illumination is but little

subjected to a sufficiently active

-

-

VII. and VIII. Rephes have been given above to these

subject, because this
used in France.

difficulty

-

fixed at a month's allowance.
They have the right to a retiring allowance, and
in consequence there is a deduction of 5 per cent, on
the amount of their allowances.

floating lights,

They

2me „
3me „
4me „
5me „
Cme „

-

The keepers are provided with lodging, fire, and light.
They may obtain rewards, of which the maximum is

Floatiny Lights.

are with

C73

be seen at more open angles before the limits of the
channel are approached.
VI. Number and pay of lighthouse keepers.
The number of keepers varies with the importance

in the second place, tlie communications
clouded
with the lighthouse became difficult, and the cost of trans-

to be

—FRANCE.
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This arrangement

is

often had recourse to, T\hen

two

lights are associated to give a course. One of them is
white, and illuminates all the sea horizon ; the other is

and

its

of 10 to

'20

red,

rays are concentrated into an angular space
degrees, so as to restore to it the intensity

which the colouring takes away.
Green lights are chiefly used to indicate the extremity of a pier, to which the navigator has been
conducted by other lights.
XI. Arrangement of illuminating apparatus. A reply has
been given above to this question.
XII. Drawings of illuminating apparatus employed on the
coasts of France.
-

The apparatus employed on the coasts of France are
of two principal kinds; lenticular apparatus and catopLenticular apparatus are divided into
apparatus.
four orders, according to the number of wicks in the
lamp
which illuminates them, or in
burner of the
other terms, according to the quantity of oil which

tric

they

consume.

Some makers have thought

fit

to

number for commercial interests ; but the
public administration has never admitted a classification which is without value with regard to nautical
interests, does not appear to have sufficient motive, and
has the disadvantage of assuming marked differences
where these are but very slight.
The subjoined table shows the fundamental data
for the lamps of each of these four orders
increase the

:

Order.

:

REPLIES TO FOREIGN QUESTIONS.
red light, on the C&tede St. George, at the embouchure
of the Gironde.
Lenticular apparatus of the 4th
Figs. 20 and 21.
Gives more
order, in cut glass, for leading lights.
brilliancy than the preceding, but sends the luminous
rays only into a very small angular space.
The apparatus in cut glass are executed at Paris, in
the workshops of Mr. Henr^' Lepaute, and in those of
M. M. Sautter and Co., according to drawings given by
the engineers of the centi-al lighthouse service.
The
apparatus in cast glass are only made by M. M. Gouin
& Co.
It is known that lenticular apparatus were invented
by Augustin Fresnel. The lenses can be combined,
moreover, in divers ways, without any real invention
resulting therefrom.
The actual director of the lighthouse service has caused many various apparatus to be
executed, without ever dreamingof wishing to associate
his name with that of the veritable inventor.
It has
not been so everywhere, and there are added to this note,
imder the numhers 3 and 4, two little pamphlets which
had to be pubhshed to rebut certain regretable pretensions, and to reply to certain attacks still more to

Special agreements have been entered into for furThe paper of agreement
oil at the lighthouses.

is annexed. (No. 5.)
agreement has been made with a transport conwhich appertains to the
lighthouse service. (No. 6.)
XX. Reception of supplies.
All the su])plies for consumption, except oil. are made
at the central lighthouse establishment, where they are
verified by the engineer attached to the central sen'ice,

for these contracts

An

tractor for all the transijort

who

required a

memorandum

of the

received and verified at the lighthouses, according to the provisions of the " Cahier des Charges."

Oil

is

(Annex No. 5.)
of the paint of lighthouses and buoys, &c.,
and the materials employed.
The paint of most of the lighthouses is renewed only
every two or three years. The floating lights are iiainted
each year. The buoys and beacons are painted e\-ery
The paint used is white lead or white
six months.

XXI. Renewal

zinc.

XXII. Manner of colouring.
The system adopted for the colouring of buoys and
beacons on the coasts of France has been described in
the preliminary observations placed at the head of the
It need
description of the lighthouses (annex No. 1.)
only be added that all the salient angles of docks
(musoirs") and all the towers of harbour lights are
coloured white.
XXIII. Examination of propositions relative to lights and
beacons, &c.
The note sent to Lord Clarence Paget, to which reference has been made, relative to the first question
proposed by the Royal Commission, has shown the
course followed for the commencement of works belonging to the estabhshment of new lighthouses and
new buoys, and to important modifications to be
introduced into existing establishments.
As to all the questions which belong to the improvement of illuminating apparatus, and to the dispositions
to be given to them, they are dealt with by the Engineer Director-General of the service, and it is in like
manner to his examination tliat all inventions concerning
The Minister delighting and buoyage are referred.

It is very essential that the keepers should give to
the lamp flames all the development prescribed by the
instructions.
With a view to be very exact on this
subject, the administration has caused to be enirraved
representations of the natural .size of the flames of lamps
of divers orders. These documents have the numbers 1 1
1.3.

Replies

when

prepai-es

receipt.

be regretted.
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XIV. and XV.
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have been given above to these

questions.

XVI. Mode of ventilating lanterns.
The drawings attached to this note

give an account
of the dis])Ositions adopted for this purpose.
Tile air is introduced into the lantern by a series of
rectangular openings made in the lower sill of the
lantern, and which are shut at \vill.
It escapes by a
central chimney in all the lanterns, and besides by \-entilating chimneys placed at the foot of the cvipola under
each panel in lanterns of the three first orders.
XVII. Nature of the oil.
The oil employed for the illumination of lighthouses
is colza oil.
Experiments, into the details of which it
appears useless to enter, establish that it is the most
advantageous of all the common oils, as respects the
production of Hght.
Schist oil, produced by the distillation of bituminous
rocks, has been employed for a year in the illumination
of certain harbour Hghts.
It has the disadvantage of
producing an extremely thick smoke when the flame is
not properly managed, but it is cheaper, and has a
luminous intensity nearly double for the same consumption. The manner of burning it so as to produce
the volume and brilliancy required for Rights of the
three first orders has not yet been attained.
XVIII. Other methods of producing light.
Several other modes of producing light have been tried,
but no one of them has appeared to be of such a
nature as to enter into practice.
Tlie magneto-electric
machine appears to otFer a chance of success, and it is at
present the object of experiments which are followed out
at the " Atelier des Phares."
It presents a constant
and economical source of electi'icity, but the prolilem is
not so well solved in what concerns the production of
light. The carbons which are found in commerce leave
too much to be desired, both as to the duration and
the luminous
intensity.
Certain more favourable
results have been already obtained, and are an encouragement to renewed attempts.
XIX. Mode of negotiating for the execution of works and

cides

on

his recommendations.

Meteorological instruments, barometers, thermometers, and a small number of rain gauges, are the
only instruments of this kind which are placed at
lighthouses. The keepers enter their observations on
registers, of which it is easy to fancy the composition.'

XXIV.

XXV.

Tide signals.

The document attached (No. 14) explains the system
of tide signals adopted on the coasts of France for
The .same
indications to be given during the day.
syste'U can be applied by night by replacing the ball
placed at the intersection of the mast and the yard by
a red light, and the others by white lights. These
night signals are only in use in the port of Havre.

XXVI. Fog

signals.

Numerous experiments have been made

at the central
lighthouse establishment, for the purpose of discovering
what is the best apparatus to employ.
It has resulted from these, that a trumpet properly
arranged, or whistles acted on by steam or compressed
air, gn'e excellent results ; but the expense which the
placing of machines necessitates, have not allowed the
In the actual state of things,
adoption of the system.
it has been decided to rest content, in the meantime,
with a bell, with reflectors of mason work, and set in
motion by weights. There is a project of varying the
The
sound, for the purpose of avoiding confusion.

under consideration.
of the buildings of Ughthouses.
There is attached to this note, under the numbers 15 to
26, drawings of the Ughthouses described below.
No. 5. Phare des He'aux de Brehat. 1st order, fixed
hght, built of granite; the oil store is placed in the
question

diverse sup])lies.

is still

XXVII. Drawings

The

construction of the building of lighthouses is
the subject of public adjudications which take place on
estimates.
When works at sea are in contemplation,
which are subject to incidents which do not admit of
an appreciation of the expenditure to be made, the adjudication only extends to the furnishing of the materials of construction at the port of embarkation.
The transport and the placing of these materials are
effected at the cost of the administration, under the
immediate direction of the engineers.
The agreements are passed from time to time, and
are submitted to the approbation of the minister for
the furnishing of floating lights, buoys, beacons,
illuminating apparatus, and all the small provisions
of wicks, glass chimneys, utensils, &c. Tliese last
pro\'isions are deUvered to the central lighthouse establishment at Paris, who forward them to the lighthovises as thev are wanted.

building marked A. on the drawing.
The annual exIt contains the regulation supply.
penses of maintenance are estimated at 10,376f.
cost
45^977f.
87c.
apparatus
illuminating
The
The total expenses amounted to 577,984f. 73c.
varied
order,
by flashes;
Ist
Calais.
No. Ifi. Phare de
built of brick and calcareous stone ; the oil store is
placed in the cellars.

Regulation stores.

Expense of annual maintenance

-

Price of illuminating apparatus

-

Total expenditure

i

Q

2

-

-

8,215f. 69c.
61,209f. 86c.
248,190f. 68c.
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No. 17 and

18.

Phare des

Baleines.

1st

eclipsing from 30 seconds to 30 seconds; built of
calcareous stone; the oil store placed at A. on tlie

'I'his

drawing.

of the mooring chain.
Its maximum
is 740 kilogrammes.
The form of the marks
(voyants) vary with each buoy. The mooring chains
are of iron, round, of 0()34m. diameter. The moorings

to the length

Regulation stores.

Expense of annual maintenance

weight

8,1.34f. 95c.
Price of illuminatin}; apparatus - '0,01 7f. 22c.
Total expense of first estal)lishraent 350,263f. 77c.
1st order, fixed.
No. \9. Phare de la C'anche.
The embouchure of La C'anche is indicated by two
lighthouses, with fixed lights of the 1st order, distant
They have both
the one from the other 200 metres.
Between them is a small house, inthe same form.
tended for the lodging of the maitre de phare, and for
-

reserved apartments.
Built of bricks and calcareous stone
is placed at A. on the drawing.
Expense of annual maintenance of

both

-

-

-

-

;

the

are mushrooms in cast metal, of fi-om 600 to 700
kilogrammes, for sandy bottoms, and anchors with
forked tluke for rocky bottoms. These buoys hold
themselves well on the water.
Beacons are executed according to divers systems,
according to the local circumstances.
On certain ])oints they consist of simple perches of
wood or iron, which are planted on the shoal to be
pointed out, and are usually surmounted by a mark
(voyant).
This arrangement is economical, but it is
but bttle satisfactory. The beacons are badly seen, anj
are frequently broken.
Certain of these works consist of p}-ramids of three
or four sides, executed in forged iron, and which are
furnished with panels of i)lank or sheet iron on their
upper part. This construction is more expensive, but
it is durable and very \-isible.
In conclusion there are also to be found towers of
masonry, executed not of hewn stone as formerly, but
of small materials, of which the transport and disembarkation are easy. These stones are built in with
a mortar of Portland cement in the interior of the
work, and with a ra])idly setting cement, such as the
Parker Medina, on the outer courses. It is tlie rule
that the towers should have an elevation of at least
four meters above the level of the highest tides, and
that their diameter should be the half of their height,
and never be less than three meters.
Such is the information which the undersigned
thinks of a kind to meet the nishes of the Royal
He regrets not to have been able to
Commission.
enter into more extensive details, but the Royal Commission will find him very anxious to re])ly to all the
new demands which it will do him the honour to
address to him.

oil cellar

15,610f. 80c.

Price of illuminating apparatus - 98,422f. .'i3c.
Total expense of first establishment 586,480f. 88c.
No. 20. Phare de la Grand He Sangiiinaire in
1st order, varied by flashes. Constructed on
Corsica.
a mamelon, which is 98 meters above the level of the
families
of the keepers are not lodged in this
The
sea.
Built of granite. The oil stores are at A.
lighthouse.
on the dra\\'ing.

Expense of annual maintenance

:

form of buoy adopted by the French administration
buoy is executed in sheet iron (tolel; it weighs
about 1,750 kilogrammes, the cast ballast not included.
This ballast is disposed so as to be regulated according

order,

-

10,427f. 25c.

Price of illuminating ai)])uratus - 5.j.-44f)f. 92c.
Total expense of first establishment lu.'i.Ollf. 44c.
No. 21. Phare de Kei-morvan. 3d order, fixed light.
Built on a headland of rock, which bridge of masonrjOil stores at
Built of granite.
joins to the mainland.
A. on the drawing Fig. 2.
l,848f. 75c.
Expense of maintenance 7,053f. 74c.
Price of apparatus Total expense of first establishment 55,12.'Jf. 18o.
No. 22. Tower for harbour light. Drawing of the
The
Is executed in stone or in brick.
tj-pe adopted.
expense varies from one jilace to another ; it may be
estimated at a mean of 8,000 francs.
No. 23. A scaffold in carpenters work, for a harbour
light or leading light.
No. 24. Candelabra, in cast metal, for harbour light
a little shelter of canvas is at times placed at the foot
of these candelabra, so that the light may be ht under

Reynaud.
Paris, the 26th of

Jung 1860.

cover.

No. 25. DweUing of guardian with " Fanal." This
arrangement is often used for leading lights.
XXVIII. to XXX. Buoys and Beacons.
Various forms of buoy are employed on the coasts
of France they resemble more or less those which are
in use on the coast of England, and it is not yet perfectly decided which one merits the preference.
The sheet of Drawings, No. 2G, represents the last
:

9.-D E N
bel.\tivf. to Lights, Buoys,
.\ND Be.vcoxs.

Answers to Queries
a.
I.

Lights,

Buoys

(floating tnarks),

On the '2'6rH of January, 1861, Mons. Reynaud had the
r/oodness to furnish the Comwission with the last edition of
folloiiing printed documents, carefully draun up and
containing very precise instructions :
Instructions pour le service des phares lenticulnires.
1
2. Instructions sur le service desfanaux.
3. Detail est imat if des de'penses annuelles du service de
Veclairage desphares etfanaux des cotes de France.

the

—

MAR

K.

the eastern district, embraces the fainvavs
and the duchies the other, the western
the channels on the western coast of the
monarchy south of " Blaavandshuk" to the Elb.
The buoy inspectors constantly frequent each his
district, in order to ascertain the condition of the
marks, whether they be in their due positions, and
whether the local inspection, organized at different
jdaces, be performed in a satisfactorj- manner.
llie buoy inspectors thus constantly ha\'ing opportunity to observe the burning of the lights, are, relative
to the control of the management of the lights and
the service of the kee])ers, co-ordinate with the light
the one,

east of Jutland

;

district,

and Beacons.

and buoy service is placed under the superintendence of the Ministry of Marine, who decides
directly upon all concerns relative to the personnel, its
admission and dimission, disciphne, &c., decides upon
the foundation and placing of new light establishments
and sea marks, ujion alterations in the old ones
further, upon all matters that may subser\-e the developing of the light, and buoy system.
One light engineer and two buoy inspectors, furnished with instructions relative to their respective
official duties, manage the particulars of the business.
14
for the light engineer, d.d.
o. Instruction

Tlie light

March, 1859.

engineer, and are, therefore,
inspectors."

necessary funds for the light and buoy service
obtained by appropriation of the legislature, " the
council of the realm " (" Rigsraadet "), and are always
voted for a biennium of finances.
The expenditure consists of two principal categories,
The first
vi?.., ordinary' and extraordinary ex])enses.
embrace the sums annually expended on wages of the
personnel, on the maintenance of the materials ap])roved
of, &c. ; the latter are the sums ajjpropriated to the
motivated memorial of the ministry for the erection of
new lights, for the augmentation of the sea-mark
material, and upon the whole for works of rather great
extension.

II. 'Ilie

6th
Instructions for the buoy mspectors, d.d.
May, 1852, and 16th Februarj-, 1853, hereunto
h.

appended.
Under the engineer are placed all technical matters
to the lights, such as the maintenance of the
furestablishments, of the apparatus and iii\'entonther, the supply of the lights with articles of consumption, &c.
Under the buoy inspectors are placed the maintenance and attendance of all the floating marks and
beacons of the countri-, for which purpose the fairways
of the monarchy are divided into two districts, of which
relative

;

named "hght and buoy

are

KEPLIES TO FOREIGN QUESTIONS.
1858, the ordinary expenses on the light service

In

amounted

Edl.

...
.

separately for each light, yet in such a
manner that the same do not exceed for
each individual
,

....

38,835
21,302
27,130

rent, &c.

By

87,267

„

steaming

buoy

assistance to

and

light

service, estimated to

Extraordinary

-

-

...

Totals

Lightship masters, each
Mates, each

152,467

In the same year, the ordinary expenses on the

buoy

service were, say

.
For wages
„ local inspection
maintenance
,.

Extraordinary

-

Totals

Plan to the new

III.

.

-

list

34,321

-

is

preserved with the

The establishment

of a light being resolved, it is to be
decided upon whether the Uuht can be shown from
the shore or absolutely must be showni from a vessel;
and it is evident that we. the territorial circumstances
allowing of the foundation of a tower, and for the
rest, the option being with us, rather choose the first
alternative, regarding the relative greater cost of the
annual maintenance of a lightvessel. Any general
cannot be put downi, yet we
I)rinciple, therefore,
endeavour to pack the lights as outwardly as possible
on the points that are to be passed.
V. Tlie lights are di\dded into government and communal
lights ; to the first, the main part, are reckoned all
the " sea lights ;" to the latter, a few small lights,
only leading marks at the entrance to roadsteads or
harbours.
Tliis sort of lights, as far as they are
thought proper to be mentioned in the list of the
lights of the monarchy, is therein classiOed as " harbour

IV.

„

-

pay as

1,400 rdl.

-

is preferred, viz., " fixed hght mth flashes,"
the option for the rest be free and no mistaking it
for other liglits in the ^•icinity to apprehend.

if

travelling.

The coloured hght is indeed one distinction more
besides the three above mentioned to define the
character of the lights, the use of coloured light, how.
ever, weakening the lighting power, it is only applied
to a few small lights where necessary, and where these
are not to be reckoned in the category of sea-lights."

The personnel

of lower officials is distributed as follows
1st order are allowed three for a light
of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or 5th order ; two officials and for a
light of the 6th order, one official.
The localities of a few
lights established on very isolated points on unhabited
islands, whei-e it is necessary to keep boats, compel, however, to deviate from this arrangement, and to augment
the regulated number by 1-2 individuals.
Commissioned are
For the lights of the 1st, 2nd, and
3rd order, two lightkeepers (one lightmaster and one
assistant) ; for the lights of the 4th or 5th order, one lightmaster ; the official by the light of the 6th order is named
" attendant," the small and frequently quite plain apparatus
regularly not claiming a steady watch in the burning time
as necessary, if but a regular attendance be kept, and where
thus the nature of the ser\-ice not forbids the keepers to
unite another occupation as principal H\elihood with the
light service ; hence this sort of officials is sought for
among the populace in the vicinity of such lights, generally
they are post or custom officials.
To the class of servants are reckoned the 3rd official by
the lights of the 1st order, and the subalterns by the lights
of the 4th and 5th order.
The commissioned officials in the light\'essels are one
master and one mate.
The salaries for the commissioned officials are as fol-

Such
in

are tlie princi])le rules which, as mentioned
the execution, are subject to difi'erent influences,

hence they cannot be considered to

—

in\'olve

any general

l)iinciple.

XI. The lights have either lens or reflecting apparatus as
noted in the annexed hst.
(lenerally, the lens appE»
ratus are preferred, whose advantages are too often
demonstrated and too universally acknowledged as to
need being exposed. The lens apparatus will therefore, l)y-and-l)y, lie introduced in all Danish light
establishments, however, with the following three
exceptions
1. Fixed
than 180°.

:

lights,

Revohing

whose

illuminating angle

is less

of lower order than the 3rd,
such not being answerable, or of the 3rd order with
very short, 10 sec, or with very long, 2 min. flashes.
3. Harbour lights, where the use of reflecting apparatus generally is more convenient as well in reference
to the appHcation as to the attendance.
2.

—

lights

:

XII.

By

the Lights.

Tlie principal hghtkeepers (hghtmasters)
lights of the 1st and 2nd order
„ of the 3rd order
,,

...

by

,,

keeping respective two
thereof in money ; they
nor royal tkxes.

tithe

intensity

— For a light of the

lows

.,

J^

is defined according to
the speciality of the fainvay that is to be illuminated.
To make the light more powerful than necessary is,
from a state economical ])oint of \ icw, considered as
wTong as it in nautical respect could be pernicious. As
regards the mechanical arrangement of the light apparatus, the species that gii-es to the light the greatest

allowance per day

and buoy
such, and corresponding allowances when

:

.,

^^

X. The lighting power of a light

travelling
3 „
inspectors being naval officers their

light

600
350

IX. See the hst of lights, l)y which it also will ajipcar that
the coloured lights are either red or green, the red light
alwavs being jireferred to the green if the circumstances
permit of any choice.

when

The

.

the assistants obtain a

VIII. Regarding the lighting power of the light apparatus,
are in use
a, fixed hghts,
b, revolving hghts, and
c, fi-xed lights with flashes.
See the list of lights mentioned, sub 3.

:

engineer, salarj-

-

.

VII. Head lights or lights of the 1st order are considered
necessary only on such points of the coast of the
country where they have to lead in from the open sea,
lights of the 2nd and 3rd or lower order being
])erfectly sufficient for the leading or warning of the
navigation in the fairways that surroimd the islands.

VI. The inspection and control of the lights, as mentioned
in § 1, is rewarded as follows
„

.

Further, the light-masters and
piece of ground large enough for
cows or one cow, or compensation
have free lodgings and pay neither

lights." They are maintained at the cost of the respective communities.

The Ugbt

300

The servants act under the personal responsibility of
the concerned Ught-master, and may be chosen, ^^ith the
exception of those employed at the lights of the 1 st order,
among the female sex, if the circumstances will allow.
The lightmaster may, if he chooses, hire and take these
servants, to the support of which he obtains an annual
compensation of from 150 rdlr. to 180 rcUr., according to
the local circumstances.

of lights hereunto appended.

—

Note.
This list of lights
original papers.

each

free

.

-

rdl.

To the lightship masters and mates is gi\-en shipfare
during the station time of the vessel, and when laid up
in winter quarters, respective 1 rdlr. and 64 sch. dady
allowance in lieu of the fare in natura.

...
...
...
-

300

the Lightvessels.

...

2,300
63,200

-

'

677

The light assistants by all lights
The wages of the attendants are regulated

to, saj',

.
For wages
„ oil and fuel
maintenance,
ground
„

— llENllARK.

,,

of

t!xe

4th and 5th order

-

600
500
450

rdi.

each

AU the lens ajiparatus in use in the Danish light
system are on the Fresnel principle executed by the
mechanician Lepaute in Paris, always furnished with
the most recent improvements. As regards the wishedfor drawings, refer to the mechanician himself.

„
.,

XIII. Annexed, the sent

..

4

Q

3

ta'jle

tiled up.
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O.V

LIGHTS, BUOYS,

Table of Prices.

Lens light
OF THE
FIKST ORDER.

/ Consumption
\ Cost
Consumption
Wicks /

1

L^^^^^'tCost
.

149U.

5s. 6d.

in;. 1,3s. Id.
1.3-81 gallons.

J-..,

I

.

mechanical workshops

fixed
rPrice,
Ordinary' Repairs

J

-

flashing
(Trice,
Ordinary- Repairs

2/. dd.

4-2'
13-8rf.

SI.

Us. Ud.

97B
V.

'"''•°"""[w»u.{gr-"»".

c.

1.30U. 3s. 2d.

I

gallons.

1 2s. 7d.

f Price, fixed and flashing
Ordinary Repairs

Lens light
J Ol
OF the
THIRD order
I

/ Consumption
\ Cost
Wicks / Consumption
'

O"

822/. 7s. lOd.
71. Ss 6d.
1"25 gallons.

l-9d.

159/. 17s. 7d.
lid.

{Co-um_P,ion_ 318

,,..
/ Consumption
L^^'^^^MCost

gallons.

10s. 7d.
0-97'
l-6rf.

102/. Is. 7d.
3d.
1'48 gallons.
4s. Urf.
0-66'

fixed

-

rPrice,

31. "s.

Ordinary Repairs

Lens light
/ Consumption
J ni
of the
1 Cost
fifth order
Wicks r Consimi])tion
I

I

iCost

I

Reflector
LIGHTS TVITH
NINE BURNERS

0-9rf.

-

5/. Os. llrf.

Ordinary Repairs
.

j
<^

Oil

|

Consumption

5'95 gallons.

p^^^j

19s. lOrf.
2-1'

^

,

'

i

168/. 4s. 6d.

flashing

-

rPrice.

Wicks {g;','"™^*'"".

e.

14s. 2d.
0-97'

51. Os.

Ordinary Re]>airs

This

latter

mode

is

found answerable

jjarticularly for isolated establishments.

3-3(/.

fixed

-

rPrice,

Lens light
OF the
fourth order

in the eoimtry, and so are
the lanterns, which are made of bronze with transverse framing and double plate-glass panes, and
covered with a double copper cowl.
The lens apparatus are furnished by the manufactory of Lepaute in Paris, and the silvered parabolic mirrors for the lightvessels by the manufactorj- of Wilkins in London.
All the light-buildings are painted and maintained cither by agreements to different amounts
made yearly with mechanics in the vicinity, or by
contracts for several years to definite yearly

amounts.

1-2'
d.

I

AND BEACONS:

l-firf.

XX.

All materials for the light estabUshmcnts are provided either by public tenders or by contracts, are
stored at the na^y yard, and are sent off twice a
year to the light establishments.
A few lights are attended to and maintained by
contract yearly.
These contracts are successively rescinded, a
direct administration being considered more answerable.

All materials for the lights are, before being put in
by a committee, of which the engineer
a member.
Each lot of oil is tested by burning
in test-lamps for the special purpose, and if the lamps
bum free for 20 hours, without much charring of the
wick, the oil for the rest being limpid, haWng a fresh
odour, and being free from acid, which is tested by
lacmus-paper, it is accepted. The whole stock of oil
is consumed within nine months after the testing.
The wicks and glass-chimneys are tested by comparing
the same to pattern checked for the purpose. The
woof in the wicks is made of untwined silk and the
warping of bro«Ti cotton.
store, tested
is

XXI., XXII. .\!1 light establishments, lightships, beacons,
and floating marks are subject to inspection once a
The brick-towers, where used as day-marks,
year.
are kept whitewashed as far as thought necessary for
the furtherance of the purpose, otherwise the natural
stone-colour is preserved
all the iron towers are
painted white with red upper parts (caps); all the
lightvessels have the outer-side of the hull painted
red, with a white cross, in the horizontal part of wliich
the name of the station is set in black Roman letters.
The beacons are generally painted black or tarred, and
the floaring-marks, namely the buoys, are painted with
such colours as are regarded the most agreeable to the
purj)ose,
In the annexed
the guidance of mariners.
list of buoys the different colours given to buoys, perch
buoys, &c. may be seen.
;

rPrice,

SiDERAL
REFLECTOR
LIGHT WITH
ONE BURNER.

-

"^

'fixed

Ordinary Repairs
J

r\i

i^''

r

2/. 4s.

Consumption

icost

-

4/. 9s. Srf.

-

|^Wicks{g^7"^.''*'°".

1

lOd.

'49 gallons.

4s. lUrf.

0-33'
0-39rf.

selection of the lighting apparatus we seek to
obtain the greatest possible difference in the lighting
effect between contiguous lights principally by alter-

XIV. Tn the

XV.

nating with fixed lights, revolving Ughts, and. where
For further
necessary, with fixed lights with flashes.
distinction are also used different dinsion of time for
the ap]iarition of flashes, varying from ten seconds to
two minutes. Coloured lights as mentiond in X. are
avoided, namelv. as regards the principal fairways.
As regards the' height of the light of the lighthouses
it is adopted the same in new lights not to exceed 180
feet

Danish measure.

ventilation of the lanterns is regulated hy 3 to .5
brass ventilators pro^•ided in the parapet wall beneath
the lantern, and by a turn-cap on the summit of the
cowl of the lantern.' The products of the combustion
are through copper-pipes furnished with dampers carried
from the lamps up into a great vertical cojjper tube,

XVI. The

*

which opens in the turn-cap mentioned above, and, by
openings in the sides, can take up any vitiated air
The smoke from the stove is
in the lantern room.
by other copper pipes carried through the cowl, and
In order
to the end of the tube a turn-cap is fitted.
to pre\-ent the lantern panes from being coated with
dew and ice during the mnter, the lanterns in the

greater lighthouses are pro\-ided with double plateglass panes, between which chlorcalcium is put in
order to attract the moisture that might force its way
in between the panes.
X\'II., XVIII. For the light-flames is with very few exceptions no other illuminating stuff in use than best
refined rape-seed

XIX.

h.

oil.

the lighthouse buildings, lightvessels, and aU
materials belong to the na^'y yard, and the maintenance thereof is provided by the same.
The lightvessels are built and equipped at the
na\'y yard.
The buildings are erected by contract with
mechanics throughout the country and the materials are principally delivered by public tenders.
All apparatus, the lens apparatus and reflectors
for the lightvessels excepted, are made in the

a. .\11

—

XXIII. In the year 1854,

a plan to an adequate coherent
illumination of the fairways of the monarchy has been
elaborated by a Commission appointed for the purpose
this plan has been approved of by the ministry, and
endeavours are continually made for carrying it into
effect.

The plan gives for each singular establishment the
order and class of the light apparatus, the character
or hghting effect of the Ught, the height of the lightflame over tlie level of the sea, and the range of the
lighting.
.\s to future experiments with new illuminating stuffs and other essential improvements and
changes in the method at present in general use, we
cede to the greater nations to try such, ado|)tmg but
the results which have proved practicable and answerable for the development of the light system, either
through the initiative of the light-engineer, propositions from committees O. T. L., or by immediate
ministerial resolution.

As regards the development of the buoy system,
the buoy inspectors have the initiative relative to the
improvement of the material, and concerning propositions to the placing of new seamarks, such are
generally made by the officers of the na\T, who generally are detached on sun'eys in our waters ; none of
the mentioned arrangements, however, can be put in
operation without authorization of the ministr\-.
observations of the barometer, of the psychrometer, of the appearance of the air, the direction and
force of the wind, are made in the Danish lighthouses at 7 and 10 a.m., at noon, and at 2, 4, II p.m.
The quantity of rain-water fallen is emptied at 9 a.m.

XXIV. The

XXV.

Signals indicating to passing ships the state of the

made from any point on the coast of the
monarchy, nor from the lightships, as notice for the
entrance into a few friths on the western coast, and
for the post steamers in Korsor harbour, a few common
tide are not

'

EEPLIES TO FOREIGN QUESTIONS.
optical tele^aphical means are put up, which, however,
The
are of no interest for the navigation in general.

annexed drawing shows the signal-system
Korsor harhour.

Strom-Sigxaler

in use in

Postdampskibene ved Korsob
Havne-Indlob.

for

D^^g-Signale^.

Indf^aaende Strom
tJdeaaende Strom
Stilie

3 Balloner

i

Top

1 Ballon i Top.
1 Ballon
paa

Vand

faalv

Gives

med Lanterner

som

nedenunder

vust.

Stang.

Bodt Flag over Bal-

haard
Dalmindelig
Strom.
Bliv udenfor Havnen
til

lonerne.
2 Balloner heist trters

over Stangeu.

Signalet forandres,

Bliv udenfor

Ha

til

Sigualet

*"-»

forandres

A

\

"^

/

I'^

'

V

-\

Bliv udenfor HaTnen til Sigaalet
foraudi-es.

XXVI.

Neither are fog-signals given from the shore;
the lightship masters are, however, instructed to
let a gong be struck in such cases, five minutes at
a time, ^vith an interval of five minutes.

XXVII. Drawing of Skagen light, hereunto annexed.
a. The materials of the Skagen light-buildings

is

yeUow, hard-burnt bricks, the exterior course
of masonry in the tower excepted, which is

made

of red Dutch fire-bricks (eUnkers). The
is rich Faxo lime and sharp granulated
sand, in the proportion of six sands to one lime.
The fundament is laid %vith pommerian timbers
viz. 264 piles of ^J- inch, and a timber frame of
^\ inch pommerian timber. Upon this are set
two entire courses 18 inch cleft granite stone,
and thereupon as high as to the surface of the
ground five circular courses of cut granite stone
in bond of union, and
the interior laid with
burnt bricks. The socle is made of cut granite
stone, all the bands, benches, the platform and
coping-stones on the parapet wall of Bremen
sand-stone.
The oil-room is arranged in the ground-floor of
the principal building, and surrounded by
double walls, stone-floor and vault of masonry,
and iron door, so as to be fire and frost proof.
Where the localities permit thereof the oil-cellar
is arranged under ground in the corridor building that unites the dwellings with the tou'er.
Every six months the quantity of oil and lime
of Vienna as necessary for the consumption in
nine months is delivered, and yearly what other
articles are wanted for the consumption in 15

mortar

m

b.

e.

months.

As

to the store of bght-inventory, see

accompanying
d.

e.

list.

£

s.

the
d.

Salary of principal lightkeeper 56 1 6
Salarj- of the assistant
28
9
Ughters
22 8 7
- 104 13
Consumption of oil 5
Glass-chimneys, wicks, cleansing material, inventory, &c.
1
4 4
Freightage and postage
5 12 2
Maintenance of the buildings 44 17 2
The price of the lens apparatus for the Skagen
light, being a fixed light of the 1st order,
1,644;. 2s.

/.

The

cost of the light establishment of Skagen
nounts, viz.
:

—

—DENMARK.
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The Inioys iivf of different sizes, suited to tlie localities
in the fairvvays where they are employed, the length of the
"(Spidstcendcrne) thus being 13, 'J, fi, and 4
feet, u-itha diameter over" the middle of oj, 44, 3}. and 2

The

the length of the bottle-shaped buoys is 9, 7, 5, and
4 feet, with a diameter at the bottom of respective 4h, 3J,
feet

dra^vings thus showng :
1, a Peacock's buoy.
2, an upright floating iron nun
3, an upright floating, 13 feet,

No.
No.
No.

nun buoys

No.

4,

an ordinary nun buoy for summer or winter

use.

3i,

sorts differ

from those

summer use but

therein that the staves are
lengthways over the whole, coated with band iron to the
very points, which are coated with thin iron plates, to prevent the ice from cutting the wood and breaking the staves.
Besides through the different size and form, the buoys
are distinguished through different colour, and where the
circumstances make it desirable for further guidance for
the navigation, also through one or another distinction
l)repared for

buoy (Spidstoende).
nun buoy of oaken

staves.

;

and 24 feet.
The buoys for winter use of both

:

painted on the buoy, or through one of those top-marks
buoys mentioned in the " general review."
From the above given dimensions and shapes differ,
however, a little the nun buoys made of iron plate, which
altogether are 12 ( feet long, with a diameter of towards
4 feet on the broadest.
These iron buoys and all the 13 feet nun buoys are
the stability necessary for
floating in an u])right position
this pur])Ose is provided through a fixed bottom ai)plied at
a certain height from the foot-end, thus furnishing them
with a comijartinent into which the water may run through
holes managed in the lower end of the buoy.
The attendance to the floating marks, as far as the circumstances allow, is placed under the loi'al control of the
coasters in the neighbourhood, who keep boats, against an

for the perch

;

annual reward.
In the eastern

district, where the boats ordinarily are
small and at some places unfit for the managing of the
larger and more ponderous sea marks, together with their
mooring apparatus, the perch buoys as more transportable
are used for marking.
In the western district, where boats well fitted for the
attendance of the larger marks are not wanting, and where
besides it is in the interest of the navigation that both sides
of the principal fairwavs, cut deeji in between the islands
and the sands, are distinguished through high showing
marks, distinguishal)le at a long distance in the hollow
in this district the perch
sea setting in under a sea storm
buoys are not emjiloved, but in a few small fairways not
much used, and in the inner part of the by-passages where
sea and current are less strong than in the outer-passages.
;

Where in the list it is not noted to the respective marks,
that they are taken in during the \\-inter or changed for
sjiecial winter marks, they still lie out all the year round,
and are only taken in for inspection, during which they are
The use of the 5 and (i feet
replaced by spare marks.
iron-tipped" winter buoys, formerly employed only in the
southern part of the western district, for replacing of the
more expensive 7 and !) feet buoys, is, however, of late,
from economical points of vkw, extended for replacing also
of the rest of the 7 and i* feet buoys in the district,
denoting points that are kept marked during ihe winter,
with exception only of the few buoys of the often mentioned dimensions, which instead of the Peacock's buoys
are used as winter entrance marks, and on account of this
special purpose not easily to be changed for less
showing marks.
That we may effect the yearly shifting necessarj' for the
inspection, and thorough drying of the floating .marks, we
have two sets of buoys and perch buoys.
The reserve goods are kept in what are called buoy
magazines, whose site is chosen in such a manner that the
distribution of the marks therefrom can be made speedily
and conveniently. Such magazines are in Copenhagen,
Dragor. Elsinor,"KaUundborg, Svendborg, on the Isle of
Lcesb, in Xorby and Sijnderho, on the Isle of Fanii, at List,
on the Isle of Amrum, in Husum, and in Horst, near

their

Busuni.
All floating marks but the ^Tnter perch buoys, are laid
do-mi in slack mooring, the length of which is determined
according to the nature of the bottom, the force of the
current and the sea, that in stormy weather most frequently
Hence the moorings for the marks
prevails in the fairway.
in the eastern district are always at least twice as long as
the depth, and in the western about four times as long as
the depth.
The winter perch buoys, because of the particular manner
in which they are made to float, must stand in tight
mooring.
The annexed drawings give but the necessary explanations of the consti-uction of each particular sort, not the
different dimensions of each sort, the size not having influence on the principle of construction.

No. 5 and

6, a bottle buoy for summer, and another
for winter use ; and
No. 7, a summer and winter perch buoy.
Concerning these marks, their moorings and their original

cost,

is ti5

remark,

1. The uprights and stanchions are wooden, of a
light construction and tipped with iron bands, the buoy itself
consisting of iron plates 1 inch thick, rivetted together

No.

over an iron keel, eighing about 250 lb. serving as ballast.
The weight, however, being too light to give the buoy
the necessary stabihty, 4 pig-irons a 100 lb. are of late
added, rivetted to the keel on both sides, but these are not
shown in the drawing.
The mooring chain is It inch in diameter, and 20 fathoms
long, the anchor is a flat, rough hewn granite stone of
about 1,000 lbs. weight, to which a smaller stone of about
50()ll)s. is backed by chain i inch in diameter, and 15
fathoms long. The buoy seldom possessing ])ower sufficient to stretch the moorings chain of about 1,350 lbs.
weight, and whicli ordinarilj- bores itself into the soft
ground, and through the thereby lessened swing room
easily is exposed to part under a gale suddenly sprung up ;
3 or 4 buoys of such supporting power, that the chain is
kept from sinking too deej) in the sand, are distributed
on a length of about 14 fathoms from the anchor stone.
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, and G. As mentioned above, the means

of trans])ort in the eastern district make troublesome, yea,
forbid the employment of bulky sea marks in the fairways
With special regard hereto, the taper,
of the district.
nowhere else employed, iron nun buoys, of about 1,600 lbs.
weight, sketch No. 2, are constructed.
The buoys are made of iron ])lates rivetted together,
haWng three compartments, the one above the other, separated by iron platforms and united by angle rings. I'he
two u])per compartments are watertight, and the bottom
separating, one from another has in the middle a hole, with
a screw cover, of such a width that a man in case of repair
may pass through it. The lower verj' narrowed and funnelformed com])ertment is, on the contrary, o])en beneath, in
order to allow the entering of the water, the outer rim
being, moreover, ])ro\ided with small holes, through which
the air is forced out by the pressure of the water by degrees
The upper plate of the
as it rises in the compartiDcnt.
buoy carrying a holster for the top perch, and being of the
same diameter as the abo\e-mcntioned covered hole, is
inserted in the upper angle ring by ta]) screws, and packed
with cement. In the upper compartment of the buoy the
plates are of vaths, in the middle of xV''*' ^"'^
*''* lower
of -j-jths inch iron.
At present these buoys are used only for denoting some
of the most dangerous shoals in the district, but successively, the circumstances allowing thereof, they will get a
more extended employment. They are lying out during
the winter without being changed for special winter marks,
as it appears that the same, though sometimes injured or
dragged away by the ice, seldom are totally lost, but are in
the spring found either hanging about the moorings or
thrown up on the nearest coast, towards which the watertight com])artments and the narrow fairways where they are

™

may have conti-ibuted.
In contradistinction to the iron nun buoys is showTi in
drawing. No. 3 ; a nun buoy, likewise constructed for
floating in an upright position, of such a form as expcnence
has proved the most answerable for nun buoys, and as
generally the totality of the buoy material in the western

used

district

made

of oaken staves.

In the buoys of this description, the water penetrates into
the ballast room, through some holes made in the staves.
In the list of the perch buoys this sort of buoys is noted
only under No. current 44 and 150, but of late their number has much increased. They are very striking, and are,
as the above-mentioned iron nun buoys, made farther distinguishable by a top sign, generally consisting in a balloon
of basket-make or iron bands set up on a short perch.
As the iron nun buoys, these buoys are used for denotation of the most dangerous shoals, and besides for marking
of the turning points from the principal passages into their
ramifications, but they are always taken in during the
xv-inter, as the ice othennse would act detrimentally upon
them. Some are then replaced by perch buoys, or by six
feet nun buoys floating in the ordinary manner, as shown
in the drawing No. 4, whose apex however is not provided
v.-ith a top sign, such a one with difficulty living in the ice,

EEl'LIES TO

The

whereas all the staves are close bound with hoop
applied in such a manner, as shown in the drawing No. 6,
representing a bottle-shaped buoy, on the one side of which
the binding is shown as it is applied to the buoys of both
sorts, confectioned specially for winter use.
The mooring chain of the iron nun buoys is made of
14 inch chain. The anclior is a cast square iron sinker,
weighing about 2,500 lbs.
For the l.'i feet nun buoys are used chains of 1 inch in
diameter, and for the !) and 7 feet buoys chains of ^ inch in
The anchor for these marks is a somewhat flatdiameter.
irons,

hewn granite stone, weighing at least 8OI) lbs.
The mooring chains for the other sea buoys,

summer

or cask buoys, are

'i

prices,

are as follows

681
moormg

without top signals and

4

as for the

inch in diameter, and the

weighs between 400 and 600 lbs.
the winter buoys are commonly used ^ inch chains.

do.

,.

summer

a

,,

balance lead
a winter perch buoy
feet winter buoy
a

„
„
„

„

6

„

5

460
470
173
150

-

80
50

-

-

-

150
120
65

.

50

-

-

-

-

.80

.

.
-

'.)

7

Rdr.

.

perch buoy with bands and

„

„
„

sinkers for the floating marks are either |)rovided with an eye bolt, soldered into a hole bored for the
purpose, or encompassed with an iron band, provided with
an eye for the shackhng on of the chain.
No. 7. The buoy for the summer perch buoys is five
feet long, its bottom having a diameter of about three feet.
In the lower part of the Inioy is a fixed bottom plate
adjusted, ftu-nished, as the upright floating 13 feet nvm
buoys, with holes in the side for the flowing in of the water.
Under the summit of tlie buoy is, moreover, hung up a sonamed balance lead of 150 llis. weight, which ordinarily has
the shape as shown in the sketch.
In the log or winter perch buoy the log is not, as before,
made of solid wood, but of water-tight fir sta\'es joined
By this im])rovetogether, encompassed with iron bands.
ment this floating mark is made lighter and made to ride

The stone

apparatus,

...

:

For a Peacock's buoy
.
.
„ an iron nun buoy
„ a 13 feet nun buov of oaken staves
!»
do'.
„
(i
do.
„
4 „
do.
!) feet bottle-shaped buoy
„
do.
7 „
5 „
do.

.Htone sinl<er
i'or

DENMARK.

FOREIGN QUESTIONS.

do.
do.

-

do.

-

-

.

.

.

The annual expenditure on the whole
establishment in both districts
following sums
:

30 a 40
225
180

.

-

may

-

125

.

95

mark

floating sea

be put

down

to the

....

4,470

-

.

(),547

-

12,800

Administrative cost
Local attendance
Maintenance of the materials

-

Rilr.

23,817

Of which

1,000 rdr. maybe put down for salvage
and transport expenses for the picked up marks.

money

better.

Of the perch buoys of this descri[)tion the log perch buoy
the most used, because it costs the least and stands the
The cask buoy is therefore only laid down on
spots where the current is so strong as to draw those under,
or the bottom so steepto, that the log yierch buoy at tight
mooring is exposed to the risk of being lost.
The length of the perches of the buoys do never exceed
18 feet on the cask buoys, seldom 15 feet on the log buoy.
In the eastern district are used a few iron buoys of the
same construction as the Peacock's buoys, but to a lesser
scale, for supporting a perch of IS feet mth top signal.
The marks ride excellent, but are, however, not to be preferred to the cask buoys, v,'hich are very distinguishable and
by far less expensive than the iron buoys.
As the log or mnter perch buoys are to float with the
upper iron band of the cone in the very edge of the water,
and thus ha\'e to be laid do\ra in a quite tight mooring,
their dimensions are to be determined according to the
different depths whete they are used.
To the one shown in the sketch arc given dimensions for
a depth of 12 feet, such being the ordinary depth in whicli
perch buoys are applied in the pilot fairways.
In this de])th tlie shackle fitted to the end of tlie root
pole is put directly to the sinker.
Is this sort of perch buoys to be used in dejiths above li'
and towards 18 feet, only such a length of chain is shackled
to as the respective depths exceed 12 feet
but from a depth
of 18 feet and above it will be agreeable to the jnirpose at
the same time to make the root pole and the cone each of
them two feet longer, and the diameter above of the latter
two feet greater than the sketch has it.
Is the perch buoy laid down in more t'han 24 feet water
it is, moreover, to be observed that the portion of the mooring longer than to a depth of 24 feet be made of rope, that
the cone may have the power to bear the weight of the
mooring. The rope is then shackled to the chain.
For depths under 1 2 to 8 feet, the minimum in which
marks of this description are laid down, the nature of the
ground for the rest being such as to allow of ajiphang poles,
from the length of the root pole to the sketch are then to
be drawn two feet and from the length of the cone one foot,
as the diameter of the cone at the upper edge can be then a
couple of inches smaller.
In order to diminish the top heaviness the perch ought
to be made a few, at least two, feet shorter, and the jiortion
of the root pole showing al)ove the cone, six inch shorter
and 5 inch smaller than shown in the sketch.
To the mooring cham is ordinarily given not above J inch
in diameter, and the weight of the, stone sinker ought not
to exceed about 900 lbs.
Concerning the durabiUty of the totality of the floatmg
marks, supposing that they be managed aiid attended to as
intimated above, it may, as to the oaken buoys, especially
the larger, be put down to 20 years at least and as to the
winter perch buoys to about 12 years as to the Peacock's
buoys and the iron buoys, sufficient experience is not as yet

XXIX None

is

ice well.

;

;

;

made

in this respect.

II.

of the denoted distinctions

pre^-ail

in the

marking system of the monarchy ; but the buoying of
the pUot-fairways, and of the entrances to the harbours
and roadsteads is ordinarily subjected to the respective
])ilot stations and harbour authorities, though generally
imder the control of the buoy inspectors.
As a general rule concerning the marking of the
fairways with floating mark, observe

—

In the eastern buoy district.

Entering into friths and passages the direction of
is north and south, or east and west, the perch
buoys with black or red perches, coming from north

wliich

or east, according to the du'ection of the fairway, are
kept on the starboard, and those with white perches
on the larboard side.
In the " Sound " all the buoys are laid down in
the western side of the passages, numbered with white
cyphers, as the list shows it.
Where the position of the jicrcb buoy brooms is not
mentioned, the brooms are bound ujnvards.
Ill

the tvestern

buoy

district, observe

:

Entering from the sea into the passages, the black
buoys and perch buoys with brooms are kept on the
starboard, the white buoys and perch buoys on the
larboard side.

The

larger poles (spiirbaaker) are kept in the

same

manner.

The passage

to Hjerting is in this respect considered
as a continuation of (iraadyb, and the passage to
Romo, Hoierlbbet, and Listerlei as a continuation of
Listerdyb.
The black buoys, only a few excepted, are bottleshaped, and the white ])ointed at both ends. The black

Roman cliiffres, the white with
black Roman letters. On the leading marks the name
of the inlet for wliich they are placed, is ]iainted in
are denoted with white

Roman

writing.
These signs are applied in such a
as readUy to be seen from passing sliips.
In the " Leierne," on the coast of Slesmck, the
smaller jjoles (stikbaaker), coming from south are kept
on the larboard hand.
The entrance-pole for each
" Leie " is marked with two brooms set horizontally.
seamark ha\'ing a balloon as top sign, the diameter of which being under li foot, the same in the
list is called " kurv" (basket).

manner

A

In the passages within the islands winter buoying
not kept ; the poles, however, remain out, and are
completed in the spring as far as they during the
winter have been cut away by the ice.
The sands in this buoy district being frequently
subjected to small alterations, one or more floating
is

marks must very often be removed

into other land-

marks, hence the positions of the floating marks given
in the list are not quite pei-manent.

4R

APrEXniX TO UEFOKT ON LIGHTS,

682
4.

The papers

in original of

which the translations sent

/(.Each ship has a crew of

See the annexed drawings and description.

place only at the end of the stational
year, and is voluntary.
From the first days of March to ult. December, if
frosty weather not forces her to quit the station
sooner.
Such is the stational time for all the
lightships, except the one stationed in " Ljeso

./.

—

original papers.

b. Floating Lights.

I.

Its masts.

c.

Its

(/.

moorings.

The method of mooring.
and e. The moorings consist of mushrooms an-

d.

he weighed through

it

— ftu-ther an iron

The illimiinating apparatus in position.
The apparatus shown in the drawing

wicks 25

a

new

;

one, and of English construction, with eight
parabolic silvered reflectors. The most ancient
apparatus as yet in use in two of the Danish
lightships are com])osed of many small common
lamps, each jirovided with a small brass concave
reflector, and swinging by balance-rings, in a
simple copper lantern c. IS inches high.
The
lanterns are placed together, one close to another, in an iron basket surrounding the mast.
g. The mode of susjiending the lantern, and
of susjiending the lamps is shown in
//. The mode
the sketch.
II. a.

The name of the hghtship
latitude

position,

its

1

1

h.

" Kobbergrunden," and
57° 8' 30" N., longitude

is

named

being

whose

after

respective

their

g.

No

Note.

The annual

The Russian Hydrographical Department has the honour

The Upturn was accompanied by drawings of buoys
Note.
and beacons, but as there appeared to be nothing unusual in
their form or
construction the drawings are not inserted.
prfserred with similar documents.

of

White

.Sea

Lighthouses.

White Sea lighthouses

is

a naval
of the

subordinated to the Commander
port of Archangel, and his technical part dependent
from the Hydrographical Department.
'I'he keepers are selected from the officers of the
officer,

L2L

pilot corps.

monthly.

960

rdlr.

—This return

«-as

accompanied by books marked—

Fortegnelse over Somwrkerne i det Danske Monarki,
&c., 1855, which contains a list of sea marks.
2.

Fortegnelse over Fyrene i det Danske Monarki, 1854,
list of lights.

which contains a
3.

Books containing regulations for inspection, cleansing
and general service and
The papers in origmal of which the translations sent

of apparatus,
4.

;

U

S S
II.

By

A

I

All the materials are bought on the sums
ns of
Department. The cost of maintainmg them
year 1858 is,

con-

tract.

"1

Grease, 2,628|lbs., cost

/ 164 glass tubes,

White kid

Inform.^tioxs about

rdlr.

cost of ^^etualling averages

are printed.

the informations about the White Sea lighthouses. The difficulty is in the translation, but if the
reports about the state of the lighthouses can be of any
use, sent to the Royal Commission as they are, in the
Russian language, they may be sent immediately.

The Superintendent

12 „

1.

to forward

I.

l(i
„
80 „

-

BoCHER.
SUENSON.

life-boats attjiched.

will be

-

Copenhnguc, Marine-Ministry,
Admiralty Department, March 23, I860.

site

lO.-ll

Thvy

-

In the last five years, the following lightships have
been forced to quit their respective stations, viz.
The lightship in the L;es6 Rende, three times.
Knoben (Anholt), once.
Kobbergrunden. three times.
„
Tlie moorings having parted, always in rigorous
weather, and on autumn or winter clays.

.

the list shows.
b. The h'dl is oaken, copper boltted and coppered.
r. See the list of lights.
d. The vessel is fitted with four sails, see the sketch.
e. Two common anchors weighing 90Olbs., with two
In case of the
lengths 91) fathoms 1 inch chain.
moorings ])arting, the ship has either to seek the
nearest harbour until new moorings can be sent
her, or she may anchor at her ships' anchors.
/. The stations of the lightshii)s are too isolated as to
hold communication with the shore by any sort of
signalling, the necessary communication being
jierformed through their own tenders, of which
each ship has two, or through coasting vessels in
regular turns, paid by contract.
stations,

-

6 rdlr.

1

Boy

128

L'O'

lightships

Cook and sailor

5 Sailors a

30"E. of Greenwich, in the Kattegatt,
south of the ground of the same name. All the
1'^

1

rdlr.

The annual

cost of repairs to illuminating apparatus
averages 80 rdlr.
/. The estimated annual expenditure on maintaining
the floating light in a state of complete efficiency
in a period of eight years, is about 1,500 rdlr.
y. The scale of wages ])aid to the crew is accommodated
to the actual one in the merchant slii[)ping, which
at present is as follows, per inonth
1 t'arpenter
- 20 rdlr.

buoy.

is

The eonsum|)tion

e.

chors a3,3001bs.,with Ki.") fathoms 1 j inch chain,
divided for convenience into 15 lengihs, these
lengths are sliackled together in the customary
way ; to each mooring belongs a buoy chain
J inch in diameter, in order that the anchor may
/.

Rende," and in the "Drogden," that remain at
the station as long as the ice shall permit.
of oil averages annually 2,900 potts
and of wicks 210 ells.
u. The cost
of the hull of the lightship averages
3(5,455 rdb. 64 sch.
b. The cost of the illuminating apparatus with appurtenenccs is H,314 rdlr. S.'i sch.
c. The cost of the vessel, when com]>lete for service,
exclusii'e of victualling and lighting stores, also
exclusive of light-apparatus, is 49,833 rdlr. 1 1 sch.
d. The annual cost of oil averages 1,200 rdlr., and of

k.

Anne.\ed three drawings litr. A, B, C, of the newest
Danish lightship, showing,
a. The hull, as coloured, its dimensions and lines,
with sections showing the internal arrangements.
b. Its draught of water.

e.

men, master and mate

1(1

Relief takes

i.

Copies of instructions for the light and floating
sea-mark establishment, with regulations for the management of the lights hereunto annt-.\ed.
These instructions are preserved with the
Note.

I.

:

inclusive.

are printed.

XXX.
XXXI.

AND BKACONS

13U0YS,

(id.

each

leather

...

Linen, 60 yards, for towels

Wine and

spirit for clearing

lantern

tubes and

Cotton wicks, 235 dozens
Cloth

Hempseed

oil,

2394i: lbs.

Soap, 261bs.
Black cement, 201bs.

White

rosin, 51bs.

Turpentine, 41bs.

White lead, 251bs.
Chalk
Lead in pieces and

-

in sheets, 301bs.

—RUSSIA,

REPLIES TO FOREIGX QUESTIONS.

£
Pe%vter, lOlbs.

-

Sal ammoniac, 51bs.
Iron wire

-

25 barrels for ^ease
26 iron lamps
2 pumps

-

s.

d.

2
9
16

-

1

2

of

'il.

16s. is

annually paid.
III. Tliere are four lighthouses in the \\Tiite Sea:

Mon-

To remount

-

tbe refractors a

sum

lighthouses, where the fogs are often
seen, a bell is appUed to the tower, which is heard
in calm weather at 12 miles from the lee side.

6
10

1

TABLE.
White Sea Lighthouses.
fPrice.

Moudiuga,

mth

dinga, Tijginsk, Morjovski, and Orloo.
VI. There is one keeper in each lighthouse, selected from
the pilot corps officers ; their salaries are from

£60 to £70.
VIII. All are fixed.
IX. Colours are white.
XV. The extreme height above the level of the sea
feet
is

higher, for

;

many

14

'^^'"P^'-

r

Consumption

1

t Cost

1

gallons.

1/.

J Consumption
"
I Cost

[wicks

16s. 18rf.

5; dozens.

From

200

1st August to 1st October, during 606 hours
is lighted by fish-oil, and from 1st October to
November, 470 hours 5 minutes, dming the cold weather,
vdth hempseed oil.

climatical reasons the light

1st

pood (40 jjounds) ; in 10 lamps burns about
a pound an hour ; but at a low temperature the
grease becomes too thick, and therefore from the
1st October they burn hempseed oil, which costs

with 16

L

I

1st

1st

Cost

-

-

/ Consumption
"I Cost

,

L

From

.

/Consumption

I

-.Tr:

August

to

1st

October

fPrice.

Government workmen.

with 7

Oil and grease are tested by burning them in the
lamps.
XXI. The lighthouses are painted every year, or every two
years.
The buoys are painted every year with oil

Ordinary repairs.

|

^ou

lamps.

-.^r-

I

-{Cr""''"':"
,

I^Wicks

From

paint.

1st

tober to 1st

21. As.

6^ dozens.
lOfrf.

-

grease; from

oil.

—
—
:iia^

/ Consumption

-jcogt

2J dozens.

-

_

.

August to 1st October fish
November hempseed oil.

grease

;

^^

from

following instruments are in the four hghthouses
one barometer, one thermometer, one
compass, one eye-glass, one artificial magnet, and

p.

,

Ordinary repairs.

.

Oc-

I

'

:

J

/ Consumption

ni

""^

15 lam ' )s

making meteorological observa-

1st

—
—

fPrice.

XXIV. The

gallons.
2d.

-

fish -oil

October to 16th November hempseed

Morjovetz,

m

repairs.

J Oil

lamps.

XX.

are left to the

Ordinary

|

for a

4rf. a pound.
Tlie lighthouses in the White Sea were constructed
by contract, but all the repairs are made by the

—

fPrice.
Tijginsk,

;

instructions for

repairs.

Oil

<;

badly seen.

XXIT. Entering from sea the red beacons
right, and black to the left.

Ordinary

|

41 minutes,

is

XVII. From 1st August to 1st October the oil generally
burned is fish and animal grease, and from Ist
October to the end Oi' naWgation hempseed oil.
XVIII. Grease. weU cleaned, burns well costs about 14s.

XIX.

683,

XXVI. At Orlov

14

-

HOLLAND.

1
'

ITT-

,

^^^'^'^^

tions.

f

^°^^

'

Consumption

"icost

-

-

12i gallons.

'

^^-

-

6 dozens.

-

lOirf.

'*

^''•

ll.-HOLLAND.
{Translated from the Dutch.)

Statements

relative

to

Coast Lights and

Buoys and Beacons
I.

I.

II.

solely in the

of the coast lights, buoys,

and beacons

hands of Government.

of the West Kapelle coast hght.
In 1858 the North Hinder floating hght was placed.
It furnishes in that position a most excellent point of
observation for the jiassage of vessels which are proceeding (rom the North Sea to the English Channel and
back ; and it is further serviceable for touching at the
coast of Holland and the sea entrances further to the
southward
its circle of light joins that of the large

This management rests with the minister for the
marine, under whom there is an inspector general
and seven inspectors (in as many districts) who are
charged with the direction and superintendence of this
branch of the service. They are responsible to the before-mentioned minister.
The costs for the construction and maintenance of
lighthouses, floating lights, buoys, and beacons are
placed yearly on the list of Government expenses.
The material costs of maintenance amounted in

1858 to

;

coast lights there.

V. In the Netherlands the following

:—

exists, viz.

Lights

-

b.

Buoys

-

c.

Beacons

a.

-

-

f.

a.

55,958

-

.34,050

-

4,700

b.

4

classification of lights

:

Coast hghts.
River and shore lights.

c. Harbour lights.
The harbour hghts, generally speaking,

A list

of the coast and shore lights is hereunto annexed
under letters A. and B.
IV. In the selection of positions for lighthouses, the principle is generally adopted that the coast lights should,
in the first place, be fixed in positions the most import.ant to mariners as points of obser\-ation on shore,
and, in the second place, be coimected with the buoys
which point out the entrances from the sea.
On account of the numerous lights on the coast of
the Netherlands, which are placed in such a manner
that the circle of lights intersect each other, or at
least touch upon one another, thei-e is no necessity for
floating lights in the outer roads or neighbourhood
thereof.
They might easily become confused with the

III.

on the coast, or be placed too far within the
circle of lights of one or other of the coast hghts, and
where they would be entirely superfluous.
But it has been long the conviction in the Netherlands that it would be of great service to na^ngation in
general to place a floating light in the North Sea neaithe North Hinder Bank, eight leagues to the westward
lights

placing

Netherlands.

Coast Lights, Buoys, and Beacons.

The management
is

in the

are only

of local importance, and are excluded from the cares
of Government, appertaining to the direction of the
authorities of the community where they are situated.
In this respect an exception is alone made when
a harbour light is at the same time required for tidal
navigation.
(See the Lists A. and B. mentioned before in Article

in.)
VI. In providing for the necessary service two or three
keepers are placed with each liglit, under one foreman,
who is responsible for the proper care of the light to
the inspector of the district who has the management
of the lights.

R
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into the weight of similar quaUties by

Each river or shore light is attended by one keeper,
under the superintendence of the inspector of the

Other stores are tested by comparing them with the
patterns and models on hand.

district.

Iron lighthouses are painted every other year ; wooden
structures for lights every three years ; floating light
'I'he
vessels yearly ; buoys and beacons twice a year.
materials for |)aint consist of white lead, yellow ochre,

XXI.

.

of a free residence.

XI.

— X.

For the purpose of distinguishing the coast Ughts
there are two kinds,— fi.\ed lights and revolving lights,
as mentioned in the lists under Article III.
Flashing lights and coloured lights are not made
use of along the Netherland coast.

AH

coJSt

the

and inner

lights, revolving as well as

fixed, are catadiojitric, dioptric, or catoptric, as
tioned in the lists in Article III.

The

men-

])reference is given in this country to the cata-

apparatus for lights.

dio])tric

is manufactured and furnished
Mr. Henry Lepaute, of Paris, according to the
model by Fresnel.
The required statement, filled uj), is annexed under

XII.. XIII. This apparatus
l)y

letter C.

XIV. In order to make the improvements available which
have been introduced from time to time in the apparatus for lights, they renounced the catoptric apparaand then cm-

tus in the Netherlands for the dioptric,
ployed the catadioptric.

XV.

Sixty Netherland ells (metres) above the level of the
sea is considered to be the extreme height which
should be given to a coast lighi; ; although a height
of forty-five ells (metres) is usually considered sufficient.

.\VI. The best mode of ventilating the lanterns of the
coast lights is considered and carried into practice by
the introduction of air-holes into the lantern foot of
those lights which light up to the entire hoi-izon, and
of brass ventilating slides (according to sketch under
letter D.) in the dark divisions of lanterns for hghts
which light uj) only a portion of the horizon.

XVII. Purified

rajieseed

oil

(patent

oil)

is

used for the

Ughts.

No other kind of lights
land coast lights.

XVIII.

XIX.

a.

is

made

use of for Nether-

that the construction of lighthouses, with
tlie magazines and dwelling houses, according to a
statement and drawing furnished, is publicly
dis]K)Sed of; a mode of proceeding generally
employed in Government works, and has produced a good result, liecause the execution thereof
takes place under intelligent and careful superin-

The

rule

is

tendence by practical men.

The same method
beacon tops.
A statement

is

resorted to for obtaining

annexed, under

letters

E and

F,

of the usual conditions by public tender for the
various contracts, and f(n" the construction of

Government marine works.
The stipidations are usually made with
to the nature of the works.
The North Hinder floating

i.

c.

t.

light

respect

vessel

built

on one of the Government wharfs.

same

witli the vessel in reserve.

was

The

The beacon buoys are constructed by and under
At a former
the supervision of Government.
period the attemi)t to allow private persons to
execute the work produced no good results,
The illuminating apparatus for the lanterns of the
coast lights are jjurchased in other countries.
(See the rejily to articles 12 and Kl)
The lanterns for the coast lights are manufactured in the Netherlands.
The apjiaratus and lanterns for the floating
light, as weU as for the vessel in reserve, were
manufactured and furnished by W. Wilking,
manufacturer, in London.
In regard to the necessary maintenance of the
works, amongst which painting is included, the
contract is granted by pubUc tender (as mentioned
under

d.

The

a).

stores are partly furnished

from the marine

magazines, partly bought of private indiWduals.
Organic lamps as well as reflectors for the illuminating apparatus are also maimfactured in the
Netherlands in a very satisfactory manner.

XX. The oU

is

red lead, vermdion, and blacking [lamp-black].
are painted the colour of Uentheim
iron supporters for lights are painted black ;
stone
wooden structm-es for lights, a bright yellow and the
lanterns for the coast light are red outside and black

XXII. Iron lighthouses
;

;

inside.

The principal colours for buoys in the channels
leading to the entrances from the sea are black, white,
and red.
XXIII. When ])roposals are made for the introduction of
improvements in the coast lights, buoys, &c., the
minister for the marine gives orders for an inquiry to
be made by ])ractical men, who make a report to him
of the result.
each of the coast lighthouses are ])laced a
thermo7neter
on board the floating fight a set of
meteoi'ological instruments, viz., a barometer, a set
of dew point hygrometers, a psychrometer, and a deep
sea lead, with two thermometers.
XX\'. The system mentioned here is not adopted in the
Netherlands. I'nder certain circumstances alone, signals are made with flags and streamers by jjilot vessels,
to indicate at certain periods the height of the water
in shallow i)arts of the entrances from the sea.
XXVI. In thick foggy weather the usual signals are made
on board the floating light by sounding the bell, preceded and followed by striking on the gong.
If any vessel, by jiursuing a wTong course or otherwise, should be in danger of the sand banks, it shall
be made known, in as far as possible, from the floating
light, by filing a gun and hoisting signal flags.
Under letters G and H are annexed the Royal
Decrees of the 28th June, 1S5S, (State newsjjapers Nos.
5-1 and 55,) concerning the exhibition of signal lights
at night, and also the making of fog signals for the
prevention of collisions.

XXIV. On

;

reply to the request made under this head,
there are annexed hereto three sets of drawings (Appendix, letter I.) of the last constructed lighthouse,
nith a statement (Appendix, letter K.) showing the
particulars described, under letters a and/.
XXVIII. A drawing of the beacon buoys in use is herewith
annexed under letter L., with a statement (Appendix,
letter M.) showing the size of the buoys, the materials
of which they are made, and the ground tackle by

XXVII. In

which they are moored.

As the "size of the buoys differs greatly, and the
ground tackle should be proportioned to their formaand to the depth of the channels where they are

tion,

placed,
is

tested as well

by burning

as

means of the

areometer.

The foremen receive a salaiy of from f. 500 to f. SOO
annually, with an addition of f. 50 annually for management expenses.
The keepers from f. 250 to f 350 annually.
Tlie foremen and keepers have generally the privilege
VII.

:

by examination

it is

not possible to

make a statement

of the

costs.

the sea the white buoys arc on the
starboard side, and the black ones to larboard.
Red buoys are placed at the sejjaration of two
channels.
A\'hite and black in squares are buoys painted for
the ])urpose of pointing out wnecks.
The objects for beacons placed along the outer roads
of the sea entrances, such as the Flaaks, the Ooster,
the Banjaard, are painted with vertical or horizontal
black, white, or red streaks.
The names of the sand banks are painted on the

XXIX. Coming from

buoys.

XXX. Along

the Banjaard aie two iron Herbert's buoys
(iron inverted cone buoys) as per drawing, letter N.;
near the Schou«en Sandbank there is an iron bel!

beacon \-essel (iron bell beacon buoy), as per drawing,
(See hkewise the annexed
and statement letter O.
notice, dated the 5th August 1858, under letter P.)
Before the mud entrance (slykgatl of Godereede and
the shell entrance (schulpengat) of Texel there is
a Peacock's life buoy, but which kind of object for
beacons, with regard to its stabiUty, has furnished
fewer good residts.
of the instructions for the management of
the coast light on West Schouwen is hereto annexed

XXXI. A copy

under letter Q.
There ai-e no

general instructions for the district
The regulations of the service conform to
inspectors.
the local circumstances of each district. Those given
to the inspectors of the first district are copied and
annexed under letter R.

REPLIES TO FOREIGN QUESTIONS— HOLLAND.
Besides the inspection of the district inspectors a
general inspection is made by the inspector general at
times not appointed.
The maintenance of the buoys and beacons in the
channels takes place by contract with parties who moor
the buoys, and who are bound to provide a vessel with
her crew fitted for the purpose on their own account,
but who receive the materials for the buoys from the
Government magazines.

f.

/;.

/.

,;".

k.

I.

drawings of the floating lightvessel De Noord
Hinder are annexed hereto as an Appendix, letter S.,
pointing out at the same time the particulars as re-

'Hie

quired in

a, h, c,f, g.

cable of 0,038 Netherland ell, veering out according
to circumstances i.'/'"' Netherland ells (150 fathoms)
\vith a depth of water of -10 Netherland ells (21 fah.

The

light

is

according

to

AVilking's

system.
«.

The

III.

The

costs are,

a.

For the hull,

h.

The

c.

f. 53,000.
illuminating apparatus

floating light vessel

is

named Noord Hinder,

c.

near the sandbank of the same name
North Sea.
(See the annexed notice, dated tlie 2Cth August 1858, under letter T.)
She is built of timber, and cojjper fastened.
See the notice under letter T.

d.

See the drawing.

and

lies

For the

vessel entirely

cepting provisions
f. 77,500.

ready

and

e.

the lanterns.

Two bow

anchors, one of 953 and the other of
865 Netherland lbs. ; one of them provided
with a chain cable of 0,032 Netherland ells,
the second with a chain cable of 0,029 Netherland ells, each of them being 200 Netherland
ells in

for service,

materials for

ex-

lights,

Yearly
at

f.

The aimual

frs.

in the

b.

and

costs for ud and M'icks are calculated
900.
costs of maintenance of the illuminating apparatus.
(Have not yet been furnished.)
f. The vessel has been too short a time in the service
to give an estimate of the costs here alluded to.
g. The wages of the crew are as follow
(/.

e.

thoms).

II.,

of the signals are arranged between the
and the pilot boats.
other than the usual boats, amongst which
there is one whale boat.
The crew consists of thirteen men, of whom
there are always eight on board.
T!ie masters and the mates are relieved every
month, the keepers every two months.
The floating light has not yet been placed there
a year. Experience must show within what time
she ought to be rcjilaced.
The consumjition of oil is calculated at 1800
Netherland cans jjer year.

No

f. 5,2.5fi.

Under d and e. The vessel lies moored to a mushroom anchor of 1,800 Netherland lbs., and a chain

Under

Some

floating light

(J.

Floating Light neau the Xortii Hinder Bank.

II.

685

1

Chief master, per month

HO

1

Second ditto

100

2 Mates, each

,,

7(1

6 First keepers, each ,,
45
3 Second do.
35
„ „
All of them with free maintenance on board,
without any extra addition.
The annual costs for provisions furnished by

Government

are calculated at 2,500f.

length.

Appendix, Statement A. and

B.

ITie price of the illuminating apparatus in use, including therein the costs of the optical and organic portions of
each kind, with the description.
2. The calculated annual costs of the usual repairs, including therein the lamp-glasses, M-ear and tear and breakage,
with the cleansing of the materials em])loyed.
3. The consumption and costs for oil and wicks in a certain numljer of hours.
The price of the oil is placed at 40
pence per gallon (the gallon at 454 Netherland cans).
1
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The

costs of maintenance of the hghthouse

Appendix, Letter K.
regarding the particulars under letters
appertaining to the reply to Article No. ^7-

Statement

on West Schouwen,

o, /,

cluding

customaiy
a.

Building Materials

:

amounted

in-

therein
the
expenses,
in 1858
:

Stone Coast Lighthouse on Schiermonnikooij.
On a do«ii.
Situation
Freestone flags, masonry, and
Foundation
brickwork.
Brickwork carried up outside
Lighthouse
inside plastered and whitewashed.
]st.

Of
Of
Of
Of

Staircase

The

rest

tiles

e.

plate iron.

Doors and cupboards
Frames
Lanterns
2.

/.

Of iron.
Of wood.
Of iron.
Of copper.

Stone Coast Lighthouse on JVest Schouwen.

Foundatain on

Of
Of
Of
Of

piles

work
Foundation masoniy
House and walls

Lattice

Vide Statement under

The costs of the whole
construction
of
the
lighthouses,
keepers
dweUings, lanterns, apparatus for light and
other materials,amounted, up to the first beginning of the lights
:

deal piles.
fir deals.

Lighthouse

f.l

but in the two
U])per compartments, of iron.

Of

^freestone,

Foot of the lantern
Gallery
Floors

Of
Of
Of

freestone.

ballustrade and rails
Doors, frames, and cu])boards.
of the
The covering

Of iron.
Of wood.

girders.

The

magazines.
Lanterns
3.

-

-

Of

lead.

Of

copper.

Iron Coast Lighthouse on Korlh Schouicen.

Situation

On

Foundation

Of

a down.
freestone, flags,

and masonry

of brickwork.

The lower portion
The lighthouse

Of
Of

Staircases

Of
Of
Of

freestone.
cast iron,

and

painted outside

inside.

cast iron.
cast iron.
cast iron.
Tlie bottom one of freestone,
the rest of cast iron plates,

Foot of the lanterns
Gallery
Floors

but the upper ones covered
by tiles.
There are no girders made use
of, except under the uppermost floor, which are of cast
iron.

The

floor

plates

Bullustrade and rails
Doors and frames as well
as the magazine.

Of wrought
Of iron.

cross beams
Cupboards

Of cast iron.
Of wood.
Of copper.

The

Lanterns

The hghthouse

is

have

each

fastened to
screw bolts.

edges

other by

iron.

secured at bottom with screws the
by screw bolts of wrought
;

foinidations are joined together

b.

Situation

magazine

of

the

:—

oil

Shomi
letter

The apparatus

:

in

the

1 reflector

1

large lens
small lens

fi

reflectors

.,

.

.

under

dra^\-ing

L
"]

munjij,^ting

^^tusofthe

|

,

(

amps

4 \\^ckholdersJ

j^^'

^.^^
.

^^^
^

,

west-coast

Schouwen.)'

^j^^

„,

ot

side),

Appendix, Letter M.

Statement

appertaining to the Reply to Article No. 28
respectmg the Beacon Buoys nos' in use.

freestone.

freestone. The tiles of both
the above floors rest on iron
l)lates, and these on cast iron

(west

60,223; Schouwen (north
f. 37,860.

side),

terials.

Staircase

For those on Schiermonnikoog
(two hghthouses) f.l 19,596;

Schouwen

Ijrickwork.

brickwork.
Plastered outside with Portland
cement.
Plastered inside, and whitewashed with the usual ma-

Lighthouse and walls

3,535

letter C.

on brick joists inserted between binders of wrought
Ballustrade and rails

M75
f.

cast iron.
freestone.
freestone.
freestone.

764

nating apparatus and
the keepers rooms -

;

Foot of lantern
Gallery
Floors

f.

600

For repairs
For materials for the
hghts
For oil for the illumi-

Anchor-formed Buoys.

REPLIES TO FOREIGN QUESTIONS.

G —Government newspaper

BELGIUM.

Appendix, Letter P.
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— Notice

>y the Marine
Department regarding the bell beacon vessel in the
North Sea near the Scouwen sand bank.
Appendix, Letter Q,. Revolving coast Ught of the 1st size
West Scouwen,
of
containing
instructions for
management of the lights, and the maintenance of
the illuminating ajjparatus, and the lanterns.
Appendix, Letter R. Containing instructions to the Inspector of Pilots of Buoys and Beacons and Lights in
the 1st district.

of the kingAppendix, Letter
dom of the Netherlands, No. 54, containing a decree
of 28th June 1858 (regulations for signals by night
and fog signals), for the prevention of collisions.
Government newspaper of the kingAppendi.\, Letter H.
dom of the Netherlands, No. 55, containing a decree
of 28th June 1858, respecting the cai'rying of lights
by steamers, &c.
Appendix, Letter O. Statement and conditions for
building an iron bell beacon vessel.

to mariners

—

—

—

—

12.-BELGIUM.
Tlie following is a translation of the return made by
direction of the Belgian Government.

IIL Here follows a

VL
Note on the lighthouses (phares) and harbour Ughts
(fanaux) of Belgium.
I.

Fanaux have but one keeper, whose pay

Vin. The Ughthouse

dioptric

A

XII.

drawing of the apparatus can only be furnished

when the new light at Ostende is constructed.
XIII. The light at Ostend and the little fanaux
of Flanders burn "I'huile a quinquet "

coast

for the service,

The general direction of the navy is
orders of the Minister for Foreign Affairs.

oil, &c.
In all that concerns the floating Ught, details will
be found in accordance with the programme furnished
by the Royal Commission.
XVII. The oil which is used is oil doubly purified, like that
commonly sold under the name of superfine oil, destined for carcel lamps.
XVIII. Oil only is used.

under the

The "budget" of the navy includes each year the
necessary for the iUumination of the lighthouses,
payment of the persons concerned.

for the

The lighthouses of the coast of the North Sea are
under the authority and the superintendence of the

XIX.

inspector of pilotage resident at Ostende. The floating
" Paarde Markt " is under the direction of the

light

a.

Buoys

b.

Lighthouse apparatus

in Belgium
estimates.

sub-inspector of Belgian pilotage, residing at Flesingen.

service.

"minium."

expenditin-e of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs for 1858 contains the following allocations for the maintenance of Ughthouses and harbour
lights during the same " exercice."

" Personnel " (officers) on the coast of Flanders
board the floating light " Paarde Markt "

-

-

XXIV. The

meteorological observations are

is but one
apparatus of first order in
Belgium, and beside it is in course of construction.
The information asked in No. 27. can only be
furnished when it shaU be finished.

XXVIII. The buoys which

are used in Belgium are not
placed at sea, but in the interior, and in the Belgian
portion of the Scheldt.
XXIX. The buoyage of the Scheldt is done by common
agreement with the Netherlands.
The buoys are
black, when the navigators ought to leave them to port
in coming from the sea
white when under the same
circumstances he should leave them to starboard.
Only a few red buoys are used as yet, when the navigator may pass them indifferently to port or starboard.
XXX. Tlie general order for the floating light service
is annexed, as also the journal to be kept on board.
Reply to the questions asked by the Royal Commission relativ-e to floating lights in Belgium.
Belgium has but one floating light moored
passage of WicUngen, near Paarde Markt.

Lighting of the Ughthouses and harbour lights
on the coast of Flanders
- 3500
Ditto for the floating Ught " Paai-de Markt "
- ;:i5()0

;

7000

The budget of the Minister of Pubhc Works
includes the maintenance of buildings for watchmen,
&c., a sum of l,000f.
The budget of the Minister

of

PubUc Works provides

maintenance of buildings, keepers' houses, &c.,
of ],000f.

4

in the

state of the tide is indicated.

XXVII. There

fi009

7050

Materiel.

sum

made

Ughthouses.

XXV. The

13,089

a

object of an

XXIII. Propositions of this kind are submitted to an
inquisition by Go\'ernment.
The departments of
Foreign Affairs and of Public Works consult together
when it is proposed to change the lighting of the coast.

of

n. The "budget" of the

On

under

A

The State directs the placing and maintenance by
means of the inspectors of pilotage.
coasts

not the

iron,

addresses
the makers who seem to offer the best
guarantee.
c. Painting is done by public adjudication.
d. Materiel is also furnished by pubhc adjudication.
The law in Belgium requires that all pro\'isions shall be made in this manner.
XX.
commission of three or of five members in certain
eases; the inspector of pilotage examines and admits
or rejects the materials.
XXI. They are painted with oil paints, generally once a
year.
The parts which are of iron are painted in

Heavier punishments are inflicted by the general
director of the na\'y, under a revocation which can only
be pronounced by the minister.

the

of

itself to

The subordinate staff of the lighthouses, such as
keepers, watchmen, and others, is subordinate to them,
and they have the right to suspend them for five days.

There are no beacons (baUses) on
Belgium.

is

made

The department of Public Works

inspectors of pilotage ought to assure themselves
that the harbour hghts are lit at the hour prescribed,
and that they produce a clear and suitable Ught.

form a part of the pilotage

are

adjudication.

The

for the

of the
(oil for

Argand lamps). ])erfectly purified.
The annexed note of charges contains all the elements for the valuation of the different objects provided

are put in action.

also

at

—

" exploitation " of Ughthouses, that is to say,
their illumination, depends on the general direction of
the navy, to which the Ughthouses are handed over,
when the administration of roads and bridges consider
that they fulfil all the required conditions before they

The buoys

from

Ostende has a fixed light.
IX. The colours adopted for the little fanaux are three in
number, natural, green, and red colours.
XI. The apparatus of the Ughthouse in construction is

The

and

varies

640f. tol,200f.

construction of lighthouses and harbour lights is
part of the general administration of roads and bridges,
(ponts et chausse'es,) under the superintendence of the
Minister of Public Works. An annual sum is carried
to the budget of that department for the maintenance
of the apparatus, the painting of the buiUUngs, habitations of keepers, &c.

The

sum

list of lights, ^vith a description of
each, similar to the Admiralty list of lights.
existing Ught at Ostende has two keepers, whose
anniial pay is 840f.

The

R
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These questions are ansn-ered by the plan
sent herewith.
The mooring apparatus is composed of two
anchors, of the weight of 1 7 quintals English,
joined by a ground chain of \l inch English by
71' fathoms long.
In the middle of that chain is a swivel, to
which another chain is rivctted, of the same
diameter, and of ll?0 fathoms long, jiassed
through the hausehole, fixed to the windlass
and finally in the chain well. It is haided in
and |iai(l out as circumstances rcipiire. The

i.

a, b, c.

d, e.

lantern was

Son.

Its

is

six

English

feet

;

it

«.

II.

e.

gimble

j.

h.

The crew

ves.sel quits her station every two years during
10 days, to have her bottom scraped, cleaned,
The end of June is chosen for
carrying out this work, or the first days of July.
The illuminating apparatus consumes yearly about
l.fillO litres of superfine colza oil, specially purified for carcel lamps, and wicks in jiroportion.

has
III.

The
The

price of the hull alone

is 41,n00f.
illuminating apparatus, with blocks, chain.
accessories, cost 11,325 f.
The total price of the floating light ready to enter
the service, but vnthout oil and stores, was

a.
h.

and

f.

74,L'l;i

f.

The annual

(/.

to

principle.

exjienditure of oil and wicks amounts
f., of which 1,989 is for oil, and

about 2,050

CI for wicks.

reserve to replace the mooring apparatus, if it
should happen to give way.
/. The vessel is jjrovided with a series of signals, by
means of whicli it communicates with the

which

for

The

k.

e.

cannot be sunk

is

placed

The floating light has been in use since 1848.
The ap])aratus has had no need of repair up

to

this time.

The

Belgium.
which is of a red colour, can be seen by
the naked eye by an observer placed at 18 feet
above the level of the sea, in clear weather, at
a distance of 8 miles, of (iO to a degree.
The vessel is provided with a lantern mast and
a large lug sail and a mizen.
A chain of 15 inch English by .''O fathoms, and
an anchor of 18 English quintals, are kept in

coast.
lifeboat

engaged

and repainted.

/.

light,

A

sailor is

March.

vessel has no other name but that of the
floating light of Paarde Marl^t.
Its position has been shown by the reply
to No. III., which includes a list of lights in

y.

supplementary

the winter months from October to the end of

The

c.The

d.

ball

A

three.

made by Mr. Robert Wilkins and

diameter

eight silver lamps, and shows a red light.
g. The lantern is hoisted to the mast in the ordinary
manner by means of two chains, which pass
through two blocks under the cross-trees, and
which join and end in a single chain fastened to
a hand-winch jdaced on deck.
Ii. The
lamps turn on a universal joint, called cup

and

The master and the mate pass, tin'n about, a*
month on shore, and a month on board. The
saUors remain on board two months out of

ff.

which are broken are not included under the head of repairs.
The works necessary for keeping the floating lights
in perfect condition do not amount to 1,000 f.
in the mean, by the year.
The ])ay of the master by the year is 1,320 f.
The mate
- 1,140
lam]) glasses

Sailors of the first class
Sailors of the second class
They receive besides a
/(.

1\'.

The

victuals
The cost of these provisions
by the year.
floating light

•

certain
is

1

,650

-

1,020

-

840

(piantity
f.

ol

on a mean

has occupied her station from the
it in consequence

end of 1848, and has never quitted
of any accident.

on

the deck.
of whom
is composed of eight men
four in summer and five in winter are always
present on board.

In Februarj- 1855 the \cssel was obliged to take
refuge at Ostende, in consequence of ice ; but she
resumed her moorings some davs afterwards.

;
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Buoys and
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Beacons

AUSTRI.\N Co.VSTS.

Altogether

of all the lighthouses, buoys, and
beacons belongs to the Imperial Royal Admiralty.

The superintendence

The deputies of the Exchange at Triest have to
attend to the management of the lighthouses, and they
have to give their inferiors instructions in their sphere
of action.
The

duties of the deputation

Imperial Ex-

of the

change extend themselves to the erection of the lighthouses, the repairs of the same, the pay of the men who
their rights,
are employed, and the discipline of them
on the other hand, consist in the collection of the legitiappointment
of their
in
the
and
t,axes
lighthouse
mate
;

own men.
The inferiors of the Admiralty have to attend on their
own responsibility to the superintendence of the buoys
and beacons.
II.

All the taxes levied on commercial vessels belong to the
treasury of the deputation of the Imperial Exchange
Commission, in order to pay for the hghts and all the
necessary expenses, repairs, and reriovations of light-

houses, according to the enclosed Order, 471. of the
15th January, 1854, marked A. B. C.

During the vear 1858, these taxes amounted
72,732ri. 621u-. ;"the expenses to

r).'),876fl.

to

05kr.

The costs of buoys and beacons are paid for out of
the Imperial Treasury after the receijit of an annual
estimate, submitted under the superintendence of the
Admiralty, and after having been approved of by the
Imperial Board of Trade. These expenses, for «hich
commercial vessels pav no charge whatsoever, amounted
during 1 858 to.

piles

-

37kr.

-

.i549fl.

-

4288 „ 37 „
78,-J7fl.

74kr.

The

enclosed list gives information respecting the
lighthouses which ha^'e already been erected at the
Austrian coasts, and therem are likewise pointed
out the positions of seven new lighthouses, which arc
to be completed within five years.
IV. In selecting jiositions for lighthouses the Imperial
Government is guided by the principle to facilitate as
much as jjossible the navigation near the coasts of
Austria washed by the Adriatic Sea
consequently
the moft suitable ])ositions are chosen by a ('ommission
consisting of shipowners, naval gentlemen, and the
Imj)erialnavy, who, corabined.are best able to point
out the condition of the coast, but particularly also,
where possible, the entrance into the harbours, and the
jiositions of dangerously situated rocks or shallows.
V. In the list (.'•() is given the classification of lights.
VI. The number of assistants employed at the lighthouse
of Triest is four, and they have to signahze during
day time always the amount of sails and steamers in
sight at Salvore are two ; and at all the others three
are appointed.
The harbour light at the point of the Mole of Fiume
is attended to by the authorities of the place, together
with the lighting of the town. The assistants usually
get 30fls. per month, with oil, fuel, and water for their

III.

;

;

own

use.

VII. The selection of particular classes of lights in use at
certain places takes place according to the rules laid
down in No. 4 ; thus there is placed, for instance,
at Lagosta a first class hght, in order to enable the
ships to avoid in proper time the last little rock of

REPLIES TO FOKEIGX QUESTIONS

XX. An employe

of the Commission of Exchange pays
every year an official visit to all the lighthouses, in
order to convince himself of the jjerfectly good keeping of the same, as well as of the hght apparatus and
of the whole furniture, and in order to propose necessary repairs, alterations, &c. At every lighthouse is
kept a list of all articles there, which must be strictly

quite sufficient for Triest.

VIII. The light apparatus in use are,—
Lenticular catoptric revolving apparatus
1. Triest
a la Fresnel, 3rd order, the fire white, flashing.
21 argand lamps ^dth large reflectors,
Sah-ore
2.

—
—

the

tire vv'hite, fixed.

Eouii/no.— Catoptric lenticular revolving apparatus a la Fresnel, 4th order, large model, the fu-e
white ; every two minutes through 8" red

correct at all times.

XXI. The

hghthouses are usually once iu two years
whitewashed inside with lime.
The chamber of the hght apparatus is painted white
with oil paint, and the cupola green uith oil paint.
The buoys and beacons are coated once in six
months with red oil paint (minium), which, after
repeated trials, seems to answer best as a means to pre-

flashing.
4.

Poj-er.— 18 argand lamps with large reflectors, the

5.

Punte Bianche.

fire

white,

6.

fi.xed.

and

—

flashing.

serve iron, or sheets of iron, placed in the water.
The piles are painted everj- year once from the level
of the water upwards with tar.

Lenticular apparatus of the 1st order,
Lagosta.
with mixed optical arrangement, viz., the prmcipal part or the centre catoptric, the upper and
lower parts, however, dioptric* The fbe white,
fixed.

7.

—

Catoptric lenticular revolving
apparatus a la Fresnel, 3rd order ; fire white,
fixed

Punta d'Ostro.
flectors

;

— 16

the

fire

argand lamps with large

XXII. Hitherto

all hghthouses have been painted in one
way, but they uill be painted in future most likely
white and red, or somewhat similarly, in order to
enable the navigators to distinguish one fi-om the
other, easily from the distance.

re-

white, fixed.

Saccu di Piave.—'20 argand lamps v.ath large
parabohcal reflectors fu'e white, fixed.
9 and 10. Malaniocco.— Two lighthouses with lenticular catoptric apparatus of the 4th order,
Both fires are white and fixed.
small model.
The Fiume harbour fight is quite simple, fixed
red, and is Ughted with gas fike the town
8.

XXIII. Every renovation or

alteration of a fight apparatus
to be first submitted for approval on the part of
the Admiralty by the Commission of the Exchange
and every new introduction is to be examined previously by a Commission.
As to the buoys, beacons, and piles, the proposals
for all needful increase, alterations, or improvements,
repairs, &c., are to be made by the emploj'es of the
Admiralty.

;

IX.

.Vs just

lamps.
recorded there are at present in use only the

colours, white

and

is

two

red.

X. At the lighthouse near Rovigno the red flashing ray is
used because it is situated between and not far from
the two lighthouses of Salvore and Porer, both of whicli
have white fixed fire ; and at Ro\dgno are quartered

XXI^^ Eveiy hghthouse
and a

8.

Since the difference between tide and flood is small
in the harbours of the Adriatic, amounting to from
three to four feet at the utmost, the height of the water
is nowhere reported.
The local cii-cumstances of the harbour of Malamocco,
where the current is very considerable, as well dm-ing
the tide as during the flood, demand particular care

oa entering, especially if the Mind is strong and
and therefore the pilots stationed there
contrary
announce to ships which are about to enter, the most
useful signals by means of three flags, a red, a blue,

drawings may behad from him.
XIII. Here is the Table according to the question.
XIV. The selection of the different optical apparatus is
arranged according to the principle expressed in 10.
XV. The arcumstances of the locality are taken into consideration respecting the utmost height of the lighthouses, with especial calculation for the fog caused
by the easterly winds, on which account the height

;

—

or a white one.
The red flag hoisted on the pilot ship designates
You are not able to enter ; retire.

The blue one

fine

olive

you will be able to enter,
draw, and remain in sight.

But

start to rneet you.
At night time the red flag is replaced by two Bengal hghts, the blue one by one Bengal light, and the
white flag by means of a lantern, which is drawn up
and down frequently.

the extreme point of the large northern dam of
the harbour of Malamocco is situated an iron scaffolding of the height of 42 feet, which is suppUed with
a kind of clockwork, which is wound up when a fog
happens to arise, and which signaUzes to ships, by
means of strokes upon a gong, the entrance into the

XXVI. At
for tlie

harbour.
are three di-awings of the Lighthouse of
Lagosta, and one of that at Porer ; both of these
lighthouses are built of stone ; the former appears to
have the preference.
The Commission of the Exchange not being in possession of the jjecessai'y data, the information required
thereon cannot be suppHed.

XXVII. Enclosed

the Exchange themselves, and private contracts seem
to be the most economical, and in most cases also tu
best.

The light apparatus a la Fresnel, are ordered from
Mr. Henry Lepaute in Paris.
The argand lamps, together ^vith the reflectors and
what else belongs to the same, are made by M. Giovanni

XXVIII. The enclosed design

Rosario, at Milan.

XXIX. The up-buoying

and

The Commission of the Exchange attend to the pamt
and other stores as they think best.
The buoys and beacons are, according to tlie conThe
tract, in the Stabihmento tecnico Triestino.
anchors and chains which may be necessary are
Liverpool.
in
Wood,
Mr.
H.
of
works
the
ordered from

'

* It is evident thatthvoiighoiit this return tin
revei-sed.

irds

"'

catoptric "

also

one of the

conducted

piles

represents buoys, beacons,

which are

in use.

at harbours, canals, banks, &c., is
according to local circumstances and re-

quirements.

XXX. Only

those piles of oak stems pointed out in 28 are

peculiar.

of the Exchange compose for each
lighthouse separate rules for the keeper, which depend
Printed rules were never proon local circumstances.
mulgated.

XXXI. The Commission

and

dioptnc " arc

II.

then with-

:

hghts a la Fresnel, they use the oUve oil named Jior
di pila, which is imported from Istria and Dalmatia,
because it is not so fat.
XVIII. No other kind of proceedings is applied for the
production of the light but olive oil.
XIX. The lighthouses are erected according to cu'cumstances p'artly by private agreements, partly by means
of pubhc tender, and partly by the Commission of

have answered

till

The white one
You may enter j we

1

oil.

:

:

Presenili/

of the same at the eastern coast of the Adriatic ought
not to be above 400 feet.
XVI. The most approved kind of ventilation seems to be
that of the hghthouse of Lagosta, which consists of
eight openings, suppUed with bronze covers, and which
may be closed and opened at pleasure.
These openings of ventilation are marked a in the

enclosed design of such a hghthouse, No.

suppUed with a thermometer
which the keepers have no

printed rules.

The

catoptric apparatus a la Fresnel were taken as the best,
and
fuel
of
since they consume the smallest quantity
fiu-nish at the same time the finest light, on which
account they are introduced gradually everywhere.
XII. Mr. Henry Lepaute at Paris is the maker of the most
approved catoptric apparatus a la Fresnel, and the

XI. The various apparatus were mentioned in

is

telescope, respecting

XXV.

also the Austrian coast pilots.

XVII. They burn usually

by a contract

The piles are fitted and kept in repair
for five years by means of public sale.

Afostini, which is veiy smaU, dangerous, and above
while a light of the thu'd class is
.9 "sea miles distant,

.J.
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LOCAL RETURN.
NORTHFLEET.
NORTHFLEET LIGHTHOUSE.
LIGHTHOUSE.—(Special Return.^
I.

Northfleet, Kent.

II.

III.

The Consenators of the River Thames.
The Conservators of the River Thames.

IV. One Ught only.
V. None.
VI. None.
VIII. 3rd September, 1859.
IX. It was built by contract by Messrs. W. Simpson and
The engmeer was
Co., of Grosvenor Road, Pimlico.
Stephen Wni. Leach, the engineer to the Conservators
of the River Thames.
X. Harbour light.
It is constructed in open skeleton
XI. Wrought iron.
work, excepting strips of iron arranged so as to
show in the hne of sight two lozenge-shaped pieces
of closed work, the lower 16 feet, the upper S feet in
height.

XII. There
XIII. Fifty

is

no lightning conductor.

feet.

XIV. Fifty-three feet.
XV. It is 'intercepted by a bend of of the river.
XVI. See last answer.
XVIII. Fi.ved white and red. White to the northward

of
;
mid-channel in Gravesend Reach, which is the portion
of the river for ships to navigate in; and red to the
southward of mid-channel, which is the portion of the
river for ships to anchor in.

XX. Sunset

to sunrise.

XXI. Dioptric.
XXII. Fourth order.
XXIII.

No

alteration has been

made.

W.

Wilkins and Co.
the ball surmounting the lantern.
XXVI. There are none.
XXVII. See last answer.

XXIV.

Messrs.

XXV. Through
XXVIII. No

XXIX.

XXX.

register

is

kept.

£

Cost of construction
Cost of site and conveyance of deeds
It is completed.
inside measure)
Height in glass
Height of ball from top of glass Height frum floor of lantern room to
3 3
bottom of glass
Cost of lantern, dioptric apparatus, and fitting

XXXI. Diameter of lantern

i

MISCELLANEOUS.

MARINERS' EVIDENCE,
Sir,
I

HAVE

Buchan Ness, 29th September, 1859.
received your letter of the 2.ird inst., with

have two sights, because it might be mistaken for
Hasbro' Sand.
It would not answer to revolve, because it
might be mistaken for the Leman and Ower, or Cromer.
Neither would it do to have three lights, because it might
be mistaken for the Newarp. To make such a mistake may
appear to some men paradoxical, more especially to those
navigators who are accustomed to have good timekeepers
on board, and who would consider it bad navigation to be
one mile out of their reckoning in a distance of 300 miles.
But I assure you that when I came passenger on board a
fine Danish barque four years ago last March, after a good
run of four days, when they were looking out for the
Leman and Ower, they made Winterton and Hasbro' Lights.
When I got on deck the master declared he could not
imagine what lights they could be. We were then running
under snug canvas, blowing hard, wind about east. We
soon made all the other lights, which only increased his
He begged
confusion, for he was completely bamboozled.
of me to take charge of the ship and pilot her to the Downs.
I did so for my own sake, and on the follo%\-ing day I
landed at Ramsgate.

Hamilton,

Rear Admiral,
Chairman of the Royal Commission on Lighthouses.
Mr. Peter D. Dodds,
Sunderland.

39,

Wear

Street, Sunderland,

23rd September, H59.
sHOi'LD not have troubled you with any further
had I not heard so much
&c.,
remarks about lights, buoys,
grumbling about the Outer Dowsing Shoal being so much
Now Sir, I do not Uke to hear this, for of all
neglected.
nations in the world, I do not know of one that pays
greater attention to lights, buoys, and beacons, and making
Sir,

I

way clear than dues
Knowing that two or

the

Page 579-

to

your views on the subject of the more definite marking of
the Outer Dousing Shoal.
It shall be appended to the answers you have already
furnished us with relative to the general lighting and buoying of our coasts, and for which, as I have before stated,
we are much obUged to you.
I remain, &:c.
\V. A. B.
(Signed)

No. 579-

691

ours.

three persons here have taken each
a copy of your questions to answer, and to call your attention to that shoal in particular, I thought it my duty to

my opinion.
You will observe in my remarks on a former occasion
that I never noticed it, for this reason, that in consequence
of its close proximity with the Dudgeon, 1 thought it would
be better without a light, because it would only cause confusion (for I do think that there is as much danger in
having too many lights as there is in having too few), more
give

Of
especially to those vessels coming from the Baltic.
course we must look at both sides of the question, or
concerned.
parties
rather the interests of all
I am aware that there are times, especially in the winter
season, and east winds prevailiDg, when a lightship near
that shoal wotild be serviceable to a certain class of ships
I mean those that load here for India and the Red ."-ea,
which are of a great draught of water, and are generally
provided with a pilot who, with an east wind, generally
shajies a course to go between the Dudgeon and Outer
Dowsing. There are also times when they may be plying
to wmdward against strong SSE. winds, apt to stretch olf
outside the latier shoal in hopes of the wind veering a point
or two to the eastward, and enabling them to weather it.
Coasters, however, who are well acquainted, invariably steer
for the former, and when they make it, go either to windward or to leeward, as circumstances suit them. With
regard then to those who prefer going between the two
I admit that a hght near the Dowsing would be of service.
But then, how would it answer for the Baltic men, which
are as numerous as the coasters, and I would ask those
advocates for the Dowsing Light, what sort of one would
It surely would not be a single light, because
they propose.
It would not do
it might be mistaken for the Dudgeon.
;

:

I state these facts merely to prove that it is possible to
have too many lights in the vicinity of dangers, and which
I think would he the case were there one placed near the
Outer Dowsing.
With regard to the buoys on that shoal, I really do not
know whether there is more than one, if not, two are indispensable, one on the north end, blaik with staff and ball,
and one on the south end, white, both to be nun buoys.
I beg further to remark, that all the jears I have been
trading in these waters, I never but once fell in with that
shoal, I knew my position, and of course was on the lookcan also assert that I do not recollect of a ship
out.
I
being lost upon it. We have had many missing ships,
which have been supposed to he lost on it, but I think it is
the height of presumption for any man to affiim, or
imagine even, tnat they have suffered by one particular
peiil when they are exposed to so many, especially when

not a vestige of the ill-fated vessels n'cre ever seen.
In my former remarks relating to tide-sigr.als, I forgot
to state the loss of two foreign Indiamen, the first a Dutch
ship in the winter of 1857 the other a Bremen ship in the
following winter. The «ind was moderate, and the sea
strong tiom north-east on both occasions, but not so strong
as to prevent them hauling off to sea had they foreseen the
danger (too little water). The consequence was, they came
to the ground on the bar, broke their tow-ropes, and drove
ashore behind the North Pier, and were wrecked {see "ShipHad their been tide
ping and Mercantile Gazette ").
signals established on either pier to denote the depth of
water on the bar, both these fine vessels would have been
;

saved.
Sir, you wiU perhaps be so good as to append these
remarks to the others corresponding to their respective
questions and answers.
I have, &c.,
Peter D.
(Signed)

W.

A. B. Hamilton
Rear Admiral.

Dodd.
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PROPOSED UNIFORM CODE
For Buoying Dangers of every description, explained and illustrated in accordance with
the Principle first suggested in 1854 to the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses in
Scotland, and since then urged for General Adoption

by Captain E.

J.

Bedford, R.N.

Explanation of the Principle.
All

the General Outer Fairway of

Centre
fo

;

but

all

tlie

Navigation

Stranraer, in I^och I?j'an, thus

jjroposed to be

is

Harbours, Lochs, and Estuaries, as

to,

Kuoyed

and from, the

as

t(i,

iirin(i]ial

aiul from, a District

Port therein, such as

:

EXAMPLE OF THE CENTRES PROPOSED.
England,
IX

Three

^

1st,

^
'

'

'

i 2d,

Divisions. (South and East,

Scotland,
IN

Two

(,y
-{

Divisions.

Ireland,

TWest,
]

(East,

(West,

.

.

....

The Mersey, between the Mull of Gralloway and St David"s Head.
The Severn, between St David's Head and the Land's End.
The Thames, between the Land's End and St Abb's Head.
The

Clyde, between Cape AVrath and the Mi
Galloway.
The Firth of P'orth, between Cape 'Wrath and St Abb's Head.
Firth of

Galway Bay,'
Ratblin Island and Cape Clear.

Two
No.

Divisions

East

Did)lin Bay,

